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THE DEBATES
-0F THE-

SENATE OF CANADA,
-IN THE--

SECOND SESSION OF THE FIFTH PARLIAMENT OF THE DOMINION OF
CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS

ON THE 17th OF JANUARY, 1884, IN THE FORTV-
SEVENTH VEAR OF THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, January 17th, 1884.

THE SPEAKER OF THE SENATE.

The Members of the Senate were in-formed that a Commission under the GreatSeal had been issued, appointing the Hon-orable WILLIAM MILLER to be the Speakerof the Senate.
The Commission was then read by theClerk, and the SPEAKER took the chair.

THE CHAPLAIN OF THE SENATE.

The SPEAKER informed the Housethat theVenerable JOHNS. LAUDER, Doctorof Civil Laws, and Archdeacon of Ottawa,in the Province of Ontario, was in atten-dance, and had a Commission appointinghirn Chaplain to the Senate.The Commission was then delivered tothe Clerk, who read the same.

PRAYERS.

MASTER IN CHANCERY.

The SPEAKER informed the Senatethat a Commission under the Great Sealhad been issued, appointing ANTOINE
AiPHONSE BOUCHER, Esquire, a Masterin Chancery.

The Commission was then read andordered to be put upon the Journal.

NEW SENATORS.

The SPEAKER presented to the House
a Return from the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, setting·forth that His Excellency
the Governor-General had summoned to
the Senate the Honorable Messieurs DOt-
ALD MCMILLAN, JAMES TURNER and
GEORGE C. MCKINDSEY, of the Province
of Ontario; also the Honorable Messieurs

JAMES G. Ross and ALEXANDRE LACOSTE,
of the Province of Quebec.

The hon. Messrs. LACOSTE, MCMILLAN,
TURNER and MCKINDSEY were then in-
troduced and took their seats.

The House was adjourned during plea-
sure.

T HE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE

This day, at Three o'clock, p.m., His
EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL

proceeded in state to the Senate Chamber
and took his seat upon the Throne. The
members of the Senate being assembled,
His Excellency was pleased to command
the attendance of the House of Commons,
and that House being present, His
ExCELLENCY was pleased to open the
SECOND SESSION of the FIFTH PARLIA-

MENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA,
with the following speech:-
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Honorable Gentlemen oj the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

In fulfilment of the important trust committed
to me by Her Majesty, I have recourse for the
first time to your advice and assistance. It is a

source of the deepest personal satisfaction to nie
that I should have been called by Uer Majesty
to an office in which, as Her Representative. I
am enabled to take a part in the public affairs of
the Dominion, and to associate myself with you
in the performance of the honorable duties which
you are about to approach.

I rejoice to learn that although the last harvest
has been less productive than its predecessors,
and although there are indications that the rapid
expansion of your commerce has to some extent
been followed by over-trading, the general condi-
tion of the Dominion is such as to justify me in
congratulating you upon its prosperity.

The marked success attained by Canada at the

International Fishery Exhibition in London, must
be very gratifying to you, and has, I doibt not,
been of great service in showing to the world the
wealth of our fisheries and the extent of our marine
industries and resources.

The Commissioners appointed by my predeces-
sor for the purposes of consolidating the Statutes

affecting the Dominion, have pursued their task
with diligence, and I am enabled to lay before you
for examination about sixty chapters of the pro-
posed consolidation. The remainder of the work
will be prepared, and the whole of it revised dur-

happily been successful. Should your sanction be
given to the arrangements then made all occasions
of dispute will have been removed, and the most
cordial relations established bet ween the Dominion
and Provincial Governments. The papers will be
laid before you and your con4deration invited to
measures enabling me to give .fect to the agree-
ment.

The rapid increase of population in the North-
west renders some amendients in the North-
west Territories Act expedien:, and your atten-
tion will be called to this importan matter.

The progress of the Indian inu Manitoba and
the North-west during last year ha, been on the
whole satisfactory. The 1iands included in the
several Indian Treaties have for the most part be-
taken themselves to their reserves. A Bill for the
further promotion of their interests will be sub-
mitted to you, as well as a neasure applicable to
the whole Dominion for the purpose of encourag-
ing the more advanced Indian communities to as-
sume the responsibilities of self-govternmnent.

The Bill laid before you la-t sýssion for the re-
presentation of the people in, Parliament and the
assimilation of the electoral franchises existing in
the several Provinces has now been before the
Country for a year. The measure will be re-intro-
duced and I commend it to your attention.

I would also urge upon you the expediency of
providing for the regulation of factory labor and
the protection of the workingman and his family.
The measure submitted last session, with some
amendiments, will be laid before you.

,n ph rsn prs httefnIt twl The rapid progress of the Canadian Pacificbe ready at your next session for your approval. Railway has been maintainel throughout the past

The number of immigrants to Canada during year. Of the two thousand eight hundred and thirty.
the past season has, I am glad to say, been great- three miles of the main line between Pembroke
er than in any previous year, and is a proof that and Port Moody, one thousand seven hundred and
the better Canada is known the more it is valued thirty-eight miles are now constructed, rendering
by those seeking a home in the new world. practicable the completion of that great work

Arrangements are in progress to diminish the within the next two years. Although the time

cost of inland transport, and I have reason to be- within which the Railway Company is bound to

lieve that the result will be a steady increase of finish the road will not expire until 1891, my
valuable settlers in the future. Government has thought h of the greatest import-

ance for the settlement of the No'rth-West and
During the recess negotiations were resumed the developnment of our trade tha its completion

with British Columbia in regard to several matters from sea to sea should be hastene1, and the Com-
upon which differences had for somne time existed pany enabled to open the line throughout by the
between the two Governments. One of my spring of 1886. With this vicw. and in order to
ministers visited that Province last sunmmer on a aid the Company in procuring sufficient capital
special mission with a view to the adjustment of for the purpose by the disposal of its unsold shares,
ail questions in controversy, and his efforts have the Government agreed to receive a deposit of
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money and securities sufficient to pay a minimum
three per cent. dividend for ten years on sixty.five
millions of the stock. That arrangement was
made in the belief that it would give steadiness
and increased value to the shares on the market.
A combination of unfavourable circumstances has
prevented the fulfilment of these expectations, andthe Company has not been able to obtain the re-
quired capital by a sale of its stock. The bLstmeans of preventing any delay in the great objectof the early completion of the railway demandsyour earnest consideration.

I am pleased t be able to state that the opera-tion ad that Portion of the railway already openedaffords the most gratifying evidence of its sound-ness as a commercial enterprise and of its greatvalue to Canada.

The large increase of the volume of traffic on
ntercolonial Railway over that of any previousyear, without involving any burden upon thecountry, is a satisfactory proof of the continueddevelopment of trade between the eastern andwestern portions of the Dominion.

A provisional arrangement made with theGovernment of Nova Scotia for the retention ofthe Pictou Branch and the acquisition of theEastern Extension Railway to the Strait of Cansowill be submitted for yaur approval.

Gentlemen 9f the House of Commons:
The accounts for the past year will be laid

befaore you. You will find that the expenditurehas heen considerably less and the receipts largerthan the estimates, the surplus exceeding that ofany previous year. The revenues of the first halfof the current year, notwithstanding the large
importations of last season, have been such thatwe may reasonably expect that the estimates forthe Year will be fairly maintained.

The estimates for the ensuing year will also be
tubmtaeb to You. They will, I trust, be found

en prepared with due regard to economy.
Honorable Ge i/t Seae.101,6eGntlemten of the Senate :

Gentlemzen of the House of Commons:
I feel assured that y-u wik devote yourselves

with earnestness and assiduity ta the considera-
tion of the subjects I have mentione, and t aIl
matters affecting the public interess that May be
brought before you.

His Excellency the Governor-General

was pleased to retire, and the House of
Commons withdrew.

The House resumed.

RAILWAYS BILL.

FIRST READING.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL intro-
duced a Bill intituled " An Act relating to
Railways."

The Bill was read the first time.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

THE SPEAKER reported His Excel-
lency's Speech from the Throne, and the
same was then read by the Clerk.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the House do take into consideration
the Speech of His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General on Monday next.

The motion was agreed to.

THE VANCOUVER ISLAND
WAY.

RAIL-

MESSAGE.

A message was received from his Ex-
cellency the Governor-General under his
sign Manual, transmitting to the Senate
an agreement inade at Victoria, on the
2oth day of August, 1883, relative to var-
iouspoints remainingunsettled between the
Government of the Dominion and that of
the Province, together with the contract
for the construction of a Railway on the
Island of Vancouver, and accompanying
papers, and recommending the saine to
the favourable consideration of the House.

The message was read by the Clerk.

Order that the same do lie on the table.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

REPORT.

The SPEAKER presented the Report
of the Librarian on the state of the Libary
of Parliament.
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Ordered that the same do lie on the
table.

The Senate adjourned at 4-30 p. M.
until Monday next.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Mlonday Jan. 21st, 1S84.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
Three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AI)DRESS IN ANSWER TO THE
SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

Hon. M. LACOSTE--Ce n' est pas
sans hésitation que je me lève pour propo-
ser l'adresse en réponse au discours du
trône.

Habitué au langage du Palais, je crains
que ma voix ne soit trop peu exercée pour
traiter comme il convient devant cette
Chambre les grandes questions qui inté-
ressent si vivement le pays.

Toutefois, appelé à siéger au milieu de
vous, c'eût été, il me semble, mal compren-
dre mon devoir que de refuser l'honneur
qui m'était offert, que de fuir la rtsponsa-
bilité qui m'incombe d'être l'écho de cette
Chambre dans l'appréciation qu'elle fait de
la politique du Gouvernement telle qu'an-
noncée par Son Excellence.

Comme toute législation doit répondre
à un btsoin qui se fait sentir dans la
nation, il est tout naturel que la plupart
des mesures annoncées par Son Excellence
aient trait à la consolidation et à l'affer-
missement de la Conféderation qui a
été conçue et réalisée pour faire de nous
un grand peuple.

Unir des pays séparés par des distances
interminables, par des déserts, pour ainsi
dire, sans fin, dans le but d' en faire une
seule et même nation, eût semblé une
utopie à des peuples plus riches et plus
forts que nous.

Cependant une population de quatre
millions a entrepris cette grande oeuvre
et pour cela s'est imposé des sacrifices
immenses qui méritent l'admiration de
l'univers.

Pour sa propre défense contre toute

invasion armée, sans but de spéculation,
sachant bien que, pendant un certain
nombre d'années, ce serait un fardeau
pour lui, le pays a construit le chemin de
fer Intercolonial. Aujourd'hui il coi-
mence à recueillir le fruit de ce sacrifice.
Le chemin n'est plus une charge pour
l'Etat, grâce au développememt de l'in-
dustrie et à l'augmentation du traffic et
aussi à la bonne administration du
Gouvernement.

Mais la grande entreprise que nous
avions à faire pour assurer l'union des Pro-
vinces et l'unité de la confédération, c'é-
tait la construction d'un chemin de fer
reliant l'océan Pacifique à l'océan Atlan-
tique : la distance est immense ; il fallait
traverser des déserts, tailler dans le roc
des montagnes.

Beaucoup criaient à la folie, que nous
ne pourrions réaliser un projet aussi ab-
surde, que les ressources de la nation
étaient insuffisantes. Cependant, ce qui
était un projet, il y a quelques années, est
aujourd'hui, pour ainsi dire, une réalité.
Il s'est trouvé des hommes sérieux, et
non pas des prête-noms, il s'est trouvé des
capitalistes puissants qui se sont chargés
de la construction de ce chemin.

Sans doute que les entrepreneurs du
chemin du Pacifique, en acceptant le con-
trat, pensaient y trouver leur inté4êt, mais il
faut avouer tout de même qu'il leur fallait
une forte dose de courage, d'énergie, de
sagacité pour risquer leur fortune dans une
entreprise aussi colossale, dont il était si
difficile de prévoir les résultats au point de
vue financier.

Tandis que, dans les chambres, ici, on accu-
sait le Gouvernement de leur donner trop
d'aide,deshommesdelafinancedépréciaient
leurs actions sur les marchés monétaires.
Les compagnies rivales, comprenant la ter-
rible concurrence que le Pacifique cana-
dien leur ferait, l'avantage de pouvoir com-
muniquer d'un océan à l'autre sur un seul
et même chemin de fer, sans avoir besoin
de compagnies étrangères, sans être tenu
de faire avec elles de ces arrangements qui
absorbent les profits et font hausser les
prix de transport, comprenant le grand
avantage d' avoir une seule et même ad-
ministration d'un bout du chemin à l'autre,
les compagnies rivales, dis-je, firent une
lutte acharnée.

Nonobstant cette lutte, la compagnie du
Pacifique a avancé la construction avec
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une rapidité peut-être sans précédent, etelle va finir dans deux ans ce qu'elle s'étaitengagée à terminer en 1891.
Mais cette lutte n'a pas été sans effet,et les valeurs de la compagnie ont été dé-préciées.
Le Gouvernement a cru quil devait ve-nir au secours de la compagnie, afin dehâter l'achèvement du chemin, et a donnéla garantie dont il est parlé dans le dis-cours du trône.
Malheureusement cette aide n'a pasété suffisante :-les rivalités ont continué etd'ailleurs les effets de chemins de fer ontsubi une dépression générale, des fortunesse sont écroulées.
Rien de surprenant que, dans les circons-tances, les valeurs du Pacifique canadien

aient subi une épreuve trop forte, comme
les autres valeurs de même nature.

Le Gouvernement, croyant qu 'il est del'intérêt du pays que ce chemin soit com-pléte au plus vite, se propose de suggérerà cette Chambre de venir de nouveau enaide à la compagnie.
J'ai toute confiance que cette mesuresera reçue avec toute la faveur que mériteson importance, et que cette Chambre con-sentira à toute aide qui ne sera pas de na-Cure à obérer trop fortement le trésor.Ce chemin de fer que nous construisonsmoyennant de si grands sacrifices, n' est passeulement fait pour relier la Colombie-An-glaise aux autres Provinces. Cette immenseplaine qui s'étend depuis le lac Supérieurjusqu 'aux Montagnes Rocheuses, nousappartient. Elle a été découverte par unCanadien, La Verendrye, qui vers le milieudu dernier siècle a planté le drapeau de laFrance au pied même des MontagnesRocheuses.
ceannée prochaine, on célébrera le deux-dcouvrèmeuanniversaire de cet infatigable

Il nous faut utiliser le sol de cettecontrée si fertile; mais, comme notre popu-lation pest pas assez dense pour nous per-mettre de coloniser nous-mêmes ces terres,le Gouvernement favorise avec sagesse uncourant d'imrmgration qui, grâce à ses'efforts, va toujours en augmentant.
J'ai toute conf nce que le gouvernement,dans les efforts qu'il fera, tiendra comptedes sympathies de la Provincë de Québec,et qu'il fera venir de France une immi-gration saine.

L'occasion me semble favorable. L'état
d'incertitude dans lequel se trouve ce pays
commence à y paralyser les capitaux, sur-
tout dans les centres monarchistes.

Déjà plusieurs Français ont placé des
capitaux dans notre pays. C'est sans doute
un avantage d'avoir des émigrants, mais
c'est un avantage encore beaucoup plus
grand d'avoir des émigraùits qui apportent
de l'argent.

Tout en pensant à la grandeur et à la
prospérité de notre pays, nous ne saurions
oublier les anciens propriétaires du sol.
"Si la découverte de Nouveau Monde, dit
notre grand historien Garneau, a exercé
une influence salutaire sur les destinées de
l'Europe, elle a été funeste aux nations
qui habitaient l'Amérique. Leur amour de
la liberté, leurs moeurs belliqueuses, leur
intrépidité retardent encore à peine d'un
jour leur ruine : au contact de la civilisa-
tion, elles tombent avec plus de rapidité
que les bois mystérieux que leur servaient
de retraite, et bientôt elles auront disparu

sans laisser plus de trace que les brises
qui passent sur les savanes."

Espérons que nous pourrons sauver les
débris de ces nations et les amener à
jouir des bienfaits de la civilisation.

En les initiant peu à peu aux affaires,
en leur laissant par degré la responsa-
bilité de leur propre gouvernement, peut-
être pourrons-nous les soustraire à l'humilia-
tion d'une tutelle qui n'existe, chez les
peuples civilisés, que pour protéger l'en-
fance et la première jeunesse. C'est une
oeuvre de justice et d'humanité que fait
le Gouvernement en tentant dans ce sens
les efforts qui nous sont annoncés par le
discours du trône.

Rien ne peut être plus propre à faire
connaître notre pays et à favoriser
l'immigration, que les expositions comme
celle des pêcheries qui a eu lieu à Londres
dans le cours de l'année dernière.
. J'avais l'avantage de visiter cette exposi-
tion en juillet dernier, et j'étais fier d'en-
tendre autour de moi vanter les ressources
et les produits du Canada. Avouons que
ce succès est dû en grande partie au
choix judicieux qu' a fait le gouvernement
dans la personne de M. Joncas. Les jour-
naux de Londres étaient remplis d'éloges
à propos de la lecture qu'il a donnée, et
son activité et sa complaisance lui ont
gagné les sympathies des visiteurs.
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Passant maintenant aux autres questions
qui font la matière du discours du trône,
qu'il me soit permis de féliciter l'hono-
rable Ministre de la justice du succès qu'il
a obtenu dans le règlement des différends
entre la Puissance et la Colombie-Anglaise.

Son habileté ne lui a pas plus fait défaut
dans cette circonstance qu'en toute autre.

Il est à espérer que les conflits entre les
Provinces et le Gouvernement de la
Puissance seront toujours réglés avec autant
de justice et de facilité.

Les questions constitutionnelles sont
toujours brûlantes, et l'avenir de la con-
fédération est dans une interprétation de
la constitution, sage et conforme aux vues
de ses auteurs, dans une interprétation
tendant à rendre à César ce qui appartient
à César et aux Provinces ce qui appartient
aux Provinces.

Nous ne saurions trop féliciter le Gou-
vernement d'avoir entrepris la refonte des
lois statutaires fédérales. Ce travail com-
prend non seulement les lois passées de-
puis la conféderation, mais aussi celles an-
térieures qui sont disséminées dans les dif-
férents statuts provinciaux. Ceux des com-
missaires que je connais me sont une
garantie que tout le soin et toute l'attention
voulue seront apportés dans l'exécution de
cet ouvrage important.

Les amis de l'humanité et de la saine
économie politique ont dû voir avec plaisir
la mesure annoncée concernant la régle-
mentation du travail dans les manufactures.
Un grand manufacturier des Etats-Unis
me disait qu'il avait limité les heures de
travail dans ses fabriques, et que le travail
était dès lors devenu beaucoup plus pro-
ductif. Si le travail est excessif, l'homme
finit par faire machinalement son ouvrage,
et l'intelligence ne guide plus sa main trop
fatiguée.

Cet épuisement se fait surtout sertir
chez les femmes et les enfants, dont l'orga
nisme plus délicat est bien plus vite usé, el
l'on finit par avoir dans les centres -manu
facturiers une population étiolée.

Je dois, en terminant, féliciter le pays di
choix qu' a fait sa Majesté dans la per
sonne du Marquis de Lansdowne pou:
gouverner ce pays.

Son passé est pour nous garant dg
l'avenir. Déjà dans les hautes positions qu'i
a occupées, il a fait conaître son talen
et son habileté. J'ai toute confiance que
commeses prédécesseurs, il s'attachera

HoN. M. LACOSTE.

notre jeune pays. Puisse son séjour et
celui de sa noble épouse parmi nous être
un des bons souvenirs de leur vie.

Quant à moi, Canadien-Français, je
n'oublierai pas ce sentiment de délicatesse
qui lui fit répondre en français dans la ville
de Champlain à l'adresse qui lui était
présentée par la cité de Québec. Le sang
français coule dans ses veines comme dans
les nôtres-sa mère était Francaise, et notre
mère patrie, c'est la France.

Cela lui assure les sympathies des Cana-
diens-Français.

Je propose :-

That the following Address be presented to

fis Excellency the Governor General to offer the

respectful thanks of this House to His Excellency
for the gracious Speech he has been pleased to
make to both Houses of Parliament : namely -

To His ExcELi.ENcY the Most Honoutable
Henry Charles Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice, Marquis
of Lansdowne, in the County of Somerset, Earl
of Wycombe, of Chipping Wycombe, in the
County of Bucks, Viscount Cain and Calnstone,
in the County of Wilts, and Lord Wycombe,
Baron of Chipping Wycombe, in the County of
Bucks, in the Peerage of Great Britain ; Earl of
Kerry and Earl of Shelbourne, Viscount Clan.
maurice and Fitzmaurice, Baron of Kerry, Lixnaw,
and Dunkerron, in the Peerage of Ireland ; Gover-
nor General of Canada.

MAY IT PLEASE XOUR ExCELLENCY;

We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects,
the Senate of Canada, in Parliament assemabled,
humbly thank Vour Excellency for your gracious
Speech at the opening of this Session.

Vour Excellency, in fulfilnent of the im-
portant trust committed to you by lier Majesty,
has been graciously pleased to have recourse for
the first time to our advice and assistance. We
respectfully thank Vour Excellency for the expres-
sion that it is a source of the deepest personal
satisfaction to you that you should have been call-

ed bv Her Majesty to an office in which, as Her
- Representative, Your Excellency is enabled to

r take a part in the public affairs of the Dominion,
and to associate yourself with us in the perform.

ance of the honourable duties which we are about
Sto approach.

t We rejoice with Vour Excellency to learn
, that, although the last harvest has been less pro-
a ductive than its predecessors, and although there
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are indications that the rapid expansion of ourcommerce bas to some extent been followed byover-trading, the general condition of the Domin-
ion is such as to justify Your Excellency in con-gratulating us upon its prosperity.

We are much pleased at hearing from YourExcellency of the marked success attained byCanada at the International Fishery Exhibitionin London. It is very gratifying to us, and has, we(oubt not, been of great service in showing to theworld the wealth of our fisheries and the extent of
our marine industries and resources.

We are glad to be informed that th, Commis-sioners appoined by Vour Excellency's predeces-sor for the purpose of consolidating the Statutesaffecting the I)oV-înion, have pursued their taskwith diligence that Xour Excellency is enabled tooay hefore us for examination about sixty chaptersof the proposed consolidation, that the remainderof the work wil be prepared, and that the whole
of it will be revised diring the present year, sothat the final report will be ready at our next ses-sion for our approval.

We heg leave to thank Your Excellency for theexpression of gladness with which Your Excellencyhas informed us that the •umber of immigrants to
Canada during the past season has been greaterthan in any previous year, and we highly appreci-ate thoUr ExcellenCy s opinion that this is a proofthat the better Canada is known the more it isvalued by those seeking a home in the new world.We are also pleased to be informed that arrange-ments are in progress to diminish the costof inlandtransport, and that Your Excelîency bas reason
to believe that the result wil be a steady increase
of vaJuable settlers, in the future.

WuVe are glad to learn fromn Your Excellency thatduring the recess negotiations were resumed withwriish Columbia in regard to several matters uponwhch differences had for some time existed be-tween the two Governments ; that one of YourExcelencys inisters visited that Province lastsummer on a sp ial mission with a view to theadjustmen of ah questions in controversy and thatbis efforts have happily been successful. Wetrust that we shalbe able to sanction the arrange-ments then madie, and that by our so doing, alloccasions of dispute wil have been removed, andthe most cordiàl relations established between theDominion and Provincial Goverments The
papers which Your ExcellGencyove en he
to say will be laid bfenyhas been pleaseden aling ou Excdbefore us and the measuresenabling ' our Exceîlency to give effect to the

agreement will not fail to receive from us the con-
sideration Vour Excellency has invited.

. We hear with interest that the rapid increase

of population in the North-West renders some
amendments in the North-West Territories Act

expedient. Our attention, which Your Excel-

lency has been pleased to say will be called to
.his important matter, shall be given thereto.

We are much gratified to be informed that the

progress of the Indians in Manitoba and the
North-West during the last year has been on the

whole satisfactory and that the Bands included in
the several Treaties have for the most part betaken
themselves to their reserves. The Bill for the
further promotion of their interests which Your
Excellency has informed us will be submitted to

us, as well as the measure applicable to the whole
Dominion for the purpose of encouraging the
more advanced Indian communities to assume the

responsibilities of self-government, shall receive
our most attentive consideration.

Your Excellency has been pleased to inform us
that the Bill laid before us last session for
the representation of the people in Parliament
and the assimilation of the electoral franchises ex-
isting in the seve-al provinces has now been be-
fore the Country for a year and that the measure
will he re-introduced. Our attention, to which
Vour Excellency has commended it, shall be
cheerfully given to this measure.

We respectfully note that Your Excellency
would also urge upon us the expediency of pro-
viding for the regulation of factory labor and the

protection of the workingman and his family, and
that the measure submitted last session, with some
amendments, will be laid before us. This' im-

portant subject will receive our most careful con-
sideration.

It is with the greatest gratification we hear from
Your Excellency that the rapid progress of the
Canadian Pacific Railway has been maintained
throughout the past year ; that of the two-
thousand eight hundred and thirty-threc miles of
main line between Pembroke and Port Moody,
one thousand seven hundred and thirty-eight
miles are now constructed, rendering practicable
the completion of that great work within the next

two years. We receive with the deepest in'terest
the information that although the time within,
which the Railway Company is bound to finish
the road will not expire until i89i, Your Excel-

lency's Government has thought it of the greatest
importance for the settlement of the North-West
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and the development of our trade that its com-
pletion from sea to sea should be hastened and the
company enabled to open the line throughout by
the spring of 1886; that with this view, and in
order to aid the Company in procuring sufficient
capital for the purpose by the disposal of its unsold
shares, the Government agreed to receive a deposit
of money and securities sufficient to pay a mini-
mum of three per cent. dividend for ten years on
sixty-five millions of the stock, and that this
arrangement was made in the belief that it would
give steadiness and increased value to the shares on
the market. We are much concerned to learn
that a combination of unfavorable circumstances
has prevented the fulfilment of these expectations,
and that the Company has not been able to obtain
the required capital by a sale of its stock ; and we
respectfully concur with Your Excellency's opinion
that the best means of preventing any delay in the
great object of the early completion of the railway
demands our earnest consideration.

We share the pleasure with which Your Ex-
cellency is able to state that the operation of that
portion of the railway already opened affords the
most gratifying evidence of its .soundness as a
commercial enterprise, and of its greit value to
Canada.

It gratifies us to know that the large increase
of the volume of traffic on the Intercolonial
Railway over that of any previous year,
without involving any burden upon the country,
is, as Your Excellency is pleased to observe, a
satisfactory proof of the continued devlopment
of trade between the eastern and western portions
of the Dominion.

The provisional arrangement made with the
Government of Nova Scotia for the retention of
the Pictou Branch, and thé acquisition of the
Eastern Extension Railway to the Strait of Canso,
which Your Excellency has stated will be sub-
mitted for our approval, shall be carefully con-
sidered by us.

Your Excellency may rest assured that we will
devote ourselves with earnestness and assiduity to
the consideration of the subjects Vour Excellency
has mentioined, and to all matters affecting the
public interests that may be brought before us.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY-I have as-
sumed the responsibility of seconding the
motion for an address to His Excellency the
Governor-General in reply to the Speech
from the Throne. I did not accept it with
the idea that I p&sessed any personal quali-
fication for the discharge of that duty with

HON. M. LACOSTE.

credit to myself or to this House, but
merely in accordance with an old custom,-
which has now become a part of our un-
written law, that the junior members of
this body should move and second the ad-
dress. While I make a few remarks, there-
fore, I ašk your indulgence in discharging
this the first duty which has been imposed
upon me since taking a seat in this branch
of the Parliament of the Dominion.

His Excellency has been pleased to
state in the first clause of the Speech that
it is a source of the deepest personal sat-
isfaction to him that he bas been called
by Her Majesty to an office in which, as
her representative, he will be enabled to
take a part in the public affairs of this Do-
minion. I think I may say; on your be-
half, hon. gentlemen, as well as for myself,
that we are pleased to express the satisfac-
tion we feel at the appointment of a
gentleman of such distinguished abilities
to preside over our deliberations. I think
the Canadian people have cause for con-
gratulation that Her Majesty has been
guided by such profound wisdom heretofore
in the selection of her representatives in this
Dominion. I refer more particularly to
the appointments of the Marquis of Lorne
and the Earl of Dufferin. These distin-
guished representatives on coming here
entered fully into the spirit of our institu-
tions ; they came with a determination to
throw the weight of their influence, their
education and abilities into our affairs, so
that they might, when their time of office
expired, return to the mother country leav-
ing a grateful remembrance of them in the
heart of every person in Canada. I
think I nay say, with respect to those
two distinguished statesmen, that when
they did leave this country on the termi-
nation of their respective terms of office, by
the efflux of time, that the regrets which
were then expressed throughout this
Dominion, at the necessity of their leaving
us were universal, and are echoed to-day
in all parts of the Dominion, and I
believe will so continue to exist as long as
we shall live. These gentlemen endeared
themselves, as Her gracious Majesty has
done to all her subjects, to the people of
this country, and I think they have well
deserved it. They have carried away
pleasant recollections of this country with
them. I was much pleased to hear that His
Excellency, while speaking in Toronto, the

Addrees8.
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other day, state that he had received a com- country have been changing their modemunication froin Lord Dufferin in which of agriculture, and to-day, if the wheathe exPressed a wish to be remembered to crop (which is only one crop out of thevis friends in Canada, and I was struck many, and is the only one below the
verY much with the remark which His average) should fail altogether, the farmersExcellency made, "that it would be almost have sufficient other crops, and the raisingimpossible to remember his lordship to aIl of cattle, and other resources, to fallis friends, because he could not possibly back upon, which would prevent themsee every person in the Dominion." It from seriously feeling the loss. I thinkwas an expression which I think must if an estimate was made to-day, of the netgive theipeople of this country very great profit of the farmers on their produce dur-satisfaction The nterest which the ing the last year, taking everything intoMarquis of Lorne as taken in this account, that it would be much larger thancountry is evidenced by his labors since it has been in any previous year in Canada.he returned to the old country, in laying A portion of this clause refers also tothe aions bf Canada, as a field for the disarrangement of trade and com-eritain, and in hor the people of Great merce. This, in my opinion, is charge-truihto a in ing up this country in its able, to a very great extent, to over-impor-true light to a people who, to a certain ex- tations, but I have every confidence in thetent, have hitherto been ignorant as to the business men of our country, who areresources of Canada. He has never generally men of means, shrewd men, whoceased since he left here to place this can foresee difficulties when they arise, andcountry before the people of England in by careful management on their part I dois roper light. not see any reson to be alarmed at theim xcellency has only been a short result. This disturbance has arisenwe havengst us, but I think, from what principally from the fact of the supposedwe have seen and heard of him, that failure of the wheat crop and an expecta-we will be able to say at the end of his tion that returns from creditors outsideters of office that he has been a worthy will not meet their liabilities. But in talk-successor of Lord Dufferinand the Marquis ing with many of the business men of thethis Domninion ng the vice-regal chair in country, and bankers, I find that paymentsThe next cle. have never been made so promptly byI sha refer ause in the Speech to which creditors as during the past year. Thelharet. Is that with regard to the difference between a stringency with con-harvest. t is a very serious matter for mercial men this year, and a stringency tenalsost every country when the harvest years ago is quite apparent. At that timehas been a failure, or has not produced they had nothing to fall back upon ex-what is genera y thought to be an average cepting the crops, and when these failed,crop. A good deal has been said about as I said before, a crisis was inevitable.it in the country, and it is a dangerous To-day we have an accumulation of capitalilenent in disarranging business when the belonging to the consumers of this countryhparession gets abroad that the harvest which has been growing for the last five or
thasbten a lure. I would just draw six years. Tradesmen, mechanics, andh iftèenon of hon. gentlemen to the laborers have all during the last five yearssomfée etween a failure of the crops been enabled to lay by a proportion ofcrops at go, and the failure of the their earnings,. and to-day there standsCrimean War esent time After the over $2o,ooo,ooo, as I believe, to their
turned up ail thr instance, every farmer credit in the different banks of the country,till, andsowed e land he could possibly from which in times of difficulties and dis-
the routine of er in wheat, neglecting ail tress they can draw for a living. This
th roee anoPs which farmers ought keeps up the consuming power of theto observe, and the raising of cattle and country, and -our wholesale merchants andeverything else t wheat was abandoned. importers need not for a moment dreadWhen that crop failed it was tue only the result; this, with an influx of immigra-tesource of the farner, leaving him nothing tion increasmg the consuming power, mustto fali back upon; but fortunately since so balance trade that I see no reason whythat tine the farming community in this any difficulty or distress should come up-
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on us. I think we might say, with His
Excellency that the general condition of
the Dominion is such as to justify him in
congratulating us upon its prosperity. The
marked success attained by Canada at the
International Fisheries Exhibition in Lon-
don is a matter for congratulation, and it
is, I think, a sufficient justification for the
expenditure that has been incurred. It
has shown to the millions of the old world
who have visited the Exhibition, that we
have other resources besides our cereals,
minerals and timber, and that this country
is worthy of consideration as a place to
emigrate to. It is an advertisement on our
behalf, the fruits of which, I think, will ap-
pear in due time.

The revision and confolidation of the
Statutes is a recurring necessity. These
should, every few years, be revised
and consolidated, and I think it is a
matter for congratulation to us that be-
fore the next session it is expected that
the revision and consolidation of our
Statutes will be fully completed.

It is a source of satisfaction to us, also,
to find that there has been an increase in
emigration. While there are a great
many avenues through which emigration
has hitherto been diverted from us, the
efforts of our statesmen who have gone to
England, the efforts of the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway Company, and of our emi-
gration agents, altogether have greatly in-
creased immigration to Canada. Large
immigration is what we want, and I trust
that this year will see a very largely in-
creased number come-to our shores.

It is also gratifying to know that the
settlement of the difficulties between
British Columbia and the Dominion is
about to be arranged, and that the papers
connected with it will be sent down at
once for our consideration. It is gratify-
ing to us to know when difficulties arise
between Provincial Governments and the
Federal Government that a peaceable
means of settlement may be at once sug-
gested to prevent any collision, and what-
ever these may be (I am not prepared to
say what they are) I have no doubt that it
has been arranged between the Govern-
ments and will be brought down for con-
sideration. There are means whereby all
matters of difficulty between Governments
may be arranged, and I think it is a prin-
ciple that ought to be strictly carried out,

HON. MR. McKINDSEY.

that where such difficulties arise promppt
action should be taken to send the matter
at once for settlement to thehighest tribunal.
I know that difficulties have heretofore oc-
curred, the settlement of which have been
put off for years for certain purposes which
tomy mindwere improper. It shouldbelaid
down as a principle that interprovincial
difficulties should go at once to a tribunal
that can and will settle them permanently
and forever.

It is gratifying to know that our North-
West Territory is increasing in population
to such an extent that it requires extra
legislation. Any young territory, while it
is progressing, requires legislatiQn from
time to time to keep pace with the in-
creasing population and the necessities of
the country. It is satisfactory to know
that amendments to the North-West
Territories Act will be laid before Parlia-
nient, and that no doubt it will be
properly considered by this House, and
that in that legislation the Indians of our
North-West will not be forgotten. When
we contrast the character of our Indian
tribes and the treatment they have receiv-
ed, and the manner in which treaties with
the Indians have been kept by our Cana-
dian Government, with the treatment re-
ceived by the Indians of the United States,
we find it is entirely in our favor, showing
that the policy of our Government is worthy
of all commendation, and it is a policy
which ought to be perpetuated. These
Indians, of course, require care and guar-
dianship, and I think it is the duty of the
Government of any country to pay strict
attention to that guardianship.

Another important question referred to
in the Speech is that of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Some legislation is about
to be proposed with respect to that road.
This is a question, to my mind, of the
greatest importance to this country. With-
out the Canadian Pacific Railway, all that
has been done in the North-west would be
undone. Separate it as you please, it is
purely a Canadian institution, a Canadian
enterprise, which must be maintained. I
was gratified with thestatement made by the
Marquis of Lorne in British Columbia
when he said to those people that no Gov-
ernment in the world, governing four
and a half millions of people had ever
attempted an enterprise of such mag-
nitude for the benefit of its subjects. I
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beleve that is a fact, and the progress gentleman who is supposed to be in warmhich has been made since the commence- political sympathy with the Administration.ment of the building of that road is Your utterances, sir, on the various ques-creditabletothe Company and creditable to tions which have come before the Senate
indeeodvenment It would be marvellous, while I have had the honor of a seat here
pnrearl if nothing turned up to tem- have not, in my judgment, been marked byporariy mar the prosperity and progress a strong political bias that could make me,of an enterprise of such magnitude some at all events, in any way regret the selec-time before its completion. But whatever tion of yourself to fill the important posi-ny be the legislation that is to be brought tion which you now hold. The only re-Gown to Parliament, to my mind the gret I have is that it removes one fromGovernment is in duty bound to maintain the debates in the House who alwaysthe progress of that work, and keep that brought to the consideration of every ques-progress in motion until it is thoroughly tion a mind well stored with facts bearingcompteted i upon it, and at the same time with a de-be iust worth whay the North-West would gree of clearness that enables hon. gentle-cae into our Pos it was the day when it men frequently to comprehend the subjectProvinces ar Possession. The different before them. And, sir, although the scopeties of trade aound together, not only by of the duties that the President of thisthis rawa commerce, but also by Assembly is called upon to discharge isc railway, and I may say that we much less than those that usually fall tocan boast, of soon having what no the lot of gentlemen who preside over de-other country on this contminent pos- liberative bodies elsewhere, yet there areseses, a continuous line of railway from occasions when the Senate appeals to theone ocean to the other. The Americans Speaker for the decisien of very importanthave two or three such lines but they are questions. At those times I am quiteal cOmposed of a number of links, each satisfied that your judgment will be markedone under the control of a company in- with that clearness, with that intelligencedeiendent f the others. A few years ago and, I may add, with that impartiality thativlyou met an American and hinted at will make them at all times acceptable torivalry or ealousy on their part he would this House. I can say no more. TheseSMPy laugh at you and say: " we will let few words I trust, at all events as far as Iyog alone and you will drop into our arms am myself concerned, will convince youus as rivasn, ut to-day they look upon (and I hope carry sone weight with this
guasiyand inte ny ways. With the in- H.use) that I have every faith in the im-aertles and tgence of our people, with partiality, wisdom and prudence with whichafertile soil and the many advantages and you will discharge the duties that devolvevast resources which we possess, Canada on the Chair, and more particularly thatwilt ere long be a successful rival of the of giving advice to the younger membersUnited States. In this instance of the of the Senate. We have in this ChamberPacic Railway we can boast that to a many gentlemen who are not familiar withcertain extent we have surpassed them. the forms of Parliamentary procedure.
to hae ccupied your time now alinost Your familiarity with that subject will en-beong and I ask you to exercise for- able you to be of material aid to them onearkce a sYmpathy in criticising my all occasions.remarks istme 

NwI have eruse this is the first time that Now, addressing myself, as is usual, toaenune I addressed a large public the mover and seconder of the resolutionaudiene. thave now much pleasure in on the table, I desire to say that I thinkthe otion. the mover had no necessity for apologi-
HON. MR. SCOT ing for the manner in which he discharged

to make any ScmTa-Before proceeding the duty allotted to him. He has had ex-now on tdnhd ents on the resolutions perience inaddressing public bodies before,to call tention tof hon. Senators I desire holding a position at the Bar of the Pro-Senallattention tho e selection of an hon. vince of Quebec, and I believe also in oneSenator fron Nova Scotia tO fill the Chair of the deliberative bodies of that Province.Of the Senate. In making such an appoint- He has to-day given us the clearest pos-ment the Government naturally select a sible proof that he will be enabled at ll
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times to address hiniself intelligently to
the consideration of subjects that may
come before this Chamber. The second-
er of the resolution is entitled to the in-
dulgence of this House, because, as he
says, he bas not been familiar with the
mode of addressing bodies, deliberative or
otherwise. The hon. gentleman, however,
expressed himself very clearly and very
forcibly from his own standpoint. While
I am quite prepared to approve of the
manner in which not only he, but the
mover of the resolution, addressed the
House, I must say I cannot quite agree
with the matter that they submitted for
our consideration. They naturally seek
to praise the Administration-the prosper-
ity of the country, such as we have to day,
is due entirely, in the opinions of those
gentlemen, to the policy : the Adminis-
tration. They are in very close political
alliance with the Government, and it is
natural that they should deliver them-
selves as they have done on the present
occasion. •

With the first paragraph of the Address
I am enabled to cordially acquiese, and I
am quite sure that in saying that i speak
the sentiments of every gentlemen within
the range of my voice. His Excellency,
the Marquis of Lansdowne, who has been
recently appointed to fill the high position
of Governor General of Canada, is a noble-
man who has had a very considerable ex-
perience in one of the most important
deliberative bodies in the world. He
has also been a member of the
British Cabinet and, no doubt, dur-
ing the period in which he bas been a
member of the House of Lords and a
member also of the Cabinet, he bas so
educated himself on constitutional law that
it will be of substantial aid and service
to him in the discharge of his duties in
this country. Following, as has been
observed by both the preceding speakers,
two gentlemen who have been somewhat
distinguished, who at gli events, since the
days of Lord Elgin can be fairly singled
out as having taken a deeper interest in
the affairs of this country than any others
who were intrusted with the Government
cf Canada in the intervening period, I
have myself but little doubt that Lord
Lansdowne will be an equal success. He
has been but a short time among us but in
that short period he has had the oppor-

HON. MR. SCOTT.

tunity of giving expression to his views at
two or three points. He seemed on all
occasions to have struck the key-note. The
universal verdict of the press and of the
people of Canada, so far as we have been
able to judge, bas been that His Lordship
seems disposed to take a deep interest in
the affairs of Canada, and that he desires
to thoroughly understand and appreciate
the spirit of our institutions. Entering upon
his task with such feelings there can be no
other sentiment than that he will indeed
be a successful Governor, quite as much
so as either of the gentlemen who pre-
ceded him.

I now come to a paragraph in the
Address which rather challenges criticism,
more particularly of those who take differ-
ent views of the fiscal policy of the
Government. We are asked to rejoice
that although there were some slight
impediments, in the way of a bad harvest
and a little over-trading, that the general
condition of the Dominion is such as to
fully justify His Excellency in congratulat-
ing us upon our prosperity. That is a
statement that will not meet with the entire
approval of the people of this country.
It is admitted in the first instance that
there has been some over-trading. Now
to what is over-trading due ? It is clearly
and unmistakeably due to the stimulating
of the several manufactures and trades in
the Dominion by the policy adopted in
1879. At that time the people of this
country were told to put on all sail. The
sugar manufacturers were told to multiply
the refineries, and the cotton men to
enlarge their premises, that there was
ample roorn for more. The increase in
those factories, at all events so far as
those two trades are concerned, caused
over-trading. The Government are direct-
ly responsible for it; they invited the
people to invest their money in enterprises
of that kind in the hope that they would
be profitable, and they were told to put on
all sail. Now it is assumed-and this
may be a very proper occasion to question
the correctness of the assumption-that
the prosperity, which no doubt did mark
the years 188o, 1881 and 1882, was due
in some degree to the fiscal policy of the
Government, to their having increased the
duties and having adopted a higher tariff.
That I deny. The wealth that flowed into
Canada during those three years can be
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easily traced. You have only to consultthe Trade and Navigation Returns to seethat in those three years our exports grewin an enormous proportion as comparedwith the exports of the three precedingyears. Takng the years 1877, 1878 and1879 and comparing them with the threefollowing years there was no less than$65,ooo Ooo worth of the natural productsOf this country sold in the three latteryears as compared with the three formeryears. That is one of the elements of theProsperity that marked the three latterYears. Had the National policy anythingto do with the ncreased value of ourlumber? Did it enable the peuple of theUrited States to buy our sawn lumber, orthe people of Europe to purchase oursquare tir.ber? 1 think no one will berash enough to say that it did. Was itthe cause of our selling more grain or sellingit at a higher price ? I think not. Takingthe three items which are so important inour trade, the three IF's," farms, forestsand fisheries, it will be found that eight-ninths of the money that came into thiscountry in excess during the three latteryears as corpared with the three formeryears were due entirey to the sale of ournatural products, and no man will ventureto vairnm that the fiscal policy of theGovesnment had anythng whatever to dowith these resuts. As was observed bythe seconder of the resolution, when thetight trnes carne it was natural to presumethat there would be in the pockets of thePeople hf this country, who had madethose handsome sales, a sufficient marginat least to keep them from depression fora couple f years. When the depressioncane in 1874 we did not feel it muchuntil c876-77 and more in 1877-78. It isquite clear that under a normal state ofthngit i too soon for the pinchingprocessto begs if our trade is in anyway crippledfrom caum that are outside of Canada.1 maintat, and t say it is an incortrovert-able staternent that Canada's prosperityis largely nfueed by the poîhcy of othercountries, those dWho purchase her pro-ducts. The dernand m Great Britain andthe United States governs our prosperity.ofe were told in 1879 that that conditionof things had continued long enough;that we were ing to rely on Canada forthe Canadians; that we were not going tobuY any more manufactures abroad ; that

we were to provide home markets for the
farmer, and the farier was to buy the
manufactures of the country. What has
been the result ? Has any such sequence
followed as was predicted by the Govern-
ment, and which was the aim of their fis-
cal policy ? Not at all ; we have been
importing more largely during those years
of prosperity when we were able to sell to
foreign countries, and I have no doubt
when the returns of last year come in, it
will be found that while we were closing
our cotton factories, shortening the hours
of labor and reducing the pay of working-
men, we were increasing the purchase
abroad of the very goods that those men
were engaged to produce, showing how
utterly fallacious it is for Governments to
rely on fiscal policies to change the true
current of trade. It is said that there has
been a partial falling off in the harvest.
Is there any such falling off as to cause
the tight times which we have experienced
during the last few months ? Is there
anything in the reduced yield of the com-
paratively small quantity of wheat grown
in Canada this year as compared witli
former years to account for the bad times ?
I think not. The agricultural pro-
ducts have been fair, with the exception
of wheat. One hon. gentleman shakes his
head ; the section of country from which
he comes has usually a pretty large hay
crop to dispose of, and this year that crop-
has been considerably in excess of former
years. I know it has been so in Eastern
Ontario, and the crop of oats, etc., has
been fairly up to the average. There has
been no reduction of the quantity, at all
events, to explain the shrinkage in the
stocks of the country, or failures amongst
business men. On the contrary, the solu-
tion of the question is to be found else-
where. It is not difficult to see where it
comes in, and I only quote it now to show
how utterly fallacious is the presumption
that the fiscal policy of the Governmenthad
anything to do with the creation of good
times in 1881 and 1882. If they could
give a market to us then, they ought to give
us a market now. It is quite evident that
there has been a very considerable amount
of overtrading. I have beforeme the figures
from a reliable source, the Commercial
Agency, giving the number of persons in
business in Canada who have failed
during the last year, and compared
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with the year preceding the figures wil produce can be bought easily, Canada is
somewhat startle us. In 1881 the number as fortunate a country as there is in the
of business men who succumbed was 635; world; we can always grow enough for
the amount in the aggregate for which ourselves, and have some to spare. But
they failed was $5,ooo,ooo. In 1883, 1 deny that in times of stringency we can,
that 635 was swollen to 1384-in the by fiscal laws, elevate the position of the
short period of two years-and the amount country, give life and stimulus to business,
had risen from $5,ooo,ooo, to $1 5,ooo,ooo. or increase the value of our natural pro-
If we compare the figures in the United duits.
States, we find that although there was a Now, sir, I coae to the next paragraph
rise also in that country, it bore no pro- of the Address, which speaks of the
portion whatever to the large increase in Fishery Exhibition, and no doubt it is a
the failures in Canada. Take the shrink- subject foi rejoicing that Canada stood so
age in bank stocks, and it is quite evident well at the exhibition in London. We are
that, within the last 12 months, a very naturally proud of our fisheries, and they
large amount has been lost in this way. are one of the substantial products of the
The two principal institutions in the country. In my judgment, however, the
Dominion may be taken for this com- Government could have served the fisher-
parison,- the Bank of Montreal in the ies very much better, by taking the duties
East, and the Bank of Commerce in the off those articles consumed by our hardy
West,-and we find that their stocks are fishermen who are obliged to live down
now nearly in the same position as in by the sea. They themselVes believe that
1878, when it was the custom of hon. there were hardships in the tariW so far as
gentlemen on the other side of the House they were concerned, and that the distri-
at that time, to point to the Government bution of the bonus was not exactly right,
.of the day and say "see the large and that they were entitled to more con-
amounts that are being lost, and you are sideration ;-so just on the eve of the
making no effort to revive trade, no general election a bounty was given to the
attempt whatever to bring up the con- fishermen. Whether that omports with
,ditions of the markets." We replied " we good government I leave it for hon. gentle-
cannot control natural results." The men to consider: that any one class
reply was " oh, but you can do something." of the community should be singled out
Those gentlemen are now in power, under the presumed assumption that they
.and I ask why they cannot have been hardly dealt with, and on the
improve such stocks to-day. I say that eve of a general election a very considera-

-Our bank stocks were in very much the ble bonus should be distributed among
sanie position in December last as they that class. In my judgment it would have
were in 1878. I have the figures for been very uch fairer to have reduced
those principal banks, taken from the duties on the articles which the fishermen
Monetary weires, somewhere on my need, as the high rates crippled their
.table I find that in September, 878, means of living. But, while on this ques-
the time of the change of government, the tion of the Fisheries, there is another point
Bank of Commerce stood at 114, andin that is of even more importance than the
December, 1883, it stood at i19. In Sep- London Exhibition, and that is the
tember 1878 the Bank of Montreal stood continuance of a market for our fish.
at 172, and in December 1883, it stood at Hon. gentlemen are aware that, in
175, that bank having fallen from 204 in 1871, a treaty was made with the United
january to 175 in December. Those States, by which a market was secured for
facts cannot be gainsaid, they can- th fish of this country foi a considerable
not be controverted, and this is the term. That treaty came into force in
time to discuss them. No doubt if 1872, and it was to last for ten years, and
there is stringency elsewhere Canada for two years after,-each ot the high con-
has got to share in it; Canada is tracting parties being permitted, in the
simply the barometer of other countries, latter interm, to terminate it at the expira-
and our prosperity is necessarily affected tion of the two years,-and in that way it
by the condition of foreign markets, was made a treaty f twelve years. I under-
though when the articles that we do not stand that last year Congrins did intinate

DecN. Mr SCOTT.
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its intention to terminate the treaty, and -though I may be mistaken-and I pre-that notice was given to the Government sumed that a considerable part of it, at allof England, I assume, and not of Canada; events the criminal law, would have beenbut of course the Government of Canada ready for our consideration during thewas bound to take cognizance of so im- present session. Sixty chapters is not veryportant a atter. It seeis to me a very great progress to make in a period of twoproper subjeet for the attention of Parlia- years.ment, and the Government might invite The nextparagraphalludes tothenunberheir opinion as to the policy of the country of immigrants that have come to Canadain connection with a Commercial treaty during the past season, and expresseswith the United States. The expiring gratification that the number has been intreaty affected us fot alone n relation to excess of former years. I am not disposedthe export of our fish and fsh oil, but it also to acquiesce in the opinion that there bascontained imyortant provisions bearing on beén this large increase to the populationthe prosperity of th s country. It made of the country. It is a controversy, ofprovision for the bonded system from the course, that it is idle to open on the presentPorts of the United States, which we occasion, and it is one which, even whennecessar.y mfust use for certain periods of we get the figures, is a good deal discussed
the year If those two years were allowed and debated. Figures can be made toto rlapse, and no provision were made yield very extraordinary results, andfor important subjects of this kind, the figures have been given to us on thisPeople of this country might fairly say question, which have heretofore beenthat the Government had failed in its very much commented on, and whichduty. I think myself it is not too soon to have been open to criticism. We have,consider the course which should be at all events, this fact prominently broughtadopted in the future. If we are to drift out-that the British Minister at Wash-along until next year, and nothing is done, ington not long ago reported a very larget s impossible to say how serious the exodus from Canada, and it is believed by
has to bees may be. Whatever we do verymanythat therehasbeenaconsiderable

baGovbe one through the Imperial diminution in the population of Ontario,Goverment, al negotiations having to be by reason of their going either to thefiltered through that quarter. No doubt North-West or to the Western States. Itthat Government would allow us to would be unreasonable to assume that
know that neo commissioner. Still we people passing from one province to
mntha aregotations between Govern- another should be regarded as an acces-ments are very slow in their progress, and sion of immigrants, and I am inclined toa very considerable time will elapse before thnk that, if the amount bas been madean understanding can be come to with the up in that way, as I fear it bas, the resultGovernent of the United States, if they when analysed will be found to be very de-adereas I fear they will-to the con- lusive.clusion at which they have arrived, to We are glad to hear, no doubt, that the
it is a ve at treaty. I therefore think negotiations with British Columbia have
Occasionry erious omission on the present been satisfacto'rily brought to a termina-
foauton because if the Government ask tion, and that all causes for discontent havefor authoit at the next session (1885) been removed by the gentleman who basthey wll have but a comparatively few been deputed to perform that duty--themonts m toi to consider tis question Ministerof Justice. Icannot but rememberand corne to sornet osdrti usUnited States and arrangement with the that on a former occasion, nearly ten yearsquences might an very injurious conse- ago now, when the Government of Mr. Mac-The next par noa n kenzieproposedtobuildthe IslandRailway,one, still it has aph is not an important or to assist in the building of that Railway,are told that the me consequences. We tbIe present Minister of Justice did notthe tlatthe process of consolidating then give it his assent and support ; onthe Statutes bas been going on, and that the contrary he, as the leader of thesoe sixty chapters are ready. I was under majority of thé members in this House,the impression that tis consolidation had opposed it, and succeeded in throwing outbeen in Progress for upwards of two years the Bill. At that time he did not believe
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that it was so important a scheme, nor, I
suppose, did he assume that it was one in
which British Columbia took such deep
interest. It appears, however, that after
his personal experience there he has come
to a different conclusion, and as the ne-
gotiator on behalf of the Administration,
has given material assistance for having
the railway on the Island constructed.

We are told that we shall be called on
to consider some amendments in the
North-West Territories Act. Well, I con-
fess the session would scarcely be like a
session if we had not the North-West Act
before us, as I do not remember any one
year in which we have not had a North-
West Act to discuss. I trust, however, that
it will now be framed in that liberal spirit
for which many hon. gentlemen in this
chamber have contended the Government
are to be commended-although they did
it at so late a period -for opening to actual
settlers the land along the mile-belt. Any
one travelling over the railways through
the North-West would be painfully struck
by the utter absence of any population that
was visible from the cars, but I trust-in
fact I feel confident-that the policy now
adopted, even though it is a late policy,
will be duly appreciated by the people who
are yet to settle in that country. The land
on either side of the railway will certainly
be very much improved in appearance
by being settled, so that one travelling
through it may look out on cultivated farms
where, at present, the wild grass grows.
One may now go for ten, fifteen or twenty
miles by the railway across the prairies and
not sec a vestige of civilization,-not a
hamlet, no crops, not even the beginning
of a seulement. Such an outlook must
have had a very damaging effect upon those
people who, for the first time, were ventur-
ing into that country, as it would lead
them to believe that it was entirely unset-
tled ; but in many localities, if one were
to go two or three miles distant from the
railway, on either side, he would find
thriving farms and actual settlements.

We are told that the education of the
Indians is going on apace ; well, there are
so many educators; up in that country,
that we should be glad to learn of some
results having followed from their ap-
pointment. It is sincerely to be hoped
that the Indians, now that their ordinary
mode of living has been taken from them
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by the settlement of that country and the
extinction of the buffalo, will adopt the
habits of the white man, and become
cultivators of the soil.

We are promised a ,franchise bill,
which I suppose will be based somewhat
upon the principles of the franchise bill
of last year.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Hear, hear!

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man says "hear, hear !" but I had hoped
that, in the meantime, the Government
had reconsidered the question, and left
well enough alone. It seems to me that
the franchise of the country could. be very
much better exercised, by leaving it to the
local legislatures to adopt their own
basis. Certainly we shall add to the ex-
pense enormously by adopting the fran-
chise, applicable only to the election of
members for the House of Commons, and
many, myself among the number, will view
somewhat suspiciously any proceeding
which will give the Government the power
of nominating the gentleman who shall
have the right to revise the voters'list. He
is not likely to be a gentleman who is
other than in sympathy with the adminis-
tration of the day, therefore I think it is
a very dangerous power to place in the
hands of any one who is not thoroughly
impartial. It is scarcely to be expected
that a revising barrister, appointed by the
Government, and appointed no doubt on
account of his fealty and allegiance to the
Government, will take other than a partial
view, favorable to his friends, in the revis-
ing of the voters' list. I should view it,
particularly if it were coming before an
election, very much as I did the re-ar-
ranging of the constituencies before the
last election, by which they were so cut
up and divided as to satisfy the exigen-
cies of the friends of the Administration.

We are also promised a factory bill,
and let us hope that the details of the bill
will be such as will protect, at ill events,
the juvenile labor in our factories. We
all know that children are largely employ-
ed,-some of them of very tender years,
and it is highly important, in making pro-
vision for the protection of those who are
to work in factories, that we should limit
the age and hours of labor. I trust the bill
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will be in consonance with the betteropinions of the age,--which are somewhatdifferent in various countries, accordingto the influence of those who own capital.In England, it is very well known, thetreatent of operatives is very muchmore liberal and generous than in thepast, but in the United States the law isfar more in favor of the proprietor or theCaPitalist. I trust that we shall base ourlaw upon the one that is most humane inProtecting the operatives, as far as we
fairly can.

The next paragraph has reference to therapid progress of the Canadian PacificRailway and it is probably the most im-portant paragraph in the Address, inas-much as the paragraph concludes with thestatement that we shal be called upon toconsider some of the best means for com-Pleting the railway at an early day. Thereare those, and they embrace a very con-siderable nuber of the people of thiscountry, who believe that speed in theConmpietng of that railway was not suchn important f actor as to necessitate aPreniumbeing paid to the company for itscostr nat an earlier date t1ian was atfirst arranged. When the terms of thepresent agreement were made, it wascaried that if the contract were fairlycarried out and the road completed withinthe tirme then fixed, the company woulddo rearkably well; that it was a gigantic
tak ta csuatednot be finished in less timethan that stated in the contract. I observeow that it is proposed to complete it in
ve' railess time ; that we are to havethe railway, if money will build it, com-Pted within the next two years. Thisquestion is one that should, I think,coploand the consideration of the
p0ple of this country-whether it isfor the pay a large additional sum, simplyarmaeary coipletion of the line. Thereare any who believe also that, as thetraffic Of the orth-West is really limitedto seven rnonth in the year, it might haveanswered very well if our communicationwith the North-West were through one ofthe great waterways, by steamers via Lake
in which the railwe expiration of the time
Certainy, so far aay was to be completed.cerned (which .s a immigration is con-eeen tohh be Scno doubt an importantelement to be son idered) immigrantsreach our shores oniy between the months

of May and November; and during those
periods of the year it was quite possible,
with almost equal facility, to have trans-
ported them from the sea-board to the
North-West, by utilizing the waters of Lake
Superior, and thus avoiding, for the pre-
sent at all events, the construction of the
most expensive part of the railway, so far
as length is concerned-that part between
Port Arthur and Algoma Mills. I think,
myself, that if speed in the construction is
to be attended with very great cost, it is a
very doubtful policy ; however, it is pre-
mature to pronounce any opinions upon
what the Government proposes, as they did
not on the present occasion take Parliament
into their confidence, and say what they
think are the best means of preventing that
delay.

We are glad to hear, no doubt, that the
Intercolonial Railway had, in connection
with other railroads, during the past year,
received an increase to its traffic. We are
told, also, as a matter of glorification, that
the surplus exceeds that of any previous
year, and are, as a consequence, led to
assume that we ought to be extremely
thankful to the Government for giving us
that surplus. Now, I have always under-
stood that it was not considered the very
best statesmanship to be accumulating sur-
pluses. This surplus simply means so
much taken out of the pockets of the peo-
ple, it means additional taxes for the peo-
ple, it means raids upon the accumulated
amounts in the treasury,-demands for
public works which are represented as
being in the public interest, but which we
afterwards find had very much better been
left alone. In the United States they have
had surpluses, and it is one of the import-
ant enquiries at the present moment how
to reduce that surplus, how to bring it
down to the actual expenditure of the
country. It is not considered wise or
prudent statesmanship to have a surplus,'
more particularly one acquired as ours has
been-by imposing a high tariff upon the
people. One can easily measure what it
is by taking the taxes that have been paid
in the last thr-e years, and comparing
them with what was received in the three
preceding years, which amnnts to a very
considerable sum. The im ]tsincreased,
but the taxes increased even m' greater pro-
portion ; the duties in many instances-
especially the duties of Customs-doubled,
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and therefore this large increase which we
catl a surplus is nothing more than the
increased amount which has been taken
from the laborers of Canada. It would
have been possible, during the time of de-
pression in 1875-6-7-8 to have made the
people of this country contribute a larger
sum to the revenue, but we should have
driven them into open rebellion if we had
adopted such a policy. The only justifi-
cation that the Government of that day
had was that we kept the taxes down, and
enabled the people to live as cheaply as
possible. We were expending considerable
sums of money on capital account, but
this helped to benefit the people, because
it was undertaken with foreign capital,
which we employed in building the Wel-
land Canal and the St Lawrence Canal,
as well as expenditure upon the Inter-
colonial, all of which was of material ser-
vice to the people. It is idle for anybody
to say now that putting the tariff up in
1876-7 would have brought a change of
times earlier than it otherwise would have
come. That change was due to causes
that were entirely outside of Canada, and
wholly uncontrolled by any administration,
whether Reform or Conservative. There-
fore I am one of those who question the
wisdom or propriety of a surplus which has
been obtained by taxing the people. I
do not wish to be a bird of ill-omen, but
one cannot loose sight of the fact that a
change is coming over the trade of this
country. We know very well that the
wheat crop of this country is shorter than
usual, but in former years when there was
a shortage in the quantity of wheat there
was an increase of price, and the farmer
got the benefit in one way or other ; but
to-day he bas a reduced quantity and also
reduced value for that quantity-and
what is that owing to ? To the fact that
there are other competitors in the world
than those on this continent-Canada and
the United States. The people of West-
ern Europe, India, South America and
Australia are now sharing the field with
us, and it is a very grave question to see
the trade of this country in cereals notkeep-
ing up to the past. If that is so, the most
important export will necessarily go down,
but I believe other exports of the farm will
go up. I believe our capacity for feeding
cattle is a very large one; our great adapt-
ability as a dairy country is most inipor-
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tant, and no doubt our dairy produce and
our cattle trade will and must increase
year by year. I very much doubt, how
ever, whether the sale of cereals will go
on and increase at the rate that it did up
to the year preceding the present one.
Then again it must be remembered that
one great source of prosperity during the
years I have quoted-1881-2--and of
which hon. gentlemen got the benefit,
was due to the fact that our lumber had
largely increased in value, that during the
time of depression the people had ceased
to build houses, and railwâys had ceased
to be constructed,-so that lumber had
gone out of demand. With the improved
times the lumber market went up and be-
came enormously inflated, a great portion
of our wealth being due entirely to the in-
creased value and large additional quantity
of lumber which we were enabled to sell
abroad. Do hon. gentlemen suppose,
from the outlook in the United States,
that this is to continue ? Do they suppose
that we are likely to sell in the next three
years the same quantity that we have in
the past ?, I doubt it very much, and I
will tell you why I do ibt it. One of the
great sources of the distribution of money
through the United States has been the
enormous railway mileage that has been
constructed. In 1882 no less than
12,ooo miles were constructed,-I have
forgotten the figures for 1881, but they
were very large, but in 1883 the mileage
fell off to 6,ooo miles. What does that

i mean ? An hon. Senator shakes his head,
but I think I can shew very good authority
for it. I can shew that the Northern
Pacific, and other long lines of railway in
the United States are practically finished,
and that railway constructiin in that coun-
try cannot go on in the ordinary course of
events with the same expansion as during
the past three years. As a consequence
we will feel the effect of it in our exports
of lumber and of cereals, which will
decrease, and we have nothing to sub-
stitute to the same extent, in point of
value, for those two articles. Will hon.
gentlemen pretend to say that it will 'not
affect this country very seriously, and will
they say that the people of t ountry
can go on paying the high tas . ey are
now paying? I think no I do not
think it requires a very prophetic vision to
say that they will make short work of any
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Government that keeps the tariff upamong the thirties or forties or fifties, onarticles required by the masses ; the mere
fact Of our having manufactories inCanada that can make those articles forus is no advantage to the people, becausethe Price is put up by the manufacturer tothe level of the tariff. The manufacturerWOuld be a fool if he did not do so. His
object is to make the most money he canand to take the advice of the Government
and put on all sail while the fiscal policy
lasts. It is quite evident that the con
suer must pay the manufacturer thecost of the article plus the addditionalsu that he is enabled to charge throughthe tariff. Lt is So in ahl cases.Ltc-
not be otherwissse. llcss It can-
that manufctu You do not supposeo that macturers are specially patriotic,Or that tey make their goods simply tosell to Canadians ! They do sell to Cana-
and their canadians will pay their prices,
can get forprice is just the price that they

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Dothey not compete amongst themselves ?
HON. MR. SCOTT-They do competetoflgst themselves, but they all keep upto the level of the value of the article plusthe tarif, otherwise we would not haveanythng brought 'n from abroad. I askthe hon. gentleman to say whether theiport of cottons has continued in thiscountry since manufactories for cotton havebeen established in this country ? If heconsuits the Trade and Navigation Returnshe tilt find that we have been importing

more cotton during the three years thatthe cotton manufactories have been inexistencein Canada than we did the threePreceding years.
1 rich nR tMASSON-The people arericher and better able to buy.

we thoMR. SCOTT-Where does thewealth coe fror t? Is it from the manu-facturer? Will the hon. gentleman tellme Chal the fact of having manufactoriesat Cornwa, and at talleyfield, and at other
ponts ibnitin the great bulk of thePeople in this 'ountrY? No, it is floteven a " fly on the wheel.",

HON. MR. MASSON-Will the hon.

gentleman explain how the people, can
pay more if they do not earn more?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have endeavored
to show that when the inflation came in
1879 we had added some 65 or 70 millions
ofdollars to our wealth fromtheraw products
of Canada ; that the people of the United
States and England were enabled to pur-
chase from us our products-the products
of the farm, the forest, the fisheries and
the mines-not the products of the manu-
tacturers ; they never moved out of the
four millions that have been quoted from
year to year. If the hon. gentleman looks
at the Trade and Navigation Returns he
will not find at any time that there has
been an excess of manufactures over the
four millions. While the whole volume of
trade has moved from seventy millions to
over one hundred millions, he will find
that that particular item has remained
stationary. No sort of stimulus will
enable us to make cotton either in
quantity orcheapnessthatwill induce people
abroad to purchase from us ; therefore our
ability to pay this increased burden is due
entirely to the sale abroad of our natural
products. And the reason is not hard to
find. You have only to look at the trade
year by year in this country in the special
items to which I have directed the at-
tention of the Hoqse. But it is a large
subject, and it may need an apology for
somewhat digressing, though I could not
afford to allow the first or second para-
graph of the Address to go wholly un-
challenged, in which the Government
assume that we are to be congrutulated on
our prosperity. Canada would be at all
times a prosperous country if she were not
unduly oppressed through tariff laws. We
can stand the squeeze probably better than
almost any other country in the world, but I
hope that squeeze will be at some remote
distance; still the Government themselves
have called attention to the fact that there
is a disturbance in the trade of this coun-
try. I have called attention, from my
standpoint, to where that disturbance owes
its origin ; I have pointed out that that
disturbance is much more serious than the
Government are inclined to imagine when
I have shown to this House the increased
number of failures, treble in amount in
two years (a very large increase) and when
I have called attention to the shrinkage in
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the value of stocks which in former times,
at all events, we were accustomed to con-
sider in some degree as the barometer
of trade. The Government of Mr.
Mackenzie was abused because peo-
ple were failing in 1876-78, and when
stocks went down in value the Gov-
ernment were told that they were respon-
sible, and they were told that if they form-
ulated some policy, or passed sone Act of
Parliament that they could remove this
terrible incubus. The incubus that hung
over the country then was in no sense due
to the Canadian people, nor was it remov-
ed by the Canadian people in any other
way than through their own industry. It
was removed by the current of trade set-
ting in in other countries, when they were
enabled to buy our products, and it
requires no great argument to prove that
that is a correct and sound conclusion.

HON. MR. ARMAND (in French)-
In participating in the debaté on the
Address in reply to the Speech from the
Throne, I wish to render to Caesar the
things that are Caesar's. I congratu-
late the Goverment on the choice which
they have made of dur new colleagues ; I
do not know the hon. gentlemen from
the sister provinces, but if I may judge by
analogy, by those who cone from my
own province, the choice of them is wise
and judicious.

As for the hon. gentleman who repre-
sents the division of Laurentides, a French
Canadian district, he belongs to one of
those nationalities speaking the English
language. Although already in the de-
cline of hfe, he is new born, so to speak, to
a public career. His great aptitude for
commerce and finance contribute to make
him a valuable acquisition to the Senate.
No one can say of him that he does not
represent property. If I can believe
rumour, he is more than a millionaire.

As for the hon. Senator for the division
of De Lorimier, he is also new born to
public life in the Parliament of the con-
federation. His great aptitude for law
entitles him to be considered as one of
the first members of the bar of the com-
mercial metropolis of the Dominion. He
is a son of that illustrious old man who
was for a considerable time among us as
our colleague under the old union of the
Canadas and under the present confeder-
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ation. We who have had the happiness
of knowing him are aware that he was
always incorruptible and immovable as
those old rocks which cannot be stirred
and from which the moss is never removed.
I have, then, the pleasant hope that the
present senator for De Lorimier will
always follow the right path in his new
career as I am bound to believe he has
followed it in the past. The Government
has had ample time to make its choice
and it has certainly chosen a man of
talent.

But I think that under the elective sys-
tem the electors would have required less
time to make a selection, and I believe
that they will say, with their hands upon
their hearts, that they could not have
done better to gain the sympathies of the
present Secretary of State. If I can be-
lieve rumor, this gentleman had another
candidate in view. If such is the fact,
this hon. gentleman has furnished evidence
that he does not know how to appreciate
men, and that he has not at heart the
interests and the dignty of his Province.

Now, hon. gentlemen, in view of the
rapid construction of our Pacific Railway,
which is being built as if by enchantment
-a road which, according to many journal-
ists, and also our neighbors, would cer-
tainly involve us in ruin-in view of these
numerous means of communication and
facilifies for traffic by land as well as by
water, communications which are the
surest indications of the prosperity of the
country--in view of the millions which
have been granted as bonuses, I, for one,
would be happy if I had only congratula-
tions to offer the Government. But no;
as the adage goes, " There is no spot in
the heavens without a cloud." To use a
French and maritime expression, I per-
ceive on the horizon of my country a speck
which menaces the existence of what is
dear to all of us, the constitutional usage
of giving to my Province in this honor-
able House an adviser to the representa-
tive of our august, of our gracious and
well beloved sovereign-to the represent-
ative of Her who presides so worthily over
the destinies of Albion-the Empress of
India. I perceive, besides, the violation
of the British North America Act, as was
shown by the hon. senator from DeLanau-
diere and also by the hon. senator from
-De Salaberry and many other hon. gentle-
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men from the Maritime Provinces, notablythe sons of Erin the Green, one of whom,who is a distinguished advocate in his Pro-vince, remarking :In The failure to give a French Ministerin this Chamber to be the organ of theFrench nationality is a palpable violationof the 33rd clause of the British NorthAmerica Act, at least if that clause is notto be a delusior and a snare." I perceiveagain the violation of that arrangement, ofthat custom, of that usuage which hasalways exsted, to give alternately in eachParliament the lresidency of the one orthe other Chanber to a member speakingthe French language.
I precev again a violation of the Britishconstitution which requires that in theHouse of Lords there shall be as many ormore hinisters than in the House ofConmoeMns Why are there as many, andeven inore Minsters im the House of Lordsthan in the Commons ? Because in thatbranch Of the Legislature the laws are per-fected: it is because in England they havea Profound knowîedge of the human heart ;because they know there are always menWho flatter Power, meni who are inclinedto adore the rising Sun and who consider

tye a~îsesredsicut deos," the gods ofOlympia assuredly.
t at patied hon. gentlemen, to seethat these violatins are perpetrated by theparty with which 1, for one, have felt it aduty aid an honor to belong, not merelysince n have been called to the counselsof the nation by the voice of the peopleand by that of the Crown, but during allmY ife. I ish to be just towards thehon, leader of the Governiment im thisthouse Who has declared that he regrettedthis onission, and that justice ought to berendered to Us very soon. I do not wish tobe too severe upon him or the hon. PremierWho prts In the blouse of Commons, for I donot Preteld to blame these two hon. gentle-

of my young co eagues for what a groupo.m Itppg arPatriots would have themdo. Itappears that several persons,notablyone, went to the Premier and intimated tohim, as on another occasion Gambettadid to McMahon, "t is imperative thatwe should have in the House of Commonsthe quantum of Ministers accorded to ourProvince and you must either grant thisor resign Is it thus that the hon.Premier was obliged to. give way through

fear, or did he make that concession tO
them as the Greeks gave presents ? Or
did he try to put in practice the perfidious
counsel of Lord Durham against my na-
tionality when he said in England, in
making bis report on his voyage in Canada,
"If you wish to divide the French Cana-
dians, give them the most honorable or
lucrative positions"? No, I do not believe
it : for the sympathy which the true
friends of Sir George have always mani-
fested with regard to the Right Hon.
Premier, would not permit them to sup-
pose him guiltyof such ingratitude. Here,
hon gentlemen, I should declire that I do
not fear these Greek presents, or the per-
fidious counsel of Lord Durham against
my nationality, if all my compatriots were
imbued with the disinterested ideas of Sir
George Etienne Cartier, that man of charac-
ter, and of energy, whose memory will re-
main like a beacon in history for the
intelligent youth of my country to fix their
attention upon, and say to themselves in
moments of crisis and discouragement,
"cari we not do as Sir George Cartier
did ?"

A single example amongst a thousand
will suffice to prove the disinterestedness
of that upright man whilst he was at the
helm of the affairs of his country. Some
friends of his, his supporters, came to him
to ask a public office for one of his own
brothers. After having looked at each
one of them he said " ry friends, my good
devoted friends, my faitfiful followers,
learn that I do not think as those families
do who believe that they are entitled to
live at the public crib, as those families
who believe that they are constituted
pensioners of the Government. That is
not because I disdain such employment,
but because there are always plenty who
covet such positions. I thank you for my
brother and hope that he will always pos-
sess sufficient energy to earn his bread
and maintain his family otherwise than by
becoming a salaried official of the State. "

Now to return to the Right Hon. Pre-
mier, I must say that whatever may have
been the motives which influenced him to
yield to certain young gentlemen in the
Commons and grant them the quantum
of ministers accorded to my Province, it
is not what Sir Louis Hypolite LaFon-
taine, nor his other self, Sir Robert Bald-
win, these two fathers and founders of
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responsible Government in Canada, would
have done under such circumstances.

I have named Sir Robert Baldwin: I
fear that my memory fails me; I do not
know that that hon. gentleman was decor-
ated with a title of honor, though he always
merited it as much as his colleague and a
great deal more than those who have re-
ceived it after him. I do not make these
observations, hon. gentlemen, with a view
of belittling royal favors: no, certainly not,
but to criticize those who have inspired or
demanded them. It is not the course
that would have been pursued by the Hon.
A. Norbert Morin, that upright man
who was one of those grand historical
figures who appear from time to time, but
rarely and at long intervals.

I remember that under the Union of
the Canadas, when the Parliament sat at
Kingston,evil-mindedmen, menwhohadno
sense of their duty and of British interests,
dared to propose to prohibit the use of the
French language in Parliament. The
Hon. A. Norbert Morin, who was at the
time in the Chamber, rose from his seat
and made an eloquent appeal to his com-
patriots, remarking : "The time has arriv-
cd, the hour has sounded, when, if you
fail to raise your heads, open your eyes
and condemn those who deserve con-
demnation, you will merit the prohibition
of the use of our language, which has
been guaranteed to us by the plighted
faith of Great Britain." At that time not
a French member on either side of the
House would accept a portfolio in the
iniquitous Government, save on the con-
dition, which was -a sine gua non, that
they would re-establish the use of their
language ; and we know justice was ren-
dered to them.

Neither is it what Sir Etienne Paschal
Taché would have done, that valiant
chevalier, with the arm and will of iron,
who gave his friends ,and adversaries to
understand that though there was a time
to yield there was also a time to resist. I
remember that when he was Prime Minis-
ter certain young gentlemen came to him
demanding promotion in the sedentary and
volunteer militia. "Wait, my young
friends," said he, "till your predecessors
disappear ; your time will always come
soon enough. Learn that I, in the war of
1812, was a soldier before I was a lieu-
tenant."

HON. MR. ARMAND.

Neither would Sir George Etienne
Cartier have made such a concession. I
remember that under the Union of the
two Canadas, whilst Parliament sat at
Kingston, how grandly the illustrious
statesman criticized and condemned the
formation of the Brown-Dorion Govern-
ment because they had put in the Legis-
lative Council only two or three ministers.
Did they not also find in that same
Legislative Council, of whose rights and
privileges they were ignorant, the germ of
their defeat which took place 48 hours
after their formation ?

I also remember a letter which Sir
George wrote in reply to a young man
who asked his influence to oppose an old
member of a county near Montreal.
" Before I would permit you to walk over
the body of my old followers you must
pass over mine. Learn young man that I
have not a friend more faithful or devoted.
When I want his vote I do not need to
sound a bell nor to send a messenger to
look for him in the streets of the Capital ;
he is always in the breach, always at his
post, in evil as in good fortune." I iecall
also an occasion in the .irst session of the
first Parliament after Confederation when
Sir George Cartier said in the full Chamber,
probably in view of the rights and privi-
leges of the Provinces being menaced,
" Let us pay marked attention to this fact
-the- party questions which divided us
under the Union of the Canadas have no
longer any reason to exist under the Cor-
federation."

Acting on this wise and judicious
doctrine, in the last general election, I
would have thrown myself into the con-
test to obtain justice for my poor Province
in this honorable Chamber, if it had not
been for the unhappy and blind obstinacy
of the majority of the Opposition leaders
who, contrary to all experience, appeared
to be fastened to the policy of free trade
as if they had nothing better. I believe
that in principle free trade is the best
policy we could have, but there is no rule
without an exception. It is necessary to
know how to apply the rule to the times,
the place and the circumstances. It ap-
pears to me that the example of our in-
telligent and industrious neighbors of the
greatest republic of modern times, a re-
public which seems to increase in great-
ness and prosperity as it advances in

A ddre88.
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years, ought to be an example which ed by numbers, weak, and walking amidst
would convince our adversaries. Has the dead and the dying, was counselled to
not the Government of the republic suc- retire. "No," said he, "it is necessaryceeded in paying its immense war debt by that we should shew to the crowned heads
means of protection ? The five milliards of Germany and Prussia that a Marshal
imposed as an indemnity on France by of France knows how to die." But what
the sword, the bayonet, the cannon and need have I to go to the other side of thethe carhine, of Germany-has it not been world to seek an example of courage andpaid as if by magic, and always by means perseverance, when I can find one in myof protection ? own Province? Did not the Hon. Sir A.

Lately, has not one of the ablest, most Dorion fight for ten, fifteen and even
Wily and most astute diplomatists of our twenty years before he obtained power?
day notified his ambassadors accredited to He does not sit to-day on the bench offoreign governments that the future policy the Supreme Court-that is because, pro-of Gerisiany will be protection ? In the bably, like Cæsar, he prefers to take thelast session of the Imperial Parliainent, first seat amongst the judges of his owndid fot a member, probably an adherent Province, to taking a second place amongst" shall icY, say in the full House the judges of the Dominion.

we continue much longer to be Another example which demonstratesiiflpoverished by the policy of protection again what we should be willing to do toOf our neighbors without retaliating ?" obtain power, may be found n the factsi no t a prophet, and I do not de that the hon. Judge who now sits on thesire to be in Opposition to my party, but I Bench of the Supreme Court with dignitycannot help saying that which will come to himself and his nationality, foughtto pass if the Opposition will adopt the through six or seven consecutive generalNational Policy; they will see the great elections before he triumphed and becamemajority which renders the leaders of my the leader of his party in his own province.own party arbitrary, and even tyrannical, I close, hon. gentlemen, but before Itowards the French minority, melt away take my seat I perceive that it is not neces-as rapidly as did the great majority which sary to descend to the tomb to seeksustained the late Government of the hon. amongst the ashes of departed leaders forAlex. Mackenzie- examples of fidelity towards their followers,Bute hon. gentlemen, I have a ray of when I can find them amongst those who
thpe nast session, looking down from are yet living. Yes, hon. gentlemen,the Senator's gallcry in the House of Com- ask him who presided as leader in theions, I heard a declaration worthy of the last sessions of the last Parliament of thefirst statesmen of European governments; United Canadas, who occupied so worthilyt heard the hon. Mr. Mackenzie say, in with his noble wife and with so muchthe open House, " I understand that in advantage for his, province the place ofView Of the immense capital invested in first Lieutenant-Governor : he would tell
agriculture industries, commerce and man- you that certainly he would not yield toufactures if My friends should return to the demands of his supporters in the Com-Power they would be forced to recognize mons to refuse to the Senate the advantageadPlised facts ; they would be ob- of having ;; Minister speaking the Frenchlged to adopt the National Policy, at least language. He would say to you, as heto a certain extent." replied on another occasion to the youngaon gentlemen, I know that if I took men, influenced by a sordid and unbound-part in election contests to endeavor to ed ambition, who asked of him the dis-obtan justice for my Province in this hon. missal of an old servant, " the thing shallHouse, several of my friends, presumptu- not be done, and while I am Premier I
oty, wnd stboldened by their great major- will not permit such injustice."ity, would say to ne that I would be more In taking my seat I declare that I willthan once beaten. What matters it ? I not cease to work, to wish and hope forarin accustomed to consider that he who better days, for happier times for my pro-is beaten is not conquered. For example, vince in this hon. House.McMahon in the ditch at Sedan, beaten,wounded, covered with blood, overpower-. HON. MR. POWER-I wish to say a
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few words with respect to the Address:
and I shall try to be as brief as I reason-
ably can; and also shall endeavor not to
repeat what has been said by the bon.
gentleman from Ottawa. I must, however,
repeat to a certain extent what he said at
the beginning of his speech. I feel, as a
Nova Scotian, gratified that .a gentleman
from my Prdvince has been selected to
preside over the deliberations of this
House. I think that the House itself
should be gratified at the choice the Gov-
ernment have made, because the hon.
gentleman who has been selected to fill
the Chair is one who has been a
most prominent, active, and useful mem-
ber of this House ever since Confedera-
tion, and he is, I think, in every way en-
titled to the position which he holds for
services rendered in his place as a
member of this House. I am always
pleased to see governments pay pro-
per regard to and recognize ability,
and long service of the public. I must
also join with the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, in complimenting the mover and
seconder of the Address. The hon. gen-
tleman from DeLorimier who moved the
Address in reply to the Speech, is a prac-
tised, eloquent speaker as we all knew.
He is also, as most of us are aware, a
lawyer of the Bar of Quebec, perhaps not
without a rival, but one, at all events,
who bas none above him. I think the
House and the Government are to be cun-
gratulated on the appointment of the hon.
gentleman to a seat in this House. The
duties of this House, as far as it bas poli
tical duties other than those of a partizan
character, are those of revising and amend-
ing the sometimes hasty legislation which
we get from the other Chamber; and the
hon. gentleman is one of the best qualificd
men in the Province of Quebec to aid' in
discharging these duties. The hon. gentle-
man's airival in the Senate was the more
opportune, because the appointment of the
hon. senator from Richmond to the
Chair deprived the House of the valuable
services which we had from him for sev-
eral years.

I can only express regret, on the other
hand, that the Government have not been
able to appoint an English-speaking
lawyer also, whose presence in the House is
the more necessary, on account of the

HON. MR. POWER

promotion of the, bon. gentleman from
Richmond.

I quite concur in the sentiments that
have been expressed as to His Excellency
the Governor General. His antecedents
are good ; and I hope that after he has
served for some time in his present
capacity we shall be able to speak of him
as being perhaps even more than a worthy
successor of the noblemen who have pre-
ceded him.

Turning to the Speech from the Throne;
I see that the second paragraph demolishes
a theory which was very popular some
years ago, and belies a great many by-gone
prophecies. The theory was, and it was
laid down as though it were a gospel truth,
and not a theory,.that the more money you
took out of the pockets of the people of
this country the better off they would be.
This paragraph seems to àdmit that that
is not always the case. The prophecies
were, and we had them made no longer ago
than last year in another place by the hon.
Minister of Finance, that we were to have
at least seven years more of prosperity.
This paragraph-and I am rather sur-
prised that the hon. gentleman whom I
have just named should have joined it in-
serting such a paragraph in the Speech-
admits that the Finance Minister, when he
made that bold statement last year, was a
false prophet.

As to the 3rd paragraph, which speaks
of the Fisheries Exhibition in London, I
quite concur in the sentiments that have
been expressed by the mover and seconder
of the Address. I was not aware, until I
heard the statement from the hon. gentle-
man who noved the Address that Mr.
Joncas had taken so prominent a position
in connection with the Commission. I
have glanced at the report which has been
published, and it did not strike me that
there was any remarkable ability shown in
the paper read by Mr. Joncas, and I was
struck by the fact that his statistics were
not altogether reliable. However, the
hon. gentleman from De Lorimierhas given
the subject more attention than 1 have,
and I do not venture to contradict him
verv positively.

The 4th paragraph is one which I in-
dividually take a good deal of interest in ;
that is the paragraph which refers to the
consolidation of the statutes. I rejoice, as
we all do, I presume, to know that some
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substantial Progress has been made in this and a haf and some $i1,000 have beenwork, that some ofthe consolidation isready, unnecessarily expended.-and that there are some 6o chapters of The fifth paragraph of the speech dealstheconsolidated statutes actually prepared; ith immniration. Of course we areand b arm also pleased that a certain time ways glad to hear that there bas been aas been fixed for the completion of the large immigration into Canada. But,how-
•ork. We know that when we meet here ever it may be in this part of the Domin-again next year the work will be finished. ion, I know that in the Province fromf may say also that I think the work-as which 1 core there has been no imrigrafar as I am capable of judging-is in good tion, but there as been a very large ex-hands. I know that the gentleman who odus; and it sees to me, as k has alwaysrepresents the Province of Nova Scotia seemed, that it would be more dsirable

admirable iin commission is a man that the Government should devote theiralsorthe pled for the work. I have attention to, and spend a litte money ifalso the pleasure f knowing pretty well necessary for the purpose of keepingthe gentleman w o represents the Province the natives of these Provinces withof Otario, Dr. Wilson, and I think the in the Dominion, rather than in bring-Government mad a very good selection ing if people from outside. I thinkin his case. The gentleman who represents that one man born in this country, a athe Province of Quebec, I have not the rule, il worth two or three of thosePleasure of knowing, but I understand he who core fror outside. I concurkn also a gentleman well qualified, and I in what was sad by the mover of the Ad-know that the gentleman who represents dress as to the desirability of bringing back
DhePtyince of New Brunswick, h
the Proinc f N w B u s i k the if possible fro rn the U nited States thee nster of Justice, is a man who natives of the Province of Qubec, whoecs qalified, and who has also the are settled in that country; but I thnkIh ity and experience. the hon. gentleman should not have liritedI have nothing but praise so far ; but I is wishes to the Province of Quebec, forthink there is this to be said about this it is just as desirable chat the natives ofwork: the hon gentleman from Ottawa Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Princesaid that he thought it had been two years Edward Island and Ontario, who are to beto and; my recollection is that it was found in the United States in tenS of thou-tmo years ago last July that the first com- sands should be induced to core back as
does not fa was appomted If My memory the natives of Qubec. I think, when we
last ai e, up to the beginning of know, as we do from the public press,t session some $10,ooo had been spent that Dakotah il morz than halfpeopled by

t bis hndertaking, and substantially Canadians, one can see that it is a most de-there had been nothing of very much sirable tbing that some steps should bevalue done for the money until a few weeks taken to prevent a further exodus, even ifbefore the beginning of the present session, we cannot bring those people back.close commissioners appointed at the I could not elp thinking, while readinglast sessioi began their work. the paragraph referring to the negotiations

ho IR ALEX. CAM PBELL-The successflly carried on in British Colum-th'. gente . CAMPBLL-Th bia by the hon. gentleman who leads thish tHouse, that it would bave been a most
fortunate thing for Nova Scotia, wich asHO.M denmands upon the Dominion Government,gerPte he -OWER- Perhaos I exag- if the hon. Minister had visited that Prov-

happen to betion of affairs a little ; but I ince as well as British Columbia.
with that partict altogether unfamniliar

may'tat t at ift ind of work, and I O.M.KED H wilgthrrnay tate that if the gentlemen who were next year.apponted Coin issioners after the closeof last session ha begun the work de novZoi atmetey hight easily have had we shah give hir a cordial wecore, andit compe b ; e beginning of this ses- I trust that he will do as much for us as
. I n nquentyw that a year he bas done for British Columbia. It
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has always struck me that if there
has been a spoiled child in this
Dominion, it is British Columbia. The
Dominion have spent enormous sums of
money, and strained the resources of the
country to the utmost for the purpose of
establishing communication with the 20,-
ooo white people who live in that fortunate
province. The hon. Minister went out
there; and I have taken the pains to read
over his clear and comprehensible report
of what he has done ; and I find that the
Dominion Government have undertaken
to pay the sum of $750,000 towards the
construction of the Island Railway, and
have agreed to pay a further sum for the
Dry Dock which will probably bring the
whole amount that the Dominion Gov-
ernment have undertaken to expend on
behalf of Vancouver Island up to one and
a quarter millions of dollars ; the only
thing that the Dominion seems to get in
return being an acquittance for the claims
of British Columbia up to date. I am
sure if the British Columbians manifest as
great ingenuity in the future in making
claims on the Dominion Government as
they have in the past it will be necessary
to make a similar settlement in a few
years more.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
get the dry dock as an asset.

HON. MR. POWER-That dry dock
is not a very valuable asset. I think it is
only right to say a few words as to the
claim of another island than Vancouver.
The hon. gentleman who now occupies
the Chair of this House has on former oc-
casions spoken of the island of Cape
Breton. He is not perhaps now in a posi-
tion to do so, and I shall try to say a few
words on that question. I have not
the eloquence and ability, or the energy
that he has ; but I wish to say a few
words in relation to the claims of that
island. The white population of British
Columbia is about 2o,ooo ; the population
of Vancouver Island is about 12,000. The
population of Cape Breton is 84,000. The
island of Cape Breton was settled long be-
fore Vancouver Islandwasdiscovered. The
84,000 people of Cape Breton have been
paying largely into the Dominion Treasury
for the last sixteen years, and there has not
been expended by the Department of

HON. MR. POWER.

Railways and Canals in that island up to
the present time any sum beyond some
$300,000 spent on the St. Peter's Canal,
while the amount expended in British
Columbia is counted by millions. Now,
the island of Cape Breton is quite as
wealthy in mineral and in agricultural re-
sources, and in fisheries, as the island of
Vancouver, or any portion of British Col-
umbia; and I cannot understand why so
great a difference should exist between the
treatment of the east and that of the west.
It may be because the claims of Cape
Breton have not been put before the Gov-
ernment in the same pertinacious and vig-
orous manner in the other Chamber that
has been used in pushing forward the
claims of British Columbia. I propose, a
little later on, to show a way in which I
think, at the present time, the Govérnment
have it in their power to assist the just
claims of that section of the country. The
people of Cape Breton are more reason-
able in their demands and expectations
than the people of British Columbia,
probably because they have been so badly
treated in the past. The Government
will not have to spend a great nany mil-
lions there to make them satisfied.

The 9th paragraph speaks of the pro-
gress of the Indians in Manitoba. I am
glad to hearthat they are progressing, and I
only hope that the annual expenditure in
connection with the Indian, Department
will not continue to make the same rapid
progress that it has during the last few
years.

As to the Franchise Bill, the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa has said sufficient to
make it unnecessary for me to add any-
thing on that subject. I shall only repeat
that we have had no evidence of dissatis-
faction with the present system, and the
consequence is that the present bill is un-
necessary; it will lead to much confusion,
and will involve a very considerable ad-
ditional expense.

I presume that, the Factory Bill having
been placed in a prominent position in the
Speech, the Government propose this ses-
sion to pass it, and I sincerely hope that
that may be the case.

The i 1th paragraph has been dealt with
already, the one which speaks of the rapid
progress of the Pacific Railway, and of the
probable measures that will be taken to
secure its early completion ; but I think
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it is to be regretted that the Government gentleman went on further to) enlarge onave not, through His Excellency's mouth, the subject, but that was his policy, andor in any other way, told us why it is- that is the policy that I was glad at that
neither has it been done in the other time to be instructed in by the hon.Chamber-that they deem it of such great gentleman, and I still continue of the
importance that the road should be com- same opinion that I held then. Thepleted at an early date. What are the country has undertaken to contributesubstantial results that are to follow from very largely, directly and indirectly, readythe early completion of the road ? I money, land, franchises, monopolies oramnot aware of any. Of course it is a exclusive privileges-if the Government

fra ting that we should be severed prefer the expression-to. this company.I the people of British Columbia, but The Government have recently givenp do ot think that even amongst the sup- them a guarantee for a very large anount,Porters of the Government it is considered and we expect to be called upon now toworth whie ifvolving the country in vast do something further for that company-
be enabled resonsibihties that we may it is quite clear that that is the meaning of
brethern on tfY imto the arms of our His Excellency's speech. I believe, hon.da r othe Pacific slope at an earlier gentlemen, that when we come to thedaY. The local trade clearly cannot be end of this Pacifie Railway business welarge, that is, the trade with British shall have this position of things .Columbia, and I hardly think that the That the Government wili have practicallyvolume of the Asiatic trade, which it is built the Pacifie Railway, and the Com-hoped with at some time find its way pany will own and control the road. Itacross the continent by that route will seems to me that the pohicy of building theirtmediatey be very great. There are road as fast as the circumstances of the
two competing hnes in the United States, country required, the country owning theand OUr road will have to fight its way, road and running it in the interest of set-and it winl fot for some time probably tiers woild have been infinitely better thancarry a great deal of that trade. It seems the course that has been adopted. Theretoke that itwould have been better to have are many things which the Company havetaken Our time in constructing the road, done that do not meet with the approvaland build it as the resources of the country of the people of the North-West. When Iwould alow, and nstead of building in say do not meet the approval, I mean thingsoseu a hurry to have followed the course that affect injuriously -the progress of thef settleent, and build just fast enough North-West ; and some things which theyto allow settlers to fill up the country. I propose to do are calculated to affect in-any pleased to know that on this point at juriously the prospects of the Eastern partany rate some members of the Govern- of the country; and in my opinion it is the
gent agrée with me. I find that the hon. duty of the Government, now when the
genterna who is now Minister of Company come asking for something fur-jeterior, n speaking on the sub- ther, to Se that the country receives some
seOf the Canadian Pacifie Railway consideration for what the Government do80 ne tuie since in this Chamber, used for the Company. Some of the objection-lantage which I cordially endorsed at able privileges granted to the Company
twhaitch tile I remember rightly, and may be withdrawn ; and if that is not
ben f stil endorse. " I have always done, one thing certainly might be done:been Of the Opinion " said the hon. gentle- the Government might seize this oppor-bates of thaugeen at page 577, official tunity of making it a condition to the
all rail Senate for 1878, " that the granting of any further aid to that Com-for this countas t oo heavy an undertaking pany, that the Eastern terminus of the
our pohicy shon to enter upon ; I thought road should be within Canadian territory.gun Pcr railwayl have been to have be-it acr 1f ay at Pembina, and carried HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
tances wour Prairies as fast as our circum- Eastern terminus is at Montreal.stances would Permit, and as fast as thesettleent of the cofuntry might require. HON. MR. POWER--That is not theThat wa y poicy. I see that the hon. only terminus ; that is the summer ter-
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minus. The merchandise carried over'
this road must find its way to the sea in
winter as well as in summer, and it
would be a gross injustice to the
eastern portion of the Dominion if the
products carried over this road were ship-
ped at foreign ports, and if the business
of this road, which has been practically
built by the money of the people of this
country, should go to build up a for-
eign, and pqssibly a hostile, port.
In 1881,when the Canadian PaciAci.-«en-
tract was under discussion, hon. gentleen
will remember that it was suggested that,
for a time at any rate, a portion of the road
might run through American territory
south of Lake Superior, to meet the Canad-
ian road at Sault Ste. Marie That was
denounced as a most unpatriotic proposi-
tion ; but it seems to me that it is much
more objectionable that the terminus of
the road should be in United States terri-
tory, than that one of the intermediate links
should be ; and I trust that the Govern
ment, having had their attention called to
this matter, as they have before now, and
having an opportunity of exacting a quid
pro quo from the company when they come
to ask for further assistance, will see that
the Company give some guarantee that
the traffic on this road shall not go-to build
up Portland or Boston. The hon. gentle-
man who seconded the Address, spoke of
this as being a road from ocean to ocean,
through Canadian territory. I presume
he spoke with the understanding that-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I did
not quite appreciate the point, I see it
now.

HON. MR. POWER-I presume he did
not look forward to seeing the Eastern
terminus of this road at Portland or Bos-
ton. There is just one other paragraph
about which I desire to say something. I
regret that the hour is so late, as it is a
subject upon which I should have dwelt
'for some littie time.

HON. GENTLEMEN-Go on.

HON. MR. POWER-The 13 th para-
graph says that " a provisional arrange-
ment made with the Government of Nova
Scotia for the retention of the Pictou
branch and the acquisition oi the Eastern

HON. MR. POWER.

Extension Railway to the Strait of Canso
will be submitted for your approval."
Coming from the Province of Nova Scotia,
and being naturally interested in that mat-
ter, I may express my gratification at the
fact that the Government proposes to re-
tain the Pictou branch, and to acquire-
in fact they have actualiy taken over-the
road known as the Eastern Extension. I
think that a very few words will show the
House that the transaction has been a
good one from a business point of view.
The Pictou branch is worth, I think, about
3,ooo,ooo dollars, and there is as much
business done on it as on almost any por-
tion of the Intercolonial Railway. The
road known as the Eastern Extension
cost between $1,8oo,ooo and $2,ooo,ooo,
and that road pays its working expenses,
while the Pictou branch does considerably
more than that.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Does
the Eastern Extension pay its working ex-
penses ?

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, I have been
so informed,-so the officers of the Com-
pany informed me some time ago; I think
the former Superintendent told me that the
road just about paid its working expenses.
The other road, if properly managed, as a
company might manage it, would probably
pay from $5o,ooo to $1oo,ooo a year over
itsworking expenses. The Government,
therefore, are acquiring a property which
cost, altogether, some $5,ooo,ooo, and
for it they are paying only $1,200,ooo.
Of course it is true that the Govern-
ment have owned the Pictou branch,
but hon. gentlemen will see that, legis-
lation which took place, I think, in
1873 or 1874, with some supplementary
legislation later on, had pledged the
Pictou branch as an aid to the con-
struction of a railway to the Straits of
Canso, if it could not go any farther. It
was first pledged to aid in the con-
struction of a railway to Louisburg or
Sydney, but it was found that that could
not be secured, and the Government
agreed to give the Pictou branch in aid of
a road to the Strait of Canso. Conse-
quently the road had passed out of the
control of the Government, and had be-
come substantially the property of the
company who built the. road; and I repeat
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that the Government have made a particu-
larly good bargain in acquiring this pro-perty for $1,200,oo0.

HON. MR. ALMON-The other partymust have made a very bad bargain then.

were reasonably bound to make, they ap-
plied for a transfer of the Pictou branch,
and that transfer was refused on grounds
which were undoubtedly frivolous. At
the outset there was some little technical
quibble raised-I hope hion. gentlemen

wii excuse me for using a word LII, a
thin .MR. POWER-I shall say sorne- slightly unparliamentary-as to the com-
tg aout that presently. Hon. gente pletion of the Extension. Then themen will see that the Dominion Govern- Government, when it was found that thatoent can manage a public work of that was untenable, raiseddifficulties-atleastso

dist in the mterests of the people of the I understand, though I have not had therict, to a greater degree than either the official papers before me-as to the tariff.
local government or a company could. The Dominion Government insisted thatThe Dominion Government do not expect the tariff for carrying coal should be solarge dividends, and if the road pays low as to deprive the Local Government
isalthey cabove workng expenses, that of any possibility of deriving any substan-is ail they can reasonably look for. The tial revenue from the road.Local 'overnment ' all probability couldtot have continued to work the road HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Thethenselves, and they would very likely hon. gentleman is mistaken; we neverhave been obliged to transfer it to a com- got so far as to discuss such items as thepany; the coampany would be obliged, and tariff.
would naturally seek, to make the roadpay theni as well as possible, and the con- HON. MR. POWER-The hon. Ministersequence would be that the people on the of Justice was not the minister who waslne of theroad would suffer very consider- particularly concerned in the transaction ;ably fron high rates. Further, I think it but unless my information is incorrectbetter that roads of this sort should not be that matter was discussed with the acting
large for ocal governments they are too Minister of Railways, and it was insisted
men k bodies like local govern- that no higher rates should be charged forment, and the I congratulate the Govern- carrying coal than are now charged by thethis, rad thas rovince, on the fact that Dominion Government. Those were rates
that o has den taken over, I regret which would not have enabled a companytndesoodh delay has taken place. I to make any money out of the Pictou
over more th it was to have been taken branch and would have prevented the
plan knorn an two years ago, had not a LocalGovernment frommakingsatisfactorybeen broachn as the " Syndicate Scheme," arrangements for transferring the road toatn thatiedby the Premier ofNova Scotia anybody else for any large consideration.
prove of thn But, while I cordially ap-
Poveu brhe overnment taking over the HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-TherePctou branch and Eastern Extension, I may have been a conversation of that kind
means whichat I arn satisfied with the in advance.
about the ey have used to bringreached consummation that has been HON. MR. POWER-There is no doubt
ment of thi<nk that the Local Govern- that the acting Minister of Railways did
generously ova Scotia have not been insist on this condition. Then again,
metedoust treated -in fact the treatment there were conditions insisted upon as tometed out to ther forms a very starthng the rolling stock, which were exceedingly
British olumw in which the people of unreasonable ; and the Dominion Govern-

ishera awere dealt with ; and ment placed the Local Government in athat is the reason why I regret that the very awkward dilemma. They were oblig-hon. Minister f stice had not gone to ed either to accept the terns offered byNova Scotia as well as to British Columbia. the Dominion Government, as to givmgIn the first place, when the Local Govern- over the road, or to continue to operatement had acquird the Eastern Extension the Eastern Extension at a loss, withoutroad, and made aIl the arrangements they any prospect of regaining the money at
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.any future time. I think, therefore, that
the Local Government did the only thing
which could reasonably be expected of
them; but itappearsto me thatthe Dominion
-Government should have handed over the
Pictou branch, accepted a fair amount of
rolling stock from the Local Government,
and allowed them to frame a reasonable
tariff. I may mention that the Dominion
Government have allowed the Pacific
Railway Company-if my information is
correct-to charge ten times as much for
the carriage of coal as they were willing to
allow the Government of Nova Scotia to
charge. This is another instance of the
inequitable and unfair holding of the scales
between the East and West which I can-
not understand. If the Dominion Gov-
ernment did not care to hand over the
Pictou Branch, and to make what I look
upon -as being a fair and reasonable ar-
rangement with the Local Government of
Nova Scotia, and decided to own the
roads theiselves, it would have been only
fair to have repaid the Government of
Nova Scotia the sum of $6oo,ooo, or
thereabouts, which that Government had
expended on the extension. If they
had dealt with them in that way, they
would have treated the Nova Scotia
.Government somewhat as they are
treating British Columbia in connec-
tion with the Graving Dock, the Govern-
menthaving agreed topay British Columbia
$250,000, which the Local Government
had expended on the Graving Dock; and
I think they should have treated the
Government of Nova Scotia in the same
way, and repaid them the $6oo,ooo which
had been expended by then on that road.
The House will see the position in which
things would have been then. If the Local

*Government had got that $6oo,ooo, they
would have been in a position, and it was
their intention I understand, to have aided
in extending the railway through the
island of Cape Breton ; but they cannot do
that now, not having the money. If, on
the other hand, the Dominion Govern-
ment had deait liberally with the Local
Government, and that Government had
been able to retain the Pictou Branch rail-
way, and the Eastern Extension, they would
in all probability have been able to make
arrangements with some company, by
which they could have secured the exten-
sion of the road into Cape Breton ; but

HON. MR. POWER.

the Dominion Government had a giant's
strength, and they used it like a giant :
the Local Government are now powerless
to do anything in the way of aiding in the
extension of the railway into the island of
Cape Breton ; and the responsibility rests
with the Dominion Government. I pre-
sume that the Government of the Domin-
ion propose to extend the road into Cape
Breton; and I trust that they will not
transfer the road, as it has been said they
propose to do, to some company. Our ex-
perience of company roads in Nova Scotia
has not been satisfactory : the rates will be
higher, and the business will be much less,
in the hands of the company than in the
hands of the Dominion Government.

The thirteenth paragraph speaks of the
largely increased volume of traffic on the
Intercolonial Railway over that of any
previous year. I am sure that we are
all pleased to know that the business of
the road is increasing, and I shall only
remark, in connection with that, that the
business of the Intercolonial must be limit-
ed until it gets direct connectiop with the
city of Montreal. There is a very great
delay, and some unnecessary expense,
now in carrying freight and passengers
from Point Lévis and Chaudière Junction
to Montreal ; and I think it will be neces-
sary to take som steps, at an carly day, to
secure the extension of the road to Mon-
treal. This matter has been agitated to a
very considerable degree in the lower
provinces, and to a certain extent in the
Province of Quebec; and the people of
both political parties seem to be quite
unanimous in thinking that the Dominion
Government should take steps to make
that extension.

Ho,. MR. McDONALI i moved the
adjourniment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5:50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, January 22nd, 1884.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.
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THE LATE SENATOR BOURINOT.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Whenthe House adjourned yesterday I was notaware that the funeral of our late colleague,Mr. John Bourinot, was fixed for to-dayat O'clock or I should not haveasked the House to meet, but thatit be adjourned over until to-morrow.It is true that we are engaged in con-sidering the Address in reply to theSpeech eros tbe Throne, but neverthelessI think we shahl fot be mnisunderstood inany quarter if we take an oppisunrsto
pay a last tribute of respect to ortuiy
of our late colle rsetb te memorycustor has falleague. Of late years the
deaths which aen into disuetude on the
fortunatel appen every session, un-
Senate ; inngst the Members of the
journmebut think when 1 ask the ad-
irumstne If hHouse under the presentcrcuwstances I shall be pardoned for say-ing a few Words in memory of the late Mr.Bourinot. I have. had the happiness of-knowing Mr. Bourinot since 1867, whenhe Was first called to this House, and thereare niany hon. gentlemen who come frombis own province who have known himwuch longer. Ever since the year 1867we have Had tbe advantage of his assistancewic he wase and on the Committees, ofwhich he wa a useful member, and I amsure we will ail bear testimony to the cour-tesy, kindness, and genial character ofthe deceased Senator. I think every oneof us il ay that he was in every respecta thorough gentleman, anxious to considerhe feelings and 'fterests of others, andwhile vndicating his own opinions in this1ous Was always anxious to deal. courte-

to bis. Tht, h e ose views were opposedter i this Hflos en his constant charac-all ong chesoh and I am sure we shallal nykid his good qualities and
and the conn sses of head and heart,
fromhim the assistance we have hado priat life theSenate. In his courtesies
Constantly evincedwas a genial hospitality
sesion andy tev here from session toSession, anid tbose who bave bad the ad-vantage of sharin who bis b h th
long rememiber it 9n his hospitality willlo resepassr It I do not know anyonewho bas passed away from us that will leavea more kindly remembrance than our de-Ceased colleague, and I take the oppor-

tunity of saying these few words in re-
membrance of a friend whose memory we
shall long cherish.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I entirely approve
of the course taken by the hon. leader of
the Government on this melancholy oc-
casion. I have not myself had the pleasure
of knowing the late Mr. Bourinot as long
nor as intimately as the hon. Senator who
has just spoken, but the opinion I have
gathered of him is quite in harmony with
that expressed by my bon. friend opposite.
He was open, frank, impulsive if you
will, but it always seemed to me that his
line of action was prompted by a high
sense of duty and of honor. He was es-
sentially a gentleman in every respect,
warm, earnest, and trie. I, with others,
was very deeply pained at his sudden
death, taking place as it did, at the very
threshold of the scene of his duties. I
desire to add my tribute of respect for his
memory, and, convey to his family the
deep sympathy of those of his colleagues
who remain behind him.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am unwilling
that this motion should pass without ex-
pressing my satisfaction at the course the
Government has adopted on this occasion.
I regard that course as a fitting tribute to
the many genial qualities of my deceased
friend, and as, in a great measure, a fitting
recognition of the exertions which he has
constantly made as a public man for the
good of his country, and more especially
for the interests of the Island whence he
came. Indeed, justice to Cape Breton
seems to have been the key-note of his
parliamentary life, and I trust that his ex-
ertions may be foilowed hereafter by bene-
fits to that Island which he loved so weI.
Having been associated with the late Mr.
Bourinot in the Legislature of Nova Scotia
and in the Parliament of Canada for now
upwards of a quarter of a century, I can
cordially endorse the observations that
have just been made, and can appreciate,
as I have no doubt those who remain after
him will appreciate, the kindly sympathy
that has been expressed here. We al re-
spect his memory and we ail deplore his
loss.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I can say
nothing more than what has already been
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so heartily said by the hon. gentlemen who THE ADDRESS.
have preceded me with respect to the great
loss we all feel at our old friend having left THE DEBATE CONTINUED.
us, yet I cannot silentlyallow this motion to
pass without saying a few words. I have The order of the day having been calledi
known the late Mr. Bourinot as long as "Resurning adjourned Debate on the A&
my hon. friend from Amherst, and all he dress to His Excellency the Governor GeLr
has said, and what has been said by the eral in answer to Ris Excellency'o Speech 0
hon. leader of the Government and by l.Pentet
the leader of the Opposition I heartily
concur in. The Island of Cape Breton was HON. MR, MACDONALD said-I d&
always his key-note, and he was earnest and not intend to comment on the Speech
zealous in the advocacy of the rights of from the Throne in detail: that has beeli
that island as well as of the interests of the very ably and eioquentiy done by the
Province of Nova Scotia and of the Domin- mover and seconder of the Address; nor
ion generally. I cannot say anything more do I intend replying to the speech of the
than what has been said, and I feel deep- hon. gentleman from Ottawa; nor tO
ly the loss which must fall on Nova Scotia, that of the hon. gentleman from Halifax.
and particularly on the island of Cape I cannot say that I have much fault to
Breton in the death of our late respected find with their criticism on the paragraph
friend. in the Speech which refers to the settle-

ment with British Columbia.
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL The bon. gentleman from Halifax

moved, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Scott, made statements and went into details
that out of respect to the memory of the wbich more properly belong to a later
late Hon. Mr. John Bourinot, this house stage of the session. Ie has magnified
do now adjourn. figures in the British Columbia arrange-

ment and compared that Province to a
The motion was agreed to. espoiled child," a comparison fot appli

cable in. the smallest degree. The hon.
The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p. m. gentleman must know that our Province

joined the federation with her eyes open
and in possession of ail ber faculties, and
no province has stood more on its own bot-

THE SENATE. tom than British Columbia. The bon. gen-
tleman must remember that that Province

Ottawa, Wednesday, 23rd Jan., 1884. neyer asked for better terms-and neyer
received any. We neyer asked for any-

The SPEAKER took the chair at three thing beyond the conditions of union.
o'clock. I a much gratified to hear that the

questions in dispute between the Domin-
Prayers and routine proceedings. ion and the Provincial Government have

been arranged, subject to ratification by
THE CIVIL SERVICE. Parliament, in a manner satisfactory to

bcth Governments.
RETURN. No doubt this happy adjustment is,

mainly due to the tact, experience and
HON. Snm ALEX. CAMPBELL laid on ability of the Hon. Minister who visited

the table a return containing information the Province in an official capacity last
relative to the employes in the civil year.
service of Canada. He said: It gives the It afforded myself and many others very
information which was asked for by an great pleasure to welcome the Honorable
address in this -ouse in which my hon. Minister of justice to our western shores,
friend from DeSalaberry has taken a great but I am afraid he did not have that rest
interest, and although it is not specifically and relaxation so necessary after such a
spoken of leaf by leaf as a return to this long and fatiguing journey. He worked
address, it is sd substantially. too hard during the whole of bis stay.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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It was a little vexing that our countrywas enveoped in dense smoke from forestires in the adjoinng American territoryduring the visit of the hon, gentleman,
so that he could not see our country andbeautifui scenery, and it is probable hehas not carried away with him the impres-sion of Our Western province, which wewould like him to have done. We trusthowever that he may not be altogetheraverse to repeating his visit at no very
distant day; he may be sure of a most
cordial welcome.

I notice also in the speech that it is theintention to have e thatit st
Indian affairs. some legisiation on

The present law is not applicable to themore civilized Indians and i hope the
Government will be willing to take the
opinion of those whe mohn o te the
versant with the req-are more or iess con-
localities. e quirements cf different

I have beentpleased to hear the highapproval given to the appointment to theChair of the House by the hon. gentlemanfrom Ottawa and the hon. gentlemanfro lalifai I have no doubt thatgentleman will discharge his duty impar-tiaily and ably but whilst i am perfectlysatis6ed wîth the hon. gentleman now inthe Chair, yet 1 regret very much theabsence of the ormer Speaker who filledthe Position soet I am sure every hon.gentleman present shares my regrtWwere placed under daes mylrgret. We
late Speaker and hi e bhion by the
occasions. s family on very many

1onors Ma. MCINNES, (B. C.)-I riseto endorse ail that my colleague from Vic-toria hs said with respect to the visit ofthe leader of the Government in this"'ase greatih Columbia. It certainlybenefit t theasure, and I am sure a greatsay thato the Province. However, I must
the rest of te Mi sorry that he, like allus with a vst tnisters who have favored
spent the grea' took up his abode andnge his stay at er Portion of his time dur-only carym way a ity of Victoria, therebyond Vancyoue Isla ynowledge 

of Victoriawit Vancouver Is nd, and not mixingwith the people of the main land or theother portions Of the Province. I arnaware that when Mini5ero a
iBritish Columbia thnisers pay a visit toforitime, andoluma ey are hardly pressedfor tine, and 1 suppose, in view of that

fact, we will have to excuse the leader of
the Government in this House for not
remaining on the main land a little longer
than he did. '

My hon. colleague who has just taken
his seat has stated that very important ne-
gotiations have just been entered into be-
tween the Province of British Columbia
and the Dominion, respecting the adjust-
ment of long-standing grievances between
the two Governments. I am very happy
to learn that these grievances are about to
terminate. However, I do not wish to be
misunderstood when 1 say that I think
that the Bill proposing to settle all these
difficulties does not meet my approval, nor
does it meet the approval of two-thirds of
the people of our Province. But I will
not enlarge upon this question now. I
hope to do so when the Bill itself comes
up, and I will then show that it certainly
is not in the interests of British Columbia
that it should be carried in its present
shape. I do not wish it to be understood
that the Dominion is making a bad bar-
gain. On the contrary, the Minister of
Justice has made an exceedingly good one
for the Dominion, but I believe an ex-
ceedingly bad one for the Province of
British Columbia. If the present negotia-
tion is carried into effect and placed on
the Statute Book, it will become a serious
drawback, yes, retard the development of
our varied and vast resources for all times.

The third section of the Address refers
to immigration to our shores. .I fully en-
dorse the statement niade in that clause.
British Columbia has certainly received
within the last year a larger immigration
than during the five or six years preceding,
and I may say in a general way that that
Province, at the present time, is in a high-
ly satisfactory and prosperous condition.

One word as to the statement made by
the hon. gentleman from Halifax with re-
spect to British Columbia being the
"spoiled child" of the Dominion. Ipassed
a considerable number of years in Nova
Scotia myself, and I always entertain a
kindly feeling towards that Province, and
hope to do so in future, yet I must say that
if there is any portion of Canada that has
been a spoiled child it is Nova Scotia.
She came in, as the hon. gentleman who
has just preceded me said, with her eyes
open. She not only got all that was con-
templated and promised when she joined
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the confederation, but if my memory serves
me aright, on two different occasions she
got large concessions from the Dominion.
When British Columfia came in she was
promised all that which we are only now
beginningtoreceive. Wedidnotexpectthat
the veryletterofthe contract would beadher-
ed to, but we did expect that it would have
been carried out in spirit, and I think
it comes with a bad grace from the hon.
member from Halifax to accuse British
Columbia of being the "spoiled child " of
the Dominion. I must also say with re-
ference to the Province of Nova Scotia
that I am pleased with the appointment
of the hon. gentleman who is now presid-
ing over this Chamber. I have no doubt,
from my acquaintance with him during
the last few years, that he will give all the
satisfaction which could have been expect-
ed when he was appointed to the position
he now holds.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-I think it is a
matter for congratulation that we have in
the Speaker's Chair a gentleman whose
long parliamentary experience so well
qualifies him for that responsible position;
and we must not forget that in losing him
from the debates of the House, we have
gained to the floor, as a member of the
Government, an hon. gentleman who, dur-
ing the last few years, has devoted a great
deal of time to the management of per-
haps the most important department of
the Government Not only has he done
so, but he has also interested himself in
the financial affairs of the Dominion; and
perhaps no member of this House has
within himself so complete a knowledge
on that subject as the hon. member who
is now Minister of the Interior.

I did not intend to say anything upon
the Address, as it is almost a departure
from Parliamentary rules, but I see that
for some years past it has been the custom
in this House for hon. gentlemen to ex-
press their opinions upor questions com-
ing before them referred to in the Address
in answer to the speech from the Throne.
Following in the footsteps of those whc
have preceded me, I propose to say a few
words upon the Address now under con-
sideration.

The first paragraph of the Addres.
refers to our new Governor-General, and
I must say that it is pleasant to note thai

HoN. MR. McINNES.

in the selection of a Governor for one of
the most important dependencies of the
Crown a gentleman has been chosen who
has had some parliamentary experience in
the mother country, and who has also
been a member of the present Govern-
ment in England. Following as he does
in the footsteps of the two illustrious
noblemen who have just left us, I have no
doubt that his experience (as was theirs)
will be employed for the benefit of Canada,
and that before he leaves our shores he
will be able to see the completion of that
great work, the inauguration of which one
of his predecessors witnessed, and 1ooo
miles of which the other saw constructed
and in running order.

The second paragraph speaks of the
prosperity of the country, and every well-
wisher and lover of the Dominion will be
pleased to note that, notwithstanding the
short harvest of the last s2ason, prosperity
reigns within our borders. In looking
back over the exports and imports of the
Dominion, and at our revenue and expen-
diture, from the inauguration of Confedera-
tion, from 1867 to the present time, itwill
be apparent that we started off with great
prosperity, that our revenues for a time
exceeded our expenditure, and that we
were able to prosecute important works,
such as constructing public buildings, en-
larging canals, building railways and other
works which a young and rising country
like this requires, as may be seen by the
following table:

TRADE AND NAVIGATION.

The following is a statement showing the
value of the goods exported from and import-
ed into the Dominion each flacal year since
Confederation,
Year. Exports. Imports.
1868.............
1869.............
1870.............
1871..........
1872........
1813.............
1874 ...... .... .
1875.. ..... ......
1876.............
1877.. .......
1878..........
1879....
1880...... .......
1881.............
1882 .............
1883..........

$ 57,567,888
60,474,781
73,573,400
74,173,618
82,639,663
89,789,922
89.351,928
77,886,979
80,969,435
75,875,393
79,323,667
71,491,26b
87,911,458
98,290,823

102,137,203
98,085,804

$ 73,459,644
70,415,165
74,814,339
96,092,971

111,430,627
128,011,281
128,213,582
123,070,283
93,210,346
99,327,962
93,081,787
81,964,427
86,499,747

105,330,840
119,419,500
132,254,022

The value of the goods entered for consump-
tion and the duty paid thereon were as followe.
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186••.....3 71,985,306 $ 8,819,431 62
1870 .... 67,402,170 8,298,909 71
1871 .......... 71,237,603 9,462,940 44
1872 .......... 86,947,482 11,843,655 75

1,3- --... 107,709,f)16 13,045$493 50
1874 -'.... 127,14,594 13,017,730 17
175 ....... 127,404,169 14,421,882 67
1 ··• •... 119,618,657 15,361,382 12
1877 ........ 94,733,218 12,833,114 48
1878 ......... 96?300,483 12,548,451 09
1879.. .... 91,199,577 12,795,693 17
1880 • ... 80,341,608 12,939,540 66
188.... .... 71,782,349 14,138,849 22

188 ......... 91,611,604 18,500,785 97
1883 ......... 112.648,927 21,708,837 43

••••..... 123,137,019 23,172,308 97
The value of exportd to the Unitel States

feu Off in 1882-83 to $41•668,723, as against
t47,940,711 in 1881-2. Other fallings off in
th exports were, France, from $825,573 in
1881«82 to $617 730 in 1882-83; to Germany,
fron $253,114 to $133,697; to Holland,fron, $365,198 to $27,599; to China

d Japan, frorn $106,675 to $105 -
3 to Italy, from $655,267 to $451,-

473* The increases were, Great Britain,
frO $45,274,461 in 1881-2 to $47,145,217 in18ru83; Spain, from $108,082 to $164,925;P.ortugî, from $149,744 to 3179,843 ; Bel-
furn, mrors $142,358 to $195.705; Newtound-

', from $1,974,823 to $2,187,338; WestIdies, from $2,995,572 to $3,125,031; South
tra rica, from $941,162 to $1,489,957; Aus-ftha, from $340,608 to $375,065. The valueOf the gqods entered for coîîsumption fromi
Great Britain in 1882-83 was $52,062,465, as

ai'nst $50,597,341 in 1881-82; from the
ited States $56,032,333, as against $48,-289052 in 1881-82; froin France, $2,316,480,
gainst $2,097,358 in 1881-82; fron) Ger-",,,y> $1,809,154, as ao'ainst, $1,480,004;

a%n, $584 , 7 2, aainst 462,219; Portugal,
,349, against 351,912; Italy, $104,440,

ain8t $93,086; Holland, $297,201, against
210043; Belgium, $415,407, against $503,-
619 ewfoundland, $765,935, against $908,-o9u We8 Indes, 4369,260 aganst $4,023,
1,373,617 China and Japan, 31,645,529,042;WiZerjand, $336,040, against $268,093; other

couttries, $880,057, against $1,139,057.
Btut a time came when the prosperity

rf the country, as indicated by thesereturns suffered a check and forthree or four years, particularly from 1875
eo 1880 the falling revenue of the country
egaged the attention of thoughtful minds
th3O1ughout the Dominion. It is not to beSxPected that the whole wisdom of any

allstry is to be found within the four
Walls Of Parliament. On the contrary,there are as many wise and prudent men
DUtside Of Parliament as there are inside.

Those prudent minds at once grasped the
fact that our revenues were falling off, and
each in his own sphere enquired what was
the cause. It was accounted for in several
ways, by poor prices for the products of
the country, poor crops, and bad markets
abroad. Many people asked themselves
could any policy be devised by which the
prosperity of the last few years could be
restored, and the deficits 'that had been
recurring from year to year put an end to.
Many leading merchants, bankers and
thinkers, both in the press, on the plat-
form, in the council chamber and in the
different departments of life in this
Dominion, thought that such a policy
might be inaugurated. We found living
side by side with us a nation of some
50,000,ooo of people who had successfully
adopted the policy of protection to their
own industries. They had gone through
a gigantic war, they had seen their
incomes wasted, their revenues exhausted,
and their securities going down from
par to 40 cents on the dollar, and
the thoughtful men of that country
believed that the best way to restore pros-
perity was to adopt the policy of pro-
tection. And what has been the result?

We find them to-day with an oveiflow-
ing treasury, with their securities standing
perhaps the best of any in the world, and
ail this, in my estimation, at all events, is
due to the fact that they fostered their
native industries. If the United States
obtained such results, why could not a
similiar policy be inaugurated here ? The
Reciprocity Treaty with our neighbors had
been abrogated, and the Dominion was
being made a slaughter market for the
manufactures of the United States. A
National Policy was advocated in the press
and on the platform, and received the as-
sent of the public. There was no better
course that a young countrylike this could
pursue. We could not stand still, with
our industries prostrated and a deficit in
the revenue every year : some policy must
be inaugurated to restore the prosperity
of the country. I think the introduction
of the National Policy has to a very great
extent done that. A new departure was
made; capital and enterprise were coupled
together and walked together, as it were,
hand in hand throughout the land, build-
ing up our manufactories, diffusing wealth
among the people, and, above all, impart-
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ing a national tone and spirit to our
population. It is not to be expected that
if a change of Government should take
place to-morrow any very great modifica-
tion would be made in the existing tarriff.
It is not to be supposed that a paternal
Government would pursue a policy which
would destroy capital and paralyze indus-
tries which have been built up under the
National Policy'throughout this Dominion.

I may be asked what has the National
Policy done for Prince Edward Island? I
admit that it has done less for that Pro-
vince than for other parts of the Domin-
ion, but it has to a very great extent
paved the way for a consideration of a re-
newal of the Reciprocity Treaty with the
United States, which would not otherwise
be the case. That was one reason why I
welcomed the National Policy, and I find
now, as I found last year at Detroit, in
talking with members of the Board of
Trade there, that in almost every instance
reference was made to the great energy
that our people had put forth in building
up manufactures for ourselves. In fact,
when the Reciprocity Treaty was abro-
gated, it was thought to be almost impos-
sible for us to cope with the difficultics
and dangers which surrounded us and
it was considered extraordinary that
4,000,000 of people, situated as we were
beside a nation of 50,000,000, could make
such a policy successful. I am told that
there is a change of opinion in the United
States with regard to this question, and I

'now read an editorial article from the New
York Herald, one of the leading papers of
the United States, in confirmation of
what I say :

TRADE WITH CANADA.

"It was the refusai of the Unit-d States
to renlew the reciprocity treaty with Canada
inl 866 that compelled thbat country to develope
its own resources. The Intercôlonial Rail-
way, a system of canais and a confèderation
of the provinces were the direct resuit of the
repeal of this treatv. During the continuance
of that reciprocal commerce the United States
alwaym exported more to Canada thari it
imported from that conntry, and, on the most
stringent application of protectionist doctrine,
derived the greater benefit from that trade.

After the abrogation of treaty relations
numerous and incomprehensible tariff duties
were put in forcé along the northern frontier.
Especially was this the case with duties on
agricultural products, as the conditions of
production are so nearly alike along the
Canadian border as to make any attempt to
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discriminate purely artificial. The United
States lost a customer, and Canada began to
produce for herself. Further than this, com-
mercial relations were fostered witlh other
nations, atd, with a consciousnesis of strength,
a tarif war with this country was entered
upoli.

What has been gained by our refusing to
renew the treaty in 1866? Nothing. Every-
thing must be set down as loss, and that by
our own stupidity and pig-headedness. Our
policy now is to court trade, not only with
Canada, but with Mexico, the Central and
South American States, and in fact, with
every nation which wishes to buy and is able
to pay for its purchases in what we want.
The Corean treaty is all very well as a diplo-
matic rocket, but as an instrument of com-
merce is difficult to see how we are to gain by
it. Our commercial interests lie with States
nearer home.

Thus it will be seen that the National
Policy has brought the commercial people
and the statesmen of the United States to
consider whether it is not better for then
to have closer commercial relations with a
people who have shown themselves quite
capable of grappling with the difficulties
which surround them. If we look over
the public returns we will find that we
have opened up commercial relations with
foreign countries with which, before the
adoption of that Policy, we had very little
trade. We have established trade rela-
tions with the West Indies, South Amer-
ica, Australia, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
France, Italy, Holland, Belgium, New-
foundland, China, Japan and Switzerland.
It would have been impossible for us to
have opened up that trade without manu-
factures. We might have shipped ou
raw material, it is true, but to a great many
of those countries it was necessary to send
mixed cargoes. Therefore our manu-
factures assisted us very materially to de-
velope our trade andresources, and we have
been enabled to engage in large under-
takings called for by the necessities of the
country without lessening the value of our
securities or diminishing in any way the
prosperity of the country. I may say this,
that if the United States at the timç when
her securities ran down from par until her
public bonds were not worth more than
forty cents on the dollar, had not inaug-
urated a policy of protection, her position
might have been very different from that
which she holds to-day. We all remem-
ber the ordeal through which the
great Republic passed. When the bat-
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tle Of Bull's Run was fought every
lation in the world believed that
the fate of that great country was tobe divided into two nations, the North
and South. The secondbattle of Bull's Run
arlost fastened theopinion on the world that
Such a fate was inevitable ; but her states-
Men, having faith in the future of their
Country, and faith in their institutions, in-
augurated such a policy that they rescued
the Republic from the fate which seemed
to threaten it, and have made a record of
Which any country might be proud. To-day they have peace and prosperity within
their borders, and an overflowing treasury,
and are enabled to cut down the public
eapenses, and have given proof that whenthe energy and self-reliance of any people
are called forth by a Government which
has faith in the future of the nation,
success is inevitable. If the policy
which the people of this country haveendorsed had been seized upon by
Mr. Mackenzie, as the Reform movement
Was seized on by Mr. Disraeli, I believe
that Sir John Macdonald and his party
WOuld not be 'n power to-day. It has been
stated in the course of this debate, by the
leader of the Opposition that the Govern-
'lent have taken $65,oco,ooo from the
Pockets of the people of this Dominion.
lie did not say that in so many words,but the tenor of his speech was that the
People had, to a certain extent, lost that
'nuch. Now, the fact is the contrary.
We have had $65,ooo,oo spent on the
?aciflc Railway, in the enlargement of
Somte of our canals, in the building of new
hnes ot railway, and in constructing public
harbours; benefitting in many ways the in-
dustries of the country. I am surprised at
the idea expressed by some hon. gentlemen
that it is a misfortune to have a surplus in
any country. Take France, for instance ;We find that there is no difficulty there
about the surplus ; on the contrary, the
Surplus is used for the benefit of the peo-Pie. Take one item alone : the tobacco
duty of France has grown from a com-
Pratively small sum in the last 20 years
datil it is now nearly 1,ooo,ooo francs per
dy. A recent writer, speaking of the
tbject of the surplus, states that in 1820

terevenue from tobacco was 64,0oo,ooo0&alcs. in 1882-83 it was 362,000,000frauncsF
rusFrance has arrived at a period where,

from a revenue of 500,000 francs per annum
for this monopoly, it lias reache. the enor-
mous figure of 1,000,000 frances er diem.

Happly this enormous sum, derived frorn
an appearently uselese, if not hurtful, passion,
ha§ not been wasted, and for: fifty years has
served to develope nany beneficial public
works.

To-day under the regine of the republie,
it is doing greater service than ever before, in
contributîng towards the budget of public in-
struction thus aidine the cause of true en-
lightennent and tlie emancipation of the
masses.

Now there is another patent fact to be
taken in connection with this question,
that when a country becomes over-taxed
and the people feel that they are called
upon to contribute more than they
should pay, there is always a reaction
which finds expression in the elections
which take place. I contend that, so far
as can be seen by any intelligent man,
there is no reaction in the Dominion ; on
the contrary, if we can judge by the ex-
pressions of public men and of the press,
the opinion of the people remains un-
changed. The Government goes on, and
the revenue continues to exceed the ex-
penditure. We have a surplus now, but
a period may come when the expenditure
will exceed the revenue, and when we may
have to take in sail; but I contend that
at the present day there is nothing to
indicate that a change of policy is de-
sirable. Therefore, I say that the ex-
pression in the Address is quite correct,
that the general condition of the Dominion
is such as to justify His Excellency in
congratulating us on its prosperity.

The next paragraph that I shall refer to
is that relating to the Fisheries Exhibition
at London. That was undoubtedly a wise
course for the Government to pursue. For
some time past the Press of the United
States has been asserting that Canada was
awarded too much by the Fisheries Com-
mission under the Washington Treaty, and
some European nations, and even some
of our own people had been led to believe
that the assertion was true. But when
this exhibition took place in London, peo-
ple abroad formed a new and more correct
idea of the enormous wealth of pur fisher-
ies. If the same fostering care should be
bestowed on our fisheries as the United
States exercised in developing theirs in
the early history of that country, very
great wealth is still within the reach of
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every individual in this Dominion. What
do we find as the result of the course pur-
sued by our Government ? Very large
sunis have been invested in building swift
vessels for the Fisheries ; there are gentle-
men within the sound of my voice who, I
have reason to believe, are interested in
this enterprise, who have put their
funds in this great industry, and are satis-
fied to go on investing in it until, ere long,
we will have perhaps one of the finest
fishing fleets in the world. Anyone read-
ing the English press must be struck with
the fact that they were quite surprised to
learn that we had in the Dominion of
Canada such vast wealth in our fisheries.
In connection with this subject I re-
gret to find that in that great bay to
which fishermen come, from Nova
&otia as well asfrom the United States, the
Government have not thought fit so far-
although I have brought it to their notice
on many occasions since I have had the
honor of a seat in this House-to establish
-a harbor of refuge on the north coast of
Prince Edward Island as well as to dredge
out some of the smaller harbors. Before
this session closes I hope to be able to pre-
sent to the House a map of Prince Edward
Island, showing where the different wrecks
have occurred on that coast during the
last 30 years, and, I trust, shall, at all
events, be able to get the approval and
sanction of this House, and the sanction
of the Government to have some steps
taken in the direction I have indicated.
During the last 30 years not a season
has passed without loss of life occurring
on that coast for want of a harbor of re-
fuge.

In twelve months from next July we will
'have to enter.upon the consideration of a
new Treaty with the United States. If we
had been obliged at any time after the
conclusion of the Halifax Fisheries com-
mission, to enter into a re-consideration of
that question, I doubt if we could have
presented so strong a case as we can now.
Those who have paid attention to the
-fisheries know that it is necessary to have
access to both fishing grounds, particularly
to those of the Grand Gulf of St. Lawrence.
After the arbitration, while the fish were
scarce in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, they
were found in great abundance on the
coasts of the United States; but last year
it was the reverse, showing how little man
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knows about the habits of the fish. While
there was great abundance of fish on our
coasts there was not enough on the coast
of the United States to supply the markets
of the cities on the Atlantic sea-board;
therefore I say that when the question
cornes up again, the British Government
will be able to bring such proof before the
gentlemen appointed to deal with it as will
convince them that it is necessary for the
fishermen of this continent to have access
to both fishing grounds.

I am sure it must be very gratifying to
find that during the past year so many
people have been induced to make Canada
their home. For a lengthened period an
emigrant leaving the old world, particu-
larly the British islands and Germany,
looked to the United States as the land of
promise. Canada had no attraction for
them. We find that all that is now
changed, and that the people of the old
country are looking to Canada as a desir-
able place in which to make their homes.
They find in the Dominion free lands,
free schools, and free institutions ; they
find a prosperous country, offering every
inducement to the industrious immigrant.
I cannot say, as the hon. gentleman from
Halifax did, that the emigrants coming to
us are not as good as the people born in
this country. I believe very differently.
Those who have been accustomed to live
on small incomes, and to work for small
wages, will certainly do a great deal to-
wards developing the industries of this
country. It is unquestionable that the
foreign element built the railways of the
United States, and, as I learn from the
contractors for the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, they are also building ours ; therefore
we should welcome them to our shores, and
it is with great pleasure I learn that the
immigration into this country has been so
much increased during the present year.

The 6th paragraph refers to British
Columbia. It was with a feeling of grati-
fication that I read the report placed on
our table by the experienced leader of the
House. From the time that British
Columbia entered into the Confederation,
she has had grave cause of complaint, and
from time to time negotiations have been
going on respecting terms of union. A
certain gentleman who does not now hold
a seat in either branch of Parliament,
was sent by the Provincial Government to
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England to ask the Imperial Government hood suffrage will receive the support of the
use their influence with the Government people of that Province. I do not know that

of Canada to have the terms of union car- I need say more on this subject than I saidied out. We remember'also the result of im 1874:th dgar mission: the Esquimault andNan a r issay the Esquomult a This Bill would rob a third of the electors
the no Railway Bill was mtroduced in of Prince Edward Island of their votes. The

Lower House, was passed there and had had universal suffrage in Prince Edward
e to this Chamber, but was rejected Island for 20 years; and it had given so much,

here. We know that bad faith has been satimaction that if a man got upon theplatform
kept with British Columbia ; and recog- there and advocated a retrograde movement
nlsig the care and prudence which I to a property qualification for electors, he
should exercise as a ember of this house, woud not get 20 voters in the Province.
1 calnot help saying that in the present When that Bill was sent up to us
Condition of our country we cannot afford from the House of Commons, I expressed
to·trifle with any portion of our people the same opinion that I express now, and
with regard to the plighted troth of the I told the members from the Island in
Government. Every man in this country, the ther House who voted in favor of it,
no matter from what province he comes, that when an opportunity was psesented
Ms obliged to carry out the arrangement to the electors of Prince Edward Island,
Mnade by the-Government of Canada with they would resent the course their repre-
any member of the confederation, and for sentatives had pursued. At the very next
that reason I voted for the Esquimault and election, five out of six members who
Nanaimo Railway Bill. Since the defeat had voted for the Bill were defeated.
Of that measure, negotiations have been I do hope that I shall not be obliged to
gong on, and we find that at last a solution vote against this measure, and that the
of those difficulties has been reached. views so decidedly expressed by the people

My hon. friend who preceded me stated of Prince Edward Island, will be consider-
that those arrangeinents are not satis- ed when the Bill comes up from the House
factory to the people of this Province, but of Commons. I trust that, when the mea-
he nust remember that it is almost im- sure is introduced the franchise of Prince
Possible to settle difficulties between Edward Island will be left exactly as it is at
nations or companies in a mranner that present. It is a Province that does not
Will be satisfactory to every one. It is interfere with any of its neighbors, and I
gratifying to find that this arrangement feel quite satisfied that the views which I
Will terminate all difficulties between the expressed in 1874 are those which prevail
t.O Governments. It must be a pleasing among the people there to-day.
thing for the Minister of Justice himself, I come to the 12th paragraph-that which
and for the whole of us, to know that now has reference to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Within the borders of the Dominion no way, and I may say it was with no small
cOniplaints come from any of the Loçal pride, as a member of this House, that I
Gpvernrments ; that they are all settled voted for the resolution introduced by the
with at last. That, I think, is an answer Government on this subject. At that time
at all events to any dissatisfaction there there was much doubt as to whether a
lnay be amongst a portion of the people country having only 4,000,000 of people
'- British Columbia. could successfully undertake and complete

The 9th paragraph refers to a subject a railway to the North-West. I say it is
n which I cannot support the Govern- an unwritten page in the history of any
ent. A similar bill was introduçed in 4,000,000 of people to have successfully

1874. No doubt it is desirable that the equipped and built a railway through so
th chise should be uniform throughout vast a country. We in America are usedthe Dominion ; still I must say that man- to large figures-large rivers and acreages
hood suffrage never worked badly in -but 250,000,000 of acres of land was

rince Edward Island. Under that suf- such a gigantic quantity, that we were told
rage the Island has obtained most of the it was fit for nothing but to be the home

great reforms that have been passed by its of the buffalo, the beaver and other wild
Ggislature and I do not think that any animals. It must therefore be a great
Government that will do away with man- pleasure to all those hon. gentlemen, who,
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like myself, fought at that time to open up
that country, to be able, as we are
now, in the words of the paragraph, to
say that " 1,738 miles are now constructed
rendering practicable the completion of that
great work within the next two years."
Yet, while that has been done, the indus-
tries of this country have not been injured,
nor have our revenues been strained in
any way; no other portion of public ex-
penditure in the other and older provinces
has been lessened or affected in any way,
-neither our railways, canals, nor other
public works have suffered from this great
.enterprise. Therefore, it is with pride and
pleasure I see that paragraph in the Ad-
dress. We were told the other day that
it would be better to have completed the
railway as the revenue of the country
would permit. I say we have done so.
Then again it was said it would have been
better to have neglected the road around
Lake Superior and have trusted to the
water stretches to Port Arthur. Why, it
is a question that does not admit of
doubt at present, with the statistics we
have before us, that not only will the Pacific
Railway be taxed to its utmost extent to
carry the products of the North-West away
from that country, but that all the water
stretches that could possibly be used will,
in addition to such railway transportation,
be required for the efficient transportation
of such produce, as soon as that country
becomes peopled,-a process which is
now going on very fast. So that it would
have been a most unfortunate policy if the
Government had left that portion of the
Pacific Railway uncompleted; it would
not have been in accordance with the
noble purpose-for I can use no other
terms-of grappling with this great
question. It would have marred the
whole undertaking, and so far from de-
manding the respect and support which
they have received in connection with
,this matter, if the Government had pur-
sued the policy to which I have referred,
their action would have been everywhere
denounced, and their sin would be regard-
.ed, not as one of omission, but of com-
mission.

The 13th paragraph relates to the
pa ying condition of the Intercolonial

ailway, and in this connection I can-
fnot help recalling the occasion-in 1874
I think it was-when the hon. gentleman
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from Woodstock (Mr. Alexander) moved
a resolution inviting the House to con-
sider the necessity of selling the road, and
many public meri at that time thought it
would be better to get rid of it. Now,
however, we find it is a source of revenue
to the country, and I contend it is only
another proof of the increased and increas-
ing prosperity of the country. I congrat-
ulate the Government upon the fact that
they are in a condition to place upon the
table of this House such an answer to the
Address as we are now considering, and
I only regret that the misfortunes of the
last two or three days have robbed us of
one of the gentlemen who was here at the
inauguration of the gigantic schemes for
opening the North-West, and building the
Canadian Pacific Railway. It must be
however a matter of pride tomthose hon.
gentlemen who have just now come to the
Senate, that they will be able to assist the
country in seeing this great and noble
work perfected.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
intend to take up much time, nor is it my
purpose to go seriatim into the various
paragraphs of the Address, as has been
done by my hon. frierid who has just sat
down. That hon. gentleman had a great
deal to say, and more especially with re-
gard to the fisheries. I may say I have
followed with great interest and satisfaction
the efforts made by this country to secure
a proper exhibit at the International Ex-
hibition in London. It is -a matter for
regret, perhaps, that so short a time was
afforded in which to make the necessary
prpparations, yet, while many things might
have been better represented, I am proud
to know that, on the whole, we have come
out of the Exhibition bearing so many
pledges and marks of the interest taken in
the fisheries and their wealth. It also is
gratifying to find that His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales, in his speech at the
close of the Exhibition, spoke in such
high terms of the fisheries of this Dom-
inion, and I note with interest that he ex-
pressed a hope that an organization might
be formed which would provide for the
mutual improvement of the fisheries, by
applying science to that important industry.
For my own part I believe it is an indus-
try which requires, as much as any other
in the country, the application of science
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'r Order to its proper sustenance and de
velOPment. True, it is sometimes a very
profitable business, but at the best it is
%ost precarious, and great loss of life, as
*ell as property, hasoften to be chronicled.

Cone from a fish producing country,
nIie which stands perhaps the highest

n11 the Dominion, in . this respect,
When its population is considered, and I

eIm pleased to endorse all that my hon.
friend has said as to the necessity which
eXists for the establishing of harbors of
refuge along the north shore of Prince
Edward Island. Such harbors would
'Often prevent sad loss of life, and I thnk

m Ynay truly say that the want of such
harbors has caused, during the
last year, the sacrificing of some half-
dozen lives of persons known to me per-
sonally, who were lost in the fisheries on
that shore. Such calamities frequently
happen and they are incidental to the
prosecution of our fisheries, and they
occur most frequently in those localities
ilear the shore, where the fish are chiefly
to be found. One hon.. gentleman said
sonething about a reciprocity treaty, and

m May remark that I am pleased the
Dominion Government have said nothing
about it in the Speech from the Throne,and I believe any step in that direction
should emanate from the United States.
Iy opinion is that in consequence of the
abrogation by the United States of the re-
c'Procity treaty, this country is developing
Itself, and that many industries which
Otherwise would not have existed, are nowbeing prosecuted. We now feel a certain
Confidence in ourselves and know that we
can exist without reciprocal trade with the
United States. But while we have takenno steps in this matter, I understand that
Inany in the United States already see the
advantage of further reciprocal trade with

.l; their eyes are open to the necessity
'of giving them markets for their coal in
the west. Therefore I contend that any
suiggestion in the direction of reciprocity
should come from the United States ;
such a treaty would beneficially affect ourCoal, lumber, wood, and the products of'0ur mines, and I believe our Government
*0uld feel disposed to give favorable con-sideration to the suggestion, if it were
rnlade. I will now say a few words with
regard to the apology of the hon. Senator

04 Halifax for the policy pursued

by the Government of Nova Scotia
in reference to the Eastern Extension
Railway ; and I do not wonder that he
found it necessary to offer an apology for
such an extraordinary and abject surrender
of valuable property. The hon. gentleman,
however, endeavoreçl to find a reason for
it, in what he styled the " outrageous de-
mands made by the Dominion Govern-
ment, or the Minister of Railways." It
appears to me that such a view cannot be
fairly taken ; the Local Government have
certainly surrendered a valuable possession,
the revenue from which they estimated
equal to $120,ooo a year-taking the
Pictou branch and Eastern Extension to-
gether. In their time of necessity, some
years ago, the Nova Scotia Government,
when struggling for life, pledged them-
selves to build a railway extending through
the island of Cape Breton. We now see
them throwing over the island of Cape
Breton with no pledge at all being exacted
from the Dominion Government to extend
that railway through the island ; but I
deny that the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax has any right to say that the Domin-
ion Government, or the Minister of Rail-
ways, demanded anything outrageous of
the Local Government. I was opposed
to the Pictou branch being handed over
to the Eastern Extension to aid in the
building of a road to the Straits of Canso,
but it was the understanding then that a
proper tariff would be made over it, and
that it should be properly equipped. The
Dominion Government asked no more
than the terms of the contract ; they re-
quired no more from the Local Govern-
ment than the contract called for, that is
to say a road properly equipped, extend-
ing to the Straits of Canso, with a proper
tariff ; a tariff no more-if I understand
it aright-than that at present existing on
the Pictou branch.

HON. MR. POWER-That is what I
said.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-A proper
tariff would brng in $5o,ooo or $6o,ooo
profit every year.

HON. MR. POWER-No, it would not.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax sometimes gets
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behind the veil, and obtains possession
of the secrets both of the Government and
of the Opposition, but I still maintain that
I am very near the mark when I place
the profits at $6o,ooo, and I repeat it is
extraordinary that the Local Government
should have so abjectly surrendered all
their rights, and disregarded their pledges
to Cape Breton, for the paltry sum of
$I,2oo,ooo. This is a purely local mat-
ter and I would not have referred to it
were it not that my hon. friend from
Halifax thought well to offer this lame
apology for the Local Government. , As
regards the prosperity of the country, it
must be manifest to every one. In all
directions trade and commerce: are flour-
ishing and money is plentiful ; we find it
is so among all classes of the people-
mechanics, artisans and day laborers,atleast
so far as Nova Scotia is concerned, as my
hon. friend from Halifax must know. The
people now are far better off than before,
the necessaries of life are cheaper, and a
dollar will purchase more at present than
it did ten years ago. I must say, however,
what I believe, that this happy condition
of things would not have been reached, to
the extent it has, but for our tariff. Six
years ago we had not a mile of railway in
operation in the North-West, but at present
we have about two-thirds of the Canadian
Pacific Railway equipped, and carrying
traffic through that region. Ten years ago
Winnipeg was a town of about 5,000
people, while to-day the population num-
bers over 30,000 ; in fact wherever we
turn there is evidence of the growth of the
eountry. I do not believe in those dismal
prophecies about bad times, in which
some hon. gentlemen like to indulge, for
I am one of those patriotic and prosperity-
loving people who have faith in the re-
sources of our country, and I cannot help
thinking if that sanguine feeling were
more generally manifested by gentlemen
on both sides of politics it would greatly
tend to the further development of our
industries and the welfare of the Domin-
ion.

• HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I wish to
make a few remarks upon this Address be-
fore it passes in this House. Those who
have preceded me in this debate have
entered very largely into the late appoint-
of the Governor General now prisiding

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.

over the Dominion. The view I take of
that is that our system by which, from
tirae to time, the head of our Govern-
ment is changed is a very desirable one.
We see quite a different state of things
among our neighbors over the border.
There, generally, when the period arrives
that the head of the Government is to be
changed we find the whole country thrown
into a state of excitenient, and no little
confusion, upon the subject ; -and after all
when the point is settled the community
at large is very far from being unanimous
as to the choice of a President. In fact,
where one or two persons may be satisfied
with the condition of affairs as many more
are discontented. With us it is quite differ-
ent. We expressed very sincere regret
when the Imperial Viceroy and his royal
lady left our shores, but we are quite
ready to welcome with open hearts and
hands his successor in the high position
which has just been vacated. It is, I
think, one feature of our constitution upon
which we have every reason to congratu-
late ourselves.

I note that in the 2nd paragraph of the
Address reference is made to the fact that
the harvest of Canada has been somewhat
deficient, and that some symptoms of over-
trading are apparent I should gather
from the tone of that paragraph that the
ideas of the Government as to the sources
from which national prosperity is derived
are very much at variance with those which
we of the Opposition hold on that ques-
tion. Of course we give them credit for
good intentions, and we, likewise may ex-
pect the same for ourselves. I contend
that the comparatively small diminution
in the cereal harvest of Canada may lead
to very serious commercial embarassments,
because the surplus of grain-wheat for
example-which feeds the population of
Ontario, does not leave a very large mar-
gin for export afterwards. If we put for-
eign grain out of the question, the total
product of a good harvest with us does
not much more than feed our own popula-
tion, and, therefore, a serious falling off in
that branch of commerce must be antici-
pated for that year. Whether it is a wise
thing that a Provinc' should depend ex-
clusively upon grain of its own growth for
its food I will not enter into largely at
present. My opinion is that the most
profitable grain for Canada to grow is bar-
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ley, for which so large a market, under
hPPier circumstances, would be offered in
the United States, trusting to the prairies
and the country away westward, where
Wheat is almost a plant natural to the soil,
for the supplying of our people with bread.
Pver-trading, which has been spoken of
In this paragraph, is, I think, very much
What has been anticipated by gentlemen
holding similar opinions to those which I
have formed. Whenever you undertake
to nterfere with the industries of the coun-
try, and to direct them to some channel
Wnich is not natural to its people or clim-
ate, such results as are referred to in the
Paragraph in the Speech are likely to hap-
Pen. The hon. gentleman from Alberta,
In the elaborate speech with which
he favored this House, entered very
largely into the subject and he
Ponted out the fact that in adopting
the National Policy we have followed the
leanmple of our neighbors over the border;
but he did not tell us that the circum-
stances of this Dominion and those of the
United States were not similar, though to
make the parallel complete we should
have had a war and a rebellion in Canada,
Incurred an enormous debt, and set afloat
a vast amount of inconvertible papers.
liad we done so, we might, so far, have
adopted a parallel between the United
States and Canada, with some success.
But to contend that a policy, because it
bas been successful in the United States,
mlust necessarily be successful in Canada,
18 in fact a very great error. We have
Ileither the resources, population nor raw
ulaterial possessed by the United States,
and consequently to adopt a policy which

oay, Or may not, have been successful
there, is, I think, a very rash and unguard-
ed experiment. To my mind, and I
think the facts will bear me out the
success of what we call in Canada
the " National Policy," but which is understood in the United States, unde
the term "Protection," has not been so grea
aa is generally supposed. It must lxremnemnbered that the normal state of suc
a region as the United States, and of suc
a Colony as Canada, is, or ought to be
One of progress and prosperity, and timeOfdifficulty or hardship, in such countries
9Ught to be rare and almost unknown. I
e quite true that Providence sonetime

iets a scarcity even upon such countries

and that the crops are injured by causes
which no human foresight or prudence
could guard against. It may• be that an
early frost diminishes our products, or
that the grasshopper or some other insect
destroys the crops, and these occurrences
are known to be unavoidable; but for all
that the natural and ordinary state of
things in such countries as Canada and
the United States ought to be one of very
geneal progress and contentment, and if
other conditions prevail they must, I think,
very often be traceable to mistaken inter-
ference and incompetent legislation-
legislation not suited to the times, but cal-
culated to further the interests of certain
classes of society, and of them alone. It can
be stated upon the authority of one intelli-
gent British traveller, and of not a few
Americans of first rate mark, that the
growth of Free Trade principles in the
United States, is very great indeed at
present.

It is stated by Mr. David Wells that,
among the colleges in the United States
in which there exists a chair of Political
Economy, you can find only a limited
number-I think he said two-in which the
professor of political economy is not a free-
trader. The same observation has been
made by a most intelligent Scotch travel-
ler, a late chairman of committees in the
House of Commons, who visited the
United States with the view of collecting
information, and with the object ofsatisfy-
ing his mind upon some points of political
economy which were somewhat obscurè
to Englishmen and Scotchmen. He came
to the United States well introduced
and with every opportunity of satisfy-
ing himself upon this point, and his

- evidence in regard to the education of the
rising generation in that country, is pre-
cisely the same as that of Mr. Wells-that
you can scarcely find in the United States

- a College Professor of political economy,
r who is not a free-trader. So I think, hon.
t gentlemen, that we have a fair prospect of
e seeing that great Chinese wall which has
h been erected away to the South of us, have
h several tiers of its topmost stones taken

off, before some of us are many years
s older. At this stage of the debate I do

not feel inclined to go at length into this
t subject, but I must say that I think the
s prosperity that has been predicted as the

result of the National Polcv, can be traced
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to other and more natural causes. We
have had much success and a profitable
trade up to-the past year ; we have enjoy-
ed good harvests and exported cattle
largely to the English markets, while our
lumber and minerals have also found
good markets. From these sources
we were able to pile up a very large
amount of export trade, while our
prosperity has also been enhanced by
the establishment of factories of differ-
ent descriptions throughout the country,
necessitating the expenditure of large
amounts of capital for building and equip-
ping them with machinery. Thus the
prosperity of the country was no doubt
increased, but such prosperity could
perhaps scarcely be termed real, inasmuch
as it did not arise from the labor of the
people, but from fixed capital which had
been drawn from other sources. The use
of such capital in payment for building,
labor and materials, had an effect in pro-
ducing a fictitious and temporary prosper-
ity. But when those factories come to be
set in operation, and their products are
offered for sale in this Dominion, to a
greater extent than our markets can absorb,
we hear of precisely the same results in
Canada as we observed a few years ago in
the United States. Then every Canadian
was exclaiming against the slaughtering of
American goods ovèr the Canadian border.
And what was that slaughtering process ?
Was it anything more or less than selling
bankrupt stocks for what they would
realise ? When those goods were pro-
duced in greater quantities than their
markets could absorb, parties were obliged
to realise, and a downfall in price neces-
sarily ensued, and that is the result which
we must anticipate in Canada when we
undertake to employ a much larger portion
of our capital in manufacturing industries,
than the country can absorb. I therefore
do not congratulate myself so very warmly
as some hon. gentlemen have done, upon
the prosperity arising from such causes.
Had those manufacturers sprung up under
a revenue tariff, I think we might fairly
have claimed that any prosperity arising
in consequence was a natural and true
prosperity, but when we see it the result
of prices made artificially, then I think it
would be better, perhaps, to reserve our
congratulations, at all events, until we see
the results.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

Reference is made in a subsequent par-
agraph to the Fisheries Exhibition in Lon-
don, and I think we have, on the whole,
cause to congratulate ourselves upon the
result of that exhibition. But what I
think we have to guard against to a great
extent, in regard to our fisheries, is that
we do not expend that great source of
profit which nature has placed at our dis-
posal in the waters, as a similar source of
profit has been placed in our possession
in our forests and in the fertility of our
soil. It must not be lost sight of that, if
we draw upon these resources without
taking any pains to maintain and renew
them, we are doing an unwise thing; we
would be very nearly fulfilling the old
adage of "killing the goose which laid the
golden egg." I do hope that one of the
results of the exhibition in London has
been that our Minister has obtained a
large amount of information bearing upon
those imperfectly known subjects pertain-
ing to the preservation of fish. I fear my-
self that we have been acting rather in
the dark upon this point, aud that the
fish of the present day-notwithstanding
the great encomiums that hon. gentlemen
have passed upon that industry-are
scarcely as large and various as they were,
say half a century ago; but it is quite
possible that this may be produced by
our imperfect knowledge of their habits
and breeding seasons. I therefore hope
that the information gained by our Min-
ister at the London Exhibition may be of
such a character as will bear upon these
subjects. I have no doubt whatever that
many of the effete sources of profit from the
fisheries might, to a great extent, be re-
stored by judicious management ; and I
believe that in few places is it more ap-
plicable than to Prince Edward Island,
where we are surrounded by some of the
finest oyster beds in the world. As the
habits of oysters are now well understood,
it is to be hoped that the Minister's ex-
perience in London will bear fruit in re-
establishing many of the dying-out fisher-
ies, and preserving those that remain to
us. If the Exhibition should have that
effect, I think we shall have very good
ground indeed for congratulation. I
would refer to some remarks made by my
hon. friend with reference to the projected
scheme for representation of the people.
I had not very long taken my seat
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. this House when a measure of
this kind was brought before Parlia-ment, and the, change which that
iTieasure would have made in ourelectoral law was at once taken exception
toby, I believe, every Senator connected

With Prince Edward Island at that time,
notably by an honorable gentleman who
at the present time occupies the position
of Governor of Prince Edward Island.
Acting with my hon. friends opposite, I
took part in opposing that measure,
although it was introduced by my political
friends, and I had the great satisfaction ofknowiiîg that the course I had adopted
Was satisfactory to the people of my
Province, and it was also a satisfactory
thing lhat this House on that occasion per-
forned its proper role under the constitu-
tion. The Senate interposed between the
other branch of the legislature, and a
Ineasure which, had it become law, would
have been odious at all events in Prince
Edward Island, was opposed. and the
amxendment moved by this body to the
electoral franchise, so far as it related toPrince Edward Island, was at once adopt-ed in the other House, and the difficulty
was thus solved.

The pinciple upon which that measure
based is one which naturally will lead

to such difficulties, beca'use its principle
80 far as I recollect, is that uniformity in
the franchise should be established, a
thing which is not desirable under theCrcumTstances. The difference in the
institutions and in the populations of the
several provinces is such that it seems to
me a certain thing that each province
Should adopt its franchise to its own par-
ticular views and circumstances. What
iiaY be satisfactory in one province may
fe altogether impracticable and unsatis-
factory in another. Thus, I sup-
Pose, it happens that manhool suf-
frage which has been found to answer
80 well in Prince Edward Island where
the Population is to a very large extent a

ral one, might not be so successful
ere there are large cities and large

nuiTbers of immigrants arriving who, per-haps, are still ignorant of our ways and
not in a position to exercise the franchise
in the Dominion until they have lived, atail events for some time, amongst us, and
have obtained property. For these
reasons I objected to the former Franchise

Bill, and I cannot accept this one as it
stands at present.

As to the paragaph which refers to the
Canadian Pacific Railway, I must say
that I shall see it adopted with very great
regret indeed. There has been much
congratulation over it at different times
during the progress of this work, at the
rapid advance which has been made, and
the great success of the plan adopted by
Parliament for the completion of the
road. Now we suddenly find the tables
turned, and this powerful and wealthy
syndicate coming to Parliament for an
alteration of the terms. I must say that
I feel great regret that such should be the
case, and J think if there is any advantage
to come out of such a state of things it
may be this, that Parliament may talke
advantage of this occasion to undo some
of the mischief which was done on a for-
mer occasion, and insist upon some con-
cession from the Company in return for
any that may be now granted. Until we
are acquainted with all the circumstances
it is perhaps, unnecessary and unwise to
speculate upon it, but I think the Govern-
ment ought not to let such an opportunity
pass as the reconsidering of the terms will
afford. We may observe that in the
United States at the late Congress, the
President called attention to the subject
of legislation controlling railway compan-
ies, and it has been found in that great
country that evils arising from the estab-
lishment of railway companies with great
privileges and immense wealth are such
that only the paramount power of Congress
is adequate to deal with it. I remember
to have stated my impression at the time
that the Bill was before the Senate, that
sooner or later the same thing would have
to be done in Canada, and, if an oppor-
tunity occurs soon, so much the better. I
am sorry to have detained the House
longer than I anticipated, and to have
spoken, I fear, disconnectedly, which arises
from the fact that I have not been able to
give my attention to the subject, because
of temporary illness, since my arrival in
Ottawa.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
think perhaps it is to be regretted that we
are departing, session after session, from
the Parliamentary rule which, on occasions
of this kind in the past has been to confine
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the discussion to the mover and seconder
of the address, the leader of the Opposition
and the gentlemen representing the Gov
ernment in this House. It is, I think, a
more convenient mode of discussing and
replying to the Address from the Throre
than the manner which has been adopted
on this and previous occasions in this
House. But, of course, it is a matter in
the discretion of hon. gentlemen, and it
only rests with me, as the leader of the
Government in this House, to bow to the
course which hon. gentlemen see fit to
pursue.

I was glad to listen to the remarks
made by my hon. friend the leader of the
Opposition-the generous remarks-with
reference to the gentleman who has been
selected by the Government to fill the
distinguished position of Speaker of this
House, and I will only add to those re-
marks the expression of my own conviction
that when that hon. gentleman shall have
descended from the Throne, those of us
who may then be alive, and who will have
his career to consider, will find a record
ot great ability and undoubted impartiality
in the discharge of the high duties which
he will have performed amongst us.

I join also with my hon. friend in the
congratulations which he extended to the
mover and seconder of the Address. The
hon. gentlemanwho didtheGovernmentthe
honor sof moving the Address, has long
occupied a distinguished position in Lower
Canada, and from him we expected-
what the House undoubtedly heard-a
very able and eloquent address.

I have no doubt that we shall derive
great adyantage from the assistance which
that hon. gentleman will be able to bring
to the debates of this House. I only wish,
with my hon. friend from Halifax, that
there had been additions to the Senate
from the same profession to which my
hon. friend belongs, and to which I have
the honor to belong, and which is often
spoken of disparagingly, if not exactly
with ridicule or contumely, but which,
nevertheless, as a profession, is one of
great usefulness, and one whose mem-
bers bring 'to the deliberàtions of
Parliament in this House and in the other
branch of the Legislature, knowledge
which is not common to the general run
of those whooccupyseats in Parliament and
the possession of which is undoubtedly a

HION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

great advantage to the persons who bring
it to bear upon the debates, and also, I
may venture to say, a great advantage to
the debates themselves and to the deliber-
ations and conclusions of Parliament. I
do not propose to go through the discus-
sion which has taken place, but there are
some statements which have been made,
and which I think it is desirable to correct
-some statements which have fallen from
the hon. leader of the Opposition, which
I am sure are not such as he would desire
to make but which are incorrect and de-
serve notice- and correction at my hands.
The hon. gentleman is unwilling to allow
to the Government any credit for the pros-
perity which the country, he admits, has
enjoyed for the last three or four years. I
will not enter into that discussion which
is so dear to political economists that they
never will allow the slightest opportunity
to pass without entering into it, as it seems
to them to present attractions which they
cannot resist. I will not enter into that
discussion. I do not propose to stop to
consider whether the prosperity which the
country has enjoyed is to be attributed
wholly to the causes to which the hon.
gentleman has referred, or whether itis not
to be attributed partly to those causes,
andpartly alsoto the efforts theGovernment
have used to take advantage of those
causes. I have no doubt that that is the
true theory, and that it is the conviction
which has taken the mind of the country,
and I would just point that out to my hon.
friend. Whether he is right or wrong it is
certainly clear that the country, by its
voice and by the representation which it
has sent to the other branch of the Legis-
lature, has said in the most marked
manner possible that the people believe,
that the Government is entitled to some
credit for the course which they have
pursued-and which the Government of
the hon. gentleman opposite neglected to
pursue-a course which, at all events, has
helped to some extent to restore prosperity
to the country. That is the settled con-
viction of the people, and it has been
demonstrated by the returns to the other
branch of Parliament.

Now, I leave that and proceed to some
other corrections which 1 desire to make.
The hon. gentleman speaking of the pros-
perity of the country, referred to the in-
creased traffic enjoyed by the Intercolonial
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Railway, as shown by the returns fromtiat road; " but," he said, " that is simply
Stating the fact that the Intercolonial Rail-
Way has shared in the general prosperity
it the country." I rejoice to believe that
it has, and let us see in this respect if the

dovernment has not added something,
0one soething towards taking advantagethat Prosperity, making the most of it,
and Whether it is notentitled to some creditfor what it has done in that direction.
The hon. gentleman will not surely say

at the expense of management of the
ftrcolonial Railway is part of the results

and e general prosperity of the country,
if there has been a diminution of

the actual expenses of management that,ertainly, is not to be laid to the credit of
the general prosperity of the country.
17hat surely is a point for which the Gov-
ernment may take credit, and upon which
%e may pride ourselves, and in that re-
spect we are not " flies upon the wheel,'
which the hon. gentleman speaks of, atermn which was used originally, I believe,
to describe, in their later years, the course
h ken by the Government of which the

on. gentleman was a menber. Now, the
returns for the Intercolonial Railway show
very clearly that the expenses of manage-
""ent diminished very much under thePresent Government, and from the timeat we took office there has been increas-ed prosperity, and we did our part towardstakIng advantage of it. I will take the
expense of management on the Inter-
colonial Railway from the time it began
tO operate over 714 miles, and will justr ad thern to the House, from which it
will be seen that from the date we
ook possession of this property and
ran control of it, the expenses of
Tnagement were very much diminished.
r gross losses on the operation of thefolad (I will omit the hundreds) were as

owviz -

In 1876 $507,000
1877 432,000
1878-9 716,ooo

Whichl. 1879-80, the first year during
Whin this Government had the complete
year, ment of the road, during the whole
that as loss was reduced to $97,131, so

as between the two last years there
nt "0 less a gain than $542,ooo. The

Year, r88o-81, the figures stand at

$9,605 profit, while for thelastyear, 188i-
82, the amount is $1o,547. So that the
hon. gentleman can hardly deny to the
Government credit for good management
in this direction. I have also a statement
shewing the working expenses per mile of
road per year ; they are, for the same
years,-9o cts, 83 cts, 95 cts, 63 cts, 62
cts, 64 cts, and 65 cts.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Some of the items
may be charged to capital account one
year, and to running expenses another
year ; that - is one way in which I can
understand it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--The
hon. gentleman is ingenious in making
that suggestion, but I apprehend it is an
unfair one, because the accounts have
been kept in the same Department and by
the same persons, and so are probably
made out upon the sane rule. The work-
ing expenses are given in the way that I
have mentioned, per mile for train run, so
there is not much room for error.

Ho>. MR. SCOTT-And run by the
same officers, I suppose ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes,
but by a much diminished staff, and at
diminished expense. The stock and road
has nevertheless not been allowed to run
down, but on the contrary the property is
as good to-day as it ever was ; in fact I
am told it has improved. and that the
track, locomotives, passenger cars, and all
the paraphernalia that go to make up ma-
terial for running the road, are quite as
good now as they were at any time during
the three years that the hon. gentleman
was in office.

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tleman will allow me. I think I can explain
that-

HON. MR. ALMON-Order, order.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not ask my
hon. colleague if he would allow me to
,explai,-I asked the leader of the Gov-
ernment-

HON. MR. ALMON-The hon. mem-
ber for Halifax has already spoken very
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fully on this question, and he should now is "I have seen the statement in the
let the leader of the Government finish. papers that I send you, by which state-

ment it appears that the immigration into,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Now, the United States from foreign countries

the hon. gentleman also threw great doubt was s0 and so," but there is no officiai
upon the returns which were made with statement, nothing to indicate that the
reference to immigration to this country, British Minister at Washington has adopt-
and seemed to doubt whether the con- ed that statement in any way whatever. I
gratulations which aie in the Address ar sure my hon. friend and the House
were just and proper. I may say that wilI be glad to know that, because repeat-
this information is taken frein the ordin- ed misrepresentations have been made on
ary agents employed by the Government, that point from time to time, and it is a
and the statements are made up just in subject in which one feels very interested.
the same way as they were prepared by I should be very much distressed indeed
the hon. gentleman when he was in the if I thought the information was true, but
Government-when he was acting Minister I believe it to be incorrect. The great
of Agriculture, and when he defended, from bulk of those who cross into the United
the place which I now occupy, the very States are merely goîng through that
same returns, made by the very same per- country to the North-West.
sons. These returns show that in 1878 Another statement which I desire to
there were 29,000 immigrants; in 1881, speak about, is one which was made, I
47,000; in 1882, 112,000, and in 1883, really do not know whether by the hon.
133,ooo-showing a gratifying increase,- member who leads the Opposition, or the
not so large certainly as one would desire, hon, gentleman from Halifax-perhaps by
but still a very satisfactory showing, and both. It was a statement throwing more
one which, I think, will justify the para- or less obloquy (that is a rather stronger
graph to which I have referred. But the expression than I desire to use) on the
hon. gentleman says there was an equally course that has been pursued in the
large exodus, or a very great exodus, and Consolidation of the Statutes, and the
he stated that a certain return or despatch loss of two years time and the expenditure
made by the British Minister at Washing- during that period without much appreci-
ton shewed clearly that the exodus was as able result. Now, during those two years
great as the newspapers in the interest of the Consolidation of the Statutes was
the Opposition in this country have re- entrusted to a late friend of my own and
ported it to be. Now, I have taken some of the hon. gentlemans, Mr. Cockburn,
pains to inquire into that, and the House and I should be much pained indeed to
will be surprised, and my hon. friend and see any statement go forth calculated to
other members will be glad to know, that cast any reflection upon the course pur-
this is not an official return in any sense. sued by that gentleman during his life,

with reference to this work, in which he
HON. MR. SCOTT-I said at the time took a deep interest. Iuring those two

I had not the figures. years the expenditure consisted merely of
the salary paid to Mr. Cockburn, $4,000,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The and the salary paid to bis assistant, Mr.
hon. gentleman thought it was an official Ferguson, $1,000.
return, or those who listened to hum were
led to believe it was; but it was not a com- HON. MR. POWER-A year ?
pilation made up in the embassy at
Washington by the Minister there for HON. S en ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes.
which he is responsible at alm. It is merely The work they were engaged in was the
a despatch based on statements appearing preparation of a digest of the various acts
in American newspapers. 1 have the I passed, not only by the Dominion Parlia-
-evidence in my hands, that the British ment, but by the legislatures of the several
Minister at Washington finding thosehprovinces before confederation on subjects
statements in the Aneerican newspapers which have fallen within the scope of the
writes to the foreign office, saying that b legislative authority of this Parliament.
and so is the case. Ail he means by that To show the extent of that work, I have

HoN. MR. ALMON.
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brought with me printed copies of the re-
sults of their labors which have been laid
before the Commissioners. I have seen
froml time to time the works themselves of
wvhich these printed papers are the out-
ines. They embrace twelve large octavo

volumes of manuscript. They contain in
the first place a chronological list of all
the acts passed prior to confederation bythe various Provinces now forming the
1ominion of Canada, and by the Domin-
ion Parliament. There are 128 pages inthis book, and the House will judge of
te labor bestowed upon it when they
know that each statute passed by the
.orinion Parliament from confederation
is contained in this tabit, and then is ad-ded to that the acts passed at each session
by the several Provinces of the Dominion.
It is a complete list of all the acts passed
by this Parliament, by the Parliament of
Canada before confederation, and by the
?ariaments of the other Provinces. Each.session is gone through from beginning to*end, comnencing with the first chapter
and ending with the last, with notes refer-
ring to any subsequent legislation that has
taken place on the same subject, and
notes also showing the Provinces to which
it apphies.

ION. MR. POWER-That begins only
at the time of the last consolidation.

HION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
gan in 1858. They also prepared ananalytical digest containing a list of unre-

Pealed acts of this Parliament, and of the
acts Of thee Parliament of old Canada,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Princeedard Island. The value of this little
digest to the present Commissioners was
very great indeed, and they, I am sure,
dIl be the first to acknowledge their in-
debtedness to Mr. Cockburn for havingtPhpared it so carefully and correctly. Inthe digest the various subjects in the chron-
loical list are classified under differentt•eads, as for instance, under " Adminis-

gation of Justice," courts, procedure, evi-tence Of witnesses, &c. Take any one ofthOe at hap-hazard and you will see thelabor that was given to it. These two
boks, one of 128 pages, and the other of
thePages, involved an amount of work on
son Part f Mr Cockburn and Mr. Fergu-5
0nWich, I amn quite sure,myhon. friends

Will be glad to acknowledge.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear!

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-One
of my hon. friends, I do not know which
of them it was, wondered why we should
hasten the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway and asked " why not go
more leisurely ? Why the necessity of this
additional expenditure to obtain this rapid
construction ?" Well, one can only say
that there is an object in the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. That
object is to promote the prosperity of this
country, and increase its population. Does
it not follow that the sooner we arrive at
that end the better ? That is the general
reason why it is desirable to proceed rapid-
ly with the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. But there is also the
financial reason. The sooner that road is
constructed and a revenue is derived from
it the better will it be for the Company
and the country, and therefore there is an
advantage in constructing it with as reason-
able rapidity as we can throw into it.

One of my hon. friends-I think it was
the hon. member for Ottawa-alluded to
the $150,000 which the Government gave
to be distributed among the fishermen,
and thought it would have been better to
have given them assistance by way of re-
mission of duty. That point was con-
sidered, but it was· very difficult to give
them that relief in any way. By a direct
vote they could be aided wichout interfer-
ing with other classes in a way that was
not desirable. They suffered particularly
by the Treaty of Washington. They had,
for years, enjoyed the exclusive right of
fishing within the three mile limit, and
that exclusive right was taken from them
by the Treaty. It was unfair, therefore,
to consider what should be done for them
to compensate for the loss they had sus-
tained, and it was considered best to give
them $15o,ooo. It was thought also,
that, by giving thein this encouragement,
we could keep them at home, and lead
thein to build such vessels as sail from
United States ports, and especially from
Gloucester, and which induce many of
our own people, from Nova Scotia particu-
larly, to sail under the American flag. It
was thought by this encouragement we
could, to some extent, prevent that.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH--That is a
fact.
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is the reason given in Parliament by the
Minister of Fisheries and the Minister of
Railways and Canals, when the money
was voted. Then the hon. gentleman
criticises an omission from the Speech.
He thought that something should be said
about the notice which has been given for
the termination of the Washington Treaty.
It so happens that the official notification
for the termination of the treaty only
reached this Government to-day. If I
had spoken yesterday I should have said
that we had not received notice.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Have you the date
of the notice?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have the date of the Foreign Office, it is
dated the i 9th December.

HON. MR. SCOTT-What is the date
of the notice ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Last
August, but they did not communicate it
to the Imperial Government until Novem-
ber, and the Imperial Government com-
municated it to us in December. The
despatch has been received to-day, so at
all events no time has been lost by us.
It' was impossible for us to inform the
House of our conclusion on a subject of
which we had no official notice.

I do not know whether my hon. friend
was correct in supposing that the portion
of the treaty relating to the bounding
system goes with the portion relating to
the fisheries.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It was one of
the provisions of the Washington Treaty
It had been in force before, but it was re-
vived by that Treaty. One will fall with
the other.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
apprehend that is the case, but I do not
know it. At all events, the explanation I
have given to the House will satisfy them
that we were not guilty of any remissness
for the non-mention of that notice in the
speech from the Throne.

I do not know that I need detain the
House longer. I am very glad to recognize
and thank the House on the part of the
Government for the manner in which the
speech has been received by hon. gentle-
men. We believe--though I am sure the

hon. gentleman from Ottawa will not
acknowledge it-that the Government is
being carried on in such a way as to pro-
mote the prosperity of the country, and
that we are doing all that can be done to
maintain that prosperity which he re-
cognizes although he says no part of it is
attributable to us.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-My inten-
tion was not to take part in this debate,
but I regret that the stand taken by the
Hon. Minister of Justice forces me to do
so.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAM PBELL-If the
hon. member means my failure to reply to
the speech of the hon. member froim Re-
pentigny, I may say that I did intend to
refer to it, but my voice was rapidly failing
me. My hon. friend referred to speeches
which I made in this House, in which I
expressed my regret that the French ele-
ment was not represented on the Treasury
benches here. I can only say that I re-
gret it now, but it is not in my power to
prevent it. It rests with the representa-
tives of the Province of Quebec. I can
only repeat what I said in former sessions
on the subject, and express a hope that a
remedy may be found.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-At each
session, in years past I heard complaints
from members representing the different
Provinces of the Dominion, and I must
say that they were always courteously
attended to, even when their grievances
could not be redressed ; but the hon.
Minister of Justic.e has not thought pro-
per to pursue that course on this occasion.
True, he has referred to the complaint of
the hon. member from Repentigny (Mr.
Armand), since I rose to address the
House, but he is rather late. I remember
many occasions in the past, when votes
were needed in either House, how the
French members were courted; but it so
happens that to-day the circumstances are
not pressing. The Government is not in
need of votes now, and since the Premier
is now working, as best he can, to do
without Quebec. He employs all the
means he can to secure the Irish vote.
If he can win back those who have desert-
ed him, he may do without the Province
of Quebec, but if the Irish will look at his
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treatmrient of his French supporters. they
Will see that they will be neglected the
rnloment their services are no longer
lecessary ? One would think that our
Protest for years past would force the Gov-
ernment to do us justice-that our claims
Would receive some consideration at their

eands, that our constitutional rights would
left to us ; but no, Quebec must be

crushed and ber influence annihalated.
Some two years ago we heard it declar-

ed that the true interpretation of the Con-
stitution-was that one French member
Should have a seat on the Treasury
Benches of the Senate. Now, if that is
the law of the land, have we not a right
to expect that there should be one of us
sitting there ready to understand and to
answer all those who are not acquainted
with the English language, and so give
effecttothat clause oftheConstitutionwhich
states that the French language shall be on
equal terms with the English in this Cham-
ber? That right was acknowledged 24ronths ago, and yet it has notbeen conced-1
ed. I feelthat this is a hardcase,and I can-
not allow it to pass without comment. Itisitrue that His Excellency the Governor-
General is reported to have uttered, some
few days ag' in Toronto, words which
Would lead us to believe that be himself
holds an opinion which is contrary to our
Contention. But, gentlemen, I must be-lieve that His Excellency never considered
our position in this country, or he would
never have committed himself to such
vlews. I have too much confidence in the
new representative of Her Most Gracious
Majesty in this Dominion to think other-
Wise. The Hon. Minister of Justice has

.clared, and I have reasons for believing
S that he himself would be ready,In the interests of justice, to give us that

which we ask, believing, as he has often
admitted, that the French minority hadaconstitutional right to have one of
their nationality occupying a seat onthe Treasury Benches in this Senate.
When I speak on this question, I
attack the Government as a Government:
1 do not attack the Minister of Justice in
Particular. He of course has a share of
the responsibility, but I must give himCredit for his willingness to do whatever is
right. I must give him credit for the
Courage, the honesty, he showed in de-

o10uncing his own leader (Sir John) when

he acknowledges the justice of our claim.
Now, gentlemen, has there been an op-
portunity since 188o when justice might
have beendone to us? Isaytherewas when
Mr. Mousseau left the Government. Yet
it was not done, and .why*? As I have
told you, when Mr. Mousseau entered the
Cabinet he was nothing else than a "locum
tenens." The situation had been promised
to another gentleman who then occupied
a high position in the Province of Quebec,
and that gentleman is now a member of
the Cabinet here. This I predicted, and
now it is unfait accompli. Who was that
gentleman whorn Sir John, putting aside
the constitutional right of Quebec, took to
replace Mr. Mousseau ? Mr. Chapleau,
the same gentleman who has done so
much towards ruining the Province of
Quebec, that her best men now refuse to
undertake the task of forming a govern-
ment. Had Mr. Chapleau been actuated
by a sense of duty : had he any sense of
patriotism in his heart, ought he not to
have declined and refused to join this
Government until the claims of Quebec
were attended to, like the Morins, the
Lafontaines and the Cartiers have done in
the past ? Who does not know all the story
ot Quebec's shame ? His not the public
press made it known to all the world ?
And yet last year I was almost brutally
attacked because I dared to speak honest-
ly of an absent, and, it was alleged, sick
and, perhaps, dying man, who, however,
was well enough to appear in Parliament
a few days afterwards. I was accused of
attacking a sick man, of whose death we
might hear of at any time. yet, the next
day this dying man appeared in Ottawa
in good enough health to laugh
with his friends at the rumors
circulated about him. Who has
not been told by the newspapers of
the injuries that gentleman inflicted on
Quebec? It is well known that that
Province is now burdened by a debt of
$19,ooo,ooo, that it has been looking for
money to pay the balance of interest of
that debt, which the Federal Subsidy was
not sufficient to pay some 12 months ago.
The world knows that now since the press
has published, it abroad. And the man
who did all that evil and who knew well
he would have been defeated had he gone
back to the Local Legislature, resigned in
Quebec and was received bv Sir John in
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his Cabinet and there taken care of by him.
H ive we not, then, a right to believe that
the Prime Minister of Canada did this
in order to induce other public men in
Lower Canada to betray their Province
for the reward which he offered ? Was it
not an inducement to Quehecers to help
him in carrying on the work which he (Sir
John) began in 1867, and which he only
then failed to carry out because there was
a Sir George Cartier in his way ? But now
that Sir George Cartier has gone, Sir
John is working every day to bring about
a Legislative Union, and what for ? He
knows very well that Confederation was
given to Canada on account of Quebec,
because, but for Confederation, Quebec
would have adhered to the old order of
things, and as she would have nothing else
than Confederation, it was given to her.
But how has Sir John been working since
Sir George Cartier has gone ? Why, in
such a way as to centralize everything
in the Dominion Government. Private
bills are brought here every day, and ex-
ception is taken to them because they
come properly within the sphere of the
Local Legislatures. But the Government
will have them passed, and it is the same
with public measures. Last year we had
the " Deceased Wife's Sister Bill," the
" McCarthy Bill," and the " License Bill."
A motion was made here that this last
measure should not pass, and every good
reason was given by the hon. leader of
the Opposition for its not beccming law. I
myself had a few words to say against it-
I said, "the Provincial Legislatures have
had the licensing power for 16 years.
You are not sure that their laws on this
subject are ultra vires;-why then pass any
legislation in this Parliament until you are
sure upon this point." I asked the hon.
Minister of Justice whether he could say
that we had the right to enact this legisla-
tion, or that it was within our jurisdiction,
and he answered that he could not say so.
If, then, that was the case, if we were not
sure that we had the right to legislate on
this subject, why could we not allow those
who had exercised that right for 16 years
to continue to do so for one year longer
until a definite decision could be arrived
at? But no, hon. gentlemen. As to this
Bill, Sir John had a second great reason
for pressing it : What was that reason ?
Oh, Sir John had to carry Ontario!,

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.

Mr. Mowat had been using this licensing
power to maintain his Government in
power and Sir John had to take it out of
his hands. The Prime Minister of Canada
had to use it to carry Ontario whatever
might be the consequences. And so the
Bill was passed and now there is a decision
of the Privy Council not only casting
doubt upon the Bill, but making it proba
ble that it was ultra vires, and that the
Provincial Legislatures in the course they
had been pursuing for 16 years were right
and that Sir John and Sir George who, at
the time of confederation, gave to the
Provinces their interpetation of the law,
w-ere right then, and that Sir John is now
wrong.

Now, is not the Supreme Court of great
help in matters of this kind ? Happily its
decisions are often reversed in England,
but it seems as if its judges are ready to
go in the direction shown to them by Sir
John-that is, to break down the Con-
federation. If a bill is submitted to them,
,s has often been done by this House,
their action plainly shows that they are
ready to help Sir John in his work of
centralization. It is not, then, surprising
to us to see how fond the present Govern-
ment are of that tribunal, although, in the
opinion of the people at large it ought at
once to be dispensed with. I might give
many examples showing their readiness to
assist in the work of breaking down Con-
federation in order that legislative union
may be accomplished. I hope that the
majority of the people may not see the
thing in that light. It is not in the interest
of any of the Provinces, except perhaps
Ontario. But the other and smaller Pro-
vinces will be content with no other
system than Confederation. If they did
accept any other they would soon repent
of it. Let them remember well what
happened at the Union of Canada; but
for the intervention of Providence,
and such men as the Baldwins, Lafon-
taines and Morins, Lower Canada would
then have been crushed.

I am happy, I may say, to see the hon.
gentleman who so well occupies the Chair
of this House holding that position, and
I believe that no other gentleman in this
Chamber is better fitted to preside over
its deliberations, but I say that in the
filling of that position a great injustice has
been done the French members. It is
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against the spirit of the Constitution.
Both languages are declared to be on the
sane footing; consequently the Chair
should be occupied alternately by gentle-
nen of each nationality. Such is the spirit

Of the Constitution, or I do not understand
what it means. The argument may not

SO strong, so self-evident as it is in the
case of a Minister, but it seems plain that
if both languages are to be on the same
footing, both being official, the Speaker-
ship should be held alternately. And not
only so, but there was an arrangement at
the time of Confederation, and if I am not
mTistaken that arrangement was acknow-
ledged last year, and a tacit promise
Made that a gentleman of French origin
would occupy the Chair either in this
House or the other, and I hope that
it will be carried out. I have, indeed,
some pretty good reasons for believing
that, with regard to the other House,
the present occupancy is only for one year,that at the end of that time the gentleman
noW holding the position will be promoted,
and that then a gentleman of French origin
Will take his place. Trusting that this will
-occur, I will not complain, as I desire to
help the Government. I claim the right,but even in the way of such rights there
are difficulties, I know, and a Prime Min-
ister may sometimes be forced to disregard
Such rights under special exigencies for ashort time, and I will then always be ready
to.help him and excuse him. The Hon.
Minister of Justice said two years ago, andrepeated it this year, that it is not the
fault of the Government, but the fault of
the French members of the Commons if
there is not a French member occupying
One of the Treasury benches. Then I
Would like to ask the hon. Minister
Whether he means to say that it will be the
.duty of us, the French Senators represent-ing uebec, at-the next general election,tO help the Liberals in turning out thosethen who do not seem to care much aboutthe rights of their Province ?* If he does,
1 arn ready for the fight. We began it last
illgrner, and we were prettysuccessful. We
light continue it. I say we have a right totake that course, and, unless the people
are incapable of understanding what is intheir own interest, and in the interest of
their own Province, they will sustain us
'Il the conflict. Every member of this

louse is represented in the other House,

and if the hon. members representing
Montreal East, Jacques Cartier, Laval,
Hochelaga, or any other county in our
province believe that we should have no
French Minister in this House, I should
think that they ought to be opposed, and
that the electors of our Province will be
equal to the position. It is rumoured
that Mr. Chapleau, having retired from
Quebec after the ruin of that Province,
and having been taken under the care and
protection of the Prime Minister of
Canada, has gained something more even
than that. If rumour is correct he has
promised Mr. Mousseau a seat on the
Bench whenever he has finished the dirty
work he was leftto do in Quebec. I do not
know whether that is true or not. I do
not know whether the appointment has
been made, but if it is the case I
must say that it is most discreditable.
Mr. Mousseau's election of last year was
contested ; he was accused of having used
the public money to buy hotel-keepers in
Jacques Cartier county. His election
was contested and he paid his opponent
the sum of $5000 to avoid exposure.
When the new election took place his op-
ponent would have gained the day by 200
or 300 votes had not Mr. Mousseau been
elected at an expense of thousands of dol-
lars. That election is now being contested
on account of personal corruption, and I
do not see how any Government in the
world could honorably appoint a man in
such a position to the bench. It is said
that efforts are now being made to buy his
opponents off again, so that he may get
clear of the punishment which the law
provides. Now, Mr. Mousseau is a friend
of mine.

HON. MR. PLU.MB-He seems to be.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I will only
answer the hon. gentleman that he and I
perhaps do not view things in the same
light. I put public morality before friend-
ship, and it seems the hon. gentleman
prefers lis friends to public morality.

It being six o'clock HON. MR. BELLE-
ROSE moved the adjournment of the
debate.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, January 24th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and Routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The order of the day having been
called,

"Resuming adjourned Debate on the Ad-
dress to His Excellency the Governor-General
in answer to His Excellencv's Speech on
opening the Second Session 0f the Fifth Par-
hLIament."

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said-Yester-
day, when the .hon. Minister of Justice
called upon me to move the adjournment
of the debate,"I was answering a gentleman
who had interrupted me to explain that
his views and mine were not in accord.
While he felt himself in duty bound to
sacrifice his country for the love of his
friend, I thought that the reverse principle
should prevail, and that a man should
always be ready to sacrifice a friend to
save his country. I will leave it to hon.
gentlemen who are within reach of my
voice to judge between the gentleman who
interrupted me and myself. If a friend of
mine would consent to betray his country,
should friendship force me to become a
traitor also, in order to save my friend ?
This is not the way I understand patriotism
and friendship. I may be wrong, but I
honestly acknowledge that I prefer to
follow the adage that the first thing for a
lover of his country is to save it : salus
populi supreia lex ast. I repeat, then,
that I am a friend of Mr. Mousseau, and
I have shown it, for though he became
Prime Minister in Quebec last year in an
unconstitutional way, and though this, per-
haps, vas enough to prove that he caie
there to continue Mr. Chapleau's work,
yet his political programme, as distributed
throughout the Province, being a good
one, I did give him my support and fought
for him at the polls. But when it was
revealed that at the very time he was
making those promises he had begun the
evil work in Quebec, when it was dis- I

covered that not only had he followed in
the footsteps of his predecessor, but had
even done worse, and the Province was
going to ruin, then I thought I ought to
oppose him, and try to save my Province,
so I went to work. Others joined me;
we have succeeded, and Mr. Mousseau,
like his predecessor, has been forced to
resign the Premiership in Quebec. Now,
if rumor be true, he is to be appointed,
perhaps is alrcady appointed, a Judge
of the Superior Court in his Province.
Last year Sir John himself admitted that
he could not appoint Mr. Mousseau in
view of the circumstances under which he
was then placed, as I made known to this
House in the following words:-

"According to those rumors Mr. Mousseau
received last year, when he left Ottawa, ta
become Premier of Quebec, and to induce hirm
to accept the exchange proposed by the then
Prime Minister of Quebec and now the Secre-
tary of State for Canada, a promise from a
certain memiber of the present Cabinet thatin
leaving the Premiership of Quebec, he would
be raised to the bench. But that this hon.
gentleman having since beei forced to resign
his seat in theLegislative Assembly of Quebec,
on account of the evidence brought against
him, in the case of his contested election, for
personal bribery and corruption, he had been
told in Ottawa that, after such a charge had
been laid against him an& proof given to such
an extent that he himself had considered it
necessary to resign his seat and so force his
adversaries to discontinue the contest, the
Government could not be justified in appoint-
ing him a Judge; but that if he could be re-
elected and so whitewashed of his guilt, it
would probably give the Govern ment a chance
to make the appointment.

Such are the rumors.
Now it seenis to nie to be impossible that

the Government of this country, or any of
their members now in Ottawa, could have
iade such a promise or even expressed such
an opinion under the circumstances. Let me
quote the evidence produced before the court
in the case of Mr. Mousseau's contested elec-
tion.

One of the most devoted supporters of Mr.
Mousseau's Government, Le Canadien in its
issue of the 5th May, 1883, states :

The following despatch, the importance of
which it is not necessary for us to cal] atten-
tion to, was transmitted to us, last night, by
the wires.

Though publishing it we do not mean to-
guarantee its correctness:-

MONTREAL, 4th May.
* * * * *

It seems that the Premier (Mr. Mousseaut) has been
forced to this supreme deterination (resigning his seati
by the grave statements of a hotel-keeper of' Lachine, of
the naine of Leger. This witness acknowledged that the
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e "&ter had obtained for him the reinission ofsale Or l !lposed upon hlm by the Government for

Mr. Mousseau is far from beingin a better position this year than he was
'ast. In fact, he is in a still worse posi-
tion, as he has to answer to two charges,
namely : in connection with the first elec-tion, and also in connection with the last.
1 arn sorry for the gentleman, but why didhe not follow the good advice of his best
friends? The good of the country has1 Ow to be considered before anything can
be done for him.

Now, gentlemen, is there anything bet-
ter culculated to demoralise a people than
iUch promotions and appointments ? Is
U necessary that I should comment on
Such acts in order to show how discredit-
able they are? No, certainly, their mere
statement is sufficient. And then, again,does not the consideration which the
Prine Minister of Canada has shown to
aIl those whoni our Province has rejected
as unworthy servants, show that he is
satisfied with the way in which they aredoing his work, and approves of it all. Is
lot this conduct of the Premier also aninducement to Quebec's public men tobetray that Province, and thereby gain the
favor of the Federal authorities ? Be myfriend and help pe-never mind the
Country or your Province !-such seerr.s to

euthe motto of those gentlemen at the
Present time. If this systern is allowed to
Continue, if the people of this Dominion
do nOt open their eyes, the right hon.
gentleman will probably succeed in break-
Ing down Confederation, and bringing
about legislative union. Has it not been
the case that in every country in the world
bhe greatest evils have been perpetrated

y demoralizing the people ? Who, then,
bri pretend that the same causes will not
t ng about the same effects in our coun-try> I sincerely regret that I am forcedadmit that we are far advanced in this
asrection, and that we might be held up
th an examiple to many other countries in
she World. But if the Confederation
Should be broken up, and a legislativet nion adopted, then the great majority ofthe People will see their folly in having
dvaiter too long and having been so in-
tilent to their own interests. They willbutn'regret the course they have pursued,

t t will be too late, and they will have
mo 8Ubrait patiently to the state of things

which they might have averted had they
taken a determined stand at the proper
time, but which they themselves have
helped to bring about.

For these reasons I could not let recent
events pass without calling attention of hon.
gentlemen to them. I wish that my protest
might be recorded, that it might be known
in time to corne that if many of Quebec's
representatives were indifferent to her in-
terests there were, at all events, some who
had the courage to stand up and call the
attention of their countrymen to the danger
menacing them. I am growing old,-I
may- not live to see the sad effects of this
pernicious system, but I am in duty bound
to see that my countrymen in the future,
after I am gone, are not sufferers by it.

I regret that things are in this position,
I could wish that they were otherwise, but
it is not my fault that they are so. But
finding them in such a state I cannot stand
silent and allow them to go on, and thereby
become responsible for them. If my words
do any injury to the party, it is not my
fault, for it is now six years since first we
raised our voice on this subject : it will be
the fault of those who have been false to
their Province and false to their country.
Let the present Government do what is
right. Let them refuse to give protection
to those who have been rejected by their
own Province, and let them give Quebec
that to which she has, as has been admit-
ted, a just right, namely ; a French mem-
ber of the Government in the Senate.

While I am on my feet I will add one
more observation: I do not want to speak
on the address, although it was my inten-
tion at first to have said something with
reference to two or three paragraphs,
but as they refer to measures which will
come before the Senate during the session,
I will take occasion to speak upon them
then. There is an omission froni the Ad-
dress, and it is with regard to it that I
wish to make a few remarks The Govern-
ment have not said a word in the Address
about the Election Law, and I much regret
it. I must confess the more I see of the
working of that law the more immoral do
I consider it, and I believe that all govern-
ments are in duty bound to see that the
laws of the country are so framed that
they will be respected, not only by the
people at large, but by the Government
and their supporters. The Election Law
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as it stands on our statute books is nothing
else than an open door for corruption, and
although I was laughed at some few years
ago when I expressed my views upon
the subject and supported them by my
vote, I see now that I was right, and that
the majority were wrong on that question.
I still believe that unless you punish by
imprisonment or even by a term in the
penitentiary, whoever may be found guilty
of resorting to corrupt practices, you will
never be able to stamp out the evil. I
feel that if we wish to do our duty as
legislators it would be better to wipe that
law from the statute book. Then there
would be no law to break, and the extent
of the evil would be confined to the cor-
ruption, while now you have a double
crime-corruption, and the breaking of
the law which prohibits it.

One word more, and I have done.
Before I sit down I wish to congratulate
the two gentlemen who moved and second-
ed the Address, and especially the hon.
member from DeLorimier, who deserves
much praise for the manner in which he
discharged his duty. In his own Province
he is known as an eminent barrister, and
his reputation probably preceded him
here. He has shown on this occasion
that he will be an ornament to the Senate
as a representative of the Province of
Quebec. I regretted, however, that when
he spoke of emigration and expressed a
desire to see more of his own friends
coming from France to settle in this
country, that he did not add a few words
more. It is all very well to invite the
French people to the Dominion, but if
they have to learn the English language I
am afraid that they will not be willing to
settle in Canada. I wish the hon. gentle-
man had spoken of that which is most im-
portant, I mean the constitutional right of
the French people in Canada to have a
representative of their own on the Treasury
Benches in this branch of the Legislature,
because if we do not begin at one end of
the work we will never reach the other.
No doubt the hon. gentleman forgot that.
I do not reproach him for it, but I desire
to complete the argument which he began.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
usual to allow the minister representing
the Government in this House to close
the debate upon the Address, and I had

HON. MR.. BELLEROSE.

hoped that I had accomplished that yes-
terday. My hon. friend from DeLanaU-
diere, in the exercise of a right which un-
doubtedly is his, has seen fit to depart
from the usual custom, to follow me in the
discussion, and although I have addressed
the House once upon the resolutions be-
fore us, I think the House will allow me,
and will think it desirable that I should
make a few observations in reply to the
hon. gentleman on the subjects to which
he has drawn attention, subjects of un-
doubted importance and which deserve
the attention of the House, but which I
think the hon. gentleman from DeLanau-
diere approaches constantly in a spirit not
well calculated to procure the results for
which he seeks. The hon. gentleman
takes two positions, one of which I think
to be tenable, the other untenable. It is
undoubtedly desirable that there should
be a French Canadian Minister in this
House. We all acknowledge that. It
has been the practice to have a French
Canadian Minister in the Senate, and I
am sure everyone regrets that it is not the
case at present. On several previous oc-
occasions when the hon. member for De-
Lanaudiere called attention to this subject,
I expressed my regret, and expressed my
anxiety that we should have such a repre-
sentative in this Chamber, but hon. gen-
tlemen know very well, and I think the
hon. gentleman from DeLanaudiere, fromu
his long experience in Parliament, knows
as well as anyone, how difficult it is to
accomplish those things in the way we
desire, and I wish to point out, as I
have done before, that it really rests
not with the Government, not with
the Premier primarily, but really
with the representation from the
Province to which he alludes, Quebec. It
there really was, and if there really now is,
an earnest and strong desire on the part
of the representatives of the people froni
the Province of Quebec to have that
change made, and to insist upon it in the
constant and unreasoning way that the hon.
member from De Lanaudiere does-I
do not want to say it in an offensive way-
no doubt it would be done, but I fancy
the majority of them see that it is impos-
sible on all occasions to accomplish
these things. You cannot always maintain
that symmetry which one would like to see
in public matters. You cannot always
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bave the representation that you woulddesire. It cannot always be attained, and
is occasion we have not been able to

acomplish it. If the leaders of the party
hrn selves, who represent public opinion 1

l wer Canada, were as unreasoning as
tay hon. friend is - and I am glad
h say they are not-we should hear from

thei in the same way that we hear from
hin -constantly in season and out ofseasonof there being no representative
?f the French Canadians in the Ministry
in this Chamber. But they under-
Stand the difficulties which govern-
fients constantly have to deal with.
h ey understand how hard it is to alwaysave representative of the French

Canadians in the Government in this H ouse,and they admit that it is the desire of the
Government to accomplish it, and they are
Willing to give them credit for desiring to
do so whenever a good opportunityOccurs. Although, like some hon. gentle-,len I am getting advanced in years I

pe to see that accomplished, and to see,
SnYcolleague in this House, or the col-eague of those representing the Govern-Ment in the Senate, a French Canadian

Ineniber. In that event no one will be
iiore Pleased than I shall be ; no one willextend hitn a more hearty welcome, and
to one can desire more than I do to see
that object of the French Canadian
epresentatives accomplished. That is aPosition entirely tenable, bu' the other

PoSition which the hon. gentleman assumesis quite untenable. He urges that thereghuld be constantly a French Canadian
-geleman as Speaker either in this

Guse or in the other Chamber : I
S that is quite untenable. That

Ias a good rule in the old Parlia-

two p Canada, where there were but
nati rovinces represented, and the alter-
to n from English to French, and French
to, snglish, was quite fair and proper ; but
toustybnow that in every Parliament there
bra e,either in this House or in the other
danch of the Legislature, a French Cana-

Speaker, is to claim something which,Caadsure, the majority of the Frenchallaian representatives in both Houses
Which ot demand. According to the rule
do'Chthe hon. gentleman would lay
Can -there would be constantly a French

o ian representative in the Chair here,
n the Chair in the other House, and

where would be the opportunity of putting
in the Chair the gentleman who fills
it now? Where would be the opportunity
of appointing to that position, here or in
the other House, a gentleman from the
Maritime Provinces, or Manitoba, or
British Columbia, if Quebec is constantly
to have a Speaker in either branch of
Parliament ? I am quite sure that the
hon. gentlemen from Lower Canada do
not take that view, and that it is confined
to what I must believe is the unreason-
ing assertion of the hon. gentleman in
favor of his nationality-a nationality
which we all respect, and no one more
than I do, and which I am desirous,
and have always been desirous of
seeing fully and fairly represented in pub-
lic life. And it is fairly and fully repre-
sented in public life at this moment. There
may be no French Canadian gentleman
on the Treasury Benches of this House,
but let the hon. gentleman study the re-
port which has been laid upon the tible
of the House this session and he will find
that there is an abundance of French Can
adians in the public service here and else-
where. There is nothing to be said in
favor of the English speaking community
because they do that. They do so willingly
I am sure ; but if they did not do so wil-
lingly, the French Canadi-:ns are strong
enough, and resolute enough,to insist upon
it. But, happily for us and for the whole
community, there is no necessity for assert-
ing rights which we are most happy to
) ield to them ; so I say one of those posi-
tions is quite tenable, and one which I will
do all in my power to see maintained and
carried out; but the other seens to be,
and I say it with due deference to those
who hold a different opinion, an untenable
position, the assertion of which, I hope, is
almost confined to the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudiere. The hon. member is rather
apt to vaunt his courage in asserting the
rights of his nationality in this Chamber.
I do not know what the hon. gentleman
may think on that point, but I know in
the ways and habits of thought in which I
have been brought up we do not consider
it a proof of courage to attack absent men.
We consider it rather the reverse; and we
are restrained by a feeling of honor and
delicacy from attacking those who have
not the means of replying. We would
fain see before us the men that we attack.
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HON. MR. POWER-How about the
steel rails?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think steel rails has anything to do
with it. I do not think that interruption
is a justifiable one on the part of the hon.
member from Halifax.

HON MR. PLUMB-It is perfectly
irrelevant.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
attack on Mr. Chapleau and Mr. Mousseau
was not so far contrary to parliamentary
practice as to justify one in calling attention
to it and asking the Speaker to rule upon
it, but I think it is a habit which is cer-
tainly much better abandoned. If it is a
habit-and I hesitate to call it one-but
if it can be called a habit or practice of
the hon. gentleman, it is one much better
left alone, and those gentlemen should be
attacked where they are themselves ready
and ýble to answer. In reference to Mr.
Chapleau, whose name has been mentioned,
the hon. gentleman does not say that any-
thing has been done by him since he be-
came a member of the Government, or
since he has occupied a seat in the other
branch of Parliament calling for any re-
marks such. as he has used in reference to
him. The course pursued by Mr. Chapleau
which has drawn upon him the contumely
of the hon. gentleman took place two or
three years ago. Since then there has
been a general electior in the Province
of Quebec, where, as I understand, Mr.
Chapleau's party and policy were supported
and are still sustained by a large majority
of the people of that Province. If the
hon. gentleman wished to attack Mr.
Chapleau, why did he not seek a position
in the other House and meet him face to
face ? If he had done so I venture to say
that he would be more careful how he
made an attack upon a gentleman who
would be there to reply to him. I say
that the hon. gentleman's attack is un-
warranted, and if made in the other House
he would be called upon to answer for it.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-A question
has been asked to which I rise to reply.

HON. SIR. ALEX, CAMPBELL-I do
not think there is any question calling for
an answer.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The hon
gentleman is afraid of the answer.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL.-Let
the hon. gentleman seek a seat in the
Lower House, and then he can attack
Mr. Chapleau and get his reply, and I
have no doubt the reply will be such as
will prevent him from repeating his attack5-
in the future. With regard to the attack
on Mr. Mousseau, that hon. gentleman is
not now in either branch of Parliament.
He is answerable to another body--the
Legislature of Quebec-for his misdeeds,
if he has committed any, and why should
they be dragged in here and spoken of inl
the words of reproach and contumely
which have been used, when we have
nothing to do with his acts since he is not
responsible to us, and when he is respon'
sible to the Legislature of Quebec ? It is
a derogation from the rights of that
Province and a derogation from the rights
of the Legislature of Quebec to whom Mr.
Mousseau is answerable, and from whosc
authority no effort should be made by anY
French Canadian gentleman to detract.
I make these remarks with regret on ac-
count of the language used by the hon.
member from DeLanaudiere, but I think
it is desirable and only just to those who'
have been attacked that I should say a
few words on their behalf,* and that I
should leave the hon. gentleman to meet
those whom he has assailed, and advise
him to seek an opportunity of attacking
them in their presence in the future, and
not in their absence.

. HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I ask per-
mission of the House to speak.

HON. MR. ALMON-I object,, and I
call upon the Speaker to say whether the
hon. gentleman has a right to speak, twice'
on the same question ?

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentlemanl
from DeLanaudiere has already spokel.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I will say a fe
words on this question, though I did nOt
intend to take part in this debate. I maY
say at once that I fully acknowledge the
propriety of the leader of the Government
in this House closing the debate, es-
pecially on the Address, but there are oc-
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onSiOIi when I think the House will saythat it is almost impossible to complyWith that rule without allowing the Senateto be left under a misapprehension which
rfight create a wrong feeling as to certainrghts which have been claimed here. I
recognize that the position of a certain
POrto. of the French members of this
louse is rather an abnormal one. I am
uite aware that to the majority of this

he'use it is very unpleasant every year to
shIf he same question brought up by the
'ih parties in about the same terms, andthI must say, unfortunately, aboutthe sarne.resuits. If we were here for our
Ow Pleasure, I for one, would take great
care never to refer to this subject, butfhere are Some rights which must be de-ife d, and our position here is such that
if we do not vindicate those rights I doot see how they can be vindicated any-ihere. It is the duty of some representa-

es tfroni Quebec to lay this question be-
be phe House in a way I think it ought to

PU In my opinion-and I think it
lleven the Opinion expressed by the hon.

leader of the Government in this House
'if the letter of the Constitution is strict-

Complied with, the spirit is violated, asthn easily be shown. * It is well knowntht when the principle of representation
hyPopulation was admitted, a principleWhich had been resisted from year to year,

poi Only by representatives of our
rOvince, but by leading men of both
2per and Lower Canada, for more than

whiYears, every one will recollect that,
iheelt was adopted for the representationithe House of Commons, the two Pro-VInces were given equal representation as

a counterpoise in this House. So thatthe Spirit of the Constitution-and I call
sPecial attention to this point-was that
sot only equal representation but equalitre gth should be given to both Provinces
an thS House. If that is not the sense,
aCd n t only the sense but the spirit of the

SitItution, if there is not a question of
qurty and justice towards the smaller

croVinces involved, I should like to be
thnketed immediately. But I do not
lo0u there is a single member in this
solerse who will pretend that it was not a
prO . contract between the different

1 nces of this Dominion.
Wiow, what is the position of parties ?Whieit was understood and solemnly

agreed that the Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario should be equal in representation
and strength in this House how is it that
the Province of Ontario, 'whose population
is much larger than that of Quebec, and
very much larger than the group of the
Maritime Provinces together, has only 24
members in this House ? Is it not evident
that the fathers of Confederation, by
adopting that rule of giving equal repre-
sentation to both Provinces in this House,
intended that they should possess
equal strength and power here as a guar-
antee that if injustice should be done us
by the majority in the other House, that
injustice could be remedied in the Senate,
where we have equal representation ? Hon.
gentlemen, most of you have had large ex-
perience in constitutional matters, and I ask
is there one of you who will contend that
the Province which has three Ministerssit-
ting on the Treasury Benches of this House
has not a stronger representation than a
Province without ministerial representation,
without administrative representation, and
consequently without administrative influ-
ence ? Where is the counterpoise that the
fathers of Confederation intended to
establish here ? It does not exist, and it
seems to me to be as clear as daylight
that the spirit of the Constitution is violat-
ed. That is my way, judging of the facts,
and I should like to hear some argument
to show that I am mistaken. I know that
what I am saying is unpleasant to the ma-
jority in this House, but the history of the
world shows us that majorities do not like
to be reminded of their duties, or to hear
the rights of minorities asserted. I repeat
if this were a personal question I should
never open my mouth to vindicate these
rights, but this is a part of an inheritance
which does not belong to us personally.
The rights of our nationality do not belong
to us alone. There is only one thing
which does belong to us, namely, the duty
of defending them whether it be agreeable
or disagreeable to us individually. We are
not perfectly free and independant as to
the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of that
duty.

This state of things has existed since
1873, except during the time when the
Reform party was in power. At that time
an hon. gentleman who occupies a seat in
this House was considered the only mem-
ber of that party who could conveniently
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accept a portfolio in the Administration,
and although it was feared that the party
might lose a seat by creating a vacancy in
a province where they could ill afford it,
yet he was appointed to a position in the
Cabinet in this House. This was done by
gentlemen who have not the same ideas
that we have as to the importance of the
Senate ; who are well known to belong to
a party which seems to consid ýr it their
duty to advocate the abolition of this
House.

HON. MR. ALMON-IHear! hear

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I do not mean
to say that the members of that party in
this House are of that opinion, but they
belong to a party some of whose leaders
consider it their duty to advocate the ab-
olition or transformation in some unknown
way of this House. I would not have been
astonished if gentlemen who take that view
of the importance of this House, and who
consequently might very well have assum-
ed the position which the present Govern-
ment takes, had considered that it was not
of very great importance to the Province
of Quebec to be represented on the Treas-
ury Benches in the Senate on the ground
that this House is perfectly useless. I
know, as a matter of fact, that at first that
hon. gentleman refused to assume the
position because he was not certain whether
a Liberal member could be elected to re-
present his constituency. We regret very
deeply in our Province that we have not
received from the present Government,-
from our own politicalparty, towards whose
triumph we have devoted the greater part
of our energies and which we have been
accustomed to consider as the one party
able to do justice to all races in the Dom-
inion, and to insure the prosperity of the
whole country-I am sorry we have not
received equal justice from them.

The hon. leader of the Government
says: "But the group of French-Canadians
is so powerful, so united, that it knows
perfectly well how to vindicate those
rights." If I understànd the hon. gentle-
man properly that means that the Gov-
ernment have decided to continue the
course which they have been pursuing for
years ; that they will continue to refuse
us justice, and the only way for us to ob-
tain it is to fight for it in a general elec-

HON. MR. TRUDEL.

tion. Is that the meaning of the hon.
gentleman ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
because I said I hoped-if it only were
my fortune to occupy the position I do,
long enough, or failing that, that my suc-
cessor would have the happiness of having
in the House a French-Canadian colleague:
no one would rejoice to see it more than
myself.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-As to the utter-
ance of the hon. Minister of Justice, we
all know that if there is a man in this
whole Dominion, or beyond it, willing to
render us justice, he is that man ; we
never doubted his desire that justice should
be done us, and I shall not begin to do so
to-day. But, taking the facts as they are,
when I consider that we have been vindi-
cating our rights-for years and years, and
that we are met by some such statement
as this : " well, probably you are mistaken;
pe rhaps you do not represent the true feeling
of your Province and of your countrymen,
for otherwise this feeling would surely find
expression somewhere else than in this
House," then I am bound to say that if we
who are here in the Senate as represent-
ing the Province of Quebec, do not
-repre sent the feeling of our Province,
how are we to ascertain that feeling?
Must it not be done by putting the
question to the people? And, if that
were done, I venture to say that, to-mor-
row nine-tenths of the counties through-
out Quebec would send representatives to
Parliament, elected on that ground alone.
I do not fear to make that assertion, and
with regard to the feeling of the French
members in the other House, I would
here remind the hon. leader of the
Government of this fact, that two or three
years ago, when the sane question was
raised, that hon. gentleman answered as
he has done to-day, that it was not the
fault of the Government, but that the re-
sponsibility for the present state of affairs
rested with those members who represent-
ed the Province of Quebec in the other
House ; that those gentlemen had decided
not to have French representatives on the
Treasury Benches here. The Minister of
Justice having made that assertion, and
his words are still to be found in the
Senate Debates, I would inform the
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oiuse that not less than 27 letters wereritten to me upon the subject by mem-bers in the other House. I say 27 let-ters , but some of them were signed bythree, or four, or five members. and there

catre i all 27 signatures ; those communi-lons were all couched in much thesame terms, protesting against that asser-tion of the leader of the Government in
this House and stating that the writershad never expressed such a feeling, butthat, on the contrary, they were anxious
that their Province and nationality shouldbe represented in this House. Now theProvince of Quebec being entitled to 65Inembers, and it being the fact that 1o or
12 of that nurhber belong to another
!ationalityand speak the English language,
t WUl be apparent, if you take away those

'embers belonging to the Liberal party,
26d wvho did nor sign those letters, that26 Or 27 members protesting against thatassertion of the leader in this House,
represented a very large majority of theFrench speaking Conservative Members
representing the Province of Quebec inthe Bouse of Commons. I do not know
Weter the leader of the Government

i recollect that ?

lON, SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
renOllect having been told that by the hon.rentleman from DeLanaudiere (Mr. Belle-rose).

e*'ON. MR. TRUDEL-It was at the
of the Session that I went to the

etninster of Justice with this bundle of
rs, which I showed to him. He said,

let course I do not want to look at theetters, and I perfectly take your word;

rght.ay there are 26 or 27, and it is all
I do not recollect whether that

gentleman looked at every signature,
Ut If anyone should deny the existence ofte e letters or throw the slightest doubt40pn thers
and m, they are still in my possession,
doubtcan be produced to satisfy such
We rûst Our position therefore is this-
or , st in this House either remain silent,

eeaving vindicated our rights and then
pre to give a tacit consent to thepresent tate of things, that consent will bebOed aganst us in the future, and it willne "d- (9 we have a precedent; you say
giv1 at F:ench representation should be

&to tOyou on the Treasury Benches-

why, my dear sirs, custom, habit and usage
are against you. You see that for io, 12
or 15 years you thave not opened your
mouths to raise objection, and not having
done so you have, by your silence, in effect
said that you agreed to this state of
things-you have virtually confirmed it "
Such, I say, will be the consequence if we
remain silent, and in expressing our views
upon this or any other question the House
must remember that each of us can only
do so in his own way. My hon. friend
from DeLanaudiere has his own way of
stating his opinions, and that may differ
widely fromthe manner of his neighbor, the
hon. Senator from Alma The majority in
this House should remember the position of
the poor minority here,-those who are
descendants of the men who 120 years ago.
fought, in the proportion of one against
twenty in this country, and for what ? Not
to save their money, but for a principle
which was dear to them,-to save the in-.
fluence of their race. It may be consider-
ed by many that they were wrong, and it
may be, urged that the great majority in
this country believe it would be more in
the interest of the Dominion if we could
bring about an assimilation of races, and
that the sooner we can succeed in abolish-
ing the use of the French language the
better for the country. But, on the,other
side, if that minority, who by their bravery
have obtained solemn treaties from the
Mother Country, that all those rights
which we vindicated here should be forever
preserved,-if, I repeat, that majority be-
lieve that it is necessary not only for their
race, but in the interest of the whole
Dominion, that its nationality should con-
tinue to exist and to exercise all those
rights guaranteed to it, their wish cannot
be set aside. When confederation took
place our French Canadian statesmen
took great care to have embodied in the
British North America Act the stipulation
that all these privileges should be preserved,
and that the Province of Quebec should
have the same representation in the Senate
of the Dominion as the Province of
Ontario. The Constitution is there to
show that we are to have the same power
in this Chamber as the Province of Ontario
exercises, but we find that to-day Ontario
has three representatives in the Govern-
ment in this House while no representation
has been granted here to the Province of
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Quebec. I do not wish to make any per-
sonal application of the fact, but we know
that the Government, in whose hands the
patronage rests, have dispensed it in favor
of one Province, and against the other,
and I ask, are we to remain silent in our
seats and not denounce it ?

HON. MR. McINNES, (B. C.)-What
provision are you going to make for the
other Provinces, independent of the
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec ?

HON. MR. TRUDEL-It is true that
I have only referred to the Provinces of
Quebec and Ontario, but that is because
I see so many gentlemen in this Chamber
who are perfectly able to vindicate the
rights of their own Provinces. In my
case I am striving to vindicate the kights
of the Province of Quebec, and I am
confident that when the rights of British
Columbia shall he in danger, my hon.
friend who has just sat down will not be
the last ta defend those rights.

HON. MR. MCINNES, (B. C.)-I wish
to ask the hon. gentleman if he will

to resign in order to run for the County of
Quebec Centre to have his nomination as
a Minister of the Crown confirmed; that
was, however, but one term. Then, a
second time our Speaker was chosen frorn
Ontario, and the Lower Province group
furnished the third representative. It
would naturally have followed, then, ac-
cording to the agreement to which I have
alluded, that the Province of Quebec
should have been selected to furnish a
Speaker for the fourth term, but again the
choice fell to the share of Ontario, while
the fifth and last has been awarded to the
Lower Province. I will, however, take
occasion to say, if there is a man
in this House perfectly * fitted to fill
the Speaker's Chair in the Senate,
certainly our present Speaker must
be acknowledged as possessing in a very
high degree the necessary qualification for
that position, I would further say that,
personally, I am thoroughly satisfied he
should have been chosen for that position,
and if it were not for this question of
nationality, not a single word would have
been heard now about it. Even if the
conduct of afiairs by the gentlemen now

kindly inform the House how many in power had been such as to show a de-
Speakers from the English speaking min- sire on their part to give us justice,-
ority in Quebec have been elected to the though we were fot properly considered
Chair of the Legilative Assembly, or of when our turn to the Speakership arrived
the Legislative Council, since Confedera- i -I would have been the first to say "well,
tion ; how are .the rights of the English those matters ought not to be calculated
speaking minority in Quebec observed. rnathematically; let us take our turn again."

1 But, unfortunately, the right to wvhich the
HON. MR. TRUDEL-At that time I Province of Quebec was entitled according

did not belong to this Legislature, but I to the agrCement to which I have already
had the honor of sitting in another Assem- referred, if it existed, was ignorzd, and
bly. I may say, however, that I was told there is another right which, within the
repeatedly-I was even told by the late same period, has also been denied us,-
Sir George Cartier, with whom I very often our daim to have representation on the
spoke upon these questions-that there Treasury Benches. If that had been
was an agreement that the representation granted the question of the Speakership
in the Senate for the whole Dominion in this House should neyer have been
should be divided into three groups, raised. I would however rerind the hon.
namely, Ontario, Quebec, and the group gentleman from, British Columbia that, long
of the Lower Provinces, and that for the before he care here to the Senate, this
Presidency of the Senate each group question was agitated and, as I stated be-
would. be chosen from in turn. Yet we fore, I think properly so. I would ask
find that the Province of Ontario had the the House to bear in mmd that we are
first term, say from 1868 to 1873. The fot narrowing that great question; we are
next choice was made from the Province of not belittling it to the extent of making it
Quebec, and it is true that two members a personal matter. I do not wish unduly
from that province occupied the Chair here to occupy the time of the House, but 1
within those five years, as Mr. Chauveau would state, for the information of hon.
succeeded Mr. Cauchon, who was obliged gentlemen, that certain menbers of this

HON. MR. TRUDEL

A ddress8.
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"tOuse have in the past offered to resign
their seat provided they would be filledby F'rench Canadian members of the
Oer liouse who would be chosen by the

eren t to represent our nationality, but we were laughed at in this, as
th' alwtays been our fate when we raised
tis question. But I may tell the Gov-

ernment that so long as there is a mem-
bif the French race in this House), andWhile the present disregarding of our rights
fOntinues, those members will still be
pund vindicating the just claims of our
throvice Unfortunately we have not
the advantage of speaking our mother
tOngue, and possibly our efforts to make
Durselves understood in English may not
ievery pleasant to some members of this

YdY; but we are not here to do onlythose things which are pleasant, we have
Srform a duty, and we shall not (ail in

eng regret to have spoken at such
gth, and thank hon. gentlemen for thePatient hearing which has been accorded1tne.

The motion was agreed to

"ON. SIR.ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the said Address be presented to His
Scell1ency the Governor General by

much rnembers of this House as are mem-rs of the Privy Council.

The Motion was agreed to.

SENATOR DICKSON.

REPORT.

fite a SPEAKER submitted· to the
thate a report from the Clerk stating
ton e seat of the Hon. Walter Hamil-
tors ickson, now upon the list of Sena-
of the ad become vacant in consequence

Sabsence of the Senator referred to
yig extended beyond the period of two

sioed such absence having been occa-
nled by ill-health.

s '.SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
iso tice which the Clerk of the Senate
the 0e, under our rules, to present at

nch thing of each session. I regret very
to that it should be his duty to report
»to e absence, for two sessions, of our

eaue and friend, Mr Dickson, and I

regret still more to learn from private
sources that this continued absence is
owing to such ill-health that we can hardly
hope to hear that our friend's condition
will so far improve as to enable him
to attend to his duties in this House.
We all have known Mr. Dickson for so long,
and his genial presence and cheery
laughter through the corridors has been
so familiar to members of this House, that
I am sure all share with me in the regret
that we cannot hope for his presence
among us at the next session of Parlia-
ment. He has been in Parliament for
many years-certainly as far back as 1840,
and perhaps earlier. He had a seat in the
Legislative Assembly of the former Pro-
vince of Canada. He occupied that seat
for many years, and I remember well the
weight which was then attached to his
position and to his utterances in Parlia-
ment. Few men occupied at that time a
position which gave more promise of a
distinguished Parliamentary .career, and I
think that promise would have been amply
realized if our friend and colleague had been
willing to devote more time and industry
to his Parliamentary duties than was his
disposition to do. He was a man of
singular ability and facility of speech, and
his resourses in argument were great ; in
fact there was everything in his manner
calculated to distinguish him in Parliament,
if he had only had that humble quality of
industry, which has conduced in a great
degree to the success of less able men in
Parliament, and had devoted his time and
attention to the work of legislation. I am
exceedingly sorry that we shall perhaps
not again hear his hearty voice and have
his genial presence among us. I beg to
move that the report of the Clerk be re-
ferred to the Committee appointed to con-
sider the orders and customs of this House
and the privileges of Parliament, the Com-
mittee to meet to-morrow at a quarter to
three o'clock in the Senate Chamber.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I cannot let this
occasion pass without saying a word upon
the subject of the motion, which must be
a painful one to us all. The gentleman
affected by that resolution is a neighbour
and intimate friend of mine, and I regret
exceedingly that his failing health had
placed him in such a position that he
necessarily falls under what must be con-
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sidered a most salutory rule of the Senate ;
but in his case I feel it to be one of great
hardship. Two years ago his health
began to fail, and he was unable to attend
to his Parliamentary duties. Last year he
would have come here if it had been pos-
sible, but he understands perfectly well
that his absence from the House for Îhe
prescribed two years has lost him his seat.
However I have no doubt I am quite in
accord with bis own wishes in saying that
he rather preferred it should be made ap-
parent that he could not attend, and that
he should lose his seat by lapse of time
rather than by tendering his resignation.
That hon. gentleman represents one of
the leading families in Ontario. His father
was called to the Council of the country
by the Governor himself, and sat in those
Councils, usefully, for the greater part of
his life. His elder brother was a member
of the Legislative Council, and a very able
and influential member of it-a man of
high ability and position, respected by
everybody-and died while still a member
of the Council, at a comparatively early age
in 1845. Mr. Dickson himself, the sub-
ject of this resolution, was elected for the
district which I have since had the honor
to represent, and was returned to the
Legislative Assembly i 1843, continuing
a member of that body until he was cal-
led to the Legislative Council in 1855, of
which he continued a member until the
Union. After Confederation he was called
by the Queen's proclamation to the Sen-
ate, and has since been a member of this
House. I know that it must be painful
to us all to feel that one who has identi-
fied himself, for nearly forty years with the
councils of the country,will nolongerbeseen
among us and if he has not, during his
career in the Senate, taken a very active
part, he doubtless was actuated in such a
course by reasons which were satisfactory
to himself. We are losing our friends in
various ways, but it is most painful to feel
that we are now losing one who will feel
the severing of the connection almost as
much as' it will be felt by those with whom
he has been so long identified. There is,
however, but one course to be pursued,
and I do not think, even if it were consti-
tutional, that it would be desirable in this
case to ask that there should bë any devi-
ation from the rule. It is not likely, in-
deed I fancy it is hardly possible, in the

HON. MR. PLUMB.

the course of human affairs, that he will be
any longer active in the pursuits of life,
though in his failing health he still retains
that buoyancv and genialitv wbinh have
always distinguished him in his intercourse
with the members of this House, and to
which the Minister of Justice has just re-
ferred. I know his many estimable
qualities will cause him to be kindly re-
membered here, although he will be seen
no longer in this Chamber.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not quite know to what particular matter
the hon. gentleman from DeSalaberry
desires just now to draw attention. I
would ask him in what way I was irregular?

HON. MR. TRUDEL-What I meant
was this. The irregularity consisted in
the question not having been put in
French as well as English. We have not
been accustomed to insist upon that right,
but, as a moment ago, when speaking on
the national question, the hon. member
from DeLanaudiere (Mr. Bellerose) had
been called to order, in accordance vith a
rule of the House, I thought it was as
well-and my right-to ask for the en-
forcement of the rule which provides for
having motions put in French as well as
in English, and the more so, because it
was not only à rule of the House, but a
provision of the Constitution, which placed
the French language -n the same footing
as the English.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have no. doubt that the indulgence ac-
corded by the hon. gentlemen from Lower
Canada in this direction, in the future
will be as great as it has been in the past.
The report was read in both languages,
and, no doubt, in future questions can be
put In both languages, if hon. gentlemen
from Quebec insist upon it. But I-arn
quite sure they will be as indulgent in this
respect as they have been, and that no
difficulty will be experienced on that point.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-We are alwayF
ready to be as indulgent as possible, bi
I would respectfully submit that the in-
dulgence should not be expected from one
side only.
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The SPEAKER-The report was first
read by imyself, and then by the Clerk in
brench The motion was afterwards read
bymelf, but before th- Clerk had
OPPortunity of reading it, the hon. gentle-
Man from DeSalaberry interrupted and I
had to mnsist upon the hon. gentleman
taking his seat, in order that the motionCould be read.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-This question_-

tION MR. ALMON-The hon. gen-
tieran has spoken once on this question.

'ON. MR. TRUDEL-I think if the
hon- gentleman would only look at therules, that he will find an hon. member
cari mwake a personal explanation. I
Would say that, if it is true that I got up-

You

the

has
ail(

do
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of the Committee appointed to consider
the orders and customs of the Senate, and
privileges of Parliament, to whom was re-
ferred the report of the Clerk of the Senate
in relation to the absence of the Hon.
Walter Hamilton Dickson from his seat
in the Senate for two consecutive sessions
of Parliament, with the following resolu-
tion adopted by the Committee :-

«Resolved that the Hon. Walter Hamnilton
Dickson, one of the nembers of the Senate,
froni the Province of Ontario, lias for two
consecutive sessions of the Parliament of
Canada, failed to give his attendance in this
House, and thereby vacated bis seat : that
this House, in pursuance of the 33rd section
of the British North America Act of 1867,
doth declare, determine and adjudge the said
seatof the said Hon. Walter Hamilton Dickson
vacated."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes, Committee desired also that I should sug-

did. gest, in moving for its adoption by the
House, that the member whose seat is in

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-I did, but I jeopardy should be notified of these pro-
uld rem'ind the House that it is not ceedings having been taken, so that
first occasion on which the question he may have the opportunity of filing
not been put in French ; this was re- any report which he may desire to

rked by some of my confreres here, make affecting the subject, or of denying
d that was the reason why I thought it these statements which the report contains.
uld be proper to claim that it should be I apprehend that there will be no such
ne to-day. denial, because we are informed by my

hon. friend near me (Mr. Plumb), that Mr.
ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL laid Dickson is aware that he has vacated his

on the table of the House a list o? the seat : but, nevertheless, we are establishing
'Ous Standing Committees and gave a precedent, and it is very desirable that
tice that he would move for the ap- the course taken now should be a safe one,
intIrent of those Committees on Mon- and should afford any gentleman, whose
y next. seat .may be attacked hereafter in the same

way, a full opportunity of making any re-
he Senate adjourned at five p. m. presentations to the House that he may

see fit to offer. So after having consulted
one of my hon. friends on the subject I

THE SENATE. suggested that course to the Committee,
Ottawa dand it was unanimously their opinion that

Fday, fan. 25th, 1884. it would be safe and desirable to inform
The SMr. Dickson of these proceedings, and
lock SPEAKR took the Chair at 3 give him an opportunity of taking such

action as he may think proper on the re-
r and routine proceedings. port. This case will be looked to as a pre-

ayers a ucedent by those gentlemen who may have
SENATOR DICKSON. to take such steps in future years, so that

no member's seat shall be declared vacant
OF THE PRIVILEGES OF PARLIA- without bis having the most abundant op-

MENT cOMMITTEE. portunity of making such representations

The on the subject to the Senate as he maye SPEAKER submitted the report consider desirable. I move that the said
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report be taken into consideration this day
fortnight, and that in the meantime Mr.
Dickson be notified thereof and a copy of
the said report be transmitted to him
through the mail by the Clerk of- the
Senate.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I did not suppose
that the remarks I made yesterday would
be taken in any way as a proof that my
hon. friend froin Niagara did not attend
in his place for two years. I merely men-
tioned it in connection with the remarks
which I desired to make at the time. It
mustbe obvious to everyhon. gentleman that
it is quite impossible unless a different
system is adopted to prove exactly that
any member of this House has not been
within the purlieus of the Senate, at-
tending its Committees, or sitting for half-
an-hour perhaps in this Chamber, or ill
within ten miles of this place for two years
during the sessions of Parliament. That
would be quite impossible, and I merely
rise now because my hon. friend, the
leader of the Senate, has said that my
representation was that Mr. Dickson had
been absent for two years. That was
simply an incidental remark. It was not
intended to convey any information to the
Senate with regard to Mr. Dickson's
absence, and I think, as it has been sug
gested this will probably be a precedent,
and as it is the first time, except one, that
the Senate hàs had to deal with so painful
a case, it is quite proper that the course
which has been proposed by the leader of
the House should be adopted. It is desir-
able in every way that there should be no
summary proceedings. The gentlemen
who have seats in this House have sacred
vested rights which cannot properly be
taken away from them upon any report,
unless it is carefully scrutinized and
thoroughlyauthenticated. I have no moral
doubt of Mr. Dickson's absence, but I
think it would be courteous to proceed with
the utmost deliberation, and to allow the
hon. gentleman whose seat is concerned,
the opportunity of rnaking any statement
he can in writing, and I have only to ex-
press again to-day my great regret that
circumstances have occurred by which we
lose the presence of that gentleman in the
Senate, in which he has occupied a seat so
long and so worthily.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

HON. Mr. DICKEY-The explanation
of my hon. friend who has just sat down
as to the misunderstanding of his remarks
show, I think, most conclusively the pro-
priety of the course which has been
adopted in this matter, and explained in
the most practical and forcible way the
reason why we should adopt the course
that is proposed, although it has not beeu
adopted before. We are adopting it now,
not merely in reference to this case, but
as a precedent for the future.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope that in
allowing this motion to pass without divid-
ing the House or without voting against
it, one will not be supposed to approve of
the action of the Senate in the matter. I
gather by what has been said by the hon.
gentleman who has just sat down that
although the Sei.ate has been in existence
for sixteen years, this is the first time that
such a step has been taken.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
second time-Sir Edward Kenny's was the
first case.

HON. MR. POWER-I was not aware
of that fact, and it removes part of the
objection I have to the report. I suppose
the matter can be considered more fully
when the report comes up to be voted on.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Cer-
tainly.

HON. MR. POWER-I am looking at
the section of the British North America
Act which deals with this matter. It
seems to me it does not leave room for
any such notice as is proposed to be given.
The section says : " the place of a Senator
shall become vacant in any of the follow-
ing cases :-1st, if for two consecutive
sessions of the Parliament he fails to give
his attendance in the Senate."

It seems to me that the Statute declares
a Senator's place vacant ipso facto frorn
his having failed to give his attendance
here for two sessions

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
want to make that clear beyond a perad-
venture.

HON. MR. PLUMB-No one can saY
that he has been absent for two years.

Dickson.
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HON. MR. POWER-We have to relyPon the certificate of the clerk. ,If the
Senator has been here his name will be
!ouind in the journals. I regret exceed-

gn that we cannot have the Senator
th Niagara back with us, because I
think he was probably the most popularnerrber in our House, and if there was
any member for whom an exception mightbe Made I think he was that one. I think,at the same time, it is a rather importantquestion, and it is very doubtful whether
We have any. right to give this notice.

The motion was agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

E FOR RECEIVING PETITIONS EXTENDED

The SPEAKER reported to the Housethat the time for receiving petitions for
Private Bills will expire on Monday next.

'foN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL mov-
ed that the time for receiving petitions for
private Bills be extended to Saturday the9th February next.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3:35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, January 28th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'clock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ThE GRAHAM DIVORCE CASE.

PETITION READ.

The SPEAKER submitted a certificate
fOIn the Clerk of the Senate that in the
%Iatter of the Graham divorce case the
Petitiner for the bill of divorce had paid
a the fee of $200.

1ON. MR. KAULBACH presented the
totice of service on the wife of the peti-tioner with a declaration, as prescribed bythe 73rd rule of the House.

HON. SIR ALEX.
Signed by whom?

CAMPBELL-

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The declar-
ition of service on the wife of the petitioner
is required by the 73rd rule of the House.

HON. SIRALEX. CAMPBELL-Before
whom is the declaration taken ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The declar-
ation is taken before a Mr. Wyld, a com-
missioner for taking affidavits for the
County of Carleton.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Has
the hon. gentleman examined the statute
of last session in which provision was made
in the Interpretation Act that this par-
ticular declaration might be made before
certain persons? I do not know whether
the commissioner referred to in this
document is one of those persons.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I have not
looked into it, but I think the statute has
been complied with-so I have been in-
formed.

HON. MR. SCOTT-This is a declara-
tion under the statute, not an affidavit.

HON. SIRALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is a provision made for the declaration.
The question arose last session, and we
passed an amendment in order to meet
the difficulty which occurred then, and I
fancy my hon. friend, if we are to pursue
this law strictly, (and I think we ought to
do so) must show whether this person,
before whom the affidavit was taken, was
entitled to administer the oath or affirma-
tion.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think he is
what he represents himself to be. I think
he having represented himself to be such
an officer that that is sufficient, unless it
can be shown to the contrary.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The chief point
which arises is whether under the statute
what is called a solemn declaration
under the Act of 1875 would supersede
an oath of this kind. The Act to which
I refer was passed to meet the case of
extra-judicial oaths. This would not be
an extra-judicial oath ; it is required by
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the statute in order to furnish the best
evidence of an event that has happened.

Hox. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Pre-
cisely.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend will remember that last session this
question arose, and the 73rd rule was
amended to permit the proof of service to
be made on a declaration.

Hox. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL- The
hon. gentleman is mistaken. The question
was what should be the evidence under
oath. The rule of the Senate required
that the evidence of service must be under
oath.

Hox. MR. SCOTT-The action was
taken last session in view of the fact that
the oath had been administered by a
magistrate for a certain county, in a coun-
ty where he had no jurisdiction. My
hon. friend knows that commissioners for
taking affidavits in Ontario are named for
particular counties outside of which they
have no jurisdiction. The first question
that arises is whether the solemn declara-
tion under the Act of 1875 will supersede
an oath. If the statute requires that the
proof shall be on oath I do not think that
the Act of 1875 will supersede it, because
this form of statement was introduced for
the purpose of doing away with extra-judi-
cial oaths-oaths that were voluntarily
given in order to substantiate certain facts
which were not considered before any
tribunal.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman will see by the rule of the
House of last session, that the 73rd rule
was amended by striking out the word
"oath," and substituting the word "de-
claration ; " so by the 73rd rule of the
House I think it is plain that I have taken
the proper course.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Last year there
was a very considerable discussion as to
what the meaning of " oath " was ; whether
there should be an affidavit, or whether
the oath should be administered and the
evidence taken before the Bar of the
House. It was concluded to avoid the
difficulty by amending the rule, and taking

HON. MR. SCOTT.

away the word " oath " altogether, and
substituting for it "solemn declaration "
in conformity with the Act for the sup-
pression of extra-judicial oaths. That is
the amendment which was made. I
think it will be found- in the journals of
last year. The rule now requires that the
evidence shall be given under a declara-
tion, and it is quite clear that the affirm-
ation under that is the proper mode-the
only mode under our rule. Of course it
does not meet the question as to the
official before whom the declaration was
administered, but 1 think primdfaci, we
may assume that when a person acts aS
Commissioner or Judge, and states so, we
are not bound here to prove whether he
acted properly or not. He must take the
consequences if he acts in that capacity
without authority.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-But
we must have some evidence of it, because
last session we had evidence that a man
who was a commissioner for one county
administered an oath to a person in
another county. There must be some
evidence that this man was a commission-
er for the purpose of administering oaths
in the locality where the declaration was
made.

HON. MR.KAULBACH-Idonotknow
that that has generally been the case. In
practice generally, in all courts, when
a person represents himself as a certain
officer, it is taken for granted that he is
such an officer, unless evidence is offered
to the contrary. I think under the rule
this should be considered sufficient.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
what county was the declaration made ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Carleton.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Does
the hon. gentleman, or my hon. friend fron
Ottawa, know that Mr. Wyld is a commis-
sioner for the County of Carleton ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I cannot say that
he is. He is a new commissioner to me,
I cannot say that he is not a commissioner.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I can only
say that the person signed the declaration,
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'ed stated that he was a commissioner forSUch Purposes.

h"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBE LL-If theot. gentleman states in his place in thesaouse that he has made enquiry and
8etisfhed himself that the person signing
the jurat was a commissioner that will beSUfficient, but something should be done.

aON. MR. KAULBACH-I can only
aY that I believe that he is a commission-

er from enquiries I have made.

"ON. MR. SKEAD-There is such a
gentleman in the city-a barrister in part-

pehP with Mr. Mosgrove. He came
frOm the West somewhere.

C ON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-Ife Is a barrister and attorney, he isProbably a commissioner. I think some
oternent should be made to put uponrecord showing that this person was en-titled to administer the affirmation.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-It seems totne that it is an unusual practice to adopt.
bt the same time I have no objection. I
btlieve he is what he represents himself

.be, from the information I have re-celved.

I ImOve that the petition of JohnGraham, of the City of Ottawa, in theCounty of Carlton, Province of Ontario,
nd Dominion of Canada, Inn-keeper,

Pr"ying for the passage of an Act to dis-
Ove his imarriage from Sarah Ann Gra-

.am, be now read and received.

hIHON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-ps in making that motion the hon.gentleman had better allow it to be re-
cOrded that he stated in his place that the
kerSOf representing himself as a commis-Sioner was such ; that he had made en-quiries and found it so.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Sessional Committees be composed
respectively as follows:-

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE
LIBRARY.

HON. WILLIAM MILLER, Speaker

Hon. Messrs.
ALEXANDER,
ALLAN,
ALMON,
BAILLARGEON,
BELLEROSE,
BOUCHERVILLE,
HAYTHORNE,
LACOSTE,
MACPHERSON,

MASSON,
ODELL,
PLUMB,
POWER,
RYAN,

DE, SCOTT,
TRUDEL, and
WARK.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.

Hon. Messrs.

FERRIER,
GUEVREMONT,
HAYTHORNE,
KAULBACH,
MCLELAN,
MCMILLAN,
MACFARLANE,
NORTHWOOD,

OGILVIE,
PELLETIER,
READ,
SIMPSON,
SKEAD,
VIDAL, and
WARK.

BANKING AND COMMERCE.

Hon. Messrs.

ALLAN,
ARCHIBALD,
BELLEROSE,
BENSON,
BOTSFORD,
BOUCHERVIL LE, De.

HON. R. i thecor-CAMPBELL, Sir Alex.
r UMR. DICKEY-That is the co ARVELL,

scourse.,

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I have no CERRE,
Objection. HAMILTON

The motion was agreed to, and the LECIT,AMIN ,
on~t0 was read. MACINNEs, Burlg/'

MACPHERSON,
MCMASTER,
ODELL,
PAQUET,
PELLETIER,
PLUMB,
RYAN,
SIMPSON,
SKEAD,
SMITH,
THIBAUDEAU,
TRUDEL,
TURNER,
VIDAL, and

nWARK.
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RAILWAYS, TELEGRAPH
HARBORS.

AND

Hon. Messrs.
ALEXANDER,
ALLAN,
BOUCHERVILLE, De.
CAMPBELL, Sir Alex.
CARVELL,
CHAPAIS,
COCHRANE,
DICKEY,
FERGUSON,
FERRIER,
HAMILTON,
KAULBACH,
LEONARD,
McLELAN,
McKAY,
McKINDSEY,
MACDONALD,

MACINNES,
MACPHERSON,
MONTGOMERY,
MUIRHEAD,
NELSON,
OGILVIE,
PLUMB,
POWER,
RYAN,
SCOTT,
SKEAD,
SMITH,
STEVENS,
SUTHERLAND,
TURNER, and
VIDAL.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS.

Hon. Messrs.

ALEXANDER,
ARMAND,
BENSON,
BOTSFORD,
CAMPBELL, (Sir
CHAFFERS,
CORMIER,
DICKEY,
FLINT,
GIRARD,
GRANT,
HAMILTON,
LEONARD,
MCLELAN,
MCINNES (B.C.
MCKAY,
MCKINDSEY,
MCMASTER,

MCMILLAN,
MACFARLANE,
MACPHERSON,
MASSON,

Alex)NELSON,
ODELL,
O'DONOHOE,
PELLETIER,
POWER,
POZER,
READ,
ROBITAILLE,
RYAN,
SCOTT,

> SKEAD,
SMITH and
VIDAL.

STANDING ORDERS AND PRI-
VATE BILLS.

Hon. Messrs.

ALMON,
ARCHIBALD,
ARMAND,

McKAY,
MCMILLAN,
MACFAJRLANE,

BELLEROSE, MASSON,
BOTSFORD, MONTGOMERY,
CAMPBELL (Sir Alex.), NELSON,
CARVELL, ODELL,
DEBLOIS, OGILVIE,
DEVER, O'DONOHOE,
FERRIER, PAQUET,
FLINT, PELLETIER,
GIRARD, POWER,
GLASIER, POZER,
GRANT, READ,
GUEVREMONT, REESOR,
HAYTHORNE, SCOTT,
HOWLAN, SUTHERLAND and
LACOSTE, TRUDEL.
MCINNES, (B. C.),

REPORTING DEBATES.

Hon. Messrs.

BOUCHERVILLE,
HAYTHORNE,
HOWLAN,
MACFARLANE,
PLUMB,

DE, ScOTT,
THIBAUDEAU,
TRUDEL and
VIDAL.

OFFICIALS TO GIVE EVIDENCE
IN CHANCERY.

PETITION.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Before the House adjourns, I wish to say
that a petition was presented to the House
just now by the hon. member from
Niagara praying that one of the officers
of the Senate might be allowed to go be-
fore a master in chancery to give evidence
in a certain case. The petition in its
regular order would not come up to be
read before the day after to-morrow, but I
am informed by the hon. member from
Niagara that a commission for the purpose
of taking this evidence has arrived, and
the commissioner is readv, and the parties
are anxious to get the testimony to send
to Toronto, inasmuch as the case is to be
heard on Saturday. I do not know
whether, under the circumstances, the
House will agree to let the petition be
read immediately, in order that my hon.
friend from Niagara might have an op-
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0ity of making a motion in regard to
th hmotion I presume would be that

te Proper officers be allowed to attend to
Rive evidence.

I see no reason, if the House thinks
Prper, why the petition should not be

.ead now, and let the House take such
action as they see fit upon it.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I move that the
petition be read.

b 1
CON. R. POWER-Would it not bebetter to move the suspension of the rulefirst ?

'ON. MR. PLUMB-I move the sus-pension of the rule.

THE SPEAKER-What rule?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-There
'S no rule on the subject. There is a
usage of the Hlouse which requires that a
petition lie upon the table of the House

rone day before it is read.

TUE SPEAKER-Is any permission ofthe House required to let an official attend
to give evidence?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes.

THE SPEAKER-I would like to know
What rule it is.

HON. MR. PLUMB-This is in the
, ngtry vs. Dumoulin rectory case in

toronto. There is a barrister here to take
the evidence of the Clerk of the House of
Commons. He wishes also to examine
aIl Officer of this House to know whetherthere are any records of the old Parlia-rMent of Canada, which may , bear on the

,1se and he asks permission of the Senateto allow that officer to appear before Mr.
ts'ells, the Commissioner here, and as
hebcase comes up for hearing on the 2ndFeuruary, he is anxious that the order

Should be granted without delay. If the
nate will give their permission I would

hke to make the proper application and
'proper mnotion..

Tae SPEAKER-Is it the pleasure ofthe House to grant the permission re-quired.

Agreed to.

The Petition was then read.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The application
is only that he be " permitted;" I think
it should read " ordered."

HON. 3iR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think he ought to be ordered to go, inas-
much as he is asked to produce records
belonging to the House, and, of course,
he would not take the responsibility of pro-
ducing such documents without being in-
structed to do so. I think, therefore,
that " order " is the better word to use.

The Senate adjourned at 4.05 P.M.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday Jan. 29 th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
Three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRIVATE BILLS.

TIME FOR INTRODUCING EXTENDED

HON. MR. HOWLAN presented the
second report of the Committee on Stand-
ing Orders and Private Bills, recommend-
ing that the time limited for presenting
private bills be extended to Saturday, the
9 th of February next, and moved the
adoption of the report.

The motion was agreed to.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

HON. MR. McKAY-It appears to me
that from the condition in which the
business of the session stands, it would be
well to adjourn for a few days. In con-
versation with several members of the
House, I find that there is a feeling of that
kind. I therefore give notice that when
the House adjourns on Friday next, I will
move that it stand adjourned untiliVednes-
day, the 13th of February next, at 8 p. m.
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THE GRAHAM DIVORCE BILL.

FIRST READING.

HON. MR. KAULBACH introduced
Bill (A) "An Act for the relief of John
Graham."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved

That the said Bill be read a second
time on Thursday, the Fourteenth day
of February next, and that Notice thereof
be affixed on the doors of this House,
and Senators sunimoned, and that the said
John Grahan may be heard by bis Counsel
at the second read ing, to nake out the truth
of the allegations of the said Bill ; and that
Sarah Ann Grahani inay have a copy of the
said Bill, and that notice be given to lier of
the said second reading, or sufficient proof
adduced of the impossiUility of so doing, and
that she be at liberty to be heard by Counsel
what she nay have to offer against the said
Bill, at the saine tine: that the said John
Grahan do attend this House on the said
Fourteenth day ot February next, in ordér to
his being exainined on the second reading of
the said Bill ; if the house shall think fit
whether there lias or bas not been any col-
lusion directly or indirectly between hii and
his wife or any other person or nersons touch-
ing the said Bill of Divorce, or^touching any
action at law which may have been brought
by him against any person for criminal con-
versation with her, the said John Graham's
wife, and also whether at the time of the
adultery of which he complains she was
by deed or otlerwise by his consent living
separately and apart from and released by
him, as far as in him lay, from her conjugal
duty, or whether she was at the time of such
adultery, cohabiting with him, and under the
protection and authority of him as her bus-
band.

He said:-This resolution is in con-
formity with the 76th rule, and also with
the precedents on the Journals of the
Senate.

The motion was agreed to on a division.

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, Jan. 3oth, 1984.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
p, m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE GRAHAM DIVORCE BILL

MOTION.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved

That the Order for the second reading of
the Bill intituled: " An Act for the relief of
John Graham " on Thursday, the Fourteenth
day of February next, be discharged from the
Orders of the Day for that day, and that the
said Bi l be read a second time on Friday, the
Fifteenth day of February next, and that
notice thereof be affixed on the doors of this
House, and the Senators summoned; and that
the said John Graham may be heard by his
Counsel at the second reading to make out
the truth of the allegations of the said Bill ;
and that Sarah Ann Graham nay have a
copy of the said Bill, and that notice be
given to her of the said second reading, or
sufficient proof adduced of the impossibility
of so doing, and that she be at liberty to be
heard by Counsel what she may have tu offer
against the said Bill, at the saine timne; that
iie said John Graham do attend this House
on the said Fifteenth day of February next, in
order to his being exanined on the second
reading of the said Bill, if the House shall
think fit, whether there has or has not been,
any collusion directly or indirectly on bis
part relative to any act oh adultery that may
have been committed by his wife, or whether
there be any collusion directly or indirectly
between hlim and bis wife, or any other
person or persons, touching the said Bill of
Divorce, or touching any action ai, law which
may have been brought by him against any
person for criminal conversation with her, the
said wife of the said John Graliam; and also
whether at the time of the adultery of which
he conplains she was by deed or otherwise
by his consent living separately and apart
from and released by hirm, as far as in him
lay, from her conjugal duty, or whether she
was at the time of such adultery, cohabiting
with him, and under the protection and
authority of him, as her busband.

The motion was agreed to.

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Senate do now adjourn.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Before the
motion is agreed to I have a complaint to
lay before this hon. House. The hon.
Minister of Justice has misrepresented me,
and I am sure that you will allow me to-
correct him, and vindicate my character.
The hon. Minister in his reply to my re-
marks last Thursday said, (I quote front
the official report):-

F0pilation.
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ci be hon. gentleman is rather apt to vaunt
sC Ourage in asserting the rights of his
hationality in this Cha ber. Ith not knh t

iwha the hion. gentlea mayz dhnon th
point, but I know in the ways and habits of
tought in which I have been brought up,

"a Sb do not consider it a proof of courage to,
.. ersck absent men. We consider it the re-

oerse, and We are restrained by a feeling of
'neand delicacy frorn attacking those:« WhO have not the means of replying. We

t a tain see before us the nen that weattack.e,

NOW, I will not impute motives to the
hon. minister, but he knew I had no

right of reply, and that any statement of
his, whether right or wrong, I could notdispute, but this did not prevent hiîm from
repeating this year the same charges
ainst me for which last year I rebukedhim in the following words ; I quote again

frorn the official report :

had a perfect right to take this course
Cbcause Mr. Chapleau is no longer an ordi-

r member of Parliament, but a minister
doe * If that gentleman

e not understand that he must treat his
«upporter properly, as they deserve, then
c s necessaryhe should be told so. It is
true Mr. Chapleau is not here, but in answer
O that argutient, I may say, neither was 1,
or were the other gentlemen who were at-tftcked lu New- York.

e a Ispoken of Mr. Chap'eau to-d as
helas spoken of mie in New York,an otgiamed him, I would have been a coward

oindeed, but I am not accustomed to chat
«kind odeali el always face a man and
t ell lin whatlI believe 'of hlm), and il Mr.
Chapleau liad been here I would have told

the same thing as I have alreaCy told
him under other circumstances."
et his is the first time, either in this or in
ethe other House, that a word lias been utter-

Me agamst the hon.Secretary of State,
antdl have only spoken now because I have
been attacked and slandered."

Such was my answer last year. Such
WOuld have been my answer this year, hadnot the hon. Minister taken exception to
o being heard by the House. I leave it to

thon members to appreciate this conduct in
e part of the hon. leader of the Senate,
d Will add some more evidence : during

the .recess of Parliament, last summer a
grand meeting was called at St. Laurent,
In the County of Jacques Cartier. It was
annoulnced that Mr. Chapleau would he
there to meet his opponents, and any of
thewse Who had attacked him. I attended
the meeting and stood on the platform
Iear Mr. Chapleau during his speech which

was the first one made, he having asked
to be the first speaker. It was arranged
between my friends and myself that I
should follow him, I had with me all docu-
ments which I thought would be necessary
for the occasion. Mr. Chapleau spoke for
one hour, and did not attack me at all.
In fact he never mentioned my name until
the close of his speech, and then it was to
appologize to me, and pledge me his honor
that he had never had any intention of
attacking me in his New York speech. I
was bound to accept Mr. Chapleau's word,
and did so, and consequently the personal
question between us was at an end.

The next day a report of the meeting
appeared in the newspapers, and in some
of them I find the following :

" Mr. Chapleau complained of the attacks
"i made against him by his old conservative
"friend. He never had any intention what-

ever of attacking the hon. Mr. Bellerose in
his speech in New York.
" Wicked wretches no doubt, contend that

"Mr. Chapleau preferred that Mr. Bellerose
would not speak and that he made such an

"apology to prevent him from doing so."

Those few sentences clearly show that
I exercised all due diligence during the
last electoral campaign in Quebec to meet
Mr. Chapleau and settle the personal
difficulties existing between us, and that
the hon. leader of this House misrepresent-
ed me when he gave it to be understood
that I dared not meet Mr. Chapleau face
to face. So much for the personal ques-
tion, to which I did not even allude this
year as I confined myself entirely to the
political question, and to them the hon.
Minister referred in the following words :

" If the hon. gentleman, (Mr. Bellerose)
" wished to attack Mr. Chapleau, why did he
" not seek a position in the other House, and
" meet him face to face." * *
"I say that tue attack is uawarrantable, and
"if made in the other House, lie would be
"called upon to answer for it."

As to the advice contained in these
words, that I should seek a position in
the other House and meet Mr. Chapleau
there, or that I should not attack him, I
would certainly be called to order if I was
to appropriately qua«fy this advice of the
hon. Minister-advice which seems to
convey the idea that no member of this
House should attack in his official capa-
city any individual minister of the Crown
who has not a seat in this Chamber. .It is
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true that the hon. Minister tried to
strengthen his position by adding that I
had not stated, " that anything had been
"done by Mr. Chapleau, since he became
"a member of the Government, or since
" he has been given a seat in the other
" branch of this Legislature, calling for
" any remark such as he (Mr. Bellerose)
had used."

But this argument of the hon. Minis-
ter only shows the weakness of his posi-
tion. Did I not state when Mr. Chapleau
was received into Sir John Macdonald's
Cabinet, he obtained a promise from the
Premier that Mr. Mousseau would be ele-
vated to the Bench, at a later period.
Will the hon. leader of the Senate pre-
tend that no menber of this House has a
right to criticize such acts of the Govern-
ment ? Certainly not.

I may state for the information of the
hon. Minister and of the Senate that I
have had now and then, during the last six-
teen years, several occasions to meet the
hon. Secretary of State at public meetings,
and that I would not at all be surprised if I
was told that' it was the recollection of
what had then resulted, that determined
this hon. gentleman to come to St. Laur-
ent, on the 6th September last, with an
escort of some few hundred men, some of
whom were employed in several parts of
the Province by government contractors,
such as Messrs Beemer, Connoly, Mc-
Namee, &c., while others were comn.on
sailors who had been found in Montreal
and brought to St. Laurent, the whole of
them at a great expense. Yet after mak-
ing all those efforts, Mr. Chapleau could
not boast of having controlled the meet-
ing, as he could not crush his adversaries
by brute force, but on the contrary had to
apologize, as I have already shown.

There are within the reach of my voice
at this moment some hon. Senators who
were present at that meeting. They saw
all that passed during that memorable day.
I invite them to deny those facts if they can.

Before resuming my seat I beg to add
that I am the last man in this House to
vaunt my courage. On the contrary I
have always acknowledged that I was no
bully and that I left it to dogs to fight, re-
serving myself for the discussion of ques-
tions in a proper manner. I do take a
certainpride in shewing some independ-
ence as a public man and that I cannot

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

be bribed, but surely that is not what a
gentleman occupying the position the hon.
member holds, intended to criticize and
belittle.

I frankly admit that during the eight
years I have had the honor of holding a
seat in this Senate, I never have had oc-
casion before the hon. Minister took the
floor on Thursday last, to notice any act
of cowardice in this House, except once.
That was, when a few years ago, a promi-
nent member rose in his place and in vio-
lation of all the rules of this House did
his best to humiliate an hon. Senator
whose state of health inspired every mem-
ber of this body with compassion and sor-
row. I do not know what the hon. gen-
tleman I allude to may think on that point,
but I know that according to the ways and
habits of thought in which I have been
brought up, we do not consider such con-
duct a proof of courage. We consider it
rather the reverse, and we are restrained
by a feeling of honor and delicacy from
attacking those who deserve pity and not
anger.

I regret that the hon. Minister has seen
fit to use such language the more so as I
feel sure it has been .inspired by men who
are no truer to their friends than they have
been to their country.

The motion was agreed to and the
House adjourned at 3.45 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, January 31st, i884.

TH E SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock
p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

HON. MR. McKAY moved that when
this- House adjourns on Friday next it do
stand adjourned until Wednesday the r3 th
February at 8 o'clock p. ni.

HON. MR. POWER said it was unusua
for a motion of this kind to be made with-
out either the mover or seconder giving
good reasons for asking the House to sup-
port it.
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HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE protested
against these annual adjournments in the
earlY stage of the session. There never
t a greater reason for protesting againstthe practice than at the present time, for
beides the business of which notice had
the given by private members, there was

ordinary routine business of the House
and the public business must necessarilySufer by so long an adjournment as was

prosed in this motion. For instance, heheld in his hand a summons to attend the
Joint Committee on Printing to take into
tnideration the important question of
thr ptmng of Parliament, the contract

for which was about to expire, and it wasquite necessary that timelymeasures should
taken to provide for the printing in the

future. A meeting of the Conmittee hadbeen called for to-morrow, and no one
could tell whether there would be a quorum
Present, or whether there would not be an
ad.ournment until a future day, and theadjourned meeting might take place during
the recess of this House when the Senators
tOuld be scattered over the country. He
thought these lengthy adjournments were
'lot at all calculated to increase the prestige
Of the Senate, or to enable it to maintain
that standing which, in his judgment, it
ought to possess in the eyes of the people.

HON. MR. KAULBACH endorsedthe remarks of' his hon. friend from Prince
edlward Island. Such motions as these
should emanate from the leader of the

overnment, and unless the Minister of
ustice would say that the business of the
Ouse would not be injured by this pro-

o0nged adiournment, he would vote againsthad He regretted to find that this motionhad corne from an hon. member fromb4ova Scotia. The Nova Scotians had'lever heretofore asked for anything of
is kmd ; they were exemplary in theirevotion to the public business. and hedid not believe the motion originated with

had hon. member from Colchester, but
emanated from some other source.

HON. MR. MASSON said the Govern-
b ent should know in what position the
business of Parliament was at present, and
'f the leader of the House would say that

Public business would suffer in the
otat degree by the adjournment he would

vote against it.

HON. MR. READ said the adjournment
only covered seven of the sitting days of
this House. It was customary every ses-
sion since he had the honor of a seat in
the Senate. to have an adjournment in the
early part of the session until business
began to come up from the Lower House.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL assured
the House that the public business would
not suffer by this adjournment; if he
thought it would, he should at once ad-
vise the Senate not to assent to the resolu-
tion; but the truth was the public busi-
ness would not suffer at all, and he was in
a position to judge, nor did he believe it
would have the effect of prolonging the
session. It did occur to him that it might
be some inconvenience to private business,
and thinking it his duty to ascertain what
that effect would be, he had made some
inquiry with regard to it. He found that
there had been presented since the begin-
ning of the session 25 petitions for private
Bills. Of these, six had been dealt with,
and four more would be dealt with to-
morrow. Of the remaining 15 the notices
had either not expired, or the newspapers
containing the notice had not been sent
in. It was a choice now betwe-n meeting
daily and having very little to do, and ad-
journing.

HON. MR. POWER said that as the
hon. Minister of Justice had assumed the
iesponsibility on behalf of the Govern-
ment, and had stated that the public
business would not suffer by the adjourn-
ment, he would not say very much against
it, but he wished to ask the hon. Minister
of Justice if the resolution of the hon.
member from Colchester should not be
amended to provide that the committees
of the House could sit during the ad-
journrment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it was not necessary, as the Committees of
the House had the right to sit during re-
cess.

HON. MR. PLUMB said that in the
absence of any explanation from the
Leader of the Government as to the state
of business, he wôuld have opposed the
resolution, but after the explanation just
given he did not see that anything could
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be gained by doing so. He would ask
whether the time for receiving petitions
for Private Bills would not expire during
the period of this adjournment as if so,
some provision ought to be made to meet
this difficulty.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there were several matters which required
to be taken notice of in case the resolution
before the House carried, and for which
he had some motions prepared.

The motion was agreed to.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTION.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved:
That the time linited for presenting petitions

for private bills which expires on Saturday the
9th of February, be extended to Tuesday, 19th
day of February next.

The motion was agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

MOTION.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved:
That the time limited for presentin private

bills to the Senate which expire on Saturday
.the 9th of February, be extended to Tuesday
the 19th day of February next.

HON. MR. POWER asked if the atten-
tion of the Minister of Justice had been
called to the declaration made by the
Chairman of the Committee on Standing
Ordersand Private Bills of the other House,
that the committee had positively decided
not to recommend any further extension
of the time for receiving private bills be-
yond the 9th of February next.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he was not aware of that fact but as the
Senate would not be sitting on the 9th of
February it would be wiser to extend the
time.

The motion was agreed to.

SENATOR DICKSON.

MOTION.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved:
That the order for the consideration of the

report of the committee appointed to consider

HoN. MR. PLUMB.

theý orders and customs of the House, and
privileges of Parliament on Friday the 8th
day of February next, be discharged fromi the
Orders ol that day, and placed on the Orders
of the Day for Tue8day te 19th day of Feb-
ruary next.

The motion was agreed to.

SOREL BARRACKS PROPERTY.

MOTION.

HON. MR. GUEVREMONT moved:

That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to beai be-
fore this House, a copy of the Lease, in virtue
of which the Richelieu and Ontario Navigation
Comn any is in possession of the land pon
whichi are built the Barracks situated in the
Town of Sorel, in the Province of Quebec.

HON. MR. MAcPH ERSON--I can give
the hon. gentleman the information for
which he asks now, and probably it will
be more acceptable to him, at all events
he will get it earlier than if he waited un-
til the Address is considered. The site of
the wharves and barracks property at
Sorel, is leased to the Richelieu and On-
tario Navigation Company for 21 years,
from July first 1874, the lease being re-
newable by mutual consent. The annual
rent is $300.oo payable half-yearly, and it
is paid up to November first, 1883. Con
sent was given to the Company on the
tenth of October, 1882, to sub-let a portion
of the land included in the lease above
mentioned, to the Corporation of the
municipality of the town of Sorel for the
purpose of street extension, subject to
the terms and conditions of the original
lease, and for the purpose mentioned by
the corporation.

The Senate adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, February 1, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock p.m.

. Prayers and routine proceedings.
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FREE PASSES ON THE GOVERN-
MENT RAILROADS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. POWER moved:
That n humble Address be presented to

i8 Exeieh1encthe Governor-General, pray-be that His xcellency will cause to be laid
uore this House, a return showing the

ad ber of free passes over the Intercoloimial
ofd Prince Edward Island Rail-ways, or eitherf thee or any parts or sections of either oftaemis8ue to persons not actually employed

.8 icers or workmen on the railways inUestion or either of them, between the eighthSof fOCtober, 1878, and the thirty-first dayof ecember, 1883, with the names of thepereons to whom the same were issued.

the sa I propose, with the consent of
use to make two or three modifica-

tons in this motion before submitting it.
o do not think there is any great necessity
for enlarging upon the objections to any
gneral granting of free passes over the
glvernment roads. In the first place, the
g vmg of free passes to the friends of the

movernent of the day is giving to those
Persons something to which they arelot entitled, and giving it at the expense
Of the public, by whom the road is sup-
Ported. That is one objection to it. Then

st is an unfair discrimination in favor of
cetain friends of the authcrities control-
hing the road against the general public
Wro travel over it. Then again, it is a

rong to the road itself. The Inter-
Colonial is a road which does not pay itsOro expenses at present. If it were a

rofitable road with a large surplus everyYear, there might be, perhaps, some excuse,
th Ough there would be no valid excuse,gr tmight at least be some palliation fortiating passes to the friends of the authori-

tles hO control the road. I think some of
credon. friends opposite smiled rather in-

cot ously at my saying that the road does
e Pay its own expenses. At page 18 ofthe Report of the Minister of Railways

&8d Canals for the year ending 3OthJune,
an 3, I find it stated that there was
$ pen diture on capital account of
roa66,632.96. The gross earnings of the
and for the same yearwere $2,370, 9 21.10,
Dient he expenses which the Depart-reenave thought proper to charge to.inga ie account were $2,36o,373.27, mak-.hg a balance in favor of the road on

revenue account of $1o,547-83. Now, it
will be seen that the road cost something
more than $1,6oo,ooo.oo over and above
what it brought in, and one item of this
$i.6oo,ooo.oo amounting to $628,ooo.oo,
was for additional rolling stock. I think
that the general practice of railways is that
on equipping the road, the rolling stock
in the first instance is charged to capital,
but renewals of rolling stock which become
necessary in the continuous running of the
road, are charged, and, I think, very pro-
perly, to revenue account.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It is very often
not the case.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
will have an opportunity of producing ac-
counts which show differently. There are
repairs and improvements charged also,
which under Mr. MacKenzie's adminis-
tration were charged to revenue,- and not
to capital. At any rate, the fact is that
the road has cost so much more than it
has brought in, and consequently as the
balance is on the wrong side on the whole
of the year's transactions, there is no
justification whatever for incurring ad-
ditional unnecessary expense by giving
passes to persons who have no particular
right to them. It is only fair to say that
there are certain classes of persons to
whom passes may very properly be granted,
and, in order that there may be no mis-
apprehension as to my meaning, I shall
enumerate the persons who I think are
entitled to those passes-persons to whom
passes have been granted from the begin-
ning. Workmen and officers of the road
whose business takes theni constantly over
it, necessarily require to travel free, as well
as Post Office and Customs inspectors-
officers whose duty obliges them to go
from place to place. Then there is a
practice which obtains all over the Conti-
nent that the Directors and Chief Officers
of Railway, Canal, and Steamboat Com-
panies shall be allowed to pass free over
the roads of other Companies. Then I
think a practice has grown up-at least it
has been adopted in some instances where
this Chamber has adjourned for arecessdur-
ing the session of Parliament,- of furnish-
ing the members with passes to go and
corne, if they wish to visit their homes.
I think that that perhaps is a defensible
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thing. (Laughter). I am glad hon. gen-
tlemen are amused. I wish to be reason-
able. I am never too virtuous ; and I do
not believe in being righteous over-much.
But I may say this, that I have never
availed myself of one of those passes, and
I do not propose to do so unless in some
very exceptional case. There may be
some excuse for the issuing of passes in
such cases. I do not say that it is a thing
altogether to be approved. In these
adjournments members are supposed to go
home ; and I think that, particularly
where a member votes against the adjourn-
ment, he might be justified in availing
himself of a free pass. It is not one of
those cases with which I should be
inclined to find much fault; although the
practice referred to is one of which I can-
not warmly approve. There is another
case in which I think the Government are
perfectly justified in issuing passes. There
are a few members of the Civil Service
who cnme from the Maritime Provinces
and the lower portions of Quebec, and
as their salaries are not very large, if they
are expected to gohome during theirannual
holiday, it is a very proper and reasonable
thing that they should be furnished with
passes over the road to and fro. There
are. also cases where in the interests of
humanity it may be proper that passes
should be granted. For instance, under
the late administration, at the time of the
great fire in St. John, when nearly one-
half of the population of that city were
rendered houseless, the railway department
allowed persons leaving the city to find
shelter elsewhere to pass over the road free.

I think I have enumerated all the
classes who have any right to passes, and
one class-the members of this House-
who, perhaps, have not the right. This
subject was before Parliament on a
previous occasion. I find that in the year
188o a return was brought down in an-
swer to a resolution worded almost the
same as that of which I have given notice.
I may say, however, that I was not aware
of this fact until after I had given my
notice, and further that it is not satisfac-
tory in its character. The order of the
House of Commons asked for a return
showing the number of free passes issued
on the Intercolonial Railway and its
branches during the years 1878 and 1879,
and the names of the persons to whom

HoN. MR. POWER.

such passes were granted. The return
brought down did not correspond with
the order. The order asked for a return
of all free passes, and the return only
showed the annual passes, which was not,
I presume, what was looked for. Looking
over this return in a somewhat cursory
way I did not see any issued in 1878 to
which objection could be taken, and
only two or three in 1879. So far
as I could see the only additional
passes granted in 1879-annual passes
-were passes granted to certain members
of the Dominion Government and their
families. I think that is somewhat ob-
jectionable. I think if a minister is travel-
ling on the public service, he has a perfect
right to pass free over the Government
roads ; but, if a minister and his family
are travelling for pleasure, or going to a
watering-place, I do not see why the
country, which pays the minister a salary
of $8,ooo, should also pay his travelling
expenses and those of his household.

As I have already stated, I think the
practice of granting these passes, except
to the limited number of persons to whon
I have referred, is very objectionable, and
I am aware myself that they have been
granted freely to persons who did not
come under any of the classes mentioned.
As far as I am aware, under Mr. Mac-
Kenzie's administration all persons except
those who were entitled in the way I have
already mentioned were obliged to pay,
and some of those as well. I understand
that Mr. MacKenzie was particularly
strict on that point. Under the present
administration a very considerable number
of persons who have no special claim, as
far as I can see, to passes over the
Government railway, are allowed to trayel
free. I, myself, have seen persons
who could not by any possible process of
reasoning be shown to have any special
title to travel free over the Intercolonial,
exhibiting their passes to the conductors,
and going free over the road-people who
were better able to pay the passage money
than I was. This was not at a time when
Parliament was sitting, and there was no
special reason for their having passes.
One can understand that poor people, to
whom $14 or $18 is a very considerable
sum, and who may find it very desirable,
or almost necessary to change their resi-
dence, or to travel on business, should
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feelings not of a pleasant charac
fhen they see people who are

ehibit.y well able to pay their own way
are .fng passes, while they themselvesetohged to pa

ohgedty. pay out their hard-earned

1 just wish to call the attention of the
tn sinister of Justice particularly to
th' Point; that in asking for this return I
al not so anxio to have a return of the
anual Passes, although that is desirable,
and Will no doubt be nteresting, as of thepesons to whorn passes for a shorter timebeen issued, such as short-trip
P.seS and free return tickets, withoutShowimg which the return would be of
conParatively no value. I think that inalgreat many instances persons are
alowed to nake single trips, or to go and
retul Over the road, while the abuse isprOably not so great in connection with
the annual passes
othris House, however it may be in the5 ke<r ther 'the Opposition have flot
ald e overnment for many returns ;en I hope that the Minister will be kinde ough to use his influence to have this
return brought down before the sessionsnd8. Having found that this return had

'asn brought down in the other House, Ies going to alter the wording of my
lution, so as to give as little trouble asPOssible to the Department, and to make

if read from the 31 st December, 1879, or,o.e Government prefer it, for the sake
andcornparison, I shall take the years 1878
ir 1883-if the Government think it de-able to save labor in the Department.

unhowever, the Government prefer-as Illderstand fr& the M nister of Justice-
8o 0 back to the beginning of the yearfo74, and to take all the years of both the
hare r and the present administrations, Ie no Objection.

•10N. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Yes
e prefer to take it from 1874.

•""- MI. POWER-I wish to add a
pr rds to the resolution in order to

comient any such unsatisfactory return
these9g down as in 188o. I would insert
f te Words at the end . " with the namesand Persons to whom, the dates when,

sae times or occasions for which the
were issued ;" and acting on the8 8ggtton of the hon. Minister of Justice

I would alter the dates so as to read thus:
" between the ist day of January 1874
and the 31st December 1883."

HON. MR. SCOTT-The railway was
not open in 1874.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Make
it from the openirg of the 'railway. The
Government have no objection to the
address in the shape in which the motion
is now made. The amendment is one
which, from the remarks of the hon. gen-
tleman, is very necessary, inasmuch as his
original motion contemplated a contrast
between what was done during the
MacKenzie administration, and during the
present one. Then I think he is mis-
taken as to the accounts. I read here
the other day in the course of the debate
on the Address a return from the depart-
ment, showing that the Intercolonial has
not been working at a loss for the last
three years, but at a profit for the
year 1879-80 of $542.oo ; for 1881

of $6,ooo.oo; and for last year of
$ro,ooo.oo and some odd dollars. The
hon. gentleman now says that that result
may be produced by some change in
the mode of keeping the accounts,
but such is not the case. There is
no difference in the mode of keeping
the accounts now from what it has
been ; neither is it usual for railways to
charge to revenue account additions to
the rolling stock. Repairs required to
maintain the efficiency of the railway are
charged to revenue accounts, but where
the increase of traffic renders additional
rolling stock necessary that is charged to
capital account, not only on the In-
tercolonial road, but on other railroads.
If the hon. gentleman looks more closely
into the matter, I believe we will find that
the Intercolonial Railway accounts are
kept in just the same way as other rail-
road accounts, and that for the last three
years the road has been worked at a profit
over working expenses.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, I3th Feb., 1884.

The SPEAKER took the chair at eight
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXPORT DUTIES ON HAY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. McCLELAN rose to in-
quire of the Government what steps (if
any) have been taken to secure Canadian
hay exporters return of duty illegally ex-
tracted by the customs officials of the
United States.

He said : I have been induced to put
this notice upon the order paper by the
fact that in some portions of the Dominion,
at any rate in all the Provinces joining
the United States market, shippers of hay
have discovered from the newspapers, or
from some other sources, that in the
United States, by some decision of the
Court, it has' been ascertained that the
duties levied upon hay have been larger
than the Statute allowed, and that con-
sequently a re-fund was obtainable there.
The Canadian shippers, as far as I have
any information, have not derived any
advantage from that decision-if it be a
decision as alleged-and considerable
anxiety prevails amongst them upon the
question; and, as I have no doubt, the
matter has been brought to the notice of
the Government it has prompted me to
inquire what steps have been taken to-
wards obtaining a re-fund on Canadian
hay.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
reply to my hon. friend I beg to say
that this Government brought the subject
under the notice of the Government of
the United States through the proper
channel, and the resuit was the reception
of information from the Minister at Wash-
ington, and the enclosing of a circular to
the various persons who had suffered in
this matter. The circular, which has been
sent by Mr. Folger, one of the officers of
the Treasury Department of the United
States, says amongst other things:-

" In reply I have to state that by a rulins
of this Department made sone years since
hav was declared to be liable to duty at the#
raie of 20 per cent. ad valorem. Somte parties
dissatisfied with the decision, filed protest
and a peale, under Section 293 of tbh
Revised Statutes, and brouglt suits for th
recovery of the difference between 10 pet
cent., the rate claimed, and the 20 per cenM
enacted. One of these suits was tried in the
Northern district of New York last year, and
it resulted in sustaining the claims of tbe
importer, that the lawful duty was ten per
cent."

Upon this being received, application was
again made with a view of ascertaining
how the matter had better be disposed of4
and finally instructions were received in-
forming us that the better way would be
to allow the matter to come before the
Treasury Department of the United States,
and that was the result of a deputation
which waited on the Secretary of State.
I fancy there is no doubt that the clairO
will be made, and the question seems to
be now whether it shall be at the instance
of individual claimants, or at the instance
of the Government of the Dominion.

The Senate adjourned at 8.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, Feb. 14 th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
p. M.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR

HON. JAMES G. Ross, the newly ap-
pointed Senator from Quebec, was introe
duced by Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell and
Hon. Mr. Chapais, and having signed the
roll took his seat.

SCHOOLS OF MILITARY INSTRUC-
TION.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. DICKEY rose to call attenf
tion to the expediency of an additional
School of Military Instruction, for the
accommodation of Nova Scotia and

82 . ShOole for
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PrneEdward Island, being establishedbY the Government in some convenient
'e1ity on the mainland.

Oe saids : My object in calling attention
is matter is to elicit an expression ofthiPathy, and, I trust, of support from

the remfbers of this House, as well asof
overnment, in what I deem to be a

ple act of justice to the people of the
pt Provinces. Nova Scotia and
srli Ce Edward Island are peculiarlyot ated, inasmuch as, with the exception
tie narrow isthmus, which bas been

therously spoken of as having been left
to re to enable the Intercolonial Railway
watert to Halifax, they are surrounded by
thlle• If it is important to establishinte schools of military instruction in theIterior provinces of the Dominion, it is,a fotoi

establOh, important that they should be
id n one of these two pro-olices which form the Atlantic seaboard

af the Dominion. What is the situationO present ? We have in the Province of
attario a newly organized infantry school
schoo nto, besides an A Battery gunnery

Kingston, and the Royal Mili-
Prov College at the same place. In the
schO ne of Quebec we have an infantry
schoo n S. John's, and we have a cavalry

newl'y organized in Quebec, andn B Battery gunnery school there.
ha e Province of British Columbia welisedanother, the C Battery school estab-Ched there. The Province of Britishprovi a i-s very similarly situated to the
t Vnce from which I come, inasmuch as

fOrns the Pacific seaboard of the
anPnion on the west, as Nova Scotia

a rince Edward Island do the Atlantic
Theard of the Dominion on the east.ere can be no possible objection-I
seriy have no objection-to a military
bi beng established in British Colum-
ofthad I feel quite sure that the people
that enterprising province will not object

. 'we shOuld have the same facilities forPritary instruction in Nova Scotia andace Edward Island as prevail there;
dil surely if it be right to establish a
4o, y chool in a province having some

to cc people only, it is equally importantaicch hodate the people of two provinces
byiclt ave a population exceeding theirs
adti tes the number. But there is andingonal-reason why some steps of this

s hould be taken for our protection,

especially in the Province of Nova Scotia,
because we have there the harbor of
Halifax, which, to be sure, is protected
by fortifications, but what is the use of
fortifications unless you have people to
ran them? And if it be important to
have these schools of military instruction
in other places, it surely is important, in
view of the peculiar situation of Nova
Scotia, as guarding the frontier on the
Atlantic. We know that this is not
a mere speculative idea. We know
that it has been the declared policy
of some members, and, I believe, of the
leading member of Imperial Government
that the military force at Halifax should
be diminished, and acting on that we find
that one of the two regiments stationed
there is now under orders to embark for
another place. We cannot shut our eyes
also to the fact that in view of European
complications the people of Nova Scotia,
as guarding the frontier of the Dominion,
may be left in the position that they were
in former years, and under similar circum-
stances, in former wars when they had to
be called upon to man those fortifications
and protect the harbor of Halifax as the
key of the Dominion. I ask this in the
first place upon the ground that it is the
law of the land. I ask it upon the ground
that by the Act of 1873 it was provided
in the 5 5th section that " for the purpose
of enabling officers of the militia or candi-
dates for commission or promotions in the
militia to perfect themselves in the know-
ledge of their military duties, drill and dis-
cipline, there may be established schools
of military instruction in each province of
the Dominion, and for that purpose ar-
rangements may be made, etc."

I ask it for another reason, that in the
present year the comnmanding officer of
the militia, Major General Luard, has
strongly recommended it, and that recom-
mendation has received the approval of
the Minister himself, because I find that
after alluding to that report with commen-
dation he adds that the facilities which
will be given hereafter to officers of all
ranks, and in each arm of the service, to
acquire a thorough knowledge of their
duties by attending the schools of instruc-
tion which are now being formed
will have a most beneficial effect.
I trust I need not present to the House
any further reasons for asking that this

S&hoolà for
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shall be done than those which I have
already given, but I should like to call
attention to the position of Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island particularly.
I have stated what has been done in other
provinces, and it is now my duty to in-
form the House, as they are perhaps
already aware, that there has been no
military school established in Prince
Edward Island or Nova Scotia, and no
school which is accessible to either of
these provinces except at very great in-
convenience. I am told that a school has
been established in New Brunswick, at
Fredericton. Now. where is Fredericton ?
It is at the remote western end of the
Province of 'New Brunswick, and I think
I shall be able to satisfy the House by a
few figures that that school so far, even,
from accommodating the Province of New
Brunswick is not nearly so convenient as
a school established in some part of Nova
Scotia would be to the great eastern por-
tion of the Province of New Brunswick.
Where is Fredericton ? I have already
said it is in the extreme western corner of
New Brunswick; it is 205 miles from the
nearest point of the Nova Scotia border ;
it is between 250 and 300 miles from the
nearest point of access on Prince Edward
Island, and it is some 350 miles from
Halifax, and I think nearly 5oo miles
from Sydney, C. B. But, more than that,
it is from Bathurst, which is the Capital
of the County of Gloucester which lies
nearly at the foot of the Bay of Chaleur
(and on which also borders the large and
important County of Restigouche) still
further away to the westward ; Fredericton
is some 281 miles from Bathurst. It is
therefore ioo miles nearer to Amherst in
Nova Scotia than Fredericton would be
in its own Province. Therefore this schcol,
if I should succeed in getting the Gov-
ernment to act upon the powers given to
them by the law, will be to that extent a
greater accômmodation to the people of
the whole eastern part of New Brunswick
than the existing school in Frederiction.
I might premise that the military com-
mander last year recommended that the
school should be established at Moncton.
The Government, for what reason I know
not, preferred not to act upon that recom-
mendation, but to go to Fredericton. I
know very well the reason why that was
done, and it is right that I should state it:

HON. MR. DICKEY.

it is that there were there already some 01
barracks which had been left by the Brit
ish regiments now departed from. 010
shores, and the Government availed thet'
selves of those barracks in order to utilia
them for the Military School. That mai
be all very well, but, as I shall show pre-
sently, we are confronted at once with the
fact that these are old buildings, and thXt
they require to be repaired, and there 15
actually a provision in the Estimates O'
this year to begin that process; whether it
would not have been really good policy tO
have allowed those barracks to be swept

from off the face of the ground and to be
replaced by new buildings, is a questio1b
But had they established the Military
School at Moncton, which is accessible
from all parts of New Brunswick, and at
the same time is accessible to Nova ScotWS
(because it is only 46 miles from the bor-
der,) and also to Prince Edward Island
there would possibly have been no excuse
for the application which I am now mak-
ing. But in the wisdom of the Gof'
ernment that has not been donet
and they are providing solely for the
Province of New Brunswick in a most
inconvenient way, because the schoOî
only accommodates about half the
province, and leaves the remainir4
part of the province to be accommodateâ
much more readily by a school in Note
Scotia. I find that in the Estimates oftb
present year there is in the item fi%
military building, repairs and improve
ments $35,700 of an increase over the
vote of last year. A great part of it, 0
doubt, is intended to supplement the
inefficient and inconvenient character Of
these barracks, so called, in Fredericton-
Then we have for the pay and maintenance
of A. B. and C. Batteries, Royal SchOOl9
of Gunnery at Quebec, Kingston, a
Victoria, B. C., an increase of $27,000
and for cavalry and infantry schools-PqY
maintenance and equipment-an increàse
of $2 1,ooo. Under these circumstancl
it can hardly be said that I am suggestia
anything very unreasonable when I sf
that we should have an equal right to th0
establishment of a military school in No0
Scotia, for the use of that province an
Prince Edward Ipland. From the e
pressions of opinion in the press, an
from numerous letters which I have Ir
received, I have every reason to know thw
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ayY strong feeling exists in those pro-
a iupon that question, and I do think

og. -t is nothing more than a simple act
%Justice to Nova Scotia and Prince
d'Irard Island, that something in thisection should be done ; I thereforetrtt that I need no apology in asking

ta he Minister of Justice some assur-
d as to whether the Govemment intend

Uoing the present year in any supple.thetary estimate to introduce an item fore establishment of a military school in
ie central locality on the mainland.

havre already said, I think, if not I
nOw say, that the general command-

l as recommended Truro as the place.
t is entirely a subsidiary question, it

'me of no consequence where the,
sc is placed so «long as, it will be in
tch a position as will best accommodate

People of Nova Scotia and Prince
ha Ward Island; and in saying what Ihvesaid about the recommendation of

neral Luard I think I can give noeeer authority to this House, for what-
tVer his shortcomings may have seemed
I be in the past by some hon. members,
¡ think I am justified in saying that his
' gle object has been to improve the dis-

nfthle and efficiency of the military forces
is country,

t0t . MR. ODELL-I do not know
tert t is quite in order to discuss a mdt-

Of this kind at this stage of the pro-
til ings but I cannot very well remain
tlent after the remarks the hon. gen-tielian has made with regard to Fred-ericton and the Province of New Bruns-
Wick I will go heartily with him in hiseorts to establish a military school for

a Scotia, and for Prince Edward Is-
. , too if necessary ; but I think he
ght have been content to rest his argu-
nts On the Act to which he has referred,

ailC On the recommendation of the gentle-
1at -command of the militia, without

atrptimg to depreciate not only the
?OAtion of Fredericton, but also the build-

hnow occupied for the purposes of the
With regard to the position of

YerIcton, it is the capital of the Pro-
b,; It is easily accessible from all parts
Y rail and there can be no difficulty

*hatever in the way of persons, who are
us to take advantage of the school,

%Ching it. With regard to the build-

ings, I can tell the hon. gentleman and
this House that instead of there being
merely those old buildings which were
left there by the British Government
when they took the troops away, there
are most substantial stone buildings with
accommodation for a full regiment, or, in
fact even for two regiments, and, in addi-
tion, stone buildings for the accommoda-
tion of officers, and a large extent of
ground, which affords space for drilling to
any extent whatever. Under these cir-
cumstances, I think the Government acted
very wisely in fixing upon that situation
for the military school. With regard to
the repairs, certainly there were some
required, chiefly to the roofingof afewof the
buildings. That has already been effected,
and there can be no reason whatever why
the hon. gentleman should depreciate the
place which has been selected for the
school. With regard to Fredericton
being inaccessible to portions of Nova
Scotia, it is very true that it is-I do not
say inaccessible, but it is not within a very
short distance of them. At the same time,
supposing Moncton had been chosen, I
very much question whether the hor.
gentleman, or the people of Nova Scotia,
would be satisfied with the location; they
would still claim that it ought to be at
Halifax. Now, with regard to the estab-
lishment of a military school at Halifax, I
am one of those who contend that there
should be an artillery school there. That
has been done in British Columbia, where
a school for artillery has been established.
The hon. gentleman is quite correct in
saying that the fortifications at Halifax
will have to be manned very soon by
Canadian troops, or,at any rate, that we will
have to assist the British troops there. I
think, therefore, that Halifax, or some place
in its neighborhood, should be chosen for
the establishment of a college, and that it
ought to be a school for gunnery, instead
of one like the college at Fredericton.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-Ih vising
to support the motion of my hon. friend
from Amherst, I wish to make a few re-
marks. I am not, myself, one of those
who think the resources of this country
are wasted in promoting the formation and
discipline of a volunteer militia. I am of
the opinion myself, that it is not wise for
any country to neglect the training of its
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youth, to a certain extent, in military ex-
ercises, even though we should be sur-
rounded by the most peaceable neighbors,
as we are at present. We never know
when an evil day may come. If it should
so happen that a generation should live
and pass away without the practice of
military exercises of any sort, we must be
perfectly conscious of the fact that the
military instinct would die out of the pop-
ulation completely, and they would have
to commence de novo at anything like
military organization to defend themselves
from attack, within or without. If neces-
sary, 1 might point to many examples
which have occurred in our own history,
occasions when well educated and well
drilled English officers have, in different
parts of the world, organized irregular
levies, which levies perform admirable
service in the time of war, and it is in
consequence of having available a force
of officers properly educated, and non-
commnissioned officers for drilling purposes
that Great Britain has been able to ac-
complish so much in her different wars,
with irregular troops. With reference,
especially to the people of Prince Ed-
ward Island, I may say that their military
instinct is rather strongly developed.
Descended as they are from the people of
the three kingdoms, in proportions, per-
haps- not very far from equal, they all
love military display and military exer-
cises, and those who have seen them
under arms in Charlottetown and
vicinity on such occasions as the visits of
Governors General or other distinguished
personages, have always been struck with
their remarkably fine appearance. They
are excellent marksmen, and in proportion
to the opportunities they have had, they
are certainly a most admirable body of
volunteer militia. But I must say I
think that in order to foster that spirit,
and in order to produce officers thoroughly
understanding their business, it is quite
necessary that such military schools as
are spoken of by my hon. friend should be
established, and located within easy reach
of that province. Otherwise it seems to
me not iiprobable that in a distant place,
such as Fredericton, comparatively few
will be disposed to avail themselves of
what must be esteemed as a privilege. I
listened with some attention. to the hon.
gentleman who last addressed the House,

HON MR. HAYTHORNE.

and I must confess his argument did nôt
commend itself to my judgment. Tht
simple possession of some old barrack
buildings does not seem to me to be of
sufficient importance to outweigh tht
arguments brought forward by my hon
friend from Amherst. I do not suppose
that the number of young men who will
ever be assembled at the military school
in Fredericton will be sufficient to occupY
even a considerable portion of the barracks
alluded to, and consequently there would
be a large amount of room unused there
which, I imagine, would have a chilling
effect on the minds of the young meri
assembled there. They would be apt tO
contrast the present condition of affairs
there with what they had been in the past.
It seems to me that if buildings were con-
structed in other places which have been
mentioned they would be likely to attract
more students than the old, though time-
honored buildings which have been the
home of British regiments in times past.
I have not had myself an opportunity of
testing publc opinion in Prince Edward
Island on this question, but my impressiol
is that to the people of that province,
especially those who are enrolled in the
volunteer militia, a military school within
easy reach of their shores would be more
acceptable than one more distant. For
that reason I support the position taken
by my hon. friend from Amherst.

HON. MR. WARK- I agree with nY
hon. friend on my right (Mr. Odell) that
Fredericton is easy of access from all parts
of the country. I do not know from what
points the hon. gentleman who brought
up this question made his measurements
in estimating the distance to Frederictoi.
One would think that it would be neces-
sary to travel on snow-shoes or by stage-
coach to reach Fredericton in these days.
So far as the people of Prince Edward Is-
land are concerned, their route, after land-
ing on the main land, is generally through
New Brunswick, no matter what directionl
they are going. The shortest route to the
Island is through New Brunswick by way
of Shediac and Summerside. When peo-
ple from the Island land at Shediac theY
can reach Fredericton in six or seven hours,
and-they would not get to Truro in much
less time. I do not know that they would
save two hours in going to Truro-scarce
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'yne hOur. There is no use counting
g etensive distances now as we did

8go when we had to travel by stage-
linte in summer and on snow-shoes in

thater The hon. gentleman may think
Flat Fredericton is not a considerablePlace : I think it is quite as considerable

as the one he advocates, Truro.

11 c. DICKEY-We want one forNova Scoia

e 'On. MX WARK-Nova Scotia wants
eThing The military schobl was es-

tblished at Fredericton because it so hap-Pened there were very substantial buildings
thele, and I do not agree with the hon.antleman who sp-ke last that they areaY the worse for being old. Young men
beed be able to breathe the air which had
eaterbreathed by men who had fought at

. certainly it would be likely to
"tsPire them with military feelings. I hope
tailfor% if my hon. friend is to get a
rQtary school in Nova Scotia there will
Fr l oecessity of closing the one at

cton.

the oN MR. POWER I do not think
.nmenber for Cumberland had

tny itention of asking the Government
Withdraw the military school from

s eicton. He simply attempted to
yow that it was rather inconvenient for
Young men who might wish to attend it,
dho lived in Nova Scotia or Prince

KWard Island to do so. I think the
h vernment ought to be obliged to my
to triend for having brought this matter
of cerntCe. It is one of a good deal

cOnsequence. I think if the minister
dll take the trouble to enquire, he willftl4 that the number of pupils attending

coe litary school at. Fredericton, whoErefron Nova Scotia and Prince
eard Island is exceedingly small. It

ta"s tO me that in locating those mili-y hools there are three points that thesernment should consider:-that the
'ere should be established in a place
lere it is Most likely to be efficient,
Ch the instruction is likely to be of
roa character as to turn out men

e"Petly fitted to take command of bodies
strops: in the next place the school

hO4 be established in such a place as
ensure a pretty large attendance of

pupils. If a school has a small number
of pupils it is doing less service to the
public than if it has a large number.
Then, in the third place, if along with
efficiency of training, and a large atten-
dance of pupils, the Government can find
a place which will combine the element of
cheapness, they have all the requisites for
the location of a school. An hon. gentle-
man suggests that I am going to name
Halifax as a place where a military school
should be established. I do not propose
to ask the Government to put a school
there or anywhere else, but I say this
with respect to Halifax: for a number of
years there was' a very efficient school
there ; that it turned out a great
many well-drilled officers, and cost
very little money. Those are facts
that ought to weigh with the Government
in considering where they should locate a
school for the Provinces of Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island. I think
Fredericton is a most charming little city ,
and there is barrack accommodation there
for a very large number of pupils. No
doubt the spirit of the heroes of Waterloo
will more or less influence the pupils who
attend it ; but on the other hand at Hali
fax there is not only a sort of reminiscence
of bygone heroes, but we have British
soldiers of the present day in considerable
numbers. There is no doubt that nothing
can conduce more to the efficiency of
militia or to the efficiency of a military
school than the presence of regular troops.
The young men who have before them
almost, the best models in the world of
military drill are likely, instinctively, to
imitate what they see before them. I
think that is a very strong reason for locat-
ing the school at Halifax. Thereisanother
fact which isof a good deal of consequence,
that Halifax is a place which is very easily
accessible. I did not know until I heard
from my hon. friend that the General in
command had recommended Truro; but
while Truro is a little neare Prince
Edward Island it is further, a good deal,
from the western part of the Province of
Nova Scotia. Halifax is the place where
the roads from the west and the east both
terminate, and taking it altogether is really
the most central point in the Province.
There is another fact which ought to
count for something with the Government,
that the City of Halifax alone will supply
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a very large number of the pupils for a
military school there. In Halifax there
are two battalions of volunteer infantry, a
brigade of artillery in the city, and another
brigade in the immediate neighborhood,
and a battery of field artillery; so that, as
I have already said, the city alone will
supply a very large number of pupils for a
military school. Another important con-
sideration is that in Halifax it has always
been easy to get the very best instructors
from the regular army, and to get them
at a very reasonable cost indeed; while
there need be no large outlay on buildings.
I hope the Government in considering
the suggestion made by my hon. friend,
will also consider the claims which Hali-
fax has, and the advantages which entitle
it to be made the site of a military school
for Nova Scotia. One other point has
been suggested to me by an occurrence
which took place a little while ago. We
decided last year, as hon. gentlemen will
remember, that we should indulge in a
regular army of our own ; and it was
thought desirable that the officers to
command that army should learn their
drill and the duties of officers very
thoroughly ; and they were sent down to
be instructed in Halifax alongside the
officers of the regular army. I think that
is a very strong argument in favor of loca-
ting the school there. As to Nova Scotia
getting a great deal, as the hon. member
for York has suggested, I think she has
got a fair share in some ways at any rate ;
but we are talking of the militia now, and
I wish to call attention to the fact.that
Nova Scotia has lost her Deputy Adjutant
General, who has been taken to New
Brunswick, and the military school has
also been taken to that province. If hon.
gentlermen are not careful they will stir up
the military element of Nova Scotia to a
feeling of strong hostility to the existing
administration, which is a consummation
that I, of dourse, should regret very much
indeed.

HON. MR. ALMON-I am opposed to
the principle laid down by the hon.
member for Amherst. I think the
militia is costing as much as it ought to,
or to put it in stronger terms, a great deal
more than it ought to. What I think
should be done is this : the school ought
to be moved from Fredericton and put

HON. MR. POWER.

either at Amherst or Moncton, on th£
border of the three provinces. It is much
nearer Prince Edward Island than HaliO
is and much nearer to many points in
New Brunswick than Fredericton, and quite
near enough to Halifax. Another reasol
why I am opposed to this movement i0,
that I think we should endeavor to remove
the differences which exist between the
three Maritime Provinces. The Dominion
pays three useless governors where one
would be sufficient, and the Local Govern-
ments support three legislatures which
they have neither the money to pay for or
the talent to fill, and in other ways we arc
subjected to a great deal of useless ex-
pense. Do not, I beg of you, make that
burden any heavier ! Break down that
barrier which separates New Brunswick
from Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island. Formerly they were one. They
were counties when they left us. We do
not wish to take tbem back in the state
we allowed them to go ; we wish to receive
them as equals. But do not place any-
thing in the way to prevent us coning
together. The disposition which Nova
Scotians have shown to grab all the moneY
they can get does not raise them in niY
estimation, though I feel that I ani
covered with shame by saying so, and I
think the other members of this Housc
must feel that Nova Scotia is lowered in
their estimation if her game is to be grab.

HON. MR. CARVELL-At Moncton,
I have beei informed by leading citizens
there, an offer was made to the Govern-
ment that they would appropriate land
sufficient and erect buildings thereonl
for the accommodation of this school. I
helieve the offer was made by the town of
Moncton, or on their behalf by some lead-
ing citizens. If that report be true it
possibly may not be too late yet tO
establish a school there for the Maritime
Provinces generally.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I must saY
I think my bon. friend from Amherst has
made out a very strong case why there
should be a school for military instruction
in Nova Scotia. The position he has
taken, and the facts and argurpents he 11
advanced, are to my mind incontrovert'
ble. Now, we find none of the gentlemen-
from New Brunswick supporting the posi
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tion 'f the school at Fredericton except
t*o hon. Iembers who, I believe, reside

Other members from New Bruns-
Wi<* have not deemed it necessary to sup-
port the choice which has been made for

ok lOcation of the school in that province.
very much inclined to agree with my
friend who last spoke that all those
Prejudices should, as far as possible,

swept away. If we could have a mili-
ry school s0 located-and I believe it

Could be--that it would suit all the three
n'9ces, it would be more efficient than

Thee smlall schools for the three provinces.
more students you drill together the

"'le efficient they will become. A spirit
'f ernulation is more likely to prevail in a
lage body than in a small number of men

rtdiIL Officers and drill instructors will
tell YOU that a large squad will advance indriù more rapidly than a small squad. It
WOfld be far wiser, therefore, if a school
VOuId be so located that it would be more

n1itral and more convenient to the three
Provinces and avoid the necessity ofitablishing another school. There is a
f0Od deal in what the hon. member for
Halifax said, that the presence of regular
trofps would assist very greatly in the in-'

etructaon of the militia. From that point
« vew I must say that Halifax would be

4very desirable place, yet I think for the
Very cogent reasons put forward by the
taior member for Halifax (Mr. Almon)
that a Place which would be more central
would furnish ample accommodation fort ho trainng of military students for the
Whle three provinces. When the new't litia Bill came up I was a strong advo-fote of it, especially this branch-schools
hor ftary nstruction. I remember my
that t lend who introduced the Bill saying
not the efficiency of a regiment depended

and Lpon the non-commissioned officers'nrvsergeants than any other parts of the
levice, and to have men in unform who
Were undrilled and officers who were un-
< .ulid, was not only a farce but a waste

d Plic ioney. I believe that that con-9it4en of affairs largely exists in conse-
th4e-ce of not having efficient schools forthe
thi SntrUction of persons in drill. When
the *W Was passed, I must say I was underOf pression that better accommodation

th's kind would be given for the Pro-
!laof Nova Scotia and Prince Edward

At present we have no facilities

for instruction in drill, and therefore steps
should be taken as far as possible to sup-
ply the want. As my bon. friend who
makes this enquiry remarked, it is prob-
ably more important that the militia along
the frontier should be well sustained than
those of any other portion of the country.
In fact, that is the place that is likely to
be attacked. I am sure that in Nova
Scotia as well as in Prince Edward Island
we possess a race of men who are admir-
ably qualified to make soldiers. I have
also a word to say for the people of my
own county, Lunenburg. They possess the
instinct of the German race and a love for
-military training. They make good sol-
diers, and I am sure whenever the regi-
ment, which I had the honor of com-
man:ing, has been inspected they have
always been spoken of in the highest terms
as to their efficiency in drill, and the
manner in which they went through their
evolutions. In Lunenburg the regiment
has not the means which it ought to
possess to keep up its efficiency, and in-
stead of advancing, the force is going
down in consequence of the loss of the
military school at Halifax. I am very
glad that this question has been brought
up. It is a subject which has agitated the
minds of militiamen in Nova Scotia, espe-
cially in my part of the province, and if
my hon. friend had not introduced it, I
should have taken some means of bring-
ing it under the notice of the Government.

HoN. MR. DEVER-I wish to say that
I am not a resident of the city o Frederic-
ton ; I belong to the city of St.
John, but inasmuch as both those
cities are situated in New Bruns-
wick, I feel it my duty to make some
remarks on this subject. I do not wish to
throw any obstacle in the way of the hon.
member from Amherst trying to obtain.
for Nova Scotia the establishment of a
military school there. I believe if the
Government, in their wisdom, think fit to
establish a school in that province; that
New Brunswick .would not have the
slightest objection. I am at a loss to
know why the hon. gentleman should go
out of his way to belittle Fredericton, one
of the prettiest spots, in my opinion, to-day
in the world-a city which is the seat of
the Government of New Brunswick, pos-
sessing these extensive military barracks,

89
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the Government House of the province,
where our Lieutenant-Governor resides,
and a cathedral which is a sight to be seen
by all travellers who ascend the beautiful
river of St. John, and a place which is
accessible by rail and steamer from all
parts of the country. When the hon.
member assumed that such a place could
not be known to the people of this
Dominion, I was very much surprised
indeed. I have had the honor in my time
to receive letters from friends of mine in
other countries, from tourists who, in
travelling through this country, thought it
desirable to visit the seat of Government
in New Brunswick, and to travel by way
of the river St. John, one of the most
beautiful and attractive streams on this
continent. I have been told by gentle-
men who have travelled in Europe that
the natural beauties of the river St. John
could not be surpassed even by the Rhine.
The climate of the countries through
which it flows is equable, and I am sure
that if there is to be a military school in
the Lower Provinces, Fredericton seems
admirably adapted for the establishment
of such an institution.

MR. McCLELAN-I am not a lover
of large expenditure of public money for
military arrangements of any kind, but at
the same time I an very glad that my
hon. friend from Amherst has made this
motion, and thit this discussion has grown
out of it, because I think it will lead to a
better understanding of what the policy
of the Government may be in regard to
this subject of military instruction. It
would appear, from the departure from
the recommendation of the commanding
officer as to the location, that the Govern-
ment intend to locate schools, according
to the terms of the statute, in the several
Provinces ; if such be the case, I take it
that the present location at Fredericton is
a very proper and desirable one. I think
it all the more desirable as considerable
expenditure has already been made there,
and facilities exist which may be made
available for this purpose. I trust, how-
ever, that another school will be estab-
lished immediately in some portion of
Nova Scotia-say Truro-and also in
Prince Edward Island, where I think
such an establishment is quite as necessary
and proper as in one of the other smaller

HON. MR. DEVER.

provinces, which contain peihaps less
than one-third the population of that
Island. So far as my view is concerned,
I think the recommendation of the com-
manding officer, that Moncton or some
place upon the isthmus should be selected
for the establishment of one school, to bc
very much larger, more attractive, and upon
the whole cheaper than several smaller
schools,-should have been accepted. It
would in my opinion have been more in
the interests of the country, had it been,
accepted; but not having been accepted,
I take it for granted that the intention and
policy of the Government with reference
to this matter is now to provide a similar
school for each of the Lower Provinces.
The peculiar geographical position of the
Maritime Provinces, as most members-
know, is such that the isthmus is peculiar-
ly accessible to both New Brunswick, Nova.
Scotia and Prince Edward Island; there-
fore the establishment of such an institu-
tion there, or at Amherst, Moncton, Fort
Laurence or Fort Cumberland,-around
some of which historical association might
linger -would have been desirable as has
been shown by other hon. gentlemen. I
therefore repeat it would have been better
if the advice ot the commanding officer
had been accepted by the Government,
and I trust that after the discussion which
has just taken place and the expression of
sentiment which has been elicted, that the
Government will yet take this proposition
into consideration and carry it into effect.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-This seems
to be a discussion confined principally to
Maritime Provinces' members. I must
admit that my hon. friend from Amherst
has made out a very strong case, and he
has my sympathy in obtaining the object,
of his motion. In the first place it would
seem that the Act contemplates that the
Government should establish these schools
for militarv instruction, in the several pro-
vinces of the Dominion, and that is a very
strong point. Again, my hon. friend has
shown that a number of schools have been
established in Ontario and Quebec, yet
there has been no such establishment
made in Nova Scotia or Prince Edward
Island, and that, I think, is another great
point in this discussion. In describing the
geographical position of the country, ha
has adduced a very strong argument why

Military Instructwn.
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there should be a school for military in- acquirng ilitary knowledge, and that
On in the Province of Nova Scotia, they received the necessary instruction

nauch as it would, for the present, also from the officers and soldiers who were
acCommlodate Prince Edward Island. If there and formed part of the garrison..
that school which has been established in That, think, was the reason why thew Brunswick had been located at military school was fot established inMoncton, as the hon. gentleman says, the Nova Scotia. My hon. friend who bas
Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova spoken last thinks that the locality of the
havtia would have been satisfied and would school is a secondary consideration, if wehave accepted it as sufficient accommoda- establish the principle; but judgiig from
tn for the youths who might wish to go the remarks which have been made by
tp this school from Nova Scotia, and it is members who have spoken, it seems tô
,E11 known that Prince Edward Island is me that the locality is a principal con-
ln iItediate connection with Moncton. sideration, and fot a secondary one. My

ow, I think al' these points, as establish- hon. friend who bas last spoken thinks it
d y the hon. gentlemen, furnish very should be at Moncton, or somewhere in
tOng arguments indeed why the Govern- that section of the country, or at Truro,

"'enit should consent to the erection of a but my hon. friend who introduced this
lhtary school in the Province of Nova motion, looking round from Amherst-

otie As regards the locality of the where he lives-asks in a tone from which
school: if it be admitted that the argu- one would infer that it was a very insig-ents are sufficiently strong to induce the nificant place, and its p
90vrnment to erect such an institution position was not very clear,-where is
!n the Province of Nova Scotia, the local- Fredericton? Fredericton, according to
ty would be a secondary consideration his own account, is only 200 miles from.nd Would be decided upon its merits- Moncton, where he thinks the schoolWhether it should be at Truro, as recom- properly might be established. Now 200Mended by the General in command, at miles is only a journey of five or six hours.
t alifax as recommended by the hon. gen-
ian from that place, or at Amherst. ION. MR. DICKEY-I should like my
. erefore, for the reasons which have been hon. friend to understand what my state-81ien, I Must say that-having a school ment was. I did not state that Frederic-established in New Brunswick-I feel it ton was 200 miles from Moncton, I saidMy duty to express my opinion and give it was 205 miles fr the Nova Sdotia

s.yrnpathy to the members from Nova border.erotia and Prince Edward Island, in theireffots to obtain from the Government HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then,ehat they are iaow asking for. it is less than that from Mondton ?

h SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The HON. MR. DICKEY-Yes, certainly.
fromgentleman from Amherst bas drawn

attention to a subject which seems to HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
POS8ess very great interest, perhaps a just hon. gentleman thinks Moncton would belnterest, for the memters of this House a very suitable place for the school. A

orne from theT Maritime Provinces. journey of some i 6o miles, which would
hi' notice he bas lot given me any occupy only four or five hours, would not

Intimation that he was going to a sk any be considered as a great obstacle by those
quest1o, and I am afraid 1 ar n fot in a who are anxious for military instruction;
POSIt'on to reply to the question in the and we know that the military schools atway 1 Would wish to have done, if he had Kingston and Toronto are attended by
ri"'en notice of it. The reason, I appre- many who live much more than made or

end) why no school bas been established 200 miles away from those places. There-
t, is mthe existence there of fore I do fot think the distance to
ka. litary forces belonging to Her Fredericton, which as been referred to as
t Je8tYhs imperial service. For a long a strong reason against the establishment

e I believe that force- afforded an of the school theie, is r oally a tery serious
nity to those who were desirous of i objection. The suggestion of the junior
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member from Halifax (Mr. Almon) that
we should not draw any dividing line
between the three Maritime Provinces,
but should place the military school in
one central place convement to them all,
meets with my sympathy. I have ascer-
tained from the Minister of Militia that
the money which has been placed at his
disposal has been applied in the way the
hon. gentleman pointed out, but that he
has not in any way overlooked the claims of
Nova Scotia, and trusts that the estabhsh-
ment of a school there will, at a future
periòd, be fairly considered. I have no
doubt that if it should turn out we cannot
establish one military school which shall
answer the purposes of the three provinces,
and it proves necessary for the spread of
military knowledge to have a school in
Nova Scotia, such a school will be estab-
lished there ; but for the present it would
seem that †þat has not been considered
absolutely essential, partly because of the
facilities afforded by Fredericton, and
partly ôn account of the advantages which
have been available in the past, through
the existence of an Imperial garrison at
Halifax. My hon. friend probably krows
that military instruction was given by the
officers commanding the forces at Halifax,
for a very considerable period, and why
that system is not continued to-day, I do
not know, neither have I made enquiry,
in fact whether it is continued stili, or not,
I cannot say.

HoN. MR. POWER-No, it is not.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-At
any rate it was the fact for some time. I
am glad my hon. friend has directed at-
tention to this subject, and can assure him
that what has been stated here will be
brought under the notice of the Minister
of Militia, and I shall take care that the
very strong arguments which have been
adduced in this House are properly
represented to him. I would point out
however that the hon. gentleman seems to
think the law requires the establishment
of these schools-

HON. MR. DICKEY-I said the law
authorizes.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
was about saying that the law only gives

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL

permission for the establishment of such
schools.

THE "NORTHERN LIGHT."

MOTION.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE moved

" That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General, pray
ing that His Excellency will cause to be laid
on the Table of this House, copies of the
latest survey held on the Steamship Northern
Light, and any other documents in possession
of the Deuartment of Marine, illustrative of
the present condition of that vessel."

He said-Some time ago I gave notice
of a motion respecting the present condi-
tion of the steamer which keeps up com-
munication in winter between Prince
Edward Island and the mainland. I may
say that this is a subject of very great im-
portance to the people of my Province.
It is neither an ordinary steamer nor an
ordinary contract,-it is not even' a Gov-
ernment steamer employed upon an im-
portant public service. It is something
more than that. It is a steamer built
specially, in compliance with the terms of
confederation between Prince Edward
Island and Canada ; and I for one have
been always inclined to regard it as an
attempt made to carry out these conditions
to the letter. It is quite true, hon. gentle-
men, that the steamer Northern Light has
not given very general satisfaction-
universal satisfaction-and I think the
reason for that is not very difficult to dis-
cover. To my mind, it is that people had
formed a very inadequate idea of what
such a steamer should be fairly expected
to perform. They had not studied the
question of ice navigation in any way, and
did not at all understand what obstacles
a steamer had to meet, and what force
she had to bring against them. When a
Government vessel was built for that ser-
vice-for the purpose of fulfilling the
terms of confederation--there were not
wanting numbers of people in our province
who said, "Here is a vessel built to con-
tend against the ice, let her go out and
do her best to perform the service for
which she is constructed." But those
parties, perhaps, if they had given a
little more attention to the subject, and
had themselves seen a little more of what
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tbick-ribbed ice in the straits becomes dur-
lhg the latter part of the month of January,
and for six weeks following that time,-
Perhaps if they had given careful perusal
t some works explaining the difficulties
ncounteredbyArctic voyagers, they would
ave seen at once that there must be, dur-Mg a great part of the winter, between the

Shore of Prince Edward Island and that
Of Nova Scotia, obstacles which probably
o Steamer ever yet built has been able

Successfully to encounter. It may be said
that this vessel has been comparatively a8fccess in actual service ;-that is true. I
believe that for six or seven seasons the

ern Light has been used for this
Service, and during that apparently short
Peiod, though she has undergone expen-
Sive repairs, it need not be a matter of sur-Prise that even so strong a vessel should
thae been seriously damaged. Indeed, I
tink When I lay a few facts before this

Ouse illustrative of the kind of service
Whicb that vessel has to perform, the sur-Prise* Will not be that the vessel is now
Sbowing sYmptoms of decay and impair-Ment, but rather it will be a matter for
stonlshment that she has lasted so longlunder the circumstances. Last session, as
the liouse is pretty well aware, a committee
Ofthe other branch of Parliament was ap-P0înted for the purpose of investigating
the subject of steam communication be-steen the Island and the main-land, and
thveral skilled experts were examined uponthis question,-amongst others, the pilot
Of the Northern Light, Mr. Finlayson. Ido lnot doubt that he gave exceedingly in-
telligent and useful evidence, although to

y mind, his experience in such matters
Was lnot a very extensive one ; still, I be-lieve h e gave a faithful and true account
0f the service which he had seen perform-ed by that vessel during six winters, andle tells us that she has in that time under-
90ne very serious shocks, at different times,in tbe ice. Fe describes an occasion when
to as necessary to get her out of George-
clear harbor through 19 inches of solid
t ba ard ice, and for this purpose

valuable vessel built by the
a 'ion of Canada, was simply used

'as t ramn to mnove that ice. I notice also,the evidence of the same person, an
dUri . s given of one of her experiencessi1rng the long period of-I think-ovér
Mx weeks, when she was out in the ice in

the Straits. At that time he says it was
utterly impossible that assistance could be
rendered them from any quarter, that even
if another vessel had been there it would
have been qute impossible for that sec-
ond vessel to have reached her. He
states she had no les than 30 feet of ice
under her bottom at one time, and that
for a fortnight, from early dawn to night-
time, her crew were engaged in strenuous
efforts to extricate themselves, and that at
last their escape was brought about, not
by their own efforts nor by the steam pow-
er of the vessel, but by the wind and
waves opening up the pack which sur-
rounded them, and so they were enabled
to escape. I observe also that my hon.
friend from Charlottetown, in giving his
evidence before that Committee, enlarged
upon the severe treatment which that ves-
sel had reccived. He says that he was on
board that vessel on one occasion, and
saw her run stem on, with her full power
-7oo horse power-upon an iceberg.
Now, of course such treatment as this is
calculated to weaken and to dislocate, (if
I may use the term) any ship that can be
built, and such, in fact, is the experience
of Arctic navigators. Not being conversant
with ship-building myself, as some of my
hon. colleagues are, I have made it my
study to examine the works of several
Arctic voyagers, and I find one opinion uni-
versally expressed by them ; it is to the
effect that what is called pack ice is a
condition which it is utterly impossible for
any steam vessel to encounter with success.
I have here a few words which I have ex-
tracted from a work of Sir George Nares,
in which he gives his experience as an
explorer and Arctic discoverer. In
the introduction to his work he
uses the expression " an ice encum-
bered sea." It describes a state of
things in which the ordinary work of the
Northern Light is done-just such a con-
dition of affairs as exists between George-
town and Pictou, in the earlier part of the
winter, when the Northern Light makes
successful passages. Under such circum-
stances that vessel will make that passage
in about six hours, and possibly if the
Strait is but little encumbered, she may
go and come the same day. That ice en-
cumbered sea, however, is liable to very
rapid changes, and a change of wind may,
in a very short time, bring together such
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masses of solid pack ice that no vessel
can penetrate them; yet persistent efforts
have been made to force this vessel
through under such circumstances. There-
fore, I tell this House that it is not at all
surprising that even a vessel constructed
as she was-built expressly for this pur-
pose-should show signs of decay and
weakness in her seventh year. I simply
wish to refer to the few simple words ot
:Sir George Nares' preface, as illustrating
the remark which I have just made.
Speaking of the advantage which steam
vessels offer over sailing vessels in pene-
trating such ice encumbered seas he says:

" But here the advantage ends when
the partial navigation ceases, and the solid
flow is reached, however inconsiderable
its thickness. Steam is of no more avail
than it would be to propel a ship through
the crust of the earth."

He says that a steamer will, of course,
get over in a few days, as much as a sail-
ing vessel will in as many weeks, but that
is not the point. Under certain condi-
tions, as he states, steam is of no avail,
and I recollect that my hon. friend from
Charlottetown, in giving his evidence be-
fore the Committe, used language very
similar ; he did not illustrate it by saying
" crust of the earth," but he said it was
just as possible to propel that vessel (the
Northern Light through the ice against
which she was rammed, as it would be to
run her against the side of this building.
I think, under these circumstances it is
very desirable that the question of which
I have given notice and will ask to-day
should be answered by the members of
the Government, and it is one which
cannot fail to have very great interest for.
all classes in Prince Edward Island. The
Northern Liglt affords our principal
means of going to and leaving our Pro-
vince at that particular season of the year,
and it affcrds also our sole means of
moving freight to and fro during the
winter, and should it from any cause be
unable to perform the service, the result
would no doubt be a grave inconvenience,
both private and public. I have therefore
deemed it my duty to make the motion
of which I gave notice.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I have
listened with a good deal of interest and
attention to the very sensible remarks of

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE.

the hon. gentleman from Charlottetown.
The subject of winter communication
with Prince Edward Island has been
repeatedly under discussion in this House,
and some years ago, when a vessel was
being provided by the Government in the
hope of maintaining communication at
all seasons of the year with that Island
from the main-land, many persons were
very sanguine that it could be done. I
ventured at that time, havmg some know-
ledge of the Straits of Northumberland,
to assert in my place here that it was an
impossibility. I felt convinced that no
vessel that human skill could provide
could ever be constructed that, at all
seasons of the year, would successfully
navigate the Straits. I feel satisfied that
a great deal can be done to keep up coni-
munication with that Island for a couple
of months in the early winter, and in the
early spring when the ice pack comes to
be broken. No doubt a vessel can be
devised that will very reasonably supply
that accommodation, but the entire reve-
nues of this Dominion, if they were ex-
pended in cor.structing a vessel with a
view to establishing regular communica-
tion with that Island, would be utterly
thrown away. During the past five years
the vessel that has been contending with
the ice in that Strait has been so shattered
as to imperil the lives of those who at-
tempt to pass over in it. Originally the
Northiern Light was not the class of vessel
designed for that service, though it has
done very good work in endeavoring to
establish the fact believed in by some,
that human ingenuity can successfully
contend with those mighty forces of
nature. I have no doubt that the Gov-
ernment will do all in their power to keep
up communication with the Island, as far
as it is possible to do so, but that they
can provide a ship that will be able to
contend with the elements and keep up
regular communication at all seasons of
the year is, to my mind, an utter impossi-
bility.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-I ventured to
state on a previous occasion from my place
in this House, and I wish to repeat dis-
tinctly that statement, that this boat, the
Northern Light, was not constructed for
the Prince Edward Island sèrvice. At the
time the Northern Light was modelled,
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het keel laid, and her frame put together,
tsre was little thought that Prince EdwardF land would enter into the Confederation.
Focirnany years the Quebec Tug Boat As-
COcation had thought of building a boat
hat cOuld be used in the early spring and111 the late autumn in towing ships to and

the NQuebec. For that particular purpose
the rthern Light was efficiently model-

th • But for contending with the ice in
e Gulf I maintain that she was not the

Proper model, as any hon. gentleman can
at erstand. The ice in the St. Lawrence

Quebec, with which she would have to
Corntend, is of a very different nature from
t 'ce in the Straits of Northumberland.
ts 's not the local ice at Prince Edward

Island that creates the difficulty, but thefOrtbern ice that sweeps into the Strait
the north-west, and it is beyond any

duestion of doubt that this vessel was not
haed or modelled for that route. I
the tfro t he gentleman who designed
for model that she was originally intended
aft service on the St. Lawrence, and that
C ter Pince Edward Island entered theonfederation the Government were ap-
Proached on the subject of placing this
for-ke on the Straits as being a suitable one
teeepmng up winter communication be-
feen the Island and the mainland. Theer was accepted, she was placed on theroute, and the result has been that fourtirnes as nuch money has been expended

Oe ber as she is worth, to keep her inrepair, because she was not originally con-
Wh cted on a proper model for that service.
Wad the representatives of Prince Ed-

sland were making terms with the
ntorthion Government before entering
Of,. e Confederation, the establishment

aInter communication with the main-
di as one of the conditions that was

oCpssed. I at that time expressed my
and 1on on the feasibility of the project,
alt fan still one of those who have not
Ot fait h in the winter navigation of the
buitfo The Northern Light, though not
suc fr the service, has, in my opinion
suc ded beyond all expectations, and has
of her b even beyond the expectations
that builder, who has hinself told me

a with the experience he had since
wou rd, be could model a vessel that
better Perform the service very much

No vessel can be constructed of
WodOIOr iron that can be made to stand

the shock of being run squarely against
the side of an iceberg larger than this
building, or against a solid mass of ice.
It is too absurd and not to be thought of,
but we have yet to learn whether a boat
twice the size of the Northern Light, and
with half as much more power could
not do regular service across the Straits.
I believe that the Government have at
present entered into a contract for the
building of a boat about 190 feet long on
a model made expressly with a view of
performing this winter service as far as
possible, and also to be utilised in the
Gulf for other purposes, such as relieving
vessels in distress, and supplying light
houses, and that this boat is to be built
upon the 1o years class. Hon. gentlemen
who know something about such matters
will understand me when I say that she
is to have 66 per cent. more planking out-
side, and more sheathing inside than is
required of a ro years classed ship; that
she is to have extra strong frame, and is
to be sheathed with green heart, and for-
ward of the fore chains, and aft of the
main chains she is to be protected with
steel or iron plates. I think that a vessel
of that kind, judging from my past exper-
ience of winter navigation, will go a long way
towards solving that question. But there are
gentlemen who believe that there are other
portions of the Island from which success-
ful attempts might be made to keep up
winter communication than those which
have hitherto been adopted. Until all
these means have been· thoroughly tried
we will look to the Government to carry
out the agreement entered into with our
Province at Confederation. I have no
doubt whatever that the agreement will be
carried out by the Government if it is pos-
sible of fulfilment. I have not the
slightest doubt that it is entirely due to
the extreme care that the master and mate
have taken of their boat for the last two or
three years that the Northern Light is in
even as good a condition as she is at pre-
sent. When the vessel first came down
to the Straits, Mr. Sewell, the builder, saw
that she was not perforning the service
satisfactorily. He came there himself, alter-
ed the ballast of the boat, put her in trim,
and expected very great things from her.
Under the circumstances she had to con-
tend with there is no doubt that the boat was
taxed beyond her strength, and it is very
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unfair to -say that because this vessel,
which is merely an experiment-I cannot
call it even an intelligent experiment, so
far as the Prince Edward Island service is
concerned-has not succeeded, that there-
fore the winter navigation of the Straits is
impracticable. I say that the Northern
Light has done more than any person of
experience in such matters expected from
her. I believe that the hon. gentleman
from Pugwash iwill agree with me when
I say that she has done more than
even he expected from such a boat, and I
hope that when the new vessel is placed
on the route, the service will be performed
much more satisfactorily than it has been
up to the present time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-This is a
question of great importance not only to
Prince Edward Island but to the whole
Dominion, as the carrying of Her Majesty's
mails is a matter that concerns us atl.
Prince Edward Island had a guarantee
from the Dominlon when she entered into
the Confederation that this service would
be made as efficient as possible. There
seems to be a conflict of opinion between
the mover of this resolution and other hon.
gentlemen from Prince Edward Island as
to whether the Northern Light was or was
not constructed for this service. I have
been informed that a portion of the frame
of the vessel was constructed before Prince
Edward Island entered the Confederation,
and that the vessel lay on the stocks for
some years before it was launched. I do
not believe that that boat, or any other
boat that can be constructed with all the
skill and experience of the present time
will be able to give continuous communi-
cation with Prince Edward Island. The
hon. gentleman behind me (Mr. Carvell)
made last year what struck me to be a very
forcible remark, and that is, that you might
as well expect a crew of Indians to paddle
a bark canoe through this buildmg as to
expect a vessel to make regular trips through
the Straits of Northumberland during the
winter months with the ice from 40 to 6o
feet thick. Such being the case, it seems
to be an impossibility to establish regular
communication in the winter season,
though the service is not as perfect as it
should be, and not as efficient as it might
be made, at a comparatively small outlay.
I think I heard one hon. gentleman re-

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

mark, that when he came across the Strait,
he found one of the boats half full of ice,
and that it had to be turned over to be
cleaned out, and was launched with difi-
culty, and was not in a fit condition tO
cross it with safety. I heard another ho-
gentleman say, that one of the four oared
boats had only one pair of oars,and that the
boat was encumbered with freight and not
in a proper condition for passengers-
This service, I should say, ought to be
better performed than it is at present.
If the persons who are engaged i>
the service are not properly re-
munexated they should be allowed &
sufficient sum to enable them to keep S.
good boat-house, and an order should be
made that freight should not be allowed
to cross at the same time as the passen-
gers and mails. In this way I believe the
service would be vçry largely benefitted.
There is no doubt that during somç periods
of the year small boats can l'e dsed to A
greater advantage than larger ones, but I
do not believe that we can design any
boat that will penetrate the ice at certain
seasons of the year, when it drifts in for
days to together, and this iolly gets frozen
into a solid mass across the straits. The
Northern Light was built, I believe, by
the late Government, and I know my hon.
friend from Charlottetown for a long tinO
sustained the character of the steamer and
its capabilities for this service ; but even
he must now admit that the forces of
nature and the elements are too powerful
for the skill of the architect to contend
against in the Straits of Northumberland.

HON. MR. WARK-This subject has
been before the House now, I think, for
seven years, and there still seems to be
great difference of opinion about the
navigation of the Straits between Prince
Edward Island and the mainland. I have
lived for nearly forty years within sight Of
the end of the Straits, and I have endeavor-
ed to gather a good deal of information
about it in that time. I think it will bc
necessary for the Government to have a
thorough investigation of the whole sub-
ject before any new experiment is tried.
I understand that a delegation from Richi-
bucto is now here asking that an experi-
ment may be tried, which seems to me tO
be a very feasible one. The condition Of
the ice as far as I have been enabled tO
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gathr! in these Straits is this : There are any vessel in the world large enough tothe 8id.s that meet about the centre of carry it, could not pass through those
ed traits. One tide sets around the north Straits at times. I believe it to be im-

arodf the Island, and the other sets possible. When icebergs many timesfrund the south end, and running in dif- larger than this chamber, with sufficient
ferent directions they meet about the small ice for broken stowage are pressed

• Then you will observe that the together by winds from the north-west
losd tide carries the ice and packs it blowing for days together, it becomes so
the ebbn the centre of the Straits, while packed that it is simply as impossible to
and ebb tide again relaxes it in the centre, run a vessel through it as it is to run intothrWehen this relaxation takes place the face of the Rocky Mountains. This
cee is very often open water in the is not a condition of things that exists con-centre, and the Straits can be crossed tinually, but it does exist occasionally. I
elthout much difficulty, but, as a gen- have known Georgetown harbour to have
drift nle, I believe that the ice seldom been blocked by ice on the fifth of June,

a Out of the Straits, but remains but it is an extreme case. Shediac har-
liotting a little distance one way -and a bour, on the other side, has kept one

ttce distance another way. The solid ice of our steamers imprisoned for weeks with
Packs il the Straits to such an extent, ice, until it was the 23rd of May beforehawever, that I doubt if it is possible that she could get out. This is another ex-anYvessel can be built that can be depended treme case. The importance of this ques
AP thto cross the Straits day after day. tion is very great, and I would like very
has be crossing of the centre of the Straits muchifhon. gentlemen would disabuse their

as neen deemed impracticable, the experi- minds of the ideathat it ismerely a matter of
nIent has been tried to cross from George- local interest. Prince Edward Island is
be"n tO Pictou. Great difficulties have very largely a market for the sale of manu-
stad experienced there also, and I under- factures and importations from Montreal,
see fthat the delegation is now here to Quebec, Toronto, Kingston, and other
%tae ithey cannot have the experiment parts of the Dominion, and the passengers
rnade of navigating the Straits by going to and from Prince Edward Island are
">thinkthe north end ot this ice pack, and composed more largely of residents of
invest it will be worth while to cause an other parts of the Dominion than of
fron igation to be made into it. I know Prince Edward Island. The Norhern
Waotery experience of forty years that the Light, in my opinion, has done very goodater is very frequently open- not always, service. To me it is a marvel that she
but very frequently-between the west lives, perhaps not so much a marvel when

oint and Richibucto Cape. I hope the we consider the enormous sums of money'Overn ment will give this matter some that have been expended on her in the
a gre eration and see whether there is not last few years. She has been a very ex-

gaater probability of keeping up com- pensive vessel annually to one Govern-
tion between Prince Edward ment after another, until, I suppose, her

the ad and the mainland by sailing round first cost is very small compared with thehbrth end of the ice flow, than there cost for repairs. She has, however, done
be, een by sailing round the south end, a very good service in the early winter,
fre use I believe that the ice drifts in and in the early spring. She does aronently, and in very large quantities service which I very much doubt can beround the south end of Prince Edward much improved upon. The boat itself I1sland
of Car sO much so that the Gulf of look upon as being admirably adapted, so

o is as full of ice as the Straits of far as her model is concerned, to the ser-
1orthumberland. vice, and there I differ from my hon.

M friend from Alberton. She has never
nY refe R. CARVELL-As some of been used in the manner in which her
in th enes to the condition of the ice builder intended her to be. The idea of
been e Straits of Northumberland have her builder, as shown by her model, was
Wish tepresented as being very strong, I that she should never be permitted to run
the StO strengthen them by saying that all into this wall of ice in a wild, haphazard

earn power in the world, if there was way, but to be run upon ice which failing
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to break through with her bow she would
mount up upon and break down by her
weight. In crossing the Straits of Nor-
thumberland at all seasons of the year, I
dare say I have had as much experience
as any other gentleman from Prince
Edward Island of the navigation there,
and I have had the felicity of spending
forty-eight hours in the Northern Light in
the Straits, and have been comfortable
under the circumstances, although we did
not get along very fast, as we were obligèd
to wait patiently for the chapter of events.

My hon. friend from Lunenburg, seems
to have got this navigation question rather
mixed up. He has mixed up the open
boats service between Capes Tormentine
and Traverse, and the steam service be-
tween Georgetown and Pictou. I say
that the service is not only a very impor-
tant one, but I think it has been very well
performed. The uncertainty is when
this ice comes down from the north, be-
cause, as it has been stated, it is not the
local ice that interferes with the naviga-
tion. I dare say the Northern Light can.
master all the local ice, but the great ice-
bergs that are swept down from the north,
block up the Straits and make it impos-
sible for the vessel to force her way through
it. I do not hesitate to say that it will be
found after the new ship, which I am glad
to hear the Government are providing
for that in conjunction with other ser-
vices, will not be any more successful,
and that it will be found that the Northern
Light will make the passage when the new
vessel will be unequal to the task. Her
length will be a very serious objection, be-
cause in passing around between the ice-
bergs it is absolutely necessary to be able
to turn in a sport space, and when a boat
is built specially, as one should be built,
for that service, I think the old model if
not strictly adhered to, will be very nearly
adhered to in making it a success. The
condition of the boat at present is a
source of some anxiety to a portion of the
travelling public. A rumor got afloat
last autumn, in Prince Edward Island,
that the vessel had something wrong with
her, and the Inspector of Steamboats or-
dered her over to Pictou to go on the slip.
The inspector was ignorant at the time, of
the fact that she had a shorttime previously
been taken out and thoroughly overhauled.
when that was discovered she was sent

HON. MR. CARVELI

back. Our people got alarmed and though
that the Government were not doing what
they should have done. What her actuld
condition is I do not know. Just oc
word in explanation of what seemed to -
good many people to be wrong. Tle
boat had very shortly before that been
hauled out and repaired so far as wSO
deemed necessary. The life of a boat
being seven years is not an argument At
all against another vessel being built to
take her place because really anyone whO
has been on board her during the heavl
ice season would wonder that a boat could
live so long. The experience of passe'
gers on board the Northern Light laSt
winter was very trying. As has been said,
after the vessel had been out for sonle
weeks the lives of the passengers were
spared not through the experience of the
navigator, but by the goodness if God-
During that voyage she twice circumnav-
gated Pictou Island, which very few men
expected that a vessel drawing 17 feet Of
water could do in open water. As I have
stated, the importance of this service,
and the necessity of looking ahead long
enough to get an efficient boat there, is,
I think, very apparent, and I cannot belP
expressing my appreciation of the course
that is being taken by the Government l
this matter. In the autumn, after the
ordinary travel boats are obliged to stoP,
the vessel can do good service during the
early winter months, but there will be $
time each winter when the Northern Light
can do better service than any larger
vessel.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I ap'
prehend there is no doubt that the Nort
ern Light has done good service howeve
much she may have cost. I understald
that for a considerable time last auturfl
after the other steamers had been with-
drawn and when the ice was running tO
some extent, she continuously, for several
weeks, managed to make the passage dail
each way, and since then she has dole
good service whenever the state of the ice
permitted it. It is probable that no boat
which could be constructed could run every
day during the winter and overcome the
obstacles which have been pointed out by
the hon. gentleman who last spoke. It
was the duty of the late Government as it
is of this Government to give all the effect
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tey could to this one of the conditions on WINTER COMMUNICATION WITHnic the Province of Prince Edward Is- PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
iinentetred the Union, and each Govern-
this das in its turn endeavored to perform ENQUIRY.d uty. The Northern Light, I believe,

bhindb stated by an hon. gentleman HON. MR. HAYTHORNE rose to call
me, was not constructed for this the attention of the Government to the

itservice, but it was thought she was expediency of making timely preparation
the rfor it, and she was therefore put on for replacing the Steamship Northern
p route. There seems to be a general Light by a new vessel combining such

t o or if not an opinion generally en- improvements in design and construction
ned, at all events one expressed by as modern experience dictates.

PErY hon. gentlemen from the Lower He said: The discussion on the previous
rovinces,that theNorthern Lighthasdone motion has taken so wide a range that it
a sably effective service there. The has in part anticipated a good mai.y

ne tn made by some hon. gentle- points which I wished to bring up in the
ericeat itis impossible to perform the subsequent question of which I had givence all the year round with the North- notice. It seemed to me that the success

and -ight bas been met in former years, or failure of a vessel bought by the
a is now being met, by the use of Government to replace the Northern Light
Whie boats during that part of the winter at some future period, which may be more
Than the Northern Light cannot run. or less remote, depends largely upon the

t I apprehend, will be the normal discretion which is used in availing our-
Pose thgs m the future also. I sup- selves of all the experienee which we have
Whe there are times during the winter gained during these last six years, and not

hea none but small boats will be able to only our own experience, but the exper-Stracross, and they will get across the ience of others in different parts of the
the ts Partly on the water and partly on world, by the voyages of Arctic e.xplorers.e ce. They have done the work very As I said in the previous remarks, whichadjctually during this winter. Before the I made this afternoon, I am not myself
tele rnient, I took occasion to send a practically engaged in the construction
tolgram to the postmaster at Charlotte- or navigation of ships, but I havecarieto ascertain if the service had been studied this question a good deal. Iave on satisfactorily during the winter. have made a good many passages in the
a vnswe not got his reply now, but the Northern Light and witnessed her per-
rieder was that the service had been car- formances in the ice. I was on board when
draw O very satisfactorily since the with- she was under the command of Mr. Sewellrawail of the Northern Light, so, as regards and when she was a new vessel, and it ap-
ho) there is nothing to complain of My pears from the evidence given before a

r riend bas moved for certain papers ; committee of the House of Commons last
also is no objection to that motion. He winter, that many exceptions are taken to

t Proposes to ask a question, in reply the build of that vessel. The pilot, whose
oi Whic I have some. information to give evidence I referred to in my former re-
mwhen he asks it . The Northern marks this afternoon, acknowledges thata bd as been a good deal knocked about, before he went aboard the Northern Lzghtada good da f bsbe o tatoi ler deal of money has been spent he did not consider it within the bounds

ben, but hon. gentlemen whose judg- of possibility to navigate the Straits of
opiniis entitled to great respect are of the Northumberland during the winter with
veOsîina that she is a moderately good her, yet he was surprised that the vessel,
b thend it is for the persons employed imperfect as she was, in his opinion, had
sible for overnment, and who are respon- still been able to accomplish so much.
a state t, to say whether she is in such That experienced man suggests several
,Po has would justify further expenditure improvements in her. He does not con-
When ier. The question I will answer sider her a good model from stem to stern.

t is put. His idea of a proper vessel for the service
'he mbetween Georgetown and Pictou during"lotion was agreed te. the winter, is something like a Newfound-
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land sealer. Different opinions have been
expressed. I could, by referring to the
evidence taken before a committee of the
House of Commons, show the Senate a
great variety of opinions expressed as to
the faults of the Northern Light and sug-
gestions as to what the vcssel. should be ;
but I consider, in a question of this sort,
it is the incumbent duty of the Govern-
ment to think and act for themselves.
They are responsible for the success or
the failure of a vessel built under such
circumstances; and, on the other hand,
they have this advantage, that though a
minister himself may not be very well
posted in such matters yet he has at his
control all the resources of the department,
and if he has no officers under him pos-
sessing the requisite knowledge and skill,
he still has the means of getting the evi-
dence and experience of experts in all
parts of the world. Now I, myself, ignor-
ant though I am of nautical matters, must
say that it is greatly to be regretted that
in six years during which steam navi-
gation between Prince Edward Island
and the mainland has been established,
no attempt has been made to collect infor-
mation of a reliable character independ-
ently of individual opinions. Men may be
very confident perhaps in the correctness
of their own views as regards this question,
but not being responsible for the success
or failure of such experiments they are per-
haps not to be accepted as infallibly cor-
recc. The hon. Minister has not as yet
said whether the Government have taken
any measures to fill the place of the North-
ern Light, but I understand that he will be
prepared presently to give such informa-
tion. It seems to me as a preliminary
step, if it is intended to build a vessel
specially for that purpose, that she should
be modelled expressly for it-that she
should not be intended to serve a double
purpose, because it is highly probable if
she was constructed in that way she might
not be fit for either of them. I quite con-
cur in the views expressed by my hon.
friend just now as to the inexpediency ol
employing a very long vessel for the service
which has been performed by the Northeri
Light. A very cursory perusal of the works
of Arctic navigators will show that smal
vessels are to be preferred to large ones for
such service, for this reason : they can
more easily work their way through the

- HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE.

crooked openings in the ice, and while
large vessel cannot easily be turned in S
narrow place a small one can, and caO
in that way make progress where a large
one could not. There is one advantage
that a large vessel would have over a srni
one in the service between GeorgetoW
and Pictou, and that is, it is frequentlY
necessary to charge what are callC4
necks of ice when to circumnavigate
the fields of ice which those necks connect
would involve hours of delay. A vesse'
large enough to charge those necks woula
have an advantage which a lighter vesse'
would not possess. On the other hand it
must be perfectly evident to gentlernel"
who give attention to the subject, that '
large vessel cannot, from the nature Of
things, be so strongly constructed as.a
small one. For these reasons many Arctic
voyagers have preferred small vessels. It
is stated in the account given of the
Austrian navigators-the officers who cofi
manded the vessel Tegetloffwhich was beset
for two years in the Arctic Ocean-that

when the vessel was finally abandoned
after she had been two years fastened il'
the ice, the crew left her in an entire con'
dition. That seems to be a marvellOUS
instance of the strength which can be giveO
to a properly constructed vessel, and that
ship, I understand, had lines similar tO
the Northern Light-she had fine line'
Those Austrian gentlemen, who have
written a very interesting and readable
work, tell us that fine lined vessels are
much better than full lined vessels in the
ice. They rise when they are " nipped,
while full lined vessels are always liable
to be destroyed at the first contact. These
officers give an instance of the kind•
They state that the Hansa was a full lined
vessel, like, I suppose, the Newfound'
land sealers which have been spoken of;
she was destroyed at the first COn'
tact with the ice, whereas the Tegetl'd
and Germania, fine lined vessels, thoug
somewhat different in build, resisted the
ice, and one of them, after having beeld
two years jammed in ice, when abandone
by her starviiig crew, was left intact'
One of the objections taken to the Nør//r
ern Light is her extreme draught at

1 When she was first launched her draught
was 16 and a-half feet, but subsequentlYl t

became consideraly more, and I observe
fron the evidence of the pilot, that
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0 little anxiety was expressed by
onse on board lest she should take the

ifshe sThey expressed the opinion that
her, sh ould do so, and the water leftvesselhe would never rise again. If athsel equally good to attack the ice asthe

be, bu tAern Light has proved herself to
extr not open to the objection of

ne depth aft, were built, it would
Worth improvement. That point is
Work tbf vestigation before setting to
said b uild another vessel. It will be

ebut what is to become of the screw ?
ep immersion of the stern is to

ice,,Ve the screw from contact with the
shipbuil think a full enquiry amongst the
the Nlders in the yards of Scotland andtnerorth of Europe, where vess'els that1
are go those tremendous Polar voyages
she cnstructed, it would afford means of
.wiog how the screw can be protected

deptht imersing the stern to such a
dePo* •I observe in the books of Arctic
taeaers it is stated that means must be

ot de o protect the screw, but they do
nescribe the means : it would be going

a descny essay on ship-building rather than
so, Itrption of a northern voyage to do
o Part 's sufficient that the Government
sr to bes responsible for building the ves-
No e devoted to such a service as the/t e., Light performs, would naturally
and levery OPportunity of enquiring into
and earnng from the experience of others,
by tPOssibly some means might be found

in for protecting the screw without
Irsing the vessel to such a depth aft.

ad some passages marked in the evi-

ehih Of the pilot of the Northern Light,
bro perhaps would be more properlydeb t forward in the former part of theunbate, but I am not at all desirous of

oCecessarily occupying the time of the
with this discussion, because it is

noe at bas often come up, but when theOvernnent are about to commit them-alves to the construction of another vessel,
the reni seem to be the case judging from

arks of my hon. friend from Alber-
ject -attention should be called to the sub-et and ample preparations should be4ade for building a successor to the 2%t-
n tyselfih. Although I do not consider
f1lly tha iudge upon these matters I see
it e importance of them, and I think

t 8OSt important that before incurring
pense and responsibility of construct-

ing another vessel for this service, the
Government should take every means that
can be thought of or. devised to provide a
vessel which can most successfully en-
counter the ice, and to adopt such speci-
alties as are used in the construction of
Arctic vessels, in order to prevent the
failure of another experiment of this kind.
I think I have already stated that I do not
consider the Northern Light has been a
failure. She was an experiment in an
almost unknown direction, and I think on
the whole she has been a success. It is
quite possible, however, that we may be
able to penetrate these ice packs which
have been described here this evening,
and that we may be able to keep up com-
munication more thoroughly and perman-
ently in the future than has been done in
the past. I do not, for my part, consider
that because at present, with all the known
improvements at our disposal, it is an im-
possibility to navigate our Straits in the
winter time, that that in any way releases the
Government from their responsibility to
do their best to fulfil the conditions on
which Prince Edward Island entered the
Union. If they cannot fulfil them to the
letter they must in spirit. For my part
I may say, and I am quite prepared to
state it on any platform in Prince Edward
Island, that if the Government have done
all in their power to fulfil those conditions
in a bona fide spirit I shall be prepared to
defend them ; but I always hold myself
free to advocate in the future-if I should
live-the adoption of any new discoveries
that may be made, or of any new force
which can be added to those we already
possess, to penetrate those enormous fields
of ice. We shall remind the Governrment
that they are still responsible fçr maintain-
ing continuous steam navigation between
the Province of Prince Edward Island and
the mainland. I do not ask them to do
impossibilities, but I trust that what they
can do will be done with a liberal and in-
telligent spirit, and then I think they will
have, so far, acquitted themselves of their
duty.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do not rise for
the purpose of continuing this interesting
discussion which has been raised by the
hon. gentleman below me, but after the
very satisfactory statement that has been
made by the Minister, I wish to make a
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suggestion. I must confess that it has
been a matter of surprise to me during the
whole of this long discussion this afternc on,
that so little has been said in reference to
communication between the Capes. With
the single exception of the statement made
by the Minister of Justice, there has been
no more than a mere passing reference to
it. Reference has been made to a report
made by a committee in another place,
last session, upon this subject, but the
impression that I derived from a perusal
of that report was that the balance of
evidence was in favor of keeping up com
munication between these Capes at a point
only nine miles wide, where nattere seemed
to have pointed to the proper place for
keeping up that communication, for the
purpose of carrying mails and passengers.
I say that that point seems to have been
entirely overlooked ; but the suggestion
then was that this communication might
be conducted at present by means of
wooden boats, which might very well be
aided by steam power; not enormous
vessels drawing 16 feet of water, but
subsiduary steam vessels.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Steam launches were spoken of.

HoN. MR. DICK EY-I hope the
Government will keep that in mind. Now,
with regard to the suggestion I was about
to make-it is this: I have listened with
some interest to a discussion in another
place upon a still wider and larger topic-
I mean the navigation of the Hudson's
Bay Straits. An intimation was made
that it was under the consideration of the
Government whether they might not find
it convenient to send a vessel there for the
purpose of ascertaining the probability of
those Straits being successfully navigated
during the summer, and for how long.
Now, if a new vessel is to be built, I
should like to put it to the Goverr.ment
whether they could not assign to the
Northern Light (which has been spoken
of as a vessel capable of ramming packs
of ice) to this duty; whether she might
not be employed on this service in the
Hudson's Bay for the summer season in
order to find out for what length of time
those Straits are navigable, and what is the
state of Hudson's Bay itself. That could
be done by this vessel, and she might be

HoN. Mit. DICKEY.

brought back to her regular service here if
the other vessel could not be built i
time. I make the suggestion, not as $
mere mode of disposing of the Northerg
Light, but as one means of getting infor-
mation on a most valuable point, and at
the same time doing it in the most
economical way. I think if the Norther%
Light could not be allowed to remain
after the summer navigation closed the
first year, and had to be placed on het
regular route in consequence of the neW
vessel not being completed next winter,
she might afterwards go again to Hudson's
Bay and remain there for the next winter,
in order to ascertain the course of the ice,
in the Bay itself, to take soundings, and
generally to obtain information as to hofw
far those waters are navigable.

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY-This
question has been before us now for a
couple of years, and has been pretty well
discussed. It is not my intention to oc-
cupy the time of the Senate very long,
but I might say that the Northern Ligh1
has done very good service during the last
season. There is a great deal of freight
to be carried from Pictou over to George-
town, and the consequence is that the
vessel is generally loaded too much by
the head, is not well trimmed and rune
into the ice too much ; if that were not
the case, I think she would answer the
purpose for which she is intended much
better than she does at present. One thing
should be brought to the notice of the
Government-if anything should occur to
the Northeru Ligt-if any accident
should happen out in the Straits-there is
no possibility of rescue under present
conditions. I believe it is the intention
to place another steamer there, and I
would suggest that the Northern LigId
might then be placed in such a position
that she could be kept in reserve in case
of such accidents. Two years ago the
Northern Light was out in the Straits for
a fortnight, and the passengers got so
alarmed at last lest they should run out
of fuel and provisions, that some eighteenl
or twenty of them one day took to the
boats and made for the shore. They
were out all night and fortunately were
rescued by the inhabitants, but it
is a wonder they did not all per-
ish. There is great need for having sorne
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Iat in reserve which might come to the
Whsue in such cases, for it is hard to tell
middlmight occur to passengers out in the
riddle Of the Straits in bad weather, unless

e Such means for escape are provided.
there, a very inferior steamer was placed

, she might go part of the way
then the distressed vessel, and mighten connect by means of boats ; but at

resent, in the event of accident, all onboard the Northern LigAt might perish.
1 crossed in ber this winter, in the middle
e J anuary, and I must say it was the best
rossing I have had from the Island to the
o and. We left Georgetown at 7k, and arrived at Pictou wharf at a

luarter past eleven. We had a great
deal Of ice in the Gulf between Cape
1ear and Pictou Island, and we had to
ur three or tour miles at one time out of

Ot course, as we got into broken ice.
North the ice is not solid through, the
fact shrn Light makes very good work, in
Way e surprised me many a time by thehe she got through the ice; I have seen
fo go through fields of ice from a foot tolrrteen inches thick,-breaking ber way
sodgh,-but as soon as she got into

'ce-I believe she was too much

ded by the head, and when she went
he te ice, they would be unable to backber Out by reversing the engines. I
crosed some five years ago, and there was
hadrda passengerfor Newfoundland,who

tear several years been sea-fishing on aSteaer there. He told me that the
'ce amers they had there would not mind

the sort surrounding us any more
l if there was nothing before them.
blt said the Northlern Light was not

it Properly for ice, that she was
ice much like a wedge and went into the
doe rowever, the Northern Light bas
cone a great deal of good service ; she has
continued running between Pictou and
tw g for a month or six weeks to

e nionths longer than the other steam-
e e had in the Island, to keep up com-

ntcation between the Island and Pictou.
it certain seasons of the year, I think

n-POssible for a steamer to get through
bke imes. The route by the Capes must

etkpt open, and some improvements I
spnk might be made there. That wasSu "en.of last year in this House, and one
8uggestion was to have boat houses built

u each side of the Straits. I myself

have come down to the shore, and on
reaching the ice I have found the boats
turned up, it is true, but still they were
full of snow and ice. If proper boat-houses
were provided the boats could be kept dry
and free from snow, which would be of
great benefit both to the passengers and
mails. If the Government will give their
attention to this point, I think the crossing
there would be greatly improved.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I do not know
what injury the Northern Light bas done
to the hon. gentleman from Amherst that
he should want to send her* out to Hud-
son's Bay; she was never intended for that
service, and I lear wóuld not do very well
for il. He says he was surprised that no
reference has been made in this discussion
to the crossing at the Capes. That, how-
ever, is a matter which can take care of
itself. The Government have built a
railway down to one place, and a company.
subsidized by the Government of New
Brunswick have built a railway down to
the opposite Cape; traffic has got
to be maintained there, and I think
that provision for the crossing of
boats and passengers will follow in due
course. My object in getting up was just
to say this in defence of the Northes
Light. My hon. friend spoke of the
Government profitting by experience and
getting information; I would like very
much, if it were possible, that the Northern
Light should be run for a time as her
builder intended her to be. I do not like
to go over what I have stated from this
place before. But the Northern Light
must be properly managed if she is to do
good work. She draws two feet and a-
half forward, and 18 or 19 f-et aft, and
with the round fore foot she bas, if she
struck the ice, instead of it stopping ber
she would run up on il. The first winter,
I think it was, she stuck in Charlottetown
harbor and they were unable to do any-
thing with her. Mr. Sewell the builder
was sent for; he went down there,
and had something like roo tons of
coal taken out; he then started her and
she went out of the ice, where be-
fore she was unable to go. A steamer
that is built to be run in a special way, with
a draught of only two feet and a-half forward,
cannot be loaded down beyond a certain
point if she is to be properly trimmed.
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The difficulty experienced with the North-
ern Light would seem to arise from two
causes : one is that when she begins to run
and there is open water with very strong
current, and a wind which frequently pre
vails there before the ice comes down, the
captain and crew are afraid of her, because
she stands in the water on her heel, hav
ing no hold on the water forward, and
therefore they load her down. Again, the
people of Prince Edward Island are very
anxious to use her as a freight boat, and
for the double purposes of carrying freight
and passengers she nevet was intended,
and never can be successfully used. But
as I have said, I should like very much if
it were possible that she should have a fair
trial in ice when she is properly trimmed,
and I believe that properly handled and
loaded she will perform the duty for which
she was built by Mr. Sewell. Under such
circumstances I believe she would be able
to cross frequently when, iii the trim in
which she has been kept for years past,
she has been unable to make the passage.
There is no doubt about that at all. Any-
body who has at all observed this matter
will see that this may account for her par-
tial failure.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have no doubt that the explanation given
by the hon. gentleman is the reason why
the Northern Light is not a greater suc-
cess than she has been, and I will call the
attention of the Minister of Marine to the
various remarks and suggestions that have
been made. I am surprised to hear from
my hon. friend opposite that the boat
houses have not been built, I called the
attention of the Minister of Marine to the
matter last session, and he told me that
the boat houses would be provided. I
shall again call his attention to that ques-
tion and to the various suggestions that
have been made. The notice that the
hon. gentleman from Charlottetown has
given is that he will " call the atten-
tion of the Government to the expediency
of making timely preparation for replacing
the steamship Northern Light by a new
vessel combining such improvements in
design and construction as modern ex-
perience dictates." In reply to the en-
quiry, I may say that the Marine Depart-
ment has entered into a contract for the
building of a wooden screw steamer

HON. MR. CARVELL.

for Light House service in the Maritine
Provinces, and it is intended to build this
vessel with extra strong timbers, sheath
her with green-heart, and plate her bows
with steel or iron, so as to fit her for ice
navigation, and assist the Northern LighI
when necessary. She will be ready for
service in October next. It is also in-
tended to repair the .Northern Ligit
thoroughly, next season, replacing all de-
fective timbers and plank, and otherwise
strengthening the vessel and fitting
her thoroughly for winter navigation.
There would then be therefore for the
service of the Government in or near these
Straits, the N<rt/ern Light, thoroughly re-
stored and strengthened, and this new ves-
sel which is now being constructed, and
which is to be finished in October, so that
the valuable suggestion of my hon. friend
would be acted upon and there would be
another vessel there in the event of al
accident happening to one of them.

I do not know that the Northern Lig/d
is the character of vessel that we should
send on the important service to Hudson's
Bay. She was not constructed for such
service, and is not the kind of boat that
ought to go there, and more particularly is
that the case when she is not in good re-
pair. She has to be over-hauled, and
thoroughly refitted and defective planking
taken out and replaced by sound timber
during the summer. If the Government
should undertake that service to the Hud-
son's Bay, of course it would be the.desire
of everybody that it should be done in a
thoroughly effective manner, and I fancY
that could hardly be anticipated if we de-
spatched the Northern Lighzt to do it,
particularly in her present condition.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, Feb. 15th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE WRECK OF THE BRITANNIA-

NOTICE OF MOTION.

HON. MR. ALMON gave notice of the
following motion
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to ht an humble Address be presented
ray Excellency the Governor General,eYifng his Excellency to cause to be laid
tfore this House, copies of all papers
fonnected with the enquiry into the loss
o the ship Britannia, which struck on theIoth-east bar of Sable Island on the nightthe 3rd September last.

Islandw many life boats are kept on Sable
s, l size and draft of water of said

nats On what part of the Island kept ?
tachtbunber of hands required to manen boat, and how often are the crews
eut ut to practice in said boats ?place said: I suppose it would be out of

Plac to enter into a discussion of the
retbect now, but I will mention briefly the
of s for giving this notice. On the 3rd
b Spteber last, a ship called the
mon i24, coming from Jamaica to
Sab treal, struck on the north-east bar ofe Island about midnight. In the
anrning she was signalled from the shore,towa in the afternoon a life boat came
ntil rs them, not rowing, but sailing,
near tithin half a mile of the wreck, so
Capt tat, according to the report of the
Cnouain and others, they were close
Teulgh to wave their hats to one another.
the boat did not attempt to pass through
the breakers, though if a proper life boat
to d een used they would have been able
The Cs, but went back to the Island.

ae aptain was in hopes that they would
atte1dpt to take the boat across the Island,Sdistance of only half a mile, and they

ad Plenty of horses, pulleys, &c., for thePutPOse, but the wrecked crew were left
ig the bar without any succor all that

cnght and all next day, without any person
'1O'eg near them. The next night abouthio.cock they made a raft, by means of

This taey attempted to reach the Island.
t h rft was no t upset by the waves,

boad te Captain's wife was washed over-berd and she and her four children
sland drowned. The raft drifted to the
ashar, and the exhausted crew were taken
'assor- I do not wish to have any dis-
theun upon the subject now, or until

e apers are brought down. I merely.eris n these facts, though I know thisLn ct the roer tthat h proper time to do so, in order
,sido - gentlemen may be prepared to

iaer the question when it comes up.
ngthe here a map of Sable Island, show-

e Places where wrecks have taken

place on its shores diring the last century.
When we consider the fact that every
year wrecks take place there, frequently
accompanied by loss of lite, it will bé
admitted that the matter is one which
should be carefully investigated.

PAUPER IMMIGRANTS AT
TORONTO.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE inquired:-
ist. From what cause or by what

agency have some five hundred destitute
Irish immigrants been brought, in June or
July last, to this country and cast upon
the charities of the city of Toronto, where
they still are and must continue during the
whole of this winter ?

2nd. Why the Immigration Agent of
the Government at that city feels it his
duty neither to recognize nor aid them in
any way?

3rd. Why these unfortunate people
should be so exceptionally treated and
placed as a burden on the already over-
taxed charities referred to ?

4th. That he will ask for any papers or
correspondence in the possession of the
Government on the subject.

He said : The notice contains every-
thing that it is necessary for me to say on
the subject. To bring such immigrants
here is, for themselves as well as for the
community on which they are thrown, a
very great hardship. They are -not the
class that is needed in this country. They
are without any means whatever, and are
left in Toronto to die of starvation or ex-
posure, without any protection whatever,
and there is no agent of any Governrnent
to recognize them.. How they came to
this country or by what agency we cannot
tell, and the object of my enquiry is to
learn from the Government how it is that
such a class can be suffered to be thrown'
as a burden upon any portion of the com-
munity in Canada. Toronto has quite as
much to do in the way of aiding its own
poor as it is able to accomplish. But this
is a very unusual case, and one that I
deem quite proper to bring before this
hon. House, in order to devise means for
their relief, and to prevent a recurrence of
such immigration into the country. I
have made every enquiry I could in
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Toronto, but have been unable to learn
by what agency they were brought to
Canada. The Government, I have no
doubt, will be enabled to give that infor-
mation which the public have a right to
expect.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
reply to my hon. friend's first question, I
beg to say that the Irish in Toronto re-
ferred to in the question are a portion or
a remainder of 6,359 of a special Irish
immigration to Canada during the summer
of 1883, in part sent out by the Irish
Emigration Commissioners, and Mr.
Tuke's Fund. Those now in Toronto
appear to have come wholly from the
Emigration Commissioners, from funds
provided by Unions in the South and West
of Ireland.

Before being sent out, Major Gaskell on
behalf of the Commissioners and Mr.
Hodgkin on behalf of the Fund, accom-
panied by Father Nugent, visited Canada
to make arrangements for their reception
and for providing them with work. These
gentlemen visited Manitoba and Ontario,
and called on the Minister of Agriculture,
at Ottawa. They then reported that they
had made arrangements with the Catholic
authorities in Manitoba, and with the
Catholic authorities and the Ontario
Government in Toronto for the distribution
and care of a certain number of Irish
immigrants. The Minister of Agriculture
also undertook that his agents should
afford them every possible facility in as-
sisting them to obtain work, and to afford
to them the most favourable rates oftrans-
port accorded to other immigrants to
Canada; on the condition that every
family sent should contain a sufficient
number of able-bodied workers willing and
able to provide for the living of each
family. , The Minister of Agriculture
further informed these gentlemen that if
this condition was observed, the immi-
grants would be welcome to Canada, and
be placed in a position to be useful to
themselves and an advantage to the
country.

In reply to Qnestion II--The Immi-
gration Agent of the Government, in the
city of Toronto does not feel it to be his
duty to treat these immigrants in any ex-
ceptional way, nor does he in fact do so ;
but on the contrary, they have been treated

HoN MR. O'DONOHOE.

in the same way as other immigrants, and
particular care has been bestowed upo
them.

In reply to Question III.-This questiol
is partly answered by the reply to last. It'
is not the duty of the Federal Government
to take any charge of immigrants after theY
have been handed over to the provincial
authorities. Its duty practically ceases
with that fact, and the duty of the province
begins. By the Union Act, the jurisdictionl
in the matter of immigration is joint be-
tween the Federal and Provincial Govern-
ments, and by the terms of a conference
held in the Department of Agriculture iln
1874, (under the Government of Mr. Mac-
kenzie) at which the Province of OntariO
was represented, it was specifically agreed
that the provinces should leave to the
Dominion Government the care of bring-
ing immigrants from what may be called
the emigration centres of Europe tO
Canada ; and that, after distribution, the
care of the provinces should begin.

In reply to Question IV.-There are no'
papers nor correspondence, the arrange-
ments having been made at the personal
interviews referred to

THE DOMINION EXHIBITION.

ENQUIRY.

MR. HAYTHORNE inquired whether
copies of certain resolutions adopted at a
public meeting held lately in Charlotte-
town, Prince Edward Island, and presided
over by the High Sheriff of Queen's
County, affirming the claims of that pro-
vince to hold the Dominion Exhibition of
Agriculture and the Industrial Arts, in the
autumn of the present year in Charlotte-
town-has been received by the Ministers
of Finance and Agriculture ?

Also, whether a Memorial addressed tO
the said Ministers and adopted by the
said meeting, setting forth more fully the
claims of that province, to benefit in her
turn by the holding of a Dominion Exhi-
bition on her soil, has been received; and
if so, whether the object contemplated by
the Memoralists will receive the favor-
able consideration of Government ?

He said : The people of Prince Edward
Island have for some time past displayed
considerable eagerness that a Dominiol
Exhibition of agriculture and the useful
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8tshould be held in their province this
ran . There is a sort of understood ar-
hnge eent that these exhibitions shall be
al by rotation in the several provinces,or ough that is not, I believe, a rigid rule

one that is nvariably followed. Some
)0he larger provinces have had thethnion Exhibition more than once,butbe general principle of rotation seems tobioadopted Ontario has had the Domi-

andn three tines, Quebec at least once,
wo of the Maritime Provinces, Novaac-a- and New Brunswick, also oncenic i Now , there is probably not so very

nuch difference between the resources
atd Population of Prince Edward Islandand either Nova Scotia or New Bruns-

ne as there is between those two pro-
and Ontario, and therefore it ap-

Peas that Population, area and resourcesdo hot
Of ot gvern the choice, but that a sort

erstanding prevails that a Dominion
dif tion shall be held in rotation in thenew ent provinces. The principle is not

this country, and it is one which

regar aways prevailed in England with
ad to the Royal Agriculture Society,
Pro th regard, also, to some of the older

es ncial societies there, the Bath and
eht Of England Association, for instance,

Years has had upwards of one hundred
th existence. Observing these facts,
it ople of Prince EdWvard Island think
ha high time to put in their claim to

inte exhibition held in their own pro-
that lis icoming year; and they urge

ca tn with the more confidence, be-
expos •ey have exhibited at the different
aexd pstons held in Montreal, St. John
reservdîfax, I may say without any
re ation, in a manner exceedingly
stocktbe to themselves. Their live
whck, their cereals and other exhibits
elich they have sent to those cities haveeIcited
standi general commendation, notwith-
Placedng that the Island exhibitors are
in hat a very considerable disadvantage
lon ing to transport their animals a
and way. With regard to their cereals
advaoots, they are at a still greater dis-
torin ge, because it is generally the cus-
ex'hi the Upper Provinces to hold those
the ls at rather an earlier period of
'Pteyear than suits Prince Edward Island.eeksclhmate of Ontario being several
ta earer in seed time and harvest,

that Of Prince Edward Island. The

consequence is that some of the best pro-
ductions of our soil are still immature at
the period when the Toronto, or Kingston
or Montreal exhibition is held. The peo-
ple of Prince Edward Island are now
strongly moved on this question. They
are not only eager that the exhibition
should be held there, but they are quite
prepared to contribute largely from local
provincial funds to cover part of the ex-
pense. I am advised that at a recent
citizens' meeting held in Charlottetown,
where the municipal finances were under
consideration, a motion was put and car-
ried, that if the citizens of Charlottetown
would subscribe $2,ooo towards the ex-
penses of a Dominion Exhibition, the city
of Charlottetown would subscribe an
equal sum. Now, the citizens of Char-
lottetown, professional men, merchants
and others, have agreed to contribute
that sum if the exhibition is held
there, and the city of Charlottetown sub-
scribes as much more, and I think the
Provincial Legislature will also contribute
a sum amply sufficient to conduct that ex-
hibition in a creditable manner. I have
made these few remarks as explanatory of
the question I have asked, which is in the
first place :-

Whether copies of certain resolution adopt-
ed at a public meeting held lately in Charlotte-
town, Prince Edward Island, and presided
over by the High Sheriff of Queen's County,
affirming the claims of that Province to hold
the Dominion Exhibition of Agriculture and
the Industrial Arts, in the autumn of the
present year in Charlottetown-has been
received bv the Ministers of Finance and
Agriculture?

These resolutions were, by order of the
meeting, to be transmitted to the
Ministers in charge of those particular
Departments, and, also, at the same time,
a memorial was addressed to those
Ministers more fully setting forth what
was desired, and I, therefore, further ask :

Also, whether a Memorial addressed to the
said Ministers and adopted by the said meeting
setting forth more fully the claims ol that
Province, to benefit in her turn by the holding
of a Dominion Exhibition on ier soil, has
been received ; and if so, whether the object
contemplated by the memorialists will receive
the favorable consideration of Government ?

This is the question ofwhich Ihavegiven
notice, and I hope the Minister of Justice
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will give us a favorable reply, because time
is for our province of the utmost importance
if the prayer of their petition is to be fav-
orably received ; inasmuch as the whole
of the work is to be performed there, and
the time for its performance is compara-
tively limited. Therefore, if the Ministry
are disposed to give a favorable answer to
our request, I think it will be doing the
province a material service if an intimation
to that effect could be given at the earliest
possible date,-and this is the reason why
I have occupied the time of the House in
making these explanatory observations.

- HON. MR. KAULBACH--I may be
out of order in discussing the question
which is before the House, but I really
think that area, population and resources
have a great deal to do with the success
of such an exhibition. Prince Edward Is-
land, with its limited population and re-
sources, could not expect to have the
Dominion Exhibition in rotation. It seems
to me that is expecting -too much, and
that we should not confine ourselves to a
province in holding those exhibitions, but
that they should be held wherever we can
concentrate the productive powers of the
country. There is only one argument us-
ed by my hon. friend, which has any force
-that is that the products of Prince Ed-
ward Island-especially cereals and roots
-are later in maturing than in other parts
of the country ; and therefore they cannot
be brought into competition with the pro-
ducts of other portions of the Dominion.
I am sure it would be unreasonable to ex-
pect, on the part of Prince Edward Island,
that the Dominion Exhibition should be
held there alternately with other provinces.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I do
not know whether my hon. friend from
Prince Edward Island will be content with
the information which he has received
from the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg,
or whether he will desire a further reply
on my part ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I do not
know where Lunenburg is.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I quite
sympathize with the hon. gentleman in his
endeavour to obtain the Dominion Exhi-
bition for Prince Edward Island. It is

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

very natural that he should do so, and he
has described the resources of that Island
with his usual clearness and force. There
is a difficulty, no doubt, in having an e%-
hibition on a large scale in that Island,
owing to the difficulty of access, and the
limited population of the province. We
find, even in places more accessible than
Prince Edward Island, there is an unwil-
lingness to exhibit at them, which results
unfavourably to such exhibitions, and it is
very desirable that they should be held at
places easily accessible, not only by one
route but by several routes, so that per-
sons who have valuable cattle or property tO
exhibit may send them freely, quickly and
safely, to their destination. The memorial
and resolutions have been received, and
the matter is now under the consideratiol
of the Government. I wish I could saY
that it would receive the favourable con-
sideration of the Government, because I
should be glad to oblige my hon. friend,
but I am not able to say sa ; I distrust
that, but still it is under consideration,
and at some early future day I will inforal
the hon. gentleman of the conclusion at
which the Government have arrived.

GRAHAM DIVORCE BILL.

SECo?(D READING.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved the
second reading of Bill (A) "An Act for the
relief of John Graham." He said-The
76th rule of the House is as follows :
"The second reading of the Bill is not tO
take place until fourteen days after the
first reading, and notice of such reading
is to be affixed upon the doors of the
Senate during that period, and a copY
thereof and of the Bill duly served upor
the party from whom the divorce is
sought, and prove on oath of such service,
adduced at the Bar of the Senate, before
proceeding to the second reading, or suffi-
cient proof adduced of the impossibilitY
of complying with this regulation." TO
carry out this rule, I present to the House
the certificate of the Clerk of the Senate.
as to the posting of the notice.

The certificate was then read.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--In order tO
further comply with the rule of the Housc
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h Wish to give evidence of the service of
the notice. I therefore move that EdwardCawdell Barber be called to the Bar ofthis "ouse to be sworn and examined.

The motion was agreed to.

tEdward C. Barber was then called tothe bar of the Senate and sworn, and ex-
amnined as follows:-

ar. What is your name, place of residence
occupation or leo-al addition?

Ot Edward Cawdell Barber, of the City of
ta, in the Dominion of Canada,

b t. Lookat the paer writino now produced
tal loun arked "A, « intituleI :"An Act for

r Jrelief of John G'raham," and at the paper
e1ifnlg now produced by you, narked " B,"

deng an Order of the Senate, dated the 30th
certified January, 1884, both writings being

ed by the Clerk of the Senate. Did vou
tiicopies of these writings with the cer-icates thereon to the Clerk of the Senate

dPon Sarah Ann Graham, and on what
and date, and at what place?

in. 1 erved duplicate copies of the writ-
an Ol, produced by me, marked "A"

ther B respectively, with the certificate
Sl8reon respectively of the Clerk of the
one, lpon the said Sarah Ann Graham,
1n 4 hursday,-the seventh day of February,
Yort her residence in the City ot New
Jn k, in the State of Newv York, one of the2 t States of Ainerica, and being number

6est 31st Street, in the said city.

th .1 'R ALEX.' CAMPBELL-I
thI a question should have precededtIs, but I will ask the House to allow it
this put now, whether the witness knows
sh Woman personally. I think thatogid be established to the satisfaction
of¡ the Senate. 1, therefore, move that the

Wtness be asked this question, " Do you
Pe , and how long have you known,ponally, Sarah Ann Graham?"
The motion was agreed to.

keITNESS-I do know her, and have
iwn her about 18 years

ef State the particular mode in which you
such service?

ri I served the said duplicate copies of thesaitigsC, "A" and "B" respectively on the
saa earah Ann Graham by handing the
havn to her and leaving the sane with ber,

'q.first read them over to her.
Co Id you compare the said du licate
Withs of the writing marked "A" an " B"
ascersaid writings respectively, andn that they were true copies?

Idid.
o ou know the Petitioner, John

-& I do.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I have no
more questions to ask the witness, and un-
less son1 e hon. gentlemen wish to examine
him further, I move that he be allowed to
withdraw.

The motion was agreed to and the wit-
ness withdrew.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-By the

7 7th rule of the House, it is ordered that
" the petitioner is to appear below the
Bar of the Senate, at the second read-
ing, to be examined by the Senate gener-
ally, or as to any collusion or connivance
between the parties to obtain such separa-
tion, unless the Senate think fit to dis-
pense therewith." I would ask the Senate
to dispensé with the petitioner being
brought to the Bar of the Senate, and
would move

" That the examination of the petitioner,
John Graham, in this matter at thelBar ofthe
Senate, as well generally as in regard to any
collusion or connivance between the parties,
be for the present dispensed with ; but that it
be an instruction to any Committee to whom
the Bill upn the subject may be referred to
make suchi exarnination."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think it should appear upon the record
that the petitioner is present at the Bar.
As the motion now is, it would merely
show that his being examined was dispens-
ed with ; I think it should show that the
petitioner was actually below the Bar and
ready to be examined in case the Senate
should so desire. The rule is absolute,
and reads " the petitioner is to appear be-
low the Bar of the Senate, etc." It seems
to me that the hon. gentleman should pre-
face his resolution by the statement that
the petitioner is below the Bar. The peti-
tioner appearing below the Bar, ready to
be examined, the hon. gentleman should
then move that his examination be dis-
pensed with. I submit to the House that
that would be the more regular plan of
proceeding, and we had bettér exercise
great care that our procedure should be
according to the rules and that all points
of this kind are closely observed. It may
be that, hereafter, our successors may de-
sire to examine such witnesses, and they
should have it before them that constantly,
where we have dispensed -with it, we have
at all events had the person at the Bar
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ready to be examined in case we so desir-
ed.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I may say
that I anticipated this suggestion would
probably be made, and would inform the
House that the petitioner is present below
the Bar of the House, ready to be exa-
mined s'hould the Senate desire it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-
haps then His Honor the Speaker would
give directions to the Senate to put upon
record that, the petitioner having appeared
at the Bar of the Senate, the motion was
then made.

THE SPEAKER-If it is the wish of
the House that I should do so, I shall
order it to be inscribed on the record ; is
it the pleasure of the House to adopt the
motion ?

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Feeling that
all the rules of the House, preparatory to
a second reading of the Bill, have been
complied with, I beg to move that the said
Bill for the relief of John Graham be now
read the second time.

The motion was agreed to, on a division.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved :
That the said Bill be referred 1,o a Select

Committee composed of the Honorable Mes-
sieurs Robert B. Dickey, Billa Flint, T. R.
HcInne, .Alexander Afacfarlane, William J.
Almon, George C. McKindsey, M. J. Mac-
donald, Elijah Leonard and the mover, to
report thereon with all convenient speed, with
power to send for persons, papers and records,
and examine witnesses on oath, and that all
persons summoned to appear before the Senate
in this matter, appear before the said Com-
mittee, and that the said Committe have
leave to sit on Saturdays and other non-
eitting days.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE

ADOPTED.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the adop-
tion of the second report of the Joint
Committee on the Printing of Parliament,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

and explained that it was one of the usual
reports, and dealt largely with documents
which were asked for last year. TheY
were not now, however, considered to bc
sufficient importance to be printed, and in
fact some of those who had moved for
them did not now require them. The re-
commendation therefore was that thel
should not be printed.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p. m.

THE SENATrE.

Ottawa, Monday, February i8th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

FRENCH REPRESENTATION Ibi
THE SENATE.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MRL BELLEROSE enquired :--
Whether, in view of the few members Of

French origin in this House, as compared with
the people of the Dominion, the Governmell&
intends appointing a gentleman of French
origin in place of the late hon. Mr. BourinO,
of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia ?

He said: I hope that I will be allowed tO
follow the practice which has been tolerat-
ed for years past in this House, and which
has been followed in England, that is, tO
add some few remarks to the enquiry 1
am about to put to the Government. N0t
that I wish to take the time of the HoUse,
but I feel that it is necessary that I shoUld
submit to the Senate some figures to sho
that the minority in this country have ju5t
cause for complaint.

It is all very well for hon. gentlemen
when they have taken the lion's share, tO
rise in their seats and ask us to speak 10
more of French and English, but to be al
Canadians. If those gentlemen are sIn-
cere, if they are desirous of promoting the
welfare of our common country, let the0
add acts to those words, let them treat the
Frerch minority in the Dominion W0>
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he sae liberality which the French ma-
jority in Quebec have always shown to-

s the English minority in that pro-
h • Then honorable gentlemen will

th more of our complaints, nor of
he rights Of the French speaking minorityin the h omimon. Not one single gvern-

ret -as been formed since Confedera-
their b the Province of Quebec, withoutof F eing therein, two Ministers at least
Ouflish origin, a proportion to which
ir fellow Countrymen, speaking the Eng-

tihon guage are not entitled, if popula-t'nis considered.
The presentGovernmentof that province

ar COnposed of six members, four of whom
Ca f English origin. In the previous

pr et there were three ; and in the one
rnembeing that, composed of seven
nentiers, three English speaking

bfltlenen had seats on the treasury
the Cs of the province, as advisers ofcrown,

11uch is, and such has been the constant
ity shown to the English minorityd uebec, by those poor French Cana-

Ao .0f that province. The French
hority in Quebec have always done this
lse f actuated, as they were, by a
ets ofwhat is right. They even took a

d Pride in doing so, feeling as they
ad tht a majority has nothing to fear,

shat with them rests the duty of
ld g' justice, good will and liberality,

it i . not with a minority, for whom
are atough to find and know that they
nn, b e mercy of their fellow-country-

othe elonging to another creed and an-
this rnationality. The consequence of
to l bas been that your Honors have yet

earn that any complaints in the shape
v byou hear us making every day,

t e en formulated there. According
of test census, 188o-8, the populationnthed 'ornminion is 4,321,810 souls, repre-
aotd in the Senate by 8o Senators, orabon Ole Senator for every 52,700 indi-diaaji.

ion French population of the Domin-
Senato r298,929. At the rate of one
ther for every 52 ,7oo, as shewn before,
origio uO to be 24 Senators of French

11 this Senate.
If look over on both sides of this

Sena find that there are only 17 French, so that the French minority is

far fron having a fair representation in
the Senate.

I will now take the Province of Quebec
alone. Her population is 1,359,027 souls
and she has a right to 24 Senators, or one
Senator to, say every 56,6oo souls. The
French population of the Province is
1,073,820 souls, giving her a right to 19

Senators. She has only sixteen, so that
each of the French Senators represent
over 65,ooo individuals. while each of
their colleagues from the same province,
of other origins, represent only 32,720 in-
dividuals. In the Province of Ontario
you find a population of over 1oo,ooo
souls of French origin. That Province
has a right to 24 Senators, or one for, say
every 8o,ooo souls, and yet there is not
one French speaking Senator appointed in
that Province.

The third group, the Maritime Pro-
vinces, have also a French population of
over 1oo,ooo souls. That group has also
a right to 24 Senators, or one Senator for
every 33,000 souls, and yet at this moment
there is not one gentleman of that origin
occupying one of the 24 seats reserved in
this Senate for their representatives.
Such being the facts it can hardly
be expected that the French Sena-
tors will refrain from vindicating the rights
of those they represent here ; much less
that they will sit quiet when, asking re-
dress, they are met with disfavor, and
sometimes when no possible argument can
be urged against their demand have to
submit to ridicule being cast on their pre-
tensions. The hon. Senator for DeSala-
berry truly said some few days ago : " If
we were here for our own pleasure we
would take good care never to refer to
this subject, the discussion of which this
House seems to be tired of. But that
which we are advocating is a question of
rights, it is a part of an inheritance which
does not properly belong to us. and which
we are in duty bound to preserve for those
coming after us."

No, we are not at liberty to fulfil or not
to fulfil such an important duty. We
could not, without being traitors to our
province, and untrue to our fellow-country-
men, neglect protesting against any acts
of the Governmeni which tend to deprive
them of such vested rights. Gentlemen
holding a seat in this House, or in the
other branch of this Parliament, are in
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duty bound to see to the preservation of
those rights. If they fail to do so, they
are unfaithful to their duties. They are
answerable for their guilt to God and men,
and I say I would rather resign my seat
than sit here silently witnessing the wrong
that is done to those I represent. An in-
demnity is paid to members each session :
that money is theirs if they do what is
right and fulfil the duties which their
position imposes upon them, but not
so if they fail to discharge them.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
shall not follow the hon. member into the
discussion which he has raised on this
question, and which he has raised on the
practice which certainly has obtained in
this House, and, I believe, obtained in the
House of Lords; but I will content my-
self with answering his question. In reply
to his enquiry I beg to say that the
appointment in the place of our late col-
league, Mr. Bourinot, will be made by His
Excellency the Governor-General, on the
advice of his responsible Ministers, and
it would be contrary to the duty of those
Ministers to inform anyone in advance of
what their advice to the Crown will be.

The Senate adjourned at 3.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawta, Tuesday Feb. 19 thz, 1884.

The SPEAKER .took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LIBRARIAN.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE enquired:

Whether the Government, in consideration
of the coinparatively small number of erm-
plcyes in the Civil Service of French Can-
adian origin, intends to appoint a Librarian
speaking the French language, to replace the
late Mr. Alpheus Todd?

He said : The hon. Minister of Justice
in his remarks, when answering my speech
on the right of the French minority in

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

this Dominion to have a Senator of their
origin sitting on the Treasury Benches,
was pleased to state that the French IPI'
nority had no reason to complain ; that if
they had not a Minister of their origin l
this House, they had more than the.r
share in the public service of the Doffi'
nion. He referred to the report in answer
to an address of the Senate in 1882,
which report was placed on the table Of
this House some few days ago. His word5,
as I find them in the Senate Debates, are
as follows :-

" There may be no French Canadia
gentleman on the Treasury Benches Of
this House, but let the hon. gentlen1
study the report which has been laid up0o
the table of the House this session al
he will find that there is an abundance Of
French Canadians in the public service
here and elsewhere. There is nothing to
be said in favor of the English comfil'
nity because they do that. They do SO
willingly, I am sure, but if they did not
do so willingly, the French Canadians are
strong enough, and resolute enough, to
insist upon it. But happily for us and for
the whole community, there is no neces'
sity for asserting rights which we are mTOst
happy to yield to them."

Now the hon. Leader of the Senate,
having made this statement from his se4t
in this House, I was bound to accept bhs
words. Though I was convinced that thi'5
statement of his was not in accord *it
the facts. Yet I w as bound not to contradict
him before I had a chance of looking iflto
the matter and comparing his statem1ellt
with the official return. This I have done'
and what do I find ? Not only has the
French minority not received at the hando
of the English majority a fair share of the
public patronage, but on the contrary, theY
have not even received such a share e'
though not in proportion to their numbers,
would even show a disposition on the Pe4
of the majority, to recognize the rights 0
the minority. And yet the hon. Minister
praises himself and praises the Englie
speaking commnity, because (as reported
in the Debates) " there is an abundance O
French speaking Canadians in the public
service, &c.," and ' there is no necessitl
for asserting rights which we are 190C
happy to yield to them," (to the Frene
minority.)

Should the rules of this House allow
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to do so, I would certainly not say that the
that Leader of the Senate knew better; ;
of thhe himself having laid upon the table
o he Senate the official return he alludedto he must have been aware that his state-
net Was not supported by the facts. tether would I, by any means return the
re tpment which he thought fit to ad-

arss to me on the same occasion, when, in
Stater to my attack upon the Secretary of

1 , he used the following words which
quote from the Senate Debates :--
(cIt is a habit which is certainly much

jvtter abandoned. If it is a habit, and I
ha'tate to call it one, but if it be called a

t Or practice of the hon. gentleman ito nrie much better left alone."

th , hon. gentlemen, I will not return
a, opliment. I feel that the hon. gentle-

, eng one of the leaders of the great
I Oly I have supported for forty years past,
Wodght not to lose my temper and utter
fought calcuated to injure him. We have

to fightoo long together (and we will have
feeligt much more) for nie to create bad
eeangs between us. Having been a con-riaedsupporter of his, and he having de-
tI emany advantages from my support,

in'e him a debt of gratitude which I am
fo honor bound to admit and never to
iret could not then, under such

the Mstances, use strong words against
been the gentleman, whatever may have

ne te expressions he has used towards
theO"e of his old supporters. Taking

i. 0 cial report referred to by the hon.
in the I find that the number of officials
only6 Whole Dominion is 3,530 of whom
thet 27 speak the French language, or in

one t rds, a proportion of about six to
the that the amount of salaries paid to
te ag $,136,0o5 of which $45 6,803 is

re egate amount of the salaries of the
tioe I peaking officials, also a propor-

n Oix to one.
nd ,f I open the census of 1881, I

t at the Population of the Dominion
Of 24 Io Souls, of which 1,298,929 are

3,o2 origin, leaving a population of
SO 87 of other origin.

thrd that while the French are about one-
rd ni; the whole population of the

are o, the officials of French origin
luent stY one-sixth of the whole Govern-
tis F 'af in Canada, and the salaries of

rench-speaking faction formi only

one-sixth of the amount of the salaries
)aid to the whole of the Government
officials.

Now, hon. gentlemen, if such be the
case-and it cannot be denied-have not
:he French minority in the Dominion
good reasons to be dissatisfied ? Are they
not bound to ask for redress, and use all
constitutional means to force the Govern-
ment to do justice to those whon they
here represent ? Is it not their duty to ask
that a fair share of patronage be extended
to those who are the descendants of the
pioneers of this country ; those who have
fought the battles of our mother countries,
old France and Great Britain; and by so
doing have prepared a home for millions
of people, who will be only too happy to
come to us in due course of time, and
make fortunes for themselves ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
referring the other day to the return which
had been laid on the table of the House,
I did so not having seen any synopsis of
it, and not being aware that any synopsis
had been made. I spoke, however, on
the authority of a person who had ex-
amined the return, and who informed me
that the French-Canadian race were
abundahtly represented in the service of
the country. Under the impression that
that was correct, I used the language
which the hon. gentleman has quoted. I
do not think the jealousy which he con-
stantly feels with reference to the French-
Canadian race obtains in the other
Provinces of the Dominion, even if it
obtains very generally in the Province of
Quebec. I have never heard the French-
Canadians in Ontario, or British Columbia,
or Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, or Prince
Edward Island put forward any special
pretension to be considered distinct from
their fellow subjects. But it would be
almost impossible to get on with public
affairs if it was necessary to consider each
distinct race, and each distinct Province.
If the French-Canadians of other Provin-
ces are to have distinct pretensions of
their own to places and position, why
should not the Scotch, the Irish, and
every other race claim a distinct position
by itself ? Say, for instance, the Irish in
Prince Edward Island are so many-what
would we think if they should claim that
they should have so many offices? In
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Quebec, where the French-Canadians are
in a large majority, and where they have
held, from the beginning of the country, a
distinct position, which was recognized at
the time of the conquest, and since then
by repeated acts of legislation, it is quite
proper and natural that their position
should be considered, and that these pre-
cautions and safeguards should be ob-
served ; and the jealousy which the hon.
gentleman feels is, perhaps, natural as
regards that Province, but I am happy to
think that it does not prevail in other
parts of the Dominion, and that the
French-Canadian, or Acadian people
in those provinces do not set up any
peculiar claims for themselves, but are wil-
ling and happy to cast in their lot with
other nationalities, which have just the
same rights and pretensions, and whom it
would be impossible to consider separately.
The information which the hon. gentleman
asks for, I cannot give him. He is a very
old parliamentarian, and knows as well as
I do that it is impossible for the members
of a Government to say in advance what
their advice to the Crown would be on
any given event. When the appointment
of which he speaks is made by His Excel-
lency bis advisers will take the responsi-
bility which falls upon them, and give him
such advice as they think best in the in-
terests of the country, and for which they
will be responsible to Parliament. I can
give him no other answer but that. I am
sure, in giving him the answer I did the
other day, I did not in any way intend to
injure his feelings, much less to diminish
or speak lightly of the respect which I
owe and feel to the great race to which he
belongs, but because he asked a question
which it is impossible for a Minister to
answer in any way other than I did on
that occasion. If I forebore going into a
discussion then it was not with a view of
giving him a short answer, but rather to
avoid entering into a discussion which
might lead to ill feeling, and which could
not be of service to the country, or to the
cause which he has at heart. I have given
him the only answer which it is possible
for a Minister of the Crown to give.

SENATOR DICKSON.

MOTION.

The order of the day having been

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.

called-Consideration of the report of the
Committee appointed to consider the
orders and customs of this House, and
privileges of Parliament,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said-
This is a report of the Committee on the
privileges of Parlianent, informing the
House that our colleague, Mr. Dickso5,
had been absent for two consecutive
sessions of Parliament, and it follows froffl
that that his seat, under the Act of 1867,
bas become vacated. It was thought best
then, by the House, that Mr. DicksOî'
should have some notice of the fact of the
Committee having sat, and of the conclU'
sion at which they had arrived. I entirell
concurred in the view, though none of 05
thought it was a necessity, and none of 95
thought it would be incumbent upon thie
body to take that step before the actiOO
which I now propose. Nevertheless, to
avoid any danger to the seat of a menbe
of the Senate, and to ensure his havi14
sufficient notice that his seat had beeo
under consideration and that a resolutio0
has been come to by a Committee of the
whole House with reference to it-to
avoid any danger of that being done with-
out his knowledge, and under circUt'
stances which, when brought to his notice
might have enabled him to give new infor-
mation to the House-as for instance
that he was in the neighborhood Of
Ottawa and unable to attend in bis place'
or some other reason of that kind which
might induce us to pause, or change Per-
haps the whole resolution of this HofUe
-it was to avoid any danger of that kindi'
not as a necessity, but as a matter of Pr'
caution and consideration, that we decid
that notice should be sent Mr. Dickson f
the resolution which was arrived at. That
notice was sent, and we understand fr01o
the letters which were laid before us by
His Honor the Speaker, the other daY'
that Mr. Dickson has received the infO
mation and bas not sent any official repli.
Nothing, therefore, remains to be don'
but to move, as I propose to do, that the
seat shall be vacated, and that informatOW
shall be conveyed to His Excellency the
Governor-General, of the fact, in orde
that it may be open for the Crowl to
make a new appointment.

I am sure that we all very much re
the necessity which bas arisen to take th's
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Sonpf Most of us have known Mr. Dick- the 33rd section might be looked upon as
the advery many years, and have enjoyed overruling that. The 33rd section is as
ilo advantage of his presence in this follows: "l If any question arises respect-

use and his assistance in its commit- ing the qualification of a Senator or a
tee, and we all regret, I am sure, very sin- vacancy in the Senate, the same shall be
nerely that his failing health should render heard and determined by the Senate."
necessary the steps which we are about to There is no question here of the qualifica-
tad • I move that the said report be tion of a Senator, and I do not think there

«14OPted. is any question of a vacancy in the Senate.
The vacancy exists. There is no question

MR. POWER-When this matter as to whether the vacancy exists or not, for
UP for consideration before, I raised there is no doubt of the fact that the Sena-

e question as to the necessity or pro- tor has been absent for two consecutive
PIety of the resolution moved by the hon. sessions. There might be some question
Ilisterof Jstice; and itwasunderstoodat in a case under a later sub-section as tothat timye that the matter might be discussed whether a Senator had been adjudgedet W. I regret to say that, owing to the bankrupt or insolvent, or if he had ceased
bere pressure of business in our Cham- to be qualified in respect of property orr, b Overlooked the matter, and have residence, because those are things which

been able to examine the law on the would not appear from the records of the
question, as I should have desired. I have, Senate itself Those are things which the
tiowever, given the subject some considera- Senate should enquire into before it could
to , the result of which has been rather know them ; and questions would neces-

strengthen the view that I expressed sarily arise with respect to disqualifica-1he the mlatter was up before. The tion, under those sub-sections. But under3st section of the British North America the first sub-section of the 31st section,1ee says : "The place of a Senator shall it seems to me that no question can arise.
Cesonle vacant, in any of the following Our own journals, the journals of theCt -there is no qualification to that ; Senate, are the most authoritative recordsit aYs that the seat shall " become that we can have. I wish to point out the

t •It is a positive statement ; and practical inconvenience that might arise, ifthe first cause mentioned is "if for two the action we are now taking were drawncoisecUtive sessions of the parliament he into a precedent. Suppose that a change
to give his attendance in the Senate." of Government took place-I do not

alt nothing that can be done here can think there is any immediate probability
Or the effect of this Imperial enactment. of a change taking place-but suppose one
t ioubt we have, in connection with did occur, and suppose two or three hon.
.elndemnity paid to members, a pro- gentlemen in this House had not been

elSion tiat, if a member is ill within ten able to give their attendance for two
sOf the Capital, he is entitled to re- sessions; we will suppose the Reform

a als is sessional allowance. Provision party were in power; it might be-and if
eetO made, that if a Senator attends any the process which hqs been going on for

duritl of a Committee of the Senate some time, continues, it probably would
Shalg the Session of Parliament, it be the case-that a new Government
the count as a sitting of the House, for coming in might not have two members
ThjPurPose to which I have just referred. in this House to represent it. It would

seregulations, statutory I believe in this need a French Minister (if we adopt the
bute thay serve to guide our actions here, views of the hon. Senator from DeLanau-

ht hey cannot affect the Imperial statute, diere) and an English Minister, and itfaile declares expressly that if a Senator might be that the Government would not
aIfor tw consecutive sessions to give his have two members n the Senate to act asern ce in the Senate his place be- Ministers here. One can see, if this
i hsvacantiPso facto. Idonotthink there action we are taking to-day were drawn
seciodoubt about that. Under that sub- into a precedent, that the Senate, by

nioq 8 of the statute alone there could be refusing to pass a resolution, might pre-
gesteds ionaboutthematter; butitwassug- vent the Government from being repre-y one or two hon. gentlemen that sented in this Chamber by Ministers. What
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I am saying is not likely to affect the
House in any way; but I wish to put my
views before the House, and to protest
against this action of to-day being used as
a precedent to bind the Government, or
this House, on any future occasion. I
put it to the hon. Minister himself-sup-
pose that on the day after the prorogation
of Parliament last year, the Government
had appointed-knowing from the Cierk
of this House that the Senator from
Niagara had not given his attendance here
for two consecutive sessions-suppose that
they had appointed a successor to the
gentleman whose absence we regret ; will
the hon. Minister of Justice undertake to
say that the Government would not be
perfectly justified in doing so, or that any
question could be raised about the seat of
the member so appointed by the Govern-
ment ? Once a member has been absent
for two sessions, the Crown has a perfect
right to make an appointment, and this
House, it seems to me, has no legal or
constitutional right to raise a question
about it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think my hon.
friend has departed from his usual care in
handling this question. He appears to me
to fal to discern the broad distinction be-
tween the existence of a fact and the pro-
per establishment of that fact as existing.
Now, I can conceive it quite possible that
an hon. gentleman might come down to
Ottawa ; he might even attend a commit-
tee meeting in the morning, he might be
taken suddenly and severely ill and not
come back for two sessions. How would
you meet a case like that ? There would
be nothing on record to show that he was
here, and yet he might have been here at-
tending a meeting of a committee. It is
just in order to meet a possible case of
this kind that this precedent is being es-
tablished, and as I believe, very wisely
established, that due notice should be given
a member whose seat is attacked. No
one questions the existence of the disquali
fication as set forth in the Imperial Act.
No person questions that we have no right
to interfere with that Act, but is the simple
fact that the gentleman's name is not re-
corded in the minutes sufficient to warrant
the Government in concluding that his
seat is vacant and in filling the position. I
say not, I say that in a case of this kind a

HON MR. POWER.

member should have an o1 portunity Of
showing, if he can, that that record is incor-
rect, and that he had been present on sone
occasion during the two years, either at a
meeting of a committee or in the House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
think that we took the more desirable and
wise course in giving Mr. Dickson notice
as we have done. It could do no harn;
and as to establishing a precedent which
might be attended with some risk, I amn
not able to follow the hon. gentlen3l
from Halifax (Mr. Power), in his remarks
upon that subject, nor do I think that anY
answer is necessary to the question which-
he put to me, that the Government would
be in a position to appoint a new Senator
to fill a vacancy, simply on hearing of it,
or on having a certificate from the Clerk Of
the House that a member of the Senate had'
been absent from his place in the House
for two consecutive sessions. I think sornt
action of this House should precede the
action of the Executive Government. Irr
addition to the statement which the hom.
gentleman read from the British North
America Act, he will find that the 3 3rd
Section (I do not notice whether he read it
or not) is as follows :-

" If any question arises respecting the
q ualification of a Senator, or a vacancy 1
the Senate, the saine shall be heard andde
terrnined by the Senate."

HON. MR. POWER-I read that.

HON.'SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
the clause immediately preceding that, it
says :-" When a vacancy happens in the
Senate by resignation, death or otherwise,
&c." The "otherwise" refers to the
various causes of disqualification, and the
circumstances which create a vacanci
referred to in the three or four sub-sections
of the 31st section. One of these is, "If
for two consecutive sessions of the Parlia
ment he fails to give his attendance in thé
Senate." The vacancy is created by that,
but a question may arise as to whether the
vacancy really exists, and it is desirable
that every Senator should have an oppor-
tunity of taking such steps as he pleases
to protect his seat and assert his right to
holding a position in this House. I'
action were taken, as the hon. Senator
from Halifax suggests, and the Clerk gave:
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the Certificate to the Secretary of State
a vacancy had occurred in this way,dand the Governor-General were advised to

fi' that vacancy, hon. gentlemen could
and that very great jealousy might arise,afd the action of the Executive would be
lIeWed by this House with great distrust.They would consider that it was for this

ouse to take action first, and to say
hadether, in the first place, the attendanthad been wanting during two successive

absiOns, or whether there was any questionao ut it. I think the true course has been
followed. There are other cases besides

a mnentioned by the hon. gentleman.rn Sarnia, where attendance would be
sucient. If a member attends a com-laluttee, he attends the Senate, because them'nfnittees are bodies constituted by the

nate, and they are for the moment the
outh, eyes and ears of the Senate, and.erefore attendance at a committee meet-ing Is an attendance in the Senate. I amotUre this House would not vacate the seat
aof any ember who had been shewn to

ae been present at a meeting of a con-ittee although he might not have beenPresent at a meeting of the House. We
thOw that in the United States sqmetimes
here are conrittees formed for the pur-
Pose of transacting business during the
hacation. That might possibly be the caseare. I remember one instance since we
¡ an existence where a committee was
Ilstructed to transact business, and did
tesact business, during a vacation. At-
tendance there might be construed as at-
i alce in the Senate-I do not say that
't would be, but it might be so contended.
p. Ought to be under this 33rd rule the
PrVince and privilege of this House to7Y whether the vacancy had or had not
(curred.

•ION NIR DICKEY-As one of those
the took the responsibility of suggesting
e course which, I think, the House has

t'ry Prudently taken in this case, I wish
"D Sa a word or two on this subject. It
Woud be nost unfortunate if there could
oity be any doubt whatever on this

Poeed, and I am therefore very glad in-
eed that the nistaken view, as I ap-

hnen, swhich has been taken by the
*e •Memrber from Halifax has not been

4PPorted by any other member of this
Ouse. I think my hon. friend answered

himself when he quoted the British North
America Act, or that clause of it which
refers to this matter, and which indicates
in the most unqualified manner, without
any conditions whatever, that under no
circumstances does the seat of a member
become vacant <pso facto. He admits in
the very next breath that, though one of
those cases is absence for two consecutive
sessions, yet there are other cases-for
instance bankruptcy or crime-proof of
which must necessarily be made, and
ought to be made. Why so ? If his con-
tention is that the vacancy occurs, i7so
facto, by the very words cf the Act, these
words apply to the other two cases, and
ought to govern them in the same way-
should govern the whole three cases to-
gether. Therefore I think my hon. friend
has answered himself, and I do say-
without reference to this particular case,
but speaking generally-it would be a
monstrous thing if in the case of any hon.
gentleman-whether it arises from absence
during two consecutive sessions, from
presumed bankruptcy, from imputation
of crime, or any other cause,-his seat
should be vacated without any notice
whatsoever. I do say that would be mon-
strous, and I would like to ask what pos-
sible objection can there be to giving a
man fair notice before his trial or convie-
tion ? The Act says the Senate is to
"determine," and how is it to be deter-
mined ? Surely by giving the party notice
so that he may not be tried without being
heard. It commends itself to one's com-
mon sense, and all the instincts which one
feels, not only as regards a member,
but as regards anyone, no matter who he
is ; therefore I can hardly take in the
objection my hon. friend makes. Why
does he object that this course should be
taken, when it cannot possibly do any
harm whatever, and is nothing but justice
to an absent man ? On these grounds I
think the Government has taken a wise
precaution in this instance, and I should
deplore any other course which would
have the effect of taking advantage of the
absence of a man, whose face many of us
have not seen for two years, when it
quite possible that the question nigh
have been fairly answered when they
came to determine it under the terms of
the British North America Act.
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HON. ML POWER-I am sorry that
my hon. friend froni Cumberland could
not understand the point of my objection.
I shall not go over the argument again ;
but I simply say that if a resolution of
this House is a necessary pre-requisite to
filling up a vacancy created in this way,
then the House may, if a Government
happen to be in power to whom
the majority in the Senate are
hostile, refuse to' pass a resolution per-
mitting the Government to make the
appointment. I think that is a serious
objection. I was going to suggest that
there is another course which it appears
to me might be pursued, and which has
some advantages, at any rate, over the one
adopted in the present instance. We are
now in the middle of the third session,
during which the Senator from Niagara
has been absent. The district for which
he has been appointed has been, to a cer-
tain extent, unrepresented up to the pre-
sent time,-I say that pare my hon.
friend opposite.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I consider where
it comes from.

HoN. MR. POWER--It might be that
that section of the country might suffer
very materially from the absence of a Sena-
tor. Now, it seems to me that it is quite
bad enough that the place of a Senator
should be vacant for two sessions, and I
think it should not continue to be vacant
any longer than that; and the reasonable
business-like way would be, at the close of
the second session, to send a notice to the
absent senator, and, when the second
session had elapsed without his presenting
himself here, then, in my judgment, it
should be the duty of the Clerk of our
House, or some other officer, to send him
a notice, similar to that given in the
present case, so that the Government of
the day would be in a position, on
receiving a certificate from the Clerk that
this notice had been sent and received, to
make the appointment, in order to have
the seat filled at the beginning of the
following session.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-That could
not take place at all, because this House
is the judge of the fact by which he
becomes disqualified. That fact must be

proved, whether it be because of two years'
ajbsence or any other cause of disqualifica
tion, and the Government certainly should
not be authorized to make the appoint-
ment on the certificate of the Clerk. The
fact must be investigated before the
Senate. The principle is clear, that the
disqualification must be investigated by
the House, and this privilege has been
given to the Senate in order that no
senator shall be deprived of his seat with-
out investigation, or before the Senate
ascertain the fact of his disqualification.
That seems to me to be clearly what the
Act requires, and it should not be rele-
gated to the Clerk.

HON. MR. PLUMB-My hon. friend
from Halifax has not shown his usual skill
and logical faculty in discussing this ques-
tion, particularly in the attempt to get
himself out of the dilemma which he
created in replying to what had been said
in answer to his contention. It is per-
fectly plain that by the 33rd section of the
British North America Act the Senate is
compelled to judge of any question in re-
spect to the occurrence of a vacancy in
this body The various occasions upoO,
which a seat can be vacaht are given in
the 31st section, and in the 33rd it says:

" If any question arises respecting thO
qualification of a Senator, or a vacancy in
the Senate, the same shall be heard and de-
termined by the Senate."

How can it be "heard and determined"
if the Senator is absent for two consecU-
tive sessions at the end of the second
session when there is no session Of
the Senate ; the second séssion has nOt
yet concluded, and the question cannot bc
discussed until the next meeting of Par-
liament. The default has not been con"
pleted until the Senate is prorogued with
the general prorogation of Parliament, and
it must necessarily come up at the third
session. My hon. friend has shown ý
singular lack of his usual acumen in the
statement he has made just now. I atf
surprised that any member of this House
should desire to have a snap judgmenlt
passed on the seat of any member, and
especially in such a painful case as this
where a member is prevented by illness
from attendingfortwo consecutive sessions.
As the leader of the Government has
said, we cannot ascertain that fact
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Unless wKe make some special inquiry. He
aay come to a committec which has not
a qorum, and even then I think his
ntteidance is good ; or he may be in the
t eghborhood of the House, and unable
a attend. I think the seat of a member is

vested right and should not be taken fromhirw except after the most deliberate in-
y, and it is due to the dignity of this
Y, and due to every member of the

e, that a course should be pursued
w'Vill give anyone whose seat is

lacted, every possible opportunity tothee himself right before the Senate, if
!here has been any error in the proceed-
'ngs with regard to him. In this case,41Y hon. friend whose absence from thistiuse we all regret-and no one more

frienm yself who was his personal intimiate
Plac , lot only here in Ottawa, but in the

e of his residence, who was my next
attachedghbor, and to whora 1 have been
aChed for many years-was unable to

and I think it was due to him andWould be due to every other member-
WhUld be due to the hon. gentleman him-

aifa wao, I hope will not be precluded by
hY accident from giving his presence tothiS fouse, to which he contributes Eo

nuech erudition and of which he is soPseful a member---that every possible
Precaution should be thrown round any
det'sion which would affect his right to a
that in this hon. House; and I am glad

t the Government have taken this
teithod of dealing with the first case ofthe kind, to show that under such circum-
dtaCelb the Senate will act with the utmost
Je ration, and guard with the utmost
Jllody the -rights of any man who is

On to sit in this Chamber.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think theCourse
Uover Pursued by the leader of thePrudenment in this House is a wise andeudent one, and the safest one to adopt.

The"e should be some means by which
the Senate can determine whether a
nenibler has subjected himself to dis-

qtilifiation. I must say that the hon.
S frorm Halifax certainly submitted

& fair and reasonable argument to
or use, and it commended itself to

the xnt to my judgment until I readi e Act itself. I think that we are ratherIhldebted to the hon gentleman for having
br'Otght this matter to our notice and

having it fully considered and determined
by the House in the manner in which it
has been. I concur in the view taken by
the Hóouse generally. There may be some
means by which the Clerk of the House
should inform the Government at the end
of the session of what he conceives to be
vacancies in the House, and probably the
vacancies might be filled-if the House
determines that such exist-earlier in the
session than by the mode adopted, and
the absence of a valuable member from
this House might not be so long delayed

The motion was agreed to on a division

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL rnoved
that an humble address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General
founded on the resolution of the Commit:
tee.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
now offer to the House a resolution in
which, I am sure, we will ail concur: that
is, a resolution expressing regret at the ab-
sence of Senator Dickson from amongst
us. Many remarks were made the other
day when this motion was under discussion,
and some have been made to-day, but none
have been made which sufficiently expreýs
the regret which, I am sure, we ail feel in
the loss of our late colleague. Mr. Dick-
son has been a member of this House
since Confederation, and was a member of
the Parliament of old Canada prior to that
time. He was a man well known, and
greatly esteemed in every position and re.
lation of life. His health, I am sorry to
hear, is so broken down that there is no
expectation, and no possibility almost, of
his ever being able to leave home again.
This we ail regret, and I propose, as we
did in the case of Sir Edward Kenny, to
send him an expression of our regret that
the connection which existed so long be-
tween him and other members of this
House should be severed. I move:-

That the mernbers of the Senate beg to
convey to their late colleague the Honorable
Walter Hamilton Dickson, the expression of
their sincere regret at the severance of the
tie which has hitherto connected thern, which
has been occasioned by his failiag health, and
beg to assure hini that they rill cherish
pleasant recollections of therr association
with hin for so niany years in the Senate of
Canada.
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HON. MR. PELLETIER-In perform-
ing the painful duty of seconding the re-
solution, I fullv endorse the remarks made
by the leader of this House. Though it
has not been my good fortune to be so
well acquainted with our late colleague as
many hon. members of this House, I
have had the pleasure and the advantage
of meeting him very often when I was in
the other House, and I am sure that every
member of the Senate must feel, as I do
now, that his absence is a loss to this
Chamber. His services have always been
well appreciated, and, I am sure, that all
the members of this House, French and
Erghsh, will miss him froni amongst us.
I heartily endorse the kind and sympa-
thetic remarks which have been made by
the hon. Minister of Justice.

HON. MR. FLINT-I wish to say a
few words in reference to my friend the
Hon. Mr. Dickson. I first became ac-
quainted with him in January, 1848, in
the City of Montreal. We sat side by
side in Parliament during that, and fol-
lowing sessions until 1851-up to about,
I might say, the elections of 1851. From
then down to the time that he left the
House, we were fast friends, and I wish
to bear my tribute of respect to the bon.
gentleman, and no one, I am sure,
will regret more than I do that
failing health bas caused bis absence
from the Senate. He was always a genial
friend of mine, and we seemed to enjoy
one another's company, and I know that
he endeavored to discharge bis duty
faithfully. Although we differed politi-
cally in reference to many things, yet there
were many subjects on which we fully
agreed, and I am satisfied that his place
will not be filled with a 'etter man than
he was. I regret very much that he is so
situated, that he cannot continue his
presence here, and I regret very much his
loss to the House and to the country.

HON. MR. POWER-I think it only
right to say that, as I objected to the
resolution.offered by the leader of the
House a few minutes ago, I do not wisa
any hon. gentleman to be under the im
pression, or that Mr. Dickson should be
under the impression, that there was the
slightest passible personal feeling on the
matter. I can say that I endorse mosi

cordially everything that has been said of
Mr. Dickson to-day. I think that probablY
there was not a more lovable man in either
House of Parliament than he was, or a
man whose absence would be more deeplY
and sincerely felt than his bas been.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that His Honor, the Speaker, be request-
ed to communicate a copy of the foregOe
ing resolutions to the Hon. Walter Hai-
ilton Dickson.

The motion was agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

TI ME FOR PRESENTING EXTENDED.

HON. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the time for presenting Private Bills
be extended to Tuesday next, the 2 6th
instant.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 20th Feb., 1884.

The SPEAKER took the chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE POSTMASTER AT ST. PER-
PETUE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. TRUDEL moved:-
That an humble Address be presented to

Hie Excellencg the Governor-General pray
ing that Hie Lxcellency will cause to be laid
on the Table of this House, copies of corn-
plainte, documents and evidence, touching
the manner in which the Postmaster of Ste-
Perpetue, in the County of Nicolet, has dis
charged the duties of hie office ; also. copieO
of all orders and decisions on the said sub-
ject whether by the Honourable the Po1'
master-General or by lier Majesty's Privy
Council.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p.m.



The Wreck of [FEB. 21, 1884] The Britannia.

THE SENATE. His Excellencv the Governor-General, pray-

Ig His Excellency to cause to be laid before
itaa tIs House, copies of all Papers connected

,'Timrsday, February 21, I884. with the enquiry into tue loss of the Ship
The Britannia, which struck on the north-east

O'clock SPEAKER took the Chair at Three Bar of Sable Island on the night of the 3rd
'COkp. mn. September last.

IPrae He said: A few days ago, when 1 gavePrayers and routine proceedings. notice of this motion, 1 mentioned that
rny reason for doing so was that this wreck

TITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS. was attended with the loss of about 13
M lives which 1 thought, under different cir-

roi. MR. MACFARLANE asked per- curstances would have been saved. 1
tiISSion of the House to present a peti- will recapitulate what I said the other day
"on Which, by some irregularity of the when I gave notice of this motion. The
tre he had only received to-day. The Ship Britannia left Jamaica in August
tllfe for presenting petitions having expir- with a cargo of sugar on a voyage to Mon-ed, he asked leave to suspend the rule in treal. A few days before she struck, shedcer that he might be allowed to intro- met with a storm, in which she lost one of1ICe this petition. her boats and injured one of her rasts,

h1 1N I LX.CMBL oe damaged that he was put out of his course.
'hion SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL hoped adteCpanscrnmtrws5T1 eon. friend would not ask to have theAbout midnight of the third of September
O th ended. There must be an end he struck on the north-east Bar of Sable
Private tBe for presenting petitions for Island, about 8 miles frorn the Island it-
the Bu lls. The time had expired i self In the morning, at early dawn-and

enate Use of Commons, as well as in the you will bear in iind that in the month
of September the mornings are long and

NON. MR.sunrise was about a quarter after five-
s"PP.sR. MACFARLANE said he he perceived by the signal staff that he was
SePPOsed the petitioner must take the con- seen fror the Island. At halt-past one

rn eic s of not having sent the docu- o'clock a life boat under sal care within
t In time, but he would call attention haîf a mile of the ship-so near that theytf the fact that there was some detention mutually waved their hats to one another.the mnails which prevented it from reach-

"19 hinTie bofathi mpotion, Imntioed theate

in time to present it yesterday. were before it and then turned back. I

asked the Captain if there was water
t SIi ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes. enough for the boat to go over the

Would have been too late. breakers, and he said that there was ot

LION rs d the slightest doubt of it. I asked hi if
the a good lif-boat could have gone throughreport of the Committee on Stand- the breakers : he said, to save life 1

18 Orde,.m and Private Biles. would have tried it with a coon boat."

LION. MR However, the boat turned back to the
t Rh PELLETIER, in confor- Island, and he thought, as he informedY h the recommendation contained me, that they were going to take the boatthe report of the Committee, moved across the Island, at a point where it was

-as sPension of the 5 hst rule in so far quite narrow-only about haf a mile-
related to the petition of the and they could then have reached the

Vreigr Fire Insurance Co. wreck without going near the breakers.
'The 'notion was agreed to. you will remember that they had cone a

f distance of t5 miles, and approached
Swithin about haf a uile of the wreck, and

there was nothing in the condition of the
MOTION AND ENQUIRY. sea to prevent them rescuing the ship-

utuywrecked people, since, by going this way,
S a they could have escaped the breakers.

ta humble Addres be presented to But the boat neyer care, and the ship-
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wrecked people remained ail the next
night on the wreck. Next day no boat
came: that night, after having been 48
hours on the wreck, it broke up. A piece
of the side of the wreck, which he des-
cribed as being 30 feet long, and about
12 feet wide in the widest place, became
detached from the vessel. He and the
other 16 persons got on board this raft.
Amongst them were his wife and four
children. This was about midnight.
The raft was not upset, but the waves
dashed against it with such force that
it knocked them ail off They got
on again, and another wave carried off
his wife and one daughter, and they were
drowned before his eyes. Another wave
carried away his eldest daughter, and then
another the remaining two children, and
he witnessed them perishing before his
eyes. Ail his companions, with the ex-
ception of three, were drowned. The raft
floated down opposite the station and a life
boat put off and saved the survivors. I
asked him what was the reason the life-
boat did not cross the bar. '- Well," he
said, "Sir, out of the eight men on board
that boat, besides the steersman, there
were only two sailors, only two men that
ought to have been on a life-boat. The
rest of the men were employed in agri-
culture, and unaccustomed to the sea,
and two of them I was told, and
believe, were sea-sick. This was the crew.
Why did they not make an attempt next
day to reach the ship ? They say it was
stormy. Fortunately, we have a witness
who has nothing to do with either party.
Next day a vessel sailed to within half a
mile eastward of the wreck, and saw it
and came as close to it as they safely could,
but seeing no signal they thought it was
an old wreck and left it. Why there was
no signal is explained by the captain of
the Britannia, as is shown by the follow-
ing despatch from Parrsboro, to the Hali-
fax Herald:

Have just been called upon bv Capt. Cook,
of the barque Recovery, who, it will be re-
nembered, reported a ehip ashore at Sable
Island last week on his arrivai here. Capt.
Cook wishes to report that in the evening
preceding the breaking up of the Britannia
he sailed within half a mile of her, when he
discovered breakers and then the vessel. His
son called his attention to the wreck, and
after tacking ship and getting about, every
effort was made to discover the condition of
the wreck. The glass revealed no one on

HON. MR. ALMON.

board, and as no si 1na of distress was flyii4
Cavt. Cook conclu ed the wreck must be o1,
an as he was already on dangerous groond
lie deternined not to mvestigate. Only a ligbt
sea was running, and had a signal of distress
been exhibited, Capt. Cooke bas no doubt but
that the whole crew and passengers of the uD'
fortunate Britannia could have been saved
Capt. Cook's family and officers witnessed t
ecene as described.

That, I think, shows, particularly when
next day no effort was made to reach this
vessel, that it could have been done. NOW
when a man goes in a life-boat it is not
for pleasure ; he goes prepared to take hiO
life in his hands, as has been frequentlY
the case in the life-boat service of the Old
Country; and I feel that if sufficient
effort had been made, there would have
been no difficulty in saving those people.
It was said in a paper that I stated that

the reason why they did not aP'
proach the boat was through cow'
ardice ; I do not think it was. I think
it was through incapacity. When We
reflect that only two of the crew were
really sailors, we cannot wonder at what
occurred, and if any of you have ever beeO
sea-sick you will readily understand that a
man who is sea-sick is capable of vel
little exertion. I want to see the papers
connected with the investigation. I thin'
that it was not properly conducted; it was
held at the Marine and Fisheries office at
Halifax, when, I think, it ought to haVt
been held at Sable Island. The person5
who conducted it is Captain Scott, who 15
himself, to a certain extent, responsible for
this state of things. He has often been tO
Sable Island, and if there was anythin%
wrong with the life-boat service, he was to
some extent implicated. What I state
now is not from hearsay, but from respect-
able parties, and I am convinced that, if
an investigation takes place on the Island,
it will corroborate ail that I have stated,
and that is what should be done. The
circumstances I have from the Captail
himself. He had no animosity towards
the crew of the life-boat; he was crushed
by the loss of his wife and four childre,
as any man would naturally be under the
circumstances, but he bore no malic
towards the crew of the boat. I told
him that so far as I was concerned
I would bring it before a higher
tribunal. This incident has gone byr
but I think we should, if possibler
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Irect Public attention to the subject,
heldtr that a strict investigation may be
aet show whether this state of things

M.i- e changed. I do not blame the
inister of Marine and Fisheries -I do

hot expect that he shall visit all the light-
iu'es and life-boat stations in the Do-einion ; that is impossible. Nor do I

so. e that the Deputy Minister will do
asip Smith is a man 72 yearsof age,uar- e seen by the Parlianentary Com-
the Sea, andbesideshewasnotbroughtup to
at s. , but was taken from a Custom House

uc John. I do not think he could do
What down there, cven if he did go; but
so 1 think ought to be done is to take
"n'ne of the Pilot Commissioners of Hali-fe n who have served their youth on

dSs and who have made their money
b retired. They are a most efficient

inv et two of them be sent down toestesate this case, and I am satisfied
we wil have a different report from the
Que hÎch has been submitted to Parlia-ent• In old times Sable Island waspoider the direction of Commissioners ap-
Were d for the purpose. I think there
eun ve, amongst whom were Edwardard, and Edward Wallace, who had

t -n the Royal Navy before, Mr. Mil-
have others. I think the svstem we
nulore now is a wrong one. I believe that
that soney should be given to maintain
t station. The man who has charge of
goolnd now is not a salior, but a very
If cotch fariner from Pictou county.

to will read the report you will find
bushe has succeeded in raising so nany
which . Of turnips and other produce
duce cs very praisworthy, but I think pro-
rate could be bought at a much cheaper

a aiadtat the man in charge should be
is]or. I do not like the way this incident

agentionied in the report of the Marine
thde heries Department. This is what

,,7 saY speaking of the vessel

giste . ritish bark Britannia, 444 tons
3bo " sx years old, with seventeen persons

aldo struck on the north-east bar off and during a dense fog, on the more
oyage 43rd of September last, while on ad fron Jamnaica to Montreal, with suar
tel , and becamue a total loss. he

ý15Was valued at $22,000 and was insured
he , oO. Thecaro was valued at $40,000.

Vsb**el ao by Mr. Thoina Yates,
eâam, England.

'the wreck was discovered, by the lookout1snd, at daylight on the 3rd of Septem-
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ber, and the life-boat left for the rescue, but
only succeeded in getting within half a mile
of the wreck owing to the heavy sea breaking
over the bar. On the niorning of the 5th,
when the weather liad moderated, the boat
again put off for the scene of the wreck, but
the vessel had, in the ineantime, been broken
up. The master and three seanien were found
floating on a piece of the wreek, and were
rescued and cared lor at the station on the
Island. These were the only persons saved,
out of the seventeen on board. Amongst the
lost were the Captain's wife and four children.
Tiis was the only wreck which occurred on
the Sable Island or bars during the last year."

You would not suppose from this report
that a day elapsed without any notice
being taken of the wreck. The details are
slightly inaccurate, but I have no doubt it
is merely a c'erical error, and not intend-
ed to deceive, yet it would be just as well
if it had been put down more correctly.
Having made these remarks, I hope the
matter will not rest with me, but that other
members of the Senate who are more
acquainted with seafaring operations, will
give their opinions as to whether it is not
possible that if diligence had been shown,
more lives would have been saved, and
whether, if another investigation were held
into the matter, it would not throw more·
light on this case.

HoN. MR. CARVELL-I am very glad
that this question has been brought up,
and I have no doubt that it will meet
with a hearty response from every hon.
gentleman in this House, inasmuch as the
feeling vhich has prompted my hon. friend
to move in this matter is the belief that
lives were lost which need not have been
lost on the occasion referred to. In 1879
the steamer State of Virginia was wreck-
ed not far from the point where the Brit-
tannia was lost. The Government steamer
Glendon was about to make her second
voyage to the scene of the disaster, and
bring up the remainder of the crew and
some of the effects of that unfortunate
ship, and I, being in Halifax, took pas-
sage and went down to Sable Island, and
in that way got some little knowledge of
the state of things there at the time. I
may say that in connection with the loss
of that ship, in the endeavor to get the
crow and passengers ashore from her, she
lying within between one quarter and half
a mile from the Island, nine lives were
lost. I had a conviction at the time, with-
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out being now able to give the reason for that the day was fine, and that the boa
it, that the lives need not have been sacri- from the Island went off under sail. Thee
ficed and would not have been lost, if a isadiscrepancybetweenthestatements:
force of men with proper experience had statement is that they rowed some twel1
been there to man the life-boats. I have miles. The statement of the unfortuate
forgotten how many now, but there were people who were on the ship was that tw
quite a large number of the passengers life-boat sailed out from the head statiO0

.and crew successfully landed. One boat, to within, perhaps, a haif a mile of the
however, upset, and nine lives were lost, ship; but whether they sailed or not,
and talking the matter over afterwards think the first thing that suggested itsw
with the people on the Island, and with to me on hearing the story is that if th
the captain, officers and crew of the ship boat was to windward, or off shore frOe
State of Virginia, I was led to conclude, the wreck, that there ought to have beeo
and now believe, that if a proper class of some means, some appliances, by whCl
men had been there to man these life- they could have approached more nearlY
boats, that that boat need not have been to the wreck. For instance if the
upset, and these nine lives would not have was on shore and therefore on the wreck,
been lost. if the life-boat is off shore from the wre

Sable Island, which is a narrow strip of it might be dangerous, as it often is da»
land some 22 to 24 miles long, with an gerous, to approach too close to the wreck
average of not, perhaps, more than six or but with pro>er ground tackle, and prO
eight feet above high water mark-the per appliances they could go down nea
highest point on it being not more than the ship by dropping anchor and payinl
20 feet, or certainly not 30 feet, above out chain or hawser, as the case might bey
high water mark-has drawn down more so as to get so near to the wreck that -
vessels perhaps than any other Island rocket with line attached, or other al
known to the civilized world. The map pliances could be thrown on board, and
which I hold in my hands gives a view of so make a passage from the wreck to the
the known wrecks on the Island, and it is life-boat. There is no question at ail that
almost impossible, as hon. gentlemen will about noon on Monday or Iuesday-tle
see who refer to this map, to fire a shot day after the vessel struck-she struck io
from any point of the compass towards the middle of the night, 1 think-the iife
the Island without passing through or boat was within haif a mile of her. Such
over some wreck on its shores ; and most being the case it is very clear to my mmd,
of those wrecks have been attended with and I have some knowledge of things Of
loss of life. this kind, having gone down a good deal

As has been said by the hon. gentle- to the sea in ships-that witb proper aly,
man from Halifax, I think that the man in pliances and proper men that ship ought
charge of the station, a very estimable to have been reacbed. But the life-boat
man, and a very excellent man so far as disappeared. She went back to Sable
discipline and all that sort of thing goes, Island. 0f course we must understand
.and one for whose kindness and hospital- that in discussing thiG matter we are te'
ity I can vouch, having sat at his table ing to a great extent in the dark, I kno*
more than once-is not the man who notbing of the evidence that may have
should have charge of a life-saving station, been produced before the Court of lw
for that is really what Sable Island is, or quiry. Lt may be that when these paper
what it should be. It has been well said comc down, our present opinions as tO
that he has been a very estimable man as a the facts may be upset; but it seems tO
farmer, but he should have about him ex- me from ail that I have seen in the news'
perienced mariners who should be ready papers, and from what I have heard fro0
at any time to take their lives in their my hon. friend from Halifax, that there VS
hands in the face of danger when their no weather between the noon of one daYl
services are called for. The kind of tes- and the noon of the second day after
timony we have as to the circumstances from the noon of the third to thenoon 0f
connected with this case, and it ought to the fifth, that could have prevented tbesC
be taken with a certain amount of margin, boats with proper men in tbem going < t

is, that the weather was lot too roug th; and looking at that sbip. Lt does appet

HON.rMR. CARVELL
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to f~
ta rom the partial information I have,

I, the lifeboats ought to have been out.
Part Once on that Island for the greater
then a day, and the impression I got
Vey' and the impression which I con-
Fie to the then Minister of Marine and
the k s was, that the people were notthvind of people to have charge of a life-
the ng station, and that is after all, I thinktigreat good to be effected by this
the on to get that impression fixed upon

in'nds of the Government, and of thetic 1 ster of Marine and Fisheries in par-cha ar-that proper men should have
berge of that station and that they should

life -PPied with proper appliances to save
Then it is in danger.

doThe Captain of the vessel who bore
distr Upon the wreck saw no signal ofSeress, and saw no sians of life on it, and
.erY.Properîy b lf o t n
it Wa oly came to the conclusion that

.tas an Old wreck. The captain of the
theren a had cut away the masts and
could s no place to fly a sigral that
h'd seen at any distance. WhenWere gentlemen realize that these livesere lost, and it is supposed they needtOt ha ve been lost, they will acknowledgethe *n
b POrtance of the motion which has

a Made by the hon. gentleman from
ifax, and made in the hope that that

Where, Which is of so much importance
niade so nany vessels are lost, will be

1 'e ore effective as a life-saving station.
t is and is over 20 miles in length, and

vesseegularly fenced with the wrecks of
of . supon which hundredsand thousandsoves have been lost. There is no
Pitnt on the Continent of America which,

short a space, has been the cause of
1 de'uch loss of life as Sable Island, and
auth0 . t think that the Government or the
hav rities having that matter in charge,

'uch appreciated the importance of a
lnore larger, and if necessary, a much
for the Pensive staff being organized there
Who safety, or savmg of lives of those

heare unfortunately driven on shore.
itself Matter is one that must commend
gentl tO the best consideration of hon.
to stay en and it is not necessary for me

yanything more about it.
kno •. MR KAULBACH-I do not
be that I can add anything to what has

et, by my hon. friends on this sub-
yet, corning as I do from that part of

Nova Scotia which sends forth a large
number of men engaged in the fisheries-
along that part of the coast,-probably the
most perilous part of the coast of Nova
Scotia-I know there is not a vessel en-
gaged in the fisheries but what feels a cer-
tain amount of terror in approaching the
shore of that Island in the prosecution of
their calling, and I am sure they will be
glad to know if anything better can be
done for the protection of life and proper-
ty from the dangers of shipwreck on that
treacherous shore. Everybody who knows
anything about Sable Island is aware that
it is surrounded by sand banks extending
miles from the Island itself, and when a
vessel touches once it is beyond all hope
of being saved. The object then is, as far
as possible, to save life. Immediately a
vessel touches it becomes imbedded in the
sand, and every appliance should be secur-
ed for the relief of the crews and passen-
gers. I have myself conversed with own-
ers of some vessels that have been on that
shore and they appeared to recollect the
wreck of this vessel. I remember, in one
particular instance, the skipper of a vessel
belonging to the town from which I corne
saying that he was under the impression,
having passed the Island on the second.
day, and knowing the weather, that with
proper appliances the lives of the crew
might have been saved. I am very glad
that this matter has been brought to the
notice of the House. I know that Sable
Island was, at one time under the charge
ofthe NovaScotia Government, and we had
a so-called Governor there, who was well
skilled in these matters, with proper assis-
tance-Captain Crowl, and others who knew
thoroughiy all about sea-faring matters,
and had all necessary means and appliances
for saving life ; and although there were
as many wrecks then, and probably more,
the loss of life was not so great under cir-
cumstances such as occurred in this case.
I do not know that I could say anything
more on this subject, but if I had remain-
ed silent, I feel that the people who are
employed in the fisheries on that Island
would consider that I was derelict in my
duty.

HON. MR. POWER-I think that the
whole seafaring public are under gteat
obligations to my hon. colleague for having
brought this matter before the House, and
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I hope the remarks which he has made,
and those of the hon. gentleman who
followed, will make the Government-or
that particular Department of the Govern-
ment which has to deal with Sable Island
-alive to the importance of this question.
My hon. colleague has shown-provided
the facts are as reported to him--that
some fourteen valuable lives were lost in
the wreck of the Britannia, which might
have been saved. The hon. gentleman
who . followed him showed that, on a
previous occasion, a number of lives were
lost which might also have been saved,
and it is safe to say that within the past
fifteen or sixteen years many lives have
been sacrificed there which might have
been saved if the life-saving station had
been differently managed. I think my
hon. colleague has made out, at any rate,
so strong a case as to render a further
investigation into this matter quite imper-
ative. He has given sufficient reasons
why the investigation that has taken place
should not be deemed tatisfactory by the
Government, and it certainly is not satis-
factory to the country. I, therefore, hope
that the Government will act on the
suggestion of my hon. colleague,
and see that a further and searching
investigation takes place. One circum-
stance alone, which is kept out of sight in
the report of the Department on this
matter, seens to render an investigation
absolutely necessary-it is the fact that a
whole day was allowed to elapse without
any effort whatever being made by the
people on the Island to rescue those on'
the wreck. That is something which
seems quite unaccountable, and which
ought to be explained. If the staternent
made by my hon. colleague is correct-
that only two seafaring men are comprised
arnong the people at the life-saving
station-that would account for it, as two
men are not enough to take a life-boat to
a wreck, in rough water ; therefore, if that
is the case, I think the Department is
very much to blame for having so in-
efficient a staff on the Island. The history
of the case, and the comparison made by
my hon. friend from Lunenburg, as well
as my hon. colleague from Halifax, be-
tween the way in which Sable Island was
mahaged in old times-when the Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia had to deal with it-
and the manner in which it is managed

HON. MR. POWER.

now, is only a sample of the changeO
which have taken place in the manage
ment of a great many things in the Lowd
Provinces, since Confederation.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Hear! hear! !

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle'
man from Toronto says hear, hear, but
just here is a fact which goes to prove 10Y
statement ; and if necessary a great nanY
other facts might also be supplied. Out
of the small revenue which she possessW
in old times, Nova Scotia maintained a0
efficient staff on the Island for the purpos
for which it was intended. I am not accu'
ing the Government of the Dominion of re'
fusing to spend money there, because
I think they have built a second light
house since the Island has come into the
hands ; but the Department which h8
charge of this Island shows a want Of
capacity to do its work properly. It ui'
derstands the way how not to do it, as they
do in a great many other Departmenets
This is a station intended chiefly for the
purpose of saving life. There are tWO
light-houses to be kept up, and the Pd'
ticular object beyond that of having a staW
and having a residence for the Governoe
(or whateve: he may be called) is, in the
first place to save the lives ot persons whO
are on shipwrecked vessels, and in the
second place to feed ahd shelter those per-
sons after their lives have been saved-
Now, the Government have so managed
that this station, which was intended
chiefly to save life, is devoted largely to
agricultural purposes, and the staff is not
fit for the purpose for which it was i'
tended. If, instead of sending a farro
down there, they had followed the course
indicated by my hon. colleague frOna
Halifax, and had sent down half a dozen
Nova Scotia fishermen, no such misfOr-
tunes as has arisen in this case would have
occurred. While the subject of Sable s'
land is up I wish to call the attention 0
the Minister of Justice to another matter
which I think deserves the attention O
his colleagues in the Government withil
whose particular sphere of duty it nay
come. We have been promised mOre
than once, within the past few years, that
a sub-marine telegraph cable should be
laid to connect Sable Island with the
mainland of Nova Scotia. This prontise
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hs b
be een made several times, and has
bgen referred to in the reports of the
ne1cers of the Government. It appears to

anle that n0w it is quite time that very im-
l 'n0flt cable was laid. It would not be
Very expensive, and it would be of verygreat service in many cases.

t oN SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
thinfy hon friend who has introduced

.' n.motion will have done a considerable
el vice to the cause which he has at heart.

IerhOuld be very sorry to believe that the
Ieisons who have been placed on this
theand for the purpose of attending to
tha life-boat are merely farmers. I believe't suich persons could be selected with
teuhar care, so as to secure efficiency in
the Management of boats, and I agree
Wth 'my hon. friend that the fishermen of
toova Scotia are the proper class of men
u rnanage those boats on Sable Island.1 shall take care to bring the subject1nder the notice of the Minister of
Marine. I cannot think at the Depart-Ilaent e.- cno hnkhtb eat

g 'n s so badly managed as the hon.enteman who spoke last would lead usov lieve, as the gentleman who presides
Over the Department, though not a sailor
beself, has been a shipowner, and has
kn mterested in ships for years, and
ktows the value of sailors' lives, and

Ows how far it is essential, in the man-
iment of the Department entrusted to

th, to take every precaution to have
aese boats efficiently manned. He is
hado assisted by other persons who have
f thgreat experience in that department

genthe lWork. The Deputy Minister is a
etheman who has been long engaged inthat character of work, and although not

ai me ran, is, from his habits of life, par-salarly alive to the dangers that attend
doal 8 men, and anxious, besides, to
guard in the power of the Department to
genlthi against those dangers. The hon.
enlqi 'elan who first spoke thinks the
no t'ry into the loss of the Britannia was
Pp a suficient one. I have not seen the
ab1prs connected with it, and I am not

to speak in that respect, but I shall
reta care to bring the hon. gentleman's
aund aks before the notice of the Minister,coil think I speak the sentiment of my

hlat gue in the Department when I sayf there has not been a sufficient
irY, he will take care that a proper

investigation shall be made on the subject.

HON. MR. ALMON enquired:-
How niany life-boats are kept on Sable

Island, size and draft of water of said boat@,
on what part of the Island kept ? What num-
ber of hands required to man each boat, and
how often are the crews sent out to practice
in said boats ?

He said :-My informant, the captain,
with whom I had a long conversation, tells
me there are two boats on the Island,
and that they are good and efficient.
The first boat put on the Island was
a present made by Miss Dick, a cele-
brated philanthropist, who effected a
reformation in the lunatic asylums of the
United States by banishing straight jackets,
etc. She came to Halifax, where I had
the pleasure of seeing her, and went down
to Sable Island. Out of her own private
purse she made a present of the first life-
boat on the Island. That boat has gone, but
the two that are now there are good boats,
though I am afraid they are both kept on
the same side of the Island ; but there
would be very little objection to that if
there were horses and conveyances to re-
move the boats from one side of the Island
to the other when required. I think they
ought to be kept at the ends of the Island.
There are seventeen hands on the Island,
but that is not force enough to man the
two boats. It takes eight men to manage
a boat, and occasions might arise when it
would be necessary to send out both of
them at the one time. The captain was
so positive that there were only two sea-
faring men there that he nentioned their
names. one was a Dane and the other a
Swede. There ought to be a regular crew
set apart for each boat. In the old times
the governor of the Island, as the man in
charge was called, used to take the helm.
I am very familiar with the history of the
Island. In the year 1819 a number of
relatives of mine were wrecked on the
Island, and were there for some time, and
were saved with a good deal of difficulty.
That made the history of the Island a
household story, and therefore my attention
has been directed towards Sable Island,
though I have never been there, and what
I say about it is groúnded on facts. Of
course, I have stated nothing but what I
really believe, but I have very ,strong
reasons to believe my statement to be
strictly correct.
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HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
reply which has been furnished to me to
the question which the hon. gentleman
has put is: The life-boat was launched
from the north side of the Island as
soon as the wreck of the Britannia
was discovered on the morning of the
3rd Septeniber, and the boat got to
about a quarter of a mile of the vessel
but was unable to proceed any further
owing to the heavy sea breaking over the
bar, and returned without rendering any
assistance, and any subsequent attempts to
return were impracticable, owing to increase
of sea until after the vessel had broken up,
but on the morning of 5th September the
boat succeeded in rescuing the Captain
and three seamen from a piece of floating
wreck, the only survivors out of seventeen.
Two life-boats and four surf-boats are
kept on the Island. A life-boat 33 feet
long and three surf-boats at the main
station, where the Superintendent and the
staff of boatmen, consisting of 16 men, re-
side, and a smaller life-boat and surf-boat
at the east end station. As to the num-
ber of men required to man each boat,
and how often the crews are sent out to
practice, we have no report from our
Agent.

I have no doubt they should be able to
inform the House more particularly about
the number of men necessary to man each
boat and about sending them out to prac-
tice. I shall take care to bring the matter
to the notice of the Minister to see what
can be done to renedy what shortcomings
may-and I apprehend from what has
been said to-day do-exist at Sable Island.

THE LICENSE ACT.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. WARK-I should like to
inquire of the Minister of Justice whether
the Government have received any com
imunication from the Mayor of St. John
relative to the complications which have
arisen there with respect to granting
licenses ?

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-No
complications in the city of St. John
have been brought under my notice. I
have had a good many communications
brought before me, but none that I re-
member from the city of St. John.

HoN. MR. WARK-I do not kno<
that it is necessary to put a formal notice
on the paper, but it is stated that the
Mayor of St. John refuses to act on the
Board on the ground that he would bc
sacrificing the rights and interests of the
city, which is acting under a royal ch'arter
the terms of which are very explicit. The
charter was granted by George III ie
1785, and the clause relating to licenses
runs thus :-

"And we do further, for us, our heirs 8 d
successors, grant unto the said Mayor, Alder
men, and Conmonality of the City of SaiOt
John, and their successors for ever, that tlO
Ma yor of the said city, for the time beini%
and no other whatsoever, shall have powertO
give and grant licenses under the coimfol
seal of the said city, to all such persons as ho
shall think fit, to license then or everv 0
them, to sell at public outcry or auction, Or
to keep a tavern, an inn, an ordinary, 
victualling or a coffee house, or to sell wine,
brandy, rurn, strong waters, punch, beer, ale,
or anv excisable or strong liquors whatever
withiri the city of St. John, or the liberties ot
precincts thereof, by retail, or the smnail
measure under the quantity of five gallous.

Whether the License Act passed last
session will over-ride that is a questiol
but the Mayor, it seems, has refused to act
on the Board lest he should compromise
the rights of the city.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I aia
quite sure that no communication of that
kind has reached me.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, Feb. 22nd, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The order of the day having beeO
called :

That when the House adjourne this day,9
do stand adjourned to ursday the 2t
February, instant, at 8 o'clock in the eveuiflg'
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t oN. MR. FERRIER asked leave to on the condition of the Rivers in Nova Scotia,
'adraw the motion. and to perform other duties in cor.nection with

the Fisheries in that Province.

p] lN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL--Ex- He said: The hon. gentleman from DePian? Lanaudière was rather premature in
1ION- rejoicing over his having to spend only a

gested MR. FERRIER -It was sug- few minutes here to-day. If the hon. gengsoul to nie by an hon. member that I tleman proposes to wait until I conclude
do so gve this notice, and I agreed to my remarks on the subject of which I have

o but in making the promise I said I given notice, he will have to stay a good
sud ascertain in the first place whether deal longer than he supposed.th adjournnent would interfere with I do not think that any apology is duethePublic business. Finding that it to the House for dealing at some lengthwOUd not, I gave the notice. To-day, with this matter. In the first place, ai-
then I asked the hon. member to second though the papers which I ask for may
Pose tion he refused to do so. I sup- not be, in themselves, very important,
pe he did so because I was the oldest they deal with a subject of the very great-
the ' r of the Senate, but though I am est importance to the whole Dominionad Oldest, I still retain some self-respect, and to Nova Scotia in particular-; and I
the therefore ask leave to withdraw think it is a subject on -which a good

tli. many hon. gentlemen may have something
to say-I sincerely hope that they may.

the : MR. BELLEROSE-Until I saw It is a fact well known, at least to most
thenotice it never occurred to me that gentlemen who come from Nova Scotia,

ore should be an adjournment, but on that there, as well as in other Provinces
haveing over the paper I find that we will of the Dominion, the river fisheries have,
do Corne here on Monday, as we will of late years, fallen off very considerably,
thetoday, for three or four minutes and owing to different causes-to unwise andn adjourn. For Tuesday there is noth- hurtful methods of conducting the fish-ilg at abi on the order paper ; Wednesday eries, and to the obstruction and pollution
Wra1 be a public holiday. There is no Gov-i of the rivers by manufactories of
no bent business before the House, and various kinds. Now, it is of vast
be business in the hands of private mem importance to the fishermen in
ad that would be interfered with by an particular, and to other classes of the pop-
ed, urnment till Thursday. I am prepar- ulation in general-more especially in the

therefore, to second the motion. Province of Nova Scotia-that some steps
should be taken to put a stop to this pro-

tion MR. POWER-There is a ques- cess of deterioration in our fisheries,
haveOf order involved here that I wish to especially the river fisheries, which has

Suire tted by the Speaker : the rule re- been going on for a great number of years.
day bthat there should be an intermediate While I say the river fisheries particularly,
it intween giving the notice and taking I may say that it is known to gentlemen

fltO consideration. who have much to do with fisheries, that
The notion was withdrawn. the shore fisheries suffer when the river

fisheries deteriorate. As soon as fish
l'FISHIERIES OF NOVA SCOTIA. cease to go up the rivers, then other fish

which frequent the shores in the neighbor-
MOTION. hood of those rivers cease to come in such

'ION.numbers, and, therefore, fisheries of ail
ON MR. POWER moved kinds depend a great deal on the river

!i at an humble Address be presented to fisheries. I shah calI the attention of the
ig Ig lieney the Governor-General, pray- House to a few statistics which go
til g cel ency to cause to be laid before to show the great importance oftear use, copies of ail Reports made to the the fisheries, more particularly to Novath rtment of Marine and Fisheries, between Scoti In the Trade and Navigationoe a day of March, 1881, and the last dayan eetber, 1882, by F. H.D.VthEs,
ri 1 F. D t Returns for the past year I find that the

er apponted to inspet aknd report up- total exports from Nova Scotia of the pro-
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ducts of that Province during the year
ending the 3oth of June last, were of the
value of $9,492,653. Of that amount
$5,087,498 consisted of the products of the
fisheries, showing that considerably more
than half the total exports of the Province
of Nova Scotia was derived from the fish-
eries. Then, the products of the forest,
the next most valuable export, were only
of the value of $1,65o,81i. The value of
the manufactures exported was only $410,-
311. For the whole Dominion of course
the proportion is very different. The
total exports of the Dominion for that
year were $98,085,804; the export of
the products of the fisheries was
$8,856,926 ; and, as bearing on the
subject which I propose to discuss, I may
remark that the value of salmon alone
exported from Canada during the last
fiscal year, was $1,402,985. I may, while
I am dealing with these statistics, remark
that I have taken my figures from the
Trade and Navigation returns, and not
from the Fisheries report ; and I propose
to explain why I prefer the former. In
the report of the acting Commissioner of
Fisheries for the present year, at page 65,
there is a table giving the value of the
fisheries for the year 1883. This table
makes the value of the Nova Scotia
fisheries for that year $7,62 1,500, while the
.Trade and Navigation returns show that
the exports of fish were only $5,o87,ooo,
so that this statement of the acting Com-
missioner of Fisheries makes the produce
of the Fisheries one-third more than the
amount exported from Nova Scotia; and
for the whole Dominion, this officer makes
the produce of the fisheries for last year
$17,215,675, that is, more than double
the amount exported. I cannot tell how
the officer has arrived at these figures.
He does not give the authority, and he
does not tell us how he gets the figures,
but he states that, " the total value of the
fisheries for the year 1883 may be approx-
imately reckoned as foilows," and then
goes on.

Now, the only explanation that I can
see of the discrepancy between the
figures given in the Trade and Navigation
Returns, and those given in the acting
Commissioner's report is that the officer
who compiled this statement was o
opinion that the home consumption o
fish made up the difference. I think that

HoN. MR. POWER.

as far as Nova Scotia is concerned, he
view was that the home consumptiO
amounted to one third of the whole pr
duction. It is unnecessary to say to ho1 -
gentlemen who come from that Province
that we did not consume $26o,ooo worth of
fish in Nova Scotia last year of our OWO
production ; and I think the same WM
hold good with respect to the rest of the
Dominion. At any rate those figures a
not reliable for the Province of NOva
Scotia.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Were not the
Trade and Navigation Returns made OP
at the end of the financial year ended the
3oth of June ?

HON. MR. POWER-Yes.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Then it rather
shows an increase in the latter part of the
year.

HON. MR. POWER-That will not
account for the discrepancy. Each repOrt
is made up for a year, but the years end
at different times. If we had not caught
and exported fish during the previous year
that might make the difference; but the
export, as statistics show, is tolerablY
steady.

It has been suggested by the hon*
gentleman from St. John (Mr. Lewin)
that the difference nay be accounted for
by the fact that a considerable quantity Of
the fish caught in Nova Scotia is forward'
ed into the interior of the Dominion ; and
a considerable quantity is so forwarded,
but not enough to account for the dif
ference ; and that will not apply to the
figures for the whole Dominion, which
show that the discrepancy is still larger fOr
Canada as a whole than for Nova Scotia.

HON. MR. PLUMB-But is it possible
to make a calculation and show how mnuch
fish is consumed in different places ?

HON. MR. POWER-I simply shOW
why I take the Trade and Navigation
Returns in preference to the report of the
Department. The figures show a great
discrepancy. I do not undertake to ac-

f count for it ; and I am not making any
charge against any officer of the Depart'
ment ; I am simply pointing out that the
discrepancy exists.
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hThe inPortance of the fishing interest
*hlch is clear enough, I think, from the
k9res which I have quoted, becomes still
%re apparent when we consider that the

exPort of fish repi esents a larger clear
*1f to the country than that of almost
aoY other production which we export;case the expense of catching and cur-

he' fish as compared with their valueWhen exported is probably relativelyStnanler than the expense connected with
any Other of our exports, even lumber.Then, another reason why it is import-
ant is that the number of fishermen in the
aloninion is very large. In Nova Scotia
alone the census returns show that there
are about 24,000 fishermen. The same re-
th an show that in the whole Dominiontere are abont 52,000 fishermen. Apart

r their importance otherwise as mem-
Srs of the community, those fishermen,
1t case this country became involved in a

war, would be the right hand of the
that tnon. I have said enough to show

t is very important that some remedy
Catud be found for the diminution of theCatch of fish in our rivers, and of the catch
of fish which resort to the rivers. Salmon,
rinstance, when not caught in thelh1 rs, are caught on their way to them.

re1 Order that the steps taken toet edy the evil should be effective, wethet know what the abuses are to whichhe decline in the fisheries is due ; and it'o0urduty, and the duty oftheGovernment
rearticularly, to hear the suggestions of
on tho are competent to give opinionss th subject, both as to the causes and
s '0te remedies for the evil. Actuated,

isteres me, by these motives, the late Min-
the f marine and Fisheries in, I think,
Veitnth of March, 1881, appointed Mr.
rivets,.Of Halifax, to inspect the various
ofVhis Ir Nova Scotia and report the result
Veith 'sPection to the Department. Mr.
have a gentleman whom I believe to
ch been peculiarly fitted for the dis-
chage of the duties for which he was ap-ned. lie was a vigorous and energetic
likel, a thorough sportsman, and a man not
favor to be influenced by either fear or
been t e went at a work which had never
hef 1 thoroughly done before ; and my be-
th at the work was done by him in a

trOugh and satisfactory manner.
seasn, Veith spent two whole fishing

ns at this work. I have not seen

his reports, but I presume he reported
fully to the Department on the results of
his inspection, and no doubt his reports
would contain a great deal of information
which would be of much value to Parlia-
ment and to the country at large, as this
information has never been collected be-
fore in the sane way, or in so satisfactory
a way, and is not accessible anywhere
else. The contents of these reports of
Mr. Veith's have not been given to us by
the Minister in his report. That is
the usual way of getting information
of that sort; but perhaps the reports
were too long, and for that or some
such reason the information is not
contained in the annual report of the
Minister, or in the appendices to it.
Feeling that the information is of so much
value and importance, I thought it was
my duty to make the motion which I now
do, which will, I hope, have the effect of
bringing the papers before the House,
and ultimately before the public. I wish
to say that the motion, and the remarks I
have thought it my duty to make, are
not intended in any way as involving a
censure on the Government. I have
reason to believe that since the change of
Government no great change in the ad-
ministration of the law with respect to the
fisheries has taken place, and consequently
what I say is not intended to reflect on the
present administration.

I feel certain that those reports of Mr.
Veith's will be looked for with a great deal
of interest by all classes of the population,
more particularly by sportsmen and fish-
ermen. The fishermen are now, I am
happy to say, becoming every year more
alive to the necessity of protecting the
fisheries, and of avoiding injurious and im-
proper modes of fishing, the result of
which is to destroy one ôf the chief
sources of their maintenance. I think I
have said enough to justify the motion
that I make, and perhaps I have said as
much as hon. gentlemen will care to have
me say ; but, in looking into this subject
I have been led a little beyond what I or-
iginally proposed to say, and, if the House
will pardon me, I shall, while I am on my
feet, pursue this subject of the river fish-
eries somewhat further.

One subject which is of some import-
ance in connection with the river fisheries,
is that of the artificial propagation of fish.
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During the past ten or twelve years Can-
ada has paid large sums for the artificial'
breeding of fish, chiefly salmon. In the
Ontario hatcheries there have been large'
numbers of white fish hatched, but else-
where the propagation bas been confined
principally to salmon. There is no doubt
that the hatcheries have been a. success,
as far as the propagation of vast numbers
of young fish is concerned, but, as far as
I am able to ascertiin, there does not
seem to be any evidence that the fish
hitherto produced in that way have brought
back any commercial or practical return
for the outlay that has been incurred in
their production. On this point I shall
ask the House to allow me to quote at
some little length from a letter, which
most hon. gentlemen have seen, from the
late Commissioner of Fisheries. I quote
from his letter simply because it gives the
facts in a more convenient form, and puts
them more strongly than I could do my-
self. He says :

" Canada bas eleven Government fish
hatcheries now in operation, eight of which
are occupied in hatching salmon eggs only,
besides two private ones, which also hatch
the true salmon; two are employed in hatch-
ing salmon, whitefish and trout eggs, and
one hatches whitefish and pike-perch. The
earliest of these hatcheries bas been in opera-
tion for about fifteen years, and the latest for
two years; the principal ones have existed
since 1873. The entire cost of these public
establishments to date is $259,400.

The whole number of tisli bred and dis-
tributed fron 1868 to 1881 is about one hun-
dred and five millions, of which about twenty
and a half millions were salmon, and about
sixty-nine and a halt millions were whitefish.

The total catch of these two kinds of fish
in the five provinces where hatcheries exist is
given in the Census returns as follows:-

1871, 1881.
Salmon....3,263,200 lbs. 4,754,800 Ibs.
Whitefish..4,603,400 lbas. 7,848,200 lbs.
This difference is seventeen per cent. under

the natural increase during the decade next
preceding. Considering the increased numbers
of fishermen and aniount ofnetting in the last
ten years, and the actual yield fron new
places and districts far removed from areas of
the deposit of fry from the hatcheries, the
general evidence of this exhibit is not thus far
assuring of commercial benefit. Unfortunately
the proof in special comparative instances is
even less encouraging. Taking, for example,
the two hatcheries which represent the lead-
ing fish products of the maritime and lacus-
trine sections of Canada raised in their
precincts, salmon and whitefish, namely,
the Bedford Basin salmon hatchery at the

HON MNR. POWER.

sea-coast of NovaScotia, near Halifax, and the
Sandwich whitefish hatchery between the
great lakes, in Ontario, as easterly and west'
erly exemplars. Both of these hatcherieO
were started about the same time, and have
been sone seven years in opera.ion. There
is an ample margin oftime for realization;
and to be perfectly sure I reckon alon« with
the salmon frv at Bedford, those hatcled a
Sydney, C.B., also ;n Nova Scotia, and I ad&
to the whitefish batch reported at Sandwich
the hatch returned fron Newcastle, Ontario-
The number of sulmon fry distributed in Nova
Scotia was six millions and a quarter. The
catch of salmon lm that province, by thl
Census of 1871, was 843,600 1bs. ; and foi. 1881
it was 316,600 lbs., the decrease in ten years
being over fifty pr cent., notwithstanding
other causes which should improve the yiedt
such as protection, fishways &c., &c. Tbe
Young whitefish distributeà in Ontario br
tween 1876 and 1881, numbered sixty-five
millions seven hundred thousand. The catcb
of whitefish in the same province, by the
Census of 1871, was 4,289,000 Ibe.; and bY
that of 1881 it was 7,660,200 lbs. This in"
provement in the whitefish fishery may be
due in a measure to artificial hatchmng, but is
most noticeable in localities dependent en-
tirely on natural sources; and it is indisplik
able that the vearly catch from 1875 to 18r
in the immediate vicinity of the Sandwicb
hat.chery, bas declined.

The state ot the halmon tishery in NoIt
Scotia is undoubtedly against us. But the
weakest of all is the case where we ought to
be strongest-at the parent institution, fro01
which five million six hundred thousanld
young almion have been distributed. The'
catch of salmon in Ontario, by the Census o
1871, was 17,800 lbs.; and by the Census
1881 it was nil. The Superintendent's RepOr t

for 1881 states that, so far as returns go, it o
a complete failure. This settles the poit
that absolutely nothing bas resulted in four
teen successive years fron the repeaWt
deposit, prolific incubation, and annual di8-
tribution of salnon at the parent establish
ment.

If, then, as it appears, the econonic resul'
froma this large outlay and enormous distrr
bution of salmon and whitefish, in two exei"'
plary instances on the sea coast and inland
waters of Canada, withiu the period of te"
years, are, as the official returns establisbr
comparatively insignificant, is it not fair to
assume and wise to acknowledge that the
time bas arrived to ask ourselves, if there
may not be something wanting perhaps in Our
nursing and rearing of the roods, whieb
want defeats fruition from the tried mneth0d0
of impregnation and incubation that have
thus far, from ova to fry, proven renarkably
successiul?

I think, hon. gentlemen, that the state
ments in that letter are substantially cor-
rect, and the argument sound. Whether
it was a very wise or prudent thing for ai
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0e Of the Department to publish a successfully, so far as bringing to the world
lntthrof that sort in the public press is a great number of young fish, they do not
he .ther questio'n ; but the argument I seem to attain maturity, and do not corne
be leve to be a good one, and the statistics back to be caught on our shores and in
fPPort Mr. Whitcher's view. I am satis- our rivers as we should wish that theyfRed that the very, able communication would. I suppose either the young fish

n the Professor McDonald, of Washington, that are hatched in this artificial way perish
J an -Frest and Stream of the 3rd of in larger proportions than fish that are
pluary of the present year, as also articles hatched* naturally, or they do not come
£'lished in that paper last spring, to which back in the same manner to the streams
fo f uld refer hon. gentlemen who wish from which they go. I hardly think thetor further information on the subject, go latter fact is probable. The probabilities
tOshow that the experience, not only of are these young fish get into deep water
Coafda but of other places, has been that too soon, and become the prey of other
s far no very great commercial advantage fish. It has occurred to my mind that it

a sulted from artificial fish breeding ; is possible that the hatcheries, as a rule,
I think that Governments should are erected a little too near to deep water,

.governed by substantial and commer- or that the young fish a're not deposited

considerations. It may be a very far enough up stream. I think that theice thing to have those little fish propa- fish when spawning under natural circum-
gate but if we can get no material stances, as a rule, go to a considerable dis-retur b

rn from the process, it is hardly worth tance up the streams and away from deepending $25,ooo a year in that manner. water, and it is possible that in that fact
rmay say also that the view taken by lies part ofthe secret of the non-success of

er-Vhitcher in this letter is sustained to a our hatcheries. I hope that the secret of
Vey great extent by the report of the the comparative failure of these fish breed-
fePartment for this year. At page 65 I ing establishments will be found out be-
Scot'e Officer begins by saying of Nova fore long, and that the proper steps will
nerla : é"A very gratifying and marked be taken to secure the result from them
o rease of nearly $5oo,ooo is expected that we ought to get. How that result is
over the previous year. This increase is to be attained I cannot say, but I hope
olTcost entirely confined to the single item sincerely that the present difdiculty will be
the -fish." That is one of the fish that solved. Meanwhile, one conclusion to bé
the r'vers do not affect very much. On drawn from what I am saying just now,
wiî ext page, the officer says, "Salmon from the argument which I have pursued,
eir Probably show a slight decrease, a and from the letter of the late Commis-
as umstance mostly due to local causes, sioner of Fisheries, is that less money
be bhe rivers are everywhere reported to should be spent on these hatcheries than
te better stocked with parent fish than for is being spent at present; that is, until
the Past 20 or 30 years. A slight falling some means have been found to makebablethe catch of alewives is also pro- them of more practical value; ar'd I do

i m a i a p not think it is desirable to establish any
eof sh salmion and alewives are two species new hatcheries.

'host that Most resort to rivers, and depend The decline in our river fisheries is ow-
on the condition of rivers. The re- ing to the causes which I indicated at the

the from New Brunswick shows also that commencement of my speech-the ob-ihel is a slight decrease for the most part structions in the rivers, the pollution of the
the catch of salmon and sturgeon. In waters by saw mills and other manufatl

a lrovince of Quebec it is said there is tories, and improper and wasteful methods
_iht imcrease in the catch of salmon. of fishing, and fishing at improper
th respect to Ontario the report says : seasons. These things should be pre-

sh'at on Lakes Huron and Superior vented. The law forbids them. In look-
Operations do not appear to have ing at the Forest and Strean to which

carried on with the usual vigor." I I have referred, I find that Professor Mc-
t Ot feel qualified to attempt to answer Donald the Commissioner of Fisheries atbe question as to why this failure should Washington, in speaking of this same sub-

While fish breeding is carried on very ject suggests that one of the remedies is
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the "enactment of such legislation as will
control excessive, and prohibit destruc-
tive modes of fishing." In Canada we
have such legislation at present. It may
not be quite perfect, but the legislation, on
the whole is good ; the misfortune is (I do
not know how it may be in other provin-
ces, but I can speak with a certain amount
of confidence as to Nova Scotia) that the
law although good is not enforced as it
should be; and a good law which is not
properly enforced is really worse than
useless, for in addition to failing in what
it was intended to do, it teaches the
people to disobey the law, which is a very
bad lesson ; and the conclusion that we
should draw from this is that the law
should be rigorously enforced. The natu-
ral question toask is, why is it not enforced ?
Of course, I can onlygive my own individual
opinion, which may not be a very valuable
one, but still my opinion is that it is owing
to two or three reasons. One is that mill
owners and other persons of that kind
have more influence with politicians than
they should have-more than fishermen
have, as a rule. That is one reason, and
I wish to guard myself against being under-
stood as making any chargeagainst the Gov-
ernmentinthismatter, as Ido not know that
the present state of affairs in that respect
differs very much from what it has been
all along-it may be a little worse now
than formerly, but there is no differ-
ence in principle at any rate. Another
reason is that the officers who are
charged with the practical work of taking
care of the rivers and of preventing impro-
per fishing, are not paid large enough sala-
ries to allow them to devote sufficient time
and trouble to their work to make it effec-
tive. If hon. gentlemen will turn to the
Fisheries Report for this year they will
find that in a district which is some 1oo
miles long, by 30 miles wide, filled with
bays, rivers and lakes, and requiring almost
constant attention, and in the vicinity of
Halifax, the overseer who has charge of
all that district receives $112 ayear. Hon.
gentlemen will see that that sum is not
sufficient to enable the officer to devote
his time to the work in the way he should.
The inferior officers, the Wardens who
have charge in some cases of two or three
streams each, receive from $20 to $25 a
year. Then, in addition to the fact that
these officers receive such small sums,

HoN. MR. POWER.

there does not seem to be any great i -
ducement to them to discharge their dutie*
thoroughly. If the officer is conscientious
himself, and interested in the protectin
of the rivers, he will do his best, but it
must be a voluntary service, as there are
no effective means of compelling him tO
do his duty and no inducements to do it y
and I think this is a subject which deserves
the attention of the Government. I think
that a portion of the $25,000 a year which
is expended on the artificial propagatiOn
of fish, so far witbout any appreciable
commercial result, would be better speint
in enforcing the laws for the protection of
rivers and lakes and small streams. I
said just now that the officers in NoVa
Scotia, as a rule, were not well paid ; but
I notice that there is one officer who i5
very well paid. I find at page 94 of the
Fisheries Report for the past year that W.
H. Rogers received as 12 months' salarY
as Fishery Inspector to the 3oth June,
$1,400. It is not too large a salary, but
the same gentleman received for dis'
bursements for the same term $1,400-
It seems, in the first place, a somewhat
singular thing that the travelling expense
and disbursements of this officer should
have amounted to exactly the same suirn
as his salary. That is a coincidence which
strikes one ; and then I think that the
sum of $28oo a year is enough to secure
the services of a most efficient, active and
energetic officer. I do not mean to saY
that Mr. Rogers is not a fairly efficient
officer; but if he is very active or energetic,
it is a fact not generally known in Nova
Scotia. Now, hon. gentlemen, I shall soon
have done ; but there is one other subject
as to which I wish to say a few wordM,
arising also out of this same question Of
our Nova Scotia river fisheries. Every
hon. gentleman in this House is probablY
aware that nearly all our streams are more
or less obstructed by dams of one sort Of
another, and these obstructions must be
got over in some way. In some case',
perhaps, the proper remedy would be tO
tear them down ; but in a great many cases
interfering with them in that way would do
very serious wrong to persons who hale
invested money in manufactories of o'e
kind or another,-and then fish-ways be-
come absolutely necessary. I see frorn
the report of the Commissioner of Fisher-
ies, for this year, that fifteen of Mr. Rogers'5
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kways have been put up in the Province
a Scotia. That is something with

th do not find any fault, as the more
' these fish-ways there are erected,-if

thare good, effective ways,-the better.adaY allow the fish to come up higher,
and aford them a largef area to feeddbreed im; but I may say that I en-

n Some doubt as to the great value
fur e Particular fish-ways. We are not
that fs , in the report, with any evidence
bers . pass through them in large num-
wh ; and I have never met anyone yet
th 0 said that the fish did pass through
true tbh-ways in large numbers. It is
ta toat the report says Mr. Rogers's fish-

hi tok a prize at the recent Fisherythition il London; but I wish to callthe attet
Tact ttton of the Government to the
the irt Mr. Rogers's fish-way did not take
ed rst prize, but that the first was award-

to a fish-way made by Professor Mc-
e id, owhom I have already spoken.

sthe Commissioner of Fisheries at
Waeington, and bis fish-way is described

3rd lngth in the Forest and Stream of thefid and loth January of this year. I also
in the Ottawa Citizen of this morn-

the folowing statement with regard
StProfessor McDonald's fish-way, whichrthinek deserves the attention of the Gov-

.rOfessor McDonald, Commissioner ofolheries at'Washington, the winner of thethed rnedal.given for the best fish-way at
ha ehibition held in London last year,
hJust received from the secretary of the

istr. of Salmon Fisheries for the Taytict, Scotland, a letter announcing bis
Ca t fish-way having been chosen for

b4Ption on the Falls of the Tummel, as
ag superior to ail others exhibited, and
*Ieth h u to come to Scotland to super-

l e erection. The McDonald ladder
2oivdoubtless be the ladder of the future

a Iersally adopted, and prevent the
whi 'ng Of the miling and fishery interests,
diictybas hitherto been a serious

ffc ty.»e
should suggest to the Government

anyrate, there is sufficient reason
Profe for an enquiry as to this fish-way of

ultssor McDonald's ; and I think, if the
sore eOf the enquiry are satisfactory,

trc those fish-ways should be con-
%hic'ld, and a portion of the moneysl nOw spent for fish-breeding might

be expended in putting up a few of
them. The effect of the construction of
those ways would probably be to bring the
rivers back practically to their natural
condition.' If this were done, :the
fecundity of fish is so great that they
would probably replenish our rivers in a
very short time. It is only necessary that
the fish should be enabled to get up to
their spawning and feeding grounds; and
so far as we can judge, this fish-way
affords the best means of letting
them up Now, hon. gentlemen, I have
perhaps travelled away from the subject
before the House, to some extent, but
these reports that I have asked for, are
needed to shew us the condition of the
rivers and river fisheries of the greatest fish-
ing province in the Dominion; and also to
shew what practical results have followed
from the existence, for some years, of
two hatcheries, in that province. Tliey
will also probably-though I do not know
at all what is in the reports-give us some
information as to the utility of the fish-
ways which are now in use in that pro-
vince. There are a number of hon. gen-
tlemen in this House who are, practically,
much better acquainted with the subject
of the fisheries than I am, and I hope
some of thern will give the House and
Government the benefit of their knowledge.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am not
prepared to make any extensive remarks
upon this question, and probably the
House will be just as well pleased that I
should not do so. An hon. gentleman
bas spoken of this subject as a fish story,
but it is, nevertheless, a very valuable
story, and means a large amount of money
and interest to this Dominion. I have
listened with a great deal of attention to
my hon. friend the senior member from
Halfax, and much that he bas said bas
my warn approval. It is quite evident
that the fisheries along the shores of Nova
Scotia have been almost entirely lost. I
speak more particularly of that part of the
province from which I came, and where
there were twenty men employed in the
shore fisheries some years ago, there are
not half that number now, the men
resort more to the deep sea fisheries. The
cause of that it is difficult for me to state
with certainty, yet we all may have our
conjectures; and I believe it is largely due
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to our river fisheries not being as pro-
ductive as they have been in the past. I
can remember one river, not far (some ten
miles) from my house, which was teeming
with fish, within my recollection ; in fact
they afforded material for export -in fact
the quantity of salmon, alewives, and shad
taken fron that river, if I nentioned it
accurately, would be considered fabulous.
In my opinion the falling off in the
number of fish in these rivers, is owing,
to a large extent, to the erection of dams,
the presence of sawdust fron mills, and
other obstructions. Probably not one
salmon goes up our rivers to-day where
there were thousands 20 years ago. No
fish will go up a river when they find saw
dust in its bed, and I do not believe the
officers who have authority in this matter,
in Nova Scotia and the other provinces,
giye sufficient attention to that point. As
Ihave beforenow said, I am interested both
in the fisheries and in the lumber interests,
and I believe that, although upon a
cursory view, the lumber interest appears
to be nuch the larger and more valuable,
it is really not so when compared with
the fishing interests. Our forests are
becoming denuded of timber very rapidly,
and I believe if less lumber were cut in
Nova Scotia, it would be better for that
province ; and I feel assured that, if
lumbermen in Nova Scotia were obliged
to consume their saw dust (as they are in
some of the other provinces) it would
redound greatly to the advantage of our,
fisheries. It is a fact that, under ordinary.
circumstances, fish are to be found in great
numbers within two or three miles of the
mouths of rivers (that is sea-fish) being
,vidently attracted by the fry which
come down the rivers. I also agree
with my hon. friend that these hatcheries
are not placed sufficiently above tidal
water. Salmon, and many other fish,
go up the rivers as far as their
strength will carry, and the water allow
them before they spawn; and that fact
shows that the largest deposit of spawn is
made as far from sea water as possible, and
as distant as possible from everything that
conflicts with reproduction. Therefore I
believe that fry from these hatcheries are
fnot sufficiently far removed from the sàlt
water, and the consequence is that the
fish get into deep water before they ma-
ture and have attained sufficient strength

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

to beat the rough shores and protect theO
selves against other fish that prey UpO-
them. We might learn a lesson from tbe
habits of the fish themselves, and, knoe
ing that they go as far from the sea wate
as possible before they spawn, it see
only reasonable that the fry shOu,
also be placed as far from the sa
shore as possible. In that regard my hoe
friend has thrown out a valuable sugg.e.
tion, and one which I hope will haVeC
beneficial effect, for I do not think 10
have yet realized in Nova Scotia the va
ue of these hatcheries. It may be that le
have not waited long enough, but
we certainly have not seen much value l
them. I do not, however, agree with 10l
hon. friend when he says that there is ý
clear gain from the fisheries, equal to tWh
made in most other avocations in life !tI
that I think my hon. friend is a little in'is
taken. Why, every vessel of 100 tons
engaged in the deep sea fisheries costs fro
$6,ooo to $ 10,ooo to complete and fit Ot,4
and they must earn some $1o,ooo befote
they can have $2 ,ooo of profit for thed
Sometimes vessels have cleared thee
selves in three years, but such cases hale
only occurred under very favorable C'
cumstances. Then, the very bait to se
ply a vessel of i oo tons costs over $6oo, 0
I can vouch from my own knowledge .10
year; consequently large capital is requIir
for such an outfit, and three or four th0t9
sand quintals of fish must be brought l'
before any large profit can be made fro0
them. No doubt the bounty which h#
been given has been most useful to
Scotia, and has formed an inducement to
build vessels ; we have probably 200 yt
sels more now than before the bounty Wo
offered, and nerly one-half the nurnb6
are from the County of Lunenburg. 1
thinktheproduce of the fisheries amount
to over $6,ooo,ooo in Nova Scotia last Ye'
and of the exportsof fish it may be said thoi
theCountyofLunenburgcontributedalaet
proportion of the whole value. The vald
of these new vessels fully equipped,
be about $1,ooo,ooo.

HON. MR. POWER-Did you buM
any before the bounty ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-CertalaY
but that was the great incentive, aid
think it was money well expended by th
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tion thnent, when, taking into considera-
'o the value of the fisheries and the pre
thatous state of that industry, they granted
G uinty ; and further, I believe thatthe
allernment has indirectly received back
the theshmoney, ten-fold, which they gave to
Vessleries. Every one of these new

e s of ote tonnage mentioned has a
the of about fifteen men, but previously
not eessels were of a smaller size and did
the 'emPloy so many hands. Now we find
er is a falling off in the Labrador fish-

ser. These are largely prosecuted by
ishmen from the County of Lunenburg.

filen ard to say why those fisheries have
the off, b ut I am inclined to think that

Iplumrber of frozenfishwhich are brought
uatm about the Gulf shore in enormous

q•antises, below Quebec, may in somesteasure account for it. I have heard itstated what the number of smelt and other
fro'as Which have been brought 'in this

thezen state, and when it is considered that
t3"y0Ould naturally provide food for the
tt fish upon that coast, we can imaginenhum eir destruction in such immense
he bers Would naturally tend to diminishth general value of the Labrador fisheries.

ansiensmall fish are slaughtered wholesale,
trap fact very few can escape from thery Which are laid for them. This is a

~keserious matter, and means should be
nell by which the catch of these

stricte varieties of fish might be re-ounted, otherwise the interests of the
try must surely suffer. The lobsterhe Yaffords us almost a parallel case ;

a rmerly those fish were caught of
eyverage weight of four or five pounds,1he. fow weigh only one-half or three-genrters of a pound, and they have de-to such

the fa to such an extent that nearly ail
%e ctories or canneries are practically
tu ans tosed up ;-but probably by that

ilbe present destruction of lobsters
sh arrested. The Minister of Marine*and

o theries Places the value of the products
e Nova Scotia fisheries at between

ho .a eight millions of dollars, and my
o riend, while saying that those figurestble agree with the trade and navigation

nthinks it is largely owing to thed the in which th ý fish are now put up,te larger markets which is being af-
<Vor y this country to the products of

Ulati sheries. In proportion as our
ton extends to the west, no doubt

we shall find that we have within ourselves
a market for those fish which are now sent
to the United States. The fact is that the
United States are now largely speculating
upon the fish of Nova Scotia; they buy
them there, probably in their green or half
green state, and put them up in small box-
es of 10, 15 or 25 pounds, and ship them
in ail directions both throughout the Unit-
ed States, and Canada, and elsewhere. I
believe our people are now alive to the
importance of confining the market for
their fish, as far as possible, within the
Dominion, instead of allowing the middle-
man to come in and make the larger pro-
fit, which is the case at present, the bulk
of our products finding their way to the
United States. If we should lose the re-
ciprocity treaty,-much as I value the
markets of the United States for our fish,
I believe we can yet find within our own
country a large and probably sufficient de-
inand for ail the fish which may be taken
in NovaScotia.

My hon. friend says that the river fish-
eries form the subject for discussion, but
he has wandered far from that and told us
of the fisheries generally, not only of Nova
Scotia, but of the whole Dominion. The
appropriation, as I have already shown, is
very small, practically nothing compared
with the great value of that industry and
the increased value which has been pro-
duced in consequence of it. I see by the
Marine and Fisheries Report that in the
County of Lunenburg we had 141 vessels
in 1882, with an average tonnage larger
than any other county in the province, and
we have now probably over 200 sail at
the port of Lunenburg alone, and I should
not wonder if Lunenburg possessed one-
third of the whole tonnage of Nova Scotia
engaged in deep sea fishing. If anything
is done with bounty to the fisheries I hope
that instead of being diminished it will be
increased. My hon. friend (Mr. Power)
seems pleased to hear me say so ; I hope
he approves of my suggestion. He must
know the value of those crafts to the mer-
chants of Halifax when they go there for
an outfit. Our merchants at Lunenburg
are becoming better able every day to fit
out the fishing vessels, and they are dis-
bursing more of their money at home.

I hope that something more wili be
done with the river fisheries. The Gov-
ernment cannot be too careful in seeing
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that proper officers are appointed, and, if
necessary, larger salaries should be paid to
attain that object. I believe that the men
who have been appointed do not, as a
rule, belong to the class who take a deep
interest in the fisheries. They do not
undertake more work than they think they
receive remuneration for. The rivers
should be more frequently looked after.
I think there is not sufficient vigilance
shown with regard to the protection of our
rivers by preventing the erection of dams
and other obstructions which are every-
where to be found. I understand that
Mr. Rogers has some new patent, but if
the new ladder is no more efficient than
those on LaHave River, I do not think
there is much value to be attached to
it. LaHave River is one of the
largest streams in Nova Scotia,
It is navigable for twenty miles from its
mouth for ships, and flows from the in-
terior of the Province. That river is the
nursery for most of the salmon and other
fish that frequent the rivers. It con-
tributes largely of the bait which furnishes
food for other kinds of fish along the
shores. We find our shore fisheries be-
coming so bad that our poorest men in
Nova Scotia are the fishermen along the
coast. Their living is very precarious.
They dwell on the roughest parts of the
shore, barren rock most of it, and when
the fisheries fail they become almost desti
tute. It is of very grave importance to
learn, and the Government should take
some means to ascertain why our shore
fisheries are so diminished in value. The
report of the Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries is that not only in Nova Scotia, but on
all the shores of the Gulf, the fisheries are
decreasing in productiveness, and in my
opinion it arises from the destruction of
the fish that frequent the rivers.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think we are
indebted to the senior member for Halifax
for having brought this question before
the House, because, I think the subject
particularly of renewing the fisheries by
means of placing young fish in the rivers
has not been properly understood. I
myself think-though my opinion on the
subject may go for nothing-that the
system is an entire failure. I judge from
the results of experiments in the Sackville
River, which flows into the basin near

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.

Halifax. There is a fish-breeding estab
lishment at the mouth of that river, where
Mr. Wilmot, one of the greatest authoritie'
I believe, on the subject, resides. The
are few or no mills on the river, it ws
always a good salmon river, and it ha
been a protected river, yet I am told by
the people who inhabit its banks (and it il
only nine miles from Halifax) that fewe
salmon rise in it now than before it Wa»
protected and spawn was planted. 1
think fish ladders are, as a rule, great
humbugs, and if you look at the way theY
are constructed you will say so. There i*
in the mill-dam a small fish way by which
the fish ascend. It is about large enough
to allow a salmon to go through, and
serves as a trap to enable poachers to
catch as many fish as they want. The
young fish do not succeed probably for"
the same reason that very few of the
babies that are sent to the foundlins
asylums live. We have had the report e
a foundling asylum at Ottawa before t1st
and can remember the high rate Of
mortality in that institution, and by
analogy we can conclude that the
young salmon do not fare aufl
better. Very few arrive at maturitY.
With regard to Mr. Rogers, he may or
may not be a good man. The large
amount paid for his travelling expense
indicate that more than one Commissionel
is needed for Nova Scotia. Any one bY
looking at the map can see the immen9
distance he has to go over. The fishinf.
season is confined to a very short tine 0t
the year, and it is impossible for one maO
to go over the whole Province during the
season. I think it would be much bette
to abolish that office altogether and aW
point an inspector for each County, or for
more Counties than one where the popula'
tion is small, as is done in the case of the
Judges. The amount would not be vel
large. People have told me that the gre
fault that Englishmen find with NoI"
Scotia when they come out to fish is thit
there are no fish to be caught. TW
reason is that everyone in Nova Scotia i
a fisherman. As soon as a boy is ok
enough to get himself a rod and line he
goes out to fish. Therefore, I think there
would be no difficulty in finding properlY
qualified persons in every County in NO'e
Scotia, who would have the success of the
fisheries at heart, and who would iake
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4ereficient officers. The sum paid to
to ors of rivers is absurdly smal--$io
i SU ian For that sum the inspector
in rposed to prevent poaching. Now,
p'our Cuntry if the inspector stops aenge the chances are that a fight willgetti ,and the inspector runs a chance ofgett1g his head broken for $io a year.
We ee under obligations to the seniorj"Mbecof Halifax for bringing this sub-eoncluf-re the Senate. I do not like his

arnclusions generally, but his premises
to lay sound and he takes great trouble
this Y em. I think that he is right in
prest in his conclusions that the
ad nt sysstem of propagating fish is wrong,
for the aPPomftment of a general inspector

ova Scotia is a mistake.

c R. SKEAD-Some allusionOtbeen Imade to farming babies about
With th I do not see what that bas to do -

tr obîe fisheries. I admit there bas been
it ebout baby-farming here, but then

get bremembered that there are a
tilfe tomany strangers in the city, from
th e time, many of whom come from

bleast and reside here for a consid-
be POrtion of each year, and they may
rf Otresponsible for the evil as the people
fit wa are. With reference to the
d Phe senior member for Halifax
brges a great deal of credit for having
a st the subject before. I do not live

bee 'lOn district; no salmon have ever
tht y caught in the Upper Ottawa, but
chauere caught at the foot of theat aire Fails 30 or 40 years ago, and

ater period at Hawkesbury. That
Orflroe tirne ago, and there are no

ev Caught in this district now. How-
the uch Of what bas been said abouto'fheries of the Gulf and of the rivers

eov Scotia is applicable to Ontario.
abon have immense lakes and rivers
beeling in trout, and lake trout have
aeCcUght weighing over 50 pounds. Icoaught one myself that weighed 52o prot The people who are employedo notect the fish in those inland waters

get enough salary to make it an
e Protect therm thoroughly. Intr times fish were abundant in our
but 1 regret to say it is not so

t do not see anything against thetah Propugation of fish. I believe
great deal of good bas been done

in that way-so I have been informed by
Mr. Wilmot, who is an authority on the
subject.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-I think
the subject is a very important one, but
my hon. friend is mistaken on one point.
He tells us that these hatcheries are
placed as a rule too near the sea. That
is not where the young fish are let loose ;.
they are taken to the sources of the
streams and rivers, a great distance inland.
A great many are hatched at Bedford in
the stream that he speaks of, but they are
let loose at the head waters of those
streams, so that it cannot be said that
they are let loose in waters where they
are not prepared to live. It is true that
our rivers have been largely depleted
of fish. I have discussed the subject with
a good many people of large experience
on the subject. In the early settlement
of the province our rivers swarmed with
various kinds of trout and salmon, but as
the country became cleared of forest and
cultivated and the debris from the culti-
vated lands was carried into the streams,
the food supply of the fish became pol-
luted. Before the clearing of the country
there were nice gravel beds which the fish
frequented in the spawning season, but
you scarcely find any of them now in
those rivers. Our streams in Nova Scotia
are not large: We have no river of any
considerable length or magnitude. They
rise in the hills and flow by short and
rapid courses to the sea, and the waters are
contaminated with the earth and debris
drained into them from the cultivated
lands along their banks. I scarcely see
how those rivers are to be restored again
to make them good breeding and fishing
grounds. Not only does the cultivation
of the lands destroy the spawning grounds,
but it also destroys the places where the
fish like to resort-the cool water in the
deep pools and sheltered spots shaded by
the trees and foliage along the margins of
the river. Those places have been de-
stroyed in nearly all our rivers.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-They can
get that yet at the head waters.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-No; not
even at the head waters. A large portion
of the country bas been denuded of forest
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even to the head waters. I believe if t
those hatcheries furnished even larger
numbers of young fish they would not re-
sort to original spawning grounds since
the face of the country has been changed,
but by carrying thera from the hatcheries
to the head waters they are more likely
to increase and multiply than if the propa-
gation of the fish were left to nature ex-
clusively. I regret to learn that we are
not receiving from the large sums we have
expended in fish hatcheries the corres-
ponding benefits that this country had a
right to expect. There is no doubt that
public attention bas been directed, for a
number of years, to this system of fish
hatching, and it was believed that we were
going to largely increase the supply of
fish. The result certainlv seems to be
that we are not deriving the benefits that
were anticipated. However, this system
is in its infancy, and it is to be hoped that
very much can be done to improve our
fisheries by protecting them from poachers
by the use of improved ladders and other
means of furnishing the fish access to the
upper waters. All these things can be
done, but I fear that in very many of our
rivers we will never again have the abun-
dant supply that we formerly had.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I think
the House is very much indebted to the
hon. member for Halifax for bringing up
this interesting subject and introducirg
the instructive debate to.which I am sure
we have all listened with great pleasure.
Everything connected with the fishing in-
dustry is exceedingly interesting. In years
gone by we frequently had the subject
very intelligently placed before us by an
hon. gentleman, then a member of this
House, from the Province of Quebec,
who, I regret to say, is no longer among
us. I am glad that the subject is now
taken up by those gentlemen coming up
from the seaside who understand it so
well, and I shall take care that the atten-
tion of the Minister specially charged
with the supervision of this industry, is
called to the debate of to-day. I can say
that there is no industry which the Gov-
ernment of this country is more anxious
to do what it can to promote than that of
the fisheries. It is not so extensive as the
great agricultural interest in the country,
but it is a very important industry and one

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.

deserving of careful attention. WithresPd
to the various details connected with
industry, I amnot sufficiently versed int
to express an opinion. The importa"'e
of the fish-ways is recognized, and I a
aware that it has been found very diffic
to invent one that will answer the purpwJ-
desired as well as it should. I was, thee
fore, glad to see by this morning's Cîi/
quoted by the hon. gentleman who opep
the debate, that a fish-way, which is Ce

sidered a great improvement on any otlbe
so far used, was exhibited at the fisher'4
exhibition in London last summer,
bas been adopted upon the Tay in.Sc
land. As regards the hatcheries, it
been proved that the artiflcial propagatid
of fish is quite practicable, and that tht
is no question of the success of t
hatcheries in that respect. The st
must be to make those hatcheries c
mercially successful. Like every othe
experiment, I suppose, it requires time
understand and perfect them; but 1 b
little doubt myself that those hatche&5
will be of commercial importance.
diminution of fish in many of our riee
has unquestionably been caused by
neglect of those rivers, and not only
neglect but by the establishment of in
tries on their banks, which have led tO
pollution of their waters and destroyed t
fish. It is difficult to remedy those
There is a law in the statute book aga
the pollution of rivers with sawdust.
executlon of it, however, as in the case
other laws, depends largely upon.io
people who are interested in seeil e
t.nforced. There is no objection tO
motion.

HON. MR. SKEAD--May I expres
hope that the Minister of the Intelf
while considering the interest of the
fisheries, would also direct his attentiOO
the Ontario fisheries at the same tile?

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-Yes.

HON. MR. PLUMB--I intended to
one word before the Minister addr j
the House, and if he will permit n
should like to say it now. It was pa
larly with regard to the breeding o
We have had, in the place where I re
abundant evidence that the whitefish f
been largely increased by the breedinl
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fihat Ne
years ewcastle and in that vicinity. Two
Yt ago there was an immense catch ofrhiver.h at the mouth of the Niagara
and furT hose fish were of a uniform sizefroc nished evidence that they came

lrgely.e ieans of propagation that had
taî ncreased the run of fish of that

ise time: it was considered by all the
bereed an that it was the result of the
sherIlg at Newcastle. One of the oldest

ed aen there, who was very intelligent
etced the process very carefully,

Of o have no doubt on the subject.
Cuerse it is a thing that cannot be ac-

go th3y demonstrated. The fish conieand
one elr moveiments are very uncertain;pyear they may abound at a certainplace
there and the next year they may be found

not t nuch smaller quantities. I do
*nOa it is fair at all to the gentlemen

WhOhaebeenengagedinfish bieedingtoac-
fai anY statementsthat the experiment is a
edt when it bas been tried for such alimit-

tha e that it is almost impossible to tell
Md i e effect will be. It is well known,
there hhas been generally accepted, that
of bas been a very large propagation ofaes by artificial breeding. Those whoart entrusted with the business ought tob h ere to plant the ova, and pro-

o ey are as well instructed as those
I erely bave theories on the subject.

de11nt think there should be anv con-
statelalon of the system upon the ex-tartequanlient of any one person, however
praifed he may be ; he may have hisPrte ices, and I fancy there is-I am
a sure there has been-some personalents ,but I do not think such state-
have should bu accepted as facts. I
the good reason to believe that as far asi ost important branch of the fishing

servi y 's concerned-whitefisl--great
'the has been done to the country.

aut teh of salmon is very important,
Interest averY small portion of the fishing

et of the country, and while I regret
upp ch to see any diminution of the
t as If for a year or two, I do not regard
;ib any importance at ail. It is im-
on ste to nake any accurate statistics

Sub.ect. We must accept general
Obserant those facts must be taken fromor .tOnsf tirni extending over a long period
to e and I should be very sorry indeed
rndet fany decrease in, the appropriations

Or those purposes until it was ab-

solutely tested in a way that it has not
yet been. It is not decided yet that these
appropriations were money wasted. I
should be glad to see a number of small
breeding establishments placed at different
points and the rivers and lakes stocked,
as well as paying so much attention to
the breeding of salmon or sea fish. We
all require fish food at times and perhaps
this discussion is somewhat appropriate as
we are approaching the fish season now.
We ought to he indebted to the hon.
member from Halifax for the laborious
manner in which he has put his statistics
together and the information he bas given
to the House.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man who has just sat down speaks as
though no case had been made out to show
that those fish-breeding establishments
had been failures. I think 12 years, con-
sidering the comparative small area of the
lakes, is a reasonably long time. The ex-
perience of the Maritime Provinces where
attention bas been devoted almost exclus-
ively to attempting to multiply the salmon,
is that those experiments have not been
successful. They may have done some-
thing, but they have not been so success-
fui as to repay the country for the expendi-
ture.

The hon. gentleman from Cumberland
(Mr. Macfarlane) made a speech in which
I generally concur, but I wish to call the
attention of the House to one or two of
his statements, because I think they are
not as sound as the statements of the
hon. gentleman usually are. He said that
the cultivation of the country bordering
on the streams had a great deal to do
with destroying the tish in those streams.
That is true to a certain extent ; but in
the Province of Nova Scotia, and in the
island of Cape Breton, with some of the
rivers of which I am personally familiar, I
know there has been no change-there
has been no cultivation of the banks of
those rivers sufficient to affect, appreciably
the fish in them.

I should like my hon. friend to explain
how it is that, if cultivation of the soil
destroys the rivers for fishing purposes,
the rivers of the old country, where ai-
most the whole of the land bordering on
them is cultivated, are so well stocked
with fish ? I was very glad indeed to
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hear the hon. Minister say that there was
no objection to the production of the
return, and to understand that he would
take the trouble to call the attention of
the proper Minister to this discussion.
He put it very well when he said that the
rivers are destroyed by two causes--pollu-
tion by saw-dust and other such sub-
stances, and obstruction by dams. Now,
a good fish-way will get over the difficulty
caused by the dams, and the enforcement
of the law which requires mill-owners to
consume their saw-dust will get rid of the
:saw-dust difficulty.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I hope that
nothing I have said will lead the House to
suppose that I am opposed to the artificial
propagation of fish, or that I object to the
sum of money that is voted for that pur-
pose. Although I have not seen much
beneficial effects from it in Nova Scotia, I
would be the last to oppose such a grant
I would rather see the appropriation in-
creased and greater efforts made to arrive
at an early date at some mode by which
those fish breeding establishments may be
made more profitable.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (26) " An Act for the Better Pre-
vention of Fraud in connection with the
Sale of Patent Rights." (Mr. Macpherson).

The Senate adjourned at 5.15 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday Feb. 25th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

HoN. MR. DICKEY presented a peti-
tion from the Netherlands American Land
Company which he asked to have read at
the table.

The Petition having been read by the
Clerk.

HON. MR. POWER.

HON. MR. DICKEY said: There I
question connected with the presentat'
of this Petition. It arises under the 49t
Rule of the House, which relates to
time for receiving Petitions and Prilo
Bills. I think it will be apparent thit
refers entirely to Bills originating in t
House. The 3 9 th Rule, and subseqU
Rules apply to Public Bills, and the 490
to the bringing in of Private Bills. It SW
"no Petition for any Private Bill is rec
ed by the Senate after the first three we
of each session; nor may any Private
be presented to the Senate after the
four weeks of each session ; nor may
report of any standing or Select Connitte
upon a Private Bill be received after tb
first six weeks of each session."

I think it is quite apparent that
Rule applied entirely to Private Bills orig»
ating in this House ; but in order that tO
point may be made clear I refer the H0
to the 56th Rule, which applies to Pri1
Bills from the House of Commons, 0
the Petiti2n which I now present relates
a Bill coming up from the House of COI
mons. It is not a Petition asking to be Po
mitted to introduce the Bill here, but to
troduce a Bill that is prepared to be
duced in the House of Commons. The
is " all Private Bills from the House
Commons (not being based on a Petitol
which has already been so reported o0
the Conmittee) shall be first taken l
consideration and reported on by the S
Comn1 ittee in like mranner, after the f
reading of such Bill, and before their C00

sideration by any other standing Ce
mittee." It expressly provides for
case, that is to say, the case where th
is no Petition whatever in the House
that Bill, and it states what is to be dOl
with it-that before you proceed tO
second reading, and permit the seco
reading of the Bill, it must be first refew
to the Standing Committee in order th
that Committee may report as to whethd
the requirements of our Rules as regW't
notice have been complied with, SO th$
no Bill can be surreptitiously got into
House and passed without going throt
the ordeal of going before the Stanat b
Committee. I may be asked if thiob
so, why do you present the Petitio
The answer is this : this Company is
irous to follow the usual practice of 9r
senting a respectful Petition to this 110
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enItirely
In ordey Out of respect for this Chamber, tther to state the grounds on which
,ConsWish to ask the House hereafter to

rsider the Bill when it comes up before
Ils '.hat is a very reasonable require-our 1, and as it will not in any way affect
he islation, as it does not come within

Indefis of our rule which is to prevent
to ]inite bringing in of Petitions relating
tr Ils Which are to be brought in after-irds in this House I hope, under the
this pstances, hon. gentlemen will allowpei etition to be received under a sus-
Pensibn of the Rule. I bring up the

bonf 'ecause our Rules have got into some

onf sion, and I believe the predecessor
adj r present Clerk made an effort to re-IJust the Rules and put thern in shape.
trvest the House will unanimously re-

the his petition, as it relates to one of
fro s Bills the object of which is to bring
roi another country a large number of
"legrants to settle on lands in the North-

West.

th k SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
;ei his question was discussed last

1 Son, or the session before last, and, if
artrrnemrber right, the understandingived at was that we should have peti-
U for ail bills introduced into this
hause. The argument of the hon. gentle-ren is this: that with reference to Bills
Petisented to the House of Commons,
I ditons to this House are not necessary.

dr not understand that to have been the
be of Parliament. I think it would

arrive uwse decision for the House to
ti at, that they shall not insist on peti-
Well aing presented to this House as
M~attes to the other for all Private Bills, no
beinr w here they originate, the object
that to gve each House due notice, and
Of seeac House may have.an opportunity
P.ied g that its standing rules are com-

Win and so have a means of resist-
ills which ought not to pass. It

edo a0 t privileges of this House, and
do o think we ought to abrogate it. I
frend draw the conclusion that my hon.

on Ges that with reference to Bills
og introduced into the House of Com-

a etit is not necessary by our rules that
oso should not be presented to this

tab reference to the Petition now uponle, I think the usage is to allow it

to remain a day on the table, and to-
morrow when it comes up my hon. friend
should then move that the House grant
the prayer of the petition, and upon that
the Bill is introduced. I think that is the
practice, and if my hon. friend will allow
me to suggest that mode it is one that will
conserve the customs of the House in the
past, and a rule which I think it is desir-
able to keep, to have petitions presented
to this House for ail Private Bills, no
matter whether they originate in this
House or in the Commons.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have no objec-
tion to the course suggested by my hon.
friend. I beg also to present petitions
from the Manitoba South-Western Coloni-
zation Railway Co., and the Canadian
Pacific Railway Co., that stand in the
same position.

PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTA-
TION OF THE NORTH-WEST.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. PLUMB rose to call atten-
tion to the advisability of granting Parlia-
mentary representation to the inhabitants
of the Territorial Districts of the North-
West, and will enquire whether the Gov-
ernment have taken or intend to take the
same under consideration. He said: it
has occurred to me that it might, perhaps,
be desirable to call the attention of this
honorable House to the peculiar position
of our great heritage in the North-West.
I do not think that there is in the history
of Government, any analogy which can be
drawn between the population, and growth,
and prospects, and possibilities of that
country, with any other country with which
we are acquainted. As it stands at the
present time it is a vast extent of unoccu-
pied, fertile land, only waiting for the
husbandman, only waiting for the advent
of the population which is to make it, per-
haps, the greatest wheat-growing country
in the world, being filled up very largely
at present by immigration from the older
Provinces, filled up by men who are
familiar with the municipal institutions
which are the pride and boast of English-
men; filled up, too, by a population which
is hardy, intelligent, capable, and which is
desirous, I have no doubt, as soon as pos-
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sible, to have all the privileges and all the
rights which are claimed under the consti-
tutional Government of this country.

In looking at the question I was led to
make some examination into cases which
might possibly bear upon the question
which I propose to ask at the end of
my address. Of course it was natural
first to look at the condition of the
great Province in which we live at the time
it was granted representative government.
After the Treaty of Paris in 1763, as it is
well known, the Province of Ontario
remained a part of Canada until the
Act of 1791. By that Act Upper Canada
and Lower Canada were separated. Upper
Canada was granted, as was said hy
Governor Simcoe at the opening of Parlia-
ment in 1792, greater privileges than had
ever been granted to any of the outlying
colonies of Great Britain. They were
granted because, as the Governor in his
eloquent address to Parliament went on
to state, it was considered that the people
had shown themselves by their loyalty
and fidelity to the Crown, by the great
sacrifices they had made in adhering to
the Crown, by the destruction and loss of
their property in leaving a country which
had been disloyal to the Crown, and in
which they could no longer reside ; and
because by their steadiness in the faithful
defence of the King's rights they had shown
themselves deserving the confidence which
had been placed in them. It is worthy of
remark that at the time that Parliamentary
representation was granted to Ontario the
population could not have exceeded 25,000
all told. Various estimates are made,
putting it at 20,000 to 30,000, but pro-
bably the mean between the two is the
nearest approach to the actual fact. 'l'en
thousand at least of the United Empire
Loyalists are supposed to have come into
the country at the close of the Revolution
in 1784, or between that time and 1790;
but the first estimate which seens to be
trustworthy was made in 1790. At that
time the Province contained possibly
25,000 white inhabitants scattered from the
frontier of Quebec to the frontier of the
United States, on the Detroit River.
To those people was granted the privi-
lege of electing a Parliament consist-
ing of fifteen members representing
nineteen separate districts or counties.
They were permitted to have a suffrage

HON. MR. PLUMB.

which was based upon a 40 shill.
annual rental or freehold, or in case4
those residing in towns or towns
a dwelling equal to a rental of five poual.
and upon a 1o pound rent having beenP"W
for a dwelling, occupied for the 12 mOnt§
prior to the time of holding the electI"0
That was the basis upon which te
privileges of representation were gran1 9.
to the people of Ontario. The growth
this Province was at first rather slO<
In 18 11 it -was supposed to have reache
ed 70,000 souls. The first Parlianlei'
was elected in 1792, and in addition t
the representatives imediately selected bY
the people there was a Council of seVel
menibers, which took the position of the
Upper House, and that Parliament sat a
the Town ot Niagara, in which I restd
fron 1792 to 1797, when it was transfe(r.
to the town then called York, whic h
now called Toronto.

One of the first acts that was pass
abolished slavery forever in the Provil'e
Very few acts were passed the first yeat
One of the most eloquent and able a
dresses ever delivered by an executive
officer holding the commission of the
Crown at an opening of Parliament
delivered by John Graves Simcoe, 0
was then the Governor of Upper Canadk
to the Parliament of 1792. Its
sation and brevity of style are not
least merits. I do not intend to take UP
the time of the House at unneceso
length, but I can not refrain from quOtU"
a few lines from the most able and to
terly address which marked the incePt"0
of the first Parliamentary institutions
the great Province in which we are 0
sitting :-

"The wisdom and beneficence of our'
Gracious Sovereign and the British P
ment have been eminently proved, not 001
in imparting to us the same form of Gov
ment, but also in securing the benefits by I
many provisions that guard this memors
Act so that the blessings of our invaBl,
constitution, thus protected and amp
we may hope will be extended to the reint
Po,"terity. d

"The great and momentous trusts 1
duties which have been committed to the
presentatives of this Province, in a df
infinitely beyond whatever, till this Pe
have distinguished any other colony b
originated from the British nation U a g
just consideration of the energy and h
with which its inhabitants have so coasPi
ously supported the British constitutin.
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up)o isfrom the sane atriotism now called
A texercise, wit due deliberation

i oresight the various offices of civil
the 111.ration that vour fellow sutejects of

44 s1 Empire expect the foundation or
a "f 'ndustry and wealth, of commerce
eed Power, which may lastthrough ail suc-
etng a8 .
le natural advantages of the Province of

i rf tlada are inferior to none on this
'ilterea e Atlantic. thiere cari be no separate
forref ethrough its whole extent; the British
it f Government has pre ared the way for
fo iteri Y colonization, and I trust that your
ii, atin care will improve the favorable

and that a numerous and agricul-
asoiîPePle will speedily take possession ofl
la an climate, whic h, under the British
?4 sand the munificence with which His

b as granted the lands of the Crown,
manifest and peculiar encourage-

It heay be mentioned that one-seventh
Of the C
to th >own lands were at that time given

nd ts Province. The Legislature met,
in the irst act was to establish British law
es'tablisew Province ; its next act was to
eablish trial by jury ; its next Act was toPrepon for the speedy manumission of

Pthe beld in slavery or bondage ; and
a t succeeding Parliament it provided

lbera fund for the purpose of having
-rnled imto French the laws of the

antrY, the proceedings of Parliament,ne uch public information as should be
nlssaty for the information of the French

of Upper Canada, in the eas-
and the western districts. When

ich sor Simcoe dismissed his Parliament
Wark, bat for a month in the town of Ne-

b etter known as Niagara, he uttered
'flemorable words:

direct àMajesty in his benevolence havinu
béte a seventh from such lands as shafi

bic b ne®to be regerved to the Crown for
4e~ th11 benefit, it will become iny duty to

nece ose measures which shall appear to be
Iod ary to fulfil Hie gracious intentions,
Inagtakeno doubt but that as citizene and
y'Out es you will give every assistance in
fro POwer to carry into full effect a systen
erive 'hich the public and posterity inus

sr uch peculiar advantages.
des- ricannot dismiss you without earnestly

g to Promote by precept and exampl
4tb. 9 fYour respective counties, the regu lai
tie piety an morality, the sureet founda

Sth0o all public and private felicity; an
Pl%* Pncture, I particularly desire to ex

Iatat this Province is singularly blessed
tuta Mutilated constitution, but with

ienté LIOII which has stood the test of exper
at nd the very imaee and transcript o
at Great Britain by wliich she has lon

established and secured to her subject as
much Ireedomu and happiness as it is possible
to be enjoyed under the subordination neces-
sary to civilized society."

Those noble utterances were a fit begin
ning of the career of prosperity which has.
characterised the Province of Ontario, and
I may in this connection say one word in
reply to what I have heard in various
quarters as to the growth of Canada com-
pared to that of the great country which lies
along side of us. At the time that this
Parliament, of which I speak. first met, the
small beginnings from which we have
dated the great successes which now
characterise this country were such that,
as I have said before, not more than 25,-

ooo people could possibly be supposed to
be living within its limits. The United
States, at the close of the war, took its.
first census in 1790. It had at that time
a population of 3,929,214. The United
States showed in the last census, that
of 188o, a population of 50,000,000.
It has been said that the growth of
these Provinces in round numbers has not
been in the slightest degree comparable to-
the growth of the United States generally.
The increase of population in the United
States has been within a fraction of twelve
fold and a-half in the time between 179oand
i88o. That proportion would make the
population of Ontario to-day about 312,-

ooo, and its population in 1881 was
1,923,228. The conclusion is that where-
as the increase there has been twelve and
a-half fold, ours in Ontario has been nearly
five times as great, and that ought to b- a
decided answer to those who claim that
there is no comparison between the pros-
perity of the country along side of us and
that of Canada, which is favourable to this
country.

In connection with the United States,
it is perhaps proper to say that the first
thing that strikes us as having any re-

t semblance to the subject which I have
chosen for an address to the Senate to-
day is the territorial system of the United

e States. That system is one which has
- grown out of th epeculiar necessities of the
d case, and the United States stand in pre-
- cisely the same position in respect to the

territories that Canada occupies with re-
a gard to her North-West. The United
f States is the owner of the soil-the ab-
g solute owner-and it may be proper to
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say at this moment that the United States passed over his head by a two-thirds
has never, under any circumstances, given majority they become law. In WashingtM
up to the territories or to the States which Territory there was a provision which e
have been formed out of them, any por- may be worth while to mention show1"
tion of the public domain except that in the practical views which were taken of
each township'she has given two sections legislation on the other side of the border,
of land for school purposes. There have which was that the first session of the
been large railway grants, but they have Legislature might last one hundred days,
been made to corporations entirely inde- but after that there should be no sessio
pendent of the State, and the State has which should last over sixty days unde
not come into possession, in any way, of any circumstances. The executive poWe
the public lands, but they form the domain rests with the Governor who is appointed
of the Republic in all the States and Terri- during good behaviour, as I believe is tbe
tories, west of the Mississippi to-day. It case with the North-West Territories
was the policy of the Government, as there is no limit to the term of 'lis appoint-
rapidly as possible to form the terri- ment. In the case of Territories which
tories into self-governing communities. have been formed since 186o there is '
The older territories on the east of the special provision that there shall be 110
Mississippi it is scarcely necessary to refer legislation which shall permit slavery. It
to now, because they have been long is somewhat instructive to look at the pos
formed into states, have grown largely in tion of those Territories at the time they
population and form important members were first created.and see how rapidly they
of the great Confederacy. have grown up and increased, because

The first Territory at which we may think think we may be able, in glancing at
it worth while to glance is that of Washing- them, to get some idea as to the prospects
ton, which is on the Pacific coast. of the growth of the great country whic
Washington was formed into a territory in belongs to us and the supervision of which,
1853. There was no census taken until I am very glad to say, has fallen into the
i86o, seven years afterwards, when the hands of a gentleman who sits in this
population was 11,624. In 1870 it had House, who is so eminently qualified bot
grown to 23,955, and in 188o it had by the industrious application by which he
reached 75,1i6, but in that population has mastered the details of the Department
were 4,400 Indians and 3,187 Chinese. over which he presides, and by his general
The method of organizing the territories practical knowledge and wisdom, to admin'
is similar in many respects to that which ister its affairs. I may say here and nO'
has been adopted in regard to the North- that I believe there never has been any
West Territories. A Governor is ap- effort spared on the part of that gentle1na'
pointed by the Executive at Washington; and his colleagues to do everything whicb
the inhabitants are allowed to choose a they deemed advisable for the growth an
Council upon a basis of universal suffrage. prosperity of the North-West, and for the
The Council is usually composed of benefit of the emigration which is goll%
seven to ten members, and they are into it. Of course it will be understood that
elected for two years. There is a House I approach a subject of this kind with the
of Representatives which also in the be- most friendly and kindly feelings toward
ginning has from twelve to fourteen mem- those who are connected with the Adrnln'
bers and is usually increased to twenty istration. If they in any way have la'
four, after which the increase ceases ; the themselves open to criticism I think the
increase is according to the growth of the have that sort of feeling that they are 'lot
population. In the first created Territories, like the Bourbons, who forget nothing and
there are provisions that any acts passed learn nothing, but they profit by the ce
should be referred to Washington and periences of those who are practicallY 0'
could be there disallowed, but since the quainted with the condition of affairs and
war the Territories that have been created if they find in any case that a difficUtll
have been allowed to pass their own laws exists which can be remedied I beliele
and they are subject only to the revision they are not so obstinate as to refuse to
of the Governor who may veto them, but remedy it, if they can do so constitution'
if his veto is not accepted, and the Bills ally, with promptness and cheerfulnee5

HoN. MR. PLUMB.
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Md in fact they will endeavor to ascertain
there are any things which may be re-edied rather than refuse to accept the

Sggestions or follow the counsels of those
ose opinions are worthy of being taken
tocosieration. To return to the Unit-

ritotaes the judicial powers of the ter-
of t es are usually vested in three Judges
Sthe Stupreme Court ; there is a Probate
CoUrt and there are Justices of the Peace
Who exercise the usual duties of such offi-
Cs. The two Justices and the Chief
Justice are usually appointed for four
Yeas. They divide the Territory into three
districts in which hold their courts. I do

suppose it can possibly be unknown to

that hon. friend, the Minister of justice,
a provision is made there that the

f ges shall reside in the judicial districts
Which they are appointed; because that
estion has been lately agitated here, but
rhaps my hon. friend did not know that

't Was a question which had long ago been
Sttled in the United States.

"ON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
e thing is required here in the Countyolrts, and in the Superior Courts ofwer Canada.

oN. MR. PLUMB-Dakota was ad-
tted in 1861. It had a population then

f 4839 only ; it had all the institutions to
c have referred. It had a council
'ne with permission to increase to 13,

8tig for two years, and thirteen rep-tsentatives, whose members could be in-
£teased to twenty-six, to serve for oneYear, and all district and county oflicers

e aPPointed or elected, as the case may
, In such manner as may be prescribed

by.the Governor and the Legislative As-
The population in 1870 was

it had more than doubled ; and in
a8 8o it had grown to 135,177. It has
thout the same territorial limits as one of

Wedistricts that were created in the North-
toes Territory in 1883 by an order in

b which I have been trying to find
Urt Ilich, so far as I know, has not been

hted. I will refer to that presently.
Arizona was taken in in 1863. The

bu -lation of course was not stated then,
}t m1870 it was 9,568 and in i88o it

a ncreased to 40,441. It has tem-
IsOrariy to remain a territory, until a stateformed, republican in form and shall

apply for and obtain admission on an
equal footing with the original states. The
provisions with reference to Courts etc.,
are the same as prevail in the other
territories.

Idaho was formed in 1863. In 1870
the population was 14,999 ; in 188o it
had increased to 32,61o. Of this popu-
lation 3,379 were Chinese and 165 Indians.
That provides especially for a matter in
which I think the United States might
have taken a leaf out of our book-it
provides for the proper protection of the
rights of person or property pertaining to
the Indians, and it is the only territory
where that provision is made so far as I
have discovered.

Montana was erected into a territory in
1864 ; it contained in 1870 a population
of 20,595 ; and in 188o a population of
39,159. As that territory lies alongside
of our border it may be worth mentioning
that it has only between three and four
millions of acres of arable land in an area
of over ninety millions. It has great
wealth in mines, and it has very extensive
grazing lands, but that it can ever be a
rival to the North-West in point ofinduce-
ment to emigration for agricultural pur-
poses seems quite impossible, for I think
I state the fact, within the limits of the
truth, when I say that there are less than
3,5oo,ooo acres of arable land in the terri-
tory, and that is the report of the United
States Commissioners from which I have
taken these figures. But there is one
feature about Montana which must
not be lost sight of. It is, I believe, the
third in the great mining districts of
the United States. Up to the end of
last year it had produced in gold and
silver nearly $65,ooo,ooo. It is exceeded
by Nevada and California, and perhaps it
may be equalled by Colorado, but it
stands on a level with those great precious-
metal producing states, and it may be fair
to infer that lying, as it does, along side of
our border, having very much the same
configuration, having the same elevation
and having without doubt the same
geological formation, when the great Paci-
fic Railway has penetrated the mountains
it will be found that there are the same
advantages offered to the prospector and
miner in our own country, that there are
in a territory that is only separated
from ours by an imaginary line. In
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tact I think my hon. friend the
Minister of the Interior knows that there
have been already indications that my
theory is correct, for I understand
that in the mountains discoveries
have been made which indicate that
the same sort of wealth will be found
north of the boundary that is found in the
territory of Montana.

The last Territory that has been taken
in is that of Wyoming. It entered the
Union as a territory in 1868. In 1870 it
had a population of 11,518, and in 188o
it had grown to 20,789, including 914
Chinese. They seem to have penetrated
everywhere; in Montana there were 1,765
of them.

Now, there was a doubt which, I believe,
was generally felt, that in the Brit-
ish North America Act no power had been
conferred upon the Dominion to deal with
the territories which it had acquired by
the purchase from the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. Although the Act had been passed
which created Manitoba, those doubts were
so strong that it was thought expedient to
get an Act passed by the Imperial Parlia-
ment to confirm the Act which created the
Province of Manitoba, and also to confer
upon the Dominion the absolute power of
creating Provinces in the territories, and
defining their powers, and giving them the
right of representation. That Act was
passed in 34 and 35 Vic., and the Domin-
ion Statutes of 1872 contain the Act con-
firming it. That legislation gives power
to create and provide for the administra-
tion of such Provinces, and sanctions the
previous legislation in regard to Manitoba.
UnderthatAct--it probably mightnot have
been necessary, however,to refer to it- last
year the North-West was divided into four
territories, which were called, I believe,
Provisional Districts. One, Assinaboia,
contains 95,ooo square miles ; Saskatche-
wan, 114,000 square miles ; Alberta, roo,-
ooo square miles; and Athabasca, 122,ooo
square miles. These are figures which
cannot be grasped, which convey a very
vague and inadequate idea of the vast ex-
extent of territory which has come into the
possession of the Dominion through the
purchase of the North-West, and its acqui-
acquisition -by Indian treaties. But I
wish to call the attention of the Minister of
the Interior to the fact that it is impossible
to find on the public records any notice or

HON. MR, PLUMB.

description of the minute of Council whie
was transmitted to Parliament on the eighth
day of May last in respect to this divisiOP'
I had all the staff of the library looking for
it to-day, and at last we traced out that it
had been brought into the House on the
eighth of May in a message froi Is
Excellency the Govenor General ; that the
leader of the Government moved that it
should be taken into consideration on the
following Wednesday: it never was taken
into consideration ; it went to the Printing
Committee and the Printing Committec
did not print it, and one searches in Vai
for any record of a matter which I c0n'
ceive to be at least of sufficient importance
to have found its place with other matters
of much less value which may he found
in the sessional papers. I biing it to the
notice of the Minister of the Interior whol
I have no doubt, will make an inqUif
and have the matter remedied. It raY
be that there were reasons, which a
course I do not wish to question, for not
bringing it up and it may be that there
were reasons for not having it put in print'
but it is more likely that it was omitted by
mistake, because I think it is a matter O
such importance that one should be able
to find it without the slightest difficult).

The arrangements for our new territOrl-
tories up to the present time have been
exceedingly liberal. I think there hS
been a disposition to recognize thé posi'
tion of those men who have been pioneers
in the wilderness, and I think they have beei
treated with great consideration. It is flot
because there is anything to complain of in
that respect that I have asked the questiOn
which appears on the paper.

It is not that, I suppose, the Govern-
ment has for one moment been indifferent
to the position of the North-West, or that
it has been in the slightest degree neglectful
of the interests of those who have gofe
there, or that I can venture to make a0f
suggestion which has not occurred to the
statesmen who now form the Privy Council,
but there is no doubt a decided feeling ln
that country, among those from the older
Provinces who have been accustomed prior
to their emigrationt o being in accord, 0

i rapport, and in immediate communicatiOn
with the greatcouncil of the Dominion, that
they should have (even though it be in at
very small degree) some representation at
Ottawa who could make known theïf
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and in a more definite, more efficient,
an Perhaps more vigorous way than
ctio possibly be attained by the formal

Of the Governor-in-Council.
ure. Golernor is appointed during plea-

three lie has a secretary, and I think,
th stipendiary magistrates, who

With three others appointed by him form
aftecouncil The people have a right,
te they have been formed into districts,t elect members of the Council Eacho"tIict containing 1,ooo inhabitants electsOne member, when the population reachesn 0, two members, and when in this
rla)ner 21 are elected the Council shallcese, and the members so elected shall

e contituted and designated a Legislative

n1d mbly, shall meet once a year,
and hold office for two years.

crseo in a new country like that the
a 1ation of municipal institutions is

attended with considerable difficulties,isd there will always be the difficulty, asil the case in Algoma, and in other
tricur sparsely-settled territories or dis-
pri1 of forming a plan by which the
rPer vote can be brought out and proper
doerbsentation obtained. I have no
attent, that this subject will engage the
duention of the Government, and that in
th time they will be able to surmount
the trouble, whatever it may be. For
the present, however, the territories of
ore North-West are not even in as free
o-favorable a position as are those of the
pried States in this respect. There is a
bysion theactsformingthoseterritories
at Which they are entitled to elect dele-

notes to Washington ; such a delegate is
but a representative, and is not so called,ben he is sent to Washington by the
aederal vote of the people of the territory,
uep has a right to sit in the House ofeentatives, to speak upon all sub-
rerte but not the right to vote; hetePresents in such a way thatthg e pople tha
in 0dghhe is not permitted to take part
he cn questions in the House,
doubt the right to advise, and I have no
Cdin his presence there is very often ex-
sent ngly useful-to those whom he repre-
are se very territory-and I think there
Sem "en now organized-has a right to
a Oy one delegate I do not suppose that
heresuch system as that would be adopted
'ich although the framing of the law bythe Government of the North-West

has been created, very closely resembles
the laws which have been adopted on the
other side ; but I assume that when repre-
sentation from the North-West comes into
Parliament, it will come with similar
powers, and stand upon a footing of equal-
ity with representation from other pro-
vinces. Of course there always will be a
feeling that it is not desirable to increase
too rapidly the number of representatives
in the Parliament of the country, and I
think it was with that view that-at the
time of Confederation-it was thought
desirable that the great province which is
alongside of us-which was remarkable on
account of its steadiness of population-
should form the basis upon which repre-
sentation for all the other provinces
should be calculated. I believe that was the
reason given by the framers of
Confederation, during the Confeder-
ation Debates, and I find that
Sir John Macdonald at that time said:
"Unless some definite principle was
adopted to keep the representation within
a certain limit the House of Commons
might eventually become a too cumbrous,
unwieldly body. It was decided 'to
accept the representation of Lower Cana-
da as a fixed standard-as a pivot on
which the whole would turn-since that
province was the best suited for the pur-
pose on account of the comparatively
permanent character of its population, and
from its having neither the largest nor the
least number of inhabitants." Hence the
danger of an inconvenient increase when
the representation is reviewed after each
decennial census, has been practically
reduced to a minimum.

In reference to the Senate, we fmnd that
in order to prevent that body being
swanped at any time for political reasons,
the constitution expressly limited the
number that can sit therein to seventy-
eighty. Special regard has also been had
to the peculiar situation of the Province
of Quebec, where the electoral divisions
that existed previous to 1867 are main-
tained, and a senator must consequently
have his real property qualification, or be
resident in the district for which he is
appointed-a provision that was not con-
sidered necessary for the other provinces.

Of course, in discussing these principles,
those considerations must not to be lost
sight of, and I think they are pertinent to

1 A9
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the subject which i have the honor to of the North-West, is a most desirable o0e
bring before the Senate. I understand for I regret to say that it is rendered
that there is a strong disposition in the more so because it is more thad
North-West to erect municipalities suspected that there bas been an t
nnder the Territorial Act as soon tempt made-a deliberate attempt---o,
as possible, and some of the districts which quarters where it ought not to have beO
have been fortunate enough to secure a made, to belittle and decry and inj
considerable accession of population. have the position of the North-West, and
already begun to adopt such measures. fear such attempt bas been made on t
In Regina a municipality is organized, supposition that in some way or other it
and so it is in Moose Jaw, while Calgarry will embarrass the Government of the
is preparing for one, as is also the case country.
with Medicine Hat. Prince Albert has
applied to the council for organization, Hox. MR. POWER-Hear, hear.
and Broadview bas applied as a county
municipality, but there bas been a diffi- HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon.
culty there inasmuch as there is no pro- tienan says "hear, hear," and I am g13d
vision made for organizing a county the remark bas reached him and that he
municipality, and the Lieutenant-Governor understands its fu significance. 1 be
properly hesitates to take the respon- lieve there bas been such an attempt, 'lo
sibility of such action. I have no doubt, only in the country alongside of us whefe
however, that at the next meeting of the there is a very strong interest bande
Council, he will supply the omission which against the settiement of the North-West,
seems to have been accidentally made in an interest which is absolutely antagon
the provisions which were enacted for the tic to our country and that perceives
admission of counties. Of course I can- the construction of the Canadian Pacic
not expect to tell the hon. Minister of the Railway and the settiernent of the North
Interior anythingnew in regard to these mat- West Territories an obstacle to their 00
ters, but perhaps it may not be familiar to the scbemes for aggrandizement, but I believ
House that a very large quantity of land, that the movement bas been largely aide
as I understand, bas been taken up in the by those wRo ougBt to have been n.ge
Regina office, and that the land officer tere true to the interests of this country.
thinks thereare 25,000eople inAssiniboia, The press, in certain quartersc h n a
and that it would be safe to estimate the teemed with mirepresentations in respCt
entire population of the Districts at 35,000 to the North-West-misrepresentations e

whites. Ifthat is the case. of course w can see the grossest character, and wich and
that the example of the United States not possibly bave been repeated from d -
would give strength to the argument that to day and week to week without thee
there should be at least three organizations was some ulterior motive connected wt

of a territorial character, tbough it is them. It would be easy to see that if the

doubtful whether that would be desirable predictions of the leader of the Govetl
jusR at present, when the population ment should fal short of being fNrfilleh
is [o scatteredW; that however is a con- it would be made use of against hiru and
sideration for the Government, and the party which bas sustained him it woid

gnot for any one who cannot speak be easy to see if anyting sould happe
with autbority. I think I may say this whice would deter intending immigra
however-tbat it would be a most desira- from going into that countrythat it wo
ble thing, wenever the Government can redound the advantage of the cousn t
fairly see its way to do so, that there should alongside of us. It would be easyto
be in the House of Commons someone if anyting could be done wich shoda
who could speak with authorty for that hamper or prevent the development of the

great country, who would be elected by country-by the stoppage of the grit
the people, wbo would represent them, railway; or, for instance, if any misrepte
and who would be able to come here rn- sentation could be made wic ould o
dependently and to tel bis story without create popular prejudice against it that ie

fsar, favor or affection. 1 think that is a operatio s should be even temporarilyns Ph
concession wich, in the present condition alyzed-that it would go largelytoW;<'d

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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rinjteng those who have in a great
eaistence staked their political position,
of that and reputation upon the success

great enterprise, and its necessaryco tquence the growth and development
thethe North-West. Now, I know that
publih Ost unfair representations have been

en d, and I fail to see that such has
the case anywhere except in the

,hr one political party-they have come
fict Ugh certain political channels, and the

a ead8 one to believe that they havecetain oiia
I d n pitical complexion. Of course
I not intend to enlarge upon that, but
able r say that for the last year the unfavor-

ePorts have been very much of there color, and the columns of certain of
to anewspapers in Ontario have been opened
or l statements, no matter how absurd
tidr ,Or unfounded, most of them bearing

Oi w refutation with them and show-
eg On the face of them that they had

a Published for the purpose of having
WPrejudicial effect upon the country.
th ave been told that the farmer of

aorth-West was hampered, injured,
nmoalMost destroyed by a grinding

ratesPoîy. I know for a fact that higher
th are charged upon railways running

a' h Dakota, than on the Canadianat c Railway and I can demonstrate
ILt y reference to figures connected with

ir knuw as a matter of fact that the
of rai If Minneapolis and the managers
flou.ways conveying wheat to that great
a turing centre are in a league,
bshet .Is well known that 75 cents per
obtai s the highest price that could be
iied in Dakota for No. i hard wheat,

the n the last three or four weeks. And
1roduct of Dakota, on an average, isi y 17 bushels to the acre, yet that StateI held Out as a paradise to which-it woulddesirable for the settler in Manitoba to

tlen.a MR. POWER-Will the hon. gen-
by Man be kind enough to tell the House

para Dakota was held up as such a

Mr R. PLUMB-By the Opposition

sort. MR. POWER-Nothing of the

IIR. PLUMB-If the hon. gen-uoaikes I ca n show him fifty different

HoN. MR. POWER-One will do.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I could show him
fifty; I will produce enough of them in good
time, but the hon. gentleman will not take
upon himself the responsibility of denying
what I say, he will not take the risk of it-I
know that perfectly well. If the hon. gen-
tleman has read the newspapers he must
know as well as I do that such is the case;
it is a patent fact, known to every man who
reads the Ontario Opposition papers, that,
day after day there are statements in them
which are calculated to draw attention to
Dakota as having superior advantages for
the settler as compared with the North-
West. I am therefore astonished that the
hon. gentleman should challenge my state-
ment.

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tieman will produce one of his proofs it
will do.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Does the hon.
gentleman dispute it ?

HON. MR. POWER--I doubt it.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Do you deny it?
The hon. gentleman does not-

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man knows it would hardly be Parlia-
mentary for me, after he has made a direct
statement, to say that that statement was
untrue, but I say that I very strongly
doubt the statement made by the hon.
gentleman. I have read the papers pretty
carefully, yct I have not seen the state-
ments of which he has spoken.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I will produce
ample evidence, should occasion arise, to
show the hon. gentleman that my assertion
is a perfectly correct one. I will name
one of the papers which teems with these
advertisements, it is the Toronto Globe ;
and another is the London Advertiser-
two of the leading papers supporting the
party of the hon. gentleman in the Province
of Ontario. They have held out the ad-
vantages of Dakota as compared with the
North-West, and have teemed with state-
ments that the farmers there were ground
down between the upper and nether
millstones of the Canadain Pacific Rail*
way and our iniquitous tariff. I can
demonstrate that the price of agricultuial
implements, which is a chief grievance,
isas low to-day, in Winnipeg,as in Chicago,
and the fact is that every man who went
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there had a perfect knowledge that the
Government had adopted a protective
policy. The Government at Ottawa is
infinitely more liberal in respect to the
granting of homesteads and pre-emptions,
than is the Government at Washington.
The United States, I can tell the hon.
gentleman, have restricted with the most
jealous care, the intending settler to eighty
acres of land in the most desirable locali-
ties-that is all he can take up. He can
only take up one homestead, or a pre-
emption of eighty acres, he cannot have
both, nor can he obtain a second home-
stead, and no one can take up or settle
upon land, by homestead or pre-emption,
unless he is of the full age of twenty-
one years. Under our laws a person of
eighteen can get i6o acres as a homestead,
and he can get a further i6o acres as pre-
emption,-if the law has not already ex-
pired-and he can choose a second and
third homestead after performing certain
settlement duties. Such privileges are
not given in the United States, yet
we are told by the papers of which
I have spoken, that under the laws
of the United States the settler has greater
advantages than under our own. That is
wbat I have to say to the hon. gentleman
in regard to this subject. It is not pro-
per to refer to the proceedings in the
other House, but I fancy the hon. gentle-
man has not read the Debates, or he
would find that something pertinent to
this matter has been said there very lately.
I think it is the duty of us all, so far as we
can, to see that the absolute truth is
stated in respect to all these matters. I
do not wish for a moment to say that I
would desire anything more, but I
certainly would object anything less.
Now I desire to draw the attention of the
Government to the rapid increase of popu-
,lation in the North-West, and to the fact
that a statement that had been made on
the floor of the House of Commons, by the
leader of the Government three or four years
ago, in respect to its growth, had been within
the limit and not beyond it, and that it was
fair to assume that within the next year or
two the population there would be such as
would fairly claim and, I think, would be
entitled to receive the attention of the
Government in respect to having it re-
presented in this Parliament in some
form. I do not suggest that it should be

HON. MR. PLUMB.

representedin so largea proportion as rnige
be demanded or expected at the first, but'
think the people who go into that couintlU
are entitled to have some one here whOO
voice shall be heard on their behalf, wb0

knows their wants, and who will be able
to speak for them. There is anothO'
consideration which must occur to evedr
one, and it is this: that the first settlIC
in the North-West are largely composd
of those who have left the older Provinc&
Some objection has been made to the
depletion of the older Provinces, 0
people are pleased to call it--but I sal
that nothing could be more desirable tha'
that a healthv exodus should take place
from those Provinces, for the advantag
would be two-fold. In the first place >I
gives a new start in life, with all th"
benefits of a new country, and it giVe5
us of the older Provinces the advantage Of
having men there who are laying the foCn
dations of municipal and other instite
tions : men who have been trained
here in them, who know their value, and
on whom we can depend to jealously pr9
tect and guard the principles of consçt-
tutional liberty which we must all wish to
see perpetuated there. It is very desir-
able that the foundations of those instite
tions should be laid as early as possible,
and while the majority of the people are
of our own blood and race, familiar with
our institutions, and upon whom we can
rely, to select proper representative
It would be undesirable to have
action deferred until a large influx d
foreign population might corne in, for it
is most necessary and in the interest Of
this country-desirable financially and i'
every other way-that the institutions
the North-West should be carefully and
properly guarded, and placed in the hando
of those who are in accord with the prfi
ciples of the older Provinces. Personalif
I have no doubt that we are to receivC
largely from that population, in one forio
or other, the means of recouping this
country for the vast outlay which has been
made in connection with the developfmien t

of that part of the Dominion. If it dOO
not come in one form, it will in another i
if it does not come in the form of taki'g
up Government lands as rapidly as migt
be wished, it will make itself feit in tle
form of contributions to the revenue 0
the country, and I sincerely believe th
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n a short time the Government will
ed rhyreimnbirsed by the revenue deriv-

rllto those who have gone and are to go
dtacountry for anyoutlay that theyhave

I haken. I trust that the remarks which
unace made will not have been entirely

il gPtable to the House and that they
sa, e received by the Government in the
beg spirit which has dictated them. I
attO thank the House for their kind
aetion to the statements which I have

to Support 0of the inquiry I am about
they v.e of the Government, and I hope

il Pardon me if I have trespassed
maUch upon the time of the House in

atg those statements. I now wish to
advisaeiattention of the House " To thereability of granting Parliamentary rep-

kntoi d 'to the inhabitants of the terri-
I distncts of the North-West, and totfiuire whether the Government havçconor intend to take the same underconseration.i

1N'h 4R POWER-I do not think I
rearks have troubled the House with any
haks, if it had not been for a few words

fhr Nere said by the hon. gentleman
con iagara just before he sat down. In

'1oUseon with every other member of the
hone, I Was naturally pleased that the

gentleman should have taken thean to search through the geographicalýad other authorities for statistics as to
Uni pulation and areas of the various
theid States Territories at the time of

adnission as Territories, or as he
RdIis •sOme cases, at the time of their
ful a"On as States. That was very use.
bon interesting information, and the*gentieman also gave us a little infor-toe as tO our own North-West Terri-
tý hbut I think it is to be regretted
o uchen the hon. gentleman had said

uch to which we could all listen with
id e, he should at the end have des-

fornd fron, his high non-partisan plat-
and corne down to the rather stale

i nProfitable business of talking of the
, lties of the Grit press and to parade

gopatriotic hobby which has done such
thi service during the last few weeks. I

o0n that was certainly unworthy of this8eg and rather unworthy of the hon.
'enughman himself, who has been long

now in this Chamber to have got
those strong partizan feelings which4 flnt1leyen in the other end of the build-

ing are supposed to entertain more gene-
rally than we do. The hon. gentleman
said that in the papers supporting a cer-
tain party-which I presume was the
Liberal party, as he undoubtedly believes
that no such statements are to be found
in the papers of the party to which he
belongs-there were attacks upon our own
North-West, and praises of Dakota and
other United States Territories. I could.
not exactly make out from the hon. gen-
tleman's language whether he referred to
advertisements which had appeared in
those papers and had been paid for as
advertisements or whether he referred to
editorial comments or editorial articles in
the newpapers.

If the hon. gentleman referred to adver-
tisements which had been paid for, and
which had been inserted as such, then
there was no great room to find fault with
the Liberal press, because similar adver-
tisements were to be found in some of the
circulars of the Agricultural Department
of his own Government ; and I confess
that I have not, although I have read the
paper to which he particularly referred-
and I have read it with reasonable atten-
tion-I have not yet seen a statement in
the Toronto Globe to the effect that
Dakota was a better country to settle in
than our own North-West. I have seen
statements in the Globe to the effect that
the injudicious policy pursued by the pre-
sent Government in dealing with our own
North-West had driven settlers across the
border.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
have seen that in the Globe ?

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, I have seen
that statement in the Globe, and believe it
to be true. I do not think I have ever seen
it contradicted on authority, that a number
of persons had gone into our own North-
West intending to settle permanently there,
and were, by the charact-r of the land regu-
lations, and from other causes under the
control ofthe Government, induced to leave
that country and go across the border into
Dakota. Now, if that was the case, as I
believe it was, I think the newspapers of
any party would have been wanting in
their duty to the country if they had not
called the attention of the Government to
the fact that that state of things existed,
in order that it might be put an end to
at once. I do not think it is a patriotic
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course if one sees a state of things existing
which is injurious to the country, to shut his
eyes to it, and say nothing about it. I think
the duty of a true patriot is to make the
evil known, so that it may be remedied.
Now, I think that the action, if it was the
action of the Grit Press-which had the
effect which has already been produced,
was an action which every patriotic soul,
including that of the hon. gentleman
from Niagara-although I believe he is
not a Canadian-should rejoice in. In
the first place, the land regulations which
that hon. gentleman and some hon. gen-
tlemen in this House a year ago thought
were perfect, have been discovered since
to be imperfect. and those land regula-
tions have been remedied in the direction
suggested by the Opposition and the Op-
position Press a year ago and earlier ; and
that shows there was some foundation for
the complaints that were made. If the'
department under the care of my hon.
friend from Saugeen, has found it neces-
sary to the interests of the North-West to
alter those regulations which we were
told last year were perfect, it shows that
the regulations were not perfect when
they were adopted.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON -There
is no change in the regulations.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman cannot mislead the House by a
statement of that sort, for I-

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON--I never
tried to mislead the House whatever the
hon. gentleman may do. I tell him that
there has been no change in the regula.
tions that relate to settlement. There
were certain reserves which the hon. gen-
tleman may be alluding to, that have been
opened to the public, but that is not a
change in the regulations.

HON. MR. POWER-That is a change.
One of the most important regulations
was that' a large portion of the North-
West was reserved from settlement-the
mile belt and the country south of the
railway-and we were told at the time
that it was a piece of magnificent states-
manship to do that. The hon. gentleman
and his colleagues have since become con-
vinced that they were mistaken, and
that the Liberal Party and the Liberal

HON. MR. POWER.

press which took a different view, w
right. Then the Liberal Press and tW
Liberal Party spoke of excessive railW<
rates. It was contended on the other si*
that they were not excessive; but I won
ask the hon. gentleman if it is not a fd
that within the last few weeks they W
reduced 25 per cent. If they were
erate before that, why was it necessarY
reduce them ?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON- The
was not done by the Government.

HoN. MR. POWER-The Governnme"ý
are supposed to have control of the rate
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.; a
one of the complaints of the Liberal preO
was that the rates charged by the COe
pany were exhorbitant. That statemre
was denied by hon. gentlemen and ther
friends ; and now we have the Compan
practically acknowledging that the charge
was well founded. Then the hon. gentle'
man said that all the complaints with rega
to the North-West came from the Libe0)
party, and from the Liberal press. Is theho0-
gentleman not aware that within the last fM?
days we have had the Premier of Mata'
toba, accompanied by delegates from the
farmers of Manitoba, irrespective of party'
down here to ask for a modification of the
existing state of things? Is Mr. Norqay
a member of the party which the ho1"

gentleman denounces ? I should say n
The fact I take to be this, that the ho"
gentleman, having drifted away frorn Wht
he had begun to talk about, rather lost blo
bearings, and made a number of state-
ments at random which he is not able
and no one is able, to substantiate. No
suppose that the Liberal press and the
Liberal party had gone a long way in the
direction of speaking of the exodus fro
Canada into Dakota, and other places
the Republic, they would have the verf
best precedent and example to plead, b
cause, if not the hon. gentleman himflselfA
certainly a number of his friends in b0u
Houses of Parliament in 1878, and aboot
that time, informed the world at lare
that there was a tremendous exodus fro1

Canada. If that was right and proP8,
then, surely it cannot be so very Wr
now.

As to the matter to which the hon. gel"
tleman has called attention, I quite conlor
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4er d, as I think every hon. gentleman
has es, that if a sufficient population

rRt mnto the Norh-West to entitle it to
and ientation in the House of Commons,

rpe this Chamber the sooner suchentntation is granted the better. It
nhOt be denied that there is dissatisfac-

tion In that country; and if that dissatisfac-
nt can find a constitutional and proper
0t brePece here at Ottawa, it is not likely

da out in an unconstitutional and
qiterous form in the North-West. I
overn recognize that an administrationsve aing a country as remote and exten-S1ve asI

Tiew to that, and under conditions that are
have Ost of us in the eastern Provinces,
fo an exceedingly difficult task to per-
they and that it is very desirable that
tas hould be assisted in that difficult
fro Y the advice of persons who cornearthe country in question, and who
Itura]Iy are better able, very often, to
therest the remedies for evils that exist

than persons living at a distance,though those persons should occa-
3iolla 'y visit the North-West.

po MR. TURNER--I heartily ap-
froveo f the motion of my hon. friend
to lagara and in supporting it I wishakle a few remarks, as I happen to
ordina little about that country. Under

doubt ry circumstances population is, no
tio, a reasonable basis for representa-
ocaiut there has been, and will be,

est ons when other considerations
repest be taken into account in granting.esentation to the great North-West..ag t e over two years ago im cross-'g the Western boundary of Manitoba,
entepassing into Assiniboia, the traveller

aversd a territory about as lonely as when
losed by the author of "The Greatne Land," where to-day are to be found
settlerous thriving towns, villages and
Assinibe. The four territories are
Athaboa, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and
findasca. Did I understand my hon.

to say that in Assiniboia there wasally a population of 5,ooo only ?

R% . PLUMB-No, I said a great
the more. I said that it was stated byOficer who has charge cf the landogfRce at Regina that the population,

from the sales of land, had pro-Y reached 25,000.

HON. MR. TURNER-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon, Towns and villages
have sprung up along the railway as if by
magic. Regina with a population of 1,ooo;
Moose Jaw i,ooo; Medicine Hat 500
Broadview 300; Indian Head 2oo, and
Qu'-Appelle Station 2oo.

Of course it is impossible to get reliable
statistics, but I have taken some little
trouble to get a fair estimate of
about what the population of those
stations amount to. As near as I
can get at it there cannot be less than
3,200 in all for those, so that I would say
that 4,000 is the number of the inhabit-
ants along the railway itself. Then we
corne to the beautiful valley of the Qu'-
Appelle. The district there had a voters'
list of 2,ooc, and besides that almost
all over the entire Territory there are
thriving littie settlements springing up
everywhere. When you corne to the ter-
ritorv of Saskatchewan we find that Prince
Albert and district have a population of
probably 1.200. Battleford has a popu-
lation of 15o, and there are srnall settle-
ments at La Corne, and Duck Lake and
Carrot River district is extensively settled.
Prince Albert itself occupies a very im-
portant position. It appears to me that
ultimately it will be the distributing point
for a large portion of the Saskatchewan
district. It is the headquarters of the
Episcopal Bishopric and college, and other
christian denominations are represented
there by their churches. The population
is a most intelligent one. In fact the first
man I met in Prince Albert was a gentle-
man who was for a long time a member of
the House of Commons. With regard to
the Saskatchewan itself, I think it is a very
beautiful river, and the country through
which it flows is peculiarly adapted for a
class of the smaller settlers, and the further
west you go the greater are theadvantages-
the country offers to such settlers.
I was up the Saskatchewan for 6oo miles,
between Prince Albert and Edmonton,
and I am safe in saying that there is not
a mile of land in that entire distance that
is not suitable for some agricultural pur-
pose, for it has the advantage of plenty of
water, and from Edmonton plenty of coal,
besides timber for building purposes.

With regard to Alberta we have along.
the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Calgarry, with a population of Soo; Silver
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City, 6oo ; Padmore, 200; Morleyville,
15o ; Baker Creek, 5o-a total population
of between 1,8oo and 2,ooo. Then
we have Edmonton and district-
including St. Albert-of about i,5oo.
My experience of the North-West has been
that the further you go west the more you
find the country improve. At Edmonton
there is coal, splendid water, and plenty
of timber for ordinary purposes. The
country in these territories is settled almost
entirely by people from the older
provinces. You can scarcely go in-
to a place without meeting some one
you know, or some one who knows you.
I found when I was there grievances exist-
ed amongst the people. but many of those
grievances when talked over were soon
explained away. People who are isolated
from the rest of the world are apt to ex-
aggerate their grievances, seeing only one
side of the case, and that is one reason
-why I think it is exceedingly desirable
that there should be representation of
some kind given to the territories, as sug-
gested by Mr. Plumb, either by delegates
or representatives, because these repre-
sentatives would act as a medium of com-
munication between the people up there
and the Government., and I feel perfectly
satisfied that the great bulk of the griev-
ances would soon disappear when the
people were brought in contact with the
Government. I quite agree with the hon.
gentleman from Niagara that we have in
the North-West a wonderful country, and
no possible effort should be spared on the
part of the Government and of the Parlia-
ment to assist in settling up that part of
the Dominion, and if we succeed in doing
so, I have no doubt the result will be to
the great advantage of Canada.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I think that
something is due to the hon. member for
Niagara for having brought this question
before the attention of the Senate. With
his great information, his intelligent and
forcible language he has laid the matter
so clearly before the House that it must
be of great advantage to the North-West.
It seems to me that his remarks must
have impressed the members of the Gov-
ernment who sit so near him with the im-
portance of acting promptly upon his
suggestions that it must necessarily
resuit in some important conces-

HON. MR. TURNER.

sions to the North-West Territofred
For a long time I considered that the t<
representatives from Manitoba were Un
interested in this question than any Othe
hon. gentleman, and that we were s
cially charged with the interests of *#
North-West Territories. However, I Pe
ceive from day to day with the great
satisfaction that we are not the only meJs'
bers of Parliament who are taking an O
tive interest in the fate and future of O11ý
western country. We may say that o
prairies have been invaded by peoPC
from the eastern provinces, and that the
cause of the North-West Territories is the
cause of a great number of members il
this hon. House as well as of those in the
other Chamber. There is no doubt th
in the early future the western portion
this Dominion, is the one that will yieW
the largest return for the present outla1y
A certain amount of dissatisfaction exist
there at present, but I do not anticipate
that it will have any serious result ; at tbh
same time we must all see that it is in the
interest of the Government to make sorfl
concessions to the wishes of the peoPle
that the North-West Territories shall be
represented in Parliament.

When Manitoba entered the Confedce
tion in 1871 the Constitution provided
that that Province should have a represee
tation of two members in the Senate, afl
three in the House of Commons.
that time the population was about 1 2,0'
Since then the boundaries of the ProvincP
have been enlarged, and at the same tirO
the representation in both Houses hA3
been increased. Now that the North-
West has a population of over 6o,000
souls, all interested in the progress a
welfare of the Dominion, there is nt> rebaso
why they should not be represented '0
Parliament. We have proof that they at
entitled to representation in the fact tht
during the present Session we have Se"
delegations coming down to Ottawa frol.
there at their own expense to defend thC#
interests. We meet them every daY of
the public offices, and in the corridors
Parliament and we must see that it is I«
time that they should be admitted to the
floor of the House. Let them have repre
sentation ; give the people a chance
plead their own cause on the floors O
Parliament. That is their right, they hi'
made sacrifices to obtain that right, and
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ld not be denied to them. It was
t« ny intention to make any remarks ono3 SLbject, but it seems to me that it is

e Ofsuch vast importance, one on which
an' s solargely the welfare, happiness

cond ftentment of the people that it
lnot have been excusable on my
have allowed this question to be

Indeed of while I remained silent and
ent. I heartily concur in the re-

anlks of the hon, gentleman from Niagara,of t fee that he has earned the gratitude
ing th. People of the North-West by bring-
tuent. Is matter before the notice of Parlia-

deb . MR. MACPHERSON -The
e has taken a somewhat wider

%getha1
ae tha I anticipated from the notice

as given, but I shall confine my re-
notice very much to the subject of that
as ' 1 listened with very great interest,
di am sure every member of this House

to the able speech delivered by my
Sfriend from Niagara. He entered

duct'eview of the history of the intro-
On on of representative institutions into

ter which is a subject of much in-
esit to the members of this House who

ia I that province, and I am sure it
intercnfned to them alone, but is also
a seatIg to every member who occupies

in this Chamber.
ha'' subject which the hon. gentleman
Pect ought before the House, with res-
pect the North-West Territories, is an
eStif lgly important as well as an inter-
peie oe, and it is not surprising that
should accustomed to elective institutions
joyre anxious to have as full an en-

nt of them as possible. I am able
$lento h to the House that the Govern-

electias not been remiss in granting local
T Ie institutions to the North-West
th, Gores. On the 28th November, 1872,

ucernment appointed an Executive
cil for the North-West Territories,

thY hon. friend who has just address-
e House was one of the mem-

an Of that Council. In 1875 under
P t passed that year the appointment

Irade by the Governor-General by
to aid under his Privy Seal, of a Council
ad .lthe Lieutenant-Governor in the
tori'.rusttation of the North West Terri-
e such Council consisting of fivePls, and of which number the stipen-

diary magistrates were to be members ex-
oficio. In accordance with this Act the
Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba ceased
to be Lieutenant-Governor of the North-
West Territories, and the North-West
Council, as constituted under Mr. Morris,
ceased to hold office. In 1876, on the
7th October, the Hon. David Laird was
appointed Lieutenant-Governor, as suc-
cessor to the Hon. Mr. Morris, and on the
same day Mr. Matthew Ryan, and Lieu-
tenant-Colonel Richardson were appointed
stipendiary magistrates, and became ex
ofcio members of the Council. Lieuten-
ant-Colonel McLeod, Commissioner of
the North-West Mounted Police, was also
appointed a member of the Executive
Council, and during the succeeding year
Mr. Pascal Breland was added to it. He
had previously served in 1872 in a similar
capacity. Under the Act of 1875 it was
provided that whenever any district or
portion of the North-West Territory, not
exceeding an area of 1,ooo square miles,
contained a population of not less than
1,000 inhabitants of adult age, the Lieu-
tenant-Goternor should by proclamation
erect such district or portion into an
electoral district, and that such electoral
district might thenceforth be entitled to
elect a member of the Council. That
has been done, to some extent. So soori
as the Lieutenant-Governor is satisfied
that any electoral district contains not less
than 2,ooo inhabitants, the district would
thenceforth be entitled to elect a second
member to the Council. The Act pro-
vided further that when the number of
elected members should reach 21, the
Council should cease to be a Council, and
become a-Legislative Assembly,so that you
will see that preparation was made to give
the people local representative institutions;
representative in the first instance to a
limited extent, the Council being at first
composed of partly elected membeis, and
partly of nominated members, and partly
of ex-oficio members, but the whole
scheme carefully prepared to be extended
into full local electoral institutions.

The Act to which I have referred also
provided that the Council might create
municipal institutions with power to levy
taxes for local purposes, and a certain
number have already been created as
mentioned by the hon. gentleman from
Niagara, of which Regina is one. We had
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the Mayor of that Corporation down here
a few days ago ; I am not sure but he is
still here. At the present time the Coun-
cil consists of the Lieutenant Governor,
three ex-officio members, three members
appointed by the Dominion Government,
and six members elected by the people.
Those elected by the people are for Broad-
-view, Edmonton, Qu'Appelle, Regina, and
Moose Jaw.

I feel the very great importance of the
question which the hon. gentleman has
put to the Government, .and the Govern-
ment are also impressed with its importance,
for I can assure the House that every mem-
ber of the Administration is anxious that
everything should be done to promote the
prosperity, happiness and contentment of
the people in that country. The situation
of the North-West is somewhat different
from that of the Territories of the United
States. It would be something entirely
new under the British Constitution to have
delegates from our Territories sitting in a
representative body, and not having the
right to vote, and if representatives should
ibe admitted from the Territory to the
House of Commons, I should hope that
they would be endowed with the full attri-
butes of representatives of the people, and
have the right to vote as well as to speak
in Parliament.

The area of that country, as the hon. gen-
tleman has said, is enormous and the
population is sparse and very much scatter-
ed. The people cannot yet have any
very great common interests. They are
all working very much for themselves :
communities are being formed, as a matter
of course, and are rapidly growing, and it
would be the duty of the Government to
increase the representative provisions as
the population increases. The Government
does not see its way to passing an act this
session, because there should, in the first
place, be an inquiry, which there is not
time to make now, but it will be taken in-
to careful consideration during the
recess.

I am sure it will be gratifying to the
people of the North-West Territories to
have had their interests and institutions
submitted to the House so ably as they
were by my hon, friend from Niagara, and
discussed in this House so intelligently as
they have been. It will show them that
they are not, in their remoteness from the

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

Capital, forgotten by the legislators 10
sit in this Parliament, and it will, I a
sure, impart a feeling of confidence
them, and increase the assurance Which
they feel that their interests, and the"
feelings will be earnestly considered bY
the Government and also by Parlianefnt

That is all that I feel called upon to 5a
with respect to the enquiry of the hoe
gentleman. I did not contemplate sayi"%
anything upon any other subject, but the
hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Powe)
in reply, it is true, to an allusion made bI
my hon. friend from Niagara, has brought
up a very important subject, and one beIO
ing very much on the interests of the
North-West. It is altogether beyond qUe
tion that the press of the party of whç
the hon. gentleman is an important mne-e
ber, has seen fit to decry the country 10
most unfortunate way. I shall never CO0

plain of any attack that is made by the 0
position press upon the Government, whi
is simply in the nature of a political atta cs
because if the policy of the Government
not one that commends itself to the Pe
ple, and if they cannot survive even i
representation, I am quite willing th$
we should make way for others; but the
press which has been alluded te is no
content with attacking the Governmenlt q
individual members of the Cabinet, but
decries the country in a way which,
have no hesitation in saying, is unpa
otic beyond anything I have ever kno00
to emanate from the press of as
country in the world. In the Unit
States, where partisanship is carried as fo
as it can be, no portion of the press atta<k
the country. It is so different with .OU
own press that it makes one ask why.it 
so, and, I confess, I cannot find a satisfaC
tory answer. The effect of those attacl
if they were confined to the country, WO' 1

be comparatively unimportant ; but the1
are so much material furnished to
rivals for use abroad in the fields of enro
gration which are common to both cote
tries, and the evil they are doing is peft
ly incalculable. I am surprised that
hon. gentleman should question the
that portions of the United Statès tdeciI
ies and states have been held up by
Liberal or Grit press as superior tO 0
own North-West Territories. The h0>
gentleman knows that the very leade r
the Opposition in another place saw it"
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"P Kansas as being superior to our
i hWest territories, and so highly prized

is Words by our rivals and our op-
fr hs, that they actually printed extracts
G th is speeches, and gave his portrait

title page of the pamphlet.

4 lO MR. POWER-That is ante-
literature.

MR. MACPHERSON - That
rch re is used in Europe, and very

"C to the prejudice of this country. Iin uite sure that if hon. gentlemen, who
St have influence with their own press,ew the harm that is being done by such

flei ments, they would exercise that in-
that if to prevent it, and I cannot doubt
is sthfU.ey tried to do so, their influence

of th eiently potent to insure the success
eir efforts.
e On. gentleman spoke of the land

refrations. The land regulations have
to th nee to conditions of settlement, not
so e reserves that it was seen fit to make
pn tWo or three years ago. I think I ex-
in last session why those reserves were
te-c The Pacific Railway was being con-

preveud rapidly, but not rapidly enough to
ad t agents of speculators from going in,

the vance of the railway, and locating
stai Stions that were required for railway
to te, and also portions of the country,

the exclusion of the bona fide settler.
to.same was the fact in Southern Mani-
out b It was said that those agents were
takiny the hundred, and that they were
Were opossession of homesteads. They
rbt course, merely bogus homestead-

Uettlert they were excluding bona fide
nleder the Act of last Session we were%led to put an end to that, and I am

Pleteto say that we have succeeded com-
ple .!" preventing the speculator taking
of à oIn of homsteads to the exclusion
s »aJÎde settlers and homesteaders, and

e 8n as that was done it was thoughtXae t to re-open those reserves, on the
4ter. s as before, to the bona fide set-
sTrhes at is the reason why those re-
hVeere made and the reason, also, Ieg'iven for their having been re-opened.

to the railway rates to which theSentleman referred, the Government
hae atVoice in fixing the tariff. The lastWas fixed was nearly a year ago.

The Government satisfied itself then that
the tariff of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Co. was lower than that of any other
western railway; but notwitstanding that
fact the Canadian Pacifie Railway Co. saw
fit some time ago to reduce their rates
very much. Now the hon. gentleman
should have thanked the Canadian Pacific
Railway Co. for that instead of blaming
the Government for not having done it
earlier. The Government had nothing to
do with it ; they fixed the tariff lower than
that of any railway in the North-Western
States.

The North-West suffered very much,
it is true. One cause underlies nearly all
that suffering-I will not say all the suffer-
ing, because as a matter of course,
pioneers, such as are peopling the North-
West, must suffer a great deal under the
most favorable circumstances. I have
very great sympathy now, and have had
all my life with the pioneers of Canada,
and wherever it is in my power, in ad-
ministering the important Department
with which I am charged, I endeavor to
exemplify that sympathy practically, and
I am in hopes that that will not be with-
out its fruit. The real cause of the great
suffering in the North-West is the fact
that a portion of the wheat was frozen last
autumn. Wheat that was sown late was
caught by the frost and serious damage
done, though not by any means as serious as
has been stated in a portion of the press
to which I have alluded. From the best
information that I can get, ten to fifteen
per cent. of the wheat was injured, not
more. But that injury was not confined
to our territories ; it extended south to
the fortieth parallel. It extended to
Ontario, Ohio, Michigan and the States
west of Michigan. There was compara-
tively no corn in the Western States, but
you do not hear the press of the United
States decrying those sections of theircoun-
try as being unfit for settlement as you
hear a portion of our own press decrying
the North-West. Now, that frost was
the cause of the great suffering in the
North-West. Every man from there whom
you meet admits that that was really their
most serious cause of suffering. Other
grievances they have, undoubtedly, and
everything will be done that can be done
by the Government, to remove or allevi-
ate those grievances whenever it cornes
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within their power to do so. The ad-
ministration of that country, as the hon.
gentleman opposite was candid enough to
say, is most difficult. The people have
rushed in in advance of survey, in advance
of law and, in many cases, the necessaries
of life, and the wonder is that they have
been so well conducted, and that their
sufferings have not been greater than they
have been. I hope, if we live to see an-
other crop, if it should be a good one, as
I sincerely pray that it may be, that in-
stead of complaints and lists of grievances
from the North-West, we shall have pleas-
ant sounds and rejoicings froni happy
people there. The injury to the crop,
serious as it was, I hope will teach the
people of that country that their seed
has to be sown early. Those who
did sow early reaped a very fine harv-
est ; they had a productive crop of a su-
perior quality. The Bell Farm, which is
known very widely throughout the country,
was in that fortunate position, and it has
shown a most valuable and important ex-
ample to its neighbors and to the whole
North-West, because by its early seeding
the wheat was ripe before the frost came.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to ask a
favor from the hon. gentleman from
Niagara-- that is, that he will be kind
enough to carry out a promise which he
made and to submit to this House some
of that literature of which he haý spoken.
I think he is bound to do that because the
assertions have been made and contra-
dicted.

HON. MR. PLUMB--I will give it to
the hon. gentleman in more senses than
one.

THE FIRE AT CHARLOTTETOWN.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE enquired:

Whether any confirmation of a current
Report that the Dominion Building in
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, bas
been destroyed by fire bas been received; and
if so, whether it bas been possible to organize
any temporary arrangement for the conduct
of the Postal and other services heretofore
carried on in that Building.

He said: At the last meeting of the

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON.

House I gave notice of the questionwhi
I propose to ask to-day. At that tiU
we had received information of a gi
disaster by fire, which had befallen
capital of the Province from which
come. Up to that date the inforinati
rested on a single telegram, and I did fl0
consider it a matter of absolute certaiity
that the Government buildings had bea
utterly destroyed. However, I apprehe
now that no doubt remains of that fale
and, as certain important branches of the
public service have been conducted
that building, viz: the chief post office
the Province, the savings bank, and
custom house at Charlottetown, it
obvious that very great embarrassrmea
must ensue, unless some provision is roa
for the immediate management of thOi
branches. I therefore gave notice that
would to-day ask the Government if a
provision would be made, and I too
what might perhaps be called a libert'
this morning, by addressing a few lines,
the Minister, requesting him to bri0
down any information in his possessioe
to whether the Government property b
been destroyed; whether there were a
mails or other postal matter burned in th
post office, and whether the papers in the
fire-proof vault had been saved. Thes
are important matters, and I ask the
question , expressing the hope that t
Minister, with his usual courtesy,
give nie the information.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
information which the Government ha
upon the point is that the Post Office a"
the Finance Departments have joined to
gether in leasing the building which 0
hitherto the Bank of Prince Edward IslaS
and that they have placed their offices
that building. Apparently, although tht
is no distinct intimation of the fact,
branchof the Marine and Fisheries DePa
ment has also gone into that buildc.
There is no information as to what bu
ings the other Departments have gone ifln
The Department of Inland Revenue,
Minister says, have made satisfactory
rangements, but he does not know
building they have taken, neither does t
Minister of Customs know to what butJli
ing his branch has gone. The Depart u
of Public Works has no office there.
hon. friend will be glad to know, I

16o
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the Postmaster at Charlottetowr
te? ahs that the postal service is being
Asto thn Without a single day's delay.
GoVe extent of the destruction, the
the saZment are not informed, nor as to

uailts l or destruction of papers in the
the curr The information, however, as to
will see - t business, as the hon. gentleman
dela t )s quite satisfactory-there is no
bran the postal service, and the other. f1cheso
SthI ofthe public business are either
buildi Bank of Prince Edward Island

Ochg, Or in other buildings, and all the
going S of the Government business are

l the same as usual.

a w MR. HAYTHORNE-The brick
c0lnstr ere originally carefully and solidly
legistucted with a view of keeping the
tdary Office of the lands of Prince
everd Island there, and with that view

'ro', precaution was'taken to make it fire-
tha thend, therefore, it is to be hoped

papers in those vaults will be safe.

SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL- I will
ebsPecial enquiry. The vaults, no

ho. were constructed at the time the
thereentleman was at the head of affairs
he re,ad have no doubt they were what
tno 1lesents themn to have been. I hope

a vf papers has occurred, but when
ete t ny intelligence on the point I will

e on gentleman know.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

oOF THE JOINT COMMITTEE

ADOPTE).

t MR. SIMPSON moved the adop-
o th third report of the Joint Com-

'tteeo n the Printing of Parliament. He
edlaine that the Committee were com-
eto Publish and print a good manyhavlreits with which they would rather
d,rpensed, but finding there was a

to pritfor them, and not seeing their way
Ve- tnig Part and omitting others, in

r the demands which were made by
rs of the House, it was decided to

themn all. The report, therefore,
the a Jouse to consent to have thisrnount of matter printed.

"'e report was adopted.

Divorce Bill.

GRAHAM DIVORCE BILL.

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

HON. MR. KAULBÀCH moved thé
adoption of the Report of the Select Corn-
mittee to whom was referred the Bill
intituled, " An Act for the Relief of John
Graham."

He said :-It may be that in a matter
of this importance I should say a few
words in regard to the adoption of this
report. I will be relieved largely in per-
forming this task, in consequence of the
evidence having been printed and in the
hands of hon. gentlemen, many of whom
no*doubt have read it. The Select Coni-
mittee charged with this Bill found that
the preamble of it and the allegations
it contained had been fully met, and they
have come to that conclusion without any
hesitation. No doubt, from the nature of
this evidence and the character of the
allegations, nothing further than circum-
stantial or hearsay evidence would come
before us. We have the evidence of the
petitioner, John Graham, that in 1859 he
was married to his present wife, that he
lived with her as such up to 1882, and
that then, without his knowledge or con
sent, she left their place of residence,
and the next information we have. is
that she has .been in Cleveland. The
evidence with which we are strictly charged,
is as to whether there was collusion or
connivance on the part of the Petitioner
by himself or by anybody else, as to the
separation; and on that point the Con-
mittee have also corne to the conclusion
that there was no connivance or collusion
between them in that regard. The pe-
titiorier and respondent in this case were
married in the Township of Huntley by
the Rev. Mr. Godfrey, then the rector of
a parish of the Church of England in that
locality, and we have clear evidence of
that, not only from the petitioner himself,
but from two or three other witnesses who
were present at the marriage. It has been
proved that Mr. .Godfrey was a mnember
of the Church of England, and had been
performing all the functions and duties
of the position for years previous to
this marriage. The certificate of the
marriage, or the license itself, was not be-
fore us for the reason, as brought out in
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evidence, that it was burned at the time h
when the parsonage was consumed b
by fire-all the records of the church s
having then been destroyed. Then, t
we have the evidence of Henry J
Borbridge who proved that lie was pre-
sent at the marriage, on which occasion
he acted as second best man ; he recog-
nized the parties, and indentified a photo-
graph which was put in, as being that of
the wife of John Graham. We also have
the evidence of John D. White, and he is
the most important witness of all. He
says he was a hotelkeeper in Cleveland,
Ohio, and that this man Burton alias p
Onslow, came there in the early part of
1882. That after residing there for some
time he engaged rooms for a person who,
he said, was his wife and who was coming
to live there; that she did come there and
recognized him as her husband, and that
they lived together in the house for a v
month or more, and were recognized by
the family in every way as husband and
wife, and that their whole intercourse, 4
mode of conversation and manners, in-
dicated, as they believed, that they were
husband and wife. I will just quote a pas- g
sage in the evidence which is very clear s
upon this point:

They rernained at my house a month at
least. They occupied one room, number fif- s
teen. They spoke of each other as husband
and wife. The room was a bedroom. They
both stopped there at night. They had no
other room. They both occupied the same
bed if they went to bed. He used to call her
"Mrs. Burton." She told me herself she
was Mrs. Burton. She called hin her hus-
band and Mr. Burton, and generally " Will."
When she arrivei I had some conversation
with lier. She asked for her husband and
spoke of hin as Mr. Burton. She was recog-
nized as Mrs. Burton by ny wife and family.

The next evidence is that of Henry
Montgomery, who says that he knows the
parties, that lie is a Police Constable and
that he went up to Cleveland, where lie
saw them living together in a house. He
described the impression which was creat-
ed in his mind, as follows :

When I saw tlem, Mrs.Graham and Onslow
alias Burton, in Cleveland, she told me she
was living there as his auna. I would say
they appeared to be living together as man
and wife. I judged so, from the appearance
of their rooms and the way in which they
addressed each other.

All the other evidence being in the

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

ands of hon. gentleman, and the ho
eing late, I shall not say any more 0n
ubject but beg to move the adoption
ie report.
The motion was carried on a divisio0l
The Senate adjourned at 5:5o p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottaw'a, Tuesday, kebruary 26th, 18

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clo
. m

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the Comf
were introduced and read the first tiiie'

Bill (B) "An Act to amend the Mt
o Vic. Chap. 49. (Mr. Allan.)

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL s19

ested that the hon. gentleman should
ert the name of the Bill to be amend4

HON. MR. ALLAN-It is an Act
pecting Building Societies.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL r0i1O

hat the House adjourn during please
as some Private Bills were expected "
from the House of Commons during t
afternoon.

The House adjourned during plese

After some time the House resunm4
and the following Bills from the C4
rons were introduced and read the
time:

Bill (19) " An Act to amend ceti

powers of the Commercial Cable
pany." (Mr. Plumb.)

Bill (42) "An Act to Incorporate
Commercial Bank of Manitoba."
Girard.)

Bill (io) " An Act further to
the Act to Incorporate the South
katchewan Valley Railway Compa
(Mr. Plumb.) yt

Bill (51) " An Act to amend the

162 Inrodueed.
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Dan f tg the Bell Telephone Com- he so well represents. It may be said that
Canada." any official in the Emigration Office in

The liotLondon who is applied to for information
Bil was laid on the Table. with regard to this country may be permit-

ll () Ated to uphold the advantages of one Pro-
Provi(3) "An Act to Incorporate then" vince over another, but that is not the

cial Bank." question to-day : the question is whether

MR. BiM such an official, supported as he is from
that h • P- HOWLAN-This is a Bill this treasury, which is contributed to by
therefas corne up without Petition, and I the different Provinces of the Dominion,
Cefore Iove that it be referred to the has a right to decry the claims of any onevatlettee on Standing Orders and Pri- Province as compared with those of an-

sBil. other. I hold an opinion verydifferent from

The - that of the gentleman who has been spoken
he otion was agreed to. of in the paper from which I quoted in
e at giving the notice. The despatch on'which
Senate adjourned at 4 p.m. I founded the notice now on the Order

paper, is as follows :-
Halifax, 23rd.-Mr M. J. Power, of Hali-

fax, has given notice that on a future day he
THE SENATE. will move the following in the House of

Assembly :-Whereas it bas been brought to
Ot ?a the notice of the members of this# House
,hursday, Fekruary 28th, 1884. that great injustice has been done to

Th the Province of Nova Scotia, in the
'c17h SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 matter of giving information to immi-

c grants seeking such at the Immigration
Office in London, and whereas such informa-

Praye tion as ie detrimental to the beet interests of. ers and routine proceedings. this province bas been received, as is posi-
tively alleged, froi officials of the Dominion

~VA SCOTIA AS A FIELD FOR Government connected with the Immigration
IMMI,-1 Office in that city, therefore it is resolved

MMIGRATIOn. that it is the opinion of this House that the
Government of Nova Scotia should take im-

ENQUIRY. mediate steps to bring this matter to the
notice of the Government of this Dominion,

4 MR. DICKEY rose to enquire- in order that a repetition of the same may be
Wh revented. In referrinz to the matter Mr.

tet erattention bas been called to a state- Power spoke of the injustice done tw Nova
ý.4b ade by a member of the Nova Scotia As- Scotia in the conduct of the Immigration

the yand reportei in this morning's Citizen, Office in London. The matter was one excit-
Varad. eut that Mr. Colmer, Secretary of the ing deep attention in every quarter, while
been de0 l igh Commissioner in London, bas many persons had been using efforts to induce
%4 si r lng the advantages of Nova Scotia persons to remain in this country, and ifnding

e el for immigration, and whether, in that impossible, had been endeavoring to
wep of this allegation being established, induce persons to come into the Province

ch bel c tken to prevent a recurrence of who would be a credit to it. He did net
01 the stce to one of the older Provinces think those efforts should be thwarted by

oiTifn? officials of the Dominion Governnient, to
le said. In whose salaries the taxes paid by Nova Sco-qn placing the notice for the tians were contributed. He held in his hand

Pper I arn about to ask upon the Order evidence of a charge that he bad to make
t0  I had but a single object, and that against a gentleman whose name was attached
toprjevent injustice being done to my to the document he was about to read. It

Snce. I wish i to be d under was, no doubt, well known to the hon. mem-
that I k o ber for Colchester, as he bad been engaged in

nst the mae no complaint whatever working farms and in establishin& cheese
C4nt Government in this matter ; on factories in that county. This gent eman in
'Contrary I feel quite sure that had the a letter written by him to the Truro Sun,

tion igh Commissioner had his atten made the following statemeuts: "My firat
ogdw to this matter in London he step on thinking of settling in Canada was to

d ave u cal pon the secretary of the Canadian Corn-
COdnCt thaPut his veto upon it as being missioner in London. When I announced

t was injurious to the Province that I had thoughts of settling in Nova
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Scotia, his face became very long, and he
gave rme to understand that whilst of course
it was not his business to cry down or praise
up any one part of the Dominion at the ex-
pense of another, yet as a friend-not as a
friend, as you will imagine, of Nova Scotia,
but of me, he advised no one to settle in
Nova Scotia. I wonder how many possible
settlers that gentleman bas turned away froae
this Province. Certainly il I had not made
the acu aintance of theHon. P. C. Hill and
#ajor-General Laurie, in England, I never
ehould have settled here, after the impreRsion
made upon my mind by Mr. Colmer.'

This letter is signed by Arthur F. Gur-
ney, and the hon. member who moved
the resolution, to show the character of
the gentleman who signed this letter,
referred to the hon. member for Colches-
ter as knowing that this person had been
engagedin large farming operations, and
establishing cheese factories in the county
he represented, and I think the hon. gen-
tleman, although on the opposite side of
politics, at once said that lie was prepared
to second the resolution. Now this is the
statement which has been made, and I
put it to the ' House whether it is a proper
statement, and whethçr the representations
made there were justified. Nova Scotia,
according to my view of it, has a great
many advantages as a field for immigrants.
It is quite true that for some fifteen or
twenty miles inland it is a rocky breaker-
beaten coast on the Atlantic ; it has a ridge
of rocky coast land which, however, I shall
show, has of itself advantages besides those
of being a protection to the province
against the waves of the Atlantic ; for, in
the first place, that coast is penetrated
by some unrivalled harbors, and which
form the outlet, and the inlet as well, to
some of the finest fisheries of the world.
This granite border also has -the advan-
tage of carrying with it the gold bearing
quartz in which are found the gold mines
of Nova Scotia. As is well known, they
have yielded large quantities of gold and
added materially to the revenue and pros-
peùity of the country. Turning again to
the Islatid of Cape Breton, we find there
a noble.,country capable of accomodating
a gregt inany settlers, and if we pass to
the mainland and follow the shore of An-
tigonish, Pictou, Colchester and Cunber-
land Counties, along the southern border
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, we have some
of the finiest and richest uplands of the
Dominion, excluding, as I am bound to

HON. MR. DICKEY.

do, those in the North-West, but 1
that are capable of producing from yeatw
year crops of wheat-at all events for
period of two or three years-in a 0*.
manv instances without manure. Thel
have immense deposits of coal that h
been worked for half a century, in the isla1n
of Cape Breton, in Pictou, and in my 0
county, Cumberland. Speaking of th_
I am proud to say that we have one
out of half a dozen there, that has a cah
city of yielding 1,ooo tons of coal a
I allude to the Springhill coal role
These are among the advantages that at
presented, but we have, besides, speakin9
of the agricultural capabilities of the
country, a peculiarty that belongs to
Scotia and the adjoining Province of $e
Brunswick ; we possess very large and e
tensive areas of marsh country, soil thbt
is very nearly akin, as I am enabled to state
from visiting the North-West, to the dak
alluvial soil of that country, this being.t
product of the deposits from the tide
of the Bay of Fundy. Without weary"d,
the House by details or figures unnee,
sarily, I may state that in the Counties
Cumberland, Golchester, Hants, KiiP
and Annapolis, we have some forty or
thousand acres of this marsh land wh
is the finest soil in the world. Speaking
again of the Annapolis district, we have io
the three counties I have last nane'
Kings, Hants, and Annapolis, a soil ca
able of producing the very finest -apPO
and other fruits in the world, so much P<
that I back that strong statement by
other equally strong : such is the proffisie
with which fruit is produced theretM
besides satisfying all the local demande
the Province, and to a very considera
extent, of New Brunswick also, there
line of steamers that runs for nearlY
months of the year carrying those fruitej
the London market. We have also Ye'3
large mineral treasures besides those
have spoken of. We have gypsum, builk'
stones, grind-stones in large quantitie,
other minerals worked very largely, stl
as iron ore. I refer particulrly tO
well-known foundries of LondonderrY
Pictou. With ail these advantages, V
it to the House whether it should bd
pected that gentlemen representing J
Province of Nova Scotia would tarneY
and listen to such misrepresentations
ing their Province ? I trust, thetefo«
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dà4 require no apology for bringing
ht t before this House. It may be

a teh at in speaking of this matter
oured at i detail (and I have endea-er al avoid detail as much as possible)
4d iis a mere string of assertions

tations, but I will submit as the
b st test of the productiveness of that

the arnount of its exports, which
the last Trade and Navigation

ori to be no less than $9,82o,332,
a i n numbers ten millions of dollars,
of the Oer one-ninth of the whole exports
figures country. I do not go into the
&Our to the fisheries and other re-
frorces descanted upon by other members

Ota Noiva Scotia recently, because I do
the . to advance any further facts to
thernlOuse than are necessary to induce
that I o agree With me in the conclusiongrati aw. The total cost of the Emi-
noless epartment of this country was
counts, according to the last Public Ac-
$ , , for the last financial year than

ende957, and out of that there was ex-
in Nova Scotia only $3,448, leav-

pe4ditarge balance of $37o,5o9 as the
ure in the Dominion and abroad

of q"P·. This is, of course, irrespective
tUigratnme, and confining it entirely to
lilducelon. Looking at the enormous
ila ents afforded for immigrants in

cotia, at its mineral treasures, its
aIfactê al capabilities, its facilities for

lie hrd and the many treasures
e idden in the bosom of that Pro-

i think that we are justified in con-
Ig n8 that there is ample room and

all those immigrants who come
y to its shores.

wlex' . WARK-I hope the House
atio m'ne for referring to one obser-
en *hich has been made by the hon.

Peaks r who has just taken his seat. He
e of the country along the Gulf

k f Nova Scotia as being the best
ha' i lands in the Dominion. If he

'O'> 18 C as good as any in the Domin-
t(o olld have allowed the observation

unnoticed, but I think the hon.
who sits in front of me (Mr.

Y b and the hon. gentleman whode me (Mr. Montgomery) wili say
Edward Island has as goodSthere is on the coast. I know

We have in the county in which 1
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reside. At the first agricultural show, I
remember, wheat was exhibited, no sample
of which was under 65 pounds to the
busheL I have seen white wheat weighing
67 pounds to the bushel, and red wheat
within a few ounces of 70 pounds; white
oats weighing 48 pounds and black oats
from 42 tO 43 pounds, and this was not
the imperial bushel, but the old Winchester
bushel. We.have raised from 700 to 10o
bushels of turnips to the acre, and I re-
member hearing a remark from a gentle-
man who was well acquainted with the
coast, that the further north he went in
New Brunswick the longer and heavier
the heads of wheat became. So I think
the hon. gentleman from Amherst was
hardly justified in the statement he made
with respect to the land in his Province.
No doubt it is very good, but still it is not
the best. There is another fact connected
with New Brunswick which he overlooked,
that is the very superior inter-vale lands
along the St. John River and its branches,
which are equal to any lands, I suppose,
in the Dominion. I hope the House will
excuse me for calling attention to this,
because I do not think I should let the
hon. gentleman's remark pass unnoticed.

HON. MiR. KAULBACH - Coming
from Nova Scotia I am very much pleased
with the remarks which have been made
by the hon. member from Amherst. He
has given a very succinct and clear state-
ment of what the advantages of Nova
Scotia are, as a field for immigration. The
hon. gentleman bas said nothing of the
County of. Lunenburg, yet all that he has
said of the province generally might be
applied to Lunenburg and the southern
shore of Nova Scotia. He has not spoken
of the shipping interest for one thing. It
is well known that per head we own more
shipping than Great Britain, and certainly
more than any other country in prqportion
to our population. I do not think there
is any other part of the Dominion for its
size that has such great diversity of inter-
ests as Nova Scotia. As the papers will
show, we have one gold mine (I think it is
the Gallagher) which in the last three
months yielded over 8oo ounces of fine
gold, and there are other mines in Nova
Scotia which I am sure have produced as
abundantly. We must all be delighted
to find that our great North-West is filhng
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up with population, because we along the
coast must benefit by the development of
that vast country. Who this Mr. Colmer
is, or whether he has ever been in the
Dominion or knows anything about it, I
am not prepared to say. I observe in that
letter that he merely offered friendly ad-
vice; if it was merely friendly advice it
may atone to some extent for what he said,
but even then his conduct would not be
justified. As far as I can learn, Mr.
Gurney is a man whose veracity cannot
be questioned. He has come to Nova
Scotia and been of great value in develop-
ing many of our industries. We in Nova
Scotia are a happy, peaceful and prosper-
eus people : we have plenty of room to
grow, and plenty of resources to develope.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- My
hon. friend from Amherst is undoubtedly
amply warranted in bringing this matter
under the notice of the House. The at-
tention of the Government has been call-
ed to it and enquiries are being made, and
I hope it will * turn out that Mr. Colmer
did not use the language attributed to
him. There is room for misunderstanding
under the circumstances. If he did use
such language and seek to advise an in-
tending settler to avoid a certain province
then it was an indiscretion, but I hope it
will not turn out that such was the case.
My hon. friend, no doubt, is acquainted
with Mr. Colmer.

HON. MR. DICKEY -- No.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Mr.
Colmer is an officer of very considerable
merit, in whom the last as well as the pre-
sent Commissioner placed great reliance.
He has shown himself a very warm and
interested servant of the Dominion and
has been very useful in England in spread-
ing info·mation concerning all the pro-
vinces, so he stands highly in the estima-
tion of the Government.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Is he a
Canadian ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-He
is-at least he was sent from Canada to
England for the purpose of serving in the
position he occupies : whether he is a
Canadian by birth or not I do not know.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

The Well known character, standing
feelings of the gentleman who occUPi
the position of High Commissioner areq
think, a guarantee that no injury tod
Scotia wilI be done so long as he is theo
to prevent it. I am sure that my hoe
friends from Nova Scotia will feel que
satisfied that their interests and the rePtt
tation of their province as a field for eO
gration will be amply vindicated by
Charles Tupper so long as he is 11g
Commissioner ; there is no doubt of th4
The recurrence of such an indiscretiOn-l
if it has been committed-the Govel
ment will carefully guard against, but
apprehend there will be no reason to feo
anything of that kind. I trust it iav
ascertained that the report more or le
does Mr. Colmer injustice, but I an qUite
sure that it will never be open to any?.
to make again a complaint of that kim
with reference to his conduct as Secrets
to the High Commissioner.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would not
again only for the reference that has beeo
made to my remarks by my hon. friel.
from York. I regret exceedingly that
is so touchy about New Brunswick. 1
made no contrast between those ples b
inter-vales along the St. John, and t
uplands of Nova Scotia. On the contr
I went out of my way to say that they ,
those valuable alluvial deposits of iTir
land in New Brunswick as well as i Not
Scotia. I am very glad to find that the
sandy soil of Kent county, or Richibucto
is capable of yielding such very large crOe
I am very glad to hear it now, for t
first time; but my hon. friend c
scarcely deny, if he has ever visited tbe
south shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrell'
that the counties of Cumberland, C'
chester and Pictou possess land
cannot be surpassed anywhere.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
add to what I said before, that a pan' th,
is now in course of preparation by
Department of Agriculture, based
much, I believe, on sorne essay or parO?
let written by a Mr. Prior, in whichý
believe, the advantages of Nova Scote %
very strongly set forth. The pamphlet
being prepared for circulation in Ge-
Britain, so that the advantages I teb
Nova Scotia offers will be fairly present
to the people of the old world.
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to R. DICKEY-I am very gladIr it, because hitherto the impression
eft tva Scotia has been that it was entirely
ada the local authorities to bring out the

tges of that Province, and there
as an organization headed by

bri. Achibald, for the very purpose of
benolg the advantages of Nova Scotia

the emigrating people in Europe,
a( 1fancy the publication which has

referred to was drawn forth in con-
ence of the efforts of those private

ofividuals to secure at least a small share
emgration to Nova Scotia.

GRAHAM DIVORCE BILL.

THIRD READING.

th . MR. KAULBACH moved the
rd reading of Bill (A) "An Act for the

f of John Graham."
he Motion was agreed to, and the Bill
read a third time and passed.

FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT
RIGHTS BILL.

SECOND READING.

l'e- Mk. SKEAD moved the second
ren of Bill (26) "An Act for the better

Pae ltion of fraud in connection with the
s a el Patent rights." He said :-There
reachÎaSs of people who obtain patents for
Ito tnery of various kinds. and who go

f e rural districts and sell rights, say
arowing machines, ploughs or other

i cultural implements, giving a Town-
Prov right, a County right, or even a

't'ce right in some cases, for a certain
fa noneY. In other words an agentgiiPofted, and he acquires a right by

he is a note of hand. The agent imagines
hit gomg to make a lot of money out of
chsency ; time is given him on his pur-
ivn b but in the course of time the notesbY such age
he i o cgents find their way into
nd ands of discounters and speculators,
a0n some of them into innocent hands,

d sroetimes into the hands of the banks,sen they corne to maturity the party
• an the Patent Right is not to be foundade notes are worthless. The thirdIta' of the Bill explains the measure,

s as follows
ny One who induces any person' or per-

sons to make, accept or endorse any such in-
strument, the consideration for which consista
in whole or in part of the right to make or
vend anything patented or claimed to be pate
ented, or to vend any patent right or right
claimed to be patented, without the words
"given for a patent right » being so printed
or written as aforesaid across the said instru-
ment, and any one who takes, selle or trans-
fers any such instrument not having the words
" given for a patent right" printed or written
in manner aforesaid, across the face thereof,
knowing the consideration of such instrument
to consist in whole or in part of the right to
make or vend anything patented or claimed
to be patented, or to vend any patent right or
right claimed to be patented, shall be guilty
of a mitdemeanor, and shall be liable to be
imprisoned in any gaol or other place of con-
finement for any term not more than two years,
or to such fine as the judge may think fit, not
exceeding one thousand dollars.

If the House considers it necessary 1
can give some information as to what was
said with respect to this measure in the
other House, and I will then ask that the
Bill be referred to a Comrnmittee where it
will be fully explained by the promoters.
With the permission of the House I will
read a paragraph froin the Commons De-
bates.-

" Sir John A. Macdonald-I do not object
to the 3rd reading of the Bill-"

HON. GENTLEMAN-Order, order.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
not permitted to read debates of the other
House in the Senate.

HON. MR. SKEAD-I was asked to
give an explanation of the Bill on a pre-
vious occasion, and I have prepared my-
self to give the explanation asked for, but
as it is out of order to refer to the debates
in the other House, I will simply move
that the Bill be read a second time and
referred to Committee.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I consider
this is a very important Bill, as in my Pro-
vince many persons have been taken in
by such spurious paper. Parties go about
purporting to be the owners of patent
rights for which they grant agencies
throughout the country accepting payment
by note. Whether this Bill goes far
enough, as to how it affects bonafide hold-
ers I am hardly prepared to say.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
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Bill is not for the purpose of dealing with
spurious paper, but with paper that has
been given truly:and knowingly, but as to
which value is requisite. I think it is
sormewhat doubttul whether it is desirable
.to deal exceptionally with this class of
promissory notes. A man who gives a
promissory note for any other consideration
might as well be relieved in the same way,
as the man who gives a promissory note
for a patent right. The' only justification
for this legislation is the existence of the
evil which the House proposes to deal with.
A· few sessions ago we had it -stated before
the House,' in connection with législation
affecting Lower Canada, that fifty or sixty
promissory notes had been given in one
county in Lower Canada, as to which a
good defence existed as between the ori-
ginal parties to the transaction ; but these
promissory notes had been transferred to
enother person who claimed to be an in-
-nocent holder, and therefore the defence
which was good as between the original
parties to the transaction, failed as between
the innocent holder and the debtor.

Those who opposed the Bill might argue
that the same facts are found with refer-
ence to other transactions by note, such
as the sale of a horse, a house, or any
other property, and still you do not pro-
tect, or exceptionally interfere in any way
in the case of such persons. It would
only be in consideration of the prevalence
of this evil referred to by my hon. friend,
that this Bill, in my judgment, would be
justified. It seems to me that this is a
matter which may very fairly be enquired
into by the Committee on Banking, and I
would suggest to them that, unless they
are quite satisfied of the prevalence of the
evil, there is a disadvantage or danger in
dealing exceptionally with any class of
promissory notes. I think they should all
be on the same basis, but if the evil is
very great, then this Bill would be an
effective remedy.

HON.'MR. DICKEY-I think, under
the circumstances, that we ought to have
some understanding if this is to go out of
our hands to a Committee. It must come
back here, of course, but I think the
Minister of Justice struck the point of the
matter when he spoke of the protection
which it is intended to give to persons
giving these notes, against the innocent

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

holder. The effect of this Bill will be to
protect both the innocent holder and the
person who made the note, and for th'
reason: that 'this Bill requires that it sha
be mentioned across the note that it is
given for a patent right. Therefore, if the
holder wants to circulate this note before
it is due and to get money for it, there is
a protection to the person to whom he
offers it, whether it be an individual or a
company, that it is a note given for patent
rights; then it is taken with full notice.
So that I think it does an injustice to
nobody, but is a protection to both par-
ties. The reason of the Bill is this,
and it has not yet been stated to
the House ; the rule of law which states
that where a note is made payable at a
distant day, it may be endorsed, ani if it
is in the hands of an innocent holder, that
person can recover, no matter under what
circumstances the note be given. So, if
this is to meet the crying evil of people
going to distant parts of the country where
men do not understand law, and fre-
quently sign a note without understanding
it, thinking perhaps it is an order for some
machine or other thing, it will serve a
most necessary and useful end. I should
not have thought it necessary to make
these observations after what has fallen
frormn the Minister of Justice, but it has
been always the custom to deal very care-
fully with these Bills on the second
reading, and to point out any particular
objections or advantages which a measure
presents. I think that the Bill itself is a
good one. I am not quite so sure about
the third section, but that is a matter
which belongs to the Minister of Justice ;
in that particular it'appears to me the Bill
goes perhaps a trifle too far, in imposing
heavy penalties. Whether these • are
necessary or not, I do not undertake to
say, that is a matter for the Minister of
Justice to consider, but it is the only part
of the Bill that suggests any doubt to my
mind.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think the ob-
jection taken against the Bill, if it may be
called an objection, by the Minister of
Justice, is a very valid one and has not been
met by the hon. gentleman from Amherst.
I think it is impossible, by any legislation,
to make careless or ignorant people care-
ful or wise. They will be imposed upon
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o lot use their own discretio. and
and the law as it is throws

fltprotection around thern. Now,
i h Cnderstood that the real cause of

trOduction of a Bill of this kind-was
the Parties taking these notes had

ch to the same paper something
' ould have constituted a notice

Put ac which is now proposed to
su ross the face of the note, but that
thig quent to the signature of the note
of it. detached from it-torn off the top,
4y cou Presume if that were proved in
as ourt Of law it would be looked upon
o uch an alteration of the note that it

tot a ot be collected by anybody. I am
tlie la wyr bt I have understood that
4ud ofwOuld protect any person from
evil that kind. I think, although the

pay be prevalent, the propriety of
Mtitig a law to try and prevent injury re-

a from a person not being sufficientlyed with business, and careful to
tio hir own interest, is open to ques-
t eand the end cannot possibly be at-

t At the same time I do think
tference of this Bill to the Commit-
Oh Banking and Commerce is the

nest by '1Which it would be most carefully
neesiated, and if there does exist any

e for such legislation, that it will
Orefully considered in the Committee.

anurse it is not taking it out of the
that 8 the Senate, for the report of
loju5 ommWittee has to come before this

a 'itto be received and acted upon,
of th does not meet with the approval
Senat' ajority of the members of the
#ill a then the action of the Committee

s "Il be final, and it will remain for the
h to take such action as may be

Thet best in regard to it.
freamotion was agreed to, and the Billread the second time.

MMERCIAL CABLE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

R. PLUMB moved the second
8 Of the Bill (19) "An Act to grant
" POwers to the Commercial Cable

1 d : This Bill has been put in myand I deem it necessary to make
excplanation in regard to it. It ha§

passed the other House, and, I understand,
its provisions have been submitted to, and
have been approved by the Government
The Bill authorizes the Commercial Cable
Company, which was incorporatedlin De-
cember, 1883, under the laws of the State
of New York, to construct and lay Atlan-
tic cables between America and Europe.
These cables are known as the McKay-
Bennet cables. The cables' are approach-
ing completion; iooo miles of cable is
already finished, and was shipped on board
the steamer Farraday, which is prepared
to sail and lay it. Application has· been
nade to land the cables on the coast of
Nova Scotia, and an Order-in Council was
granted giving permission to the Company
to land, provided it became incorporated
under the laws of Canada. The object
of the Bill is to get a Canadian Act of
Incorporation for the Company in order
to comply with the stipulation of the Order-
in-Council. I believe the Bill has been
drawn up in conformity with this stipula-
tion, and has been approved and passed
by the other House without any special
objection.

It also proposes to get the necessary
power to enable them to construct cable
lines necessary to make connection between
the telegraphic systems of Canada and of
the United States, and to use their lines
for telephonic as well as telegraphic pur-
poses. I believe the Company to be one
possessed of large capital, and I should
judge that the enterprise is one which, if
gone into in good faith, as I believe it has
been, will be carried out independently by
this Company as far as it is possible fb
any company to do so. I do not be-
lieve--in fact I never have believed--thit
any legislation can be enacted by whichi
these cable companies can be kept in com-
petition, or prevented from amalgamation.
There is no law which can be passed that
will prevent the shareholders of one coma
pany from acquiring the shares çf another
company, and that is the wholËestory. A
great many attempts have been made to
prevent amalgamation,'and without suc-
cess ; but i think this Company is ad
likely to be an independent corporation, on
account of its large capital, as any othe
felegraphic compariy which is likely t6
come before this Parliament forTincçrpora-
tion. The cables were ordered in Sep
tember last, and r,ooo miles, as I have
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said, are already completed. It is expect-
ed that one cable will be laid by the
middle of June provided permission is
granted by this Act, and the other one
will be laid during the summer. I
believe it is well known that all existing
cables have come under one control and
management, notwithstanding the precau-
tions which have been taken, and the declar-
ation which was made by the late Govern-
ment that they would not grant any charters
to cable companies unless they were so secur-
ed as to prevent that kind of amalgamation.
The fact remains that practically amalga-
mation has taken place, and commercial
interests, or commercial greed, or what-
ever it may be, will over-ride almost any
kind of legislation where it has reference
to joint stock companies so long as the
shares are in the market and purchasable.
There nay not be a legal amalgamation
of the companies, but if the majority of
the shares are acquired and held by one
company it will practically affect the rates
and working of the other company of
whose stock they hold a majority of shares.
Therefore I think it is almost futile to
promise that any company will be abso-
lutely independent, but Mr. McKay who is
thechief promoter of this company is known
as one of the chief owners and operators
of the great silver mines in Nevada, and
is, perhaps, one of the richest men in the
world, while Mr. Bennett who is associated
with him is the proprietor of the New
York Herald, and is also known to be a
man ofgreat wealth. They, and two others,
are the shareholders of this company,
there being only four persons connected
with it, and I do not think they are so
likely to lose control of the enterprise as
if the stock was held by a large number
of subscribers or shareholders. The Bill
in its present shape went before the sub-
Committee of the other House and was
amended, and passed by the Commons as
amended by that sub-Committee.

As regards the rates, the amendments
made in the Senate when the Gould Cable
Company were asking for incorporation
have been followed. As regards land
rates, the same rates prescribed in the
Rapid Telegraph Company's Act of incor-
poration, namely twenty cents for twenty
words between any two points in Canada,
have been adopted. That, I think, is a
most important clause, and one which in

HON. MR. PLUMB.

the present state of things is very desirable
for us to incorporate in this measure.
do not know that it is necessary for me o
say anything further; the Bill is before theI
House and will undoubtedly be criticised
and discussed when it comes before the
proper Committee.

The motion was agreed to and
was read the second time.

the Bi

COMMERCIAL BANK OF MANI-
TOBA BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the second
reading of Bill (42), "An Act to incorpor-
ate the Commercial Bank of Manitoba.!

He said : As this is the first Bill of this
nature brought before the Senate this Ses'
sion, and as it is the first institution of the
sort which will exist in Winnipeg and be
controlled entirely by the people of that
city, I trust the House will permit me to
explain the principle of the measure. We
are not without banks in Winnipeg,-We
have lots of them,-but the head offices
are generally either in Montreal, Quebec,
Toronto or Halifax. These associations
have succeeded fairly well, although *e
had a hard experience of depression as is
well known, and it is a satisfactory evidence
of the state of cur country that these vari-
ous inscitutions have suffered no bad re-
sult from their operations there. The pre
sent application comes from our own pe
ple, and I trust there will be no difficulty
in granting them incorporation, because
the existence of banks means the improve
ment of trade, the circulation of moneY
and general progress. The capital of the
proposed institution will be limited tO
$1,ooo,ooo and as soon as half a million
shall have been subscribed and one hun-
dred thousand dollars paid up, new direc'
tors will be chosen, because those who are
seeking incorporation will be the first d"
rectors of the institution. Immediately On
the election of new directors the bank Wi»
begin operation in the city of Winnip«P
and will be under the provisions of the
general Act governing banks and bankink
I might state that the time mentioned in
the Act is limited, and extends to the 15t
of July 1891. With this explanation I be
to move the second reading of the Bill.
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SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I. that the Committee to whom this
.is to be referred, will see that its

ProvSiOns coincide with the general Bank-
lfg Act. The sixth clause seems to me toContain something which is not in the
Ordiary Banking Act, though I may be
n'istaken in this view. I would merely
express a hope that no departure will take
Place from the general rule which has been
established with reference to the incor-
Poration of new banks.

"Ou. MR. PLUMB-I hope the time
fnot far distant when the Government

fWr See its way to passing a general Act
for the incorporation of banks. We are
cOnstantly called upon in this way to granttharters, and are liable to depart from the
Priciples which have been adopted in theeharterin

ering of those banking institutions
.h now exist. I think it would be

fadvisable if some general principle wereadopted, and some salutory restrictions
'MPosed, so that every bank that came

ere for incorporation should be compelled
Omp0 py with those restrictions. Perhaps

ln that way it might be that we could avoid
pPlications being made to Parliament

on0ether, and banks might be established
. e same principle as joint stock com-
les are-a principle which prevails

Egely in the United States, where bank-
g is fully as well administered as in this
lnItry. In that case, however, the note

older is secured, not only ultimately, but
rediately, by a process which ensures

the redemption of the notes the instant
ey are presented to the bank for pay-Ment

The motion was agreed to.

SoUTIH SASKATCHEWAN VALLEY
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

BON. M. PLUMB moved the second
ading Of Bill (io) "An Act further to

*1ýend the Act to incorporate the South
%"katchewan Valley Railway Company."

ne said : This Bill has been put in my
vnds and is an amendment of the Act 45vk, by which the Act of the Companyionmended, and the time in the 4th sec-
tio linited for the commencent of the

said railway was extended to two years
from the passing of the Act, which was
assented to on the 17th of May, 1882.
The Company have now asked that the
time for the commencement of their pro-
posed line may be extended for one year
niore, which would carry it to the end of
1885. From what I can learn, I believe
that the undertaking is a sound one and I
think its object is to keep as far as possible
within the limits that have been prescribed
by the Government for the construction of
railways in the North-West. I knew some-
thing of the Bill when it was passed, and
knew something of it also when it was
amended, and felt satisfied that the under-
taking was of bona fide character. I there-
fore move that the Bill be now read a
second time, and trust that it will be per-
mitted to take the usual reference.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (27), "An Act to incorporate the
Halifax Marine Insurance Company,
limited." (Mr. Almon.)

Bill (64), " An Act to amend the Acts
relating to the Manitoba and North-West-
ern Railway Company of Canada." (Mr.
Girard.)

Bill (14), " An Act to Amalgamate the
Board of Trade of the City of Toronto,
and the Toronto Corn Exchange Associa-
tion." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (20) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Ocean Mutual Marine
Insurance Company." (Mr. Almon.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 29th Feb., 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (35) " An Act to Incorporate the
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Pictou Marine Insurance Company
Limited." (Mr Power.)

Bill (43) "An Act to Incorporate the
Union Trust Corporation of Canada." (Mr.
Plumb.)

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

FIPST READING.

Bill (1oi) " An Act to amend the Act
intituled 'An Act respecting the Cana-
degn Pacific Railway Company,' and for
other purposes," was introduced and read
the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELJ, moved
that the Bill be read the second time on
Monday next.

HON. MR. SCOTT-This Bill is of
very great importance, and as it is usual
on Mondays that a great many of the
members are absent from the Chamber,
may it not be as well to postpone it until
Tuesday ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
hope no one will be absent on Monday.
I am unwilling to lose time: the emer-
gency which has created the necessity for
this Bill is very great, and I hope the
House will be sufficiently full to discuss it
on Monday.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3:25 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 3rd, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Coin-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported the following Bills without
amendment, and they were then read the
third time and passed :

Bill ( ), "An Act to grant cerwao
powers to the Commercial Cable Cô01
pany." (Mr. Plumb).

Bill ( ), "An Act further to am.end
the Act to Incorporate the South Se
katchewan Valley Railway CompanY.
(Mr. Plumb).

PROVINCIAL BANK BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the secord
reading of Bill (39), " An Act to Incorpor-
ate the Provincial Bank." He said : The
Association which now asks for incorpora-
tion will have its place of business in t0
City of London : The capital will b
$1,ooo,ooo and as soon as a part of thM
stock shall have been paid a Board of neý
Directors will be appointed and the regul"
business of the institution will then beg'.
It will also be under the provisions of the
General Banking Act. .

The motion was agreed to, and the B11
was read the second time.

BELL TELEPHONE BILL.

SECOND. READING.

HON. MR. McKINDSEY noved the
second reading of Bill (5 1), "An Act te
amend the Act Incorporating the Be
Telephone Company of Canada."

He said : The Bell Telephone Com-'
pany was incorporated by Act of Paria'
ment 43 Vic., Cap. 67, with a capital Of
$5oo,ooo, for the purpose of manufactur-
ing telephonic material, and constructin
lines for telegraphic and telephonic pur-
poses. Increased demand for the exten-
sion of their line has compelled theml to
ask for an increased capital, and the ob'
ject of this Bill is simply to get pernis-
sion to increase their capital from $500
000 to $2,ooo,ooo. The Bill is supported
by a petition from the Company, and it is
not opposed by any petition, or by 1'y
outside influence, and therefore I. cQ1i
clude that their request will be read,
granted. They do not ask in their B.
to be relieved from any of their liabilities
or responsibilities to the public, but sii
ply to be allowed to increase their cap14

under the existing conditions of tbC1
charter.
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motion was agreed to and the Biil
was ead the second time.

ANîTOBA AND NORTH WEST-
ERN RAILWAY BILL

REFERRED ro COMMITTEE.

The Order of the day having been call-
"d for the second reading of Bill (64),
th AnAct to amend the Acts relating toManitoba and North Western Rail-

y Copany of Canada."

ioN. MR. GIRARD said -. When
h% Bill was presented to this House the.ther day I took charge of it under the

ste on that a petition had been pre-
ent and submitted to the Committee
haveanding Orders and Private Bills. I

Since ascertained that no petition
b'n presented, and I would respect-

ch ask that the Order of the day be
arged, and that the Bill, before the

ttond reading, be referred to the Com-
tgttee on Standing Orders and Private

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
referred to the Committee.

TORONTO BOARD OF TRADE AND
CORN EXCHANGE AMALGA-

MATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

read .. MR. ALLAN moved the second
th of Bill (14), "An Act to amalga-

t the Board of Trade of the City of
and the Toronto Corn Exchange

e eaid :-This Bil has for its object
the at 2gamnation of the two corporations,
ehan<ard Of Trade and the Corn Ex-

g e of Toronto. The petitioners, in
tha nbie of their Bill, have represented

two e objects and pu:poses of the said
c Çorporations in promoting trade and

erce may be more advantageously
ai 1m the public interest by the
44d h 0 f thé said two corporations,

thaave therefore introduced this Bill
t ,at 1urpöse. There is nothing out of
I proay in what they are asking for, and

PQse to refer the Bill after its second

reading to the Committee on Banking and
Commerce.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL movèd
the second reading of Bill (ioi), " An Act
to amend the Act intituled 'An Act re-
specting the Canadian Pacific Railway,'
and for other purposes."

He said: This Bill presents to the
House, in its last stage, a measure which
has been before the other branch of the
legislature for some days, or almost some
weeks. It has there been presented in
different phases in the shape of resolu-
tions, and afterwards in the shape of a
Bill, which Bill has had three distinct
readings. During the course of these
several phases of the Bill in the other
Chamber, the principle of the measure
and the terms of it have been discussed
at such length, and from such a variety of
aspects, that I quite despair of being ablé
to present it to this House in any new
light, or offering any arguments which
have not occurred to hon. members,
many of whom have been present when
the debates were going on in the other
branch of Parliament.

Nevertheless it is a duty which my col-
leagues and myself owe to this House
that we should present the measure to
you, and suggest to you the reasons which
have induced the Government to propose
the legislatien which this Bill seeks to
carry out. I will confine myself strictly
to what seems to me necessary to present
this measure to the House in the light of
a business transaction, and to offer only
such arguments as I think would satisfy
business men that the measure itself is
one which should receive the sanction of
the Senate. The amount which the Bill
proposes to grant is certainly a very large
one-is one which is almost startling iia
its magnitude; nevertheless I think I
shall be able to satisfy the House that the
security offered is equally large, and that
the necessity fôr the step is very great, and
that no alternative offers which is better or

Railway Bill. 17àCanadian Pamilk
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cheaper, or more advantageous to the
country than the measure proposed for
adoption by Parliament. I think in pre-
senting it to the House I should confine
myself to four or five of the most salient
points. These, I think, are : first, the
extent of the work which has already been
accomplished by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company; then the resources
which they have had at their control, and
which they have applied for the work so
far completed ; then, the necessity for the
subvention, and then the security which
the measure proposes to offer for the very
large loan which it proposes to give.

Now with reference to the first of these
points, the extent of the work which bas
been accomplished, if hon. gentlemen will
lend me their attention for a few moments
I will take them over the road from
Montreal to Port Moody, and state to
them in precise language what work bas
been accomplished from one side of the
continent to the other. The line from
Montreal to this place was the property of
the Province of Quebec, and bas been
purchased by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company; the line from here to
Carleton Place was the property of a pri-
vate company, and bas also been pur-
chased ; from Carleton Place to Pem-
broke the line was also, part of it, the
property of a private company which bas
been acquired and completed by the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Be-
ginning at Montreal, on the main line
from Montreal and Brockville to Callandar
Station the road is completed and under
trafic, 391 miles. From Callandar Sta-
tion going west to near Sudbury Junction
is so far completed as to admit of the
running of trains, 103 miles. From near
Sudbury Junction to 33 miles west it is
so far completed as to admit of the trains
running. From thence west 315 miles to
near Pic the road-bed is nearly ready to
receive the track. From near Pic to
within 32 miles of Nipegon no work has
been done, but the trial location has been
made. From 32 miles east of Nipegon
to Nipegon, about one-third of the grading
has been done, very heavy work. From
Nipegon to Prince Arthur's Landing, 67
miles, the road-bed is ready to receive
the track. From Prince Arthur's Land-
ing to Red River, 423 miles, is so far com-
pleted as to admit of the running of trains.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

From Red River to the summit of the
Rocky Mountains, 964 miles, is so far corn'
pleted as to admit of the running of trains;
of this distance 840 miles (to Calgarry) .i
under trafic. From the summit of the
Rocky Mountains to Kamloops the road
has been partially located. From KaUI'
loops to 12 miles west the road bas beel
partially located, but no work bas been
done. From that point to six miles west
of Lytton the road is located, but no work
has been done. From Lytton to POrt
Moody, 135 miles, grading bas been nearlY
completed, and the track will be laid next
summer, so as to admit of the running Of
trains.

The whole distance from Montreak
Brockville to Port Moody so far complet-
ed as to admit of trains running thereol"
iS 2,932 miles.

In addition to the part which is cou"-
pleted, the mileage which I have meO'
tioned, there are 400 miles of branch lineO
completed and 61 miles remaining to be
completed. To sum up that statement,
there are complete and under trafic 1,659
miles, counting the mileage from MontrS
to Callandar; or, leaving out the milea4
from Montreal to Callandar, there are 1,26
miles complete and under traffic. But 1
may, for the purpose of my present arg"'
ment, say that from Montreal to Callanda,
391 miles, should be included as well a
the section from Prince Arthur's Landin
to Red River. Then that portion which
is in running order, but not complete for
trafic, is as follows:-

b
From Callandar to near Sudbury

Junction...................
Nipegon to Prince Arthur's Landing
Calgarry to summit of Rocky Moun-

tains..................
From 6 miles West of Port Lvtton to

103
61

134

Port Moody............... 135
Making 429 miles where the trains are

running, but the road is not complete for
trafic. Then the distance over which the
road is nearly ready to receive the trafic i5

From Sudbury junction to 33 miles
west thereof............... 3

From 32 miles east of Nipegon to
Nipegon....................3

6*
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hen, the sections on which no work
48been done are--

From MILES.
33 miles west of Sudbury to

Frontear Pic................... 315
Sulimmit of Rocky Mountains

Frorto Kamloops.., ........... 286
trîKamloops to 12 miles west
thereof ................ ... 12

613
Ald on the following a considerable

n'0tion of the grading is done :
MILES.

to within 32 miles of Nipegon.. 1o3
.2 miles west of Kamloops to

siX Miles west of Lytton...... 66

169ow , that is the extent of the work
toch has been accomplished by this
vellîpany and accomplished in the mar-

e ously short space of three years. It
trc Only in February, 1881 that the con-

t which the Government had taken the
.ep9fnsibility of making with the Canadian
parlfic Railway Company, was ratified bydatianent and it was shortly after that
int that the work was commenced, so that
sthose three years the Company has con-
p ted or acquired the main line of the

acific Railway over the distances I have
tentioned 1659 miles, and accomplished
tne-Workwhich I have described over the re-
thamder of the 2,932 miles which constitute
th ole distance, and in addition to that,n Pleted 400 miles of branches, and
Pnf6rrned a considerable amount of work
0rlý lmiles. I think everyone will ac-

wledge that the work which has been
p'f lished is marvellous, and to an ex-

cont and of a character which none of us
to temPlated when we gave our sanctiontu 1e Canadian Pacific Railway Bill in
188 I will not go back to the discus-

diffe anterior to that time, nor over the
erent viiews that were entertained and
Pe sed in this House and elsewhere,

Work e Possibility of accomplishing this
Withi not within three or four years, but
gentl 2, 30, 40, or as I think one hon.

-- W ihan said in this House in my hear-
ar lis unhappily now no longer
wIt"h h oI00 years. That was the time
the e.h said would be required to do

work which has already been ac-

complished ; but men of more sober
judgment than, perhaps, his was, conceived
that perhaps 20 or 40 years would be re-
quired to accomplish the work which
this Company has done between February,
1881, and the hour at which I am now
speaking. It is a marvellous thing that
any company should have done so much,
and I think, without assuming any undue
credit to the Government, it shows what
sound judgment was exercised in
selecting the men, and in framing
the measure by which they were
able to accomplish this gigantic task.
Now, I think we are bound to discuss the
resou'rces by which the Company accom-
plished so much and I shall endeavor to
present them to the House in as clear a
light as I can, although perhaps it may be
thought by some that it is entering into a
private matter: still when a Company asks,
as the Canadian Pacific Railway does, for
assistance, we are bound to consider the
resources which they possess and are justi-
fied in enquiring as closely as we please
into the manner in which they have appli-
ed them. The resources which they had
for the task before them were three-fold.
In the first place the possibility of issuing
a large amount of stock ; in the second
place, the possibility of obtaining from the
Government under the Bill, subsidies at a
very handsome rate as the work progressed,
and in the possibility of issuing land grant
bonds. The Company availed themselh os
of all those resources, and in addition they
sold a considerable quantity of land for
town sites, on which they realised a large
sum of money, and a large sum, I am glad
to say, as net revenue from the working of
the road. To take up these resources in
their turn, I will submit to the House in
the first place a statement of the stock
which they had at their disposal and will
show the amount of money which they
derived from it. They had the power of
issuing one hundred millions of stock. In
truth they issued the whole of that, but it
was not disposed of to the public but was
disposed of in a way which I shall describe
to the House. The total issue of the Com-
pany's stock, as I have said, was $ 1oo,ooo
ooo. Of this amount there were taken by
the original syndicate and paid up in full
at par, as subscribed stock of the Company,
$5,ooo,ooo. There were taken by the
same syndicate, the gentlemen originally
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.concerned in the enterprise, at 25 cents in
the dollar $2o,ooo,ooo from which $5,ooo,-
ooo was derived, making $10,000,000,
besides money contributed in other ways
which I will mention, to this great enter-
prise. They then pledged with certain
persons in New York a large block of
this stock, $1o,ooo,ooo, to secure a loan

of $4,95o,ooo. They sold to the general
,public $3o,ooo,ooo on which they receiv-
ed $15,356,828. They deposited with
the Government the balance of the stock
making $35,ooo,ooo. These figures make
up the whole $1oo,ooo,ooo. It will be
observed that of this amount the original
syndicate-if we may call thern a syndi-
cate-the gentlemen engagad in the en-
terprise originally, took and disposed of,
either by depositng it with the Govern-
ment, or holding it themselves, $25,ooo,-
ooo ; that they borrowed money on $10,-
ooo,ooo, and sold to the general public
$3o,ooo,ooo of which they got $15,ooo,-
ooo, and that they deposited with the
Government $35,ooo,ooo. The next re-
.source which they had was the possibility
of obtaining from the Government subsi-
dies on their work as it proceeded. They
did so and from that source they obtained
-as the work went on $12,289,000. They
also had the possibility of borrowing
money on land grant bonds, and they did
'borrow to the extent of $9,o29,ooo. The

roceeds of the land grant bonds are as
llows : The total issue was $25,ooo,-

ooo ; the sum deposited to secure the
running of the railway, under the ori-
ginal contract of 1881, was $5,ooo,ooo ;
the Company sold $1o,ooo,ooo and placed
the proceeds in the hands of the Govern-
ment. These $1o,ooo,ooo they earned
frorn time to time and the money was paid
back to them as the work progressed. Of
these $1o,ooo,ooo the Company retired
and cancelled $6,667,ooo. These two
sums, the $5,ooo,ooo which they deposit-
ed with the Government as security for
the running of the railway and the
$io,ooo,ooo which they also deposited
with the Government, are actually in
the hands of the Government now. So
of the whole $2 5,ooo,ooo which was
the limit of their issue, they deposited with
the Government $15,ooo,ooo, and they
have sold to outsiders $1o,ooo,ooo.

HON. MR. SCOTT-$o,ooo,ooo in
value ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-l4'
the proceeds of the sale amounted 0
$9,o29,ooo; the face value was $1o,ooo
ooo. Of that amount in the hands of t
Government, when the money came tObe
paid to them as the work progressed, fr(O
time to time the bonds were retired by
the Company. Of the $io,ooo,ooo Ub
Company retired and cancelled $6,661t
000, leaving in the hands of the publiC
$3,333,000.

This constitutes the whole amoun t0
the land grant bonds now held by t
public. Of these, $846,ooo are held bl
companies having payments to make ti
the Canadian Pacific Railway Compa#y'
and who wll make those payments by
means of these bonds, so that the liability
of the Company to the public on thOse
land grant bonds is reduced to somethin0
like $1,200,000. I stated that there we
in the hands of the Government t
$5,ooo,ooo deposited originally to secO
the running of the Railway, and also th
$10,0oooo never taken ftom the han
of the Government, making $r5,ooo,Odîd
of these $1o,ooo,ooo, $3,42o,ooo are hie
by an agreement with the CompanY.â
secure payment of $2,853,912, for whI
day of payment is given to 1888. Anothe
amount, $1,83o,ooo, is held to secure
$1,527,ooo, a further portion of the Sale
payment due in 1888. The balance
$5,ooo,ooo, is not appropriated, and IS
charged generally with the whole indeb
edness of the Company. That is
state of the land grant bonds, and the 5tå
of the account of the stock. As t
subsidies, they have received the amjoU
which I mentioned, $12,289,212, sot
out of the subsidy they have had
amount, and the sale of the land !e
bonds, $9,o29,ooo, and they have so
some town sites for which they got neal
half a million of dollars, $477,00. The
figures make $21,795,000. Then t
received upon the road for the
revenue $892,ooo making a t
received as subsidy, from the proce
of the sale of land grant bonds, frorn te
sale of town sites and from the net revelin
from the working of the road
$22,687,874. In addition to that tel
have received from sales of stock to o01
siders, $15,356,828. Calling the
amount $23,ooo,ooo, and the last
000,000, they have received altogethe
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ooo, from the sources which
à e lentioned, and which con-

the only sources from which they
'5 v6ed revenue or income, irrespec-

de>n running into debt, which they have
voy The House will see that the sum
etjbuted by the Government to this
saer s3e 80 far has been, including the
$aa,6f the land grant -bonds, only
ext t 1 have described now the

at Of the work which has been done,
do su out of. which it has been

As to the application of these
I have a statement in my hand

the cost of the work from one
as Of the continent to the other, so far

te work has been done. It is as

Of construction on thei'ain nlie west of Callandar
*atin, eastern and central
sections .... ..... .... $23, 0,000provements on the Govern-

nt lines west of Cross14kethat is, a point be-
YOnd Prince Arthur's Land-

· · · · · · · · · ·.. . ...-- 353,000
mOllg Stock at the time this

PaPer was framed. . ... . 6,130,000
(t s0ens now by another

banement which i have in my
$20 to be increased by

,o,00.)
n On Lake steamers, to

Sr n to and from Port Arthur 552,000
r.t on naterials, rails and
Phai's................ 4,OOOOOO

tools and outfit for con-

ends on Stock; 5 percent dividend on the stock
Ut'l the work should be tr

b Orûpleted ............... 2,128,000

eted with ýhe Govern-
nýe1t, On the guarantee oftoterest (which I shall allude

Iter Presently) ........... ,
&c., on land grant
-...------------- 372,000

these suns make alto-
iner an expenditure on the

ne west of Callandar
to.a....g to ... $45,540,ooo

e hon. gentlemen think it necessary
a distinction between some por-

tions of this outlay and other pq>
tions, as for instance the work of actual
construction on the lines, and the contri-
bution by interest on the stock, but it is
fair and just to place it down as an amognt
which the Company had to pay in order
to get on with the work. They had, as
they thought, to guarantee this interest on
the stock, and, therefore, it constitutes a
charge just as much in some respects as
the expenditure on the construction of
the road. Including the interest and the
charges which I have mentioned, the
character of which is open to discussion,
they have spent $45,5oo,ooo on the main
line west of Callandar. In addition to
that they have spent on the branch lines
west of Callandar $3,759,ooo. A distinc-
tion is drawn between the branch lines west
of Callandar and those east of Callandar,
because the nost of those east of Callandar
were in existence before the Canadian
Pacific Railway began its operations.
They were lines which existed here, and
which were used, the most of them by
the Canada Central Railway and the
Quebec Government. The St. Lin branch,
the St. Jerome branch, the Perth branch
and other portions of those Unes were
established before the Canadian Paciec
Railway Company came into existence, so
that there is a, distinction drawn in this
paper between branches of that kind and
those which have been constructed with
the object-an object which they are
happily accomplishing-of increasing the
traffic of the main line. The latter have
been constructed by the Company without
subsidy and out of their own resources,
and they very much increase the value
of the main line, so [ think it is
fair to include them in the estimate of the
cost of constructing the main line, although
we do' not do so in granting a subsidy.
The amount spent on the main line and
branches west of Callendar is $49,300,ooo.
Including all that, and the expenditure
between Callendar and Montreal and
Brockville, the amount is $54,728,ooo.
Tien come several items about which no
doubt very different opinions are entér-
tained ; the necessity of the purchases and
the character of them, and all- the circum-
stances being considered by many hon.
gentlemen as open to dispute. These are
the South Eastern Railway, the St. Law:
rence & Ottawa Railway, the Atlantic &
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North Western Railway,the Canada North-
West Land Company, advances to con-
tractors on construction, sundry advances
on other matters incidental to the work,
amounting to $473,ooo, and paid in
respect of securities deposited with the
Government, in lieu of $1,ooo,ooo cash,
$484,ooo, these additional items about
which I say there may be some difference
of opinion, amount, with the others I have
mentioned, to $58,695,ooo, and that is
the gross amount which this Company has
expended from the time it undertook this'
work three years ago to the time that this
paper was made out, about a month ago,
on the whole work fron the Atlantic to
the Pacific, including the purchase of the
South Eastern Railway, the St. Lawrence
& Ottawa, and so on. But omitting work
about which some difference of opinion
nay exist and confining the expenditure

to the main line and the branches between
Montreal and Kamloops, the amount is
$54,728,000. Confining still more closely
the expenditure to the main line and
branches west of Callendar the amount is
$49,299,ooo. The House will see that
the resources which 1 have mentioned,
derivable from stock, from subsidies and
from the sales of land grant bonds amount
altogether to $38,ooo,ooo, and the Com-
pany have spent on the direct line alone
and branches west of Callendar over
$49,ooo,ooo, and including all kinds of
expenditures $58,ooo,ooo. Now I en-
quire naturally in my own mind, and hon.
gentlemen will no doubt all enquire in
their own minds, how this large additional
sum was raised. Putting down the whole
expenditure at $58,ooo,ooo the amounts
are made up as follows :

Original Paid up Stock . . . $
From Govt. Subsidies .
From Land Grant Bonds...
Proceeds Town Sites.....
Stock Loan by Syndicate, at

25 cts.--o,ooo,ooo. ----

Proceeds, Sale of Stock to
Outsiders.... . . ... . . .

Nett Traffic Revenue.....

5,000,000
12,289,000
9,o29,o00

477,ooo

5,000,000

15,356,000
892,000

$48,043,000
Those seem to be the figures including

the resources from which the Company
derive its capital for the purposes of the
large expenditure which I have mentioned,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

and they have, it would seem, in additio
to that, borrowed upon a deposit of î
in New York $4,050,ooo. All these su
I have mentioned come to $53,000,O*
against a total expenditure of $58,ooo,O
but the Company have a floating debt
$7,5oo,ooo and theyhave in addition to the
sums which I have mentioned made a grW
many other payments, amounting to neal
$2,000,000, which do not come directd
under the heads that I have mentioned 0*
the construction of the road.

These other items appear in their te
counts, and I will read them to the HOuW*
that hon. gentlemen may see their char
acter. The paper from which I shall 00
read is the balance sheet of. the CanadiaO
Pacific Railway Company, made up W
officers of the Government. When th0
matter was in its earliest stage it WO
thought wise by the Government to dee
patch two of our own officers-an accouPnt-
ant and the Chief Engineer of Gove.i'
ment railways-to Montreal to exanilne
the books of this Company; to ascertai"
their expenditure, and to classify it. The
result was that in addition to the su
which I have mentioned, there would ir
pear upon this account to be a number.O
other items; in the first place, the eqti'P
ment of the road is put down at $8,oo00
ooo, instead of $6,ooo,ooo, as I ha"
given it from this other paper to which 1
have previously referred; and in the ne
place the interest on stock and bondS
which has been paid by the Company,'s
put down-interest on stock is mentione
in the statement which I have alreadY
read to the House, but interest on the
bonds is not mentioned-so there is aO-
other large sum there. I apprehend, there
fore, that in addition to the $58,ooo,O
there is another large sum amounting tO
something in the neighborhood of $2,ooo'
ooo expended by the Company for .
variety of purposes, which are not stric0Y
construction, but incidental, and which
could not have been avoided, but whird
one can readily believe arose naturally and
unavoidably in connection with so large
transaction. These sums, in addition to
those I have mentioned, would rnake a
very large expenditure, perhaps i tbc
neighborhood of $6o,obo,ooo-which hO
been made in the way referred to. A
to the $53,ooo,ooo of floating debt, tha$t
is one of the items, which this Bill '
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jtCo:Bt enable the Company to pay. I
t roued together and presented to

a- se such a statement as I have
Able to furnish with reference to two,

no' three points, which I thought it was
a e tO illustrate. I have shown the
the at Of work which has been done,

C*t of that work and the resources
theC

of h Company had for the purpose
Uk. pleting it. Now, with reference to

the ecessity for this loan : undoubtedly
atn is of a character sufficiently

gte aenost to startle the country ; but
of the to consider what is the character
sth security offered (of which I shall
ces Presently) and also the circumstan-
a Under which this loan is made, as well

odeether any better or more economical
Ir~ existed of going on with the work.en ber when this matter was inci-
h tally brought up, a short time ago, the
as gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Power)
or i Where is the necessity of going

tect the work--why not allow the con-
toc bo rn on to its full length, and let the

be comDtpleted in 1891 ? It will then
'OtPleted as soon as was originally
se Plated." Well, I think there are

thei answers to that ; one is, that when
energy and resources of this

tyare applied for the purpose of
th tl ng a great national work such as
t advantages to be derived are all
toreater if derived quickly. If this
1891 sto be of great national benefit in

e it will be of a great advantage,
Ti , to have it completed in 1886.
i again, there is every reason to be-

h M nore particularly from advices we
t aRe<eived within the last week or so,

very large population will at once
silve.to the mountains, where valuable

here Psts have been discovered, and
___hare also large coal deposits in the

will iehOod of the mountains, which
t h es attract a population anxious

t from this mineral wealth.

have M POWER-That could not
Sthe "enced the Government in mak-

teloan, as it had not taken place.
oIlo

f4 • Su ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
ta iCes the Government in this way:

pr ow the necessity for expedition
e euting the work. Then, again,

tu cOnsider that the country has

already invested in the work-on different
sections-as large a sum as nearly $a8,ooo,
ooo, being the cost of that portion of that
railway which the country has constructed,
or will have to construct, and there will
be a large loss of interest upon that
amounting to something like $r,25Ô,oo.
Further, it must not be lost sight of that
the stoppage of such a work as this would
have a bad, not to say disastrous, effect
upon the country ; in fact just how dis-
astrous those effects would be, cannot be
fully depicted; in the bankingworld, in com-
merce, in fact in every branch of industry
great loss would arise, and had this Com-
pany gone to the wall, general depression
would have fallen on the country. I think
therefore, as the circumstances would have
been most grave, even if there was nothing
more than the apprehension of these dis-
astrous circumstances, the Government
were sufficiently justified in going on with
this measure-if, as we believe, the char-
acter of the security is ample, and the
money is not thrown away, or likely to be
lost to the country. The Government
had to choose between the utter destruct-
ion of this Company, and going on with
the road in the way which is proposed by
this Bill. The Company had exhausted
their resources for the purpose of raising
money. It will be seen how gigantic its
resources were by the fact that they them-
selves had purchased stock to the extent
of $5,oooooo, and deposited that amount
at par, as well as having purchased another
quantity of stock at 2o cents on
the dollar, making an expenditure,
on their part, altogether of $25,ooo,oo
at 42 cents on the dollar, and in that way
they have contributed from their own re-
sources, ten millions of dollars to construct
this road. In addition to that they have
borrowed in New York, upon a deposit of
ten million dollars of stock, the sum of
five millions of dollars, and further they,
have contracted a floating debt in Mon-
treal, New York and elsewhere amounting
to $7,500,ooo. So that the position was
most serious, and it would seem as though,
nothing but failure could be expected y
the Company, unless the Government came
to their assistance, and in view of the evils
which would have resulted had aid been
refused them, and of the advantages to
the country to be derived from the com-
pletion of the road in 1886 instead of
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1891, as well as the likelihood of a large
population being attracted to the Rocky
Mountains, in connection with the mineraI
wealth of that District, I think the Govern-
ment was justified in believing that Parlia-
ment would sanction the very large amount
of assistance which is asked by this Bill to
be given to this Company,-more especi-
ally if the security was sufficient, and such
as business men would consider ample to
secure the repayment of the loan. Now
the security offered by the Bill is as com-
plete and perfect as any security can be ;
complete in its universal character over all
their property, and complete in the con-
venience by which it can be used should
occasion arise. There are two things in
connection with security which all com-
mercial men calculate very closely,-one
is the character of it, and the other is the
feasibility of using it. I may say that the
Government has taken special care with
reference to both of these points. We
believe we have received ample security,
and that it is in such shape that it can be
used without difficulty or delay, should
occasion demand. The security is best
described by the language in the body of
the Bill, which, if the House will allow me,
I will read. It is as follows:-

" As security for the repyrment of the said
loan, with interest as aforesaid, and as addi-
tional security for the payment of the said
sum of seven millions three hundred and
eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve
dollars ($7,380,912), and interest, falling due
on the seventh day of November, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight (1888), the
Government shall have a first lien and charge
upon the entire property of the company, real
and personal, now owned or hereafter to be
acguired or owned by them, including their
main ine of railway, the extension@ t ereof,
their branch lines of railway, the whole of
their equipment, rolling stock and plant, and
al their steamers and vessels; and also u n
the land grant of the company, earned an to
be hereafter earned; saving always, however,
the rights of the holders of the existing mort-
gages on the extensions of the line of the
railway from Callandar to Brockville and
Montreal, as security for the uùpaid balances
of the purchase money of the lines constituting
the said extensions, and subject to the mort-
gage upon the land grant, executed by the
company to secure their issue of.land grant
bond-, ,

The House will remember that, as far
as this mortgage is concerned, of which I
have just read, there is only due upon it
something like $,5oo,ooo. The Bill goes
on to state :-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

"And the Government shall continliCi
hold and retain the entire amount of 1
grart bond& now in ita custody or p oo#
subject to redemption under the~ ternei1tb
said land grant mortgage, and with all X
dies qs to interest, voting power and all otfoe
matters in respect thereof, which would
held or possessed, or oould be exercised
any purchaser of the said bonds; and
moneys received by the Government fro1
trustees of the land grant bonda in redenptIr
of such bonds shaf be applied as follO«ý
that is to say:-"

This is security upon all their prope«-
- their line of railway, their branchuA
their rolling stock, their steamships, a
all the property they possess. We hal
seen that the portion of their line betwceo
Montreal and Kamloops alone has, Co
them some $54,ooo,ooo, in which rolli0g
stock is included, and upon all that, 0$
well as their steamboats, which I do 'ot
think are included, the security of the
Government is complete. Then as to th¢
remedy, which I say is also a very tle
portant point, and carefully examined by
commercial people in advancing moneY'
we find it described in the second StIb
section of section 6, in the followig
language:-

That upon default for twelve montis in t
payment of any half-yearly instalment
interest upon the said loan, or any part ther
of, or of interest u pon the said sum of sel"e
million three hundred and eighty thoun'd
nine hundred and twelve dollars, or any
thereof, or.in the payment of the princil*.
either of the said suns or any part of eità?
of them when the sane shall become due, io
accordance with the provisions hereof, t
right of the company under their contre
hereinbefore mentioned, to demand or rece
any further cash or land subsidy shall ce
and determine, and the said railway and O
tensions thereof, branches, equipment, roll'o
stock, plant, including steamers, and
lands and property of the company, and
land grant bonds then in the possession Of
Government shall, upon the occurrence
coutinuance for the said period of We
months of such Jefault, ip8ofacto, and
out any notice or proceeding whatsoever, IV
in Her Majesty, and shall forthwith, there
upn, be taken possession of by the Minier

f Railways and Canals, on behalf of d
Government of Canada, and each and ele
employee of the company shall, fromu a*
after the expiry of the said period of tO
months, become and be the employee O
Government during pleasure, and shall .b
and possess any iatter or thing appertain>
to the said company then in his custodIt O
and for the Government; and the raté
interest, and the terms. of payment hCtee
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h [ot be disturbed or altered by the
41of Ich agreement.

t addition to that, by another clause in
t4 ihl it is provided that if the road

Yett be completed within the time
fled, the sum which may be ad-
under this loan shall be charged

*st the subsidy-in the event of the
n PahnY going on and finishing the road

their orignal charter. So that in
Possible way-by taking security
S their property, their railway, rolling
steamboats, land grant bonds, the

thich they have and have not earned
halas been secured that this money
be repaid. There has been no

elon of any kind, and - both the
the rnment and Company believe that

PleteoPle are given under this Bill con-
Micthand ample security for the money
that nIs to be loaned. I think, therefore,
o either in the character of the security

tich Value of it, nor in the remedies
of the country will have to use in case
of fault, has anything been omitted, but

contrary, so faras we can judge,
's t8 nothing left unprovided. Then

e e the guarantee by the country of three
C ent dividend upon the stock of the
Ce ~Pany for ten years : when first the

'P.any became aware of the difficulties
Csed were likely to come upon them-
toc -by the great depression of railway

tr In the United States-particularly
th Ontinental stocks- -they thought that

;ould overcome that difficulty by
119hn from' the Government a guaranteeo three per cent. for ten years upon $65,-%pe '0 of their stock-in the first place

$6 0$oo,oooooo and afterwards upon
it ; ooo• That guarantee which was
er tely given upon $65,ooo,ooo at three

nt, amounted, I believe, to some-
E like $i4,ooo,ooo or $15,ooo,ooo,

pla against that undertaking the Company
and hin our hands $8,75 1,000 in cash,onethey gave us of land grant bonds
toonthig like $5,250,o0o, while we also
tce tro them an agreement with refer-
ot o what they might earn front the

was er for Postal transport service, which
imated at about $3,ooo,ooo.

se 'Placed these things in our hands
urity against this guarantee of three

Cent. for ten years-the cash amount-
o t$8700,ooo, and the land grant

to $5,250,ooo, and the postal sub-
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sidy and transport service to about $3,ooo
ooo. This large deposit with us was to
meet the expenditure going over ten years.
The expenditure for the next three or four
years is already met by the money which
is deposited in our hands irrespective of
the time which is given for the sums which
are mentioned in this Bill, so that although
we are giving time for payment until 1888
for a portion of this money, it is not for
any portion that will be needed by us for
the purpose of paying the three per cent.
dividend. We have sufficient in our
hands to pay the three per cent. dividend
up to 1888, besides the amount which it
is proposed by this Bill to give them time
to pay for. In that way we are helping
their resources ; we are doing them to that
extent, a service without injuring the coun-
try in any way, if the security which they
propose to give is sufficient, as I think it
is. The tirne of payment for a portion is
from the first of February, 1884, until
November of 1888. Up to 1888 we have.
irrespective of this sum of $2,8oo,ooo,
money enough in our hands to pay the
interest at three per cent. upon the stock,
and we shall not want that sum until 1888,
when it will be repayable to us in accord-
ance with this Bill, and no harm will be
done to anybody, and it will be of great
service to the Company if the security is
sufficient, as I think it is, to assure us that
the money will be repaid. The whole of
the mortgage we have taken meets not
only the $22,ooooo we proposed to lend,
-but is also for these $2,ooo,ooo, and also
for the balance of $7,38o,ooo which will
also fall due in 1888. In addition to this
we are proposing to give to the Company
the $1,ooo,ooo which they deposited with
us originally as security for the construc-
tion of the road. We think there is no
object, and thqrefore it is not right in view
of the difficulties with which the Company
was surrounded, for us to retain the
$1,ooo,ooe unnecessarily. The fact that
the Company has expended the large sums
I have mentioned, amounting to $49,ooo,-
ooo on the main line-$58,ooo,ooo includ-
ing everything-we think, is a guarantee
that they will go on with the work -a
guarantee for the construction of the road
much more to be relied upon than a de-
posit with us of a $1,ooo,ooo. Therefore
we give it up.

The other security which they deposit
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with us of $5,ooo,ooo, as security for the
working of the road for ten years, the
House will observe, we have not given up.

I have not said anything as to the clause
forbidding amalgamation. I dare say that
clause has attracted the attention of the
House ; it was introduced by the Minister
of Railways, in the other Chamber, when
the Committee came to report. It is to
prevent an amalgamation of the two great
railway companies of the country, the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian
Pacific Railway. The clause is framed
in the interest of the Dominion, and will,
I hope, have the effect of preventing an
amalgamation, although we do not intend
it to prevent the procuring of traffic or
running arrangements. These can always
be made, with the assent of the Govern-
ment, and we do not propose at all to
hinder the acquisition by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company of the road
between Quebec and Montreal, should
that Company conceive it to be their
interest to acquire that line. Then we
propose that the Supreme Court of
Canada shall have jurisdiction to enforce
the provisions of this section. They have
not such power at present, as the Supreme
Court is a court of appeal; but we pro-
pose by this Bill to give them original
jurisdiction, and give it the ordinary
powers which courts of common law and
equity possess to enforce this jurisdiction.

The Supreme Court has been chosen,
because of its general jurisdiction all over
the Dominion, and because some difficulty
might arise in reference to one Province
or two Provinces, and it might be embar-
rassing to take legal proceedings in both
Provinces, and legal proceedings in one
Province might not be sufficient to remedy
the injury which might be going on in,
one or more Provinces; therefore it was
thought desirable, and it still strikes me
as the best course to adopt, to give the
jurisdiction to the Supreme Court or
Fxchequer Court, these Courts having
jurisdiction all over the Dominion. I
have gone through nearly all the provi-
sions of the Bill. My only object has
been to lay before the House the transac-
tion which this Bill involves-the loan of
a very large sum of money, $22,500,000,
under very unusual and extraordinary
circumstances, for a very large purpose,
and with, I think, a very adequate secu-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

rity. I hope and trust the Bill will recc
the sanction of the House, and that hd•
gentlemen will not feel that I hà
detained them too long in offering thOt
explanations of its character and objed

HON. MR. SCOIT-The leader of the
Government has not taken up our tild
to the extent that the import0e
of this subject would seem to denallo
and certainly not to the extent that Wa
taken by his colleagues in the other brani
of the legislature ; but I think he h'
given us, from his standpoint, a very f
and frank statement of the affaO
of the Company, within the limit he bOs
allowed himself. He has taken us nfltiI
more into his confidence than the nie'
bers in the other Chamber were take»
into the confidence of his colleagues wheO
bringing this subject under their notie
It is the first time I have heard it brotght
forward as a reason for the passage of tis
measure that it was likely to bring 01
crisis if Parliament did not come to t
rescue of this powerful company. Iha
always been under the impression,
the letters of the Canadian Pacific
way Company that have been published
from time to time within the past fe<
months had confirmed that opinion, that
the Company had ample means, and tha
their resources were quite sufficient for
the completion of this work, provided that
a longer time than was originally stiPUa't
ted was granted to them to do so. 1t
on the face of this Bill we are told that
the reason for advancing this loani
that they are unable to procure the fUn
required for proceeding with the work
construction as rapidly as is necessary
complete the railway " within the sa'
earlier period." The reason of this grant,
presumably *is the advantage that the
speedy construction of the railway w¡il bc
to Canada, but if it had been ae
tioned in another place, as it
been here, that our refusal to gra
this aid to the Company would le
to a crisis, it certainly could not have fail
to arrest my attention. I would r4d
that our refusal to grant this aid tO
Company would bring about a crisis,
I think much more highly of that
than for one moment to believe that s
contingency is within the range of POSel
bility. Certainly the communicatiofts
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t and other ofIcers ci the
would not warrant us in dmw-

a concluin, and the whole arge-
th bt as been used for the adoption

asure u by its supporters in Pu-
sthe immense advantge it

be for the eope of Canada tohave
Udst ad constructed within two years,
tio an extend the time of its comple-
jz theý period originally limited by
to My hon, friend, in, narrating
hat ouse the extraordinary despatch

tng Company have used in construct-
lne, has, I think, rather over-
I a free to admit that the

tenY have displayed wonderful energy
have <xecution of this work; that they
have done it extremely well; that they

run the road as well as it could be
Ckand have placed on it good rolling

th but My hon. friend, in giving them
Scredit Of constructing over 2,000 miles

nce they obtained their charter, is in ex-
Of the amount which they have actu-

l fonstructed, because a considerable
P that railway was already in exist-

eca when the Canadian Pacific Rail
Th Company obtained their charter.
for th eOn gentleman gives them credit also

Part constructed by the Government.
relyeast of Callandar station 2o miles

al)ready constructed, and the road
4àon 4,en running for several years pre-

rmn -Montreal to Renfrew. Then
the road between Lake Superior

11è Sekirk was built by the Government.
tiOn ernment continued the construc-

Cr that section of the road after the
c a granted to the Canadian Paci.

embraay Company, and that section
Bn 428 miles. The Pembina

% wa also nearly completed. The
nothi nY May have put the rails on, but
n 1r "ore. Then again the sections

rsh Columbia are being built by the
Onidernt under a contract with Mr.
t n>'k, and a considerable part ol

vision which I believe is ver)
Work has been completed, which

any at least 8oo miles that the Com
tot l not build, and which they either

ir gift from the Government, or ac
ting Y Purchase. At the time the con

given to the Company it was, oi
the Obvious that in order to rende

el ProPertY valuable, and to avail them
of the great privileges that thei

charter gave them, they necessarily would
eniarge the spheze of their action. A de-
perture vas made from the policy which
hadpreviously prevailed. In discussing
this question in former years Parliament
adopted a neutral point which the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway would reach in On-
tario as its eastern terminus, and at that
point it vas to connect with the other
railway systems of the older provinces.
That point happened to he selected in the
neighborhood of Callander, and it was on
that account that the charter was given to
the Company from that special point, and
it was then no part of our policy that we
should assist the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company in acquiring roads thence leading
South or leading East. It was never con-
templated originally, when bringing this
project bef ore the House in 1881, that our
subsidies and aids to the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company ought to be sufficient
to enable them to connect with the sea-
board. That subject was never broached,
but when my hon. friend was informing
the House to-day of the amounts of money
expended by the Company hon. gentlemen
must have noticed that a very large part
of the moneys expended by the Company
in this enterprise, inclusive of the aid given
by Canada, was devoted to purchasing lines
elsewhere. I gather from the speech of
the Minister of Railways that the moneys
expended by the Company in acquiring
lines between Callander and Montreal ag-
gregate a sum exceeding $16,ooo,ooo.
Now, I think it is scarcely fair to quote
that as an expenditure that the Company
have made in pursuance of the conditions
of the charter that this Parliament has
given them, because it was clearly under-
stood that we were not to contribute any-
thing towards any line that they might
choose to acquire outside the main line, or
the branches that might be constructed in
the North-West, and therefore it is scarcely

F a fair or reasonable argument to urge upon
Parliament that in consequence of these

i expenditures we should now come to the
- assistance of the Company, because if the

argument is a fair one it would apply with
- equal, if not greater force, if they had con-
- tinued purchasing roads further east tc
f the sea-board. It could with the same
r propriety be urged here to-day that that
- outlay is one that Parliament ought to
r consider. We know that the outlay has
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already given rise to considerable jealousy
on the part of other companies in Canada,
and that it is from their standpoint urged
as a departure from the policy on which
the project of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way was originally conceived, that is, that
the country should either build, or aid the
Company to build a line up to a certain
point which would be accessible to the
existing railway systems, and where they
tere to have an equal right, and equal
privileges to tap the trade that came over
that line. That, as I understood it, for
many years was the policy of the people
and Parliament of this country in propos-
ing to construct their transcontinental rail-
way by means of subsidies to an independ-
ent company who might undertake to build
the road and, therefore, I do not think
it is a fair argument that could now be urged
to us that because this Company has chosen
to expend nearly $2o,ooo,ooo outside of
what was originally contemplated or
discussed when its charter was before us
that therefore we ought to come to its
assistance. When a little over three years
ago His Excellency addressed this House
at a special session called fcr the very
purpose of considering this charter, the
words which were placed in his mouth
were that this contract was given to men
of high financial standing in Europe, the
United States and Canada. They were
supposed to be men who controlled the
money markets in Lombard Street, in
Hamburg, in Paris and in New York. A
Company composed of men, some of
whom were millionaires, offered to con-
struct the road at a considerably less sum,
but the idea was scouted by the majority
in Parliament, on the presumption that
they were not equal to the position,
although they could count up a good
many more millions than this Company
now is short to-day. But we were so
assured that the Company, which the
Government at that day recommended to
us, was one of the strongest companies
that could be created, that Parliament
relied upon the statement set forth by the
Governient, that their ·resources were
practically unlimited. We knew that we
were giving them something substantial ;
it did not require very much in addition
to their personal responsibility and their
own individual means. We knew that
with the valuable subsidies and privileges

HON. MR. SCOTT.

that Parliament was conceding to the
if they could present a fair face at all -
the financial world, if they had the #0
into financial circles, they would have*
difficulty in raising all the money te'
sary for the construction of the Rail,0l
proper and such branhes to it as the
enterprise might prompt. That is wht
we were told. Had any gentleman rWis
here in February, 1881, when we g
that charter and said that in three y
this Company would be appealing to the
people of Canada for assistance-that
notwithstanding the liberal and genero
aid that Parliament was giving them the
would be asking for further assistance-el
he would have been laughed at. It WOOlJ
have been considered absurd and preP'.
terous, because we were al discussing
from the standpoint that there was '
only money enough and resources enotUg
to construct the road, but that it wo"d
probably be necessary that they sholuld
have an excess over the amount required
for the construction of the road to ru"4
because some portions of the line flnigbt
prove unremunerative for a time. Tht
was the argument that was used, and 00
one thought that within so short a periodl *
threeyears we shoul be called upon to sUP
plement the generousgifts we had contribt"'
ed towards this enterprise I think I n1
here observe that this measure is an arlWe
justification for those of us who urged tba
this -work should be constructed as
Government work. In 1878, when the
change of Government took place, the
work was being pushed as rapidly as
wise or prudent. When the present
ministration succeeded to that of '
Mackenzie, they took up the •work where
he left it, and they continued, with Ot
least equal vigor, probably greater, the
construction of the road proper, and bE
a few months before this charter *e
granted to this Company the policy Of th
Administration was to build a road su
as the resources of this country would Pe
mit, and to build it first in the prairie coU'
try, where we could attract settlers. The
Minister of Railways, in making his state-
ment to the House in April, 188o-14ef
to the official report-said he had calle
for certain figures and estimates frorn the
Chief Engineer of the road, and he sPo
of the portions of the work that were th
under contract, and the portions that *ere
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alIced under contract. There heto what was the policy of the
er ment, as will be seen in his own

datd 5th April, 188o.

t , that was the true policy ; no doubt
e aWise policy to build the road from

exd uPenor to Winnipeg, and then to
t from Winnipeg westward just as

y as the country could be settled. Iit was a very unfortunate thing for
o a when that policy was departed

Our resources were in no way
the d. Our means were ample to push
th rk with even greater vigor than was
t , ing displayed, but we were told

t would be better to place it in the
e ft his wealthy Company that had

oif pommand of the finaricial circles both
brceuroPe and America, because it em-aed two continents-two continents are
speech t in the Governor General's

, it was thought so important to give
thatPrestige to the gentlemen who formed4a sYnidicate. Another reason why it

Urged that the charter should be
hg -- It is within the recollection of
th gentlemen and I need not refer to

of the debates---was that they
rti o be our immigration agents. They

'o llY were to fill up the country. My
into friend, when introducing the Bill
al e this Chamber, foreshadowed that at
wu ents a population of i oo,ooo a year
the eot added to the North-West through
te e arts of this Company. It was pre-
hed that they would actively interest

di seives to send the people who were
to fied with their condition in Europe
land ter themselves on the fertile prairie
aIl of the North-West. Well, we are
Zn to say that that prophecy has not

po fulfilled-that instead of roo,ooo
bu4e settling in that country since that

h it i questionable if half that number
nOrne there. I do not know what the

e rsPeaking from memory, at this
i:a it aY be, but I am quite sure that

ttot Within 5 per cent. of the figures
t we re then given ; but that was one of
Coeasons urged for dealing with this
th~ "Y in the generous and liberal waythey were dealt with. Under their
to bu t With us they had only 1,900 miles

i 1 d .We undertook to build six hun-
t Someodd miles, theexpensive por-

0fn the wOrk. Theyweregiventheeasy
soris Thepeopleof Canadawerebuild-

ingthen, andundertook tocomplete, certain
sections, and handed over to the Company
the 48omilesbetween Prince Arthur's Land-
ing and Winnipeg, a very expensive portion
of the work. The section from Kamloops
to Port Moody, 215 miles, was then under
contract, (if my recollection is right, or
was put under contract immediately after
the Bill was passed, or was then under
contract,) confessedly the most difficult
part of the whole work. The portion near
Lake Superior may in some degree ap-
proach it in point of difficulty, but it was
then recognized as the most difficult sec-
tion. The estimate for building it was a
pretty large one considering the short
mileage but it was assumed, and I think
assumed correctly-I do not think the sub-
sequent facts will disturb the assumption
-that about 8oo mites of the road that
the Company had to build was tolerably
easy work. Many gentlemen put it at
more, but we will call it Soo miles. It
really left only 1,oo miles more difficult
than the prairie, but none of it, excepting
a portion near Nipegon, would equal in
point of difficulty that portion in British
Columbia which the Government of the
country undertook to build and hand over
when completed, to the Company. Now,
I think myself that the figures would have
been more satisfactory to us if they show-
ed us exactly what the. mileage cost had
been in the various sections. We have
thrown at us in this blue book a vast
variety of letters and figures, but it speaks
so generally of expenditures east and west
of Callandar, that I at all events, have
found it quite impossible to analyze the
mileage expenditure on any portion of
the road. Whether the Company have
kept the accounts in that way I do not
know. It is simply important from one
aspect, and that is in order that we might
fairly compare the cost of construction by
the Company with the cost of construction
by the Government. Now, in the latter
case, we knew pretty well at the time' the
charter was gr'anted, what the cost would
be ; we discussed it very freely in 188o-S.
I believe the figureshave notbeenexceeded,
as far as I have been able to learn. The line
from Port Arthur to Winnipeg was built
by the Government, and the estimated
cost of it was something like sixteen or
seventeen millions of dollars-I believe
$17,oo0,o00 would cover it. The line
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from Savona's Ferry to Kamloops, also
b-ailt by the Government, was at that time
estimated to cost $13,5oo,ooo. Whether
that amount will be exceeded or not I am
not in a position to say. I cannot find
any report which would warrant me in
coming to any conclusion, whether the
amount would be exceeded or reached.
That would make the proportion of money
to be paid for the Government lines to be
handed over to the Syndicate, and part of
which are now handed over, $30,500,000,
which would be at the rate of $4o,47o per
mile, the distance being 428 % miles (as I
learn from the last report .of the Minister
of Railways) between Port Arthur and
Winnipeg, and 215 miles between Kam-
loops and Port Moody-in all 643 Y2 miles.
I do not know whether that includes the
Pembina branch. Now it would have been
rather interesting to inquire-and I think
Parliament might fairly have claimed to
be possessed of the information before be-
ing called upon to decide questions of this
character-whether the Company had, at
all events, built the road with the same
economy that the Government had shown.
At the time that this subject was under
debate it was assumed by my hon. friend,
the leader of the Government in this
House, that the whole work would cost
about $78,ooo,ooo. There had been vari-
ous calculations at that time, but we had
settled down to seventy or eighty millions
of dollars. We had some experience by
which we could arrive at a sound conclus-
ion. We knew pretty well what it was
costing the Government to build the line
between Prince Arthur's Landing and
Winnipeg and the cost of construction
west of Winnipeg. In the Speech from
the Throne, Parliament and the people of
Canada were congratulated on the fact
that 267 miles, I think it was, of the trans-
continental railway was being completed
at that time. There were roo miles in
operation to Portage La Prairie, or some-
wheie about there, and a contract
had been given for another ioo.
Here we had, then, from the data the
Government were possessed of, pretty
accurate information to warrant us in
forming at all events an estimate of what
the work ought fairly to cost, and it was
put down at about $78,oooooo. Now if
you take from that amount what we know
the Government have spent, it would leave

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

for the company on the line propero
$48,ooo,ooO. It may be, and I thiflk*
is quite likely, that the estimate d
$78,ooo,ooo was too low; I think th
cost of the prairie section has exceed0
what any of us at that time anticipaWd
I think the Company have found th 0
be the case, and possibly the Governni$
might have found it so too ; still it coU;
not be very much in excess of the figIW0
that were then given us. Now, as a buS
of credit for this Company on which- 0
finance, if the enterprise is a sound 00'
what would that give them? We ki,1
now pretty well what their lands WO
worth. It was announced oaicially
another place that the lands already W
had realized $2.36 per acre. It is to
presumed that the balance of the land
are at least worth that amount, as the
railway is built.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI .They
are our security.

H ON. MR. SCOTT-It is rather a que
way of finding security for a loan ; *0
first give them the lands, then advance a
loan and take the lands that we have gi"es
them as security for the loan. It 'ý
different from an ordinary transacti0o
between business men.

HON. MR. PLUMB-If the land '
whrth $2.36 per acre it is so much security,
it does not matter where it comes from.L

HON. MR. SCOTT-It brings it bl
to the paradoxical position that we are
advancing the land and then giving the
Company money and taking .the land as
security. We are giving therm the ai>
and paying for the railway in addition-.
want to show the business basis that th
has assumed ; I want to know whether te
Company could have obtained the ne
sary capital by making reasonable e400rts
itself, whether by mortgaging its proPe
this Company, if it has financial streng
-and I am not disposed to belittle 4o
financial condition--could have proceed
without obtaining this aid from Par
ment. I do not agree that it WORM
injure its financial position. I
to shew that on the basis estabisd-
for us by the Government, this Co1paI
ought to have been able to borrow oniflw'
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any.ether corporation could, without
hng again to Parliament. We givea1 ll the completed railway, and whenhoderdonk contract in British Col-
is finished the completed road will

t ah $30,ooo,ooo, a portion of which,
events, will certainly always be a

a n .ne--that between Port Arthur
and Winnpeg. Then on the basis of
to th sold, it is fair to presume-looking

e sales in the past-the aid would
'esome '$84,ooo,ooo-making in all

o,oo00. Now that is equal to atIbsidy Of $6oooo per mile on the whole
hedae which they have to construct-

'stance having been given in the last
'P:rt Of the Minister of Railways as 19oo
"bles. Truly a pretty liberal subsidy.

•1r14 MR. PLUMB-Good securitye loan, evidently.

ti • R. SCOTT-I am not ques-
0fltg it on that ground, but I say, and

I thitk With truth, and great propriety,
on atis a very unusual transaction. My

diectriend who preceded me dealt very
. Y on the excellent security we are

4ettng, but it is a very peculiar kind of
tRnsaction when you give public property

rIand then take it back in security

ra party in order to give him a
'fIter amount.

IÎ. MR. MACPHERSON-No, they
created valuable property.

SlioN MR. SCOTT-The amount of
l ed value upon the sum loaned

I hd not be very much, because I think.q ve given figures that are beyondq'e$tion to shew that a very considerable
ont of the twenty odd millions of
'as Which it is alleged the Company

Pnded, went into lines not contem-Plaed
tharte at the time the Company got its
li , either for branch lines in the

o West or roads west of Callandar, to
ntreal. I do not mean to say that
a nes are not security for what may

to . vanced, although they are already,t 'fie extent, pledged-I do not know
What extent, but I question if there is
Y Considerable margin upon them.

a.not now calling in question the
e, ity, but I naintain that the excess
r and above the subsidies contributed

by the people of Canada has been
expended to a very great extent in lines
that were never cohtemplated at the time
this charter was obtained. My hon.
friend also laid very great stress upon the
advantages of the early completion of this
road, and on taking the record which is
presented to us in this Bill, we read as
follows:-

"And wherease it is expedient, in further-
ance of the early settlelent of the North-
West Territories and of the completion of
transcontinental communication by railway
through Canada, that the early completion
of the said railway should be ensured: There-
fore Her Majesty, etc., ete."

First one million dollars was deposited
as security under the original charter,
then an advance of seven millions in order
to meet the interest on the outstanding
stock of the Company, and flnally a loan
of twenty-two and a-half millions, is what
we have given this Company, in consider-
ation of their building the road within two
years from May next, and our reasons for
making that large sacrifice are that we
believe it is going to further the early settle-
ment of the North-West Territories. Now,
I suppose if I call that in question, my
hon. friend opposite will say it is unpat-
riotic. I know that such charges are
made against gentlemen who are in sym-
pathy with me in many ways, and it has
been stated that it is highly improper for
public men to criticize in a way that is
disagreeable to others, or to call in ques-
tion the early settlement of the North-West
under the present management. To do
so is to expose oneself to be called unpat-
riotic, but I myself fail to recognize the
correctness of such a charge.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I do
not think that was called unpatriotic. It
was the decrying of the country and saying
that it was not fit for settlement, or half so
good as Dakota-that was considered
unpatriotic.

HON. MR. SCOTT--I challenge the
hon, gentleman to lay his hand upon any
speech made by any leading member of
the Liberal party, in which he drew an
unfavorable comparison of the land of the
North-West-in which he described it as
being an unsuitable place for the emigrant,
as compared with land elsewhere. They
have made the statement, over and over
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again, that emigrants were attracted to the
United States in consequence of the land
laws existing in the North-West, and of the
monopoly rates enjoyed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway, as well as because of any
other grievances under which the people
labored there--but I challenge the hon.
gentleman to produce one word, either
spoken or written, by any leading member
of the Liberal party, which in any way
<detracts from the value of the land in the
North-West as a suitable home for the
inimigrant.

HON. Sia ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think it can be found.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think it is per-
fectly proper criticism, if the Liberal party
believe either that the lands in that coun-
try are not well administered, or that there
are circumstances inimical-from their
standpoint at all events-to the settlement
of that country, or that there are objec-
tionable clauses in the charter of the
Canadian Pacific Railway-it is perfectly
proper for them to call attention to such
facts and to critcize the policy of the
Government. But in this age of know
ledge, I was surprised to hear my hon.
friend say, on one or two occasions, what,
in effect, meant that sedition could be
sown in a country where grounds for
sedition did not already exist. It is a new
doctrine that you can drive any Province
or any people into rebellion, who are not
suffering any substantial wrongs. Our
people are not to be hoodwinked ; it is a
reading, thinking age, no matter what
clap-trap spouters or platform orators
may say, and the people are not
likely to be attracted from their house-
hold gods, for pqlitical or other pur-
poses. Unless there are substantial causes
for complaint you may rely upon it there
will be no trouble in the North-West ; I
for one do not expect it, but I am now
saying that I think it highly improper that
argument of that kind should be met with
the statement that such criticism is sowing
discontent in that country. We could
not sow discontent if the people there are
contented ; it is our interest to make them
contented, and no effort should be spared
to attain that end. But the argument
used in this Bill is that this aid should be
given because it will tend to further immi-

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

gration. Now, I do not at all agree w
the conclusion herein set forth, that
construction of the line on the north si4d
of Lake Superior, at the present moncet,
is going to further immigration into the
North-West. With reference to ima*
grants going into Manitoba, or intO the
country north and south along the line f
the Canadian Pacific Railway, within thW
period of the yearduring which immigral 0

come to Canada, it cannot be denied the
the North-West is just as accessible to.daY
as it will be when there is an all-rail ro1te
two or three years hence, north of Lee
Superior. Every hon. gentlemen kneO$
that it is quite as convenient to reach the
country via Lake Superior, by the roUit
which was suggested as much as ten yeo
ago, namely, by the completion of a shOrt
line to Sault St. Marie and then by placi0g
steamers on the great Lake between Sale
St. Marie and Prince Arthur's Landing
Now that we have the railway from Port Ar-
thur to Winnipeg, the North-West is as ac-
cessible as it ever will be, and immigrants
a rule will prefer to go from Sault St. Ma
to Port Arthur by water ; it is only I
hours across by steamer. We know Ver
well that the season of the year whe0
immigrants corne to this country is durinl
that period when the Lake is open, as 00
one expects settlers to come to this cou
try before the month of May. It wou
be unwise to induce them to do otherwis'
and we know that a large amount O
suffering has often been caused by those
who have reached our shores too early ia
the year, when the ground is covered with
snow and the soil so frozen that it COUld
not be worked, and when often they were
unable to get proper shelter. We a
know that after the month of Novemberit
would be wrong and injudicious to induce
settlers to go mto the North-West, a
therefore it is only within those six mOnths
when the North-West is accessible by water
as well as by rail, that it is prudent to
place immigrants there.

HON MR. PLUMB-I would like tO
know if the hon. gentleman can givc
the number of immigrants who go out
Lake Superior.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My experience
immigrants is this, that an intend
settler knows where he is going whenb

Railway Bill.
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de the old world ; that his mind is
of the "p Certainly not five per cent.
rel corne to this country uninformed

tr ýirdecided as to where their final loca-
t 3 to be. This question of immigra-'

s a very peculiar one, and the
hato ch I have personally reached

hatiethe best immigration agent is the1tsfied settler ; wherever a few men seule
hoet' whether they are from Scandinavia
Whan, Scotland, Norway, Russia, or
d vze r cOuntry it may be, if you get a

atch thihes settled in one place just
you e growth of that settlement and
Whch it grows from the vicinity from

Whththe original settlers were drawni1nth oldworld. They are the true
gratiOn agents, and their efforts will

fYs be more successful than those put
neth by companies or by the Govern-
the hast We ourselves have spent during
given b year, as I noticed in the evidence
haf bY Mr. Lowe a few days ago, nearly

a million of dollars, and we know
a r 1l that we do not get anything like
aetve r return for it, although there are
therefor encies started in all directions;

ohe , I say, the very best agents are
intO settlers who have previously gone
th anur country, who are satisfied with

enerald and the laws, as well as with their
attrat surroundings. They will certainly
t h others5 fron the localities whichtiy have left, and will do more towards

ireling the North-West than any paid
advlnt the country may send abroad to
heth e Our interests. I do not know

adoe the United States have ever
abtoad the policy of employing agents

trnn for the purpose of attracting
yeaigrants to the new world; for many
etn 1 Past, at all events, they have not

Yitap yed such agents, but have trusted
thePy to the good opinion and efforts of
cl PeOpe who have settled in their

arts to attract others from the various
ettlers Othe old world from which those

origmally came.

'a hR~. PLUMB-Every
Sthe dzens and hundredsinteOdWorld.

great rail-
of agents

of the fMR. SCOTT-I am quite aware
veys fact and the hon. gentleman con-
tnething new when he makes thatIn connection with the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway I said that the
leader of the Government, in introducing
this Bill, told us that through this Com-
pany we were to get one hundred thou-
sand people a year into the North-West,
but that prophecy has not been fulfilled,
although we have supplemented their
efforts very largely. The fact is that the
number has only been about one-fourth
of what was then anticipated, and there-
fore I think I am quite justified in saying
that the placing of this loan to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company on that
ground, is unjustifiable and delusive. We
have an ail-rail route from Port Arthur,
and that point is accessible by water
during all those months in the year when
it is wise or judicious to invite immigrants
to corne into the North-West. Then,
again, some importance has been given
to the assertion that the early completior
of the road will be of a great service, inas-
much as it will afford us a transcontinental
line from ocean to ocean. rhis is rather
a tender point, and I do not want to
be discursive or to enlarge upon it,
though I have my own individual
views upon the question. They may not
be correct, and I do not desire to lay
then before the House, because I may be
taunted with saying what was not warrant-
ed, and with utterances which were uni
patriotic and disloyal to the country. I
myself have always regarded this railway
as valuable to Canada in the way of a
colonization road, and I quite agreed with
Sir Charles Tupper when he laid down
his policy, in r88o, that the true line to
take was to build the road as fast as irn-
igration went into the North-West. As
regards an ail-rail route between the two
oceans, I have simply to point to the ex-
isting railways in the United States. We
know that there are now three of them,
and we know what their through traffic is,
and the amount of trade they bring from
India, China and Japan. One of them,
the Union Pacific Railway traverses the
State of California, and has for an outlet
the large city of San Francisco, with
considerable trade, and some through
traffic ; but let me ask you what is the
throught traffic of the Northern Pacific
Railway, or the Central Pacific ? I shall
be glad to know that there is traffic of a
through nature for the Canadian Pacific
Railway, but I am inclined to believe that
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our through traffic will be from the people
who will settle in the North-West, on the
lands that will attract settlers along the
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway and
its branches. I hope our friends in British
Colùmbia have lands that will attract
settlers; no doubt they have, but whether
they have valuable lands to that extent
that will make it of sufficient importance
to spend $8,ooo,ooo or $io,ooo,ooo on
the railway is another matter that we will
not now discuss.

It is urged by my hon. friend that by
the passage of this measure we avert a
crisis. If the building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway is the last resource for the
people of Canada, and we are to live upon
the expenditure of the money that the
Governnent is to dole out to them, then I
am sorry for the country. I am afraid
that after the money is expended the crisis
will arise all the same. If it is only avert-
ed by these means, it is averted only for
two years, and, under the circumstances,
for a depression at the end of that period.
It might be embarrassing to some parties
in the North-West who are loaded either
with goods or lands, or with stocks of some
kind or other that they expect to inflate by
the early completion of this railway, but I
do not think that to the body of the great
people of Canada it would have such dire
consequences as the hon. gentleman his
foreshadowed if Parliament refused to
adopt this measure. This money is going
to be spent a considerable distance from the
older Provinces. It is not going to be
expended within the radius of Quebec
or the Lower Provinces, and certainly
it will be a long way from the busi-
ness portion of Ontario, and I certain-
ly think the effect would not be as
disastrous to the business portions of
the country as the leader of the Govern-
ment foreshadowed. Might it not have
been better, if I am correct in the
view that it is not going to further immi-
gration to the extent anticipated, to post-
pone the building of the road around Lake
Superior ? It is admitted that it is a very
expensive portion of the line. At the time
the Act of 1881 was under consideration
the Opposition pointed out that the Gov-
ernment were not fairly apportioning the
money as between the prairie section and
the mountain sections of the railway ; that
the prairie section was receiving a larger

HON. MR. SCOTT.

proportion than it should receive, and tb
the Company would naturally build the ,Plq
tion for which they got the largest c9aw'
sation ; but the reply of the GovernI'$
was that the prairie section and the m0e
tain section would be pushed on .
passu, but we find that the Governrl
have had to force the Company to
that portion round Lake Superior.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Tbd
are quite ready to do so.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think I saw1v
official statement, and I think I saw a le'
ter from the Minister to the Company, *
little over a year ago, intimating that p
gress was not being made as rapidly no
of Lake Superior as it was on the pra1t
and we know as a fact that it was o
eight er ten months ago that work #
commenced north of Lake Superior.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-r
Company attach the greatest possi
value to that portion of the line, and tber
are 8,ooo or 9,ooo men working there
present.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentI
man will not pretend to say that the f0 rce
was put on at once. It was put on there
a year or two after the force west of WiP
nipeg had been at work. It is onlY A
year ago that they commenced constru¢C
tion east of Port Arthur.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON -
answer to that is, that the force was
on as soon as the line was located, an1
believe that every effort was made to
locate the line rapidly.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think I
what is a fact when I say that it is On'
year ago since the line north of
Superior was commenced ; that the Co
eriment called the attention of the
Company to the fact that they were ne
proceeding with the line north of l
Superior, and I think there is an OfeW
letter in existence to that effect, if the bon;
gentleman will look it up.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON- do
recollect that letter.
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R. SCOTT-It will be a depart-
letter from the Department of

'aYs calling the attention of the Com-y tO the fact that they were not pro-St<ng with the work north of Lake4Too r. Now if that distance, about
t6 'nes (assuring that they will build
it- shlt St. Marie) and the portion intheR Colutubia beyond the approach totejocky Mountains-the two portions

g in round numbers about 6oo miles
bab bee Postponed, we would not pro-
thisy have been called upon to render

eraordinary assistance to the Com-
to t would have enabled the Company
sectPo ne the building of these two
ot0 1S Which, to say the least of it, will

ad rofitable for some years to come,
of a c d save this country the payment

Sad erable amount of interest. We
V e Il g, no doubt, to our public debt
air rgely. Apart from what we havejill given, in the next two years weinave advanced to that Company a
ltel •the neighborhood of $44,ooo,ooo,
Cl dng what we paid for the British

for ala road-a very considerable sum
to eoPle of four millions to undertake
anide tO their indebtedness in this hasty

aordinary manner.
th k 'On principle, I think that loans of
Cand are wrong, and the experience of
bee aa mmaking similar loans has not
ly a appy one. The question natural-
I to dr IS this loan to be repaid, or is
which rft into a gift ? That is a question
fe, Will, no doubt, be discussed a
hoyrs hence. I have no doubt my
it friend will say with all sincerity that

ti resterous to discuss such a con-
y, and will tell us that the Corm-

th "yuld not urge for a moment that,too, verinment having advanced $22,-
5 ad to Secure the completion of this
PRln two years less time than the Com-
fro agreed on, they ought to be relieved
friez Paying this money back. My hon.

or ws very well, however, that other
have les under similar circumstances

ea% Ppealed to the Government in the
a e osY, and they have been relieved to

ac eble extent. The Canadian
do iîway Company are forced into
of t' certain things under the provisions
this r . They are forced to complete
Wh r0ad within two years and a half,r the times are favorable or un-

favorable, and we know that where a com-
pany has no choice-when the work has to
be done-that the question of wages is
not an element that they have any
rîght to consider-they must do it,
and then you form a very substantial
basis for the Company to come to Parlia-
ment in after years and ask to be
relieved of the whole or part of this loan.
What has been our experierice in granting
loans to railways? In my memory there
are three notable cases. There is the
Grand Trunk, for instance; we loaned
that company towards the building of the
line, $15,ooo,ooo. We were extremely
careful to take security ; we took a lien on
the road; we were extremely careful to
provide that they should pay interest at
six per cent. In this instance we only ask
five per cent. As a matter of book-keeping
we have gone on year after year keeping
this account in the public offices, charging
the Grand Trunk Railway every six
months with a half year's interest on their
indebtedness. Will anyone presume to
say that that six months' interest has ever
been paid, or that it ever will be paid ?
It has gone on year after year until the
accumulated interest is now in the
neighborhood of $1o,ooo,ooo. We know
that the Grand Trunk Railway Company
came to Parliament and they asked to
have this lien set aside, because they
wished to issue some preference bonds,
and the Parliament of Canada quite
naturally said they would allow their lien
to stand aside in the interest of the road.
And the company came again, and again,
and asked us to allow our lien to stand
aside in order to issue further bonds, and
it has gone on in that way until it is hard
to say now what our lien is worth.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON - The
Grand Trunk Railway Company is liable
for the amount.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes they are liable
for the amonnt, but it does not trouble
the subsequent shareholders-the pre-
ference bond-holders-in the slightest
degree. The hon. gentleman will not
pretend to say that we could now inter-
vene and place our security where it was
originally ? He knows that it is out of
the question, because Parliament has
deliberately said that it would allow
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our security to stand aside on three differ-
ent occasions.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Not if
the Grand Trunk Railway fulfilled thp
conditions on which our lien was
postpored.-

Hon. MR. SCOTT-We all know very
well that we do not pretend to ask the
Grand Trunk Railway to pay up its in-
debtedness to Parliament. The debt is
too old now ; if it was between private
individuals, it would be in law what is
called "barred by the statute of limitation."

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-It is not
"barred" in this case.

HON. MR. SCOTT-We have taken
great precaution on several occasions to
have that debt inserted in the Statutes to
keep it alive, but does anyone here for one
noment pretend to say that we are going

to call upon the Grand Trunk Railway
Company to pay that indebtedness ? Are
we going to punish the men who have
come innocently into the Grand Trunk
Railway, wholly innocent of the fact that
this lien was on the road ? No, the Par-
liament of Canada has forfeited its lien in
all justice and in all equity. We have got
more than its equivalent out of the Grand
Trunk, and it would be unjust and ui-
reasonable to say that we should now inter-
vene after the long period that has elapsed,
and after allowing others to come in with
preference mortgages. I do not know
how often Parliament has been appealed
to to allow our lien to stand aside, and we
did stand aside, and until this controversy
sprung up we had forgotten all about the
fact that we held such a lien until it
was turned up in the Public Accounts the
other day as a sort of curiosity.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The
Grand Trunk Railway Company wished
to have it cancelled, but the Government
refused and Parliament refused to allow it
to be cancelled

HON. MR. SCOTT-No Government
will ever enforce it at -all events. Then
we advanced money to the Great Western
Railway Company at a time when that
property was about the best paying rail-
way property in the country.

HON. MR. SCOTT.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
paid their compromise.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Great WC
ern Railway Company did not p ayUSo
in full; they paid a part, and we reliý
them of the balance.

HON. MR. PLUMB--Who. got
debt reduced?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think that Who
the Mackenzie Goverpment came in
1874, they took a common sense vief
it, just as I would take a conimon So
view of the Grand Trunk Railway Co
pany debt. If I were in the Governfnli
to-morrow I would not hesitate foro
moment to say wipe out that debt,
when I was in the Government I accePt
the compromise from the Great Westeo
Railway Company. They had not b
paying the interest on their debt tO the
country for years and years, and it
idle to keep the account open.
the Great Western Railway was built
was built as a connection of the 1
York Central, .and it was during the
times when it had the traffic across t
western peninsula of Ontario, of the
York Central and Michigan Central
ways that it was a good paying proPe

HON. MR. PLUMB-And that
the time you reduced the debt.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I know the hth
gentleman feels very strangely o1 tO
question but I hope he will allow "e
make my statement. I say we interfe d
with that traffic, when we compelled
Great Western Railway to make ab
gauge road. The New York CCe'
used the narrow gauge and the cdo
Western very fairly and very stro
urged that their principal conneclI
were with the United States, and
seemed hard that we should insist
their adopting a broad gauge. he «e
Grand Trunk Railway was construct
did not want to use the American gai 1c
we wanted an independent line, a Ple,
,Canadian line for the Canadian P l t
and to secure that we made the
Western adopt a gauge that did .nod
their connections on the other side,
therefore the Great Western had sl
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liee for consideration, and we did re-
intere that Company from a question of

st purely.
tIlien there was the Northern Railway.
tnk we could set forth our policy of

de'ng the Northern Railway pay their
Great aainst our policy of relieving the

estern Railway Company of a
of the GPortion of their debt. The policy
let te Noverrnent in former years was to
that h Orthern Railway alone. We know
dividen t road was earning handsomeernds, and that the security the Gov-
ent had in the Northern Railway was

er Ol one; and we know that the Gov-elnnent deliberately wasted money year
s Y ear im order that that Company

not pay the interest due to us.

G -MR. MACPHERSON-Itwas the
rnment of the hon. gentleman that

reeved them frorn it.
ION' MR. SCOTT-The Northern

had Way Company believed that the time.tone when they could set the Govern-
they Of this country at defiance ; when
po tie ld put their surplus earnings into

Pools and interfere in elections
elee ¡contribute east and west towards
t alng friends of the piesent Administra-and retaining them in power.

"'Ne SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Never,

li'N. MR. SMITH-Never, never!

s r MR. SCOTT-We remember the
th. of the Northern Railway Cow.

reprk I recollect a speech made by a
!ho >eentative frorn Toronto, a gentleman
just Olds a pretty distinguished position
and bow ; they might turn to that speech
Wat tcome extremely emboldened as to

tey might do with their surplus.

those1· SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-All
tiOse Stories are phantoms of the imagina-

a0d;* M. SCOTT-They are facts,
&o't MY hon. friend's memory will recall
eone ththern. I refer to them now be-
It is they are germane to this subject.e hrather singular that in the experience

ad in old Canada of advances made

to railways, there is not one instance in
which a company ever paid back the
money loaned it, and if anything was ever
paid on account of the loan it was not un-
til after many years had elapsed. They
would all have been left in undisturbed
possession of those advances if they had
not, as in the case of the Northern, ex-
pended their money in constructing hand-
some stations, &c., and contributing
money to election funds to assist one of
the political parties of the country.

HON. MR. SMITH-No such thing.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Had they expend-
ed their money in extending their line
northward towards Nipissing, I am quite
sure that the preceding Government would
never have called attention to it. Had
they refrained from making contributions
to election funds, and wasting their money
in various other ways that I will not advert
to, they would not have been disturbed.

HON. MR. SMITH-It is not so.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Their attention
would not have been called to the fact
that they were in arrear, and they would
not have been compelled to pay up as
they were required to do, not all, only a
fraction, of what was due-something
under half a million of dollars.

HON. MR. SMITH-It was a great deal
more than that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Perhaps it was
three quarters of a million, but it was
nothing like what they owed. Now, those
are the three instances in which the
Government of this country loaned money
to railways. Hon. gentlemen, at all
events, whatever their opinions may be as
to the policy which should be pursued in
dealing with those companies, must come
to the conclusion that it has not been a
paying investment, frorn a money point of
view. I do not for one moment mean to
say that those railways have not been
more or less beneficial to Canada, or that
if they had got more than they received
it would have been too much. I feel that
the people on the other side of the
Atlantic who invested their moneys here,
and who lost, as they did, in the Grand
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Trunk Railway and Great Western Rail-
way, particularly, were at all times entitled
to every consideration that we could
extend to them. The people of Canada
derived their wealth and prosperity from
the construction of those railways, while
those who originally put their money into
them lost nearly all their investments.
The original proprietors of those roads'
who continued to hold their stock until it
became greatly depreciated, lost all their
means, and we have been the'gainers.
Therefore, I always feel that we could not
deal too tenderly with those two railway
companies. The Northern is in very
much the same position, but it was paying
its bond-holders. Its stock-holders were
largely in this country, in the counties of
York and Simcoe; for them I had very
little sympathy, because local donations to
railways have never been in excess of what
was liberal, not to say generous; but hon.
gentlemen will see that, as a paying invest-
ment, temporary assistance to railways, in
the way of advances, has not been what
one would call a success. Now, in con-
ferrmg this great favor on the Company, it
did seem to me that it would have been
a very opportune moment for the Govern-
of this country to ask the Company
to release some, at all events, of
the exclusive privileges which they
enjoy in reference to railway build-
ing in the North-West. We know
very well-there is no use in denying it-
that there is a good deal of dissatisfaction
as to the disallowance of railway charters
granted by provincial authorities. My
hon. friend is taking a note of it ; I will be
glad to hear that I have been misinformed.
I shall be glad to hear that the people
there rejoice that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company have the exclusive right
to build branches leading in a certain
direction-that it is not open to them to
build railways to connect with lines in the
United States. I say it would have been
a very favorable opportunity for the Gov-
ernment to induce the Company to make
at least sofne concession : I do not say
how far that concession should go. I
would not say that it should go the full
length of what, perhaps, at the moment is
demanded, but it would in some degree
have relieved us from the evident dissatis-
fation that now prevails in a very consider-
able portion of Manitoba and the North-,

HON. MR. SCOTT.

West in regard to local railway charters>
and here, before sitting down, I am forced to
call attention to a very singular circuIO
stance that has taken place in connectiO0'
with this legislation. It seems that a very
considerable number of the representatie
of this country did not believe that tW
thing ought to be done per se; that it had
not those substantial merits of its own tb
recommended it sufficiently to the people 
representatives to warrant Parliarnent
granting the aid they asked, and so the
opportunity was taken to force from t*
federal powers concessions of another
character for altogether independent and
different objects. Hon. gentlemen kneO
very well to what I am adverting; it is $
matter of public notoriety that the occasiOO
was seized with a view to compelling the
Government to recognize claims of a'
entirely different character, having no
connection with the railway, and so the
Government of this country has been
compelled-if public rumor speaks trUlY
and certainly the action took place and the
rumor spread all over the country and
confirms one in the belief that the GO"
ernment were coerced to give better terris
to, one Province of the Dominioll
Hon. gentlemen shake their heads, but
I think subsequent events will probabiy-
prove that I am speaking quite within
what is correct. It is, all events. notoriouis
that a very considerable number-betwen
thirty and forty members of Parliament--
held what is called an independent Par-
liament outside of the Legislature' tht
there they named their terms and declined
to give their votes unless those terms wete
acceded to, and in the great straits to
which the Government were driven, thel
acceded to those terms. It is most Un-
fortunate that a. question of this kind
should be dragged into one of such nationl
importance. If any one Province has J
fair grievance, I think Parliament has
always been .ready to deal with the case
on its merits. We have granted better
terms to two Provinces: Manitoba anid
Nova Scotia; possibly there are othe
Provinces which at the moment escape InY
attention, but when matters of that kigd
have been brought before Parliament, Go"'
ernments have been sustained in doillg
what is fair and just, and it is quite likell
that the Province to which I am alludei&
has a just claim to consideration. Therc
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' ho doubt that the Province embarrassed
48elf.very considerably by the building of
atWay that is now looked upon as a part

e transcontinental line, and to that
eXtnlt t might be a fair matter for consid-ltton, but certainly it was not seemly or

o0cPer that the occasion of this measure
to fg before Parliament should be taken
tuhPut what is vulgarly called "the screws "en the Government, and to force them toe to such terms as the Province con-

dered itself entitled to. I think it is
hlhly de'noralizing in its effect. In the

itish HoUse of Commons the other day,Wlen Sir Stafford Northcote moved .aXant ofat confidence resolution, the Irish
dnalists stood aloof, undecided how itwouldgoaon

g0 at one time, and when it waseyed that if they voted against the Gov
ent it would be defeated. It was no

*ctet at that time that Gladstone was pre->ing a measure for extending the fran-
e I Ireland, but would Gladstone for
Oment have listened to Mr. Parnell if he

hd demanded certain concessions as the
of his support, even if the fate of the

'ttry depended on the result of thevote. No, never. Such a thing would
be thought of or dreamed of for a

both ent. It would be frowned down by
the leading political parties in Eng-
and therefore I say it is unfortunate,

here passage of this Bill, whether it bas
, or not, whether it ought to be
mlmiended to the Parliament of Cana-

ada by the reasons urged on its behalf,and the arguments advanced by its pro-
seeIers-I say it is unfortunate and un-

lnY that the occasion should be taken
adarantage of, and the Government of the
er ShOuld have practically agreed to in-

se very largely the burdens of the
sPPte Of this country, as the price of the
Sh rt Of me of its followers-that they
thed have been willing, while increasing
3Public debt of the Dominion by some

Ini ,, 0to add another ten or twelve
), or whatever the figure may

order that a certain obstinate sec-
of their supporters (obstinate in the

se they were not willing to support the
to its merits) should be persuaded

Vote for the measure.

11N. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I
'h cOntradict the hon. gentleman: noagreement has been proposed or

suggested to the Ministry by any portion
of their supporters in Parliament.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I accept the hon,
gentleman's statement, but I gave my
authority-the public prints and the pub-
lic rumors.

HON. MR. POWER-The Minister of
Railways stated it himself in the House of
Commons.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is notorious that
a considerable portion of the hon. gentle-
man's supporters kept out until a short
time before the vote was taken, that then
the word went round that their terms were
acceded to, and then the gentlemen en-
tered the Chamber in the very best pos-
sible humor and voted cheerfully for the
Bill. For the reasons I have given I shall
vote against the proposition of the Gov-
ernment.

At six
Chair.

o'clock the Speaker left the

After Becess.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON resumed
the debate. He said :-My hon. friend
frôm Ottawa expressed his regret that the.
construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way was not continued as a Government
work. There was a time, hon. gentlemen,
when I held that view with respect to this
railway, when I thought it ought to bè a
public work, and carried on very much in
the manner described by my hon. friend
this afternoon. But the time for that has
passed, did pass before this contract was
entered into. The Government of which
my hon. friend was a leading member,
entered upon the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway as a Govern-
ment work, it is true, but scarcely as a
railway, entirely, for they proposed to
carry it on in sections or divisions-
portions of it railway, and portions of it
what were called water stretches. That
system, in my opinion, was not approved
by the country, and the administration
which succeeded that of which my hon.
friend was a member, thought it more ex.
pedient and more in the interests of the
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country to }o what bas been done-that
is, after continuing the system of con-
structing it as a Government railway for a
short time, they entered into a contract
for the construction of the whole line to
the Pacific. The present Government
constructed about one hundred miles of
the railway on the prairies, but it was
found that carrying it on as a Government
railway was unsatisfactory, that it would
be a long time before important progress
was made, and that no matter what plan
was adopted very serious opposition would
be urged against it ; that the work would
be checked from time'to time, and finally
that it would prove unsatisfactory, as well
as costly, to the country. In consequence
of the adoption of that view, the present
Government were determined to enter
into a contract for the work, and finally,
with the assent of Parliainent, they made a
contract with the present Company. The
time fixed for the completion of the lint
was. ten years from the date of the
contract-that is, it was to have been
completed from Callandar to the Pacific
in 1891. Work on the line has since been
pressed with unexampled rapidity ; extra-
ordinary energy has been displayed in
pushing it forward, and everything which
capital and human energy could command
has been put forth to hasten the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the
work being executed in a very superior
manner. I have not seen the railway
myself, though I hope to do so this year,
but those who have seen it west of Winni-
peg, speak of it in the highest terms, and
say there is no transcontinental railway-
or, I believe, any other railway-more sub-
stantially built and more thoroughly equip-
ped than the Canadian Pacific Railway.
My hon. friend from Ottawa reminded the
House that, three years ago, when the
contract was entered into, the resources
and great capital of the Company-or
Syndicate, as it was then called-which
undertook the construction of this railway,
were represented as giving ample guar-
antee of their ability to complete the work,
and I think that hon. gentleman as well
as my hon. friend the Minister of Justice,
submitted to the House to-day facts which
prove that those representations, by who-
ever made were fully justified ; for pro-
tiably no Company-certainly no Com-
pany in Canada, and very few in any

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

part of the world-ever took a contract
who were so competent to carry out wh9i
they undertook, as the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. My hon. friend sai
"who would have thought, three years agO,
that three years from that time this Co&
pany would be knocking at our door for
additional aid ?" But I ask if that hor.
gentleman thought, three years ago, that
a locomotive would be running to-day tO
the crest of the Rocky Mountains, Of
would any one have believed'it possible that
the railway could by this time have been
completed from Prince Arthur's Landing
to the Rocky Mountains ? Who woula
have believed that a large amount of work
would have been accomplished on the
North shore of Lake Superior ? I ae
quite sure my hon. friend did not drearI
of anything of the kind, because--if yn
memory does not deceive me-he state
in this House that all the resources of the
Canadian Government, with all those Of
the British Government added-or somle
unqualified statement of that kind-could
not construct the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way in forty years.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I never took that
extravagant view.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I believe
the hon. gentleman did say something lik
that, but if he says he did not, of course
accept it, but I think if he will refer tO
Hansard-

HON. MR. SCOTT-You will not finld
it in Hansard, I am quite sure. I said
once, on a platform, some twelve years ag0,
when addressing some political meeting
here, that I thought it would probably be
40 years ; I have heard that quoted vel
often since, but that was a figurative e'
pression, at a political meeting, where
great latitude is allowed.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-My re
collection is that the hon. gentleman dia
say on some occasion that it could not bc
completed within 40 years. I shall not go
over all the ground traversed by the MI[".
ister of Justice this afternoon, but shel
confine myself to the expenditure upoJl
the main line and the branches. 'e
Company have expended the sum of $3'
759,793 on branches west of Callanda'
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44d as these branches are in Manitoba
abl the North-West, they are just as valu-

mb11 ifopening up that country as the
0f t lme itself ; they open up new belts
O territory for settlement, and enable set-

to bring their produce to market at a
t0erate cost, and to get full value for it.

that the Company ought to get credit
the expenditure upon those branches

to as Iuch as if they had been required
epnd the amount under the contract.bTexpenditure on the main line and

a Ches west of Callandar is $49,299,097,
Md included in that are the following
nrs,, viz : rolling stock, $6,130,792 ;

Ileials, rails, etc., ready for use this
'p"'g, $4,025,604; five per cent. dividendOt Sck, which they are authorised by the

.OrItract to pay, $2,128,000 ; and the de-
Posit With the Government to guarantee
the payment of interest upon stock $8,7 10,-"4' 1 have not given the smaller sums,
bit that expenditure amounts to $49,299,-
997-

OlN. MR. POWER-Will the hon.gthleman be kind enough to give theitem for construction of the road west of
(-4 landar-I did not catch it?

RON. MR. SCOTT-The Minister of
tways gave $54,75o,ooo as the figures

Montreal to Kamloops, and I think
ey are the same figures as quoted here

a the leader of the Government, thiskfternoo.

0N. MR. MACPHERSON-I want
show what has been expended upon the

taain Élne and its branches, upon rolling
tOck and other things that belong strictly
tÛ the Main line and its branches, and
,tfn to shew what the Company received
11e the way of subsidies and other means

ornCanada.

lION. MR. SCOTT-That will be froni
celafdar westward ?

lI. MR. MACPHERSON-Yes.

oN. MR. POWER-I did not catcd
figures the hon. Minister gave for the
al construction of road on the mair

w, est of Callandar.

liON. MR. MACPHERSON-If the

hon. gentleman wants me to be minute, I
shall have to give him all the items, but if
he will allow me I will state only the gross
sum expended on the main line and on
the branches west, in all $49,299,097. I
shall now shew what the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company has received from the
Dominion : it has received in cash subsidy
$12,289,212, from the proceeds of sales of
land bonds $9,029,012, and from the pro-
ceeds of sales of town sites $47 7,7 75; while
its net revenue for trafic has been
$891,875, making in all $22,687,874 of
receipts, against an expenditure -of
$49,299,097. Now that shews that the
amount supplied by the Company was
$27,ooo,ooo or upwards, and I think that
exhibit justifies all, and more than all,
that was said here in 1881 about the
resources of the Company. From the
means which they were able to bring into
their business, they appear to have
expended some twenty-seven millions of
dollars more upon the main line and
branches, including rolling stock and
other items which I have named, than
they received from the Dominion of
Canada. And I think that in view of
that fact, it is really not necessary or fair
to criticise very severely what the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company expended
outside of the amount spent upon the
Canadian Pacific Railway and its branches.
If they had means of their own-and the
statement I have just read shews that
whatever was expended outside of the
Canadian Pacific Railway was expended
from their own means-if they did not
expend their subsidies or means derived
from the Government of the Dominion,
I think it is not generous of us to com-
plain. They do not stand in the position
of simple railway contractors, but are
great capitalists, carrying on a great enter-
prise,-owning the railway and looking
forward to the great trade which will be
created to feed the road ; and if they,
with great far-sightedness, see fit to secure,
at this early stage of their progress, im-
portant and valuable connections outside
of the Canadian Pacific Railway-using
only their own means-their action should
not be met with unfriendly criticism on
our part.

I believe, hon. gentlemen, that those
connections will be of great value to the
country if they secure, as they undoubt-
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edly will, competition for the trade of the
great productive Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec. I think they will be of great
value to this Dominion, and that înstead
of it being a subject of complaint against
the Company that they expended mon'ey
in securing connections, they might fairly
do what they have not done, urge that
their having done what they believed to
be in the interests of the people of Can-
ada as an additional reason why they
should come with confidence to the
Government and Parliament of Canada
and ask for aid to complete their under-
taking with extraordinary rapidity-much
greater rapidity than their contract re-
quired. I have no hesitation in express-
ing it as my opinion that the Canadian
Pacific Railway could never have stopped
at Callandar. No great transcontinental
railway could be dependent upon such a
terminus, and upon a small railway run-
ning from Callandar to Ottawa, or even
beyond Ottawa to Montreal ; they must
have their own connections; they must
be able to carry their traffic through from
sea to sea, and I have no hesitation in
saying that I shall not consider the
Canadian Pacific Railway to have been
completed until it has an outlet at the
sea. Montreal is, it may be held, at the
sea; but there is another port, the port of
.Quebec, and I shall not consider the
Canadian Pacific Railway complete until
it reaches that port, for I hold that there
is no place on this continent where the
great trade of this country can be carried
on as economically and as advantageously
as at Quebec. Through no other port
can it be carried as economically from the
far West to Liverpool, having the tran-
shipment take place at Quebec. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Company may
not even be content with that. They may
want winter ports and connections with
all the important seaports, and it is for the
interest of Canada that they should have
these connections.

HON. MR. ALMON-Are those ports
to be in the Dominion of Canada, or do
you allude to ports outside the Dominion
of Canada?

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-I do not
think the Canadian Pacific Railway can
draw traffic from too many ports. I think

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON.

its own interest and the intesests of Case
ada require that that Company should d
all that enterprise can do to bring to the
road all the traffic that can be attrated
to it.

Now, with respect to the early conpleP
tion of the Railway, I confess that I CO9
sider that to be of very great importatIe'
I consider it of special importance that thO
line north of Lake Superior should be co0U
pleted. Until that is done our traffiC iO
not secure to'Canada. Had that sectiC<
of the line been neglected, as I believe z10
hon. friend opposite (Mr. Scott) and the
Government of which he was a memb
would have desired, then, necessarily the
whole trade of the North-West must have
gone by the American railways. The
trade would have been diverted at Wifni'
peg--or west of Winnipeg possibly-and
would have been carried by the United
States railways to United States pofti
That would have been inevitable if thte
line north of Lake Superior had been po4'
poned for any considerable time ; the traf-
fic of the North-West would have becofc
settled and fixed in grooves from which
it would not l4ave been easy to change lt
and I have always held that if we are to
have a railway the sooner we have the line
north of Lake Superior the better, and I
was never more firmly of that opinion thaD
I am this night. The hon. gentlena0
spoke of what was expected from the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company 0s
emigration agents. Very much was ee
pected of them ; they have accomplished a
great deal, and they will accomplish a
great deal more. The very fact. of 00
great railway being constructed has draWO
attention to the Great North-West as i
field for the people in Europe who are
looking for new homes. It is quite trUO,
unfortunately true, that the efforts of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as 'On
as of the Government, have been to sofi
extent frustrated by the misrepresentatiO09
that have been made of the country, partil
and I am sorry to say very largely, fro
within the country, and partly frornwith-
out; we had to expect it from rivals;
we had to expect that the United
,States would not allow the stream of na*l
gation to be diverted from their country
to ours without a struggle ; but we did 0at
expect that they would have received a5
sistance from within this country. I t
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grt to say that they have received very
9%t assistance,

1 o0. MR. SCOTT-No, no.

ho~ NMR. MACPHERSON - The
gentlenan looks impatient, but my

ent is susceptible of proof. I am
4)tSurprised that the hon. gentleman is

d to disavow it, and is ashamed of
t He ought to be ashamed of it, when

Who are opposing this Governmentfit to decry the country-I was going
Sgdshamelessly, and I do not see why IPhould tnot use the word-through the

OPOito prer4s.

e • . POWER-Produce the evi-

ON. MR. MACPHERSON-We ex-
ted opposition from the United States,We did not expect it from our own

People The hon. gentleman from Ottawa8POke of the great resources of this Com-
7. I think the facts submitted to this

'ÏOIseto-nightprove that theywerepossess-
great resources, exceptionally great

thernrces, but efforts were made to destroy
the 1 -efforts such as have rarely fallen to

t of any other Company to contend
The Northern Pacific Railway Com-

tWas another company who was sub-
?ed to similar treatment. The Northern
ac fic Railway was the victim of brokersacdrival railways, while the Canadian

eacfic Railway Company has been the
nira of railway companies and enemies

wItI 1 alluded to a moment ago. Theyce for their opponents all the railway
t'ePanies south of the Lakes, and of
Igkgreat Canadian rival north of the

.So long as it was believed that the'
dan Pacific* Railway was to be a
y simply running west of Red River

fhiere I believe my hon. friend and his
Ids would have kept it-the railway

>anies of the United States were not
th~ cal to it; on the contrary I dare say

ca would have lent it a helping hand, be-
o so long as it confined itself to the

btrywest of Red River, so long wouid it
leederof their lines; they did not ob-
to, i, and there was no opposi-

tO iL Not a word was said against
4 . adian Pacific Railway in the

Qcan press until late last summer

when it became apparent to them that
the line north of Lake Superior was
to be built; then they saw that the
traffic of the North-West would be carried
past their railways, and past their sea-
ports-carried by the Canadian Pacific
Railway to Canadian ports, and shipped
from those ports to Europe or elsewhere-
not only to Europe but largely to the
United States also. Those railway com-
panies understood the formidable opposi-
tion which a railway owned by one
company, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, would offer, a railway which
would be independent, a d which, before
it reduced its tariff, auld not have
to apply to half a dozen companies
in the United States, and ask them
if they were willing to submit to a reduc-
tion of fares or tolls-whether they were
willing to submit to a pooling on a differ-
ent scale from that which might be in
force; and when the American railway
companies saw from the letter published
by the President of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, that that road intended to reduce
its fares to one-half the rates of last year
for emigrants from Quebec to Winnipeg
this coming spring, they then saw what
the power of the Pacific Railway would
be, and the control it would have over the
traffic going to and from the North-West,
and not only that going to our own North-
West, but that it would attract much of
the traffic from the border States and
Territories of the United States; that the
fares would be lower, and the despatch
greater than it could possibly be by the
net-work of railways in the United States,
which had to negotiate with each
other, and pool with each other, and
that while all this was being done
the traffic would be taken by the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and Can-
ada would be enriched by it. That
is the secret of the attacks unparalleled in
their determination, and unsurpassed in
their bitterness to destroy the Canadian
Pacific Railway.* Not only were the rail-
way companies in New York busy endeav-
oring to destroy the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, but they did not con-
fine themselves to New York, they had
their agencies in Canada. They had men
in Ottawa, Toronto and Winnipeg fabri-
cating statements which were sent over the
telegraph lines decrying the railway-state-
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ments that did not contain a particle of
truth, but fabricated with the deliberate
and fiendish purpose of destroying the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and
injuring Canada; and had not Canada
been at the back of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, and had not our people
felt that the completion of that road was
essential to the best interests of the Domin-
ion, the construction of the railway would
have been stopped. I have no hesitation
in making that statement, it would have
been stopped, and what would have been
the consequences to Canada ? The hon.
gentleman oppsite says: is Canada de-
pendent upon te Canadian Pacific Rail-
way ? *No, Canada is not dependent upon
the Canadian Pacific Railway, but the
Canadian Pacific Railway is opening up a
valuable portion of Canada-a portion
which will draw supplies from the older
portions of Canada to a great extent, and
our manufacturers have made their cal-
culations upon that market being opened
to them. Upon the section of the line
north of Lake Superior there are at this
moment 9,ooo laborers employed. On
the British Columbia section under con
tract to Onderdonk & Co., there are
8,ooo laborers employed: do you mean
to say that the throwing out of employ-
ment of all these men would not be a
serious matter to Canada ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-That is the Gov-
ernment contract.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The
8,ooo men there would not necessarily be
thrown out of employment, it is true, but
what would be the use of that section if the
sections east of it were not to be completed
to connect with it ? The hon. gentleman
said, or implied, that there was great
unwillingness on the part of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company to proceed with
the Lake Superior section. Now, I can
only say I never heard of that; I never
knew of it. On the contrary, I always
understood, and always believed that the
company were proceeding with the work
just as fast as they could-not with con-
struction until they had the line located,
but they were proceeding with the location
survey-and that the moment they had
the survey completed so as to locate the
Une for a portion of the distance they

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

went on with the construction, and Wha'
was read here to-day by the Minister 0
Justice proves that there is a portJo'
completed between Port Arthur
Nipegon, sections at other points on the
lake shore and between Callandar and the
lake shore are under construction, sho<,
ing that they are pressing forward the
work at as many points as they possibly
can. I know that the Company attache
the greatest importance to the early co"
pletion of the Lake Superior section, an
that without it they would attach littie
value to the rest of the railway.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I think the hOe
gentleman will remember that two years
ago, or later than that, the proposed polic-Y
was to construct the line to Sault St. Mare
and then consider how a line from that
point could be constructed to connect with
the road from Prince Arthur's LandilIg
westward. Certainly up to two years ago
they had not commenced any part of the
Lake Superior section.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The hot-
gentleman is in error. The Company rOta
have contemplated a line to the Sault. It
is quite evident from what they have dOne
that they contemplated many enterprise,
but what I say is they never slackened i0
their exertions to complete the secti0o
north of Lake Superior at as early a da
as possible. The Company had Unti
1891 to complete the railway, and theY
say they can do so by that time without
assistance, but after what has been dOIle
would it be in the interest of Canada to
allow that course to be pursued ? I thWik
not. I ask again what would be the effect
of a stoppage of the work ? The ho"•
gentleman ridicules the idea of a crisis. 1
think nothing could have amore paralyzi"'
effect on all the interests of Canada thas
a suspension of the Canadian Pacif
Railway. What would be the effect of that
suspension abroad, in England, and on the
Continent? Why, we are doing all we Cao
to direct immigration, and boasting to
Europe of the rapid construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and of the
enormous territory that it is opening up
We have been surveying enormous a0
of country so as to have them ready e
settlers, and if it were suddenly cabled tO
Europe that the Canadian Pacific Railway

Canadian Pacifw
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d lapsed, I should like to ask hon.
etneman what the effect of that intel-
the WOrld? be upon Canada throughout

1n. MR SCOTT-There would be
olapse of the two thousand miles

• R-MACPHERSON-Thenum-
Of est. ules built would amount to little

1 't ation abroad if the remainder of
thane were not to be built. If the Com-

hn at had been held up as a powerful
,hodt combination collapsed, I
Ca uet know what the position of
would be throughout the world ?

MR. POW ER-It would be better

lo1 MR. MACPHERSON-There'W>,dbe feéa
Y ho.r fiew among us-not excepting
o riend from Halifax-who would

fhang their heads. I think I have
to enab at it is for the interest of CanadaCor ae the Canadian Pacific Railway
of th to proceed with the construction
!eretelr road at the same rapid rate as

two r, so as to secure its completion
tYyars. To enable them to do that

iei require a loan from the Dominion.
eed Iportance of enabling them to pro-
o lgorously with the work I think every
e gentleman must feel and I know that

thorcuntry at large believes in it most
CUorghly, and heartily approves of the
1ts de which the Government has felt it

ti ato Pursue in the matter. It being
the p or the interest of Canada that
the ro opany should be able to complete
whihad without check, the only question

ermamed was whether the country
qecue.ual to the strain and whether the

1% ty to be given by the Company was
lyent and ample for the loan. I shall

counthing about the strain upon the
Ad. ry because there will be no strain,

to awIth respect to the security I venture
ethat it is ample. I cannot suppose,aie.te estimation of any man it is not
railwent. We get as security the whole

not simply the line which the
tacte an Pacific Railway Company con-

d to construct, that is the road fromflWndar to connect with the Government
e pYs. and so make a complete line toaclfic Ocean, but we also get the line

from Callandar to Montreal. We get
all that property as security, saving the
amount due upon the line between
Callandar and Montreal. We get as se-
curity the main line and its branches, from
Montreal to the Pacific, including, of
course, the portion built by the Govern-
ment, and we also get as security twenty-
one million acres of land. If I under-
stood the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr.
Scott) this afternoon he valued the lands at
$2.36 per acre.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I took the Com-
pany's statement of the rate at which they
have been sold.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I think
that is the rate mentioned, but the hon.
gentleman and his friends in the other
House set a higher value than that on the
land. Now, even at that rate, the land
alone would more than cover the loan ;
then we have the security in such a way
that in the event of the Company being
in default for a year the whole property
passes over to the Government. We have
also all the rolling stock as security-all
the property that the Company are pos-
sessed of-steamers and all.

The hon. gentleman said he thought
the necessities of the Company should
have been the Government's opportunity
for requiring them to give up some of the
privileges which they have under their
contract. I suppose the hon. gentleman
referred particularly to what is known as
the monopoly clause. He saw me taking
a note at the time and said he hoped that
I would say something Ôn the subject. I
cannot say anything now, because what I
am going to state has been said by the
Minister of Railways in another place ; it
is this : the monopoly clause is not a
contract stipulation in the Province of
Manitoba, and the disallowing of the Acts
of the Provincial Legislature which tended
to divert the traffic of the North-West to
the United States was not because of any
obligation the Government was under by
contract with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company, but it was a matter of
public policy. The present Government
hold precisely the same opinion as that of
the Government of which my hon. friend
was a member-that it was essential to
the interests of Canada to prevent the trade

2M
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of the North-West, which Canada was
spending so much to open up for the con-
venience and advantage of the people of
that country-that it was their interest to
prevent thattradebeingdivertedfrom Cana-
dian channels, at all events until the Cana-
dian route was open from end toend. Now,
the sooner the road is finished the sooner it
will cease to be the policy of the Govern-
ment to prevent the construction of rail-
ways leading from points in Manitoba to,
points in the United States. When that
line is opened, as I hope it will be in two
years hence, then there will no longer be
any reason for disallowing the Acts of
Manitoba for the construction of roads
leading to the United States. It is not
possible, as was said by the leader of the
Government elsewhere, to check Mani-
toba. Manitoba has the right to pass
those Acts, but like all Acts passed by
Provincial Legislatures they may be dis-
allowed by the Federal Government in the
interest of the country at large.

HON. MR. POWER-Does not that
check Manitoba?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-It does
not check Manitoba. In the interests of
the Canadian Pacific Railway I do not
know that it is necessary for me to say
anything more with respect to the measure
before the House. I have exressed the
opinion that it is essential to the interests
of the country that the road should go on
at an undiminished rate of construction.
I have stated that it is impossible for the
company to continue at that rate without
aid from the Government. If it is in the
interest of the country that the road should
be completed in 1886, then it is for the
interest of the country that a loan should
be made to the Company if it can be
made on sufficient security. I have
shown that the security is far more than
ample, so I do not think more need be
said on that head.

The honorable gentleman from Ottawa
referred to the advances made to other
railways. Well, I do not feel called upon
to refer to that at any great length.
There is no doubt that all the railways
built in the Dominion have rendered the
country very essential service.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The*
was one fact which I omitted to mentiOO,
when speaking of emigration, that is, th*.
while it has been alleged that there is an
odus from Manitoba to Dakota, I have it ou
undoubtedauthority-theauthorityofthose
who go through the country for the purpOs*
of ascertaining the facts-that a vast nU0v
ber of Canadians are emigrating fro 0

Dakota and other states of the Union tO
the North-West Territory. There was e
large emigration from Canada to TeO
and to other Southern States, and tO
Kansas a few years ago. These peoPIe
have never been satisfied, and few of thero
have changed their allegiance ; they have
always sighed to return to live under thb
British flag, and their descendants seefm to
be imbued with the same feeling. I have
the assurance of agents who pass throUt
Southern Manitoba tothe effect that a ve
number of Canadians and children ,
Canadians have entered that part of Mae
toba and settled there. The opinion
the best authorities in that country is that
a larger number has come in to the
country than has left it. In all frontier
countries there is a large moving poP'•
lation. They go to-day to Dakota ;ni
return next month to Manitoba, and Pl
bably soon after remove to some othe
territory in the United States or to sono
distant part of the North-West TerritO
They are pioneers and their life is one
movement ; they will not remain settle4

but the majority of those with CanadiaO
blood in their veins desire to live '0
Canada. I was surprised to see and sorrl
to hear the hon. gentleman import into the
debates of this House rumors that appear
in the more sensational press of the cou»'
try with respect to alleged political ne'
ciations last week.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is true not*tb'
standing.

HON. ML MACPHERSON-SO
portion of the rumors may be true ; I de
say they are, those relating to the ho'
gentleman and his friend.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I did not ment '
all.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Wit
respect to what may have taken place *O'
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part of the Goverrnent and its friends
nothing to say in addition to what

I k" bn stated by the Minister of Justice.
eyver k of no such arrangement; I have

t own the time when any stipula-
t d to be made with the Govern-

Sthf which Sir John Macdonald has
the ehead. I am speaking fnot only

a Present Government, of which I am
hireinber, but of the Governments of

eehe has been the head since Con-
rtion. No Province has come to the

at alnon with an equitable case without
painevents receiving a courteous and

uired arg, and when their case
rece-iv more than a hearing it haseed the substantial consideration it

ied, so that the friends and support-
is Government know that it is not

to make any stipulations, be-
%i ey are quite certain that justice

While tways be extended to them. But

!ey 1he hon. gentleman denounced in a
pro ytone and unqualified terms the

rderiety, the immorality of a rumored
ad rstanding between the Government
abseisome of their supporters, he was
retferrly dumb upon the rumors which
the eto the bid made by the organ of

n positiOn for the support of those
%e fends of the Government.

S IR. SCOTT-There was not a
tt of foundation for any statement

eany member of the Liberal party
i hedl suc a bid; that I state unquali-
0l an In one case the screws were put

t the demand was acceded to; in
ti er case there was not even a scin-a proposition made.

hon'o MR. MACPHERSON - The
abot ehntleman pretends to know all
of Whc hat of which he has no proof and

]r ny hon. friend on the right (Sir
io, amnpbell) gave a denial this after-

Tha he hon. gentleman says there is
t0Iià s'tilla of truth so far as relatest elf and his friends. Why does hea further and denounce the organ of

eful for naking the most corrupt and4 cfu bd that was ever heard of inCODlntry ?

14R. SCOTT-I have nothing to
toa t Do I hold the hon. gentle-

his party responsible for the

wild utterances of any paper ? I am not
responsible for the Globe. I am indepen-
dent of the Globe. The Globe does not
express my views on all occasions.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Thehon.
gentleman has not yet repudiated it, anid
the great leader of the Oppostion party in
the other House has not yet denied that
such a bid was made with his approvaL. ,

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I say it now, the
Globe was not authorised in any sense to
make it. I say without hesitation that
the Globe did not represent my views as
a member of the Liberal party on that
occasion and the Globe was not authorised
to make that statement.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I am
very glad to hear the hon. gentleman say
so; it clears himself but unfortunately no
one can clear his leader except that
gentleman himself, and his leader has not
cleared himself. I am quite prepared to
accept what the hon. gentleman asserts,
that he does not know what was done.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Do I call upon
the leader of the Government to disavow
all the rubbish that appears in the Toronto
Mail? I wbuld not be a gentleman if I
did.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-While
the hon. gentleman denounced that of
which he had no evidence, he was en-
tirely silent and dumb with respect to the
most disgraceful bid.ever made to public
men in this or any other country.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-One statement
is a fact ; the other is an invention.

HON. ML MACPHERSON-The
proposition made by the Globe was
the most -profligate that ever was
made by the first organ of a great
party to public men. I repeat that
the House must have been amazed at the
hon. gentleman denouncing what he had
no evidence of, and yet not having a word
to say about that disgraceful bid made by
the chief organ of the party to which he
belongs. While I dare say the hon. gen-
tleman knew nothing about it himself, I
an not by any means satisfied that his
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leader did not know about it. His denial
of it was not so complete in its character
as that with which the hon. gentleman bas
favored the House to-night: it was one
of those qualified denials that no one
understands better how to make than the
hon. gentleman who leads his party.

HON. MR. POWER-I was not pre-
pared to say anything this evening, but
rather than have the Bill carried without
discussion, I shll say a few words. If I
wanted a text the speech of the hon.
Minister who bas just sat down would
afford an admirable one. I only regret
that I am not gifted with the power to
make as much of that text as might be
made. The hon. gentleman described
himself as being amazed at something
which appeared in the Globe. I think I
am father cooler than he ; but I have
really been a good deal surprised. That
hon. gentleman, having now been removed
from the conflicts on the floor of this
House for a considerable time-having
passed from the Opposition, where his
language was generally pretty vigorous
and decided, to the calm of the Chair, and
having been for a number of years in that
quiet and serene atmosphere, and being
now comfortably located by the side of
the Minister of Justice-I -thought that
we should hardly have heard from him
the extravagance of language which did
characterise him in other days. I take
the last thing the bon. gentleman spoke of
-the paragraph in the Globe. I have
sent for a file of that paper, but it bas not
come yet and so I cannot read the passage
to which he referred. People who know
anytleing about the way in which news-
papers are conducted are aware that very
frequently an article appears in a news-
paper which is written on the spur of the
moment and without any authority.
Authorized, or rather inspired articles
are rare.

HON. MR. PLUMB-What do you
call authorized articles.

HON. MR. POWER-I mean articles
such as we sometimes see in the Toronto
Mail, and which are inspired.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I have
no hesitation in saying that that is not

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

correct. How does the hon. gentleVI
know they are inspired? He makes
unqualified statement that he is not
to prove.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. geVo
man is completely mistaken. I did. 0
say that any particular article was inspi
I said this: there is no evidence that
article was inspired, and that anyone
knew anything about newspapers
that most articles are not inspired.
casionally an inspired article appear
the organ of the hon. gentleman.

HON. MR. .PLUMB-How inspie

HON. MR. POWER-If the
gentleman cannot understand, I do
feel called upon to furnish him with br
to understand.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Have you
to spare ?

HON. MR. POWER-Not for
purpose. I regret that I have nOt
paper before me, because while the
itself declares in a subsequent issuc w
the article in question was not inspire
any leading member of the Liberal a
there was nothing terrible or treSen
in the article itself. It did not offerSo
bribe to the French Conservatives
Quebec : it said simply that, lookin
the state of affairs at present, the re0
sentatives of that Province would .
consult the public interest, by ally
themselves with the Liberals to defeat
objectionable measure. I think that
perfectly true. Then the paper went ot
say what is perfectly harmless, and
I think is not unreasonable-I an bId&
ing myself and nobody else at presenK
that if they had any fair and reaso
ground of complaint their claims wolU j
attended to. I do not think that there
anything atrocious about that statern0,
I am not saying that the Globe did r
in publishing such a statement, but
sentiment does not deserve the excee
ly strong language which the hon.
ter of the Interior bas chosen tonapP
it. There was nothing shameful or
fligate about it.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON--T'I
a matter of opinion.
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ter . .R. POWER-It may be a mat-

th Oubpo, and perhaps my feelings on
th Ject are not as sensitive as those of
laint- Minister. Now, the hon. gentle-

Imtated, and the Minister of Justice
hatd rather more distinctly, that there

.tr been any understanding come to
tentativeect to the demands of the repre-

po tveof one of the Provinces made
%peeche Government. Turning to the

v#ays eivered by the Minister of Rail-
' another place on the 2oth of Feb-

an, it.,il, be seen that that hon. gentle-

d bcated in a manner that was under-
e Y everyone who heard him that the

at Ment did propose to do practically
there was understood had been asked by
tion resentatives of the Province in ques-

e andI presume in a little while,
do te Supplementary Estimates come

ad'bwe shall find whether the statemente hy the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
enrt rrect or not, or whether the state-
as sMade by the Minister of Railways

Worth sabstantially correct. It is hardly
abt thile raising a question of veracity

r the subject, because it will be settled
" -ishe end of the session.'1nt8h to call attention to one point, a
hi th very considerable importance, in

there appears to be a marked differ-Miist, tween the views entertained by the
ners i this House and the views en-hed by Ministers in another place.

this afn. Minister of Justice in his speech
for thisOoon, speaking of the necessity
i to oan, said that the Government
the choose between the utter ruin of

o OMpany and the making of the loan.i the hon. Minister of the Interior
ot go as far as that.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
nk that I went as far as that.

hon .I MR. POWER-I took down the
Uelt gentleman's words at the time he

em, and I was rather struck by the
tIth of the language. In introducing

str sue in the other Chamber the
ter of Railways used no such lan-

CIe as that; he said the Company were
the prepared and quite able to complete
Contra In the time mentioned in theht Ct• This change was not made in

the ests of the Company, but was madenterests of Canada. Now, I feel

bound to say that I prefer to think that
the statement of the Minister of Justice is
accurate rather than the statement made
by the Minister of Railways in another
place.

Leaving what has already been said
here, I shall briefly state the view which I
hold of this proposition: We propose to
add to the existing debt of Canada a sum
almost equal to one-third of the total debt
of all the Provinces at the time of Con.
federation ; that is, we propose for the
object which is set out in the Bill, to incur
at one step one-third as large a debt as
that accumulated by all the Provinces
during a century of existence. I think
that is a very serious proposition indeed.
I think one can realize, perhaps, how
serious a proposition it is by going outside
of our own country and making a pro-
position of a similar kind with respect to
another country. Looking at the popula-
tion, wealth and resources of the United
States as compared with those of Canada,
the proposition which is now before the
House is one of greater relative conse-
quence and weight than if the Government
of the United States proposed to incur
a debt of $300,ooo,ooo for the com-
pletion of some public work. A pro-
position of that sort needs only to be
stated to show how very important and
serious a one it is-how extravagant a
one it is. There is no hon. gentleman
here who believes that such a proposition
as that would be entertaned in the Re-
public for a moment ; nor would it be
entertained in England. There is one
feature in connection with this loan which
I do not think had been adverted to-in
this Chamber at any rate. . It must be
remembered that this loan is asked for at
a time when the revenue of the country is
falling off, when the surpluses which we
have had for some years have almost
reached the vanishing point.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-But the
taxes were reduced ?

HON. MR. POWER-The taxes have
been slightly reduced. The fact remains
that the surpluses have reached the vanish-
ing point. Times are not good, they are
not as good as they have been for the last
few years. The revenue is diminishing,
and it is at this point we are asked to
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assume this treinendous responsibility ;
and it strikes me that under these circum-
stances the Minister of Finance may find
it difficult to effect the loans that may be
required by this measure on as favorable
terms as he effected his recent loans. I
think that this proposed loan to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway is calculated, looking
at the object for which it is intended, and
at the )ossible future that it indicates, to
seriously damage the credit of Canada in
the money narkets of the world. I think
that that is a consideration which the Min-
ister of the Interior particularly should
have looked at.

The hon. gentleman was in past days
occasionally fond of indulging in super-
latives as he did this evening, but times
and circumstances change. It depends
on who are on the right, and who are on
the left of the Speaker. It is not a long
time ago, at a time when the population of
Canada was very little less than it is to-
day, and when the resources of the coun-
try were practically about the same as
they are to-day, that the hon. gentleman
was appalled at the fact that the expendi-
ture had reached some $24,ooo,ooo
a year; to-day the hon. gentleman is not
appalled when our expenditure has reached
$3o,ooo,ooo, and when we propose at one
stroke to add $3o,ooo,ooo to our debt,
and $1,2oo,ooo to our annual expendi-
ture.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I was
then speaking with reference to increases
of expenditure in the face of pledges to
.economy.

HON. MR. POWER-I cannot quote
the exact words of the hon. gentleman,
but I remember having been very much
impressed, at the time, by the way in
which he concluded one of those famous
addresses of his by which he hoped to get
rid of that " corrupt and extravagant
Government in order to make way for a
pure and economical Government,"-
which is the Government we have to-day,
I suppose.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Hear,
hear.

HoN. MR. POWER-Nobody would
recognize the hon. gentleman and his col-

HoN. MR. POWER.

leaguesin thatcharacter to-day. I havetré
to give some little idea of how serious a
position this is. One would suppose
when a proposition of the sort was rn
to Parliament, it could only be madet
der stress of the direst necessity, and
the results that were to follow froi
incurring by Canada of this tremend 4

responsibility and liability, must be D
important and most advantageous for th

i country.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-'I
was before the National Policy.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the
sources of the country have been conside
ably impaired by the hon. gentleuaws
financial policy, and by his railway poli
and by the general extravagance of
Administration.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The
cline in thé deposits in the savings ba
to wit!

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not th
it is altogether fair to interrupt me so ofteo
but I am perfectly satisfied that, whenf
come to consider the financial condidi
of the country, I shall be prepared to disco
the value of the deposits in the saV'
banks. I speak with some littie kno
ledge of 'one Province; and I say t
where the savings banks deposits b
been increased, it is because as a
people who are comparatively well
have not been able to invest their rflo0<
to advantage in other places and ha
deposited them in the savings bank. it
Halifax was as prosperous to-day ase
ought to be, the surplus money Or,
people would be invested in undertakin
of different kinds, and would not,
locked up at four per cent. in the
banks.

I was going to ask what we get in
change for the liability that the countye
assuming ? What is the considerat0i
are giving these $30,ooo,ooo for ?
consideration, as set forth in this
is that "it is expedient, in furthers"
of the early settlement of the N
West Territories, and of the c
tion of transcontinental commun',i
by railway through Canada, that the
completion of the said railway should
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frn ) O Now, as the hon. gentleman
the raittawa Pointed out, the portion of
have b Way which is to be completed will
t'e1e ut little effect indeed upon the set-
Ir t 0f the North-West Territories.erie ber that the Minister of the In-
et -Il 1878, laid down a totally differ-
of thocy with respect to the settlement
of tdaycountry from what he lays down
Way Y- At that time he thought no rail-

ra Ywas needed except the Pembina
to ke, and the road across the prairies
havP pac with settlement. Now wek a railway from Port Arthur to the
roorny Mountains. There is certainly
setterenough in that country for all the

anyr who are likely to go in there for
Prea2ars, so that this statement, in the
etio - Of the Bill that that is a consid-

oen .,scalculatedtomislead. Itisastate-
ever. 'n which there is no substance what-
tiofor The other portion of the considera-
yill, . Which we are asked to pass this

endnvolving the country in this tre-
oDf our liability, is the early completion

transcontinental railway through
to? Now what does that amount
the With all the respect in the world for
aritih ,ings of my hon. friends from,
dir Columbia, I do not think that
tWeh railway communication with the
that hOusand white people who live in
thatisttry is a sufficient consideration-
Cor,'t' eIimediate connection with them,

ghtothcaltion five years earlier than we
ainerwise have it--is asufficient consi-

ddii for mnvolving the country in this
shçcaldebt. I take it that, unless one

of OlUibian is worth some thousands
It ha nary Canadians, it is not. Then

fren pointed out by the hon. gentle-
aI traoffen.Ottawa that the transcontinent-

c not likely for a great many
it ha of any appreciable value. As
rieuce n Pointed out already, the expe-
ental 1. the United States transconti-

Co ries is that the through traffic is of
Whcatively little value. The traffic

rnakes those roads pay is the way

ofjth . PLUMB-What is the way
Of the Central Pacific Railway ?

by R. POWER-I have not the
Vrby 'ne ; but the way traffic must

th on erable on any road which
the Mississippi to California.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The Central
Pacific Railway runs only half way.

HON. MR. POWER-Then it is not a
transcontinental railway. I speak in a
broad way; I do not undertake to say
that one half of the road is the Central
and the other half is the Union Pacific
Railway. I take it as a transcontinental
road, and I understand that on that road
the Asiatic traffic amounts to almost
nothing. I think in the other Chamber
there were statements made as to the
quantity of tea that would be carried over
our road. Tea is an article that is not
carried over the American road in large
quantities-as was suggested by my hon.
friend from York in another place, tea
cannot be carried a long distance by rail-
way, because the packages would be
destroyed.

HON. MR. SMITH-The tea traffic of
the United States is carried to a great
extent over the American railways.

HON. MR. TURNER-I can confirm
the statement of the hon. gentleman as I
am in the trade.

HON. MR. POWER-I know that the
returns from these roads show that the
through traffic amounts to a very small
portion of the profitable business of the
railway, and the through traffic on our line
will, I apprehend, for some time count for
verv little.

It was alleged in another place that this
proposed alteration in the mode of deal-
ing with this Company-this speedy com-
pletion of the road-was made in the in.
terests of Canada and not in the interests
of the Company; but there is one fact
which confirns the statement of the hon.
M'inister of Justice here, and that is that
there was no suggestion of this loan made
by the Government in the first instance.
It has not been pretended that this sug-
gestion came from anyone else but the
Company, and that shows clearly in whose
interest it was supposed to be. I venture
to differ in toto from the two Ministers who
have spoken here as to the desirability of
the early completion of that road in the
interests of the country. In the interests
of the Company, if they propose to hold
and work the road, as well as in the in-
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terests of Canada, I believe that the im-
mediate completion of the road will be a
misfortune ; and I shall try to explain why
I think so: There is no doubt that on
the section north of Lake Superior-from
Port Arthur to Callander-the local busi-
ness will be almost nil. There will be
some, of course. For that distance, 650
miles, the road will pass through a country
that will furnish very little traffic, and the
same is true of the section of the road
through the Rocky Mountains.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is not the opinion of the Company.

HON. MR. POWER-I care not what
the opinion of the Company may be. I
do not think that the Company is always
as communicative to the Government as
companies might be. They are business
men, and do not confide their business
views altogether, even to the Minister of
Justice. This road runs for a distance of
650 miles through a country which cer-
tainly cannot be called an agricultural
country ; and even though there should
be in a portion of that country some
valuable mines and some timber, those
alone cannot furnish any large business
for the road-and the same is true with
regard to the division of the road running
through the Rocky Mountains-the mines
will not furnish traffic enough to make the
road a paying one. It will take some
time for the road, even through the fertile
country, to be a paying one. For so far
the North-West has exported very little
produce of any kind. Probably some
little has come out, and the amount will
increase as years go on ; but I take it that
even the best part of the road, that from
the Rocky Mountains to Port Arthur, will
not, for some little ime, pay much more
than its working expenses. If you tack
on to that two sections of road that will not
pay their working expenses, you are simply
making the country and the Company
liable for interest, and for a portion of the
working expenses which they would other-
wise escape. I do not propose to go into
the figures given by the Ministers. Those
figures have been discussed at length, and
very thoroughly, in another place, and the
hon. member for Ottawa has also dealt
with the question of figures. I think it
has been shown satisfactorily enough that

HON MR. POWER.

the Company have put very little, if any, Of
their own money into this undertaki*
The Minister of Interior did produce 0
statement of what the Company had spent,
which was perfectly astounding ; but when
I found that the President of the COO'
pany himself did not claim that they had
expended any such amount as that, I feU
that the figures were questionable at a01
rate. There are certain items. whi
amount to a good deal, that I think ar
hardly of such a character as to be fair1l
included in the expenditure. For instanc'
there is a sum of $2,128,ooo for interest
to the shareholders. Inasmuch as tle
Company are themselves the holders 0
nearly the whole of their own stock, thi
money which has been paid to them cer-
tainly is a payment which ought not to
diminish the resources of the Company,
and should not be fairly deducted. Then
it appears from a return made. to the Othe
House that the construction companY o
composed chiefly of members of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company, and the
sums paid to the construction comopal
or the bulk of them should not diminil
the resourcès of the Company.

Something has been' said about the
wonderful enterprise of the CornpafY•
No doubt they have built a road fron the
neighborhood of Winnipeg to the sun10D'
of the Rocky Mountains very rapidlY.
do not know whether the rapidity of co'
struction is unparalleled or not: 1 ae
rather disposed to think that the Southern
Pacific Railway was built almost 0
rapidly ; though I am not quite sure.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Not nearlY 50
rapidly.

HON. MR. POWER-There is o06
thing certain, no railway company ha
ever received such subsidies as the Ca'
dian Pacific Railway Company has.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Union Pacific Railway Company reces'
larger subsidies.

HON. MR. POWER-It is possible
they did ; but I am quite certain that e
Texas Pacific did not. The route of tb
Union Pacific was more difficult, and te
ways cost more in those days. I was go0
what surprised, considering the p0-
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token by Ministers in the other House, to
id the hon. Minister of the Interior un-
eltaking to tell us to-day what a mis-

g tune it would have been had the Sault
Ste. Marie route been adopted; because
for ?'T'eC distance between the border of

ounitoba and Sault Ste. Marie the freight
*Ould have been carried over an American
rn: .The hon. gentleman was as em-
Phiatc i his condemnation of that propo-
yition to-day, as his friends were some

as ago when the original proposition
nenbefore Parliament. Now, hon. gentle-
re what would have happened if that
rcad had been built as was proposed ?That would have been a short line from

est to east : our own freight would have
sgoe over it, and we would have had be-
i a large quantity of American freight

sing from the south side of Lake Supe-
'r through our own country down toM-ntreal or Brockville. That would

ly have brought a large quantity of
ovrei fromi the neighboring RepublicOetlur own railway. But the hon.
tueman who thought it such a misfor-
tune that any portion of the nmiddle ofte railroad should be located on American

ltOry, did not seem to think it was at
a jectionable that a much more im-teanit section of the road, the Atlantic

tr1nus for six months of the year,should
OCated in American territory. ThePostion of the two things is altogether
rent. If the Atlantic terminus is

of ted at Portland or Boston, as a matter
over-urse all the through freight that goes

fr that road-all the ocean borne
feht-will be shipped at that American
bo ; and one does not need to be a

pcness man to understand that thegae where steamers come in and land
frei and take in cargoes, and where the

tit is laden on and unloaded from the
ra , is the place which receives the
fndtest benefit from a railroad. I cannot

thaterstand how the gentlemen who think
itter t is unpatriotic and deserving of

Ui condemnation that a comparatively
roadPrtant intermediate portion of the
think. ould be in the United States, should
on it desirable that the terminal point
the YeAtlantic coast, for six months of

year should be in the same country.

hink SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
thik that overstates the remark made by

the Minister of the Interior. What he
said was that there could not be too many
ports to which this great railway should
send its freights-not that the port should
be an American terminus. He did not
want to exclude the possibility of freights
going to American ports.

HON. MR. POWER-The Hon. Min-
ister of the Interior did not, I think, put
it exactly as the Minister of Justice does
now, because he entered into a rather
elaborate explanation to show why the
company should acquire complete control
of a road to an American port. It seems
to me that if there is one thing which the
company have done which is indefensible
on the ground taken by hon. gentlemen
some years ago, and by the Minister of
the Interior to-night, it is that they are
spending so much roney to acquire the
road between Portland and Montreal.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
spent no money to acquire a road between
Portland and Montreal.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man's memory niust fail him, because in
the returns brought down we are told that
something over $1,5oo,ooo has been ex-
pended in obtaining control of the South
Eastern Railway as a road to Portland
from Montreal.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-By
that road they go to Quebec ; it is not
necessary to gc to Portland.

HON. MR. POWER-The statement
made by the President of the company to
the people of Portland shows that that is
where the South Eastern is to lead to.
There was n-> object in getting it
otherwise.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
had reference to another road altogether.
The negotiation in Portland was about the
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad, not
the South Eastern.

HON. MR. POWER-Reference was
made to the fact that they had acquired
the South Eastern ; and that the other
would be an additional link in the chain.
It was not denied in the other Chamber
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that the object of acquiring the control of
this road was to get to Portland : and the
desire of the Company to get to Portland
has been justified in the other Chamber as
well as in this. I do not blame the Com-
pany, as an association of business men,
for wishing to do that which is most in
their own interest. They naturally would
do that. My contention is that, as this
Company is not in the position of an ordi-
nary Company, and as the hon. gentlemen
opposite and their friends insisted on the
immediate construction of the road north
of Lake Superior in order to prevent the
diversion of traic for a short distance
through Arnerican territory, they are bound
now to see that a much more important
section of the road, its Atlantic winter port,
should not be located in a foreign country,

The hon. Minister of Justice, just before
he closed, summed up the reasons why this
loan was necessary. The first reason was
that if it was an advantage to get the road
completed, then the sooner it was complet-
ed the better. I have tried in my humble
way to point out why I do not think it is
any advantage. If a thing is a good thing
when it is done, it is not always well that
t'were done quickly, and I think this is
just one of the exceptions.

The hon. Minister next said that a large
population was going to the Mountains to
mine-that is, speaking of the Rocky
Mountains. Now, no very large population
will go to mine. A comparatively small
population will go; and they are not so
very particular as to whether the Railroad
is near themn or not, if there is plenty of
gold and silver to be got where they work.

Then the hon. gentleman stated that
there was $28,ooo,ooo already invested,
and the interest would be lost. That is a
statement I am unable to comprehend. If
we invest $3o,ooo,ooo more, the interest
will be lost, if the interest on the amount
which is already invested is lost.

The Minister's last reason, in addition to
the effect on the fortunes of the Company
themselves-was the effect on the general
prosperity if they should fail in their enter-
prise. I am rather surprised that after
the wonderful policy which was to have
made us all rich and happy forever, and
which the Minister of Finance told us
only last year was to ensure us seven
years more of prosperity-I am surprised
to hear the Minister of Justice admitting

HoN. MR. POWER.

in this House, that, after six years of that
policy, such a trifle as the postponemnent

of the completion of this road for fje
years would seriously damage the prosPe
ity of the country. I should like to ask the
Minister, if the stoppage of the work t-
day, or the stoppage of its rapid progres5'
will have so serious an effect upon the
prosperity of the country, what is likelY to
follow at the expiration of two years when
the work will cease ? It seems to me, if
the hon. gentleman's logic is good, we are
only putting off the evil day for two year

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMIBELL-Doe5

not the hon. gentleman see that the re
ceipts will then begin ? The receipts O
the Union Pacific and Central Pacific last
year amounted to something like $56,
000,ooo ; suppose our road does a tithe
of that business, they will have that re-
venue, and the country will have all the
prosperity which that means.

HON. MR. POWER-In the one case
they have as large, or nearly as large a
population west of the Rocky Mountains
as we have althogether.

HON. MR. PLUMB-No.

HON. MR. POWER-It will take a
long time before the business coming froin
British Columbia will equal that froin
San Francisco.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-1NO
doubt ; I said a tithe.

HoN. MR. POWER-The important
part of the road is that which runs to the
Rocky Mountains through the fertile
prairie country. That is the road which
is going to give the business; and no One
has ever made it clear, neither in the
other branch of Parliament nor in this, how
it is that the early completion of the e
mainder of this line will be of great belefit
to the country.

I regret very much that I had not
been able to put my thoughts together
so that I could have expressed the'f
in a briefer and more satisfactory way.
have, however, tried to show that we are
asked to pledge the credit of this counltry
for a very large sum-to render the coulntry
liable for a very large sum-and that the
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oflideration which we are to receive for
fact so appears to be very trifling. In

ia bt is doubtful whether it is any substan-
tial benefit at all: and for that reason I
shah be obliged to vote against the Bill.

ho. MR. ALMON--I have no doubt
diat all here, like myself, were very much
th Ppointed and very much astonished
Ca in the short space of two years the
havedian Paei fe RailwayCompanyshould
have been obliged to come to us again.i was in hopes that we would hear noth-
exg more of them for the next ten years,
thcept a yearly report that they had done

rw7ork and got their money. They
CotTe tO.us with the confession that their
redty is almost exhausted, and that their
the' is very much impaired. Why is
e money exhausted ? They have

clrtnly spent a large sum and deserve
useit very justly for the way they havethed their work forward, but I think if

tot mnoney had been devoted altogether
t that Work and not expended in buying

troaneous railroads, they need not have
yecome to us, at all events for anotherYear Why is their credit bad ? I do
not unlderstand much about railways andtatering stock, but I am informed thatreir stock, which is quoted at $ioo, inendty Onfly cost them $25, and that it is

avored to be sold in the market atWe'I know persons down our way whoat very nearly taken in that way, buyingt $53what they supposed cost $1oo, and
heking they were making 45 per cent.Wheeas in fact the stock had only cost 25,tnd hey were getting it at '00 per cent.alu avance of its cost. The land is of

Value, but not of such value as the hon.tneillber for Ottawa (Mr. Scott) or the
(Yr member from Prince Edward Island
0ra Ilaythorne) or the hon. member for

W n dville, (Mr. Pelletier) said that it wasaen this subject was before us three years
agor c have their statements here, but it is

did n yorth while reading them, but they
ey dot value the land then so cheaply as

then . Tow. If their contention wasright
$ 't Would be a safe thing to loan the

Whi h 0000 on the security of that land,
to 1 do not think it is. We are asked

orathe this great sacrifice for whom ?
friends of the Government ? No.believe that a great majority of the

nflerrers of the Syndicate are Grits, and

have been life-long opponents of the pre-
sent Government. I know one of them,
the Hon. Donald A. Smith, who was a
member of the House of Commons when
I was, and I remember the exhibition he
made of himself in the debate on the so-
called Pacifie Scandal. I know it was
reported that he did not go down to
Montreal (as he intended to have done)
in order that he might support the Govern-
ment of which I was a supporter. He
got up and made a speech, and until it
was half finished we thought he was in
favor of the Government, and then he
said despite all this he could not vote for
the motion of the hon. member for Pictou ;
then he made a speech in which he repu-
diated all he had said before, and finally
he stated that he would vote with the Opposi-
tion. That is the man that the Government
are now about to sacrifice $3o,ooo,ooo for.
The Government are cutting a switch for
their own backs ; in my opinion they will
regret it. I will not state what my opinion
of Mr. Don-ld Snith's conduct is, because
a bench in this House is like the
pastor's pulpit, it is said to be "the
coward's castle ;" therefore, I will not say
it, but if there is any truth in the old
Latin proverb, which is translated
"Birds of a feather flock together," I
am not inclined to sacrifice the money
of this country, or the popularity of
the Conservative party, to serve any
one man connected with that Syndicate.
I think it was mentioned by an hon. mem-
ber with whom I very rarely agree,
that the Government should have taken
this chance to do away with the monopoly
c!ause and allow Bills for the incorporation
of railway companies to construct roads
south of the Pacific Railway in the North-
West, to pass. There will be no practical
use in them, I admit the railways would
never be built, as any member of the
Standing Committee, to which I belong,
knows. We are flooded with such Bills
every day, and nobody supposes that the
lines to which they refer will ever be
built-it is only buncombe. Still, it will
please the people there and do no harm.
As the big Englishman said when his lit-
tle wife flogged him "it pleases she and
don't hurt I." If the people there are
contented it is not likely they will rebel or
create any disturbance. Very often, as
Napoleon said, wars are undertaken for a
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sentiment, and really if there is an im-
aginary evil it is just as great a grievance
and as likely to excite the public mind as
a real evil. I remember a story told me
by a gentlemen of an accident which oc-
curred in the war of 1812 : A French
officer stationed at Melville Island was
walking out one day and found a French-
man fighting with a sailor. He tried to part
them and asked what they were fighting
about. The tar said " he called my bloody
hat a 'chapeau."' The Frenchman promis-
ed never to call a hat a 'chapeau' again,
especially when it was worn by a drunken
sailor. I recommend the Ministry to
pass that clause; it will do no harm and
will please the people up in the North-
West. What I rose for is to move an
amendment to this Bill and I wish to have
it inserted between the sixth and seventh
clauses. It is as follows :

" Should the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company at any time be possessed by pur-
chase, or lease, or obtain running powers
over any railroad having its terminus at any
seaport gave in the Dominion of Canada, it
may be lawful for the Governinent of Canada,
upon giving three months notice, to demand
immediate payment of all sums due by the
Company to the Government of Canada."

A resolution something like this was, I
believe, objected to in the other House
because, as the Minister of Railways said,
that would prevent them getting traffic
from Europe via the United States rnd
sending it to Manitoba. I do not say in
this amendment that they " must " have
their winter port on the Atlantic in Cana-
da; but I say they " may," and if the
Government see that it is acting prejudi-
cially to the people of Canada let them
demand the money immediately and that
will stop the evil. If they find that no
injury is done to the country, that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company are only
taking traffic from Europe 'over the road
and not diverting traffic from St. John, or
Halifax, or Quebec, or somewhere down
there, then this amendment would be per-
fectly innocuous, for they need take no
action under it.

Now, hon. gentlemen, I have consulted
nobody about producing this amendment.
I do not know whether anyone will second
it. If anyone does I hope it will be a
member of the Conservative party, to
which I have always belonged. I hope,
despite what I have been saying, I will

HON. MR. ALMON.

not be drummed out of the party. I ani
a Conservative, but I am still a NO'e
Scotian. I remember reading in an
account of the early wars of Italy, wheo
the Venetians had a war with the PoPe,
and the Venetian soldiers were doubtfull
about charging against the soldiers of IFi
Holiness, the General said: " Charge, 011
men, you were Venetians before you re
Christians." I was a Nova Scotian befOre
I was a Conservative, and although thiS
may be considered a dereliction of par9
duty, I shall move the amendment.
Conservatives, you need not stand 0
ceremony in seconding this. I often 1o0
with regret when I see the senior membeO
for Halifax toiling up-stairs with the
Liberal members after him. I know What
happens. They are small in numbers,
they have no political influence at all, but
they are bound to obey their leaders il.
the House of Commons, and do what the
majority decides. With great generosity,
for which I thank our leader very mucle
we are never cited to caucuses-never
consulted as to what the leaders are goig
to do. It is not disrespect at all, it is b-
cause you wish to leave us to have OUr
own opinions, and act as our consciences
dictate, and I thank you, Mr. leader, very
much for your doing so. Trusting that
the resolution will be seconded I move it.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-1i was afraid
that a very great mistake would have
been made by the Government if theq
had not included the winter port of 1{E
fax in this project, and I watched velr
closely the opinions expressed by the
members from Hnalifax, and in this partic'
lar case I am sorry to see that the junior
member has not been as happy in his re-
marks as he has hitherto been. Then. as
to the senior member he took up the tiOle
of the House with finding fault with the
Mnister of the Interior instead of feeling
gratified that the hon. Minister has giveo
us the benefit of his views as a membero
the Government on this question. The-
he flew from that to the Globe.

HON. MR. POWER-It was the ho!•
Minister of the Interior himself whO l'f
troduced the Globe article into this debate.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Does the hOe
gentleman believe for a moment that
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by ally turn of the political wheel in this
Parntry parties had changed sides in

.rlamJTent, the incoming Governmentsould lot have come to the rescue of the
icate, or that they would not have

be what is now being done, or what has
eo stated they offered to do, take into

rightderation the claims, if they were
rht and prudent, of one of the Provin-
su the Dominion ? It is not to be
nothed for a moment that they would
questio done so, therefore, so far as this
ened now before the House is con-in e, the article referred to has no bear-

W Whatever upon it, and I was quite
dejr'ised that the hon. gentleman should
dotaithe House in the manner he has

ivee oi that subject. The next item he
sitiou is that it is a most serious propo-
te that this Government puts beforeAd hegislature and before the country.Adwhat is tesroscuty

sthe serious proposition ? The
bnsentleman puts it in this way : that
tirese as the sum we propose to loan
total Cormpany is nearly one-third of the
%larnount of the public debt of the

Crnfneonof Canada when we entered into
an eeration, that necessarily it must be
Govewise and improper policy for thea verment to entertain the proposition
neret peresent time. If ever there was a
arpuel statement, without any
o'Mfment in its favor, it is that statementf the hon. gentleman from Halifax.pno 0 far the revenue of the country has
Ire than met the requirements of the
Pendi on. While we have gone on ex-

'orkg large sums of money on Public
neks and improvements which are
o y cfor a growing country like this,

ha ca pretend to say that Canada
pestamed any injury from those ex-
h vigor , and if proof were wanting of

h and resources of this Dominion
Caave only to point to the fact that

is, ha, with a population of four mil-
with'a as been able to grapple successfully
WOUld Project of this magnitude. One
th ithink that the logic of facts, and
ear Indents and events of the past few

Ioind of so clearly eradicated from the
th n the hon. gentleman the idea that

ot ofuntry was not equal to the carrying
hear h's project, that I was surprised to
b I Im ake use of the arguments which
ti used here to-day. The hon. gen-

e as a great deal to answer for,

coming as he does from one of the com-
mercial centres of the Dominion, for
having taken the position he has on this
question. One of the ideas put forth
prominently by the Board of Trade of
Halifax, of which I understand my hon.
friend is an important member, has been
in the direction of expending a large
amount of money in connection with the
extension of this road and the making of
Halifax the winter port, and if that Board,
who may be properly called the exponents
of the commercial interests of Halifax and
Nova Scotia, have not hesitated to state
that it is in the interests of the whole of
Canada that this road should be com-
pleted to Halifax, we cannot believe that
the hon. gentleman represents on thiS
question the opinions of the province from
which he comes. Then the next thing
the hon. gentleman says is that this loan
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany is going to damage the credit of the
Dominion of Canada. In what way is it
going to damage our credit ? In my opin-
ion if the matter ·is investigated for a
moment we must necessarily come to the
conclusion that it is going to assist the
credit of the Dominion in the money
markets of the world. The facts of the
case are that some fifty millions of dollars
have been brought into the railroad, of
which sum twenty-five millions of dollars
have been brought into the country, and
they are now going to borrow twenty-three
millions more to complete the road in two
years, and expend that money in our own
country. To my mind it is a proof that
the Company and the Government, and
the people have still faith in the future of
Canada, and that fact is not going to in-
jure our credit. On the contrary, to my
mind, it is going to establish in the money
markets of the world confidence in the
stability of our institutions and the value
of the security which we offer to our cre-
ditors.

Then we have had to listen to some ex-
ploded ideas about the Intercolonial Rail-
way. When that road was undertaken we
were told that it could not possibly pay ;
hat it had to pass through oo miles of

country that produced nothing, and could
furnish no traffic for a railway. The first
few years after the road was completed and
opened for business, we had it stated on
the floor of this House that the road
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could never pay, that it was a waste of
public money, that it was rolling up an
enormous debt on the country, and that the
Government ought to advertise for some
company to take the road off their hands.
The Government, however, had faith in
the future of the country, and we find that
they were justified in their opinions, and
they have the satisfaction to-day of seeing
the road more than paying its working ex-
penses, and we are now asked by the very
same parties who opposed its construction
on the ground that it would not have
sufficient traffic to pay its running ex-
penses, to build another road and shorten
the route to the winter port of Halifax.
We are told that the Canadian Pacific
Railway will not pay, because it runs for
a certain portion of the distance through
a country which is barren and unfit for
agriculture ; but do not hon. gentlemen
know that every transcontinental railway
that we have on this continent runs for a
certain distance through rocky, uncultiv-
able lands or barren wastes ? I would
ask the hon. gentleman if he will pretend
to say that the Union and Central Pacific
Railways run through an arable country
from end to end? While on this point I
may say that the question that agitated
the people of the Pacific coast with regard
to the construction of that road, wàs that
of Chinese immigration. Those who re-
member the events of 1854 will'not forget
the interest taken by the people of the
United States in bringing the Chinese to
that country. The Chinese Government
were induced to send out a delegation to
the United States to see whether the state-
ments made by Mr. Burlingame were cor-
rect. After being feasted from one end
of the country to the other, and wined
and champagned from New York to San
Francisco, they r2turned to China and
sent out agents and Chinese laborers who
planted vineyards and introduced indigo
cultivation, silk growing and other valu-
able industries on the Pacific coast.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Yes, and
built the railways.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-And, as rny
hon. friend remarks, built their railways
too, and a great deal they are thanked for
it by the public sentiment of the United
States to-day. We have been told by the

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

senior member for Halifax that the through
traffic on our Canadian Pacific Railway
would be nothing, while we have betOre
us the reports of the through traffic of the
Southern Pacific and Central Pacific Ri-
ways showing the enormous• quantities Of
money that have been earned by those
roads. But we are told by the hon. gentl
man from Halifax that unless one British
Columbian is worth thousands of Cala-
dians from Old Canada it is unwise to
build this railway. Such views and sentl'
ments as this are not worthy of a menbel
of this hon. House. We have staked the
credit of Canada on the building of this
road, and we have gone on and built 2,000
miles of it, and what are we asked to do
now? We are siiply asked to advance
$7,500,000 at the present time to clear 0
the floating indebtedness of the CompaflY
and the conditions of this Bill are that i
that sum of money is not refunded bY
1891, that all the expenditures that have
been made on this Canadian Pacific Rail'
way fall into the hands of the GovernIent.
That is one of the provisions of the Bill'
and what is the next ? The Governlent
must have well ascertained, and have bee"
well satisfied that there is no fictitioUl
floating debt belonging to any portion O
the private business of the Company or
otherwise than that of the Iacific RailWayy
and having ascertained that not one dolla
can be taken for. the purpose of buyi0g
branch lines or devoted to any other PU'
pose than that of this railway, the monel
can only be paid upon the certificate o
the Chiet Engineer of the Railway as the
work progresses. Surely that is a sufficient
guarantee and security for us that the
money will not be diverted from the P"'
pose for which it is granted. Those gel'
tlemen who come from the Maritime Pro'
vinces, know sonething of the building 0
ships, and the terms on which those who
build theni are supplied. A man contracts
to build a vessel of so many tons burde.P
at so nuch per ton. After his contract 's
signed he goes to the different parties Iho
supply material, and says " I have nade a
contract for the building of a vessel, for
which I shall receive so much n0fley
when all the material is in the yard 50
much when the vessel is in fratrie s,
mucli when she is planked and celed'
and so much when launched and de'
livered." He goes on to build the shiP
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en f'nds that be has taken his contractfoalw , or perhaps that his banker has
fr. J ne then goes to Mr. Brown, or

Stocl nes, and says: "My ship is on the
futther b eame, but I cannot go any
I.can ecause my banker has failed, and
his nt get supplies." Mr. Brown sends
de d carpenter to examine the work
on e, and make an estimate of the material

thand, and if warranted in doing so, as~lto1is Case he advances a sum sufficient
We auneh the ship. That is about exactly
takee we are in this matter. We have
ann upon ourselves to build this railway,

We ave given the contract to the
ed to to build it. They have explain-
deavor e Government that they have en-
Powered by every possible means in their
theyh to Carry out this great work, but
f 'ave found it impossible to do so
hasa variety of reasons. Their credit
theieen CrIed down in the first place by
Sr enemies and rivals, and by such
andthes as ve have heard here to-night,
nce. e Government comes to their assist-

of te Anyone who has heard the speech
the bon. gentleman from Halifax must

faith ie that that hon. gentleman has no
Work in this work ; that it is a useless
the and that the further we go with it

t sore worthless it will become, and that
is better to leave it where it is as there
th. hurry and no haste for it. Is that
to bay In which this Dominion is going
th e built up ? Is that the way in which

n Credit Of Canada is to be maintained
that tIoney markets of the world ? Isathe waytwhom We ay to inspire confidence in those
With a invite to come to this country
S.upa View to making their homes in it ?
seyPse we stop the work now and throw
an thousand men out of employment,
Work it news goes abroad that our great
a 'd s a failure, that it is a useless project,

anodn at, like the Fort Francis Lockit is a
aess alent of the folly, inability, foolish-
eonld weakness of the Government,

ngl bathose workmen think of com-
We back to this country ? Would
comhave large numbers of emigrants
ex ectg t o our shores in the spring, as we
thNct ere will be, if it was found that
Pl lands of men were thrown out of em-
naint by the stoppage of this great
saY kee ndertaking ? No ; they would
PubRi P clear of Canada ; trust not the

c Men of Canada, they have no faith

in their own country ; they are merely a
parcel of children, who have not the
ability to manage the country they
live in. That would be the con-'
clusion that would be arrived at by
intending emigrants. I say that if
this work were now stopped, the evil
effects it would have upon the
country could not be counteracted
by any efforts that the Government
could make during my lifetime, o1 the
lifetime of the youngest member of this
House, in the eyes of the world. I say
it is our own interest to give the Govern-
ment every support we can in this rnatter.
If there were no controlling powers in this
Bill ; if there was nothing in it but simply
a provision that the Government might go
on and pay the Syndicate this large sum of
money from the Treasury as they de-
manded it, without any proof that it was
being devoted to the completiol of this
work, then I say we ought to place such
controlling power in the Bill ; but in my
judgment no better plan could be devised
that the money shall be properly utilized in
the completion of the road, and refunded to
the country, than we have in this mea-
sure. It has been so carefully drawn
up and prepared, that, to my
mind, it is impossible that we can
have better security. Suppose it
should happen, as we are told it will
by hon. gentlemen opposite, that after
these men get the money they will throw
the road back on our hands ? Sup-
posing we have to foreclose our mort-
gage after the money is expended, we
are in a perfectly safe position to take
the road, and go on and finish ,it.
If we take the land at half the price put
on it here to-night, and take the number
of miles of railway that have been already
built, and will be built as the money is
expended, I contend we will be in a safe
position to go on and complete the road,
and-we will then have it cheaper than we
could possibly have built it ourselves, and
cheaper than any estimate of the probable
cost that has been submitted to Parlia.
ment since the Pacific Railway has been
spoken of. We are told that it is of no
importance whether this road should be
finished in two years or in five years. In
all great undertakings, no matter what
they may be, the sooner the work is com-
menced and carried on to completion, the
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better for all concerned. It is like the
building of the ship that I told you of by
way of illustration-the longer she remains
on the stocks, the longer it will be before
she begins to make returns to her owners.
The hon. gentleman must surely have
forgotten that with regard to the interest
on the road it must be realized, whether
the road is running or not, and if the road
is running the revenue will go towards
xneeting the interest, as well as running
expenses. Supposing we stop building
our railroad now west of the Rocky
Mountains, and from Port Arthur east, we
would have no railway at all-we would
be worse off than we were before. I be-
lieve that the through railway is an abso-
lute necessity, and that within io years
the traffic of the North-West will not only
tax the full capacity of the railroad to
carry out the produce from that country,
but it will also require the assistance of
the water stretches as well. Believing
that that will be the case, I am prepared
to support this Bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I shall be
as brief as possible in the few remarks
that I shall address to the House on the
measure. We are asked to give a loan of
a sum of money at five per cent. interest
to this Company, and the reason for that
request is contained in a letter from the
President of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way to the Minister of Railways, and from
a perusal of that letter it must be obvious
to every hon. gentleman, as it is to the
public, that rival jealousies have been at
work, that the enemies of this Company
and the enemies of Canada, and the ene-
mies of Confederation, across the boundary
line, in this country, and in England, have
been endeavoring to destroy the credit of
the Canadian Pacific Railway. I am sure
that the feeling must be universal from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and in Eng-
land as well, that this road must be l uilt
speedily, and we have the action of the
Government in this matter, supported not
only by the representatives of of the peo-
ple in Parliament, but I believe by the
public sentiment of the Dominion.

Under the proposed Bill, great and
incompatible advantages are gained by
the country. We are saved from a
threatened grinding monopoly, from the
amalgamation or pooling of two gigantic

HON. MR. HOWLAN

railway companies. We have had C%;
perience of what the Grand Truffk%
powers are, and how tyranically they have
been exercised. These powers wl be
neutralized.

Ontario and the Maritime Province
must benefit by an independent line, to
be completed in two years, connect1g
the Atlantic with the Pacific, by continnUS
railway from the Straits of Canso to port
Moody.

If the Company now abandon te
Canadian Pacific Railway, if they 110
suspend work, if this Bill should not pas
the brrdens - and obligations on OUr
country would be much greater than the
amount of this proposed loan and the
subsidy unearned, as the road would U'
doubtedly have to be finished by the
Government. Fancy our paralyzed con
dition, and the depression that woîld
everywhere prevail; we would have to
pay the liabilities of the Company, an
we would lose all the branch lines, equIP
ments, plant, steel, ships and materials Of
the Company east of Callandar.

If this Bill does not pass, and the Co0'
pany continuetheir work, andonlycoiplete
the road in 1891, and then make default,
the country will be in a still worse Can'
dition, as we will only have in our hafnd
the five million acres of land kept a
security for the working of the line, the
Company holding possession of the.
railway.

By this Bill we have the road thoroughly
completed in two years, without it costing
the country a single dollar in land or
money beyond what has been alreadl
granted. It is thus plain and incontro
vertible, that the country, and every indUst
in the country, must be the gainer by th'o.
assistance to the Company, which they a'e
bound to pay back with interest. T'
loan is not made at the loss or expense O
country, but on the contrary, the greatest
possible advantages must accrue to eve
industry through the length and breadth O
the Dominion by thus securing the co'
pletion and running of the road intwoYears
The hon. leader of the Opposition know
that our lands in the North-West would be
valueless but for this railway, and we have
in those lands a security that this debt
will be paid. I know that one timle the
hon. gentleman considered that thOse
lands were not worth the cost of survey'ng
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then, but I am glad to find that through
great ability, zeal and enterprise of this

tiorGpany in pushing forward the construc-
in the railway, the lands have increased

thlue to such a extent that they are in
this selves almost a sufficient security for
thi oan. The leader of the Opposition
.a cOntended that the Company had no
Calto spend any money further east than

as tndar. We all know, however, that it
Was not the intention of those who sup-
ter this project that the road was to
dire inate there, but that it should have adirect communication with the Atlantic
havet To say that this Company should

he terminus of their road at Callan-
to and allow the Grand Trunk Railway
there opolize the carrying trade from
>a east would be to leave the Canadian
of fic Railway Company at the mercysa eir rival, and would be anything but
antsfactory to the country at large. We

og an independant road, in the hands
onOne company, extending across the
ern do not think that the Gov-e!ftu1tent look upon this loan as being a
ta to the Company. I think they areba"g every precaution that it shall onlybhoa loan for which they take over theanole road and its equipment, steamboatsid everything they hold as security, and
taie Company should fail in their under-
nte g, or should it turn out that in the
adv se of the country it would be

le that this loan should be
toWerted into a gift, I am sure it would

othmg more than what Parliament
done before for other companies. We

rosremember that for several years the
ever Of the Intercolonial Railway
por Paying its running expenses were veryOp i'deed. Hon. gentlemen of the

Pposition spoke of it as a burden on the
thentry that would year by year roll up
tensanas of dollars of debt ; yet we can
Geo ]Ber, at a timewhen we had the Hon.

a n in this House, hearing him
il t hewould rather see'six Intercolon-

the iways built than that the credit of
British coushould be imperilled. When
pededColumbia came into the Union we
Pdged ourselves to construct a line of
on* ay fron the Atlantic to the Pacific

nce in ten years ; that time has long
told expired, and are we now to be
lon4tîat ths work is to be delayed still

,and for no reason ? I know that

in 1874 the gentlemen now in Opposition
talked of building this road as a Govern-
ment work, and estimated its cost at
$16o,ooo,ooo. Under the present ar-
rangement I believe that we will get a
cheaper and better road, and it will be
better run by the Company than it could
possibly be by the Government. The
hon. gentleman from Halifax said that we
were adding this amount to the debt of
the country. No doubt we are, but the
security we are getting makes the debt a
safe otie. It has been alleged that it is
an unwise policy on the part of the
Government to involve the country in
this large expenditure at a time when the
revenue has fallen off, but what is the
cause of the decrease in the revenue?
The cause is the reduction in the
taxation of the country. Does my hon.
friend from Halifax mean to contend that
the speedy building of the railway will not
increase the revenue of the country ? It
must increase it year by year, and if that
is to be taken into consideration, it is
another reason why the railway should be
speedily cofnpleted. Thp hon. gentleman
from Halifax has stated that in his opinion
the accumulation of money in the savings
banks of Nova Scotia is an indication of a
want of prosperity in that Province. In
my opinion it is an evidence to the con-
trary, as the savings of the laboring classes
are deposited in the banks until such time
as they accumulate sufficient means to
invest in profitable enterprises., I am
surprised that my hon. friend should seek
to decry the chief city of his native Pro-
vince. In my opinion Halifax, with its
numerous manufactories and industries,
was never in a more prosperous condition
than it is at present. I do not know that
I shall say anything more on this subject,
but when I consider the amount of benefit
that the speedy completion of this railway
must be to the country, and the impetus
that the expenditure of this large amount
of money in two years will give to the in-
dustries of the Dominion, I am induced
to give my support to this measure,
especially as the Opposition have nothing
to propose in exchange for what the Gov-
ernment has submitted to us. They seem
to be without a plan, without a platform,
without a policy or programme. It seems
to be the only policy of the Opposition
that they must rule, or the country must
be ruined.
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HON. MR. GIRARD-I shall detain
the House only a few minutes while I ex-
press my views on this question. I am
deeply interested in the result of this
measure, and on examining it closely I do
not find that it contains any extraordinary
provisions. It is merely in the nature of
an agreement between two wealtihy people.
On one side is the Government and the
Dominion Treasury, and on the other side
is a wealthy corporation who need money
temporaiily, and apply to the Government
for a loan to assist them, offering a suffi-
cient guarantee that the money will be
refunded with interest at a certain date,
and I do not see how Parliament can
hesitate in granting it. We remember
that when the Grand Trunk. Railway was
constructed some 35 years ago, that Com-
pany had to appeal to Parliament to assist
them to meet their engagements, and that
road was not then in as good a position
as the Canadian Pacific Railway is to-day.
At that timè the Grand Trunk Railway
was to United Canada what the Canadian
Pacific Railway now is to the Pominion.
After great difficulties and much opposi-
tion the Grand Trunk Railway was con-
structed, and to-day we see the benefits
all round us that have resulted from its
construction. Along its route prosperous
cities, towns and villages have sprung up,
and the wilderness of 35 years ago has
been converted into smiling homesteads
from the east end of Lower Canada to the
western end of Upper Canada. The con-
struction of that line attracted large num-
bers of settlers to this country. We have
now before us one of the greatest enter-
prises of the kind that has ever been
undertaken on this continent, and with
the experience we have had in the past
we can look forward confidently to the
future of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
It is true that the Company which has
undertaken to construct.the road may be
able to complete it within the time stipulat-
ed in their agreement, but they are now
suffering from a temporary embarrassment,
and would it be wise on our part to refuse
the assistance that they ask ? I think it
would be neither wise nor prudent to risk
the stopping of the work, and in my
opinion it would be unpatriotic to throw
so large a number of men out of employ-
ment. It would also be an injustice to
the people who have gone in and settled

on the lands of the North-West on the
understanding that they would within a
few years have railway communicatiOn
with the outer world. The lands in the
North-West are not all good lands ; there
are parts of it that are not so good as
others -the same as in other countries,
but at the same time it is a very desirable
country, and I know farmers who have
only been living on their lots for two Or
three years, who are perfectly satisfied with
their position, and now enjoy an indepen-
dence for which they would have to work
in this country for fifteen or twenty years,
and perhaps 'for their whole lifetim1e-
Under these circumstances, I say that
now that the eyes of the world are On
those vast prairies of the North-West, nOW
that large numbers of people in the British
Islands and other countries of Europe are
just organizing to come to settle amongst
us, it would certainly be injurious to the
Confederation to discourage that move-
ment. It is one which is in the interests
of all the Dominion. I do not ask anY
thing specially for Manitoba or British
Columbia. It will all come *as a matter
of course. Let the Government construct
the road as they are bound to do, with al
possible speed ; let us not wait till 189z,
because in the five years that would elaPse
between the completion of the work in
1886 under this Bill, and the period ,nef,
tioned in the original contract, those
prairies which have, up to the present
time, been a wilderness, will be filled with
an industrious population, and we can all
imagine how that will benefit the whole
Dominion. We may soon have a large
population in the country if we make an
effort to complete that road from sea to
sea ; we may have our prairie lands
settled with people from the Old World,
who will bring to us their strength, their
energy and their fortunes.

When I say that any serious opposition
to the Bill would be unpatriotic, there is
another consideration which I respectfU11l
submit to the House. I hope we sha.
never have any troubles with our neigb
bors, nevertheless, they have occurred
in the past, and they may occur agamn.
such troubles should arise, how importan:
it would be for the defence of our countr
to have this line in operation ! It Wou
save great expense, and the Governient,
would be able to send troops to us by e
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À entirely within our own borders.
We are at present situated, we are

b Parated from the rest of the country,but we wOuld feel much stronger if we
ealild know that we were placed within
OSy reach of both ends of the Dominion.
Our hittle Province would have the advan-
te of presenting to our enemies the
Strengthi of our whole Dominion.

se' view of all these considerations itbrens to me that all who are influenced
Y true patriotism will not hesitate to voteo this leasure, and for my part I shall

Vote for the Bill.

lat • MR. HAYTIHORNE-At this
te hour of the evening I should certainly

have prfered to postpone any remarks I
e to rnake until to-morrow, or until such

<'e as the Flouse saw fit to adjourn thefisate to. I presume that a Senator's
sb 'uty, when a measure of this sort is

to the House, is to see first to
' interests of his own Province, to seeaow Such a measure will affect it, if it hasay aflect at alL I apply that rule to the

thatymeento which I belong, and I see
it will affect Prince Edward Island

t1aY inclirectly. We do not expect to
oursel with any part of the North-West

Cutaves. Our products are principally
dericultural except, perhaps, those that we
Withve from the fisheries. Our trade
'allthe North-West must, therefore, be
ove indeed. Provided the policy of thefGVernn~e

favorabent succeeds and produces the
anlti leresults which its advocates
our cipate, it may then afford to those of

tPople who wish to emigrate, an easyfoa of access to the North-West Terri-
tories, There is another way in which,Ptrhapste nyb
that aPs, they may be personally affected,

o i, should Halifax be made the winter
ahouf the Canadian Pacific Railway, orpuld St. John be also a port for that
Subjse but it does not appear that the

r ject Of winter ports has given thefrnm met great concern. They appear,
indi$ gnthat has been said to-night, to be
ittlerent to where the port is. It makes

fi ofatter to them whether the great traf-
toan A he Canadian North-West is carried,
co a smercan or to a Canadian port. I
What 'e myself that my Province is some-

it terested in the establishment of.*n1ter ports either in New Brunswick or
ova Scotia, or in both. In that case

she might certainly reap some advantage
from the projected outlay. It is true that
in the United States experience shows
that the lands and the agricultural inter-
ests of the Eastern States have been in-
juriously affected by the opening of the
American North-Wcst. The products of
the rich prairie lands have come into com-
petition with the products of eastern farms
in the large cities on the Atlantic coast,
and in that way landed property and the
agricultural interests generally have suffer-
ed not a little by the opening up of the
American North-West. We may antici-
pate that the agriculturists in the eastern
provinces will be affected in a manner
somewhat similar, but these are, perhaps,
remote contingencies : but there is one,
a comparatively near contingency which
is certain to happen, and that is, in
the first instance our burden must be in-
creased. It is true that the members of the
Government and those who support their
views have argued, that the security
taken is complete and that there is
no fear whatever of the loan not
being repaid at the time it becomes due.
But we cannot altogether agree with that
view of the case. Experience shows us
that under similar circumstances in Can-
ada it has happened that such loans
have not been repaid, and I conceive it
to be the duty of every Senator not to
look at certainties, but to look at probab-
ilities, and so govern himself, and so to
legislate, that he shall provide against the
occurrence of every possible contingency.
We are to anticipate that seven years will
make a very material difference both in
the persons who are now charged with the
Government of Canada and in the circum
stances not only of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company but of the North-West
itself. Seven years may remove the gen-
tlemen who are now firm in power, and
their successors may entertan views en-
tirely different to those which are now
held on this question of compelling a re-
fund of this loan. It is therefore quite
within the bounds of possibility, without
imputing corruption to any Government,
that this loan may never be repaid, and in
that case my Province, as well as every other
part of the Dominion, must become respon-
sible for this debt, which I suppose will add
to the debt per capita of the Dominion
pretty nearly seven dollars per head. I
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think it is a very serious matter, owing as
we do fifty dollars per head at the present
time, to add seven dollars to that amount
without some pretty certain method of
securing payment.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gen-
tlemen is usually very accurate in his
figures: I wish to know how he makes
out that the present debt is fifty dollars
per head ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I do not
pretend to be strictly accurate ; the hon.
gentleman can correct me when the
proper time comes. Assuming that the
debt of the Dominion now reaches pretty
nearly $5o per head, this $3o,ooo,ooo
which we are now about to add to our
debt, under the contingency which I bave
stated, will add something like $7 per
head more. Ñow, this financial view of
the question is a very important one.
We know very well that when Canada, or
any other country, goes into a foreign
market to effect a loan, that an exact and
rigid inquiry is made into her circum-
stances, and unless a good account can be
given of her resources it is not improbable
that the credit of that country may be
injuriously affected by the result. I look
upon it that we should be exceedingly
cautious how we add an amount to our
indebtedness, which the leader of the
Government himself has this evening
stated to be an astounding amount. I
would just invite attention to a circum-
stance which occurred in another part of
the British Empire a short month ago, in
India, in the ancient city of Hyderabad.
It was the occasion of installing a.young
Prince in the position which his deceased
father had occupied. There were present
on that occasion the Governor-General of
India and some successful British generals
whose names it is only necessary for me
to mention to insure respect for them-e-
General Stewartand General Roberts. The
object was the installation of this young
Indian prince, whose subjects numbered
no less than ten millions, and the advice
which Lord Ripon gave him on that
occasion was couched in these words:-

" Look to your finances-for careless and
xtrava ant finance means-firet, heavy taxa-

tion, and the ruin and poverty of the people,
with increasing interest, and final bankruptcy.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

While reasonable economy, and just an
equal taxation means ever increasing proe
perity and expanding wealth."

Hon. gentlemen, I consider that thOs
were wise words applied to an olde
country than our own, and probably, a
far as possession of gold and silver and
material wealth goes, richer than Canadâ,
and I consider they are by no means In'
applicable to us at the present time, whell
we propose to add, at one swoOP,
$30,ooo,ooo to our debt. I am not, Pe
haps, so very much opposed to the corn-
pletion of this road with all due despatch
as many of the gentlemen with whoml'
co-operate, and I am, also, fully alive t
the importance of a through route. .
remember when the Canadian Pacific
Railway Bill was before this House, that
I was an advocate for the route north of
Lake Superior, because I considered it
was important that Canada should have
within her own boundaries a way of get'
ting from ocean to ocean. While on this
subject I may say that the best and nOst
forcible argument which I have yet heard
in favor of the Government policy came,4
not from a member of the Governnt,4
but from the hon. gentleman who sits
behind me (Mr. Girard) who impressed
in the most forcible way, and in rmos
patriotic language, his idea of the imiPor'
tance of being able to defend our country
from whatever point we may be attacked-
That is a fact which, to my mind, afford
a better argument than any we have heard
from the Ministers who have spoken this
evening on this question. But My rea-
sons for opposing this Bill are princiPally
derived from the conduct of the Govern-
ment themselves with reference to this
measure, on account of their inaptitude
for dealing with the question of coloniza
tion. It appears as if they had not prol?
erly studied that great question--as
their ideas of filling up the great NOrth-
West are of secondary importance, a'
the interest of the Canadian Pacific Ral
way Company and the Treasury of the
Dominion were far superior in importance
to the interests of those people whomf theT
are inducing to settle on the prairie lands•
It appears a liberal thing, indeed, to offer
a man i6o acres of land if he dwells UpO"
it. But when we consider the conditios
imposed on the settler, the difficuîtihe
he has to contend with, and the
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edivantages under which he labors in
a fsequence of the tariff, it is the gift of

a rather than of a friend. I have here
marphlet sent to me since I came to
Wa. It is published in the City of

fthdo n and purports to give an account
te organization of a society there, and

s.Of some of their meetings. Now,he it, the statements made in this re-Port tan hardîyan ardly be questioned : the men
.Th peaking from their own experience.

aey are brought together at a certainnae to state their grievances and to take
1easures to provide a remedy. If theie will bear with me a few minutes I
let j ad sorne passages from this pamph-

peIs to indicate what the feelings of the
beple Of the North-West are. There hasp t much doubt and confusion upon this
stigt When the press which has been
p ized by several gentlemen who have

Pointe here-the Opposition press-hasscibed out the difficulties which are de-Brand here bY the gentlemen who met at
wat f, they have been charged with a

t of patriotism. I have been a con-
cant reader of the Globe newspaper and I

ear charge my memory with having
asfie "ny statements in its columns such
the ave been described by the Minister of
the Interjor. I have seen the policy of
anhe overnrment criticized severely enough
the contrasted with the policy pursued in
there .Onrg country, but I do not think

'a is anything unpatriotic in that, be-
cr rtinly if there is a better system

nad in the United States than ià
tda, even supposing that system is

the ect, yet if it suits their settlers and
y ite home as has been stated by the

thei I-ember from Ottawa and bring out
<erfriends to settle alongside of them,

it s y it is a successful system, whether
os OPen to criticism or not.

SR. MACPHERSON-Our sys-
s5 mfore*liberal to the settler.

b MR. RHAYTHORNE-It may be
fiot so well liked.

it M R. MACPHERSON-I believe
, and better liked.

'110X* MR. HAYTHORNE-In this
et 1 find the following:
, however, that we have for the firet

time, a surplus of grain, we have discovered
that the prices we obtain are not sufficient to
cover the cost of production, and that we are
face to face with the fact that notwithstanding
all our labor and outlay we can barely
subsist."

I suppose if the burden of that para-
graph had appeared in the Globe it would
have been considered unpatriotic.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It has appeared
in the Globe though.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-It is the
statement of a farmer who has had ex-
perience of it. The pamphlet continues :--

" No doubt a combination of unfavorable
circuîmistances,,such as early and severe frosts,
together with imperfect arrangements for
saving and marketing grain, have this season
aggravated the farmer's condition anid con-
tributed to his disconteat. Yet the fact re-
mains that those of us whose crops were un-
touched by frost, and who were at the same
time most conveniently situated as to markets,
realized little or no profit on our produce.
Our distance from the great markets of the
world, the length and severity of our winters,
and the scarcity of fuel, must to a great ex-
tent neutralize the exceptional advantages
we enjoy of an easily cultivated and exceed-
ingly productive soil. Such drawbacks are
for the present unavoidable and would be
born by us with patience."

When the Globe said anything about
early frosts, that was considered high
treason nearly.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Do they
say that the farmer in Dakota is more
fortunate ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-No.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON - The
Globe did say that though.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE - The
pamphlet continues :-

" In addition to these, however, we find our
selves weighed down by the excessive charges
of a railway monopoly, forced on us in despite
of an Act of the Inperial Parlianent in utter
disregard of the urgent needs of a young and
growing coîmmunity. We find the lands of
Manitoba, guaranteed to her by every princi-
ple of provincial equality, withheld from us
y a Government whose vacillating land

policy has diverted the stream of immigration
from our boundaries."

Now that is a statement of practical
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men, and I do not see how it is to be met
by gentlemen standing up here and bring-
ing bills of indictment against the Opposi-
tion press.

HON. MR. SMITH-Who was chair
man of that meeting ?

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE--I do not
know.

HON. MR. SMIT H-I think there were
four or five young lawyers there who con-
stituted this immense meeting.

- HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I was not
reading from a report of the meeting.
.The pamphlet continues

"It is plain that there are grievances which
ought not to be borne without remonstrance-
jesistance if necessary. But we believe that
a fair representation of our condition, backed
by a stern determination to have it remedied,
will secure for us such universal sympathy
and respect as will break down every obstacle
'to our ultimate success."

Hon. gentlemen may see from that the
evil effects of attempting to force.an un-
welcome system upon the people. Here
is language, the use of which is on all
accounts to be deprecated. I consider it
unwise for a person who has a political
grievance to talk of resistance. He ought
to know that under our system there is a
remedy for every.grievance under the sun
which people can have, and they can have
it legitimately redressed by legal means
without talking of resistance.

HON. MR. PLUMB-We would con-
sider the pamphlet a better authority if we
knew were it came from.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-It is a
little strange that you find farmers, who
are undoubtedly a busy race of men, and
who, certainly, when they settle on land
have little time to spare to attend public
meetings, should on two occasions have
met at -two distant towns for the purpose
of ventilating their grievances.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I doubt if there
was a farmer at those meetings.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-No doubt
the hon. gentleman does not like it ; I am
quite convinced of that, on just the same

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

principle that my hon. friend does not like
the statements in the Opposition press. it
is much easier, when you meet statenients
that are not easily answered, to call oIt
" there is an unpatriotic man " and " there
is a man who is injuring his country, Who
is ruiniing the Government policy by hi
statements, and injuring the Pacific Rail-
way Company." These are much easier
statements to run off than to sit down and
make a logical reply to the criticisms of
the Opposition press. It requires a Man
of no genius to run down an opponent,
but it requires ability and patience to Col
trovert what this society of far.mers has
stated. That society put out a declara
tion of rights, and it seems to me that
they have acted, with the exception of the
few words I have mentioned now, With
great discretion and very good judgmoen t

indeed. It seems to me they put their
claims in very strong and suitable lan'
guage. They say :

" Whereas, in view of the present depter
sion in agricultural and commercial indtir
tries in the Province of Manitoba, the farmers
of the Province have assembled for the pur
pose of expressing their viewe upon the causeo
of the said depression and the means of re
moving the same.

" And, whereas, the present and futa'
prosperity of this Province depeuds both
commercially and otherwise upon the succea'
ful prosecution of agriculture.

"And, whereas, numerous and embarra-
ing restrictions are placed upon the efforts
made by the settlers to extend their operatio0l
and improve their condition.

" And, whereas, such restrictions are U.
just and unneoessary, and have been col
nued in defiance of just rights of Manitoba.c

" And, whereas, some of the said restri
tions consist of the oppressive duty "Po
agricultural im plements, the monopO .of
the carrying trade now enjoyed by the Can&
dian Pacific Railway Com any, and the i
proper and vexatious met ods emploYbd
the administration of the public lands
Manitoba.

" And, whereas, such restrictions are upj)l5

and unnecessary, and have been continued
defiance of the just rights of Manitoba..

" And, whereas, some of the said restrict0 }
consist of the oppressive duty upon agr
tural implements, the monopoiy the carry
ing trade now enjoyed by the Canadian F
fic Railway Com pany, and the impro r...
vexatious methode employed in the a' m'
tration of the public lands of Manitoba. ba

"And, whereas, the inhabitants of Malii
are British subjects, and have made the
homes here upon the representation that hYa
would be allowed all the privileges whicb, o
such subjects, they would elsewhere
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ia be entitled to, and it appears that by put the rate Of 35 per on those im-
oferI n of the admission of Manitoba innotld the hnI ieatwdsc and ets, I say they inflicted a greatergta n they should be allowed such
"And, nrivileges, more Iastirg injury on the North-.~ju>Wees "And are deie suW ihs est than any articles published ini theand thereas, they are denied such rights,

they find that the representative Grit press," as it is"called.
Þate ot the Province is such that they are

te re y HON. M.MACPHERSON-Will theohfedI deed the privilege of scrn
peres of their grievances through theirtepreslentati i h rvnia rDmno hon. gentleman state the difference be-

P, lataies in the Provincial or Dominion
rAnents tween the price of agricultural implements

b iu %hereas, a large proportion of the in Brandon and in St. Paul.
Wh o the Dominion Government is

0rthy -onnected with Manitoba and the HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think 1
Igat Fets, especially the important De-

W t the Minister of Railways, Public remember a debate ocdurirg a few days
shbonld, IMigration and Agriculture, which ago in this House in which it was stated
legislat controlled by our provincial that agricultural implements were said to
iSc'b' ees Li tergtoeeyB be cheaper in portions of the North-West

is And whereas, it is the rignt of every Brit-
to Jbect to call the attention of the consti-
anjd authorities to the existence of abuses

wrongN. MR. MACPHERSON-Or than
ter • 1e right of Local Government to char- they are in St. Paul.
tr ways anywhere in Manitoba free from

2 e'rfrence, and
(in uThe absolute control of lier public lands
the' p "g school lands) by the legislature of sirply an illustration of the fact that your
sold rovince, and compensation for lands protected interests are greedy of ary pro-

3. a dused for federal purposes. fit that is to be nade out of a new country.
Iiient atte duty on agricultural impetnt, dut odn aeril a be mpie- A large boom in the prairie Province was

nd thand building materials be removed,
ito ted Custoins tariff on articles entering anticipated, and they said: ' now is our
io the . y Consumption be greatly modifie time they had 35 per cent, protection
andNnterests of the people of this Province and ah they had to do was to send in im-

4orth,-West.
b4 .Th(, ri plenients enough to supply the settlers,

Dtinion IItof representation in the and they sent in too rany.

o 4d that this Convention is unaimiously of
ono that the Hudson's Bay Railway HoN. MR.

bse tonstructed with ni least possible cheaper?

"Giyrs, s ti ald

fo o ot identify myself with all those
giu emands but as regards the duty onCl.tultural i,~îîmns

Said b t.implements, I must say, as I
it fore m this House, in my judgment
that fe of the most injudicious things

eOuld possibly have been done to a
ne Country. It more than counterbal-

tin any possible attraction the posses-
a f 16o acres of land would furnish to
en tending settler. It bears with pe-

a thardship on a new province such as
filtt a, where agricultural impleme-

It is are absolutely necessary to a farmer.
fnot like a wooded country where asrequires little more than an axe and a

t o..f provisions to begin work; in
Cteacountry where a man cannot obtain
and E owers, reapers, threshing machines

lther agricultural machinery, he is
tos at a disadvantage for which it is al-

11eost impossible to compensate, and when
omnimion Government deliberately

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-That is a
very reasonable explanation. I daresay
they are cheaper because their own greed
defeated itself.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Then where is.
the grievance ?

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-They are
obliged to sell them cheaper. If I were
to put forward those statements simply on
the authority of a pamphlet, however
reasonable its contents may be, I should
be told that my authority was not suffi-
cient, but when I take up a blue book
presented to Parliament and find that the
complaints of settlers are to be found in
it, and that they are all of recent date,
then I come to the conclusion that these
settlers do not speak without reason ; that
they not only speak of the mariner in which
the shoe of monopoly has pinched their
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feet, but also give the facts. I find state-
ments in this blue book which completely
bear out many that are contained in the
pamphlet

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-What is
the blue book?

HoN. MR HAYTHORNE-" Sessional
papers relating to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, 1883-84." I find in this blue
book, which is printed by order of Parlia-
ment, an important document emenating
from the Board of Trade at Winnipeg.
It bears the signature of the President of
the Board of Trade. An hon. gentleman
.on the other side of the House asked me
who was the chairman of the meeting
reported in the pamphlet from which I
quoted : it so happened that I was not
reading from a report of a meeting, but at
all events no fault will be found with the
capacity, intelligence and experience of
the gentleman whose name is attach-
ed to the document I am now about
to refer to-his name is C. N. Brydges.
I suppose hon. gentlemen will not object
,to his authority as having reference to the
interests of the North-West or of Winni-
peg. He writes, on the 7th day of April,
1883, a letter addressed to Charles Drink-
water, Secretary 6f the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, as follows :-

"Si,-We have been instructed by the
Council of the Board of Trade to send to you
the accompanying copy of a letter addressed
on the 20th ult., b the Board to the General
Manager of the anadian Pacifie Railway
Company, bearing upon the recent heavy in-
crease in their freight tariff.

" The Board is not aware whether the in-
creased tariff lias been approved by the Gover-
nor in Council, and that therefore it cannot
be bound until the Company earns ten per
cent. upon its capital. If such is the case the
effect upon the trade of this country will be
disastrous.

" The Board trusts that this matter, so
vital to the growth of the North-West, will
receive the earnest attention of yourself and
the Governinent, and your attention is spe-
cially called to the claim made, that rates
must be made to cover the cost of working,
which is so contrary to what was stated to be
the fact when the contract with the railway
company was entered into.

" We have the honor to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servants,

" C. N. BRYDGES, President,
" L. M. LEWIS, Secretary."

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

Now it appears, referring back a pag
that the tariff to which this communice
tion refers had been before a Committ#
of the Privy Council and approved W-
His Excellency on the 23rd of Marce
Without reading the whole of it I migU
read the result :-

" On a memorandum dated 9th Decemub6J
1882, from the Minister of Railways a
Canais, submitting for approval, in acco
ance with the provisions of the Consolida
Railway Act, 1879, the accompanying Pré
posed freight tariff on the Western Divii4io
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

"That in relation thereto the thief Engin®
of Government Railways states under date
9th of December, 1882, that though higher
than the tariffs of railways in Eastern
Canada, it is in his opinion so only in P
portion to the comparatively greater cOst .4
operating a railwa in the N orth-West, an
that the rates suhmitted are just and fair,
taking into consideration the fact that th
cost of fuel used on this section of railwal-'
at least 110 per cent higher than on roads
Eastern Canada; that of labor, 45 per eentl
and of general supplies, 60 per cent higher
further, that the hne runs for hundredSs'
miles through a country but sparsely setti'
and yielding, for some time to come, bel
very light traffic. The tariff in question 1h0
however, been framed with a view to .he
settlement of the country and the prolotlO
of its trade, and to this end low rates ha
been placed on some of the more impO 0;W
articles; such as immigrants' effects, ch,'
cordwood, lumber and grain. In view Of -
charges which the rapid rate of settlemen
the country nay be expected to produce
advises that the priod for the operatiabe
the present tariff one year only, and ,
the Minister, concurs in the above report. el

On this report which is thus concurr.
in by the Privy Council, and which 10
represented to them by their Engineer-ii'
Chief as being just and reasonable, aYe
different opinion is entertained byt
people of Winnipeg and by the settlers
the North-West, as will be seen by t<0

passages which I intend to read tO the
House. I will read a communicatiofl O
the Minister of Railways, Sir Charl
Tupper, by Mr. Brydges. It is
follows:-

"The Board must call your earnest attend,
to the fact, that at present the trade of e
toba is almost entirely one of imports c
country not having gun to grow aoft
more than is sufficient to supply the Wan sl
the large numbers of immigrantSy
coming into the country. The inPorts
from Europe, Eastern Canada and the 'O e
States, and the cost of transporttiOn tS do
borders of the country at St. Vincent
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heav, Y as to add largely to the price at
oie e oOds mfust be sold-a fact, which of

0t11 more onerous, from the very
w nfrefrom the boundary to

foe rPoints, and it is a question, there-
.*c the railway com any ie very

QI e nterestedi, becausge very hihprices of
inhbt Codities required and used by the]t ntP must have an injurious effect as

Thids md
J' ucing settierg te corne into the

This is the opinion of that experienced
n raîlway matters, Mr. C. J.

Lie goes on to say:-

48 The Board is quite aware that the highest
itheof materials, ;abor and fuel combned,
liay p resent smaller traffic ner mile of rail-

.wrki peration, muet render the cost of
ri thea railway in Manitoba higlier than
it Ià iddle States or Eastern Canada, but
eti 1 a nquestio worthy of very careful consid-
o> is. how far unduly high rates will tend

f4t Ir.ure the country and the consequentrwe r of the traffic or profite of thereiwy itf4el{."

eiere follows another important state-
ttet Which I think is well worthy the
althon Of members of the Government,

ough they do not appear to pay any
atention to it :-

be a also a consideration which must not
San .ight of, that the Parliament of

Withd In fixing the terms of the contract
liberaour Company, made those terms
I 0ra a they are, on the distinct &round,

°,"get others, that the cost of workng the

ea way could only be carried on for some
I at a loss until, in fact, the country

d e fairly settled; and therefnre the evi-
'ai itCe tion of our contract was, that. 8  fl1e ot to be fixed @olely upon the
t a far as possible, çoveringexpenses

11g the, earlier years of operation.",

'l, hen the writer refers Sir Charles
ne Pper to a comparative statement of the
tro tariff and the old one. Not to
Oible the House with the whole details

tstariff, I may content myself with
ticregthe result, which is that the average
ckaseon the whole was nearly 59 per

exam I will give a few items by way of
Wi Ple. The new freight, St. Vincent to
frei Peg, first class, was 43 cents; old

Sthe same distance, 25 cents; differ-
% 8 cents. Winnipeg to Portage la

26 e new tariff, 38 cents; old tariff,
to B ts; increase, 12 cents. Winnipe4

don, new tariff, 65 cents; old tariff,
increase, 24 cents. Looking at this,

not account for the great discon-

tent which prevails in the North-West?
Is it any wonder that settlers suffering
under such an infliction as this should be
discontented and ready to compare their
position with that of others more conveni-
ently situated than themselves. I am
quite aware that this tariff was not long in
operation, but the fact that it passed the
Privy Council, that it was agreed to and
adopted, and held to be just and reason-
able by them, shows what a very inade-
quate appreciation the Government of the
day has of the wants or wishes of the
people of the North-West.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-What is
the tariff on railways in the United States ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I have
nothing to do with the tariff on railways
in that country. If the hon. gentleman
wants to know, he had better find it out
for himself. It is no part of my business
to introduce the tariff of United States
roads in this debate. Mr. Brydges goes
on to contrast the rates of freight in the
North-West with the freights payable on
the Grand Trunk Railway, taking distances
as nearly equal as he can find them, and
in this way we learn that from St Vincent
to Winnipeg, 68 miles, the rate is 43 cents
per hundred. pounds, first class, and on
the Grand Trunk Railway, Montreal to
Cornwall, a similar distance, the rate is 24
cents. On the Grand Trunk Railway,
Toronto to Cobourg, 69 miles, the rate is
22 cents, a difference of 21 cents in favor
of the Grand Trunk Railway. Then on
the Grand Trunk Railway, Toronto to
Napanee, a distance of 135 miles, the rate
is 26 cents; on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, Winnipeg to Brandon, 135 miles, the
rate is 65 cents, a difference of 39 cents.
On the Grand Trunk Railway, Toronto to
Cornwall, 266 miles, the rate is 35 cents;
on the Canadian Pacific Railway, Winni-
peg to Broadview, 264 miles, the rate is
95 cents, a difference of 6o cents against
the Canadian Pacific Railway. I could
multiply those examples but I have quoted
enough to show that the settlers of the
North-West have a grievance, a real griev-
ance, which the Government of the coun-
try has not thought fit to recognise. It is
quite true that on representations made to
them they have published a tariff much
lower than this, but the animus which pro-
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duced that first tariff to which I have al-
luded shows that the Government was not
at all in sympathy with the settlers, and'it
is because I have found that to be the
case throughout their management- of
the North-West-because they have
shown so little appreciation of the position
of the settler-that I am unable to trust
fhem on this occasion. I believe that a
splendid opportunity has been lost: it has
been referred to already by one or two
gentlemen who have addressed the House
on this side-an apportunity of getting rid
of this monopoly, which is peculiarly
odious, but the Government had not
thought proper to take advantage of the
opportunity offered. They appear to
prefer the interest of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company to the interest of the
settlers in the North-West. That, I think,
is a grave error under any circumstances.
It is one which will most injuriously affect
the future of that Province, and retard the
ingress of foreign immigrants to an extent
which perhaps it is difficult to understand
or imagine. At the late hour at which I
commenced to address the House, feeling
myself somewhat wearied, I am not dispos-
ed to go into any lengthy argument to-
night. I think this Government had a
splendid opportunity of colonizing the
North-West, and making it a prosperous
and contented country. They started
their present policy of letting this railway
to a company at a time when the eyes of
almost every nation in Europewere fixed on
the North-West, and the occasion was one
which was likely to create a permanent
impression, not only on the minds of
dealers in corn, but on the minds of states-
men, who saw a great danger in short
supplies of food. Now it so happens that
just previous to the time when the Gov-
ernment's policy was inaugurated, a great
shortness of food prevailed in Europe,
particularly.in Ireland and in sone of the
countries on the continent, but it is more
important for my purpose to refer to
portions of the British Islands.
There was undoubtedly a great shortness
of supplies ; the harvest had been vcry
deficient both in England and Ireland,
and to what part of the globe did the whole
country look for an additional supply of
food? They looked to the North-West-
not to the Canadian North-West, because
at that time it was not open, but to the

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

prairie country of the Western Statle
because it was easy of access and supPliO
could be brought forward from there e
rapidity. Now what was the result ? TI)C
result was that her present necessities Wee
supplied in a very rapid manner with cheaP
and excellent corn and there was tO
additional advantage, that the then existing
crises-depression it was called here in
Canada-was brought to a conclusio"
The demand in England for Americoo
corn had a very stimulating effect upo
trade in America, and trade in Canada
and thus the depression was put an en
to. At thatperiod the Government haVi14
already abandoned their two first projects
for carrying on the Pacific Railway. deV
an astute plan, land certainly with th
attention of a large portion of EuroPe
directed to the prairie region of the NOrth'
West as a country in which to settle
emigrants, and as a region whence might be
drawn large supplies of splendid wheat On
occasions of scarcity, it was an advaftae
that the Pacific Railway should be 1in*a
gurated under such favorable auspices
but I regret to say that the Goverinene
threw away to a great extent the favorable
opportunity that was thus presented, by
the want of appreciation which they e. b
bited of the wants and necessities
settlers. If they had shown a symDpathy
with the wants and interests of the settler
and had not been content with siIfP'l
offering them 16o acres of land freeOf
cost, to settle on, I do beheve that the
advantages of the North-West would have
been much better understood and apPre
ciated than they are to-day.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-I have "0
intention of prolonging this debate, b-
cause I believe the facts have been pretty
fully plac-d before the House by bo
sides, and I want merely to refer to a.re-
mark made by the Minister of the InterlOr
when he last addressed the House. Th
hon. gentleman was rather severe agaiflr
the leader of the Opposition in the othe
House, and I want to say one word eit
respect tô his remarks on that point.
happened that when the hon. gentler"'
from Ottawa spoke about strange ruIn
concerning inducements that had bee
offered to members from Quebec tO 'o.t
for this Bill, the leader of this House
he knew nothing about it. Of course
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as obliged to take his word. Then the
. 1ster of the Interior emphatically de-

that there was any truth in those
hi rS, and of course I am obliged to take
thod also. But I am sorry to say that
togh it is denied I believe I have proof
the 'e coitrary. The 'hon. Minister of
of the erior has found fault with the leader
artce .pposition for not denouncing an
edbe mn the Globe, which was not authoris-
of ty hii I believe that if it is the duty
e tleader of a party to denounce arti-
bot appear in his party newspapers,
sarnauthorised by hin, it must work the
the way on both sides. If the leader of
the Opposition was obliged to denounce
bel.aricle that appeared in the Globe I1
frolev that I have in my hand an article
bers a Paper which surely one of the mem-
oblo the present Government would be

lged under the same rule to denounce
pr ren Severely. The article is froin a

ech paper, and is very short. Though
read it in English, hon. members will be

tr t corroborate what I say that my
ref toslat ill be accurate. The article I
fre is not from a liberal paper, but

one of the leading organs of the
,vertlnent in Quebec. The editor of

thevefwtn writing from the gallery of
the Commons on the 2oth of February to

Uebec sent the following article to hisPaper :

a eYo 11 have seen that Mr. Cameron's
has% ent to the Pacific Railvay resolutions
Pr e rejected by a large majority. If the
dicate deputation had supported it, the svn-
what ould have been defeated. This is

o 8 occurred:
beCaj ionday the members from Lower
tori numtbering thirty-five, had unani-
hav.JY decided not to give their vote before
for obtained from the Government the
Qaeb assurance that the claims of the
pesec Cabinet would be granted during the

sesion, and that the Canadian Paci-
Queb ail would have its terminus at

tbr- rector Langevin last evening attended
Xied C. 8 of the French menibers and
art himself as leader of the Conservative

Sesel to bring in a measure during this
'lo to do justice to the demands of the

hore gvernment, relative to the North
il Railroad, to wit: giving $12.000 per

QUebthe whole length of this road fromC ' Ottawa.
terminus of the Canadian Pacifie

anrniay he has been less explicit, and this
% hin, g some of our frien ds are going to
do. to know what he is in a position to

You have, in what I have just written, the
explanation of the conduct of the Lower
Canadian members. They have accepted
the word of Sir Hector Langevin, who, I re-
peat it, has given a formal guarantee that the

nebec claims wili be settled during this
session.

Of course, the fact that the Province bas
obtained the promise to have justice, to have
what it is entitled to, does not justify the
demand of the syndicate about which the
Canadien still maintains the opinions he has
expressed since the beginning of the debate."

The opinion of that Governnent organ
has been most strongly expressed against
the resolutions on which this Bill has been
based. I will not say that French paper
alone, but nearly all the French press of
Quebec, expressing the opinions of the
majority of the people of Quebec, with
the exception of one of the papers of that
Province have expressed similar opinions.
Of. course, the members from Quebec
took a course that I cannot approve of.
While I admit that they have a right to
press their claims, and to make claims-on
the Governnent which may come up
hereafter, I would have followed anothey
course. My impression is that they should
have voted directly against the resolutions,
as they were opposed to them, and after
that have pressed their claim. I believe
that this would have been a more digni-
fied course, and it would have been more
in accordance with the views of the French
press. In making these remarks I only
want to show that the Minister of the
Interior has been a little too severe, when
he made it a crime on the part of the
leader of the Opposition for not denounc-
ing an article in the Globe, which he had
not authorised. If there is an article to
be denounced by any leader of a party, it
is the article I have just quoted to the
House. The -statement in this article I
must believe to be true, not only because
it appears in one of the organs of the
Government, but because I have heard
the facts from several of the members
who said they would never vote for the
resolutions, unless they had an assurance
from the Government that justice would
be done to the Province of Quebec. I
am in a position to say that the charge
has been made that the members from
the Province of Quebec were bribed, and
the hon. Minister has not denounced the
article in which that charge was contained.
Therefore, it is fair to assume that it must
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be true, and we must so accept it, as it
has not been denounced. A great many
members from the Province of Quebec
are reported to have said that they would
stand together, and would never vote
antil they got what they claimed for their
Province.

HON. MR. SMITH-I did not intend
to say anything to-night, but as the leader
of the Opposition attacked me person-
ally, and connected my name with the
Northern Road, I feel bound to refer to
the matter. While that hon. gentleman
was a member of the Government and
leader in this House, he labored very
hard to have the affairs of that road in-
vestigated, but I think his case to-night
must have been weak indeed when he had
no other subject to bring forward than a
matter which has been settled satisfactor-
ily years ago ; he had to go outside the
question at issue, and attack a road that
has always paid its debts honorably. He
not only attacked it, but he used language
which I can only designate as "slang," in
connection with that attack. At the time
of the investigation to which I have re-
ferred, I was not the Chairman of that
Northern Road, but simply a .member of
the Board. I was then Chairman of the
Muskoka Road, and the Government of
which the hon. member from Ottawa (Mr.
Scott) was a member, summoned the
Northern Railway authorities to Ottawa,
with over ten tons of books and records,
and kept them here week after week
during the greater part of the session, to
find charges against them, which that
Government thought would enable them
to bring the road into their own hands
and to use it for their own purposes.
Now, hon. gentlemen, I think it was not
becoming in the leader of the Opposition
to make any such attack, when the matter
had been long settled. That hon. gentle-
man did not tell the House that the
Northern Road made a settlement with
the Government, though they were given
only some few weeks to pay up that enor-
mous sum, and had they failed, the Gov-
ernment would have taken possession of
the road for its own advantage. He did
not tell the House that-to use his own
words-" they put the screws " on the
Northern Railway Company and made
them pay $700,ooo in one cheque, but he

HON. MR. PELLETIER.

charges that Railway Company with tho
fact that long ago some one connectd
with it gave a sum of money for politici
purposes. I wish to inform the HOUW
that during the time I have been a rme1'
ber of that Board, there has not, either
directly or indirectly, been a single dolî1
misappropriated in any shape or forn, and
I challenge the hon. gentleman to pol-
out one dishonorable act done by thbt
Board. In my judgment it would hale
been better if the hon. gentleman had flot
brought up this matter, for no doubt it
was the intention of the Government Of
that day to use the whole road and te
connection it then had, for their o0
political purposes. The hon. gentlernOO
accused that road of giving money aW4

for unworthy purposes.

HON. MR. SCOTT-To contribute to
an election fund.

HON. MR. SMITH-If there was suc
a thing it was long before my time.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes.

HON. MR. SMITH-Why then should
the hon. gentleman brings it up to-night alnd
connect me with it ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I said if they had
spent their money in extending the lie
northwards I should not have beendI'
posed to find fault with them,-if, inste
of putting that money into elections, they
had put it into the Northern road.

HON. MR. SMITH-They sumlino"
every hon. member of this House, whose
evidence they thought would help the"1
and brought them before the Comrnfittee
in the other House, but they knew
that I was pressing the Muskoka road
that the money went out of my hands, a
that the corporation of the City of Toront,
had placed in my hand $ioo,ooo, to tig
as I thought best.

HON. MR. SCOTT-There is no Per'
sonal accusation against my hon. friend'
it is against the Northern Railway.

HON. MR SMITH-But that G o
ment did not send for me, for theY kOO«
well that if I were called I would pro2b'
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UP natters that they would rather
not have disturbed. I wanted to go home,'Md said to the Chairman of that Com-
Pttee before I left Ottawa, that I wished to

called before them, and in accordance
My request I was examined there and

owed them how every dollar had been
nfluded. The hon. gentleman goes

f ther, and bids to-night for the sympathythe Grand Trunk Railway, but it
My opinion, although I do not

e W the views of the present Gov-
Wa 1ent that the Grand Trunk Rail-
Whe Company will always get justice
rign they corne to Parliament-that their
t tsWill be protected as completely as
p er were; and if the Canadian
thific Railway Company should do any-
t rg that was not for the good of the
Cop n1try I think it would be proper to
OPPose them and see that the country did

tiOt suffer in any way. The hon. gentleJnne also referred to the Ontario Pacific
on Railway. Weil, I do not know

o that road will be constructed-I have
I hav e mfeans of explaining to-night-but
the - been pressing, and intend to press,finterests of that road, and I trust
rufOre three years to see the iron horse
J ng from Gravenhurst to Callandar
%artIUn. I take that ground because I

a Citizen of Ontario, and because Iace that road will give the whole Pro-
facilities for reaching the front and

kkng connection with the Grand Trunk
to Way or any other road. With reference
Vote e debt, which it has been said the
Ontaihortly to be given will heap upon
bee h am prepared to state that Ido ecountrydolar be country will not lose a single

ow , ecause every cent they advance
wr s sl ply a loan which goes into the

and which is to be paid in sections.
on country will lose nothing, but on the
s tY Will be very much richer than itetOday, when that road is built. In
nave frion, I may say that my opponents
ote requently accused me of having
o th rashly and in a way not beneficialanch e country, but if I have ever given

a vote I would like thern to bring it
the here to-night and confront me with
henat. 1 recollect that I was blamed

vin Voted for the union of the Pro-
Cos and again when I worked hard for

Çerlderation, while, still later, when I8o far as I was able, in building the

Intercolonial Railway. I will only say
that I feel myself justified in all those in-
stances, and I shall work for the com-
pletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway
until we have our own transcontinental
line from the Atlantic to the Pacific. I
thank the House for the very patient hear-
ing which has been accorded me.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I would
not have spoken at ail after ail that has
been said on this subject, had it not been
for the miserable, contracted and narrow-
minded views expressed by the hon. gen-
tieman from Ottawa, and the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax. The latter gentleman
always speaks in the same strain, and
would like to build a wall at Baie Vert,
and confine ail expenditure and all im-
provement to Nova Scotia.

I am not surprised at the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa feeling sore over this
subject-after ail his predictions of failure,
and his assertions that the railway would
not be built for many years. Now he sees
wonderful progress and development
which scatters all his prophetical utter-
ances to the winds. ·

It is very certain, if the hon. gentleman
speaks for his -party (and I suppose he
does), that the Pacific Railway would
never have been built by them. They
would have given us a miserable water-
stretchsystem-withcommunication frozen
up half the year-which would not suit
the requirements of this growing country.

Time is the essence of every commer-
cial and financial undertaking, and the
hon. gentleman is arguing against well
defined commercial principles, and would
allow capital and property to remain un-
productive, and fail into decay ; whereas
the true and proper principle is to bring
capital into play as early as possible, and
to make it productive and remunerative.
Were this great undertaking to linger now,
the result would be disasterous to the
country, and it would cost more hereafter
to replace deterioration and decay, than it
will now to go on with the work.

The hon. gentleman must have been
asleep for the last five years, when at this
era of progress he talks of the old mixed
rail-and-water system ; he forgets that
when that system used to be discussed in
this House-the North-West was a terra
incognita, in fact a " great lone land."
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Now how different it is-with railway
communication through it for twelve
hundred miles, mining, farming and stock
raising going on, and people settling in all
directions. This country will not be
satisfied without a through line from
Montreal to the Pacific, and that cannot
be had without going through British
Columbia, notwithstanding anything the
hon gentleman may say. With the per-
mission of hon. gentlemen, I will read an
extract from an Ontario paper on this
subject. I concur in the views expressed,
and think there is a fair prospect of there
being realized.

" The Hamilton Spectator sums up the ad-
vantages to follow the decision of Parlianient
to press forward the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railwav vigorously and
secure its completion by 1886 :

Next year twenty thousand men will find
employment along its line,and ten millions of
money will be put into circulation.

The development of the North-West will go
on at an accelerating rate, and by next autumn
a quarter of a million of people will occu py
the country between Lake Superior and the
Rocky Mountains.

The manufactures of Ontario will flow in,
giving employment to 'our artisans.

By the spring of 1886 a line of railway,
wholly on Canadian soil, will reach fromn
Halifax and St John to the waters of the
PaciC ocean.

The junction road !um Gravenburst to
Callandar will link Hanton with the mighty
system.

Swift and powerful steamsers on the Pacific
will bring to it the trade of China and Japan.
' Our Atlantic fleet will be doubled in
capacity.

The grain of our North-West will make
Montreal, next to New York, the busiest port
on the Atlantic.

The people of the Western States will build
a lie from St. Paul to Sault Ste. Marie, and
the traffic of their North- % est will pass to
and fro over our soil,

The timber of North-Western Ontario will
come into the market and refill the Ontario
treasurv.

The arable sections of that country will be
taken up by hardy and enterprising settlers.

The merchants and manulacturers of
Ontario and Quebec will take new courage ;
the slight and teniporary depression now felt
will vanlish, and the activity of 1881 wili be
restored.

By 1890 our Prairie country will hold a
million ot inhabitants. Manitoba will be the
third province of the Confederation in popu-
lation, and new provinces will have entered
our young Dominion.

No man will then dare to avow that he
opposed the construction of the Pacific Rail-
way."

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

The motion was agreed to, a.nd the
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (50), " An Act respecting the In1t0
national Railway Company." (Mr. Plumub.)

Bill (45), "An Act to Incorporate the
Owen sound Dry-Dock. Shipbuilding, an
Navigation Company," limited. (Mr. I
Lelan.)

Bill (68), " An Act respecting the Kin
ton and Pembroke Company." (Mr. Flint.

The Senate adjourned at 12.10 a. ".

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday. March 11h, 1884

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COMMERCIAL BANK OF MAN1

TOBA BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Select.
Committee on Banking and Comm1ere
reported Bill (42) " An Act to incorporate
the Commercial Bank of Manitoba,"
several amendments.

The amendments were concurred 1.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the third time and passed.

FRAUD IN PATENT RIGHTS BI t'

REPORTED FROM COMMIIfTEE.

HON. MR. ALLAN from the Select
Committee on Banking and Commaerce
reported Bill (26) " An Act for the bette
prevention of Fraud in connectiOni
the Sale of Patent Rights," without aflel
ments. He said-I take it that this.Pi
will have to be referred to a Comrnl'
of the whole House. The measure
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th Ome objectionable provisioñs, and
be omittee were not unanimous-I
jeCt to the last clause of it.

.11N. MR PLUMB-I think that thisU!lshouîdà *eev
ati shoul receive the serious consider-

the House as it strikes at the root
«eeks tound commercial principles. It

hold protect a certain class of note
ers, and if this is established as a pre-

\y ent, it is hard to say where it will end.
e ought to hesitate before permitting

SUkh legislation to go on our statute
aor I think the Bill ought to be before

lnlittee of the whole House.

lIo'e SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
consideration of the report had better be
PtpOned until Friday.

1rNo MR SKEAD-I have no wish toPress the
Wil eyreport upon the House, and I

niove that it be referred to a Com-hItee of the Whole on Friday next.

thi R SCOTT-I am disposed to
Bilî . that the House will not accept the
ici Its present shape, and under any
%Cornstances I think it'ought to go to a
, ittee of the whole House.

The motion was agreed to.

PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

RbEPORIED FROM CoM MITIEE.

t Wuant to the Order of the day, the
o went mnto Committee of the Whole

inti (10, "An Act to amend the Act
Pacifie ' An Act repecting the Canadian

Railway, and for other purposes."
first clause was agreed to without

On the second clause.

M R. DICKEY asked why theyn adopted in the original contract for

Sgedt money subsidy had been

the• SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
ternreason was that the work which nowains to be done is of a more serious

xh Pnsive character than the work
has been done on the prairie sections.

b the work was being proceeded with

over the prairies, and there were no special
difficulties in the way, it was fair that pay-
ments should be made on every 20 miles
of road that were completed ; but now
when the Company are to construct the
road through a very diflicult part of the
country, where there is very serious work
to be done, such work, for instance, as he
had occasion to look at in British Colum
bia, where in the course of two or three
miles several very expensive tunnels and
galleries were made-where the work
instead of costing fifteen or twenty thou-
sand dollars a mile, might cost forty or
fifty thousand dollars a mile-it was neces-
sary that some other method should be
adopted than that of paying on a completed
section of 20 miles, therefore the plan had
been adopted that the money subsidy
hereafter payable to the Company should
be paid as the work proceeds, in the pro-
portion which the value of the work done
on such sections bears to the value of the
whole work rernaining to be done under
the contract. By this new rule the Com-
pany would be paid in proportion to the
work, and would be enabled to go on with
it with safety to the country, and with fair
consideration for the large sums of money
which they might be required to disburse
in a small extent of railway.

The clause was adopted.

On the third clause.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
this clause provides for the extending of
the day of, payment for $2,85o,ooo, being,
a portion of the money which the Com-
pany agreed to deposit with us for the
purpose of securing the three per cent.
dividend guarantee. That three per cent.
dividend guarantee was given upon the
deposit by the Company with the Govern-
ment, of money and securities to enable
the country to pay the three per cent.
dividend for ten years. In addition to
paying a large sum of money-nearly
$8,ooo,ooo-they agreed to pay this sum
$2,853,ooo during the present year. It
is not necessary for the purpose of putting
the Government in funds that this should
be paid. We did have sufficient in hand
for the purpose of paying the three per
cent. dividend up to the time for which
delay is given, to 1888 ; therefore, it seems
to be exacting from the Company a
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sum of money for which we had no use
in the meantime, and which we might
very safely give them a day of payment
for until we had occasion to use it, and
we have done that upon the strength of
the security which they offer for the
twenty-two and a half millions; as well as
this sum for which we give thera day of
payment.

HON. MR. POWER thought the argu-
ment of the hon. Minister of Justice was
not quite satisfactory when he said that
the Government had no use for this
money. The fact was that in order to
loan the Company the $22,500,ooo the
Government would be obliged almost
forthwith to borrow $15,ooo,ooo, and,
clearly this money might have been used
in that way.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL admit-
ted that the money might be devoted to
that or any other purpose, but when the
Government gave the guarantee for the
payment of the dividend, they exacted
from the Company a. deposit in cash and
security to enable them to meet it, and
that deposit was sufficient to enable them
to pay the three per cent dividend up to
1888.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Are we to under-
stand that the cash has actually been de-
posited to meet the interest up to 1888 ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes,
in actual cash there is deposited very nearly
$8,ooo,ooo.

The clause was agreed to.

On the fourth clause.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE said, as to
the source from which this loan was to be
paid the clause provided that it was to
come out of any unappropriated moneys
forming part of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of Canada : would it not be rather
embarrassing to have these unusual drafts
made on the Consolidated Revenue Fund ?
In the ordinary way that Fund might not
be more than sufficient to meet the current
expenses of Government.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said, of
course it would be the duty of the Govern-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

ment to'take care that if there were lare
drafts made on the Fund, that there W
money there to replace it. The ConsOli'
dated Fund was an expression used to il'
dicate the general resources of the country,
and where those resources called for ae
additional supply, either by borrowing or
by any other way, it was the duty of the
Finance Minister to supply the funds to
meet the drafts which Parliament woUJl
make on it.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE feared that
should the Government withdraw their de'
posits from the Banks throughout the cOUl'
try, where Government moneys were lyilg
at interest or at call, the danger might arise
that the funds to supply the discounts O
the country would be greatly diminished
and a crisis might be brought about i
that way.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said it
would be the duty of the Government to
take care, in carrying out this Act of Par
liament, that nothing was done to interfert
so far as they could avoid it, with the pro'
sperity of the country, or the general mod
of dealing with the Funds of the counry
The hon. gentleman liad not noticed that,
during the last few years when large su
of money had been paid to this CompnIy'
there had been no interference with the
ordinary banking business of the country.
As a matter of convenience for the banlks,
and also with a general desire to promnOte
the ease of commercial transactions, the
Government had placed dèposits in a nuIO
ber of banks, but there was no obligatiofi
on their part to do so. They would ta
care, however, in dealing with this loani,
in other matters, to interefere as littie th
possible with the ordinary dealings Of tle
Government with the Banks.

HON. MR. POWER directed the atten
tion of the hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island to the fact that the Finance
Minister had said that he proposed to
borrow this money in the London Mark

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELIr-
said so here.

HON. MR. POWER-The Minister
Justice did not directly state that thi
amount and character of the items of tws
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%oating debt had already been established
Ythe Company to the satisfaction of the

veTirnment.

"Ou. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
Stated that they have not.

lON. MR POWER-I gathered frombat the Minister said that since the
esolution had been drafted, the items had

en established.

th ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
y ave not been examined into at all

ON MR. POWER said he proposed
rheubmnit an amendment to this clause.

cail alause provided that the Government
mnake a loan to the Company of a

ad ot exceeding $22,500,ooo, and an
'lance of seven and a half millions im-

«ediately to cover the floating debt of the
na Pany but he noticed that this clause
¡. e 1o provision, and there was no pro-
on in the Bill, that this money should

Wh. voted to the execution of the work
'ch the Company had undertaken. Inhe er to have some guarantee of that sort

by ioud move that the clause be amended
å iserting a provision that the money

anud be expended in the construction
Sequipent of the contracted line.

lON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said it
waalready provided for in the clause.

thelON. MR. POWER said that under
the Bibl there was nothing to hinder
inves Company from continuing to

money in ,branch lines, and
Other purposes outside of the

reCt and legitimate object of their
toract provided they did enough of the

ntracted work'to satisfy the Government
8 Ifneers that they would have the line

'4 Pleted in May, 1886, they might spend
any Proportion they pleased of this money

Ontside undertakings

wON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-There
as a rmost distinct provision that the
or50oooo should be paid only on the

te e as it progressed, and then only on
cotidrtificate of the engineer, therefore it
In Only be paid to recoup them for
ral'ys expended on the main line of the

HoN. MR. POWER said that accord-
ing to the Minister's theory the Company
would be bound to spend this $22,500,000
even though it should not be necessary.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
cannot spend any more than the estimates
from time to time of the work done on the
sections.

HON. MR. POWER-According to the
doctrine laid down by the Minister, the
Company are bound to spend the
22,5oo,ooo and the Government are
bound to pay them that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
but they cannot get more than that.

On the fifth clause,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL hoped
the House would see the care that was
taken in providing security : the clause
covered not only the property at present
owned by the Company, but all future
property that they might acquire. The
securityseemed to be as amlpleas ingenuity
could suggest.

HON. MR. REESOR asked whether the
branches and extensions would include the
Credit Valley, the Ontario and Quebec,
and the Toronto Grey and Bruce Rail-
ways?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
these are not branches or extensions.

On the second sub-section,

HON. MR. POWER asked for informa-
tion as to the mortgages referred to-who
the holders, and what the amounts, of those
mortgages were.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he did not know who the holders were.
The mortgages were to secure bonds, and
the amount of them was $5,333,000.
That was the encumbrance on the exten-
sions of the railway from Callandar to
Brockville and Montreal.

HON. MR. POWER thought that the
Minister of Justice had done his best to
make the remedy of the Government
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binding and easily enforced. That had
nothing at all to do with the policy of the
Bill, but simply in regard to the manner
in which it was drawn. He thought that
this first sub-section might be made a little
more perfect by inserting in the first line
the words "and equip." He thought that
the Company should be bound to equip
as well as to construct.

HON. SiRALEX. CAMPBELL thought
that the facts of the Company expend-
ing from seventy to eighty millions
of dollars in the construction of the road,
and having to run it after its completion,
would he a sufficient guarantee that they
would equip it.

HON. MR. POWER said that this view
was based on the supposition that the
Company would continue to run the road
after the month of May 1886. There
was a possible contingency that they might
not, and it would be awkward for the
Government to have the road left on their
hands unequipped.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the 6th clause provided for a deed of
agreement being made, and if it was found
necessary to add the word "equip," there
would be an opportunity of doing so in
the agreement, and he would take care
that it should be done if it was thoiught
necessary.

On the second sub-section,

HON. MR. ALMON moved that the
following be inserted after line 49 -

"Should the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company at any time be possessed,
by purchase or lease, or obtain running
power over any railroad having its terminus
at any sea-port save in the Dominion of
Canada, it may be lawful for the Govern-
ment of Canada, upon giving three months'
notice, to demand immediate payment of
all sums due by the Company to the
Government of Canada."

He said that it is not denied that the
Company intend to have their terminus
on the Atlantic in some part of the
United States, and Portland has been
spoken of as the terminal point. It is
250 miles nearer Montreal than Halifax
is, and if the Company ,could send the

HON MR. POWER.

produce of the North-West by way
Portland, and the profit of the transport
tion would be in their own pocket, i'
stands to reason that they would influence
all they could to go that way, to the
detriment of St. John and Halifax. It is
true that Halifax has the advantage Of
being say thirty hours nearer to EurOPe
than Portland, but still that will be ove-
balanced by the fact of the CompanY
owning this road. As a Nova· Scotian
he was proud of the great strideS
made in the North-West, and he Wa
perfectly satisfied, as he believed hiS
countrymen were, that money should be
expended in developing its resources, but
he thought they would not be satisfied
when they learned that this very molley
was employed to divert tiade which
legitimately belongs to Halifax and St
John to a foreign port.

HON. MR. GLASIER-I second tht
amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL thought
the junior member from Halifax might be
held to belong to the heroic school 0
medicine, and considered the proposed-
measure to be a very drastic one, inasmllUC
as the mere fact of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company making any arran1gi
ments with another road having a termi'
nus at Portland or Boston, would render
the Company liable for the paymelt O
ths whole amount loaned, within three
months.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think I ero-
phasised the word "mnay"; it is at the
option of the Government.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL Con '

tended that no Company could be SUCc
cessfully operated if such a clause as tha.t
suggested by the junior member for H-al
fax were adopted. It would be imlPOssi'
ble to send the business of the Canadian
Pacific Railway to Halifax, if that pon
were not the best place for it ; there woU.
be competing points, and the most su
able one would naturally receive the large
amount of traffic, as the Company woU
necessarily choose the best route tO t
sea-board. The hon. gentleman fro1
Halifax also appeared to think that P
of the proposed loan of $2 2 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 wot
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used by the Company for the purpose
linmking running arrangements withcS In the United States, but such
nld fnot be the case, as advances would

gi1Y be made on certificates from the en-Ser that the amount asked for had ac-
t been expended upon the construc-
fOef the main line. That danger, there-foe, vas entirely imaginary, and the Com-
the y could not misapply ariy portion of
rman oney. He hoped the hon. gentle-

would flot press the amendment.

oN. MR. POWER did not think there
ber anything more binding in the Bill
theore the House (as to the way in which

.iveonpany should expend moneys re-
Cved by them) than the original charter
expeained. The Company had certainly
thended money for other purposes thanconstruction of the main line.

t ON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL Not
try oney which they got from the coun-

If foN MR. POWER considered that,
p)o e ompany expended money for pur-

in ter than the construction of their
arl Ine, and were obliged to come to

a -ament for further consideration an]
t amounted to much the same thing

to th they had spent the funds advanced
side el by the Government for such out-

PiIpurposes. He thought that if the
the h n}ember for Halifax belonged tot beroic school of medicine it might
of e Said (after listening to the Minister
of thustice) -that the Minister was a member

ls at school who knew how to gild their
the • While he (Mr. Power) thought
bes amlendment was not worded in the
Vote Pgossible way, yet he was prepared toju orlt ias the principle was, in his
*as n a proper one. He thought it
vetSevere treatment of Manitoba to pre-
road that province from incorporating

th at would relieve it from the
t OnOPoly which had been granted of latethe Canadian Pacifie Railway.

aOn• MR. DEVER did not think that
Y Possible advantage could arise from

ifat tion Of the junior member for Hal-
e thought the proper time for such

teendnent would have been when
arter was being granted to the com-

pany. So far as he could see, the amend-
ment, even if cárried, would only be
binding upon the Company until the loan
of $22,500,000 was repaid by them. As
the Bill read, that repayment would be
made in 1891, and ttierefore after that
time it would be quite optional with the
Company to have their winter port at any
point they might choose upon the coast.
If it were possible to make the motion go
farther, and provide that the people of the
Lower Provinces should receive some
equivalent for the duties which they had
contributed and which had been applied
towards the , building of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway he (Mr. Dever), as a
New Brunswicker, would heartily support
such a motion. As the matter stood,
however, no such provision was made, and
he would therefore -vote for the Bill as.
it read.

The amendment was lost on division.

On the second sub-section of section
ten,

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex-
plained that it was thought possible the
company might, before many years had
elapsed, desire to enter into new trans-
actions and pay off the debt entirely.
Provision was therefore made in this sub-
section that they might do so if they found
an opportunity, and that they might issue
a new set of land grant bonds, secured
upon the unsold portion of the land sub-
sidy-upon condition that they pay the
money into the hands of the Government.
Supposing that the whole debt were $22,-
Soo,ooo, and that an opportunity offered
by which the indebtedness could be paid,
the company would issue $22,500,000 of
land grant bonds secured upon the re-
maining lands, and if they could, they
would sell the whole of it. In the event
of their settling them all, the $22,500,000
would be paid over to the Government;
or, if they could only sell one half of the
amount that half would be paid to the
Government, which would retain its lien
upon the land, paripassu, for the remain-
der of it. In that way an opportunity is'
given to the Company to raise money, if
they see fit, and to pay the whole, or any
portion of the loan, if the money market
affords a fair prospect of their being able.
to do so.
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On the second sub-section of section
eleven,

HON. MR. POWER asked why juris-
diction was taken away from the ordinary
courts ?

HON. SIR .ALEX. CAMPBELL ex-
plained that it arose from the fact that no
other court had jurisdiction over the whole
Dominion, and it might be that proceed-
ings taken in any other court would not
sufficiently restrain the Company, inasmuch
as the transactions might extend over
several provinces.

HON. MR. POWER, while admitting
there was much force in what had been
said by the Minister of Justice, thought
that, as the Supreme Court sat only at
certain periods of the year, it might perhaps
be advisable to state expressly that any
Judge of that Court should have power to
grant an injunction. It often happened
that a great deal of mischief was done in
a very short time, and unless such power
were vested in a single Judge of the
Supreme Court, difficulty might arise, as,
for instance, when only one Judge might
be in Ottawa.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the point raised by the member for
Halifax had been carefully considered,
but as enormous interests might be in-
volved, it was thought better not to give
such authority as was suggested, to a
single Judge.

HON. MR. REESOR-Before the Com-
mittee rises, I desire, if the House will
allow me, to make the following motion,
namely: That the bill be amended by
inserting the following clause:-

" From and after the passing of this Act,
the Provinces of Manitoba and British Col-
umbia shall have the same right to grant
charters to build railways, as is now enjoyed
by the other Provinces of this Dominion; nor
shal any Act granting such charter be dis-
allowed by the Dominion Government on
account of anything contained in this Act or
in the Act intituled, "An Act respecting ihe
Canadian Pacifle Railway Conipany,' nor on
account of any contract entered into by the
said Dominion of Canada."

HON. I. ALEX CAMPBELL thought
his hon. friend had not considered his
motion carefully, or he would not have

made it. In the first place, the legislw
tures of Manitoba and British ColunbiS
have a right to grant any charters theq
see fit, with reference to railways; it o
within their legal right, part of their cOU
stitution, and there has been no attempWt

on the part of the Parliament of Canad$
to interfere with that. The hon. gentle
man would perhaps remember a phras
said to have been used in another placle
to the effect that " We cannot check
Maniteba." It was impossible to check
any Province, and the power of disalloe
ance was only exercised when it was
thought that the railways which had beell
granted charters by the Local Legislature
(in the strict exercise of their rights) Wee
interfering with the declared policy of the
Dominion and likely to tap the traffic .
the Canadian Pacific Railway and take It
to the United States. To prevent such
diverting of traffic the Government have,
fron time to time, disallowed acts pased
by the Local Legislatures of ManitObs
and British Columbia. The amendle0t

proposed that the Dominion should 1ot
disallow any such acts for the future, but
the right of disallowance being conferred
upon the Governor General, by our CO'
stitutional *Act of 1867, it cannot be
taken away by any resolution of the
Senate, or by an Act of Parliament passed
by both Houses; it could only be taken
away by an Act of the Imperial Parla-
ment. The hon. gentleman, therefore
if he desired to take away the power of
disallowance, should petition the Queen
and the Imperial Parliament to alter oU(
constitution.

HON. MR. SCOTT thought the ho'•
gentleman had moved the amendment i1
order to obtain an expression of opinî9o
from the Senate as to the propriety Of
disallowing local acts. The hon. Minl'te
of Justice was no doubt correct in statin4
that the amendment would be whollY l'
operative, as it could not, of course'
deprive the Government of their powet
under the constitution ; nevertheless
would have a salutary effect if the Senat
were to acquiesce in the principle that 't
was not desirable to debar the Provinlc
from the exercise of those exclusive Po'
ers which were given them under the
British North America Act. He thought'
if the British North America Act Wa5
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OPen to the interpretation which had been
Pt 'pon it,-that without any reason or
ground being stated, a purely local act

ht be disallowed-then our constitu-
required amending. If the Province
ftario had exercised its power in this

t cular direction to the same extent as
. been done in Manitoba, public

?PInion would long ago have expressed
erlf S loudly that even the present Gov-
eniIent, strong numerically, and power-

as it is n Parliament, would not have
Presumed to have interfered with acts

Wer of a purely local character. It
fell known that the principle contended

o y the leader of the Government in the
teate s one which is not recognized in

The ladmg Province of the Dominion.
right ntario Legislature claims to-day the
rahto run railways to any point, and to,
the' the American frontier at any place
x ychoose. There are no two places

the re any Province of Canada and
'allted States come together geo-

to .ically, wherethereis notan effort made
bloin the countries together by at once
seen ing a railway. That is clearly to be
pe at such points as Sarnia, Windsor,
.;rt brie and other places similarly
nteated. Even the very railway whose

Posest, are now being considered, pro-
lp to build an additional bridge, for the
the ese of connecting with the traffic on

g ther side of the line. It is a very
of th mistake on the part of the projectors
a te Catnadian Pacific Railway to insist,
ahd tey have done, upon exclusive powers,

timye may prove that they will volun-
be csurrender them. The motion may
t sidered out of order, but the direc-
the " Which it tends-the amendment of

ritish North America Act,-would
to be rather desirable than otherwise.

ent •MR. PLUMB thought the argu-
ast 0f the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
e itle misleading, and many would

hZ er that the power of disallowance
by the n exercised to a very great extent
gentle Glovernment of which that hon.
dleal man had been a member, a great

hore arbitrarily and frequently -than
Government now in power.

ease.* MR. SCOTT-Show a parallel

HON. ML PLUMB-It would not be
difficult, and the hon. gentleman must
know that the acts of disallowance by the
late Government were as two to one, when
compared with the record of the Govern-
ment which now occupies the treasury
benches. It is very desirable that the
traffic should be secured to the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and it is particularly in
the interest of the older provinces which
have spent their money in constructing
that road. It is well known, doubtless,
to the hon. gentleman that if it were pos-
sible to tap the Canadian Pacific Railway
not one ounce of freight would come
down here, that could possibly be divert-
ed to the United States.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not believe
anything of the kind.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Were it possible
for them to do so, the United States rail-
ways would carry freight to and from our
North-West country almost for nothing,
for the purpose of crippling the Canadian
Pacific Railway. If that company desired
to remove those monopolies I should not
consider that it was in the interests of the
older provinces. As to the constitutional
side of the question (as regards this amend-
ment) we cannot alter the fact by any
resolution here, nor can we bind any future
Parliament or session of Parliament. I
do not see what can be gained by dividing
the House upon the amendment; it is
wholly inoperative, and I should not
think the hon. gentleman would care
about pressing it upon the House.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I would like to
add a word or two to what has been said
by the hon. member trom Niagara, about
tapping this line. The loudest expressions
we have had in favor of such a course have
come from Manitoba, and the people there
seem to be troubled because they could
not get all the lines they wanted as outlets
from that country. I told many of the
people in that Province, last spring when
I was there, that if they knew what was in
the interests of their Province, and of
Winnipeg in particular, they would try to
keep these monopoly clauses in force as,
once those clauses were removed and lines
were built out of the Province, even the
business of Winnipeg itself would be car-
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Tied away by other Western towns.; it
would certainly be tapped and carried
away in different directions.

They are crying out the most about it
at the present moment, but I do not think
that there is a man in the Province of
Manitoba or west of that who, if the had
been asked before 1881 " whether will you
have a Pacific Railway with all those
clauses in its charter, or do without it alto-
gether ?" would not have voted for it.
But because they have not got everything
they want they now make a great noise
and cry about it.

While we have a great respect for the
views of the many able men who live out
there, we must remember that it is a new
country, and everything is done so fast in
that North-West Territory, and in Manito-
ba also that people do not take time to
think. They go to work and do things,
and think of them afterwards; and I quite
agree with my hon. friend from Niagara
that, if not the Province of Manitoba, the
.the City of Winnipeg at any rate, would
receive more injury by allowing railway
lines running away west of that city into
the United States, than any other portion
of the Dominion.

HON. MR. REESOR-From the course
this argument has taken I do not think
that those who have read the resolution
have taken the time to consider it. The
broad point I wish to call attention to is
this, that so far as the legislation of Man-
itoba is concerned in the way of charter-
ing railways it should not be interfered
with. This amendment does not take
away from the power of the Dominion
-Government per se, if they have that
power now. It does not affect the generai
principle Qf the Bill ; it merely guarantees
to Manitoba and British Columbia a right
that the other provinces have enjoyed up
to the present time, and what I believe
they will continue to enjoy.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
have that right already.

HON. MR. REESOR-But they have
not been allowedtoexercise it. The Min-
ister of Justice has said that this privi-
lege of disallowance is one that the Do-
minion Government has been continually
exercising. I beg to differ from him as far

HON. MR. OGILVIE.

as Railway Bills are concerned. 'l'hey
have not exercised this right against On-
tario or Quebec, and they have not eer
cised it even against the Pacific RailwsY
Company when they wished to tap the
American lines, to get to an AmeriCan
sea-port and it is only a few moments ago'
when my hon. friend from Halifax Pro-
posed an amendment to make it neces
sary that the Canadian Pacific Railvay
shall have its terminus at a Canadian Pot'
it was opposed by the Minister of Justice
who contended that they should beld
lowed to have an outlet wherever it cOuI.
be made most profitable. I entirely agree
with the position the Minister of Justice
took then, because I maintain this, a
we will ultimately have to come to itth
matter how much we may legislate at th*e
present time, that the products of thls
country should be allowed to pass out by
the cheapest possible route to the sCa'
board, and the products of other coutries
should be allowed to come in by the
cheapest port, no matter whether it is by
Portland, Halifax, St. John, or QUebec.
If you do not admit that principle you e
taxing every consumer and every producef
in Canada in the interest of this Corn-
pany. Now, when I wish to applY this
principle to Manitoba and British Colr"'
bia the Minister of Justice objects tO it.

HON. 1\IR. MACDONALD-British
Columbia has ali the rights enjoyed by
Ontario and Quebec, and the Legislatîre
Acts of that Province have only been dis
allowed when they interfered with the
rights and privileges of this Parliaient

HON. MR. REESOR-I ask only Wlat
I think will be in the interest of the cOUW
try and in the interest of the CoMP101
itself. I think that the Canadian Paci6 '
Railway Company make a very grat
mistake in insisting on this monopOlY-Who
really is more distasteful to settiers
go into that country than anything e
and so long as you deter people thoe
settling in the country by leaving it
power of a single railway corporat1oj
rapid settlement of the North-West IleeS
not be expected, and consequentlY the
traffic will be secured for the railwat-
With regard to Manitoba, while
Province is struggling to make its IfY
under the many difficulties that ail "e
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Co0untries have to contend with, why should
their arms be tied ? Why should they
not enjoy the sane rights and privilegesTht we in Ontario and Quebec enjoy ?
T'ejOvernmentwould not dare todisallow
aty Act of the Legislatures of Quebec or'Ontario.

')N. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-What
uabOt the Streams Bill ?

ON. MR. REESOR-That is not a
nal'ay Bill. I venture to say they have
'10t disallowed any Railway Bill passed in

r.ltio or Quebec, or in any of the
tim e Provinces. The people of

MnItoba do not demand much from the
bu mlion ; they want simply the right to
hQld railways,·and why should they not

allowed to do so ? Give them the
îeg, and then perhaps it will not be very
tha ially exercised ; it is quite possible
the f You allow them to exercise the right,the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
Wal be. glad to make such terms with them
lie necessary to extend their branch
to tO open up any portions of the

Ctintry that may need railway communi-

the~ hNMR. GIRARD-I wish to thank
for th -gentleman who has just spoken
pr mterest he seems to take in thefeolince I represent here. He is per-
s tlY correct when he says that Manitoba
tion ;g every effort to better her posi-
that thb I can assure this hon. House
a hese efforts are to secure as rapidly
Po ssible the completion of the Canadian

it i ic Railway. We all understand that
os by that means of communication from
wee Part of the country to the other that
So .st render our province prosperous.
disalItes the exercise of this power of
is of0wance by the Federal Government

reat advantage to the country ; it is
provi our constitution, and it is a wise
of sion, for sometimes the Government
pasa Province are forced to allow Bills to
niotthrough the legislature which would

e Passed only under exceptional cir-
tetances, and it is sometimes in the

.Soujld of the province that such Acts
. the be disallowed. I think it has been

hills 'nterest of Manitoba that certain
e pae been disallowed. For a time

Province w as overrun with speculators

who laid their plans for making money,
and they thought for a time that it was
necessary to govern the country not by
building railways, but by the' incorporation
of companies for railways which would
never have been built. I think that was
the real position of things when the veto
power was invoked, and when I see cer-
tain gentlemen taking such a keen interest
in the affairs of the province which I
represent, I think it my duty to inform the
House of the position in which we stand.
I hope the explanation I have given will
be satisfactory to those hon. gentlemen.
I heartily concur in the policy adopted by
the Government to secure the early com-
pletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

HON. MR. DICKEY hoped that the
hon. gentleman who presented this reso-
lution would withdtaw it as it was entirely
unecessary, because there is nothing in the
Pacific Railway Act to prevent the char-
tering of other railway companies by the
Manitoba Legislature south of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. The second part
of the resolution was decidedly objection-
able, because it proposed to override a
provision in the British North America
Act. The proper course to take, if the
Government had disallowed Bills improper-
ly was to move a vote of censure. If the
hon. gentleman could persuade this House
to adopt it, and if there was anything in it,
no doubt it would have been attempted
long ago. If the hon. gentleman would
turn to the i 5 th section of the Act, he
would see that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company do not pretend to restrict
the rights of the Manitoba Legislature in
any way. The clause was intended to
apply solely to the North-West Territory,
Manitoba forming at the time- even a
smaller portion of that immense territory
than it does now. This was no new
opinion, because he (Mr. Dickey) had
stated it three years ago in the debate on
this question, and it was not then chal-
lenged.

HON. MR. REESOR said as so many
able constitutional lawyers had given it as
their opinion that this amendment was
unnecessary he would with the leave of the
House withdraw it.

HON. MR. MASSON from the Com-
mittee reported the Bill without any
amendment.
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The report was adopted, and the Bill
was ordered for the third reading to-
morrow.

OCEAN MUTUAL MARINE IN-
SURANCE COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND. READING.

HON. MR. ALMON moved the second
reading of Bill (20), "An Act to amend
the Act incorporating the Ocean Mutual
Marine Insurance Company."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
SENATE.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

The Order of the day having been
called for the consideration of the second
report of the Select Committee on Con-
tingent Account.

HON. MR. VIDAL said-Personally, I
should think it a very desirable thing that
this report should be taken up at once and
adopted, but in deference to the views of
several members of the Committee who
have spoken to me on the subject, I beg
to move that it be referred back to the
Committee for further consideration.

HON. MR. POWER-What is th
object of referring the report back ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-Several members
of the Committee think there are some
omissions, and it is better to refer the
report back to the Committee to deal
with it as a whole instead of bringing in
two reports.

HON. MR. DICKEY-In addition· to
that the report refers to certain schedules
which have not been presented for the
consideration of the House, and I can
only say that in the first arrangement of
the salaries in 1867-68 this schedule will
be found occompanying our reports in the
Minutes. Again, in 1873, we find that
when the readjustment took place the
achedule accompanied the report. Then,
in 1875, the schedule will also be

found in the report. I think, under
the circumstances, the Chairman haS
adopted a proper course, as we ougt
to have the means of judging what thOe
salaries are as now presented by the sce
of readjustment.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-There are
some discrepancies in the report also.

HON. MR. MASSON-I think there
would be a great difficulty in referril
back the report to the Committee.
re-opens every decision the Committee ho
made, if it is referred back without say
why we re-commit it. There is anoth
objection to the action the House is g
to take : we have had before that Corn
mittee officers of the Senate who ha
told us that they are exceedingly pres5he
with work, and if we postpone
appointment of the officers recommen
by the Committee, a serious delay
occur in the work of the Senate. If thee
are reasons for re-committing the reP1*4
they should be stated, but I doubt ori
much that there is, a sufficient reasonl
render it desirable. This report sho
be adopted, and the Chairman shoulde
the committee together again to dec
the unimportant matters that have beel
omitted, instead of referring the reFhe
back for the Committee to go over
whole ground again, and perhaps change

HON. MR. POWER-If we refer
report back to the Committee, it mlfust b
in order that the Committee rnaydo
something which they have failed tO ýndi
the first instance, or that they maY
something which they have done. that
it has not been alleged by anyone .tt
there is any desire that the Con
shall do anything of the sort. My Ot
is to show that the Committee have
failed in their duty. They decided edY'
thing that was before them to be decided.
and that was necessary to be deci
They adopted the schedule of which '
hon. friend from Amherst has spokent ,11
if anything is wrong, it is not in the act' f
of the Committee, but in some an
action since the sitting of the CoI'er
I do not think that this is a case if
the report should be referred bacf
fault is to be found with any actiOn dt
Committee, it should be stated, an
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rep<ort should be referred back on that
und, but as I understand it there is notfound with the action of the Com-

uttee The better way is to adopt in
the eorta portion of the decisions of

COmmIIittee, and allow whoever is res-
Prnsible for the non-appearance of the
'elainder of the doings of the Committee
t SUpplenent the present report by
h ther report of the same Committee,W ill complete the proceedings.

lON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
lat think there is any danger of the Com-

te misunderstanding the wish of theouse in referring back the report. I dare
the practice which my hon. friend fromale Isles has suggested is the true practice,atld is the practice of the House of Com-
s , but in this House we have not beenquitd so close in our observance of it. Io not think after what has been said thate %ofmittee would in any way go back

UPOn the matters which they have already
aposed of, but would merely supply a
'ich which exists in the report as it is, and

W1ch is attributable to the Chairman, whosOught, after the Committee rose, thatsoflje ci>
te ircumistance which he then learned
the first time, would have changed the

PlIons o f the Committee on one or two
estions which had been before them,

hey known it.

toN MR. VIDAL-I wish to relieve
ie officers of the House from any respon-

Ycheity n this matter. The absence of the
pchedule referred to from the printed re-

avi 1s entirely due to me. The schedule
thIng been prepared more particularly forthe iformation of the sub-Committee, I

ought there was no reason why it should
prInted. One reason why the reference

the to the Committee should be made is,
vacrecommend in the report that two
seacies now existing for permanent mes-otwgers should be filled by the appointment

twi of the present sessional messengers.
le ,then the question has been put to

Port thwhat about the salary ?" In the re-
aottahere is no salary mentioned as being
atsched to the office, and the question
ai ,dothe persons appointed merely

e Ca new titie and retain the old salary ?
ia theommittee ought to have mentioned
are toIr report whether these messengers

O Continue under their old salary, or

whether they are to have the additional
salary of permanent messengers.

Another matter attracted my attention
afterthe report had been agreedto,bywhich
I became fully satisfied that one section
of it had been adopted in actual ignorance
of the circumstances of the case. Seeing
that if it was embodied in the report it
might-create confusion, I felt it my duty
to erase that clause. I am quite well
aware that I assumed a great deal of
responsibility in doing so, but I am sure
when the Committee meets and looks into
the matter they will see that I acted
wisely.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
report can be referred back with instruc-
tions to the Committee to amend the re-
port by supplying any omissions therein.

The motion was agreed to.

PICTOU MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (35) "An Act to incor-
porate the Pictou Mutual Marine Insur-
ance Company (limited.)"

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

UNION TRUST CORPORATION
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (43) "An Act to incorporate
the Union Trust Corporation of Canada."
He said the provisions were very nearly
the same as those contained in charters
of the same kind which had been granted
by this Parliament. He had not had
time to read it over carefully, but he had
no doubt it would be found that the rules
had been conformed with.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There are one or two points in which the
Bill does not conform to Bills passed on
the same subject. These points have been
brought to my notice by an officer of the
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House. As soon as my hon. friend de-
cides to which Committee he will refer
the Bill-I presume it will be the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce-I will
bring these facts to the notice of the
Chairman of that Committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BUILDING SOCIETIES, ONTARIO,
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (B) "An Act to amend the
Acts Fortieth Victoria, chapter Forty-nine,
and Forty-fifth Victoria, chapter Twenty-
four, being Acts relating to Permanent
Building Societies and Loan and Savings
Companies carrying on business in
Ontario." He said :-This Bill is intro-
duced in consequence of certain doubts
which have been raised as to the extent of
the borrowing powers of permanent
Building Societies and Loan and Saving
Societies carrying on business in Ontario.
Under the existing Acts it is provided
that these Companies should have the
power of borrowing to the extent of
double the amount of their fixed and
permanent capital, not to be withdrawn ;
but under the wording of the Act it
left it in doubt as to whether they
would not have the power of borrowing
upon not only their paid up capital, but
the amount of their subscribed capital as
well. The consequence, if they avail
themselves of that power, would be that
a Company might borrow not only upon
its capital-say it amounted to a million
of dollars paid up-but supposing it had
subscribed capital to the extent we will
say of $1,5oo,ooo, it would-then have the
power of borrowing to double the extent
of the whole capital paid up as well as
subscribed. Of course the House will see
that in the case of a weak company, par-
ticularly, that would be a dangerous power
to give them. It has been regarded
hitherto that the great security given to
the public by ihese companies or societies
in borrpwing îlhoney was the amount of
the paid up capital, and Parliament have
always guarded that carefully in that way.
What this Bill proposes is to alter the
legislation so far as to provide that the

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

amount to be borrowed shall be based 04
only on the fixed and permanent capi!
but the paid up and unimpaired capie
and a certain portion on the subscriw
capital, on which 20 per cent. has beO
paid up. Under the different Acts of tb
Legislature other large loan compa
have the power of borrowing to the extent,
I think, of five times the amount of the
capital. By this Act it is proposed to
limit the aggregate amount of niOrlel
deposits in the hands of any such societ
to double the aggregate amount of tb
paid up, unimpaired and permanent capi
tal of the society, and the words of the
clause are :-

" Provided, that in no case shall the tOtal
liabilities of any such society to the publicsa
any time exceed three times the amolul
actually paid up in respect of fixed and Pe
manent capital or shares in such society, r
shall they at any tinie exceed the amotnt
principal remaining unpaid on ihe mortgage
at such time held by such society."

The present Bill is decidedly consera'
tive in its character, and I think it is One
which is called for in the interests of the
public. The only other clause to which 1
need advert is one which is desired by
some companies as a matter of conven'
ence for their internal economy-that the
Secretary or Treasurer may be stYle
Manager. The 3rd clause declares:

" It is hereby declared that so much Of the
first section of the Act passed in the forth
fifth year of Her Majesty's reign, chaper
twenty-four, and intituled 'An Act to fur
amnend the law respecting Building Socie."
and Loan and Savings Companies carr
on business in the Province of Ontario,
requires a vote of not less than two-thirds
value of all the shareholders of the comPar
given in person or by prox at any genera O
special meeting, shall be held to apply 05
to the increase of the fixed and permlaUer
capital of any company by the issue Of ne
stock under the special provisionsO
suchx Act."

That Act was passed I think in z882

and the object was to give those corolpa
ies the power to issue stock by which they
could obtain capital in Great Britain, a1

giving them the power to issue it in eithl
sterling or currency, and to pay such
dividends on it and to call up such paY-
ments on it as they thought fit. It wa
thought right, in giving them a powe
which had not been exercised till then
to guard it by requiring a vote of tle
thirds in value of the shareholders of tbe
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eompanY instead of the usual way, a two-
. vote of those present at the meet-

The object of this clause is to re,
aP any doubts as to this provision being

able to stock issued i the usual
WY by declaring that it shall be applicable
Olly to stock issued under that Act. I
?PYpose to refer the Bill to the Commit-
te OBanking and Commerce, where it

carefully considered.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (47) "An Act respecting the wind-
P of the Springhill and Parrsboro

p Way Company, and the sale of the
ProPerty thereof to the Cumberland Coal

e. aihway Company." (Mr. Macfar-

aBl (24) "An Act to incorporate the
ifa Steam Navigation Company,

•ted. (Mr. Almon.)

The Senate adjourned at 5:50 p.mI.

THE SENATE.

Wednesday, 5th March, 1384.
, SpEAKER took the Chair at Three

elock
?raYers and routine proceedings.

CANA DIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

the SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
th third reading of Bill (1oi) " An Act
re anend the Act intituled : 'An Act

tng the Canadian Pacific Railway,'
> for other purposes.">

fr •o" MR POWER-I think my hon.
t from. Niagara proposed to address

Ouse at this stage.

th MR. PLUMB-My hon. friend
el senor member for Halifax is so
hkis nt and is so accustomed to advance
that guments with cogency and clearness
t4 Propose to wait until he addresses

use on this subject before I have

anything to say. Probably all I would
say would be rendered unnecessary by the
arguments that the hon. gentleman will
use.

HoN. MR. POWER-If the hon.
gentleman will agree that he shall not
say anything after I have done, I do not
mind going first : but inasmuch as I have
given notice of an amendment, and as
my hon. friend's speech is probably
not directed to that amendment, but is
directed to the Bill generally, and as he
proposed to make it in Committee, it
seems to me that it would be more appro-
priate that he should say what he has to
say now. I do not propose to answer the
hon. gentleman ; I simply propose to
move my amendment.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Carried!

HON. MR. POWER-Then, hon. gentle-
men, I shall move the amendment of
which I have given notice. It is as fol-
lows:-

That the said Bill be not now read a third
time, but that it be re-committed to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House for the purpose of
ainending the same by inserting before the
twelfth clause thereof the following clause:-

So long as any part of the loan or advance
provided for by this Act, or of the interest
thereon remains unpaid by the Company to
the Government, none of the resources of the
Company shall be expended in or towards
acquiring interests in railways or railway
securities in the United States, with a view to
an Atlantic Ocean terminus in United States
territory.

It will be observed that the amendment
does not propose to hinder the Company
from entering into running arrangements
with companies owning railways in the
United States. It does not attempt to
prevent the Company from making neces-
sary business arrangements. What it does
do is to undertake to interdict the Com-
pany during the coming seven years from
becoming proprietors of railways in the
United States. I do not think that that
is in itself a very unreasonable proposition;
and it is certainly not unreasonable as I
view it. I look at it naturally from the
point of view of a Senator from one of the
Lower Provinces of the Dominion. I do
not intend to make an elaborate speech
on the position of the Lower Provinces
and on the reasons why I move this
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amendment ; but I shall try to give a brief
and hurried sketch of the reasons which
have led me to propose the amendment.

The Lower Provinces before Confedera-
tion had the right of managing their own
affairs in every way ; and it is not necessary
for me to enlarge on the importance of
that right. They gave up that right at the
date of the Union; and the consequence
has been that matters which are almost
purely local in character and which in old
times were managed without difficulty or
delay and at trifling expense at the several
provincial capitals, now involve a great
deal of expense, delay and difficulty in
their settlement at Ottawa. Naturally the
legislation here is in the interests of the ma-
jority, and very often against the interests of
the minority in the Lower Provinces. I need
only refer to one Bill as an example-the
Act which was passed here last Session
with respect to the coasting trade-an
Act which in its operation has been found
very annoying to the small ship masters
and ship owners of the Maritime Provinces.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-What Act is
that ?

HON. MR. POWER-The Act respect-
ing masters and mates of coasting vessels.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-That is altered
by legislation this session.

HON. MR. POWER-I have not seen
the Bill yet ; but if such a measure has. been
introduced, it shows that Parliament legis-
lated last year in ignorance of the require-
ments of the Lower Provinces and is now
undoing what should never have been done
at all. The loss of the right to govern them-
selves is a very serious one indeed. Then,
the taxation of the Lower Provinces has
been more than doubled. Before Confeder-
ation, in the Province of Nova Scotia the
tariff was ten per cent ; in New Brunswick
it was 12 1-2, and on dutiable articles it is
at least double the higher figure now. It is
certainly double the lower figure taking
the tariff as a whole ; and this although
the promise was made at the time of the
Union, by the gentlemen who were en-
gineering that scheme through the Lower
Provinces, that the tariff would never exceed
15 per cent. Now, when the people in the
Lower Provinces come to ask themselves

HON MR. POWER.

what they have got in exchange for
they have given up, they find that tb<
have received very little. As far as I
remember just now,'I cannot call to
any public work-that is of any cO.Oe
quence-which has been undertaken slie
Confederation in the Lower ProvinCe
except the enlargement of the St. Petes
Canal. Hon. gentlemen from the 1JPe
Provinces have told us " Oh you have
the Intercolonial Railway." I venture
say that the Intercolonial Railway has '
been constructed and is not operated
the interests of the Lower Provi¢
most certainly not in the interests ô,
the cities of that part of Canada.
Intercolonial Railway, so far as it hasbe
a benefit, has benefitted chiefly the
Provinces. Any hon. gentleman whot
take the pains to investigate the charcteC
of the business on the Intercolonial .
way will find that that line is occUlPC
chiefly in carrying freight down fron'
Upper Provinces to the sea coast and
in bringing up freight to the Upper
vmce.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Perhal#
there is nothing to carry.

HON. MR. POWER-I believe the
hon. gentleman has never been tl'
Maritime Provinces, and I can thefir
excuse the remark, because it is proba at
made through ignorance. We do n
send our goods to the West. The Ilthe
colonial Railway has simply afforded the
merchants of Montreal, Toronto, 1~ the
ton and other western cities, and i-
millers of the Upper Provinces, OPP0

tunities for forwarding their goods tO
Lower Provinces. It has not brought o
large amount of freight back. Sonie
gentleman has just mentioned coal.s
is the only article which has passed Il tr-
considerable quantity over the bo$
colonial Railway this way; and there
been some sugar of late years.

HON. MR. READ-What åbout
. HON. MR. POWER-Very Ittle is
has come this way. The point I0n*
that up to the present day the pri
advantages arising from the contr
of the Intercolonial Railway have t
reaped by the Upper Provinces an
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by the Lower Provinces. The business colonial railway to the east, and a Pacifie
men of the Maritime Provinces had begun railway to the west, for thepurpose of having
to realize that that was the real state of a road throug the United Sttes 0f America.We want a roail on British soul; we want a
things when the recent proposition was road of our own; for the maintenance of
made to construct the Canadian Pacific Britsh institutions upon tus continent. We
Railway. Before they had fully realized want a road that wiIl be a benefit to Canada
the state of things as to the Intercolonial and the Canadians; but we do not want a
Railay, the Canadian Pacific Railway road that will lead our emigrants through the

was talked about, and the men who advo-
cated the construction of that road gave HON. MRa. PLUMB-Hear! hear 1!
the peopte of the Lower Provifces to
understand that, if they had not reaped HON. M . POWER-Naturally then,
very much benefit from the Intercolonial the hon gentleman did not want a road
Railway, when the Canadian Pacifie which terminated at Portiand or Boston.
Railway was constructed they would On the i 4th January, i88 , the on.
derive the benefits which they had a right Minister of Railways expressed almost
to expeet fron Confederation; that then sinOiar sentiments.
the ports of the Lower Provinces would
become the shipping ports of the Do- HON MR. SKEAD-May I ask what
minion, and that the mines and manu- the hon. gentleman is quoting froma?
facturers in the east would do work for
the whole Dominion and would ship their HON. M. POWER- a quoting
goods over that road to British Columbia from historical documents some three
and to other equally remote and interest- years old.
ing regions. Some people are always
brone to hope for the bests and the public HON. MR. SKEAD-From the Debates
were led to believe that there was a good of the Senate?
deal in these promises. They were told
particulariy that after the construction of HON. MR. POWER-No, of the House
the Canadian Pacifie Railway-and this of Commons.
was told at a very recent date-ail the
ocean-borne freight to be carried by the HON. M. SKEAD-u bay remind th
railway over the continent was to be Miiister of justice that another membe
shipped at some port or ports in the was stopped here who was reading fro 
Lower Province. Occasionaly gentlemen report of a speech deivered in the Hous
were definite; so etimes they said St. of Commons.
John, and sometimes Halifax; but at any
rate ail the freight to be carried over the HON. MR. POWER-The rule ha
Canadian Pacifie Railway-over the great been that we have not been allowed tc
national highway of which we have heard quote speeches of the current Session
sh puch-was to be shipped at a port in That speech was not ade during tht
the Lower Provinces, and freight coming present Parliament, so it is quite oic
across the ocean to the raiiway was to be enough to be quoted. At any rate, I knov
landed at Lower Province ports. Now, severa hon, gentlemen who have been ir
in order to show that 1 am not misrepre- the habit of quoting speeches made in th
senting what took place, I shath give the other House in previous Sessions, so I d
Huse the language used by certain not see why the rule shouid be enfo 'rce(
prominent gentlemen when the original against me. I do not intend to quh
contract was passing through Parliament. many of those speeches, because I knov
On the M7th December, i88o, the Minis- that they do not sound peasanty to som
ter of Public Works, Sir Hector Langevin, hon. gentlemen. Now I sha quote fron
speaking in the House of Commons on a speech delivered by the Premier on th
this question, said :- 17 th January, i88i, which will be founc

werThe bon. gentleman will remem ber that at page 490 of the ouse of Common

the policy of this Parliaent lias not been oe Debates of that year. Speaking of th
have a railway going through a foreign leader of the Opposition that hon. gente
country, nor to expend i lion upon an inter- man said

e

r

e

s
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" He avows his predilection for the Sault
Ste. Marie Line, to run off the trade into the
United States, to strengthen, to renew, to
extend and develope our commerce with the
United States, to the utter destruction of the
great plan, basis and policy of the Dominion,
which is to connect the great countries com-
posing the Dominion from sea to sea by one
vast iron chain, which cannot and never will
be broken."

Then the same hon. gentleman, at page
491, said:-

" Yes; I am proud to say that if our
scheme is carried out, the steamer landing at
Halifax will discharge its freight a-nd emi-
grants upon a British railway, which will go
through Quebec and tluugh Ontario to the
Far West, on Britishnerritory, under the
British flag, under Cana.ian laws, and with-
out any chance of either the immigrant being
deluded or seduced from his allegiance or his
proposed residence in Canada, or the traffic
coming froin England or from Asia being
subjected to the possible prohibitory or offen-
sive restrictive taxation or customs regula-
tions of a foreign power."

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-That is
done now.

HON. MR. POWER-Then I hope the
hon. gentleman who applauds now, will
back up his sentiments by his vote. At
page 493 of the same year's Hansard, the
same right hon. gentleman said:--

" But, sir, we desire to have the trade kept
on our own side-that not one of the trains
tlat passes over the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way will run into the United States if we cen
help it, but may, instead, pass through our
own country. That we may build up Mon-
treal, Quebec, Toronto, Halifax and St. John
by means of one great Canadian line, carrying
as much traffic as possible by the course of
trade through our own country."

Not a word said about building up
Portland or Boston.

HON. MR. READ--He said, "As much
as possible."

HON. MR. POWER-He said: "Not
one of the trains passing over the Pacific
Railway will run into the United States,
if we can help it." Now is the time,
I suggest, when we can help it. The
Minister of Finance used somewhat simi-
lar language. At page 521, he said:-

" We have a Tight to expect from our sup-
porters on this side of the House, who have
always been in favor of the construction of

HoN. MR. POWER.

a Pacifie Railway on British territory, 0
the Atlantic to the Pacific, that they
support us in this scheme."

Now, hon. gentlemen, it is not out 0(
order, I presume to cite what has bee'
said in our own Chamber, and I shall J
read a few words. The quotation would
be too long, but I refer hon. gentlemenl to
page 260 where the hon. gentleman ¶ho-
is now Minister of Marine and Fisheril
expressed his sentiments at considerabl,
length on this point. At page 271 rY
hon. friend from St. Boniface expreS
sentiments coinciding generally with thOse
which I have read. The hon. gentlern*o
from York (Mr. Allan) concluded
speech in February, 1881, in this way

"As a Canadian, I believe that the colr
tion of a great national line of communicatic"
from one end of the Dominion to the other
will wake Confederation a reality, and helS
more than anything else to strengthen s
consolidate a British American nationalitY '
this continent."

My hon. friend did not say a line Of
communication from a port in the
Dominion on one side to a port in the
United States on the other.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-You are
opposed to that ; you want to stop at the
Rocky Mountains.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle
man has suggested that I am opposed to
a national line.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-So YoU
are.

HON. MR. POWER-We have to dea
with existing facts. The hon. gentlerna
from British Columbia and his friends
had their way ; they passed their BilL
They decided that they would have,
this national line ; and I am only urgi0g
now that those hon. gentlemen shall bc
consistent, and that they shall not change
their policy when they get to the easter
end of the road. If we had to begin
novo and build a Canadian Pacific Railway'
we should probably have adopted a dige
ent policy. I am simply asking that hoe
gentlemen shall be consistent. I find s
page 318 of the Senate Debates that th
hon. gentleman from Montarville
De Boucherville) used this language
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btilt frwe were to allow a branch road to be
1' bout the Pacifie Railway to the Ameri-

%tt0idar, and from that point it were
tinn on to some of their magnifieent

rmigt es hich is but a short distance-we
h a r al] our trouble and expense, find
9% - constructed a road to build up a

sh 04Y in the United States. And we
.t nd ourselves in a rather ridiculous

e," ; therefore, this monopoly of the Pa-ofne pany is what we should desire; a
me hih is only one against the

o and not against Canada will be
%wn benefit."1

presume the hon. gentleman
ntarville will not be disposed to

against the amendment which I pro-
bu because it is simply to prevent the
great ng up on Canadian money, of a

Port in the United States. The hon.

nt"leman from St. John, who unfortu-
thsY has not been able to be present

haseSessi<o, was very eloquent on the

quotedsub ject at page 338. I have only
nm some of the principal speak-

ber aft the House of Commons, mem-
isteter member who spoke on the Min-
th i side re-echoed the sentiments of
alrleaders. and there was something in
by hnevery speech made in this House

in. gentlemen who supported the
queur1e, of the character indicated by the
otItions I have made. We had amongst
Mirs the hon. gentleman who is now
i the of Interior, and who was then
Co *. Chair. When the Bill was in the
the 'nttee he expressed sentiments in
othesamne direction, as he did again the

Sevening.
feel cn be readily understood what the
in 1 8gs Of the people of the Lower Prov-

o were when during last autumn they
aih d that the President of the Canadian

.Clf Railway Company was engaged in
potIation with the civic authorities at
th td, With a view to making that port

Ct Mantic Winter terminus of the great

&eean Pacific Railway. Meetings
Wer Pld in different parts of the4e rovinces and resolutions passed

the g forth in pretty vigorous terms what
thbjectinents of the people were on the
in parl. Sice this discussion has begun
Iadeaiament here, and since it has been
not apparent that the Government did
fiPtopose to oblige the Canadian Paci-
irte lY. Company to locate their

in theMus in British territory, the8 nthe Lower Provinces has grown

stronger. I do not think, hon. gentlemen,
that it is very much to be wondered at.
I have tried to point out that up to the
present time the Lower Provinces have
gained no commercial advantages by
Confederation-in fact, very little advan-.
tage ot any kind. They have been
obliged to pay their share of the immense
sums which the Intercolonial Railway and
the canals and this Canadian Pacific
Railway have cost the Dominion, and
they will be obliged to pay their share of
what this road will hereafter cost ; and so
far they have not reaped one dollar's
worth of good from all that expenditure
Certain contractors may have reaped in-
dividual benefits; but the people of the
Lower Provinces as such, have reaped no
benefit, and can derive none from this
immense expenditure, unless the Atlantic
winter terminus of the road is located in
the Maritime Provinces.' I do not think
myself that that will at all compensate
them for what they have expended ; but
still that is all that they can get in return
for their outlay ; and I think that, what-
ever may have been done in the other
House, in the Senate, where we are sup
posed to represent the Provinces more
particularly than they do in the other
Chamber, the interests of the Lower Prov,
inces in this matter should be fairly con-
sidered. It seems an exceedingly unfair
thing to take the taxes which have been
wrung from the people of the Lower
Provinces in common with the people of
the other portions of the Dominion, and
Io hand them over to a company which
spends them afterwards in building up the
port of Boston or that of Portland ; and I
hope that this House will express a diffe-
rent opinion on that subject from that
which the other Chamber did.

I have already said that I do not think
the amendment which I have proposed
unreasonable. We cannot prevent the
Company from owning what they already
possess. They already own or have a
controlling interest in the South Eastern
Railway, and they can get to Portland
without any difficulty. In no case would
they have any difficulty in making running
arrangements with American roads. It is
absurd for hon. gentlemen to contend that
the American roads might put the screws
on and charge a great deal for freight from
the Canadian Pacific Railway, because
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the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, against nature. Perhaps I am just fl'«<
having a line extending as far East as taking a somewhat extreme view. 1
Montreal, are not limited to one outlet to turning to the case before us, this Cane*
the Atlantic. Even apart from our own dian Pacific road bas fot been buit upon
ports, there are at least three or four rail- commercial principies. Gentlemen Sy
iWays running from Montreal to Portland, that we should apply commercial princiPîe
Boston and New York, and if the Com- in dealing with this Company, but *
pany controlling one of those roads under- have not done so yet. If a Comp8'x
took to impose unreasonably high rates were building this road by means of thei
on the freight of the Canadian Pacific own capital, or building it with a modeI8t
Railvay, another would not. In fact it is subsidy, I should say; "Certainly, aPPW
perfectly clear as a matter of business that commercial principles;" but we bave
there would be a lively competition given them an immense subsidy; thel
amongst those American roads for the are coming to us foravery large lon
freight coming over the Canadian Pa- We have obliged themtocarrytherOS
cific Railway. It has been said that north of Lake Superior, where there iS n
the ports in the Lower Provinces are fur- traffic to be got. 'Ne oblige them to
ther trom the existing terminus of the through the mountains in British ColunibiS
Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, than where the road would neyer have beeO
either Portland or Boston. That is true, built on commercial principles.
hon. gentlemen ; they are somewhat fur-
ther, but the difference is not perhaps as
great as hon. gentlemen might imagine.
When frei ht has travelled 2oooC miles-.

HON. MR. MACDONALD--If YOt
could help it.

across the continent, the fact that it has to HON. MR. POWER- -The hon. gentle-
go 200 miles further, to reach St. John, man says if we could help it. The Gover'-
or 300 miles further to reach Halifax, does ment of which 1 was a follower had under
not make nearly as great a difference as if taken to build the road through British
it started from Montreal. Columbia, and, I presume, would h1ae

done it. I think myself it is to be regret-
HON. MR. PLUMB -It adds one-tenth ted that it was not continued as .

to the distance. Government work, instead of building it
as it is being constructed. I contend thst

HON. MR. POWER-It may add one the road is not in any way being built on
tenth ; but that is not so very important commercial principles. As a commercial
under all the circumstances. As a rule, undertaking or speculation it could nevet
the port charges are less at the Canadian have been constructed ; it never has bee
ports, and the sea voyage is considerably regarded as such, but has been 10oked
shorter than from the American ports. But upon as a great national undertaking.
this argument that nature is against us was to be a Canadian road from sea tO
ought to be regarded, in Canada at any It was to be for ourselves and not to carrY
rate, as being one that is not to be com- business elsewhere. if
batted. All the money which has been So the view that I take of it is this :.
expended by Canada-all or nearly all this road had been built on comnmerci1
for which our debt has been incurred- principles from the beginning, one wou.,
has been spent in fighting against nature. say, " Continue your commercial pr
Nature did not make Montreal the harbor ples to the end ;" but, having construct
of the Provin:e of Quebec. Nature made the road from the Pacific down to MOI
Quebec the harbor ; but money has been treal on principles the reverse of coTlger
spent and a debt incurred, part of which cial, I think it is too late to begin to aPPI
has been assumed by the Government of commercial principles on the road betweet
Canada, to make Montreal what nature Montreal and the Lower Provinces. 4
made Quebec. We have spent, I think, the hon. gentleman from Victoria has hd
some $3o,ooo,ooo on our canals. That a good deal to say with respect tO th'
money has been expended in fighting remarks that I have been making to-day
against nature, and the Canadian Pacific but I put this question to the hon.
Railway itself, in great part, is a fight tleman: Supposing that the CanaiO

HoN. MR. POWER.
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fic Railway Company found it to
frer advantage, instead of carrying the
M Sk4t of their road through to Port

.Y or Esquimalt, to make their
t111inus at an American port, say Port-
laId, at the mouth of the Columbia River,4%or tundertook to acquire a road to that

as they are now doing to Portland,
lok I how would that hon. gentleman

nhe such an attempt on the part of
tConpany ? Under those circum-
Ses, if such an amendment as this wasoduced to prevent the money of the

.Pl*e of Canada frorn being expended in

gedng Up Portland in Oregon, the hon.
eteran would say that the amendment

a a very reasonable and proper one;
thi f he moved such an amendment as

I should be very happy to support
i ut because the amendment deals

t the eastern terminus instead of the
*ottern terminus, the hon. gentleman does

ook at it in the same light.

Ter - MR*. McINNES (Victoria)-is this difference between the east-hand western ports: While all yourhinbors on the Atlantic freeze up in the
dilter sao
do not.season, our ports on the Pacific

th l'o". MR. POWER---I an surprised
that the hon. gentleman, who can boast

e was born in Nova Scotia, should
one such a statement as that. The

4, gentleman ought to know that the
ceor Of Halifax does not freeze over

&W mn ten years ; and, as far as I amare the harbor of St. John never
f s Over at all.

1I1• MR. ALMON -Because there is
Water in it.

.o. MR. POWER-Hon. gentlemen
'ght ask: " If you allow the Company to.aeo trafic arrangements with AmericanCPaies and if you do not hinder their
reatt frdih going over those roads, what

at difference does it make whether
ey Own the road themselves or not ?"

1 think that a very few moments' reflec-
fro . compel even the hon. gentleman

a iagara to recdgnize the fact that it
a es a very considerable difference. If

Sailway Company owns a road to Port-or any other American port

themselves, it will naturally be to their
interest to send all the freight they can
over their own road ·to its terminus. If
they simply have running arrangements
with respect to the carrying of their freight
with an American company, they have no
such inducement. If, on the other hand,
they own a road to St. John, or Halifax, or
Moncton, it will be in the interest of the
Company to carry the freight as far as
they can over their own road. That is
one of the reasons why we think it is
desirable that they should own the road
from Montreal to Moncton, and that they
should not own the road from Montreal
to Portland.

The people of the Lower Provinces, as
I have already said, have paid their share
for the construction of all the great public
works that have been undertaken since
1867. They have paid their share of the
immense cost of the Canals; they are
paying their share of the enormous
expenditure in connection with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway; and we trust that
the representatives of the other Provinces
will, in return, help us to gain something-
although it be only a trifle-of the benefit
that is to be reaped by Canada from the
construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-The hon.
gentleman, speaking of the Intercolonial
Railway, said that it was practically of no
use to Nova Scotia ; that it carried all the
freight from the west to the east, and car-
ried no freight up from Nova Scotia to
the west. I ask the hon. gentleman this
qnestion : " Did he ever know the Inter-
colonial Railway to refuse to carry any
freight that was offered to any part of the
country? We all know, and the hon.
gentleman cannot deceive us in that
matter, that the products of Nova Scotia,
fish and fruit, go to other parts of the
world, and that there is very little produce
to come from that Province into other
parts of the Dominion. They can have
no objection that the flour and wheat and
other products of the west should be car-
ried on to Halifax over the Intercolonial
Railway. The hon. gentleman is the last
member in this- House who ought to
speak about a through line. He knows
very well that for years he has advocated
the construction of a mixed route, partly
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rail and partly water ; partly on British, my hon. friend disapproved of the moftne
and partly on American territory, and now being spent on the Nipissing lih*
ending at the Rocky Mountains. around Lake Superior--which is the onIlY.

way of getting through our own country
HON. MR. KAULBACH-I cannot fron ocean to ocean.

allow the remarks of my hon. friend from The hon. gentleman asserted that the
Halifax to go unchallenged. He has early completion of the railway was a
shown that he is not only the enemy of the fortune and a mistake, and even an injuq
Canadian Pacific Railway, but that he is to the country, yet he cores here plurnint.
also the enemy of the best interest of his hirself as the aider, the abettor, the
native Province as well as of the Confeder- champion and the espouser of Nova Scotio
ation. My hon. friend in the whole course rights 1 do not stand second to anY
of his speech yesterday and to-day has member of this Fouse in my anxiety thet
shown himself to be opposed to the con- the interests of Nova Scotia shah be Pro
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway perly considered, but 1 cannot agree With
eastward. the view taken by my hon. friend, who, i

my judgrnent, has done much to decry the
HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle- interests of our Province. That hOn*

mian must not misrepresent what I said. gentleman talked about the taxation i
I never stated any thing that could be the Province of Nova Scotia being large
tortured into any such meaning. at the present tire than before the Co"

federation-true, we rnay have had smnalle
HON. MR. KAULBACH---My hon. taxation in thc past, but the advantage

friend will find before I finish that I am we have gained, the substantial benefits
right. It is well known that the Canadian we have derived fror being part of ths
Pacific Railway Company are only obliged Confederation far outweigh any increasd
to build the rond fror Callandar station taxation that has been imposed upo tes
west to the Pacific Ocean. Its eastern
terminus was in a howling wilderness, and HON. MR. PO ER-Are we i
it was open to any Company to take up bigger nowp?
the extension of the road eastward from
that point, and it was understood that if HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes I N noaSt
the Canadian Pacific Railway Compa~ny tain that in many respects we have eJ%
did not undertake it, other companies panded and become more important; WC
would and give us a through mne of rail- have industries and manufactures in tha
way frot ocean to ocean. My hon. friend Province which would neyer have exit1
objected to the Canadian Pacific Railway there at the present time were it not fof
Company having spent $2m7,000,003 of Confederation. We have the IntercolOtia
their own roney in fightgng their way to Railway, and a grain elevato at the end
the east against a gigantic coPpetition, in of it, which cost soN e forty millions
order to make connection with the Atlantic dchlars, and which has been greatly i the

seaboard. Thaf policv my hon. friend interests of Nova Scotia-more th e
opposed. He said that that money was xay be said of the Upper Provinces. s
misspentw; that it should have gone towards far as the Canadas were conceerfedi
building the rne of railway fror s the other Montreal did not want that railwaY ves
side of Lake Superior and on to the Pacific much, because if they wished to reach t 
ocean. He was quite wiling that this ocean in winter they had direct coweIany
missing link north of Lake Superior should cation with Portland and other r
iot be buit. He did Cot see any necessity which afforded the every needi faci'W
for that, but he would have been perfectly for shipment. I maintain that the G3
satisfied if ail the money that we have adian Pacific Railway is an enterprise 
voted for the Canadian Pacific Railway which al the interests of the DOnlin'n

Compan hain spn 2,ooooo

should be diverted froi its proper use in are identified, inastouch as it wli'
constructing a gine of our own from the us a direct inne fror ocean to o ,eni

seaboard.~~oe Tha poiymyhn fin

Atlantic to the Pacific, and have n swalow- though that road has necessarily ard sght
bd up in the railway syste r of the United against huge jealousies and rivaries,
States. The House will rerember that will eventually succeed in tttaihi Paii

HoN. M w MACDONALD.
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those connections and advantages neces-
'Y to its full and successful operation.

Sthat we in Nova Scotia ask, or can
IY expect, from the Canadian Pacific

way, or the Government is that we be
greater facilities and a shorter route,the way of competition for the winterports, but the hon. gentleman, by the po-

3'tn he has taken, would shut off those
f.cilities. Our quickest means of com-
41nication is now through a foreign coun-
tatas we must necessarily go through the

Stote of Maine to obtain the route to the
%oard, and I ask are we to raise a
thiese wall and say to this foreign na-

tn:" We will not allow the Pacific
tailway to connect with you !" I main-don that nothing of the sort should be
c e, because it is in the interest of the
untry to continue our relations as they

tre at present, and have communication
corough the State of Maine. Railways

con P from Bangor through Maine, and
fi y we must traverse nearly one

Stat Of the distance through that foreignin Order to afford a short line, and I
. It is not possible for us to demand any

sti'Plations by which the Canadian Pacific
tgeway would be deprived of the advan-
%e of availing themselves of this valuable
£stnlection. It is absolutely necessary for

iy tilze part of the American railway
route., in order to obtain the most direct

,d U'.MR. POWER-What has that to.
With the subject of the motion now

?ore the House--he road going to!Potland ?

frie'N. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
has th. claims to be a Free Trader. It

tse to do with it, that we are putting
theves in a position of antagonism to
anldtate of Maine and to this Company,are asking from the Company what

a n .never expect will be granted. IaxiOus that Nova Scotia should ob-
all the trade possible from every

&ce, and I feel that by means of this
an clany, of Confederation, and of shorterCior connection with Montreal, we
tl eventually get it, for 1 am confident
ar t~e Government and the Company

wde awake to the interests of the
r i P rovmeces, and that they will aid
establishing closer connection with

Halifax and St. Johns, and thus give us
the chances for the winter port trade as
far as possible. It is, however, inimical
to our interests in Noya Scotia to try to
impose unreasonable conditions upon the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The world
has looked with wonder upon this great
undertaking, and has been astonished at
the speed with which it has been pushed
forward. It would therefore be greatly
against the interests of the Dominion if
any position were taken by the members
of this House which would in any way
militate against the speedy completion,
from ocean to ocean, of this line. It is
true the Company might go on and finish
the road in 1891, as required by the
original contract, but the interests of the
country will be far better served by the
earlier completion of the road. It is the
general feeling throughout this Confeder-
ation, from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
that the road should be built immediately,
and nio Government that would attempt
to retard the progress of this work could
retain the confidence of our people. As
to the terms upon which this loan is based
I think they are very favorable to the
country, as the Government will simply
borrow $22,5oo,ooo at four per cent.,
which they will lend to the Company at
the rate of five per cent. But, though a
large profit would arise to this country
from such a transaction, the Government
have been careful to insist upon ample
security being furnished by the Company,
and we find that some $58,000,000 worth
of land, as well as other valuable property
of the Company, is pledged as security
for the repayment of.this loan. Perhaps
the best evidence as to the nature of this
security, has been afforded by the expres-
sions of the hon. leader of the Opposition in
this House, who admits that the security
is ample and sufficient. That is all we
should ask-it is all we want; and, there-
fore, I thnk it is to be regretted that any
attempt should have been made to hamper
the Company, to the injury of our best
interests, in the way that is now proposed.
The profit arising to the country from the
difference in interest, as between four and
five per cent, upon the amount of the
loan, will make $225,ooo every year, and,
as the security is admitted to be ample, I
do not think my hon. friend from
Halifax is justified in taking the position
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he has assumed in this matter. The
Government cannot fix upon shipping
ports for the railway. The Government
are not dealers in grain, and cannot be
expected to make Halifax the winter port,
nor are the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company grain merchants. They are
only common carriers, and must transport
whatever freight they are offered wherever
they are required by the shippers to take it.
Neither the Government nor the Com-
pany can fix upon any port for railway
freight ; the decision in that matter rests
with the merchants and shippers, and they
will certainly adopt the route that suits
them best. What may fairly be claimed
by Nova Scotia and New Brunswick is
that they should be afforded a chance to
share in the business of the winter port,
by means of the shortest possible route to
Montreal. Much, however, rests in the
hands of our own people ; our merchants
might engage in the shipping of grain-an
elevator is already provided at Halifax,
and a strong endeavor has been made by
merchants and shippers to get a large
share of the importing and exporting
business in their own hands. I am sorry
that my hon. friend should have allowed
his zeal for the party of "rule or ruin," to
cause hirm to belittle atike the Canadian
Pacific Railway, Nova Scotia and its in-
terest in the Confederation, and that he
should have lent his efforts towards de-
stroying this great national work, in which
every man, who wishes well of his country,
from one ocean to the other, must feel an
interest.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
cannot think it is necessary to amend the
Bill in the direction proposed by the hon.
gentleman, for the very provisions of the
Bill are to the effect that every dollar of
the loan of $22,500,000 is to be expended
in the construction of the main line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. It is with
reference to this amount of $22,500,o0o
that we are now dealing, and it seems to
me idle to say that the other resources of
the Company shall not be applied in any
direction they see fit. When the $22,500,-
ooo are expended on the main line, that
line will be completed from end to end,
and if the Company then choose to
expend their other resources for the pur-
pose of increasing their business, it is

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

surely their own affair. We have only to
deal with the money we are now going tO
lend them. The Bill provides, as I have
already said, that it must be expended on
the main line, and that, I think, is a coin-
plete answer to the speech of the hon.
gentleman who has moved this amend-
ment.

The amendment was declared lost, on1 a
division.

The Bill was then read the third tine
on a division.

THE SPEAKER-This Bill has beenl
read the third time and is now ready tO-
pass

HON. MR. PLUMB-Before this BU
finally goes from us, I would like to refer
to one or two matters in connection with
it. In rising to speak now I think I arn
in order, and I believe I was in order on a
previous occasion when I was supposed tO'
have been out of order. I do not wish in
any way to infringe upon the rules of the
House, and I am very reluctant to take
up the time of the Senate at this stage o
the debate.' It has been sufficiently ind
cated, already, that it is the intention Of
the House to pass this Bill, and I have no
doubt that those who are opposed to it
have fully indicated their intention to vote
against it ; therefore, what I wish to SY
will be expressed in very few words. I do
not intend to answer, or attempt to answer"
at large the arguments which have been
brought against the Bill, but I think it Is
due to the country and the party to which
I belong, as well as to this debate, that
certain matters suggested by those argu-
ments should be stated, as briefly as Pos-
sible, to the House. First I shall deal
with the assertion that the resources of the
country are not equal to the burthen which.
it has assumed and is about to assune.
In awswer to that, I desire to say sorne-
thing with reference to the public debt.
shall confine myself to figures which e
to be found in the only authentic record
which we have, a record which cannot be
questioned-I mean the Public Account.
The Public Accounts show the net
debt of Canada year by year UP to,
the close of the last fiscal year, an
the amounts differ somewhat materlf-
from those lately stated on the foor O
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this iouse. I called attention to the
'fcorrectness of the statement at the
noionent, and I now intend to state theexact amounts which are to be found in
the Public Accounts. The debt of Canada
ln 1867 amounted to $75,728,641 ; in
1874 the amount was $108,324,964, in
4879 $142,990,187, and in 1883 $158,-466,714. These are the net figures, and
shOW that in the first seven years after
COlfederation the first or Conservative
period of Administration the debt in-
creased $3 2,5 9 6,3 2 3 or at the rate of
$4,656,61J a year ; during the second
Period of five years, thaf of the rule of the
Present Opposition the debt increased
$34,665,223 ; or at the rate of $6,-9 33,ooo a year ; while in the third
leriod of four years after the Conserva-
tive restoration the increase was $I,476,-
527, or a yearly increase during the last

entioned period, of $5, 158,800. I shall
t enter into the question of responsibi-

lty for the increase of the public debt
om 1874 to 1879. That has been a

%tter of frequent discussion, but I thinksh is proper that the late Government

d.ould be held responsible for the expen-
t ture during that period, inasmuch as

ey controlled public affairs up to 1878,
'n also it seems but reasonable that the

ceares for 1878-79 (during which they
eased to control the public expenditure)

'Ihould be charged to the late Administra-
tion unless it can be shown that it waseedlessly augmented by their successors,

cause the expenditure in that year was
ade upon their estimates. The expendi-re on capital account, for the first namèd
riod of seven years (to 1874) was

,374,357, and the increase of debt
that before stated) was $32,596,323, SO

, consequently, there was spent out of
rplus, $13,778,o34. For the second

ditriod, of five years, (to 1879) the expen-
iture on capital account was $33,982,565,

thle the increase of debt was$34,665,223,
tos showing a deficit of $676,658, whichProbably came out 6f the cash which was
tha hand, or was added to the deficits of
our perod. Then, for the next period of
uyears, from 1879 to 1883, the expen-
3 re on capital account amounted to

,93954, while the increase of debt
of th5,476,527, and there was spent out
nc.e surplus which came in as yearlyome, and made part of the permanent

expenditure of the country, the large sum
Of $15,870,359. Thus it will be seen that
out of receipts on account of Consolidated
Fund during eleven years of Conservative
rule, $29,648,393 has been spent upon
public works, which might have been paid
for out of Capital Account. The net
interest on debt in 1879, was at the rate
of 4.5o, and amounted to $6,664,252,
while the net interest on debt in 1883,
was at the rate Of 4. 16, and amounted to
$6,603,386,-thus showing, for the period
of four years ending in 1883, an increase
of debt of $15,287,111, and a decrease of
interest charges on the country, of $60,876.
Of the increase of debt prior to the end
of the fiscal year 1874-that increase of
debt about which so much has been said
against the Administration of that day-
there was paid to the Provinces
$30,454,339, leaving only $2,143,984 as
the increase of debt for other purposes,-
although the total expenditure for that
time was over $46,oooooo. And we
were told that the whole of that expehdi-
ture was for legitimate, for necessary and
useful purposes, upon authority which
cannot be disputed on the other side of
the House. That, hon. gentlemen is the
position, and part of the history of the
public debt, and at the present moment
the net debt, as shown by the last state-
ment, is $158,466,714, instead of
$201,000,000, as was stated during the
present debate, when I ventured to ques-
tion the accuracy of the gentleman who
made the statement. The gross debt is
$2o1,ooo,ooo, but in al] statementswhich
I have made, and all statements which
are usually made, it is customary to deduct
the sinking fund and the cash on hand
from the gross debt. I do not apply this
statement to any gentleman on the other
side of the House, but simply state it as a
contribution to the general debate, and I
wish here to say that the revenues of the
Dominion are ample to provide for pay-
ment of interest for Sinking Fund, and
for the charges upon the Consolidated
Fund for our current yearly expenditure,
and, as has been shown by the accounts,
we have had a large surplus during each
period of Conservative administration.
Now, we are told there are serious griev-
ances in connection with the North-West,
and they were brought up prominently
before the House in the course of the
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debate. There will probably be some
other occasion when reference can be
made to that subject, but being anxious
not to delay the conclusion of the debate,
I shall not make any further remark upon
it at present than to show the House that
to the end of the fiscal year 1883, there
had been expended on the North-West,
and in the North-West, by the Govern-
ment of this country, the enormous sum
of $44,952,19o, being considerably more
than one-quarter of the whole net debt of
this country.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-What
. does the hon. gentleman include in that

expenditure ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-I say that the
total expenditure on the North-West,
charged to that special account, and stand-
ing in the Public Accounts to be réferred
to, is $44,952,190. Of that amount,
$3o,859,417 bas been paid out of the
capital account, and $14,092,772 bas been
paid out of the consolidated fund, as part
of our annual current expenditure. But
there is another side to that question. We
are now only beginning the policy of
opening up that country, and we are only
beginning to reap the fruits and advan-
tages of having access to it. By the
arrangements which we now propose to
make, it is certain that the Canadian
Pacific Railway will be completed in the
shortest period of time possible, which will
further add to the receipts from the North-
West, by adding to the population and
business, and by increasing the acreage
under cultivation. The receipts from that
country have been $9,342,188. From
lands, the sales of which have only com-
menced to any appreciable extent within
the last two years, or since the Canadian
Pacific Railway was vigorously pushed
forward by thepresent Administration, the
receipts have been $3, 144,539 ; the cus-
toms receipts from the North-West, outside
of Manitoba-which also are only begin-
ning-amount to $264,898, while those
receipts from Manitoba itself, have been
$4,855,311 ; and the excise receipts-
which are confined mainly if not altogether
to Manitoba,-amount to$6 5 1,773. The
receipts from the Post Office have been
$354,898. These figures should certainly
be a sufficient answer to those who are

claiming in such haste that vastly larget
concessions should be immediately made t&
the North-Westwhenso largeasumhasbecO
already expended for its advantage ; nd
I believe that the older Provinces may be
considered ashavingcontributedthegreate
part of this vast sum, and should therefolt
be entitled to claim the utmost forbear
ance from those who think themselVe
aggrieved. They may depend upon i
that their grievances, whatever they may
be, will be met and dealt with in the nos
kiridly and generous spirit. Agitato
however, have made preposterous and
wicked statements, and there is no doulIbt
that a côncerted effort bas been made to
embarrass, hamper and distress the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, and at the same
time embarrass, if possible, the Admine
tration which now controls the affairs O
the Dominion. I promised the Hlose,
the other day, on a challenge fron tlT
hon. friend, the senior member from 4
fax, that I would produce evidence in
regard to some statements which I rnade'
and which he disputed at the tiune
Those statements I propose to bring before
the House at a suitable moment, and the
Senate will perhaps accord to me the
indulgence of a hearing for that purpose'
I will also defer until that time the rePlY
which I could very easily make now tO
the statement made with respect to the
exorbitant freight charges which were
made by the Canadian Pacific RailWay,
and I will lay before the House a corn
parison between its rates and those o
similar lines, which I know will be gLadl
received by the hon. gentleman who m1ade
that statement. j say this advisedly,&
cause I do not think that a more can
mind is brought to bear upon the consi
eration of public questions in this I-0ose
than that of the member for Princ
Edward Island to whom I refer, and
therefore I am sure he will be glad to
receive a fair comparison of freight rate
in answer to his statement; and I sIW
undertake to show tkat that statement Was
undoubtedly a misleading one althou
made in good-faith. With regard to the
security which is proposed by the Co0
pany, we have the assurance of a geItl8
man on the other side who holds a lead
position in this House, that the securiW
is unquestionable, and therefore the OnII
thing that remains for the Senate, 15

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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lIV' its final assent to the measure
Wieh is now before us. It will then

n for the country to decide
Whether or not what we have done
88been done in the public interest.
-e it is merely a question of policy, and

Idoa question of hazard to the country.
O flot think there can be any doubt that

U delay in the completion of the work
'*Olld be fraught with great disaster and

to the country. I believe that the
et ner that the line can be completed theStter for the Dominion at large, and that
ls of vital interest to the Dominion inI its parts that the eastward-bound traffic

Of the Canadian Pacific Railway should
Ilre to the benefit of the older Provinces

'Ch have provided the money, and
ken the risk of its construction, have

owed upon the settlers in Manitoba
the North-West lands which belonged

orthe Dominion, without fee or reward,
fthe express purpose ôf building up a
%ntrY which shall be not only connected

nhis Politically, but in some degreeefit us by its trade and by the con-
tons which naturally exist with us, andthe argument of the hon. gentleman whose

tisldment has just been voted down in
ris louse, has strengthened in every
is Pect What I have now said, because he
c18a ig against diverting a traffic which
whiot be diverted by the process to
dich he objects, and which can be divert-

to bY any schemes which draw its traffic
defter n competing lines, or suspend or
thr completion of the all-rail route

ghour own country. I am surprised
the commercial interests of this
y -or any who profess to support or

nfor them-should for one moment
def enance any proposition either to
tr Or altogether tô abandon the con-i tnyon of the road round the lakes. I

y another thing, which is that the
be 'an Pacific Railway, as it will now

£Onstructed, is the only line on this
sa ent which can control traffic from

tdto seaboard, and there are
ft rival lines in existence and a
the now being constructed. It is

'dsWY through line having in its
the r e. Power of regulating prices, and
beeason why this desperate attack has

t Itrade upon it is that it is well known
t offers a most formidable competi-
tothe Pacific lines which exist on the

other side of the border, which terminate
west of the Mississippi. I may say also
that the cost of the construction of
our road, which is so fiercely criticised,
which we are told is far greater than it
reasonably should be, is exceedingly small
in comparison with the cost of the Union
and Central Pacific Railways, whose
aggregate Capital is $317,ooo,ooo, though
it extends only from Omaha to the Pacific,
not running across the entire continent
like the Canadian Pacific Railway. Those
companies have received $87,ooo,ooo and
vast donations of the public lands also in
subsidies from the United States. And
their traffic, mostly through traffic, because
theyhavescarcelyany way traffic, amounted
last year to something over $55,000,000,
and that is an indication of what we may
expect when our transcontinental line is
completed and when we have control of a
single line under the management of one
Company from the Atlantic to the Pacific
coast, a shorter line, with easier gradients,
thanî any other route from ocean to ocean,
and I believe there has been no line of
railway constructed in North America on
which the work has been done more
thoroughly, more faithfully, more in ac-
cordance with the public interest, and
upon a higher standard of engineering, and
it is needless to say that the work
has proceeded more rapidly than that
upon any railway which at all compares
with it in magnitude and difficulty. Nine
thousand men are pushing its construction
forward on the north shore of Lake
Superior. I believe that'it is our duty to
sustain the gentlemen who have the
work in hand in every possible way in their
undertaking. I hope they will make
money ; they deserve to reap large profits,
they are carrying an enormous burthen
and I cannot see where they will be re-
munerated for the great risks involved.
It was asserted that their profits would be
immense but I can say that the gentlemen
who composed the second syndicate, to
whom the leader of the Opposition referred,
may congratulate themselves that their
offer was not accepted, although it was
based by them on the supposition that
they would not be required to construct
the line north of Lake Superior, which is
one of the heaviest sections, and should
the Government be compelled hereafter to
take possession of the road and manage it
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the country may congratulate itself that it
has for its money a cheaper piece of rail-
way construction than there is on this
continent or elsewhere.

In concluding these remarks, which I
felt bound to circumscribe-although after
what was said last night, I thought it was
due to myself that I should say something
on the Bill before it passed, having taken
a deep interest in the project since its in-
ception, and having taken an active part
in the debates upon it elsewhere-I thank
the House for having listened to me with
such forbearance and kindness at the
closing hour of the debate, and I beg to
say I support with the greatest cordiality
the Bill as it stands in its entirety, and I
trust that its passage wiil be marked by
the large majority in this House which
usually supports the Government, and by
othersof our friends who are not restrained
by party affiliations.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
passed.

THE SPEAKER read a communication
from the Governor-General's Secretary,
announcing that Sir-William Ritchie would
attend at the Senate Chamber to-day at
5.30 p.m., to sanction the Pacific Rail-
way Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I can now under-
stand why the hon. gentleman from Niagara
was so brief in his remarks to-day.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (87), " An Act to provide for the
salary and travelling allowances of a Judge
of the County Court of Cariboo, in the
Province of British Columbia." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (36), " An Act to authorize a
further advance to the Province of Mani-
toba, in aid of the Public Schools therein."
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (67), " An Act further to amend the
Act to incorporate the Ontario Pacific
Railway Company." (Mr. Plumb.)

Bill (28). "An Act to incorporate the
Canada Temperance and Genëral Life
Assurance Company." (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (58), "An Act to incorporate the
Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay Rail-
way Company." (Mr. Flint.)

HON. MR, PLUMB.

Bill (40), "An Act to .amend the
incorporating the Ottawa, Waddingtol a
New York Railway and Bridge Company'
(Mr. Scott.)

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CO$
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the secOn
reading of Bill (50) " An Act respect0O
the Ihternational Railway Company.
said : This Bill seems to have for its Obe
the extension of the powers of the Inte
national Railway Company: permitting
to increase the issue of its bonds frornle
original limit of $13,ooo per mile to
$20,ooo per mile; providing also th
there shall be a special general meetà
called for that purpose, and that the issa
of bonds shall be made under such t
trictions as shall protect the sharehold.j
of the Company. The manner in W .
this is provided for undoubtedly will fi
come under the discussion of the Coo
mittee to which I propose to ask the
to be referred, the Committee on Rail
Telegraphs and Harbors.

HON. MR. POWER-I regret that
hon. friend did not give a somewhat
1er explanation of the reasons for POO
this Bill. Under the existing chartef
the Company their powers to Issue b
are limited to $i13,ooo per mile, and
Bill proposes to give them further Po
so that they may issue bonds to the arno
of $20,ooo per milç. Now, this is the
railway company which, during the
twelve months,has receivedsomethin
$15o,ooo from the Government.
understand it, the IInternational Rai
strictly so called, has been completec, d
has been built to the border of Maine 0r
I cannot understand why under suCo'
cumstances, the Company want Pw
to borrow more money. The road
been completed and laid with steel sbo
and I think the hon. gentleman the
have given us some further reason fo
Bill, the second reading of which he
moved.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-My hon.
will remember that he has stated
cisely what I have said.

(8 EN AT E] Company's Bill.
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HON. MR. POWER-Did the hon.
gentleman state that the Company had
received $15o,ooo from the Government?
I did not hear him state that.

FION. MR. PLUMB-I ¯speak of the
powers asked for in this Bill. If there
are any collateral matters they will come
up before the Committee to which it is to
be referred. The principle of the Bill is
that this Company should be permitted
to increase its borrowing powers from
$13,000 to $2o,ooo per mile. I believe
there is scarcely a railway charter that
does not contain that provision.

I do not think it is a question that has
any other public interest if the share-
holders are guarded against putting a
preferential claim upon the property. If
the public are warned as to what sort of a
railway it is, and they are willing to put
their money into it, I think the duties of
this House, and of the Committee, and of
Parliament, cease when that is done. I
think the appropriate time to discuss any
collateral questions that do not appear on
the face of this Bill will be, when it takes
its proper reference.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I believe
that this Bill is one, the effect of which
will be to give us closer connection with
the Lower Provinces, and I hope my hon.
friend from Halifax will say nothing that
might impair the credit of the Company
in carrying it out.

HON. MR. VIDAL-If the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax had looked at the
Bill I think he would have got all the
information that is now sought from the
hon. gentleman who is introducing it.
The Bill specifies particularly the object
that is to be attained, that is, the Com-
pany find it difficult to meet their liabilities
already incurred, and although the road
has been completed, it has been com-
pleted on borrowed money, and the
Company find it expedient to raise
additional funds.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

MANITOBA & NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. GIRARD moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (64), "An Act to
amend the Acts relating to the Manitoba
& North-Western Railway Company of
Canada.

He said: This measure is not abso-
lutely a new one. Under the Act 45
Vic., cap. 8o, certain parties were incor-
porated as a Company for the construction
of a railway in the North-West Territory.
This Company are niow before Parliament,
asking -for some amendment to their
charter. As the principle of this Bill has
been admitted by the passing of the Act
of incorporation, it is not necessary for
me to enter into details. I may say, how-
ever, that the object of this measure is to
allow the Company to dispose of the lands
owned by them that are not required for
the purposes of the railway,-to mortgage
or dispose of them as the Directors of the
Company may think necessary and advan-
tageous in the construction of the road.
The Bill also provides that the time for
the construction of the railway shall be
extended until the 3 1st of Decembe--, 1889.
The 6th clause provides that a meeting of
shareholders shall be held at least once a
year. The last clause provides that
it shall not be necessary, in order to
preserve the priority of any bonds,
to record them in the registry
office, and the mortgage deeds shall be
deposited in the office of the Secretary of
State. As the Bill will be thoroughly
examined in committee, I would ask the
House that it be now read a second time.

The motion was agreed to, aid the Bill
was read the second time.

HALIFAX MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL

HON. MR. ALMON moved the second
reading of Bill (27), " An Act to incor-
porate the Halifax Marine Insurance
Company (limited)."

He said: This Bill slightly enlarges the
sphere of the Halifax Marine Insurance
Company, which has been in existence for
some time, and I trust there will be' no
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objection to its being now read a second
time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-As
the Deputy Governor is coming down to
the Senate at half past five to give the
Royal Assent to the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company's Bill, I move that the
House adjourn during pleasure.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Speaker left the Chair.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

THE ROYAL ASSENT.

The Honorable Sir William Ritchie,
Knight Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Canada, Deputy Governor, being
seated in the Chair on the Throne,

The Honorable the Speaker command-
ed the Gentleman Usher of the Black
Rod to priceed to the House of Commons
and acquaint * that House " It is the
Deputy Governor's desire that they attend
him immediately in this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker,
The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery

read the title of the Bill to be passed, as
fôllows:-

" An Act to amend the Act intituled:
'An Act respecting the Canadian. Pacific
Railway, and for other purposes."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was pro-
nounced by the Clerk of the Senate in the
words following:-" In Her Majesty's
name, His Honor the Deputy of his Excel-
lency the Governor-General doth assent to
this Bill."

The Deputy Governor was pleased to
retire, and the House of Commons with-
drew.

The House resumed, and adjourned
at 5.45 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Thursday, March 6th, r884

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HoN. MR. ALMON.

THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, reported
the following Bills without amendment,
and they were read the third time and
passed :-

Bill (20) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Ocean Mutual Marine
Insurance Company. (Mr. Almon.)

Bill (35) "An Act to incorporate the
Pictou Marine Insurance Company,
(limited). (Mr. Power.)

Bill (14) " An Act to amalgamate the
Board of Trade of the City of Toronto
and the Toronto Corn Exchange Associa-
tion. (Mr. Allan.)

BUILDING SOCIETIES, ONTARIO,
BILL .

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce,
reported Bill (B) " An Act to amend the
Act 40 Vic. cap. 49, and 45 Vic. cap. 24,
being Acts relating to permanent building
societies and loan and savings companies
carrying on business in Ontario," and
moved that it be referred to a Committee
of the Whole House.

THE SPEAKER said the usual course
when a Bill was reported without amend-
ment was to move the third reading,
unless the Standing Committee recom-
mended that it be referred to a Committee
of the Whole House.

HoN. MR. ALLAN said, in a similar
case last session a Public Bill was taken
up and referred to a Committee of the
Whole House on the recommendation of
a Standing Committee to which it had
been referred. An opinion had been
expressed by a member of the Banking
and Commerce Committee that a similar
course should be pursued in this case, but
his (Mr. Allan's) opinion was that this Bill,
having been favorably reported upon by
the Banking and Commerce Committee,
it was not necessary to refer it to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House. He therefore
moved the third reading of the Bill. .

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the. third time and passed.
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NGSTON AND PEMBROKE RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

.ON. MR. FLINT moved the second
thding of Bill (68) "An Act respecting
c,,,nygston and Pembroke Railway

y." He said :-This is a bill to
end the Company's Act to permit themofLcrease the amount of their bonds by

daug up those bonds which are alreadyand to provide that every branch line
4 for all purposes connected with the.'edor bonding powers of the Company,

Considered a part of the railway.
e Motion was agreed to and the Bill

read the second time.

INGHILL AND PARRSBORO
£(AL AND RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

• MR. MACFARLANE moved
second reading of Bill (47) " An Act

ting the winding up of the Spring-
and Parrsboro Coal and Railway

there ny, and the sale of the property
4-ai to the Cumberland Coal and

Way Company."
said : This Bill is for the purpose of

and pUg up the affairs of the Springhill
ardtboro Coal and Railway Company

C egahize the sale of that road to the
Sonerland Coal and Railway Company.
of ' doubt having arisen as to the legality

e sale, they have applied here for a
of IthatIOn of the Act. As the clauses
of the Bili protect the different interests

ro t ies sufficiently there can be no
th to the measure.

ne motion was agreed to and the Bill
read the second time.

LAIFAX STEAM NAVIGATION
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

OMa R. ALMON moved the second
ate tg of Bill (24) " An Act to incorpor-

it eialifax Steam Navigation Company

lie said :-This is a Bill to incorporate

the Halifax Steam Navigation Company,
with a capital stock of $2oo,ooo, and to
empower them to employ that stock in
buying and selling and chartering steam
vessels and ships. The head office is to
be situated in Halifax.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
was read the second time.

CARIBOO COUNTY COURT
JUDGE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (37), "An Act
to provide for the salary and travelling
allowances of the Judge of the County
Court of Cariboo, in the Province of
British Columbia."

He said :-Two sessions ago the Legis-
lature of British Columbia passed an Act
for the purpose of creating four or five
County Court Judgeships-I have forgotten
the exact number. When I was over there
last summer I was able to satisty the
Government that the appointment of one
Judge would be sufficient, and we arrived
at that conclusion because -I was enabled
to what is called "district" the Judges of
the Superior Court, and the districting of
the Superior Court Judges, together witti
the appointment of the Judge whose
salary this Bill is intended to provide for,
we considered would be ample for the
administration of justice in the Province.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN MANITOBA
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (36) "An Act
to authorize a further advance to the
Province of Manitoba in aid of the Public
Schools therein.

He said: Some years ago a Bill was
passed authorizing the Government t
contribute $io,ooo a year, for three years,
which are named in the Act, to the school
funds of Manitoba. The House is, no
doubt, aware that the lands set apart for
the support of education in Manitoba
have not yet been sold, and the result of
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no revenue having been raised from these
lands is that Manitoba is somewhat em-
barrassed to provide the funds necessary
for the education of the youth of the Pro-
vince. Before the third year mentioned
in the original Act came about, the pay-
ment had been omitted to be made, and
when we were asked to make it, it turned
out that the time had gone by in which
the power given by Parliament was capable
of being exercised. This Bill proposes to
renew that power to the extent of $1o,ooo,
and proposes also to give $15,ooo a year
for two years more. The money is to be
paid out of the general revenue, and to
be recouped by the sale of lands. Un-
fortunately, when the Government here
was at one time disposed to make a sale
of the lands in Manitoba, the opinion
there was that the time was not opportune,
and better prices would be obtained if the
sale were delayed. In deference to the
views of the Government of Manitoba the
sale was delayed, but instead of the lands
going up in price as expected, the price
went down, and we have never been able
to obtain the same value for them since.
The necessity of the case was considerable,
and I hope the Senate will, with the other
House, agree that the sum mentioned,
$1o,ooo for the first year, and $i5,ooo a
year for the next two years, is a reasonable
addition to make to the expenses of edu-
cation in Manitoba.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I wish to draw
the attention of this House to the principle
of this measure, as it is to aid the advance-
ment of education in my Province, and I
trust it will be treated with as much
liberality as possible. The feature of the
Bill to which I am opposed is .the mort-
gaging of so considerable a portion of the
lands of the Province for this purpose. It
seems to me it would be a great deal
better if those lands were transferred to
the Province; the Local Government
would then have the whole of the respon-
sibility, and the Federal Government
would not be exposed to be troubled as
they now are from time to time in reference
to this question. There is no one to look
after those properties, and depredations
are committed on them, squatters are
going in and settling on them, and many
difficulties will have to be decided in
reference to those lands. It seems to me

HoN SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

that the whole of the school lafà "0
Manitoba should be transferred to the
Province, and I am only doing my duty
in calling the attention of the Governiment
to the fact that it should be done as 5o00
as possible. The Government of Manitoba
would take the responsibility for tee
management and would not be obliged to
come to this Parliament begging assistan¢e
for the advancement of education in,
Province.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELIr
always listen with the greatest defere0e
to the remarks which fall from the hoe
gentleman from Manitoba, and more P
ticularly to his remarks with reference t
the affairs of his own Province.
question of handing the school lands O
to the Province has been considered Il
carefully by this Government, at the
stance of the Premier of Manitoba,t
we did not feel that we would be justi
in the face of the trust imposed on us by
the original Act of Manitoba, in handing
over these lands to that Province.
that Act a trust was created, to be
charged by the Government of te
Dominion, not only with reference tO th
present population of Manitoba, but 0
reference to its future population. .esuggestion was made at the time the
was passed, in any way, that the 10d
should be handed over to the GOe
ment of the Province. I feel that, W
by year, the condition of things inf
toba is becoming more stable, and 10tbe
confidence may justly be reposed iin tbe
administration of the public affairs of tbi
Province, but this Govemment have
thought that they would be justife
yielding up to the Government of
toba, or to any other persons, the
which is reposed in them by the conlS
tion in reference to those school laj
which, of course, are to be conside
and will be considered, no doubt, as
voted to a very sacred purpose which
should all cherish, and a trust which o
undertaken should not be lightly give U
For these reasons the Governfidit 0 ot

accede, with reference to school lan
the request of the Government Of
toba. I make these few renarks e by
out of deference to the views expresse
the hon. gentleman from St. Bonifad
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Imotion was agreed to and the Bill
read the second time

0 ?4TARIO PACIFIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL..

SECOND READING.

• MR. PLUMB moved the second
ttadng of Bill (67) " An Act further to

the Act to incorporate the Ontario
fc Railway Company."

said -The Company ask that
'tnend ment shall be made to the right
yhave to bridge over the River St.

as Wrence, by permitting them to construct
aPart Of, or in connection with their

taZay bridge over the River St. Lawrence,
ea8dge floor or way for horses, carriages

the ootpassengers: and they may make
fd t e either during the construction
the said railway bridge, or at any timeever the completion thereof; and in the

t Of their electing to construct such
ngeway or foot bridge, they may make,

, repeal, re-enact and enforce all
by-laws rules and regulations as

te to therm proper and necessary, as toah anagement, control and use thereof,
d as to the tolls and fares to be receivedAcharged for passing the same,-such

tous , rules and regulations and tariff of
re and fares, and every amendment or

nactment thereof, to be subject to the
p'Proval of the Governor in Council.

. M this is a measure in the public
erest there can be no reason why the

sholld not pass its second reading.

PoN. MR. SCOTT-Dôes it name
'nal points?

A0N' MR. PLUMB-I have not got the
before me, and I do not precisely

bIUj.The Company have the power to
rthe ailway bridge; all they ask is

by .vilege of accomodating the public
4r4IIg a part of that bridge a foot and

Temotion was agreed to, and the Bill
read the second time.

TEMPERANCE
ANCE BILL

SEPOn RADING

ASSUR-

R. SCOTT moved the second

reading of Bill (28), " An Act to incorpor-
ate the Canada Temperance and General
Life Assurance Company."

He said: This Bill proposes to incor-
porate the persons who are named in the
first section, under the name of the
Canada Temperance and General Life
Assurance Company. The Bill requires
that $ oo,ooo shall be subscribed to the
guarantee fund, and $5o,ooo paid up,
before the Company shall go into opera-
tion. It contains also the other provisions
which are usual in acts of incorporation
of this nature, which will, no doubt, be
closely scanned by the Committee to
which it is to be referred. There are some
features of it, however, which are new to
our legislation. One clause requires that
a majority of the directors of the Company
shall be total abstainers, and the Bill
also authorizes the Company to enter the
assured under two distinct classes, one
known as a general class and the other as
a temperance class. The accounts are
to be kept under two distinct classes, the
profits of the one class going entirely, in
the aggregate, to that particular class, and
the other being treated in a similar way.
Although this legislation is new to Canada,
yet it is not new in other countries.
Several associations of a similar character
exist under the authority of charters both
in England and Scotland, and the working
out of the system has been watched with
very eneral interest by those who give
any attention to the influence of total
abstinence from intoxicating liquors on the
prolongation of human life. I have here
tables extending over a considerable
period of years indicating clearly that
human life is considerably prolonged by
abstaining absolutely from the use of
intoxicating liquors. This Bill will give
those of us who have faith in that princi-
ple an opportunity of testing it in Canada,
and I am quite sure that the results will
demonstrate with equal force and clearness
that what has been contended for will be
borne out by the facts : that is to say, that
human life is naturally prolonged in the
case of those who abstain totally from
intoxicating drinks. It seems but a
reasonable proposition that those who
have faith in that principle should be
allowed to orgànize an insurance associa-
tion where they would benefit by any
profits that flow from the longer duration
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of life. Although we are all aware that
insurance companies in issuing policies
now exercise a good deal more discrimin-
ation than they did in former years, yet
there is no association of the kind in
Canada that insists on any of the assured
being total abstainers.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
am not inclined to oppose the motion for
the second reading of this Bill, but I do
not quite understand why the people who
adhere to cold water should single them-
selves out as saints from the rest of the
world, whom they believe to be sinners,
for a life insurance of their own. They
have all the benefits that cold water can
give thei, and why should they single
tlemselves out for special life insurance ?
The question arises, do they propose that
no stockholder shall be able to take wine,
or that that shall only apply to those
whose lives are insured? These are
questions which I hope will closely engage
the attention of the Committee. I do not
wish to be illiberal, but these gentlemen
have all the latitude they desire in the
exclusive use of cold water, and I do not
suppose they want to make money on
that basis. I should rather see them in
this matter mix with the rest of the world.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is not a ques-
tion of morality or immorality; I made
no- reflections on those who choose to
exercise their undoubted right to drink
what they please, but I say that in the
formation of a society or association where
an annual tax, under the name of a
premium, is imposed, if total abstainers
believe that that premium could be
considerably reduced by those who form
the association abstaining from intoxicat-
ing liquors, then I think Parliament should
be slow to refuse them the privilege. I
say, in the experiments which have already
been made, both in England and Scot-
land, it is proved beyond all possibility of
question that human life has been 'very
considerably shortened where parties
have indulged in what are known as the
drinking usages of society, as compared
with those of total abstainers. My hon.
friend knows that all life insurance com-
panies agree pretty closely on the tables as
to the duration of human life, and my
hon. friend will understand that this

HON. MR. SCOTT.

association, like nearly all the others,
the mutual element. The profits in 00
class are very much greater than tbe
profits in the other. Now, in the table
which I have under my hand, I find tha
in one year the estimated number
deaths of total abstainers was 100, whle
the actual number of deaths was
whereas of those in the general class, and
not total abstainers, the number estin ao
for the year was i8o, and the number
deaths was 186. Hon. gentlemen will s
clearly that a number in excess of the
estimated deaths occurred among those
who were entered in the general Class
whereas one-fifth less than the estiffated
number died in the class where the!
were total abstainers. The table shows'
very marked difference between the tVO
classes in this respect from year to Year

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELITWhaWt ,
about the stockholders ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is a mut
company and after a certain tern the
guarantee will be absorbed by the cof1'
pany.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Can
I, for instance, be a stockholder?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL'
Where is the temperance part of it ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-The temperan
people are entered as a special class an
get the profits of their own section.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think froal
what we have seen of the tempernc'
advocates in this House and the way
which they bring up the temperane
question in season and out of season, teY
are suffering from one disease-that IS'
water on the brain.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do not kno
exactly where my hon. friend below
(Mr. Scott) gathers his statistics, but h
reminds me of a story which is current i
Nova Scotia of an eminent temnperanho
Judge on the Bench.in that Province *
was struck with the hale apperance 0-!
witness and seized the opportunity tO Pe
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4fOral. The Judge asked him how old
Was, and the reply was eighty-five.

Wat are your habits?" asked the Judge.
$triCtly temperate ; I have not drank
Ything since I was a boy." " There my
ends," said the Judge, " is a lesson for

"u al as to the effect of abstaining from
quor."7 In the course of an hour or two
rlother witness was examined, whose
th and vigorous appearance attracted

e attention of the Judge, who asked him
s age. " 1 am ninety-three," was the

answer " You have heard what the other
e91n1tleman said-what are your habits ?"well," said the witness, "I have not

£one to bed sober for the last fifty years."

lIoN. MR. FLINT-Would my hon.
end consider that a reason why heshould go to bed drunk ? I am sure he

oes not. If he would go through the
ale number of persons in that Court
hed ask them the same questions, I thinke Ould find that the man who had never
gone to bed sober for 5o years of the 93he had lived was an exception to the

neral rule. I have been a total abstainer
57 years ard I think I stand here a

1Rrexample of what cold water will do.
L ve not read the Bill, but I think my

littl friend the Minister of justice is a
too sharp on that matter. I know

eo 1 fond of taking his wine, and I do
nOt blame him : I never thrust my opinions

an one, nor will I allow any one to
o 0 With me. I think the Bill is in the

"e4t direction. If there is any way that
tecal induce people to drink less liquor,
think they will be the better for it. That
fly ex ience now for nearly 57 years,

should I live to be 93 I would rather
a sober man than to go to bed andwake Up in the morning, as the nigger

d, to find myself stone dead-drunk. I
'Pe the the Bill will receive the support

te Hjouse.

SOX • MR. VIDAL-I do not think it
becoming the dignity of this House

t this subject should be treated with
dis levlty that has been manifested in this
th ussion. I do not know why it is, but
4 every Word temperance seems to excite

. People to such a degree, even when
b introduced in connection with a mereogSiness matter, that they make all sorts

extraordinary statements, such, for

instance, as that made to-day by my hon.
friend from Halifax, who speaks as though
we had every day during this Session in
some way brought up this subject. I be-
lieve this is the first occasion on which it
has been mentioned at all and I think it
must be rather on his brain than on the
brains of the cold water people. I do
object, even in levity and play, that a very
serious charge should be brought against
those who act with me in this matter, by
saying that we call ourselves saints and
consider others sinners. There never was
a more unfair charge.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I re-
tract it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-You ought to
retract it. We make no such pretensions.
We esteem those about us who differ
from us, as highly as those who think
with us, and I am sure that no one
in this House can say of the hon. member
for Belleville and myself, that in mixing
with our friends who do not think with us
in this matter, we ever disturb their peace
or in anyway try to infringe on their
liberty. At the same time we claim, as
he very rightly said, the right to exercise
and act on our own judgment, without
being subjected to jokes, or reproaches, or
anything of the kind. What is the Bill
before us ? It is simply a Bill for the for-
mation of a life insurance Company. The
word "temperance " being added to it is
only in the name. It proposes to do the
sane business that is done by a good many
companies in the old country, and by not
a few in the United States.

The results of very careful calculations,
and the records of business, show the fact
mentioned by the hon. gentlemen from
Ottawa- narnely : that those who abstain
from the use of strong liquors, do, on the
average, live a much longer number of
years than those who use them.

Now, while there is nothing so uncer-
tain as individual life, there is nothing more
certain than the average duration of life,
as we find from the figures in the tables
of insurance companies, and they form a
reliable basis upon which all this informa-
tion may be calculated. As a matter of
fact, it has been shown that the profits
from policies held by total abstainers have
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been three times as large as those received
from others, just because a smaller num-
ber have passed away, and a less amount
has been paid by the company. It is
simply a commercial principle, and I do
say that the mere insertion of the word
temperance ought not to provoke such an
amount of irascibility as seems to be
aroused whenever the term is mentioned.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think any great amount of feeling has
been excited, but what has been said was
merely for the purpose of illustrating the
Bill, which did not seem to be of a very
satisfactory charaçter.

HON. MR. WARK-I think the hon.
gentleman who introduced this Bill has
very satisfactorily shown that there is a
distinction to be made between those who
drink and those who do not, and there can
be nothing wrong in the principle of the
Bill. It is quite proper for Insurance
Societies to make a distinction between
the countries in which assurers may or
may not live, and if they claim the right
to travel abroad and go into other coun-
tries they sacrifice the benefits of their
polices, unless they pay a larger amount of
premium;'and the discriminating by a
company, as between those who drink and
those who do not, would seem to be fully
warranted I may tell the hon. gentleman
opposite, who told us of a man who lived
to be 93 years of. age, and who went to
bed every night drunk, that I think the
story wants confirmation, and I very much
doubt the truth of it ; you will occasionally
meet with a man who has been consuming
liquor for a long period; but a total ab-
stainer may in the course of his life see
several generations of drunkards go to
their graves. I think the Bill ought to
pass, and in my judgement it is a reason-
able one.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Our proceedings
are sufficiently grave, I think, to allow us
occasionally to infuse a little pleasantry
into our discussions, without being exposed
to any reproach, and I think my hon.
friend from Sarnia will perhaps come to
that conclusion, on reflection. As re-
gards the Bill itself, I see no serious
objection, though many trifling faults
might be found with it, and if my honor-

HoN. MR. VIDAL

able friend had not pressed his views UP-0
us to the effect that it was not possible foi
a man to live long if he drank, I shOuld
not have said a word about it. I thin'
we are all satisfied that it may be possible
for a man who drinks nothing strofger
than cold water, to live a long time, but
it is equally a positive fact that a man Who
takes wine occasionally, and hardly an1
cold water, may live a great many years

The motion was agreed to, and the 181'
was read the second time.

OTTAWA, WADDINGTON AN 9

NEW YORK RAILWAY AND
BRIDGE CO'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (40) " An Act to ameild
the Act to incorporate the Ottawa, Wa
dington and New York Railway a1
Bridge Company."

He said: The object of the Bill is,
the first place, to extend the time for C00'

mencing and completing the road, ad
also for authorizing a larger amount o
bonds for certain sections of the road, the
amount being placed at $2o,ooo per nile,
on what is called the St. Lawrence bricdg
section, instead of $15,ooo per mile, as
was provided in the original charter
There are other details, that do not affc
the principle of the measure in any *4
and which can be enquired into by the
Committee to which the Bill wil
referred.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill from the House
Commons was introduced and read tbe
first time :-

Bill (22), "An Act for conferring cerin
privileges on the more advanced bands Of
the Indians of Canada, with the vie'<O
training them for the exercise of munic
powers." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 P-ui.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 7th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PROVINCIAL BANK BILL.

THIRD READING.

"ON. MR. GIRARD moved the third
%ding of Bill (39) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Provincial Bank,"

The motion was agreed to, and the
a Was read the third time and passed.

OWEN SOUND DRY DOCK COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

iON. MR. McCLELAN moved the
ncord reading of Bill (45) " An Act to

iorporate the Owen Sound Dry Dock
()ipbuilding and Navigation Company

atede said :-This is a Bill which origin-
TI the other House, and having

Passed there, has come in its regular
course before the Senate. Hitherto the

ration has been operating under a
.chrter obtained from the Local Legisla-

o <nf Ontario, under the Joint Stock
'TIpanies Act for that Province. Origin-
Sthey were simply a building company,

t they wished to extend their powers
.id to sail ships and possess the rights of

evigation;• hence, they consider it neces-
to apply for further powers here.

iON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have no objection to the Bill being read
the second time, but there is a great deal

t Which requires careful scrutiny, which
oPe It will receive at the hands of the

mntnittee to which it is about to be
referred. The whole scheme of the Bill
4eems to be an irregular one. The Com-
P«"y is already incorporated under the
J0int Stock Companies Act of Ontario,

d now seeks to be incorporated, by Act
« Parliament, under the Joint Stock

Cpaies Act of the Dominion. It is aiery singular thing that they should seek

to have this done by Act of Parliament,
because, being incorporated under the
Joint Stock Companies Act of Ontario,
if they desire tobecomeincorporated under
the Joint Stock Companies Act of the
Dominion, they might do so in the ordin-
aryway,-by petitioning the Crown. Their
petition would be referred by the Secre-
tary of State to the Department of Justice,
and they could obtain in that way the
additional powers which they desire, with-
out this legislation. In addition to that
irregularity, they ask that, by Act of Par-
liament, they should be incorporated with
all the powers, rights and privileges that
they would have if they were incorporated
by letters patent under the Canada Joint
Stock Companies Act. Why should we
say by Act of Parliament that this Com-
pany should have all these powers, when
they can get them in the ordinary course
of things, if they see fit to do so ? Then,
they do not say why they wish to be in-
corporated under the Joint Stock Com-
panies Act of the Dominion If it was
for the purpose of doing business through
Canada, they should say so, but they do
not say that. They say they are incor-
porated under the Canada Joint Stock
Companies Act of Ontario, and without
giving any special reasons they desire to be
incorporated underthe Canada Joint Stock
Companies Act, and seek to obtain that
by Act of Parliament, a course which is
exceedingly irregular, and as to which I
cannot conceive the necessity. Then, in
a further clause of the Bill they propose
to have it enacted that :

" W hen the company have bestowed moneyi
or skill and materials, upon, any ship, vessel
or crait in tne building, equipping or repair-
ing the same, any owner or part owner of
which is domiciled within Canada, so as
thereby to be entitled to a lien upon such ship
or vessel for the amount or value of the
money, or skill and materials bestowed, they
shall, when such lien exists, but not after-
wards, in case the amount to which the corn-
pany are entitled remains unpaid for three
months after the saie ought to have been
paid, have the right in addition to aIl other
remedies providea by law, to sell the ship,
vessel or other craft on giving twenty-one
days' notice by advertisement in a newspaper
Eublished in the town of Owen Sound, and
by serving or mailing the said notice, post-

paid and registered, aadressed to one or more
of the owners or part owners, domiciled in
Canada, at his or their lat known post office
addrees in Canada, and also to any mortgagee
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if any) of the said vessel, domieiled in
Canada, addressed to him at his last known
post office address in Canada, stating the
name of the said ship, vessel or other craft,
the amouet of the indebtness and the time and
place of sale; and after such sale the com-
pany shall apply the proceede of such sale
in payment of the ainount due to then and
the costs of and incidental to the advertising
and sale, and shall pay over the surplus (if
any) to the party entitled thereto, on applica-
tion being niade to the company therefor."
- I .think there is an effort there made to
obtain for the Company some powers
which are not now given under the Act of
the Dominion concerning adyairalty juris-
diction on the upper lakes. That juris-
diction does not give any right to a
plaintiff to proceed in the manner here
indicated against the proprietors of a
vessel, unless the owners are domiciled
out of Canada, and if the owners are
domiciled in Canada, then the person
having a claim must proceed in the regular
course. Now, that clause is irregular, and
I do not see the necessity for it. It looks
as if it were intended to meet some par-
ticular case, and I may say frankly to the
Hcuse that I have been informed it is to
meet a special case. If it was in futuro,
and intended that if hereafter the Com-
pany bestowed " money, material and
skill," then it would be another matter,
but it is proposed, apparently, to give this
Company power which they do not now
possess, with reference to work which they
have done in the past, and that with refer-
ence to such work they should have a new
remedy. This irregularity may be objec-
tionable to a very serious degree. They
propose that the capital of the Company
shàll be $200,ooo, and that the Com-
pany shall be controlled by a raajority
vote of the shareholders. In the first
place, they seek to be incorporated with
all the rights and powers they would have
under the Joint Stock Companies Act,
and here in the 5th clause, they ask for a
power they would not have under that
Act, because.under that Act a two-thirds
majority is required, and not simply a
majority. It is a Bill which eminently
calls for the attention of the Committee to
which it is to be referred, and I have no
doubt that when we see it again it will be
in a different shape from that in which it
is now presented.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

GANANOQUE, PERTH & JAl£
BAY RAILWAY CO'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. FLINT moved the secW
reading of Bill ( 58),"An Act to incOre
rate the Gananoque, Perth & James' q
Railway Co."

He said he had undertaken to move the
second reading of this Bill, because there
seemed to be nobody in the Senate who
had charge of it. It seemed strange td
members of the other House did not take
the trouble to find some one in the Senatc
who would look after their Bills wheO
they came to the Upper House.

The motion was agreed to, and tbe
Bill was read the second time.

CARIBOO COUNTY COURT
JUDGES BILL

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee O
the Whole on Bill (3 7),"An Act to pr
vide for the salary and travelhin
allowances of the Judge of the County
Court of Cariboo, in the Province
British Columbia.

HON. MR. PELLETIER, from th"
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment, and it was then read the
third time and passed.

MANITOBA PUBLIC SCHOOL A9
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee o
the Whole on Bill (36),"An Act to author
ize a further advance to the Province Q
Manitoba, in aid of the Public Scho
therein."

On the 1st clause,
HON. MR. POWER said-I do 0

propose to object to this clause, but it
strikes me that it would be more satisfac-
tory at the present day if the Goverrn1eM
instead of coming to us to ask for th
money votes, should make some arrang*
ment with the Government of Msto
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by which that Province, in. common with
the Other Provinces, would have a right
to Manage its own public lands. Now

that the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
Pany and the Hudson Bay Company have
"elected the lands they are entitled to, I
.o not think it is at all calculated to
't'jure the interests of the Dominion at
large if the remainder of the public land
41 that Province were placed in the hands
f the local authorities, who understand

the wvants and necessities of the people
ere, and are in a better position to deal

WIth them. This is one of the demands
ade by the delegates who have comeere from Manitoba. Of course in making
e transfer to the local authorities the
ohrninion Government might make such

Provisions as they may deem necessary to
prevent the lands intended for maintain-

.11g schools being diverted from their
'Original purpose, and it really seems topne that the time has come when the
orovince of Manitoba should be allowed

toWn and dispose of the public lands
Within its borders.

ON . MR WARK-I am reallysurprised
ýO hear the doctrine laid down by the hon.rnernber opposite, that a small population

ot rnuch larger than that of one of our
tOunties should be entrusted with all

ose public lands which have cost the
th inion so much.. I remember how

e opulation of New Brunswick were
d t with by the Imperial authorities.

Or years they had no control whatever
r-the Crown Lands of the Province.

Sovereign even sent out a Commis-
lioner of Crown Lands to manage them in
this country. When they did at last
1ke a bargain with us they said "if you

1 Pay all our civil list, we will give you
Control of these lands, but only on certain
Conditions Every acre of land which is

aPOsed of must be sold at public auction,
eandevery stick of timber cut off the public
s ia to be sold in the same way." We

were kept under such restrictions as these.
Ûsides we had to pay something like

oo, a year in salaries of public
pcers in order to get the control of our
Whe ic lands. I think a time is 'coming
wen a Portion of these lands might be set

and some of these young Provincesfor a Very considerable portion resèrvedPaYing off the expenses we have incur-

red in connection with the North-West.
If any portion is set apart, I think it ought
to be strictly under the control of the
Central Government, and that it should
be disposed of only under certain restric-
tions. What would this country do if
these young provinces were to be given
possession of those lands? We do not
know how they would dispose of them
and how the proceeds would be spent. I
think Parliament cannot be too careful in
looking after these lands and seeing that
they are disposed of in such a way as to
reimburse us for the large expenditure we
have made in that country and for provid-
ing them with railway communication.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I thought that, at
a former stage of the Bill, the Minister of
Justice had made the meaning so clear
that it was unnecessary to raise any such
objection as has been made by the hon.
member from Halifax. On that occasion
the hon. gentleman stated to us distinctly
that it was founded upon an Act of Par-
liament passed some years ago, and it was
found necessary to supplement that Act by
the present one, in order to carry out the
spirit of the existing law. Now it does
not appear to me to be an infringement
upon the rights and privileges of Manitoba
when, as we find in the preamble, this
advance is actually made at the request of
the Government of that Province. I
think this measure shows the great care
and watchfulness which the Government
has exercised over the interests of Mani-
toba, and in the direction of promoting
education, and I cannot see any possible
objection to the Bill.

HoN. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
point raised just now by the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax, was mentioned yester-
day by my hon. friend from Manitoba and
I then gave him such answer as it was'in
the power of the Government to give to
the suggestion he made, which is the same
suggestion that has now been made by the
hon. gentleman from Halifax.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment, and it was then read the third time
and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (61) " An Act to amend the' Act
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to incorporate the Synod of the Diocese
of Saskatch ýwan, and for other purposes
connected therewith." (Mr. Plumb.)

Bill (55) " An Act to incorporate the
Live Stock Insurance Company." (Mr.
Ogilvie.)

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March zoth 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NIAGARA BRIDGE COMPANY.

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACFARLANL-I asked
permission to present a petition some days
ago, which came a little too late. It was
in reference to the erection of a bridge
over the Niagara River. Although I am
not acquainted with the parties, they sent
the petition to me, because I had charge
of a Bill on that subject last session. The
petition, unfortunately, arrived in my
absence, and I did not get it until it was
one day too late for presentation. The
parties think that they have been harshly
dealt with by the Senate, inasmuch as it
was not their fault that the petition was
received too late, they having forwarded
it in time. I think the House will indulge
me, and allow the petition to be presented
to-day. The Bill, of course, will be dealt
with on its merits when it is brought before
the House. I move, seconded by Mr.
Plumb, that the 42nd rule of this House
be suspended to permit the presentation
of this petition.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
cannot make that motion without giving
notice. I suggest to him that he should
proceed in the same way that the hon.
member from Amherst did in a similar
case. The Company, whose Bill he had
charge of, presented a petition asking to
be allowed to present their petition, and
that petition was sent to the Committee on

Standing Orders. I think the proposed
corpcrators of the Niagara Bridge Co0-
pany had better adopt the same course,
because, otherwise, no matter who oaY
come here in future with a petition, the
House will be obliged to receive it, if theY
receive the petition to which my hO"-
friend refers.

HON. MR. PLUMB-With all deference
to the hon. member from Halifax, I thin1k
the last part of his remarks are not logical-
This was a peculiar case; a petition Was
mailed to my hon. friend the menber
from Cumberland; the parties who sent
that petition did so in good time, not
knowing that he was absent from the
Senate. They used due diligence, but O"
account of his absence the petition waS
one day late. I suppose it is desirablc
that the rules should be always enforced,
except where there is evidently proPer
diligence used, and no disposition in anl
vay to evade the rules of the Senate.
was appealed to this morning by the
gentleman who had charge of the petitio"
in the other House-who is now lying i'4
I am sorry to say-and he explained the
matter to me. I thought, under the ci-
cumstances, that perhaps there would not
be a rigid adherence to the rule ; I have
no doubt it is entirely within the power o
the Senate to waive it if they choose. So
far from it being a precedent which Will
compel the Senate to receive any other
petition, it certainly can only be used for
petitions that may be similarly circurn
stanced, and I do not know of any such
this is an extraordinary and unfortunate
case. I do not pretend to advocate the
Bill; it is not before us. This is siInPY
a petition which is necessary to be pre-
sented before the Bill can be introducd
and it is a pity that under all the circurn-
stances the measure should be blocked,
from a pure accident. I think ,when the
House comes to understand the question
it will hardly refuse to permit the ho0
member to present the petition. I SUP-
pose it is perfectly competent for the
House to waive the rule and alloW f
hon. friend to present his petition.

THE SPEAKER-The motion niad
by the hon. member for Cumberland ca"-
not be put. There is no reason whyr
however, the Bill should be blocked, be
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ise'by pursuing the course adopted the
other day by the hon. member for Arn-
herst the difficulty can be easily overcome.Y a reference to the latter part of the
r8th rule of the Rules of the House, it
Wil be found that no motion for the sus-
Pension of the rules upon any petition for
a Private Bill shall be in order unless the
same shall have been recommended by
the Committee on Standing Orders. It

Snecessary, therefore, to petition the

tomittee on Standing Orders, and if
e Comittee on Standing Orders re-

comnnend the suspension of the rule, I
Presume there will be no difficulty about
t The motion, however, is not in order.

CONTINGENCIES
SENATE.

OF THE

THIRD REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

ADOPTED.

1oN. MR. VIDAL, as Chairman of
the Committee on Contingent Accounts,
Pesented their third report. He said :

t Would meet the approval of the
th.use I should very much desire that
-Is report should be acted upoh imme-
lately and adopted. The main body of

It has been on the records of the Senate
110* for over a week. Very great incon-
penience has been felt already by the em-
eloyees of the House on account of some
Of those vacancies not having been filled.

great deal of extra work has been cast
011 then, and seeing that the substance of
.e report has been before the House

'hTce the 29th of February, I think it is
th ps not asking too much to request
at u11 se to allow it to go into operation

nece. I therefore move that the re-
Port be adopted

o0q. MR. DICKEY-Of course a
th n of this kind can only be passed by

Th general concurrence of the House.& ere are some matters of importance
onected with the report itself which it is

aps unfortunate that we are not in a
arsition to discuss-I refer more particul-

Y tO the very large increases which haveen Made from time to time on three
- Occasions since the salaries werehdi at Confederation, not to speak of the

the Vidual increases at intervals since, and
aPpointrent of new officers. Under

these circumstances I think there is a very
grave question which it might possibly be
difficult to discuss in this House but which
has been discussed already at large in the
Committee. In reference to the question
itself, I think the course taken is an entire
mistake in the true interests of this House,
and is not calculated to strengthen the
position of the Senate in the country. The
Chairman of the Committee tells us that
the business of the House will be incon-
vencienced if this report is delayed, and as
I have no disposition to delay the business
of the House or of the Committee, I per-
sonally offer no objection whatever to the
reception of the report.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I do not
see that there is any great necessity for the
immediate adoption of this report. Hav-
ing just arrived in the City after an absence
of two or three days I find a rumor current
in the Building to the effect that the act of
the Committee is not final. I know that
there is a vacancy which has not yet been
filled. I am told that a sub-Committee
was appointed, which sub-Committee made
a recommendation, and that it was erased
from the report ; that the question came
before the whole Committee and was not
then disposed of, certain members leaving
the Committee Room rather than take
part in deciding the question. It was an
amendment to the main motion, for the
promotion of one of the senior messengers ;
it having become apparent that the amend-
ment would be carried, the motion was
withdrawn. I was not present at the meet-
ing myself and I am not therefore in a
position to state positively what occurred
there, but if what I have heard is correct
it does not seem to be in accordance with
the assertion of the Minister of Justice, to
be found on record in the Senate Debates,
that the French minority had already a
larger share of the appointments in the
Civil Service than they were entitled to,
but that the majority were happy to render
justice to the minority. Only four days
after he made that statement I found by
referring to the blue book that so far from
having their fair share the French minority
have not even 50 per cent. of what they
are entitled to.

It seems to-day that all this vaunted
desire to render justice to the minority has
vanished in smoke, and we must wait for
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another opportunity. I cannot help pro-
testing against that. If it can be shown
that the senior officer, who is a French-
man, is not qualified for the position, or
that there is any other cause why he should
not be appointed, I have always been
willing and am now ready to submit to
reason. But I am not prepared to submit
to cast iron rules when they are unjust,
and I hope that the majoricy in this House
in whose hands we are, will always be
ready to do us justice. I would be glad
to know from the Chairman of the Com-
mittee whether it is intended to take up
that question again and appoint an assist-
ant to Mr. Dunne-whether it is the inten-
tion of the Committee, after having thrown
it overboard, to take up the question again,
or whether in view of the rights of the
French messengers it is decided to let the
matter stand ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-In reply to my
hon. friend I may say that this matter, to
which he has referred, came before the
Committee and by a vote properly taken
it was decided that it was not necessary
that such an office should be filled. I should
presume therefore that it would not be like-
ly to come up for consideration again.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I would ask
whether I was right or wrong in stating
that when the case came before the Corn-
mittee there was no vote taken, but that
-the members left the Committee Room so
that the question should drop there ? (No,
no) I ask whether I am right or wrong
when I say that the matter was so dealt
with on the first occasion when it was
brought up ? If I am correct in what I
state, the majority of this House will
admit that the proper course has not been
taken.

HON. MR. VIDAL-In reply to the
hon. gentleman I will say that, to the
best of my recollection, he is in error in
stating that this came from the sub-Com-
mittee to whom was referred the question
generally of the employees of the House:
my recollection of it is that it was just the
simple proposition of a member of the
Conimittee. Immediately there was a
little discussion about it; two names were
proposed and nothing was done. The
matter was dropped. I was not aware

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

that any one left the Committee to avoid e
vote.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I ask
whether I am right or wrong when 1
state that the report of the sub-Comnitte
gave the name of another messenger ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-No.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I a
whether the name of that messenger wa
not erased from the report ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-No.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-That is the
rumor.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I am only speak-
ing from recollection, but I think I aln
correct in saying that the name was 1ot
on the report and that there was no erasUre
of any name from the report. .

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Then the
sub-Committee did not report, but the
question came before the Committee by e
motion made by a member of the COlO'
mittee. Am I wrong or am I right when
I statethatthat motion having been put, an
amendment was moved so that the proPe
officer would be promoted, whereuPo<
several members took their hats and left
the Committee Room, and the questiOn
could not be decided one way or the
other?

HON. MR. PLUMB-The Comrnitte
could take care of itself.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I feel that
if the Committee has a right to take cxe
of itself, every member of this House has
not only the right, but it is his duty, t
see that justice is done to everyone, an
may tell the hon. gentleman from Niaga
that it is better for him to let mermbers
this House alone when they are in order
He is oftener on his feet and out of orde'
than anyone else, and if any member O
the Senate believes he ought to speak 0
a question, he should not be interruptet
but allowed to do his duty according to
his conscience and convictions.

HON. MR. SKEAD-I happened to
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I nmflber of that Committee, and I may
that the sub-Committee had nothing
t on the matter, as I understand it.

ynnPly brought up a motion naming a
ceýn iperson for the position, but in a
a1 ent or two it was quashed ; it was

It was not necessary, and that was the
of it

loN.- MR. MASSON-The hon. gentle..
tanl 's slightly in error ; the question was

8POken of in the Committee, and it was
aonsdered necessary to appoint an assist-
ent eousekeeper. The hon. gentleman

ed that a Mr. Young should be ap-P0inted as such assistant, and immediately
on that there was a little talk in the Com-ittee, and some one said that another

e$Cer was senior. I then put the ques-
t'On Whether there was not a Mr. Rattey,

was senior and should be appointed.
t eeting was a little irregular at the-

e, and it was understood that it shouldbe derred in consequence of that, and it
as so deferred.

"'ON. MR. SKEAD-I am substantially
eet, that there was some conversation

Wch was irregular, in the Committee.
Th' tord went around the Committee

it Was not necessary, and the thingPassed off.
The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
'1ittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
aors, reported the following Bills withoutarnendment and they were then read the

time and passed:-
Bil (51), "4n Act to amend the Act
Orporating the Bell Telephone Co. of
ada." (Mr. McKindsey.)

l(67), "An Act further to arnend the
to incorporate the Ontario Pacific
Vway Co." (Mr. Plumb.)

te .(50) " An Act respecting the In-
t tional Railway Co." (Mr. Plumb.)

(68) "An Act respecting the
gsint and Pembroke Railway Co."

S40),"An Act to amend the Act
r'Porating the Ottawa, Waddington &
wt.ork Railway and Bridge Co." (Mr.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (92) "An Act to incorporate the
Traders Bank of Canada." (Mr. Howlan.)

Bill (48) "An Act to incorporate the
Atlantic Marine Insurance Company (limit-
ed.)" (Mr. Power.)

Bill (62) "An Act to incorporate the
St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Company."
(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (49) "An Act to incorporate the
Nova Scotia Marine Insurance Company
(limited.)" (Mr. Power.)

Bill (30) "An Act to -extend to the
Dominion of Canada the powers of the
corporation called the Netherlands Ameri-
can Land Company." (Mr. Dickey.)

Bill (38) "An Act to prevent fraud in
the manufacture and sale of Agricultural
Fertilizers." (Mr. DeBoucherville.)

Bill (ii) "An Act respecting the Union
of certain Methodist Churches therein
named." (Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (94) "An Act to empower the
Sovereign Fire Insurance Company to re-
linquish their charter and to provide for
the winding up of their affairs.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved that the Bill
(94) be read the second time to-morrow.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
wish to look at that Bill before the second
reading, and I would suggest that it be
left over for a few days. There is an Act
now on the statute book for winding up
insurance companies. Why should not
this company avail itself of that Act? I
should like to have time, at anyrate, to
look into the Act.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am not aware
that any Insurance Company has been
wound up under that Act.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
power is there at anyrate.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Thursday next.

The motion was agreed to.
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THE COAL LANDS 0F BRITISH

T HE COAL LANDS OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. McINNES (British Colum-
bia) enquired:

" Whether the Imperial Government, the
British Admiralty, or the Canadian Pacific
Railway Syndicate have been consulted about
the proposal to hand over ail the productive
Coal Measures in British Columbia to Mr.
Dunsmuir and his American associates; if
so, did they approve or disapprove of the
proposition"?

He said: I believe it is the practice in
this House when a member makes an
enquiry of the Government, to offer some
observations on the subject of it. I think,
however, I can give two very good and
substantial reasons why I should not do
so at the present time. In the first place,
that the Bill referred to in the question
that I have put, is likely to come before
the Senate in a short time; and, in the
second place, as this is only an enquiry,
and I take it for granted not open for
general discussion or debate, I will content
myself at the present time by simply asking
the question, and shall reserve whatever
observations I may see fit to make, until
the Bill itself shall be under discussion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think my hon. friend has exercised a very
wise discretion, and I will reply to his
question as frankly as it is possible to do.
The Imperial Government has not been
consulted, so far as the Government of the
Dominion knows, upon this measure, nor
has the British Admiralty, so far as I
know, been consulted; but the Admiral
on the station there knows what is con-
templated, and no doubt he has communi-
cated with the Admiralty. The Canadian
Pacific Syndicate knew what was con-
templated, and they themselves had an
opportunity, some years ago of undertaking
the contract which Mr. Dunsmuir and his
American associates are now undertaking,
so they were quite aware of it, as they
declined to do what is now about to be
done by Mr. Dunsmuir

HoN. MR. McINNES enquired,
" Whether advertisernents were published

in the Dominion, Great Britain or other coun-
tries, inviting tenders for the constrnction of

the Nanaimo and Esquimalt Railway, and
so, whether the attention of capitalists go
called, either to the quantity of land,
million acres, to be given in aid of said ra
ways or to the reports of Mr. Richardson,
the Dominion Geological Survey, as to
value of said land, especially as to the value 0
the productive coal measures extending f
Nanaimo to Seymour Narrows; also, "'.1

the established system of alternate sectionld0

aid of railways lias been departed from in
contract entered into by the Government l
Mr. Dunsmuir and his foreign associatese

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Ad-
vertisements were not published, so far.a
we know, in the Dominion, Great BritaO9
or in other papers, inviting tenders for the
construction of this railway, and therefore
the attention of capitalists could not have
been called, in these advertisements,
the quantity of land, or to these reports o
Mr. Richardson. It is better, I thinik, .
say that the proposition to construct thiS
railway, after having been offered toa an
dianRailwaySyndicateand refusedbythejp
was then offered upon the same ternis, a
the Legislature of British Columbia, tO $
company of which Mr. Clements was the
head ; he, however, was unable to go 0
with it ; and latterly it was offered tO
Dunsmuir and his associates. Why t
land was not granted in alternate sectiolV'
I do not know, but that would be a qUes
tion for the Government or Legislature o
British Columbia. The land which '
given to the railway company is lot the
gift of the Dominion Government imy
way; we neither own the land, nor
we make any regulations about it, .1or
had we anything to say upon the question'
It would have been very inappropriat1
and might have been viewed as ilperd
fient on our part, to have suggesate
whether it should be granted in alternato
sections or en b/oc. The land belongs to
the British Columbia people, and .tin
Legislature of that Province granted i
the way they thought best.

.h to
HON. MR. McINNES-I just wish t

make one remark upon the reply o
Hon. Minister of Justice. It is in re
of the Clements Company which ited
formed some years ago, which dePos
$10,ooo and forfeited it. That COnc '
was formed under very different circ10
stances, and they had not only to 1b 1 b
Nanaimo, but something like 90 In r
yond that ; the road was to be built
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tsqtnialt to Seymour Narrows, a distance
« 145 miles and no grant at all was given1Y the Dominion Government.

1)N. MR. MACDONALD--If that
Celemnents) Company got more land than
to Present company is getting, they had
to build more railway ; but they totally

ed and could not float the scheme.

IEPRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

POURTH REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

d MR. SIMPSON moved the
option of the fourth report of the Joint

Wh.mittee on the Printing of Parliament,
dch he stated was an ordinary report,

"'d contained nothing new.

The miotion.was agreed to.

SASKATCHEWAN
BILL.

SECOND READING.

MR. ALLAN moved the second
teadng of Bill (61), "An Act to amend

Act to incorporate the Synod of the
1 cese of Saskatchewan, and for other

Thrposes connected therewith." He said:
S a Bill froin the House of Commons,

v1C for its object to amend the Act
S.orporating the Synod of the Diocese of
a atchewan, which was passed two years
nf* When proceeding to put the Act
prov force it was found that many of the
roisions of it were inconsistent with thepr es and regulations of the ecclesiastical

I.oce of Rupert's Land, of which this
it 'ocese of Saskatchewan forms part, and
tI a therefore, found necessary to have
tr ct of two years ago amended by
ati 1iig Out the third, fourth, fifth, sixth

seventh sections, which interfered
the regulations of such ecclesiastical

Province-s~~
which -simply leaving those clauses

t lve ordinary powers to the Syriod
1 hOld property, take mortgages, etc.
the 1o-1t think I need take up thetime of

St 11ouse by going at any greater length
refr the details of the Bill. I propose to
ndh to the Private Bills Committee,

e il tnow rove that it be read theSeOdtirne.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. OGILVIE moved the second
reading of Bill (55) "An Act to incorporate
the Live Stock Insurance Company."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p.m,

THE SENATE.

&ttawa, Tuesday, March rrth, r884.
DIOCESE

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HALIFAX STEAM NAVIGATION
COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(24) " An Act to incorporate the Halifax
Steam Navigation Company (Limited),"
with amendments, which were concurred
in.

HON. MR. ALMON moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (56) "An Act to empower the bond-
holders of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway Company to vote at meetings of
the Company, and for other purposes."

Bill (31) "An Act to incorporate the
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Railway
Company " (Mr. Girard.)

WIS
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SABBATH DESECRATION.

PETITION PRESENTED.

HON. MR. ALMON presented a peti-
tion from the Nova Scotia branch of the
Evangelical Alliance, of the city of Hali-
fax, praying for the passing of a Bill to
prevent Sunday excursions, and to secure
to all classes the undisturbed enjoyment
of the Sabbath day. He said : Having
presented this petition, I must say, in
justice to the city of Halifax, which I
represent, and in which I have lived, man
and boy, over 6o years, that I have never
known an excursion to take place there on
the Sabbath day, and, so far as I am aware,
everyone is allowed to worship God any
way he may choose. To the credit of
Nova Scotia, I may say that it was the
first colony of the British Empire to do
away with Catholic disabilities, and ever
since then the people of that Province
have been allowed to worship God as they
please. However, as it is my duty to
present this petition, I do so.

SPRINGHILL AND PARRSBORO
COAL AND RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved
the third reading of Bill (47) " An Act
respecting the windng up of the Springhill
and Parrsboro' Coal and Railway Com-
pany. and the sale of the property thereof
to the Cumberland Coal and Railway
Company."

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

ATLANTIC MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (48) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Atlantic Marine Insurance Com-
pany (Limited)." He said: There is
nothing special in the character of this
Bill to call for any remark. A number of
gentlemen who have been for some years
doing business as underwriters, associated

together in a voluntary way, now ask tO
be incorporated with a capital of $2o,U
to continue the sanie business.

The motion was agreed to, and the 3
was read the second time.

NOVA SCOTIA MARINE INSUZ
ANCE COMPANY'S BILL

SECONU READING.

HON. MR. POWE R moved the second
reading of Bill (49) " An Act to incOre
rate the Nova Scotia Marine Insuralce
Company." He said: This Bill is siffl'
in character to the one which has J
received its second reading.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the second time.

NETHERLANDS AMERICAN LANI
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY moved the second
reading of Bill (3o) " An Act to exteer
to the Dominion of Canada the Power
of the Corporation called " De aedt
landsch-Americansche Land 9.
chappij" (The Netherlands-Amercat'
Land Company.)

He said: The preamble of this
recites that the Company has been In
porated under the laws of the kingdora Of
Holland, and they simply ask that the
powers·be extended so as to enable th,
to purchase and sell lands in the Don'
ion of Canada. There are various pre
visions in the Bill restricting their poe 1 '
to one of which I wish to call attenthar
as it is of rather a novel and useful c
acter. In the first place, the rateht
interest is limited, and it is provided t
the Company shall furnish annua.li
statement to the Finance Ministervraoe
their assets and liabilities, and the av"
rate of interest taken by themi on a
lands they have sold, in order thOL,
return mnay be laid before Parlianmen
showing the manner in which their .. O
ness is being conducted. The rat. t
interest is not in any case to exceed àg
per cent.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL---
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Sn mission to which I think attention
whic ·be given in the Committee to
thh it will be referred. It is this:
the e is no provision in the Bill requiring

, in, transacting their business, to
hirmn to the laws of the Province-in

rhich they do their business, in any other
rspect than as regards interest. There

S«nother clause which gives them all thethŠers which they purport to have bytheir deed of incorporation in Holland, so
thut 1-inder it they would have all thePOwers here, within the Dominion of
Cada, which purport to be conferred
UPon therm by their deed executed at
Arterdam ; therefore that deed should

examined into to see that it does not
en the powers differing from those

JeY'ed by other companies doing busi-
in this country.

he motion was agreed to, and the
'as read the second time.

AGRICULTURAL FERTILIZERS
BILL

SECOND READING.

te .. MR. GIRARD moved the second
pradin8 of Bill (38)1 "An Act for the
anevention of fraud in the manufacture

aSale of Agricultural Fertilizers."

i le saiid This Bill is of a special and
abportant character, and is one that is

slutely necessary in the' interests of
e a culture in this country. The first

use Provides that
offe Ve persons who sells or disposes of,
ralfcers ti erlb to, dispoeo any agricul-ertilize 'by arter, exchan og ther-

akaal affix to every barrel, sack, box, or
th e thereof, in a conspicuous place on6 te p

0etile thereof, a plainly written or print-
by ic ate bearm a nanie or trade-mark
de e'ca eduand erti izer nay be known and

dtlgei, , and~ specifying the naine and resi-
date o the manufacturer or vendor, and the
the sai the manufacture of such fertilizer;
ettg e"rtificate shall also specify the per-

Phos oh e suchb fertilizer contains of
P4h'-acid soluble in water, of total

1 oa rle acid, of potash, of nitrogen soluble
tt amnod.of total nitrogen, or the equiva-

trtea rna, subject to the exceptions
Anoth Made .

Of a per clause providesforthe imposing
affi ty Of $200 on any person who
fertilr flse certificate to any package of

Sold or disposed of by him.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I quite
agree with the hon. gentleman who moved
the second reading of the Bill, that it is
one of very great importance to persons
engaged in agriculture. We all know that
of late years the returns of cereals from
cultivated lands have greatly fallen off, both
in quantity and quality, as compared with
the yield of our lands in the early days of
settlement, and the utmost skill of our
farmers is taxed to restore their lands to
their former condition of fertility. Unfor-
tunately we have not made agriculture
sufficiently a study to know how that can
best be accomplished. It has always been
a matter of no little surprise to me to see
such immense quantities of native phos-
phates produced in the neighborhood of
this city shipped to Europe to be convert-
ed into fertilizers for the improvement of
the soil of foreign lands. I should think
that the attention that is now being direct-
ed to agricultural pursuits will probably
lead our own farmers to investigate the
subject of artificial manures more thorough-
ly than they have hitherto done, and if
such investigation should result in their
more frequently applying them on their
own farms, the probability is that our crops
will be more thoroughly developed, and
the lands will be as productive as they
were in the early days of settlement. A
very small deficiency of some element in
the soil will make a very serious deficiency
in the crop, and this small deficiency in
the soil can be made up by the use of
artificial fertihizers ; but if the farmer finds
himself deceived in the fertilizer he applies
it is apt to lead him to form opinions en-
tirely opposed to the use of artificial man-
ure, and the consequence is that what
might be a most beneficial thing to the
agricultural interest of the country is ne-
glected. The probability is that a carefully
prepared measure of this kind, which will
encourage the use of artificial manures,
may lead to their being more extensively
utilized by our farmers of this country.
For many years artificial manures have
been in use in England. As long as the
supply of natural guano lasted it was great-
ly sought for by agriculturists, because it
was perhaps the best of all of what are
called portable manures, and many at-
tempts have been made to imitate it. The
same evil has been complained of there,
the prevention of which is now contemplat-
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ed by this Bill, but a very simple remedy
was adopted, that the manufacturer should
always supply to the purchaser a sample
for analysis. The farmer applied the fer-
tilizer and noted the result, and if the re-
sult showed that he had been deceved he
had only to take the sample that was sup-
plied to him to the analytical chemist and
if it did not come up to the analysis fur-
nished by the dealer, the dealer was liable
to a penalty. I have not read the Bill
myself, but I think the introduction of a
clause based on that principle might very
likely be as useful in this country as it has
proved to he in England.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-This Bill
is certainly one which is very much requir-
ed in this country. The use of fertilizers
is gradually beingadopted in the Dominion,
but heretofore our agriculturists have had
but very little experience of them. The
soil of the province represented by the
hon. gentleman who introduced this Bill
is of a character that will not rèquire arti-
ficial fertilizers for a quarter of a century
to come, but that is not the case in the
older provinces of the Dominion. Onta-
rio, for instance, which was some years
ago celebrated for the quality and quantity
of wheat it produced, has of late years
greatly depreciated in that respect, which
is no doubt largely due to the exhaustion
of the soil. The productiveness of the
soil can only be restored by replacing the
element which we have been taking from
it for years by wheat raising. The great
fertility and productiveness of the soil in
Great Britain is due to the use of artificial
manures. If the farmers there were to
discontinue using artificial fertilizers the
productiveness of the soil would decrease
so enormously that the farmers would be
unable to cultivate it with profit. It is a
well known fact that fertilizers have been
imported into this country without any
restrictions. I have myself expended con-
siderable sums of. money for fertilizers,
which I found, when I applied them to
the soil, were comparatively useless.
They did not possess the elements which
the packages stated that they contained,
or they were not adapted to the soil on
which thev were used. If the dealers were
compelled to label the packages, any per-
son with an ordinary amount of chemical
knowledge would be able to analyze sam-

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

ples themselves, and judge whether the
article was what it was represented tO be
by the label. I know that an artificia
fertilizer has been imported for many y
from South Carolina that has been found tO
answer admirably in some soils and on other
soils was of no value. What we require '
this country is not only that good fertilize
can be procured, but that the agricultuw
population would have a certain ar.ol"
of knowledge of agricultural chenistry
In order to apply artificial fertilizers to the
soil judiciously, the man must know the
nature of the soil to which it is apPlied,of
What we want is the establishment ,
agricultural colleges such as already e
in Ontario, where the sons of farmers eîy
obtain that training that is absolo .
necessary for the profitable use of ferti"l
ers spoken of here in this Bill. In the
Maritime Provinces we have not yet arri
ed at that point. The subject is discuse
with much interest by persons who kno
the value of agricultural pursuits, and Of
having in those Provinces, as I believe
ought to have in every Province, colleges
of this kind for the education of our yo
in agricultural pursuits. My hon. frien
from Prince Edward Island has
ferred to the immense quantities of
phosphate of lime that are being exPorte
from the immediate vicinity of this cty
to be used on the other side of the
Atlantic. Many farmers in the Provinc
from which I cone have been anxiO'sa t
test the properties of the phosphate
of lime produced here, but while we
have the crude ore mined and exporte in
large quantities from the Ottawa COU1
try, we have tiot been able to get a
person possessed of the proper the
knowledge and enterprise to go intohe
manufacturing of the native Phosp t
into super-phosphates for fertilizing
poses.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-So far as
Bill is intended to protect our farn
from having spurious fertilizers inlP0 .

upon them, it is one that ought to the
mend itself to every one of us; but at
same time we ought to be very caree sale
to place restrictions in the way of the a

of those fertilizers which are descri the
being so eminently necessary tk the
agriculture of this country. 1thind be-
Bill ought to be carefully considere
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Cause it strikes me that it is calculated to
Produce that effect. My hon. friend below1ne (Mr. Haythorne) has referred to the
'tlormoI(us (uantities of apatite which are
jroduced in the vicinity of this city ; but

hOabout the sale of those phosphates ?
thi ill is very general in its application.

says that no person shall sell or dispose,
offer to sell, any fertilizer without it
s a certificate by which it may beceown, and specifying the percentages of

serti elements which such fertilizersS contain. This article is described'

est beig exported largely, and are we to
re'ic-t the sale and export of this im-

Psutant article of industry by imposing
ach a condition upon it ? Are we pre-!ared to pass a Bill which will prevent abrrel of these phosphates, after being

grOund and prepared, from being disposed
W'thout all this procedure ?
In the explanatory clause, the 5 th, there

ter a explanation of the meaning of the

agricultural fertilizer." It is as

use e expression "l agricuiltural fertililzer,"
ty a is Act, shall be construed to mean

tnred every substance inported, mannfac-
or re ared or dimposed of for fertilizinzg
Pt .11uring purpose8. except that tueý

or Mons of this Act shal not apply to mari,
ha to fertilizers sold or disposedi of at one-

cent or less per pound.
w we all know that there is a fertili-

very extcnsively sold and used in this
nouftry called lime, and another called

pspum. I. believe lime is very exten-
"ety Used in the Province from which

hon friend below me comes, (Prince
it iward Island) and as a fertilizer I know
Csery largely used in the County of

e Sherland froni which I come. I think
ce Ould carefully scan this Bill when it
it 'es before the Committee, to see thatf1a slot imposing restrictions on the
th ners who are benefitting by the use of
o e pure fertilizers. While I do not
th)iOse the second reading of the Bill 1
is a it is one of those instances where it
dotentative piece of legislation, and I
Oubt whether the eflect of it will be as

itltary as iS supposed. I quite see that
the1 1 imPose very serious restrictions in
ale Way of selling fertilizers that we are&Z acqu *fte
whi ainted with, and the quality of
prticue know. The three which I have
ferticlarly spoken of are not imported
ertiizers, but are produced in the country

in which we live. Half a cent a pound
is only 50 cents a hundred ; that is a
small thing, but there are fertilizers that
cost more than that which would corne
within the scope of this measure.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-My hon.
friend will see that the fertilizer mentioned
in this Bill is a product composed of a
variety of materials. I do not think either
lime or gypsum would properly come un-
der the description in the fifth clause. A
manure heap in a barnyard is beyond
doubt a fertilizer, but it is not intended
that this Bill should apply to fertilizers of
that kind, but to fertilizers obtained by
manufacturing processes.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not rise for
the purpose of discussing the Bill, because
I have not given it any attention, but sim-
ply to correct one or two errors which have
inadvertently been made in this discus-
sion. In the first place, this Bill could
not at all affect the phosphate trade in
this country, because phosphate must be
prepared before it is a fertilizer. In its
raw state it is not a fertilizer ; I have test-
ed that myself. My hon. friend says that
he is not aware that it is utilized in this
country. I beg to assure him that at
Brockville there is a very large manufac-
tory for the conversion of the ordinary
phosphates of the Ottawa valley into what
is called super-phosphates ; it is then a
fertilizer. I cannot see that any great ad-
vantage is to be gained by this Bill unless
we go a step further. I cordially endorse
all that the hon. gentleman on my right
(Mr. Haythorne) has expressed as to the
importance of the people of this country
turning their early attention to the neces-
sity of improving the soil by the use of the
fertilizers that have been extracted from it
in the course of long years of cultivation..
I think if you want to make this Bill
effective you should require the manu-
facturer to mark on every package that he
offers for sale the elements of which the
fertilizer is composed, whether it contains
bone meal, super-phosphates, or whatever
the particular ingredients are. There is
no other way of testing successfully whether
it is adulterated or not. Not one farmer
in a thousand could, by experinent, arrive
at the defects in an article, and unless the
fertilizer was sold as being crmposed of

Agricultwtal (Mk RC H 11, 1884A] Fertilizer8 Bill.
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certain ingredients I do not see that a
mere analysis by an agricultural chemist
could at all reach the point. I think, in
view of the considerable amount of ferti-
lizers now being imported from abroad,
that it is a matter of the highest conse-
quence that the people should not be im-
posed upon, and that parties selling them
in this country should be compelled to
state what they contain. If the elements
of which a fertilizer is composed are set
forth on the packages, then an agricul-
tural chemist can discover whether the
article is what it is represented to be. In
no other way can I see how the farming
communty are to be benefitted by this
measure.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
think that this Bill can affect the use of
lime in Nova Scotia. In that Province
lime is certainly not worth half a cent per
pound by the barrel, and therefore the
Bill cannot interfere with its sale and use
as a fertilizer. It is doubtful in my mind
whether a chemical analysis should be re
quired before the sale of fertilizers is allow-
ed. The effect would be to restrict their
sale, but I do not think it could interfere
with the use of the fertilizers which have
been mentioned by the hon. member from
Amherst, because the Hill is not to apply
to " plaster of Paris, nor to any fertilizer
not offered for sale as containing phos-
phoric acid, potash or nitrogen." It would,
of course, retard the sale of any fertilizer
of which a chemical analysis would be re-
quired.

HON. MR. VIDAL-While I agree in
the main with the sentiments expressed
with reference to the desirability of pro-
tecting our agriculturists from being im-
posed upon, I must say that I think this
Bill falls very far short of what may be ex-
pected to be an effective measure. I think,
in the first place, it is an exceptionable
and unjust provision to make the mere
seller of one of these compounds liable to
a penalty of $200, when, in good faith, he
purchases froin the manufacturer an article
which he supposes to be genuine. My
impression is that the penalty ought to be
inflicted on the person guilty of the fraud,
and not upon the man who, having inno-
cently purchased a supposed genuine arti
cle, has sold it to another. Then, I think

HON. MR. SCOTT.

in another case that the distinction whic
is here made as to what is to constitute S
genuine article, and what one that is oPt
genuine, is very hard upon the manufac'
turer or person who may sell an article
which is not pure. For instance, there 's
only one per cent. of difference to be ai-
lowed, and if that small differenceiS e
ceeded in the compound, the man is liabl
to a penalty. Now, there may very ea
be a difference of more than one per cen.
in any specimen of an article, which arti
cle, taking it altogether, might perhalP
stand the test. I think, again, in the 5t
clause misapprehension might naturally
arise, as it is not clear enough, and n'y
hon. friend from Amherst was under the
misapprehension that the Bill prevented
the sale of lime and gypsum, and thou
they would be included among the artice
which were not to be brought under the
law. In my opinion the Bill is confine
really to three articles :-any fertilizer
which does not contain phosphoric acid,
potash, or nitrogen, is excluded from. the
operation of the law, and how much 5sil'
pler it would be just to deal with these
three articles, and if they are the only thre
in which any false quantities are used,
not make these the exceptions? I thn
the Bill requires very careful overhauifl

HON. MR. POWER-I think ny hOn
friend will not be able to enumerate a
great many fertilizers in which these are
not found.

HON. MR. READ-I think a Bill 0
this sort would be in the interest Of the
manufacturer, because it would give the
purchaser confidence, as they would fee
more certain that they were really gettiî1n
a good article; so that the measure
really in the interests both of the
facturer and consumer.

The motion was agreed to, and the 3ill
was read the second time.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Bill be referred to a Committee of the
whole House to-morrow.

HON. MR. POWER-This is, strict1>
speaking, a public Bill, but at the sa91l
time it is apparent from the discussi a
which has taken place to-day, that it e
measure which peculiarly affects trade
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ertail kind, and I think that it would
eobably receive more attention in the
t'>lnfittee on Banking and Commerce
0f tn it is likely to get from a CommitteeÙ e whole House. I think the Com-
Ittee on Banking and Commerce has
retY doing its work admirably during the

Presnt session, and mn my opinion we
.iId not do better than refer this Bill to

ac We have a precedent for it, in the
that the other day we referred a Bill

the one which comes last on the order
PaPer to-day, respecting Fraud in the Sale

th atent Rights-to that Committee, and
yreported upon it. If my hou. friend

ad gree to the suggestion I have made,
send the Bill to that particular Com-

ttee, I feel satisfied that it will come
bam- ended.

•MR. GIRARD-If it is necessary,
hall make no objection to referring the

'D to the Special Committee named bythe
it'i gentleman from Halifax, but unless
dei.necessary I do not.see why we should

Viate frôm the established rule. If this
a Public licil, it has been customary to

yeer SUch measures to Committees of the
di Hoe House. In my judgment the more

slsion we have upon this Bill the
br, because the interest of the public

ever • ail the better served. This how-
th Is not a new Bill, as it has been before
ane coUntry for the last two or three years,

f having been passed by the House of
Proba .s it is now submitted for our ap-
Me tion. Having made what seens to
bef a regular motion, I would be glad,
the Oe withdrawing or amending it, that

ej lOuse should express the opinion thatr1 tnOtion had better be amended.

[to" NL•R.A LLAN -Theonly difficulty
ted about the Bill is what, to a certain

prin t, may be called an objection to the
it CiPle of the measure. It is this : that
thsterns to attach the penalty entirely to
revendor of these fertilizers, when in
in1 ,to my mind, in a large majority of

sholdees the manufacturer is the one who
tovld suffer. For instance, in many
oth You fird that in seed stores, and

rt Places for the sale of agricultural
ese fertilizers are sold, and the

fith selling them has bought in good
teoml the manufacturer. The manu-

r rnay send him a barrel, sack, box

or package with the necessary certificate
conspicuously printed on the outside of it,
but if it should turn out on examination
that the fertilizer does not contain the
proper ingredients, the man who sells it-
perfectly innocent though he may be-
is the only one who is punished, while the
manufacturer goes scot free. That seems
to me to be the chief objection to the
Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I beg to inove
that the Bill be referred to the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, and in doing
so would ask hon. gentlemen to consider
the provisions of the first section of the
Bill. " Agricultural fertilizer," I presume,
in plain language, is a word of only two
syllables, and under this Bill a man is not
allowed to sell a barrel of this article (it
may be ashes or sonething of that sort,-
not much more than that) unless he has
on the outside of such barrel " a plainly
written or printed certificate, bearing the
name or trade-mark by which such fertilizer
may be known and designated, and specify-
ing the name and residence of the manu-
facturer or vendor, and the date of the
manufacture of such fertilizer "-that, I
think is rather far. Then, it goes on to
say, "the said certificate shall also specify
the percentages which such fertilizer con-
tains of phosphoric acid soluble in water,
and of total phosphoric acid, of potash, of
nitrogen soluble in water, and of total
nitrogen, or the equivalent ammonia,
subject to the exceptions hereinafter made."
It is quite clear that before any one selling
this fertilizer would be in a position to put
that certificate on, he would necessarily
be obliged to have the article carefully
analyzed by a chemist. That, it seems to
me, is too much to require, except in the
case of fertilizers of certain special kinds.
The whole Bill, from beginning to end, is
one that imposes very considerable re-
striction on a very common business, and
I think it should be carefully scrutinized
by such a body as the Committee on
Banking and Commerce. Every hon.
gentleman knows that in a Committee of
the Whole House that minute care is not
given to the details of Bills which they do
receive in our Special Coimittees.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think the prop-
osition made by the hon. gentleman from
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Halifax is a wise one. It is quite clear to
my mind that very considerable alteration
should be made in this Bill, and in my
judgment it would be a great economy of
the time of the House to have it gone,
over, primarily at any rate, in the Com-
mittee, where it will be discussed in detail,
and possibly certain alterations suggested
in it. I shall therefore support the amend-
ment.

HON. MR. READ-When it is known
that some of these fertilizers cost from
$30 to $75 a ton, and that people know
little, practically, of their constituent parts,
I do not think it is imposing upon the
manufacturer, when he is asked to give
the certificate named in the Bill, because
he is a chemist within himself. He makes
these compounds as a chemist, and I
think it is within his interest that a Bill of
this sort should be adopted.

The amendment was agreed to.

METHODIST UNION BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. FERRIER moved the
second reading of Bill (ii),"An Act re-
specting the union of certain Methodist
churches therein named."

He said : This is a Bill'to constitute in
one body all the Methodist churches in
the Dominion, which are now known
respectively as the Methodist Church of
Canada, the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Canada, the Primitive Methodist
Church of Canada, and the Bible Chris-
tian Church of Canada. It is proposed
to unite them under the name of " The
Methodist Church." It was thought de-
sirable that this Parliament should ratify
such union, because there was a large
portion of the Dominion in which there
are no local governments as yet, but
where missionaries were operating and
property of the Church existed, in order
to obtain the sanction of the Federal
Parliament to such transfers as might be
necessary. The Local Government, who
have been applied to, have passed Acts
to give power to this Church to transfer
property according to the laws of those
various legislatures. The Bill has been
before the House of Commons, and very
careful attention has been gi.ven to it

HON. MR. VIDAL.

there. I do not think it is necessary that
I should go into any further partict1101a

The motion was agreed to, and the I3il
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Wednzesday, March 12th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thre
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WINNIPEG & HUDSON BAY
RAILWAY.

ENQUIRv.

HON. MR. GIRARD inquired
If it is a part of the Governmient policy

aecertain at an early date the practicablen
of a railway northward fron Winnipeg to0
Port on Hudson Bay, as exact informatiol
the subject would be of incalculable benelt
the settlers in M;anitoba and the North-WeS

He said :-It is with some hesitatiol
that I bring this question before the Ho
notwithstanding the fact that it is not new.
Some years ago the hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. Ryan) introduced it herc
for the first time. On that occasionto
supported his views, and I an hapY
say that since then some progress has bet
made. It is no longer a mere project ;
has become a matter, the importance
which is universally recognized. Eery
part of the earth will have its day of glot'
and is intended to be of some benefit tO the
human race. Up to the present timne the
country lying west of Hudson Bay ba
been an uninhabited wilderness ; but 1
think its day is coming before long, *h.
it will be regarded as one of the Most i
portant parts of the earth.

In bringing this subject before Prar
ment I am not prompted by mere.curiOslt'
but because I think that before Imme
sums of money are invested in the C0

11

struction of the projected railway f
Winnipeg to Hudson Bay it is the
of the Government to enquire Whet e
such a work will be productive of beI1re
to the country, because opinions are
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dide~d as to the practicability of such a
oue Some think that there would be

mInlfediate and profitable employment for
ýuch a hne and that it would in a very
%hort time have an important influence on
the trade of the world, while others con-tend that Hudson Straits are so completelyiocked with ice for nearly the whole year
that the route can never be practicable.

.Jfder such circumstances it seems theP ain duty of the Government to investi-
gate the matter thoroughly without delay,

t.view to placing it beyond the limits
f conjecture. I think they should appoint

tOrne one specially qualified for the work
Investigate and report upon the subject.
e at report should be favorable, I thinke would soon have a railway constructed

h Winnipeg to the coast of Hudsonay, and that it would soon prove a profit-
able ine. If, on the other hand, thereport should be unfavorable it wouldSet the public mind at rest and
prevent foreign capitalists from sink-
'ng their money in an unproductiveenterprise. If the railway could be madea success the House will readily see
that it would be the shortest route
StWeen Liverpool and the prairies of the

orth-West. Its construction would be
trnerely of local importance, but of
ep interest to the Empire and to a great
rtion Of the Western States, whose

.fPulation are looking for this new outlet
their products. The distance from

iverpool to a harbor on Hudson Bay
ould be about 2,9oo miles, while the
stance from Liverpool to Montreal is,990, and from Liverpool to New York

304o. The northern route would there-

tbe the shortest and cheapest.
behas been calculated recently thatore five ·years no less than 1oo,-

0 of bushels of wheat will be
lan in the North-West, including

'nnesota and Dakota, all of which
rulîd go by the Hudson Bay route, and

h ve a great source of wealth to those
o mllay be interested in that line. I have
en the subject some attention and I

Ievet to be one of the utmost im-
tance, and that we may expect before

tio years to see that road in full opera-
tlin. The country is cold, it is true, but

nlot uninhabitable,and I thinkit will yet
e with a population accustomed to
re northern climate. Early in the

eighteenth century an expedition to that
country was fitted out by some French
Canadians from Quebec, I think under
the control of M. DeGroseiller ; and I
hope this House will pardon me if I feel
a certain pride in pointing to what my
compatriots from Quebec have done for
the advancement of trade and civilization,
not only in our own North-West, but also
in many other portions of this continent.
We find cities, rivers and districts of the
United States bearing French Canadian
names, and throughout our own North-
Wcst territories they have left the record
of their early achievements. I hope the
House will pardon me for this digression,
but I am proud of the history of my com-
patriots, and flattered by the manner in
which this allusion to them has been
received by the House.

These gentlemen from Quebec who
visited the Hudson Bay country 200 years
ago have left a report upon its climate and
resources which I consider of great value.
Other and later reports there are, but they
have all been written more or less for a
certain purpose ; but the report of my
compatriots, written two centuries ago, had
but one object in view, the advancement
of civilization. The book from which I
quote was published in Amsterda.n in 1732,
and I find in it clear proof that in the
Hudson Bay .country the spring opens
about the same time that it does in other
parts of Canada, about the end of March
or the beginning of April. It shows that
at the end of April geese and duck arrive
and remain there nearly two months, and
in such quantities that the explorers killed
all they wanted. They saw also vast herds
of caribou. The same may be seen to-day
when the animals are driven from their
ordinary haunts by the mosquitoes and
flies, which, I am sorry to say, are by no
means uncommon in that country. When
I state that these caribou are sometimes
met in herds of xo,ooo or more it will be
readily understood that there is plenty of
game in that country and that the explor-
ers found no difficulty in supplying them-
selves with venison. The rep->rt speaks of
the magnificent fish to be caught in the
waters there and especially of the white-
fish, which is described as " the best fish
that can be met in this world," and there
is a sketch of the country given. They
admit that the summer is short, but they
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say that it lasts at least three months; that
they had a garden in which they produced
very fine lettuce, and cabbage inabundance,
and other vegetables, which were preserved
to make soup in the winter. Two hundred
years ago, therefore, a population could be
sustained in that country so long as they
could get from time to time supplies of
bread and wine from Europe to mix with
their provisions ; and if at that time life
could be sustained there it is equally prac-
ticable to-day.

We often 'hear allusions made to the
trade between Asia and Europe, which is
expected to pass through the Dominion
when our transcontinental highway is
completed. If this direct route by way of
Hudson Bay is opened up it will furnish
the shortest and cheapest route for that
through trade, and therefore we cannot
give too serious consideration to the sub-
ject, with a view to ascertaining whether
the project is feasible or not. I know at
the present time there is but one opinion
in Manitoba, Dakota, Minnesota and our
own North-West Territory on the subject.
Lately at an important meeting held at
Emerson, it was decided that the scheme
was perfectly practicable and that the rail-
way should be built forthwith-that they
would secede from the Union unless the
road was built without delay. I do not
come here to press this demand on the
Government. but I say they would exercise
a wise discretion if they would give the
public an opportunity offorming an opinion
on the whole question. At the meeting
to which I have referred, there was natur-
ally but one feeling, and resolutions were
adopted on the subject. The people there
wanted occupation. Business has not
been as brisk as they would like, and they
were seeking for something to occupy their
attention, and in looking for a means o
bettering their position they all agreedthat
the construction of this railway would con-
ter a great benefit on that section of the
country. I observe that the meeting was
attended by people from Dakota and
Minnesota, and I am not surprised at it
because we are certainly in a better
position then they are. The question wa
discussed in a very sensible way, and while
there was some difference of opinion as to
details they all agreed that the work shoul
be undertaken as soon- as possible, anc
that as the Imperial authorities and th

HON. MR. GIRARD.

Governments of the Dominion and MgaU
toba were interested in the project, th
should all contribute towards carryimg t
out. As I think that this Government 15
more deeply interested in the questioO
than any other, I come before the Senate
and ask as a favor that the Government
should do something towards arriving atS
final decision on the matter.

I have already shown what was thought
of that country 200 years ago ; I will DO
quote from the speeches of Hudson BaY
men, delivered at the meeting to which 1
have just referred, at Emerson. A resOlu
tion was offered by Mr. Semmens
Emerson, who was for six years a resident
missionary on Churchill river, to thie
effect:-

T hat we regard the practicabiity of
Hudson Bay route as established beyofld $11
question, and that although an exaninatiO&
of the various channels in Hudson Stra
should be proceeded with, the corstructiO of
the railway northward should not be deferr
pending such examination."

Mr. Semmens stated that there
abundance of wood and timber to furnis
return freight. I am not sure that he WaO
correct in that; at all events, I do 1ot
take the responsibility of saying whether
there is an abundance of such return
freight or not. I am of the opinion that
there is not an excess of timber in that
country. • He went on to say that there
were thirty large rivers pouring into 1- y
son Bay, giving vast mineral wealth. t
think there is no doubt that there are Vas
quantities of valuable minerals around the
shores of Hudson Bay. He said, also'
that the trade in whale oil and seal wo
be immense; that Churchill is a magnfi
cent harbor, capable of sheltering the
whole of the British fleet ; that the 1 -
son Bay Company's vessels have made
730 voyages and only lost two vessels, and
that he was certain of the practicability
the route. The resolution was seconld
by Mr. Nelson, of Selkirk, who also h
experience as a Hudson Bay man, an
who favored Nelson Harbor as the O

desirable point for the terminus.
In view of these facts it seems tO

that we should not hesitate to exert Out
best efforts to ensure the constructionf

d this work. It is quite certain that the'c
d are great resources to be develOPd,

that country, which has been, I d6
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W for what reison, almost an unknown
up to the present time.

P ne other day, in speaking on the
teific Railway Bill, I advocated it on
the ground that it would be available in
tifne of war for military purposes. The

e argument applies to this Hud-
don Bay route. It would be a means ofdefence, not only for the great North-
West, but also to» aid in maintaining the

y Of England. It would not be the
rst tine that the same route has been
.sed by British soldiers. On one occa-

sIOn troops were sent by way of Labrador
axd Hudson Straits to York Factory

.nd thence to Winnipeg. We can im-
agiie the hardships to which they were
exPosed in that long sea voyage and the
thiious journey to Winnipeg; but with
?s railway we would be able to reach

Wverpool from Winnipeg in a week or
eight days and it would be practicable in

e of emergency to send troops from

o gland to the heart of the North-West
for Our defence, or we could send troops

assist in the defence of the British flag.
1 have submitted to this House the

esns why I think sonie action should
thtaken by the Government to ensure
t. OPening up of this route. I now

cit with all humility but with great con-
fience an answer to my enquiry.

ON. MR. RYAN--As my hon. friend
q St. Boniface has made allusion to me

que te commencement of his very elo-
nt speech on the subject he has

tkated so skilfully, I will, with the per-
eSson of the House, recall what has
en done during the last six years onaledsubject to which my hon. friend

In the first place I am sorry to see that
the hon. gentleman's enquiry of the

avernment he confines himself to asking
i,90estion upon a subject which I believe
i Pretty well established, the practicabil-
to th constructing a railway from Winnipeg
tthe udson Bay. I happen to know

experience of two companies that have
tha tchartered for that purpose ; I know

a they have made extensive, and I may

routepensive, surveys upon two of the
One of these I can speak more

& alaly of, and I know that the route
ii Rn. lnipeg to the mouth of the Church-

'ver is not only practicable but quite

easy, and the railroad can be constructed
at a very moderate expense. To ask the
Government to make another survey for
thatpurposeisreallyunnecessary; Ithinkits
practicability isestablished beyond all ques-
tion, and I may say that the Government, if
they wish to have information on that sub-
ject, have at their disposal the surveys
made by one of those companies; they
can have the use of it, and have it checked
over and examined to see if it approaches
correctness or not. It is a foregone con-
clusion that there is no difficulty whatever
in building a railway from Hudson Bay to
Winnipeg in more directions than one. I
might mention, as a curious coincidence,
that it is within a day or two of six years
since I first called the attention of this
House to this question of a route from the
North-West through Hudson Bay to
Europe. At that time, it was on a motion
of the hon. gentleman from Woodstock
on the subject of immigration, and during
the debate it occurred to me as a means of
promoting immigration to the North-
West, we wouldhave to strike out something
new to afford easier access to that country,
and it was in allusion to that I brought
forward this question of the Hudson Bay
route to Winnipeg. I called attention on
that occasion to the report of the Deputy
Minister of the Interior, Col. Dennis, who
is no longer in this country, in which he
says, " The undersigned thinks the subject
of sufficient moment to justify the Govern-
ment in taking steps to test the length of
the season and the character of the navi-
gation in Hudson Bay and Straits, and
respectfully urges upon the Minister the
expediency of dispatching, in the ensuing
spring, a steamer, properly equipped and
commanded, with. that view." Now,
really, that is the question which is stili
left undecided. It is not the question
whether a railway can be built to Hudson
Bay, but it is a question whether there are
facilities for navigating Hudson Bay and
Straits, and there is one point which my
hon. friend from St Boniface, in referring
to the records of that region in ancient
years omitted, and which makes a great
difference in considering the matter at the
present day-that is, that instead of navi-
gating Hudson Bay with slow-going sailing
vessels, as was the case 200 years ago, we
have now the great and important advan-
tage of steam vessels to carry us through
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those sometimes ice-bound Straits and the
grand navigation of the Hudson Bay. We
now have steamers which we all know can
face masses of ice successfully, and that
-do so in our own St. Lawrence, and I
believe that there is no doubt whatever
that the Hudson Straits, and the Hudson
Bay, will both be found practicable for
steam navigation.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-For how long
a season*?

HON. MR. RYAN-Just what we want
to impress upon the Government, and
have been trying for six years to call their
attention to, is this question of the length
of the navigation in the Hudson Straits
and Bay. Opinions-they are merely
opinions, because they have not been
practically tested as yet-vary on this
subject. Some assert that there is naviga-
tion during a season of from five to six
months, and some go even further, but
ren whose- opinions should have some
weight think that six months navigation
can be had. If we have only five months
navigation there, I believe it would be a
very profitable enterprise for any one who
would undertake it, to establish steam navi-
gation there. However, I admit, ¯and

have always admitted at any time that I
addressed the House on this subject, that
there is a difficulty. I remember the ques-
tionbeingparticularlybroughtupby myhon.
friend from Amherst, on one occasion, as to
the navigation of the Straits, and I at once
admitted that there werç questions of
difficulty connected with it, but my present
object is to induce the Government, if
they can see that it is of sufficient
national importance, and for the benefit
of the country, to test that question
thoroughly. The great object is to bring
about an investigation as to the length of
the season of navigation in the Straits, and
in the Hudson Bay itself. In the course
of the investigations which have been
made by myself and others upon the
subject, we have ascertained lately, by
enquiries made in England on the sub-
ject of the rates of insurance which men
accustDmed to insurance business would
charge on vessels navigating to the Hud-
son Bay, that experienced underwriters do
not think that the rate of insurance on
vessels properly prepared for the voyage

HON. MR. RYAN.

would be any higher than to the Gulf Of
St. Lawrence-to Quebec or Montreaà-~
because the depth of water is known to be
much greater in the Hudson Straits and
in the Bay, and that fewer shoals eit
than in the St. Lawrence. Now, that is a
very important point, and if underwrites
would undertake to charge only the saWe
rate of insurance on vessels navigating the
Hudson Bay as on those going to the St.
Lawrence, it shows the confidence they
have in the easy navigation of the Straits.

With regard to the facility for construt-"
ing railroads from Hudson Bay to the
North-West, I might refer not onlY to
the reports which have been made by c0ni'
petent engineers on that subject, but aISo to
the reports of Dr. Bell, who is a mernber
of the Geological Survey. He describe
the great facilities which that countrl
affords for the construction of railroads-
In his report of May 6th, 1879, he states
that he was over that country and
that he saw nothing whatever to render
railway construction difficult. That state-
ment has since been corroborated by the
reports of the engineer of the CompanY to
which I have referred. While I concur
altogether in the view of my hon. friend
as to the necessity and importance
establishing whether railroads could bc
constructed there or not, I may say that
point has already been established beyonda
question, and I, therefore, think thatit wOUi
be unnecessary for the Government to under
take todo so at the the present moment; bUt
if the Government, in deference to the
opinions ofthe people of Manitoba, whicha»
men must say deserve consideration, ould
provide for a proper survey-which it "as
at one time hoped the English Govern'
ment would assist in-of the gudsOn
Straits, and establish, beyond all question'
the practicability of the navigation of thes
waters, I believe they would confer a gre
advantage to the country, and, I dare Say'
would put a stop to the agitation which 15
now going on in Manitoba upon this s1
ject. If they were to send, as was recOinu
mended by Col. Dennis six years 4<a
proper steamer and an efficient staff of
engineers, and obtain a thorough survel
of the Hudson Bay and Straits, I believe
they would do more to satisfy the anxi>'1S
feeling which evidently now exists on t1it
subject than anything else would do.
may say that when the subject first ca
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fore us it was lightly thought of, and York Factory to Great Britain,and during
Was lot considered a matter that would the voyagehe made notesof the difficulties
lad to anything practical ; but I see now met with along the route. The voyage

fOin the feeling exhibited in Manitoba from York Factory to the mouth of the
a d the North-West, that it is a question Straits occupied nearly one month. The

Vital importance to that part of the vessel,'if I recollect right, left Fort Church-
lYlinion, and one which it is of great ill on the 13 th of September, and took

Ioement for this country to have settled. until the 9 th of October to get out of the
Straits. Hon. gentlemen will admit at

So'.. MR. NELSON-This is a ques- once that with a properly equipped steamer
n in which I took a deep interest before the same voyage could be made in the-

ecame a mnember of this House, and space of a few days. During her voyage
Which I have taken a deep interest since. through the Bay and Straits the ship met

One of the first things that must strike with no great difficulties. She was.
ny one on looking at a map of British occasionally detained by ice that wouldorth America is that the Hudson Bay have caused no delay to a steamer.extends into the very middle of this con- About the 9th day of October the ship.

tlent. The distance from the present passed out of Hudson Straits. Interllinus of the Canadian Pacific Railway passing down across Davis Strait Bay
n the Pacific Ocean to a point on the she encountered only a small quantity of

iludson Bay at the mouth of the Church- ice, and from there to Great Britain there
l or Nelson River, as the crow flies, was nothing unusual occurred during the

nntiot be over 12oo miles, and a line of voyage, and no ice mentioned as having
wilWay from one of these points connec- been met with. I should like to call the

tin1g with the Canadian Pacific Railway attention of the House to this fact, that
Would afford an exceedingly short line nearly all the ice from the north comes
across the continent. It is an important down from Baffin's Bay, and that little or
fact that a line of railway from some point none of it comes from the eastern shore
lManitoba or the North-West will give of Greenland. The ice from Baffin's Bay
anf exceedingly short line of communica- flows down by the western shore of Davis
tOn With Europe, provided the navigation Strait, and the floes of ice passing there,
f Hudson Bay and Straits is safe and although they may be numerous, perhaps,
Practicalle and that it will increase the at certain seasons, yet steamships coming
Value of the produce of the North-West to from England to Hudson Bay, or going
1 very great extent--indeed I am not cer- from Hudson Bay to England, would en-
t'an that it will not double its value to the counter this belt of ice floes only one day
Producers. I have taken the trouble to during the voyage. I would mention also

t katDr. Bell's report for 1879-80 upon that I consider from what I have read
e subject of the navigation of Hudson upon the subject that the ice to be found
aY and the character of the country sur- in the Hudson Straits is of a totally differ-
Unflding that Bay. I believe that it has ent character, as to size and extent, from
en a prevailing impression amongst the icebergs on the Atlantic. The larger
embers of this House, and amongst the icebergs are carried down from Baffin's

Hemnbers of the House of Commons, that Bay by the current from the Arctic sea.
frudson Bay and Straits were away in the They meet the outward flow of the tide
th zen regions, and that it was not worth from Hudson Straits, and with its addi-

e-r while to give any attention to the tional strength are carried out to the
tubject of navigating them. I believe that Atlantic. Icebergs of any size fromthe greater number of members of Parlia- Baffin's Bay, therefore, can only be floated
rfent have not thought it worth their while in to the Strait by the return of the tide,
tutake up the reports on the subject, and and a comparatively small number of them
stfdy thern, and if the House will bear can be carried back in that way. The ice
so'e a little I shall call attention to met with in Hudson Straits, at any season
bee Portions of the report of Dr. Bell of the year, is more of the character èf
befring very strongly upon the subject now field ice. Small icebergs are, I believe,
tefore the House. It will be recollected sometimes met with, but are generally in

at in 1879 Dr. Bell made a voyage from a rotten condition. Fron this report of
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Dr. Bell's I see that the captain of the
vessel in which he made this passage
stated that there was a greater amount of
ice in the Straits that season than he had
ever seen there before, and Professor Bell
himself, from his own experience, also
states that he had encountered a much
greater amount of ice in passing through
the Gulf of St. Lawrence than he had met
with during.this voyage through Hudson
Straits.

I find that IWr. Bell, speaking of the
different harbors on Hudson Bay, more
particularly refers to the harbor at the
mouth of the Churchill River, which he
characterizes as a very fine harbor indeed.
It has been noted that it has been open
on different occasions until about the mid-
dle of November, and is always in the
immediate neighborhood of the open sea
on Hudson Bay, that Bay being, I believe,
always open. I find also, in his remarks,
a statement made that the distance from
the harbor at Fort Churchill to the ter-
minus of any railway which would be built
from the North-West for the purpose of
shipping its products-say from the city
of Winnipeg itself-as compared with
shipments by way of Montreal, would be
in favor of the northern route by some 8oo
miles. Not only that, but taking a point
which would be the centre of the great
agricultural courtry of the North-West,
the distance from that central point (about
Lac la Biche) to the mouth of the
Churchill, would not be greater than from
the same point to Winnipeg itself; so
that shipments from the centre of our
great agricultural districts in the North-
West, to a harbor on the Hudson Bay-
one of the best harbors there-would have
an advantage over a shipment by way of
Montreal, equal to the difference in dis-
tance from Winnipeg to Montreali, which
would mean perhaps, in the neighborhood
of i,5oo ; and if the distance to Halifax,
for instance, were taken, I think the differ-
ence would be perhaps 1,700 or 1,8oo
miles. With respect to the argument that
the building of this line of railway to
Hudson Bay would take away much of
the traffic from our present Canadian
Pacific Railway, upon which we have
spent so many millions, I do not think
such would be the fact. To my mind the
great advantage which would result from,
the proposed short line would be the giv-

HON. MR. NELSON.

ing of increased value to the products Of
the farmer in the North-West ; i cannd
exactly calculate what that difference Ï1
value would be, but I know it Would
amount to something enormous, and nY
idea is that our great object should be to
give value to those products, because by
so doing we would offer the greatest P)os
sible inducements to emigrants to go int
that country. With the large increase< O
population which would thus be attracted
there, and with increased value of the
products of that country, I believe an in'
mense trade would be done with the Olde
provinces of the Dominion, and 2OIld
furnish a greater amount of traffic for the
Canadian Pacific Railway than it would
otherwise have. Another matter in Col-
nection with this would be the probable
establishment of a large city at the mouth
of the Churchill, or at the terminus of anY
railway running from the interior of the
North-West. The establishment of such
a city would tend to develop the resource
of the Hudson Bay itself--of its great fish-
eries, and of the mines which are knOO
to exist in different places along its shore*
The country, to a very great extent, is at
present a tey ra incognita, and one cannot
say what riches it may contain, but I think
whatever expenditure may be necessarY.to
prove that the Hudson Bay and Str'a t
are capable of successful navigation wo
be very small when compared with the ad'
vantages that might result frofni
and I would strongly urge such e
penditure upon the Government. The
hon. senior member for Halifax,
know, is opposed to the building of t
northern line route as he thinks it WOU
take away the traffic from the present

Pacific Railway, and thereby injure the
older provinces; but, hon. gentlernek
British Columbia would suffer in a lîe
manner, for without this northern stral
route to Europe, all the products Of the
North-West, west of a certain meridian O
longitude, must find the European nar
kets through British Columbia, and be
shipped thence through the terminal poit
of the Canadian Pacific Railway On the
Pacific ; more especially will this be the
case when the Panama Canal is comlplee
a work which at present is being pus e
vigorously and will, in all probabilit,
finished in five or six years. Stili I kOlbe
the people of British Columbia will be
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te Willing to forego this advantage for
the greater one to be gained in the general

osperity to be brought about in the
rior of the country by the proposed

0rstructicn.

"ON. MR. POWER-I was very much
grtified by the speech made a little while
44 by the hon. gentleman from Victoria

""LSon. When I read this notice, and
the speech of the hon. gentle-

fr Manitoba, it struck me that the
to ernment were about being called upon
tu rnake another outlay in connection with

t8 Hudson Bay question,-with the
ng of the Hudson Bay the medium

Strnsportation for freight to and from
h North West. But I was very gladen the hon. gentleman from Victoria
ormed the government that there could

a no question whatever as to the practi-
iit of making the railroad from

W""ipeg to the mouth of the ChurchillRver, and that there was no necessity for
aoing to any expense in connection with
a survey, because he was in a position to
MY that the surveys already made (accurate
oftveys I understood) by at any rate one
f the conpanies which proposes to buildthe road from Winnipeg to Hudson Bay

W5 re at the disposal of the Government.
fresequently the question of my hon.yd from St. Bonifacehas beenanswered,ittically, by the hon. gentleman from

bro rna When my hon. friend first
I ught this matter before the' House
atventured to express an opinion not
sggether friendly to the scheme which he
SUPPorted I shall not say anything
tion that to-day ; but I wish to call atten-

to a statement which I have seen in
eO Or three newspapers recently, to thepefet that the Government propose toPe a sum of $15o,ooo in the supple-91)tarY estimates, for the puipose ofPurchasing a steamer to make the neces-
IY surveys in the Hudson Bay and Straits.lherely wish to call the attention of thege ment to the fact that such an ex-
4i ture is quite uncalled for, as they can
ftone very best kind of vessel in New-

Qnd. A Newfoundland sealing
er could be hired-her services, to
at the close of the sealing voyage in

na o0ndland, and to continue until the
n of Hudson Bay and Straits had

for the season-for less than one-

tenth of the amount which it is said the
Government proposed to expend. The
whole question of Hudson Bay navigation,
and of the wisdom of the policy proposed,
can hardly be discussed at the present
time, and I simply wish to reiterate the
opinion which I expressed before, that-
looking at the many millions we have ex-
pended for the purpose of enabling the
products of the North-West to find their
way to the sea, at Montreal and other
points of outlet, and at the other millions
that would be required for the purpose of
taking the business away from that route
andsendingit out bythe Hudson Bay, while,
if the wealth of this country were without
limit, there might be some reason in such
a policy-under the present circumstances
the wisdom of it is more than doubtful. If,
however, the Government can, by an ex-
penditue of $r5,ooo or $2o,ooo get all
necessary information as to the navigation
of Hudson Bay and Straits, I think that
the people of the North-West are
entitled to have that expenditure made. I
may make a further remark : the hon. gen-
tleman opposite said that the navigation
of Hudson Bay lasted, at least for five, and
probably for six months of the year. Now
I see that before the Committee of the
other House who have this matter under
consideration, a gentleman who has had
long experience in connection with the
Hudson Bay, asserted that the period of
navigation did not last more than three
months.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I hope that
what my hon. friend, who has just taken
his seat, has seen in the papers is true.
If it is true (and perhaps it will not be
asking too much of the hon. leader of this
House, if it be true, to say so) I think it
would afford a deal of pleasure to a very
large proportion of the people of this
country, and certainly this action will not
be taken too soon. My hon. friend has
certainly not reflected, or he would not
have spoken as he has done, on the
feasibility of doing this work for $15,000
or $2o,ooo. Even if $15o,ooo appears a
large amount to estimate, it is not neces-
sary, should it prove to be more than is
needed, to expend the whole of it. To
provedefinitelyand positively whether or not
the Hudson Bay and Straits are navigable,
appears to me to be a very important
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service in charge of the Government, and
sufficient time has already elapsed without
proper steps having been taken to that
end. In my opinion the time has now
fully arrived when that work should be
prosecuted as vigorously as possible. In
connection with the report in the news-
papers, I see it stated that the Government
have.decided to procure a suitable steamer,
and to man, equip, and provision it, in
order to see whether the navigation of the
Hudson Bay is feasible or otherwise.
Whether it occupies one year or several
years, until the work shall be thoroughly
and satisfactorily done, it is very desirable
that such a vessel should remain in the
Hudson Bay ; the work is in the interest
of this country, and should be accom-
plish'ed at the earliest possible moment.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I regret that
the hon. member from St. Boniface has
not called the attention of the House to
this subject in another way than by
merely making it an enquiry, as many
hon. gentlemen might have been prepared
to discuss the question now before the
House. I believe it is a matter of great
importance to ascertain whether the navi-
gation of the Hudson Bay can be main-
tained long enough in each year to benefit
the great Noith-West, and in my judgment
the expenditure upon that object of so
trifling a sum as $1o,ooo or $2o,ooo
would be absolutely wasted. If a survey
of the Hudson Bay is to be made at all,
it should be a thorough one.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
has mistaken the object in view; it is not
a survey, but it is the ascertaining whether
the Bay and Straits are navigable :uring
the winter, and for how long.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--Even so, it
will be necessary to get information about
the current, the temperature, fogs, depth
of water and packs of ice in the Straits, as
well as many other things which it is
important to consider, and so small a sum
as I have just named would be almost
wasted. The survey should be such a one
as would satisfy the public, as well as all
who engage in enterprises which would
depend upon the navigation of these
Straits. I believe that cannot be done
by sending a steamer up there during the

HON. MR. CARVELL

summer season, with the idea of her r
turning again in the winter. as suggese
by the hon. gentleman from Halifax the
vessel should stay there for perhaps t*
or more winters. It seems to me it l
the greatest difficulty in the pack ice at the
mouth of the Straits. I know that vess
from my own particular province (NO
Scotia) prosecute the fisheries far UP 00
the Labrador coast, and even whenl they
leave us in the latter part of May, or early
in June, their greatest difficulty is to avoid
the ice in proceeding northward. As r'y
hon. friend from Burrard Inlet has sai
this ice comes down largely from Baffin t
Bay, and I think it is one of the greates
difficulties to be surmounted. As rega.
the navigation of the Hudson Bay, itis
quite clear from *hat I have read of the
report of Dr. Bell, that it is navigable for
three months of the year, and in the
opinion of captains of sealing vessels, a
others interested in Arctic exploratio
it would appear that three and a-
months is the longest season for naviga tc-
there; but, as my hon. friend fron Vc
toria said, with powerful steamers proPe
ly equipped, the season might possibly s
extended to five months of the year.
generally supposed that better routes th
to be found in the northern parts of the
Straits, and that communication might."
made with the Straits around Resolution
Island. There seems to be a rapid cur
rent in the Straits, and the tides keep ther
open the whole year, so that getting Out
the Straits would present no difficultY,
it is in the spring of the year, when the
ice packs occur at the mouth Of
Straits, that the greatest difficulty wo
be experienced. These remarks are O
course based mainly upon what h
read, and upon information received ft-on
many of our fishermen who have prosec"
ed their callng on the Labrador cOa
and very far up towards the Hudson 1aY
and Straits.

HON. MR. WARK-I think that yO ea
men are disposed to go ahead a great thi
faster than their seniors, but whether thie
rapid motion is very desirable is an ,
consideration. We have now an ey'
sive railway being constructed tO dhel
out the products of Manitoba an ised
North-West, but before it is half fini te
people there are clamouring for anoth
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-tlet. We do not know enough of the
dson Bay navigation, supposing it is

naVigable for certain months in the year,
t saY what it would cost to carry freight
' that direction, as compared with theeXPense of carrying it from Montreal. Ie one of those who do not believe thatthe products of that country will ever be
Carried to a great extent from the Atlantic
sea ports. There is a great deal of dis-
cssion about winter ports, but my im-
Pression is that whatever portion of the
Products of one season cannot reach
Montreal for shipment during that
season, will have to remain until the1ext year. The wheat crop for in-
s e, cannot be ready for shipment
pr that country, or at any rate a large
PoPOrtion of it, until navigation hasClosed, and though it may be possible tobing forward their products in the winter,
in Will probably be necessary to store them
t elevators at Lake Superior, and hold-pem in readiness for the next spring trade.

Clo Carry those products, after navigation
COses, to any Atlantic sea port, it would
tenecessary to calculate on a great rise in

e Markets abroad ; otherwise it wouldneer pay. How much of the crops of
. one season could be carried out

through the Hudson Bay, or how much
dbe ready for shipment up there4Ore navigation closed, are questions

ch Must be solved before we can say
JUst hOw valuable the navigation of Hud-
s0r Bay will be in this direction. Some
ears ago it was suggested that certain

Products would be carried over the Rocky
o'untains, and shipped by the Panama
anal. The whole products of California
ve been carried around Cape Horn and

betainly if that canal was open it would
P the cheapest mode of carrying theuct of our North-West to market; itOuld be much cheaper, I think, than
the'ng it carried via an Atlantic port in

e Witer.

IujoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I amte the Hlouse has listened with great in-
test to the remarks made by the hon.

fltlemnan from Manitoba (Mr. Girard) in

uing this question to the notice of
the ïous I am equally satisfied that
he huse quite agrees in the expressions
to hMade use of in regard to the race

Which he belongs, and in which he feels

19

a just pride. Certainly their efforts in
the earlier history of this continent have
left traces of their presence in all direc-
tions, from the St. Lawrence in the east,
to the slopes of the Rocky Mountains in
the west, and they did more in those
earlier days for the development of the
country, in connection with its fur trade
and other ways, than the English spea.king
portion of the inhabitants. I recognize
fully the great services which my hon.
friend's countrymen have rendered to
this continent in the past, and which they
are still rendering at the present time-
services in which my hon. friend is now
participating. He will have listened with
interest to the acccount given by the hon.
gentleman from Victoria, of the achieve-
ments of the Company of which I believe
he himself is a member-a Company or-
ganized for the purpose of constructing a
railway from some point on the line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway to Fort Church-
ill on Hudson Bay.

In the beginning of their enterprise
they' ascertained that the route, about
which my hon. friend from Manitoba is
enquiring, is practicable for railway con-
struction. I believe the same thing has
been ascertained with reference to a line
of railway from some point on the Pacific
Railway to Moose Factory, so that it is
very clear with reference to two distinct
lines that the practicability of the con-
struction of a railway has been ascer-
tained, and that is the question which my
hon. friend has put to the Government.
So far, therefore, as that particular point
of this question is concerned, I may say
that the Government does not propose to
do that which has already been done by
the Company to which my hon. friend
belongs, or by the other Company to
which I have referred.

There is another reason why the Gov-
ernment should not undertake such a
task : It would be occupying a position
too paternal for the Government to as-
sume. There are many dangers to which
they might expose themselves by taking
the course which my hon. friend from St.
Boniface thinks they might pursue-the
danger, for instance, that the reports of
the engineers employed by the Govern-
ment might be erroneous. In that case
those who might invest money in an en-
terprise based on the reports of the engi-
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neers, might think that they had a claim for
compensation on the Govemment. They
might say " we undertook this on the
strength of the information furnished by
the Government: your engineer said we
would find a plain, level country, affording
good facilities for railway construction, and
here we find an enormous morass or a
chain of mountains; we have been led
into this by your report and we look to
you for compensation." That is a danger
which the Government might incur by
taking the course which has been pointed
out by my hon. friend, even if the neces-
sity for it existed, but the necessity does
not exist, for the reasons given by the hon.
member for Victoria.

With reference to the other question
which has come up incidentally in the
course of the debate--ascertaining the
possibilityof navigating the Hudson Bay-
the Government has undertaken and will
carry out a thorough enquiry into the sub-
ject, how long the Bay remains open and
what difficulties there are in the way of
navigation. They propose to do that in a
manner which shall be efficient whether it
takes one season or two seasons. With
reference to the proposed boat, no com-
munication has taken place with any
newspaper on the subject, and there is no
authority for saying that the sum to be
appropriated is to be used for purchasing
a boat. The boat will be employed for the
service intended-that is, an efficient and
thorough examination of how long the
Straits and Bay remain open, so as to put
that point in the most complete and
thorough way in the possession of the
public and of the companies that are dis-
posed to invest their money in the con-
struction of lines in that part of the
world.

In reference to giving encouragement
to such enterprises, the Government do
not propose to do anything more than to
aid by a grant of land any company which
shall be organized for the purpose. These
two companies are now organized, I be-
lieve, each one on an independent footing.
It is the desire of the Government that
they should unite. If they do unite and
give such assurances as shall be satisfactory
to Manitoba for the prompt and early con-
struction of the road and for the establish-
ment of reasonable tolls of freights upon
it, then the Government of the Dominion

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

will be prepared to ask Parliament tocOe'
vert the sale of land, to which one Or
both of those companies are entitled, tO a
free grant for the purpose of encouraging
them as far as possible. Beyond that the
Government will not give any encourage
ment. They propose to ascertain the Prac
ticability of the navigation of the Straits
and Bay ; and they propose to subsid'o
any railway constructing the road and
giving satisfactory assurances to Manit0o
on the points I have indicated, by a gn"h
of land. Those are two points on whic
the Government will take action in the
direction I have mentioned. The $150P°°
is a matter still to be adjusted, but it 15
not proposed to purchase boats, but to
employ vessels for the service.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (23) "An Act to incorporate th3
Vaudreuil and Prescott Railway COrn-
pany." (Mr. Lacoste.)

Bill (C) "An Act to amend the Canlada
Temperance Act, 1878." (Mr. Macpher
son.)

ST. CLAIR FRONTIER TUNNEL
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAI moved the second
reading of Bill (62) "An Act to incorpcr-
ate the St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Core
pany." He said: This Bill is for the
purpose of incorporating certain prorni-
nent persons in the town of Sarnia, and in
the city of Huron on the opposite side Of
the river, as a company, giving then the
power of constructing a tunnel under the
River St. Clair. The vast increase o
traffic over the railway has rendere
necessary some facilities for the takinlg of
goods from one side of the river tO th
other in advance of those which are nO
possessed. As most hon. gentlemen er
aware, the character of the land on either
side of the river is such that it is nOt Po'
sible to construct a railway bridge there
The greatest elevation of either shore 15

probably about 20 feet, and passinlg 1t
and down that river is the whole curren
of the commerce of the great cities
Chicago and Milwaukee, and the Vast
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trade Of Lake Superior, Lake Huron and
Georgian Bay. Large vessels with lofty
*sts are constantly passing up and down,

.nd consequently a railway bridge at that
Poinlt is out of the question. The present
Mode of conveying passengers and freight
acrtoss the river is by taking the cars on
lrge steamers built for the purpose. It
8 quite obvious that this process requires

considerable time to take a train into pieces,
tansport the cars acrossonvessels,and then

cOuPle them together again. It is therefore
cOnsidered very desirable that other means
8hOuld be provided, more especially as it
301netirnes happens-and it has happened
t*ice this winter-the ice forming in the
river has absolutely prevented the boat
crOssing, and there has been a complete
stopPage of traffic in consequence of it.

nJrlder these circumstances, the parties
eeking incorporation have conceived the

Plan of constructing a tunnel at or nearthe town of Sarnia, to connect with some
Point at or near Port Huron. The width
Of the river is about three quarters of a
14ile. There is nothing peculiar about this
othe it is drawn in the same form thatOther measures are, and contains the
hecessary provision that before the Com-
pany begin work they shall have their plans
aPPrOved by the Governor-in-Council;
Pt OVding also that, as it will be necessary

Wo.rk under the water, they shall obtain
the consent of the Government as, to thesite of the tunnel, and all matters con-
hected with it, before steps are taken to
et9age in the work. I am asked if legis-
latuon will be necessary from the American

'ernment of course there will be
gIslation there, both by Congress and the1 Is1lature of Michigan, to enable the

Parties on the other side of the river to
0111 with those on our side. Provision is

rbPade that when the tunnel is completed
and ready for traffic, the trains of all rail-

aYshall have the privilege of using it
tout any discrimination in tariff rates.

t will be thrown open to all lines.

h oN. MR. HAYTHORNE-Can the
.o'I* gentleman state the nature of the
1 through which the tunnel is to be

o<. MR. VIDAL-No, I cannot, be-1se there has been no examination madeItatever; but we know from the general

character of the country that no difficulty
will be experienced. A very large number
of borings have been made in the vicinity
in searching for oil, and in that way we
are quite well acquainted with the char-
acter of the strata on both sides of the
river in that vicinity. There is no rock
encountered until below 1oo feet under
water ; but I believe that the intention is
not so much to build an ordinary tunnel
under the river, in the way tunnels are
sometimes made through rock, as, pro-
bably, to construct a large tube and inside
that tube, which is to be sunk below the
bottom of the river, will be the line of
railway. I rather think that is the plan
which has been suggested, and it will
probably be acted upon. However, that
remains for the further consideration of
the Company when it shall be properly
organized and in operation. I do not
think I need take up the time of the
House going into the details of the Bill.
They are the ordinary provisions applied
to such corporations, and of course the
measure will receive very careful scrutiny
at the hands of the Committee to which
it will be referred.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT
RIGHTS BILL

IN COMMITrEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (26), "An Act for the
better prevention of Fraud in connection
with the sale of Patent Rights."

In the Committee,

HoN MR. LACOSTE said he felt it
his duty to express his views on this im-
portant measure. Ile at once admitted
that the design and object of the Bill were
most laudable, but what seemed objection-
able was the mode adopted to prevent
fraud, which was to obstruct transactions
and impose restraints upon the whole
community by preventing bona fide ven-
dors taking promissory notes. Now it was
well known that promissory notes were
most beneficial instruments to facilitate
transactions ; yet the second clause would
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take away altogether the principal charac-
ter of such notes. It provided that the
holder of a promissory note should take
the same, subject to any defence or set off
in respect of the whole or any part there-
of which the purchaser thereof would
have had in any action, suit or claim if
brought by the vendor on such right
against the purchaser thereof of such in-
strument. The principal character of a
promissory note is that the holder of it,
before its maturity, takes the note free
from all liability, free from any set off
that the maker of the note could urge
against the payee or endorser of the note.
This legislation would be a very bad pre-
cedent. Suppose to-morrow that fraud
prevailed in the sale or purchase of min-
ing rights, as was the case in some parts
of this country, or in stocks, a Bill like
this might be introduced prohibiting the
use of notes in those transactions. For
these reasons he moved that the Chair-
man do now leave the Chair. This was
with a view of bringing the question before
the House, in order that a decision might
be reached. The third clause appeared
to be abnormal and exceptional legisla-
tion. That clause provided :

3. Any one who induces any person or
persons to make, accept or endorse any such
instrument, the consideration for which con-
si8ste in whole or in part of the right to make
or vend a patent machine or anything claim-
ed to be patented without the words "given
for a patent right" being so printed or written
as aforesaid across the said instrument, shall
be guilty of a misderneanor.

It is true that there is a maxim of law
which says that every one is presumed to
know the law, but as a matter of fact most
people do not, so that bona fide vendors of
patents, not knowing the law, might in
good faith take promissory notes and find
themselves guilty of a misdemeanor. It
might be urged that in such a case a magi-
strate would not condemn a man, but in a
prosecution under this Bill if the evidence
of the breach of the law was clear, the
magistrate would be bound to condemn
him.

HoN. MR. SKEAD said if he understood
the motion before the Committee its effec
would be, if carried, to kill the Bill. In
his opinion it would be a great pity to re
ject the measure as it was one that would
be a great benefit to the people of tht

HON. MR. LACOSTE.

country. He had known several cases that
had occurred in this vicinity where fraue
had been perpetrated of the nature that
this Bill was intended to prevent. AS e
had no knowledge of constitutional laW, '
would have to place himself in the haSd'
of the constitutional lawyers in this HOt1e
to do what they might consider necessae7
to make the measure acceptable.

HON. MR. SCOTT said there was
doubt that the Bill was a grave innovation
on a well known principle of law. It wo
making a misdemeanor of an act whi
could not be called a crime. Howeve'
he quite agreed with what his hon. friend
(Mr. Skead) had said, that a great deal Of
fraud had been practised on a class of the
community who ought to be protected. .f
the Bill were made less sweeping 11i its
character it might have the effect of 't'
gating the evil which it sought to prevent,
He would be quite prepared to amend the
Bill to have it declare that the partY W
sold a patent right and induced the farmer
or other purchaser to give a note in PaY
ment, was guilty of a misdemeanor uilee
the words " given for patent right " 'ere
printed on the face of the note. The firt
clause declared that such notes given for%
patent right shall have these words written
across its face. There was no penalty
attached to that, and to give full effet er
the clause it ought to provide that other
wise the note would be void.

HON. MR. POWER thought that Would
would be very objectionable.

HON. MR. SCOTT said if the Commlwit'
tee did not wish to go as far as that he
would suggest the amending of the 3th
clause by leaving out all that part Of the
paragraph from the 25th line that relates
to the person who takes, sells or transfe
the instrument, and make it a misdemean
or only on the part of the principal i the
transaction, that is, the one who takes the
note for the alleged patent right.

HON. MR. DICKEY reminded the
Committee that this Bill was admittedY
an exceptional piece of legislation for the
purpose of meeting an exceptional con

- tion of things, in consequence of fra
that had been perpetrated on ignorant
persons in various parts of the DOIrnioi
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Parties selling bogus patent rights and
Vucing the purchaser to give a note pay-

e at a future date, which note the seller
IPeedily disposes of, and the holder of the
Datent right subsequently finds himself

a worthless right in his hand and a
te to meet at the Bank. This was a

*IýIng evil in various part of the country
whlch it was proposed to meet by this

ea8ure. The first clause renders it ne-
sary that on all notes given for these

Uurned patent rights the words "given
a Patent right " should appear upon the
. Of them, thus giving to the world due,

tltice of what the note was made for.
.second clause prevented the party

dilg such a note from depriving the
Party who made it of his defence. That

use was put in to meet a provision of
e lau which was familiar to every lawyer

' the House, and that is, where a note,
de Payable at a future day; was endorsed

re it camne due, want of'consideration
fnnot be set up as a defence. Surely

there was nothing wrong in any such case
Where the party transferred a note which
rl On.the face of it "given for a patent
StI'n providing that the party who

es it had fair notice that he took it sub-ect to any defence which could have been
e by the party who gave the note if an

On were brought against him ?

ON MR PLUMB said he could
- ly have believed, if he had not heard
t that it was possible that such a state of
(,_gs existed as was diclosed before the

mtI ittee while discussing this Bill. He
ered not have thought it possible that

,Whoewere any persons in the country
o were so simple as to be unable to

t'Otect themselves from the frauds which
SB3ill was intended to prevent. It

eared to him that the notoriety which
been given to transactions of that

was almost a sufficient protection
ethout the passing of a Bill of this ex-

dPtiona character. While there was no
edubt that many persons had been impos-

UPOn by patent right vendors, it should
S rett tt ind, in considering this

thepersons who make these
Chases do so for their own gain. It%rnot like the case of a man buying a

teait right of an article for his own use ;tt these parties bought the patent rights
then again, and stimulated bv the

thought of gain, and blinded to a certain
degree to the consequences of their act,
they were prevented from making as close
an investigation into the matter as they
would have done under other circum-
stances. In his opinion the penalties
which were provided in the 3rd clause
were objectionable in as great a degree as
had been contended by his hon. friend
(Mr. Scott), and he quite agreed with him
that it the House was to accept this Bill
it should be with the limitation which he
proposed. Thp principle upon which the
Bill was based was a wrong one, as he did
not think that any portion of the com-
munity was entitled to the kind of protec-
tion which this Bill provided, and which
struck at the root of all sound
commercial principles, as it would
not be desirable to have on every
note that was floating a statement of the
consideration for which it was given. He
was sorry that the Bill was drawn in such
a manner that it could not command the
support of the House, in making a statutory
crime of what was really not a crime.

HON. MR. KAULBACH agreed with
his hon. friend that the House should
hesitate before interfering with the general
laws relating to bills of exchange and
promissory notes unless there were excep-
tional reasons for doing so. In this case
there were exceptional reasons, as people
in the rural districts were constantly being
imposed upon by sharpers selling patent
rights, and there was qo other way of
meeting the evil than by such a measure
as the one now before the House. It was
quite clear that a party who took a note
with the words " given for a patent right"
written across the face of it would have
sufficient warning of the risk he incurred
in collecting it. He came to the conclu-
sion to support this Bill with some hesi-
tancy, as he did not care to see the
general principle which applies to all
negotiable paper -infringed upon in this
way, but he believed there was sufficient
necessity for this measure to justify the
House in' adopting it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the Bill, in the shape in which it was
presented to the Committee, was admit-
tedly an imperfect one, and he did not
think any injury would be sustained if the
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inatter was allowed to stand over for an-
other session, and it could then be pre-
sented to the House in a better shape for
their consideration. For his own part he
ihould vote for the motion of his hon.
friend from DeLoremier, because he felt
that this was a dangerous kind of legisla-
tion. The general law relating to pronis
sory notes and bills of exchange was one
which had been the result of long experi-
ence, and had governed mercantile tran-
sactions for hundreds of years, and should
nomt be departed from. He did not see
that men who were traficing in patent
rights were entitled to special protection.
When the Bill was first before the House
be, as well as many other hon. gentlemen,
was under the impression that it was in-
tended to protect farmers from fraud in
the sale of patent rights which they were
using, but on looking more closely into
it, its ouject would seem to be to protect
persons who were dealing in patent rights,
and not at all to protect the man who was
using the patent, which he thought placed
the matter in a very different light and
detracted from the sympathy which one
would be disposed to have for a measure
to protect farmers who purchased patent
rights for their own use. Dealers in
patent rights were, for the most part, keen,
shrewd speculators in pursuit of gain, men
who ought to be permitted to run their
own risks. He could see no difference
between the men who were intended to be
protected by this measure, and any other
çlass of men who were deceived in trade.
Why should a man who buys the right to
sell a patented article through a county
be protected any more than a man who
buys groceries ? Yet the House was asked
without any just reason for doing so, to
depart from a well known, and long estab-
lished and safe principle of law.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said the exi-
gency of the case was a reason.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL con-
sidered that they should not bow lightly
to any claim of exigency in this case, be-
cause it was not one where a wrong was
doneto persons who wereentitled to special
protection. If the object was to protect
the farmer who purchased a right for the
purpose of using it himself, and afterwards
found it worthless, he could understand

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

the necessity for it. But, as a rule, patent
right vendors were a keen class of men
who were more likely to impose upOn
others than to be taken in themselves.

HON. MR. POWER thought the Mi"
ister of' Justice was under a slight nI'
apprehension as to the object of the Bill
The reason for the introduction of the
Bill was that a number of sharp-witted
and unscrupulous men had spread them'
selves over the country, particularly 1
Ontario, and had made a practice of sell'
ing the right to vend some invention
generally an agricultural implernent,
in a county on commission. The partY
selling the patent right induces the
farmer to sign an agreement--not sUP'
posed to be a promissory note--by whi'h
he undertakes to sell the article in his
district ; and he is not aware that he
is signing a promissory note at all. That
was altogether a different case fro'
the one supposed by the Minister of .'
tice. No doubt the general law relating
to promissory notes was a very desirable
one to preserve; but the Ministerf
Justice would remember that some two or
three years ago this House passed legisla
tion to protect the victims of someWt
similar fraud in the Province ot Quebe<
and at that time infringed on the general
law respecting promissory notes. In the
present case he failed to see that there
was any very serious infringement on the
general law. He did not think it was un-
reasonable that the sale of patent rightS
should be accompanied by certain forml-
ities which were not used in ordinly
sales. For instance it was provided that
certain formalities should accompany the
sale of land, or the sale of vessels, and
there was no serious objection that it
should be so.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-SU
pose the case of patent medicidies;
should not a man who is deceived in
patent medicines be protected?

HON. MR. POWER did not think that
the right to sell patent medicines Was «I
often transferred. If it was thought th.
the Bill covered more ground tha3n
should, it could be amended by a liitaio
in the end of the BilL The allegat109
made before the Committee of thg
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liouse, and before the Committee of theOther Chamber, as to the frauds that were
"g perpetrated, had not been denied;
dhe could not understand how anybody

.going to be seriously wronged by the
Passing of this Bill. The parties to whomsuch notes were tendered had notice that
they accepted them subject to any defence
th Which they would have been subject in
the hands of the original holders.

th0N. MR. DICKEY considered that
the objections to this Bill were founded
etirely upon a falacy. It had been con-
elded by the hon. member from Niagara,

d the contention had been endorsed by
the Minister of Justice, that the provision
of this Bill would only apply to a case
whch was analogous to that of a person
Whchg a horse or a patent medicine, in

C they were deceived. But a moment's
eonsideration would show that there was
nO analogy whatever between the two

ses. The par:y purchasing a horse or a
Patent Medicine had, at all events, an
OP.Portunitv of exanining -it, as it was a
t4lg Which was tangible, and before hiseyes; but here is a party who sells aPtent right, an intangible thing, which

an entirely different case, and oneto which an innocent man is apt
f,,be chtated. The hcn. gentleman
f Niagara said : "Oh, these people

uSt take care of themselves ;" but the
es Was not intended to protect the inter-
ests of astute people like that hon. gentle-tuan. It is the whole body of farmers in

e backwoods who are likely to be im-
Upon by vendors of these patent

hights, who need this protection. The
On Minister of Justice says, " Why should

Wo protect these people ?" They were
gProtectin people who go round the

p try selling these rights, but were
ce shig them, and protecting the inno-
p ae't Parties who suffer by their act. They

tected those who would be persuaded
t' ake these notes, if they had not the

acro "givenq for a patent right," written
ge ss the face of them. The hon.gentleman who made this motion had a
th extensive practice, and must knowhaere are hundreds of cases where great
i rdship has resulted to innocent personsthi s Way, and he must be aware that

eare many cases now pending in the
Of his own Province, where inno-

cent persons are being prosecuted for the
amount of notes given by them which had
been transferred by the holders to other
parties, who are now sueing for the
amount of them, and the innocent makers
of the notes are mulcted in the money.
This Bill had come from the House of
Commons,-from the representatives of
the people who have been injured by
these transactions, and those who have
voted unanimously for it feel that
this Bill is required. Therefore, if
the Senate should put their veto
upon it, and, following the lead of the
Minister of Justice, allow it to bedelayed
for another 12 months, the result would
be to leave the field open to these vendors
of (often) valueless rights, for another year.
The statements made before the Commit-
tee showed conclusively the necessity for
this legislation. The provisions of the
Bill were in the right direction. In the
first place, the person who gives his note
for the purchase of a right or thing he has
never seen, writes on the face of that note
that it was given for a patent right. Then,
in the second section the note was pro-
tected from being circulated to the
prejudice of any innocent man who might
be induced to sell it, by saying that it shall
not pass until those words are written upon
the face of it. Then, if a person dis-
counts it, it is with the full knowledge that
he is buying one of these patent right
notes. Therefore, he saw no objection to
this legislation, or why it should be post-
poned. If there was any objection to the
third section it certainly could not be
thrown into his face that he had advocated
this Bill in its entirety, because he had
called the attention of the Minister of
Justice to that section, and had asked for
his assistance; but he had given none, ex-
cept to say that this Bill ought to be
thrown out altogether. That was hardly the
way to deal with legislation of this sort
The first two sections had his cordial sup-
port, and he was prepared to meet the
suggestion made by the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa with regard to the third sec-
tion.

HON. MR. FLINT-said that he would
be very sorry if some steps were not taken
to protect the farmers against those
sharpers who were going through the
country selling patent rights. Within the
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last ten days he had recived information
that three different families had been vic-
timized by these people, one to the extent
of $6oo and two to the extent Of $300
each. These people did not go to the
wisest or sharpest farmers, but rather to
the ignorant and those who are casily im-
posed upon. He knew of such people
who, within the last three or four years,
had been obliged to mortgage their farms
to pay notes which had been fraudulently
obtained from them. Some remedy
should be provided, and perhaps an en-
dorsation of the name of the patent or
other consideration upon the agreement
which is given, would be a sufficient
guarantee and protection to another per-
son who might purchase such a note.
Frequently the vendors of these patent
rights sell the notes within twenty-four
hours after obtaining them, and often
they are willing to dispose of them for
half their face value. He knew of in-
stances where the parties had purchased
these patents and paid the money down
for them, but had never received any
benfit from them, and he thought it was
the duty of the Senate to protect people
against such frauds. He trusted that the
Committee would not consent to throw-
ing out the Bill, but would amend it in
the necessary direction to allow it to be-
come the law of the land. If the punish-
ment stated in the Bill was considered
too great it might be made less severe,
'ut at all events it was only proper that

ignorant and innocent men should be
protected against the vendors of these
worthless rights.

HON, MR. LACOSTE stated that he
had several cases pending before the court
at Montreal in consequence of those
fraudulent sales. The inhabitants of that
district however had been taught a whole-
some lesson and would not be so easily
deceived in future. But for one fraudulent
sale of patent rights there were at least ten
bona #de sales, more particularly when the
sales in cities, such as Montreal, were
taken into consideration; yet by the pro-
posed legislation the vendor would be
prevented from taking, and the purchaser
from giving a promissory note, as the Bill
makes the giving of an ordinary promissory
note a misdemeanor. The legislation
might fairly be called abnormal, and it

HON. MR. FLINT.

appeared to him to be unwise. He was
quite prepared to adopt any measure
which would protect persons who suffered
from those sales, and to punish those lho
sold fraudulent patent rights, but he was
not willing to impose an unfair restraint
upon the whole business community. The
measure had been passed by the 1oUse
of Commons, but if the Senate thought
the legislation was exceptional or unwise
it was their duty to set it aside. He did
not think the Bill before the House could
be amended, but another Bill might be
passed which would not contain such
objectionable provisions, and if such a
measure were brought before the Hous"
he would give it fair consideration.

HON. MR. WARK said that like the
hon. gentleman from Niagara he was not
aware that such villany was perpetrated
through the country until he heard the
statements made before the Coimmittee-
He had been informed since, that a persofl
living on this side of the line made a prac-
tice of sending over to the United States
and employing certain characters there tO
perpetrate those frauds, even telling thern
the very men to whom they should go, and
who in his opinion could be imposed upOO;
these agents being paid for their services,
and the notes endorsed in favor of their
employer. So soon as the transactions
were completed these agents left Canada,
so that it was impossible to punish thei·
He thought it was the duty of the GoVern-
ment to look into the question and bring
in such legislation as would protect the
people of this country from being imposed
upon as they have been in the past.
would like to see the Committee rePOit
progress, and the necessary amendrenr
made ta the Bill. lie would thereff0r
move that the Committee should rise and
report progress, and would be glad if his
hon. friend opposite and others who under-
stood the subject thoroughly, together With
the Minister of Justice, would suggest such
amendments as would make it possible to
place the Bill on the statute book of the
Dominion.

HON. MR. DEVER was strongly oP_
posed to the Bill when it came uP Pfe
viously, and had heard no argurnents
since to change his opinion of it. o
believed it was wrong to take a note for
which fair value was not given, and it wa
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proper that people who took such notes
should be punished, The argument
uaed in favor of the Bill was that it would

t the simple farmer, inasmuch as
~Vw ords " given for a patent" if

tten across the face of the note, wouldi a warning to him, but if a farmer is so
a ple that he does not understand whata Ot of hand is, it is useless to try torotect him by legislation of this character.

fe thas strongly opposed to the principle
eBill and would vote aganst it.

ION. MR KAULBACH referred to
the remark of the hon. gentleman whor4oved that the Chairman of the Committee
ýse, "that for one fraudulent sale of patenthts there were ten of a bona fide char-

and reminded the House that in
alghtforward transactions the notes

th a discounted by the banks and paidthere. An honest agent would know
'Ctly where to take such notes, and this
,ts ation could only be of service in pro-

'dg innocent holders from being im-
POsed uPon by sharpers.

r PE CHAIRMAN-The motion to
iePort Progress cannot be made, I think,

arendment to the motion that the
fore man leave the Chair. I shall there-1>1e Put that motion first. Is it your
Ceasure that the Chairman leave the

The Committee divided, and the motionas declared lost.
a e motion in amendment was then

MR. ALLAN from the Committeerprted that they had made some pro-tsand asked leave to sit againto-morrow.
eSenate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.
Ottawa, Thursday, I3th March, 1884.

O> ' SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

MR. ALLAN, from the Com-
rted On Banking and Commerce, re-

Pr the following Bills without amend.
t ,and they were then read the thirde and passed :-

Bill (48) "An Act to incorporate the
Atlantic Marine Insurance Company,
(Limited). (Mr. Power).

Bill (49) " An Act to incorporate the
Nova Scotia Marine Insurance Company,
(Limited). (Mr. Power).

Bill (30) " An Act to extend to the
Dominion of Canada the powers of the
Corporation called ' De Nederlandsch-
Amerikansche Land Maatschappij' (The
Netherlands-American, Land Company."
(Mr. Dickey).

LAVAL UNIVERSITY.

MOTION.

HON. MR. PAQUET moved that an
humble address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to
cause to be laid before this House copies
of all correspondence, petitions and other
documents addressed to the Honorable the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, in
England, through the Honorable the
Secretary of State for the Dominion of
Canada, the whol. concerning the ques-
tion of Laval University of Quebec, since
March, 188o, up to this date.

The motion was agreed to.

SOVEREIGN FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILI,

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McMASTER moved the
second reading of Bill (94) " An Act to
empower the Sovereign Fire Insurance
Company to relinquish their charter and
to provide for the winding up of their
affairs."

He said : This Bill has reference to a
Company which has been in operation for
several years. Frequent cails were made
upon the shareholders which were fairly
responded to, and every effort was used to
make it a paying concern ; but it was
found in consequence of the very great
competition that it was utterly impossible
to do so. The directors, therefore, thought
it better to consult the shareholders as to
the propriety of winding it up. A meeting
of the stockholders was called, and the
matter was laid before them, and they
unanimously agreed that it was a wise
course to wind up the institution, and the
object of this Bill is to enable then to do
so. They cannot, by any possibility, come
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under the insolvency winding up Act, in-
asmuch as the Company is perfectly sound.
The assets of the Company are more
than their liabilities, and the Company
have $io6,ooo in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, a large portion of which they
confidently expect is to be distributed as
dividends amongst the shareholders.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman from Ottawa (Mr. Scott)
was kind enough, the other day, to allow
this Bill to stand over in order that I
might have an opportunity of looking into
the matter. I was then under the im-
pression that the winding up might take
place under the general insolvent winding
up Act ; but I find that it cannot be wound
up under that Act which relates only to
companies which are insolvent ; therefore
I have no objection to this Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

TRADERS' BANK OF CANADA BILL
SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, in the absence of
hon. Mr. Simpson, moved the second
reading of Bill (92) " An Act to incorpor-
ate the Traders' Bank of Canada."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, March 14th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST-
ERN RAILWAY CO'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HoN. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (64) "An Act to amend
the Acts relating to the Manitoba and
North-Western Railway of Canada," with
certain amendments. He said : The only
amendment made by the Committee to
the Bill is one which seems to be rendered
necessary in consequence of the name of

HON. MR. McMASTER.

this Company having been twice change'
and it is necessary that the powers of the
original charter should be preserved. e
that is the only effect of the amendmeej
I would move that the report be concurred
in, and that the Bill be read the third tifie.
presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the third time and passed.

GANANOQUE, PERTH AND JAle
BAY RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM CoMMITTEE.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the COo
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and I0r'
bors, reported Bill (58) "An Act tO
corporate the Gananoque, Perth aid
James' Bay Railway Company." le said
I might explain that this being the
railway charter originating in the 15
of Commons which was sent up tO the
Committee this session, we thought it
necessary that some little time should
spent upon it, in order to save the tne o
the Committee and the House with regd
to it. With that view we have struck Ott
of the Bill all those provisions which were
utterly unnecessary, and rendered so by
the fact of the Consolidated Railway
applying. By that means we have P
duced what we hope to be a model 13' r
at all events, it will have the effect
saving a great deal of time hereafter.
I do not suppose the House will be pre-
pared to entertain the amendments at the
present moment, I move that the report bc
taken into consideration on Monday

The motion was agreed to.

DIOCESE OF SASKATCHEWN
BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the C(on
mittee on Standing Orders and Privat
Bills, reported Bill (61),"An Act to afin
the Act to incorporate the Synod of t
Diocese of Saskatchewan, and for othe
purposes connected therewith."

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the tird
reading of the Bil

The motion was agreed to, and th
Bill was read the third time.
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Ot the question-Shall this Bill pass?
oe. MR. ALMON said: The 4th

Cle of this Bill does away with the Law
o Mortmain, which is a statute 5oo years

d, and which has contributed very much
the prosperity of the Mother Country.

think it is a great pity that it should be,okne away with here. There is a proviso
the Bill which limits it in this way-
Sin case of any devise by will of any
dto the corporation, it must be made

executed at least six months before
the death of the testator. That, no
dobt, is a useful proviso, but if the Law0f Mortmain may be altered to that
hettent might it n'ot also be altered to

mst the time to six weeks or six days ?
a member of the Church which is

àeted by this Bill, I object to thisUse, and I hope some member of the
gal profession who knows the evil which

d Law of Mortmain was introduced to
du away with, will endeavor to have this

use amended.

IoN. MR. ALLAN-I hope my hon.
dinr will not persist in his objection.

r Provisions have been incorporated
Other Bills of this character, and I

it is amply guarded by the proviso
ttached to this clause.

The Bill was passed on a division.

]PJLLMAN CARS ON THE INTER-
COLONIAL RAILWAY.

ENQUIRY.

iGON. MR. POWER rose to call atten-toto the desirability, in view of the early
thInation of the existing Contract *ith

or Pullman'Car Company, of securingIlre satisfactory accommodation for tra-
s lýrs On the Government Railways than

afforded by the drawing room and sleep-
% Cars at present in use on such railways,to ask the Government whether they14OPOse to take steps to secure such im-
Pe0ved accommodation ?

ie said : I think that I owe some apo-
yto the louse for taking up this mat-

t because it is one which would be more
andled by a member of the medical

hfession than by myseIlf. I may say that
alon. Colleague, the junior member for

, did bring the condition of the

Pullman cars before the House in a former
session ; and I had some conversation
with him this session on the'subject, and I
rather understood from him that he would
bring it up again, but I suppose in the press
of other business he overlooked it ; and
as the session was running on I thÔught I
should call attention to the matter, and
that woula give him and other hon. gen-
tlemen an opportunity of saying more
about it than perhaps I am able to say my-
self. I do not want to be understood as
making an attack on the Pullman Car Co.
They are a corporation I have no particu-
lar fault to find with. I have not myself
much to complain of with regard to the
way in which I have been treated on those
cars. The Pullman car was a very good
thing in its time. I think it is about 18
years old now. The Pullman car, com-
bining sleeping and drawing room accom-
modation was a great improvement on the
sleeping cars which preceded it ; but it is
now comparatively old, and there have
been a great many improvements made;
and the Pullman is rather behind the age
to-day. I think, and hon. gentlemen
in the House will agree with me, that on
the Intercolonial Railway we ought to
have the best drawing room and sleeping
cars that can be procured.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Par-
ticularly as the road runs down to Halifax.

HoN. MR. POWER-No, that is not
one of the reasons I was going to urge,
although that may perhaps be a very good
reason ; but the reason is that the road is
a very long one. If a passenger is obliged
to spend only one night in a sleeping car,
as long as he has a fairly good bed to lie
on it does not make much difference as to
what the car may be otherwise; and if one
has only to spend a day in a car, the
ordinary first-class car will answer very
well; but passengers who go over the
whole length of the Intercolonial Railway,
or anything like the whole length of it, have
to spend perhaps a coupleof nights, a whole
day and part of another day on the train;
and, consequently, it is a matter of irn-
portance to them what the accommodation
they get is like ; and the amount of
passenger traffic to be done will naturally
depend a great deal on the comfort which
passengers find on the road. Now, apart

P¼llman Cars on
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altogether from the through travel, during
a certain season of the year there are large
numbers of tourists and people who go
fishing, chiefly Americans, who travel over
a considerable portion of the Intercolonial
Railway. Those people are used to having
the very latest and best accommodation in
the trains they travel on in the United
States, and they expect to find the same
here ; and I have reason to believe that
not finding the same accommodation that
they have at home tends to prevent them
from using the Intercolonial Railway to
the extent they otherwise might.

I suppose that having said that the
Pullman was not quite as good as it ought
to be I am expected to point out some of
its defects ; and I shall, though I feel that
there are many hon. gentlemen here better
qualified to do so. One objectionable
feature in the Pullman-objectionable from
the point of view of the Railway Depart-
ment I should think-is that it is a very
heavy car, and consequently is bard on the
roal ; and, when there is snow on the
Intercolonial Railway, the heavy Pullmans
make the risk of detention much greater
than it otherwise would be. In addition
to being very heavy those cars are very
expensive. They cost I think as a rule in
the neighborhood of $3o,ooo each. It is
true that the Government does not own
the Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial
Railway ; but I have been informed that
they seriously contemplate the advisability
of purchasing the cars from the Company,
and in view of that the probable cost ol
the cars is a matter of some consequence.
Then these Pullman cars are less airy and
wholesome than they should be. When
the ventilators are closed in a Pullman car
it contains much less air than an ordinary
first-class car.

HON. MR. PLUMB-How is that?

HON. MR. POWER-When the heavy
upper berths are closed they make the
roof of the car very thick ; they diminish
the space in the car-diminishing the
quantity of air-and hinder the ingress o
air from the outside.

Now, speaking of the cars in the day
timc, the seats are not as well suited fo
use as the seats in the ordinary first-clas
car. There is another feature to which mi
attention was called by an hon. gentlemai

HoN. MR. POWER.

from Prince Edward Island (Mr. 15
thorne) the other day in the course of Con
versation-that the lights in the Pulh
are unsatisfactory ; they are not &
enough to enable one to read at igh
Then, looking at the Pullman as a slee?
ing car, it is open to some three or f01OP
objections. In the first place there ih
almost entire absence of privacy.
sections of the car are not shielded frol
the passengers outside, as they ought tO
be ; and the berths in the sections are
separated as they should be froin ech
other.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Thesexe?

HON. MR. POWÈR-My hon. friend
makes some suggestion as to the se
One can imagine-it is a case which Ve1
often happens-that a lady passenger inal
occupy the lower berth of one of thoe
sections and a male passenger the tiPe
berth. There is no curtain, and noth
else to give the passenger in the 10we
berth the complete privacy and isolat-
that she ought to have from the passe'
in the upper berth. The only WaY
which either an individual or family 
secure anything like complete pri'vacyt
by taking the drawing-room, and ta
apartment is the most unwholesonie
objectionable portion of the car. Therels
almost no ventilation in it. Then the Or
rangements for washing and dressing n
those cars are not at all what they ough
to be. They were thought very ghe-
sixteen or seventeen years ago, but thei
are now behind the age.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Dth
the hon. gentleman recommend tbe
Wagner car in preference ?

HON. MR. POWER-No, I have s
nothing at all of the Wagner car.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Has the hotk
i gentleman a patent of his Owfl

recommend?

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon-
tleman will wait a minute he will see w

r I recommend. Speaking as One Wh
s generally prefers to take the upper beot
' on a Pullman car, I can mention
i objections to these. In the first place,

800
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A'gneral thing, it requires quite a gym-
tic feat to get from the floor into the

4ePer berth. The windows do not extend
VP1 and there is very little light in the

ings the upper berth ; while dress-
9 an undressing there are exceedingly

"'o" SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Does
tv . gentleman speak for the whole

as •MR. POWE1-I am speaking
an a dividual member of the Housenot as a member of the Opposition.
epposition here is very small, and

. rarel>Y speaks as an Opposition. The
ygîenic qualities of those cars are not
at they ought to be. When the ven-

OaOrs are closed, the cars get very warmthe air becomes foul; and if the
thrtilators are open there are draughts

at tugh the cars, and passengers are veryqP tcatch cold.

lie • MR. PLUMB-Does the hon.
gntlenan like to have them open or kept

tiHoN. MR. POWER-There is one par-
ketar oPening that I should like to see
,aPt Shut more than it is, and that is the
XI-Uth of the hon. gentleman from
ttgara. (Prolonged laughter). I said a

the7hile ago that I did not complain of
that tompany, but it is a curious thing
'1ade .us Company, although they have
thei nmmense sums of money out of

contracts in connection with thosears have never, as far as I know, gone sothe to supply a thermometer for one oftaen, a nost necessary thing. I under-ourd also that during the last three or
ther years the porters and conductors in.

e ullman cars havenot been as attentive
Crespectful as they used to be. The
Co"Pany have made a great deal of
aaney; there has been no competition,
reless natural result they have become

I esso the comfort of passengers. As
avlerstand that the contract that theySwith the Government has nearly ter-
Ia-ted, I think it is now time for the

os to consider whether they cannot
Carr0Mething better than to buy those old

, or continue their contract with the
ann Company. A great many im-

provments have been made in sleeping
cars since the Pullmans were first intro-
luced. There is one fact which I have
earned, and which I think goes to show
what the Government should do in this
matter. I have been informed by a
gentleman who is in a position to know,
that all railway companies, whose con-
tracts with the Pullman Company are
about to terminate, decline to renew their
contracts, and have decidcd to put sleep-
ing and drawing-room cars of their own
on their roads ; and I think that is possi-
bly the best course to be pursued by the
Government. I hope the Government
will not take over the old Pullmans.

The Minister of Justice wished to know
if I recommended the Wagner car, I do
not know much about the Wagner car;
but I believe it is a contemporary of the
Pullman ; and I have not any reason to
suppose that it is much better than the
Pullman is. As far as I am aware, the two
latest sleeping and drawing-room cars are
Mann's Boudoir car, and Clarke's Sleeping
and Parlor car. I shall trouble the House
for a few moments to read a description
of the Mann car, which will give hon.
gentlemen an idea of what it is like :-

" The car is sixty-four feet long ; the
trucks are of a special pattern, each having
six forty-two inch paper wheels." One
can see that paper wheels have the advan-
tage of being lighter and not being affected
by frost as the iron wheels are. Then the
car insteadof beingone large sleeping car at
night and one large drawing-room in the
day-time is divided into small apartments.
Instead of a corridor through the middle
of the car there is "a commodious corridor
running along the side of the car. Open-
ing off this hall-way by doors are several
compartments or boudoirs. Someof these
rooms are arranged for two and some for
four persons. These compartments have
high arched ceilings, large plate-glass
windows and one or two luxurious sofas.
The beds are larger than those of the
palace car, and by being arranged across
the car, the sleeper avoids the rolling
motion expenenced in beds placed longi-
tudinally, while the head is removed from
the noise incident to close contact with the
car walls. Off the ladies' vestibule is a
two-place boudoir always reserved for ladies
travelling alone. In each compartment
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are electric bell communications to call the
porters. The ventilation of the car is per-
fect." Hon. gentlemen who have expe-
rienced the difficulty of getting a Pullman
car porter when they wanted him will
i-ealize the advantage of having the electric
bell.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman does not assure us that the
porter will come when he is rung for.

HON. MR. POWER-No doubt he will
come when rung for. I have not seen a
model of the car; but I give so much of
the description as is necessary to enable
hon. gentlemen to form an idea of what it
is like. I had the pleasure to-day, in
company with another member of the
House, of inspecting the model of a car
patented by Mr. Clarke, of Truro, N.S.
The advantages of the Clarke car are that
it costs about $io,ooo less than the Pull-
man car; that it is very much lighter than
the Pullman, and that the internal arrange-
ments of the car are such that perfect
privacy is secured to each section in the
day time if desired. Each section can be
shut off completely from the rest of the
car ; and at night each berth is completely
shut off from all other berths% and the
upper berths are so arranged that there
is no difficulty in getting into them. The
windows extend the whole height of the
car, so that the upper berths are lighted as
well as those below. The seats are of a
better pattern than those in the Pullman,
and can be made into pleasant lounges in
day-time. Those cars also have a much
larger supply of air when the ventilators
are closed than the Pullmans have. Then,
another advantage is that there is nothing
to prevent ladies travelling alone in them,
as in the Pullman.

HON. MR. PLUMB-In what way?

HON. MR. POWER-There is complete
privacy for each berth and each section.
I think that the Government would be
wise, perhaps, to get one of the Mann cars,
and one of the Clarke cars, and try them
on the road. Probably that would be the
better way to proceed, before committing
themselves to making any permanent con-
tract, or making any large purchases. It
is true that Clarke, the inventor of the car

HoN MR. POWER.

that I have last named, is a Nova ScOtia
I do not know whether that is an objectioo
in the eyes of hon, gentlemen. Co'
sidering the view they took the other da
on the question of the eastern terminus
the Canadian Pacific Railway, perhape
they would think that an American wO
be better than a Nova Scotian car. 1
rather discouraged when I thought of that,
but when I rememhered that since tht
time a good deal had been done for NO*
Scotia steel manufacturers, it occurred t
me that perhaps the Government wOuld
be disposed to look with a friendly eye 011
Nova Scotia sleeping-car manufacturers as
well ; and I hope the latter mood of th
Government may be the one that theY *
be in when they come to consider this
question.

HON. MR. ALMON--The sell'or
member for Halifax spoke to me on this
matter and said that as I had made some
observations on this question two yee
ago I should move in it again duringt
session, but I told him that although
ha'd laid my views fully before the 10'se
on that occasion, it was of no benefit in
the way of improving the service. 1 may
say that this afternoon I attempted to pre,
vent the abrogation of a good old Engl'.
law which existed for 500 years, but 10
spite of my opposition, in the course O
two minutes it was abrogated. Therefor
when I saw how little weigbt I had il at-
tempting to maintain a time honore
institution, I could not but feel that it 1-
of very little use my speaking in this nat'
ter. However, since my hon. colleag
seems to be alone on this question, anh
as I have always from boyhood takenthi
weaker side, I will support hit On th-
occasion. When I referred to this fl3t.
ter in a previous session, I asked for ver
little in the way of improvemrent.d
asked that the cars should be supPlie
with thermometers, and that a maxiItIuo
temperature be established, and thenl whel
you appeal to the Shadrach, Meshech a
Abednego who were piling on the core
that you objected to having any
heat, they could be prevented from d
so. Another thing I asked for was
the cars should be supplied with purehc
water. I should hope that those the
gentlemen who are now thrustingt ob-
Scott Act down our throat would nO
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tto giving a passenger a glass of clean,
water In those cars the tank isPlced fnear the stove, the water is

y PPlied through a hose, the sup-
P'y end of which is no one
Sows where, and passengers are
3oned to use dirty, unfiltered water. A

lmnon filter would not cost more than
'and it would not be difficult to supply

a water. There is a tank, in the
ls water closet, but male passengers
at not allowed access to it. Thèse two, the difficulty of obtaining a decent

s Of water, and the over-heating of the
%i, protested against two years ago,Thhout any advantage to the public.
pere Is another matter against which I
Protest as a medical man : you get into
Ythr berth, and the porter puts down the

er berth above you. You ask him why
b does so, or if it is going to be occupied
t 'another passenger. He says it is not;

to s mPY putting on the thumb screws
Compel you to give him $2 more to

y11re the whole section in order to save
ourseif from being smothered with car-'lic acid gas. The improvements I
ggested and which would conduce

greatly t he comfort of travellers could
M ade for a small suni of money-so

theail that I would rather almost pay for
tr out of my own pocket than be with-'Du themi

1iosN. MR. READ-Before this motion
re ut I Would like to say a few words inftePy to a remark of the hon. member
ft'H alifax. He complains that a few
f Y ago we refused to make the terminus

atheeastern Canadian Pacific Railway
t e Atlantic port in the Dominion.
hiOok up a paper a few days ago, in
ste I saw a paragraph stating that the

theanship Emma was being loaded and
had Men struck for $5 a day wages, and
Co P1getd it before the loading could be

plted.

MR. ALMON-At what port?

MR. READ-At St. John.

MR ALMON-It was not at
ax at any rate.

e MR. DEVER-As the hon.
brnn has chosen to mention this

incident which occurred at St. John, I
might tell him that the parties who charged
$5.oo a day for their services have now to
pay $2. 18 a gallon duty upon their common
liquor, as against 35 cents duty before
Confederation ; and they are also taxed
27 cents a pound op their tobacco, on
which they only paid three halfpence duty
before Confederation. Then they pay
nearly oo per cent. on the kerosene oil
which they burn at present, and when all
these things (which are only samples of
the increased duties) are taken into ac-
count, entailing as they do, large additional
taxation upon the people of the Lower
Provinces, I say they have a right to de-
mand a much higher rate of wages at the
present time than prevailed there before
we entered into Confederation.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-While I
have nothing to say upon the question be-
fore the House, I might perhaps be allowed
to call the attention of the Government to
the many accidents which are being re-
ported by the daily newspapers, and which
result from the rules established by the
various railways foi the running'of trains.
It is only about seven or eight weeks since
an accident, which might have been at-
tended with fatal consequences, occurred.
A train left Montreal at 4.30, during
very stormy weather, and had only been
running about 30 minutes wheri it was
completely blockaded by snow. Another
train, according to the rules of the Com-
pany, left Montreal ten minutes later
than the train which was blockaded, and
ran into it. The weather was such that
the engineer could not see more than a
few feet before him, and no one could
fairly be censured in connection with
that accident. I would suggest, however,
that legislation should be adopted with the
view of having these regulations so chang-
ed that one train should not be allowed
to leave a station during bad weather,
until the previous train had left the next
station ; as we would thus prevent the
occurrence of these accidents. It is well
known that the stations on our railways
are generally not farther apart than five or
eight miles, a distance which can be run
by an ordinary train in a very few minutes,
so that the delay which would arise through
the adoption of my suggestion would be
very slight, while the advaptages would be
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very great. It was only yesterday or the
day before that another train -left Montreal
about four o'clock in the afternoon, and
an to Batiscan Station, about 40 or 6o

miles from Quebec. It was ordered to
move to the next station a few minutes
after two engines, pushing a snow plough,
had left and before they had been reported
as having reached the next station, the
train was ordered to proceed. There was
a curve upon the line, where the bush was
thick, so that the engineer could see noth-
ing ahead of him, and upon reaching that

'eurve the passenger train ran into the two
engines and it was only by a miracle that
no lives were lost, as the trains were run-
ning at a speed of 28 or 29 miles an hour.
If the rules had been such as not to allow
that second train to leave the station before
the line had been reported clear, that ac-
cident would not have happened. It is
most fortunate, and indeed extraordinary,
that no lives were lost by these accidents,
but I have thought it only right to call at-
tention to these facts, as I believe some
legislation might be passed which would
force the railway companies to adopt other
rules under such circumstances, and so
prevent the sacrifice of human life.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-No doubt
this discussion will have some good effect.
It cannot be denied that the Pullman cars
on the Government railway, as stated by
the hon. gentleman from Halifax, are very
heavy and expensive. The Pullman
Company have probably made a great
deal of money, but I doubt whether the
profits made by them by running over the
Government railway from Point Levis to
Halifax, have been very large. It is evi-
dently the fact that they are improving
their sleeping cars in the United States,
and inferior cars, which cannot be used
there, are sent over here and used upon
our railways; that, I think, is acknow-
ledged by all those who have ever travel-
led on Pullman cars in the United States.
If it should be necessary to extend the
existing contract, many improvements
should be insisted upon; I hope, however,
that the Government will find some means
by which we can manufacture our own
cars, and so correct all the present objec-
tions. I may say that I am surprised at
the hon. gentleman from St. John (Mr.
Dever) making such an excuse for the

HoNMR. BELLEROSE.

exhorbitant charges referred to.
hon. gentleman talks about so
articles being higher now in the IAI1
Provinces, but that does not in any
justify the charges mentioned. I amn su
that those who are inclined to d
ardent spirits, seldom complain Of tI
price they have to pay ; I think it is
necessary fact, and I should not be sory
if it were doubly as large as it is at P
ent. As regards tobacco, there canb
no doubt we have cheaper and bette
tobacco now than before ConfederatiOh
while as to the item of light, it is very
much. better than before Confederation
and not half as dear.

HON. MR. DEVER-It is quite eve
dent that my hon. friend got up for
purpose of neutralizing the effect of te
few remarks I made, and therefore I th""
it my duty to explain the matter thof
oughly to the House. In the first Plad
the oil used at the present time is Afn1e
can oil, on which nearly 100 per ceM
duty is paid-none can gainsay that. At
to whisky, or spirits, we pay to-day a dti
of $2. 18 per gallon upon it, whereas
only paid 35 cents a gallon before O
federation. Then we pay a duty O
cents per pound upon tobacco, the
upon which was only three halfpence b
fore we entered the Union. These ad
statements that should be know", a
there is no propriety at all in tryilg !?
neutralize them. They were niade
answer to an hon. gentleman who tholIg
it right to bring up an accident which te
curred at the port of St. John within trio,
last few days, and which affected the P .
of labor. These points were reported
a newspaper, which may be wholly w
for I am satisfied that there is no cheaPd
port on the continent of America thanr
port of St. John, provided always .wor of
plentiful there. I have been a residen
St. John for nearly fifty years, and 1 hSY
always found that the representatives
ships were properly treated there er
when labor is abundant it can be hadvery
reasonably-the average price not
ceeding $2 per day. It is quite true t
an occasional ship might come6n
period when some misunderstandi 0
occurred between the representatlv'e
that ship and the laboring societY . te
community, and in that way somelf
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!ight arise whichwould cause the parties
Id demand a higher rate-more from

exatious reasons than anything else-for
their labor. But I question whether the
tatenent made by the newspaper, and

quoted by the hon. gentleman, is a correct
onle. I am inclined to think it has arisen
froM hearsay, and I state on my own as-
sumrPtion, that it is probably incorrect ; I
Irm Sàtisfied there must be something
Wrong about it.

"ON. MR. READ-I quoted from a
John paper, and the article went fur-

eer and said $4.50 was paid last year,and yet they were not satisfied.

UON. MR. ODELL-The feeling ofthe House seems to be to treat the matter
before us with levity, but I think if hon.
gentlemen had to spend two days and
tWo rights in these Pullman cars, both
going and coming, they would look at this

question a little more seriously. As the
JUnior member from Halifax referred to
this matter on a previous occasion and
asked that certain small improvements be
rnade, which however were not attendedt0, I do not suppose the discussion here
to-day will lead to anything ; I do not in-
tend to endorse all that has fallen from
the Senior member from Halifax, though
1 shall not go into all the details which
he dwelt on. I have had a good deal of
experience while travelling over this road,
and I must say that the Pullman cars

n it are completely run down.
hether itsi that all the cars which are

ut Of repair are put upon that portion of
e road or not, it is certain that they

ear no comparison with those running
Westward They have become so bad
!hat it really is a service of danger to go

o the wash-room and attempt to wash
the norning. Whether it is that the

ýPrings are out of order, or the underwork
!S 'trpaired, I cannot say, but the swing-

gn otion is so bad that it is worse than
any little sailing vessel I was ever in.
dflly, it is sometimes with the greatest

.culty that one can avoid getting aeriu , or a blow in the face if you
ttei pt to put it down in the basin. I
nfe , under these circumstances, and if
ferior cars or those which are nearly

O Out are put upon the Government>od, it is but right that whoever has

charge of the matter should take sorne
steps in order to secure cars of a better
kind. If the contract is nearly run out, I
think it would be desirable if the Govern-
ment were to take this matter into con-
sideration, and see whether some improve-
ment cannot be made.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
not an expert in the construction of
Pullman cars, and so cannot enter into
details as the hon. gentleman from Halifax
did; but I can tell the House what the
Government are doing in reference to the
matter about which the hon. gentleman has
made this enquiry. The contract with
the Pullman Car Co. having about expired,
the matter was brought under the notice of
the Government by the Chief Engineer of
Railways, and a new arrangement was
made with that Company by which the
service would be very much improved, and
the cars so changed as to make them equal
to the most recent and improved models.
In addition to that, some new cars will be
added. This contract for improved ser-
vice is to continue for two years, at the ex-
piration of which time the opportunity is
to be taken of revising the whole system,
and of considering whether or not it would
be better to abandon the Pullman systern
altogether, and construct cars of our own
for service on the Intercolonial Railway.
It was thought best to defer that matter
for two years, because it turned out that
the service upon the Grand Trunk Rail-
way expires at the end of that time, and it
might be very inconvenient to have one
system of Pullman car in use upon the
Grand Trunk Railway, and another
system upon the Intercolonial There-
fore, on the whole, it was considered
better • to make a temporary arrange-
ment for improved service for two
years, and then to allow the subject to come
up again, and see what it was desirable to
do in the way of permanent service. With
reference to the matter which has been
brought to the notice of the House by the
hon. gentleman from DeLanaudiere, (Mr.
Bellerose) I will take care that it is sub-
mitted to the Minister of Railways. The
hon. gentleman knows, doubtless, that the
rules established by railway companies
are, for the most part at all events, laid
down carefully, and with reference to the
saving of human life; in fact it is greatly
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to the pecuniary interest of those com-
panies to adopt the best possible means
for insuring the safety of their passengers.
It may be that the block system, which is
the one to which the hon. gentleman
alludes, should be made compulsory; but
while I am not able to express any opinion
on that point, I will take care to represent
to the Department of Railways what the
hon. gentleman has said, and I have no
doubt they will come to the best decision
as to what can be done in the direction
referred to by him.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I only wish to say
a few words in connection with this sub-
ject. I do not think that hon. gentlemen
take into consideratioi how small the risk
of railway travelling is, as compared with
any other mode of conveyance. I can tell
the hon. gentleman who has just spoken
on this subject (and to whom we always
listen with interest) that in New England,
during last year, over 65,000,000 of people
were carried by railway, and I do not
think, if I am correctly informed, there
were over io lives lost out of that number.
The fact is that the number of people in-
jured while travelling by common vehicles
exceeds, by at least 1o to i, the number'
of those who are injured upon railways.
It is quite impossible that special time-
tables can be made for any special date,
and unless the block system is adopted
there will, of course, always be the possi-
bility of collision between stations. All
railway people however are but consulting
their own interests in providing for the
safety of passengers, and they make it
their special study to do so ; indeed I
think the management of railways in Can-
ada compares favorably with those of the
United States or of any other country.
Accidents have happened, and will pro-
bably never be entirely avoided, in con-
nection with railway travel, but when the
numbers whose lives are intrusted to rail-
way companies are considered, the loss of
life is almost infinitesimal,-indeed it is
almost impossible to make any calculation
of the proportion. The figum es I have just
given represent the number of persons
transported by railway in a portion of the
United States where the population is less
than 4,000,000; the actualnumber carried
was 65,220,934, and out of those there
were less than io lives lost.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I would
explain that I did not wish to suggest ay
change of time-tables, because it is ueC'
known that during very stormy weather
there is, in fact, no attention paid to time
tables. In such weather, the first train
necessarily is late, and all subsequen
trains ere affected by it, so that, virtua1,Y'
no time-table can be observed under
such circumstances. I think, however,
that some such legislation as I have sug
gested should be enacted, and too UIUCh
precaution cannot be taken in ba
weather. The three accidents to which 1
referred, and which happened within the
present year, could not have occurred f
one train had been delayed until it was
known tlpat the previous train had left the
next station. It may be said that if
train has started ten minutes ahead O
another and becomes blockaded by sno«,
the man who is in charge of the last Ca

on that train has time to go to the rear
with a red flag or light, and signal to the
train which is approaching. It mu t
however, be remembered that the firs
thing which an engineer tries to do, 0o
finding his engine blocked by snow, :shis
back up, and then endeavour to force brcway onwards. While these attempts a
being made, the ten minutes start whic
he had of the succeeding train are being
exhausted, and when he sees that he can
not advance it is often too late to sen
the necessary danger signal back, and s0
warn the approaching train. All these
circumstances show that unless the pres'
ent rule be amended in the direction
have indicated, we will continue to have a
recurrence of these accidents, and as the
number of railway passengers is yearlY in-
creasing, it is very important that sOine
thing of the kind should be done.

HON. MR. DEVER-While I cann
pretend to be familiar with the improve
ments which could possibly be made in
railway cars, I may say I have had a g
many years experience of the Pullman CiU
upon the Intercolonial Railway, and 1 have
never travelled upon any road whereor
have met with more polite attentionh O
have experienced greater comfort this
upon that road, and in those cars. b
true that the improvements suggested by
the hon. gentleman from HalifaX
Almon) in regard to the temperature, and

H1ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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the water for drinking purposes, rnight
Very properly be made, but in other re-
spectS I am not disposed to find any fault
With the accommodation on that road. As
r'egards the suggestion of the senior mem-
ber for Halifax, (Mr. Power), that the cars
should be so constructed as to have an
aisle running the full length of them, with
etpartrnents opening into it, I do not
.ow that it would be an improvement ;
't strikes me that it would increase the
daiger of confusion, in case of accident,
as all Would have to get out of their com-
Pmýnients in order to make their escape
Y Way of this aisle. I do not profess to

be sufficiently well informed upon the sub-
ject of railway cars to be able to discuss
these details very intelligently, and I have
OnlY risen for the purpose of saying that,
"' mnY judgment, there can be very little
coMplaint made againstthe accommodation
onl the Intercolonial Railway.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House of
Cornmons were introduced, and read the
first time :

Bill (75), " An Act respecting the Mani-toba South-Western Colonization Railway
COtpany." (Mr. Girard.)

(31) "An Act to incorporate the
erta Railway and Coal Company."

(r. Allan.)
Bill (33), " An Act to empower The

orth-Western Coal and Navigation Com-
P"Y (Limited), to construct and work a

ne of railway between Medicine Hat and
the Company's mines on the Belly River,ald for other purposes." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (59) " An Act respecting the Norh-
and North-Western Junction Railwày

COnpany." (Mr. Allan.)
. Bill (89), "An Act to amend the Act
DCOrporating the Great American anduropean Short Line Railway Company

to change the name thereof to theOlItreal and European Short Line Rail-
"ay Company." (Mr. Macfarlane.)

Bill (80), "An Act to amend the Act
Prporating the Napanee, Tamworth

n. Quebec Railway Company." (Mr.
'J1t.)

UNION TRUST CORPORATION OF
CANADA BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved concurrence
in the amendments made by the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce to Bill
(43), " An Act to incorporate the Union
Trust Corporation of Canada."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

VAUDREUIL & PRESCOTT RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McKAY, in the absence of
Mr. Lacoste, moved the second reading
of Bill (23), "An Act to incorporate the
Vaudreuil and Prescott Railway Co."

He said : "The hon. gentleman who
has charge of this Bill was obliged to
leave the Chamber this afternoon, and he
asked me to move the second reading of
this Bill in his absence. It appears to be
an ordinary incorporation Bill for a line
of railway along the south shore of the
Ottawa river, to run through the counties
of Vaudreuil, Prescott and Russell.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

OWEN SOUND DRY DOCK AND
NAVIGATION COMPANY'S)ILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. McLELAN moved con-
currence in the amendments made by the
Committee on Banking and Commerce to
Bill (45) " An Act to incorporate the
Owen Sound Dry Dock Ship-building and
Navigation Company, (Limited)." He
said : The amendments to this Bill have
been made, I believe, to meet the objec-
tions raised by the hon. Minister of Justice
the other day. The clause which he has
particularly objected to has, I notice, been
struckout entirely,and the majorityvotehas
been changed to a two-third vote, to meet
another of his objections. In fact, all the
points, I believe, to which he took excep-
tion have been met by the Committee.
The promoters of the Bill accept the
amendments.
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

LAKE NIPISSING AND JAMES' BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Order of the day for the second reading
of Bill (31) " An Act to incorporate the
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Railway
Company," be discharged and the second
reading be fixed for Tuesday next. He
explained that he made this motion because
the Bill had not been distributed.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call the
attention of the hon. member from St.
Boniface to the fact that the Bill to incor-
porate the Lake Nipissing and James'
Bay Railway Company has just now been
distributed, and inasmuch as I presume it
is a matter of great national importance
that this measure should be pushed through
with the utmost rapidity, I suggest to
my hon. friend that he might move the
second reading now.

HON. MR. GIRARD--The Bill has
just now come before me ; I know that
there is nothing peculiar about it. A cer-
tain number of gentlemen ask to be in-
corporated for the construction of a road
from Lake Nipissing to James' Bay. The
line will start from Callender and run in
the direction of James' Bay. The capital
of the Company is fixed at $3,000,000.
The Bill will no doubt receive the careful
consideration of the Committee to which
it is to bé referred. I move the second
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and Bill was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4:50 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 17th March, 1884.
THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

o'clock.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

HAI IFAX MARINE INSURANC
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALMON moved the thid
reading of Bill (27) "An Act to incOrPor
ate thg Halifax Marine Insurance Coe
pany " (Limited.)

The motion was agreed to and the
was read the third time and passed.

GANANOQUE, PERTH AND JAM
BAY RAILWAY BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been read
for consideration of amendments made by
the Committee on Railways, Teleraphs
and Harbors to (Bill 58) Gananoque, Per
and James' Bay Railway Company incor-
poration Bill,

HON. MR. ALLAN said that he had
been asked by the Chairman of the CO"'
mittee (Mr. Dickey) in his absence W
explain the amendments that were rn,
to this Bill, which were nearly all Of 
purely verbal character. It was one of the
first railway bills that came before the
Committee, and it was thought desirableto
re-cast it in manyways, the language o the
clauses not being very well drawn.
amendments are all in the directi?of
protecting the public.

The amendments were concurred in.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the
was read the third time and passed.

ALBERTA RAILWAY AND COAL
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the seond
reading of Bill (34) "An Act to incorPorat
the Alberta Railway and Coal ConPant
He said: This Bill has for its object tl
obtaining of power to build a RailwaY
some point on the Canadian Pacific Ral
way in the North-West Territory at .05"
place near Medicine Hat, and runng
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thence in a southwesterly direction to the
ones on the Belly River now being work-

ed by the North Western Coal and Navi-
gation Company. The Bill has the usual

ises, and as I propose to refer it to the
wilway Committee for their examination I

leed not trouble the House with furtherParticulars.
'he motion was agreed to and the Bill

as read the second time.

XORTHWESTERN COAL AND
NAVIGATION COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

ION, MR. ALLAN moved the secondreading of Bill (33) " An Act empowering
the Northwestern Coal and Navigation
COmpany, (Limited) to construct and
oPerate a railway from Medicine Hat."

lie said-This Bill purposes to give
POwer to this Company, which was incor-
Porated in England in 1862, under the
Joit Stock Companies Act there, to build
a railway from these same mines over the
same line indicated in the Bill which has
JUst now been referred to the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors.

The motion was agreed to, andi the Bill
read the second time.

nORTHERN AND NORTH-WEST-
ERN JUNCTION RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

.ON. MR ALLAN moved the secondreading of Bil (59) " An Act 1especting
the Northern and Northwestern Junction
Raiway Company."

Iie said-This is a Bill from the House
Commons granting this Company

POwer to lay out, construct and operate a
"Uble or single Une of railway from some

POInt at or near the city of Toronto, or
f somte point on the main line of the

tOrthern Railway Company of Canada,
somle point at or near the village of

tUrlington and thence to some point on
• agara River, or to some point or

ts On one or more of the lines of rail-
r u CrOssing the Niagara River, by such
9 as ay seetn expedient.

ey also take power to increase the

amount of bonds issued by the Company.
The motion was agreed to and the Bill

was read the second time.

MONTREAL & EUROPEAN SHORT
LINE RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved
the second reading of Bill (89) " An Act
to amend the Act incorporating the Great
American and European Short Line Rail-
way Company and to change the name
thereof to the Montreal and European
Short Line Railway Company."

He said-The Company was chartered
last session and it now asks for a change
of name, and also to repeal the second
section of the Act of incoiporation, which
limits their connection with other lines.
They ask for power to enable them to
lease, purchase and construct other lines
with the viev of opening up direct com-
munication between Montreal and the
Maritime Provinces, in conjunction with
the Canadian Pacific Railway. They
propose to give the nearest access to
ports in the Lower Provinces for winter
transport, and they propose to give to a
portion of Nova Scotia what it has never
yet possessed-a line of railway to the
Island of Cape Breton. If the Company
is able, as I believe it is now, to carry out
this project it will greatly benefit the
Dominion at large and the Marithne Pro-
vinces in particular.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

THE ST.LAWRENCE & OTTAWA
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. READ moved the second
reading of Bill (56) "An Act to empower
the bondholders of the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway Company to vote at
meetings of the Company and for other
purposes." He said: The object of this
Bill is to enable the bondholders of the
Company to vote in connection with the
shareholders. It sets out that the interest
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on the bonds is in arrear and that the
bbndholders claim the right to vote in
conjunction with the shareholders.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
wàs read the second time.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE gave notice
that he would to-morrow move that when
this House adjourns on Friday next the
21st inst. it stand adjourned until Wed-
nesday the 26th inst. He explained that
Tuesday the 25th inst. would be a statut-
ory holiday and he thoughtthat the public
business would not suffer by the absence
of members on Monday next.

HON. MR. ALMON said there was an
old English proverb that all play and no
work makes Jack a dull boy.

The Senate adjourned at 3:40 p.mr.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 18th 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

* THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills from the House of
Commons were reported from Committee,
read the third time, and passed without
any debate:

Bill (94), "An Act to empower the
Sovereign Fire Insurance Company to
relinquish their charter, and to provide for
winding up their affairs." (Mr. MacMaster.)

Bill (ii), " An Act respecting the Union
of certain Methodist Churches therein
named." (Mr. Ferrier.)

FRAUD IN SALE OF
RIGHTS BILL.

PATENT

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of

HoN. MR. READ.

the Whole, consideration of Bill (26)t
"An Act for the better prevention o
Fraud in connection with the sale Of
Patent Rights."

In the Committee,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

that this hon. friend who had charge Of
this Bill had been kind enough to ask hiOl
(Sir Alex.), when the Committee rose a
few days ago, to prepare such amendmnelts
as he thought should be made to the Bil,
and he had promised to do so. In ac-
cordance with that promise he proposed to
offer some amendments the object of which
was to make more clear what the Bill pro-
posed to accomplish,--with one excepti0l
and that was a change which he was Su
the Committee would approve of. In the
first clause a bill of exchange is described
as one the consideration for which consists
in whole or in part " of the right to make
or vend anything patented or clained to
be patented, or to vend any patent right,
or right claimed to be patented." I
struck some hon. gentlemen that there W2
nothing in that to interfere at all with a
person who may have been using a pateinå
but that it was all aimed to protect the
man who might be supposed to be able tO
take care of himself. He therefore pro-
posed to strike out the words whiclh he
had quoted and to substitute "of the pur
chase money of anything patented Or
desired to be patented, or of the right to
make or vend or use the same," so that the
consideration of the note would be better
defned than in the clause as it stood-
Then, in the second clause the words used
are " purchaser or holder of any such ins-
trument." It seemed to him that the
position of the man would be better des-
cribed by the words "endorsee or transferee
of any such instrument." Then he pro-
posed to strike out the last part of the
second clause-"which the purchaserof the
said right would have had in any actiOD
suit or claim, if brought by the vendor Of
such right against the purchaser thereo1
on such instrument."-There was confu-
sion in that language which he tght
could be cleared up by the use of a phrae
quite familiar to gentlemen of the leg
profession. He proposed to substitue
for it the words "which would have exIsted
between the original parties." Then '"u
the last paragraph a person is made guIty
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of an Offence if he induces a person to buy
nfle Of these notes. That was pushing the

th'ng too far and he thought it would be
better to limit the offence to the person
'ho sells or transfers the instrument. He
would therefore confine the punishment to

Person who sells .or transfers such
a ?Iote. Then the punishment, although
left to the discretion of the Judg was ex-
cssive, and would lead him to visit such
an offence with a severe penalty. He sug-
g8eted that instead of making the term of
41prisonment two years it should be not
tore than one year, and the fine should

nlot mnore than$200, instead of $i.ooo.

"ON. MR. SKEAD said he had askedthe Minister of Justice to amend the
i to the extent which he might consider

tecessary, but he was afraid that the pro-
noters of it would scarcely know it again

When it was returned to them. However,
'ing great confidence in the Minister of

Justice, he was prepared to accept it asaiTended and the promoters of the Bill
Ïn the Lower House could return it to the
th ate if the amendments were not what
tley approved of.

t0N. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
tat the first clause be re-considered.

loN. MR. DICKEY said that the only
anlendment which could be objected to,

his point of view, was that which

cla Prop5osed to be made to the third
tUse. It seemed to be the impression of

.l e 1ouse when the Bill was last before
that .anyone who induced another to

e such a note was the man who ought
o be reached and punished, and not the
one Who afterwards transferred it and who
',ght be innocent of any fraudulent intent.11e did not offer any objection to the

nudment but he thought it his duty to
candidly what his impression was,

theave it to those who had charge of
S1ill in another place to take whatever

rse they thought roper.
he Motion was agreed to.

On the first clause,

to oSIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
Sike out all the words after " part ".int4 ifth line, down to the word " shall,"ir4isert in lieu thereof the words " of

the purchase money of anything patented
or desired to be patented, or of the right
to make, or vend, or use the same."

The motion was agreed to.

On the second clause,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he proposed to amend the eleventh line
by substituting the words "endorsee or
transferee " for the words " purchaser or
holder."

Then in the 14 th line after the word
"thereof " he proposed to strike out the
%vords " which the purchaser of the said
right would have had in any action, suit or
claim if brought by the vendor of such
right against the purchaser thereof on such
instrument," and insert the words " which
would have existed between the original
parties thereto."

The amendment was agreed to.

On the third clause,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
to strike out all the words that make it an
offence to induce anyone to make, accept
or endorse, or take such a bill or note
without the words "given for a patent
right" being written or printed across the
face of it. He considered that to make it
an ofience subject to punishment, induc-
ing anyone to make such a note, was push-
ing it too far. It should be borne in mind
that the man who takes the note is unable
to collect it, and suffers punishment in that
respect. He proposed also to reduce the
penalty to one year's imprisonment or $20o
of a fine.

HON. MR. POWER contended that if
the word "takes" was struck out there
was really no penalty incurred by the party
who flrst got the note, unless he transfer-
red it to someone else.

HON. MR. CARVELL considered that
the punishment of two years imprisonment,
or a fine not exceeding $i,ooo was too
much for the offence. The maximum fine
should not be over $500.

HON. MR. SCOTT said that the proper
person to be punished was the party who
obtained money or valuable securities for
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something which was of no value,
which was a crime under the present
law; but under the proposition of
the Minister of Justice it was not that per-
son, but somebody else to whom the note
would be transferred who would be the
party, against whom the accusation would
have to be made.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it might be the first person who transfer-
red the note. The person who took the
note was the one who had the benefit of
the crime or offence or whatever it was,
and he was the only person who could
transfer the note, and under this amend-
ment he could be punished.

HoN. MR. SCOTT said that the result
woald be, if this amendment were adopted,
the party who accepted the note would
not put the words "given for a patent
right " on it at all. Of course if it was
taken for a substantial, genuine patent the
words might be put on the note, but if the
party was selling a fraud or a sham he
would not put the words on the note, but
would transfer it immediately and get out
of the country.

HON. MR. POWER could not agree
with the Minister of justice in striking out
the word " takes," because it is the man
who takes the note who does the mischief,
and he would not be so likely to per-
petrate the fraud when he knows that by
the mere fact of taking the note, without
the words "given for a patent right " on it,
he is guilty of a misdemeanor.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the party was obliged to put the words on
the face of the note before transferring it.
If he did not wish to transfer it he could
keep it in his drawer, and when it was due
could collect it, of course subject to any
defence that the maker of it had.

HON. MR. POWER considered that the
man who takes a note of this sort without
thewords "given for a patent right" on it
should be ipso facto liable to a penalty.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the whole-object of the amendment was
to put the person who gets the note after-
wards, in the same position as the origi-
nal holder.

HoN. MR. SCOTT,

HON. MR. POWER contended that if'
the original holder of the note was not
obliged in the first place to write the words
"given for a patent right," across the
face of it, it would be vcry difficult aftet
wards to hinder it from getting into circu-
lation, and the party who is guilty of the
fraud would take himself out of the
country.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the whole object of the Bill was to
place third parties in the same position as
the original holders of the note. As b-
tween the original parties it was not d'
sirable to make it an offence to take a
note-without writing those words acrOss
the face of it ; but the moment the
holder wants to transfer it to anybodY,
then he is obliged to put those words on
it to show what the note was for, and to
secure to the maker the same defence
that existed as between him and the
original holder.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE believed
that the objection raised by the hon-
gentleman from Halifax was a very Ina
terial one, because the vendor of the
patent right could take the notes and dis-
pose of them to innocent parties without
writing the words " given for a patent
right " on them. It was true that the
patent right vendor was liable to a penalty
for transferring the notes without doing
so, but at the same time he was perfectly
free to negotiate them without any rnd
whatever to indicate what they were, and
after they had passed into the hapds of
innocent parties he might be out Of the
country. He considered the notes shoul
be stamped with these words in the first
instance.

ION. MR. Mc MASTER said there had
been a great deal of imposition connected
with those transactions. Some of ther1
had occurred in this way: A person
known as a note shaver entered into .
rangements with parties on the other ide
who were engaged to come over to ths
country and make such sales, and the note
shaver would undertake to negotiate tla
notes. The altered provision of this B
would not inflict any penalty on the -parY
who has induced the person from e
other side to come over and take thos5
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!0tes, and he would negotiate them with

ÎION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did
ot think it desirable to make it a crim-

!tal Offence, and to say that a man who
Induced another to go contrary to an act
O this kind committed an offence, it
thas necessary to consider the character of
the crnme and whether it would be possi-
ble to make a practical offence of it, for
shich a man could be convicted and pun-

ihaed• In his opinion it was better to say
that the man who committed the offence
ShouIid be guilty of it.

"ON. MR. SCOTT instanced a case in
Which John Brown, acting for Smith,

Nes & Co., of the United States, went
iltO the country, sold certain patent

§hts, and took notes in favor of Smith
ones & Co. Brown was really the man

ýho should be punished, because he hadUduced the farmer, who was an innocent
ty, to sign the note, though it really

Wh taken in the name of the persons
ther Brown represented. In such a case

ere would be collusion between. thencipals and their agent, and there would
be -Pi»afacae proof that something fraud-
th t was proposed to be committed. He

th'refore thought that when the person
1ng was not the payee he should be in-

Chided in the punishment.

LqON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL had no
objection to the suggestion.

cIoN. MR. PLUMB thought the prin-
Pal sufferer had been lost sight of alto-
"ther, The man who bought this patent,orght it for the purpose of selling again,

r speculation. Those large sums were
j paid by the farmers, but by men who
sIht these rights for counties or districts.

.a person, who was a speculator to a
cetin extent, was protected, by being re-
thecd from the payment of, his note ; but
th*'persons who really suffered were those
*ho bought from him in small sums, who
parhaps did not give him a note at all, but

h1i mmoney. In such cases the
b>culator would escape with the moneyofhis Victim, and he (Mr. Plumb) thought
e remedy should be provided for such

c though he had -no sympathy for the
% who might get taken in simply in

consequence of his own avarice. A good
deal of impatience had been manifested
on the other side of the House in dis-
cussing the matter under consideration.

The third clause, as amended, was
adopted.

On the title of the Bill,
HoN. MR. POWER thought there

ought to be some saving clause put in at
the end of the Bill, to the effect that it
should not apply to the sale of such
articles as, for instance, patent medicines.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL thought
that fraud might be comnmitted in connec-
tion with such sales.

HON. MR. SCOTT remarked that the
Bill dealt only with rights and not sub-
stances.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that he had enlarged the expression, which
originally was "the right to make or vend
anything patented, or claimed to be
patented, or to vend any patent right, or
right claimed to be patented ;" the altered
expression would read "of the purchase
money of anything patented or desired to
be patented, or of the right to make or
vend or use the same."

HON. MR. POWER thought that patent
medicines would be included by such ex-
pression, as well as anything else.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did not
agree that they should be excepted.

HON. MR. SCOTT would oppose the
whole measure if that was to be introduced.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL referred
to the suggestion made by the hon. gentle-
man from Niagara, (Mr. Plumb) and
stated that the amendment included in
the same category the person who buys,
with the man who vends, the patent rights.

HON. MR. DEVER was opposed to the
Bill, as amended, quite as much as he had
been previously. No doubt the Minister
of Justice had done his best towards
amending the measure, but he (Mr. Dever>
felt that it was wrong to make such con-
fusion in dealing with bills of exchange
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and promissory notes. He did not see
why exception should be made in these
particular cases, any more than where, for
instance, bogus pianos were being sold,
bogus gold watches, chains or refriger-
ators. For the sale of all these things drum-
mers were continually going through the
country, and he (Mr. Dever) knew of
respectable people being taken in, and
notes and money obtained from them for
articles which, on being tested, proved to
be much inferior to what had been repre-
sented-in fact it might be said that the
notes in those cases had been given with-
ort value. In such instances it appeared
there was no redres's, but a special law was
here being made, which he thought would
greatly interfera with commerce, and with
parties who were in the habit of receiving
negotiable notes of the kind in question.
He would therefore vote against the Bill,
no matter what shape it might assume.

HON. MR. NELSON considered the
Bill to be exceptional and special legisla-
tion, and thought it should be printed and
placed in the hands of members at least
one day before the third ieading was gone
on with.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with several amend-
ments.

HON. MR. REESOR--Is ·it under th$
control of the original Company ?

HON. MR. GIRARD-Yes, you l
see by the Bill that the road remnai0s
under the control of the originators.

The motion was agreed to and the
was read the second time.

NAPANEE, TAMWORTH AND QIJF
BEC.RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. FLINT moved the second
reading of Bill (8o) "An Act to anie0d
the Act incorporating the Napanee,
Tamworth and Quebec Railway Co."

The motion was agreed to, and the 13i1
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 19th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

Thre

MANITOBA AND SOUTH WEST-1 A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGF.
ERN RAILWAY BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the second
reading of Bill (75), " An Act respecting
the Manitoba and South-Western Coloni-
zation Railway Company."

He said: This is one of the first associ-
ations of the kind in the Province of
Manitoba. The Company have already
built 52 miles of their road, and they are
anxious to go on with the work. For that
purpose they have made arrangements
with the Canadian Pacific Railway to lease
their road, and Parliament is now asked
to consent to those arrangements. They
also ask for an extension of the time, for
three years more, in which to complete
the road.

' HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-I WO"I
ask the House to allow me to interrupt the
proceedings for a moment on a question O
privilege. I find in the Toronto Globe Of
yesterday the following words spoken by
the Attorney-General for Ontario, on a
subject which was brought before the
Ontario Legislature, and which, I have '0
doubt, every member of this House h
read. It is under the heading of "privilegeI
and has reference to what, Mr. Mowat de.
scribes as "a conspiracy." In the course of
his remarks he says "offices have been
promised likewise, and the conspirators
declared that in offering the offices for
this purpose in connection with the DOr"
inion Government, they had the sanctiott
and authority of the Minister of the Inter
ior to do so." On being asked by et•
Morris to repeat the statement, Mr. gewa

HON. MR. DEVER.

A Question (8BN ATB]
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Plied, "these conspirators, in making
e. offers of office in the gift of the

oinion Government, declared that they

Int the authority of the Minister of the
he eror to make such offers." Further on
<said " Bunting further offered and un-
'erook that the said McKim should be

aPPoînted registrar at Regina in the North-
t with a salary of $1,ooo a year ; that
. the said Wilkinson and the said

]ulting assured the said McKim that the
omfinion Minister of the Interior had

Pledged to them his word that their said
Pronise of the said office would be carried't, and the said Bunting on his own part
Pledged his word to the same effect."
tourther on he says again " and that further

seCure the same purpose the said Wil-
s on undertook that the said Balfourold be appointed by the Dominion
'vernment to a registrarship at Regina

the North-West."
do 0 w hon. gentlemen, all I intend to

to-day is to give these statements an
"nqualified denial. To those who know
r4e it is scarcely necessary that I should give
!e4 a denial; but the ábsurdity of what
ý alleged is stamped on the very face of

<*The registrarship at Regina is not
nt, and yet two of Mr. Mowat's sup-POtters are said to have been promised the

authe I need not say that I did not
the orize anything of the kind, and I give
"on hole of the allegations, as far as I am

rned, a most unqualified denial.iore Sitting down I would just express
surprise that one filling the important

ne Occupied by Mr. Mowat should charge
fling the office that I do with such anence without more evidence than he

tat lie has simply, according to his own
. tent, the allegation of a member ofe8 on party, and on the strength of that
S.charges me with this serious offence.

Ply content myself with giving it a
aI in the most unqualified terms, and

St thank the House for having allowed
O itterrupt the proceedings to do so.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

M. BELLEROSE moved that>41 the House adjourns on Friday the
edl5 inst it do stand adjourned untilnesday the 26th inst. at 3 o'clock in

the afternoon. He said that the first time
he had been approached on this question
he refused to give notice of an adjourn-
ment at this late period of the session, but
when it was pointed out to him that Tues-
day next would be a statutory holiday and
there was not much business before the
House he consented. He did so all the
more readily because in the other House
there were very few Government measures
and there was no legislation which would
be interfered with by thii adjournment.
He had given the notice early in the week
so that if the House decided to adjourn
there would be a couple of days to ad-
vance measures a stage this week, and
there would then really be no work for
Monday.

HoN. MR. FLINT was opposed to this
adjournment on principle. He would
like to see a better division of labor-
more legislation introduced into the
Senate, and if it were done it would have
the effect of shortening the session about
a month.

HON. MR. FIAYTHORNE objected
strongly to these adjournments. If the
session should be prolonged by this
adjournment it would be doing a positive
injury to those members who came from
distant provinces, and who were desirous
of bringing the session to a close at as
early a date as possible.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said it was
unprecedented to ask for an adjournment
of the Senate within two or three weeks
of the close of the Session. There was
work to be done both at the regular sit-
tings of the House and in the Committees,
and he would oppose the motion.

HON. MR. SCOTT thought that there
was no objection to the afijournment. No
one would pretend that it would lengthen
the Session one second, or interfere with
public or private business.

The Senate divided on the motion,
which was adopted by the following vote:-

Alexander,
Allan,
Almon,
Armand,

CONTENTS:

Hon Messrs.
McKay,
McKindsey,
McMaster,
Macdonald,
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Bellerose,
Benson,
Boucherville, de
Campbell,

(Sir Alexander),
Chaffers,
Chapai@,
Cochrane,
Cormier,
DeBlois,
Dever,
Ferguson,
Ferrier,
Guévremont,
Howlan,
Lacoste,
Leonard,
McInnies, (B. C.),

Archibald,
Botsford,
Dickey,
Flint,
Girouard,
Glasier,
Grant,
Haythorne,

MacInnes (Hamilton)
Miller (Speaker)
Montgomery,
Muirhead,
Nelson,
O'Donohoe,
Pâq uet,
Pelletier,
Plumb,
Pozer,
Read,
Robitaille,
Scott,
Simpson,
Skead,
Stevens,
Vidal.-42.

NoN.-COYrzNTs:

Hon. Messrs.
Kaulbach,
Lewin,
McClelan,
Macfarlane,
Odehll
Power and
Wark.-15.

TEMPERANCE LIFE ASSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (28), "An Act to incor-
porate the Temperance and Gerieral Life
Assurance Company, of North America,"
with amendments.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved concurrence
in the amendments, and explained that
they were merely to change the title.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read a third time and passed.

VAUDREUIL & PRESCOTT RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

TH1RD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY from the Com-
mittee on Telegraphs, Railways, and Har-
bors, reported Bill (23) "An Act to incor-
porate the Vaudreuil and Prescott Railway
Co.," with several amendments.

He said: The amendments are chiefly
in the direction of making this Bill con-
formable with our previous legislation, and

triking out any unnecessary clauses i¡ it
o as to make it as compact and as intelh-
,ible as possible.

HON. MR. LACOSTE-I believe the
umendments are merely verbal,with the e%
:eption of one, which provides that the
ssue of bonds will have to be sanctioned
by the shareholders. I therefcre MO'e
bat this House do now concur in the
amendments.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. LACOSTE moved that the
Bill be read the third time presently.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of obstructing the passage of the
Bil, but I rise to call the attention of the
House in general, and of the Minister O
Justice in particular, to one feature of ths
measure. The i 1th clause gives the rail
way Company, which the Bill incorporates'
the express power to lease or sell theY
road to the Grand Trunk Railway COO
pany. It bas been the policy of the Ra r
way Committee of this House in fOTner
sessions, and of the House itself, not to
sanction provisions of that sort in Bills ;
we have been very careful on the other
hand to provide that companies which we
were incorporating should not amalgamlate,
and, I think, that in this instance as the
road from Vaudreuil to Ottawa is to a
certain extent a road running parallel tO a
railway controlled by the Grand Trun
it will not afford any competition if it
passes into the hands of the Grand Trçu
Railway, and I submit it is a question for
the consideration of the Minister, antd O
the Senate as a whole.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think it is
in the interest of the public generally t
this amalgamation should take place.
believe that in a small section of the
country like that through which this ro
runs, it is not in the interest of the gene
public that there should be a sepaIe
company to transact business over ther
line independently, and if the COmDpge
see that it is in their interest that tb'
amalgamation should take place, I do to
see that it would be any disadvantage gh
the travelling public. If it was a throur
line running through a number of hr&•
vinces, then the objection of ny hO0
friend would be of some value.

Railway Co's Bill316
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1ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI-I do
rIOt think that the policy of this House
has been, for any length of time at any-
rate, in the direction pointed out by the
hOn. gentleman from Halifax. With
reference to this particular Bill, I appre-
hend that there is nothing in it that the
Iouse will not sustain. The only instance
that I know of in which amalgamation was
Prohibited in a railway Bill is that of the
Canadian Pacific Railway the other day.
"t Was made a special clause in the Cana-
4 ian Pacific Railway Act this session, but
the Power of amalgamation already exists
'S regards other lines.

. Ho9. MR. PLUMB-The line in ques-tifn is a short line road, and it is a very
desirable thing that that district should be
?Pened up by railway accommodation. It
s8 Perfectly well known that. short liries of
ai1way cànnot be run with the same pro-

6that longer lines can be operated, and
they are not usually as well run in the inter-
est of the public. I see no reason, in the
Publie interest, why this small road that

asked for incorporation should be
hatnlpered with restrictions that have been

Y put upon long, competing lines, and
that only in one or two instances. It is

nPossible to prevent the amalgamation,
yany legislation that can be passed, be-

Cause if it becomes necessary for the ex-
istence, or in the interests of two compan-
'es to amalgamate, they contrive in' someway to evade the law. In this case it
appears to me, speaking in a parlia-

r4entary sense, that the objection raised
Y the hon. gentleman from Halifax is
aPtious. I believe that the interests ofthe Public instead of being injured would
ie benefited by the proposed amalgama-
so- •I may say now, and I speak with
able authority, as I have had consider-

e experience in railways, having been
very largely interested in railways in the
"'Y part of my life, and having had to do

.th the great railway system of the1 $ited States that has now almost over-.dowed it, (as I was one of those who
%'sted in framing the Railway Act of the
%tie of New York) that this amalgama-
th clause is a sound principle, and thatp objection is one which is not in the

interest. I trust therefore, that the
Wi it l not be hampered by any change

t8 provisions such as that suggested by

the hon. gentleman who has raised this
objection.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (84) "An Act to incorporate the
Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
of Pontiac." (Mr. Scott).

Bill (44) "An Act to authorize the
transfer of the Welland Railway to the
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, and for
other purposes." (Mr. Plumb).

Bill (95) "An Act relating to the
Roman Catholic Piocese of Ottawa."
(Mr. Scott).

Bill (41) " An Act to incorporate the
Saskatoon and Northern Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Plumb).

TRADERS' BANK OF CANADA
BILL, AMENDED.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of Bill (92) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Traders' Bank of Canada."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moveçi concurrence
in the amendments made by the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce to Bill
(55) " An Act to incorporate the Live
Stock Insurance Company." He stated
that the amendments were nearly all verbal
with the exception of one which the
House would feel was in the right direc-
tion. It was to the effect that if the
Company desired to buy out the business
of any other company it could be only
done by a two-thirds vote of the share-
holders instead of a simple majority.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the Bill
as amended, be read the third time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed. -
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AGRICULTURAL FERTILIZERS
AGRICULTURAL FERTILIZERS

BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been read-
consideration of amendments made by the
Committee on Banking and Commerce to
Bill (38) " An Act to prevent fraud in the
manufacture and sale of Agricultural Fer-
tilizers,"

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Order of the day be discharged, and that
the amendments be referred to a Commit-
tee of the whole House presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the
House went into a Committee of the
Whole.

In the Committee, on the 6th clause,
HON. MR. POWER suggested that the

date should be fixed as the 1st day of July,
instead of the ist day of May, because the
statute would not be printed by the earlier
date, and it did not seem fair to punish
people for violating a law the very existence
of which they could not know, by the
earlier date mentioned. .

HON. MR. GIRARD thought it would
be better to allow the date to stand, as
fertilizers were ordinarily bought in the
spring, for use about that time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH thought that
was the very reason why the time should
be extended, as people should not be fined
because they are ignorant of the provisions
of a law which had not been published.

HON. MR. POWER suggested, as a
compromise, that the 1st day of June
might be inserted instead of the first day
of May.

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee, reported the amendments as
amended.

The amendments were concurred in.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the Bill
be read the third time as amended.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do· not intend
to renew the objections which I made on

the second reading of the Bill, but I st'!1

think it is open to the objection that It
throws obstacles in the way of farine
getting fertilizers, inasmuch as it
with the sale of the common fertilizers O
the country, such as lime, which is a P
duct of the country, and not imported.
also think there is a doubt whether
Bill is within the competency of Parile
ment, as it deals with civil rights and po
perty, and I content myself with mak1o
this protest.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE made sotle
suggestions with regard to the including O
lime in the list of articles dealt with by the
Bill, and thought it would be wise if that
fertilizer were excepted.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLF/
The Bill provides for the punishiment. 
those only who sell fertilizers in wh'c
phosphoric acid or nitrogen or potash
ists. There are none of these ingredien"
in lime, and therefore the vendor of hi0e
does not come under this law. It statot
distinctly that its provisions "shall no0
apply to marl, or to fertilizers sold or•di
posed of at one-half cent or less per p0f
nor to guano, the chemical compositi'o
which has not been changed by the ven
or or any other person since its inPor
tion, nor to plaster of Paris, nor to anY fer
tilizer not offered for sale as conta 'a1î1
phosphoric acid, potash or nitrogen."

The motion was agreed to, and the
as amended was read the third ti me and
passed.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEQE.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL mO
that the House do now adjourn.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Before the f~ou
adjourns I wish to say a few words 0o t
matter which is comparatively personal W
myself. A day or two since my attention
was called to the reports of our debatle
at which I do not often look, in fact 1
not looked at them for several dae
Whenever I speak at any length in the
House I am in the habit of seeing tare
any figures or statements I have ma ich 1
corrected, but on the occasion to whIC
refer, I find that my eloquent friend,
senior member for Halifax, while addre

of Pr-ivilege.
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'hg the House in that strain of eloquence
Which is so familiar to us all, made some

mtflent in respect to a peculiar kind of
'lman carriage, which he seemed desir-

OUn of introducing to the notice of the
WOuse. I ventured to ask him a question
Which was a perfectly pertinent and proper

a practice in debate which is a most
mon thing in other bodies, and which

Qften prevents the necessity of taking up
e by making a special address, and a

kd of interruption indeed which
that hon. gentleman makes probably
1n0re than any other member of the House,
but about which, when made by others, he

enIs to be singularly sensitive. At the
ti*e I asked the question, he was sayingthat whether the Pullman carriages were
abut Or open, they were equally objection-

e; if open, they were draughty, and if
t ey were too warm. I ventured to

ask him whether he wanted them open or
lLhte In reply he made a remark signa-

by that courtesy which distinguishes
In his communications, and said

'OlTething about my mouth being kept
.St. Of course it was intended as a
Joke. The hon. gentleman does notoften

.e Perpetrate a witticism, his speeches
ng usually as dry as a lime-burner's

Shoe, but on this occasion, having made a
I.t attempt in that direction, he was so

obl3ous to have it emphasized, that i
serve in the official report he has
taguished it by putting in that it
l'8received with " prolonged laughter."

thave looked through all the reports of
8enate Debates for some time back,ned I find it is the habit of the reporters

ver to insert "cheers," or any other ex-
thission of admiration, and I infer that

mtanphasis was made at the hon. gentle
s own request. Indeed, I feel so

COnfident of it that I think I may venturet tate the hon. gentleman insisted upon

98 it inserted, though he was remon-
Steed with, and he assurned the respon-

ty of doing it.
No, I do not object to it as far as I
cOncerned, but it may be carried too
and, as one of the members of the

heates Comnittee, I think it is desirable
the rihant speeches are being made in

r ouse, if a rule has been adopted that
thr is to be no indication by the report-
t Of the emphasis given by admirers to

Poixts made by the different orators,

that it is a rule which should be strictly
observed; and as the hon. gentleman- is a
stickler for the proprieties of debate I
am a little surprised that he should be the
first to violate a very salutary rule. Now,
the hon. gentleman seems to object to any
interpolations in the course of his speeches.
But his speeches are dry, and very often
marked by great hesitation, and pauses,
and it is but natural that people who
listen to him think he is through before he
really is, and say something which he takes
up, but he is himself the greatest offender
in this respect. I observed when the hon.
leader of the House was speaking the
other day, the hon. gentleman interrupted
him three or four times, and in a manner
which certainly was not parliamentary ; he
disputed his word and compelled my hon.
friend to break the thread of his discourse.
He did it so pertinaciously that he was
called to order for it. When I was speak-
ing on the 28th February, I was interrupt-
ed by the senior member from Halifax six
times. I did not mind it, having been in
the habit of taking part in the debates in
the other House ; I rather like it, but I
wish to give the hon. gentleman to under-
stand that while he objects to interrup-
tions, he is just as responsible for them as
any other. We have had altogether thirty-
two sessions of this House. Out of this
number-many of them only proforma-
there have been several where the sessions
have lasted more than an hour or two,
but a good deal of the time of the session
has been taken up by routine business,
and yet the hon. géntleman has spoken in
this House, I find, seventy-two times alto-
gether. Of course, it shows his great
energy.

HON. MR. POWER-Does that include
interruptions ?

HON.- MR. PLUMB-It shows his
activity and industry and I do not find
any fault with him for it. I observe that
there were 593 pages of the reports up to
the i8th. Much of that is routine-in
fact the greater portion of it is-yet the
hon. gentleman has taken up exactly one-
seventh of that space himself. He occu-
pies a position, of course, as a sort of self-
appointed deputy leader of the Opposition,
which perhaps throws a large responsibility
upon him, but I think a gentleman who

W1A Question
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takes up one-seventh of the whole space
devoted to the debates of the House, in-
cluding all the routine proceedings, what-
ever they may be, ought to look a little to
himself before he ventures to criticise
others ; but I do especially object to an
hon. gentleman who bas his one little joke
thinking so much of it that while he can-
not patent it-I believe there is no pro-
vision in the patent office for that purpose
-he endeavors to embalm it in some way
in the proceedings by inserting himself a
note of admiration in regard to it. In
stating that he bas inserted it himself I
have authority for doing so or I would not
take up the time of the House. This is
a petty matter.

HON. MR. POWER-Hear, hear!

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man may well say " hear, hear "-it is a
small matter, and I would not under other
circumstances have ventured to call the
attention of the House to it. It is of very
little consequence to me what retorts the
hon. gentleman makes. If in the course
of the very irritating debates, which be
often brings to the House on trivial ques-
tions, he is interrupted sometimes, I dare
say he defends himself the best way he
can and with the best taste he can display,
but there is nothing in the remark which
he, as a gentleman, should desire to call
attention to, for it was in bad taste, how-
ever much I laid myself open to it. These
are all the remarks I have to make on the
subject, but I presume it is not the desire
or intention of the House to abandon the
salutory rule in regard to interpolations
that, whatever they may be-cheers,
laughter or other expressions of applause
or dissent-as long as they do not take a
verbal form, they should have no place in
the debates of the House which, so far as
I know, have up to this time been free
from them ; certainly they have been free
from them so far this session, and as far
as I know, were free from them last year.
If the hon. gentleman wishes that these
expressions should appear in the Debates
he will probably propose that the rule
should be changed to meet his views.

HON. MR. POWER-My bon. friend
is perfectly right in saying that this is a
very small matter; it is indeed exceedingly

HON. MR. PLUMB.

smalL The bon. gentleman bas said n
something about my putting in a note O
admiration. The hon. gentleman carne
me, having seen these words " prolOne
laughter" inserted after my remark,
spoke t'> me about it in the H ouse, andac
assumed all the responsibility ; 'n
I inserted the words myself, the repOW0
did not. The hon. gentleman Wl .
deny that it was simply a statement of f '
there was prolonged laughter; and 0I
not aware that there is any rule which fha
bids the insertion of statements of t
sort. The practice has not been indulg
in of late, but some years ago hon. gentle
men did insert those things to a veY
considerable extent. I have never don
so myself before, but I do not regret th'
I have done it now ; because you see, ho•
gentlemen, that this very small offensethe
mine has been the means of givilng a
House, and giving me in particulart
great deal of valuable information st
the manner in which we should conduct
our debates, what sort of language W
should use and all that, for which ly
for one, am very grateful. The b0
gentleman, as the House knows, is P
ticularly qualified to lecture menibers
the good taste of their interruptions
their remarks. His example in that W9to
bas been most valuable and calculate
raise the tone of our debates in the Sent
very much indeed. I think all hon- ge
tlemen must have felt that. I arn ,
very grateful personally to the hon. ger
tieman for having taken the trouble te
ascertain how many timues I have SPOt
and how much space I take up in e
Official Reports. That is a kind Of '
formation I have never collected On
own account, and I am very glad .inrest
that the bon. gentleman bas taken inte
enough in my doings to gather the info.
mation. I shall trouble the House no ady
ther,because I think there has been alre
too much said about what I should hae
supposed was rather too small a mat
a gentleman of the age and parliameta)
experience of my bon. friend to devote
much time to.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Althoughthish
been spoken of as a trivial affair, ttn
is connected with it a very ilnP batS
principle. Is the record of our debat
to be interlarded with expressions
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Proval or disapproval ? Heretofore it has
not been done. With very great propriety
,ch expressions have been excluded from

record, and so far from being .pleased
tQ hear the hon. gentleman who has just
rsuned his seat say that he has done
' Wrong, I think he has committed a

meat Inistake in venturing to impose upon
the reporters of our House the responsi-
bility of publishing in their reports such
'ln expression.

1 ON. MR. POWER-I have assumed
the responsibility.

110N. MR. VIDAL-If the hon. gentle-
San ¡s right in having done this, every

Other hon. gentleman will have a perfect
rght to insert in his speech expressionsf approval or disapproval to any extent
het May suit his fancy. I think it is

ter that the rule which has been in
force for years should be rigidly adhered

and that the reporters should under-
8tand that the Committee on Reporting
the Debates would not sanction the intro-duction of those remarks.

The motion was agreed to, and the
nate adjourned at 4.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, March 20th, 1884.

The SPE \KER took the Chair at Three
0clock.

?rayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills from the House of
COMMons were reported from Committee,
dread the third time and passed without

'debate :

1 il( 3 3 ), "An Act to empower the
orthwestern Coal and Navigation Com-

7nY, (liiited) to construct and work a
te Of Railway between Medicine Hat and

anCompanies' Mines on the Belly River,
ad for other purposes." (Mr. Allan.)

" (34), "An Act to Incorporate the
(berta Railway and Coal Company."

W Allan.)

Bill (59), "An Act respectinq the North-
ern and North-western Junction Railway
Company. (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (80), "An Act to amend the Act
ncorporating the Napanee, Tamworth and
Quebec Railway Company." (Mr. Flint.)

MANITOBA SOUTH-WESTERN
COLONIZATION RAILWAY

COMPANY.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY ,from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors reported Bill (75), " An Act respect-
ing the Manitoba South-western Coloniza
tion Railway Company," with certain
amendments. He explained that the
amendments were merely verbal with the
exception of one which required a two-
thirds majority of the shareholders to
sanction an amalgamation with any other
Company.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Bill be read the third time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time.

On the question by the Speaker " Shall
this Bill pass ?"

HON. MR. REESOR said: This Bill
affects the only charter that was granted
before the Pacific Railway Charter was
passed, and therefore was not disallowed
by the Dominion Government, and the
company charýered by it were permitted
to go on and build the road. They did
proceed to the extent of building 50 miles,
but finding great difficulty in satisfying
the Government and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, whose line they had
crossed, they were unable to obtain the
land grant, became discouraged, and sold
out to another company. This Bill pro-
vides that this other company that now
holds thé charter may lease the line
already built, with its extensions, thus
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placing the only charter originally free
from the control of the Canadian Pacific
Railway under the control of that Com-
pany, as I understand arrangements have
been made with this Company to lease it
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany. Some three years ago, when the
line was first surveyed and located, it
reached a certain point on the Pembina

RivernearManitoba. The Canadia~n

should be proceeded with, and the objed
of this Bill, I take it, is to increase th
probability of that line being conitltiO
As to what the Canadian Pacific Raila
Company propose to do with their braDup
-the one down towards the frontie,
which 5o miles have been built, or
progress they propose to make with it ths
year, I am not prepared to say.

Pacific Railway Company being hostile to HON. MR. DICKEY-I think that the
the proceedings of this independent com- House would like to know exactlY the
pany, immediately located another line position of this matter, as it was brought
called the North-Western Branch of the before the Committee. The Manitob'
Canadian Pacific Railway, which they South-Western Colonization RailwaY 1
continued to construct until they reached a road which starts from Winnipeg, aJ
the Pembina River at the same point after proceeding a certain distance We
where the Manitoba South-Western Col- crosses the Canadian Pacific RailwaY, and
onization Railway Company had located crosses the Assiniboine, and is constructed
their line with a view to crossing. I as far as Carman-at least it was Con
now understand that negotiations have structed that far about eighteen mUonths
been entered into by which the Manitoba ago when I was on the line. When the
South-Western line will not proceed on road had reached that point, unfortunately
the line originally located at the cross- the promoters and the persons engaged ii1
ing on the Pembina River, but will run p costructing the railway found that thelf
north of that point some 15 or 20 miles, could not get any further for want O
and strike the Souris beyond the western funds, and, I believe, they have not dont
limits of Rock Lake, proceeding on their anything in the way of extending their hone
way westward north of Rock Lake. I for the last eighteen months. The objec
now desire to enquire of the Government of the main line crossing the river there i9
whether it is the intention of the Canadian to tap the Souris coal mines. That object
Pacific Railway Company to continue cannot be attained if the road terminates
their line across the Pembina River on where it is, and it is a great object to the
the route located 12 miles north of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as well as to
American boundary ? A very large num- the people of that country, that the line
ber of settlers have gone in upon that belt, should be extended to the coal fields by
and are rapidly converting it into an agri- the shortest possible route, and it Will be
cultural district, and unless the South- attained, I apprehend, by the passing o
Western branch of the Canadian Pacific this Bill, because it would be madness for
Railway is proceeded with, 'as located, the Canadian Pacific Railway CompanY to
these people will be greatly disappointed. lease this line, unless they proposed to
They will have no access to the coal extend it to where they expect their traffic.
fields of the Souris, and no means of get- Then with regard to the South-westero
ting their produce out to market. I would branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
be very much gratified if the Government that is a road which starts near WinniPe'
would give a satisfactory answer to the crosses the Assiniboine and goes to MOrris,
question. If the Canadian Pacific Rail- and then south-westerly in a directiol
way Company proceed with the South- nearly parallel with the internationl
Western branch I should see less objec- boundary,giving increased accommodation
tion to the passing of this Bill. to the people of Southern Manitoba.

take it for granted that the Canadia»
HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I an not Pacific Railway Company do not contera-

able to answer the hon. gentleman's ques- plate abandoning that line, because if they
tion with respect to the South-Western did their expenditure on it hitherto woU
branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. be comparatively useless; it would "0
There is a very great desire that the railway 1reach the settlers in South-western Mani
affected by the Bill now before the House toba, therefore I have no apprehenlsion

HoN. MR. REESOR.
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on that score-although it has really i
10thmng to do with this Bill. With re-

8ard to this particular Bill, it will be most
flnot only to the people of Winnipeg,

but to the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
to the settlers beyond, because, unfortun-
atelY, it is the only mode of securing the
e*ension from Carman south-westerly to
the Souris coal fields. I mention these
fts as they were presented to us before

Comittee.

I1Ox. MR. MACPHERSON-As I said
few moments ago, the object of this Bill

1 to facilitate the prosecution of that line.
flk Canadian Pacific Railway Company
ad the Government, and all interested.
n that country, are most anxious to have
th road continued to the Souris coal
14ui1es, and I behieve it is the intention of
'lie Canadian Paciic Railway Company,

sone point upon the extended line,
th run a line north to Regina, and

nce northward towards Battleford.
hat is the intention, as I understand,

MZd as the Company have stated, but
ho does not give the information to the
hon- gentleman which I understood him
to ask for. What I understood him to
'94Uire about was the South-western branch
)f the Canadian Pacific Railway, of which

afn not able to give him any information.
T he Bill was then passed.

BILL INTRODUCED,

ill (21) " An Act respecting the Grand
riank Railway of Canada," (Mr. Ferrier.)

WukL]LAND RAILWAY TRANSFER
BILL.

SECOND READING.

"ON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (44), " An Act to authorize
the transfer of the Welland Railway to the
otand Trunk Railway of Canada, and for

puposes."
lie said : This Bill authorizes the

t1rasfer of the Welland Railway to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, and it isstated that such transfer is in the interests
O both Companies. By it the Grand

k undertakes to work the Welland
alU ay from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario
alot g the Welland Canal, which is a road
that bas never, I believe, paid anything to

its shareholders, though it has paid a small
interest on its debentures. The Great
Western Railway became possessed of
that road, by lease, some years ago, and
this is a confirmation of that lease. I
understand that all the arrangements
between the two Companies have been
carried on in the most careful manner,
guarding the interests of both parties, and
they have been consented to by the parties
interested in the Welland Railway, so that
no injustice has, or can be done to those
proprietors. It is a cross-road, and I do
not think the public can be in any way
affected by the proposed confirmation of
these arrangements between the two
Companies. The Bill is one of consider-
able length, and involves a good many
particulars, which will be necessary to
carry out the undertaking, but I do not
imagine that there will be any objection
to its being read a second time ; an'd it
can then be discussed at length before the
Committee to which I propose to refer it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

SASKATOON AND NORTHERN
RAILWAY BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (41) "An Act to incorporate
the Saskatoon and Northern Railway Com-
pany."

Hé said: The object sought in this Bill
is the construction and operation of a rail-
way from some point on the Canadian
Pacific Railway, at or near Moose Jaw, to.
the site of the proposed city of Saskatoon,
in the Temperance Colonization Society's
Territory, and thence to Battleford or
Prince Albert, or to both places. The
incorporators are gentlemen with whom I
am acquainted, and the Bill is an ordinary
charter for a Railway Company, and I be-
lieve it is the policy of this House, and ot
the country generally, to encourage the
building of railways wherever they may be
required in the North-West. Without any
further explanation, 1 beg to move that
the Bill be read the second time.

The motion was agreeod t he Bill
was read the second time.

. The Senate adjourned at 4.15 p.m.

828
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THE SENATE.

&ttawa, Friday, March 21st, 188¢.

there was no limit at all, the amendrnen t

provided that at least one-half of the stoc
shall be represented.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three HoN. MR. VIDAL moved that ý the
o'clock. amendments be concurred in..

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (85), "An Act respecting the Erie
and Huron Railway." (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (90), " An Act respecting the Great
Northern Railway Company." (Mr. Belle-
rose.)

Bill (90), "An Act respecting the Ontario
and Quebec Railway Company." (Mr
Allan.)

Bill (9), " An Act to amend the several
Acts relating to the Toronto Grey and
Bruce Railway Company." (Mr. McKind-
sey.)

Bill (81), "An Act further to amend
the Act incorporating the Souris and
Rocky Mountain Railway Company and
to change the name of the Company to
the North-West Central Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Robitaille.)

Bill (6), "An Act to provide for the
punishment of seduction and like offences."
(Mr. Power.)

THE ST. CLAIR FRONTIER TUN-
NEL COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors reported Bill (62), " An Act to Incor-
porate the St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Com-
pany," with certain amendments.

He said the amendments though numer-
ous were merely verbal, and were intended
to bring the Bill into conformity with
other Bills of the same kind. The only
amendment making any change was that
specifying the amount of stock that was to
be represented at any meeting of the Com-
pany where borrowing powers are to be
taken. Whereas in the Bill as it stood

HoN. MR. POWER-I would ask 0Y
hon. friend to allow the amendments to
stand over until the House meets agai.

HoN. MR.VIDAL-There is nothing i
the amendments that would call for debate

HON. MR. POWER-But there
some amendments which have not
made, and which I. think deserve con'
sideration. I do not propose to delaY t
passage of the Bill unnecessarily, but the
is nothing to be gained by concurrence
the amendments to-day any more than 011
Wednesday next.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not see
any different treatment should be extende
to this Bill than has been extended t
other Bills that we have passed here thls
session. The amendments are very
and very simple, and I must persist infl
motion.

HON. MR. PLUMB-the Bill was
fully discussed in the Committee, and I do
not know that the absence of the ho•
gentleman from the Committee is an
reason why there should be delay in con
curring in these amendments. No ope
presentat the Committee objected tothee1'
and I think it is asking too much to
the action of the House by a captioUs
objection.

HON. MR. POWER-I have obiecte
to the adopting the report of the Coml"t
tee, and consequently 24 hours notice hP>
to be given before concurrence cIn
taken.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It is not Out
order to discuss what the hon. gentle0p
has said.

HON. MR. POWER-Order.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- f
hon. gentleman should state his Point
order.
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'QN. MR. POWER-I have stated it.
AsI understand the rule the report of the
COMInittee cannot be considered on the
samie day it is presented, unless with the
unannnous consent of the House.

TION. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
rhere is no such rule.

THE SPEAKER-Will the hon. gen
tlenan be kind enough to point out the

.e under which he makes his objection?

11 ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
there is any rule at all it is rule 14.

hIE SPEAKER-As the House is in
Possession of the Bill no notice is neces-
Sary to consider the report.

lON. MR. POWER-I do not think
the louse is in possession of the Bill just
at Present. The Bill has been reported
up from the Committee on Railways, and
z question is whether we shall adopt

report of the Committee or not.

11oN. MR. PLUMB-The Bill is in
the Possession of the House, and I do not
naipe why such a captious objection

sbould be made by the hon. gentleman. It
Would be very, easy to obstrut the ordin-
ary course of legislation here if such
CaPtiOus objections are entertained. The

f. gentleman was not present on the
CoMmittee but he has constituted him-

8elf a sort of quasi deputy leader of the
OPPOsition, and in that position takes

Jtain responsibilities upon himself. The
on. gentleman has been shown that he is

entirely mistaken in his point of order.

HE SPEAKER-The House being
Possession of the Bill, my opir.ion is
t it is not subject to notice under the

Uiea.
The amendments were concurred in.

HON. MR. POWER-The Committee
reported the Bill with several amendments.
These amendments have not beeh printed
in our Minutes yet, and the House has
had no opportunity to consider them, and
if the hon. gentleman who has charge of
the Bill has the right not only to have the
amendments concurred in before they
have 'been printed and brought to the
knowledge of the House, but at the same
time the right to insist on his Bill being
read the third time, it is clear that hon.
memberg in this House have no oppor-
tunity given them to consider the amend
ments made to the Bill. Even though
the hon. member from Sarnia is within his
strict right in insisting upon the third read-
ing of the Bill presently, I think he is
somewhat lacking in courtesy to the House
in so insisting. I am not in the habit of
obstructing the proceedings of the House,
and if I have an objection to make it is
because I think there is some little sub-
stance in it. If the rule is as I understand
it to be laid down now, that the report of
a Committee coming up before us for the
first time, and not brought to the know
ledge of the House except by being read
by the Clerk at the table, can then be
forced through without further considera-
tion, I think our rule should be amended
forthwith.

HON. MR. VIDAL-The hon. gentle-
man from Halifax has brought an unneces-
sary and improper charge against me of
want of courtesy. I did not insist upon
the third reading of the Bill when I moved
concurrence in the amendments, and I
should at once have postponed the third
reading to another day if the hon. gentle
man had asked for it. I have no objection
whatever that the Bill be read the third
time on Wednesday next if the hon.
gentleman wishes it.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The Question

'ION. MR VIDAL-moved tat now raised by the bon, gentleman fro
Bil redth Halifax is entirehy different froma the otherbe read the third time presently. one. 1 apprehend that the practice here

'ION POWR-I ave lotis tbat a Bill after being reported on can,
oN. as a matter of course, be read the third

0oked up this question at all, but it does time the same day, but wben there are
eem to me- important amendments it is usual to allow

the third reading to, stand for another day.
On. MR. PLUMB-Then why doYo raise the*objection? n THri SPEAKER-I arn satisfied that
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under our rules the Bill might be read a
third time to-day, but the practice of the
House of Lords-which we largely follow
here-is not to read the Bill the third
time on the day on which it is reported
from Committee.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Particularly when there are amendments.

The Bill was ordered for third reading
on Wednesday next.

MONTREAL & EUROPEAN SHORT
LINE RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

THIRD REA>ING.

HON. MR. DICKEY from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (89) " An Act to amend
the Act incorporating the Great American
and European Short Line Railway Com-
pany, and to change the name thereof to the
Montreal and European Short Line Rail-
way Company" with certain amendments.
He said: this Bill is rendered necessary
by the fact that in the first Act there was
no power to build a railway through New
Brunswick, and it also provides for chang-
ing the name. The important amend-
ments are two. One is to provide that a
certain proportion of the shareholders
have to accept the clause of this Bill
which is substituted for the clause in the
previous Act, and the next is that if that
clause is adopted that there should be
some notice given to the public, and that
is provided for, as in the previous Bill, by
requiring that a certificate signed by the
President of the Company shall be given
that at the meeting that is provided for in
that section the clause has been accepted,
and that certificate is to be filed in the
office of the Secretary of State, so that the
public may have notice. These are the
only amendments made in the Bill.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I may
say that the Company are quite prepared
to accept the amendments proposed by
the Committee, and I move that the
amendments be now concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved

THE SPEAKER.,

that the Bill be read the third timet Pt
sently.

The motion was agreed to and the 1
was read the third time and passed.

LAKE NIPISSING AND JAMES' »4l
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY-From the Con
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs, and I
bors reported Bill (3.) " An Act to Iacoy
porate the Lake Nipissing and James' l
Railway Company " with certain arnend
ments. He said: The amendments il
this Bill are chiefly verbal to bring it intO
conformity with our previous legislatiol
but there are two important provisiOns
one altering the promissory note clause sO
as to make it conformable to our presee
legislation, and the other is to provide,
I have already explained with regard to the
Frontier Tunnel Bridge Co., the proPOr-
tion of shares and'stock that shall be re
presented at any meeting at which the
Company shall exercise bonding pOWer'
and it is provided in that Bill that they
shall be represented by at least oreha
the stock.

The amendments were cpncurred in.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Bill be read the third time presentlY.

The motion was agreed to and the B'1
was read the third time and passed.

A BREACH OF INTERNATIONAL
LAW.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. MACDONALD rose to e'
quire
Whether it has come to the notice of theU0
ernment that an Indian was seized with'n the
boundaries of the Dominion in British Co1.a
bia, by a party of masked men from the g
boring American TIerritory, and afterWý.t
hanged; and if so, wii satisfactionbedemaDd-
ed from the United States Government.

. He said: When I gave notice of th's
inquiry I was not aware at the ti
whether the substance of the inquirY a
true or not, but since then I have reO
information that a gross breach of inter-
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O3nal law, and in fact of ail law, has
n Perpetrated by a party of masked

'len, Some eighteen in number, who came
acIros the boundary of British Columbia

Om the neighboring State, seized an
Indian, when in the power of the con-
'table, then took him across the boudary
and hanged him. I trust that the Gov-ernmuent of this country will not allow an
outrage of this kind to go without proper
representation being made to the authori-
hàe8 at Washington, and a full enquiry
beiig made into the facts.

ON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
ernment have had notice by telegram
the very gross outrage which was com-

'»tted in British Columbia, and which
~Sbeen referred to by my hon. ftiend.

O fe as the telegram was received,
abut a fortnight ago, a communication
*%s addressed by the Govemment to the
'ritish Minister at Washington asking
a to bring the matter under the notice

Of the Government of the United States.
' few days ago a letter was received from
the Lieutenant-Governor of British Colum-

a corroborating the telegrai already
reeeived, and saying that he had been in
CMmunication with the Governor of
Washington Territory, and had received

assurance that he would do ail in his
POwer to endeavor to identify the persons
eoncerned in the very'gross outrages which
had been committed. The letter from
Lieut-Governor Cornwall was also for-
Warded to Washington, to the British
Minister, for the purpose of being laid
bOfre the President, and I have severy

reason to believe that the matter will be
thoroughly enquired into.

.oN. MR. ALMON-May I ask the
f'ster of Justice how many days it
since the Governmerit wrote to

Washington.

ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
Uiderstand that the first letter was sentabout a fortnight ago, and the second a
couple of days since.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Does not the
hon..gentleman think that if the British

sliter at Washington, instead of making
b- returns showing an exodus from themtimon, had ,promptly answered the

telegram he would have done better ? If
a British subject can be taken from Cana-
dian territory illegally and hanged, and an
officiai communication on the subject re-
quires a fortnight to answer it, the sooner
the British Minister is sent home and a
better man put in his place the better for
the country.

HoN. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I
have no doubt that Mr. West has done,
and is doing, everything in his power in
the matter, and that we shall soon hear
that his good offices have been attended
with results which will be satisfactory to
the country.

FRAUD IN PATENT RIGHTS BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO cONVMITTEE AND
REPORTED.

HoN. MR. SCOTT moved that the
amendments made in Committee of the
whole House to Bill (26) "An Act for the
better prevention of fraud in connection
with the sale of Patent Rights," be concur-
red in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-After
the amendments were prepared on the
Minutes,b and I had an opportunity of
reading them in print, it seemed to me
that it required still further amendments to
bring the Bill into the shape desired by its
promoters. It is not tþe intention of the
House that the Bill should touch upon any
subject but patent rights ; we are dealing
with the right and not the thing patented,
and I have prepared some further amend-
ments bringing that out more plainly. I
have submitted those amendments to my
hon friend, and also to another hon.
gentleman who takes an interest in the
Bill. I move that the report of the Com-
mittee be not now concurred in, but that
the Bill be referred back to the Committee
of the whole House, with instructions to
amend the same as follows -

In the 6th line strike out ail the words
after " of" down to the word "same " in
the 7th line, and insert in lieu thereof the
words "a patent right or of a partial interest
(limited geographically or otherwise) in a
patent right." In the 15th line introluce
the word "issues " after the word "who."
In the 2oth line strike out ail the words
after "of" to the word "same" in the 21st

Right BQl.
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line, and insert in lieu thereot the words
"a patent right, or of a partial interest
(limited geographically or otherwise) in a
patent right."

HON. MR. DICKEY-The Minister of
Justice did me the kindness to show me
the amendments that he proposed to
make, and I think they are an improve-
ment upon the Bill as it stands, and bring
out more clearly the object for which it is
intended, because I apprehend the object
of the Bill was not to deal with the ques-
tion of the sale of any patented thing, but
it was to deal with the grievance of per-
sons selling patent rights ; instead of sell-
ing the patent right outright, they sell the
use of it in a particular district, and that
is the great evil which affects the large
body of farmers and others to whom these
patents are supposed to be sold. I am
perrfectly satisfied with these amendments,
and I congratulate the Minister of Justice
upon the course he has taken in this
respect.

HON. MR. POWER-I only rise for
the purpose of asking for an explanation.
I was not on the Committee before whom
this matter came, but I was under the im-
pression that the grievances cofnplained
of arose not merely from the sale of patent
rights, but just as frequently from the sale
of the right to sell a certain article or
manufacture made under a patent right-
to sell that article within a certain d½strict.
As I understand the amendment of the
Minister of Justice it does not apply to
that.

HON. MR. DICKEY-That is provided
for already.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
so ; the amendments strike at anything
patented. The patent right, as I under-
stand, is not the right to sell an article
made under the patent, but it is the right
to make the article which is patented.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-To
make or sell it.

HON. MR. POWER-I doubt very
much whether the right to make a plough
of a certain pattern, would not come
under it.

HON.. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELLIt
is not the question of selling the plougS
but it is the questión of the right 4

there is any right in it-to make the
plough. Every shopkeeper who bUY5

from a wholesale merchant, buys Ia!ly
articles that are patented. Take, for
instance, the case of a dealer in hardware
a dealer ordering a bill of articles from a
hardware merchant, buys many articles
that are patented, and under the Bill as
originally stood, an ordinary note given1
consideration for such goods would bc
void. See what a block that would be tO
commerce. The thing we have to deS
with is not the article patented, but the
right itself.

HON. MR. REESOR said that he aP
proved of the amendments proposed by
the Minister of Justice.

The motion was agreed to, and the
House went into Committee of the Whole

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE, fro 0

the Committee, reported the Bill Wlth
additional amendments.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL mOVed
concurrence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the J
was ordered for third readipg on Wedne'
day next.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COld-
PANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. FERRIER moved the
second reading of Bill (21), "An Act res-
pecting the Grand Trunk Railway Corn'
pany of Canada."

The motion was agreed to, and the PBil
was read the second time.

ROMAN CATHOLIC EPISCOPAt
CORPORATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the sec
reading of Bill (84), " An Act to incorpo
ate The Roman Catholic Episcopal Co,
poration of Pontiac."

He said: This Bill proposes to in
porate the Roman Catholic Diocese
Pontiac, which was formerly enbrac'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

EËpiscpal Corporation Big
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Diocese of Ottawa. The necessity for
COming to this Parliament for an Act

to enable it to hold its property in its
ne as now established, is chiefly owing

to the fact that the Diocese embraces parts
of the two Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario,and extends very far north beyond
the boundary of either Ontario or Quebec
As now assumed-that is, to Hudson Bay
ad the waters emptying into it. The Bill
Il one which simply authorizes that com-
U'n'lity of the Catholic body to hold pro-

Petty which it has acquired, and which is111W held either by the Church Corpora-
tiOn of the Diocese of Ottawa, or held in
trust for that- Corporation. The clauses
'f the Bill simply relate to the details of
oding this property, or to the disposal of

wtlhen the necessity for holding it no
lOnger exists.

ON. MR. FLINT-I wish to speak a
words on this subject. I am very

llIUch obliged to the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa forb holding over this measure until
tO.day, and thereby giving me time to look
Ifto it. It is some time since I had an
OPPortunity of looking into these incor-
PrIrtion Bills, but I took the time yester-

Y to look up those that have been
Pa.ssed heretofore. I have gone back as

fOS 12 Victoria, and then from that to
'4 Victoria, and from that to 46 Victoria,
and I find nothing connected with a Bill
-ealing with this particular Roman Catho-
"-'Corporation. It strikes me, however,Ont examination of the Bill, that the limits

ae altogether too large, and I think we
a Opening up the country in favor of

l religious corporation faster than we
ought to do. I do not know how it may
be with other hon. gentlemen, but in op-
Posing this Bill I feel that I am right,
folym the fact that I am opposed to ailreligious corporations, . whether

th • an Catholic or Protestant, havingtheir Powers extended any farther than is
a tually necessary. I think the large
aoUnt of money which is spoken of in

oe Of these Bills, £5,ooo annually, is
m Iuch, and that is one reason why I
oPPosed to the measure. Then, I

it is unfair that in opening up an
Iriense amount of territory in this coun-

trIe should set apart so large a portion
which no taxes are to be paid. The

Ihsiequences of such exemptions are fast

assuming serious proportions in many
places, and the quantity of property which
is held by these religious corporations
being very large and free from taxation,
the taxes upon other portions of the com-
munity are necessarily more burdensome;
this is particularly the case in On-
tario, and a great deal of feeling
has been aroused upon this subject.
I am sure I go as far as aný hon. gentle-
man in these matters, and endeavor to
give to every denomination of Christians
all that is necessary, but beyond that I do
not feel inclined to go, even for the
Church of which I am an unworthy mem-
ber. These are two things which I do
not like in connection with this Bill. As
a matter of course I do not intend to move
that the measure be thrown out, or anything
of that kind, but these are among the
reasons why I cannot vote for it. My third
objection to it is this : I believe it is no
more than right that we should have reci-
procity on these questions, and if oui
Roman Catholic fellow subjects are to
have all that they require in conneetion
with these matters of Church Dioceses, I
thing it is only fair that our Protestant
fellow subjects should have the same.

HoN. MR. POWER-Don't they.

HON. MR. FLINT-No, they do not.

MR. SCOTT-Name, name.

HON. MR. FLINT-Wait a moment
I never get up to speak, hon. gentlemen,
unless I have something to say. I noticed
a few days since, in the other branch of
the Legislature, there was a large vote
against the granting of certain rights to a
portion of the Protestant population of
this country-it was in reference to a Bill
called " The Orange Incorporation Bill."
I wish to say here that 1 am no Orange-
man; I never was, I belong to no secret
association whatever, and never intend to ;
but I think it is only right that those asso-
ciations should have their rights as well as
others, and this is an additional reason
why I oppose the granting to Catholics of
privileges which theywillnotin turn give to
Protestants. Iamwellaware that what they
asked for was very small, in comparison
with the Bill which I now hold in my hand ;
comparatively speaking it was a mere "flea

&2W
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bite." What was it they asked for? Sim-
ply the right to hold a piece of'ground
upon which to build their Lodge,--and I
know, so far as regards ny own country,
that in no instance have they more than
one acre of ground secured for that pur-
pose, although they cannot hold the title
themselves; it must be held by an ind'vi-
dual, and of course it might happen that
they would lose it. That is all they ask,
and I think they should have it. It may
be said they are not allowed that privilege
in England,-but it must be remembered
that we are not in England, and the sim-
ple right which was denied the Orange
body here, was asked by a body which
numbers, as nearly as I can ascertain, some
250,000 of the people of this Dominion.
And I know this: that taking them as a
class, so far as I am acquainted with them,
they are a very respectable body; and fur-
ther, I may say that they take the Bible
for their guide just as much as our Roman
-Catholic fellow subjects do, and I am, sat-
sfied there are a large number of every re-

ligious people among them. They do not of
course, as Orangemen, belong to a Church
of their own, but are divided among the
various Churches, many of them belonging
to the Church of England, the Methodist
and other Protestant Churches which exist
throughout the length and breadth of the
land, and I believe they are as good mem-
bers of those Churches as any who attend
them. Therefore I think they were enti-
tled to what they asked for, and as they
cannot have that right, I do not think it
is my duty (taking into consideration that
'I have always acted upon a broad principle
heretofore) to support this measure. Now,
I wish to say that when I first entered
public life-before I entered into what is
called political life, or into Parlianent-I
was asked by two clergymen of the
Roman Catholic Church in our part of the
country what I would do for them if they
supported me. My answer to them, in
writing, as I got their letters, was: My
motto is, "equal rights and privileges to
all classes of Her Majesty's subjects,
without distinction of party or creed." I
have held to that principle until the pres
ent day, and therefore I feel that, as a
Protestant, I have a right to say, if any
portion of my Protestant fellow-subjects
cannot have what I think is their right,
and that right is refused them by a cer

HON. MR. FLINT.

tain section of the community, who a0
unwilling that it should be granted,-t
I am unwilling to give to that section Ih<o
opposed them, similar rights ; for I tii
there should be reciprocity in these ne
ters. These are the views I entertam 0
this subject. I have no ill-feeling agai0e
any individual connected with the Chu
of Rome, or against the clergymen Of
that church, although I can assure the
House I have felt their heavy han
sometimes when I have been canvassi'
out in my county. That, however, d'
not make any difference to me, and I dd
not care whether they supported male 'T
not. I never asked and never would,
if I had to 'go through a hundred ele"
tions-ask them to give me their supPot'
for if a man could not support nie o
principle, I would not ask for his asss-
tance upon any other ground. I have
gone through several elections, and I a0
sure some of them were very hardly CO"'
tested, but notwithstanding the fact thst
many of my Roman Catholic fellO"
subjects were opposed to me tooth an
nail, I have always been willing to gil
them just and equal rights,-and 180
willing to do so still. All I ask is th&'
they should reciprocate, and extend thos
rights to us. I am satisfied that the Bi
will pass; and so far as I am individualy
concerned I am not going to object to
further than this,-I will not vote fore
I trust, if the Bill is read the second ti0e
that I shall have the same privilege as
that which has been accorded to iY
Catholic friends when any measure does
not suit them, and that the Bill may .
declared to have been carried on a
Sion. That is all I ask. I have state
the principle on which I base my actio),
and will only say that I trust in doing s0
I have not said anything that can be coe
strued as offending any hon. gentlemn
or if it can be so construed, that I Wil
pardoned for having done so.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I regret that t
hon. gentleman from Belleville shoul
have felt it necessary to make the rem
he has upon this Bill. We have had BiUs
for the incorporation of various religiO'o
bodies in Canada, but this is the
occasion on which I have heard anythttg
like individual opposition offered to thee
The hon. gentleman said he takes exceP-
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tion to all these bodies, but I did
'»t hear the hon. gentleman oppose
the Bill which we had before us a
(t, days ago and which aflected an
lmPortant section of the Christian people
* this country-nor in years past when

e have had Bills of similar character .to
ths The hon gentleman has never
taised his voice in opposition to any mea-
sures of that kind. The hon. gentleman
has thought proper to give his real reasons
-or his opposition to this Bill. He says it
1 because all men are not meted out

hual justice, and he has, with very ques-
tiOnable taste, placed on the sane plane a
Pohtical secret society, and ·the Roman
Catholic Church, which numbers among
its adherents 1,750,000 and upwards of

hs fellow subjects in Canada. The hon.
gentleman is aware that in making the
?bservation he has done, and in endeavor-
'ng to place upon the same scale the body
Il which he refers, and the Catholic body
of this country, he pays a very poor com-
tehlrment-to use very mild language-to'
the large number of Roman Catholics in
the Dominion. I should have thought
the hon. gentleman, from his long experi-
'ence of life, would have been able to draw
%ore just and charitable conclusions of
those with whom he has been brought in
Contact in former years; but he lets us know
that there is a latent sting in it all-he
d0ý5 not seem to have got on with his

. 1an Catholic neighbors, apparently.
s complaint is that they did not votehim,.

ltlON. MR. FLINT-I do not blame
themT at all.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Because they did
not give him their support in former years,
Cheti he needed it, and because they
Chose to exercse perfectly independent
Jldgment he takes this opportunity to

ave a fling at the whole Roman Catholic
Y of the country. Because, for sooth,

I branch of the Parliament of Canada,
beaded by leading Protestants, took a

icular action in reference to a particu-
t'easure-which measure was con-eeded to be for a political and admittedly

et rather than a religious body-the
.* gentleman says because a branch of

t arlament of Canada has seen fit not
ive to that body what they demanded,

ergo the Roman Catholics of this
country should be denied the right to hold
property. I only regret that the hon.
gentleman's feelings are so bitter, and his
mind so narrow, that he takes a partial
view of so jdst a measure as the one I
hold in my hand. I have had occasion
to listen to a good many speeches in Par
liament, but certainly I never heard one
that was marked by such narrowness of
thought and such bigotry towards so large
and influential a body as that I have
named. Neither in the old Parliament of
Canada, nor in the various Provinces,
whether the majority was of one denomi-
nation or another, nor in the Parliament of
the Dominion bas any religious body been
refused. the necessary legislation for the
conduct of its own affairs. This
association, or body, whose applica-
tion is now before the Senate, asks
for no more than has been conceded
to all other religious denominations. The
acquisition of property in the far North,
up to the Straits of Hudson Bay, is one of
the peculiar features to which the hon.
gentleman objects ; he is afraid they may
acquire territory up there. If the hon.
gentleman knew anything about that coun-
try,he would beawarethatthe chief civilizers
in that country and the chief protectors of
the poor Indians, for the last 200 years,
were the Catholic missionaries who have
traversed that North country. They got
on for two centuries without Bills of this
kind, and I daresay they could go on to-
day without them, if it were not for the
conventional arrangements of the i 9 th
century, which impose certain conditions
in connection with the holding of the
churches and other property which ány be
acquired there. I will make no further
observation further than to say I should
like a division on the Bill, and the hon.
gentleman will be afforded an opportunity
of having his name figure as opposed to
the measure.

HON. MR. FLINT-I do not intend to
ask for a division:

HoN. M. SCOTT-But I propose to
ask for it.

HON. MR. FLINT-My hon. friend
from Ottawa has thought fit to accuse me
of narrow mindedness and bigotry. I
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deny it, and I can say that I have always
given my Roman Catholic fellow subjects
everything that it was in my power to
bestow. I am willing to do so to-day, but
I do say that they should be willing to
give the the same consideration to other
denominations. It may be said that the
Orange body is not a church, but as I have
explained already they are portions of
churches at all events. I say then it is
very hard that they cannot even have a
little land upon which to place their
building.

THE SPEAKER- The motion iscarried
on a division.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I ask that the
yeas and nays be taken, seconded by Mr.
Power.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not ask for the
yeas and nays.

HON. MR. ALMON-While I do not
agree in what has been said by the hon.
gentleman from Belleville, still I think he
is being treated very unfairly. If the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa will recall what
happened a few days ago in this Chamber
he will remember that I wished to have
the names taken, on the motion of the
senior member from Halifax, on the
division upon the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Bill. It would have been very un-
pleasant for the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa if that had been done.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It would not have
been at all unpleasant-not in the least.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think it would ;
however, there is a difference of opinion
between us. I did not insist, though I
wished my name taken down.

HON. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
tion of order.

The House then divided on the motio"l
which was carried on the following d
vision:

CONT ENTs :

Hon. Messrs.
Alexander, McKindsey,
Almon, McMaster,
Archibald, Macdonald,
Baillargeon, Mactarlane,
Benson, Miller (Speaker)
Boucherville, de Montgomery,
Campbell, Muirhead,

(Sir Alexander), Nelson,
Chapais, O'Donoboe,
Cormier, Odell,
DeBlois, Plumb,
Dever, Power,
Dickey, Pozer,
Ferguson, Robitaille,
Girard, Scott,
Grant, Simpson,
Haythorne, Skead,
Leonard, Stevens,
Lewin, Trudel,
McClelan, Vidal,
McInnes, (B. C.), Wark.-42.
McKay, NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Mr. Flint.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I move that
Bill be referred to the Committee
Private Bills.

the
Ott

HON. MR. ALMON-I have not the
slightest objection to the Bill being e'
ferred to this Committee but I wish tO say
that, though I do not agree with the hon
gentlemen from Belleville, and voted
against him, I think his pluck and courage
in standing there alone when this vote was
taken contrasts very favorably with the
want of generosity of those who put hitl
in the position.

The motion was agreed to.

ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE Of
OTTAWA BILL.

SECOND READING.

THE SPEAKER--The motibn has HON. MR. SCOTT moved the
been carried, and there is no question be- reading of Bil (95) "An Act relating tO,
fore the Chair. If the yeas and nays are the Roman Catholic Diocese of Ottawa
demanded by two members, they shall be He said: this Bih has become necesaly
taken. in order to remove some doubts as to for-

mer acts of incorporation. The iensur
HON. MR. SCOTT-I move, seconded deals with mere matters of detail affectllg

by the hon. Mr. Haaythorne, that the yeas the corporation itself and I need flot
and nays be taken. further discuss it it.

HON. MR. FLINS v.
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The motion was declared carried on
4ivision, and the Bill was read the second
time.

S ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I beg
o move that the House do now adjourn.

, oN. MR. FLINT-Before the House
.dJourns Iwish to say that this is the second

tiMe I have stood up alone in Parliament
from 1848 down to the present time, and
it may not be the last. At all events I
shall always feel it my duty, whether I
stand alone or not, to express and abide
by My sense of what is fair and just.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Senate adjourned at 4.40 p.m1

THE SENATE

Otawa, Wednesday, 26t/ March, 184

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SCOTT ACT IN HALTON.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I should like to
ask the Government, as it is a matter
which perhaps will not require any formal
notice whether there are any returns re-
'ting to the operation of the Scott Act
111 the County of Halton, Ontario, and
Whether or not those returns will be laid
before the House before the discussion

n the Bill which is set down for to-
norrow ?

"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There are some returns which arrived

e two or three days ago, from the
uty of Haltop, showing the operation
the Scott Act in that locality. We have
objection to laying them before the.lise, and I will see that it is done.

SABBATH OBSERVANCE.

MOTION.

"ON. MR. VIDAL moved

" That a Select Conmmittee, consisting of
the Honorable Messieurs Allan, Bellerose,
Chapais, Ferrier, Flint, Girard, Grant, Hay-
thorne, Howlan, McClelan, McMaster,
Nelson, Skead, Wark and the mover, be
appointed to examine and report upon the
several Petitions presented to the Senate,
praying for such amendmnents to the law as
mnay secure to the people the undisturbed and
peaceful enjoyment of the Lord's Day.

He said: I am induced to make this
motion because I think that the number
and character of the petitions which have
been presented to this House deserve at-
tention. I think it would be exceedingly
unbecoming of the Senate to ignore those
petitions ; it would be, in my judgment,
a serious dereliction of duty, if this
House should allow so large a number of
such well signed petitions to remain on our
table unnoticed. I think the best way of
calling attention to them is that which I
have suggested; that a committee be ap-
pointed to look into these petitions, with
the view of reporting to the House on
them. They are somewhat indefinite, per-
haps, in what they ask, but that is a mat-
ter which the Committee will have an op-
portunity of inquiring into. There may
be a doubt-and I believe the question
has arisen-as to the jurisdiction of this
Parliament in the matter ; it may be a
question of police, and therefore under the
control ofthe Provincial Legislatures. That
is, also, a matter which the Committee will,
in all probability, investigate and report
upon. At all events, we can only dis-
charge our duty as a Senate by paying at-
tention to these 26o petitions, coming
from all parts of the country, and signed
by people occupying the highest positions
in the land. If it should be found by the
Committee that the matter is beyond our
jurisdiction, then we shall have discharged
our duty,treated these petitioners with cour-
tesy, and will only have failed to act upon
the petitions because we consider the sub-
ject to be beyond our power. If, on the
contrary, it should be considered a matter
coming within the jurisdiction of this Par-
liament, we may ask the attention of the
Government to some proposition for meet-
ing the views of the petitioners. This is
not the time nor the occasion, on which
the question of the mode of observing that
holy day should be brought up, and I do
not think we need to speak of it at all. I
could easily urge the importance and
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value of observing that day, as I think
it ought to be observed, but it is a matter
which does not come up in connection
with this motion. I should rather leave it
until the Committee can report to the
House. I would therefore move for the
appointment of the Committee, without
further observation.

HoN. MR. ALMON-I have noticed
that, in another place, people have been
accused of want of patriotism, because
they represent that there is a large emigra-
tion from this country, and that the popj-
lation is decreasing. I do not think that
is exactly just, nor am I going to say that
it shews a want of patriotism to represent
to the world that we do not observe the
Lord's day in Canada. I do not know if the
Sabbath day is observedin Ontario, because
I have notbeenrmuchthMpughthis Province,
but, speakng for my native Province, I
know that it is universally observed there.
As I said on a former occasion, I have
never, as man or boy, heard of a Sabbath
excursion. in Halifax. You may walk
through the streets of that city, and you
can observe nothing but quiet, and, as I
said before, everybody is allowed to
worship God in the way he thinks best.
I would almost wish, for the sake of the
Province in which I was born and brought
up, that it should be excluded from any
legislation of this kind. For other parts
of Canada I say nothing, but for Nova
Scotia I say that there is legislation enough
there for the preservation of the Sabbath,
if it is broken, but it is a law which it has
not been found necessary to enforce.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
the hon. gentleman who has just spoken
has misunderstood the object of my hon.
friend's motion. It is not so much to
legislate hastily on the subject, as to take
into consideration the petitions that have
been presented to Parliament. Now, I
have observed that several petitions have
been presented in this House from Nova
Scotia, and my hon. friend has himself
frequently presented petitions from his
Province. I should be very sorry to
admit--in fact, I rather assert to the con-
trary-that the Province from which I
come, is behind any other in this matter ;
indeed, it is notorious for its rigid observ-
ance of the Sabbath. For all that, it has

transmitted a number of petitions to this
House on the subject, and I think 't
would only be treating the petitioners with
respect to take their prayer into considera.
tion.

HON. MR. POWER-I should like to
ask the hon. gentleman who moves for
this committee, if he would be kind enouß
to explain to this House what has been the
occasion for these petitions ? I, for one,
am completely in the dark, and something
must have happened recently which' h3
led these good people to petition for legis'
lation to secure the proper observance of
the Lord's Day. I think, before asking for
the appointment of a committee, my hon-
friend should state what the petitioners are
troubled about.

HON. MR. VIDAL-In reply tO n'l
hon. friend, I might say that I think that
is the business of the committee. They
would examine the petitions, and very Pro
bably see why they are presented. 11O
ever, I may furnish information to the hon.
gentleman that it is well known in Ontario'
at all events, that there has been a decision
in one of our courts, that persons going Out
on an excursion on Sunday, absolutely for
pleasure,-and noisy pleasure at that-
are by law regarded as travellers ; and
the only amendment asked for by thes
petitioners, is that those persons shalt
not be allowed to be so classed. It
is well known that when they go out fro0!
and return to any place with bands o,
music, they create a great deal of noise '
and it very often causes annoyance to
those who desire to enjoy the precious
privilege of having that day in peace.

HON. MR. ALMON-May I ask the
hon. gentleman whether those petitiOns
were got up spontaneously in the different
Provinces, or whether the headings were
printed in Ontario, and sent to other Pro-
vinces for signature.

HON. MR. VIDAL-If the hon. ge'
tieman will tell me how those petitiOns
which he has himself presented were got
up, perhaps I can answer.

HON. MR. ALMON-The last et'
tion I presented here was from a place
called Ship Harbor, a very decent place.

HON. MR. VIDAL
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'rhe people live about ioo miles from any
rway, and there can be no excursion on
the Sabbath Day there. When they
tant to travel, they either go by boat or

ey travel by road along the shore. I
to lot think it would be possible for them
tu desecrate the Sabbath, if they were totry.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION EXHIBITION.

ENQUIRY.

IoN. MR. HAYTHORNE enquired:

thrfethier a decision has been arrived at by
overnnent on the application of certainn in the Province of Prince Edward

eand , supported by the Menorial of certain
11 Sators and Menbers of the House of Coin-

o .asking that the Dominion Exhibition
trtculture and Industrial Arts be held in

Year ?rovme in the Autunin of the present

"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
ePly to the question put by the hon. gen-th rnan, I regret to have to announce. that

e Government have decided that it
wuld be inconvenient and would rather

Mlitate against the success of the Exhibi-tiO> ) if we tried to hold it in Prince Ed-
"ard Island.

BILLS INT RODUCED.

È (D) "An Act to amend the Dom-
îot Lands Act 1883." (Mr. Macpher-Son-.)

bill (2 r), "An Act to amend the Steam-
tht Inspection Act of 1882, by reducing
en fees payable on the renewal of

eneers licenses." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)
Bill (69), "An Act to incorporate the

qbec Railway Bridge Company. (Mr.âierose.
13ii (88) "An Act respecting the Real

( tate Loan Company of Canada, limited."
•Allan.)

3al (29) "An Act to incorporate the
kofWinnipeg." (Mr. Girard.)

B'11 (54), "An Act relating to the New
SSWICk Railway Company, and the

y Yas leased by said Company." (Mr.

1i11 (32), "An Act to confirm the lease

of the Ontario and Quebec Railway to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and
for other purposes." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (72,, " An Act to incorporate the
Guelph Junction Railway Company."
(Mr. McClelan.)

ST. CLAIR RIVER TUNNEL COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of Bill (62), "An Act to incor-
porate the St. Clair Frontier Tunnel
Company."

HON. MR. POWER-I asked my hon.
friend (if he will allow me to call him so)
to allow the third reading of this Bill to
stand over until to-day, not that I had any
serious objection to it, but because I knew
it was a Bill concerning an important work,
and I was anxious to have an opportunity
of examining it. I had not the good for-
tune to be present at the Railway Com-
mittee when the Bill was under considera-
tion there, so I had not a chance to con-
sider it. There is just one feature in the
Bill which I think deserves a little atten-
tion, and with respect to which, it seems
to me, the measure might be amended.
This measure proposes to incorporate a
company for the purpose of constructing,
a tunnel under the St. Clair River, between
Canada and the United States. The Bill
further gives the corporation created by it
the right to amalgamate with an American
company. Now, it will be seen that under
that arrangement, the tunnel may pass
completely under the control of an Ameri-
can Company, arid the Bill contains no
provision that the majority of the Directors,
or even that one of the Directors of the
Company, shall be a British subject. And,
it seems to me, that looking at the impor-
tance of this tunnel or the importance
which it may assume at some future time,
the Bill would be improved if it contaiped
a provision that at least three out of the.
seven Directors should be British subjects.
I do not propose to move in that direction
myself, but I suggest the amendment fpr
the consideration of the hon. gentleman in
charge of the Bill, and the Minister of
Justice. It does strike me that it is not
altogether a becoming thing that a work
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of this kind should be completely (as it
may be under this Bill) in the hands of
foreigners.

HON. MR. VIDAL-In reference to
the extraordinary demand which my hon.
friend makes about the majority of the
directors being British subjects-

HON. MR. POWER-It is not extraor-
dinary; it has been in other Bills.,

HON. MR. VIDAL-It would be
nullifying the Bill altogether, because, so
soon as the Bill passed in this Parliament
with such a proviso, just so soon would
the Bill before the Michigan legislature be
made to require that the majority of the
directors should be American subjects.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not say that
necessarily a majority of the directors
should be British subjects; I said there
should be, at least, one Canadian director.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Such a thing must
of necessity be the case. The tunnel no
doubt would be held by the existing Rail-
way corporations of the country. I can-
not see the necessity of the amendment,
and, seeing that we have granted charters
for bridge and tunnel companies on other
occasions without such a provision, I do
not think there is any necessity for it in
this Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

FRAUD IN PATENT RIGHTS BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. SKEAD moved the third
reading of Bill (26), " An Act for the
better prevention of Fraud in connection
with the sale of Patent Rights."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was'read the third time and passed.

ERIE AND HURON RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the second

reading of Bill (85) "An Act respecting
the Erie and Huron Railway."

H-le,said: This is a very small Bill, con-
taining only two clauses. The legislation
of last year having declared that all ra"
ways crossing the line of the Grand Truflk
and Great Western Railways should be
Dominion lines, and this line beilg in
that position, it is sought expedient that
it should be declared a work for the bene'
fit of Canada. This is mentioned in the
first clause. The next clause is Merely
asking an extension of the time for the
completion of the road. The work OS
going on, and, I think, it will no doubt bc
completed in the time asked for here.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the second time.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILVAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (90) " An Act res
pecting the Great Northern Railway Co0'
pany." He said : the Province of Que
has given corporate powers to this Co'
pany to build a railway passing through
the countiesof Argenteuil, Two Mounltamhe
Terrebonne, etc. and the preamble Of the
Bill sets forth the intention of the petitoni

ers. Since it has been declared tO be a
work for the general benefit of Calada,
the Company come here for legislatiol

HON. MR. ALLAN-Before the Bih is
read the second time I should like to t
the attention of my hon. friend to the fact
that the name of the railway " the Great
Northern " would be likely to lead to sorne
little confusion. There is already th
Northern Railway of Canada, which is
known in the Dominion and in the st
market at home. It might be advisable to
change the name of this Company to pr
vent confusion, and I simply mention t
now, so that when the Bill goes before
railway Company those who are interet
in the matter can deal with it.

-entheHON. MR. BELLEROSE--When,
Bill goes before the Railway Comrnitt
the parties petitioning may see their waY
to having the name changed.

HoN. MR. POWER.
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The motion was agreed to and the BillWas read the second time.

ONTARIO & QUEBEC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

'oN. MR. ALLAN moved the second
r ading of Bill (4 6) " An Act respecting
tie Ontario & Quebec Railway Company."

e said : This Bill has for its object the
eonfirming of a certain agreement and
ease made betweeen certain railway com-
panies. It will be thoroughly examined
when it goes to the Railway Committee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SOURIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAINS
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

UoN. MR. ROBITAILLE moved the
second reading of Bill (81), " An Act fur-

er to amend the Act incorporating the
ris and Rocky Mountains Railway

Co pany, and to change the name of the
pany to The North-West Central

aay Company." He said: The Com-
pany ask for an extension of time for the

Pleting of the first 50 miles of road,
d also for permission to change their

a e. There is a clause with reference
Preference stock, and there is also a

section to charge the undertaking with the
Xpense of the work already done. More

Plete explanations will be given in the
r lWaY Committee to which I propose to
efer the Bill.

T he motion was agreed to, and the Bill
%as read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa,, Tursday, March 27th, 1884.

'he SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

.1ON. MR HOWLAN, from the Com-
tn1ttee Onl Standing Orders and Private

Bills, reported the following Bills which
were then read the third time and passed
on a division :

Bill (84) " An Act to incorporate the
Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of
Pontiac." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (95) "An Act relating to the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Ottawa."
(Mr. Scott.)

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har
bors reported the following Bills, which
were then read the third time and passed :

Bill (21) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada." (Mr. Ryan.)

Bill (44) " An Act to authorize the
transfer of the Welland Railway to'the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada, and for other purposes." (Mr.
Plumb.)

ST. LAWRENCE & OTTAWA RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (56) " An Act to
empower the bondholders of the St.
Lawrence & Ottawa Raihvay Company
to vote at meetings of the Company, and
for other purposes," with amendments.

He said : The first amendment is merely
a verbal one, adopted at the instance of
the promoters of the Bill, and accepted
by the Committee. The second is an
amendment to the fourth section, which,
as it came to us, provided that for the
purposes of this Act each pound
sterling should be $5. It must have
been a mistake in the drafting of the
Bill, because the intention was that that
provision should be made merely for
the purpose of voting, and not in any
way to affect the rights of the parties, the
shareholders, bondholders or others, and
therefore we qualify it by putting in " for
the purpose only of voting," it should be
equivalent to $5. The other amendment
is of some importance, because it concerns
our legislation. As the Bill came to us it
had a long preamble containing a recital
of facts of which we knew very little indeed.
If we had passed that Bill as it stood, the
preamble might be construed as a sort of
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legislative recognition of those facts and
might be embarrassing to this Parliament
afterwards, as well as to the parties affected.
The matter having been brought up was
referred to myself and I took some pains
to re-cast the preamble entirely. The first
part of the preamble cited certain legisla-
tion, which legislation is on the statute
book, and we have amended that by
stating that " whereas it has been provided
by certain Acts &c." and " whereas it has
been represented by petition " that such
and such facts are the case-so as to guard
the House from any implied recognition
of those as facts. The Bill as it stands at
present is all right in that particular, espe-
cially as a subsequent clause provides that
before any step can be taken under this
measure, an application must be made to
the Superior Court of Ontario at the in-
stance of at least one-third of the bond-
holders affected, and the Court shall have
power to inquire into the correctness of the
alleged facts and make such order as they
may think necessary under the circum-
stances. The amendments being abso-
lutely necessary, and, at the same time, as it
affects the rights of no one,-because
those facts are to be inquired into by the
Court, and when so inquired into they
have power to make an order,-there is no
necessity for any further consideration of
the amendments, unless the House con-
sider it desirable at a future sitting.

HoN. MR. READ moved that
amendments be concuried in.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

the

Bill

Bill (E), " An Act respecting the Refor-
matory for Roman Catholic Boys in the
County of Halifax in the Province of Nova
Scotia.' (Mr. Power.)

THE EASTERN BOUNDARY OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. NELSON inquired:
That in view of having a Mining population

in the Rocky Mountains during t he comng
year, whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to take immediate steps to have the
boundary between the North-West Territory,
and the Province of British Columbia defined,

HON. MR. DICKEY.

and whether in view of any protracted lett
ment of the question it is the intention to IDSke
some arrangement with the Governinen n
the Province of British Columubia, to tàCI"'»
and secure the acquiremient of Mining rigbt'
in any disputed Territory under a Como0
Law.

He said : The question of defining the
boundary between the North-West 'ern-
tories and British Columbia, I think, Vs i
most important one, and I ask the pr'vf
lege of passing a few remarks upon it.
think that probably this is a questiOn tO
which the Government may, at present, be
giving their attention ; in fact, I feel satls-
fied that it is, because under the circula-
stances it must be a question which Is
pressing upon them. It has been repOrteI
within the last year I think, that discoveries
have been made of gold and silver in the
Rocky Mountains. We know that in
British Columbia rich discoveries Of the
precious metals have been made in' the
second range of mountains, and that these
mines have been brought prominentlv '
fore the notice of the public. As tht
district is exceedingly rich in minerals at
is expected that the opening up Of that
country by the railway will lead to an
flux of large numbers of people for the
purpose of prospecting, and that rich dis-
coveries will yet be made there. Taking
these matters into account, I th ink the
question of defining the boundary presses
upon the notice of the Governments O
both territories. I think it shouId be
defined just as soon as it can PO'
sibly be done ; but there is a still "ore
important subject which presents itself to
the notice of both Governments at present,
that is, although the boundary naY be
settled it will take a great length of tiale
before it can be properly marked, ad
there wili be great difflculty experine
by miners in acquiring mining rights.
They i be in doubt whether these rights
should be acquired from the Governient
of British Columbia or the Governaient
of the Dominion, acting for the eorth
West Territories. The only way Isee
that that question can be solved is by the
two Gcvernments commg to some arrange-
ment by which Commissioners wi .
appointed, acting under the authority
oJf both Governments, and thus ""i'
ing rights might be acquired in what nay
be called the debateable territory.
country, which we must suppose W
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be a mining territory, I think has been
verY much undervalued, and particularly
by somne gentlemen who spoke on the
question of the Pacific Railway during this
session. They tried to make a point out
of the fact that the extension of the rail-
Way to the Rocky Mountains, and the0 pening up of the country to a mining
PoPulation, could be of no possible benefitto the great North-West country. Now, I
entirely disagree with those gentlemen on
that subject. No population could be in-
toduced into that country which coulddo so much good to the North-West as a

lge rnining population in the Rocky
Mountains. No description of residents
i the country are such immense con-
Sabrers as a mining population. They
ahsolutely, in a country like that particu-
thry, Produce nothing for themselves. All
their wants have to be supplied from with-
out. They produce simpjy fhe precious
metals, and, if I mistake not, the precious
Metals are absolutely required for thedevelopment of the North-West. What is
wanted there is a market, and particularly
a ome market. A large mining popula-

On in the Rocky Mountains, Ithink, would
calculated to furnish that home market

to attract numbers of people, not only
e the nining regions themselves, but
elentually into the great North-West
Territories, fronq which the mining com-

unity would derive its supplies. We allrecollect what the discovery of gold did
for California; what an influx of perhapsa 0oo miners into that country pro-duced, and also the result of the influx of

a ning population into Australia. The
hoîe world was stirred by the rush of aWthousands of a mining population into

Calforma and Australia. The whole com-tercial world was aroused by it, and astate of prosperity was brought about by
that Imovement such as the world had'lever seen before. In fact, that state of
thPsPerity has continued from that day tothi, and I believe it was mainly brought
aubot by these discoveries of gold. A
POPulation of twenty or thirty thousand
e ners in that country would have the

- f attracting into its immediateelghborhood at least three times the
P ulation-people engaged in different

desuits traders, carpenters and all
tosriptions of tradesmen. Large mining

fis and villages would spring up in a

country like that, which would derive their
supplies from the fertile lands to the east
of the mountains. I need not dilate much
on this subject; anyone who has given it
thought will see how important it is that
nothing should be placed in the way of
those people going in and securing those
mining rights.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-I share
in the hope, expressed by the hon. gentle-
man who has just put the enquiry, that
the discovery of the precious metals and
coal in the Rocky Mountains may attract
a large mining population, for its value to
that country can scarcely be overestimated.
The mining regulationswhich were recently
issued had in view the granting of mining
privileges there on exceptionally favorable
conditions; they were more liberal than
those enforced in the United States. I
have reason to believe that the attractions
of the country itself combined with the
liberal character of the regulations, will
induce a large influx of miners early in the
approaching spring. With respect to the
enquiry of the hon. gentleman, I have to
say that the Prime Minister of British
Columbia is at present in Ottawa discussing
with the Government the boundary ques-
tion, and other matters effecting that Pro-
vince, and that the subject is now receiv-
ing consideration.

SOUTH-WESTERN BRANCH OF
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC

RAILWAY.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. REESOR inquired:
Whether the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company intend to proceed with the con-
struction of the South-Western branch of
their line of railway, and when ?

He said: in calling the attention of
the House to the enquiry on the
paper, I will not long detain you. The
South -Western branch of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway has been located
now for about two years, and during that
period no progress has been made across
the Pembina river, or over the Pembina
Mountains. Through that region runs a
wide belt of land reserved for railway pur-
poses, and settlers have gone in there,
many having taken considerable capital
with them. As might be expected, large
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crops have been gathered on the fertile
lands of that region, but the effect of that
line having remained so long untouched
has made people uncertain as to whether
anything will be done with it. I most
sincerely hope that the Government are in
a position to-day to give a favorable
answer to this question, particularly as the
settlers in that country are in an anoma-
lous position, as in fact settlers are
throughout Manitoba, in regard to the
right to build railways. In this particular
locality they feel it more, inasmuch as if the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company do
not proceed with this South-Western
branch, and the people themselves are
not allowed to build an outlet to connect
with any American railway, though they
are near the American boundary they are
in the anomalous position of having, liter-
ally, their hands tied. They have invested
their all in order to develop that country,
and I trust the relief sought will be afford-
ed them.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I stated
to the House the other day when the hon.
gentleman made a similar enquiry without
notice, that I was not able to give him the
information. I am not in a position to
do so now. The Government have
nothing to do with that railroad. They
are exceedingly anxious to see railways
extended everywhere in the North-West,
and have made sales of land on excep-
tionally liberal terms to railway companies,
but they have not undertaken the build-
ing of this or any other line excepting the
Canadian Pacific Railway, so I am not
able to answer the hon. gentleman's ques-
tion. The Manitoba South-Western Rail-
way is one for which land was obtained on
favorable terms, and I was in great hopes
that the extension of that line would have
been proceeded with this year. I do not
despair of it yet, but I do not feel as
sanguine on the subject as I did a month
or two ago, because then there was every
prospect of the construction of that line
being accomplished. The President of
the Canadian Pacific Railway told me
that they had about closed a sale of their
lands, which would have enabled them to
go on with that line. Since then, how-
ever, owing to rumors of political agitation
in the North-West, and owing to general
misrepresentation of the country, that

HON. MR. REESOR.

arrangement fell through, just on the eVe
of its accomplishment. The hon. gentle-
man may be able to do something to pre
vent the continued circulation of those
misrepresentations, and if he can do sO 1
can assure him nothing will contribute 5o
much towards the completion of the rail-
way to which he refers.

TORONTO, GREY AND BRUCE
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. TURNER moved the
second reading of Bill (9) "An Act tO
amend the several Acts relating tO the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Con-
pany." He said: This is a re-arrange-
ment of the bonded debt of the CoMpanly
There are two classes of bonds,-securd
preference bonds, and terminal bonds,
and the Bill asks for alternative powers as
to the bonded issue. First, that the pre
ference terminable bonds should be made
a first lien, authority being asked to issue
terminable bonds to redeem the present

issue and pay off other liabilities ;
second, authority is asked to issue bonds
to redeem all the present bonded debt Of
the Company. The various interests ar
protected in the Bill by declaring that a
two-thirds vote shall be taken separatly
of each respective interest. The work is
declared to be one for the general adva-
tage of Canada.

The motion was agreed to and the B
was read the second time.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMENDMFNT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON rose to
move the second reading of Bill (C) "An
Act to amend the 'Canada Temnperance
Act, 1878.'"

HON. MR. DICKEY-Before the order
of the day is proceeded with I should like
to ask if the papers promised yester
have been placed on the table-I refet tO
the returns from the County of Halton-
I have received a small sheet-a P;tw
return.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-They
are only partially completed. I und
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Stand they will be printed to-night, and i 88o, and on that occasion the Bill was
lid on the table to-morrow, but probably introduced by my hon. friend from Sarnia
not Until the afternoon. (Mr. Vidal), and the result was that cer-

tain amendments were added to the Bill,
110N. MR. MACPHERSON-In order in another place, so that the measure was

to afford ample time for the perusal of dropped. In 1881 another attempt was
those returns, I shall postpone the next made, and on that occasion the services
stage of the Bill until Monday. When the of Mr. Aikens (whose absence we all re-
Ternperance Act of 1878-familiarly gret) were enlisted. That Bill was not
]nown as the Scott Act-was passed, I brought forward as a Government mea-
behieve it was not known that there was sure ; in fact it was distinctly announced
anycounty in which there were not licenses. that it was not so, and I have heard no

The provisions made for putting the announcement to the effect that this Bill
second part of the Act into operation is a Government measure, although in
Were devised for the purpose of affecting this instance, as on the former occasion in
those counties where licenses existed. It 1881, the Bill has been introduced by a
. as now been found that there are counties member of the Government. My hon.
'ia the Maritime Provinces in which there friend has kindly said that he will have
have not been licenses for many years and consideration by the Committee post-
Where there are not licenses now ; and it poned until Monday, and on that occa-
has therefore been desired that the Act sion it will be open to this House, as it
%hall be so amended that it can be put was on former occasions under similiar
into Operation in those counties. For circumstances, to offer any amendment
that Purpose it is proposed to amend the which it may be thought desirable to pro-
96th clause by adding to it words which pose to this Bill. But what is this Can-
Wil enable the Act to be put into operation ada Temperance Act, as it stands? I
Where licenses do not exist. Hon. gentle. feel strongly tempted to ask the House to
tien have read the provisions of the Act consider. for a moment the operation of
sO that I need not state them ; they will this Act during the long period of six
bediscussed in detail when the Bill is re- years while it has been on trial. I do not,
ferred to Committee of the Whole. It is however, intend to yield to that temptation,rther provided that nothing will affect because I think we have pretty near home
eaiSting legal rights and remedies in -in the very Province where we are now
tespect of prosecutions heretofore brought sitting-some little experience of the

nder the second part of the Act of 1878, practical operation of that Act. As the
nor shall the proposed Act be const'ued House will recollect, one of its provisions
so as to authorize the bringing hereafter of was to the effect that a druggist, or person
ay prosecution for any offence committed of that character, should be appointed to

rider the second part of such Canada sell liquors in the various districts where
.felperance Act, 1878, prior to the pass- the measure was in operation; and I have
ng Of this Act; or to affect any suit, action, under my hand what, I am sorry to say, is
hsecution or proceeding now pending. but a very imperfect return of its oper-

e alendments are so plain that I think ations in the County of Halton. It may,
need not go further into them at the however, be interesting to some hon. gen-

present time. tlemen to know exactly what has been the
11 N. M Doperation of the Act in that particular

o MR. DICKEY-I do not pro- county. The return is from one of the
t% to enter into a general discussion on persons authorized to sell liquor, and only

t" erits of the Bill of which this is an applies to the period between the time
3tnndmnent ; 1 will content myself with when this Act came into operation (1st of

mtiflg that, in the short space of six May last) and the end of the year-a
ears, this is the fourth attempt to amend period of eight months ; while in another

t Act. The first was made in 1879, case the return of a similar official only
was for the purpose of explaining the covers a period of five weeks. With re-

app"cation of the Dunkin Act in Ontario, gard to the first return, I am bound to tell
nd it also stated, municipal regulations the House that there are five of these per-
In (fntarif. The second attempt was in sons who are authorized to sell hiquor in
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this particular county, and the return I
hold in my hands is only a partial return
of one, while this other return is a com-
plete statement by another of these per-
sons. Therefore there still remain three
returns which are not yet accessible to me,
because they have not been laid on the
table of the House. So I must deal with
them as I find them, and with regard to
this first return, of Mr. McGarvin, it
represents the operation of the Canada
Temperance Act in the town of Acton,
and shows-

HON. MR. ALMON-Will the hon.
gentleman kindly say what is the popula-
tion of Acton ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is in thecounty
of Halton, and i think the population is
about 8oo or rooo. I was about to state
that in the eight months covered by this
return I find there were no less than'21 4
sales of liquor in that district of Acton.
The next return is that of Mr. Pitrce, and
covers, as I said before, only five weeks,
yet it shows that this gentleman sold no
less than 768 parcels of liquor. I have
scarcely had time to analyze the returns,
but I am sorry to find that there are only
a few cases where the sales have been of
bottles of ale, and only in some three or
four instances do they appear to have been
of por t wine ; in ahl these cases I find that
the liquor sold was to be used for medi-
cinal purposes. Now, I was struck by the
fact that ail these liquors were got in quan-
tities of extending from a gallon to a pint.
I was surprised that the quantity was so
large, and that the persons were not satis-
fied with a moderate quantity, but when
we look at this Canada Temperance Act
we find the reason for it. By the fourth
paragraph of the ninety-ninth section of
the Act it is provided, and particularly re-
quired, that these sales for medicinal pur-
poses shall be in quantities of not less than
one pint. With regard to the persons who
have purchased, I find that they are not
confined entirely to the one sex, as the
ladies have their fair share, as it appears
that 122 sales were made to them by
this one agent during that period of five
weeks. I was verry sorry to see the small
number of sales of milder liquors, such as
claret, for instance ; I think there was
only one bottle of claret in the whole re-

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

turn, and there were also very few sales of
ales or other sinilar beverages. When,
however, I come to think that this liquor
was only sold for medicinal purposes, it 1
perhaps far better that the people shouid
get their medicine in a concentrated fotn'
that, at any rate, seems to be their opinion'
because they buy the strongest liquors'
such as brandy, whiskey &c., and theY
certainly appear not to have been taken
in homeopathic doses. I am sorry that
full returns cannot be had at present, but
I thought it my duty to call the attention
of the House to the facts which actUa lu
are presented in the return to which I re-
fer, but when it is renembered that we
have not yet heard from three of the
persons who are authorized to sell in the
county of Halton, the House will be able
to judge whether or not it is likely that
any less quantities of these liquors were
sold in that country than would have bee
sold, under ordinary circumstances, haô
licenses been granted. My hon. friend
who introduced this Bill did not read the
section which it is particularly proposed
to legislate upon here. The ninety-ninth
section of the Canada Temperance Act Of
1878, is as follows :-

When any petition embodied as afore-
said in any notice and in any proclania-
tion under this, the first part of this Act
has been adopted by the electors of the
county or city named therein, and to
which the same relates, the GOvernor
General in Council may, at any time after
the expiration of sixty days from the day
on which the same was adopted, by
Order-in-Council published in the Ca"
ada Gazette, declare that the second part
of this Act shall be enforced and take
effect in such county or city upon, fro1!
and after the day on which the annual .
semi-annual licenses for the sale of spirl
uous liquors then in force in such coUnty
or city will expire; provided such daY
be not less then ninety days froni the ,day
of the date of such Order-in-Council i.
It further provides that if the day be te5

than ninety days, then they shail expire
on the like day in the then foliowîn,
year. Now I take it that the object.,
this legisiation was that an opportunity
should be given to parties to dispose
their stock, and to take measures to a
rid of these intoxicating liquors; a
therefore the period of ninety days
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selected as the shortest period before
which the Act should not be brought into
oPeration. I find that the hon. gentle-1nan who introduced this Bill has thought
Proper for some reason or other to restrict
the Period to thirty days.

lION. MR. MACPHERSON-There
are nO stocks to be disposed of now.

"ON. MR. DICKEY-It is my duty to
Put the matter to my hon. friend as a
Ifemjbe, of the Government and one who
's responsible for our legislation. The
DonMnion License Act of last year gave
POwer to the Dominion to issue licenses

ku take effect on the ist of May, and I
take it for granted that this provision in

's Act is intended for the very purpose
Of preventing the effects of those licenses
ad destroying their operation, because-
1 do nlot know when any' of these Orders-
'ICouncil were passed-the effect would
te that they would interfere, and that

ese licenses would be prevented, pro-
tided the House could be induced to take

is short period of thirty instead of the
Period of ninety days which the Act itself
gave on a former occasion. Now, with
!egard to the Bill itself, and to the amend-
'ng clauses I object to them as unneces-
't'Y and for three reasons. In the first
Plce, because it is admitted to be doubt-
(l Whether the Act itself does not suffi-
C ently meet the case.

ION. MR. MACPHERSON-I wish
to say that a judicial decision has beenRven, declaring that it did not apply-in
)ova Scotia, I think.

N. MR. DICKEY-That may be,
d it only shows the necessity for dealing

ab very great care with this Act. I was
Out asking the hon. gentleman from
rnia whether he had any doubt under

Provisions of this Act? I have, per-
ps, an opinion about it, but I will not

X'Cpress it ; but I may say this, that I have
0 doubt what the policy and object of the
dgislature was at that time. It was toy a lengthened period to parties within

*hich they might have an opportunity of
'deahng with their stocks at the time. Theext Objection I have is that it is unneces-
earY, because the local license laws amply
provide the remedy for any agreements

under this section. If no licenses are
granted, the parties are liable to punish-
ment and to penalty ; they are liable to
be convicted and sent to jail under the
operation of those laws. I can only speak
familiarly of the laws in my Province
(Nova Scotia) which I am prepared to
say are as stringent as any of the provi-
sions of this Canada Temperance Act,
and there can be no failure of justice
there, unless, indeed, there is a desire to
encroach upon the powers of the local
legislatures, and to do away with those Acts
practically altogether, and introduce this
amendment, and say, "You shall have
no power at all where the Scott Act is
in force." My third point is this : it
is unnecessary, because the Dominion
Act of last year expressly provides that
that Act shall be in force and shall subject
parties to penalties for selling in counties
where the Scott Act is in force. Therefore
this Act is wholly unnecessary, and it is a
species of legislation which I need not at
present characterize in any other terms
than being entirely unnecessary and un-
called for. And, I ask why it has been
brought here ? I refer to section 145 of
the Dominion Act, 1883, which expressly
provides for this particular case, and where,
even in counties where the Scott Act is in
force, they have power to impose penalties
and punish people for selling under those
circumstances. Now, we have a right tb
assume that the Legislature at the time of
passing the Scott Act and the Canada
Temperance -Act, knew perfectly well
what they were about, yet we are
now trying to cobble up this legis-
lation. Well, I am afraid the experi-
ment will not succeed very well, and
at all events I would rather that the Act
should be made a matter of controversy.
I would rather that ministers would be
impressed with the conviction that lies in
my own mind, that this is not only en-
tirely unnecessary legislation, but that it is
also mischievous. I say so, because it
brings the legislation of the Parliament
into antagonism with the legislation of the
several Provinces. That is a very serious
objection, and I need only refer to what
is passing before our eyes, and what we
read daily in the newspapers, to prove
that at the present moment there is a
strong feeling (I will not say whether it is
justified or not) that the powers of
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the Provincial Legislatures are being
encroached upon,-and here is a
pregnant proof of it. We are passing an
unnecessary piece of legislation when we
have already remedies in two forms. We
have the remedies of the Dominion Par-
liament, and we have the remedies of the
local legislatures. But I need only to refer
to a decision rendered a few months ago,
shewing that those local Acts are intra
vires. I ask is it wise, under those circum-
stances, to provoke a conflict of laws like
that, to stir up and perpetuate feeling
which we ought rather to try to allay ? My
impression is that we are taking a most
unwise course in this instance, and I do
hope that the Government will endeavor
to take this matter into serious consider-
ation, and will prevent, if possible, this state
of things from being continued, as by the
passing of this Act we shall only add con-
fusion to things worse confounded. I
think, therefore, that when the Bill goes to
committee we will be better prepared and
have an intelligent appreciation of what
the Act is, and I shall listen with some in-
terest to the answer to the point I have
made. I have pointed out that there has
been nothing to shew that the local legis-
latures have not the power to impose
penalties and collect them, but rather the
decision has been entirely the other way.
There has been no decision that the Dom-
inion Act of hast year was ultra vires.
Surely my hon. friend who brought for-
ward this Act will not undertake to say
that that Act is inoperative, and, if that be
the case, why is this Act brought here, and
why are we confronted with an attempt
like this to say, practically, to the Provin-
cial legislature " you shall have no power
in this matter, we will step in and
we will (after legislating in 1883, as
far as we could, in the direction
of taking power away from you) give an-
other turn to the screw. We shall pre-
vent you from taking any action under the
Canada Temperance Act of 1878." I
need only refer to the clause in the Do-
minion Act which states distinctly that the
laws in the different provinces shall only
remain in force until the 1st of May, 1884.
That is ail, and now we are asked to pass
a Bill which will be substituted for that
law and for the laws of the local legisla-
tures, and which will bring this matter
entirely under the control of the Domin-

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

ion. Now, I have always been an adVo-
cate for provincial rights, and I intend tO
be while I remain here, but I must
say that the contention is under some
difficulties. We have gone as far as vie
ought-whether we have gone too far Or
not I will not undertake to say-but vwe
have, at ail events, this singular spectacle
before the public : that we have in Ontaio
the Crook's Act, which is asserted to be
constitutional ; we have running side by
side with it the Dominion Act, which Win
be very shortly sub judice, and which '
be decided to be either constitutional Or
otherwise, and we have got the Scott Act.
Yet we are not satisfied. and we are goill
to put on another turn of the screw on that
Act, and we are going to give power under
this Act practically to prevent the loCal
legislatures from acting in these cases, Or,
if it has not that effect, then the prorloters
of this Act must âccept the other horn O
the dilemma, and admit that the locl
legislatures are sufficient for the protecf
tion of the interests of the public and O
temperance.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I think it is very
much to be regretted that the hon. gentle-
man who has just taken his seat did not
abstain, as he lead us to believe he would,
from discussing this Bill to-day. I think
it would have been better if he had waite
until the returns to which he made refer
ence were in the hands of mnembers.
myself was unable to see what those
returns were, and at the present mOmlent
I do not know what they consist Of, or
what faith or confidence should be placed
in them. The hon. gentleman seemTs to
have obtained not only a view, but tO be
in the actual possession of some of those
reports, and he has from the crippled and
mutilated evidence that appears to have
falien into his hands, attempted tO P
judice the working of this Act in the
County of Halton. The hon. gentleian
when he addresses the House, usual
speaks from a standpoint which We an
admire, but I cannot on the present
occasion compliment him either on the
soundness of his logic or on the cornmOn
sense or judgment of the observation
which he has addressed to the Senate. .
reference to the working of the Act 1n
Halton, to which the hon. gentleman has
thought proper to draw our .attentio

Amnendment BtIl.
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(lthough it really is entirely beyond us atthe present moment to consider it) I think
' have before me an authority quite as

ee0d as that from which he read. At a
"4eeting of the friends of the temperance
ause im Toronto afew days ago,thequestionWas there discussed, and the following reso

ion was adopted : " Whereas a contro-
"ersy has been going on in the public press
Of the Province as to the benefit of the

anada Temperance Act in the County
Oialton we hereby give it as our un-

qualified judgment, derived from personal
th servation, that it has largely decreased

b sale of strong drink, as evident by the
gatliety of the people at all the public
gatherings in the County. We are also
further convinced that drunkenness has
Vstly decreased, owing principally to the

lîOst entire suppression of the treating
System, all statements to the contrary not-

thstanding. That was signed by four-
n clergymnen of the County of Halton

saPretty good evidence I think of the
tisfactory working of the Act in the very
Ort time it has been in force. While I

on that subject perhaps I may make
s Observation : that the hon. gentleman

given us figures alleged to have been
tornished by a druggist who was authorized
tsell under certain conditions. It will

Withiri the recollection of hon. gentle-
I think, that I was not favorable to

lrig any such latitude to druggists or
3n Other persons, within any county in

Whlch that Act might be in force. I have
y own verv decided opinion as to

Whether alcohol under any conditions, is
t seful to the human body, and very often

inimical when the subject is suffering
deany way from certain maladies ; but, in
Cl.erence to a very large and educated

on amongst those of the medical pro-
tato I gave way, and it was decided

On the certificates of gentlemen whoare, at all events assumed to be honorable
'r their conduct, liquor might be sold
fur medicinal purposes. It was assumed

t those certificates would not be
ven simply for the purpose of encourag-

'g drinking, but the gentlemen of that
Profession must be held responsible, if thetatemnents just made by the hon. gentle-

n from Amherst (Mr. Dickey) are atai Well founded, for they must be held as
odnmg what the hon. gentleman
d lead us to believe is a promiscuous

distribution of liquor through the drug
shop in the County of Halton. I say that
is due entirely to the prejudice of the
medical profession against the working of
this Act, or else to. the prejudice in their
minds that liquor in some condition or
other is useful or valuable to the human
system. I do not propose to go into that
subject, which is a very interesting one,
but I think I could quote quite as high
authority-not only within my present
audience, but out of the Dominion of
Canada-quite as high as exists in this
country, at all events, to show that under
no possible conditions can alcohol, given
in any form or shape, be of benefit to a
subject who is suffering from any malady
whatever. The hon. gentleman may
think it a little vain of me to say so, but
I have arrived at a time of life when I
think I am quite justified in making the
observation : I have been a very close
observer of the effect of liquor for over a
quarter of a century, and I do not hesi-
tate to say that my own actual experience,
backed up as it has been within the last
ten years by high medical authority in
England and elsewhere, is that alcohol is
injurious to the human body under any
and all conditions. Therefore, had the
House passed that Act in the shape
I wished, and had I not deferred
to the opinion of gentlemen who
held views different from my own, that
clause giving the right to druggists to sell
liquor on the presentation of a certificate
from a medical man would never have
been there. When my hon. friend tells
you that so many persons got liquor at a
particular. drug shop, he simply states that
so many medical men, forgetting their
reputation as gentlemen, and as members
of the profession, have wantonly, and for
the purpose of gratifying old topers and
drunkards, given them certificates in order
that they niight get liquor at the drug
shop. We knew that was a possible diffi-
culty, but we counted upon some sense of
propriety and honor in the profession to
meet it.

HON. MR. ALMON-You do not allow
a medical man to give less than a pint.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Because we sup-
posed if it were any less quantity, people
would go to the counter of the drug shop
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to drink, as they would elsewhere. In
the first place it requires to be stated that
it is for medical purposes, and then not
less than a pint shall be removed from the
premises, and that shall only be done on
a certificate of a medical man having no
interest in the sale by the druggist or
vendor, affirming that such liquor has been
prescribed for the person named therein.
Now, the medical profession of the County
of Halton have taken the responsibility
for the gross abuse-if the figures of the
hon. gentleman from Amherst be correct
-which has obtained in that County
under the Act. It is not the Act I would
have passed, but hon. gentlemen know
very well that I venture'd as far as I
could. I am aware that an Act of that
kind strikes at a great many prejudices in-
separable from the education of a very
considerable number of the people of the
country, and it is natural that it should
evoke opposition, and that an attempt
would be made to circumvent it ; that
even the judicial power should endeavor
in every possible way to evade it. If the
Canada Temperance Act were interpreted
in that fair liberal and generous spirit that
any ordinary Act of Parliament would be
by the judiciary, it would not be necessary
for the hon. gentleman who introduced
this Bill to- day, to ask us to make any
amendment to the Act. The essence of this
Act was the voice of the people, which was
that it should be carried out in a legal and
proper manner. The Governer-in-Council
having so said that it was so carried in a
legal and proper manner, should name a
certain day, not less than the number of
days named in the Statute to put the Act
into operation. My hon. friend says " oh
it ought not to apply here, it ought not to
go into operation within thirty days in this
particular County of Cumberland." But
why, hon. gentlemen ? because the.people
in the County of Cumberland had long
since put their foot down, as far as the
local license laws would permit them, as
far as they could, and they said
" we shall not have liquors sold at
all in the County of Cumberland."
Then the people in the County of Cum-
berland invoked this statute because they
saw that its provisions would enable them
to act more effectually under it than under
their local laws, and what was the decision
in that County ? As I learned from a

HON. MR. SCOTT. ,

record made in another place that
election was held in the County of Cul-
berland on the 25th of October, 1883'
The Returning-Officer reported the resulIt
of the election on the i5th of NovemIber,
1883. The papers were submitted to the
Privy Council according to law on the 2 4th
of January, 1884, and the Order-in-CotInce
was passed on the 5 th of February, an
received in the Department on the 1 3th
of February. Parties were inforned O9
che 14th of February, and the Order-i'-
Council was published in the Canao
Gazette on the 16th of February, 1884
Now what was the opinion of the peoPC
of Cumberland on this question ? 1 fi"
that when the Canada Temperance Act
was submitted there, there were 1,560
votes cast for the Act, and against it 262,
giving a majority in favor of the Act
1,298.

HoN. MR. DICKEY---Out of 4,000,
electors.

HON. MR. SCOTT-At all events there
were only 262 people in the County Iho
decided to take an active stand against
the operation of the Act. That is the true
way of judging of public opinion, whenl e
find that 1,56o electors came to the pol5
in support of the Act ; it must have beeP
evident that a very large proportion of the
community were in favor of it, and if Peo'
ple did not corne out in larger numbers it
was because they knew it was unnecessary,
and that the measure would be carried by
an overwhelming majority. One in seven
was the proportion that voted against the
Act in that County. I say, and I say '
advisedly, that any fair interpretation Of th's
Act would have put it in force in the County
of Cumberland, because Parliament meant
that it should apply where it was adoPted by
the people, and where the proceedings were
found to have been legal and proper, and
where there was no existing OPposiln
legislation by the local legislature. l
say that when it was only to be ,ithe
pending the currency ot existing licence
the fair interpretation of any court of Un'
biased men would be that if there Was no
license running, then the intention of FOI
liament was that the Act should go into

operation. There is not an hon. gentleMtn*
who lhstens to my voice who will nOt say
that Parliament intended that the Act
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thould go into force in counties where HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not knowthe Condition of things existed as we now what instructions were given to the Com-
lern they did exist in the counties I have missioner of Inland Revenue respecting
referred to. The Act was only to be them. My hon. friend should not have
staYed because there was this Provincial sprung a debate, and endeavored to create
"nPediment. If the Provincial impedi- a prejudice against the working of the Act
'nent did not exist, the Act should go into in the County of Halton, Ontario, whereOperation. We want no illustration. I am advised on authority that I look
pverything was done that we could do or upon as being very much better, that the
Provide to make the Act a perfect one, Act has worked well ; that it has done
thd sPeaking for myself, had I known that what we all hoped for; that the removal

ere vas this condition of things I should of the temptation to drink out of the way
have taken very good care at the time of those who had not the moral strength

t an accident of this sort should not to resist it would have a beneficial effect on
ave arisen, although I look upon it that the community. The intention of the Actp Judiciary carrying out the spirit of is not to prevent any man from drinking;Wh iament would declare that Act in force it was simply for the purpose of doing

ere the provincial barrier did not exist, away with those dens of iniquity where
any county where it was adopted by the men are led into temptation, where their

PeoPle. This Act was predicated on the moral power is destroyed, and they are
hultion that licenses were issued every- unable to resist the evil that is placed be-

were. I did not then know that there fore them. The report of the Collector of
ere counties in the Lower Provinces that the Inland Revenue Office, Toronto, is

had nade such progress as to refuse the very short, and I will read it to the House:
ssue of licenses; therefore nothing could INLAND REvENUE OFFICE,
'enMore in harmony with the declared TORONTo, 20th March, 1884.

thistment of Parliament in 1878 than that S1a,-I have the honour to report that, onfrie amendment proposed by my hon. the 12th inst., I applied to Mr. Jas. A. Frazer,fiend opposite should be accepted. License Inspector for the County of Haiton,
-ything less than that is to say that our for the names of those druggists, if any, who

tgislation is a sham. We say to the tem- had been granted special Spirit Licenses under
Perance people, " We pretend to give you the provisions of the Canada Temperance
'80lething, but we will now cut the ground te very kindly furnished me with the

enit under you by refusing this amend- following nanes, viz.:-
nt," because the hon. gentleman from J. E. MeGarvin, Acton.

Alherst believed when the Act was Thos. Morrow, Georgetown.
Passed that it would be in force in the C. W. Pearce, Oakville.

OUnty of Cumberland to-day if the people Jo.H. Mccollon, Milton
"'Chose to adopt it. I arnqit sure that At onie Wilson, Burlington.
the h oquite I at once wrote to these gentlemen and

n gentleman is too manly, and tOO reqnested them to furnish me the necessary
traight forward to have given his sanction returns called for by the Act in question.
0the passing of an Act to do what the In response, I have received, in ail, four

glage of the Act would not enable the replies, which I enclose.
P"OPle to do. The hon. Ihas have stili to hear from Mr. J. H. McCollom,
drawn o dgentleman of Milton, and it will be necessary for me to
th wnfrom me those observations, al- further correspond with Mr. Archdale Wilson,

ough I think it would have been much but as soon as the necessary papers comle to
better if we had had these returns before hadd from these gentlemen, I wili forward

-the s0use in order that ive might all see h"ave narked the documents sent you to-
e thought it unfortunate that his day with the distinguishing letter as follows:

ervatigns should go entirely un- J. E. MeGarvin, " A."
th.wered, in reference to the working of C. W. Pearce, "B."tht Act. I do not agree with the returns G. E. Morrow," C."
ach as 'they are, but I assume they are ot Archdale Wilson, 4l D."1

character that I have mentioned. And have also placed a sheet of blank
paper between the separate and respective

MR .adocuments, so that the sheets of one may not
nMR DICKEY-They are official be mixed with those to which they do not be-

ke nsto the Commissioner of Inland long. I have doue this, as the Returns are in
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a very crude form, and two of them are un-
signed.

n Mr. Morrow's case, I was not furnished
with any list. He, instead, sent me the
original orders from the several medical men.

My first idea was to return them to him,
but on second thought I deerned it best to
forward then to you instead.

I had them sorted into months, so far as I
could, and prepared a list of them for your
convenience.

You will notice that quite a number of the
orders given are of an elastic and camprehen-
sive character.

I an Sir, your obedient servant,
W. C. STRATTON,

E. M1m, Esq., Collector.
Conmissioner, Ottawa.

There is one doctor I fancy who has
made rather a good thing out of these
certificates. There is a Doctor Lowry,
who *seems to be respensible for about
275 Out of 300 certificates issued in
Acton. He must be a model man in the
profession.

HON. MR. ALMON--And it is a
model Act that allows him to do it.

doubt he is acting in concert with the
druggist to sell liquors improperly, because
it cannot be possible that Dr. LOWry.s
patients required more certificates of this
kind than the patients of other doc-
tors. Dr. Lowry must have been itn
complicity with the druggist, in order that
he night run a retail liquor store. Thiat
is the conclusion I would draw, and 1
would not hesitate to say so. I simply
base it on this fact that I see from the
paper in my hand, that there are several
doctors in Acton, a Dr. McGarvin, Dr.
Lawson, Dr. Webster, Dr. Freeman, Dr.
Winn, and Dr. Lowry and Dr. Morroe
On a rough calculation there must have
been about 300 certificates issued by these
men, and out of that number, with the
exception of perhaps ten, they are al'
issued by Dr Lowry. I ask hon. gentle-
men to say whether they consider that tO
be a fair and proper expression of the
sentiment of the town of Acton, where
one medical man issues something like 95
per cent. of all the certificates for liquor
drinking in that place ?

HON. MR SCOTT-It was not with HON. MR. McKINDSEY-He is the
my consent he was allowed to do it. only medical man in that village.

HON. MR. ALMON-And that is the
Bill that you are going to introduce in a
county where there are no licenses at pre-
sent.

HON. MR. SCOTT-We must all have
our individual judgments on those mat-
ters. I am not so foolish as to fancy that
my own views should be accepted on that
subject by others. It takes considerable
time for prejudice-particularly prejudice
in some of the professions-to wear away,
but I am happy to say that they are
wearing away very rapidly. I am myself
a living witness to greater change in that
direction than in almost any other in
modern science-if medicine can be called
a science-and therefore I am willing to
bear evidence to the improved condition
of the medical faculty on that subject.
Certainly Dr. Lowry does not seem to
belong to the modern school. There is a
Dr. Morrow, and a Dr. Winn, who appear
occasionally in the return as having issued
certificates ; with these exceptions, and a
couple of others, Dr. Lowry seems to
have issued all the rest, and I have no

HON. MR. SCOTT.

HON. MR. SCOTT-There is a Dr
Webster also, and then there is a Dr,
Freeman ; does the hon. gentleman knff
him ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-Dr. Freeman lives
in Milton.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
are not all in Acton ; they are in other
places in that locality.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am speaking by
the book when I say that all those certifi'
cates have been issued in Acton ; -a
with the exception of about ten of the
certificates all the rest have been issued
by one medical man, and, therefore, it '
quite clear to me that Dr. Lowry is i
league with this druggist in order. to con
vert that establishment practically into a
tavern. And my hon. friend takes that
return as an evidence of the weakness .
the Canada Temperance Act ! I take it"
as evidence that there are, unfortunateiyr
some men in the profession, Dr. LOwry
advisedly so, who are unworthy to b
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classed M. D's. They were intrusted with
te cying out of an Act of Parliament
in a very delicate sense, under the beliefthat they would do it conscientiously and
onorably. The language of Parliament
as that a druggist could only sell " on the

certificate of a medical man having no
Interest in the sale by' the druggist
Or vendor, affirming that such liquor
had been prescribed for the person named
therein." Now, I just submit those
Words, and I submit those facts to this

Ouse, and I ask their fair conclusion,
am not warranted in saying that
Lowry whoever he is, has prosti-

tuted his office, and that be has enabled
MY hon. friend from Amherst (until I was
able to give the House the explanation) to
Put before this Chamber a statement as to

e working of this Act in Halton that was
"olly at variance with what Parliament
tended, and what was practically the fact.

b have no doubt, if we could get to the
bottorn of it, that a lot of those people
1nentioned in this return regularly got their
Uquor from this druggist, fron week to
Week and from day to day-the ordinary
Oid topers. They could not get it any
Other way, and they fell back on Dr.
thwr"y as their medical man, and he gave
them certificates to get it whenever they
Wanted it, and my hon. friend quotes that
as an evidence of the failure of the CanadaTenperance Act. I could, in contradic-
ton to that give the assurance of twelve
O. fourteen 'clergymen, and other evidence" it Were in shape to give to the House-
"5urance from people living in the coun-
tYthat very great improvement has taken

e in the County of Halton since the
ACt came into operation there. At every
Pulblic meeting now all goes on in a re-
Spectable, quiet, and orderly manner. No
Ich thing as drunkenness is observable.

e Act has been put in force in a variety
cases. My hon. friend, I trust, will not
ow the imputation to go abroad that the

th Vernment do not propose to introduce
this as a Government measure for the
DUrpose of removing what I think they
te'y Properly appreciate as a difficulty in
tworking of the Act that was not con-

plated when the Act was originally
ed, and I hope that they will take the

responsibility of asking Parliament to
nae this change

HON. MR. VIDAL-I am not a little
surprised at the length of time that has
been occupied in the House in speaking
on a topic which has no possible connec-
tion, that I can see, with the matter that
is before us in considering the Bill which
is now up for second reading. What the
defects of the law may be in its operation
in the County of Halton, however object-
ionable may be some things connected
with the administration of the law in that
place, what possible connection can that
have with the adoption of the Act in the
Maritime Provinces? Al that is asked by
this Bill is simply to give effect to
what Parliament intended should follow
the adoption, by the electors of any
county, of the Canada Temperance Act.
As the hon. gentleman who has just re-
sumed his seat has stated, just so soon as
the Governor-in-Council was satisfied that
all the requirements of the Act had been
complied with ; that the petition for bring-
ing it into operation had been legally
adopted by a majority of the people', then
it was to go into operation as soon as it
could do so without infringing upon indi-
vidual rights which had already been ac-
quired by persons holding licenses giving
them power to sell to a certain date. The
hon. gentleman from Amherst has wander-
ed very far indeed from the subject in the
greater part of his speech. He said
little about the measure before us, but
made general observations having a bear-
ing upon the Canada Temperance Act, or
upon the Temperance movement in gen-
eral. Now why should the fact that other
amendments to the Act had been attempt-
ed, be mentionrd as an objection to our
entertaining this amendment ? I cannot
see any reason, if there had been
twenty amendmentst proposed before,
why the twenty-firs should not be
properly considered? The hon. gentle-
man has mentioned two or three, but he
forgets that the last two should not be
counted against it because they did not
go into operation. They were only at-
tempts at amendment, and what were the
circumstances connected with them? Was
it not a fact that this Senate had twice
affirmed the principle of the Bill before
us by a very decided vote? If we refer
to our records we will see that the amend-
ments brought in by Mr. Aikins at one
time, and by myself at another, were both
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carried through this House to the third
stage, and by good majorities, and it was
only the addition of a clause which was
introduced at the third reading in this
House, and one put on in the other House
when the Bill went there, that led to the
rejection of those amendnents. The
Senate very wisely rejected the amend-
ment of Mr. Boultbee, which would have
had the effect of spoiling the Bill alto-
gether, and we would not agree to it when
it came back to this House. The other
amendment was made in this House, and
the temperance people ceased to have any
interest in the measure after it was spoiled
by the amendment by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax. I repeat that the former
attempts should not count against us
when I say that this House has twice, by
a large majority, affirmed the principle of
this present Bill.

The hon. gentleman has said a good
deal about the practical operation of this
law, as though it were unsatisfactory. i
should like to know where he gets his in-
formation from that such is the case ?
If he looks into the sources of his infor-
mation, he will find that they are almost
entirely connected with the liquor traffic,
or they are the advocates or protectors of
that traffic. He cannot find a temperance
man who will say that the effect of the
Canada Temperance Act is not satis-
factory, where it has been put in force,
and what better answer can be given to
the charge than that given by the noble
old city of Fredericton, (the first to pass
the law, and the first to re-affirm the ex-
cellence of that law when submitted to it),
and Prince County in Prince Edward
Island-the two constituencies where the
Act has been three years in operation, and
has been re-affirmed in one case with a
largely increased majority. Is not this
better proof that the Act gives satis-
faction, than any evidence that has been
adduced before this House that it fails to
do so ? Look again at the hon. gentle-
man's own Province? I am amazed be-
yond measure that a gentleman coming
from the County of Cumberland should
stand up here and try and disparage the
Scott Act in such a way as, if possible, to
repeal it or to destroy its efficacy. Does
fnot the hon. gentleman know that in his
own province-and he is a great stickler
for provincial rights-there have been

HON. MR. VIDAL.

twelve elections under this Act, and in
each and every case it has been carried
by a very large majority ? The hon. gentle
man's own county is the second county
in that province, with respect to the fa-

jority, to have adopted the Act-the bai-
ner county is King's County, and Cuo-
berland County comes next with. 298 0'
a majority in favor of the Act with onlY
252 out of 4,ooo electors voting agains
the measure, and yet the hon. gentleman
though a stickler for provincial rights, an
the rights of his own county, against the
wishes of his own people would interpose
a barrier against the Act going ilto
operation. That would be the effect in
his county if it is not brought into opera-
tion before the first of May. He does
not wish this to be the case, because he
says it will interfere with provincial
licenses, and he knows that no license
can be issued before the first of May iD
Nova Scotia, and it is not under the N0
va Scotia Act that they can obtain license.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I said the
Dominion Act.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I beg the ho'-
gentleman's pardon; he was making a
strong point about the conflicting rights Of
the two Parliaments. He was endeavoring
to show that this Act was an infringemnent
upon provincial rights. I contend that
there is not justification for the statenent.
Would that hon. gentleman desire in h1i
own county where a majority of 1,298
electors adopted the Canada Temperanc
Act, that the wishes of the people shoUl
be set aside, and that licenses shall issue
on ist of May next ? Yet that is the
whole gist of his argument to bring into
operation licenses on the 1st of May, 
then if he could do that, although the
people of his own county have expressed
their opinion that the Temperance Act
should come into force, he would keep
them off for another year before they coul
have the benefit of it. Yet this is the ho•

gentleman whod sticks up for provincial
rights and individual rights of electors.

I think that the hon. gentleman fro'D
Ottawa has perhaps said all that was neces-
sary in order to do away with any 'wrong
impression that might be in peoples
minds with reference to the alleged failure
of the Act in Halton ; but I would say that
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80 far from the hon. gentleman from
Ai1herst doing us any injury by bringing
fOrward these statistics that he has quoted

v has done a great deal of good, for I
4iýVe been trying for a long time, with
Others, to get the information that is in
the return now before the House. We
culd not find out the names of the doctors
Who granted the certificates, nor of the
Persons to whom they were given, and I
think the very fact of being able to get hold
Of that record to publish in the county of
laIton the name of that physician, the
nliber of certificates issued, and to whom
he bas given them, will have a beneficial
effect, and that physician will have no
further standing in the county.

1 il not go the length of the hon. gen-
tiernan from Ottawa in suggesting collusion
bktween the doctor and the druggist. I
Would give the benefit of the doubt, and
put himn down in the category of the jun-
'or Inernber for Halifax, whose convictions,We know, are so strong that wine and8Pirits are gifts of God, and always benefi-

týaj to man, that he would not have the
least hesitation in giving every one of us a
!liedical certificate to-day, if we askèd for
't and not expect to make any money out

i. There are physicians whose minds
e so prejudiced against the temperance
t1e inparticular, and so prejudiced in favor

0f Prescribing and using fermented liquors,
that they could not really refuse a certifi-

to enable any one to get them in
Prohibited districts ; and I would rather
put it down as an act of kindness and
eood nature on the part of this Dr. Lowry.

b o. MR. ALMON-Perhaps you had
tter Pass a law by which medical men
not have that privilege.

l'oNi. MR. VIDAL,-That's what we
b trying to do, to amend the law piece

YJPiece, and we would be very glad toave the hon. gentleman's assistance in
for'nng a law to make doctors give hon-
est Prescriptions. Referring again to the
relTarks of the hon. gentleman from Am-
h.erst, let us see what was the meaning and

tention of the Act, and what is it that
rendered necessary this legislation now

Act re the House. The terms of the Scott
eA have already been read, but I will
owPhbasize one point by quoting as fol-luWB.

" The Governor-General-in-Council may
declare that the second part of this Act
shall be in force and take effect in such
county or city upon, from and after the
day on which the annual or semi-annual
licenses for the sale of spiritous liquors
then in force in such county or city will
expire."

I entirely agree with the views and re-
marks of my hon. friend from Ottawa as
to what will be the ultimate decision of the
Supreme Cour if this question comes
before them ; but in the meantime the
people of Nova Scotia, in all these counties
are deeply interested in this matter. They
are face tô face with the difficulty, that a
judge has decided that there being no day
on which licenses can expire in those
counties there is no day on which the Act
can come into force. Was it not the in-
tention of Parliament that where a petition
to bring the Canada Temperance Act
into force was adopted, it should be
brought into operation as soon as possible
without interfering with vested rights?
That is the plain sense of the law, conse-
quently we would be quite reasonable in
saying that just so soon as the petition is
adopted it might be brought into force in
a county or city where no licenses exist,
the holders of which would have to be
protected. The notice was intended to be
a very full and ample notice. The tem-
perance people do not wish to do any in-
justice, and provided that five months
should elapse after the vote had been
taken, before the Act can be put in force,
which we consider a very satisfactory
notice, in' order to enable people to get
rid of their stocks, and to get out of the
business with the least possible loss. Two
months must elapse after the vote before
the proclamation can issue at all, in order
to allow the fullest and fairest oppor-
tunity for investigating any complaints
against the way in which the election
was conducted. Ample scope and
provision are made that every irregularity
shall be investigated and adjudicated upon
before the Governor-in-Council issues his
proclamation, and then, after being satis-
fied that everything has been legally and
properly done, the proclamation is issued
providing that go days shall intervene be-
fore the Act shall come in force. When
there are no rights to be protected the Act
might, without injustice, come into force
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the next day, or the next week after being being shortened from ninety to thirtY days
carried, but in suggesting a term of thirty I have already explained to the hon. gen
days in the Bill now before us, before the tieman from Amherst, is done becanls
law shall corne in force, I consider it is there is no existing interest. There is 110
ample notice for all practical purposes. license existing, and therefore there is nO
I do not think it is necessary that I should interest to be considered or protect
at present trespass any further on the Had it not been, as explained by MY ho•
patience of the House, but I trust that friend behind me, for the Dominion .Ac,
hon. gentlemen will take this view of the this Bill would not be required, but inas
measure, that it is simply a Bill to provide much as license can be obtained unde
that the intention of Parliament shall be the Dominion License Act, it is sureY
carried out in those counties where no reasonable that in municipalities where
license has existed for many years, and they desire to introduce the Scott Act,
that it may be brought into force as soon they should be enabled to do so under
as all the requisite formalities have been this proposed amendment.
complie~d with.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON -I well
remember when the Scott Act was being
passed in 1878 that many of the friends of
the present Government were opposed to
some of its provisions, and some to the
Bill in its entirety, and so it may have
been with some of the friends of the then
Government--how it was I am not aware.
When the present Ministry succeeded to
office they found this measure upon the
Statute book, and it was their duty with
respect to it, as with respect to all other
important measures there, to propose its
repeal, or to make it efficient. I venture:
to believe that no hon. gentleman, or verv
few hon. gentlemen in this House, wilh
say that it would be in accord with the
present current of public sentiment to
propose the repeal of the Scott Act. As
the Government believe that to be the
case; it is their duty to improve the Act so
far as it can reasonably be done. It was
unquestionably the intention of Parliament
when the Act of 1878 was passed that it
should be put into operation in every
municipality within its scope where it was
the wish of the people to do so. It has
been found, however, that for the very
extraordinary reason that no licenses exist
in certain municipalities, a judicial deci-
sion has been delivered declaring that it
is impossible to bring the Act into
operation in those municipalities. As it
was the intention of Parliament that it
should go into operation, it is but reason-
able that the Act should be amended in
such a way as to permit that to be done,
and that is all that is asked by this Bill,
with a few further provisions guarding
against injury to individuals. The time

HoN. MR. VIDAL

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I must oP'
pose the Bill, because I feel that the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, from which I coine
is antagonistic to it, and to any legislatiol
on this subject of temperance, except fro9
the Province itself. We in Nova Scot"
considered that we had sufficient legisla-
tion, and we did not require the Scott
Act, or any Dominion Act at all I *
opposed to the Scott Act when it passe4
for the reason that I thought then it Wad
an infringement on provincial rights, an
although my views upon that matter have
been somewhat affected by late decision!4
yet I feel that we are perpetuating the
action of the Dominion Parliament. vve
are saying here by this Bill that we Pet
petuate the Scott Act, and that we have
power to deal with a matter which I, froc
the first, contended was one of provinc
rights. I am strongly of opinion that the'
is no necessity for this legislation. n
hon. gentleman who spoke here in faov
of this Bill went so far as to say that he
believed that the legislation of 1878 wo
sufficient, in the face of the decision 0 f a
judge who contended that it was neces
sary there should be a license in order tO
have this Act effected. If such a decisI
was not right, and if no such provincl
impediment existed, I cannot see if the
Temperance Act of 1878 was sufcien
that there is any necessity for th0
legislation. If that decision was so n-
reasonable why have the temTperancc
organizations not pressed the matter, ail
obtained a more decided opinion on th
question ? I know in the part of N4e
Scotia from which I come the feeling s
strong against any interference by
Parliament in the license question.
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hlave in Nova Scotia a License Act that is
mOmlfended by hon. gentlemen in this

ou1Use as being almost perfect ; yet in
cOnsequence of this legislation here, we are
thrown into such confusion in Nova Scotia
that it has resulted in liquors being sold
wthout license at ail, and there is an in-
feltive tô drink that did not previously

exist- -I am as much opposed to this
eislation now as I was in the first in-

stance. It is not fair even to call it a
!erperance act : it is a total abstinence
ct. Tenperate men are not in favor of
egslation of this kind. It is forced into
e counties contrary to public sentiment,

n almost every instance. It is forced11Pon them by temperance organizations
m1 'ost in spite of public opinion. There

1 no SUfficient moral support or strength
bhind it, and I know that people laugh at
such legislation as this, and treat it with
contempt. They believe more in moral
and religious suasion, and more especially
when such an act as this is put into opera-

n Without having a majority of thePople in its favor. I believe, from the
late decisions, that the Scott Act is ultrares, and we are here, by this legislation,

deavoring to perpetuate and give legal
eect to legislation which at present stands

Very doubtful. I do not believe that Nova
Scotia has asked for this interference, and
o believe it is an Act that should. not be
n Our statute book at ail.

lION. M. POWER-I wish to explain
.briefly what the effect of the rejection

ofthis Bill will be. Down in Nova Scotia,
as the hon. gentleman from Sarnia has
held, there are twelve counties which have
th.d elections under the Scott Act, and I
licek in the majority of those counties no
og nses were granted before the passing
thethat Act. That, I think, disposes of
Lassertion of the hon. gentleman from

4enburg that the sentiment of the peo-
of Nova Scotia is not in favor of this

Of legislation. I may say that my
o Personal feeling is the same as that

n'y hon. friend ; I think moral suasion1thefr proper method of preventing people
b being vicious in this particular way;

t that does not seem to be the feeling of
fo People in the Province. The necessity

this Bill is suggested just now more by
has happened in the County of Cum-

than by anything else; but there

23

are several other counties besides Cum-
berland placed in the same position ; and
if this Bill does not pass, and if the view
taken by the judge in Nova Scotia of the
effect of the existing law should be upheld
by the higher courts, then the effect would
be this : that although the people have by
overwhelming majorities decided that
liquor shall not be sold in those counties,
liquor will be sold there, but not under
the Local License Law, as stated by my
hon. friend, because there is no machinery
for putting in force the Local License
Law in those counties, but it will be sold,
if under any license law, under the Do-
minion Act passed here last session. I
understand that it has been stated on be-
half of the Government, in another place
that they do not propose enforcing the
Dominion License Act of 1883 for some
time ; and the consequence may be that
there will be nothing to restrain the liquor
business in the County of Cumberland
and some others if this Bill does not pass,
and if the decisioti of the judge which has
been referred to should be upheld in the
Courts of Appeal.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-Would my hon.
friend allow me to interrupt him: does he
doubt for a moment that the Nova Scotia
License Law, the most stringent in the
Dominion, is in force now in every county
in Nova Scotia. ?

HoN. MR. POWER-Not in every
county-not in counties where no licenses
are granted. If my hon. friend will turn
to the 141st section of the Dominion
License Act of last year, he will find that
no exception is made in favor of the local
laws. There is an exception made in
favor of the Temperance Act of 1878.
This section says:-

"A wholesale license, to be obtained under
and subject to the provisions of this Act,
shall be necessary, in order to authorize or
make lawful any sale of liquor in the quanti-
ties allowed under the provisions of ' The
Canada Temperance Act, 1878."'

My impression is that under that sec-
tion licenses would be issued under the
Dominion Act of last year. They do
not reserve rights under the old Nova
Scotia law, as I understand it, and the
consequence will be in the County of
Cumberland, and probably some of the
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other counties, although the sentiment of
the people is altogether opposed to grant-
ing licenses, that licenses will be granted
for some considerable time.

The motion was agreed to on a division.

QUEBEC RAILWAY BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (69) " An Act to
incorporate the Quebec Railway Bridge
Company." He said: I suppose it is not
necessary for me to explain this measure
at any length. It is to form part of the
Canadian Pacific Railway which will run
from ocean to ocean, and the Company
which now seeks incorporation is asking
for the privilege of building a railway
which will be of great advantage to the
people.,

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

REAL ESTATE LOAN COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (88) "An Act respecting
The Real Estate Loan Company of
Canada, (limited)." He said: This is a
Bill from the House of Commons, having
for its object to enable the Real Estate
Loan Company of Canada, (limited), to
dispose of its business to the Scottish
Canadian Land Mortgage Company,
(limited), upon certain terms and con-
ditions. The Bill sets forth the conditions
upon which the proposed sale is to be
made, and I do not think I need trouble
the House by entering into them, as I
shall refer the measure to the standing
Committee on Banking and Commerce.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY
LEASE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. ALLAN moved the second

reading of Bill (35), " An Act to conflr
the Lease of the Ontario and Quebec i
way to the Canadian Pacific Railway C00-
pany, and for other purposes." He said
This is also a Bill from the House o
Commons to confirm a certain agree
ment made between the Canadian Pacif
Railway Company, the Credit Vàlley RaI
way Company, the Ontario and Quebec
Railway Company and the Atlantic and
North-West Railway Company, and it
specially to confirm the lease of the Ontario
and Quebec Railway to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company. The Bill is
somewhat long one but the principal Ph
of it is taken up by the schedules at the
end.

The motion was agreed to, and the B
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5-45 p.l

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 28th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COLLISION ON THE INTERCOLO-
NIAL RAILWAY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. DICKEY rose to
call attention to the collision of two ope,,
Coal trains on the Intercolonial RailWay'
which occurred at Westcock water tank near
Sackville, N. B., on Friday last ; and ask the
Governnent whether it is intended to in

he blrec syte nor otherwise, with at!OD
averting similar disaster to lite and proper'y

He said : I was prompted to give this
notice in consequence of an account which
appears in the papers describing this dis-
aster. The account which I have selected
is that which appears in a newsPaPer
published at Moncton, the IntercolonlA
Railway headquarters, that paper being at
the same time friendly to the Governmnent
and to the Railway. It appears in the
Moncton Times of the 22nd inst. an
reads as follows:

HON MR. POWER.

Amrcolonial RY.854A
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Yesterday morning a rear collision, attend-
by rathèserious results, occurred on the
'nterclonalRailway at Westcock, two miles

n Sackville. Both trains were specials,
going east fron Moncton, having left tiis sta-
t'Ila within a short tinie of each other at aneriy hour in the morning. The first, in
Charge of Conductor Thompson, was taking
!nter at the tank at that place, and was run111to in the rear by Morgan's special. The'
"n"gne of Morgan's train was seriously damag-
e4 and disabled in the collision and the van

tWo gondolas of Thonpson's train were
aY wrecked, set on fire and burned. Other

CeNwere slightly damnaged. The tank bouse
s ais0 burned. The train men ail Jumped

orthe only personal injury being to Driver
enne of Morgan's train, who received a1

F1ined ankle in alighting. A wrecking train
the inmmediately sent ont from Moncton and'

track was eeared in time for the expressYesterday afternoon.
Just where the blane, if any, was to be at-

tched was not generally known yesterday.
e0ording to a report about town, Thomp-

bon 8pecial consisted of twenty cars, while
M'ognys whic tr following, contained

One. Te trains w snt ou ne
Oncton station within a few minutes of each

9ther, and it is claimed by railway men thatI such cases the trains should be evenly
drided. It is saidthat it is almostas hard tob1% ign ng to a stand still as a fui)
ta1i, v the spee of the light enginei
tPt.to be greater. If this is the case the mnat-

t 'worthy some consideration. An inves-t'on was held last evening by Mr. Jarvis,cief train despatcher, after the *arriva) of the
tramen froni the scene of the accident. #A
decision has not yet been reached.

I mnay remark that this is not, unfortu-
frtely, a solitary case, within the last year;
tor a very similar occurrence took place on
the Intercolonial Railway between New-
Castle, in New Brunswick, and the next
station, I think, to it, a place called Beaver
1rook. A train was making its way up an
en'lchne, and the speed not being great
e'ough, they were obliged to run back
atId Make a second attempt to surmount
the elevation. Before they got under way
aother freight train behind them was
al.Owed to pass this Beaver Brook station
gong to the south on the way to New-Castle, and this train ran into the rear of
the other before it could be brought up,

d great damage ensued. Indeed, it isnot at all wonderful that such things should
Occur when we recollect that there seems

e k, as far as I know, no regulationthich prevents these special trains, or
these freight trains, running into one an-ther, because they are allowed to follow

closely on each other on the track. Dur-
ing the last four years I have feltit my public
duty, on four several occasions, to call at-
tention to this matter, and I have been
met every time with the stereotyped offi-
cial reply that nothing can be done. I
am desirous of pressing the matter still
more strongly on the attention of the Gov-
ernment now with a view to getting, if
possible, some better system of running
these trains adopted. The system at pre-
sent, as I understand it, is that regular
trains have the right of track against ail
trains, both coming and going, so that as
far as the regular trains are concerned
there is what may be termed the block
system ; because no train is allowed to
leave a station to interfere with regular
trains. To some extent, I daresay, that
applies to regular freight as well
as to regular passenger trains, but
in this case, unfortunately, the accident
happened to two special coal trains. If it
be right to have regulations such as I have
adverted to in the case of regular trains,
I hope the House will see that it is of
infinitely greater importance that there
should be some such regulation applicable
to special trains ; because there may be an
excèse there that the people at the different
stations do not know, unless they are in-
formed, that the trains are coming. In
this case the accident happened between
two principal stations, having telegraphic
conveniences. On a former occasion,
when I pressed the matter strongly, I was
answered that the trouble was the great
distance between the stations. Now, I
have taken the trouble to look into this
matter, and I find that on the Intercolonial
Railway, between Riviere du Loup and
.Moncton (I have not had access to the
list of stations from Riviere du Loup west-
ward) there is an average of something like
nine miles between the stations. From
Moncton to Amherst the average is only
four miles, and from Amherst to Halifax,
four miles and a-quarter between the
stations. Therefore, I think that objection
disappears in view of the comparative
shortness of the distance between these
stations. Surely there can be no difficulty
in making arrangements where stations
are so near together, to prevent these
collisions. I do not wish to go into the
matter at large, because I have done so
on former occasions, and I do not wish
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to repeat myself, but I do hope the time is
coming when we shall have something
like the system-I do not say exactly the
same-that prevails in England and, to
some extent, prevails in the United States,
because, although it was freely asserted
here by a gentleman connected with the
Grand Trunk Railway, on a former occa-
sion, that there was no such system in the
United States, my hon. friend from
Albert stated that to his own knowledge
this systern did prevail on the Pennsyl-
vania Railway and other railways in that
country. I have heard nothing to war-
rant me in saying that the system has
been extended, but I hope it has been,
in the United States since then. But,
after all, in view of the reckless fashion in
which things are done in the neighboring
republic, it is not strange that they , run
such risks, and send out trains without
taking due precaution to prevent them
commg in collision with other trains. But
in this country, where we have the railway
under the direct control of the Govern-
ment, it is the duty of the Railway De-
partmentto takesome stepsto prevent these
disasters which have been often attended
with sad results. Fortunately in this
case there was no loss of life, though
there was serious damage to property. I
ought, perhaps, to apologize to the House
for bringing this matter forward again, but,
at the same time, though my efforts have
so far been ineffectual, I have the satisfaction
of knowing that I have made at least one
convert. My hon. friend from St. Vincent
de Paul, who noticed the matter the other
day, expressed views in accord with mine,
and though I got no credit for having pre-
viously introduced the subject, yet I was
glad to find myself in accord with him on
that occasion. Having made a convert of
him, I hope the result of this discussion
will be to convert the Minister to the views
I have expressed on this subject.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
question of my hon. friend is whether it is
intended to introduce regulations with a
view of averting disasters to life and pro-
perty. I had not heard the details of the
disaster at Westcock until my hon. friend
mentioned them here to-day, but just
taking his question as it appears on the
paper, I communicated with the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals, and I will

HON. MR. DICKEY.

read the answer which I received : "
best mode of guarding trains against reat
collisions is under consideration, a
several devices are now being tested *th
that object in view."

HON. MR. POWER-I would résPet
fully suggest the hanging of two or thçee
train despatchers, as the best way tO pre-
vent such accidents.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend evidently does not belong to
that profession.

HON. MR. DICKEY-With regard to
the question of rear collisions, the disasterS
to which I have referred have not always
been confined to them, though this y
they have been only of that class.
former years, accidents occurred throgh
two trains, approaching each other a
opposite directions, trying to pass ea
other on a single track.

SALMON FISHING LICENSFS'

MOTION.

HON. MR. PELLETIER moved:

That an humble Address be presentedt
JIis Excellency the Governor General, praJ1)
that His Excellency will cause to be las
the Table of this House, a Statement she*j
the number ofSalmon fishing licenses l'irie
by the Department of Marine and Fieberi
during the years 1881, 82, '83 and '84,crth
Murray Bay to River au Canard on the No!I
Shore of the River St. Lawrence, togetex
with the licencees names, license fees' adreports of the local Fishiery Oversleer
other correspondence relating thereto.

He said: I tried to obtain this inf0r
mation from the Department of Mar
and Fisheries, but was told that it WoU
be more regular to proceed by moving a
address, which I now do.

HON. SIR ALEX.CAMPBELL--There
is no objection to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (F) " An Act to amend the Act
38 Victoria, chapter 54, intituled, Anct
to extend to the Province of Manitoi
the 'Act for the more Speedy Trial, o

85ß Licenses.
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entai

Feoncases, of Persons charged with
of"Y and Misdemeanors in the Provinces

Of n ltario and Quebec.'" (Sir Alex.c8ýMpbeiL)

B.il (G) "An Act to amend the Act 37
tend Cap. 42, intituled: 'An Act to ex-Cer to the Province of British Columbia
cttain of the criminal laws now in force
I. Other Provinces of the Dominion."ir Alex. Campbell.)

Ac (IHi "An Act further to amend the
rep -Vic, Cap. 12, intituled: 'An Act
(g ctlng the Public Works of Canada."'

ex. Campbell.)

SASRATOON AND NORTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

ION, MR. DICKEY, from the Commit-
re on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
reported with amendments Bill (41) "An
I toncorporate the Saskatoon and
porthern Railway Company." He ex-

PIailned that the amendments were chiefly
%trbai, but there were also amendmentsstliki

atg out three unnecessary clauses, so
bring this Bill into harmony with other
that had been passed. He knew of

Objection to the Bill as amended.

"ON. MR. TURNER moved that the
endnents be concurred in.

The Motion was agreed to, and the Bill
read the third time and passed.

ERIE AND HURON RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

.ION. MR. DICKEY, fron the Comi-
ittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
rs, reported Bill (85) "An Act respect-

418 the Erie and Huron Railway," with
jadent, which, he said, could

Ca .~be called a verbal amendment, be-
ýaute it was simply transposing two letters

nane of a place mentioned in the
Jnto change the word "Sambro" to

fombra."

MR. VIDAL moved that the
e'ýtId1nent be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours, reported Bill (90), "An Act
respecting the Great Northern Railway
Company," with amendments. He said:
Two or three amendments were pnade to
the Bill, which were rendered necessary
by mistakes in the phraseology. They
were made by the consent of the pro-
moters of the Bill. The only important
amendment is one which was rendered
necessary in order to bring this Bill
within the scope of the Parliament of
Canada, because it was a Bill in reference
to a charter originally obtained in Que-
bec, from the Local Legislature, and it
required a recital of facts sufficient to
justify the- road being declared one for
the general advantage of Canada. That
is the only material amendment to the.
Bill.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved con-
currence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Coin-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (46) "An Act res-
pecting the Ontario and Quebec Railway
Company," with amendments. He said:
The amendments to this Bill number three
or four, which I may explain. In order to
show the necessity for some little care in
these matters, I may say that this is a
measure of very considerable importance
to the parties, which was carefully revised
and passed through the House of Com-
mons. When it cane before us, the pro-
moters of the Bill were represented by
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able counsel, yet they found it necessary
themselves, on certain defects in the Bill
being pointed out, to consent to certain
changes, and to suggest others, to which
we did not object. These amendments
are in effect, that regulations may be
made by by-laws, altering the place of
meeting, making it Montreal instead of
Toronto, and also allowing them to issue
bonds or stocks, if they think it necessary,
in sterling money, for the purpose of
raising capital abroad. These are two of
the chief amendments. The other is the
addition of a clause which gives them
power to build a railway bridge across the
St. Lawrence, within four years from date.
One of these companies which possesses
that power, had until 1889 to complete
the woik, but these companies are ail
practically one now, and the time is limited
to four years from date. That provision
was not in the Bill as it came to us, but it
was thought necessary to limit the time,
and four years was agreed upon.

HON. MR. ALLAN-The Chairman of
the Committee has fully explained the few
alterations made in the Bill. The only
one of any great importance was to supply
an omission not observed in the House of
Commons, fixing the time for the com-
pletion of the bridge. I move that the
amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
the second reading of Bill (D) " An Act
to amend 'The Dominion Lands Act,
1883."

He said: The amendments to the
Dominion Lands Act proposed by this
Bill are in the interest of bonafide settlers,
and I apprehend they will be readily
approved of by this House. The first
amendment is to the sub-clause five of
clause 29 of the Act of 1883. By that
clause persons occupying land of their
own might purchase an adjoining home-
stead but their entire holding was limited
to a quarter section. That seemed an

HON. MR. DICKEY.

unreasonable limitation; it was complaind
of, and it -is proposed by this amendment
to remove that limitation and to allOW
persons occupying lands of their Own to
acquire an adjoining homestead and Pre
emption. I do not know why the liifta
tion which is to be- found in the Act o
1883 was imposed, because the ordinll
homesteader is allowed to acquire a h
section-that is, a quarter section as a
homestead and a quarter section ag a pre-
emption.

The second clause is to remove what
has been a good deal cornplained o'
Under the law as it now exists every niernl
ber of a family. *who is old enough to
acquire a homestead, and does acquire
one. is obliged to build a house and live
on that homestead from the day he Pe
fects his entry. A family consistg Of
several members naturally desire tO settie
as near each other as they can, but each
one is obliged to build a house on his 0*
land, and live in it three years before h
can acquire his patent. Now it is proe
posed that they may all live together so
to economize their labor and means, an"
that they shall not be required tO be
more than one house for the farnilY ud
within three months of their being enttej5
to their patent. By this amendnent 1
required that every homesteader shall have
a house of his own and be living il' it
not less' than three months prior tO th
date of his application for patent, but dol
to that time, if he can prove that he live
with a parent, son, daughter, brother Of
sister, as the case may be, in the townsbto
in which, or in the township adjacenjt,
that in which his homestead is situa.
he will be entitled to his patent. This
amendment will be a very great relief to
the homesteaders in the North-West.

The main object of the third clause to
to allow the Minister of the Interior to
name some other person in additiOn t
the local land agent to take the evidence
of homesteaders claiming patent.
is now, a homesteader must appear b
the local land agent with two witlesse
and there give the testimony necessarq t
satisfy the land agent that he is entit O
his patent, and when that testimonY '
proved by the land commissioner at Win-
nipeg, the patent will issue, but it WSY
happen, after the settler has passed throug
what he supposes the necessaryde
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e the local land agent, that the testi-
not"Y elicited by the local land agent may
at anSwer all the requirements of the law,
visi the homesteader may be obliged to re-
a"8it the land officer, and this would entail

,go0 d deal of expense. This clause willto e Power to the Minister of the Interior
tunane other persons in addition to the
ei land agents to take the necessary
sibd ence in respect to patents. It is pos-
aibe that the homestead inspectors, who
e a respectable class of men, may be

be fsted with this duty, and if this should
Ound feasible it would save the home-

%teder a vast amount of trouble and ex-
s because the homestead inspector

Its the homesteads, and he may there
le to obtain the necessary evidence

eatisfy him that the homesteader is
'd to his patent and give him the

S ary certificate without requiring him
tilleave his own house. Hon. gentlemen
til see the advantage that this would be

e te homesteader.
The Other clauses of the Bill have refer-ence to the preservation of forest trees on

taincrests and slopes of the Rocky Moun-
Hon. gentlemen are aware that

Ssubject of the preservation of forests1attrctnagd
th tacting a good deal of attention in
tt elUited States where it has been found
Cre the destruction of forest trees on the

d and slopes of mountains where rivers
a streams have their sources, has hadv 'try i

vOi Yinjurious effect in diminishing the
are of water in those streams, and

irnth ecting the climate of the country
the vIemcity of such rivers as well as

er ility of the soil. It is proposed to
pr Power to the Governor in-Council to

e so much of the forests on the
est8 and slopes of the Rocky Mountains

e may consider necessary for the pur-
Vo Of maintaining as far as possible, the
traern of water in the rivers which

a'erse the North-West Territories. It is
pria Proposed to take power to appro-
a fte uch lands as may be so reserved, for
ou à Park or forest parks, and appoint

s for the preservation of such re-
proVide The other clauses are simply to11 ide for the punishment of those who

reor destroy forest trees.

p nonR. POWER-I rise for the
nrsi of endorsing most cordially theare which the hon. Minister of the

Interior has just explained to the House.
It will be in the memory of many hon.
gentlemen who are present, that last
session there was a good deal of disc ssio*n
on the Dominion Lands Bill, of which the
hon. Minister was in charge ; and I think
those who paid any attention to that
discussion will remember that the hon.
gentleman from Kings (Mr. Reesor) and
myself made efforts to have an amendment
made to the Bill of last year which would
have been substantially the same as the
amendment now proposed by the second
clause of this Bill. They will also re-
member that we dernurred last year to the
reservation of the mile belt, and of the
lands south of the railway. It will be seen
that the Ministry have during the past few
months corne round to adopt the sound
views of the Opposition on these very
important matters ; and I hope that as time
goes on the Government will continue to
learn wisdom and come round to our views
on a great many other subjects.

I wish to call the attention of the Min-
ister to one point with respect to the fourth
clause, with the hope that if he thinks
there is anything in the suggestion he may
have that clause amended when the Bill
is in Committee. The hon. gentleman
proposes to make provision, and very pro-
perly, for the preservation of the forests on
the crests and slopes of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Penalties are imposed by the sub-
clauses of this fourth clause for cutting
down, breaking, barking, rooting up,
removing or destroying any tree, sapling,
shrub, underwood or timber, and so forth.
No doubt a man who cuts down a tree or
shrub does mischief ; but by far the greatest
damage to the forests in this country
and in the United States also, is
done by fire. I have looked over
the Dominion Lands Act, and I do
not find that it contains any stringent
provision to prevent the setting fire to the
woods in the North-West. A great deal
of mischief has already been done by for-
est fires there, and as the population
continues to increase, the liability to injure
the forests does not diminish. At any rate
I would call the attention of the Minister
to the desirability and necessity of making
stringent provisions in this Bill to prevent
setting fire to the woods.

The Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia,
and Ontario have already adopted i'ather
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stringent enactments to prevent setting
fire to the woods within their limits, and I
think it is the duty of the Dominion Gov-
ernment to take very decided steps to
protect the woods in the North-West; for
wood there is much more valuable than
in other portions of the country, where
the forests grow more rapidly. At the
same time, I think it might be well to
call the attention of the Minister to the
fact that a great part of the Rocky Moun-
tains is just now supposed to be a portion
of the Province of British Columbia. All
the northern portion of the Rocky
Mountains-

HON. MR. DICKEY-I think the
western.

HON. MR. POWER-Well, the north-
western portion of the Rocky Mountains
lies in great measure within the Province
of British Columbia, and consequently
there may be. some difficulty about the
jurisdiction.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend's suggestion with reference to the
destruction of the forests by fire, is a very
proper one, and I do not know whether,
under that clause, the penalty for des-
troying trees could be made to apply in
such cases ; the term destruction of trees
might not be sufficient to meet the case.
We all know that in the Province of
Nova Scotia there has been great destruc-
tion in our forests through fire, and as my
hon. friend says very stringent measures
have been adopted there, within the last
eight or ten years, to punish those who
set fire to woods,-even for husbandry,
during the dry season of the year more
especially. I think the penalty in this
clause is not sufficient to meet the sug-
gestion of my hon. friend, and I hope
the Minister of the Interior will see that
proper provision is made in this respect.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I think, if the
case of the destruction of timber is not
covered by the language of the 3 rd sub-
section of the 4th section, it would be
well that some provision of the kind should
be made, and I think the suggestion of the
senior member for Halifax is a very valu-
able one. We all know that in Canada-
certainly in Ontario-the country has lost

HON. Mit. POWER.

(I do not think I exaggerate when I Say)
millions of dollars by these so-call ad b
fires. In many, if not in rnost instance
they have arisen from the grossest careles
ness ; and from the improvident and c11'
pable carelessness of people, and sOIn
times only of one individual, property
worth thousands of dollars has been
stroyed. Therefore it is very desirabl.,
that proper provision should be made,
the case is not covered by the stb-sectOn
to which I have referred.

HON. -MR. POWER-The first sub-
section refers only to the Rocky MOU"h
tains ; it should cover the whole of the
North-West Territories as well.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I understood that
to apply to all the cases alluded to in the
4 th clause, which goes beyond the rnere-
forests growing on the Rocky Mountains.
At all events, I am sure the Governmrent
is to be congratulated for having taken a
step in this direction, and for having pro-
vided for the preservation of the forest in
that part ofthe North-West Territory. I only
wish from the bottom of my heart that the
Government of Old Canada had taken a
similar view when it was in their power to
deal with the Crown Lands ; had theY
done so we would not be in the position
in which we are at present. In the early
history of Canada, little or no attentifl
was paid to the necessity for protecting
our woods in this way, and from that ne-
glect injury to both the climate and croPS
has arisen. For my own part I am of the
opinion that in most cases where a fre
grant lands were given. not more than one
quarter was fit for cultivation, and inuch
better use would have been made of thern
if they had been retained entirely as forest
lands.

HON. MR. SKEAD-I was much pleas
ed Io hear this subject of destruction of
timber by fire touched upon to-day, and 1

think the Government deserve a great de.l
of credit for the step they are taking in
that direction. The Ontario Governmelt
passed some laws and regulations a feW
years ago for the prote:tion of our forest,.
but such laws must be rigidly enforced i
they are to be of any value. My .on
friend from Toronto (Mr. Allan) said J
now that hundreds of thousands of dollan
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*Orth of property have been destroyed by
,re but I may say that within my own

nOledge. in the Ottawa valley, millions
dollars worth have been so destroyed.

thore timber has been destroyed within
the last forty years, by the action of fire,
thn has fallen under the axe of the lumber-

an, and there are now hundredsof square
ruiles which are covered with dead pine
standig in the shape of rampikes-or
where they have failen down they are suc-
eeeded by useless poplar and other second
growth ; yet, in these districts, if our for-
ests had only been protected, a large
aount of valuable timber would now be

vYailable. It will be necessary, however,
any such regulations as are now pro-

POSed are to produce good results,
tlat guardians or bush-rangers should
4 detailed to see that they are pro-
Perly carried out. Penalties must be
attched to the breaking of this law, and
Where a party is found to have been guilty,
hose penalties should be properly enforc-
e I dû not urge that lumbermen have

nY right to be exempt from such provis-Ions , but if they are careless, and allow
their men to leave smouldering camp fires,
Or smudges when river-driving in the sum-
'ner, or if they do not prevent people who
!aY be camping on their property for fish-
lhg, hunting, or other purpose of pleasure,
fth1n being careless in the use of fire about
their camps-then they certainly should
t. Punished for such neglect ; for it some-
tines has happened that through just sucheglect of proper precautions, a whole
"'strict of country comprising from fifty to
oe hundred square miles has been burnt
over in a few hours. I have known much
'destruction to timber and other valuable
Ulber property in the shape of camps,
Stores, etc., and improvements during my

ort experience of this country, from the
use I have just mentioned, and I do

hope that if this measure does not go far
enough, it may be amended so that it will
prevent this wholesale destruction by fire.

"ON. MR. SUTHERLAND-While I
approve of the Bill in every clause, there

one or two suggestions I would wish
no mTake. I approve of the facilities given
ln the first clause, and I think they are
Com.lete, so far as I can see, in that di-

ction. In the second clause there is
one Word which I would suggest to the

Minister should be inserted as an amend-
ment. It is where a homesteader is
allowed to reside with the family, but we
all know that there are a great many young
men who go to that country who have
really no family, and we are also aware
that many of those young men reside with
their near neighbors, and 1 do not per-
sonally see any reason why such persons
should not reside with their near neigh-
bors. I would, therefore, propose that the
word " neighbor " be added after the word
"sister " in the twenty-seventh line. I do
not know how the Minister will receive
that, but I know there are a great
many of those young men who will natu-
rally consider it a hardship (as I should
myself) if, having none of their family up
there, they are dompelled to reside alone
in their little cabins, when perhaps there
are neighbors within a mile or so witb
whom they might live, if it were not for
this provision. I think the 4th clause is
a very good one, as it facilitates the giving
of patents to those people who are at a
distance from the land officers. As regards
the question of restraining prairie fires, I
am glad to see it taken into consideration,
and, while moving in that direction, I
think it would be very desirable if there
could be embodied in this Bill the impo-
sition of such penalties as would restrain
people from this dangerous practice, and
make them more careful in travelling through
that country. It is a fact that is perhaps
within the knowledge of many hon. gen-
tlemen in this Chamber, that there is
greater danger from prairie fires than from
fires in the forest- in fact the latter almost
invariably follow the former, as when the
prairie takes fire, every bush within hun-
dreds of miles is apt to be destroyed.
Many travellers, when camping out on the
plains, go away in the morning, leaving
their fires burning, whereas, if there was a
penalty attached to it, they might be a
little more careful. I am sorry that I
have only just got possession of this Bill,
and therefore have not had time to study
it very thoroughly, but I would here refer
to one other matter which, in my judg-
ment, calls for the action of the Govern-
ment. I am sorry I had not an opportunity
of seeing the Minister upon this subject be-
fore bringing it up in the House; however,
I will take this occasion and refer to it,
because I think it is a point for which the
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Minister and the Government will be very
ready to make provision. It is in regard
to patents for river lands. I believe there
are but very few of the old settlers who
have not already received their patents for
the lands occupied by them years ago, and
the reason why those patents have not
been received by them, is because they
have not made application within the
time which was limited, I think, by Order-
in-Council.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-No, by
Act of Parliament.

HoN. MR. SUTHERLAND-Well, the
time was limited by Act of Parliament,
within which parties should apply for those
patents for those lands, but there are a
number of people-I know of quite a few
myself-who could not possibly apply as
required by that Act. In some cases they
were families who were bereaved of the
father, and there was some difficulty in
writing to, or communicating with, some
of the members of the family, who were
scattered in different places-some in the
far north, and some elsewhere, so that it
was impossible to get their consent to the
application for the patent, and they could
not possibly get the paper signed early
enough. Consequently, those people are
still without their patent. I thought this
would be a proper opportunity to move
for the insertion of a sentence to facilitate
the giving of patents, because I am sure
the Government have no intention to de-
prive those parties of what is fairly their
right, more particularly as they cannot be
charged with carelessness or neglect in
any way. I just offer these suggestions to
the Minister, feeling that they would, if
acted upon, remove some of the disad-
vantages which are now felt in that country.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The im-
portance of endeavoring to prevent the
destruction of our forests by fire did not
escape me, but when I made enquiry of
the officials I was informed that there is an
Act which provides for punishment by fine
in such cases. I suppose it is the North-
West Territories Act, and it imposes a fine,
I think of $ioo, upon whoever is found to
have been culpably negligent and who has
ifi consequence of such carelessness set fire
to a forest. I intend to look further into

that, and if it is in the North-West T
tories Act, which I believe it to bey
tend to propose to increase the fine,
also to give power for punishment by im-
prisonment ; because there is no other WSy
in which our forests are so generally des-
troyed, as by fire, and generally by fire
arising from negligence and culpable Cee'
lesness. So, if I find on looking intO the
matter, that it is not in the NorthWe
Territories Act (amendments to which 1
will probably submit to this House next
week,) I shall provide for it in this Bil-
My hon. friend the senior member fr0r'
Halifax was not quite right in his recol-
lection of the amendment of last session.
The amendment proposed then, was to
substitute cultivation for residence, and no
residence was to be required. Now, by
the amendment which I have the honor to
propose to-day, it is simply provided that
those who are so closely related as to w
considered as one family, and whose means
maybe heldto form onecommon purse, arc
to be allowed to reside together fpr a tIune.
That is all. Substantial residence remlains
one of the conditions, and in addition to
requiring them to have a habitable house,
they are also required, as consideration for
the indulgence extended to them, to get a
certain area under cultivation each year.
I should be afraid to extend these pro-
visions beyond families, as proposed by
the hon. gentleman from Manitoba. if
you extend it to young men you will be
extending it to persons who have nothiig
in common, either in their interests or in
their resources, and I think it would be-
striking rather at the root of the horne
stead system ; at all events, my present
impression of it is that it would be danger-
ous. With respect to the patents of rive
lots, the time within which the owners, or
persons who considered themselves and
represented themselves as owners, could
make application, was limited by an Act
of Parlianent, and I thitik that time eX
pired about a year ago. Representations
have been made to the Government with
a view of having the time extended, but
no decision has been arrived at, so far, 3
to amending or renewing the law. That
is all I can say on that subject to-day.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I congratulate
my hon. friend, the Minister of the Interior,
for having brought in these amendlents

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND.
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Which are greatly in the interest of the
X<Orth-West. Everything should be done
to PrOmlote and facilitate settlement there,
and I think this is a step in the right
direction, particularly that clause to which
th hon. Minister has just referred. I
know a case where a family of young men
Went up there and obtained land, and it
Was felt by them to be very onerous that
they should be compelled to put up
buildings when they could all have a com-
'on habitation. I have no doubt that
by this means they, and other people
SmIYilarly situated, will be able to extend
their area for cultivation, because they will
have larger capital unembarrassed. until
the time when they want to get their
Patent. This Bill shews that the Govern-
!nent are alive to the wants of our settlers,
and that they are disposed to do every-
thing in their power, as circumstances de-
velop themselves, for the accommodation
Of hornesteaders and for facilitating the
occupation of that great country in which
We are all so much interested. 1 think
al this should convince those who watch
the course of legislation in this matter that
the Government is alive to the require-
anents of those who are going up there,
and that they are not determined to have
a POlicy that cannot change, but rather
that their policy will be modified, as cir-
crmstances alter there, and will be so
framed that it will meet, so far as it is
Possible, the wishes of those who occupy
that country.

liON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
should have been able to have added

aY congratulations to those which the
Minister has received from the other side
Of the House, provided only he had
thought proper to accept the suggestion
ruade by the hon. gentleman froen Kil-
d0nan (Mr. Sutherland.) It did appear

mne that his suggestion was extremely
Practical. He urged that a great number
Of the settlers in the prairie district were
Single young men, who went in there

lOne, and I cannot see what difficulties
exist in the way of carrying out the sug-
gestion which was made, or why we should
tinPose upon those single men the addi-
tional discomfort of living alone while they
are carrying out the conditions of settle-
nient. It appears that the object is to
secure the cultivation of a certain amount

of land, but I cannot see what difference
it would make to the Department whether
a man lived in single blessedness all the
time by himself, or whether he lives with
somebody else. If a young man is obliged
to live alone while he is fulfilling the pre-
scribed conditions of settlement, he would
necessarily be subject to much discomfort,
while if there were two or more of them
together they might, as a matter of mutual
agreement, agree to take turn about in
performing the household duties-cooking
for example-and by that means their
operations would be greatly facilitated. I
think the course which the hon. gentleman
insists upon is not only onerous to the
settlers, but in my judgment is quite un-
necessary. With regard to the preserving
of timber from fire, I have heard some-
thing of this discussion in the more settled
Provinces, and I know it is difficult to
prevent these fires, to tell where or when
they originate, or who is the guilty party ;
and it is therefore almost impossible to
impose any punishment, on account of the
difficulty of finding out the parties respon-
sible for the starting of the fire. I do not
think there can be any dispute as to the
necessity or desirability of preserving our
timber; indeed, any person who is in the
habit of travelling between Ottawa and
the Maritime Provinces, through the
northerly portion of Lower Canada and
New Brunswick, must have observed the
bare mountain tops that are apparent there
in all directions, and he will then under-
stand the great. harm which has arisen
from the reckless firing of woodland. I
strongly concur in the effort for endeavor-
ing to prevent such disasters in the future,
and I trust it will prove successful.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-I am
very sorry that the Minister of Interior
has not given me more encouragement
with regard to these old settlers' claims,
but perhaps the Minister may think that it
is some stake claims that I advocate, and
I may here say that all the cases that have
come to my knowledge are instances
where the land has been held, and resided
upon by the parties, for forty-and in some
cases for fifty years. I do not see very
well how the Government could be satis-
fied to deprive these parties of the land
that they have held for so long a time, and
I hope that this matter will in some way
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be dealt with, so as to facilitate the grant-
ing of patents to those parties. Certainly
the cases which are within my own know-
ledge are such that the people are as
thoroughly entitled to their patents as any
other residents of Manitoba.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I would
say to my hon. friend that he really, in
effect, put a question to me upon
an important subject, without giving me
notice. What he asks would require the
introduction of an Act of Parliament, and
whatever might be my own views on the
subject, I would have to take the sense of
Council upon it before I could make any
statement upon it in this House.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (121) " An Act
to amend The Steamboat Inspection Act,
1882, by reducing the fees payable on re-
newal of Engineers' licenses."

ble that those roads should all be placed
under one management, and the Ne*
Brunswick Company have leased these
three roads, and have brought them under
one control. They now ask for this Bill
to confirm the contract that has been
made.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

BANK OF WINNIPEG BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the second
reading of Bill (29) " An Act to inco-rPor
ate the Bank of Winnipeg." He said:
The object of this Bill is the incorporation
of the Bank of Winnipeg with power to do
business in Canada, and more particularly
in the City of Winnipeg and the North-
west Territories. The capital of the bad
is nearly five millions of dollars, divided
into a certain number of shares of twentY
pounds sterling each. The head office
will be in the City of Winnipeg, but at the
same time other branches may be estab-
lished in differents parts of the Domino1'1
and in London, England.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time, at length. was read the secord time.

NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HO. MR. WARK moved the second
reading of Bill (54) " An Act relating to
the New Brunswick Railway Company,
and to the railways leased to the said
Company." He said : This Bill was
applied for by the New Brunswick Rail-
way Company, a railway which runs from
Fredericton along the River St. John to
the American boundary, which branches
in the State of Maine. It was connected
with another road called the New Bruns-
wick and Campbellton Railway at Wood-
stock, which connects there and runs
down as far as St. Stephen. This road
includes the St. John and Maine road at
Macadam Junction. It was found desira-

HoN. MR. SUTHERLAND.

GUELPH JUNCTION RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McCLELAN moved the
second reading of Bill (72) " An Act to in'
corporate the Guelph Junction Railway
Company." He said: This is a Bill for thc
building of a new line of Railway to con-
nect with the Credit Valley and Canadian
Pacific Railway. The provisions are thOe
usually found in such Bills, and as this
measure has been passed in another plaCe,
I do not think there will be any objection
to it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 31st March, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following bills were reported from
COrnmittee, read the third time, and passed
Wthout debate:

Bill (9) "An Act to amend the several
Acts relating to the Toronto, Grey & Bruce
Plway Company.' (Mr. Turner.)

Bill (32) "An Act to confirm the lease
Of the Ontario & Quebec Railway to the
Catladian Pacific Railway Company, and
for other purposes." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (29) "An Act relating to the New
Brunswick Railway Company, and to the
'Bailways leased by the said Company.
(Mr. Wark.)

Bill (121) "An Act to amend 'the Steam-
boat Inspection Act, 1882,' by reducing
the fees payable on renewal of engineers'
licenses. (Sir. Alex. Campbell.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (1o8) "An Act to amend the Act
"sPecting the inspection of gas and gas
tneters." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (124) "An Act respecting fortifica-
tions and military buildings, and their
nmaintenance and repair." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (123) "An Act to amend the Cus-
tOtfs Act, 1883." (Mr. Macpherson.)

Bill (125) "An Act for giving effect to
an agreement therein mentioned between
the Government of the Dominion and that
of Nova Scotia." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

StDUCTION PUNISHMENT BILL

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

liON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (6) " An Act to provide for
the punishment of seduction and like

offences." He said : This Bill was discus-
sed at very considerable length when it
was before the Hlouse last session, and it
has been debated very fully in the other
branch of Parliament during at least three
sessions. It is not necessary, therefore,
that I should trouble the House at any
length to-day ; and indeed this is not a
subject as to whiéh it is desirable to have
a great deal to say. I shall merely call
the attention of the House to two impor-
tant changes which have been made in the
Bill since it came here last year, which
seem to me to meet, to a very great extent,
the objections that were then raised to it.
In the first place hon. gentlemen who have
looked at the Bill as it comes up to us this
year will have noticed that the first clause
has been altered in a very important par-
ticular. Now the Bill does not apply in
any case where the woman as to whom the
offence is committed is over the age of 21

years. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that last year the hon. Minister who leads
the Senate, and some other members who
opposed the Bill here, dwelt on the possi-
bility of some comparatively young and in-
experienced man becoming a victim to the
wiles of a veteran of the other sex. In
the form in which the clause comes to us
this year that is out of the question ; for
the first clause is limited to women under
the age of 21 years. I do not propose to
say anything more on that point except
that, if any hon. gentleman here thinks
that a man who, having become engaged
to a girl under 21 years of age, deliberate-
tely ruins her, does not deserve punish-
ment, I do not envy that hon. gentleman
his feelings. I should not care to put my-
self in his place.

Hon. gentlemen will remember that the
second clause of the Bill last year singled
out, without any apparently good reason,
one class of the community, the school
teachers, as objects of special legislation.
That clause has been omitted this year.
If the Bill should be read the second time,
there are one or two slight amendments
which will be necessary. Owing to the
somewhat hurried way in which the Bill
passed through its last stage in the other
House, an amendment which was required
in the third clause has not been made.
That amendment would make it necessary
that the evidence of the female should be
corroborated in the case of offences under
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the first clause as well as those under the
second clause.

The second clause of the Bill is one as
to which I think there is no difference of
opinion. The hon. Minister who leads the
Senate, when the Bill was before us last
year, expressed his approval of that clause;
and, glancing over the debates of the
House of Commons of the present session,
I find that every one who spoke on the
subject approved of the second clause of
the Bill.

The Bill in its present shape, I think, is
not open to any of the objections that
were urged against the measure in the
shape in which it appeared at previous
stages. It gives no opportunity for black-
mail, and it removes the veteran and de-
signing female from the scene; and I hope
that as the views of hon. gentlemen have
been met to so great an extent, they will
deal kindly with the Bill and not refuse it
a second reading. I think that it would
be calculated, perhaps, to injure the
eharacter of this House throughout the
country if, after the other House has twice
passed a Bill of this sort, we should on the
second occasion refuse it the courtesy of
a second reading.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I think my hon.
friend has exercised a wise discretion in
not going into a discussion of this Bill,
and I intend to imitate his example. I
shall make the motion, which I am about
to offer, with a single remark. This Bill
has been condemned by the highest judi-
cial authority in Ontario. With regard to
a Bill of this description, I may add
another single remark, that it is a mèasure
peculiarly under the care of the Minister
of Justice, who is the special guardian of
criminal legislation, and more especially
of criminal legislation creating new crimes.
I therefore should like to submit to the
Minister of Justice whether this is a Bill
which should pass, and whether, if there
be any portion' of it which he thinks
worthy of consideration, it would not be
within his province to look at it during
the recess, and to consider whether legis-
lation should be had in reference to the
subject. I therefore would hope that the
House would consent, unless the Minister
objects to that course, that this Bill be
not now read a second time, but that it
be read the second time this day three

HoN. MR. POWER.

months, in order to give the Minister of
Justice an opportunity of looking into the
law, and offering us, at our next meeting,
should we all be spared to meet here nest
year, such a Bill as would provide for the
punishment of any possible crime which
might be committed, such as we find refer-
red to in the second clause of this Bill. I
move that the Bill be not now read the
second time, but that it be read the seo-
ond time this day three months.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

have no objection to say tliat the Govern-
ment will undertake, next session, tO
present a Bill upon the subject of the 10-
veiglement of young women into houes
of ill-fame, and that they will also cOn-
sider the question of seduction, but I
cannot make any pledge with regard to
legislation on the subject of seduction.
confine my pledge, with regard to intro-
ducing a measure next session, to the
offences mentioned in the second clause,
but I will give my best consideration tO
the other subject as well. If that is satis
factory to the hon. gentleman in charge of
the Bill, I think perhaps it would be the
means of saving a good deal of time tO
the House.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think to-day
should be marked with a white stone, in

the annals of the legislation of the Domni-
nion. We have had on our orders twO
Bills to put down very serious offence,
one, the lust of the flesh, under charge O
the hon. senior member for Halifax, and
the other to put down intemperance. The
hon. Minister of the Interior, with all the
vivacity and freshness of youth, has taken
the Temperance Act under the shadow Of
his wing, and is going to put down drunk-
enness by law; and my hon. friend fron
Sarnia seems to have taken another
measure under his special charge and is
going to legislate to prevent the desecra-
tion of the Sabbath. These three great
vices are to be put down by Act of Par la
ment. It is right, I suppose, but if *
are to follow the example of the fisherl'en
of Galilee and the tent maker of Tarsus
we are not taking the right course. They
thought the way to make people Or
was to point out the goodness of the
Creator and the dangers which we run 10
the next world from breaking His laws
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re,Pointing out the path of virtue and
&wg us away from vice. But a new
tle has taken its place, and we are going
If complish all this by legislation now.

we are taking the right course, then St.
es should have sought a constituency

In Jerusalem, St, Paul should have been
elected for Caesarea, and St. Peter for
JOPPa, and introduced in the Sanhedrim,

s to put down vice, and thus the per-
$eCutions which took place in the early
Years of Christianity would have been en-
tirely avoided.

I have some objections to this Bill.
We lave before us a measure to put down

dnkenness, which contains 124 clauses,
des sub-sections. That of course will

eoflle up later in the day, but why should
the lusts of the flesh be put down with
Only eight clauses if 124 clauses are re-
qUired to put down intemperance ? I
eannot see it. Now hon. gentlemen I
Inst say that to a certain extent I agree

With what has fallen from my hon. friend
the senior member from Halifax. Not
that I arn at all afraid of having my name
Put down in black letters in the news-
Papers because I oppose a Bill which is
in1tended to put down a vice which has
Pervaded the world since the days of
Adan. It is only now that a cure has

nous found by a member of the Lower
"'use for this great evil, and because we

do not swallow it down at a gulp, our
'laMes are to be printed in black letters in
the newspapers as if we were guilty of
Vices which mature age, if not morality,
Should guard us from. I shall not vote
for the three ronths' hoist, but I propose
tu Offer some amendments, and I shall
JUSt mention what they are. The first

use states " any man who shall, under
.Ptromise of marriage, etc." Now that is a

ery.vague phrase. When a promise of
rriage takes place with the consent of
e Parents, and letters have passed be-tween the parties showing that there is no

eception on either side, I think the sanc-
ty Of such an engagement ought to be

Preserved. I think any man who, being
aditted to the sànctity of a home, breaks
through the rules and brings sorrow and
disgrace upon the family, deserves the
Punishment provided in this Bill, or even
P1I.ishrnent more severe. But I think if

s a promise of marriage without con-
senTt of parents or without letters passing

between engaged parties, that the age of
the woman should not be regarded.
Becky Sharp, I think, was under 21 years
of age when her character certainly was not
exactly that of a mild and innocent person
who would be liable to be taken in by any
false promises.

Then I corne to the fourth clause,
which I entirely disapprove of: it is as
follows :

In every case arising under this Act, the
detendant shall be a competent witiness in his
own behalf upon any charge or complaint
againet him, and upon his trial for such
offence, and may, on such charge or com-
plaint, insist that hie evidence be taken,

I think the effect of this would be to
encourage perjury. There is an Act on
the Statute Book, called the Canada
Temperance Act, in which the wife is
obliged to give evidence against the hus-
band, the husband against the wife, and
both against themselves. As I said on a
former occasion that Act might have or-
iginated in the reign of the Tudors, but
should not have been passed in the reign
of Victoria. It is so distasteful to the
feelings of the people who live in the lat-
ter end of the nineteenth century, that it
ought to be abandoned, or the principle
should be confined to the Canada Tem-
perance Act.

Another part of the Bill refers to houses
of ill-fame or assignation, but there is
nothing in this Act to put down such
institutions. In Nova Scotia those houses
are not allowed. If they are known to
exist they are put down by law. This
Bill comes from Ontario, and if the peo-
ple of Ontario, instead of bringing in such
measures before us, were to go down to
Nova Scotia and copy some of the laws
of that province they would not need to
be looking for legislation here. If the
man who inveigles a woman into such a
house is to be punished, what is to be done
with the person who keeps the house ?
In my opinion, the keeper is deserving
of even greater punishment, yet that per-
son is allowed to go scot free. In fact
the law almost licenses such places by
taking no notice of them. If the hon.
member for Halifax will make these
amendments I shall vote against the
motion for the three months hoist; if he
accepts the amendments I propose I shall
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support the Bill, because, to a certain ex-
tent, I approve of its principle.

HON. MR. POWER-I merely wish to
say that, as the feeling of the House seems
to be opposed to the second reading of
this Bill ; as the motion of the hon. gentle-
man from Cumberland is likely to carry,
and as the Minister of Justice has declar-
ed his intention of bringing in legislation
dealing with a portion of the subject mat-
ter of this Bill, and of considering the re-
maining portion of it, I have no desire to
press the measure to a vote ; and I am
quite willing that it should be considered
lost on a division, if there is no more
discussion on it.

The amendment was declared carried
on a division.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

FIFTH REPORT.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the adop-
tion of the fifth report of the Joint Com-
mittee on the Printing of Parliament. He
said : I may state in the first place that
our present contract expires on the ter-
mination of this year, and it became a sub-
ject of serious consideration by the Com-
mittee whether we should advertise for
new tenders and make a new contract, or
consult with the Government and recom-
mend a different system altogether-a sys-
tem that would embrace the Government
printing as well as the Parliamentary print-
ing, and that they should get information
from England, France, and the United
States on the subject ot what may be called
Government printing as it exists in those
countries. We have heard from different
States that they do not like the system of
Government printing, and that they gen-
erally prefer what they call the contract
system. At Washington the printing
is done entirely by the Government
printing office, and they say it works
very well. In England the system is to
establish a tariff of rates, and work for the
Government is performed by large print-
ing houses under control of competent
parties at those fixed rates, so that there
can be no jobbery in it. From the inform-
ation we have received we do not think
we are able at the present to advise Par-
liament on this subject, and we have come

to an arrangement with our present CO1'
tractors to continue the work for one t
two years, and in the meantime we will g
on and try and obtain information as tO
the difference in cost in perfornming the
service by contract, and having it done by
the Government. As far as the preselt
cost of the service is concerned we do fdot
think it can be done any cheaper ; -I.do

not say but what we can get better service'
but the rates are very low. As regards
the Government printing, we do not thlf
they have any system at all. They do 10
seem to be under any organization, an
we know that the rates are already beyonô
what ought to be paid. Under the pre5ent
system, we are paying now for one ver>
important part of the service, the publica
tion of the blue books, and the Govern-
ment have to pay also for the same editiOI
that is, the printers receive double cOm-
position for this portion of the printing
and it comes to a very heavy sum in the
course of the year. We have given the
matter considerable attention, and we
the House to consent to an extensionf
the arrangement with the present con-
tractors, and in the meantime those Of us
who are spared will bring in a full repOrt
on the whole subject next session. e
believe that the service can be performned
by the Government more efficiently than
it is done by contract, and that the cOst
will not be any greater than it is under the
present system.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
must ask my hon. friend who has charge
of the report to allow it to stand for a daY
or two until I have an opportunity of con-
sulting the members of the. Government
in the House of Commons as to the course
they think necessary to pursue in the
matter.

The motion.was
ordered that the
Wednesday next.

withdrawn and it te"
report stand over tilt

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAM1T

SIXTH REPORT.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the adOP
tion of the sixth report of the Joint Co
mittee on the Printing of Parhiament.

He said : This is one of our usu

HoN. MR. ALMON.
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rePPrts, with the exception of two para-
gPbs. After recommending that certain
dfMents be printed, and that certainer documents be not printed, we ask
you tO consent to an increase in the salary

nOTe of our distributors. He is a very
ent officer, and he is now getting

*a Year salary. The Committee were
Uniimous in recommending that his
4 be increased to $6oo; and we also
reiIylmend that our sessional messenger

is getting $2oo a year should be in-
lsed to $250, the same amount that is

P1'd to the messenger for the House of
C Ofns. I may say that the House of

mons have adopted this report unani-
.ly, and we in the Committee were

aIlfnnious in making the report.
T he Motion was agreed to.

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

FIRST REPORT.

The order of the day having been read,
j Consideration of the first report of the

t Committee on the Library of Parlia-

OX. MR. ALLAÑ said: This reportbeen delayed from time to time in or-
to await the result of its being presented

It the House of Commons. The report
p Presented there did not meet with the

onculrrence of the House of Commons,
and it has been referred back to Com-
rIattee. I shall move therefore that the
Oder Of the day be discharged and that

e report be referred back to Committee.

The Motion was agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The order of the day having been read,
that the Ilouse resolve itself into a Com-inittee Of the Whole on Bill (D,, ' An Act

ai knend the Dominion Lands Act, 1883,"

oN. MR. REESOR said: Before the
s goes into Committee, I beg to say

words. This Bill, like the Act of
Year, does make some improvement

upon the existing Land Act, but while it
recognizes a very important principle, it
does not carry out that principle to its
legitimate conclusion. I regret this, be-
cause I believe if we carry out this prin-
ciple fully it will cause a revolution i
public feeling in the North-West, that will
not only be gratifying to the Minister of
the Interior himself, but will be gratifying
to the whole Dominion, and instead of the
stream of emigration flowing out as well as
going into that country, we will find that
there will be an increased tendency in the
direction of settling that country, and very
few desiring to leave it. There are certain
features in the land laws of the North-West
that are not recognised in land transactions
in any other part of the British domin-
ions. They are so arbitrary, so severe,
so unjust, and so difficult in all
cases to meet, that the existence of
these features under the present law has
been the cause of a great deal of heart
burning and dissatisfaction, and of what
we might fairly term a system of legalized
robbery of persons who go into that coun-
try. It operates in this way: Parties who
go out and select land for settlement incur
considerable expense, let them exercise
every possible amount of economy. By
the time they have their lands selected,
and pay their passage up, and the expenses
incurred while there, and have returned
again, taking into consideration the time
occupied and the fee paid to the land
office-they will be out of pocket from
$1oo to $150. The iiext step is to erecta
building of some kind that will serve their
purposes during a part of the year at least,
upon the property. They also, if their
intention is to become settlers, break up
a portion of the prairie land for cultivation.
All this is eminently right and proper, and
no doubt nine-tenths of the settlers intend
to do so when they go there. Having
gone to the expense of erecting a small
building fit for habitation, and the neces-
sary outbuildings, and preparing for the
first crop-although it may be only ten
acres-the settler will have to incur another
expense of from $Ioo to $2oo at the low-
est calculation, so that before he has been
there a year, he will probably have ex-
pended in time and in money at least $300

He still goes on with the hope of getting
through and performing all the conditions
required by the law. These conditions
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are actual residence during six months of
each year for three years. If any difficulties
should arise; if by any accident or any
mishap he is prevented from continuing
his residence six months in each year upon
his place, under the Act all his improve-
ments are forfeited, and I dare say that
r,ooo such instances could be counted in
Manitoba where the expenditure and im-
provement made by settlers have been for-
feited by the local agent or the inspector,
and that probably not in one case out of
a hundred of these forfeitures have the
particulars reached the head office in
Ottawa-nothing more than that they have
heard that such a party, not having fulfilled
the conditions required by law, has forfeit-
ed his claim. The settler does not employ
an attorney. He is too poor, and perhaps
sometimes too ignorant to make a proper
representation of his case to the Minister
of the Interior at Ottawa; the consequence
is he gives up the whole case, abandons
the country, and goes across the border
with feelings in his breast that we have no
desire should exist in the heart of any of
Her Majesty's subjects in the North-West.
Now, in forfeiting his improvements which
may have cost him from $3oo to $5oo he
gets no pay for his expenditure ; it is de-
clared forfeited and the land may be sold
to any one else, with his improvments ;
whereas if the case were properly laid
before the head of the Department in
Ottawa the Minister would at once decide
that it would be a cruel thing to deprive
that man of his property, but as he has not
fulfilled the conditions of the law there is
only one remedy. Now, let us see what
the remedy is. We must declare the
homestead forfeited, but we can sell it to
the party again for $2 an acre. After all
the expense the pioneer has been at in
opening up and settling that country it is
too bad to charge him double the price
that you would charge a stranger for the
same land, after his having forfeited it.
The Government has been selling land all
over that country at half the price-thous-
ands of acres have been sold at $i an acre.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-When?

HON. MR. REESOR-Some five or six'
years ago : a great deal of it has been sold
on a credit of ten years on an instalment
of ten cents an acre paid down. I know

of one man who purchasad o,oooa
and paid only $1,ooo down, and be
three years he was offered $5 an acre
it. If he had sold thèn he could hai
cleared $4o,ooo on his investment .

$1,000. Now, it is admitted on all hanl
that a man who incurs the expense,
entering upon a homestead and improving
it does so at an outlay of $200 or $30'
and he should not lose that investmen
he ought to have it in some way.
case he is unable to carry out
provisions of the law he ought tO
allowed to sell out to some one else WhL
can fulfil the conditions ; or he should bc
allowed to employ a substitute by who
all the necessary improvements could
made and who would occupy the proPert
during the time required by law. a
would be a most cruel thing to deplive a
settler of the result of two or three Yeall
of his labor, or perhaps the best years o
his life and "say that his money and hi:
property are forfeited to the Governaten
because from circumstances, probably b
yond his control, he has failed to carrl
out the continuous residence required by
law. Then the only alternative offered te
him is to re-sell the land at double the
price per acre that would be paid by a
speculator, who has made no ipro
ment, and has incurred no expefns t
obtain land, beyond the payment require
by the Departraent. Now, supposing any'
one in Ottawa, or in any of the cities O
Canada, sold a building lot to a purchase
and got a certain payment down, an
the purchaser has to make anothe
payment in a certain ·period and starts
to make improvement on the lot,
he commences his building, and procee
to a certain extent, but, owing to con
tions beyond his control, he is unable t9
go on. Well, he goes to the party froo
whom he purchases and asks whether he
will not be allowed to have further grace
so that he can carry out his contract, an
of course he is allowed to do so. I Ve"ý
ture to say that the hon. gentleman who is
at the head of the Department of the Iat
terior, in his private capacity, would not
think of denying to parties who had P"
chased property and who had made cCt
tain improvements, some latitude, if t
were unable to carry out the strict letter O
the contract, through misfortunes Wh.
they could not foresee and provd

HoN. MR. REESOR.
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'ehst. Yet, in dealing with the publicl wÎI<j8 We are dealing with men who are
4àt wealthy, in many cases, but who are

gling to make homes for themselves,
Who must practise- a great deal of

Itdenial to ensure that result, but if they
Sdisappointed in their hope of carrying
all the conditions, they are deprived of
p. Privileges that every other man would

8ien in outside transactions between
N and Man elsewhere. Now I say this
a great cruelty, and one which ought

to be perpetrated. If the hon. gentle-
%' at the head of that Department would

eng In a Bill so to amend the law as to
d ove thesegrievances and disadvantages,
0 ot hesitate to say that he would im-

0talize himself in such a way, and so
% his name in the estimation of the

ple of the North-West and Manitoba,
to it Would take a great many bad acts

tlmake him unpopular there. Now, I
I ot detain the House longer at pre-

t, but before I conclude I wish to call
atetion to one feature in this Bill. It is

Oided here-I suppose as a mitigation
the difficulties under which sometimes

ktOPIe labor in having to live isolated in
Cth praire country-that a man may live

his father, mother, brother or sister
tead Of residing upon his own place,P011ided these relatives live in the neigh-

ood or near to the land he has en-
upon. But, as though there was a

g to make the difficulties greater than
Of them could surmount, the man is

,achPelled, not only to spend six months in

tire Year with his relations, butthe whole
e, from the day that he completes and

Perfects his entry, to the day that he de2
thdsh patent-with the exception of

the months that hehastolivedirectlyupon
thr Property. Now, where a family of
pae or four young men settle in the

rie country, to have the•option of liv-
t together is a great boon, but to say

k they shall live there during the whole
Oftat time, and not be allowed to go out

earn rnoney in some of the towns-

• MR. MACPHERSON-That'
nt tended.

MR. REESOR-If it is not in-
th ed the Bill ought to say so. From

reading of the clause they are com-
d to spend their whole time, either

upon the property, or with some of their
relations; this is a great drawback and an
immense disadvantage.

HON. MRL MACPHERSON -I tellthe
hon. gentleman that no such drawback
exists. They are not required to live any
longer with their friends than they would
be to live in their own houses,-it is just
the same time.

HON. MR. REESOR-Well, if the
Bill could be amended so as to bear
that construction, I should be very glad,
but I have submitted it to a very good
lawyer-and I claim to have given the
matter some little attention myself-and I
am advised that it bears the construction
which I give it. I will just read the
clause slowly:-

" Provided that a person claining to be en-
titled to obtain a patent for a homestead, or
for a homestead and pre-emption, as the case
may be, under either this or the next pre-
ceding sub-clause, shall also be entitled to
receive a patent upon proving that lie has
erected upon his honestead a habitable house
and .las bona fide resided therein for not less
than three months prior to the date ot his appli-
cation for patent * * ."

So far the clause may be well enough,
but hear what follows:-

" That for the period between the coin-
nencenent of such residence and the time
within which, by clause thirty-one of this Act,
it is provided that a honesteader shall per-
fect his entry, the applicant has been bona
ide resident with a parent, son, daughter,
brother or sister of such applicant, as the case
may be, in the township in which or in a
township adjacent to that in which his home-
stead is situateted .

This is as plain as that two and two
make four, and I cannot see, however long
one may study it, that it is open to any
other construction than that a party is
bound during the whole time between the
period in which his homestead entry is
perfected, and the time that he applies for
the patent, to reside with his relations,
except for the three months during which
he has to reside upon the particular lot he
has entered. If the Minister says that is
not the intention-and when I first read it
I thought itcould not be possiblyintended,
and that there must be a mistake some-
where-if he says that was not the inten-
tion, perhaps the further consideration of
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the Bill might be postponed until to-mor-
row.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-It is not
necessary.

HON. MR. REESOR-Then, we will
have to go on with the discussion to-day.
Now I think thi$ is particularly onerous.
We know that no part of the settlers in
Manitoba have been more successful than
the Mennonites have been. They are
under no such restraints; they may live
together-a whole family of two, three
or four sons as the case may be-but they
are not obliged to live together for any
particular number of months or days in the
year, but two or three of them can, if they
are able, perform the necessary labor in
putting in their crops ; they may be left on
the homestead to perform that labor, while
the others can go and earn money else-
where to enable them to buy their agricul-
tural implements to stock their farms, and
otherwise to provide for the maintenance
of the family. Those people have produ-
ced more grain, have raised more stock,
and prepared more dairy produce, per
man, than any other section of the settlers
in that country ; but, as I said before, they
may work where they please or where they
can earn the most money, and the conse-
quence has been that they have proceeded
rapidly with the development of their lands
and have produced large and valuable
crops, which have added considerably to
the wealth of that country. What I
ask is that every person who goes
there should have the same privileges.
I was met last year by the assertion of the
Minister of the Interior that there was
danger of opening the door to speculation
in that way, but I maintain there is noth-
ing of the kind ; that not a single instance
can be shown ever since the North-West
country has I'een purchased, where specu-
lators have gone in and brought land
under cultivation to the extent Of 40 or 50
acres, for the simple purpose of buying
the land. I venture to say that the Min-
ister himself, in ail his experience, cannot
produce such a case; and why should a
man who simply wants to speculate in the
land, go to the expense of thousands of
dollars to bring it under cultivation and
put buildings upon it ? It would not pay
him, and it would' be far better that he

HoN. MR. REESOR.

should take his money and invest it qu
as speculators have done heretoore.
is not a kind of thing they do, but
speculator could be induced to paY
Government the price they asked, and to
put his money into the land in thatit'
he would be doing great good to
country, and might be aiding and helPI4
a poor man to get a home of his O
Many men go there that are unable t
bear the hardships and to find the neCC9
sary provisions to enable them to live tPoP
a prairie farm until they have earnedmonel
somewhere, and if some of these speculatod
could be found who would go in and ctan
tivate their farms and so give employînleîd
to those poor workmen, the result wo
be that in two or three years those labOrets
would be enabled to enter homesteads Of
their own. In that way speculators
do valuable service, but as I said beffOr
do not think a single instance can be Pr
duced where a mere speculator bas gon
in and brought forty or fifty acres oflal.
under cultvation. There is no dang
of the door being opened in tt
direction. Then, again, I would refer to
another incongruity and inconsistencY 1
this Bill: you allow members of the ic
family to live together, and a man Who
has a mother, father, brother or sister, 1i
be benefited by this Bill; but a PoOt
wretch who happens to have no relatio¶fl
at all there, but who may have a friend Ilt
the neighborhood of his homestead, is no
allowed to live with such neighbour or
friend, but is obliged to live ail alone, ih.4
condition of enforced idleness I .
shanty on the prairie. Now this is untJ0
and unfair. I approve of that claUl
which compels a settler to make celUi t1

improvements upon his homestead,
cause it removes all possible doubt as
the sincerity of the parties in making
their home, and if any misfortune haP
pened them, it would be a home
somebody else. But, should misfOrttne
happen them, they ought to be allO wey.theY
the benefit of their expenditure;
should be permitted to substitute sot to
body else to take their places, and nOt o
be treated as though they were criltldnaI*
and made to forfeit ail they have It ha
when they are ill able to spare it. Itha
occurred in hundreds of instances
parties have lost the savings of five or 1
of the best years of their lives, which th£'
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Sve devoted to these homesteads, be-
*se they failed to fulfil the conditions

surme one or two years, in giving the
$Sary and continued residence of a

number of months in the year.law distinctly declares that they shall
teide a certain number of months-six

aths in each year-upon their home-
, but if they fail in any one year

Put in that six months, they
o not entitled to the patent,

Of course they cannot get their oath
COrMed by two disinterested witnesses
O0tside, which is necessary to entitle them
ah the patent. In my opinion, all parties

Puld be placed upon the saine footing,
'iether the man may have friends living
the-uwhether he may be wealthy or poor

de ought to have the saine opportunity
Sadvantges as those who go in with
ir families. If he has not a father,

4ither, sister or brother in that country,
Ought to be allowed to do the next best
g, nanely, to live with some friend in
oeighborhood, with whom he might

securing the aid or services of such
to help him in return. It frequentlyOcurs that a man going out from Ontario

Old like to take a good reliable servant
With him; perhaps it may be he has
that man for years before he left

taro, and if he could hold out to him
Iliducement that he would assist him
ettlng a homestead he would have no
Culty in persuading the man to accom
Y him", though, without such induce

. hewould not go. If a farmer from
o were allowed to make such an
emnent he might take a laborer
imxi whom he could aid by furnishing

for taking off the man's harvest
h would perhaps only ta'ke two months

fitst year, and two or three months
.e second and third years, which would

Oide the man with means for gettink
house and entering his homestead
n return the laborer would work fokrfmer and so repay him the aid h

given Thus, by the time the three
had expired, the workman would

PtaPs have a nice homestead ready tc
' ýPY, with 30 or 4o acres of land undei
4at1ion. I do not see why a privilege

& kind should not be allowed. You
these advantages in certain specia
; YOu select a family and say that
flay live with his father, mother

brother or sister, and so escape a condition
of enforced idleness and hardship in a
lonely shanty on the prairie, and why not
allow it in other cases ? Why make fish
of one and flesh of another ? These are
matters which ought to be considered, and
when a certain principle is laid down in
the Bil, it should be made harmonious,
so that where a man has no relatives there
he might be allowed to live with a near
neighbor. Even supposing that a settler
who has, through sonie misfortune, been
unable to comply with all the conditions
prescribed, though in most respects he has
done what is required of him-even if he
had intelligence and means of communi-
cation sufficient to write letters in the
proper form to the office here in Ottawa,
I have no doubt he would get some relief,
but it would be a very severe and very
poor kind of relief if he has done enough
to entitle him to his land. He would be
told at Ottawa " The best thing we can
do for you is to declare your claim forfeit-
ed, and charge you $2 an acre for the
land," which is quite as much as the Bell
farm, or the Colonization Company, or
many speculators have paid. I do not
complain of the sale to the Bell farm, or
to properly organized Colonization Coin-
panies, for I believe they will accomplish a
great deal of good; but what I do complain
of is, that while these large companies and
wealthy men are allowed the privilegeofget-

- ting land at $i per acre they are not oblig
- ed to cultivate at all, or to make any

improvements upon it, and therefore I
think it is unfair to select the poor strug-
gling emigrant from the other Provinces,
and compel him to sacrifice all he has
done, because, through some misfortune,
he has not been able to fulfil the letter of
the law. Why not leave a loop-hole some-
where, by which a remedy can be applied?
As it stands now, if they go to the land
office to inquire, the officer simply points

r to the law and tells them " It cannot be
done; you must sacrifice all you have
done, and consider that nothing towards
paying for your land; you have got to
pay just double the price that those large

r land oompanies pay." Is that fair, or just,
or honest ? Is it surprising that the
people have chafed under it almost to the

l point of rebellion ; or that some of them
a have crossed over to the Americàn terri-
, tory, possibly to get into the hands of
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people who will treat them even worse ?
Men who are sons, or grandsons, or great
grandsons of the united empire loyalists,
and who have been born and bred beneath
the union jack, have gone from their own
country, but often with tears in their eyes.
I have had letters over and over again
from the North-West telling of cases of
suffering and hardship having led to these
results, and those people believed, naturally
enough, when the statute was pointed out
to them, that there was no remedy ; that
no officer of the Government could give
them redress, because no redress was provid-
ed for. I say that such a state of things
is neither fair nor riglit ; it should not last,
and I cannot think that the Senate of
Canada will consent to its continuance.
I have done my best to show some of the
evils which should be redressed, and will
now leave it to others to give their views.

HON. MR. SCOTT-In looking over
the proposed amendments, I think it is
rather to be regretted that the Minister of
the Interior has not seen fit to bring to-
gether in this measure all those clauses
which affect homesteads, because it is ex-
tremely difficult to comprehend the in-
tention of the Bill, if one has to refer to
the Act of 1883 now on the Statute Book.
In legislation of this kin- it is of very
great value that it should be so simple
that he who runs may read, but it would
require more than the ordinary intelli-
gence to interpret truly the intention of
the Act. It has to be studied and worked
out by people who are not familiar with
the interpretation of statutes, and there-
fore I think it would have been extremely
desirable and useful, had the Minister
seen his way to have repealed all the
clauses in the Dominion Act respecting
homestead and pre-emption and re cast it
in that way. I can myself see the very
great advantage that will follow from re-
casting it, because I confess, I cannot at
this moment realize the bearing of the ob-
servations of the hon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat, in connection with the
amendments made in the Act of 1883. I
desire only to say generally with reference
to legislation of this kind, that I think too
much rigidity should not be exercised in
constructing statutes of this nature. No
doubt the desire of all of us is to people
the North-West as rapidly as possible, but

HON. MR. REESOR.

I say it is quite impossible to lay
any arbitrary or stringent rules thei
would govern people who' go in
and take up land. Under this
tute the Minister and those interPr"o
the law for him would, I assume, be bouf'
supposing a man had only in his fire est
broken up nine acres, and that in th
second year he complied with the t
vation conditions, but not to the h rd
designated in this Bill, and if in the 1
year some other contingency arose, W
òould not have been guarded agaimst, bh
Minister would be governed entirel y
the rigid and strict limitations which n
been imposed upon the nterpretationthl5
those who have the administration Of
statute. I have had, myself, a goo0d dt
to do with the administration of free the
lands in the Province of Ontario as
lion. gentleman opposite knows, and h3le
had occasion to pass upon a good and
hundreds, perhaps thousands of cases, leSd
I have found that they all more or
turn finally upon some individual PecUk
arity, and therefore I do not feel that o
ought to be tied up in the interpretaUiJ
of the rules and regulations, by an act
Parliament. From my own experiene
have felt that it was quite impossible t
governed by those cast-iron rules that bt
only be laid down in the Statutes, b
that should not be applied to such
as the taking up of land. I knoe frow o
personal experience that parties do oftOr
profess to take up land on free grantYr
homestead conditions when the intentbo
is a fraudulent one, and therefore it
very well to make provision for sucl case
I do not profess, myself, to give ny
personal experience of the working t had
law in the North-West, for I have n.
the opportunity of sufficiently enquir
into it to warrant me in giving at
valuable opinion. True, I havec
up in that country, and have had Ce
versation with some of the settl
there, but I am sorry to say that I did
push my enquiries far enough to ena
me to express any decided opinion t0th

r that th"the subject. I think, however, t b
largest amount of latitude ought tdera-
given, and the greatest possible conside
tion extended, in all cases where one 0s
satisfied that the settler was a really hofit
and bona fide one, because it is not dif¡
to conceive circumstances that may r

Amnendment Bdll.
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Prevent due compliance with the law. I
-uld, be extremely sorry if any settler
O had made a half attempt to conform

these regulations, should have his claimorfeited and his land sold. I have some
OSity which I shall probably gratify in

short time, to trace out a case that came1tIer Iy own observation, the details of
1dich I shall send to the Minister. A man

e all the way from the County of
hince Edward, and went some four or

hundred miles out on the prairie and
ny*p land before a single settler had

three In there. He went out with his
thee sons, and they had taken up land in

neighbourhood at the same time. He
,tde, and I have myself evidence of it,

he had expended $1,5oo in the im-
ements which I saw there, and I think
quite within the figure. It was last

Ofon when I was there, but they were
fnot continuing their improvements.

Sasked them why they were doing nothing
atyear, and the father replied "well, I

Ve been working here, myself and my
boys, but we have been told we must

Iot stay, that this land is required forOthe
thier Purposes." My answer to him was

s : I said " there is not a Government
Canada strong enough to turn you
this lands; my advice is to hold it

$Pite of all the officers ; you need not
th alarned, I do not think that the powers

at e could turn you off, unless gross
11irepresentations were made." The man
wever, said " I will do nothing more, I

thnot lay out any more money ; the au-
Yoty cornes fron head quarters and I

ha;e been notified by an officer of the De-
pantrent that it is quite useless my mak-

an>y further improvements, as this land
thIntended for some other purpose; and

t land of my sons is also required." I
that in this particular case there was
extraordinary grievance that. ought to

t o remedied, for under no possible condi-
Of things can I conceive that any

n who settles upon land in its naked
*%te should ever be disturbed. The Min-

oter of the Interior, and the hon. gentle-
who sits upon his right, have personal

« Wledge of the fact that in the Province
Ontario settlers who came in and went

1 lends, kept them as long as the title
1  not left the Crown, and I have yet to

, after considerably more than a
q 'er of a century's experience, that a

single person has ever been turned out by
the Crown where the location was honestly
made. To this day you cannot go into
the Crown Lands Office in Ontario and
buy a single wild lot on the north side of
the wilderness of Lake Superior or Lake
Huron, without taking an affidavit that no
man has made any improvements upon it,
and that there is no claim on the part of a
settler to it ; so that a settler can go in
with the most perfect freedom, on the
north shore of Lake Huron, along the
valley of the Ottawa or the Mattawa,
up the Temiscamingueý over that whole
country, which is vast in its propor-
tions, and take up land where he
pleases, and no man can turn him out.
The Crown never will. do so unless they
are perfectly satisfied that nu improve-
ments whatever have been made upon it;
and to-day I say that the Commissioner
of Crown Lands would not sell a single
-acre in the wilderness of the Upper Ottawa,
unless an affidavit were filed that no man
had made any improvement upon it.
Some men who had made improve-
ments in that way had remained upon
those lands for a quarter of a century,
without obtaining their patents, but they
trusted in the honor of the Crown and
felt that their property was safe and that
no regulation from head-quarters, no Act
of Parliament, no arbitrary act either of
Land Commissioner or Land Board could
disturb them. I am speaking now by the
book of the policy that has settled the
great Province of Ontario. That was a
principle that guided the Commissioner of
Crown Lands in the interpretation of the
Statutes, and I doubt if at any time in the
whole history of Ontario you will find on
the Statute Book a law drawn up of the
arbitrary character of the Bill which is
now before us. I'have no doubt that the
Minister of the Interior, and those vested
with executive power here, would be dis-
posed to deal liberally with the settlers,
but the very provisions of this Bill take
out of their power the right to do so.

There is no gentleman in Canada that
I would select to be a fairer tribunal than
my hon. friend opposite, if the cases were
brought under his own personal supervi-
sion. I have not the smallest doubt that he
would decide as any one of us would-
fairly and justly in proportion to the
labor that had been expended on the
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land, and if by any possible circumstance
it became absolutely necessary to cancel a
location, he would follow the invariable
practice, which has been to cancel it only
on the payment of all the expenses. The
invariable practice of the Department of
Crown Lands in Toronto has been, before
awarding a judgment, to require the pur-
chaser to pay the last farthing of cost and
labor the original locatee has expended
on the land. That is the sound principle
that ought to prevail in the Department
of the Interior. It may be a principle
which does prevail ; I am not questioning
it just now, because I confess with shame
and sorrow that I have not investigated
this Bill as carefully as I should: I merely
draw attention to the system by which
our country has in times past been settled,
a principle which prevails to this very
hour. While we are inviting settlers into
that country, it is of the utmost impor-
tance that no man should be shocked by
severe treatment at the hands of the Gov-
.ernment. Let any one of us put him-
self in the place of the settler who
lands in the North-West with his family,
with perhaps five or six dollars in his
pocket : how can he take up land? He
may select a lot, and may devote a month
or two to the improviement of it, but he
must earn the money to pay for it by
selling his labor to other parties, and it is
in the interest of that man that I raise
my voice, and in the interest of the
settlement of the North-West. I de-
sire that the Government in the
,construction of our laws for the adminis-
tration of the Department of the Interior
would give the most liberal jurisdiction to
the gentleman in charge, or to those to
whom his power may be deputed. Here
I draw attention to another point which is
important, and that is the selection of
agents to whom this extraordinary power
is given. I think there should be in all
cases an appeal to the fountain head. I
have had some experience of agents and I
have had frequently to reverse their judg-
ments. They are very often heartless.
They do not give that time or attention to
the subject which it demands. They are
very frequently narrow-minded; they are
not governed by the views which the head
of the Department naturally brings to bear
on the subject, and therefore I think it is
very important that there should be ample

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

supervision, and above all things the
should at least be power given the head
the Department t6 see that no wronlg >
done, and the Department should not bc
tied up by rules so stringest as, I se,4 are
provided for here. The Bill says:

" That within the first ear after the
of his honestead entrv he broke and prePaW
for crop niot less than7ten acres of hIs hoo d
stead quarter section; that within the seC
year he cropped the said ten acres and b

an rpred for crop not les@an ntwen~Yacre p dtiona-ina n& not lems t an wty
five acres; and that within the third Yehe
after the date of his homuestead entr 4I ke
crofped the said twenty.five acres andu
an prepared for crop not less tha Ifthan
acres additional, making in all not les8ts
twenty-five acres of the said hone f
cro ped, and fifteen acres additional thereo
broen and prepared for crop, within th
yeare of the date of perfecting his hornes
entry."

I say a man to do that must have capit'
of his own. You cannot expect an ordil
ary working man with two or three hundrd
dollars in his pocket, to go in there and
support his family and comply with the
conditions of that clause. Putting it the
so rigidly, if you delegate your power to
either the Board of Commissioners or
the Land Agent, or any subordinate .f
that kind, you get a report fron him' in
conformity with the statute. He jude
everything-I suppose his powers are
limited so that he is obliged to do so id
all cases-by the Act of Parliament, afl
therefore, I say it is extremely uinfortu'nate
that in laying down rules for the settlele'lt
of that country we should not give f
greater latitude to the settler. I shoult
hope that my hon. friend would at leas
take into consideration the sugges9tion1
have made, and that this Bill should be s
re-cast that it would be a homesteader'j
Bill, so that any one taking it Up WoU
be able to see what the regulatio.
are. As it stands, he would have to re
to two statutes, one of them very cumber
some. Simplicity is very important, an
it should be made perfectly clear what the
settler assumes when he undertakes
locate himself on a lot in the NorthWes

HoN. ML MACPHERSON -.. h
powers given to the Minister ofthe Interior
under the existing law are very lge,
and they enable him to extend e
forbearance to the homesteader.
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Object of the amendments now before the
louse is to relax the conditions, not to

ak8le them more stringent for the home-
Steader. In the clause to which the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa has referred,
esPecially, it is to allow members of the
%a'ne family to live together, but inasmuch
M the very condition on which- the land
's given free to settlers is that they shall
Cltivate it-under the existing law they
%411 live upon and cultivate it-it is
thOught in allowing them to live off the land
Until three months prior to their being en-
tled to their patents, there should be a
stipulation that a certain area shall be culti-
ated by them. That is all that is done.

The area stipulated for is an exceedingly
8tall one, as I am informed by people
&Zniliar with the North-West and
fS.iliar with the areas annually brought
Under cultivation by the settlers. I name
SMall areas in the Bill so that it would be
scarcely possible for any settler to fail in
Cltivating the area stipulated for. Then
tiere are provisions in the Act which
eniable the Minister of the Interior to ex-
teld the time for fulfilling the homestead
Conditions, to give leave of absence, and
really do everything that is reasonable in
the way of extending forbearance to the

nafide settler. The whole object of the
th vernnient is to promote and advance
the interests of the bonafide settler as op-
POsed to those of the speculator. I am
not aware of any such case as my hon.
friend from Ottawa has mentioned, and I
hould like to have the particulars from
nl. There are certain reserves, such as

reves for town sites, and reserves of
coal lands, but I am not aware of any case
Where a homesteader who took possession
ef the land which he is allowed by law to
enter for (that is agricultural land) has

en treated as my hon. friend describes.
s 8hall of course look into it when the
on. gentleman brings the case before
e. It is necessary at so great a distance

a the North-West is from the Capital that
ents should have a good deal of discre-tiOn, but their power is limited by the law
d by the instructions which they get.
7 instructions to them are that where-ever the interests of the Crown and the

60na îde settler conflict, to give the set-
tier the benefit of the doubt. No decision

an agent is final: they can all be re-
ferred to head quarters here, and I am

not aware of any complaint against the
lecisions at head quarters.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Am I right in
what I hear, that the agent at Winnipeg
who adjudicates the cases where disputes
irise has not a final power of settling?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-No.
It is impossible that there could be a final
licision short of headquarters. Not only
s there an appeal to the Minister, but
from him there is an appeal to the
Governor-General-in-CounciL

HON. MR. SCOTT-We know what
that means.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-With
respect to the decisions of the agents, the
land board consists of the commissioner
and the inspector of agencies, and their
decisions may of course be appealed from
to the Minister.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Have there been
any appeals before the Minister?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-When
in doubt the Commissioner reports his
views before he gives a decision, and if
they are not what the Minister of the
Interior may consider they ought to be,
the decision is given in accordance with
the views of the Minister. I am not
aware of any forfeiture of improvements.
When lands were cancelled before the
passing of the Act of last session as a
general rule they were sold subject to pay-
ment for the improvements. The Act of
last session put an end to what was called
homestead jumping. Previous to that
men watched for the expiration of
the six months within which home-
steaders are to enter for their homesteads,
and if the entry was not made within the
time, whoever obtained the cancellation of
a homestead entry had a right to enter for
it. That right was taken away last session.

They may still apply for the cancella-
tion of an entry, but they themselves are
not entitled to entry for it. It reverts to
the Crown, and the Minister of the Interior
may allow the person who originally held
it to re-enter if he sees fit.

Now, with respect to what the hon. gentle-
man at the end of the room (Mr Reesor)
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said, hehas repeatedto-day the speech which
he delivered so frequently here before and
which I have replied to several times, and
which I replied to in anticipation at the
second reading of this Bill. The hon.
gentleman was not in his seat then. He
has mislead the House by saying that it
is possible for the speculator to buy land
now at $i an acre, but that the working-
man has to acquire it under very difficult
circumstances. Now, that is not the case.
There is no land purchasable at $i an
acre at present, and there has not been
any for I do-not know how many years.
The homesteader can enter for his home-
stead quarter section free, and he can at
present acquire a pre-emption at $2.50
and in certain portions of the country at
$2, but $2.50 is the general price. If he
takes a half section the price of it averages
$1.25 ; if he is content with a quarter sect-
ion it will cost him but the entry fee of
$10.

HON. MR. REESOR-How long since
the price has been reduced from $2 ?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Long
before I had anything to do with the
Department. I do not think that it is
necessary to say more on the general
question.

With respect to the second clause, my
intention was, and is, not to render it more
difficult for a settler to acquire his home-
stead, but to facilitate his doing so, and
his living with his relatives during the
portion of the three years will be con-
sidered the same as if he had lived in a
house upon his own homestead. I shall
have tlis clause revised, and if necessary,
will add a few words for the purpose of
removing any doubt as to its meaning.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-I wish to
ask the Minister whether there is any
intention of putting in an amendment that
a young man should be permitted to reside
with a friend or a neighbor within the dis-
tance mentioned in the Bill.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-No, I
do not propose to do so. There does not
seem to be any good reason. Young men
who are not related to each other have
nothing in common, no common purse,
and to dispense with residence in the

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

manner proposed would be abolishingt
homestead principle without any g te
cause. The proposed clause abrOtes
the homestead principle to a linted
extent, but there seems to be good reaso
to do so ; it is done in the interest
families. On the other hand there does
not seen to be any reason for extending
the principle to young men who have 0
relationship to each other.

HON. MR. REESOR-I would call the
attention of the House to the 3 4 th clause
of the Act of last session, which provîde
that:

"In case it is proved to the satisfaction o
the Minister, that a settler bas not resas
upon and cultivated his homestead, excePt to
herein provided for, at least six month lu &
one year, the right to the land Pall be fo.
feited, and the entry therefor shall be ry
celled; and the settler so forfeiting his entrl
shall not be eli ible to obtain another entd
except in specia cases, in the discretion Of
Minister of the Interior."

Then in the 3 5th clause it says
'A homestead, the entry of which "Do

been cancelled, may, at the discretion 0tb
Minister, be held for sale of the land, W
the improvementsif any,-orof the mpro
mente only in connection with homlte
entry thereof,-to another person."

I cannot find any provision in the whole
Bill where he is authorized to hand Ove
those improvements to the party Who
made them. Then it must be borne i
mind that a man's expenses in makin
those improvements will be exceeded lY
one or two hundred per cent. what Wou
be realized for them, because there are 1is
expenses in prospecting for the land an
making the entry, and all those things
are to be taken into account, and if
improvements are sold just for the price O
the house and stable, and value of the
ploughing, the loss to the party making the
entry in the first place may anounitto
$200 or $3oo, and I can see no authbOltY
by which the proceeds of the sale 'aY te
handed over to the party who made the
improvements. I should like the Minister
to consent to this, if he will consent tO tn
more : that he would allow himself
power, or the discretion, in certa f te
to declare that a party shall be entitl t'0
the patent on proof that he has erected
upon his homestead a habitable house, a
has cropped for two years successively,
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less than 45 acres of such homestead, such
Proof to be to the satisfaction of the
Minister of the Interior. The Minister
Will not then grant a patent where the im-
provements have been made. unless he is
satisfied of the bona fdes of the applicant.

FION. MR. MACPHERSON-I would
8aY in reply that when lands are given
away, as free lands in the North-West are
given, they must be given on some condi-
tiOls, otherwise there would be really no
laW. The hon. gentleman is proposing
aain to do away with the homestead prin-

cple altogether, that is, to do away with
residence. It seems almost as if the hon.
gentleman were suggesting this amend-Ment with a view to some particular case.
't is nlot possible for us to legislate in that
sense.

The House went into Committee on
the Bal

INON. MR. MACPHERSON moved the
adoption of the first clause.

L, ION. MR. POWER asked if the Min.
iater of the Interior proposed that this
Clause should operate after the expiration of
the present year ?

1ON. MR. MACPHERSON said that
Under the existing Act. pre-emptions ter-

iifnate on the ist of January next.

1 1 ON. MR. POWER wanted to know
Whether the Minister proposed to continue
Pre-emptions after that time, or whether
this amendment that was now proposed
Wa lirnited to the present year ?

LION. MR. MACPHERSON said it
WOUld be limited to the present year by
the existing Act. It was not proposed to
ask Parliament to change the decision
they had arrived at last session with respect
tPre emption, although there was a good

1 to be said in favor of doing so.

The clause was agreed to.

On the 2nd clause,

ON. MR. MACPHERSON said that
the clause did not carry out fully the

9bject which he had intended in introduc-
Ing it he should have it examined and re-

vised by some one learned in the law to
add the necessary words to make it clear.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE hoped that
the Minister of the Interior would take
advice on the point that had been so ably
brought up by his hon. friends from York-
ville and Winnipeg. He considered that
too great precautions were being taken to
prevent imposition with respect to settle-
ment on lands. Settlement would be pro-
nioted by giving more latitude to those
who wished to go in upon the land. If
settlers were permitted to live together and,
co-operate with each other in working their
lands they could accomplish more and
succeed better than if they were obliged by
law to live separate and independent of
each other, each upon his own lot. He
hoped the Minister would put everything
else aside and give careful consideration
to this point, because he knew from exper-
ience that one of the most important steps
was the first plunge a settler made in ob-
taining his land. What is absolutely essen-
tial at that period is something like certain-
ty that the labor he puts into his land in
his early days is not to be torn from him
by force of law. Agents are proverbially
fond of establishing a character for activity,
and generally consider that the more
active they are in enforcing and carrying
out the law, the more serviceable they are
to their employers, and in that way they
sometimes do a vast deal of injury to set-
tiers. For these reasons he thought the
clause as it stood was unwise and would
tend to defeat the object which the Minis-
ter desired to carry into effect.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON believed
that nothing could be more in the interest
of the speculator than to allow any number
of young men to take up lands and live
together dispensing with residence, and to
be indifferent about the cultivation of the
soil. He did not see his way to take a
step in that direction.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-Enforce
the cultivation, but not the absolute resi-
dence.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON said that
this was as far as he thought it safe to go
at present. If it were found to answer
well and could be safely extended-
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although he did not anticipate it himself-
it would be a matter for consideration in
the future by himself or his successor.

HoN. MR. DICKEY said the Act as it
stood contained two principles, one suc-
cessive cultivation of the soil for three
years, and the residence at the end, after
the clearing, of three months. Those two
principles underlie this amendment, but
he could not for a moment conceive that
there should be any question that the first
principle was severe enough. The require-
ment of a large extent of 4o acres-em-
bracing one-fourth of the whole property-
being brought under cultivation in three
years was very severe, and if it was
fulfilled there was the ve:y best security
to the Department that the party in-
tended seriously to become a settler ;
but it did not stop there, because it required
him for a period of three months before
the time expires to build a house and be a
resident on the land. If those two prin-
ciples were carried out he thought the
Department had all they could reasonably
require ; he thought, therefore, as the
logical result of the amendment to this,
that the Minister of the Interior should
look carefully into it and see whether he
should bind down the settler with hard
and fast lines to live with anybody while
making those improvements. There was
one position taken by his hon. friend from
Ottawa that he did not agree with, that
was that a very large discretion should be
left to the Minister. He thought it was
very much better that the law should be
made so plain as to admit of no miscon-
struction, and if they were to leave dis-
cretionary power in the hands of the
Minister it should be of a very simple
character, and for this reason : the law
was made use of in the neighboring coun-
try with a view to showing the advantages
possessed there in regard to those home-
stead regulations. Our regulations were
infinitely better than those existing in the
United States, but it should be the policy
of the Department to have no hard and
fast lines in the Act that would require
anything more than was• reasonably re-
quired from settlers, than would enable the
people of any other country to produce
this Act and say : " This is the law, and
it is only under this law you can get any
advantages in Manitoba or the North-

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

West." He did not see the propriety Of
making it a condition that a young ma
if he did not reside on his lot, should live
with the father or mother, or brother or
sister, when he could reside with anYO"'
else.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON said the
law as it stands requires both residence
and cultivation as a condition of settle-
ment. In certain cases it was propose
to modify these conditions as far as resi'
dence was concerned, and for that purpose
it was necessary to stipulate for a certa1il
amount of cultivation. It is not necessar
to stipulate for a certain area of cultivation
when residence is required, because when
a man lives on his homestead he mUSt
cultivate sufficient to support him; but
when residence is not required it is neces-
sary to stipulate for the cultivation Of a
certain area, and that area has been
placed at a very small acreage. The land
regulations of this country even as they
are now are much more favorable tO the
settler than the land regulations of the
United States, and this very amendmuenlt
would make them still more so.

HON. MR. PLUMB could not see wht
possible difference it could make whether
a man lived on his own lot or with his
neighbor, provided all the other conditions
were complied with. Why should he be
restricted ? If the object was to give A
young man the privilege of living in som
other place than on his homestead, aId
still compel him to cultivate his land-for
that was a condition which was indiS
pensible-he did not see why he should
be restricted to living with a relative,
because a man might not want tO live
with his mother or his mother-in-law, but
might prefer to live in some other way,
and he could no see why they should not
go a step further.

He thought it was exceedingly desirabîe
that the homestead principle should le
strictly adhered to, and it would be very
unfair if it were otherwise. It was neces'
sary that the lands should be put under
cultivation, and what the Government
wanted was that those who took up landq
should live upon them. It was no the
intention that any privileges should be
given to speculators, who went in thefe
for the purpose of getting nominal PoSSer'
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on and then selling out their rights, and
Men were required to cultivate the

d, build houses, and dwell upon the
ProPe'ty. They were permitted to live
With Some relative, but for his part he did
riot believe that any obstacle should be
thrown in the way of a man living withbis neighbor where he had no family orrelative. He believed there had been a
great deal of unnecessary complaint in the
4Orth-West, and that it had been stimu-
lated by persons who had sought to
'oinent difficulty there, their efforts having
Culm1inated finally in a condition of things
which all must deplore and which were
adýierse to the prosperity of that country.

littie timely generosity could certainly
do no harm, and if it were found that it
did not work well, it could no doubt ber1iOdified hereafter; but for his part he
Would rather see an error made in the
direction of liberality and concession than
by drawing the lines too tight. He quite
a9eed with those gentlemen who had
Spoken with regard to the agents, a great
t4any of whom would, no doubt, feel that
they were bound to give the strict inter-
pretation to the law, considering them-
Seves put there as a sort of police officers.
aberefore it is advisable that all instances
of.that kind should be referable to the
>4înister whose desire would be to pro-
raote the interests of the settlers, and todo what was best for the country. He
beUeved that the Bill had been brought in
Wth the idea that it would considerably
relax what, he presumed, had been found

be too stringent provisions in the Act,'Id ventured to think that they could,
*ithout taking any great hazard, concede
What had been asked by the hon. gentle
r who had just spoken, and felt that

Provision to which they referred might
Safely be modified and extended a little
4her,

'ioX. MR. FERRIER approved of
permnission being given to a settler to
reside with his neighbor where he had no
relatives in the country, and instanced the
case of two men who had gone up to that
Conitry from Montreal. They were not
relatives, but intimate friends, they had

dd together, the one helping the other
80 had fulfilled all the conditions of

'àttlement then required, finally obtaining
Ilir Patents, and now each one had his

homestead. Under the provisions of this
Bill two young men so situated would
have been unable to succeed, and he
thought the provision might very well be
extended, as had been suggested.

lION. MR. ALLAN thought that unless
the Minister could adduce reasons which
had not suggested themselves to hon.
gentlemen who had spoken, such a modi-
fication as had been asked for might per-
haps be fairly given.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON explained
that the provision was intended to prevent
the breaking up of families, which often
happened under the existing law. He did
not think it would be possible to follow
the fortunes of single men who might go
up to that country, and doubted whether
it would be possible safely to extend the
present provisions of the law. He would,
however, ask the Committee to rise, and
suggested that the chairman should report
progress and ask leave to sit again.

HON. MR. POWER called attention
to the fact, which had also been referred
to by the hon. gentleman from Kings,
that the homesteader would be obliged to
live for two years and nine months, or
nearly that, with his relatives, and then
for the remaining three months on his
homestead. He thought that this pro-
vision was so worded as to begin at the
latter end of the residence, and suggested
as a means of making the intention of the
Minister more clear that the wording of
the section, beginning with the 22nd line
should be altered. It read at present
"that for the period between the com.
mencement of such residence and the
time within which, etc." He suggested
it should read as follows: "that for the re-
mainder of the period of actual residence
required by this Act between the com-
mencement of such residence and the
time within which, etc."

He thought that after the very unani-
mous expression of opinion which had
cone from the Committee that afternoon,
the Minister would probably be disposed
to adopt the proposal of the hon. gen-
tleman from Cumberland, and strike out
all the words after " Patent " in the 22nd
line down to the word "situated " in the
29 th line. He thought that the danger
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from speculators which had existed in the
past, had, to a great extent, passed away
now ; and no great alarm need be felt that
they will go into the North-West, put up
buildings and cultivate the soil. Any
man who did that would probably settle
upon the land. H'e thought the 3rd
clause threw difficulties in the way of set-
tiers, who are often somewhat ignorant and
not used to business of any official kind ;
it should not be necessary for a man to go
to a local land agent, but he should be al-
lowed to make his affidavit before a Justice
of the Peace or some other such officer.
In a country where every man was busy it
might be a difficult thing for a poor settler,
who might have no intimate friend in the
neighborhood, to comply with that require-
mer.t, to get disinterested witnesses to go
with him to the land agent's office.

;HON. MR. MACPHERSON said that
the very object was to enable the Minister
of the Interior to name some other person.

HON. MR. POWER was about to sug-
gest that while it was proper that the
Minister should have a good deal of lat-
itude in that way, it would be a great
improvement if Justices of the Peace and
other public officers might be given that
power. With respect to the thirty-fourth
section, he thoughtthatthereshouldbeapro-
vision that no forfeiture should take place
without the concurrence of the Minister.

H')N. MR. TURNER was much
pleased with the tone of the discussion, and
thought that even the proposition made by
the Minister if carried out would give
great satisfaction in the North-West. He
thought however, that it would be
desirable to extend, if possible, the
privilege with respect to residence
with neighbors. He instanced the case of
a poor man who had gone into that coun-
try with a yoke of oxen, and after a time
the animals had strayed away, and the
man, under the law as it existed, was for-
ced to remain upon his land in a state of
comparative idleness, as otherwise, he
would have forfeited his claim. At the
same time had he been allowed to
leave his homestead for a time he
could have obtained employment, pos-
sibly from his next neighbor, at the rate of
thirty dollars a month, and by that means

HON. MR. POWER.

would soon have been enabled to replace
his team, and make the required inprove
ments upon his property.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON suggested
that he could do so, after a six months
residence.

HON. MR. TURNER said that the
very time that he should be on his farn'
making his improvements, was the tine
that other people would require his
services.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD, from the
Committee, reported that they had llade
some progress with the Bill, and asked
leave to sit again.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (126),"An Act respecting the Van-
couver Island Railway, the Esquilialt
Graving Dock, and certain railway lands
in the Province of British Coluibia
granted to the Dominion." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (65 ),"An Act respecting the Ia-
ilton and North-Western Railway Co"-
pany." (Mr. Turner.)

Bill (57),"An Act respecting the North'
ern Railway Company of Canada." (r'
Allan.)

The House adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, April 1st, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (116) " An Act to amend an Act
respecting certificates to masters and Mates
of ships, and the Seamen's Act, 1873-
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

THE TORRENS SYSTEM OF
REGISTRY.

HON. MR. VIDAL rose to
Call attention to the petition of the " Co.
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nd1a Land-Law-Amendnent Association,"Maying for the introdiiction of the " Torrens "
stemn of Registry of Titles in the North-West
rntories ; and inquire of the Government

.hether this niatter bas been under consider-
, or if not, whether it will receive a care-

.n5 I vestigation during the Recess, with the
IV dndeterrnining the question of the ex-

l cY of introducing that system of Registry
ito the North-West Territories.

tIe said : I do not think it is necessary
ttapologize to the House for asking their

dttention for a short time to this, in my
J1IdgMent, very important matter. I am
veite well aware that its importance is not
tory generally recognized, owing, I think,oi MPerfect acquaintance with the char-
aCter of the system to which it has refer-
"'ce. I wish to point to the necessity
Which exists for its introduction into thetransfers of land in our country. The pe-
ton which was presented to this Chamber

8otne little time ago sets forth very con-
ti ely and clearly the wishes of the peti-
tioners vith reference to this matter, and

SQ States the reasons which led to the
Organization of the Association which has
Presented the petition. They tell us that
the Association was called into existence
by reason of the great inconveniences
Which have been found to attend the law
pf real estate at present prevailing in the
.rOvince of Ontario. They go on to state
n their petition that they have had very

large experience in this matter on account
af their connection with loan societies
and the necessity of investigating titles tolaCds, for a period of over a quarter of a
ventury, and they also state that they are
VerY largely interested and are desirous of
ntering into more business in lands in the
orth-West Territory of the Dominion of
anada. They state the advantages of the
rrens system, as it is called, and con-

e as follows :-
Ist. It has done away with the system

of tracing titles through former owners,
ýnd Consequently the necessity of exanin-
t49 all the instruments whereby the title
t a piece of land has devolved from the

ne it was first granted by' the Crown is
tO longer necessary upon any transaction
relating to land.

acnd. The register is not, under the
Torrens system, a mere depository for
deeds, but a public office in which the
legal effect of every tiansaction is ascer-

dened, and the title, and not merely theded, is registered.

"3rd. Certainty and indefeasibility of
titie are secured.

. 4th. All the delayand expense involved
in the system of searching title, under the
present system prevailing in Ontario and
the North-West Territories are avoided,
and land is made as readily transferable
as stocks or shares.

" 5 th. It affords greater security against
the perpetration of fraud in reference to
lands than the present system prevailing
in Ontario and the North-West Territories.

"6th. It enhances the value of land, by
reason of the increased facilities for
dealing with it.

"7th. It is a vastly more economical
method of transfer than the present
Ontario system, it having been found in
Australia that one office in each colony is
sufficient for the transaction of the land
business of the colony under the Torrens
system. "

They finally present this prayer:-
" That your honorable House will be

pleased to take into your favorable considera-
tion, the neasure having for its object the
sinplification of the laws for the transfer of
land in the North-We.t 'lerritories of the
Dominion; and if it shal be found that the
Torrens system has proved succes8ful in
Australia, to adapt the saime to the require-
nients of the said territories.

"<And further, that such amendments may
be miade in the laws respecting real estate,
and the tenure thereof, as may be necessary
to secure the effective administration of the
proposed new system."

The reference, as you will see, is mainly
to the system followed in Ontario, similar
to that which prevails in the North-West,
with reference to the present mode of
registry. I believe we have in Ontario as
perfect a system of registration as could
be devised, short of this new plan of
registering titles instead of documents.
Still, with all the advantages which we
possess and the clearness and simplicity of
our law, it really has all the disadvantages
which are pointed out by the petitioners
in the petition which has been presented
to us. I have had a long personal expe-
rience in connection with land matters,
Not being a lawyer I cannot speak with
authority, but I have had a great deal to
do with examining titles to lands and am
pretty familiar with the laws relating to
the subject, and I know that a great many
difficulties occur in investigating titles in
Ontario. There are so many things

.717ne Torrem y8mm
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beyond the mere record of the documents
which have to be looked into, which in-
volve a large amount of expense and
trouble, and, after all, land one in great
uncertainty. A title may have been
derived from the Crown only 30 years
ago and for a couple of transfers the title
may be all right ; then you may come to
a transfer to a person who may have been
single or married so far as can be learned
from the document, and there is uncer-
tainty as to whether there is a right of
dower existing against the land. There
are a great many similar difficulties
which have to be encountered under the
present system. Transfers are sometimes
made by power of attorney. Such a trans-
fer may have been made and registered
when, it turns out, the person who gave
the power of attorney was dead months
before the transfer occurred, and conse-
quently the title is defective. It is claimed
for the Torrens system that it is impossi-
ble that any of these difficulties can arise,
because the title is certified up to the time
the sale is made. Nothing goes back of
that, and as the transfer may be made by
sale or mortgage or any other way, the
transfer of title is registered. Conse-
quently there is nothing to do in purchas-
ing land but to look at the last record and
see in whose nan that title stands. Of
course when the system is introduced in a
country where other laws have existed, it
is more difficult to adopt this ; but in the
North-West where there are few titles be-
yond those derived from the Crown, it is
exceedingly desirable that this new sys-
term should be introduced without delay,
so as to prevent the inconvenience, loss of
time and great expense attaching to the
system in Ontario. The introduction of
the Torrens system where other systems
have been in operation up to the present
time, is, of course, a more difficult matter,
and involves a considerable degree of
responsibility on the part of the afficer
whose duty it is to examine the title and
make the first record of the title in the
party holding the land. Sometimes it may
occur that deception is practised and mis-
takes are made, and the title may after-
wards be declared by a court of law to be
invalid. It is therefore considered neces-
sary under this systen to have an assur-
ance fund, and in all cases which have
hitherto been tried such a fund has proved

HON. MR. VIDAL

amply sufflicient-much more than
cient to meet every demand that is nmade
on account of mistakes in titles.

I am not speaking of any novel thin
The system is comparatively new in
part of Canada, but it is well underst
in other parts of the Dominion. It is a
niatter of fact that for 22 years it has been
in existance in Vancouver Island, and for
a shorter number of years, but still for a
considerable time, on the maimland Of
British Columbia. It is also in operatiOn
in Newfoundland. It is now 26 Year
since it was first tried in the Australian
colonies, and now it is the system adopted
in South Australia, New Zealand, Tasman-
ia, Victoria, New South Wales, and aiso ln
England itself. The Imperial statute O
1875 deals with this matter and introducto
the system in England. It is confined tO
England, and does not reach Scotland and
Ireland, or did not at the time of its intro-
duction. I have looked into the laW tO
see if it was the same in character as those
which exist in the colonies to which I have
referred. This long experience has taUght
those who tried it that the systen is
nearly perfect as anything can possiblY é
Several amendments were made to th
Act which first introduced it, and which
necessarily was crude and defective, but as
experience taught those who used it fron'
year to year amendments were made, unt"
now no further change is required and the
Act has been in very full and successfuî
operation. The British Houses of Parla-
ment had a formal examination made into

this matter and gathered statistics and got
reports from all the colonies in which the
system had been introduced to know how
it worked, and the testimony received from
all the colonies was most satisfactory. The
quotations which I am about to make are
from a blue book published by the gouse
of Commons in 1881. From South Aus
tralia they say " the office is working satis
tactorily, and the system is in great favor
with the public of this colony." Mr. Gaw-
ler, for 20 years Examiner of Titles, Adel-
aide, writes :-

" Up to the present time (October 1880).'o
difficulty whatever has occurred in carry a
out the ordinary transactions in land. suCo ca
transferg, mortgages and leases, and t ra sa1-
be no question that as regards such troaIiSe
tions the Torrens system is a perfect succCee
land, in fact, being as easily and securey
dealt with as stock in the funds."
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. Then as to indefeasibility of title, which
a very important matter, the Torrens

SYstein has been very fully recognized in
al the colonies where it has been estab-
phed, as meeting every requirement.

Om New South Wales the Registrar
neral writes :-" While on the subject

'f fees I may perhaps be permitted tomention that the Land Titles Office is en-
tIely self-supporting, as suficient revenue

o Passes through the office to meet all'
enPeses." I think this is an important

ufttUre, and especially when it is considered
o 'very small the fee is. He continues

lthough the act has been in operation
nearly 18 years, no compensation has

en made for the deprivation of property,
t'Or bas any claim been sustained against
the assurance fund, which, at the presenttirne, arnounts to £38,o6o."

The assurance fund in all the colonies
as grown to very large amounts. The

general rate charged for it has been a half
nY in the pound, a rate equal to about
for every $5oo. In one place, Tas-

%a, one-half of that charge has been
round amply sufficient; there is a large
anlount to the credit of the fund, and they
OnIY charge one-eighth of a penny, and I
th that is the amount which a member of
the Hlouse of Commons has thought fit to
"nert in the Bill which he has drafted
PParently with great care in order to bring

't before Parliament. His absence from
the lIouse has prevented it being pressed
ths session. Its number is sixteen, and it
W'11 be found a very carefully prepared
neasure, showing all the legislation of the
different countries on the subject to which

have referred. The Bill has been pre-
Pared in such a way that I believe the
C0vernment will have very much less to
do than would otherwise be required, if

Y see fit to introduce the system in the
"orth-West Tetritories. They will have
tfiore them at any rate a splendid founda-

.on for their work. Mr. McCarthy occu-
a very high place in his profession.

ieas at all times shown great acquaint-
n1ce and great ability in dealing with these

.tters, and I have no doubt that this Bill
bhch has come from his hand will be

dby the Government an -excellent
thiSforany legislation which they may
think fit to introduce. I do not know
t t It would be wise for me to occupy anyer time speaking on this matter, and

I will, therefore, bring my remarks to a
close by asking the question which appears
on the paper.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
know if this Torrens system is in opera.
tion in the Province of Quebec, but I am
aware that in Montreal there is a system
which, if not called by this name, is sim-
ilar in character. By means of it you im-
mediately know the exact position of an
estate, how the land stands and who is
the owner. I think such a system should
be introduced in the North-West now, be-
cause after titles have passed through
several hands it will be found more diffi-
cult to adopt a new system. Certainly a
great deal of delay, expense and uncer-
tainty in the acquiring of titles would be
saved by adopting the Torrens, or some
similar system.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
matter to which the attention of the
House has been drawn by the hon.
member from Sarnia, will receive careful
investigation during the recess with a
view of determining the question of the
expediency of introducing the system of
registery to which he refers into the
North-West Territories.

SOURIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (81), "An Act further
to amend the Act incorporating the Souris
and Rocky Mountain Railway Company,
and to change the name of the Company
to 'The North-West Central Railway Com-
pany,'" with amendments, which he ex-
plained were merely verbal.

HON. MR. McKAY moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

HoN. MR. POWER-I wish to call the
attention of the House to a circumstance
in connection with this Bill. I brought it
to the notice of the Committee; and con-
sequently I feel at liberty, although the
Committee decided adversely to my con-
tention, to bring the matter before the
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Senate. This Bill will make, I think,
about the 5th statute passed with respect to
this particular railway, and it would appear
from the evidence which came before the
Railway Committee, that practically so far
nothing has been done by the Company;
consequently they cannot be looked upon
as deserving exceptional legislation. Un-
der the law as it stood before the introduc-
tion of this Bill, or rather as it stands at
present, the land grant to which this Com-
pany may become entitled would have been
subject, as I understand it, to a lien in favor
of the holders of bonds of the Company.
The Bill which is now before us proposes
that the land grant of the Company shal
not be liable for its bonds unless a mort-
gage is given expressly to bind the lands.
That is one point which I hope the House
will bear in mind, that the security given
to the bondholdersis diminished by this Bill.

Then the other point is this-this Com-
pany had, at the begining of the present
session, power to issue bonds to the amount
of $15,ooo a mile. This Bill increases the
bond-making power so as to authorize the
Company to issue bonds to the amount of
$25,000 for each mile of their rail-
way. Now, when hon. gentlemen consider
that this is a prairie railway, they will see
that this Bill authorizes the Company to
bond their railway for an amount greater
than its value ; and although it may be
said that the English capitalists who may
invest their money in these bonds ought to
be able to piotect their own interests, I
think we here should do something in that
direction also. I think when the Parlia-
ment of Canada authorizes a Company to
issue bonds to an amount greater than the
value of the road, without any better se-
curity than the road itself, they are not
adopting sound legislation. My view on
the matter is that the power of issuing
bonds should not exceed, at all events,
$2o,ooo a mile. I wish to call the atten-
tion of the House, and particularly of the
Government, who have charge, more than
other members of the House have, of
private bill legislation, to the, to my
mind, objectionable character of that
particular feature of this Bill.

HON. MR. PLUMB-This Bill was ob-
jected to in Committee, but the fact is the
Company had the power, before, to issue

HoN MR. POWER.

$15,ooo of bonds, and $1o,ooo of prefer
ential stock.

HON. MR. POWER--I beg the hOP-
gentleman's pardon, they had only poWer
to issue $5,ooo of preferential stock.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That rnay, be;
at any rate they had the power to ss
preferential stock and mortgage hone
The same power has been granted to Othe
railways and, it seems to me, it is hard1y
necessary to restrict this road, and t"
hamper any lands it holds, because tho
policy has not been adopted in regard to
other railway charters, I do not think
is in the public interest that special exce?
tions should be made m respect tO t
railway. It is presumed that an Englsh
bondholder, before he invests his mloney'
will take care that he has good secu.it
for it. We should hardly undertakle
chartering this line to make an excePtiOnal
case of it. Whatever may be the gele
policy, that policy should be adhered tO;
but when this Bill came before us it W
thought proper, not violating any geer
principles of railway legislation, to al0'v
the amendment required by the promot0.
of the road, who were acting in good faith"
and desire the privileges asked for.
was objected to by the hon. gentlem1a
from Halifax, in Committee, and I do 'o
think it is*at all fair to make this particular
road, which I know nothing more abou
than that the promoters are men of go.
standing, a special exception in our leg~
lation.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--There
appears to be nothing in the Bill to enable
the Company to borrow any more thal
they had the power to do in their previous
Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-They had pOwer
to issue bonds to the amount of $I5,O**'
and to issue preferential stock to the
amount of $5,ooo. This Bill gives the0
power to issue bonds to the amount of
$25,ooo a mile, and I am aware of on
one other Bill which has passed thi'
session,. which allows such extensive bor-
rowing powers as that. of course sOIe
thing depends on the character of the
country the road runs through, and when
this is considered, $25,ooo a mile is
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easonably large sum, unless the road is
i a most extravagant way.

1 ;ON. MR. DICKEY-This matter was
t Ussed in Committee and enquiredto, and it is because we considered that
Was necessary under the peculiar cir-

adistances attending this road, that this
theitional power is given. It arose from

fact that this road, if carried on, would
to cross several large rivers which

WOUld require extensive bridges, and the
of one of those bridges would, per-

,. arnount to as large a sum as the
aIl ig of a great many miles of railway,

under the circumstances the Commit-
see thought it only reasonable that power
t d be given to the Company to raise

aImount of money.'
'he motion was agreed to.

the . MR. POWER gave notice that at
e third reading to-morrow he would
usove an amendmient to the borrowing-Clauses.

GUELPH JUNCTION RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

MON, MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
tee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
s, reported Bill (72)-'" An Act to

c'Orporate the Guelph Junction Railway
IIIIany "with certain amendments. He

tid : The amendments, with the excep-
t Of three, are entirely verbal. The

,tone of any importance is in the 5th
tose, which allows the Company to go

operation when 50 per cert. of the
is subscribed, and 1o per cent. ofais paid up. There was a strong plea

.de in favor of that clause in the Com-r4ittee, as the line is a very short one, and
to be built entirely by local aid. The
t arnendment is to the promissory note

use which is brought into confòrmity
Our previous legislation.

t became necessary also to amend the
5th clause by providing that at any special

ateral meeting called for the purpose of
arthorizing the directors to issue bonds
for e purpose of raising money for the

, the meeting shall represent at least
half in value of the stock.
he anendments were concurred in.

How. MR. McCLELAN movedthethird
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

QUEBEC RAILWAY BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (69), "An Act to incor-
porate the Quebec Railway Bridge Com-
pany," with certain amendments. He said:
Besides the usual verbal amendments,
the 6th section contained the name of a
person who is dead, and which required
to be struck out ; the 14th section gives
the Company all the rights and privileges
which it had under the Consolidated Rail-
way Act of Canada. The bonding clause
is amended so as to contain the same re-
striction that is included in other Bills,
requiring that the assent of at least halt in
value of the stock at any meeting of the
shareholders called for the purpose of
authorizing the Directors to issue bonds
on the road. The promissory note clause
is amended in the direction of making it
uniform with the promissory note clause
in other bills.

The amendnients were concurred in.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third lime and passed.

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT EXTENSION
TO MANITOBA BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (F), An Act to
amend the Act thirty-eighth Victoria, chap-
ter flúty-four, intituled "An Act to extend to
the Province of Manitoba the 'Act for the
more speedy trial, in certain -cases, of per-
sons charged with felonies and misdemea-
nors, in the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec."

He said : This is a Bill to correct some
errors which developed themselves in the
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original Bill extending the crimnal laws I
to Manitoba, and it proposes to alter some
of the expressions in that Act, and place
in lieu of them some expressions which
have meaning in Manitoba. It is just to
make the Act workable according to the
laws of Manitoba.

The Bill was read the second time, at
.ength, at the Table.

CRIMINAL LAWS EXTENSION TO
BRITISH COLUMBIA BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (G) "An Act to
amend the Act thirty seventh Victoria,
chapter forty-two, intituled : 'An Act to
extend to the Province of British Columbia
certain of the Criminal Laws now in force
in other Provinces of the Dominion.'"

He said : This is a Bill to effect not
the same changes, but changes of the
same character as the one we have just
read the second time, in the laws of British
Columbia. The words "competent Magis-
trate " occur in the original Bill, and it is
desirable there to construe it so as to
mean any two justices of the peace sitting
together, and also to mean and include
any functionary or tribunal having the
powers of two justices of the peace.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time, at length, at the
Table.

PUBLIC WORKS OF CANADA
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (H) " An Act
further ·to amend the Act thirty-first
Victoria, chapter twelve, intituled: 'An
Act respecting the Public Works of
Canada. "'

. He said it is not always in the power of
the Government to sell property which has
been acquired for the use of the Govern-
ment in constructing public works, with-
out an Act of Parliament; and we are also
acquiring, under certain recent decisions,
parts of the shores and beds of public

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

harbors, and sometimes they will be re
quired for public purposes, and sometiu1le
they will not be so required, and the .1
proposes that when they are not requir
for public services, such property iay
sold or disposed of under the authoritY o
the Governor, and all hydraulic powec
created by the construction of any PubhC
work, or the expenditure of public 1
thereon, shall be vested in Her Majetsty
and any portion thereof flot required for~
the public works may be sold or 1ased
under the authority aforesaid and any Por-
tion of the shore or bed of any public ha§
bor vested in Her Majesty, as represente
by the Government of Canada nOt r
quired for public purposes may, or the
joint recommendation of the Ministers'D
Public Works and of Marine and Fisheries
be sold or leased under the authoritl
aforesaid; and the proceeds of all suc
sales and leases shall be accounted for as
public money.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call the
attention of the House to the fact that this
Bill, although very short and apparently
very simple, involves a principle of co0
siderable consequence. The Minister O
Justice referred, I do not know whether
very directly or not, to a recent decisich
of the Suprem.e Court of Canada,
decides that the lands underneathh
water in public harbors are the propertYo
the Dominion. It is not the first tbee
that Oecisions of that Court have bee
reversed on appeal to the Privy COUnc;
and I think it is to be very much regretr,
that the case referred to by the Minister,
that of Holman vs. Green, which was ap
pealed from the Supreme Court of Prince
Edward Island to the Supreme Court o
Canada, was flot appealed to the Pri"y
Council The Prince Edward Island
Court were unanimous in deciding in
favor of the Provincial right to nake
grants of lands underneath the water o
the harbor of Summerside, and that de'
cision was reversed by the Supreme Court
here. I wish to call the attention of the
House to the ground upon which thede-
cision of the Supreme Court here
given. It was one that was not ente
tained for a moment in the Court below.

Section 1o8 of the British North Aimeric
Act, upon which the decision Of th'
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SuPreme Court of Canada was based, reads
as follows:--

ovà e Publie Work8 and pro rty eachPovinece, enuxnerated in the third schedule
his Act, shall be the property of Canada."

lion. gentlemen will remark that this
section speaks of the " public works and
property", only. It is hard to see how
the land under the waters of an ordinary

which happens to have settlers beside
cia be called either a public work or a

Public Property; still it was on that ground,
Ind on that ground alone, that the Supreme
Ccurt here decided that the harbor of
SUlrnerside was the property of the

m'rimion.
There is an item in the third schedule

9f the British North America Act which
18 referred to by this section, upon which
the Court relied. The second item in the
third schedule is " public harbors." I
think that the impression left upon the
ld of the ordinary reader would be that
e Public harbors referred to in this
hedule, when read together with section

108 Were the harbors that had been con-
Ucted by the Provinces, and by public

Uloney. I think it would never occur to
t Ordinary reader that that section

O the British North America Act
alid the schedule were intended to apply
th bays in their natural condition; but

at has been the decision of the Supreme
Court of Canada. Another case some-

hat similar has recently been before the
Court, in which there has been an appeal

torn he Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.
SO far, I do not think that any decision

S been given by the Supreme CourtIU that case ; but there is a very strong
1.obability, and that is the general impres-

o10nl on the minds of the profession, that
hen this question is appealed to the

1flvy Council, the decision there will not
stain the decision of the Supreme Court

0f Canada. Under these circumstances
Sthink that the policy indicated by this, that the Dominion Government shall

Udertake to make sales and grant leases
o such lands is, at best, a very doubtful

. It is calculated, at all events, to
v)lve troublesome litigation, and great

tO the people who purchase these
ghts, , or supposed rights, from the
1Yninlon Government. Under the cir-

Cutnstances it might possibly be a wiser

course, as there is a great deal of valuable
property involved in this decision of
Holman vs. Green, to have a case made,
and taken to the Privy Council for their
decision on this important point.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Has the harbor
which the hon. gentleman refers to been
acquired for the use of the public works ?

HoN. MR. POWER-No, it is in the
ordinary condition.

HON. MR. VIDAL-The Bill only
applies to properties acquired for public
works.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think there is anything in the difficulty
raised by the hon. gentleman, so far as
this Bill affects it. It does not propose
to declare the case to which he has
alluded, to be law, or decide it in any
way, but leaves it to be decided hereafter.
It says, in reference to any property ac-
quired for the use of public works or
buildings, that they shall be vestedin Her
Majesty. If the decision referred to by
the hon. gentleman is not law, then the
harbor is not vested in Her Majesty ; if it
is law, then the Bill will apply ; otherwise
the question is not touched in any way,
whether the harbor is Her Majesty's
property or not. I do not think there is
any harm, but there is very much useful-
ness in the Act which this Bill proposes.
Undoubtedly some of the harbors on the
coast are public harbors. Whether this
particular harbor at Summerside is public
property or not, may be, as my hon. friend
says, doubtful, but there are very many
cases where there is no object in the
Government retaining the shores and beds
of harbors that are public harbors, and
they might be sold or leased with very
great advantage. In Prince Edward
Island there are 6o or 8o harbours; un-
doubtedly some of those are of no use,
and perhaps some of them may become
the property of the Crown, and it may be
necessary even to sell some of them, but
the Ministers will have to deal with them,
subject to the control of Parliament. The
power to lease, and the power to sell
should exist, but it does not exist, except
with the express authority of Parliament.
We have it not with reference to lands
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purchased for post offices, for instance, or
lands purchased for a great many other
purposes ; unless there is an express pro-
vision by Parliament the Crown cannot
sell those lands. I can see no difficulty
or danger attending the Bill. If my hon.
friend desires it, however, I will not per-
sist in asking the House to read it the
second time now.

HON. MR. POWER-I am not anxious
to interpose any unnecessary obstacle at
all to the passage of the Bill.

HON. Sii ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
can conceive no possible injury that can
result from this measure, but I know it
will be a great convenience to the public
if the Government shall have power to sell
or lease the shores and beds of public
harbors.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call the
attention of the Minister to the part of the
Bill which I think objectionable. I
think that all that portion of the Bill from
the word "aforesaid," on the eighteenth
line, down to " aforesaid " on line twenty-
three should be struck out. The Minis-
ter of Justice must see that that particular
portion of the Bill is not necessary to en-
able the Governnent to sell works or lands
which are especially vested in the Govern-
ment, andisonlyintended toenable them to
sel portions of the shore or bed of a har-
bor vested in her Majesty, under the
decision in the case of Holman vs. Green.
The Governrment will probably be in-
volved in collisions with the local authori-
ties, who have held the right to issue
grants for lands covered by water in the
bays of the Dominion ; and I think that
those controversies are to be avoided as
far as possible. I think that the Minister
must sce that there is a good deal to be
said in favor of the suggestion I have
made, that an authoritative decision should
be obtained on this important point be-
fore the Government of the Dominion
undertake to seize the jurisdiction. In
two or three recent cases the Gcvernment
claimed to assume jurisdiction which was
also claimed by the local authorities ; and
the decisions of the Privy Council, to say
the least of it, have not been in favor of the

11ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

claims of the Dominion Governmnen',tio
I think it is better to have these questio,
settled before any action is taken
than to have them settled afterwards t t
way that might oblige the Governmlent, 
a certain extent, to retrace their stePs-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
I do not see this matter clearly, or elSe
my hon. friend does not. I do not see
myself, what difficulty there is in dealin
with the two classes of property which the
Bill describes. The first class nanied i'
"All lands, streams, water courses b
property acquired for the use of Pu.
works or buildings," that is the first the
and when they are net required for
said works or buildings, they may be sd.
The other class of property mentioned or1
the Bill is " Any portion ot the shore
bed of any public harbor vested in 1W
Majesty, as represented by the Govern
ment of Canada." One is property edc
quired, and the other is property inherite
-so to speak-and not purchased. th
'this inhéritance does not exist, and the
harbor has not been vested in Her Majesty,
under the decision referred to, or nt
other decision, then the Bill does o
touch it. But if it has been acquired
and this does not touch the law quest'oe
it has no bearing one way or the Other
upon that-if the result of that deisals'
or of any other decision, or any appe
shall be to vest the harbor in Her Mejesty,
then this gives these two ginisters
mentioned in the Bill power to lease or
sell it. It is very desirable that the
should have this power ; it does not to e
in any way any point of law, but net oY
says that when any portion of the bottOe
of any harbor happens to be vested in the
Queen that it may be sold. My able
friend connot deny that it is very desitat
that the Government should havetae
power, and I do not see any objectionut
all. My hon.friend from Niagara poin ts
to me that in the Bill the word " COunci
has been left out after the word "lGovern-
ment," and if the House will allOw 'le
wish to make this amendment noW,
to supply the omission.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. POWER-I beg tO e
notice that I shall move an amendrent,
when the motion for the third rea
comes up.
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GAS AND GAS METERS AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

lION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (1o8) " An Act
to anenld the Acts respecting the Inspec-
t 01 of Gas and Gas Meters."

lie said : With the permission of thelionuse I will content myself with movingthe second reading and will give the
"Ouse particulars of the Bill to-morrow.
1 had hoped to have had them in my
4tids now, but they have not yet reached
rie, and I shall not be able to give them
l1fntil we go into Committee.

'lhe motion was agreed to and the Bill
Was read the second time.

FORTIFICATION AND MILITARY
BUILDINGS BILL.

SECOND READING.

"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the Second reading of Bill (124) "An Act
resI^ecting Fortifications and Military
repiadings, and their maintenance and'
repair.»

i-e said: The .Government thought it
Would be desirable, and would tend to
economy, if the military buildings, forts
and fortifications in Canada were placed
cToIPletely in charge of the Department
Of Militia and Defence. They are now
partly in the charge of that Departnent
atd Partiy under the Department of Public
Works. The character of the repairs on
tiIlitary buildings--at all events on forts
and fortifications- is of a different nature

om the kind of work required upon
Pivate or other public buildings, and we
have thought that by availing ourselves of
soITe of the scientific knowledge which

any members of the Canadian Artillery
boW have, and in other ways, t'hat probablyetter work could be done, and due
PaOnDm y observed, if these buildings were

ced in the charge of the Military
epartment, rather than in the divided
ePartmental state in which they now are.
is proposed to select the buildings and

ortifications under an order of the Gover-
'or-General-in-Council.

HON. MR. ALMON-When the Min-
ister is looking after those buildings I hope
he will bear in rmind the two or three old
block-houses which are still remaining-
notably the one at Windsor and that at
Annapolis. They were originally erected
for the purpose of keeping off the Indians,
and a very small sum of money would
prevent their falling into decay. They
are made of wood, and there are recollec-
tions connected with some of them which
make it doubly desirable that they should
be preserved. I believe there is also one
at Lunenburg.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-No, it has
been burnt down.

HoN. MR. ALMON-That only shows
the necessity of looking after them. They-
are like the round towers in Ireland, which
are objects of curiosity to all persons going
there. From what I know of the Minister
of Justice, I am led to hope that he will
be as anxious to preserve them as I am,
and a very small sum of money would do it.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
round towers in Ireland existed before the
memory of man, but of these block-houses
in the Province of Nova Scotia to which
the hon. gentleman refers, I know some-
thing from reading, and I quite appreciate
the sentiment which induced the hon.
gentleman to offer these remarks. I am
afraid, however, that we must be more prac-
tical, and we should hardly be justified in
spending money to maintain wooden
buidings which are almost fallen to the
ground. We have had in this part of
Canada many of these block-houses; I
have seen them, and helped to defend one
of them, but they have all fallen to the
earth, and I do not think we can devote
any money to such a purpose, however
much I appreciate the feeling which
prompted the hon. gentleman.

HON. MR. ALMON-It is stated that
the one at Annapolis was injured by the
parties who had taken charge of it under
the Dominion Government, but I can
hardly believe that any Nova Scotian
would do anything of the kind. Such,
however, has been said, and I would re-
mind the Minister of Justice that a very
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small sum of money would suffice to pre-
serve them.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
will bring it under the notice of the
Minister.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
the reasons given by the Minister for the
transfer of these buildings from the De-
partment of Public Works to the Depart-
ment of Militia and Defence are satisfac-
tory; and if the House is satisfied by
those reasons, I think that its members are
about as easily satisfied as any body of
gentlemen one c;n expect to find. Very
much stronger reasons would be expected
if, for instance, the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa were to suggest that any such
change should take place. The reason
given by the Minister, as far as I could
gather, was simply this : that these fortifi-
cations were to be occupied by the Militia
Department, and would be under the con-
trol of some of the officers of the Militia
-of our standing army rather-who had
been educated at Kingston and who
would be able to introduce more modern
ideas of construction than those which
prevail in the Public Works Department.
Now, I do not think it is necessary that
those works should be transferred to the
charge of the Minister of Militia in order
to secure the services or assistance of the
officers at Kingston or Quebec, Theyareall
under the Government, and even if the
Public Works Department weretoconstruct
those buildings, they might very well be
constructed in accordance with plans
which had been prepared by the military
authorities. The same line of argument
which justifies the transfer of those build-
ings from the Public Works Department
would justify the transfer of the Post Office
buildings to the Post Office Department.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
no.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
mian says no, no, but he has not shown it ;
and there have been no substantial reasons
shown for this transfer. Why should not
the custom houses be completely in the
care and under the heads of the Custom
Department? The Public Works is the
Department which has charge specially of

HON. MR. ALMON.

the public works and buildings, and it
keeps up a staff of men and engifeer
the purpose oflooking after those buildings
and the result of this change will 
although the Minister says it will in oafe
no additional expenses-that we shall hae
a corps of oficers whose duty it wlilb t
look after the buildings under the col
of the Militia Department, in addition to
the officers who are now employed by the
Public Works Department; and there is
no doubt that the staff of the Public W0rat
is quite large and expensive enough
present. Now, I wish to call the attenti
of the Minister to the fact that he
other hon. gentlement who held sim
views, very often spoke of the extravagathi
of the Government which preceded tIis
one, of the unnecessary number of flhe
ters, and the unreasonably large cost t
various Departments. But what 1subl
fact now ? The old Department of FubC
Works, which was managed altogethe i
Mr. Mackenzie. has already been subdîv
ed into two departments, a great dea1
the work going to the Department of 1a"
ways and Canals, and the remainder c0n
tinuing with the Minister of Public Wor'.;
yet it is now proposed to still further di'
nish the duties of the Minister of pubis
Works, by transferring a portion ach
duties to the Department of Militia. hich
of the two new departments, intO whed
Mr. Mackenzie's department was diviuhi
costs now, I think, about as much as hls
department did altogether at the time O
the change of Government; and while this
increase of expenditure caused by ths
proposed change may not be a very gre
one, still it will be considerable, and
really do not think that, at the present tiime
when the revenue is diminishing, it is we
to increase our expenditure. Therefore'
unwilling as I may be to differ foml' be
Minister of Justice, I feel that I shaîl bc
constrained to vote against this Bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I cannOt ee
how the proposed change will increae tho
expenditure, as the hon. gentleman,
has just spoken, suggests. My own Opin-
ion is that it is far better to place thea
buildings under the control of the Mili
Department, as they know what kin the
buildings would be best adapted toh
particular service required; and I do
see why any military buildings shold
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renain under the charge of the Public
Works Department.

.iON. MR. WARK--An experiment of
this kind was tried soon after we came into
Confederation, when the construction andre -r *
rp airing of lighthouses was transferred

oM the Public Works to the Marine and
PiSheries Department, and, I think, it
Worked in a very unsatisfactory way. In
fact, I think it was necessary to transfer
themn back again.

. oN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
rernains under the Marine and Fisheries

bepartment, as regards lighthouses which
cOst under some fixed amount.

1 oN. MR. WARK-I knew there was
some change in it, and I certainly agree
*ith the senior member for Halifax that
the Department of Public Works, where
there are officers necessary for the super-intendence of such works, for the making
Of Plans, specifications, etc., ought to have
charge of this business. I think it is very
desirable that the control should continue
in that office.

l1ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I arn
sorry that my hon. friend, the senior mem-
ber from Halifax, is not satisfied with the
reasons which I gave the House. They
Certainly were the best I had, and I think
that, perhaps, if he had understood them
as I had hoped he had done, he might
hav'e thought them quite sufficient. He
thinks that our fortifications should be
Placed on the same footing as post offices,anid other public buildings of that kind,
2'nd therefore they can be as well managed
by the Department of Public Works ; but,
as I have endeavoured to explain, the char-
acter of the work to be executed draws

0, as it were, out of the ordinary character
Of the work conducted by the Public Works

epartment. It is necessary to repair,
We Will say, the forts of Quebec-and they
are being repaired almost every year ; well,
the character of that work is different from
thaIt which the Public Works Department
'scalled upon to execute, and so it is with
forts of the same character in other places;
a d it may well be that, although the Public
Works Department can deal advantageously
With post offices, and other buildings of
that kind requiring the ordinary class of

work, and though they might deal fully as
well with this class of work, if they had
another or larger staff sufficiently well
trained to that particular work, yet, the
fact is they have not such a stafi at this
particular moment, and I think they do
not deal with this class as well as it could
be dealt with if better provision were made,
either by the Public Works Department or
by men in the Militia Department.
Therefore, it was thought by the Govern-
ment that it was better to hand over
these buildings which required special
treatment, to the Department of Militia
and Defence, instead of continuing
the present system. Now there can
be no doubt that these repairs do re-
quire a particular kind of work, and for
years, under the Queen's Government, a
staff of people were kept on who did
nothing else but repair the fortifications at
Quebec. I resided in the town of Kingston,
and I know that for twenty years there
were a certain number of masons and
other workmen who were kept for that
particular kind of work-picking away the
walls, and filling up the interstices-which
they did in a better way, and more cheaply
than it could be done by ordinary work-
men. The instance given by the hon.
gentleman from Fredericton (Mr. Wark)
is strongly in favor of the view which this
Bill presents to the House. In former
years lighthouses were constructed by the
Board of Public Works, and upon a very
large and expensive scale ; they were
almost always of stone, and cost a great
deal of money. For instance, if a light-
house were required on a point on the
Miramichi River, it would cost about
£1ooo, or some other large sum, and it
was then thought to be impossible tolight
the St. Lawrence if those expensive build
ings were to be constructed. The then
Minister of Marine and Fisheries (Mr.
Mitchell) suggested the present plan, and
by that means the River St. Lawrence has
been lighted in a manner which will bear
comparision with any river in the world,
and which has rendered navigation there
very much more safe for the sailors who
frequent it. The hon. gentleman asks
if this could not be done by the Depart-
ment of Public Works ; but in practice
it was not done by the Board of Public
Works, and in practice it has been
well and economically done by the Marine
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and Fisheries Department. The two Min- the second reading of Bill (125) 'At
isters who are charged with these respective Act for giving effect to an agreeme
sevices, have been able to make so strong therein mentioned between the Go
a case that the Government have thought ment of the Dominion and that of Nov
it desirable to try this plan, and they pro- Scotia." He said : In the time Of O'M
pose to avail themselves of the services predecessors in the Government they mlade
of officers of the Canadian Militia, and an arrangement with the Governm'nent Of
such other scientific officers as the Depart- Nova Scotia, by which they were to ie
ment may have at their service from time them the railway between Truro ad
to time; and it is thought that by utilizing Pictou, if they would construct a railr
the labor of the Schools of Gunnery and between New Glasgow and the Gut O
the labor of artillery men, where it can be Canso. That arrangement enabled the
used, we may have a cheaper system than Government of Nova Scotia to give a co
now exists, for repairing our fortifications. tract for the construction of this ro
I do not mean to say that a new engineer from New Glasgow to the Gut, and afte
will be appointed to the Militia Depart- some years it was completed, and thelv
ment, but those officers of artillery who upon they became entitled to this othe
have been instructed in the schools of the branch of road leading to Pictou. iha4
country are, in effect, engineers sufficient however, would have inflicted-so it a
to carry on this kind of work. Therefore thougft by the Government-serios l
I think, while there is fair room to believe juryupon the Intercolonial Railway, andge
that advantage will accrue, and no great were very unwilling to part with that ne
danger that any additional expense will be of road, though we felt that when the tinle
incurred, it is an experiment worth trying. arrived the Government of Nova Scog

The motion was agreed to and the Bill was entitled to it. Under these circuin,
was read the second time. stances, rather than injure the Intercoe

nial Railway we thought it desirable tO te
CUSTOMS ACTAMENDMENT BILL upon what terms we could acquire the

road between the New Glasgow and the
SECOND READING. Gut of Canso, and finally the arrange

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved the ments were made which are recited I
second reading of Bill (123) "An Act to this Bill. For this money and under
amend the Customs Act, 1883." He these arrangements, we not only gethe
said : The object of this Bill is to make a line of railway constructed between the
few amendments to the Act for the ad- two places, which cost $6o,000, but W
ministration of the Customs Department. are also relieved from the undertakinlg rIl
The chief amendment seems to be to give give up the line of road between TrurO
jurisdiction to the Vice-Admiralty Cout. and Pictou. It seemed, therefore, a
That was not given in the existing Act. in desirable bargain to make under the ce
consequence of a judgment delivered by cumstances, although had we not been
the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, de- obhiged to give up the piece of road bly
claring that this Parliament could not give tween Truro and Pictou, we probahis
jurisdiction to the Vice-Admiralty Court. should not have interfered or made thas
That judgment has been reversed in the bargain. I think, on the whole, and "
Supreme Court of Canada and as it is im- the circumstances now exist, that this bar-
portant that the Court should have juris- gain will be advantageous to the Domminl
diction in Customs matters, it is proposed while it will also be useful to Nova Scotay
to give it the necessary power by this Bill. and this Bill is to give power to the GO"
There are one or two other uniniportant ernor-in-Council to carry it out.
amendments, which can be more regularly
discussed in Committee.

DOMINION ANI) NOVA SCOTIA
AGREEMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
rise to oppose this Bill, yet at the samne
time the reasons given by the leader o
the House are not such as I u nderstoOd
were the occasion of introducing this Bil
I believe it was a paying branch Of the
Intercolonial Railway, and one which the
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vernment of Nova Scotia should havereta;'ned, and I expressed my opinion
11on that subject when the Bill to trans-

he Eastern Extension Railway »camebefore this House. I am not prepared to,
PPose this measure, though I think the

d i Government made a very improvi-
dent bargain, and I believe they have
gtven up all hope of any extension of
rasiîways in the Province of Nova Scotia.
A 1 understood the Minister of Justice,
the reason for this arrangement was that
the GOvernment considered it advisable
tO have this road back, but I was under
the impression that it was because the

al Government had not equipped and
Put the road in such a condition as to

atifY them in claiming the Pictou branch,
3 eing the assignee of the Company,

ano had a right to the Pictou railway ;
that the Local Govetnment, not feel-

8, Perhaps, equal to the task of equip-
P8ng and thoroughly completing the

ension railway, surrendered important
thts tothe Dominion Government, sooner

t carry it on and continue the further
nPeiditure of money upon the extension
ay Now, I believe that the Local
ernmnent have by this lost a great deal

th Oney which was voted last year by
at Government, and that is not recouped

he money here given by the Dominion
'1Vernment. In fact the Local Govern-Ment had a railway of great commercial

ulUe-far in excess of what the Dominion
verment have given for it, and I be-

if that railway were put into the
to1rket to-morrow-the railway from Pic-
t tO 'rruro, with extensions to the

-p its, and with running powers from
ruro to Halifax, that it would bring a

for er arnount of money than is now given
fs It by the Dominion Government.

sides, the province is losing an im-
. tant trunk line from which branches

Ilght have been extended in manyarection. All those hopes are nowaxndoned, as this road has been given
tha Without any promise or agreement

t the western extension and the rail-
*y into Cape Breton would be built,
tol thus the pledges made to Cape Bre-
of thave been broken, as the Government

the Dominion are not bound in any
slay t build the railway through that

nd. Having been favorable, from the
, tO the Pictou branch passing into

the hands of the Dominion Government,
I cannot oppose this Bill, but I do say
the Local Government have made a most
improvident bargain, and have cut off all
hope of any extension of the railway
westward, or to the Island of Cape
Breton.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Viewing this
Act from a Dominion standpoint, I think
we cannot do otherwise than congratulate
the Government upon the very good
bargairi they have made. But, I am sorry
to say, that, looking at it in the interest·of
Nova Scotia, it has been a very hard
bargain. Besides the amount which is
mentioned in this Bill as having to be paid
to the Province of Nova Scotia, the Gov-
ernment of that Province have expended
$6oo,ooo in the shape of subsidy, and
that, I believe, is in addition to certain
lands they gave the Company. The posi-
tion of the matter is, shortly, this : this
railway, called the Eastern Extension be-
gins at New Glasgow, and runs to the
Straits of Canso, and was constructed by
a company. The contractors and the
Government got into some controversy,
and the late Government of Nova Scotia-
the Government that preceded the present
one--entered into a bargain with those
contractors, who were in reality the Com-
pany, by which they were to get an ex-
tension of time for completing this railway,
and thev bound themselves to give back
the railway to the Province of Nova Scotia,
upon receiving the amount that they paid
out. Well, that was a very fair agreement,
because then the contractors would get
their money, the Province would get the
road back, and they would then have
something wherewith to recoup themselves
for the large subsidy which they had given.
Under those circumstarices the matter
went on, and the road was partially finish-
ed, I will not say wholly completed,
because I believe it was not, but it was
partially finished, and the ferry, which was
also part of the scheme, and which was to
cross the Gut of Canso and so connect
with Cape Breton, was not completed.
Therefore. the present Government of
Nova Scotia procured legislation from the
present House of Assembly of that Pro-
vince, that they should be entitled to pay
this money to the Company, and get the
road. The legislation having been granted,

Dominion and Niova (APRI L
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after an arbitration, which I need not go
into, they succeeded in arriving at a fixed
amount of $1,200,ooo which they had to
pay. They then found themselves in a
further difficulty, as they could not raise
the money to pay this, but I do not wish
to speak of anything which immediately
concerns the action of the Nova Scotia
Government-because I think it is rather
unfair to attack a body who are not here,
and not represented here-further than
simply to detail the facts. They then
come to Ottawa for the purpose of getting
the Dominion Government to take this
load off their hands, and they say to them :
" If you will buy from us this road which
we are now entitled te, and give us the
money, we will take it, and we will give
you back the rights we have in the Truro
and Pictou line." This was a line of nearly
50 miles in length, to which they had
rights under the agreement made between
them and the Dominion Government, as
already explained to the House. Well,
after long negotiation and, I am sorry to
say, after a great many deputations from
Nova Scotia had visited Ottawa, they
succeeded in making a most triumphant
bargain, and they returned to Nova Scotia.
But, unfortunately, it was a bargain which
surprised a great many people, and which
has resulted in a very serious loss to the
Province of Nova Scotia. I am not dis-
posed to blame the present Government of
Nova Scotia, and I am not putting the
matter from that point of view at all, but,
I ask, is it fair that the Dominion Govern-
ment should take that railway from Nova
Scotia merely by paying back the money
which that Province had to pay to the
contractors, while they get from them all
their rights to this valuable branch ? I do
not hesitate to say it is the most valuable
part of the Intercolonial-that from the
coal districts of Pictou to the junction with
the main line at Truro-and I ask is it fair
that they should take all that, and yet not
give us the benefit of the money we paid
in the shape of subsidy? And I ask that
question now the more emphatically,
because of certain rumors which I have
heard· to the effect that it is proposed to
give to another Province, in a case not at
ail similar-not as to a railway which the
Government are about to purchase, but as
to a railway which had long ago been built,
which has been sold to another Company,

and which has passed out of the hands f
the Government altogether by !flut1w

agreement-I say it is rumoured that the1
years afterwards, the Government
Dominion actually propose to pay 4
another Province of this Dom inion a, 1 d
large amount of money, on the gr
that it was the-amount which the Go Vh
ment of that province contributed tO te
construction of that road. It is of 1 tde
consequence whether the Government 0f

that Province built one-third or onF-hal
the rail-road, but looking at the princi
of the thing I say, if it be right a
those circumstances to do that surely9 a
fortiori, it is right that the Governrnent
the Dominion should pay the Provinc the
Nova Scotia for the subsidy which
paid for the construction of the road, ood
which alone effected its construction.ab e
is admitted that they have got a va .
asset, and have made an excellent barg,
They have got some 8o miles of roahae
think, for this $I,2oo,ooo, and theY .
got it without paying back to the Prov
a farthing of the money they investehch
that road. I say that the two casesw
I cite will not bear comparison at aih
if, in the case I have suggested, and a
I have no right to speak of exce fit
suggested case, as it is not before Us--r
be right in such a case as that, it is
right, ten-fold, that the Province Of . .0
Scotia should receive from the pool
the amount which it has expended 0
that road, which road has not been P. tg
with to any company by that Provinof
but was the property of the Provincethe
Nova Scotia, and was handed over to
Dominion, and is the property of thethe
minion to-day. I take it for granted te
would not have listened to the prop te
buy, unless they thought it was a valua
asset for the Dominion, and undoubtedlY
it is so. Under the circumstances 1 id
not think it was right that this Bill she
pass without publicly referring tO the
transaction, and I do hope that, a
Government are satisfied with the
hard bargain they have made, theYadi
at the proper time, take into cons'de
the fair, honest and just claim that
Province of Nova Scotia has to sub-
recouped the amount of the
sidy which they, in good faith,
to that undertaking. And, perhapidera-
the Government may take into cons

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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f they are going to recoup other
"ces for the amounts they have ex-

upon their railways, without any
b se that they should ever be reim-

rsed by the Dominion-the question
the aid which Nova Scotia has

Pvole -to other railways in that Province,
lIng a great many subsidies, besides
to this particular line of railway.

'r4 Is a question which, I think, is a fair
egitimate subject for inquiry, and I9uite sure that if the subject is in-

Ured into, the Government of the day
eli be impressed with the justice of the

s of Nova Scotia.

wi ON. MR. POWER-I quite agree
th all that has been said by the hon.

gtleman from Amherst, and I hope that
og representations as to the unfairness
tf the Dominion Government's takingProperty, in which there are $6oo,-
1of the money of the Province of

Scotia invested-without refunding
emo)ney-will, when stated by the hon.
en1 ber from Amherst, have more effect

the mind of the Minister of Justice
Other members of the Government,

O&n if it had come from a member of the
Position. I took the opportunity,,

the Address in reply to the Speech
f the Throne was being discussed in
. ouse, to refer to this matter at some

.wa unable at that time to induce the
'ister of Justice to look at the question

di but I hope that the eloquent and
speech of the hon. member from

herst may have more effect on the
t d of the Minister of Justice than any-
to I was -able to say. I did not propose

8aY anything with respect to this mea-
ire - but the hon. member for Lunen-

has thought proper to introduce an
hae"lnt here which I do not think should

t been brought up. I do not think
this is the place to fight out the bat-
of the parties in the Local Legislature
oVa Scotia. This very measure, or a

8re corresponding to it, bas been in-
pIced in the Local Legislature of the

'O'nce, and is now being discussed and
dered there ; and the Government

Province are prepared to stand or
aby this measure. They stake their ex-

on the passage of a Bill correspond-with the one now before us. The

Local Legislature is the right place to dis-
cuss the question of the, wisdom of the
policy adopted by the Local Government.
We have here to deal only with the policy
of the Dominion Government, and I do
not hesitate to say that, under all the cir-
cumstances as they exist now, the action
of the Government is a wise one. It is in
the interest, I think of the Dominion, and
I may further say that the result, taking it
altogether, will be better for Nova Scotia
than if this railway was retained by the
Province. As, however, my hon. friend
from Lunenburg has thought proper to
introduce the local view of the subject
here, and to give only one side of the
question, I shall endeavor to give the
other. The Government of Nova Scotia
made arranements last year to take over
this road. They had an arbitration, and
they succeeded in reducing very consider-
ably the claim of the Company who owned
the road from New Glasgow to the Strait
of Canso. The road has been completed
to the Strait and has been running for
s:veral years. The steam ferry has also
been running across the Strait of Canso, and
the pretense that the road was not finished
was not one that could be sustained at ail.
When the Local Government came here in
good faith, having put themselves in a posi-
tion to acquire the Pictou branch, how were
they met by the Dominion Government?
They were ·met with frivolous objections
of all sorts. They were met first with the
objection that this road was not com-
pleted as the law provided. Well, look-
ing at the Acts which deal with the mat-
ter, it does not appear, if the road passed
into the hands of the Local Government
that they were bound to have it com-
pleted in that way. The Company were
bound to complete it before the Local
Government were obliged take it over ;
but there is nothing as far as I know, to
show that the Local Government were
bound to have it completed and a ferry
running before they were entitled to get
the Pictou Branch from the Dominion
Government. \But the fact is that the
road was completed and the ferry running
across the Strait of Canso. That was the
first frivolous objection made by the
Dominion Government. The hon. gen-
tleman from Lunenburg has said that the
Local Government have given up a very
valuable property for very insufficient

397
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consideration: I am showing now that
the Locil Government were like the man
with his head in the lion's mouth-they
had no alternative. Then the Dominion
Government said: "You have not suffi-
cient rolling stock on the road." The
Local Government had, at great expense,
acquired rolling stock quite ample for the
operation of the extension and the Pictou
branch; and the Dominion Government
insisted that they should have rolling
stock sufficient for a road at least double
the length of the line they had to operate.
That was the second unreasonable ground
taken by the Dominion Government.
Then, to cap the climax, the Dominion
Government insisted that the tolls for car-
rying coal, and I think some other
things, over this road, to be charged
by the Local Government or by the
company to which they might transfer
their rights, should not be greater
than the tolls charged by the Dominion
Government. The rates for coal charged
by the Dominion Government or. the
Intercolonial Railway are hardly more
than sufficient to pay expenses. Suppos-
ing the Dominion Government had
waived the other objections, and had only
adhered to this condition as to the tariff,
the Local Government would have been
in this position, that they could only have
got that ioad by consenting to carry freight
over it-for coal is the principal freight on
that line-at unremunerative rates ; and
consequently this property, which if it had
been transferred to the Local Government
without any such unreasonable stipulation
as that, would have been a paying and valu-
able property, would not have been, under
the terms imposed by the Dominion
Government, of any value at all. I think
the Local Government, under the circum-
stances, were perfectly right in the course
they took. If they had gone on and in-
sisted on taking this road over, they would
simply have involved the Province in a
large liability, without any prospect what-
ever of any gain to the Provincial revenue
from the road. Now, in order to show
that what I say about the rates for carry-
ing coal over the Intercolonial Railway is
not unfounded, I may say that I have
been credibly inforned that coal is carried
from the Spring Hill mines to Montreal
for something like 99 cents a ton ; that
the rates for carrying farm produce-the

HON. MR. POWER.

rates on cattle and hay-for muc
distances on the same road, are I t
four or five times as great ; and everyc
knows, who knows anything about the tos
of railway carriage, that 90 cents a .
does not pay for carrying coal from1 SPrin
Hill to Montreal. The rates on the PjctOu
Branch were not quite so low as they
made for this Spring Hill coal, but thel
were so low that they would pay the
owners of the road little beyOnd the
working expenses. Under these circulot
stances, the Local Government would hey
have been justified in incurring risk. They
would have involved the Province dee
in debt, without any prospect whatever
makinganything forthe Provincial TreasLlZ
out of the road. But, on the other ian
the Local Government had this fee"n&
that they had to look at the thing not Obut
as members of the Local Governiment bU
as citizens of the Province. There 'st t
doubt whatever that it is a much atter
thing for the Province of Nova Scotia
large that that eastern roadshould be Onh
by the Dominion Government, whic a
able to run it much more efficientlY tban
the Local Government or a conlPay
could manage it, and which is able tog
the public of the Province, as well es
people outside the Province, freight ratet
much lower than the Local Governîshat
would have charged; and I think tae
while the Dominion Government haVe
made a good bargain, it is also a veq
good one indeed for the people of .oya
Scotia. It does not put any money t
treasury of the Province but it benefi5s
the people, and that after all is the n
point.

I regret that I should have felt n'yself
obliged to trouble the House with thes
remarks about a matter which would hae
been more fitly discussed elsewhere, bu
as the hon. member for Lunenburg gae
one side of the question I thought it hnl1
right to give the other. I hope that W
the better terms for Quebec, which
hear about, come up for discussion, it
be found that the patriotic Nova Scot in
who support the present Government 10
the House of Commons, have dones
thing for their Province. I hope it
be found that, while the representatite
Quebec have been doing their duty by the
people they represent, and securing he
their Province such an addition tO ler
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subsidy as will enable her to carry
on her business, our Nova Scotian repre-
%tatives will have done the same thing

their Province, and that we shall find
at least this $6oo,ooo which the Gov-

ement of Nova Scotia invested in this
r0ad, and which the Dominion Govern-
e4ent, having the power to refuse to refund,
td refuse to refund them, will be placed
i0 the credit of the Province now, although

atsr4 not when this arrangement was en-
Ued to with the Local Government.

1ON. MR. SCOTT-We have had this
%tter discussed from the local standpoint :
1 think one might as well draw attention
uIfromi the Federal standpoint. As I

erstand it, the history ot the subject is
s - sorme ten years ago there was a strong
Position to have a railway extended to

e Gut of Canso. The proposition was
de,.in 1876, that if they would give up

the Pictou branch, a company, aided by
%ore land grant from the Government,
WOUld build an extension to Canso. The
t vernrent of the day willingly conceded

: they endeavored first to get the Une
tended beyond Canso with a steam ferry

scr05 s the Strait, but failing that they were
Wng to so far gratify Nova Scotia as to

8 ve up the Pictou branch. The line has
e been built; the Province has it, and

it is proposed to buy back the pro-
PwtY which the Dominion gave them and
tG huy the extension for $1,2oo,ooo. The
1>rvince gets all the benefit that could be
8ot Out of the extension, and I am inform
'd that it will barely pay expenses. TheProvince no doubt receives advantages to
e "ery great degree from it, and receives
do the par value of the rolling stock. I
do 'l't believe that Nova Scotia has a
quI tl grievance, but in discussing this
Suestion we find how extremely difficult it
Sto level up. The Provinces are all com-

to a full treasury under the belief that
ere l something to spare, which they
aeendeavoring to get. The embarrassing

Pon 'f it is to satisfy the whole of them.Xva Scotia points out that the $ 1,200,000
Provided for in this Bill is not enough ;

t she ought to get $6oo,ooo more; that
e ought to get the railway (because prac-.

the Y she has got it) and all.incidentals.
alle SUm of $1,200,ooo is equal to an

Wance of $15,ooo a mile. It seems to
e, that is a pretty liberal donation to-

wards it, besides the cash value of the rol-
ling stock. However, it is difficult to
arrange these matters to suit all the Pro-
vinces, and I have no doubt that it will
prove extremely embarrassirg to satisfy
everyone.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE-There is
no doubt that this matter has caused, and
is causing, very considerable excitement in
Nova Scotia, and although I quite agree
with my hon. friend beside me (Mr.
Power) that this is no place for the dis-
cussion of Nova Scotia politics, still this
has a very important bearing on the sub-
ject, and the House has not been entirely
enlightened on it yet. Originally when
this Pictou branch was transferred from
the Dominion to the Local Government
it was with the understanding that not
only would a road be constructed to the
Strait of Canso, but that the Island of
Cape Breton should also have the benefit
of a line of railway. That Island con-
tains very nearly one-fourth of the entire
population of Nova Scotia ; it is an Island
fertile in resources and possessing the
largest coal areas of this country ; it con-
tributes very largely to the revenue of
the Dominion, and yet it has never had a
mile of railway constructed within its
limits. While it has been contributing
largely to the revenue it has derived no
benefit froni the large expenditure on rail-
ways, not only in Nova Scotia, but also
throughout the length and breadth of the
Dominion. It was a distinct and positive
understanding, when the Pictou branch
was given over in that way, that there
should be an extension not only to the
Strait of Canso but also through the
Island of Cape Breton to Sydney, and
ultimately to Louisburg, which is believed
to be the most eastern harbor in the
Dominion, the point, from which, with
this railway communication established,
the shortest route between this country
and Europe would be found. While it is
true, as my hon. friend from Halifax has
remarked, that the Dominion Government
has made a good bargain, I believe that
the Local Government has made an
equally good arrangement. Experience
has proved that Local Governments have
not the power or ability to run railways.
That has been the case in the Province of
Quebec, where an expensive railway was
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built on the north shore of the St.
Lawrence, and run for a considerable time
by the Local Government. It was found,
however, that it was in the interest of the
Province to get rid of the railway as soon
as possible. So it has been in Nova Scotia
wherever the Local Government has
attempted to manage a line of railway.
Although it has not been so stated, I have
reason to believe the Dominion Govern-
ment will be prepared to afford to the
Province of Nova Scotia all the benefits
that can arise from the eastern extension
into the Island of Cape Breton. In the
meantime we are carrying out legislation
here to enable the Government to get the
Pictou road. It will prove a profitable
asset ; not that. I believe there is money
to be made by carrying freight, but it will
be profitable by opening up an extensive
coal trade in Pictou, and developing an
immense traffic in that portion of the
country. I believe that when the time
comes to transfer this eastern railway ex-
tension to a company, provision will be
made for the construction of a line through
Cape Breton. I imagine that will be the
result, and therefore it will prove beneficial
to the Local Government to get rid of the
road, and it will be beneficial to the Dom-
inion Government, because it will enable
them to gratify and do justice to a section
of Nova Scotia that has not hitherto had
the benefit of railway communication.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I had no
idea whatever that my words would have
the effect of raising a conflict with the
Local Legislature. I am not aware that
I said anything to censure them. I am
sure that what my hon. friend from Hali
fax has said would apply equally well to
what the hon. member from Amherst said,
because he comitnented more than I did
on the improvident bargain with respect
to this railway. It could not have
been unfair to take it off the hands
of the Local Government, because it was
fully six months since this offer was made
by the Local Government to take it off
their hands, and the Dominion Govern-
ment ask no more from the Local Govern-
ment than the Eastern Extension Railway
was pledged to perform. Before they
could get the Pictou branch they were
obliged to do certain things, and the
Local Government, as assignee of that

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.

road, was asked to do the same thingst h
the parties who had the railway in th
first instance. My hon. friend says th
the railway was completed and equiPVt
In saying so he puts himself in oppOst ho
to the Chief Engineer of Railways, w .
reported on the line, and said it was no
completed and equipped in the way it
should have been to justify the Govern'
ment in handing it over. As to the tadre
on the road, certainly it was not inten.
that the country should be burdened wth
taxation, in order that this road shOuld be
made a paying line. The local GoverIv
ment held out an inducement to the
Island of Cape Breton; that of having the
whole network of railways through Nova
Scotia completed, and i said it was on
an improvident bargain they made in
handing over the railways, without.son
conditions attached as to the extensio
a line to Cape Breton. The Dolinion
Government has, as I believe, re-
ceived a valuable asset which will Pay
well-the Pictou branch itself must yield
about $40,ooo a year net profit. In hand
ing this over to the Local Governmient, I
hope the money will be empleyed tO con
struct, either by a company, or by the
Government, a railway to Cape Breton a
far as Cape North.

The motion'was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HALIFAX CATHOLIC REFORM
ATORY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (E) " An Act respectin&
the Reformatory for Roman Catholic boys
in the County of Halifax in the Province
of Nova Scotia." He said : I trust that
there will not be any objection taken to
this Bill. The preamble explais t
reason for introducing it satisfactorly
enough. In 1865, I think it was, there
was established at Halifax a Reforrnatoll
known as the Halifax Industrial Scho"l
and it is sometimes known as the I1alif.a
Protestant Industrial School. The In'
mates are altogether persons of the re-
formed religion. Roman Catholi are
not admitted there.

HoN. MR. ALMON-They do not go

400
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tbere. I think the hon. member is very wili be established there for boys of that
*Vong in making such an assertion ; I do denomination. The object of this Bill is
]ot think any Roman Catholic has ever simply to enabie the Police Court or
been refused admission there. Stipendiary Magistrate at Halifax to sen-

~. ~ tence boys of the Roman Catholic religion
HoN. MR. POWER-I have said that to this proposed industrial school in the

Ronman Catholic boys were not admitted ; same way as he can now sentence boys of
1 think perhals I may have used the oher denominations to the existing indus.
Wrong expression : they are not sent there. trial school. 1 presume there can be no

L~IO. AMON-Tht ~ objection to passing the Bill. I may say
oN MR. ALMON-That is much that the clauses of this measure are taken

tter. almost altogether fromn this Act of 1870,
and f rom a subsequent Act of i 88o, with

UON. MR. POWER-In 1870 an Act respect to a reformatory in Prince Edward
Passed by this Parliament authorizing Island.

e sentencing of boys under the age of 16
to the existing Industrial School at Hali- HON. MR. MACFARLANE-It is

- In order to show that substantially I quite right that boy§.should be sent to a re-
right, and my hon. colleague wrong, formatory, but this attempt to separate the

shall read the first section of that Act. population of our country I d? not consi-
It is as follows: der wise or judcious; I believe that the

<'1. Whenever any boy, being a Protestant more the youth of this country, Catholic
Id a minor apparently under the age of six- and Protestant, are thrown together, the
en Years, shall be convicted before the Police
urt in the City of Halifax, or before the

8 Pendiary Magistrate for the City of Halifax, fare of the people who are growing up n
offence for which, by law, he would be this country no attempt should be made to

le to imprisonment, the Police Court or separate them either in reformatories or
1 Pendiary Magistrate may sentence such other places. If a reformatory school is

to be detained in the said Industrial established it should be one to which boys
o1 for any period not exceeding five years_

or less than'two years, as to the said Police of ail denominations whorequire reforming
Court or Stipendiary Magistrate shall appear should be sent. I have no intention ofpi'oper. 3 opposing the Bill but I do not consider it

Now, the power-whatever the authori- wise legislation.
ties of the school may do-of the Stipend-

raY Magistrate or Police Court at Halifax HON. MR. KAULBACH-I ar of the
to Send boys to that school is limited to same opinion as the hon. gentleman who
lads who are not Roman Catholics. It is has just spoken, that it would have a good
1unnecessary to (call the attention of the effectif ail denominations would join to-

ouse to the desirability of sending -a boy gether, but they will not do so. In Nova
Under the age of sixteen, who is convicted Scotia, as everywhere else, wherever there
of some petty offence, to a reformatory or is a town large enough for the Catholics
It1dustrial school, instead of to a prison, and Protestants to maintain separate
Where he is brought into contact with old schools they have them. I think the Bil
and inveterate criminals. The effect of should pass, because, as the hon. member
8ding boys under the age of sixteen to from Halifax says, there is an institution

city prison at Halifax has been the of the kind at Halifax to which only Pro-
8ae as it has in ail cases: where a boy testant boys are sent, and to which Cath-

Pends a lengthened term of inmprisonment olic boys cannot be sent, and k would be
114 the company of criminals of mature a great hardship if, through being unable
Years, he is permanently ruined. He is to go there, they should be sent to places
r4ade a criminal for life, for ail practical where, instead of being reformed, they
PurPOses. It has long been felt that it would be confirmed in vicious habits.
was desirable that the Roman Catholic Although agreeing with my hon. friend
toys in the City of Halifax should have from Wallace that it would be well if we
the Sarne advantage as their fellow boys of had only one school for ail denomînatins,
Other denominations ; and it is expected yet under the existing state of things itthat during the present year a ref ormatory cannot be accomplished, and I think there-
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fore that this Bill sbould receive the assent
of the House.

HON. MR. ALMON-I perhaps rose
rather hastily to set the hon. member from
Halifax right, but certainly the case was not
exactly asit wasstated: Roman Catholic boys
are now allowed to be sent by the magis-
trate'to a school supervised by a Protestant
clergyman. It would be unjust if they
shDuld be sentenced to imprisonment
there and nobody would disapprove of
such a course more than I would, but
Roman Catholic boys, I am sure, would
be admitted if their parents thought it
better to put them there, where they would
be under restraint. There would be no
objections to admitting them under such
circumstances. At the same time I think
it would lead to a good deal of unpleasant-
ness, and I am very glad to hear that the
Catholics of Hahifax are establishing an
institution of their own. The existing in-
dustrial school is supported in a great
measure by private contributions, and I
have no doubt that the Catholic institution
will receive similar support. I approve of
separate schools and separate reformato-
ries. I think anything that is under the
charge of clergymen could not bring
clergymen of different denominations to-
gether without doing more harm than
good. The Church militant is the name
which they all assume and I think they all
act up to it. Therefore we must have
separate reformatories, in spite of what
the hon. member for Wallace says. I
have no doubt this institution will do a
great deal of good : it is much needed,
and I wonder that it has not been inaugu-
rated before now. The Catholics of
Halifax support a large number of charit-
able institutions, and it has often surprised
me that they had not a reformatory for
boys. I shall be very glad indeed to sup-
port the Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
industrial school at Halifax seems to have
been established in 1870, and the recital
in the preamble explains apparently what
was intended, that a number of persons
had associated themselves together " for
the purpose of assisting and educating poor
and friendless boys," and had purchased a
house and premises as a home for such
boys. The preamble further says that

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

" for the further promotion of the benevO-
lent design of such societies it is desirable
to authorize and empower the Police COUrt
in the City of Halifax to sentence certa
juvenile offenders to be detained in the
said industrial school"

I can readily conceive that objections
may exist to sending Roman Catholic boys
to a school which apparently belongs to
certain parties, to be used for benevolent
purposes, which is conducted by them er
at their expense, and I presume unhed
their management and control all the
time ; theréfore the Roman Catholic's d
sire to have there a school to which theilr
young offenders can be sent without any
danger to their religious belief. There is
no reason why it should not be done, ai
though one would desire to see those
juvenile offenders residing in harmonY to
gether in one institution ; but if that canot
be done I am ready to send them to the
other place. I think, however, that MY
hon. friend from Halifax might very well
have allowed the preparation of this B3h
to rest with the Department of Justice, sO
that they might have cdnsidered what eO
desirable in the direction which the Bil
proposes, and also in reference to the gel
eral features of the matter. There are two
clauses of the Bill which, I think, are cer
tainly very objectionable. The 5th clause
proposes that if a lad who is confined in
the institution shall neglect or refuse to
obey the magistrate, he may be imprisoned
in the city prison at hard labor for a term
of years. That is the most injurious thing
that can be done with a boy, to send hi"'
from the reformatory to the city prisol a
hard labor, in company with the wors
classes.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope the hon-
gentleman wi'l not go too far in condemn-
ing this section ; I warn him in time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--WhY?

HON. MR. POWER-That sectiOn
which the hon. Minister finds so much
fault with is a copy of the 3rd section of
the Act 43 Vic. Cap 41, passed by his o"
Administration.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yee
likely, but still I think it a most pernicious
thing. 1 will give the House an instance ;
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bere the other day a boy, who is apparently
4ot a bad boy, but who is influenced by
thers, and who is only 14 years of age,

*&4 convicted of burglary, and was sent to
hard labor at the gaol of this town. He is
there exposed to contact with, and to the
ilfluence of the worst kind of boys and
rnen he can possibly meet. Is not that a
Very injurious and dangerous thing ?
Would it not be far better that that boy
Should be sent to some reformatory-to
the reformatory in Ontario for instance-
and would it not be far better in the case
before us, where the lad offends against
the rules of the institution, to punish him
1i1 Some other way, to flog him, or to do
nYthing with him rather than send him

anongst older offenders in the common
aol ? Then, if he tries to escape he is to

be subject to the original sentence : the
original sentence is to be repeated over
again.

'ION. MR. POWER-That is, only the
residue of the sentence.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Iill says that for the second offence the
lIagistrate may commit him to the city
Prison there to remain until the expiration
Of the period for which he was remanded
to the home, after his first escape, with an
additional term. You might keep a boy,
Utider that clause, in prison for a very long
tirne if he tries to escape ; and if he is a
boy under fourteen why should he not try
tO escape? There is no great harm in
tIYing to escape ; it is no great offence in

s eyes ; it is like playing truant ; but if he
does try to escape, and it is an offence
2gainst the rules of the home, give him a
1 gging, or punish him, but do not expose

to a repetition of his incarceration,
thich may extend the imprisonment for
three or four years-certainly three years.
That is very objectionable, I think. You

Ca1 hardly suppose that a boy who tries to
ecape, and is arrested and punished forits Will try to do it again within a year or
two, at all events, of the former attempt,
th pecially when it exposes him to two or

ree years addition totheoriginal sentence.

liON. MR. POWER-That clause is
O copied from the Prince Edward Island

Ct.

'ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We

may have made a mistake in that also. It
would be very wrong to send a boy who
has been at the reformatory to the common
gaol for either of the offences mentioned
in those two clauses-one offence being
disobedience, and the other trying to
escape. There is no reason whatever, if
we have done anything erroneously in the
Prince Edward Island Act, or in any other
statute, why a boywhÙ commits this trivial
offence should be sent to the common
gaol to herd with those who would make
him worse, or send him back to prison for
a term of three years, and I shall certainly
oppose those two clauses of the Bill.
Other clauses of the Bill require some
amendment, and I think instead of'calling
it an Act respecting the reformatory for
Roman Catholic boys, it should be called
an Act for the punishment of juvenile
offenders. I understand from -the hon.
gentleman that this is an establishment that
should be managed at the expense of the
people who are getting it up.

HON. MR. POWER-Yes.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
are the same class of people on behalf of
the Roman Catholics that are here spoken
of, as those who are connected with the
reformatory fcr Protestant boys in the
City of Halifax, who desire to establish
this reformatory. Although I should
prefer that this legislation should be left
with the Department of Justice, still, with
these objectionable clauses struck out or
amended, and other amendnents made, I
have no objection to the Bill being allowed
to pass.

HON. MR. ALMON-The hon. gentle-
man is always very particular about Pro-
vincial rights. Does not education belong
to the Province and not to the Dominion ?
I presume boys are to be taught in this
home-I hope they are ?

HON. MR. POWER-The reason why
we come here is that the stipendiary
magistrate of Halifax may be authorized to
sentence juvenile offenders to this school.
I wish to say one word in reply to some-
thing that fell from the Minister of Justice.
The hon. gentleman found fault with me
for not having gone to the Department to
have this legislation prepared.
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HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-And
introduced.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not know
that that is a reasonable ground for find-
ing fault. If I had gone to the Depart-
ment, the Minister might very properly
have told me that the Government had
business enough to attend to without doing
business for me, and I think the hon.
gentleman will see that it is somewhat un-
reasonable to find fault with the manner
in which the Bill has been drawn, when
the very clauses to which he has objected
were copied from a Bill passed by his own
Government three years ago.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELI-The
hon. gentleman must see that it is safer
to leave those criminal laws with the
Department of Justice.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (1) "An Act to amend the Act res-
pecting the duties of Justices of the Peace
out of session, in relation to summary
convictions and orders." (Sir Alex.
Campbell).

Bill (66) " An Act to reduce the capital
stock of the Maritime Bank of the
Dominion of Canada, and to make other
provisions for the said bank." (Mr. Bots-
ford).

Bill (73) " An Act respecting the
Central Ontario Railway." (Mr. Flint).

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, April 2nd 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (91) "An Act to incorporate the
Niagara Frontier Bridge Co." (Mr. Mac-
farlane).

Bill (J) " An Act to amend the Act 45

Vic., Cap 23, intitutled, 'An Act respecting
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Conpanleo,
Loan Companies, Building Societies, aOd
Trading Corporations'" (Sir Alex. CarnP'
bel]).

THE REVISED STATUTES.

REPORT PRESENTED.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELIL Pre
sented the report of the *Commissioners
appointed to revise the Statutes. fIe
said: This House will, I am sure, pardOn
me if I detain them a moment in sayilg
a word or two as to the plan which has
been adopted, and as to the extent to which
this report may be considered as final sub-
ject, however, to the consideration of
Parliament. We have not been able, ii
preparing the chapters, to adopt any classi-
fication of subjects so far. They are jUst
reported here in the way in which they
happened to be considered by the Con'-
missioners, and to avoid any confusion in
that respect, instead of numbering them
i, 2, 3, etc., i think that it would be safer
to distinguish them by numeral letters,
and that has been done throughout. It:
may well be that a certain extent of,
revision will be necessary; I have no
doubt it will be necessary with regard to
all the subjects here treated of-a revisio0'
to make it quite safe that we have consid-
ered all the Acts of Parliament on these
various subjects, and also to include anY
legislation which may take place between,
the time of consideration of these Statutes
and the ultimate submission of this report
to Parliament.

Then the criminal law (although we
have consolidated it and have it ready to
a certain extent), is not included in this
report, but instead of that we have taken
the code whichhas been prepared in Eng-
land and has been before Parliamnent
there on two occasions, and is nowx before
Parliament with prospects of being passed.
It is principally the work of Mr. Justice
Stephen. Instead of presenting to the
Houses of Parliament, on this occasion, a-
consolidation of the criminal laws, we
present to them the code which it is pro-
posed to enact in England, and which wlU
probably be enacted. Those members of
the House who belong to the legal profes'
sion will readily admit that it is very de-
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sirale to consolidate and abbreviate the
Acts of Parliament relating to criminal
Offences, and also very desirable and con-
Venient, and a great safeguard, to have
these criminal laws in the same shape in
Which they are in England, so that .we
lay have the advantage of their decisions
'from time to time on the same language
We are using and considering and putting
mi force in this country. It will be for
Parliament, of course, to decide hereafter
h0w far it is desirable to adopt that code,
Or how far it is desirable to fall back on a
8iple consolidation of our own statutes.
'he report has been printed by my direc-
tions to a very considerable extent-I
hOpe the House will not consider too
large an extent. Two thousand copies
have been prepared and will be placed in
the hands of the distributor of the Parlia-
lUentary printing. The design which we
have in view is not only to inform all
1nembers of Parliament of the character

d xtent of the revision, but also to have
a sufficient number of copies printed to
distribute them among the judges and
mnembers of the legal profession in all the
Provinces of the Dominion. In order to
accomplish that thoroughly, I have asked
that a certain number of copies, 250 I
think, should be transmitted to my De-
Prtnment for the purpose of insuring their
being sent to members of the legal profes-
s1on to whom I have alluded. I think in
this way, by the consideration which will
be given to it by members of Parliament
during the recess, and by the criticisms
Which we hope to receive from gentlemen
of the legal profession and from members
Of the Bench, that we shall next session be
able to present to Parliament a further
ad more accurate revision, and probably
atn approved one, and we shall be able to
Ulake certain that we have omitted nothing
Which ought to appear in the revision. I
trUt that those members of the House
Who are members of the legal profession
*ill afford the Commission the advantage
<Of their views and criticisms, to which we
81al be happy to give most respectful and
careful consideration.

THIRD READINGS.

HoN. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee On Banking and Commerce, reported
t following Bills, with amendments,

which were concurred in, and the Bills
as amended were then read the third time
and passed :

Bill (2 9 ),".An Act to incorporate the
Bank of Winnipeg (Mr. Girard).

Bill (88),"An Act respecting the Real
Estate Loan Company of Canada
(limited)."

HAMILTON & NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (65), "An Act respect-
ing the Hamilton and North-Western
Railway Co."

HON. MR. TURNER moved'the adop-
tion of the report, and that the said Bill
be read the second time presently.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did
not think the report made any recommen.
dation which would enable the hon.
gentleman to move the second reading at
once. The motion must be to dispense
with the rule which required that the
notice be advertised.

THE SPEAKER said that all the rules
had been complied with except the 57th,
and that was not mentioned in the report
at ail.

HON. MR. DICKEY said that the 57th
rule applied to bills introduced in the
Senate, and the 56th rule to bills coming
from the House of Commons. With
regard to Bills coming from the Lower
House, all the Senate had to do was to
see that the 5 6th rule was complied with.

THE SPEAKER said that under that
construction of the rule it would not be
necessary to petition this House in con.
nection with any Bill introduced into the
other Chamber. His construction was
that a petition would be required under
the 5 7th rule for all bills the subject of
legislation in the Senate, whether intro-
duced in this Chamber originally or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did not
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think it would be expedient for the Senate
to relax its rules and to say that there
need be no petition presented in the Upper
House for any Bill coming from the House
of Commons. They would not relax their
rules for Bills going down from the Senate,
and to relax the rule in the Senate would
be to allow this House to be treated with-
out proper respect by the people. ,

HON. MR. DICKEY thought that, in
order to make the procedure uniform, refer-
ences hould be had to the course taken with
regard to other Bills passed this session.
In cases similar to this during the present
session the 5 7th rule had not been dis-
pensed with.

The SPEAKER aid that the hon.
member for Amherst was quite right. It
was not his (the Speaker's) place to take
exception to such a course, and no mem-
ber of the Senate had raised an objection.
He had, however, called the attention of
the Chairman of the Committee on Private
Bills to the fact, and had pointed out to
him that he considered it irregular that
the report did not specifically recommend
the suspension of the 57th rule.

HON. MR. HOWLAN said that the Bill
in this case had come in by way of peti-
tion. The proper motion had been made
to refer it from the Standing Orders Com-
mittee to the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors, to which it pro-
perly belonged. If it had come in the
regular way to the House, it would have
gone direct to the Railway Committee, to
which, in his opinion, it should now be
referred.

HON. MR. SCOTT thought it was one
of the fundamental principles of legislation
that a petition should be sent to both
Houses. Mere individual representation
before a committee gives no foundation
for a Bill.

HON. MR. TURNER explained that a
petition had been forwarded, but arrived a
day too late for presentation, and this was
the course that he had been instructed to
take.

The report was allowed to stand until
to-morrow.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

'DEATH OF PRINCE LEOPOLD.

ADDRESS OF CONDOLENCE.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moVed:
That an humble Address be presented tO
Her Majesty of condolence on the death
of His Royal Highness Prince LeoPOld,
Duke of Albany, in the following words :-

lb the Queen's Most Excellent Mqjesty.
MOST GaACIOUS SOVEREIGN:

May it please Your Majesty, the intelligenoe
of the further affliction which has befallen
you, in the early and sudden death of ais
Royal Highness the Duke of Albany, bas
deeply touched the hearts of Your Majest &
subjects in this part of your Empire.
speak in their naine, as well as in our. o'
when we humbly tender you the ex resO10o
of our respectfu 1 and earnest sympathy. .

Your Illustrious Son had spent soime ti
in Canada, during the residence here o the
Marquis of Lorne and Her Royal Highne"
the Princess Louise.

Our attention was thus naturally drawn tA
the high position he had so early in Ife
attained in the world of Literature an
Science, and we had looked forward with con'
fidence and hope to the increasing useulunes
of his already dist.inguished career.

Your Majesty's bereavements have.ind
been many and grievous, and the interest
which you have so often and so graciOusly
shown in the afflictions of your subjectsf
low as well as of high degree has intenSif
our sympathy with vtur own. Your Majet
sorrows, we say it with respect of dutiful
jects, have been ours.

We pray that the God of Consolation'may
comfort Ýour Majesty, and long preserve Yoi
to your people.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The expression of
earnest sympathy in the Address which We
have just heard read by the leader of the
House will, I am sure, find a ready echO
through the length and breadth of this
land. In no part of Her Majesty's broad
dominions, perhaps excluding Great Britain
and Ireland, does there seem to be a
stronger tie to Her Majesty than in the
Dominion of Canada. It is to be refnier-
bered that recently a member of gler
Majesty's own household has been Gover-
nor General of Canada, and that her four
sons have at different times visited this
country. The late Prince hinself a few
years ago paid us a visit, and I believe
had hopes that possibly one day or other
he might aspire to the Governor Genera -
ship. It is therefore, I say, most fitting
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and proper that the people of this country
Ould approach Her Majesty and express

ber warm sympathy with her in her fresh
our of trial. The shadow of death that

has so recently crossed her threshold is
une that must afflict the Queen mostkeenly,
4 use the late Prince was more particu-

y a companion of his mother than
aniy other of her children. We know
fOtn1 recent events what Her Majesty's
donestic life is and how deeply touched
she is by an affliction of this kind. Since
the death of Prince Albert she has had
rnany severe trials. This is a particularly
sore one, occurring as it does so suddenly.
The late Prince himself had very many

aIlities of heart and mind to endear him
to the nation. As we all know, he was a
young man of high culture, not like his
two brothers immediately elder that him,
the Duke of Connaught and the Duke of

nhriburgh, who devote their lives to
5pecial professions. Next to the Prince of

ales, he seemed to take a deeper interest
n the domestic life of the people, and
recently, when public attention had been
called to the conditions of the dwellings
of the poor we know how earnestly he
threw himself into the movement and
.endeavored to improve as far as he could,

.Y the agitation of the question, the con-
dit1on of the poorer classes, more particu-
"liy those m the City of London. I quite
'1ree with all that has fallen from the
leader of the Government in the expres-
siol of regret that the nation entertains
at the present moment. But the sympathy
With Her Majesty is not felt alone by the
ktI8ish people. One reads this morning,

the telegraphic news from Europe, that
tance and other powers had availedthetnselves of this opportunity to express
eir feelings of condolence with Her
ajesty and are doing all they can to

C'ften her grief in this hour of her great
iction. I am quite sure that Her14ajesty will feel that the people of Canada

Sre in her sorrow not less than her sub-
ject8 in other parts of her Dominion, nottven excepting those in the midst of whom

e resides. With these remarks I beg to
erond the Address.

t ON. MR. PELLETIER-As one of
e French members of the Senate I heart-

ily endorse the sentiments of sympathy so
eehngly expressed by the leaders on both

sides of the House to Her Majesty in her
deep affliction, and speaking I am sure the
sentiments of all, I may add that in her
days of sorrow, as in her days of pleasure,
Her Majesty will have the loyal support
and sympathy of her French Canadian
subjects. To-day we deeply mourn the
loss of one of her most beloved sons.
The sad news of the sudden death of His
Royal Higness the Duke of Albany lias
caused profound sorrow to all, and in no
part of the Dominion more than in the
Province of Quebec, from which I come.
In expressing the teelings of the French
\Members of this House I only regret that
I am not able to find more appropriate
words to convey the deep and sincere
sympathy which we feel for Her Majesty
in her affliction.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Address be engrossed and signed
on behalf of this Houseý by the Speaker.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that a message be sent to the House of
Commons informing that House that the
Senate has passed this Address, and to re-
quest their concurrence by the addition of
the words " and House of Commons."

The motion was agreed to.

VANCOUVER ISLAND RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (r 26) "An Act
respecting the Vancouver Island Railway,
the Esquimalt Graving Dock, and certain
railway lands of the Province of British
Columbia, granted to the Dominion." He
said: The terms which this Bill offers to
the consideration of the House in regard
to the arrangment of the several disputes
existing between the Dominion and the
Province of British Columbia, are very
much in the direction of the course pur-
sued by the Government of our prede-
cessors in the same niatter. Those terms
after having formed the subject of deliber-
ation, and of negotiation between the two
Governments during Mr. Mackenzie's

Railway Bill. A0T
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regime remained unsettled, partly in con-
sequence of the action of this House, and
the differences that continued to exist
until the accession of the present Govern-
ment to power. The terms which the
Bill presents have theinselves received the
attention and the assent of the legislature
of British Columbia, and I think when I
say that, the objections which have been
taken tothe Billelsewhere, and which I have
seen reported, really vanish. The objections
that I allude to are those which have been
taken with reference to the granting of a
large quantity of coal lands to a company.
Coal lands have been known to exist there
almost from the time of the discovery of
the Island. and have not been work-
ed except in one or two places-
in continuous prosperity orly in one place,
as I believe the Vancouver Island Coal
Company, although prosperous for some
years, is no longer so-and the Dunsmuir
mine near Nanaimo is now the only pros-
perous coal mine on the Island. No
doubt there are coal beds in the country
which this Bill proposes to give to the
contractors who will construct this railway,
but the proposition to give these lands,
cornes from the Legislature, and the Gov-
ernment of the Province. The coal lands,
just as they are proposed to be granted,
but extending over a larger area, em-
bracing sixty or seventy miles which this
present proposition does not embrace,
were offered as a consideration to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company for
the construction of the road some five or
six years ago, and that Company, notwith-
standing what was said of the value of the
lands, was unwilling to undertake the
contract. A larger quantity of coal lands,
including these, was offered two or three
years ago to the Clements Company, an
organization headed by a person named
Clements, and they had an opportunity of
constructing this road and getting these
lands for some time, a year at all events.
The charter of the Clements Company
was passed in 1882, and proposed to give
them the very land which this Bill offers
to the Dunsmuir Company, if I may call
it so. The eighteenth clause of the Act
of 1882 incorporating the Clements Com-
pany appropriates 1,9oo,ooo acres of the
public lands, comprised within certain
boundaries ; the land is described to be
larger in area than this Bill proposes to

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

give to the Dunsmuir Company. But th
land, whether it be large or small, is 11 t
the property of the Dominion. It is
a subject with which this Parliarent co
deal. It is the property of the people O
British Columbia, and it is for them and
their Legislature to deal with it. SupPth
ing they had never legislated in favOr Of thi
Clements Company, and supposing .
offer had never been made to the Canadis
Pacific Railway Company, and that this
offer was now made for the first timte, it iS
quite open for them to say what shal 1e
done with their property, and to what pUr
pose, which they consider useful, it shah lb
applied. The proposition came fromt thev
the principle received the sanction of the
Legislature on several occasions, and the
proposition contained in this Bill has re'
ceived the assent of their Legislature bY a
vote of seventeen to seven, or sonethich
like that, so that the Province tO whiC
the land belongs has deliberately, agt 11

and again, endeavored to turn it to to
purpose of constructing this railway
which so much importance is attachee
and I do not think therefore that te
criticisms against the Bill, foude,,
on the quantity of land to be gihve
away, is a just one or one that th
Parliament could consider. It didt hi
ceive consideration, no doubt, when tish
Bill passed the Legislature of Brdts
Columbia, but having been assente, t
there, more especially by the majorityth
speak of (though it would have beel
same if the majority had been onlY O ce
the right of the Legislature of the Provlne
to deal with it must be admitted. Theha
fore the criticisms of the Bill On that
ground are not well founded, and it does
not come within the scope of our d
to criticize the act of the Legislature
giving the lands, or the extent to s to
they are given. I merely mention t
show that there are two views to this 131t
ter-to show ýthat those members of thls
House from British Columbia, who oPP<>e
the Bill because the lands referred to are
valuable coal lands, do not oppose it 011
proper grounds. Coal may exist Il but
area which is given to the Company,
it may possibly not admit of being wor 0o
with profit, and, undoubtedly, it does
include all the coal lands on the I
The extent of the tract to be given a wa
under the Bill-given away, not by Us, bu
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by the Legislature of British Columbia--
Covers somewhat less than one-third of the
Ialand. The coast on the Pacific and the
northern part of the Island, from Nanaimo
Pwards, contains coal-bituminous coal,
beheve, towards the Pacific, and anthra-

Cite Coal, I am told, towards the interior--
So thatthere is abundance of land left, over
and above this which is to be given to the
C0nmpany. I have not heard any other
Criticisms of this Bill. The amount to be
given to the Company to enable them to,
COnstruct this road is $75o,ooo: that is
the same amount which was intended to

given to them by the Mackenzie Gov-
ernment. That fact (and probably other
Teasons) has induced the leading men in
te party in Opposition in the other branch
Of Parliament to give their assent to this
t4easure, and to look upon it, as it ought
to be regarded, as a national agreement,
tO be carried out unless there be some very
grave objections indeed. Ir. addition to
the Construction of the railway by means
Of the grant which the Government of
tritish Columbia, with the assent of their

g islature voluntarily tendered, and this
t750,ooo, which we agree to give in order
to Settle disputes which had existed for
'lany years with reference to the delay in

the beginning, and in the construction
ubsequently, of the Canadian Pacific

tailway-in addition to that money and
the lands the contractors expect to be
able to so use their property as to make
the transaction a paying one to them, and
1 think there is every reason to believe
that it will be. But, at any rate, the bar-
gain is one to which the Province of
lritish Columbia has assented, and the
enterprise receives, as we have - given
Otherrailways under analogous circumstan-
Ces>public aid. There were reasons inthis case, in consequence of delay in the
Construction of the Canadian Pacific
kallway, which would not pertain to
Other cases, and these delays were con-
sidered by the people of British Columbia
t have very much injured the prosperity
of the Province. They took very strong
ground upon that, and had made repre-

nttltations in England that the injury to
the Province' was so serious that they
t ePcted to get a very large surn indeed

te-iore than $1,oooooo I believe-in
recognition of their losses.

In addition to giving this assistance to

the railway the Bill proposes to fnish the
graving dock. We had originally given
$250,000, or agreed to give so much a
year, and afterwards compounded that,
and gave a certain amount of money-
and in addition to that they were to re-
ceive a certain sum of money under the
Imperial Act of Parliament. All these
means in their hands, however, did not
ensure the completion of the graving dock,
and we thought, as it was a very large pub-
lic enterprise, and as we were building a
graving dock at Quebec, and as they did
not seem to be likely to carry out the
work themselves, that it would be a wise
thing and not an extravagant one, to take
over the graving dock and finish it as a
public work. That has been done, and
this Bill is for the purpose of ratifying this
agreement on these two matters and others,
if there are others, that have been made. I
understand it has been said by some hon.
gentleman in the House that the Govern-
ment would be equally well pleased that
this Bill should be rejected. I was aston-
ished to hear such an assertion, and can
only inform any hon. gentleman to whom
such an insinuation may have been made
that it was utterly untrue-that the Gov-
ernment are as anxious about this as about
any other public measure which they could
have pledged their faith to, as they have
done in this case. It has been spoken of
in the Speech from the Throne, and it is
a measure on which, in the other branch
of Parliament, the life or death of the
Government was staked. In this House,
although we do not deal with the existence
of Ministries, yet the Government wish to
carry this measure through to keep faith
with British Columbia. It is the desire of
every member of the Government, and
their earnest hope and wish, that the settle-
ment which has been made should be car.
ried out. I was very glad to find that
gentlemen in Opposition in the other
Chamber, also thought it very desirable in
the public interest that the arrangement
should be carried out, and I submit it to
the House with the greatest confidence,
and in the assured hope that the measure
will be adopted, -Itis one which the Gov-
ernment has considered itself bonud to
treat as a Government measure from the
beginning.

HON. MR. McINNES .(British Col
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umbia)-I am very sorry, indeed, that I
feel it my duty to place myself, on this
occasion, in opposition to the leader of
the House, and not only in opposition to
the leader in this House, but to the Govern-
ment, of which he is a prominent member.
I am obliged to place myself in opposition
to that Government, whose general policy
has been a wise and progressive one, in
my opinion, a Government that has done
so much within the last few years, in open-
ing to settlement, such a vast area of our
widespread Dominion. I now refer to the
railway policy, and I can assure the House
it is with great respect I feel it my duty-
a duty which I owe to my Province and to
this Dominion-a duty, indeed, which I
owe to this House, as an humble member
of it-to put my views before you
as plainly as I can, and to give you
my reasons for opposing this measure. I
am forced to believe that the hon. the
Minister of Justice, who entered into this
agreement with the Government of British
Columbia,- on behalf of the Minister of
Railways, was mislead-was grossly mis-
lead by interested parties-for had he been
in possession of the facts which I will short-
ly present to this House, I think he would
have paused long before he would ever
consent to attach his signature to the
bargain into which he has entered -with
Mr. Dunsmuir and the Central Pacific
Railway Company. As most of you are
aware, I am not a resident of that favored
spot called Victoria, ana some hon. gentle-
men may take it for granted that it is on
sectional grounds I oppose this measure;
but it is nothing of the kind, and as an
evidence that this -is not a sectional or
local question, I have only to remark that
the hon. gentlemen who represent nine-
tenths of the Island of Vancouver in the
other branch of the Legislatue, opposed
it in the strongest possible manner. I
must also add that Mr. Dunsmuir,
who is one of this Company, is a member
of the Local Legislature, and, I am sorry
to say, controls that body,-I say it here
fearlessly, within the heaiing of my hon.
colleague from Victoria, of the Premier of
British Columbia and of the Minister of
Justice. So aroused were Mr. Dunsmuir's
constituents, that the majority of the
electorate of that district signed a petition
asking him to resign the trust that
they had just reposed in him before this

HON. MR. McINNES.

measure was passed. There is not .
member in the other branch of this
Parliament, from British Columbia, with
the exception of those from Victoria, but
is opposed to it. I mention this on lY
disabuse the minds of hon. gentlemen, I
there are any here who have the impresion
that I am opposing this on local grounds.
Before I enter into the generaal discussiolt
of this Bill, I wish to say a word or two
about the report of the Minister of JustiCe,
which was placed upon our desks a shot
time after the opening of this session, and
to call the attention of hon. gentlemen to
the map which accompanied it. I have
here that map, showing the proposed ra l
way from Esquimalt to Nanaimo, and it
does not show the boundaries of the vas
area of country which is to be given to thîs
huge coal monopoly. Were the map Su

ciently large-and I think it certainly Wa
their duty to have made it large enough to
show all the land that is included within
this area which is proposed to be conveyed
to the Company-it would have show"
nearly the whole Island of Vancouver but,
as the Minister of Justice stated a fe<
minutes ago, the proposed grant of lad
comprised one-third of that Island, I wOu
point out to the House that the map shoWF
very little more than one-half of that Por'
tion of Vancouver Island which it is pro-
posed to hand over to this Company, and
I therefore say it is misleading. I do flot
make any charge aganst the Minister of
Justice, and I do not intend to msmu
for one moment that he had anything to
do with it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-
haps I had better explain. The contract
which was drawn was to construct a raileway
from Nanaimo to Victoria, and as it Yas
thought there might be sone difficultY or
perhaps some dispute as to the termini Of
the railway,-that they might not go to
the way to Victoria, or all the way te
Nanaimo-I therefore thought it better to
have a mapshowing exactly where the route
was to run, under the contract, and there,
while sitting at the table myself, Mr. TrutCh
drew this map.

HoN. MR. McINNES-I thought so,
but I am not speaking of the railway
itself. but of the amount of land that
is to be granted to this ConpanY-
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The boundaries are given in this agree-
ent here, beginning at the head of
wich Inlet, thence to the mouth of

?4Alir Creek in the Straits of Fuca and ina Straight line to Crown Mountain. I
ahol.Ild like to ask any hon. gentlemen who
have examined this map, if they can find
CWOn Mountain. If it were shown it
r'Ould be found to the north as far again

as the margin of this map here. That is
What I complain of. So far as the route
of the railway itselt is concerned, it is given
vey Plainly, but I contend that the boun-
dWes of the land should be marked inred ink, the same as the line of railway
h rEsquimalt to Nanaimo itself. I have
here one of the largest maps I could ob-
tof British Columbia, and I exhibit it
to the House that they may see the line I
have drawn upon it, shewing Vancouvertsland, and the boundaries as given in
the agreement. Hon. gentlemen will

oItice here the little piece of railway that
" to be built, 68Y2 miles, beginning at

squimalt, and ending at Nanaimo ;- and
mere I ight say that there is no one place

w'ere that railway is more than six miles
distant from one of the finest stretches of

vM5igable water to be found in any portion
Of the habitable globe ; which is open
*inter and summer, without a flake of ice
floatig on its serene waters, and whichtouches at no less than four different points
Within the 68% miles to which I referred.

"ON. MR. DICKEY-How many white
People are there on the Island ?

ION. MR. McINNES (British

I arn not prepared to say
ut I suppose there are probably

15,0oo.

Colum-
exactly,
10,000

LON. MR. READ-The last census
s s 10.427 whites.

b LON. MR. MeINNES (British Colum-
bIa>.'The hon. gentleman is correct,
t.ereaccording to the census of 1881,

was a large majority on the main-
t and, owing to railway construction,

ere is a very much greater increase of
OPulation on the mainland than on the

1841d. I would now call the attention of
the'ouse to the composition of this Com-
eY. It is composed of Mr. Dunsmuir
' a very estimable gentleman residing in

Victoria, British Columbia, and of whom
I have not a word to say, except that he
is a most straightforward and honorable
man and a good citizen-his son, and his
son-in-law, they being the three British or
Canadian representatives in this Company.
But, although there are three of them
and four Americans, namely, the two.
Crockers, of San Francisco, Leland Stan-
ford, also of San Francisco, and C. P.
Huntington, of Ñew York, actually the
Canadian members are a very small frac-
tion, indeed, of the financial ability of that
Company. They are the owners of the
Central Pacific Railway, the Southern
Pacific Railway, and the Texas Pacific
Railway ; and I find, according to the
Montreal Gazette of yesterday, that all the
Villard shares of the Northern Pacific
Company have passed into their hands,
a thing to which we have been look-
ing forward io in British Columbia with
fear. So, practically, four transcontinental
railways are in the hands of the Messrs.
Crocker & Huntington, and I may inform
the House that greater despots do not
live in any civilized country than the very
men of whom I speak. To give an idea
of the arbitrary and overbearing manner
in which they treat people on the Central
and Southern Pacific Railways, I might
say that merchants living four or five hun-
dred miles inland from San Francisco
and shipping goods from New York out
there, are not allowed to land their goods
where they reside, even though they
might be willing to pay the full rate to
San Francisco (perhaps 400 or 5oo miles
on the other side of them), but they are
compelled to take every ton of merchan-
dise they ship from the East and land it
at San Francisco, after which they must
have it re-shipped back again to their very
doors. This is not hearsay, hon. gentle-
men, for I can verify it if necessary. Not
only do this Company own these four
transcontinental railways, but they are also-
the possessors of all the valuable coal
measures on the Pacific coast; and not
only do they own these, but under another
name they are the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company, whose vessels have the mono-
poly, I may say, of the trade in that por-
tion of the Pacific Ocean, and whose
steamers ply between the different ports
from Cape Horn to Alaska, to the Sand-
wich Islands, to the Fiji Islands, to Aus-
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tralia, New Zealand, Tasmania, China,
Japan and Asia generally. I have men-
tioned these facts to call attention to the
operations of this Company, as they are
not only carriers by land, but by
water as well, and it can well be
seen that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way will be at immense disadvantage
if we place ail these coal lands within
their grasp ; and any private steamship
company-the Allan Cômpany or any
other-that may desire to place a line of
steamers between Port Moody, the termi-
nus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
China, Japan, or any of these countries,
for the purpose of carrying freight, passen-
gers or mail-will be at the mercy of this
monopoly. And why ? Because they
would come into direct competition with
this very Company. It may be said there
is a provision in the Bill that the Company
will be compelled to sell coal to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and
to the federal or local legislatures, at the
sane rate as they sell to other companies ;
but we all know how those shrewd, keen
American business men deal with such
matters. They, being the owners of these
lines of steamers, and of the other coal
beds in the adjoining territory, and as they
depend largely upon those steamships to
get traffic upon their trans-continental
railways, they cannot only limit the output
of coal to what they themselves require,
but they can close their Canadian mines
altogether, and work only their Washing-
ton territory mine. Or, even if they
do keep their mines, open in British
Columbia they can charge themselves
$ro or $15 a ton, or they may raise
the price $2 or $3, because they can
charge themselves the same, and yet,
to use the common expression, they will
simply be taking money out of one pocket
and putting it in the other. I will just read
a few extracts from some American papers,
as to the reputation of some of those men.
I have here the San Francisco Chronide,
of date 31st December last, which says :

" The Managera of the Central Pacifie Rail-
way Company have completed their prelimi-
nary arrangements for building the Vancou-
ver Island Railway."

It will be noted, hon. gentlemen, that
Mr. Dunsmuir, his son and son-in-law are
here entirely ignored. The article conti-
nues:-

" The Dominion Government have iven
them a subsidy of $7.)0,000 cash, ant e
Provincial Legisature 2,000,000 of acres
land. The road will be 70 miles in leuitb
connecting the Nanaimo and Esquim'l t

Railway, and these lande will embrace i0
mense forests of pine, cedar and hemlock, 1d
a vast amount of coal land not hitherto taken
up by speculators. Their expectation i t
become coal merchants, and to supplY thé
San Francisco and other markets on the
Pacifie coast, and to such an extent do som
think this will be carried, that it is fet-
our shipping interests will be seriouslV affet
ed, by making it unprofitable for Englîih
wheat shipe to bring coal in ballast. SIOuld
this occur,the number o iwheat sh ips inigh.tbe
greatly diminished, and ocean freights raISe
so high that the farners might be compeNew
to send their crops to Europe by way of NeW
Orleans. Another motive is attributed to
builders of the short route in Britisl
territory."

I want hon. gentlemen to pay particular
attention to what follows :

" The Straits are so narrow at Nanaimo
that they may be crossed by easy ferryagý1
which would make Victoria the proper terw'
nus of the Canadian Pacifie ai waye.
however, the Vancouver Island road er
made a link in that 8chemie, the teriflifl"
more properly being fixed at the souther
end of the Island, the Central Pacifie wou
be in a position to dictate to the Calladan
Pacifie, in respect either to its Asiatie or an7
advantages it might hope to have froul traM,
with San Francisco or other ports of CalitO
nia. The Vancouver line, though so far o
and so brief, may therefore, by shrewd ma0j
agement, be made to seriouslv affect our l0o
interest."

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Those are
California interests ; they speak of pre-
venting ships going there.

HON. MR. McINNES-Yes, but there
is another feature of it that I hope UnY
hon. colleague from Victoria will bear in
mind.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-It is on
a newspaper article after all.

HON. MR. MCINNES-Certainy, but
newspapers occasionally tell the truitb
Those gentlemen are boiling over with de-
light with the good bargain they have
made ; the consequence is they cannot
restrain themselves, and have to give vent
to their satisfaction. I will now read to
the House a short article upon this e'
C. P. Huntington. The following is
taken from the " New York Sun :"

HON. Mt. McINNES.
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«People who have read the Huntington t
ters. attentively, have made the acquain-

thfae of a shrewd, energetic and cheerful
ebaracter, totally deficient in the moral sense.
There is nothing sham about Mr. C. P. Hunt-
ln8ton; not a trace of hypocrisy in bis
?ganization. His business was to buy votes
"' Congress, to bribe public officials, to put
"P Jobs against the Governient, to deceive

mtid ilislead publie opinion, to get money out
of the public Treasury for the benefit of him-
self and. his associates. And be went about
that business directly and cheerfully, and
*'th as little sense of de radation as if it hadbeen, the most honorale business in the
world. If he refrained from proclaiming his
theories and methods to everybody, as frankly
as he confided thein to General Colton, it was
bcause that would have defeated his plans,
not because he was ashamed of himself. He
!as not ashaned of hiimselt, and probably lie
lot to-da . Railroad ties were for sale,

and he boug t them ; senators and represent-
eives were for sale, and why should he not

lythem, too ? H e paid cash to engineers
4ed surveyors for rurninga line; why should

nle flot pay cash to leeislators for voting him
the right of way?-"9Tew York Sun."

t have a number of other extracts, of
the same character, from leading journals
Of the Unitd States; but I think the
foregoing should suffice to show that he is
Certainly not a desirable person to get con-
trol of all our coal lands in Vancouver
Island. I will now read a fe w extracts

0hrn a letter written to me by a gentleman
toose name I regret I am not at liberty
to Use. If I mentioned his name it would
th Sufficient guarantee that he is one of
the best authorities, and has probably
th ter knowledge of the Pacific Province
than any other man east of the Rocky

o0untains; indeed there are few men.now
111 that Province who are nearly so well
acquanted with the resources of that
tOufntry, or its probable future, as this gen-
tIernan, whose opinion I shall quote.
After discussing other matters, he goes on

, Say
«It does, however, appear to me that the

eing control of all the coal lands of theset to a foreign railway company, who have
.Ot A good reputation in their own country

f fair dealing, and whose railway interests
in direct competition with those of the
ific railway, is fraiught with danger to thet ter, as well as to the Imperial and Dominion

'terests, as the Company mif ht at any vital
tuie imit their output of coa , so as just to
be sufficient for their own use, and so have
*o 1e to sell to anyone else."

Now, hon. gentlemen, although I could
never see that there was any necessity for

this short line of railway between Nanaimo
and Esquimalt, I am not opposing it. My
reasons for the view I have held were
these: there is not one square mile of
country that will be opened up by the
building of this Island railway, and, as I.
said before, it skirts along one of the finest
stretches of navigable water to be found
anywhere ; there is no agricultural interest
to be served, and no mineral interest to
be developed by that road, and I would
further add that it is altogether in the
interests of a few malcontents in the
favored city of Victoria, who have been
keeping up an agitation, and who control
the local legislature. It is a misnomer
to call it a British Columbia Legislature,
for the British Columbia Legislature has
been, since I went to that Province,
purely and simply a Victoria Legislature
Since I have touched upon that
subject, and as it may appear strange
to hon. gentlemen in this House why the
so-called Legislature of British Columbia
should pass this measure by such a large
majority, I may state that that body is
composed of twenty five members, twelve
of whom are elected from the Island, and
thirteen froin the mainland. But, of the
twelve members elected for Vancouver
Island, ten live in Victoria city and
district, and two in Nanaimo and Co-
max. Unfortunately for the mainland
and unfortunately for the Province as a
whole-are elected on the mainland, but
are residents of Victoria-thereby giving
Victoria thirteen members out of twenty-
five. It is therefore quite apparent that
thirteen of the gentlemen occupying seats
in the Local Legislature, have all their
interests in Victoria and district. That
is bad enough, so far as private members
go, but when I call the attention of hon.
gentleman to the fact that of the four Min-
isters who comprise the Local Cabinet,
there is not one who is not a Victorian,
they will no doubt find a sufficient
solution as to why this extraordinary
Bill, which grants exceptional privileges
and rights to this Company, and Vic-
toria, has been passed by that Legis-
lature. I might here refer to a remark
which fell from the leader of the
Government in this House. He said that
a similar Bill to this, known as the Cle-
ments Bill, was passed in 1882, and that
that company, of which Mr. Clements was
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the head, was to receive more land than
is now to be given to the Dunsmuir
Company. Well, I made a statement a
few days ago, when I asked a question of
the Government, and on that occasion I
was contradicted by my hon. colleague
from Victoria. I never like to make a
statement and to insist upon its being cor
rect, unless I am positive that I am right,
and immediately after that occurrence I
consulted the Act which I now hold in
my hand, and I found that the boundaries
in the two Acts are precisely the same.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I beg the
hon. gentleman's pardon, they are not.

HON. MR. McINNES (British Colum-
bia)-I will shew the hon. gentleman
where they are not. In the latter part of
the report of the Minister of Justice, on
page thirteen, the difference is explained.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Will the
hon. gentleman.look at section four ofthe
present Act.

HON. MR. McINNES (British Colum-
bia)-I am aware of that, and it is certainly
a strained construction ; I must confess I
do not understand the question, if that
construction is correct. But, even assum-
ing that they do not get quite as much,
I will shew the House another important
condition in this Bill which does not
exist in the Clements Act of 1882. I
will turn to the report of the Minister of
Justice, and on page thirteen, after giving
the boundaries, it reads:

" In consideration of the construction of the
said line of railway, in so far as snch line
shall be vested in 1er Majesty, and held by
Her for the purposes of the said railway, or
for the purpose of constructing or to aid in the
construction of the sarne, and also all coal,
coal oil, ores, stones, clay, marble, slate,
mines, ininerals and substances whatsoever
in, on or under the lands so agreed to be
granted to the said contractors atoresaid, and
the foreshore rights in respect of al] such
lands as aforesaid, which are hereby agreed
to be granted to the said contractors as afore-
said, and border on the sea, together with the
urivilege of mining under the foreshore and
bea opposite any suoh land, and of nining and
Keeping for tiîeir own use ail coal and min-
erais (herein mentioned) under the foreshore
or sea opposite any such lands, in so far as
such coal, coal oil, ores, stones, ciay, marble,
8late, mines, minerals and substances whatso-

HON. MR. McINNES.

ever. and foreshore rights are owned by the
Dominion Government, for which 1 bsid
the construction of the railway and teleg
lines from Nanaimo to Esquiisaitshal
completed, and the same shall be equippe
maintained and operated."

This is what I wanted to impress Upo1
the House. The foreshore rights 45'
tending from Seymour Narrows down tO
Esquimalt, and including six miles o
Alberna Inlet, will give them something
like 225 miles, and in a very considerable
portion of that coal is know to exist in
large quantities ; so that this is given in
addition to anything that was asked for in
the Clements Bill; besides, as I me-
tioned the other day, the Clements B3l
provided for the building of145 milesofrail
way, from Esquimalt to Seymour Narrws,
while this only provides for the building Of
arailway from Nanaimoto Esquimait, 6834
miles long So, I contend there'is a
larger quantity of land, or at any rate as
large a quantity, to be given away in this
Bill. I might also state that the lands pro-
posed to be given to this Company are tobe
thrown open for four years, to actual set-
tiers-of course for agricultural purposes
-at one $1 per acre. After that, all the
lands not taken up will be the property
this Company, and this is to run on for ai -

time to come without their being subject
to one cent of taxation. Now, this Big 's
claimed to be a settlement Bill-a Bill to
settle all the differences between the Pro-
vince of British Columbia and the Dou'
inion of Canada--but I would menti'o1

here that, since the commencement .
railway constructions in British Coluimbia
contentment and prosperity have been
prevailing in every section of that Pro-
vince, and there has not been one word.of
dissatisfaction or discontent uttered, with
the exception of what may have bee"
said by interested parties in Victoria.
And I would ask what provision is made
for the land within the railway belt o
the mainland ? This is what is stated:
" The Government of Canada shall, With
all convenient speed, offer for sale the
land within the railway belt, upon the
mainland, on liberal terms to actual set-
tiers." Now,' I would really like to ask
why this exceptional legislation was nade ?

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-What
is the inconsistency ?
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HON. MR. McINNES-It is this : Why
1houid they be charged one dollar an acre
at the Island, while it is left an open
question on the mainland? I was told
by the.President of the Legislative Council
the day that I left Victoria, that the reason-
able price to be fixed was two dollars and
a half per acre. Is that fair?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman is quite mistaken. On my
return from British Columbia the price of
land on the mainland was fixed at one
dollar per acre.

HON. MR. McINNES-I must say I
atu very much pleased to hear it. It
struck me as a very strange thing that it
shOuld be left an open question on the
41ainland, while the rate is fixed on the
Island by this Act. If the question had
been left open, I certainly would have had
sole trouble in consequence, and I ap-
Prehend that difficulties would have arisen
between the squatters and the Government.
When I had the honor of occupying a seat

ini the other branch of the Legislature, I
asked a question of the Government in
COnnection with that subject. It appears
in the Commons Debates of 1879, and I
ýUPPose I am at liberty to read it. My
"lquiry was as follows:

« Whether it is the intention of the Govern-
4ent to give an assurance to all 1who ma
settle on the railway reserve lands in Britishz
Coluilibia that they will be allowed to ur-
chase ail lands occupied or improved by them
et Whatever price the Government may set on
8joining unoccupied or unimproved lands."

I was answered by Sir Charles Tupper
"'l the following words:

IWhen the lands reserved for railway pur-
Poses become the property of the Government,

ey wili be prepared to consider the equit-
able clainis of squatters, by allowing thern to

tan possession at the price of the land be-
fore the improvement; or, if the lands are
recuired for railway purposes, the Govern-
nient would pay them the value of the im-Provements that have been made."
On the strength of this assurance from the
CGvernment, and on my own recommen-
dtion, hundreds have gone in there and
8Suatted on those lands, so I am certainly
'Very much pleased to hear that the price
h8 been fixed at $1 an acre. I might
tlso mention in connection with this Bill
that there are grave doubts as to the pro-

priety of expending any more money upon
that dry dock at Esquimalt. I will read
an extract or two from a speech delivered
by General Laurie, before the Geograpfisc~a
Society in London, a couple of years ago,
in which he condemns the place as not
being suitable for the head quarters of a
British fleet in the North Pacific. In
speaking of the necessity of retaining the
coal lands of Nanaimo under the protection
of the Inperial Government, he says -

"An expedition Iaunched against it from
the Puget Sound ports, would not have to pass
Esquimalt, and, even if notice of appearance
of the expedition were sent to the vessels
stationed there, they would but arrive in time
to witness the destruction consummated, not
to prevent it. With the shipping piers, &c.,
at Nanaimo destroyed, our vessels would be
dependent on-sail power-a pleasing condition
for our mercantile, as we as our militant,
marine. Of course, coal could be stored in
quantities under the guns at Esquimalt, but
the supply could only be limited, considering
risk of loss, certainty of deterioration, and
enormons increase of expense; it is therefore
in ail respects desirable to maintain Nanaimo
rather than Esquimalt as our coaling depot,
where the supply would be cheaper and prac-
tically inexhaustible. But it is also important
to prevent an enemy not merely stopping our
obtaining coal fron Nanaimo, but obtanng
possession and holding it as a source of supplY
for his own shi ps. A garrison shut up ti
Esquimalt would hardly guard against this,
and the vessels there, as stated, could not
readily prevent it."

He goes on to say

" It is from consideration of ail this that I
am led to recommend that our naval depot at
Esquimalt be abandoned, and that one be
established at Burrard Inlet. We are thus
enabled to concentrate our available means of
defence, making that the centre of our posi-
tion; it is placed immediately opposite to
Nanaimo, and can thus much more readilv
render assistance to that point than could Le
given froin Esquimalt. In tact, an expedition
coming from the south against Nanaimo conld
be observed, and met on the Straits of Georgia
by ships from BurrardInlet, whilst,as already
mentioned, vessels fromî Esquimalt could only
arrive alter the mischief was done. Any pro.
tecting works considered necessary at Nanamo
could for these reasons be on a smaller scale,
as assistance could be obtained so much more
quickly."

« My pro sed naval depot(that is, Burrard
Inlet) wl -. e but thirty hours by rail from
the fertile plains and great food-producing
distýiets of the Saskatchewan, with which it
wili of course be in direct telegraphic com-
mgnication, and as these territories are being
rapidly peopled, they would pour down, not
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merely Supplies, but reinforcerments of men to
assist in repelling any attack in force, an aid
thatcould not be furnished to Esquimalt if
ourgarrison there were it attacked, and we had
temporarily lost the command of the sea dur-
ing the absence of our squadron."

That is the opinion of a disinterested
gentleman, one who acted for a consider-
able time as the Adjutant-General in our
Province.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-That
opinion is not worth a straw.

HON. MR. McINNES-I am sorry to
say that nothing is worth a straw in the
estimation of my hon. friend, except what
emanates from, and is in favor of, his
blessed Victoria. However, if that opinion
is not worth anything, I would ask the
hon. gentleman if the opinion of the
Minister of Railways is worth nothing.
Th h. i. i

ago in this House, that if the reports of
the enormous value of the coal, 'ron
marble and other minerals that are 1"~
cluded in the lands now proposed to he
given away, are correct, I believe that
capitalists, not only in this country,.but in
England, would willingly embark in th
enterprise, and build the road for one-
of what is proposed to be given away
this Bill. I have here Mr. RichardsonS
geological report, and if hon. gentlemnen
will consult the map that is given Of the
coal fields on Vancouver Island, and COU'
pare it with the map of Vancouver Island,
and the block of land that is proposed '
be handed over to this foreign Syndicatel
they will find that there is not one square
mile of coal fields beyond that boundary,

HON. MR. KAULBACH-What is the

date of that?

atJ On. iiL nLster said n t e ot e

branch of Parliament a few days ago that- HON. MR. McINNES, (Biitish ColUmn

"Her Majesty's vessels have during the last bia,) from 1872 to 1873. Now tn
year surveyed the harbor, and their officers be very well, as some interested gent Vehave now represented to the Adtmralty the in the other branch of Parliament ha
propriety of making Port Moody the head- been doing, to assert that there are 1 st
quarters of the Ad miiralty on the Pacifi quantities of coal beyond the limits of the
coast, as being the best location to be found area ranted to this Compan, but I thifk
there, and that there is nothing on the Pacific e t o t
Ioast superior to it." we ought to take such assertions with

great deal of caution, and in fact only .
ION. MR. K AULBACH-When did what they are really worth, and that is

General Laurie give that opinion? nothing; more particularly as we ha"e
here the report of a gentleman pTopery

HON. MR. McINNES-About a year qualified-which report has cost tbîs
ago. If Esquimalt is not a fit place for country thousands of dollars. I spea
this purpose, if it is liable to be destroyed now by the book, as the saying
or stormed at any time, certainly it does and I state that there is no coal beYonu
not seem to be a proper place for this dry this, so far as we know. It is true that a
dock. number of men have applied for CU"'

claims, beyond the limits which arC
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The proposed to be given away, but Up

defence there must depend upon the navy, the present time there is nothing at
if you are weak on the Pacific coast. The known upon the subject. It is also truc"
dry dock is no defence. If you are strong I believe, that some anthracite coal
on the Pacifie coast, you are as safe as you discovered, and some was shipped frot
can be. Queen Charlotte's Island, which is dis D"

200 or 300 miles from the terminus of
HON. MR. McINNES--I have only Canadian Pacifie Railway and Esquinîat,

given the opinion of one whom I believe but it was a broken seam and the COmpany
to be a competent and reliable judge of failed. According to Mr. Richardson's re-
the matter. Now, this agreement, entered port-if hon. gentlemen will turn tO par.
into-I will say entered into privately- 83, they will find the map-Mr. Richsid
has never been advertised in any of the son assumes that we have 400 squat
Canadian, American or British news miles of coal within the boundaries ths
papers ; and I claim, as I mentioned in are proposed to be handed over to thts
the question which I asked a short time Company. He further estinates tha

HoN. MR. McINNES.
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rerY mile contains 16,ooo,ooo tons of
coal,or a grand aggregate of 6,400,000,000
tonsi within that area.

ION. MR. MACDONALID-It is a
9Od deal.

ION. MR. McINNES--Yes, it is a good
That leads me on to another point.

liON. MR. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
Eentleman will excuse me, but did I un-
derstand him to say that all the coal lands

- a e Included-or pretty nearly all the coal
nds-in the quantity granted to this

Mpany ?

LION. MR. McINNES--I think all are
'ncluded.

liON. MR. POWER-Are there not
Coal lands on the mainland ?

ION. MR. McINNES-Some small
teams of coal have been discovered
3%e 200 miles inland, some 30 or 40

iles away from the Canadian Pacific
aIway, and I believe coal has been
covered in the Rocky Mountains, but

am speaking now of the coal measures
10g the coast, where they can be got at

'eily and cheaply. In British Columbia
We have no royalties upon any of our

inerals, and this Company, if they get
pOssession of our coal lands, will hold
then without the payment of any royalty
or any taxation,-they are not liable to be
t8xed. Not only that, but to shew the
"'Ouse how thoroughly the Legislature .of
11ritish Columbia is under the control of
this Mr. Dunsmuir and his associates,-
they were not satisfied with giving them2,oo,0oo acres of land, with all the coal
and Other minerals it contained, but if we

rn to the Acts of that Legislature passed
few weeks ago, what do we find ?
' find that in the Bill entitled " An Act
Amend and Consolidate the Laws

aeecting Crown Lands in British Colum-
" one clause is as follows : " Provided

"'àys that there shall be, and there is
ereby reserved to us " (that is the Crown)ofur heirs and successors a royalty of five

0cIts per ton upon and in respect of each
*-bd every ton of coal raised or produced

S the lands hereby granted." This is
a order, if coal should be discovered on

the outside of this belt, to handicap any
company who might open a mine to the
extent of five cents per ton. Can hon.
gentlemen imagine anything more out-
rageous than that, showing conclusively
that they intended to have the sole con-
trol of the coal of the Province and of the
coasts ? A couple of years ago the output
of coal at Nanaimo amounted to nearly.
400,000 tons. It is true it was very much
diminished last year in consequence of a
strike in the principal mine. Take it for
granted that the output for the next five or
ten years would be only 400,000 tons, the
Province of British Columbia would lose in
that item alone $20,ooo annually. Assum-
ing (atnd it is only a reasonable assumption)
that owing to the completion of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, and the enormous
amount of freight that certainly ought to
be attracted there, and the number of
steamers that would call, that the output
would be increased to a million tons a
year, there is $5o,ooothat the Legislatureof
that Province loses annually. Is there jus-
tice,right, common sense or honesty in that,
I would ask hon. gentlemen? Taking that
royalty of five cents a ton and placing it
on the 6,400,000,000 tons of coal that is
included in the ground proposed to be
handed over to the Company, it will give
you the enormous sum of $320,000,000.
I could not realize it at first, until I went
over it and figured it out.

As I have said, I have a great respect
for Mr. Dunsmuir : he was one of the
strongest opponents in British Columbia
to the building of that Island railway
until two years ago. This is no hearsay :
I state it and can prove it, and there are
other hon gentlemen in this House who
know it as well as I do, but like a shrewd
business man (and I do not blame him
for it) he saw he could make millions of
dollars out of it, and it is said, and I
believe it, whenever the transaction is
consummated he takes whatever shares
are allotted to him and he is out 'of it
altogether. This Island railway of 68
miles in length is supposed to cost at the
very most $2,25o,ooo. Now, what are we
doing? We are giving nearly $1i,ooo a
mile as a bonus. We are giving them one
of the largest bonuses ever graited to a
railway, as far as I know, in this Dominion,
and for what ? To gratify a few interested
individuals and to place an embargo on
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the Province of British Columbia, to
retard its progress and to make it subser-
vient to this huge monopoly that is trying
to get us fastened within its grasp.

I think that I have said enough to
convince every hon. gentlemen that it is
not in the true interest of this country to
grant this Company the control of our
coal lands in the Pacifie Province. I can-
not urge too strongly upon hon. gentlemen
that if the Company get control of these
lands, all that we expect to accomplish by
the building of our great trans-continental
railway will be lost. I verily believe that
if we pass this Bill, the stock of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will
immediately drop from five to ten per
cent. I have no hesitation in saying so:
I believe it firmly. I have reasons for
believing it. Is it not a fact that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
realize the imminent danger which they
are in at the present time-that if they
could possibly have this agreement altered
they would ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-They had the
opportunity of building the road.

HON. MR. McINNES-I am perfectly
aware that they had the opportunity of
building the road, but as Mr. Dunsmuir
told me two years ago, the line would not
pay for the running of one car a week ; it
was the coal he was after. It was in the
coal he saw the money, and the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company know that now
full well. Besides, we know the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company were not in a
position financially a short time ago to
take any funds away from the construction
of the main line.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Is there not
special provision made in the Bill about
supplying coal ?

HON. MR. MCINNES-The hon. gen-
tleman may remember what I stated before:
this Company alone consumes 33,ooo tons
a month ; that is 400,000 tons a year, and
they can charge themselves and other
companies an exorbitant figure-they
would be selling to themselves-it is
merely taking money out of one pocket
and placing it in another. What has this
country done within the last five or six

HON. MR. McINNES.

years ? In order to cement and unite

togetherthedifferent provinces ofwhich th
Dominion is composed we went tO W
with a right good will and experded mOre
than $3o,ooo,ooo in constructing the
dian Pacifie Railroad. A few weeks
we loaned $3o,ooo,ooo more tO
Canadian Pacific Railway Syndicate
enable them to accomplish their gigaw
tic undertaking. In that we were
wisely; but are we now right, On lae
heels of that, in going to work to Pl
a barrier in the way of the succef
operation of that railway? When shal to
get our $3o,ooo,ooo paid back if We go to
work and prevent that from being a pyi g
institution ? I fail to see it, andhi
should like some hon, gentleman i ta'f
House, or out of it, to show me. I have
nothing to gain-not a friend or priv';
interest to serve-but on the contrary i1
have anything to lose by this legislation'
is by taking the position I do now ir
position to the Bill, but I feel I should je
unworthy of a seat in this House, as o
of the three representatives in the Senae
from the Pacifie Province, to alloW thiS
Bill to go through without recording my
vote against it, knowing as I do that 't
would be highly detrimental to the b
interests of British Columbia, and Of the
Dominion as a whole. It is urged tts
because the Legislature of Britsh
Columbia has passed this Bill, that it i
our bounden duty to pass it here. I thil 1'
such is not the fact.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-What *
the majority ?

HON. MR. McINNES-The vote, I
lieve was fourteen to eight. I have alwayS
understood, one of the principle function
of this House was to check rash a
crude legislation, no matter from Wh
source it emanated, and I believe if there
ever was a time in the history oft
country, since Confederation, when th*e
Senate should exercise its authority, i.
now, by rejecting the unwarranted legisla
tion coming from the Legislature th
British Columbia. I believe that is
position we ought to take, and that the
House should view it in that light. If
they do I am satisfied that the result W'
be that this Island railway will be bujît
for half what it is now proposed to give
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If this Government and the Gov-
unmlent of British Columbia go to work
ar.d advertise the vast resources within

s belt that is proposed to be given to4comZpany I believe that the line can be
<constructed for one-half the land grant
ProPOsed in this Bill.

It May appear rather presumptious in aYoug member of this House to tell
gentlemen, many of whom are old

!nough to be my ·father, what their duty
.> but I certainly feel that I cannot allow

th18 1ill to go without entering my protest
%ainst it.

1ON. MR. MACDONALD-I shall
fme myseif to answering some of the

arges made -by the hon. member from
.ewe Westminster. They are very serious
1f1deed : One is that the Minister of Jus
te was misled during his visit to British
Columbia. Those who know that hon.
gentleman. would not believe anything of

e kind for a moment. Even had the
attempt been made, the whole of British
Columbia could not deceive him, with
his knowledge of the facts and of the his-
toty of this whole case, and the charge
fils to the ground unfounded.

The next charge, and it is a very serious
ne also, is that Mr. Dunsmuir controls

the Assembly of British Columbia. i deny
in toto. He no more controls that

y than the hon. gentleman sitting
0 pPosite, or any other member of this
11OUse. He has no more influence in that
Assembly than any other member of it,
andI am quite certain the Government of

ritish Columbia are perfectly independent
Mr. Dunsmuir. So much for that

ca4rge. The bon. gentleman speaks about'
early all the members living in Victoria.

,4ON. MR. McINNES-City andlistrict.

eON. MR. MACDONALD-There are
rteen members for the mainland, and

the hon. gentleman says that nearly all the
'tes in favor of this Bill were given by

'presentatives of the Island.

lON. MR. McINNES-I did not say,bat-

RO(q. MR. MACDONALD-The hon.
'tlen an conveyed the impression that

nearly all the votes in favor of this Bill
were given by Island members.

HON. MR. McINNES-I did not refer
to the Local Legislature then. I had
then reference to the votes cast in the
House of Commons here.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-The votes
vere about equal. Mr. Barnard was ill
and unable to speak.

HoN. MR. McINNES -Where does he
live? In Victoria.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-What
about the Legislature of British Columbia.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Of the
thirteen members representing the main-
land, three voted against the Bill and ten
for it, and the two members from the New
Westminster district voted for it. One
member, Mr. Armstrong, from the Town
of New Westminster, voted against it. Of
the Vancouver Island members four, who
are controlled more or less by the Van-
couver Coal Company, voted against the
Bill. They live at Nanaimo, and their
interest is with the Vancouver Coal Com-
pany, who have all their shops and works
there.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-How
many of the Island members voted for it.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-Eight
members voted for it, and four against,
and Mr. Dunsmuir, one of the contrac-
tors, would not vote at all

HON. MR. McINNES-I do not want
the House to be misled. When the hon.
gentleman says that three members from
the maintand voted against the Bill, he
should have explained that there are
several of the mainland members who are
Victorians. They live at Victoria, and
have all their interests there, although
they represent constituencies on the main-
land.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-There is
only one, the member for Cariboo, and he
is obliged to live at Victoria, while he is a
member of the Government.
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HON. MR. MACDONALD-Now, with
regard to this Company interfering with
the trade of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, the Syndicate are shrewd enough to
take care of their own interests, and if they
could see that these lands and coal measu-
res should belong to them they would
have had possession of them before now.
The Government offered them those lands
and a subsidy as well, but they declined
to touch it or look at it. They are quite,
as capable as the hon. gentlemen is of
watching their own interests. The hon.
gentleman says, that this work has been
entirely done in the interest of a few mal-
contents in Victoria. The weight of evi-
dence is entirely against hirn: we find ten
members frorn the nainland voting against
this Bill, and, in another place, telegrams
were read from men in the New West-
Minster District in favor of it. The House
of Assembly in 1882 offered to give away
a larger area of lands than this Bill deals
with. In the spring of 1883 they were
given to the Dunsmuir Company and are
given away again now. The consensus of
opinion .in British Columbia, confounds
anything the hon. gentleman can bring

undertake this work could have themlL,
nobody seemed to want themn. o
Dunsmuir would not touch those
lands. What does the small cash sUbs'
amount to if these lands are so valuablkt.
It would be a mere drop in the bucket
If the lands are worth a quarter of t
the hon. gentleman says they are,
money grant would not be counted a
thing in the bargain. ot

The Clements Company not on yo'
more land, but they got everything it co'
tained, surface and minerals. They c St
keep anybody out of the tract or not th
as they liked. Under the agreement W'ith
the Dunsmuir Company this land is OPeO
to pre-emption for the next four yeartS1 9
that the whole surface of that couul,
where the land is worth anything, May1b
taken by bona fide settlers, who w'l1 1 e
to develop the Island.

HON. MR. NELSON-The Compa
get the purchase money of the land.

HoN. MR. MACDONALD-Aftef the
end of the four years the Company et
the purchase money, but the Province ur
the population, and at the end of the fo
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HON. MR. McINNES-Wilson, Davy, forward to tha contrary. Now with re-
and Robinson. gard to the Clements Company, Who go

this land some time ago, the hon. gente
HON. MR. MACDONALD-Mr. Rob- man tried to prove that the bargain made

inson, of New Westminster, has no domi- with them was more beneficial than the
cile there: he is there because he is a agreement made with the Dunsmuir
member. The reason why Crown Moun- pany. Now, in the first place, they
tain does not appear on the map that the not required to build a Railway .Of
Minister brought in is this: the country particular character ; they could build ji
is not surveyed, and its true position is what they liked; and they were to rectiv·
not known. A great many of the maps more land than this Company is gett'he
of Vancouver Island and British Columbia What became of that Company? I ri-
are guess-work and not finished maps, and Americans (and Mr Clements is an Amfr
therefore sorne places are not put down. can) were so anxious to get hold of Ote
I am so instructed by the Chief Commis- coal lands, and control them, and if they
sioner of Lands and Works of British are worth so many millions, as the have
Columbia. Now, as regards the other gentleman says they are, could he not
point, the road running by navigable raised $2,25o,ooo to build that road ?
waters, that is no argument at all. We
find most of the railways of the world HON. MR. McINNES-Why did theY
running by navigable waters, but in this not advertize those facts?
age of progress navigation is not fast
enough, you must have more rapid com- HON. MR. MACDONALD-They ore
munication, and so that argument falls to advertised everywhere. It was knolvwîi
the ground. England, New York and Californa 0the

anyone could have those lands who hefe
HON. MR. McINNES-What resources build this road. They have 'been t

are to be developed by this railway ? for all these years ; anybody who ot
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Years the land is subject to taxation and fall, I do not know how many degrees, if
'Oftributes to the Provincial revenue. this Bill were to pass. It is not likely that
1eNow, with regard to the dock, I should theGovernment and Parliamentof Canada,
h very sorry to say anything that would after all the aid that has been granted that
trt the feelings of General Laurie, but Company to promote the construction of a
tld' gentleman has made the most un- trans-continental railway, would sanctionIderly address that could be imagined, this arrangement if it would interfere

address such as an old woman might in the slightest degree with that great un-
thexpected to make. He has gone on dertaking. As I said before, the Cana-

e assuiption that the British fleet would dian Pacific Railway Company are quité
fastened to the harbor, and could not able to take care of their own affairs. If

et out if an enemy appeared on the coast. they saw any danger to their undertaking
t a most absurd proposition. He I am perfectly certain that that they would

t3d that the dock could not be defended approach the Government and ask themWthout firing over or into it. Such bosh not to pass this Bill ; but they have not
&Ona military man is extraordinary. done so. They have no fear of it ; they
WolUld those ships remain in the harbor if know they can get all the coal on the

enemy appeared outside ? Not likely. mainland and elsewhere that they want.
b. Admiral Sterling said, any attack will I believe that a very large seam of rich

'TMade from the ocean, and will have to coal has been discovered at Nicoal, on the
met outside the harbor. When the mainland. A Bill was before the House

ritish fleet is' driven off the ocean, then of Assembly this year for a railway to that
M may abandon not only the dock but district, but the Government could not

the whole Island as well. That day will see its way to giving a grant of land, inIlever come,'and the only enemy we have aid of it, and nothing has yet been done,
to fear is Russia. General Laurie ought but the coal is there undoubtedly.
rO have been more careful than to make a The hon. gentleman has accused a
re tark of that kind. clique in Victoria, of being the cause o
t Nanaimo is fully as easly guarded as this legislation. I would be very sorry tc

'Suimalt. There is a land-locked harbor attribute motives to the hon. gentlemaro nine miles, and that too would be himself: I have no doubt he is influenced4efended outside. by a patriotic sentiment, and I will no
ow, as to the enormous quantity of accuse him of personal motives, but th

al given away by this grant, the hon. whole country-not Victoria-has made
t1eman magnifies it, I do not know how this settlement. He has made an attacl

thY thousand times. I do not say that on American capitalists coming to develoj
is not a great deal of coal there : I these lands. The very thing he deplore

Pe there is. The more coal we have is what I hail with satisfaction. I do no
the better for the country, for the Com- care where the capital comes from, sc

y and for all concerned. Mr. Richard- long as it is employed in developing ou
his report, after making calcu- resources.

n on the basis of Australian and
glish coal fields, goes on to say, that to HON. MR. McINNES-The hon. gen
rtpt a calculation of the productive tleman is misrepresenting me: I know h
d Of a coal field would be premature is not doing it wilfully, but I did not saOre all the details have been ascertained. anything of the kind.
e extent to which they can be profitably
rked cannot be known without an HON. MR. PLUMB-Oh, yes.

ali l test. If Mr. Richardson were
e to-day and on the floor of this House HON. MR. McINN'ES-What I sai

WOuld defy him to substantiate the was this, that it was the character of thos4
:Ie ~ produced by the hon. gentleman. men-not their money, but their un

tie eould not do it. As I said, I hope scrupulous character that I objected to
i4ere Is plenty of coal there, and if that

So much the better for all of us. HON. MR. MACDONALD-Wha
o ke hon. gentleman said that the stock weight should any of us attach to newsthe Canadian Pacific Railway would paper articles in this country against ou
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triends ? Does any one believe them for
a moment? Are they not written by in-
terested parties-by scurrilous black-
guards in most cases ? Perhaps some
man was paid to write that article against
Mr. Huntington. This House is not
likely to be influenced by a clipping from
a newspaper article. If it could be, no
man's character would be safe-any of us
might be held up to execration by the
press of the country.

I do not charge the hon. gentleman
with any sectional feeling or having any
private interest in this matter. He knows
what his privale interests are, and what
the mainspiring of his opposition is I
leave it to himself to say : he can settle
that with his own conscience.

This Bill is a settlement of all matters
in dispute between the Province of British
Columbia and Canada. I give it my sup-
port, even if we were obliged to make a
sacrifice. I think it is detrimental to our
Province that any question should be
pending which would keep the people on
the rack continually. I support this
motion because it will develop our indus-
tries; it willbring wealth and population into
our countryand benefit thewhole Province.
I do not look at the question in a sectional
or narrow spirit. Every one here knows
that while the battle of the routes on
the mainland was being fought, I had my
favorite route. Directly that matter was
settled I never referred to the subject again,
and I never oppose anything done on the
mainland. With regard to railway matters,
I have no objection to seeing the railway
built where it is being built, but I will say
this, that if the grant of land mentioned
in this Bi1 were to be devoted to the
railway to Port Moody, we would not
hear a single word against the measure.
It would be the wisest transaction the
Government ever entered into.

HON. MR. McINNES--No. I would
oppose it as strongly as I oppose this.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I do not
question the right of the hon. gentleman
to deal with any matter affecting the Pro-
vince of British Columbia, but I think he
is going beyond his duty, as well as his
district, when he tries to stop expansion
and improvement in any section of the
country. Although there is a small strait

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

between the Island and the place where
he lives, he should know that what W
benefit the Island will benefit the whole
Province. Who are the best custoner
for the products of the mainland of British
Columbia ? Are not the people of Vlc
toria and the Island ? We take all Yotu
surplus beef, butter and other kinids O
produce. We cannot eat all your salmOI
but we take everything else, and if
have the money on the Island, You W
receive a corresponding benefit in retur

This matter has been pronounced 01
three separate times by the Assembly an
people of British Columbia, and 1 fow

ask how cornes it, if this land is worth 50
many millions, that it was not taken of
years ago by the Hudson Bay Company'
who were the first to mine coal on t
Island, and knew all about it ? TheY
have been mining there for thirty years'
and if they had wanted this land they
could have secured every acre on the
Island. They had the capital, and th'
knowledge of the locality. ÏHow corne
it that since 1874 the land was not taken
up by squatters? It is true a certain
portion of it has been settled on, and thie
rights of squatters are preserved in this
Bill.

HON. MR. McINNES-I forgot to
mention, while on my feet, that this
reserve has never been taken off this belt
of land. It was reserved in 1873, and
kept on until 1883. The boundarie
of the land grant were merely re-arrang
on the 14 th June, 1883. If the ho*
gentleman will turn up the Britis
Columbia Gazette, he will find that that
is the fact; so it was not open to specU-
lators.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I do not
say anything about it since the ree e
was put on, but previous to that why
not the Hudson Bay Company take 9P
that land?

HON. MR. McINNES-They had
more than they could attend to, and theY
had not the market then for coal that we
have now.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Since the
land was reserved, and even nOW, whY
have squatters not taken up the land ?
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lON. MR. McINNES-They couldot do it : it is reserved.

oN. MR. MACDONALD-As I have
ed, some have gone in and their right

t the land is protected by this Bill-not'
Nir right to the minerals. If this land
1 *Orth all we are told that it is, and if
thm Aericans are so anxious to get it,We could not the Clements Company
Sel lts charter or float the scheme ? They
enuld do neither, and Mr. Clements for-

his $1o,ooo and abandoned it.
if the hon. gentleman is so afraid of

.'ericans coming into the country and
e"1stitmg their capital, and is so anxious
Preserve the rights of the Province, I

uld ask him to look near his own door.
thie look at the largest food supply in
e rovince-the fisheries of the FraserPver, and what will he find ? Are there

mt Arnericans working those fisheries ?
the Will find that half the canneries on
the Fraser River are owned by Americans.

MR. McINNES-Not one
9 IIarter-the capital is principally British.

CON. MR. MACDONALD-Well, I
oe four myself. We find that Ameri-

cans Own and run saw-mills, and are con-
nected with other industries in the Pro-
Wtie. We welcome them to the country,

it would be a dark day for us when
e should close our doors to capital and

ustry, from whatever source it may come.
Y should the hon. gentleman object to

ePorting coal, as well as salmon, from the
cfltry ? The coal is there, it is no use,
3Ing undeveloped and unused. The

ner people come in and work it thebetter
Of ttr. I will just read you the position

coal interests in Vancouver Island at
prsent. I have told you what the geologi-
rePort says, that it would be persump-
us to make calculations at present.

WO Mines only are in operation on the
nld-that of the Vancouver Coal Com-
P , and that of the Dunsmuir Company.

r. Chandler, an American, is now open-
'a new mine, but with what success I
uiable to say. The Harwood Coal

C")Pany spent a large sum of money
but itg a mine four miles from Nanaimo,
tot did not find a workable seam and had

spend operations after sinking a large
unt of money. The Bay Sound Com-

pany is in the same position as the
Harwood Company; they found coal only
in pockets, and had to cease operations
and sell out.

HON. MR. McINNES-They did not
go down to within 300 feet of where the
coal lay, according to the geological re-
port.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-That is a
pretty good depth. The Union Company,
after opening its mine, could not go on,
and sold out to Mr. Dunsmuir. A Com-
pany of Americans-that much depised
race of men-with their capital, are open-
ing and prospecting coal mines on the
west coast of Vancouver Island, and, I
believe, they are meeting with very fair
success. With regard to the fear of mono-
poly, I do not see that there is any danger ;
there is coal enough in private hands to
prevent anything of that kind taking place.

The very bugbear the hon. gentleman
has raised about this Company owning all
these railways is really not an objection :
it is just the thing we want. They require
coal to supply their steamships and rail-
ways, and to work these coal mines they
must bring in men and create facilities for
doing it. This all goes to prove that the
deposits in the railway belt are not exactly
what the hon. gentlemen would have this
House believe. Now with regard to the
land. The present position of the land
grant is this: the land is the property of
the province, conveyed in trust to the
Dominion Government for the purposes
of this Bill, and this Parliament has no
control over this land, therefore I say that
whatever action hon. gentlemen in this
House might take to-day, they would not
in the least alter the position of this land.
The land would be disposed of in the di-
rection which has been intended for the
last three years, by three different houses
of Assembly, in British Columbia.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Under
different Governments, are they not ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Yes. They
have been set apart for a special purpose
since 1873, and whatever action is taken
here to-day that land will be disposed of
as it was originally intended to be. The
Provincial Government, by a Bill passed
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in 1882, voted this land to a company
called'the Clements Company, organized in
the cities of San Francisco and Victoria
for the purpose of constructing the railway
from Nanaimo to Esquimalt. This Com-
pany, after depositing $o,ooo failed to
float the scheme and forfeited its charter
and the deposit, notwithstanding the sup-
posed great value of the land grant. In
the spring of 1883 a new Provincial Gov-
ernment came into office, and one of its
first acts was to grant this coal land to the
Dunsmuir Company, but owing to some
difficulties the Company did not go into
operation. Again, in December 1883, the
Government passed a Bill in harmony with
the views of the Dominion Government,
again granting those lands to Dunsmuir &
Co., and in a House of twenty-five mem-
bers, fifteen voted for the Bill and seven
against it, some members not voting at all
-Mr. Dunsmuir being one of them. For
four years after the legislation by the Par-
liament of the Dominion it is provided
that the land in this railway belt is to be
opened to actual settlers, the minerals
only being reserved to the Company; and,
from the facts which I have recited, it is
evidentthat the people of British Columbia
are in favor of granting those lands in the
manner proposed.

HON. MR. NELSON--At the passing
of the terms of the Union between British
Columbia and the Dominion of Canada,
under which this railway was to be con-
structed, there was only one feeling in
that Province upon the subject of the
route through the mainland of the Pro-
vince, nature having so plainly indicated
the valley of the Fraser. A very little
time, however, subsequent to the Province
entering Confederation, in consequence
of the mere accident of a vessel striking
upon a little rock that lies in the centre of
Seymour Narrows, and until then un-
known, and making it possible to erect a
centre pier, suggested the idea of spanning
these Narrows with a bridge, the people of
Victoria--taking advantage of that fact-
began to urge that it was possible to cross
the Gulf of Georgia at that point, and
advocated the adoption of another route.
This was first started in Victoria, but up
to that time there had been no idea what-
ever of taking the line through British
Columbia by any other route than that

HON. MR. MACDONALD.

at present under construction. The effect
of this being brought forward, I presume
was that the Dominion Government sen
surveyors all over that country, and s0 the
great delay which has been complainedO
has been brought about. This, I sayThe
done by the people of Vancouver.
people of the mainland, who knew the
country generally, and who had a large
knowledge of many portions of it, W h
against this proposed route, but thro0
the influence of the people of Victora,,
and their influence seems to have beh
very potent in all these matters-the
question of the new route was ag nteit
complete surveys were coiien
Indeed, that influence was carried SO
as, when the matter was first discussed,.
have the route declared by Order-10
Council, and Victoria, by such Order'la
Council, was fixed as the terminus of the
Caiadian Pacific Railway. Out of that
fact, and the delay occasioned therebyt
has grown the demand for comPene
tion for delays in the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, such clair!'
having been made by the people of
toria. In the minds of people generaey
it would appear that if any compensatiO0
were payable because of delays in cOnstrhat
tion of the Canadian Pacific Raiway, that
compensation should extend to the whoje
of British Columbia, and that it shotI
not be applied merely to one portion of
the Province. But, when argumfen ts Of
this kind are brought forward by the P
ple of the mainland, how are they "'

Invariably by the cry of sectionalise
Whenever the Island portion of the Pro
vince of British Columbia does not ge
what it wants, either from the local Govern-
ment or from the Government of the
Dominion, if their demands are opPOSe
by the people of the mainland, the cry
sectionalism is raised at once. It has bee-
so in this case and in every other that ha
come up.

Speaking of compensation to the prat
vince of British Columbia, I think that
the completing of this line of railwaY fr01"
Nanaimo to Esquimalt is really not Con-

pensation to that Province, and not a the
seulement of the differences between
Province of British Columbia and the
Dominion of Canada. That is a ma
which I would impress upon the yu0115
that despite what has been said about the
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estion being voted upon by the mem-
s of the Local Legislature of British

Olulmbia, and having passed in that

t 'gislature, on several different occasions,
1s nevertheless the fact that if fifty legisla-
res were to vote upon it, it bears upon

ti face evidence that it is not compensa-
o0n to British Columbia. It is simply

bo0thing more or less than the giving of a
nus to the little town of Victoria, in the

ahape of this railway, when. properly, thecomlpensation should be widespread overthe whole Province. To show this more
Particularly, I will refer to a fact which is

1 ll known, and which has just been re-
red to by my hon. friend from New
stinster ; it is that one of the princi-

Pal rernbers from the Island itself was
oPOed, up to a certain time, to this line
Of railway-up to the time, m fact, when
e saw certain individual advantages!ould accrue from the building of it. It

4 Well known throughout the Province
9f British Columbia that the gentleman

question was opposed to it, and it
V also known that the district from
Which he came was opposed to it almost

a flman. I hold here in my hand a
Petition from about three-fourths of the
Voters in that District of Nanaimo, addres-
'ed to the Local House, against the build
Iug of that line of railway, unless there were
Certain modifications made, but those modi-
fications have not been made. I have also
teard it stated, and I believe it to betrue, that Mr. Dunsmuir was requested

.a large majority of his constituents to
rign his seat, on account of his connec-

O with that railway. So far as the
'2iriland is concerned, although some
Ibenbers from that section have voted
t'th the members from the Island upon
this question, still it was never put beforePeople, and I do. not believe that a
stugle member of the Local House was
ever elected upon that ground.

liON. MR. MACDONALD-When a
Jority so large, in that Assembly, com-

Ptsed as it is of members coming from
CarriPeople, carried that Bill, they surely
tarried the voice of the people with them.

• MR. NELSON-I think a great
'uestion of that kind should go to the
people.

HON. MR. McINNES-They were
asked several times to dissolve the House
but they were afraid to do so.

HON. MR. NELSON-I think it is a
question which should very properly have
gone to the people, where it is proposed,
as has been said, to give away this immense
quantity of land, with all these valuable
deposits of coal to a foreign company-a
company that is known to be largely in-
terested in, if not entirely the owners of
the Central Pacific Railway, the Southern
Pacific Railway, the Texas Pacific Rail-
way and who have lately become largely
interested in the Northern Pacific Railway
What do the people of Victoria want to do
now ? They want to make Victoria the
terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and if their ideas should be carried out,
we will, according to their ideas, place
in the hands of this Company which
is so largely interested in the American
railway just naned, the end of the
Canadian Pacific Railway ; anl the effect
of that can be easily understood by every
hon. gentleman. It will be placing our
railway in the hands of people who are
largely interested in enterprises directly
opposed to this one of ours-to place the
terminus in their hands, and about
seventy miles of that railroad. The
position is very plain, and I think it
would be an exceedingly unwise thing to
do. Now, with regard to the Clements
Company, it has been brought forward
again and again that the Clements Com-
pany had made an offer, that a charter had
been granted to them, and after having
had all these things done, they were pre-
pared to give up their $1o,ooo rather than
go on with the construction of that line of
railway. That, however, is a matter which
I think can be very easily explained, be-
cause this Mr. Clements was undoubtedly
connected with, and I believe acted as
agent for, those gentlemen who are now
to have the construction of this railway,
and the sum of $1o,ooo is an exceedingly
small amourit to Messrs. Huntington,
Crocker, and people of that kind. And
they would be only too willing to give
up that $1o,ooo and to surrender their
charter, if much better terms would be
granted to a new company for the build-
ing of that railway. Of course Mr. Cle-
ments, as the agent of Messrs. Huntington,
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Crocker & Co., was willing to give
up a comparatively bad bargain, and to
forfeit the deposit, in order to come in and
get an exceedingly good bargain in return.
I think every hon. gentleman would have
done the same thing.

HON. MR. MACDONALD--Where is
the proof of it ?

HON. MR. NELSON-It can be in-
stanced in a hundred ways, and the whole
transaction bears upon its face the truth
of this statement. Everybody knows that
Mr. Clements is connected with Hunting-
ton, Crocker & Co., and to get such
a good contract as has been given
them, they would be very willing to throw
away the small sum of $io,ooo.

It being 6 o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

Atter Recess.

HON. MR. NELSON, continuing his
remarks said : It is not my intention to
occupy the time of the House very long,
after the exhaustive speech of my hon.
friend from New Westminster, but there
are a few points to which I wish to call
attention. When I stopped speaking, I
was comparing the two contracts, the
Clements contract and that offered to the
Syndicate. It was stated by the hon.
gentleman from Victoria that the Clements
Company had got a great deal more land
than the present Syndicate. I find that
the boundaries set apart in the Clements
Company grant are exactly the same as
the boundaries that are set apart for this
grant ; the only difference being that out
of that grant they are to get a certain por-
tion, and out of the remaining portion is to
be made up for all lands that have been
alienated therefrom. From all I can learn,
the lands that have been alienated will take
up about the remainder of the Clements
grant, so that this Syndicate will practi-
cally get the same amount' of land, and
they will get in addition all the foreshore
rights. From the opinions expressed by
most of our experienced miners, it is un-
derstood that a very large area of the land
along the coast of Vancouver contains
coal, and that there is as great an area of
coal under the water as on the land. The

rights of this Company to the coal un
water are not limited in any way, aer
presume may extend across to the ot
side of the Gulf of Georgia. -aay

Now with regard to the line of
itself, as I before stated, it must e
form a part of the Canadian Pacific R t
way, or it must not. The hope Of the
people of Victoria, and the hope O
Legislature of British Columbia, who
been acting in the interest of the Pe
of Victoria, has been that this road
form a part of the Canadian Pacific tbe
way, and that the Esquimalt would be the
terminus of the railway. In giving. th
contract for that railway to a Syn.
who control the Central Paciic RaIlWay'
the Texas Pacific and the SouthernF Paci'c
Railway, and who are largely intereste in
the Northern Pacific Railway, it Wil th
seen we are giving absolute control Of tie
western end of our own line to a h
company. If we take into consideal
the enormous interests of the people hat
are controlling those American linet to
we are speaking of-interests that
them are paramount to a degree ith
cannot be estimated in comparison ed
any that they may become Possouver
of in that small railway on Vancob
Island-it can be seen that it Wi bc
their policy to interfere with ac
divert traffic from our Canadian F of
Railway. If we take the other horn ot
the dilemma and say that this road isd an
going to form a portion of the Canadi
Pacific Railway, we must corne to the cO"
clusion that it is to be a small and verY
portant railway running over and
unimportant portion of the country, h to
that we are giving away for too inUa
have that railway built. The raa
itself can only benefit the Pala
of Victoria. and the settlers s
its route. The population therebut
very small; I hope it may be greater, the
the railway can never be a carrier o and
coal from the districts of Nanairno and
Comax. The freight on coal by water
always be too cheap for a railway to Ca
pete with it. The cost to-day of towiga
ship from Royal Roads to Departure ay
and from Departure Bay down to the OPen
sea at the mouth of the Straits tofu'
does not amount to twenty-five cents a oal
and any hon. gentleman can see tanaî
can not be carried by rail from Na

HON. MR. NELSON.
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squimalt at twenty-five cents a ton.
that if this Island road is not to form a

of the Canadian Pacific Railway it
!nust become a very unimportant work
"deed that can be of advantage only to
t People of Victoria. I hope it is not

only advantage that the people look13r but I know it is one of the things thatthPeople look forward to; that the con-
ertion of that line will, to- a great extent,

e4hance the value of property in Victoria,
and 1 hope it will do so. Many people
*111 take advantage of this increase of
a le to get rid of their property ; but after

t While that advantage will die away, and

gs will fall back to the old position
• Now, with regard to the coal fields

elyselves I think in another place certain
tiates were made of the value of those

ds Estimates were made by the late
r- Richardson, who gives the area of the

fields as being 400 square miles, at
' 0 0,ooo tons of coal to the square mile.

lION MR. PLUMB-The coal fields
Of the North-West are only estimated at
5,0,o 1000tons to the square mile.

to. 11R. NELSON-At 16,ooo,ooo
6s to the square mile, it would give us
'4O,00,0o of tons of coal. At five

a ton, the tax that has been placed
i the Local Government, on all coal

te1g Outside of this grant, would amount
$320,ooo,ooo. That is a very large

t% of money. But if we take only one-
th Of that amount, and that would cer-
y be making a great allowance, it would

e $32,oooooo, and what are we to get
r that ? We get a line of Railway, pro-

p sedly built as a portion of the Canadian
c Railway, to be dlaced in the hands

teenemies of the Canadian Pacific
, 'Way, tobeplacedinthehandsof persons

c.8 interest it will be to block the traf-
*f Our road in every possible way. If
thatake the other horn of the dilemma,
thrit Is only to be a short road running
Cngh the agricultural portion of the
habntry, having but a small number of in-
We Itt to depend upon for its support,
are giving away in lands alone, an

at covering $32,000,000 worth of
a t the low estimate I have adopted.

w k it is time to pause, and consider
at We are doing in this matter. The
ibers of this syndicate, who are owners

of the Railway lines I have spoken of,
are also the owners of coal fields in Wash-
ington Territory. From these coal fields,
they are shipping to San Francisco a
greater amount of coal than has ever been
shipped from British Columbia. The qua-
lity of that coal is not equal to the coal
of Vancouver Island, but they have within
recent years, in prospecting, come across
certain seams of coal which have been
found to be equal to our Nanaimo Coal.
The fact of their finding coal of that char-
acter, shows that it exists in that Territory,
and we do not know what day further
extensive discoveries of it may be made.
With beds of coal of that description in
the hands of these people, we de not know
but what they may find it to their interest
to shut up all our co-l mines in British
Columbia, and work only the mines that
they possess in Washington Territory. In
addition to that, I think that not the least
of the objections to the giving away of all
these coal lands is the effect it will have in
shutting up one of the greatest fields of
enterprise in the Province. I do not be-
lieve that there is any want of individual
enterprise in British Columbia, and I
believe the hon. gentleman in another
place slandered the people of that Pro-
vince when they say we have no enter-
prise amongst us. I am glad to say
that, besides the British, we have in
our Province many Americans who have
shown a great deal of enterprise, but
in almost every single case those Ameri-
cans are men who came to the coun-
try as poor men, identified themselves
with the country as poor men, grew up
with us, and prospered and are to all in-
tents and purposes as much British Colum-
bians as the people of British origin who
reside there. We have men of that charac-
ter there to-day, men who have made it
there home; but as to outside capital com-
ing from California, or from any portion
of the United States, I challenge hon. gen-
tlemen to point out any case of the kind.
I challenge hon. gentlemen to point out
where any American citizens have come
in with large amounts of capital and in
vested it in any enterprise in British Col-
umbia. I do not think a solitary instance
of it can be shown. As I said before,
Americans have come into the country
without means, have grown up with the
country, have made money in it, and have
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invested it successfully in the Province ;
but that does not show that they have
more enterprise than the people they live
among. I look upon this locking up of
the coal fields as being one of the worst
features in this project, because it will
close against our people a great field of
enterprise. I know that many have been
waiting in the hope that this reservation
would be thrown open, and that oppor-
tunities would be given to the people to
go into the business of mining coal ; but
they have not had the opportunity to do
so. The reserve was not at any time
thrown open ; it has been continued ever
since it was first set aside for Pacific
Railway þurposes. I myself was one of
those who wished to go in there and take
up some of those coal lands and develop
them, but owing to the reserve I could not
do so.

In speaking to the question in the other
Chamber I believe there were only two
out of the three representatives of British
Columbia who spoke in favor of this Bill,
and one of those gentlemen referred to it
from the standpoint that it was to be an
advantage to the Dominion. In making a
bargain of this kind the interests of the
Province should not be lost sight of; they
should be thought as much of as the in-
tercstsofthe Dominion. When the interests
of the Province are lost sight of, I believe
the interests of the Dominion cannot be
properly cared for. It is said that the
Government of the Dominion has nothing
to do with the giving away of these lands.
I think that is not the case. When Sir
Charles Tupper went out to British Colum-
bia offers were made to him to give up,
for the purposes of constructing this Rail-
way, just about the sanie lands as are de-
signated in the present grant, but they
were to be divided into alternate sections,
each alternate section to be given for the
construction of the line, the other to be
retained by the Province. This was a far
better policy, as a fair proportion of the
land would thus be retained for the people
of the country. I fear the result of this
measure, if it is adopted, will be very bad
for the Province. I may remark, as my
hon. friend before me has done, that i am
sorry to have to record my vote against
the Government, but in the interests
of the Province that I represent, and in the
interests of the Dominion, I feel that it is

HON. MR. NELSON.

my duty to take the stand that I am no
taking.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--I rise tO
press similar feelings to those that have
been uttered by my hon. friends ftroI
New Westminster and Burrard Dlet
in opposing the Bill now before the
House. I do so under a sense of dty
to the country, and to be consistent.
I feel that I would be recreant tO n'
own record, and to my own sense o
justice, and in my duty to the Doninon
as well as to British Columbia, were I tO
support these resolutions. At the saie
time it is a question whether, if the fate
of the Government depended upon nY
supporting this Bill, I should not prefer
the less evil and be induced to vote for 't
But I think no hon. gentleman will feel "
that position on this question. I believe
if we can relieve the Government and the
country from this bargain, we would be
doing a benefit to the Dominion, a niuch
greater benefit than in 1874 or 1 8 7 5, when
we threw out a Bill of a similar character
respecting the Esquimalt and N3 naimO
Railway. I opposed it then, and on the
same principle I oppose it now-on the
principle that Vancouver Island had nO
claim on this Parliament to build that
railway; that it was no portion of the
Pacific Railway, and that we were under
no obligation to the Island, apart from
that which we were under to British
Columbia as a Province. I might ask in
the first place, why is this Bill here at all
What grievance, what injustice has 'Va-
couver suffered that they should clain'
this large amount of money, and the
alienation from the Province of these vast
coal fields ? When British Columbia
came into the Union we pledged burselve"
to the construction of the Canadian PaCi-
fic Railway. There was no time fixed for
its completion ; we were not bound tO
time. True it is that ten years were stated
as a limit, but we have the words of the
leader of the Government that the tile
mentioned was only an earnest of the
bargain, that it was to be built withif a
reasonable time without straining the
resources, or increasing the taxation of the
Dominion. I would invite the attention
of the House to a short extract from the
speech of the hon. the mover of the reso-
lution in 1871, providing for the admissiOn
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of British Columbia into the Union, in
Confirmation of this position. He then
said a
. Itwas not intended that we should proceed

the face of insu perable obstacles or jeopar-djte or endanger the resources of the country.
tut be remembered that the people of

tish Columbia will stand in precisely therue oS ition as we ouirselves; their repre-ntatives will be here, and in the ot her branch,
5  ally interested in the prosperity and eco-

ornieal administration of public affairs. We
iention the time of ten years as a guarantee

aiat we were in earnest, and the intention has
Zways been the saine, the construction of the

by private enterprise, and such aid as we
esi give without injuriously burdening the
reeOurces of Canada."

That is the position we took then, and
believe that the Government has so far

carried out those obligations. We have
endeavored as far as we could to build this
railway within the time mentioned, and I
see no claim that Vancouver Island has
tO anthing at our hands under that obliga-
ton. When the leader of the Government
says it is to set at rest any disputes between
the Island and the Dominion-

HiON. MR. MACDONLD-Not the
Island, the Province.

HON. MR. KAUIBACH-It is an
absurd demand only of Vancouver Island,
Which has a population about half that
of the countv whence I come, and to
get that railwa~y built they would jeopardize
their right and interest in all the coal areas
'ri the Province. And for what purpose ?
1 cannot see what benefit it is to be when
built. It is to be 69 miles in length and
to be skirted by nearly 200 miles of
the foreshore of the Island. We are to
give up to a monopoly not merely 2,0oo,ooo
acres of land, but ail the known coal areas
in it, and the foreshore in perpetuity.
The Bill says:

" Ail coal, coal oil, ores, stones, clay mar-
ble, slate, mines, minerals and substances
Whatsover iii on or under the lands so agreed
to be granted to the said contractors as afore-
Said, and the foreshore rights in respect of aileaich lands as aforesaid, which are hereby
agreed to be granted to the said contractors
a" aforesaid, and border on the sea, together
with the privilege of mining under the fore-
shore and sea opposite any such land, and of

1nining and keepng for their own use ail coal
and minerais (herein mentioned) nuder the
foreshore or sea opposite any such lands, and

ln o far as such coal, coal oil, ores, stones,

clay, marble, slate, mines, minerais and sub-
stances whatsoever, and foreshore rights are
owned by the Dominion Government.

When we come to compare this measure
with the Bill brought before the House by
the then leader of the Government in
1875, we must see that this is still less
favourable to the interests of the cou, try
-of the two Bills I would infinitely i her
support the Bill that was introduced in
1875. I would say to-day build the
Island railway if it is necessary to do so,
but do not give away forever all those coal
mines on the Island and 200 miles of
coast, the property of the Dominion,
to a monopoly. It would be far better
in the interests of the Dominion, and
I believe in the interests of the Island,
to build the road and hand it over to
them than to alienate all the coal lands
of the Province. These lands are to be
free from taxation, not only on the coal
but on the railway itself. Some few years
ago 400,000 tons of coal weie raised out
of these coal mines, which at a royalty of
io cents a ton would give a revenue of
$4o,ooo a year, and fancy us aiding
the Province in giving up such a source
of revenue to a monopoly ! No other
coal company coukq ever start on that
island and compete successfully with
a monopoly relieved forever from taxation
of any kind. We are told that if this
measure is passed, capital and enterprise
will flow into that country. I believe,
however, that we are throwing the property
and three-quarters of a million of dollars
into the hand of a dangerous company, as
company that is shown to be liargely in-
terested in, if not having control of, the
Central Pacific Railway, the Southern Pa-
cific Railway, the Texas Pacific, and hav-
ing a large interest in the Northern Pacific,
besides owning a line of steamers. With
these coal lands controlled by this mono-
poly-a rival and a foreign monopoly-
what chance would the Canadian
Pacific Railway have of getting any ad-
vantage from these coal mines? As the
hon. gentleman from New Westminster
has said, they can easily put on what price
they please on this coal, for their own
uses on foreign railways, and every dollar
per ton extra that they could compel
our railway to pay for it would be a direct
gain to themselves. We are all interested
in the Canadian Pacific Railway from one
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end of the Dominion to the other, and I
believe that it is striking at the best inter-
ests of that railway to give a monopoly of
those coal lands to this Syndicate, and
we have good reason to believe that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company do
not approve of this Bill. We are told
that the Clements Company had the
same offer made' to them to build this
road, but they were not willing to carry it
out. But it will be seen that the
Clements Company had to build 15o

miles of railway instead of 70 miles that
this Company have to build, and they
were not granted a bonus of $750,ooo by
the Dominion Government as the present
Company are. Neither did the Clements
Company get the foreshore rights to the
land, and all the harbors on the coast for
some 200 miles. Then, as regards the
graving dock, whether it is in the right
position or not is a matter of minor'im-
portance, considering the gravity of this
case, and what we are asked to -give away
under this Bill. I do not believe that the
graving dock is in the right place. I con-
sider that the opinion of General Laurie
is of more importance than that of the
hon. gentleman from Victoria in such
matters. But my hon. friend says we are
not concerned in the coal areas of British
Columbia, or rather of Vancouver Island.
I say we are. I contend that we can-
not injure British Columbia without doing
an injury to the whole Dominion, es-
pecially when the terminus of our great
national road is within a few miles of these
coal fields. When Lord Carnarvon was
made an arbitrator to settle the difficulties
between British Columbia and the Do-
minion, and advised the building of this
railway on the Island, there was some
ground for making this concession to
British Columbia, but those claims do not
now exist. I contend that British Colum-
bia has now no claims on us so far as the
railway is concerned, and much less so
has the Island any claim on us for the
construction of a road. Parliament
never declared that the railway
should be constructed to the Island,
but to the Pacific coast, and the
construction of this road cannot now be
claimed under the terms of Confederation,
or under the terms of the Carnarvon
award. In voting against this measure I
believe that I will be acting in accor-

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

dance with the best interests Of the
Dominion, and of British Colunbi1
and I should be consistent with the
course I pursued in relation t toe
Nanaimo and Esquimait Bill in 1875-
I think it shows utter recklessness on the
part of the British Columbia Government
to throw away one-third of the lands ift
Vancouver Island, the coal and the cogst,
for the building of this railway, and.C
would be subject to censure did we aid
by a subsidy of $750,000, and I, for one,
shall not be governed in my action ha
any resolution of the Legislature of that
Province. I think I saw that a petition
was presented to the British Columbia
Legislature the other day, signed by Per'
sons largely interested in that Island, wbO
are opposed to this contract, and expre
their disapproval of the Settlement Bi•
The petition that I saw was in the hans
of the hon. gentleman from Burrard
Inlet.

HON. MR. NELSON-The petition is
from Nanaimo.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-That is .
Vancouver Island. I contend that this
measure has not the support of the
majority of the people of British Collubia.
I should have preferred to give a silent
vote on this question, but holding the
position I do, giving a general support tO
the Government, and to their measures,
I regret that they have been induced tO
bring down a Bill which I cannot sgP-
port. I hope that those hon. gentlemen
who opposed the construction of the
Island Railway in 1875 will see that the
same reasons for their opposition exist to-
day, and that those reasons are infinitely
stronger now. The members of the
Opposition in this House must also feel
that this Bill is not now forced upon US;
that the rights which the Island of Vat-
couver had in 1875, as part of British
Columbia, to some concessions on Our
part do not now exist, and that this Bill
will injure the best interests of British
Columbia and will work much greater
injury to the Dominion than the Bill which
was presented to us in 1875.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-If this extensive
and valuable tract of land in Vancouver
Island had happened to be situated in Our
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tor-West Territory, I could understand
orce of the opposition that is being
n, and the arguments that have been

adduced to reject this Bill. The eloquent
sPeeches that have been made by the hon. t
&entlemnen coming from British Columbia
*ould have been quite proper, and would,
t doubt, have great weight had they
been addressed to the Legislature of the

rovince, but why such an argument
Should be introduced here is a matter I

anot understand. The hon. gentleman
W 0 has just resumed his seat has spoken

T Iuch about " we " giving this, or " we "
mg that, that one would believe we

ave given away something valuable. I
contend that we have given away nothing;

e lands belong to the Province of British
Columbia, and not to the Dominion, and
When we consider that that Province is
represented in its Legislative Assembly
b Men who are as well able to look
after their own local interests as any

on. gentlemen in this House, and
When we see that this Bill itself has been
arried by a majority of two to one in

their own Legislature, I hold that we
bave no right to interfere with the arrange-
n'ents that have been made, unless it can
.e shown that those arrangements are pre-
Jildicial to the interests of the Dominion-
which has not been shown in the argu-
rnents adduced to us to-day. We have

da great many visionary estimates pre-
selted to us to-day of the fabulous amounts
of coal that exist in those lands on the
Island, but when a carefullyprepared result
from the hands of an expert, who is com-
petent to make such a statement is read,
We find that he tells us it would be
Premature to make any such calcula-
tions as to the existence of those enor-
tnOus coal measures we hear of. Those
""Ilions and millions of tons of coal,
after all, may not exist. But the ques-
tion before us is whether we will con-

rm an agreement entered into by our
. overnment and the Government of Brit-
Ish Colombia, admitting that the latter
have the right to do whatever they like
with their own property. The hon. gen-
tie.nan from Lunenburg says that this Bill
13 inflnitely worse than the Bill that was
presented to us in 1875. I venture to
differ entirely from him in that opinion.
1 did agree with him at that time as to
ehe inadvisability of that measure, and I

laresay I may entertain some of those
sentiments still; but I look upon this
natter in the light, that there are other
persons who have claims on us and are in-
terested in this question. I consider that the
Minister of Justice, when in British Col-
umbia, was there as an arbitrator. I am
quite sure that he has the interests of the
Dominion very strongly at heart, and
acting as arbitrator between the Dominion
and the Province of British Columbia, he
has assented to this agreement as a just
and proper arrangement of existing difficul-
ties. I think this alters the position very
materially from what it was in 1875.
Then again does the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg mean to contend that three
and a half million acres of land in the
Peace River district, lying east of the
Rocky Mountains, and adjoining the
North-West Territories are worth nothing?
I hold that this is a very valuable con-
sideration for the Dominion to fall in with
this scheme-they get a section of country
which is admittedly one of the finest in the
North-West. I hold that this is a very
essential feature of difference between the
legislation proposed to us to-day, and
legislation which the Senate rejected in
1875. I think the debate has extended
itself to a most unreasonable length,
owing to the fact that the arguments
which have been presented to us have
nothing to do with the matter before the
House, as they relate exclusively to the
management of affairs by the Legislature
in British Columbia, within the limits of
their own Province. I shall give my
cordial support to this Bill.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I feel re-
luctant to give a silent vote on this ques-
tion. I think it would be treating the
members who represent our distant Pro-
vince in the West somewhat with dis-
courtesy if I should cast my vote on a Bill
which professes to be a settlement of
long-standing differences between British
Columbia' and the Dominion, without
giving my reasons for voting against it. I
listened attentively to the remarks of
the three members from British Columbia
to-day, and I must confess I was much
surprised to find so considerable diverg-
ence of opinion between those three hon.
gentlemen. I find that the hon. gentle-
man who followed the Minister of Justice
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advanced views entirely opposite to those
put forward by the leader of the Govern-
ment on this subject. He deprecated the
passage of this Bill. and the alienation of
the lands, and the shore-fronts, and the
coal fields of British Columbia. He was
followed by -the hon. gentleman from
Victoria, who took an entirely different
view of the matter, and seemed to be
entirely satisfied with the matter, from
beginning to end. Then arose my hon.
friend from Burrard Inlet, who took a
somewhat different view from that taken
by the hon. gentleman from Victoria,
agreeing with the hon. gentlemen who
spoke first, in his disapproval of the alien-
ation of the coal fields, and the lands and
shore-fronts of so large a portion of Van-
couver Island. He went a step further.
He asserted also that this was no settle-
ment at all, that as far as the mainland is
concerned the people would have just
as much reason to be dissatisfied as
they ever had before. Now, in view
of this anomalous settlement, which is
brought forward under what I considered
most favorable auspices, being received
in such a doubtful manner, and in con-
sequence of the divergent views held
by thosé gentlemen who represent Brit-
ish Columbia, on the merits of this
Bill, I must look at the measure with
some suspicion. I quite admit that, com-
ing as it does into this House under the
auspices of the Minister of justice, who
made a special journey to British Colum-
bia, and there became acquainted with the
views of all classes on this question, I was
bound to believe that he at all events had
satisfied himself that the Province was
unanimous in favor of this settlement.
How then, I ask, is it that those three
gentlemen who represent that Province in
this Chamber cannot concur in the views
of the Minister unanimously ? The re-
mark made by my hon. friend who has.jus-
addressed the House is, probably, strictly
correct, that the coal fields which are in
question in this Bill are not the property
of the Dominion ; but it is not the less
true that this Bill asks us to copfirm an
arrangement which will alienate them from
the Province and into the possession of a
company whose interests are antagonistic
to those of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and i concur generally in the remarks of
the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg as to

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

the inexpediency and danger of alieriati1n
such valuable national property as thOe-
coal lands. I would ask the hon. geftlh
men in this House who are of Scohas
origin, from what source Scotland las
acquired its wealth ? It was a country
poor people and poor soil one hundr
years ago, and to what source does it owe
its prosperity and wealth to-day but to t
vast beds of iron and coal? If we look at
England to-day we will also find that One
of her chief sources of wealth has been
her iron and coal industries. But I go a
step further than my hon. friend fromn
Lunenburg: I think that this flouse
ought to exercise some regard for the future
interests of the Empire, as well as for the
future interests of the Dominion itsel£
We ought to recollect that the time is no'
far distant when the Pacific Ocean Wil. IV
navigated under circumstances entirelY
different from those which prevail at the
present time. I need only refer for an Inh
stant to the works now going on at the
Isthmus of Panama. In a very few years,
in all probability, we will see a regular
course of steamers passing backwards afi
forwards across the Isthmus, from the Pacifie
to the Atlantic, as we have for some yeaIr
past seen navigation by the Suez canal
Hon. gentlemen know what, an enorlous
change in the commerce of the world has
been caused by the opening up of the Suez
canal route. If it had not been for the fact
that Great Britain was so important a mar-
itime power, it would have had the effect
of destroying her trade, as a much less
important change, in the earlier historY o
Europe has affected the trade of other
countries. In former times, when the
wealth of the East was conveyed to Europe
by caravans of camels, we find that for a
number of years Venice was one of the
most wealthy powers in the world, but
when that commerce left her shores, after
the discovery of the passage by the Cape
of Good Hope, that trade went to .HO1

land, and there it remained for a series of
years until the commercial energy' of the
people of England wrested it fromn that
nation. Now, we are going to see another
great change when the Atlantic and the
Pacific Oceans are connected by a can
across the Isthmus of Panama. We shall
then see vast numbers of steamers, flying
the British and Canadian flags, passm'
across the Isthmus to the Pacific to be
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loaded with coal at Vancouver Island;
and where is that coal to go to if the ports
'f the United States are shut against them?
If the coal fieldg in Vancouver Island pass
into the hands of a monopoly all this trade
Will be diverted, and would not this
Parliament bc charged with shortsight-
edness in allowing this valuable pro-
perty to pass out of the hands of
the Canadians, and beyond the control
Of Parliament or of the Local Legislature ?
.think it would be the height of un-

Wisdom to allow this Bill to pass, and to
permit those valuable lands to be alienated
forever from the natural control of British
Columbia. Seeing that there was such a
divergence of opinion between the mem-
bers from British Colunmbia. representing
that Province in this House, I could not
give a silent vote on this question, it being
qiite apparent that this settlement, so
talled, is really not a settlement that is
s8atisfactory to the parties concerned. The
mnission of the Minister of Justice to
British Columbia is so far a failure.
Having formed a high opinion of his
abihity and fairness, I had anticipated
that the disputed questions between the
Province of British Columbia and the
Dominion were likely to be settled in a
satisfactory way. It is, therefore, with
some degree of disappointment I find that
the labor and the attention which the hon.
gentleman has bestowed on this question-
atnd I do not doubt that he has treated
the question with the greatest candour-
have turned out to be unsatisfactory, for it
is impossible to deny the fact that of
three of the Senators representing that
Province in this House, two are opposed
to this Bill. Under the circumstances I
have no· alternative but to oppose this
i!easure, which I certainly shall do.

IION. MR. POWER-I wish to say a
few words upon the Bill before the House,
0oking at it from the point of view indicat-

ed by the hon. gentleman from Sarnia.
le said, that we were not to consider this

Mattcr as a British Columbia question, but
as a Dominion question. He said that
We were giving nothing at all, under this
]ill I do not read the Bill in that way.
I think if the hon. gentleman stops to con-
sider, he will notice that in the first place,
We are giving the sum of $75o,ooo from
the Dominion Treasury under this Bill.

Probably looking at the enormous sums
we have been voting away lately, $750,ooo
may not strike the hon. gentleman as being
anything at all ; but it strikes me as being
a very considerable sum ; and I wish we
could induce the hon. Minister to spend
that amount of money, in another portion
of the Dominion. When we, in the east-
ern part of the Dominion, come to ask for
the expenditure of money in our provinces,
hundreds of thousands immediately assume
the magnitude of millions. But, hon.
gentlemen, in addition to this sum of
$750,000, that the Billprovides that Canada
shall pay on account of British Columbia,
it also piovides that the Dominion shall
pay the amount paid out by British
Columbia, in connection with the Graving
Dock at Esquimalt. That amounts to
something in the neighborhood of a quarter
of a million of dollars. Then it will take
at least another quarter of a million of dol-
lars, to complete that Graving Dock,
which will make a million and a quarter
in cash, that the Dominion is asked to
spend under this Bill.

HON. MR. VI DAI-The Graving Dock
will belong to the Dominion. It is a public
work.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the Dom-
inion Government would be only too happy
when the Graving Dock is completed to
make a present of it to the Government of
British Columbia, on condition that they
would maintain it. It is not at all probable
that for a great number of years it will pay
its working expenses. What are we
to get in return for this expenditure of a
million and a quarter of dollars ? I feel,
as my hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island feels, that if this was to be a final
settlement with British Columbia we might
be temped to think it wise that this money
should be voted to arrive at a final settle-
ment ; but we have heard enough here to-
night to show quite clearly that it will not
be a final settlement-that it will be sim-
ply a step in that direction ; and that we
shall be called upon in a future session to
make further concessions to satisfy the
mainland of British Columbia. It seems
to have been assumed by the Minister of
Justice that British Columbia had some
claim apon Canada. I cannot look upon
it in that way; because Canada has assum-
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ed enormous liabilities for the purpose of
carrying out the very unwise agreement
made with the Pacific Province. It is
only a few days ago that we incurred a
further liability of some $3o,ooo,ooo,
one of the principal objects of which
was to build a portion of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway through the Rocky
Mountains, which is valuable almost to no
other part of the country except British
Columbia. And now, immediately upon
the top of that, we are asked to grant a
million and a quarter dollars more. I
think it is unreasonable-the more unrça-
sonable, because the revenue of the coun-
try is not now in a flourishing condition.
The receipts are falling off; and when, to
the expenditures of the past year, we add
the amount which appears in the Supple-
mentary Estimates just brought down, the
surplus that remains is very small indeed.

Then, we have to remember that it has
been stated in another place-and there is
no doubt about it-that the Dominion
will be asked very shortly to assume a con-
siderable liability for the purpose of satis-
fying the claims of other Provinces. I
have already said that if we were certain
to satisfy British Columbia, and if that was
the only advantage we were to gain from
it, it would be some argument in favor of
the Bill, but that argument does not exist.
I think then that we have a right, when we
find the representatives of British Colum-
bia in this House and in the other Cham-
ber divided on this question-apart from
the fact that we are asked to spend a lot
of money-to look at the nature of the
bargain that is submitted to us. People
who have not railway communication are
apt very often to value it more highly than
it deserves; and I can readily understand
tlfat the people of Vancouver Island ima-
gine that once this railway is built they
will be rich and happy forever. But we
have found, in this part of Canada, that
wealth and happiness do not follow imme-
diately from the construction of railways ;
and I think we may look at what is likely
to happen in this case. As has been very
well said by the hon. member for Lunen-
bourg and one or two others, there is no
necessity for this road. It runs alongside
one of the best stretches of navigation in
the world. It is not at all necessary, to
enable freight and passengers over the
Canadian Pacific Railway to reach Vic-

HON. MF. POWER.

toria, that this road should be built. S'IP-
posing it to be constructed, the trafic
going over the Canadian Pacific RailwaY
bound for Victoria would have to take ship
at Port Moody. It would have to go by
water from Port Moody to Nanainno,
I think that is about 35 miles. Freigtit
having to be transhipped at Port MoOdYi
once it is in the steamer, it may as
well go the whole distance to Vc-
toria as to go to Nanaimo, to be trané
shipped there to the train and carried ilto
Victoria. My own impression is that this
road, if constructed, will carry almost no
freight at all, and probably few passengers,
The distance, I presume, is not liuch
greater by water than by land from1

Nanaimo to Esquimalt, and it is simplY e'
question of travelling the thirty-five mile
by steamer from Port Moody to Nanaino,
and sixty-five miles by rail to Victoria, or
of travelling one hundred miles bysteamoer.
It may seem a little presumptuous to set
my opinion against that of representative
of British Columbia, and I should feel it tO
be presumptuous if they were a unit ; but as
they are divided, other members of the
House are in a position to judge the mat-
ter independently. I really do not think
that for the small advantage to arise fro011
this railway it is worth sacrificing to a very
great extent the future of the Province Of
British Columbia. I speak with perhaps
a little more feeling on this matter, be-
cause in Nova Scotia we suffered for a
great many years from a monopoly of our
minerals. In the early part of the centurY
the minerals of Nova Scotia were assigned
to the creditors of one of the royal princes,
a son of George III. It was with the
greatest difficulty, within my own recol-
lection, that the people of Nova Scotia
were enabled to free themselves fromu the
consequences of the folly of the Imperial
authorities. I cannot think that a mono-
poly in the hands of unprincipled Amer-
can railroad magnates will be any better
for the inhabitants of British Columbia
than a monopoly in the hands of English
capitalists was for my own Province.

Hon. gentlemen, I think have failed
to consider one point : the hon. Minister
of Justice, and one or two others who have
spoken, said that no one had undertaken W
open or work the mines of British Columbia
to any great extent, and that these mines
would not be developed unless foreigil
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CaPitalwerebroughtin. Foreign capital will
Cotme in in due time. Hon. gentlemen
rOlst remember that British Columbia, up
tO the present time, has been comparatively
18olated from the rest of the world ; and
I think now when our trans-continental
railway is on the eve of completion, and
When British Columbia is to be taken out
of the condition of isolation in which she
bas been for so long, that it is a most un-
fortunate time to make-what I cannot
help regarding as an improvident bargain-
to part for a very small consideration, with
a Very valuable property. I am going to
Vote against the second reading of the Bill,
because I cannot see that Canada is gèt-
ting anything of much value for the large
aniount that she is to be called upon to
expend, and because I cannot see that
British Columbia is going to get much as
a consequence of this bargain. For these
two reasons I propose to vote against the
Bill. I propose to vote against it for
another reason : I have always sympathis-
ed very strongly with those members of
this House who, in 1875, voted against a
former measure of this character.

HON. MR. WARK-If I could take the
Sane view of this subject as some hon.
Members who have addressed the
Iouse-if I could put myself in the posi-

tion of those who opposed legislation on
this subject several years ago-I would
take a different view of this Bill now: but
I voted for the Bill several years ago for
the construction of this road, and if the
neasure now before us had not what I

Consider very objectionable features, I
Should vote for it again. I think that
this question ought not to be viewed as a
local question between the people of Van-
Couver Island and the mainland. It has
a far wider character than that. My hon.
friend from Prince Edward Island has
referred to the Panama Canal: when that
Stbject was before the House, two or
three years Igo, I think I called attention
to the fact that when that Canal was
Completed this Dominion ought to supply
the coal that would be required for
the navigation of it. I stated then
that Nova Scotia might supply what was
required on the Atlantic side, and British
Columbia what was required on -the
Pacific side, and I have not departed
ftOfm that view. I look upon it as of very

great importance that that question should
be kept in sight. My hon. friend from
Victoria looks upon this in the light of its
being a commercial company, established
on commercial principles, but from the
account given by the hon. gentleman who
addressed the House in opposition to the
Bill, of the men who compose this Com-
pany,-that they are deeply interested in
United States railways-there is nothing to
hinder them to buy out any other mines
on the Island and become possessors of the
whole. This act, or the agreement, pro-
vides that the parties incorporated may
consist of such persons or corporations as
may become stockholders. That is not
an unusual provision in our laws, but in
this Act it has very peculiar significance :
it just opens a door to parties to come in
and buy up the stock and take the whole
control of these valuable coal lands. There
is another point here. It is stated in the
agreement that the Company are not to
charge higher to Canadian railways or to
the Imperial or Dominion or Local Gov-
ernments than to railways of the United
States-foreign railways--but can they not
evade that altogether ? I wish the House
to give particular attention to this: can they
not evade that? Can they not carry on
those mining operations in connection
with their railway operations just the same
as a man might carry on a farm in con-
nection with some other business-say a
farm in connection with lumbering ? The
lumberman can take his men to cultivate
the farm and send them back to lumber-
ing, and keep the whole under one man-
agement, with one system of accounts, and
you could never tell what either of the two
departments cost. I hold, therefore, that
they can evade this altogether as a Com-
pany by working these coal mines and re-
moving the coal as fast as they raise it.
What then? There is no quantity speci-
fied in this agreement that they are to
furnish to the Government of the Province,
to the Imperial authorities, or the Domin-
ion Government, or to Canadian railways.
I wish to call particular attention to that
feature of the Bill. If they were required
to furnish certain quantities, or such
quantities as , might be demanded, it
would be different, but there is no
provision of that kind, only that they
are not to charge more than they charge
to other railways. It is the only stipula-
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tion in the Bill. There is nothing, there-
fore, to prevent this Company, or these
railway operators, when they get possession
of these mines, to carry them on in their
own interests, to remove the coal as fast
as it is mined, and deposit it wherever it
may be most convenient for themselves.
There is another omission, which the hon,
member for Victoria especially ought not
to lose sight of: there is no stipulation
that private individuals are to get coals at
any price, or whether they are to get them
at the same price as other customers.
That is a point worth looking at. There
is another oversight I think, in this Bill

-and it is this: Supposing other coal
mines should be opened within a reason-
able distance of this railway, there is no
stipulation that this Company should
carry theirproductson anything like reason-
able terms. The Government should take
power to decide in such a case what rate
should be charged. It wants also a very
material provision, and that is that the
Governrment should reserve to themselves
the right to take back this property under
any circumstances. Only a short time
ago the Government gave a grant towards
building a bridge across the River St.
John. The subsidy was almost equal to
the cost of the work, but they stipulated
that they could take back the bridge by
paying the parties ten per cent. on their
expenditure. There is no such clause in
this Bill, anj when the corporation gets
possession of these mines they are en-
tirely beyond the control of this Govern-
ment or of the Government of British
Columbia. I can hardly agree with those
who state that these lands belong to Brit-
ish Columbia. The Government of British
Columbia gave us over those lands.
They are part of the remuneration for this
contract.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
are giving the lands and we are giving the
money.

HON. MR. WARK-I am opposed to
increasing our debt, but I would far sooner
see the Dominion build that short piece
of road and own and control it, and have
it there at all times both for the interest
of the Imperial Government and for our
own. The Government now own over
9oo miles of railroad on the mainland in

HON. MR. WARK

the Lower Provinces, besides the _prince
Edward Island Railway, and this short
line would not amount to seven per cent. of
the railroads that the Government no.W
own and operate. About $1,75o,0. in
addition to the subsidy we are giving,
would build the road, and I would far
rather see that amount expended and let
the Governm nt keep this valuable cOal
deposit in their own possession. We do
not know'when a war may break out, for
instance with Russia; we do not know
but this Company might play into the
hands of the enemy and-furnish them with
what coal they required, and refuse to give
us any. Such a thing might be done.
Russia has far-seeing statesmen, though
the Government is despotic. I hope the
Minister of Justice will consider well before
disposing of this valuable property in the
way proposed in this Bill.

HON. MR. McMASTER-When this-
measure was before the House on a
former occasion I voted against it, and I'
believe my vote and the votes of one or
two others succeeded in defeating it. It
was then said that I was influenced by the
leader of the Government in the other
House or the present leader of the OppO-
sition. I take this opportunity of saying
that neither of these gentlemen ever ex-
changed a word with me on the subject.
When the Bill was first introduced, beîng
a supporter of the Government, I intended
to vote for it, but, as the discussion pro-
gressed, I felt that 1 could not do so, and
I voted against it. I view the matter
differently at present. This measure cornes
before us as an arrangement made by the-
Local Government, and as such I intend
to vote for it.

HON. MR. READ-When a measure
similar to this was before the Flouse sone
years ago I felt it my duty to oppose it
very strongly, and I did so with the con,
currence of my leader and other members
who are now supporting this Bill. I feel
now as I did then, that this is an unwise
measure, that the road is unnecessary, and
I therefore intend to vote against it. I
have been looking into the statistics, and
I find that the line will accommodate
about io,ooo white people, and for that
purpose we are to expend this large amoutnt
of money. There are some Indians and
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Chinamen and a few black people, but
altogether the population on the whole
Island is only some 17,ooo. For these
People we are about to appropriate $750,-
o0o-in other words, about $72 for each
white person on the Island. To my mind
that is a measure which should not pass.
It will be better to feed these people as we
do the Indians than to go on and expend
the public money in this manner. When
the road is built it is not possible that
there will be enough traflic on it to pro-
Vide grease for the car wheels. We hear
from the people who live there that there
is not a square mile of country that will
be opened up by the line. Even the hon.
gentleman from Victoria tells us that the
Island does not produce anything ; that
they have to buy everything from the
nainland.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I said
nothing of the kind.

HON. MR. READ-The hon. gentle-
man said " we buy your wheat, your hay,
your cattle, your butter and everything you
produce except your salmon."

HON. MR. MACDONALD-We buy,
of course.

HON. MR. READ-If you produced it
You would not have to buy it.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-It is the
same province.

HON. MR. READ-Of course it is.
We find other places without railways:
why should not money be expended in
Cape Breton ? No money has been ap-
propriated to construct railways for their
benefit. In Ontario we build our own
railways, and we tax ourselves for the
purpose. We do not come to the Dom-
iion asking to have our roads built for

Us. I doubt if there is a member of this
House, from the Province of Ontario, who
is not paying *taxes for some railway con-
structed in the part of the country where
he lives. It would be better to throw this
rnoney into the sea than to expend it in
this Island road, because it is not possible
that the line can ever pay working expen-
ses. There are only ro,ooo white people
on the Island, about the population of a

township in Ontario. They may have in
creased some since the last census: I hope
they will increase. 1 am quite sure they
are energetic in looking after their own
interests. Whatever little public opinion
there is on the Island appears to be in
Victoria, and they come here demanding
these large sums of money. I think this
country has voted them money enough
It has being doing everything that ought
to be expected to satisfy British Columbia,
and I for one cannot find it to be my
duty to the country to change right about
from the position I took here a few years
ago.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I, as
well as my hon. friend from Belleville,
who has just resumed his seat, voted
against a measure similiar to this on a
previous occasion. My opinion is that the
position has changed very materially since
then. Parliament occupies to-day a very
different position as regards British Colum-
bia, and British Columbia a very different
position from that in which it stood nine
years ago. The country has developed.
It is true the population is small yet, but
no part of the Dominion contributes more
largely to the revenue of the country in
proportion to the numbers of its people.
We have every reason toi believe that
once the railway reaches the shores of the
Pacific the population of British Columbia
w'l increase rapidly. We rejected a Bill
similar to this nine years ago, because we
knew little about British Columbia, and
because we were asked to vote a large sum
of money for which we were not likely to
get a return. But I am sure every mem-
ber of this House entertains avery different
opinion on this subject now. I am pre-
pared to sustain this measure. I believe
it is in the interests of the country. It is
exceedingly to be regretted that the
representatives of British Columbia are
not united on the subject, but it is a free
country, and they may differ on solid
grounds. The two gentlemen who oppose
this measure reside on the mainland ; the
hon. member for Victoria resides on the
Island. It is true that this money will be
expended on the Island, but very laige
and lavish expenditures are taking place
on the mainland with a view to -enriching
the Pacific shores. I believe this is a step
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towards settling the difficulties with British
Columbia.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- The
settlement is in the Bill, and it bas been
adopted by the Legislature of the Province.
The arrangement made with the Govern-
ment of British Columbia ends by stating :

" The above includes all mattere as to
which there is any dispute or difference be-
tween the Government of the Dominion, and
the Government of British Columbia, and
when carried into effect, will constitute a full
settlement of ail existing claims on either side
or by either Governnment."

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-Some
hon. gentlemen oppose the Bill on what
to my mind are extraordinary grounds. I
have some little knowledge myself of in-
vestments in coal mines. People do not
put their money into them for the purpose
of locking them up, but to develop them
and get a return for their investment as
soon as possible. It is absurd to suppose
that this Companyis acquiring these coal
lands with a view to locking thern up.
After expending so much money they will
look for markets wherever they can find
them, and if they can sell a cargo of coal
they are not going to refuse to part with it
because they have steamers of their own.
Viewing the question as a whole I believe
it is in the interests of the country, and I
am prepared to vote for the Bill.

HON. MR. DEVER--I am one of those
who voted against a Bill similar to thiis a'
few years ago, and therefore I deem it
necessary to explain my position now. I
cannot agree with the hon. member from
Belleville in his conclusions; I cannot
see that we are going to pay a large
amount of money for this 'work. The
Imperial Government contributes $250,-
ooo, the Local Government $25o,ooo, and
the Dominion Government $250,000.

HON. MR. McINNES-That is the
graving dock.

HON. MR. DEVER-I am speaking of
the graving dock. As to the coal beds, I
cannot see that they are of such great
value. After all it is the labor expended
in mining that is valuable to the country.
Those mines, in their present condition,
are not putting money into circulation,

HON. MR. MACFARLANE

and I feel that it is our duty, when the
people of British Columbia have chosen,
through their Government and Legislature
to make this bargain, and they, being the
proper parties to do so, not to intervene
and prevent them from carrying out the
arrangement. It is true the represetatives
of British Columbia here are divided o
the subject, but, after all, they are nOt
divided with any voice from the people of
the Province. There are no petitions
presented asking them to resist the action
of the Local Legislature, and hence any
argument proceeding from them would
have little weight with me. It is also ap-
parent that possibly ulterior objects may
be in view. We all know that British
Columbia possesses vast coal areas, and it
is probable that there are conflicting inter-
ests to cause this difference of opinion,
but I do not see, when we are called uponl
to ratify this agreement, that we have any
right to interfere in their local squabbles.
Holding these views, and feeling that this
question should be settled, I have no hesi-
tation in supporting the measure, which
has received the sanction of the people Of
British Columbia.

The Senate divided on the motion,
which was agreed to on the following
division:
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The Bill was then read the second time.

THIRD READINGS.

.Bill (F),"An Act to amend the Act 38
Vic., cap. 54, intituled, 'An Act to extend
to the Province of Manitoba the Act for
the more speedy trial, in certain cases, of
Persons charged with felonies and misde-
Meanors in the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec."' (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

.Bill (G),"An Act to amend the Act 37Vic., cap. 42, intituled, 'An Act to extend
to the Province of British Columbia cer-
tain of the criminal laws now in force in
Other Provinces of the Dominion.'" (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

SOURIS & ROCKY MOUNTAIN
RAILWAY BILL

THIRD READING.

11ON. MR. McKAY moved the third
reading of Bill (81), "An Act to further
amend the Act incorporating the Souris
& Rocky Mountain Railway Company,
and to change the name of the Company
to 'The North-West Central Railway
Company.'"

HON. MR. PLUMB---My hon. friend
the senior member for Halifax was en-
tirely mistaken with respect to the state-
Ment he -made yesterday. . Under an
anendment to the Company's charter
they were authorized to issue bonds and

reference stock to the amount of
25,ooo a mile. It was a question between

Us which was right, and I find that I was.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

PUBLIC WORKS AMENDMENT
BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (H), "An Act

further to amend the Act 31st Vic., cap.
12, intituled, 'An Act respecting the
Public Works of Canada."'

HON. MR. POWER-I propose now
to move the amendment, of which I have
given notice, and which is as follows:-

That all the words from 'aforesaid,' in
the eighteenth line, to 'and,' in the
twenty-third line, be struck out."

Those who take enough interest in the
matter to look at the Bill will see what
the proposition is. The earlier part of
this clause is to be substituted for the
section in the existing statute author-
izes the Governor-in-Council to sell any
portion of any property ac'quired for the
use of any public works or buildings which
is not required by the Department of Pub-
lic Works, and the proceeds of such sales
or leases are to be accounted for as pub-
lic money. That seems to me to be all
that is necessary for the present purposes
of the Department. The portion of the
Bill which I have moved to strike out,
further authorizes the Government to sell
or lease " any portion of the shore or bed
of any public harbor vested in her Majesty,
as represented by the Government of Can-
ada, not required for public purposes,"
and this is to be done on the joint recom-
mendation of the Minister of Public
Works and the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries. I called the attention of the
House, when this Bill was being read the
second time, to the fact that, although it
was a very short and apparently unimportant
Bill, it was one of very serious consequence,
and one, the passing of which was likely to
lead to very serious difficulty hereafter.
Now, this particular portion of the Bill is
based, as I have said, on a decision of the
Supreme Court of Canada, in the case of
Holman vs. Green, and I shall read a
short extract from the judgment of Mr.
Justice Strong, because it will enable the
House to see what the extent and bearing
of the decision of the Court is. By that
case it was decided that land covered
with water in a harbor-practically any
navigable water-was vested in the Gov-
ernment of Canada and not in the Pro-
vincial Governments. Judge Strong says,
at page 7 I6, of Vol. 6, of the Reports of the
Supreme Court:

" The land in dispute is situate opposite the
town of Summeraide, and forme part of the
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foreshore, or the 1and between ordinary high
and low water marks, of Bedeque or Suminer-
side harbor-a harbor of which the public
have the common right of user, and which, in
that sense at least, is therefore a public bar-
bor. It does not appear that any public
works have been erected, or any public nioney
expended for the improvement of, or in any
way in connection with this harbor, either by
the Dominion Government since, or by the
Provincial Government before or since Con-
federation."

I read that to show what the force of
the judgment is. It is practically this-
that the Dominion Government have a
right to grant the land covered by any
navigable water which can form a harbor.
This was nçt a portion of the town of
Summerside ; it was across the hart-or
from the town, and consequently it will
be seen that the Dominion Governmert
are assuming by the Bill now before us a
very serious responsibility and a very im-
portant authority. Now, I venture to ex-
press my own humble opinion that if this
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
had been carried, by appeal to the Privy
Council it would have been reversed;
and I further submit that a wiser course
for the Dominion Government to adopt
now, instead of acting on that decision,
would be to have a case made and to have
this question decided bythe Privy Council.
Hon. gentlemen will see what the effect of
passing this Bill and of assuming the juris-
diction to be in the Dominion is. Ever
since Confederation, since 1867, it has
been assuned as a matter of course that
the Local Governments, which were ad-
mitted to have the right to deal with
Crown Lands, had the right to grant the
land covered with water as well as the land
bordering on the water. Hundreds and
probably thousands of grants have been
made in the Dominion, since 1867, of land
covered with water, on the bays of the
Maritime Provinces, on the lakes in Ont-
ario, and on the navigable rivers in all the
Provinces. These grants were all made
by the Provincial 'Governnents in good
faith. They were paid for by those who
got them ; large sums of money have been
expended in erecting buildings in many
cases on the lands thus granted. Now,
under this decision it is held that all those
grants are void, and that any one who
pleases may come in and take pos-
session of those lands and properties,
-and the people who have fancied for

HON MR. POWER.

many years that they were the uniques-
tioned owners of those properties cannot
maintain their right to then. In this case
of Holman vs. Green, it was decided that
the plaintiff had no title whatever tO
to the property ; and his position was just the
same as those of other people who have got
grants in good faith throughout the cour-
try. Now it seems to me, that the Govern-
of Canada, whose particular duty it is to
see to the peace, order and good Govern-
of the whole country, should, in this 1.*-
stance, if they propose to assume the juris-
diction, indicated by this decision, quiet
all these titles, so as to prevent any further
disturbance ; and, instead of introducing
a little Bill of this sort, containing a prO
vision, which was not likely to be notice
by anyone, it was particularly the dutY Ot
the Minister of Justice to have brought
down a measure confirming all the grants,
made since 1867, by the Local GOvern'
ments, that are not now in litigation.
think that is a measure which WOuîd
commend itself to the good sense an.d
sense of justice of the members of this
House. In the first place, before under
taking to assume any jurisdiction at al,
the wisest and most statesmanlike course
would have been to have hada decision of the
Court of ultimate jurisdiction on this maet-
ter ; or, if they did not do that, I thinik it
was the duty of the Government to have
brought in a measure, which would have
confirmed the existing titles.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-As I do not red
the Bill in the sense that my hon. frield
who takes his seat does, I would ask the
Minister of Justice whether that was the
intention ? As I read the Bill, the natural
inference that I draw from it is that it
refers to properties already held by the
Public Works Department, and that it
does not include all the harbu' of the
Dominion, whether they be private prO
perties or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--The
Bill covers both classes of property. The
suggestion which induced us to put that
clause in the Bill was caused by the deci-
sion in the case alluded to by the hon-
gentleman from Halifax. I cannot see
any reason for the 'apprehension the hOn-
gentleman entertains with reference to the
working of the Bill. The decision niaY
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supposed to be a sound one ; in that
case certain harbors will belong to us.

he decision may be an unsound one, tobe appealed against successfully, and then
the harbors will not belong to us; but
there are certain harbôrs that do belong to
Is and it nay be convenient to the Gov-
erhment to sell or lease some of them.
thisBill will not give us the property, orke it from us, but if the Court should
decide in this particular èase, or in any
appeal from this case, that the harbor of
Sum1merside is the property of the Do-
mlon, then the Government will have
the Power to sell or lease those parts of
the harbor that thev think it is not in the
lterest of the country. they should retain.
There is no ground to put forward, and
"o Suspicion of ground for danger in the
Operation of this Bill, because we can
OnIly deal with these properties if they be-
1Oug to the Crown. If the harbors do not
belOng to us we cannot deal with them ;
if they do belong to us we should have
the right to deal with.them.

.ION. MR. POWER-What about the
titles ?

RON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
they are decided to be bad titles, we have
oily to put them right ; if the court decidesthat the title is not ours, we have nothingto do with them.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It would be
*ell that the jurisdiction should be decided
in some way or other. It seems that this
GOvernment are assuming the jurisdiction,
or Placing in the hands of one or two
bepartments the right to sell or lease these
Properties, whether they are improved or
"Ot. I agree with my hon. friend from
Ialifax-with whom I am seldom in ac-
Crd-that the Government should have
this question decided. Many persons ob-
tamfl those grants from the Local Govern-
Ment, and if the Dominion Government
claimn the properties they should, in some
Way or other, have the question decided.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
o not ashume any rights in the Bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-You assume
the jurisdiction over public harbors, and

give authority to two Departments to sell
or lease such property.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Yes;
if the court decides that they belong to
the Government.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-But the hon.
gentleman says that this Bill has been
based on the decision in the Summerside
harbor case.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No;
I said it was suggested by that decision.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-But here
we are asserting by this Bill the right of
this Parliament to exercise control over
those harbors.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes-
if the harbors are decided to þe ours.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I must say
that I think the Government ought to
take some more practical means of having
this matter decided, and not have this
conflict between Local and Dominion
jurisdiction. The longer it lasts the.greater
the conflict will be. The grants are being
given every week by the Local Legislature,
and people are building wharves and erect-
ing stores on those properties, and if this
is done, contrary to the Local Government,
those parties will have no title, and I do
not think it is in the interest of justice, or
of the public, that this state of things
should exist.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The point raised
by the hon. gentleman from Halifax is not
unattended with difficulty, and I think
that he was perfectly justified in calling
the attention of the House to it, especially
as it has elicited the explanation which
has just been given by the Minister of
Justice. My attention was called to this
matter since we came to the Chamber
this evening, and I state to the Ijouse
the opinion that I have formed upon it.
The whole question is not unattended with
difficulty, for this reason, that there is a
confusion of terms as to the right to the
soil, and the right to navigation. Al
lawyers are familiar with the meaning of
the application of the word "navigation"
to a question of this kind. It simply
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means the control of the right to pass
over or through the waters for the purpose
of navigation ; it has no reference to the
right in the soil. The ownership of the
soil is an entirely different question
-I am speaking now of the fore-
shore between high and low water
mark. The question of harbors in
the British North America Act is another
matter, and the question is whether the
word "harbors " embraces the water and
the space between high and low water
mark, where wharves are usually built.
For that reason I am not prepared to pass
any opinion as to the correctness of this
judgment in the Summerside case, or
otherwise ; at the same time it would be
a most monstrous course for the Govern-
ment to take, to arrogate to themselves
the power of dealing with harbors, includ-
ing the wharves, etc., in the face of grants
made for different purposes, and I had
hoped that wd should have some repudia-
tion of that suggestion on the part of the
Government. Now, dealing with the Bill
itself, I am under the impression that the
rights of the parties are not to be seriously
affected by it, because of the qualifying
words to which I shall call the attention
of the House. The words are these: "and
any portion of the shore or bed of any
public harbor vested in Her Majesty."
These words appear to me sufficient to
qualify the application of this Bill, and
prevent it from being applied to any pro-
perty except such as is vested in Her Ma-
jesty, and if it is not vested in Her Majes-
ty, my impression is it would not apply.
If we could have some decided assurance
that there would be no attempt to interfere
with the rights of parties who acquire their
title under the Local Government, there
would not be so much objection to the
passing of this measure.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-1 did
not know that any such declaration was
required on my part, but I have no hesita-
tion in saying that the Government has no
such design, and that the Crown will never
use it for such a purpose.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

FORTIFICATIONS AND MILITAR
BUILDINGS MAINTENANCE

BILL

THIRD READING-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (124) " An Ad
respecting Fortifications and Military
Buildings and their maintenance and re-
pair."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT

FIFTH REPORT.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved the
adoption of the fifth report of the Joint
Committee on the Printing of Parliament.

He said : In the absence of the 1o'0
Mr. Simpson I will make a brief explana-
.tion of the report. If hon. gentlemen
have paid any attention to it they will see
that a matter of very considerable uf1~-
portance has been brought before the
Committee on Printing. It has been foutid
that the printing required by Parliaient
and by the Government has grown to be a
serious expense, and a proposal has been
made to adopt a new system, and have
our printing done by the Government i'
an office of their own, instead of, as hither-
to, by contract. The Cominittee have
endeavored to gather a good deal of infor-
mation, both by personal examination of
persons who are acquainted with the
matter, and by communication with per-
sons in the United States, where the public
printing is done by the Government Of
that country in an office of their own, and
it has been ascertained that the systemn
has worked very satisfactorily there. It
was found, however, that to establish
a Government printing office here would
necessitate a very considerable exPen-
diture of money in the erection of a
building and furnishing it with the neces-
sary plant. The persons superintending
the Government printing in the United
States very strongly recommend that
system, and state as the proof of the ad-
vantage of it that under the contract
system, when it existed in the United
States, a very large amount of money was
expended, and the expense grew so enor-

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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'hOusly that it became absolutely necessary
to change the system and establish a
Government printing office. For the last
few years the public printing has been
Carried on in the office under the control
Of the Government, and the gentleman in
Charge of it is satisfied that if we try the
ýa1ne system that they have adopted, the
3avings effected will more than pay the
Outlay in a very short time. The Com-
fnittee, however, have not felt in the mean-
tirne able to recommend anything. They
have taken all the information that they
have gathered, and will have it printed for
the information of Parliament. In the mean-
tilne they have made an arrangement to
COntinue the present contract for a year or
two, and they are in hopes they will be
able to obtain such information as will
allow the Committee and Parliament to
arrive at a decision whether it will be
better to change the system or to continue
the contract system as it is at present.

The report was adopted.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
ruittee of the Whole on Bill (D), "An
Act to amend the Dominion Lands
Act, 1883."

In the Committee,

xON. MR. MACPHERSON said:
When the Chairman of the Committee
reported progress the other day the Com-
rnittee was on the second clause of the
ill. I have since taken time to consider

Whether it would be possible to accede to
the wish of certain members of the House
to extend the privilege, which by this
Clause it was proposed to extend to fam-
ilies, to young men who have neither
friends nor relatives in the vicinity of where
they locate their homesteads. With the
greatest possible desire to meet the wish
Of every member of the House in all that
is reasonable and possible, I regret to say
that I do not see my way to go any fur-
ther in the direction which I propose to
go in this clause than it already provides
tor. It may be that the House was under
a inIsapprehension as to the full scope of

this clause. So much was said about
young men, and about its being in favor
of the younger members of families only,
that it is possible some hon. gentlemen
may suppose that it has referehce to young
men only. It refers, however, to families;
a father may live with his son, or may live
with his daughter; a brother may live
with his sister, or his father, or mother, or
brother. It is extended to the whole fam-
ily, and they are allowed to live together
just in the way that it would be most con-
venient to themselves, while working on
their homesteads. My great objection to
extending the privilege any further is that
it would be subversive of the true home-
stead principle. Young men would be
congregated together in what I may de-
scribe as barracks, and instead of having
homesteads we would have in the North-
West a barracks or two in each township, and
thehomestead principle would be destroyed.
I took occasion to consult with the right
hon. gentleman who was my predecessor as
Minister of the Interior, the leader of the
Government, on this question, and I
may say that it it is his 'opinion that this
clause carries us quite as far as it would be
safe to go in this direction at present. If
it is found after this has been in operation
for some time that it would be safe to go
further, as a matter of course the Govern-
ment would be glad to do so, but -I can-
not hold out any encouragement to the
House that that conclusion will be arrive d
at early, because I do not see how it can
be so. Everything that has been done
in that country is more or less tentative.
We are now far in advance of where we
were five or six years ago, and, I have no
doubt, in a few years we will be in advance
of where we are to-day, but every gentle-
man who spoke on the subject of this
clause has admitted that a great step in
advance has been taken under this Bill.
1 hope the House will accept what has
been proprosed, and not urge that the Gov-
ernment should go further than the Ad-
ministration believes would be prudent.
To please the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax I have transposed a part of the clause
so as to read more elegantly than it did,
although the sense is unchanged. To re-
move the apprehensions of the hon. gen-
man from Toronto, who is not in his place
to-night, I propose to add these words to
the clause "and the residence described
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in this sub-section (that is, residence with
parents, or parents with children) shall be
sufficiently fulfilled if the applicant shall
not have been absent from his residence
for more than six months in any one year."
That was my intention throughout as
stated to the House the other day, and I
think the clause bears that construction,
but I have no objection to removing all
doubt on the subject, as it was decidedly
_my intention.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE inquired
if the six months' residence means six con-
tinuous months.

1-ON. MR. MACPHERSON-So long
as he is six months in the year resident,
that is all that is required.

HON. MR. GIRARD said that when
the Committee rose yesterday he was of
the opinion that the provision respecting
residence might be further extended, but
he had since come to the conclusion that
the clause as it stood was satisfactory.
They had all to admit that the administra-
tion of the Department of the Interior,
under its present Minister, was a great im-
provement on what it had been in the
past, and this Bill was another step in the
right direction. He had some apprehen-
sions as to the sufficiency of the provision
which permitted the homesteader to live
with his parents, or parents to live with
children, as he could not understand why
the saine permission should iot be extend-
ed to persons who had neither parents nor
relatives living in the district. In con-
sidering the matter, however, he had come
to the conclusion that the restriction was
a proper one, because the great principle
of the homestead law was to induce the
settler to live on his property and raise
his family there. The homestead did not
consist in the amount of grain or the
number of cattle which it produced ; it
was in the family that resided on it. The
best argument that a homesteader could
use in support of a claim for a patent was
that he had his family living on his lot.
One of the first duties that a young
settler owed to society, after he acquired
his property and built his house, was to
marry and settle down on it ; for without
wife and children it was not a homestead,
and it seemed to him that until a man was

narried and had his family about him, he
could not be relied upon to rerfmain
a citizen of the country. Under such
circumstances, he considered that the
provision of the Bill was quite afroP5

because if young men were permitted
to herd together they would become avere
to entering into the bonds of matrinIoY.
Certainly the position ofpaterfamilias had
its obligations and responsibilities which
were not always thought of or understood
by young people; and when they arrive
at a certain age without marrying they
begin to consider it too great a risk to take
upon themselves the duties of married life.
He thought this principle was a sound one.
Until recently he had been of the opiniofi
that young men who were homesteaders
should be allowed to reside with a neigh-
bor, as he knew how inconvenient it was
for a young man to keep house alone
through a long cold winter; but it was by
such experience that young men were
induced to better their position by gettifg
married, and under such circumstances
the provision of this clause was only right
and just. As to the quantity of land that
the homesteader was required to put under
cultivation, during the three years Of
possession, he did not think it was tOO
much. The cultivation of the prairie land
was not attended with such difficulty and
hardship as the clearing and cultivationi Of
the wild lands in other parts of the
Dominion, it was much easier to break
and put under cultivation io acres of
prairie than three acres of bush land.
Altogether he approved of the Bill as
being another step in the right direction.

HON. MR. DICKEY said that when
the Bill was introduced to the House he
was under the impression that they. were
legislating to relax the laws respecting
residence on homesteads for the benefit
of young men who had no wives, and who
desired to take up homesteads in the
North-West ; but his hon. friend seemxied
to have no bowels for that class of set-
tiers. The hon. member for St. Boniface,
thought it unadvisable for young men tO
live alone. He (Mr. Dickey) agreed with
him, that the sooner they got somebodY
to live with them the better ; but the hon.
gentleman was going to place them in a
potition where, for six months of the year,
they were obliged to live alone, and roost

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.
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ke crows upon their posts. Surely his
hon. friend had some bowels for young
11en. He should look after their interests;
the married men could take care of them-
Selves. Suppose a young man had no
fenale relative to go to, had no sister or
Mother, or mother-in-law; why should he
not be permitted to live with some one
else?

HoN. MR. McMASTER-Let him go
to his neighbor.

HON. MR. DICKEY said he could not
do that, as the Minister had provided in
this Bill that he should not have that privi-
lege-that he had to live on the land, and
Consequently if he was a young man he
had to live there alone. He was not even
allowed to live with his " cousins or his
aunts." This was not the way to popular-
ize the North-West and he thought that
When the Minister came to reconsider the
Inatter, in view of the almost unanimous
expression of opinion in the House in
favor of relaxing this law of residence, he
WOuld amend the clause in the direction
'fdicated. By doing so the hon. gentle-
nan would make himself even more popu-
lar as Minister of the Interior than his
Predecessor, and remove one of the obstac-
les that stood in the way of the settlement
Of that country. It ýwould also give the
People who were grumbling at the strin-
gency of the regulations the very best
answer that could be given that the Gov-
ernment were doing all in their power to
neet the wishes of the people in the North-
West. There was no use in trifling with
this matter, as a question of this importance
COUld not be shirked after the point had
been raised, and he had hoped that his
hon. friend would not come back to the
louse with the answer that no change

Could be made in the Bill. He was not
disposed to press the amendment to a
division in the Committee, because it was
a question that ought to be considered ir
a full House, but he proposed on the third
reading to strike out that part of the clause
enforcing residence for six months of the
Year, unless with a sister or parent or
brother.

HON. MR. KAULBICH was in hopes
that the Minister of the Interior would
have yielded to a certain extent to the

views of the House. No doubt the ques-
tion of homestead should be well con-
sidered, but he believed that in granting
this extension of the privilege respecting
residence it would be a great inducement
to those who were disposed to settle on
the land. If two or three young men
could live together for a time while making
the commencement on their farms it would
be of great advantage. To say that a
young man inust live by himself like a
hermit on the prairie for six months of the
year was to provide a condition of things
that very few young men would care to
face. If the residence were restricted
within a certain district or within the
township, or within an area of a few miles,
it would be sufficient.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE thought it
unreasonable to restrict this privilege to
the class of persons named in this clause.
He could see no reason why three or four
young men, whose relatives did not see fit
to emigrate to the North-West, should not
be allowed to live together while they
were making the first improvements on
their farms. What greater inducernent
could young men have to take up home-
steads than for four or five of them to be
allowed to live together in the one shanty,
and have the benefit of each others society
and assistance while making the first im-
provements, and preparing to settle on
their own lots. It seemed to him that upon
reflection the Minister of the Interior
would see that this would be one of the
strongest incentives to settlement that
could be thrown out, that three or four
young men, who had perhaps from infancy
been companions and associates, should
be at liberty to strike out into that North-
West, and reside together until they could.
prepare their respective homes. He
would be loath to interefere with the home-
stead principale, but he would be glad if
the Minister could see his way to coincide
with what he believed was common sense,
and what.seemed to be the general opinion
of the House.

HON. MR. DICKEY thought he should
set himself right by referring to the part of
the section which he had proposed to strike
out. On the former occasion there ap-
peared to be a general disposition that the
middle part of the section-the whole of
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it that referred to this subject-from line
22 down to line 29 -should be struck out;
but he was so far willing to meet the views
of the hon. Minister as to ask nov to strike
out all the words from the word "resi-
dence" in the 26th line, to the end of the
27th line, so as to provide that if the
homesteader is a bona fide resident with
anybody in the township, or in the adjoin-
ning township, while cultivating and im-
proving his land, it will be sufficient.

HON. MR. PLUMB said he regret-
ted to find that he could not be in
accord with his personal and political
friend, the Minister of the Interior, in
regard to this clause of the Bill. While
he would not insist on going so far as was
suggested by some hon. gentlemen, he
thought that in view of the condition of
things existing in the North-West the
House might safely be liberal in legislating
with regard to it, and a mistake might
better be made on the liberal than on the
restricted side. He was most desirous to
promote the interests of that country, and
was a zealous supporter of the party which
he believed had its interests at heart, and
had been endeavoring to promote its set-
tlement and development, and he recog-
nized the laborious and anxious days and
nights which had been devoted to that
object by the Minister of the Interior, who
had gratuitously assumed the executive
control during the indisposition of the
then Minister, and who had since been
most zealous and assiduous in that
direction. An official view, however,
was sometimes more exacting than that
of others who might view the matter
differently. He did not think the Minister
of the Interior should find fault with the
Senate, even if the expression of opinion
should differ somewhat from his own, as
such difference of opinion could only be
expressed in the interests of that country.
Young men were the active class of pio-
neers, those who ventured out from their
families and went to those new settlements,
and he did not see why a young man
should be compelled to live upon his 16o
acres, when, perhaps, he was surrounded
by acquaintances who were fortunate
enough to have a mother or sister near by
with whom they might live, and thus have
advantages which were denied to him, and
to other young men who had no relatives

HON. MR. DICKEY.

in that country. Every man who went to
that country would not have the good for
tune to have a near relative in his neigh
borhood, and it would be most discOrag-
ing if such men were compelled to live '1
a solitary condition, at considerable e-
pense, which might otherwise be savc
and devoted towards the improvement of
their land, or some other valuable purpoe
He thought the clause should be s0
guarded that its effect upon the princiPle
of seulement would not be at all disas-
trous. If the lands were to be given awaY,
it must be upon the principle of settiement,
as every one would acknowledge, but he
thought that the restrictions made should
be somewhat relaxed. How far that re
laxation could take place might be a matter
for discussion, but it could not be doubte
for a moment that the House was desirOus
it should be made. In approaching the
question, he did so with the most cordi2l
desire, so far as possible, to meet the wishes
of the Government, but at the same timie
with the feeling that the Bill should not be
jeopardized by an adherence to a princl-
ple which he feared was not in accordance
with the opinion of the House. WithOut
going to extremes the matter could be sO
safely guarded that while the principle Of
seulement was not endangered, some Con-
cession could be made to the evident feel-
ing manifested by the Flouse.

HON. MR. DEVER, while anxious tO
support the view of the Government,
wished to know why the request made by
several hon. gentlemen should be refused.
He supposed it was from the fear that an
abuse of the principle at stake might be
the result, and that instead of young rnen
going there as bona fide settlers, they
would go for the purpose of speculation;
that three or four might go together, build
a small shanty and cultivate a certain small
quantity of land, and then, so soon as their
patents were secured, sell out to specu-
lators. If that was the danger, and the
hon. Minister felt strongly upon the point,
he would support the measure. Other-
wise he thought it would perhaps be well
to grant the concession which the Hlouse
desired.

HON. MR. WARK thought it very desir-
able that young men going to that coUntrY
should be given every encouragement to
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Et enPloyment throughout the year. The
Circmllnstances there during the winter were
'lot similar to those in the older provinces,
Where much work of a useful character

i'n'ght be done by the farmer. He called
the attention of the Minister to the fact
that it would be well if young men going
olut to the North-West were allowed to get
erPloyment from the older settlers, who
bight require just such neighbors to
assist them in taking care of stock -and
Other work which they could not do them-
8elves. In that way the young man would
be earning something-perhaps it might
be an animal, or two or three-to take on
to his property when he was ready to be-
gin operations. It would be much better
to grant young men that privilege than to
force them to live alone in small shanties,
eaposed to the fury of the blizzards which
had been so often referred to.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON explained
that a settler could be absent from his
holestead for six months in every year.

HON. MR. WARK would allow him to
be absent whenever he could earn anything.
if he cleared the amount of land named,
Within three years, and put up his house,
then, at the end of the three years, there
should be no restriction.

and Committee, and he thought the clause
should not be given up, because there
was a difference of opinion about a par-
ticular wording of it. He felt that the
Minister should defer to the general im-
pression ofthe House, though he did not
say so from the remotest approach to any-
thing like a dictatorial spirit, but rather
with a kindlier feeling. If the Minister
would strike out those words-about a
line and a half-it would leave the Bill
very much improved. He, therefore,
hoped the clause would not be withdrawn,
but that the amendment would be made
and allowed to stand as part of the Bill.

HON. MR. ALMON did not think the
feeling of the Senate, as a whole, could be
exactly arrived at, as a number who had not
spoken could not be said to be opposed to
the Bill. For himself he had not given
the matter sufficient study to enable him
to insist upon any amendment which the
experience of the Minister had led him
to believe was undesirable. He was there-
fore willing to defer to the judgment of
the Minister, who, he felt, would be willing
to grant any concession which was in the
interest of the country. At the same time
he would always oppose the Minister of
the Interior, or anyone else, if he were
convinced that his course was not a
desirable one.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON thought,
fromn the strong expression of opinion in HON. MR MACDONALD reminded
the House, there was not much prospect the House that the Minister of the Interior
of the resolution being carried, and if that had introducel certain relaxations of the
Was the sense of the House, he would not conditions of settement in the North-
Press it. He could not, however, having West, which would not have been sug-
due regard for proper administration in the gested if he had fot brought in the Bil
borth-West, accept the amendment sug- under discussion, yet it seemed because
gested, as, from the experience of the De- those relaxations were now proposed, stili
Partment, it would not be judicious to do further latitude was being urged. He
8O. The object was to relax the restriction, thought it would be better ta accept the
but if the House wished to extend that relaxations which the Minister considered
relaxation, so as to imperil-unintention- it wise ta grant, and should experience
ally he was sure-good administration prove that they might be further extended,
there, as he believed would be the effect, the But might be so amended at some
he would, simply not press the resolution, future period.
but would let it drop. As to the other
Clauses, he did not suppose they would be HON. MR. KAULBACH was surprised
objected to at all, and he would move that at the remark of the hast speaker, and did
the 3rd clause be agreed to. fot see why suggestions sbouhd fot be

made in the direction of amending any
HON. MR. DICKEY said that, while Bil. He did fot tbink the House should

the Minister might take his own course, be told by the Minister of the Interior
t'hé Bihe was in the hands of the HHuse that they must either take the Bih without
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amendment, or not at ail. He never
would yield to such a principle, and did
not think the Minister was reasonable in
asking the House to do so.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
the Minister of the Interior should not be
asked to accept amendments to the Bill
which he did not think, and which the
Government did not think, could be safely
carried out. He considered the Minister
of the Interior could very properly drop
out the clause to which objection had been
made, and there was no reason why the
other clauses should not be retained ; in
fact, if the Minister desired, he might drop
the Bill altogether. The Government
were disposed to go a certain distance in
the direction which everybody desired, but
that was no sufficient reason why hon.
gentlemen should insist upon going far-
ther. Everybody would admit that it was
an improvement to allow these young men
to reside with their relatives, as it tended
to their greater comfort. Perhaps-as
some hon. gentlemen thought-it should
go no farther, but at ail events everybody
was agreed that it should go thus far. It
was only reasonable, however, that if the
Minister of the Interior were content to
drop that clause, and take the other
clauses of the Bill, he should be allowed
to do so.

HON. MR. DICKEY reminded the
Minister of Justice that the Minister of
the Interior had not been found fault with
for that clause, and did not think the
House should be-even unintentionally-
misrepresented. Nobody had attacked
that clause.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
clause was objected to as not going far
enough.

HON. MR
improve it ; a
asking it to be

DICKEY-That was to
very different thing from
struck out altogether.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did not
say there was a request to strike it out,
but there was dissatisfaction with the clause
and a desire to add to it. The Minister
of the Interior felt that such addition would
be against the public interest, and could
not assent to it.

HON. MR. POWER did not think the
doctrine laid down by the Minister
Justice was one which had been generallY
acted upon by the House. He thought i
the Minister in charge of a Bill was not
satisfied with any suggested amendinent
he could withdraw the Bill altogether, bt
he was not at liberty-nor was any other
member in charge of a Bill-to accept
certain amendments'and thento say " well'
as you propose to amend this particula
clause, I shall withdraw the clause."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL"-e
is quite at liberty to do so.

HON. MR. POWER referred to the fact
that 12 months previously the Milister
was just as positive about certain other
points as to which he differed from a great
many nembers of the House, but he had
found out since then that he was wrong,
and that other members of the House were
right.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-State any
one.

HON. MR. POWER had repeated the01
three or four times, and the Minister must
know what they were.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-No.

HON. MR. POWER-If the Minister
would tell the House why he objected tO
striking out the words mentioned by the
hon. gentleman from Cumberland, he pre-
sumed the House would be willing to ac-
cept his reason, if it were a substantial one.
He, however, though he had listened
attentively to what the Minister said, was
unable to see what difference it made tO
the country or Government where or with
whom a young man lived during the twO
or three years he was obliged to reside in
the neighborhood of his farm. So long as
he was a bonafide resident of the township
in which his homestead was situated, or in
the adjacent township, he did not see
what difference it made to the Government
whether he lived with his father or somle-
body else's father. That point the hon.
Minister had not made clear to the Con-
mittee, and he (Mr. Power) thought it
would be time enough for the Minister to
intimate his refusai to accept the view of

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.
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the House when he had shown some sub-
stantial reason why that view should not
Prevail, whiçh reason had not so far been
shew,.

"(ON. MR. ALLAN, as one of those
who ventured to differ from the Minister
Of the Interior with respect to that parti-
cular clause, under the impression that it
did not go quite far enough, felt called
uPOnl to express regret that the Minister
should suggest the withdrawal of the clause

Om the Bill. He (Mr. Allan) had
lestly expressed his conviction that it

d not go far enough, and he thought it
could be amended in the direction sug-
gested by various hon. gentlemen in the
louse ; but at the same time he believed
that the clause, so far as it went, was a
very great improvement upon the state of
thigs existing at the present time. It was
'%Very great boon which was proposed to
be given by that clause-the allowing
nierbers of a family to live together that
way-and at the same time continuing tothen their full homestead rights ; and he
Would regret. extremely if, by persevering
' Opposition to that clause, the result
should be that it would be withdrawn from
the Bill. It would be a decided misfor-
tuIne to the North-West if that were done,
because the concession which the clause
already contained was an improvement.

.bis idea of the meaning of the term home-
stead as applied to the North-West lands
Was that it meant such a system as had for
its object the protecting of people who
Went there and took up land, intending
bona fide to reside tbere, and who were
nlOt Purchasing a quantity of land simply to
8Pecuilate. The question was how to make
Parties carry out the prescribed conditions,
anld to ensure that homestead lands should
onlY be given to those who intended to
Miake their home there ; and he thought
if such regulations as were prescribed by
the clause under discussion were enforced,
anld parties were obliged to live within a
certain distance of the homesteads they
applied for, to cultivate a certain number
Of acres, and then put houses upon them,
theywould never go through all that for the
s1fimple sake ofspeculating in the land. No
onre would fulfil those conditions except
with the.idea of making the place his home,
and he therefore failed to see any reason
l' what was said, either yesterday or dur-

ing the present discussion, why these same
regulations should not be applied as to
residence-and made more stringent if it
were thought proper-within a certain
distance of the homestead, without in any
way continuing difficulties in the path of
those who go up there with the intention
of taking up homesteads. At the same
time, if the proposed amendment would
not be accepted by the Minister of the
Interior, he (Mr. Allan) would rather have
half a loaf than no bread at all, and would
rather accept the clause as it stood than
have it dropped from the Bill entirely.

HON. MR. DICKEY regretted that the
disposition which had always been shewn
by the Minister of Justice, to defer to the
reasonable wishes of the House in con-
nection with bills introduced by him, had
not been exercised in connection with the
Bill under discussion, and the slight
amendment asked for, granted. His idea
was that a man should be permitted to
leave his homestead and go where he
pleased to obtain employment. He would
have to be upon his homestead when he
was breaking up the land and fulfilling the
other conditions, but he should not be
restricted to the township in which his
homestead was situated, or to the town-
ship next to it. The refusal of the very
slight modification with which he would
have been satisfied, really shut a young
man out from going to get work, upon the
railway, for instance.

HON. MR. SCOTT thought the Minis-
ter had really not given any satisfactory
reason against granting the proposed re-
laxation in the direction indicated. The
hon. gentleman was ready to grant relaxa-
tion in the case of young men who had
immediate relatives there.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-In favor
of families.

HON. MR. SCOTT did not see why the
person who had no relatives there should
be in a worse position, provided he
ploughed ten acres the first year, culti-
vated ten acres the next year, and gen-
erally complied with the other conditions
mentioned in the Bill. On what princi-
ple should that man be placed at a greater
disadvantage than a person who happenedl
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to have relatives in that country? The
object was to get so much land under cul-
tivation-25 acres out of 16o-with houses
upon it, so that there would be some
certainty of having a settler upon that lot,
and those conditions being complied with,
he did not see what difference it made
whether the settler lived with Smith,
Brown, Joncs or Robinson, whether related
to them or not.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON regretted
that he had not made his reasons suffi-
ciently plain. He had endeavored to do
so several times, and to explain why he
could not extend the principle as was re-
quested. The fundamental principle on.
which land was granted was absolute con-
tinuous residence on the homestead for
six months of each year in order to entitle
the homesteader to his patent. Those
conditions were more favorable to the set-
ter than the system in the United States,
which required longer and more continu-
ous residence. There was a very great
objection to departing, even in the slight-
est degree, from the homestead principle
requiring absolute residence, and it was
only done in this case for the convenience
of families, and because there wouid be
very little difficulty in knowing where the
homesteaders reside. It would be an ex-
ceedingly difficult matter to extend it to
persons in no way related to each other,
and to keep trace of them. It was desir-
able that habitable houses should be built
upon these homesteads, but if several
young men were allowed to live together
the result would be that at intervals
throughout the country there would be
erected a sort of barracks, perhaps only
one or two buildings in a township, which
would be occupied by those speculating
young men. That would be a most dis-
astrous state of things to contemplate.
Hon. gentlemen should remember that
the Bill dealt with no ordinary Province,
but an immense area extending from 1ooo
to 1200 miles in one direction, and hun-
dreds of miles in another, so that it would
be exceedingly difficult to keep trace of
persons not related to each other if they
were allowed to live together in the way
proposed. The hon. gentleman from
Amherst had referred to the readiness
with which the Minister of Justice had on
various occasions yielded to the opinions

of members of the Senate upon details Of
Bills which he had introduced, but it
should be borne in mind that the gener-
ality of legal and other bills so introduced
were much narrower in their scope than
the measure nowunder discussion, provid-
ing for the administration of lands in the
North-West Territory. It was, therefore,
his duty, painful though it might perhaps
be, to take care that the Government did-
not assent to anything which they believed
would be injurious to that great territory,
orwhichwould be subversive of the honc-
stead principle, which Parliament had so
carefully laid down. He hoped he had
now, at all events, given a reason, which
would be understood by the House and
prove satisfactory, why this concession
could not be granted. From what had
been said by the hon. members fromn
Toronto and Amherst, the House would
probably allow the clause to be adopted,
and of course hon. gentleman could take
what course they might see fit with regard
to it at the next stage of the Bill.

MR. HON. KAULBACH said that
the statements of the hon. gentleman would
not influence his mind, as there was a large
territory in the North-West, to be settled,
and the condition ought to be relaxed.
The clause was a good one as far as it goes,
but it was susceptible of improvement,
and, he believed, in the interests of the,
country, it should be amended, by leaving
out all the words after "residence," in the
26th line, to the end of the 27th line.

HON. MR. DICKEY said he had
already indicated the course that he would
take; at the same time he did not wish to
bind anyone, and he was willing to allow
the clause to pass in Committee, and
would move his amendment on the third
reading.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said that
on that understanding, he would withdraw
his amendment.

The clause was ageed to.

On the third clause,

HON. MR. MACPHERSON explain-
ed that the object of this clause. was to
give power to the Minister of the Interior
to appoint others than local agents to take

HoN. MR. SCOTT.
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evidence, respecting patents, a plan which
would afford more relief to the settlers
than he could describe. The settler had
now to travel from his home to the office,
frequently twen'y or thirty miles from his
land, to give testimony before the agent.
He was in hopes it would be possible to
employ inspectors of homesteads, who
would visit the homesteads of settlers, and
while there take the necessary testimony,
and relieve the settler from the necessity
of leaving his homestead at all in order
to get a patent.

HON. MR. POWER thought that this
clause was very stringent. It required a
claimant to prove residence, erection of a
habitable house, and cultivation. This
proof had to be made by the claimant by
his own affidavit, and then his evidence
has to be corroborated, on oath, by two
disinterested witnesses resident in the vici-
nity of the land affected by their evidence.
This evidence may or may not be accepted
as sufficient by the Commissioner of Do-
minion Lands, or the Dominion Land
Board. In his opinion, if the claimant
should bring his own affidavit and the
evidence, on oath, of two disinterested
witnesses resident in the vicinity, the
Land Board should not have the power
to refuse it. It sometimes happened that
land agents were interested in securing the
forfeiture of claims, and it was very easy
to fancy in such cases that the settler
might be subject to very hard treatment.

HON. MR. DICKEY said it was evident
that the object of the clause was to afford
relief to the people, and enable them, on
the evidence described, to get their patents
without going to Ottawa.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON explained
that all those precautions were taken for
the purpose of preventing fraud, and he
might state to the House that the rules
had not been any too stringent, as there
had been many attempts at fraud, and
some of thàp had been successful not-
withstanding those precautions.

The clause was agreed to.

On the 4th clause,

HON. MR. MACPHERSON said this
clause had reference to the preservation of

forest trees, and the reservation of lands
for forest parks. He had stated on
the second reading of the Bill that he
would make enquiry as to what laws or
ordinances existing in the North-West re-
specting the punishment of parties who
wilfully or negligently set fire to the prairie
or the forests. He found, as he had sup-
posed, that there was an ordinance of the
North-West Council imposing a fine of
$1oo, coupled with imprisonment, for the
offence. He proposed to let it remain so
for this session, for, to do anything more,
it would require an Act of Parliament.
There were Acts on the statute books of
Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia on this
subject. Perhaps that of Nova Scotia,
which was the latest, was the fullest and
most comprehensive, but in each case it
was an Act of Parliament of very con-
siderable length, which would not be pre-
pared during the present session for the
North-West, because a great deal of infor-
mation had to be obtained.

HON. MR. DICKEY enquired if the
provisions of this clause applied only to
the forests in the vicinity of the Rocky
Mountains, as he understood that there
were other mountainous districts through-
out the North-West, such as the Pembina
Mountain, Porcupine Hills, Wood Moun-
tain, Cypress Hills and the Touchwood
Hills. If this was a useful precaution,
would it not be wise to extend it to other
districts ?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON said that
the other localities referred to by the hon.
gentleman were not really, in the strict
sense, to be termed mountains.

The clause was agreed to.

On the 5th clause,
HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved to

fill in the blank in the sub-section 3, to
provide that the penalty for destroying
trees growing upon any such reserve or
forest park shall be a fine not exceeding
$200.

HON. MR. POWER thought that $2oo
was an excessive penalty for cutting down
any tree, sapling or shrub.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON said he
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would be satisfied to make the penalty not
less than $io or more than $ioo.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with certain
amendments, which were concurred in,
and it was ordered that the Bill be read
the third time to-morrow.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-To prevent any
misunderstanding, I may mention that it
is my intention to move, on the third
reading, that all the words from the word
" resident" in the 26th line of the second
clause to the end of the 2 7th line be struck
out.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second
time without debate :

Bill (65) " An Act respecting the
Northern Railwayof Canada." (Mr Allan).

Bill (73) " An Act respecting the Cen-
tral Ontario Railway." (Mr. Flint).

The Senate adjourned at 12 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ot/awa, Tlhursday, April3rd, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (K>, " An Act respecting the Terri-
tory in dispute between the Dominion of
Canada and the Province of Ontario."
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

DOMINION LANDS BILL.

DISCUSSION ON THIRD READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
the third reading of Bill (D), "An Act to
amend 'The Dominion Lands Act, 1883."'

HON. MR. DICKEY moved, in amend-
ment, that the said Bill be not now read
the third time, but that it be referred back
to Committee, with instructions to amend
the second clause by striking out all the

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

words after "resident " in the 26th line, to
the end of the 27th line.

He said : The amendment that I pro-
pose, is to strike out those words which
confine the benefit of residence to a per-
son living with a parent, son, daughter,
brother or sister, and to make it so exten-
sive that he can live with an aunt, or a
cousin, or mother-in-law, or friend, or
neighbor, in the township where the land
is situated, or in the adjacent township.
I need hardly say that on a forme, occasion
there was a very strong opinion expressed
that the whole of the clause respecting
residence should be struck out; but, with
a view to inducing the Minister of the
Interior to meet the House half way, I
have moved the amendment nerely to
strike out the words I have indicated.

I do not see why a person should be
restricted even to living in the town-
ship, or in the adjacent township, or
why he should not be permitted to go
out for six months in the year to
find his support and earn the means of
paying for the improvements on his lot,
or for buying another lot, by working on
some one of the railways that give em-
ployment to settlers in the North-West.
At the present moment the requirement
of the law is that he shall reside six
months in each year on the land for three
consecutive years. It is considered a great
grievance, and I have heard it descanted
upon from the lips of persons on the spot,
within the last eighteen months. It is
very difficult for hon. gentlemen sitting
here at their ease to realize the extent of
the inconvenience experienced by settlers
in the North-West, because of this clause
providing compulsory residence on the
land. The Minister himself must have
felt it, because he proposes to relax the law,
and I am not disposed to withhold any
credit from the hon. gentleman that he is
entitled to. I say this clause is a step in
the right direction, and the only difference
between him and me is whether this clause,
if carried to its legitimate conclusion,
should not embrace the poisethat I pro-
pose in this amendment. What are the
principles that are required by this section?
That in the first year the settler shall break
up ten acres of his homestead quarter
section; that in the second year he shall
break up fifteen acres and crop ten; and
in the third year that he shall break up
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fifteen acres and crop twenty-five, and
that he shall build a house and bona
/de reside therein for not less than
three months prior to the date of his ap-
Plication for his patent. It seems to me
that the requirements are sufficiently severe
Whether a person is a bona fide resident or
nOt, because we keep the words in the Bill
that he is a bona fide resident in the town-
ship, carrying on his improvements during
those six months, and preparing himself
tO become ultimately a settler on the land.
It has been asked time and again what
Possible objection can there be to it. We
have to consider the position of settlers in
Various circumstances. Some go there to
r'leet a relative, a father, or brother, or
sister, or somebody who is settled near at
hand. He is relieved by this provision in
the Bill; but a great many others who go
there have neither father, mother, sister
11or brother resident in the township, or
'in the adjacent township, although they
mnay be living at Winnipeg or some other
Point in the Province, yet they are exclud-
ed from the benefit of this clause. But if
a person has no relative in the Province
Why, in the name of common sense, should
he not be permitted to reside with his
niearest friend or neighbor, who probably
co-ame with him for the purpose of becom-
Ing a homesteader ? Why should he not ?
We have had no answer to that question,
except that the Department of the Interior
does not think it is desirable. I think it
Is an answer that is-I will not say dis-
respectful, but we ought to have some-
thing more definite than that, because if
We are merely to take those bills as they
cOme to us, and are not to be allowed the
Privilege of commenting on them, and
amending them where we think it is neces-
Sary, it is hardly worth while going through
the farce of considering them in their
various stages, and we had better adopt them
en bloc, as they are recommended by the De-
Partment from which they corne. I do not
see why a Bill coming from the Department
should not be submittedto criticism like any
other Government bills which have time
and again been amended here without any
Complaint, and sometimes with thanks to
the hon. gentlemen who made valuable
suggestions. In this instance I do not
hesitate to say that the amendments sug-
gested would be an immense improvement
to the Bill, and it would recommend the

law more than ever to the sympathies and
to the kindly feeling of the people in the
North-West, and the people about to go
out to the North-West from the older
Provinces. It is with that view that I
urge this matter upon the Minister. I
said there was no answer ; oh, yes, there
was an answer. The hon. gentleman said,
on the former occasion, that he was afraid
that when these mer! had done everything
that the law required them to do, if they
were allowed to live with a neighbor or
friend instead of a father, mother, son or
daughter, they might, at the end of the
time, sell out the land after getting their
patents. If a homesteader fulfils all the
requirements of the law, why should he
not be allowed to sell out after he gets his.
patent ? Of course he is ; and is not the
man who is allowed by this Bill to live
with.his father or mother, brother, sister,
son or daughter, allowed to sel] out his
patents ? Of course he is, so that it is
trifling with the House to meet this claim
for the removal of obstacles in the way of
settlement with such an argument as that.
I cannot treat it in any other way than as a
trifling answer. While I accord to the
Minister, in the first year of his Depart-
mental career, the credit of having intro-
duced a very great improvement upon the
laws connected with this subject, I think
that he cannot forget that this has lasted
for a great many years before this improve-
ment was suggested at all, and had this
change in the law been made a few years
ago, it might have been very much to the
benefit of the North-West, and it might
have closed the mouths of those unpatri-
otic agitators, whether Canadian or Ameri-
can, who are trying to belittle our coun-
try, and to prevent people from set-
tling in the North-West. You are putting
an argument in their mouths to enable
them to frighten people with respect to
those onerous conditions. I wish to take
that away. I wish in the interests of the
Dominion, and in the interests of the
Department of the Interior itself, that it
should be at liberty to give the same ad-
vantage to men who do not happen to
have any relation living near them that
they would be entitled to if they had.
I know of no reason why the two parties
should be placed on a different footing.
It may be said " by and by we will con-
sider it," but I say now in the time, before
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there are serious difficulties, and while this
legislation is before us, to make it so that
it will commend itself not merely to the
good feeling and the good sense of the
people who are there, but that its liberal pro-
visions will be an inducement to others to
go in there and settle upon our lands.
The hon. gentleman remarked facetiously
about the inadvisability of young men
living together. Why not ? You have
already, in the case of the Mennonite
settlements, recognized that principle.
Separate residence is not required in the
case of those pçople ; on the contrary you
encourage them to go there. You en-
courage their young men, and married
men, to go there, and you give them all
the facilities you can to settle, and what
harm can there be if half a dozen stalwart
young fellows from England, or anywhere
else, should go in there and try to make
their homes, and economize their time
and their labor in doing the requirements
of this Act by living together, and in the
end each building his separate bouse on
his homestead, and residing there three
months of the time a bona fide settler ? I
say why do you throw this Bill in his face,
and tell him you will refuse him the
privilege that has been asked for ? It is
quite true if a man is fortunate enough to
have the house of a sister, or father, or
brother to go to, he can go there, but if
not he is told he must reside on his own
homnestead.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not propose
to enlarge the debate on this subject,
which has been fully discussed and appre-
ciated by every member of the House ;
but I rise to call the attention of the Min-
ister to circumstances which, I believe, I
adverted to in the observations I addressed
to the House a day or two ago, when I
said I thought it was the duty of the De-
partment to generally relax the stringent
regulations relating to lands in the North-
West. I stated that I could not venture
to run the Department myself, because I
had not made, in my travels in the North-
West, a sufficiently exhaustive examination
into the whole subject ; but I do say that
there is a very wide spread dissatisfaction
existing there, and the majority of the
opinions that I gathered while there, were
to the effect that the regulations were op-
pressive; that the action of the agents

HON. M. DICKEY.

was tyrannical; that there was a pauCity
of information, and a general feeling d
disappointment. The people I came acrO0

were diverse in their creed, nationality
and their politics; I neither knew theO
nor they me. I mentioned the case of $
gentleman from Prince Edward Island,o0'
the previous occasion, and I may say that
I looked into the Department yesterday
to ascertain what had been done in bis
case and to my surprise learned that noth-
ing was known there about it. The Il'
action of the Department in this case
makes it apparent that, however anxiOus
the Minister may be to remove all difficul-
ties, the power assumed by the delegates
sent to the North-West, in the capacity of
Commisioners, deprives the Departnent
itself of the full knowledge of the facts. I
myself, in many cases took occasion to
refer to my own conviction that had the
Minister himself known of the individual
cases in the North-West of real and
ostensible hardship, he would be the.
first to make an effort to remove then;
but there is an impassable barrier between
the Department and the people who are
located on the lands. Hard and fast cast-
iron regulations are drawn up, and the
severity of those regulations is intensified
by the tyrannical manner in which they
are carried out by the agents. It does
seem to be a question of duty on the part
of the Government subordinate, no matter
what Department he is in, invariably to
draw the line against the party who has
the dealing with the Department. I think
the true feeling of the whole country in
reference to this question is that the De-
partment should deal generously and ten-
derly with the settlers in the North-West.
I instanced the case of a man who had
been on his land for several years ; he had
gone in there before there was a sign Of
settlement, and had made considerable
improvements. At that time it was thought
the railway would be carried a great manY
miles further north of where he had located
his farm. When I went there I found
that he was doing nothing, and I asked
him why it was? "Well" he said " I am
disheartened ; my boys and myself have
been notified that we must go; we came
in here in good faith when there was nOt
a soul within miles of us, and we brought
our horses and our implements with Us,
and we have not been able to get a place
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Where he have authority to settle down.
We thought we had got far enough away
frOm settlement when we located here,
ahd last year I had an excellent crop. I
have spent a large amount of money, but
'UY boys have at last given up; we can
get no titie to our land ; this year they are
11ot inclined to work any longer, and they
are determined to go." My answer to hirn
*as to remain where he was, " There is
no Government in Canada strong enough
tO turn you off if you choose to remain ;
Stay where you are, it is impossible that
Such tyrannical rules can be made that
they can turn you off if you go on in good
faith before settlement comes." I visited the
Departnent this morning to find out what
had been done with this man ; the lands
he claimed were section 28, township 16,
range 26, and section 22 in the sarne
township.

I asked the Department what had been
done, and the reply I got was, that up to
the fifteenth ultimo-the date of the last re-
turn-there had been no entries reported,
either upon section twenty-two or twenty-
eight; and that this township was open to
entry only as early as the first of last
month. Agents have been to this man,
Over and over again, and have seen his
valuable improvements, and surely it
was their duty to have reported those
improvements ? Surely it is not the part
Of the agent to tell this man that he'
hs to abandon his property, and not cul-'
tivate another acre of the land ! He was
told positively and absolutely by the au-
thories that he must go ; that the land
cOuld not be sold to him, and that he
COuld not take it up as a homestead, and
yet nearly a year afterwards the Depart-
mtient is in utter ignorance of the facts.
The man told me that he and his family
Were from the neighborhood of Charlotte-
town, Prince Edward Island-his name is
C. C. Mackay. I was speaking of it to a
gentleman the other day, who happened
to know Mackay, and he told me that he
had received a letter from one of the sons
Of this man, describing the harsh treat-
Ment that his father and brothers had re-
ceived from the Crown Lands agents in
the North-West.

Now, surely the effect of letters of this
kind going back to the older provinces of
the Dominion must do a vast amount of
harm; and this is not a solitary case. I

did not care about collecting grievances
when I was in the North-West; no doubt
if I had been inclined to do so, I could
have heard of a great many. In an off-
hand way I asked here and there what the
feeling was respecting the land regulations,
and I am quite safe in saying that there is
a deep feeling of insecurity existing in the
North-West. I do not hold the Govern-
ment responsible for it ; but I do hold the
mercenary pack who go into that country
as agents, and who extort money from the
settlers under the impression that they
have the sole power to deal with them. I
have heard of one case of an agent who
regularly trafficked in that kind of thing;
that he was in the habit of saying to the
settler if he would only give him $5o or
$ioo he would seule his case for him. If
the Minister of the Interior would make
a note of it he can make enquires and
ascertain if it is the fact. That was the
existence of things that I found when in
the North-West, and it was, therefore, my
desire, in the observations I made the'other
day, and in the observations I make now,
that the Minister shall give special instruc-
tions to the agents that in all cases where
a man bas spent a certain amount of
money and a certain amount of labor on
the lands, that that expenditure ought to
be respected in some shape :r other. Sup-
posing the land bas been sold to a coloni-
zation company, or a railway company, it
is in the power of the Department to make
terns with that company, and stipulate
what treatment shall be eKtended to the
settler. That is the policy that bas been
measured out to the people in the older
provinces; it is the proper policy, and one
that will make the Department popular
amongst the people with whom it bas to
deal. This feeling of uncertainty does a
great deal of harm. People cannot con-
nect with the Department. They believe
there is a Chinese wall between them and
the Minister. They would not think of
approaching him, or perhaps would not
have the means, or would not know how
to do it, and they are consequently in the
hands of a mercenary pack of agents who
traffic in their position, and place diffi-
culties in the way of settlers that the
Department cannot be aware of. It is
such treatment that prompts the settler
to sell out and go to Dakota or elsewhere,
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where he will not have this petty tyranny
exercised over him.

HON. MR. REESOR-But he is not
allowed to sell.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I know he is not
allowed to sell, but he prefers, at any sacri-
fice, to get away from the tyranny of agents.
I have had to deal with thousands of such
cases. I have had, myself, a very large
amount of administration with reference
to free grant lands-the hon. gentleman
from Halifax may laugh, but I refer to
facts.

HON. MR. ALMON-I was not doubt.
ing the hon. gentleman, but I was laugh-
ing at the idea of Dakota having better
land regulations7 than ours ; it is so absurd
that I cannot restrain myself from laugh-
ing whenever it is mentioned.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am putting that
country in juxtaposition with the Canadian
North-West, and I say in view of the land
regulations, that Dakota is a freer country
than ours unless the tyranny of land agents
and the cast-iron rules of the Department
are changed. I do not hesitate to say so,
and I abide by my utterance. I do not
hesitate to make this statement, because I
say I know something of human nature,
and human feelings, and human wants
and human sympathies, and I know of no
men who ought to be more tenderly dealt
with than the pioneers who settle on the
wild lands of this country. We are flood-
ing Europe with tracts and pamphlets,
and casting abroad avast amount of inform-
ation to attract people to our North-West,
and I say when we get them therewe should
treat them more generously. Supposing
ten per cent. of the land should fall into
the hands of speculators under liberal regu-
lation, is it not better than that 90 per cent.
of the people should be dissatisfied? I do
not care a button for pamphlets or agents
or any machinery of that kind for settling
a country ; the real agents, as I have often
said, are the contented people who settle in
any particular section of the country.
They write home to their friends, in Ger-
many, Belgium, Russia, Sweden, Great
Britain, or wherever it may be, and they
describe the conditionof things as they exist,
and they tell them whether there are attrac-

tions or advantages for those who wish to eni
grate, and,guided by that,the stream ofeil-
gration sets in. It is not by hired agents
who go about painting in highly colored
language the advantages of the country
that emigration is secured, because people
are apt to be suspicious of their statements,
they have been taken in so often. After
all, the true way in which to seule a new
country is by the satisfaction and content
that are exhibited by the actual settler,
and the communications he sends to those
who are influenced by his judgment, and
the information that he sends to thern In
Europe. If you go into any of the States
of the Union, you will find that one State
is peopled by large numbers of Germans ;
another by Norwegians, another by )anes,
and another by Russians. They first
come over in small numbers and locate
themselves in a State, and from there write
'home and encourage their friends to comie
out and seule near them. We know how
the Western States have been settled in
that way, and we know that the Govern-
ment did not employ agents for that pur-
pose. The railway companies had their
agents working theiriinterests, but the rule
is that the emigrant leaving Europe knows
exactly where he is going to locate himself.
Men do not blindly drift across the Atian-
tic ; they know- where they are going tO
anchor, and they anchor where they are
induced to go by the representations of
those in whon they have confidence. I
have no doubt that my hon. friend will in-
quire into this matter. I trust that he will
err on the side of leniency. I say it is in-
finitely better that ten per cent., or even
a larger proportion, of the land in the
North-West should fall into the hands of
speculators than that the actual settlers
should be discontented. I do not think
there is going to be such a keen specula
tion in land in the North-West. There is
a good deal of hard work in going on a
homestead, and any man who breaks UP
and cultivates twenty-five acres, and
builds a house on it, will not abandon
his property ; if he does abandon it,
he will not do so until somebody else
takes his place, and it is a matter of
perfect indifference whether it is that man
or his substitute that becomes the actual
settler. We want to get good settlers,
industrious men on the land, but in refer-
ence to the individual it is a matter of the

HON. MR. SCOTT.
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rIost perfect indifference who he may be.
Ve want the land cultivated. It bas been

said on good authority that where a man's
treasure is there will his heart be also, and
We know that once a man secures a hold-
1ng, it is his pleasure and pride to keep it.
If a man has cultivated a certain amount
Of land, and puts up a house, he does not
do it simply for the purpose of holding it
for speculation.

. HON. MR. REESOR-There are ,cases
In the North-West of so much severity,
Under the operation of the law as it now
Stands, that they are almost enough to
flake a man's blood curdle. There are two
classes of homesteaders. I will take two
Cases, in both which, I personally know, the
entries were made for homesteaders in
Southern Manitoba, in 1879. Side by side
they both make their entries in the same
even numbered section-each having a
quarter-section, 16o acres. For conveni-
ence we will say their names are respective-
lY Brown and Jones.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Why not
give their real names ?

HON. MR. REESOR-I would rather
not do so now.

Brown is industrious, but b has little
Imoney, but by working for others much of
the time he is able by the end of two years
to have a cabin to live in, and 30 acres
ulder'cultivation, but has not lived upon
his lot six months in each year. An On-
tario farmer makes his appearance : he
Wants a place tor his son, whom we will
call Johnson. Johnson pays Brown $1,ooo
to abandon his homestead ar d allow young
Johnson to enter it. The bargain is closed.

Brown is then able to pay his debts, buy
a team and make a much better start on a
new place. While Johnson takes this
'Iproved homestead and goes on im-
Proving two years more, when he bas a
frane bouse, stables, granaries and 8o
acres under crop. But he is unable
to swear that he has resided on his lot six
Inonths in each year continuously. He
has, therefore, under the law as it stands,
forfeited his right to the property, and all
the improvements which he has made and
for which he bas paid. By a single stroke
Of the pen the Minister of the Interior
Can cancel the homestead, and sell the im-

provements, which cost young Johnson,
in time and expenditure, $3000. He has
the extraordinary power of confiscating a
man's property, under the statute, for the
offence of not having lived upon his home-
stead the orthodox period of six months in
each year.

Now, let us examine the case of his
neighbor, Jones. He hires with a farmer
in the neighborhood, and every night goes
to his cabin to sleep on his homestead,
during six months of each year, for three
years. He may have had less than an
acre under cultivation during all that time,
but he is entitled to his patent and gets it.
Jones can then sell or hold on specula-
tion. But Jones is the white-haired boy;
Johnson is the sinner. Jones gets his
patent in three years from the date of
entty. Johnson's homestead bas been
cultivated five years, the last year with
eighty acres under crop. But his patent
is refused, and the statute declares his
property forfeited to the Crown for failing
to reside upon it six months continuously
in any one year.

The moral that such an unjust law
teaches is this: That a young man can
make rpore money in the North-West by a
half-idle, scheming life than by honest
industry.

Now, it is not hard to see that one
homestead, managed like Johnston's, does
more to develop and build up that coun-
try than fifty like that of Jones'. Yet,
strange as it may appear, the former is
treated very much like a criminal, while
the latter is rewarded for having done
little or no service to any one but himself.

But what makes the case look still
worse is this : In the same year, 1879,
when these homesteads were entered, the
Government sold large quantities of land
near these homesteads at $i per acre, and
on a credit of ten years. On a section of
64o acres only $64 was 'paid and within
two years after one quarter of it was sold
for enough to take out the patent for the
whole, thus leaving in the hands of the
investor, who in this instance was an out-
side speculator, 48o acres as a free gift,
worth about $4,ooo.

Thus the man who did nothing for the
country makes $4,ooo, the man who did
very little, like the Jones homesteader,
gets property worth $ 1,ooo, while the men
of whom Johnston is the type, and whose
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labor and money give value to the prop-
erty of the other two, may have their
property all confiscated, unless, by an act
of grace of the Minister of the Interior,
the sentence of confiscation is commuted
to paying two dollars per acre, just $320
more than the Jones homesteader pays,
and just twice as much per acre as the
outside speculator pays.

A law that so outrages every sense of
justice I cannot find words sufficiently
strong to condemn. But I trust to the good
sense and love of fair play of the mem-
bers of this House, that such an iniquitous
law shall remain on the statute book no
longer than it will require to repeal the
objectionable clauses.

The cases to which I have called atten-
tion, prove that the Dominion Lands Act
encourages speculation pure and simple.
It encourages homesteading of a specu-
lative character, inasmuch as sleeping
upon the homestead eighteen months
secures the patent without making it of
productive value ; while the men who
alone make the country valuable to the
state, by cultivation, are worried, harrassed,
and robbed of their labor and expenditure,
for the crime of not being able to
prove, by the oath of two disinterested
,witnesses, that they have resided the ex-
actly full. six months in each and every
year upon their respective homesteads.

Take another case. A young man made
application for a homestead which had
been abandoned. The agent posted the
usual notice in his office, and the young
man, whom we will call Smith, having a
team and breaking plough, wished at once
to turn his labor to account. He obtained
the consent of the first homes'eader to go
imniediately into possession, and when
the thirty days were up he had thirty
acres beautifully broken, as it happened
in the month of -June, the best time for
breaking the prairie. He then went to
the Land Office to make his entry. The
agent asked him what improvements there
were on the land.

Smith replied thirty acres splendidly
broken.

Agent-What is that worth ?
Smith-$3 an acre, or say $9o.
Agent-Then you will have to pay me

$ioo for your entry, $1o the regular en-
trance fee and $90 for the improvements.

HON. MR. REESOR.

The poor homesteader was so taken
aback that for some moments he was un-
able to reply. But finally he denounced
the charge as a swindle, and said there
was no law in Canada to make him paY
the Government for improvements he had
himself made. The agent then took
down the statute and read as follows, from"
section 35 of the Dominion Lands Act of
1883 :

"A homestead, the entry of which has
been cancelled, may, at the discretion of
the Minister, be held for sale of the land,
with the improvements, if any, or of the
improvements only, in connection with
homestead entry thereof, to another per-
son.",

The agent said he did not make the
law ; it was made by the Parliament Of
Canada and he had to act upon it.

The poor homesteader paid over the
$1oo with which he had intended to
build himself a cabin. He felt that he
was literally robbed of the $90, and so he
was-but the robbery was done legallY,
under the law passed last session.

Had a thief picked the poor man's
pocket he might have had the satisfaction
of seeing him sent to penitentiary for five
years, but as it is he is helpless.

Laws that i their operation legalize
robbery and fail to punish the guilty, soon
create in the minds of the common people
such a disrespect for those who make themn,
and those who administer them, that
violence is easily stimulated to usurp the
administeration of justice, and bring about
still greater evils, of which we have had.a
sad illustration during the last few days, in
the city of Cincinnati. The Dominion
Land Act should be so amended as to-
make such wrongs impossible.

I will not detain the House any longer.
The case I think is very clear, and at the
proper time I will move certain amend-
nents to the Bill. I had hoped- whenl
the Bill came back here that the Minister
of Interior would have seen his way clear
to have had it amended. There is evidence
enough in the country to show the grievoug
wrongs that have been done, and the con-
plaints now being made are both loud and
continuous. I therefore hope he will
consent to have the Bill amended, and at
all events I shall move an amendment
and take the sense of the House upon it.
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ION. MR. SUTHERLAND-Having
the other day suggested the amendment
that my hon. friend has made, it might be
supposed that possibly I have some per-
Sonal interest in the matter. I may say,
however, that I have not, and I know of
nobody belonging to me that has any per-
Sonal interest in that direction ; but I
cofnsidered then, and I still consider, that
the amendment is very desirable, and I
hope that the Minister of the Interior will
accept it. I can see a very great advantage
Ii the adoption of such an amendment,
because it would be a great benefit to
Young men who are improving their home-
steads to permit them to live and work
together instead of being obliged to
reside each on his own homestead.
I hope, therefore, the Minister of the
Interior will accede to the amendment, as
it would be a great advantage if it were
illcorporated in the Bill. Two men can
always do better than one alone, for there
is luch work that a single man cannot do.
I can understand that there would be
danger if the regulations were relaxed in
certain directions, but I cannot see, where
the improvements are strictly enforced,
that any danger need be feared if this
amlendment were allowed to pass.

11ON. MR. GIRARD-As coming from
the Province of Manitoba, I will take the
liberty of speaking again upon this ques-
tion. I think if the amendment now
being discussed had been incorporated in
the Bill at first, it would be right enough
that it should be carried, but after giving
it serious consideration, I feel that, as the
Provisions really contained in the Bill are
in the right direction, and' as the Minister

of the Interior objects to the amendment,
't is but proper that we should accept the
Bill as it stands, for the present, and not
insist upon anything more. In speaking
to-day, I wish to reply to some remarks
which have been made in this discussion,
and which, if not contradicted, would,
Perhaps, cause much damage to the Pro-
Ilince which I have the honor to represent,
and to the North-West Territories. The
Case of the Mennonites has been mention-
ed. While it is true that they have special
rules and regulations, and while they have
Conlduced greatly to the prosperity of that
Portion of the country in which they live,
't Iust not be- forgotten that they are

subject to the very same provisions which
are in the Bill now submitted to us ; they
are there with their families-with their
fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters, just
what we are trying to provide for in this
Bill. It has been said that there is
much dissatisfaction at the present time
in the North-West, because of the
operation of the present Dominion Lands
Act. There is, perhaps, some dissatisfac-
tion, but I do not think it is very serious.
I think it would perhaps be well, if the
Government were to vest the administra-
tion of the Dominion lands in that country
in the hands of the local authorities at
Winnipeg. That opinion now prevails, and
possibly it would be a great improvement if
the Government were to concede it, but
generally speaking I do not think there is
much dissatisfaction. With the permission
of the House I will read a letter which ap-
peared in the Winnipeg Times of the 2 9th
March last, which goes to prove that the
discontent is not so great as some hon.
gentlemen would lead us to believe. Of
course there will always be some one to
grumble, and it must not be forgotten that,
especially in a new country, everything
cannot be quite as comfortable and satis-
factory as in an older and more settled
province, but the difficulties which exist
in the North-West can be more easily
removed than perhaps was possible, when
settlement first began, in the case of the
Province of Ontario. The letter to which
I refer is written by a citizen of Ontario,
Mr. David Charles O'Keefe, and is dated
at Fort Ellice, on the 24th March. He
writes as follows:

" Talk of grievances, I cannot see them.
We must persevere in honest industry before
we can succeed. Ours cannot compare with
the difficulties early settlers in the older pro-
vinces had to encouriter, less than thirty years
ago. I recollect the fate of the farmers then.
Take for instance North Middlesex, the town-
ships of East and West Williams. London
was the nearest market. The village of
Strathroy was no place to sell anything in.
The farmers had to start from home in the
night, travel all nighit and all next day, arriv-
ing at London late in the evening. The entire
distance to market was forty miles of the most
miserable roads ever seen. The farmer stop-
ped at the hotel until next morning and then
turned out on the market with his produce.
Then the dealers would make a corner,as our
friends across the line would call it, and offer
such prices as the farmer could not accept.
After standing on the market until the atter-
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noon, the farmer had to go around to the
stores and sel] for what he could get. I have
seen this time after time. Onlv 50 cents per
bùshel was paid for wheat, half cash and half
trade, $2.25 to $2.50 per 100 pounds fordressed
hogs, also half cash, half trade; and three
days and three to four nights away from home.
Other places were in the sane position as re-
gards markets. The township of McGillivray,
in the County of Huron ; also Bosanquet town-
ship in the County of Lambton, was distant
from London, the nearest market, at least
forty miles, except the south part of Mc-
Gillivray.

'These are only a few instances of which I
am personally aware. We here are better off.
We can go to Moosomin, thirty miles, in one
day, and back another, and get 90 cents per
bushel, cash, for liard wheat. 1, niy self, and
my two sons are farmers. We h ve two
settiers between us. It is two years smnce we
began. We shall have 160 pcres under crop
this season. We are satisfied. When we
went farming we saw plainly that we could
get littie if any return for the investment in
less than four or five years. If, after three
years we can make our farmis self-supporting
we think we shall be doing well, and have the
young cattle we raised, to the good. My two
voung men never did a day's work on a farm
before coming here. I brought them up here
first in 1880. They went back and did not like
the country. They came up again in 1881
and liked the country. They would notgo
home to Ontario again. Here they are, work-
ing bard and well satisfied.

" It caninot be denied that for any man who
wants to make himself a good home this is
the country for him. I have been through
the country almost in every place east of the
RockyMountains and I unhesitatingly sav that
the man who cannot make a home and a good
living for himself here cannot succeed in
doing so in any other country. I have been
througb the neigh boring territories south of
the international boundary, and can truly sav
our country offers a far better inducement to
the settler. I have met many people who
would gladly come across the line to settle if
they could so arrange their affairs as to enable
them to do so.

" I have caused a good many people to corne
and settle in this country, some from the
United States, some from the Old Country
and some from Ontario. There is not one
among the lot who is not well satisfied.
Some are comparatively wealthy and had
but little capital when they came. Even if
a man has no capital he can get on. There
is plenty of work. He can work out six
months in the year at good wages and stay
on his homestead the other six months. I
often find it difficult to get hands. I am not
in sympathy with the grievance people at ail,
for in reality there is no grievance.

HoN. MR. POWER-What paper is
the hon. gentleman reading from ?

HON. MR. GIRARD-The Winnipeg
Daily Times. Everybody will admit that
this is quite disinterested evidence, and it
will serve as a good reply to what has been
said in the present discussion, of a nature
to militate against the interests of the Pro-
vince from which I come. I think that
the clause as it stands would give great
satisfaction, and I do not, therefore, thjfk
it would be reasonable to insist that the
amendment should be incorporated in the
Bill. What has been done is in the right
direction, and for my part I shall vote
with the Government on this question.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I think
I agree in every word that has fallen from
the hon. gentleman fron Ottawa, and if 1
were to describe the policy which I have
endeavored to pursue, I could not use
language of my own which would more
fully describe it than has been done in the
words used by the hon. gentleman. It is
scarcely to be expected, in a Territory
such as the North-West, where settlers
have rushed in in advance of surveys and
of laws, that they should not have what
they may consider grievances, and what to
them no doubt have been grievous, because
the lot of the pioneer-no matter what is
done for him-must be a very hard one.
He and his family have a great many dis-
comforts and hardships to bear, which
cannot be relieved by the Government, or in
any other way; but they are entitled to have
everything possible done for them in the
direction of lessening those grievances and
those burdens. Therefore, they are entitled
to have the law administered favorably and
sympathetically, and the instructions froim
the Department of the Interior, and the
policy pursued, have been in that direction.
The agents employed by the Department
naturally will adhere closely to the law,
but the law itself is conceived in a just and
generous spirit, in such a spirit as the set-
tiers in that country are entitled to have it
conceived and administered ; in fact it is
the study and desire of the Government
that it should be made as favorable as
possible. I am glad the hon. gentleman has
mentioned the one or two cases to whieh
he referred, because it gives me an oppor-
tunity to explain how some of those griev-
ances arise. I will take the case of the
settler near Moose Jaw, and will explain
to the House, as I have* just said that

HoN. MR. GIRARD.
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settiers have gone in in advance of the sur-
Vey, and have aquired rights which, how-
ever, can only be recognized when the
surveys are completed and the land office
opened. Then, those settlers have a right
to enter for their homesteads, and the time
which they have spent upon their lands,
in advance of the survey, counts for them
in the earning of their patent. It must,
however, happen in such cases that the
settler would have to wait a certain number
of months before the land office could be
open, and the plans of the township in
which he lives placed in the possession of
the land agent-and all this must be done
before he can make his entry for the home-
Stead. Now, the surveys for the Moose
Jaw country have been confirmed only
Very lately, and the plans have been re-
ceived but a short time. My hon. friend
from Ottawa can understand that until
those plans were received it would be im-
Possible for any land agent to grant an en-
try to that settler, because he was not in
Possession of the necessary information to
give him that entry ; that could only be
done after the plans of the township were
in possession of the land agent. The rea-
son is, as the hon. gentleman is probably
aware, that the opening of the mile belt
stopped a little on this side of Moose Jaw,
because thesurvey had not been completed,
and there was no use in opening the land
for settlement until the settlers could ob-
tain entry for the lands they might select.
As the survey is completed to Moose Jaw,
the mile belt will be opened, but the diffi-
culty in the way of the settler to whom
My hon. friend has referred, must be, that
Until very recently the survey was not con-
firmed and the plans were not in posses-
sion ofthe land agent.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The man himself
gave the number of his own lot, and his
Son's lot ; and the surveys must have
been made sometime anterior to that; that
was last year.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The sur-
veyor on the ground may have told the
settler what the number of the grant
WOUld be.

HON. M. SCOTT-The survey was
-ade

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I can
assure the hon. gentleman that it is not
so. No homesteader, so far as I an
aware, who has settled upon agricultural
land has been disturbed, and I quite
agree with the hon. gentleman that no
Government could think of disturbing
him. Agents may Live notice, and say
" you are on some reserve, and if you
make other improvements than you have
already done, the Government will not pay
you for them." It often happens that
statements of that kind are made by peo-
ple who are not agents of the Govern-
ment at al], as I believe speculators go
out there, and if they fancy a particular
lot they do all they can to alarm the set-
tiers and prevent them from making im-
provements. A case of the kind has
come under my own observation within
the past fortnight, and the settler in ques-
tion came here, from the neighborhood of
Moose Jaw, to see the officers of the
Department about it. He said that par-
ties went there and told him he would be
turned off his land, and that hewould not
be paid for his improvements. He is a
man with two or three sons, and he was
naturally somewhat alarmed. I asked
him who those persons were, and whether
they were officers of the Department. He
said they were not, and I then asked him
why he paid any attention to what was
said. " Well," he said, "I was much
frightened." And that is the way settlers
are often alarmed, and complaints arise
in consequence-the blame being attached
to the Department. Town sites have
been reserved ; at Regina for instance, at
Moose Jaw, and at other places, but
the persons who went on those lands
so reserved, in good faith and in ig-
norance of the intention to make those
reserves, will not suffer. The Land
Commissioner at Winnipeg was instructed
by me some time ago to visit Regina
and enquire into the case of every
man on the town site who was in the re-
served line, and to report upon each claim.
In the case of those who went on in per-
fect ignorance of the intention to make
reserves there-in advance of the reserve
being decided upon-they would be en-
titled to, and shall receive, the greatest,
consideration from the Government. Even
those who went on there after the reserve
was made-the speculators-even they
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will be considered. The hon. gentleman As I stated severai times in the course Of
spoke of an employe of the Government the debate on this Bil, these are conditions
at Prince Albert, who, it was alleged, which it was considered necessary to m-
offered to obtain a patent for a money pose upon the free granting of land. If
consideration. I understood the hon. you do fot require houses to be buiît, and
gentleçnan to say that, and some such the settiers to live in them, what would
charge was made against a subordinate the country be ? Lt is admitted by al
officer there, and a somewhat strong prima hon, gentlemen who have spoken that the

facie case was made out. He was immedi- provisions of the Bil are an improvement
ately suspended, and an officer was sent upon the existing law, and the object of
to enquire into his case. The result of the Government is to relax the conditions
that enquiry is, that while there was, no imposed upon. the settier, so far as it i5
doub, indiscretion on the part of the prudent to do so. The relaxation of the
officer in question, it is very doubtful conditions, which is proposed in this Bil,
whether there was any evil intention, or being admitted, why not accept the Bil?
whether he was guilty of any actual Lt seens to ne rather lard, when the
wrong doing. There was, however, Department of the Interior is doing ail it
unquestionably, indiscretion, and my believes can be done prudently, that further
action in the case-inasmuch as there relaxations should be insisted upon, which
was indiscretion, and as his usefulness at the Government think cannot safely be
that place was gone-was to remove him enactedand thatthe clause should be, prac
to a place where lie would have less au- tically, rejected. The Department of the
thority, and which was inferior to the one Interior is charged with the administration
he occupied at Prince Albert. I did not, in that country, and we have to do what We
however, think he merited actual dismis- believe to be nost in the public interest.
sal. Touching the amendment moved by I can assure the hon, gentleman that that
the hon. gentleman from Amherst, I re- is the subject of ail their waking hours
gret very much that he has felt it his duty -to give that country the benefit of
to move that amendment and to press it every relaxation which they behieve can
upon the House. He has repeated what be conceded, with due regard for
he said last night, that he had not received the interests of that country, and of
any good reason why the amendment the Dominion at large. Now, why.not
should not be accepted. Well, I stated accept this? If similar provisions can
the reasons here very fully last night To be extended, it wouhd be possible at a
do what the hon. genleman proposes future time to do so ; but the effect of
would be subversive of the homestead carrying this amendment (I must tell the
system, and of the principle of residence Housefrankly)wiil be to prevent theBill be-
that underlies it. It is subverted to ing passed into law. I do fot say that in any
a limited extent, even by the Bill, spirit except that of the utmost frankness,
but the provisions in that clause are which I owe to the House, that they May
calculated to afford great convenience know exactly the view taken of it by the
and to be of much advantage to those Goverument. I hope the House will not
whon it is intended to relieve. Never- adopt the amendment, and thereby pre-
theless, it is an exception to the general vent the relaxations being granted to the
system of homesteading. If the amend- country, which are proposed by th2 Bitas
ment of the hon. gentleman, however, were k stands. I do fot think I ever remember
accepted, it would make what is now the seeing such a course pursued where a
exception the rule, and would, therefore, great concession has been made. The
really be subversive of the system. I ex. result f that course, on the present
plained it so fully yesterday that I do not occasion, will be to prevent the relaxations
think it necessary to do so further at the being granted-as they cannot safely be
present time. Intending homesteaders made at present-and I hope the House
would, of course, be glad to have all the will fot insist upon the amendaient.
conditions which are imposed upon them
by law, removed and dispensed with. The HON. MR. WARK-I did fot expect
hon. gentleman says, "why should thos to make any further remarks upon this sub-
strict provisions be enacted and enforced?' ject, because I was in hopes that the Min-

HoN. ML. MACPHERSON.
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ister of the Interior would accept the
amendment; more particularly after the
strong case which was made out in favor
of it by my hon. friend opposite. It is veiy
Proper of the Minister to make the relaxa-
tions which are incorporated in the Bill,
but why not extend them ? Suppose, for
instance, that a young man is looking for
a farm, who has no relations in the North-
Wst-a steady, industrious young man,
who wishes to take up land-and he hires
vith a neighboring farmer. After a time
his employer says to him : "Now, I owe
YOu some wages; you can take my team,
select your homestead, and plough your
ten acres. I will give you the team at a
reasonable rate, and when you are done
Ploughing come back from your location
and you will still have employment from

eln." That is the position in which a
Young man would stand, who had no re-
latives there ; yet, under the Bill, he could
not take advantage of such an offer, as he
Iust not go away from his homestead ex-

Cept for a very limited time ; perhaps when
he cannot get work. But, take the case
Of another young man, who is living with
his father. He takes his father's .team,
goes to his farm, breaks up his land, and
then comes back to his father. Why, I
ask, should the young man who has no
relatives there, be prevented from going
back from his farm and earning wages,
and thus be placed in a worse position
than the one whose father lives in that
country? Under the Bill as it stands, the
stranger is not allowed to leave his land, ex-
cept fora limited time, butif theamendment
should pass, both these young men would be
Placed on an equal footing. For my part I
do not see why a young man should not hire
Out, and so earn money which would be
Useful to him when the time came for
taking out his patent, and if he were al-
lowed to use his employer's team for
vanous purposes of cultivation and for
taking off his crop, he might then go
back to his employer, and be earning
mfoney, while perhaps another crop was
growing. The result would probably be
that at the expiration of the three years,ne might have built his house, and earned
enough to get a very fair amount of stock,
while his property would be secured. I
do not see why that young man should be
COmpelled to put up a shanty where no
Others live, to cook for himself for six

months in the year, and to live a lonely
existence, when perhaps he does not re-
quire to be there for more than three
months, and during the rest of the time
might be earning wages. And he is
placed in that difficult position just be-
cause he has no relative in that country.
He may be anxious to get work, but if he
leaves his farm he forfeits his title to the
land. The explanations given by the
Minister of the Interior in reply to
my hon. friend from Ijalifax, cer-
tainly did not satisfy me. The danger
is supposed to be that speculators would
take hold of the land, but how could
they do so? Supposing that a specu-
lator wanted five square miles of land-
a little over 3ooo acres-he would
have to get 1o agents to go and enter
homesteads ; he would have to plough up
10 acres on each of those homesteads the
ist year, then he would have to provide
for the ploughing up of 15 acres the next
year, and all the other conditions of settle-
ment would have to be complied with,
before he could secure that 3ooo acres ;
while he would have to place himself in
the power of each of those 1o agents, and
*wait until they had each got out his patent,
before he cpuld purchase them,-besides
having to pay all the expense of having the
prescribed conditions fulfilled. Therefore
it will be seen how difficult it is, under the
present regulations, for a speculator to get
hold of 3ooo acres, even if residence were
not required at all. I do not believe any.
one could do it. I have seen a good deal
of the practical difficulty attending settle-
ments in a new country. I can remember
the conditions that ·obtained in New
Brunswick, but a far better policy was
adopted there. for, if a man made any
improvements at all upon property, it could
not be sold unless the purchaser paid for
the improvements, and whatever was
received for them was handed over to the
man who made them. As I said before I
do not think that any young man going as
a stranger into the North-West, without
relatives there, should be placed at any
disadvantage as compared with the son of
a farmer living in that country.

HON. Mi. ALLAN-I regret very
much to fird, from the remarks which
have fallen, from the Minister of the In-
terior, that he has not seen any reason to
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change his views in regard to the anend-
ment that has been proposed to be made
to this clause of the Bill. But I regret
still more to learn from him that, if that
amendment should carry, he should con-
sider it his duty to withdraw the Bill. I
'do not question at all the fact that a mem-
ber of the Government having charge ot a
Bill of this kind, has an undoubted right
to withdraw it, if he thinks best ; because
if he considers that an amendment like
this willoperate injuriously upon theadmin-
istration of his department of course he is
perfectly justified in withdrawing the Bill.
But it just has this effect, that of course it
places those of us who desire to see a
change made in a direction which we
think very much for the benefit of settiers
in the North-West in a position where
we must choose one of two alternatives.
Either we must vote for the amendment
to the clause, knowing that the result
will be the entire withdrawal of the Bill,
for another year at all events, and the loss
to settlers of improvements in the law
which we consider will be a great boon
to the people of that country; or, we
must set aside our convictions, and not
vote for the amendment. However, I
stated last night that I wotild infinitely
prefer half a loaf to no bread, and that I
should prefer to see the Bill carried with
the present clause in it, rather than have
no Bill at all-and I shall vote accordingly.
I must say I cannot but think that the
language which has fallen from some
hon. gentlemen in respect to the
administration of affairs in the North-West
-- particularly as regards agents-has been
a little overdrawn. As I said just now to an
hon. gentleman whom I do not see in his
place, I think it is a pity that statements
should be made on the floor of this House
without the fullest particulars being given
as to the names of the parties, so that we
will be enabled to judge whether the
statements are really authentic, or simply
made from hearsay. I think every bon.
gentleman will agree with me that, in the
settlement of so vast a country, it is almost
unavoidable that cases of hardship will
occur, and it is very difficult to get such
agents as are desirable, to carry out the
instructions or duties committed to them.
Therefore I think some allowance ought
to be made for them. I am quite sure
that this House will feel there is no mem-

ber of the Government or of the Senate,
who is more desirous that the Department
of the Interior should be administered with
the utmost regard to the rights of settlers
in every way, than the hon. Minister who
has charge of those matters at the preseit
time. Still I repeat that I very much re-
gret be should feel it his duty- À this
amendment should carry--to withdraw
the Bill. I should infinitely. have prefer-
red to see the Bill passed through this
House with the amendment, and though
I have listened to every argument used by
the bon. Minister as to why this thing
cannot be done without great disadvantage,
I am yet unable-it may be because of
my own dullness-to see why the amend-
ment should be refused. At the sanie
time I shall feel it my duty to vote for the
Bill as it reads, rather than have no Bill
at all.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I shall
not again express my opinion with respect
to this particular clause, as I do not think
it necessary to argue it at any great length.
I rise chiefly for the purpose of calling the
attention of the Minister to the case Of
this gentleman from Prince Edward Island
-Mr Mackay-and I would ask if he will
cause full enquiry to be made into the de-
tails of the case, and take measures to see
that justice is done. It will be a further
gratification to myself and to everyone
coming from that Province-as this person
probably has relations and friends residing
there-if we can state on our return tO
our home that the case is under the con.
sideratikn of the Government Whatever
course the Minister may think it necessarY
to take with regard to withdrawing this
Bill--which I hope he will not do-I trust
he will have no hesitation in saying, with-
out any reservation at all, thathe will cause
Mr. Mackay's case to be fully investigated,
and if the circumstances shew he has been
dealt hardly with, that the Minister will
see him properly indemnified.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I shall
certainly have the case fully enquired into,
and I am further able to say that since I
answered the hon. gentleman from Ottawa,
I have found that the case arose in the
way I suppose,-that is, by the settler
taking possession of the land before the
survey was completed. The hon. gentle-

HoN. MR. ALLAN.
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tnan from Ottawa said that could not well
be, because the man gave him the number
of his lot, and I replied that he might
have obtained the number of the grant
from the surveyor on the ground ; and he
could also very well obtain it from the
Posts marking the boundaries of his lot.
These are planted by the surveyor when
he is making his survey, but that is not
the end of the survey by any means. The
surveyor makes his return, and while he
is doing that, his survey is examined and
'nspected by a competent inspector,-
because it is of importance that these
sIrveys should be correct. The survey
then has to be confirmed by the Surveyor
General, and the plans prepared and
lithographed' and sent out to the land
agent. All that has to be done before the
Settler can obtain entry, but his time is
running on all the while, and is counted,
and he gets his patent from the time that
he settled upon the land, and not from the
time that he has entered for the home-
stead. I shall take care to have that
case inquired into, and I am quite sure
that no settler will find he has anything
to complain of.

HON. MR. VIDAL-If any doubt re-
rnained upcn my mind as to the propriety
Of Supporting the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from Amherst, that doubt
wouild have been entirely dissipated by
the closing remarks of the Minister
of the Interior. I cannot understand
Why the House should receive such
treatrient at his hands, as to be told that
if they insisted upon what in their judg-
mnent was a right and proper thing, the
bill would be withdrawn. To my mind,
that is dictation to the House, and is giv-
ing the Senate no opportunity whatever,
to exercise its judgment upon this particu-
La point, and upon the propriety of having
this Bill, in its present shape, placed upon
the Statute Book. What is this House
for? Is it not for the purpose of bring-
ilg its united judgment to bear upon the
rnatters submitted to it, in order to make
them as perfect as possible ? Is it so
that this House is composed so largely of
those who support the Administration,
and .is it so largely pleased with the man-
ler in which the Department of the In-
terior, specially, has been managed, that
we mnust place unlimited confidence in

the hon. gentleman at the head of the
Department? Even if he cannot regard
this House as friendly in its criticism upon
his Bill, and as desiring to improve it,
he cannot think that the members of
this House can bring a proper amount of
intelligence to bear upon the measure,
(though in a multitude of counsellors
there should be wisdom) but that all that
knowledge is within the precints of the
Council Chamber. The fact remains
that it is our right and our bounden duty
as Senators, to bring our own individual
judgment 'to bear upon a question of
this kind when it is submitted to us.
I must say the answers that have been
given to the objections made to the Bill,
have not satisfied me in the slightest de-
gree, and I do not think that the question
proposed by the hon. member from Hali-
fax, and which was repeated a few mo-
ments ago by the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, has been answered at all. The
great objection is as to the partial manner
in which young men, differently situated,
are treated in the Bill, and how has it been
answered ? Substantially, because to a cer-
tain extent it will interfere with the policy
of the Department with reference to settle-
ment, but is it not entirely subverted by
the very clause in the Bill ? It is con-
sidered wise to do it to a certain extent,
and it seems only proper that the House
should express its opinion as to the limit
by which that arrangement shall be bound.
That is the whole question, and I must
candidly confess that, while I have listened
with the most earnest and careful attention,
and with the desi'e to support the hon.
gentleman in this measure, yet I am not
at all satisfied with any of the arguments
which have been brought forward to shew
that the House should not make this
amendment to the Bill. I am not suffi-
ciently acquainted with the rules here, it
appears, because I did not think it was
possible that a Bill could *be withdrawn,
even if it were desired, at the stage at
which this Bill has arrived. I know that
a few years ago, when the member from

'Halifax spoiled a Bill which I introduced,
I was not allowed to withdraw it, though
I wished very earnestly to do so.

HoN. MR. ALMON-You tried to do it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I tried to do so
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very earnestly, but was not allowed to
withdraw it, and why should there be any
difference in our rules, whether a Bill is
introduced by a private member or by a
member of the Government ? I do not
think there should be any difference, and
if it was not lawful or proper for me to
withdraw my Bill, I do not think it is law-
ful or proper for the Minister's Bill to be
withdrawn. However, I suppose it is not
a matter of opinion but a matter of right
and law ; but with the feeling I have on
the subject I must say that, so far from
coinciding in the views of the hon. gentle-
man from Toronto, and being satisfied with
half a loaf rather than no bread at all, I
think I will put the responsibility upon the
Government of giving no bread. I would
quite confidently go to the country with
-that question, and would tell the people
that the Bill was withdrawn because the
Senate wished to make the relaxation go
a little further than the Government pro-
posed.

That, I think, is the view which will be
taken of it by the country, and I hope the
House will insist upon its right, and will
fulfil its duty in trying to make this Bill
practical in securing fully all that is decid-
ed to be secured by those rules which are
connected with the homesteading in the
North-West. If it jeopardized any of them
I would not advocate it, but I believe it
will not interfere in the least with them,-
and I do deeply regret that the Minister
has not seen it to be his duty and interest
to fall in with what I believe to be the
general wish of the House.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I was
very careful to guard what I said with re-
spect to the passing of the Bill, to avoid
anything that could savor in the slightest
degree of dictation. Nothing could be
more absurd than that I should say any-
thing in that sense. I said, in a spirit of
frankness, to the House that the Bill
would not be passed into law with the
amendment of the hon. gentleman. I said
nothing about withdrawing the- Bill here
to-day; whether that will be done or not,
I said nothing about itbut I just made
the statement that I have now repeated.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Before the vote
is taken I feel it due to myself and to the
House to say a few words on the subject.

HON. MR. VIDAL

When the Bill first came up for discussi 1n
without having any fixed ideas as to hown
in what respect, and how far the Bill should
be enlarged, I took the ground which I
found was taken by many hon. members
and which I found was in accordance
with the desire of the House, that there
should be some further extension of what
was, of course, viewed by those gentlemen
who are in accord with the hon. gentleman
who introduced the Bill, as a step in the
right direction. I had no idea at that
time that the propositions which were
made here would not be met in a cordial
spirit by the hon, gentleman who hs
charge of the Department; nor did I
suppose for one moment that we were
proposing 'anything which was subversive
of the general rules, and principles whic
govern the administration of his Depar-
ment. I fail yet to see that any proposl-
tion which has been made in the directiOn'
of extending or making somewhat more
liberal what is a concession in the Bil, is
likely to be subversive of the homestead
principle. In the course of the discussion
to-day, I regret exceedingly that much
extraneous matter has been introduced,
and I feel it my duty, before casting "Y
vote, to say that I entirely repudiate, and
am utterly out of accord with those hon.
gentlemen who have sought this occasion
to make an attack upon the present
Administration, and particularly upon the
administration of the Department of the
Interior. I venture to say, and I challenge
anyone to dispute fairly the utteranc
which I am about to make, that a very
large improvement in the administration
of the affair,, of the North-West, has
characterized the accession of the present
Government to power. More liberal con-
cessions have been made; more libertY
has been given to the settler ; and it maY
also be stated without fear of contradiction,
that this Government has made the settle-
ment of the North-West possible, by its
vigorous policy in respect to the construc-
tion of the great railway which is to bene-
fit the settlers and which is finally to make
access to that country much easier, and to
give much larger value to the lands of the
settlers. I do not myself believe in .the
assertion that there is -to be found any
advantage in a change from the North-
West to the country that is alongside of
us. I was surprised to hear the hon.
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leader of the Opposition suggest that the
&ate which borders on the south of
hIanitoba and part of the North-West
Territory, offers greater advantages to set-
tiers, and that the settlers who had been
tyrannized over by our imperfect laws went
to Dakota for relief as a freer country, and
as a country which could afford them
Zreater advantages than are offered under
OtIr laws. I have had occasion to examine
those laws, and I have published in paral-
lel columns the advantages of those laws as
-compared with ours, and I have shown that
ln every respect ours are vastly superior.
The settlerin Dakotacanonlyget 8oacres of
land. He cannot get any homestead ; he
flannot get any pre emption ; he cannot

get any second homestead, and he has to
reside there five years before he can get
his title, and wherever he goes he finds
hrself forestalled by railway grants, and
those who have gone in and possessed the
land by frauds so great that Mr. MacFar-
lane, United States Commissioner, has
advised Congress that it is better to with-
draw the pre-emption laws altogether and
Make much more stringent the laws with
regard to actual settlement. That is the
Condition of things in the United States,
nd I feel the greatest reluctance, even
nder the strongest convictions (convic-

tions which compel me to act from a sense
Of duty) to support the amiendment of my
hon. friend lest it might be supposed for a
Monent that I am endorsing the state-
Ments made derogatory to the present
administration of the Department ot the
Interior, or the general policy of the Gov-
ernment,.in the North-West. In that it has

y earnest and firmest support ; in that it
þas, and always has had my earnest wish
in every way to facilitate it, and if I felt for
'One moment that what I am about to do
WOuld prove a cause of serious embarrass-
'tent-if I felt that it would in any way
be an injury to the cause which I have
!nost at heart, the desire to protect and
airnprove the condition of the pioneers who
are going into that country to struggle,
"4any of then against penury and great
difficulty, I certainly should not consider
mllyself justified in supporting the amend-
roent. I do so with reluctance. I hope
that my hon. friend may see his way
towards making some slight concession,
which would be a further step in the
direction which he has logically taken

glready. I am sure that his own personal
desire is to meet the wishes of this House.
I know that his personal desire would be to
meet the wishes of those of his friends who
have always been his cordial and earnest
supporters ; but I regret that 1 have not
been able to see in any of the explanations
which have been made, any sufficient
reason for refusing to grant what seenhs to
be the unanimous request of this House.
But I wish, before I sit down, to bear
witness to the unwearied assiduity with
which my hon. friend has fulfilled his
duties as Minister of the Interior. I be-
lieve that no man who has held a public
office in this country has devoted more
time to the public service, and has given
up his own affairs more fully to do so,
than the hon. gentleman who administers
that Department. How far departmental
pride, and-I don't know exactly what
name to give it, but the desire, perhaps,
to carry the principles and rules of the
Department out fully-influences him in
this case, I do not pretend to say, but I
believe that he must feel a strong con-
viction that that which we are proposing
by this amendnent is incompatible with
what he considers the best interests of the
country whose affairs he is administer-
ing. Unfortunately, we cannot, how-
ever much we may desire to do so, coin-
cide with him in this particular instance.
It is the one case in which I have differed
from him in his policy, although I have had
associations with him of the most intimate
character, almost ever since I entered
into political life. The question is one
which, it seems to me, is fraught with the
deepest interest, and the greatest conse-
quences tothesettlementof the North-West.
There is a pause, as we all know, in the
rush of emigrants westward. There have
been interested parties, no doubt some-
times well meaning, and sometimes ill
meaning persons, who have endeavored to
prejudice the intending settler against the
condition of-things in the North-West. I
believe that those attempts have been
founded very largely in a desire to embar-
rass the Government, and to, in some way
or other, impede the progress of the con-
struction of the railway across the :on
nent. There have been many influences
at work. Various interests, antagonistic
to the Government and to the railway
enterprise, have joined together. Vast in-
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terests to the south of us have, also, heen
affected by the rapid construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway. All these
together, with a certain political animus
pervading .the whole, have undoubtedly
exercised a malign influence upon the
settlement of the country-the early settle-
ment of which is of vast importance to
our public credit, and of vast importance
to the people of the country, and of greater
importance, almost, to the pioneers who
have gone up in advance and have taken
the initiative in settling that country. I
did think, and I still think, that perhaps
it would have been desirable that this con-
cession should be granted. It has seemed
to many of this body, to whose judgment
I must defer, and who have had larger ex-
perience of public life than I have had,
that if we err at all in this matter, an error
in the way of liberality would do no harm.
We are told by the hon. gentleman who,
no doubt, has given it his best and most
anxious thought, that it is impossible,
as it now stands, to recede from the
position he has taken, or to enlarge
the provisions of the Bill before us. Un-
der these circumstances, and having a
strong conviction that it is desirable that
those who are in that country should be
relieved from the burden and expense of
isolated residence, and from the painful
position of solitude which it will enforce
upon many, should be relieved also from
the expense of immediately erecting build-
ings upon the lots which they may settle
upon, and have the more money to pro-
vide for agricultural implements and culti-
vation of those lands ; satisfied that the
provision for improvement is one which is
fully equal to the capacity of any single
workman or occupant of the soil ; feeling
that the requirements are apparently ample
to insure that the man who goes on there
shall work the land in good faith; know-
ing that, as a settler, after he gets his
patent by residence, that he will be able
to sell out at the end of three. years if he
does not want to stay there ; feeling con-
fident that you cannot force people to re-
main in that country if they do not want
to; feeling also that when a man sells his
homestead he will be the pioneer of an-
other, and that somiebody will take his
place and his improvements and buy them;
feeling, also, quite satisfied that in the
greater number of cases if a man sells out

his betterments he will not be more than
fairly compensated for his time and
labor; not supposing for a moment that a
man is going to stay there for three years&
to get his land with the intention of the
selling out and putting his fortune in his
pocket, and come back here to live in l'x
ury the rest of his life-feehng all these
things, I am constrained to vote for the
amendment, but I considered it was due
to myself and to the House, before doing
so, to state the grounds on which I vote
for it, and to say that I have no symjpathy
with any one who has taken this occasion
to make an attack upon the Goverrment,
or upon the administration of the Depart-
ment which is peculiarly, and particularly,
and immediately affected by this Bill.

HON. MR. ALMON-I did not intend
to say anything on this subject, because,
as I said before, it is one with which I ain
unacquainted. I have never read the laWs
of Dakota, which it is necessary to do, and
to understand them, before we can corn-
pare them with out own. We krow hOw
our laws are framed and how they operate
I cannot accuse myself of being a servile
follower of any party. I voted against the
hon. gentleman in the earlier part of this
session, and I intend to vote against hirn
again, please God, when the Scott Act
comes up for third reading. But I think
there are some things that we should allow
a Minister to do. The Minister of the
Interior has brought in a Bill which, it is
confessed by everybody who has spoken Of
it, is a step in the right direction. YoU
say " go further." He says " I cannot go
further." You ask him " why can't you ?
Have you some reason for it," but he does
not choose to tell us. Perhaps he doe&
not think it would pass in the Lower
House ; perhaps he does not think it Will
pass in a meeting of his colleagues : that
is a mere supposition of my own, but it is-
perfectly possible. If I go to my lawyer
to consult him and tell him the step that
I wish to tàke, if he advise me that it will
not be prudent, and I insist on it, he Will
say " if you can trust the Judge and Jury
then I give in." I think that I would nOt
be a true supporter of the present Govern-
ment, nor would those around me who
pretend to support them, if we cannot have
confidence enough in the Minister, whei
he brings in a Bill and when they wish hitu

HoN. MR. PLUMB.
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to go further and he says " no, I do not
think it is prudent to ask me to do more
than I have done," to accept his assurance,
and press him no further. Therefore I
Shall vote against the amendment of my
hon friend from Amherst with whom I

un Usually in accord, but in this instance
cannot agree with him.

lION. MR. DICKEY-The House will
'exPect a word or two from me before the
aIendment is put.- I am charged by the
Minister of the Interior with producing an
alendment here that is subversive of the
hlestead principle. Now, I think that
1s wholly unwarranted, because there is not
a ime in the amendment, nor is there any-
thing struck out by the amendment, which
eill justify that statement. The principle

Of residence is still there, and it is simply
affording the same protection as to resi-
denceto persons underother circumstances,
but standing in the same position, as
settlers and homesteaders have. The
Principle of being obliged to build a house
upon the homestead and reside in it for
three months before the patent is applied
for, is there also; and, lest there should be
anY misunderstanding as to the effect of
this amendment, I will read it to the
liouse so that every hon. gentleman will
understand it.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The hon.
gentleman's amendment will separate the
honesteader 12 miles from his farm if he
chooses to go that distance.

HDN. -MR. DICKEY-Does not the
Eill itself give that already ? The only
Words struck out of the clause are those
Which confine that residence to the town-
ship or to the adjacent township with the
relatives named in the Bill. The prin-
ciple of residence is there ; the require-
mients of residence are there, besides the
cltivation, and the only words I propose
to strike out are from the word " resident "
on line 26, to the end of. line 27. The
Only reason that has been given why this
amendment should not be adopted, is
that the Department thinks it ought not
to pass. That is no answer ; it is
no reason. We want to know the
reason why he thinks so, but he
will not give it, and my hon. friend
whose loyalty to the Minister, and

loyalty to his chief compels him to shape
his course somewhat different, is compel-
led to say he has heard no reason why
this amendment should not be adopted.
My hon. friend stated that if the amend-
ment is carried, as I understood him, he
will feel it his duty to withdraw his Bill.
He says now that what he intended to say
was that the Bill should not become law.
I should like to know what difference
there is between the two. In either case,
to my mind, standing here as a person
who is prepared to give an independent
consideration to every Bill, it sounded like
a threat. I do not wish to say anything
offensive, but that was the impression
naturally left on my mind. No one dis-
putes the power of the Government, if they
do not like their Bill when they see it amend-
ed, to withdraw it. My hon. friend from
Sarnia on a former occasion, some three
or four years ago, when the majority ot the
House differed from him on the Canada
Temperance Act Amendment Bill, which
he had in charge, and which was origi-
nally a Government measure, said, after
the amendment had been carried, that
under the circumstances he could not ex-
pect to go on with the Bill. My hon. friend
had a perfect right to say so, and if the
Minister of the Interior had waited until
the House had decided this question, and
then said that after the decision of the
House the Bill was of no use to him,
it would have been perfectly right, and, I
might add, it would have been only re-
spectful to the House. I may say that in
my long Parliamentary experience I never
heard from any Minister, or from any
member in charge of a Bill, " if you ven-
ture to put an amendment into that Bill
such as you suggest, I will drop the Bill,
or it will never pass into law." If the
effect of my hon. friend's assertion on that
point is to defeat this amendnent and
prevent what I deem to be an improve-
ment upon his own Bill, why, upon him
and upon the Government must rest the
responsibility.

Certainly it will not rest upon us who
desire it, and the Government will have to
explain to the country the reason why, at
the critical moment, when they had it in
their power to remove these burning causes
of discontent with regard to that point, and
leave the parties to ventilate their griev-
ances upon others as best they may, (and I
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doubt if there are any gievances of a
serious character) he refused to do so. If
he would accept the amendment the
rpessage could be sent across the sea that
those regulations had been relaxed in this
direction and it. would have an immense
effect in counteracting the unfortunate and
injuriouseffectsofthe action taken by those
people in getting up that agitation, and in
stopping the current of immigration at this
moment. I have had letters from Winni-
peg to-day to say that even the employees
of the Pacific Railway Company are being
discharged by the dozen at this very
moment, notwithstanding the recent loan
of $3o,ooo,ooo. Operations as to trade
and as to the flow of immigration are
paralyzed, and the hon. gentleman will not
lift a hand to give relief to the people of
the North-West or those who desire to go
to that country. I for one shall not share
that responsibility. If my hon. friend
thinks he has the power to dictate to this
House so that they must pass this clause
nolens volens, let him do so; let the gentle-
men who choose to vote for it take the
responsibility, but for myself I choose to
take an independent course and give such
a vote as I think the circumstances require,
and if the amendments should be adopted
and the Bill as amended should be passed
it will be one of the most cheering messages'
sent to the North-West for many a day.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The hon.
gentleman has pursued a very unfair line
of argument towards me, with a view of
strengthening the chances of carrying his
amendrient. After explaining, in conse-
quence of a remark made by an hon.
gentleman behind me, that I had no in-
tention, and that there was no room for
supposing that I had any intention to
dictate to the House, I cannot see how
any one could suppose that I meant any-
thing of the kind. After that explanation,-
for the hon. gentleman to speak in the
way he did, was exceedingly unfair, and I
am sure such must be the opinion of the
House. My object was this : I thought
it due, in frankness, to the House, to tell
them that, if the amendment was adopted,
the Bill, I feared, would not be carried
into law. That was for the purpose of
informing the House as to the effect of it.
I was not speaking for myself alone, and
I thought if the hon. gentleman's amend-

HON. MR. DICKEY.

ment should be carried, and the Bil fail
to become law, some of my friends here
might say to me hereafter, "You should
have told us what the effect would be ý
you knew it at the time ; you should have
told us," and I think they might fairlY
have made·that charge if I had not stated
what I believed to be the result. Nothing
could have been further from my intention
than to utter a word in the spirit of dicta-
tion. As I said before, such a thing would
be absurd in any case. The House is lot
to be dictated to; it will do what it thinks
right and it is my duty to say in tinle,
what I believe would be the effect of taking
a certain course. That is what I did, and
nothing more.

The hon. gentleman further repeats that
he has heard no reason, no argument
against his amendment; well, argument W
very apt not to reach unwilling ears. r
tell the hon. gentleman that the effect Of
this amendment would be subversive Of
the homestead principle which is the piln-
ciple that has been carefully laid down
and guarded by Parliament. I tell hinl
that what is proposed by the Bill here
is an invasion of that principle, but to that
extent it was thought it might be safelY
admitted, but beyond that it would not be
safe to carry it at present. The amendment
of the hon. gentleman would allow a set-
tier to live 12 miles from his homestead.

HON. MR. DICKEY-So would the
clause.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-But un-
der the clause it would be members of a
family living together, who could be
easily traced. In the case of young men,
of whom so much has been said, but who
are not the large number who take UP
homesteads, it would be very difficult, if
not impossible, to trace them. There are
homestead inspectors; their duties are to
visit the homesteads, and to see the
homesteaders there. They visit the
homesteads, and perhaps find some men
working at the place, and ask where the
owner is : '" Oh, he is living at such and
such a place, ten or twelve miles fromn
here." Would that be a reasonable policy
to adopt ? I think it would not. I think
it is a good reason why the amendment
should not be adopted.
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HON. MR. POWER-Suppose the
answer were " he is living with his father,
twelve miles from here."

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The in-
Spector, probably, would not then have to
Imake the enquiries : he would know they
Were living together.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-There seems
to be a disposition on the part of the
House to amend the Bill, and it seems
that the opinion of the Government is,that the Bill goes far enough. Whilst
every hon. gentleman has a right to ex-
Press his view with respect to the amend-
Ment and to the Bill, there is a certain
responsibility thrown on a member of the
Government, from the fact that he occu-
Pies a position at the Council Board ; in
this instance, he has control of one of the
largest Departments of the Government.
I do not rise to make a long speech ; but
it seemed to me the proper course would
b to adjourn the debate, with a view to
having the views of hon. gentlemen met.
This is not the most opportune time,
after the discussion that has taken place,
to vote upon the amendment. I am sat-
isfied that the hon. gentleman who has
floved the amendment has done so in
the best interests of the country, and that
he is influenced by patriotic motives ; at
the same time the Government, which
is a paternal one, has in view the in.
terests of the country also, and looking at
it from that standpoint, I may say that I
believe the bon. member from Sarnia and
others are in the same category. I there-
fore move that the debate be adjourned
until to-morrow.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL--There
can be no reason why the debate should
lot be adjourned. Hon. gentlemen see

the position, and I think it is far better
that the further consideration of the Bill
should be postponed until to-morrow, when
We can approach it perhaps in some better
Way, which would have the effect of pre-
venting any injurious results.

HON. MR. FLINT-My reason for
seconding the motion to adjourn the
debate was, that it would give some time
to See if something could be done to
harmonize this matter. These are the

views I hold in reference to it. As the
Bill is at present, I cannot vote for it ; I
would vote for the amendment, and I
trust that the Minister of the Interior will
confer with the hon. member from Am-
herst, and others, on this subject, and see
if something cannot be done to place the
Bill in a more workable shape.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-If
the object of the Government, I
favor of the motion ; but, if not, I
prefer to have a vote taken now
amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

that is
am in
should
on the

MASTERS, MATES AND SEAMEN'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBLLL moved
the second reading of Bill (i 16) " An
Act to amend 'An Act respecting certifi-
cates to Masters and Mates of Ships,' and
'The Seamen's Act, 1873.'" He said:.
This Bill is intended to meet a difficulty
which experience has shown to exist in
the present law relating to Masters and
Mates. The present law, as I understand
it, requires Masters and Mates to be
examined if they command vessels trading
and going to sea, and the vessels are 15o
tons or upwards. With reference to coast-
ing vessels running to adjacent ports in the
United States, the examination is only
required if the vessel is equal to or exceeds

oo tons. It has been found that great
safety and advantages are derived from the
Masters and Mates of these vessels being
subjected to this kind of examination. It
is proposed that the same rule which now
applies to coasting vessels shall apply to
vessels running to the West Indies and
other places, and that the Masters and
Mates of them shall be subject to examina-
tion.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Did I under-
stand the Minister to say that this applies
to all vessels over i oo tons-that they shall
have a certificate if they go to foreign
ports ?

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-
Wherever they go.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-If they go
fishing?

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is the way I understand it.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think all
fishing vessels are exempt under the exist-
ing law.

HON. SIR
does not alter
vessels.

ALEX CAMPBELL-It
the law relating to fishing

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

DUTIES OF JUSTICES OF THE
PEACE OUT OF SESSIONS BILL.

SECOND READING

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of 3ill (I) " An Act to
amend an Act respecting the duties of
Justices of the Peace out of sessions in
relation to summary convictions and
orders." He said: In addition to the
ordinary counties into which Ontario is
divided there are certain districts, such as
Muskoka and Algoma, in which, it.seems,
there is no provision now which can be
availed of for the purpose of hearing appeals
from the decisions of magistrates who may
have had cases before them. In other
:parts of the Province the appeal lies to the
general sessions of the peace, but there
are no general sessions of the peace in
those districts, and this Bill is to provide
for such an appeal.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
'was read the second time.

MARITIME BANK BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved the
second reading of Bill (66), "An Act to
reduce the capital stock of the Maritime
Bank of the Dominion of Canada, and to
make other provisions respecting the said
Bank.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bil was read the second time.

HAMILTON & NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITIEE.

HON. MR. HOWLAN moved that the
i9 th report of the Committee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills on Bill ( ), "An
Act respecting the Hamilton and North-
Western Railway Company, be referred
back to the Committee.

HON. MR. POWER asked for an e-
planation.

HON. MR. HOWLAN explained that
it was simply to insert in the report, a re-
commendation that one of the rules of the
House be suspended.

The motion was agreed to.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Beeess.

CUSTOMS ACT, 1883, AMEND-
MENT BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
that the House resolve itself into a Coin-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (123), "An
Act to amend the Customs Act, 1883."

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ODELL, from the Con-
mittee, reported the Bill with an amend-
ment.

The amendment was concurred in and
the Bill was ordered for third reading to-
morrow.

VANCOUVER ISLAND RAILWAY
AND GRAVING DOCK BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the House resolve itself into a Con
mittee of the Whole on Bill (126), " An
Act respecting an arrangement with Brit-
ish Columbia."

In the Committee,
On the 2nd clause,
HoN. MR. ALMON said he understood
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the hon. member for Victoria to mention
tO the House, on the second reading of
this Bill that it had been passed three
timTies in the Legislature of British Colum-
bia. He had since been told that his re-
COllection of it was not correct, and he
WOuld like to know from the hon. gen-
tlemnan if he had understood him cor-
rectly.

HON. MR. MACDONALD said that
the Bill had been passed by two separate
Governments in British Columbia, and
three different Assemblies. If any hon.
gentleman had informed the hon. menber
frOl Halifax contrary to that, he would
ask the hon. gentleman from New West-
mailster to state to the House whether
this Land Grant Bill had not been passed
by two respective Governments, and by
three sittings of the Assembly?

HoN. MR. MCINNES said that his
on. colleague was quite right in saying

that it was passed by two different Gov-
ernments in British Columbia, and at three
difierent sessions; but an hon. gentleman

ad asked him a day or two previously if
It had not been passed by three different
Parliaments, and he had distinctly said it

fa not. It was not passed by three dif-
ferent Parliaments, but it had been passed
three times by the Legislature of British
Columbia.

HON. MR. NELSON contended thatthe question had never been submitted to
the people ; there had never been an
election on it.

. HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL con-
Sldered that the question having been
before the Legislature three times, and
baving been passed by them, he did not

now what stronger assurance this Hcuse
would require of the fact that the people
of British Columbia assented to it. He
Ound that it was passed by large majorities
both On the mainland and on the Island
'n the mainland by a majority Of 13 to
3, and on the Island by 8 to 4.

The clause was adopted.

On the i ith clause,'

.ON. MR. NELSON suggested that the
Price per acre at which lands granted by

British Columbia to Canada for the pur-
poses of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and to be offered for sale, should be named
in the Bill. In the 7th clause the lands
on the Island were to be sold to settlers
at the rate of $i an acre.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there might be lands which would be worth
a great deal more than $i an acre. At
the mouth of the Fraser River, for instance,
there was a quantity of low land which, if
reclaimed by dykes, as had been suggested
at one time by Hon. Mr. Smith, would be
worth a great deal more than ordinarylands.
It was not to be supposed that mineral
lands were to be sold at $i an acre, with-
out reference to their actual value. The
price stated had reference to the ordinary
agricultural land, leaving it open to the
Crown to augment that price where lands
were worth very much more than that.

HON. MR. NELSON coild ndt under-
stand why in one case the price should be
stated, and in the other the price was not
stated.

ION. MR. MACI)ONALD ekplained
that in one case, the lands on Vancouver
Island, the proceeds of the sales were to
go to the Company, and in the case of the
lands in the railway belt the money was to
go to the Government, who were spending
large amounts of money on the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

HON. MR. NELSON considered that
the question of where the money was to
go was not of the first importance ; the
great object was the settlement of the land,
and there was the assurance that the lands
on Vancouver Island were to be opened
up for settlement at $i an acre, while on
the mainland the Government reserved to
themselves the right to fix whatever price
for them they thought proper. This would
work disadvantageously to the mainland.
They had the statement of the leader of
the Government in this House that the
lands on the mainland would be sold at
$1 an acre; if such was the intention of
the Government he did not see why the
price should not be stated in the Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the reason was perfectly plain. The price
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6f the Island lands was put at $i an acre
for the purpose of inducing settlers to go
there, and this Railway Company would
have to take the lands subject to that pro-
vision, in the interest of settlement. With
reference to the land on the mainland
it was the property of the Government
here, and it was not usual that the Govern-
ment should be asked to stipulate that they
should sell their land at a fixed price,
regardless of its actual value. It was
better to trust to the good faith of the
Government when the statement had been
made that the land was open for $i an
acre, that that price would be maintained
as long as the circumstances continued as
they are now; but any lands that have an
abnormal value would be dealt with by the
Government as they thought best in the
interest of the.;country.

HoN. MR. NELSON thought the ex-
planation would be satisfactory to the
people of British Columbia.

HON. MR. McINNES asked if it was
the intention to allow squatters who held
land in and near the terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and near im-
portant stations along the line to get their
lands at $i an acre.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the ordinary normal price of the lands
would be $i an acre, but in exceptional
cases the Crown would charge more.

On the i 2th clause,
HON. MR. WARK contended that the

lands in the Peace River District, of
British Columbia, which were to be handed
over to the Dominion, should be defined
more clearly than by merely stating they
were to be three and one half millions acres
of lands in one rectangular block. Under
that definition it might be something very
near a square, or something of a great
length and very narrow width.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did
not anticipate any difficulty on that score
as his hon. friend would see that the lands
were to be selected by the Government of
Canada, and they would fix the outlines,
so that there was that safeguard that the
interests of the Dominion would be pro-
tected.

The clause was agreed to.

Hl:oN. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL

On the 14 th clause,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sad

that a suggestion had been made that
until the boundary line between lBritish
Columbia and the North-West was finally
settled and located they should give
courts of law and equity in British Colum-
bia civil and criminal jurisdiction up tO a
certain line laid down on the map by Mr.
Trutch. On examination it was fould
that Mr. Trutch's map did not carry the
line up to the full northern limit of the
Province, and he, therefore, proposed to,
strike out all the words after " territory
in line 13 to the word " and " in line 16
and insert " west of the line laid down in'
Trutch's map of 187 1, as the eastern
boundary of the Province, and the conti-
nuation of that line along the 12oth nier'
dian of west longitude until it reaches the
northern boundary of the Province."

The amendment was agreed to.

HON. MR. WARK enquired if there
was any provision in the agreemlent
with this Railway Company, to prevent
them, after getting possession of all those
coal mines, from carrying the coal awaY
as they raised it and refusing to sell to the
Imperial or the Dominion Governnents,
on the plea that they had no coal to sell-

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there was not; they would only have to
trust to the inducement that men had tO
make money out of their property, to pro-
duce the coal, and if they did produce it
that they would sell to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and all other
railway companies on the same terms they
would to outsiders. It by no meanrs
followed that those lands were of a verY
valuable character or that large fortunes
were likely to be made out of them-an
as has been said, there were other land
where coal was to be found. If good coa
were found it would be mined and sold tO
consumers, but it should be remembered
that the deposit of coal which had been
most successfully worked belonged to Mr.
Dunsmuir, and not to the CompanY-
Opposition might naturally be expected in
other parts of the country, and those men
could not be told that they should sel'
their coal at a certain price. The Canadian
Pacific Railway Co. had an opportunity for
several years of doing what Mr. Dunrsmuir
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and his associates were now doing, but
they declined, as there were lots of other
cl fields and they did not think it neces-
"ay. He moved that the Committee

"18e and report the Bill as amended.

lION. Mr. MONTGOMERY, from the
Cornmittee, reported the Bill as amended.

hON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL move-
that the amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

'ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

1DOMINION AND NOVA SCOTIA
GOVERNMENT AGREE-

MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
tnittee of the Whole on Bill (125), "An
Act for giving effect to an agreement
thereig mentioned, between the Govern-
t4ent of the Dominion and that of Nova
SCOtia."

.7ON. MR' GIRARD, from the Com-
Inittee, reported the Bill without any
a 1endment.

lION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMI1TEE.

lIoN. MR. MACPHERSON. moved
that the House resolve itself into a Com-
rnittee of the Whole on Bill (C), "An Act

amend The Canada Temperance
Act, 1878."

11ON. MR. DICKEY-Before the House
80es into Committee on this Bill, I would
ask whether it is intended to proceed with
Itto-night, asitisofconsiderableimportance.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-It is my
intention to proceed with it to-night. On
two or three occasions the hon. gentleman
has asked to have this Bill postponed, and
I did postpone it in deference to his
wishes, without any very strong, or as I
thought sufficient cause; and I do not feel
at liberty to postpone it any longer. The
Bill has been a very long time upon the
orders, and I now move that it be com-
mitted to a Committee of theWhole House.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Before His
Honor the Speaker leaves the Chair, I
desire to make a few observations in reply
to some statements made by the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa, and also some
remarks which have fallen from the hon.
gentleman from Sarnia. In that connec-
tion my hon. friend from Sarnia referred
to the course that was taken in the year.
i88o, when a former Bill, promoted by
himself, was before this House, and on
that occasion, just after the third reading
and before the Bill was finally disposed of,
an amendment came up from another
place, to the effect that this Act should
not go into force until a majority of the
whole body of electors in the county
where it was suggested to be introduced
voted for it. On that occasion the hon.
gentleman from Sarnia spoke something
in this way: That he was very indignant,
and that the House of Commons in the
year 188o did not represent the people on
this question, but that if the people were
given a chance to pronounce upon it, the
next session would bring petitions by the
thousands, signed by hundreds of thou-
sands of the electors, asking Parliament to
go on with this Act as it stood, etc., etc.
Now, this was very strong language ; in
fact it was what would commonly be called
very " tall talk " on the part of my hon.
friend, but I failed to hear the voices of
those thousands of people, who were
about to speak in thunder tones in con-
demnation of the action of the House of
Commons, and afterwards of the Senate,
in adopting that amendment.

HON. MR. VIDAL-The Senate re-
jected it and the people were satisfied.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Well, my point
is that the hon. gentleman was condemn-
ing the action of the other branch of
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Parliament, and he then stated that if the
Senate would reject the amendment and
give the people a chance to speak, they
would do so by thousands. I merely refer
to this for the purpose of showing that it
is quite possible to be-as I apprehend
my hon. friend sometimes is-a little in-
temperate about this question of temper-
ance. Now, the hon., gentleman from
Ottawa was pleased to speak very sharply
about the course which I had taken in
this matter. He attacked me, because he
said I was opposing the voice of the
people in my own county.

HON. MR. SCOTT--Hear, hear.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
says " hear, hear," but I will tell him pre-
sently what the voice of the people was in
that county and why it was that the Act
was adopted by the electors of that county.
But I will first ask him why it was that in
a county having, as he contends, such a
controlling temperance sentiment-as he
is pleased to call it, but which I prefer to
call a prohibition sentiment-why it was
that in a county like that the long period
of nearly six years was allowed to elapse
before that Act was submitted to the peo-
ple ? I will tell him the reason for it : it
is because a great many enthusiastic and
sincere temperance men whom I know,
and whose characters I respect, were of
opinion that it would not be in the true
interest of temperance to submit that Act
to the electors, and it consequently re-
mained in abeyance until an agitation was
got up, and ultimately the opinions of
those gentlemen wereoverborne-naturally
enough-by the force of the aggressive
party, and the Act was submitted to the
people. Speaking of this I may as well
say first as last, that the Act only received
the assent of one-third of the whole vote
of the electors in that county.

HON. MR. SCOTT-What proportion
dissented ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-I will tell the
hon. gentlemen how many, if he will only
be a little more patient. I will only quote
the action of the people in other counties
in the Province, but before I go further, I
wish to speak a word as to the people who

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

oppose these Acts. The hon. gentleml
knows perfectly well, if he has watced
the current of public opinion very closely
that a matter of this kind-the presenta-
tion of an application like this to the Pee
ple-is an entirely new thing ; it is not an
English but an American proceeding, an
except in this particular instance we have
never, so far as I know, introduced the
principle of the plebiscite in this country
but I know well what the sentiment
the people around me is in that county-_
they do not take stock in this proceedin
at all, they would not have anything to
with it ; they did not think it necessary
to trouble theinselves about it, and the
consequence was that there were only 260
people who thought proper to vote against
it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
smiles, but perhaps the smile may turn to
something else before I get through O1
that point. When it is considered that
the persons who get up this agitation are
the active and aggressive party, and that
other people take little or no interest in 't
(because they know that if the act goe
into force they still can get as much licIor
as they ever did) we certainly need not be
surprised that they do not take the trouble
to go to the polls and record their votes
against the measure, so that it is onlY a
scattered person here and there who takes
that pains. But my hon. friend has
spoken also of the action of the people li
the various counties of Nova Scotia, and'
may ask by what proportion of those
people was that act brought into force?
We will take three or four counties; in
the fine county of Hants, the people WhO
voted for the act were a little over one
quarter of the population; in the CountY
of Pictou, the proportion was about the
sane ; in the County of Cape Breton-
among the good sturdy Scotchmen there,
who perhaps like the freedom of taking a
glass when they like, as well as other
people-the number in favor of the ACt,
and by whom it was put into force, Weo
only one-fifth of the actual inhabitants,
while in the County of Inverness the
number was about one-fourth of the whOlC
body of qualified electors.
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'ION. MR. SCOTT-It was 96o
aginst o16.

ION. MR. DICKEY-Just proving
!bt I say, that the people took no interest
i it, and that it was carried by a minority

each case. Yet my hon. friend insists
11Pon Putting that forward again, with
skange inconsistency, as showing the
Yoce of the people; when really only an
f8significant proportion-in three cases-
bYOne-fourth, and in the other case one-

ttexpressed their approval of it. If
We go to the Province of New Brunswick,
'e find that in the County of Charlotte
o01Y about one-fifth were in favor of
the Act.

IoN. MR. SCOTT-Seven voted for it
to the One who voted against it

RON. MR. DICKEY-Take it as you
4e) but the people who asked for the ActWere only one-fifth of the population in

at County. Then, 'n the County of
'ngs those in favor of it were only about

per cent of the inhabitants,-which is
&%than one-fifth.

liON. MR. SCOTT-The number was1059.

ON. MR. DICKEY-In the County
O Westmoreland the supporters of the Act*re less than 20 per cent, while in the
tuflty of Queens only nine per cent of

e whole body of voters were in its favor;
et tis insignificant minority are to con-

eou tue whole body of the people in that
otnty. Then, let us go across the Straits

rInce Edward Island, and what do we
there ? That in Prince County ress

d One-third of the whole body of quali-
ý voters supported the Act ; in Kings
iblunty 18 per cent, as nearly as pos-

-IJust a trifle over one-sixth of the
P0ple, -and in the County of Queens, 19
0f cent, which is a little less than one-fifth
'o the wvhole body of electors. Now I
t0rne to the Province of Manitoba, and inthe County of Lisgar, where the Act was

b mitted, it was voted upon and carried
n thnly one-ninth of the voters there, while
In the County of Marquette, it was sup-
Ported by ten and one-half per cent.-or
'bout the same proportion as in Lisgar.

but there is another very significant fact

in connection with this, and it is a point
which I hope the House will particu-
larly notice :-That there are only three
instances out of the 30 cases in
which the Act was carried, where
the number of votes polled in its
favor exceeded those who abstaned alto-
gether from voting. I pledge myself to
the correctness of this statement, for I
have examined the figures. The first of
those cases is the City of Fredericton, New
Brunswick, the second is the County of
Queens, Nova Scotia, and the third Char-
lottetown, Prince Edward Island,-so that
the instances in which the supporters of
the Act exceeded those who did not vote
at all, number only one-tenth of all the
cases in which the Act was submitted to
the people. These facts are significant,
more particularly when we are taunted
with opposing what is called the "voice
of the people," but which in reality is only
the voice of the active aggressive minority
of the people ; they seek to control the
food that we eat, what we shall drink,
and I suppose their next step will be to
endeavor to control wherewithal we shall
be clothed. But there is something more
significant than that in the fact that the
Dunkin Act-which is the Act that is the
legitimate predecessor of this-has been
submitted to three counties, and in those
three counties that Act has been repealed,
-the instances being the Counties of
Missisquoi, York and Lanark. I contend
that the instance of any one county in
which the Act has been fairly tried out is
worth a dozen instances where the Act has
been submitted to the people, atid by a
catch vote has been adopted, -for when
you have the voice of the people illustrated
in this way it shows that, having tried the
Act, they found it wanting. In fact, ex-
perience shows that instead of repressing
drinking it actually increases that habit,
and it further induces the worst kind of
deception. It produces secrecy on the
part of those who wish to get liquor, and
it leads unfortunately, in my opinion, to
the training of a race of law-breakers,
instead of law-fulfillers or keepers.
Now I find that the Act has been
submitted in 37 cases, 7 of which
were decided against it, and in 30 in-
stances the Act was put in operation.
Taking the total number of votes polled
for and against it, I find that in those
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counties where it was submitted, the total
number of votes is 154,074, of which
there were polled for the Act 41,218, or
only 27Y4 per cent of the actual number
of voters, while 22,069 voted against the
Act,-thus leaving votes unpolled to the
number of 96,787. It will be seen from
the foregoing that those who voted against
the Act were a little more than one-half of
the number whovoted forit,and the remain-
der, who abstained from voting, were more
than twice the number of those who voted
for the Act and put it in force. These
are important facts, which ought to be im-
pressed upon the mind of the House
before we consider this question in Com-
mittee, and amongst other things which
these facts suggest, is the question of
what shall be the proportion by which the
Act may be brought into force. My hon.
ftiend, in the extraordinary and somewhat
inflammatoryspeech he made the other day,
thought proper · to make some very
curious statements, and when he was re-
minded about this clause which we were
considering, and which is before us now-
that is to say, the clause affecting the pro-
portion and the numbers by whom the
Act may be put in force, how it should be
brought into operation, etc., etc.-he said :
" Therefore, had the House passed that
Act in the shape I wished, and had I not
deferred to the opinion of gentlemen who
hold views different from my own, that
clause givng the right to druggists to sell
liquor on the presentation of a certificate
from a medical man would never have
been there." And he emphasized that, a
few moments afterwards by saying " It is
not the Act I would have passed, but
hon. gentlemen know very well that
I ventured as far as I could." My hon.
friend was very frank-for he said in effect
-I did not want that Act at al], it was not
my Act, but was forced upon me. Now,
I want to call the attention of that hon.
gentleman (Mr. Scott)-because his me-
mory is a little short I notice-to what
took place when he introduced the Act
for the first time-before the Act was
touched or amended. On page 162 of
the Senate Debates for 1878, I find that
my hon. friend spoke as follows :-" A
prohibition of the sale of spirituous liquors
in the particular county or city, subject to
these conditions or qualifications,-that is
when sold for a medicine or for sacramen-

tal purposes, in those cases it being incum-
bent on the party who is defined as a-
druggist or licensed vendor, who has
authority to sell for these special purpose,
on receiving a certificate, if from a docts,
that the liquor is specially required forsucb
persons, if for sacramental purposes, by
a clergyman." The hon. gentleman COn-
veyed to the House-and he has a verY
specious mode of conveying his ideas to
the House-that it was not his doing, that
it was not any part of his Act, but that, as
it were, it was forced upon him-yet here
he explains, emphatically, this very state
of affairs, which, the other day, he denoUn-
ced in such language as I shall notice
presently. I called his attention verY
quietly in the House to the returns which
had just been put in my hands a few
moments before I was called upon tO
speak, and I drew his attention to the
operation of this Act, as regards druggists
in the County of Halton, and the hOn-
gentleman was afterwards pressed on that
point : so, probably, that was the reason
why he wished to repudiate this language
altogether. He never thought of such a
thing etc., ete., but here, when I refer
back to the Debates, I find that he had
explained the whole thing to the louse
when introducing the Bill in 1878.,

Now with regard to this same CountY Of
Halton, we have more information as to
the working of the Act there. The return
from there contains so many sales of grOg,
that it took the printer many days to print
it. We -have in this return the sales of
three druggists out of five in the couflty
where liquor was sold, and what does the
House suppose is the aggregate sales il'
the eight months that this return covers,
from May to the end of December last?
Why, in these eight months there were 110
less than 5,027 cases in which parties got
liquor under the doctors'certificates, undel
my hon. friend's own Act. Then 0nY
hon. friend has denounced Dr. LowreY il'
all the moods and tenses, and he went s0
far as to say that he had looked into the
return that I showed him, and had found
that this Dr. Lowrey had given certificates
to the extent of 90 per cent. out of the
400 cases in that incomplete return-
After all, what proportion of the certfi-
cates issued did this heinous offender
give? When we come to look at the

HON. MR DICKEY.
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whole return we find that he issued one in
25 Out of the whole 5,ooo certificates.

ON. MR: SCOTT-We had not five
thousand before us; we had only four
hundred.

HON. MR. DICKEY-But the hon.
getIleman with his faculty for conveying
and amplifying and glossing a statement,
said that this man had issued 90 per cent.
of the 400 certificates that had been given.
.Inerely mention this to show the neces-

sity of proving and testing those intem-
Perate statements made with regard tg
those people. My hon. friend has de-
clared that Dr. Lowrey has prostituted his
o$ce; that he is in complicity with the
hegists, and more than insinuates that

e is actually in partnership with them,
a deriving a benefit from this traffic.
My hon. friend was not satisfied with that,
but he attacked me because I ventured to
gwve an opinion upon this matter, and he
goes further and says, speaking of the
County of Cumberland :

. say, and I say it advisedly, that any
air iterpretation of this Act would have

put it in force in the County of Cumber-
land, because Parliament intended that it
should apply where it was adopted by the
kople and where the proceedings were
ound to have been legal and proper, and
where there was no existing opposing legis-
laton by the local legislature."

lION. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Yes, exactly; a
% that chooses to take a glass of wine

Ca-fnnot possibly be' an unbiassed man.
?Urther on my hon friend says -

I say that when it was only to be
wthheld pending the currency of existing
lcenses, the fair interpretation of any court

unbiassed men would be that if there
*as no license running, then the intention
9f Parliament was that the Act should go
lnto operation."

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
9 further, but it is hardly worth while

e g to it. He speaks of the Judges
the land in these terms-as not being
biased men. I asked at the time that I

made my observations whether my hon.
friend from Ottawa, and the hon. member
from Sarnia, did not think that the Act
itself was quite sufficient. They both in-
sisted that it was sufficient, and that if it
was carried into effect by any unbiassed
men, that that must inevitably be the con-
struction, and the decision upon it. Un-
fortunately, my hon. friend must have seen
that we have had a decision upon this very
question within two or three days in the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia by some of
those men who are " not unbiassed," and
they have decided solemnly that the Act
did not apply in Cumberland, or in any
county where licenses were not granted,
and the result was that tliey have striken
off the docket some thirty-five cases of
prosecutions of these ardent temperance
people in the different counties of the Pro-
vince, so that my hon. friend must see
that he is mistaken in his facts constantly,
and he is mistaken in his law.

HON. MR. SCO'lT-There is no mis-
take there.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Of course not,
because I suppose those Judges are wrong;
they are biassed men.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Of course they
are.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I dare say if my
hon. friend could only get the decision of
a set of men with his own peculiar views
with regard to taking a glass of liquor, that
under no circumstances whatever is the
doctor justified in prescribing alcohol in
medical treatment, it would be all right ;
but taking these men, some of them cele-
brated for their legal knowledge, I did not
hear that there was any divergence of
opinion on the bench on this point. The
point I want to make is that it upsets,
root and branch, the law of my hon. friend
from Ottawa-I will not say of my hon.
friend from Sarnia, because he has saidit
is a question of law and he not being a
lawyer would not venture to give an opin-
ion upon it. Now that was the case with
regard to this first enquiry that I put. I
wished to elicit an opinion, and I got it,
and I find that that opinion is wrong, and
the hon. member who is responsible for
the Act, who was the father of the Act,
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and whose paternity has given a name to
the Act, was certainly mistaken, eminent
lawyer as he is, as to its operation ; be-
cause, could he have foreseen that that
would be the legal construction, of clause
96-the clause proposed to be amended-
he would have had a different state of
things. The Act was imperfectly drawn.
It did not meet the case at all, and the
first opportunity when the question came
up it was shown that the Act did not ap-
ply.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I
that there was a county in
licenses were not issued.

was not aware
Canada where

HON. MR. DICKEY-The hon. mem-
ber may not have been aware of the fact,
but it only shows that he ought to have
informed himself before he commenced to
legislate about it, because any of his tem-
perance friends in Nova Scotia could have
told him that for years there has been no
license issued in the county I represent ;
and it was because the people found that
where there were no licenses they could
get as much liquor as they wanted they
did not trouble themselves to go to the
polls to vote against his Act. That is the
reason. Now, with regard to the County
of Halton, the people are not allowed to
sell liquor except in wholesale quantities -
in gallons, half gallons, quarts and bottles
given under these medical certificates, it
may be called dealing wholesale-but cer-
tainly they must be a very thirsty people.
I hold in my hand a letter from a person
in the County of York, where it seems the
Act does not yet prevail, and where the
people have had an opportunity to obtain
liquor. You see how it works. They go
out of the County of Halton into places
where they can buy their liquor and take
it into the County. This letter says :-

HUMBER MoUTH, ETOBicorE, Co. or YoRK,
March 24th, 1884.

E. O'KUEFE, Esq.
Dear Sir:-In answer to your enquiries in

reference to the quantity of liquor sold to far-
mers and others living in the county of Halton,
we beg to state that previous to the passing
of the Scott Act in said County, we do not
remember ever selling liquor in bottles or
other vessels, or of seeng any go out in wag-
gons in such a manner; but since the passing
of the Scott Act in the county of Halton it ï-
almost an every day occurrence to sell spiritu

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

ous liguors by the bottle, jar, etc., (for cOnj
sumption in the said county) to farmers an
others residing in Halton.

We have also frequently seen quantities of
whiskey in farmers' waggons that was boulght
in the city of Toronto by men living in said
county, these packages or kegs of liquor being
larger thar we are allowed to sell.

We remain, yours truly,
OcTAVIUs L. LiciKs,
JoRN DticK,

Rotel-keepers, West Yor

That tells a secret. These packages
may be two or three gallons ; at all events
it is what they call a magnum.

Another letter which I have received is
as follows:-

TORONTO, 27th March, 1884*
DEAa Sma-Referring to our conversation Of

last week, 1 beg to say that the number of
casks of whiskey that pass here daily fOr
County of Halton, is far in excess of anything
ever witnessed until passage of Scott Act 1l
that County. I do quite a business in
bottled liquor with farmers going out of this
city since the introduction of the Act, and
never before. My opinion is that more strong
liquor finds its way into Halton than ever
before.

C. Nuasa.
E. O'KEEFi Esq.

Now here is a telegram, dated a couple
of days ago, signed by Thomas Clarke, Of
Georgetown, to a gentleman in Ottawa.

"Scott Act in Halton a failure. Will be
repealed next year sure."

These are the opinions of people on the
spot who ought to know more about it than
I do, and certainlyquite as muchas people
who have never been there. These are
points to which I would direct the atten-
tion of my hon. friend, because it is reallY
sad that we should settle this question
upon certain bold statements, and attacks
upon druggists, and upon the medical pro-
fession, that I shall leave my hon. friend
from Halifax to defend for himselt. The
doctors and the druggists are all mixed uP
together and are denounced as a pack of
dishonest people.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Notall the doctors.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The doctors it
Halton.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Some of them.

HON. MR. DICKEY-As a party who
do nothing but administer to the appetites
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of old topers and drunkards, I took the
trouble, the other day, to look over this
return, and I find no less than 122 names
of women who got doctor's certificates, I
Suppose, and gave them to the druggists.

HON. ML SCOTT-They are fictitious
naines, some of them; I see General Grant
anong the number.

HON. MR. DICKEY-This return shows
sales to the number of 5,027, of not less
than a pint each. This is only for a period
Of 8 months, and if you take the returns
'Il full--we have not got the one represent-
Ing the shire town, Milton-you will find
that there are between ten and eleven thou-
sand instances in which liquor was sold in
this way, showing how the Act was evaded,
rny hon. friend will say, t1ut showing the
strong temptation that was given there for
People to committ all those iniquities that
tny hon. friend has denounced so severely.
I thought it but right to bring this matter
to the attention of the House because it
Will bear upon the question which ought
to be submitted. I have other telegrams
in my possession from the same county, to
the same effect, that the question of the
repeal of the Act will be submitted very
shortly and the writers have no doubt
whatever that the feeling of the country is
nOw so strong against the Act-and perhaps
the number of sales of liquor is about the
best test of that-that it will be repealed. It
is under these circumstances we are asked
to legislate, and to bind the chains still
further upon the people of a free country.
Before I sit down I will just say to the
Minister who has charge of the Bill that
if that decision of theSupreme Court which
My hon. friend was not able to speak ot,
because it had not been settled then-

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-i under-
Stood it was a Supreme Court judgment.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The appeal
WOuld *be naturally to the full bench,
Whose decision has recently been given,
and i turns out that my hon. friend's
Conclusion was right, that this amendment
to the Act, if the idea is to bring it into
operation in these counties where there
are no licenses, is perhaps necessary. I
ain not going to shirk the question nor go
around it, but I admit at once that after

that decision, the first clause of this Act I
am not prepared to oppose. I stated
when I mentioned the grounds for the
position I took, that at the same time,
even supposing the Scott Act would not
allow penalties to be enforced against
people selling liquor in those counties
where the Scott. Act was declared to be in
force, and where there were no licenses,
the interest of good order and temperance
were preserved .by the fact that the local
legislatures had passed acts, which were in
force-which had been declared to be
constitutional and ultra vires, and these
would sufficiently protect the public. On
that point I was certainly a little startled
to hear the senior member from Halifax
announce a very strange doctrine. He
said, speaking of ·those cases where there
are no licenses issued, " The consequence
may be that there will be nothing to restrict
the liquor business in the County of Cum*
berland, and some others, if this Bill does
not pass, and if the decision of the judge
that it is referred to shall be upheld in the
Courts of Appeal." I was astonished to
hear such a statement as that, and I inter-
rupted my hon. friend and said:

" Would my hon. friend allow me to
interrupt him ; does he doubt for a
moment that the Nova Scotia license law,
the most stringent in the Dominion, is in
force now in every county in Nova Scotia?"

The reply of the hon. gentleman was:
"Not in every county-not in counties
where no licenses are granted."

Now, I think, that is a position that
will surprise a great many friends of the
hon. member in the Province of Nova
Scotia-that the laws of the Province are
mere waste paper in counties where the
Scott Act is in force. That is a position
for which I thinkèmy hon. friend should
give us a little more authority than his.
mere ipse dixit. I contend that they are
in force, and on that ground I do not
hesitate to say that even if the Govern-
ment had let this Act alone the selling of
liquor under license cannot be enforced in
any county of Nova Scotia.

Another position I took was this, which
was not answered ; it was not questioned
by my hon. friend, and it was not answered
any more than the other point was
answered either by my hon. friend from
Ottawa, who ought to be good authority on
the subject, or the member for Sarnia,.
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and the position was this : That the
Dominion License Act of 1883, which is
coming into force on the 1st of May,
would be of itself a sufficient protection,
because under that Act there would be
severe penalties for all who sold liquor
without license. Under these circum-
stances, while I say distinctly I am not
prepared to oppose that clause, yet de-
cidedly I deem it unnecessary for these
reasons: in the first place that the local
laws are sufficient to maintain good order
in the Province, and if there is any failure
in that, we have what is called the over-
riding jurisdiction of the Dominion Act-
upon the constitutionality of which at the
present moment I profess to give no
opinion whatever-but assuming it to be
in force, (and I take it for granted that
the hon. member who introduced this
Bill believes it is in force) there is that
double protection. Under those circum-
stances I do think it is quite unneces-
sary that this legislation should take place,
though I am not prepared to oppose the
first clause for the reasons I have stated.
When the Bill goes into Committee I have
an amendment to propose that will test
the sense of the House as to the number
of persons who should be required to vote
in 'support of an Act of this sort before it
can be brought into operation.

HON. M. ALMON-The few observa-
tions which I intend to make on this
question I will make now, and not in Com-
mittee, because I do not believe in any
amendnent that can be made in this
wretched Bill which is before us. I think
that any amendment whatever would only
be endorsing the Act itself, and that I
should be very sorry to do. It is, in my
opinion, like a ship that comes in from
sea, rotten in every beam, leaking at every
seam, and we are asked by the persons
who own it to paint the bulwarks. No,
let us condemn the whole thing together !
The celebrated Alexander Pope, who was
as much endowed in mind as he was de-
formed in body, was once asked by a beg-
gar for a sixpence. Using his customary
oath, Pope replied: "Heaven mend me
if I give it you !" to which the beggar
replied: "Heaven mend you? 'It would
be easier to make a new one." So it is
with the Scott Act; it would be easier to
make a new Bill than to amend this Act

with its 124 sections that have been pro-
vided to prevent a person from taking a
glass of liquor. The hon. gentleman who
is the father of that Act has told us that
of medical science, "if it can be called a
science," he thinks he knows as much as
medical men do, Jack-of-all-trades is
master of none, and I think if he had de-
voted the time he has wasted on the science
of medicine to perfecting himself in law, we
would not now have this crude and undigest-
ed Bill before us. A friend of mine, the
father-in-law of the hon. member for Rock-
wood, was once on Circuit and bought a
horse. A brother lawyer was pointing out
to him the faults of the animal, and told him
that he knew nothing about a horse; to
which he replied " no, I have only brains
enough for one profession; if I had enough
for two I would not choose a horse jockey
as a second." If the hon. gentleman frorm
Ottawa had only brains enough for one
profession-perhaps he may draw his own
inference. The Bill is said to be a temper-
ance Bill: is it a Temperance Bill ? Look
at what has taken place in the County of
Halton. Yet this is the Bill he is going
to force on counties in Nova Scotia whose
laws are so stringent that no licenses are
allowed to be issued. The hon. gentleman
says he did not know that, and the conse-
quences of his not knowing it are rather
serious to the people of the County of
Cumberland. In a recent issue of a paper
published in Halifax I find the following
article on the important decision in the case
recently tried befcre the Supreme Court
of Nova Scotia. the Judges of which the
hon. gentleman has spoken so highly of -

" AN IMPORTANT DEcIsioN.-Judgment was
given in the Queen vs. Lyons,in the Supreme
Court yesterday. There were quite a nunber
af liquor cases on the docket, and this was
taken as a representative one. This was a
motion to quash a conviction under the Scott
Act. The conviction was quashed in this case
as well as some thirty-four others. The
Supreme Court decided tiat the Scott Act was
not and could no ibe in force in any county la
Nova Scotia where licenses were not in exis-
tence at the time of the proclamation. The
practical effect of this decieion is to render
Illegal all proceedinge taken under the Scott
Act in every county of the province where it
has been adopted. Meanwhile actions for
damages have already been entered for false
imprisonment by those who have been pun-
ished. Confusion is now worse confounded.

The hon. gentleman has decried the
medical profession because they consider

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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it advisable and necessary to use alcohol
in mnedical treatment. I think, however,
if I or any medical man were to recom-
miend him to go to another country for
change of air and benefit of his health,
Without first enquiring what the climate
was like, or the sanitary conditions of the
Place were, we would have very little reason
to be proud of our advice ; but the hon.
gentleman passes a Bill to apply to Nova
Scotia without making any enquiry as to
Whether it will meet the requirements of
the case there ; and in the very first case
in which it is tested the result has been
defeat and 37 actions for false imprison-
ment. This is said to be a " Temperance
Bil." Is it a Temperance Bill? Look
at what we see as the result of it in Hal-
ton ! Under this Bill a man in Halton
can manufacture brandy, as much as ten
gallons at a time, and send it out to be
Sold in the adjoining county, if there is no
Scott Act in operation there. If brandy is
a poison, and injurious to those who use
it, why do you allow a man to make it in
one county and sell it in another ? The
brewer or distiller is allowed to manu-
facture these liquors that are termed poi-
Sons, and sell them in any other county
to people of the same blood, race, language
and religion, under the operation of this
Act, and yet this is what its supporters call
"A Temperance Act." The hon. gentle-
Man from Ottawa says : "Oh, it answers
beautifully in Halton," To be sure it
does ; there have been 5,000 cases in which
hiquors have been sold by druggists in a
Portion only of that county, and instances
are brought to our notice of liquor having
been brought in from other counties in very
large quantities ; yet the hon. gentleman
Considers the Act a success because thir-
teen clergyman told him it answered re-
rnarkably well. Now, let me see what the
clergymen say, as reported in the Toronto
News of March 27th:-

" At a meeting of a branch of the Tem-
Perance Alliance on the 26th inst., the
Rev. D. L Brethour stated that one of the
difficulties of working the Temperance
Act in Halton was the smallness of the
Mlajority by which the Act was carried.
Every man that capitulated did so at the
pomt of the bayonet."

I will not quote from Hudiliras, what
he says of " the Drum Ecclesiastic." Hon.

Gentlemen are as well acquainted with the
works of that author as I am; but this is
the first time I ever heard of a clergyman
boasting of making converts at the point of
the bayonet. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa will tell me whether this
gentlemen was one of the 13 clergymen
that he mentioned the other day ? It was
an expression that no clergyman should
have made use of, and I am afraid from
his remarks that if the voters did not
capitulate at the point of the bayonet, they
were actually forced into voting for this
measure. But how are the provisions of
this Act to be carried out ? I have said,
and I may state again, by the compellable
evidence of the wife against the husband.
A woman has been charged with selling
liquor ; her husband is put into the witness
box, and forced to give evidence against
her, and on conviction-perhaps on the
evidence of her own husband solely--her
punishment is imprisonment at hard labor
in a common jail for three months. I
think that the hon. gentleman, the father
of the Scott Act, is liable like an engineer
to be hoist with his own petard, as there is
a provision in this Act that any person
who compels another to give false witness
shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.
I think that the person who puts a man in
the witness box and compels him to give
evidence which will condemn his wife to
be sent to prison for three months, or per-
jure himself, in many cases compels him
to break his oath, and therefore I think
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa can be
taken up and tried under this provision of
his own Act. I will read the clause for
the information of the House. The Act
contains 124 sections, and the same
number of sub-sections, and it is difficult
to find the clause I want.

HON. MR. SCOTT-What are you
looking for?

HON. MR. ALMON-I want to know
what punishment is provided in the Act
for inducing a man to take a false oath ?

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I think the hon.
gentleman will find it in clause i ro.

HoN. MR. ALMON-The clause I
refer to is the i ioth which provides a
penalty for tampering with witnesses.
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" Any person who, either before or after the
summons of any witness, in any such case,
tampers with such witness, or by any offer of
money, or by threat or otherwise, directly or
indirectly induces or attempts to induce any
such person to absent himself or herself, or to
swear falsely, shall be liab'e to a penalty of
fifty dollars for each such offence."
I leave it to this House, whether a man
should be asked to .condemn his wife
to three months imprisonment, or whether
he is not more likely to swear falsely ?
Another objection to this law, in my
judgment, is that it is legislating in the
direction of the rich and not for the poor.
We will say, for instance, that the Minis-
ter of the Interior, who has charge of this
Bill, is driving with his servant John,
when a shower of rain comes on, and
they get wet. He goes home and says,
"John, get me a glass of whiskey and
water, it will do me a great deal of good,"
and he gebs his whiskey and water and
goes to bed. John saystp himself,"I should
like very much to have some whiskey, as
master does," but he is obliged to go
home and goes to bed, perhaps with cold
feet, and without having had an oppor-
tunity of changing his wet clothes-the
result being that he wakes up, in all pro
bability, with an attack of inflammation of
the lungs the next day. Ahl that can
occur under the Scott Act, and therefore
I think it is legislation in favor of the rich
and against the poor. I may here, per-
haps, express my personal regret that no
bouquets have been showered upon the
two great champions of this Bill, in the
Senate, as was done, I believe in the
other House ; it strikes me that tea roses
and water ilies would be very appropriate
flowers to be used on this occasion. I
generally listen wifh a great deal of plea-
sure to the remarks of my hon. friend
from Sarnia, though he is a little intoler-
ant sometimes in connection with this
subject; otherwise, he shows a zeal which
I really admire, and I hope some day to
find him joining with nie in endeavoring to
put down drunkeness, and leaving these
little crotchets alone- for really he must
soon be convinced that they are of no real
value. 'He spoke about the town of Fred-
ericton, which was the first to introduce the
Scott Act, and, which, I suppose, ought to
be looked upon as a pattern town. I have
here a very late Fredericton papr-of date
about three days ago-and as I suppose

HoN. MR. ALMON.

it only states the facts, we may possibly fair-
ly rely upon what it says. I find the fol-
lowing paragraph in it:-

" Anyone walking the streets of Freder-
icton, between the hours of seven and ten
o'clock Sunday evening last, could not
have failed to notice the more than ordin-
ary number of young men in a more or
less advanced state of intoxication, and
the question might naturally be asked:
How is it so? etc.,'etc."

I think that will do for the little town
of Fredericton. I have scarcely touched
upon the attack made by the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa upon the medical pro-
fession, but perhaps after all I can afford
to let him off, if he will promise never to
offend again.

HON. MR. POWER-I just wish to
make an explanation in respect to some-
thing said by the hon. gentleman from
Amherst. He stated that my law of the
other day was bad. I think I expressed
a doubt which possibly does not exist ; but
I wish to explain why I felt that doubt.
Under the law of Nova Scotia, as it ex-
isted a few years ago, licenses for the sale
of intoxicating liquors were granted by the
sessions upon the recommendation of the
Grand Jury, concurred in by two-thirds of
the members of the Grand Jury present,
accompanied by a petition from two-thirds,
etc., etc. That law was a very stringent
one, and the reason why I did not feel
quite certain whether it was in force now,
was this: Since that law was enacted the
system of county government in Nova
Scotia has been altered, and the counties
are not now governed by the sessions, but
by municipal councils; and I thought it
was possible that in the change in the
system of government this provision with
respect to licenses for the sale of intoxi-
cating liquors had not been continued in
the new law. I have looked at the Act
which introduced the system of govern-
ment by municipal councils, and I an
rather disposed to think that the provision
is still in force, and that probably, by a two-
thirds vote, a municipal council could
grant licenses. Looking at the fact that
this change in the law had. taken place,
and not having the recent Nova Scotia
law nor the Scott Act before me to see
what effect its being voted on would have
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on the local law, I felt a little doubt on
the matter, and spoke in that sense.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I suppose it might
fairly be expected that I should make a
few observations in answer to the attacks
that have been made upon me by several
hon. gentlemen, in reference to my mis-
deeds in connection with the legislation
which has taken place upon this subject,
and my statements in regard to the present
aspect of it. I certainly think that one
of those hon. gentlemen, at all events,
greatly exaggerated the charges that he
rnade against me in reference to quotation.
I had only a portion of the report in my
hand the other day, when I referred to the
doctors at Acton, and the percentages of
licenses which were given in jhat town.
I find that out of 214 certificates issued
in Acton, Dr. Lowry issued 201. It is
quite clear that this Doctor in Acton and
this McGarvin have been running that
drug store as a liquor store ; but that in no
way affects the value of the Temperance
Act

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
McGarvin is an officer of the Governrment,
is he not ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-No, McGarvin of
Acton is a druggist and he sells on the
certificate of this Dr. Lowry. But, after
all, when we really come down to the
quantity sold, I find that it only amounts
to 28 gallons, so perhaps we were rather
hard on the town of Acton, as the period
Covered by the returns extends from the
beginning of May until the end of Decem-
ber. It takes a good deal of liquor to
enable you to spread it over the whole
population.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Population was only 848.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Well, 28 gallons
was not very much after all. I suppose
there were people in the surrounding
Country.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would call the
attention of the hon. gentleman to the-
words he made use of, and which I
quoted.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I said 90 per cent.,
but the returns were not out at the tine.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would like to
keep myself right ; if the hon. gentleman
does not care about his own staternents I
certainly do about mine. The hon. gen-
tleman said " I simply base it on this fact
that I sce from the paper in my hand, that
there are several doctors in Acton-a Dr.
McGarvin, Dr. Lawson, Dr. Webster, Dr.
Freeman, Dr. Winn, Dr. Lowry and Dr.
Morrow. On a rough calculation there
must have been about 400 certificates is-
sued by these men, and with the exception
of perhaps 1o, they are all issued by Dr.
Lowry."

HON. MR. SCOTT-So they are.

HON. MR. DICKEY--No,
issued 200 out of the whole. I
from memory, and there I find
record that out of 4oo all but
issued by Dr. Lowry.

he only
stated it
it on the
ro were

HON. MR. SCOTT-There were 214
issued altogether, and Dr. Lowry issued
201 of them-there is the fact, and I am
not going to split hairs about it. Now,
I have to be held responsible for all the
defects of this Act of 1878, yet it* is
a matter within the memory of many
hon. gentlemen listening to me at
this moment, that this Act was
pretty freely discussed in the Senate ;
it was introduced on the 15th of March
and did not leave this House until the
i ith of April, during which period it was
up I do not know how many times, and
there was scarcely a gentleman in the
Chamber who had not an individual
opinion upon some parts of it. The con-
sequence was that very considerable
changes were made-in many instances
great improvements-and I expressed at
the time that I was under great obliga-
tions to many Senators for the! suggestions
made. As to a lawyer in Ontario know-
ing all the special details of municipal
law in the other Provinces ofthe Dominion,
it is not to be supposed that he should
have his mind possessed of then. I had
supposed that my knowledge was fairly
good, at all events, of two of the larger
Provinces, and thought that the usual
thing was for licenses to run over the
whole Dominion. I was not aware that
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in the Lower Provinces such great pro-
gress and improvements had been made,
otherwise I dare say that particular clause
would have been drawn with very much
greater care. However, I have no apolo-
gies to offer on that point, other than it is
to be regretted that some hon. gentleman
from the Lower Provinces had not called
attention to it when it was under discus-
sion. Now, this discussion is not a new
one, and the Act was not interjected by
me upon the House of my own mere
motion, but it was really given to the
people of this country under very strong
pressure; I do not believe there is at
present a single Act upon the Statute
Book of Canada, or of any of the Pro-
vinces, that was petitioned for by a larger
number of names than this particular
legislation. It is within the memory of
hon. gentlemen that for nearly ten years
before the change of Government in 1873,
agitation had gone on for an Act in the
direction of local option,or for a prohibitory
or restraining law. Petitions were sent to
the various Provincial Legislatures and to
the Federal Parliament, and the petitioners
were told by the provinces that the power
lay with the Federal Parliament, while the
Federal authorities said the Local Legisla-
tures had that power; but finally, in 1874
I think it was, or about that time, the
Government took the matter up. It may
just as well be recalled that at that time
we found by a report adopted by the Sen-
ate, that the petitions in one year were
counted up, and amounted to over 302,000

signatures. They were not from individu-
als alone, but there were 147 from muni-
cipal councils, and there was one mem-
orial from the Legislative Assembly of
New Brunswick signed by 33 members,
while another was from the General As-
sembly of the Canada Presbyterian Church,
which claims to have 226,ooo adherents,
and yet another came from the Legisla-
tive Assembly of Ontario. Those people
were all asking us to pass some law
which would give the people the right to
place greater restriction upon the liquor
traffic, and it was in accordance with the
express view which came from all quarters
that Parliament acceded to their prayer and
this Act was put upon the Statute Book,-
but that was not done until there had been
some three or four years of agitation even
in Parliament. Hon. gentlemen will then

HoN. MR. SCOTT.

remember that the Act was no sooner pas-
sed 'than the power of this Parliament tO
enact it was called in question. The con-
sequence was that the advocates of the
Act were afraid to attempt to put it in
force, because they were informed by law-
yers of high standing, that the Federal
Parliament had exceeded its powers. So
a year or two went over, and nothing could
be done until it should be declared that
the Act was within the purview ôf this
Parliament, and could be enforced. And
this was not done till within less than
two years ago, so that hon. gentlemen
will recognize that we h-ive moved as
slowly as any other country in the world,
in this matter. We are very little ahead
of the movement in England, and though
it is quite true they have not yet secured
a local option law, -a movement has begun
among a great body of the people there in
the direction of Sunday closing. We know
that the habits of drinking were much more
deeply rooted there than in this country,
and the custom of Sunday drinking was of
almost universal existence; so it must have
required a great deal of pressure in order
to overcome the prejudice against repres-
sion in that direction. One does not
suppose that this legislation can be en-
forced to the letter. I never was so vain
as to imagine that this law could be en-
forced to the extent that some of its
advocates claim it can be, for such a law
must meet with violent opposition. How-
ever, it was meant to be in the right direc-
tion, and it was the only movement that
could be started in Canada, and that would
keep this country abreast of the opinion of
the age. Now, I will take the cases of
other countries, in order to illustrate that.
Let us take the case of Switzerland, where
they adopted a restrictive -measure, and
we find that in 1874-about the time we
were agitating for a restrictive law-they
decreed that the liquor traffic should be
open, that licenses should no longer be
issued, and that men should be free to sell
wine and beer as they sold bread and tea.
And what was the consequence? In a
very short time the country was covered
with grog shops ; out of 130 cantons it was
calculated that in many instances four-
fifths of the wages of the laborers went for
grog. I will just read what the London
Times of December 27th, 1882, says on
this subject:-
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",The increase of intemperance, against
which all sober and thoughtful Switzers are

î in arms, dates only froni 1874, when the
, onstitution now in force, by instituting what
is called 'complete liberty of establishment'
deprived the cantons of the power which
they previonsly possessed of regulating the
traffic in drink. Article 31 of the Federal
Constitution, lays it down, that every Swiss
citizen bas the right to trade, without let or
hindrance, in any part of the Confederation,
and according to a decision of the Federal
Tribunal this right extends to dealers in
alcoholic beverages under whatever denomin-
ation they may cone. The effect of this de-
Cision was to sweep away every local restric-
tion that had previously existed, and make
the trade in strong drink as free as the trade
In bread and meat. Before 1874 the checKs
iYmposed by cantons and communes, on the
vendors of alcoholic beverages, were numer-
Ous and minute. No public house could be
opened without a concession, or in excees of
the supposed needs of the population. In
Some districts publicans had to give security
for tlîe proper conduct of their bouses. lii
al, they had to be men of good character.
Women were not allowed to keep public
bouses. Buildings intended to be converted
into taverns or cafes, had to answer to cer-
tain requirements as to ventilation, size of
rooms, and situation. lu Obwalden, Neu-
chatel, St. Gall-indeed, nearly everywhere-
public houses were not permitted in the
ueighborhood of any church, school, orphan
bouse, poorhouse, or like institution.
Licenses were only granted for a limited time.
Publicans were forbidden, under penalties, to
furnish young people with drink, or allow
then to frequent their house-, which had to
be closed the greater part of Sundays and at a
certain hour in the evening."

" As a consequence of the abolition of these
restrictions the number of public houses has
increased froi 17,807 in 1870, to 21,738 in
1880. In other words, while the population
bas increased by six per cent. the taverne
have increased by twenty-two per cent. The
two extremes are, Geneva, wiiere there is a
public bouse to every seventy inhabitants,
and Tessin, which has one for every 231.
Taking the Confederation throughout, the
proportion is one to every 130. Deducting
Women, children and the sick, that gives one
tavern to every thirty persons. In Canton,
Thurgau, there is a Kueipe for every eighteen
vOters, men of twenty and upwards. It does
not appear, however, that judged by this
test, some neighboring countries are much
More abstemnious than Switzerland. Thus
Wurtemburg has one tavern to 117 inhabi-
tants, Baden one to 143, Hesse one to 166,
Alsace one to 120, but there are five Swiss
cantons; Schwyz, Glarus, the Grissons
Thurgau, and Geneva-in which the propor-
tion is lees than 100 to one. In Geneva
Moreover, and most other towns, grocers and
COnfectioners vend wines and spirite and on
way and another the establishments in whiclh

alcoholic beverages are sold, are almost as
numerous as all other shops put together. It
is a common saying that t here is not a single
house in all Geneva (where people live in
flats a house neceesarily comprises several
dwellings) in which tbere is not either a cafe,
an auberge or a wine shop; and so far as mn
observation goes, the saying is true. Acco -
ing to the author of " Das Wirthshaue," an
interestingpamphlet on this subject, pub-
lished at ae, the increase of public houses
has been followed by a iarked increase of
drunkennes .and crime. In L880, out of
eighty-six cases of assault, rape, and attempt
to murder, adjudged in the little demi-canton
of Bale-the-country, fifty-three were ascer-
tained to have arisen in taverns or to bave
been conmmitted by persons who bad got
drunk in taverns; and of thirty-two cases of
attacks on the police, seventeen had a like
origin. Forty to sixty per cent. of all the
crimes committed in that part of the country,
can be traced to excessive indulgence in
drink."

The article is one of very great interest,
but I shall not read from it any further.
The conclusions arrived at by the London
Times are that the effect of destroying the
local option law was simply the debauch-
ing and destroying of the people. I regret
that my hon. friend from Halifax is not
present. He took occasion to make some
reflections upon me because I thought
proper to say that I was not a believer in
the use of alcohol as a medicine. I made
that statement advisedly, and I think I
made it at the time that this Temperance
Act was before Parliament in 1878. I
was not so foolish as to suppose at that
time that I could pass a law which I my-
self would entirely approve of. I had to
hearken to the opinions of gentlemen who
had as great power in this Chamber as
myself and with whose help I expected to
carry the measure. Therefore, I was
obliged to accept what I considered was
judicious in order to secure what is now on
the Statute Book. My own conviction,
however, was then, as it is to-day, that the
medical profession had made a mistake in
insisting on allowing prescriptions for
alcohol. I intended to quote for the hon.
gentlemen's benefit the most conservative
authority on this question of alcoholic
medication. There is no journal in the
world, perhaps, that is so cautious in its

, expressions as the London Lancet, and we
know that in the profession it is looked

, upon as their best recognized organ. I
could, of course, quote the opinions of
very many distinguished medical men, but
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it might be urged that they spoke from a
temperance standpoint, as was said of Dr.
Richardson, so I would rather take the
comment of the London Lancet, which
has discussed this question. In com-
menting on Dr. Richardson's paper in
regard to alcohol in connection with the
treatment of disease, it says :

"In studving the relation of alcohol to
disease,no other arguments can,in the opinion
of the authorý be scientificallv offered in sup-
port of its use and service beyond those to
which he has drawn attention. Excepting in
the cases named, iii whièh alcohiol iaybe
supposed to play a useful part, but in w icb
it cannot be placed as standing alone and as
an absolute necessity, he wou d maintain that
total abstinence is as sound a practice in
disease as it is in health. Certainly no facts,
no series of facts, are more remarkable than
those which are revealed when the treatment
of disease is observed minus alcohol as a
remedy."

Now, the last paragraph is the London
Lancet's own comment on Dr. Richard-
son's paper. Then, I find that so late as
;881, when referring to the use of alcohol
in hospitals, the London Lancet, dated 1st

January, i881, says:_

" our own opinion concerning it has been
freely expressed, and we have not concealed
our conviction that good health is most con-
sistent with very litle alcohol or with none;
that he who uses alcohol freely or frequently,
or by itself and apart froin food, is surely lay-
ing up disease and degeneration for himself,
and probably for his descendants."

I state that in opposition to my hon.
friend from Halifax.

HON. MR. DEVER-He means abso-
lute alcocol, I suppose, and not wine.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Alcohol is in beer,
wine and every other substance.

HON. MR. DEVER-He does
mean to include wine there.

not

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not know
what wine is. I think there is so small a
percentage of it to be had that it would be
imprudent for anyone to drink it. It is,
within the knowledge, probably, of most
hon. gentlemen, that they are extremely
particular in regard to the foods and drinks
that enter the city of Paris. There is a
special analysis made, and' I have before
me .the returns of all wines that were im-

po-ted into Paris in 1881, There were
3,00 samples taken of the various wines
brought into that city and of the whole
inumber only 297 were considered good;

991 were considered passable, and 1,731
were considered bad. What were those
wines supposed to consist of? The gen-
eral opinion is that they are the juice of
the grape, but that is an entire mistake.
The component parts of wine are, among
other substances, tannic acid, alum, log-
wood, the leaves of cherry, laurel, etc.,
while, for the coloring matter they use
elder berries, myrtle leaves, logwood, etc.
Now, in this country, we do not exercise
the same care in analyzing what we eat
and drink. We have, I think, two analyti-
cal chemists, for analyzing food, one at
Montreal, and the other residing I do not
know where. At all events, I have not
heard of their making any analysis of the
drinks we consume. It will, perhaps, sur-
prise some hon. gentlemen when I tell
them that it is part of our policy to encour-
age the making of wines, not out of the
juice of the grape, but compounded of
very bad whiskey. In the Statutes of
1883 we provide for the icensing of peo-
ple to compound those liquors, and we
charge a specific duty of four cents on
every gallon of any fermented beverage
made in imitation of beer or rnalt liquor,
and brewed in whole or in part from any
other substance than malt. The 1 5 7th
clause is as follows:-

The term "com pounded spirits," means
and includes all articles containing Canadian
or other spirits, which are enumerated in the
schedule to this Act, the duty thereon having
been paid-or which may be added to such
schedule by any order of the Governor-ir-
Coluncil:

"Compomnder " means and includes every
person who by himeelf or his agent com-
pounds or mixes for sale by wholesale, any
of the articles enumerated in the schedule to
this Act, the duty thereon having been paid,
or which may be added to such schedule by
order ot the Governor-in-Council.

Now, what is Schedule "A" of this Act?
It is as follows:

"Imitations of British or fdreign wines,
brandy, rum, gin, old Tom, Geneva schnapps,
British or foreign whiskey, and bitter liquors
and cordials wben containing alcohol."

There is evidence that we ourselves
authorize the manufacture of liquors out
of substances which I have named, alcohol

HoN. MR. SCOTT.
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being o,e of the elements, and we allow
People to sell those compounds to the
Ignorant masses, under the name of wine.

HON. MR. DEVER-Does the hon.
gentleman mean to'say that there is any
W1re without alcohol?

.LION. MR. SCOTT-It depends en-
tirely upon the state of fermentation.
You can make wine without fermenting
it, if you please. I arn now endeavoring
to show to those gentlemen who uphold
the view that this traffic ought, in some
degree, to be legalized, that it is a traffic
in articles which are really and substan-
tially a poison.

I am very sorry that one of the gentle-
lnen who made the charges against me
has left the House, and has deprived me
Of the opportunity of personally explaining
to him the grounds on which I made the
Statement.

HON. MR. VI DAL-Although I am
aware that the House must be somewhat
fatigued by the long discussion that has
taken place on this question, the remarks
Which have been made by the hon. mem-
ber from Amherst, charges against myself,
renders it necessary for me to say a few
Words before the vote is taken. I am quite
aware that in entering the lists against my
hon. friend I am under many disadvant-
ages. I recognize his great forensic ability,
that he is able to throw, as he said of my
hon. friend from Manitoba -a glamour
Over the question by the skill with which
he, as an able lawyer can " make the worse
appear the better cause." I have nothing
On which I can rely to meet the power of
!Uy able opponent, except that I feel strong
In the truth and justice of the cause which
I advocate, and feel satisfied that though
!y powers may be limited my cause is
Just, and it will not be the first time in the
history of the world that the weak and
smiall have prevailed over the strong and
the great by the use of the effectual wea-
pons of truth, should it prevail at this time.
I an a little surprised at the ingenuity with
Which the hôn. gentleman has tried to re
but the charge which I made against him
Of not being in harmony with the wishes
Of his own county and of the populatior
generally of Nova Scotia, as they have ex
pressed them over and over again on thi

question at the polls. To my mind noth-
ing can be more flimzy and useless in
advocating his cause than the argument
which the hon. gentleman used as to the
majority of the electors not having voted
for the adoption of the petition ; because
if I wish to adopt that argument I
can show that where he boasts that only
one-fifth of the voters in one constituence,
voted for the measure, I can show tht
only one fiftieth of the electors voted against
it. The hon. gentleman is quite mistaken
in regarding this as an illustration of the
popular will of the electors upon the ques-
tion. He ought to know that so strong is
the feeling in favor of the prohibition of
the liquor traffic in his own Province that
its legislature enacted a law which is as
effective in restricting the traffic as the
Canada Temperance Act of 1878, and that
consequently it was for a long time thought
preferable to retain it, and in fact when
the question was submitted to me in the
early stages of thatcontroversy I was doubt-
ful whether it was not my duty to recom-
mend them to go on under their own law
and not petition for the Scott Act; but
feeling that the advocates of temperance
in Nova Scotia were so strongly in favor of
this Act it was submitted, though it was
well known that in the county where there
was a disposition in favor of it a great
many would not trouble themselves to vote
at all. Many of the temperance people,
who, were under the impression that the
Act would be defeated in the Court, would
not go to the polls to record their votes,
because they feared it was of no use ; but
we are bound to take the returns as they
come to us, and there is no use in endea-
voring to draw an argument against the
will of the people by taking the votes as
recorded on one side, and ignoring those
recorded on the other. In Nova Scotia
there are twelve counties in which the Act
has been adopted.

In all those counties the aggregate vote
was 13,500 in favor of the measure, against
less than 2,ooo who voted in opposition to
it. I think that Is a very emphatic expres-
sion of opinion, and the idea of ignoring
that fact and basing an argument against
it on the proportion of votes recorded to
the number of electors is absurd. I am
quite sure that if that principle were ap-
plied to the elections of members of the

s House of Commons, and we were to say
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that unless a man was elected by a major-
ity of the votes in the constituency he
could not be returned, there would be very
few menbers elected. It has been found
as a matter of fact that the whole of the
voters in a constituency never do come out
to vote. There are on the lists a great
many names of persons who have depart-
ed this life, and many who have gone away,
besides many names which are duplicated
and triplicated, and in this way the num
ber on the voters' lists does not fairly re-
present the real strength of a county nearly
so well as the actual vote recorded. The
hon. gentleman has charged me with "tall
talking," an expression I am rather sur-
prised to hear from the lips of 4 gentleman
who is accustomed to using correct and
elegant language, but at the same time his
meaning is well understood. And what is
the tall talk ? It was that I said I could
guarantee that the votes cf a large majority
of the people were in favor of rejecting the
amendment which was added to our Bill
in the House of Commons in 188o. The
hon. gentleman says that statement was a
vain boast ; that nobody spoke against it.
But why ? Because on that occasion the
Senate did its duty nobly; responded
to the feelings of the people, and
quashed the amendment of the other
House, and so saved the Act unimpaired
to the country. The people were satisfied
that while this Senate existed it would
retain its high character as guardian of the
rights of the people, and there was no need
to load our table with petitions against such
an amendment. When I spoke in this way
I did not speak simply as advocating my
own particular views on the floor of this
House on this important question ; I stood
here as the recognized head of the Domin-
ion Alliance, and as the accredited re-
presentative of hundreds of thousands of
the temperance people of this country. I
spoke as I did because I held a high
official position amongst them, represent-
ing as I did the majority of all the
temperance societies in the Dominion ; I
mentioned at the time that I spoke in that
capacity, and I maintain that I did not
use language unbecoming my position, or
language that would justify any hon.
gentlemen in calling it "tall talk." I will
repeat the " tall talking " to-day, and inform
the hon. gentleman, that if I as President
of the Dominion Alliance thought fit to

HON. MR. VIDAL.

sound the alarm and announce to the
temperance people of the country that the
Canada Temperance Act of 1878 is 1.n
danger, I will undertake to say that this
House would be flooded with petitions tO
preserve it, that would cover our table by
thousands. I know the sentiment of the
country on this question, and I know that
it is entirely in accord with this Act, and
as far as the voice of the people is con-
cerned, they will not allow the Act to be
tampered with, or its efficiency weakened
in any way. I see that the hon. Junior
member for Halifax has returned to his,
seat. I noticed that while he was speaking
there was a great many wettings of his
whistle with what I presume was nothing
stronger than cold water; and I supposed
in my innocence he had taken too much
of it, and had to go down and practice at
the bar below, in order to counteract the
effect of the importation of this unusual
element into his system.

Hon. Gendlemen-Order, order.

HON. MR. VIDAL-1 have no inten-
tion to say anything rude or to annoy the
hon. gentleman, and the remarks I have
made are only intended as pleasantry.
The hon. gentleman has given us some
illustrations, one of which was about
brains-about a judge not having brains
enough to be both a judge and a horse
jockey. I doubt, however, if the hon.
gentleman himself has brains enough to
be both a medical man and a lecturer on
temperance. To return to my subject,
the doubt as to the constitutionality of the
Scott Act prevented the people frorm
petitioning for it in many counties where
it would otherwise have been early
adopted, and consequently there has been
delay ; but now that that question has
been settled, we find that the country is
awakening to a sense of its power in this
matter, and the temperance people are
likely to act very vigorously this year.
The hon. gentleman mentioned the num-
ber of elections that have taken place
under this Act. He was a. little out in
his figures ; there have beeh forty elec-
tions. In thirty-three the Act was sus-
tained, six were against it, and one was a
tie vote. In Nova Scotia particularly,
there was a reason for the Act not being
brought into operation-a reason I have
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already suggested-that they had such a far better evidence of the way in which
very superior license law that it really the Act is likely to be treated in any
anounted generally to prohibition. The county in which it is proposed to attempt
difficulty of obtaining a license was so the repeal,than the speculative ideas ofthe
great that I believe of all the counties of hon. gentleman. Now as to the failure in
the Province the County of Halifax was carrying out the Act in its integrity in some
the only one in which licenses were in counties, there are doctors we know who
force in i88o. are so violently prejudiced against the Act

That was one reason why for a long and against the temperance movement in
time the people of Nova Scotia did not every shape. that they take pleasure in
think it at all necessary or desirable to in- granting a medical certificate to anybody
troduce the Temperance Act of 1878, but to purchase li(Uor, and 1 think that fact
when they did take it up they carried it will be established by the returns that
through vigorously, and for the hon. have core down to us of the sales that
gentleman now to speak against that Act have been authorised in Halton-a return
and to use arguments that it should be that I a i very glad bas been brought
repealed as an injudicious and Improper down, for it contains information that the
law flot based upon the public sentiment temperance people have been anxious to
of the country, I think he is acting in get at. We are astonished to find from
direct opposition to the express wishes of that return the continuous hold that sick-
his own Province, and in a very direct ness as had on some people in that
Manner against the wishes of the county county. The hon, gentleman fromn Halifax
from which he cornes, and which has willnotpretend to say that these certifi-
given the second largest najority in Nova cates were only given to people who corn-
Scotia for the adoption of the law. The plained of thirst; he knows that they rust
hon, gentleman went on to say that the have given them because of disease. The
Act should be repealed, and will be re singular part of it is that the same pre-
pealed in the County of Halton as soon scription is given to the saie people day

as another election takes place. Now, ater day, and the patients do not appear
whether is it better to take as our guide in to be getting any better. If 1 were a sick
pronoUncing a jUdgment on this matter, man I should ot continue month after-
Our own feelings or desires, or to be month under the care of a doctor from
guided by the light of experience? There whose prescriptions I was ot deriving any
are two places where the Act has been in benefit, and I should very likely try some
Operation for three years, and where a other nedicine. The hon. gentleman
vote has been taken on the question of from Arnherst is confident, fro informa-
repealing it, if it was found to be unsatis- tion he bas received, that Halton wilI
factory in its operation. Is it not a fact abolish the Act as soon as they get an oppor-
that the City of Fredericton bas re- tunity to do so; I ar just as confident, and
afirmed the Act after three years' expe- on far better authority than that on which
rience of it? Does the hon. gentleman the hon. gentleman bases his opinion, that
Say that that is no evidence of the Act when the Act is voted on again by the
being satisfactory to the people. Does people of Halton, it will be reaffired bya
the hon. gentleman say that because the largely increased majority; and I know that
lumwber of people who voted for re- from the fact that intrchants who had been

afflrming the Act in Fredericton was srnall opposed to the introduction of the Act
that it did not represent the feeling of the into that county on the ground that it
People there; and that if they had an would damage their business, have become
OPportunity they would repeal it? What converted to our view of the case because
better evidence can you have that it was they find that people whose money was
satisfactory than the fact that it was re- wasted on those injurious drinks are now
affirmed. Then in Prince County, Prince devoting it to the purchasing of the neces-
Edward Island they had a similar trial of saries and comforts of life, and that busi-
the Act for three years, and after that time ness, instead of being injured, is greatly
When it was again submitted to a vote it benefitted by the change. And is it not
was re-affirmed by a larger majority than reasonable? Is it not the case in private
it was carried by at first. These facts are families where liquor is freely used that a
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great deal of time and money are wasted
upon it, and too often crime and misery
are introduced ? We know that if the
head of the family could be reformed and
a stop put to his expenditure for intoxi-
cating liquors, and his earnings devoted to
providing his family with better food,
clothing, and furniture, how great an ad-
vantage it is both to himself and his family.
The change that such a reforn would bring
about in the circumstances of an individual
or a family is, on the smaller scale the
change that is effected in a county under
the operation of this Act. It is quite true
that a county surrounded by other counties
where the Act is not in force, will be sub-
ject to the inconvenience of having liquor
brought in and used, so that the efficacy
of the Act is not fairly tested in a county
so situated ; but notwithstanding that, and
notwithstanding the disadvantages under
which the County of Halton in this way
labors, the people still adhere to the Act,
and I have not the slightest doubt in the
world that when the question comes before
them again, it will be reaffirmed just as it
has been in the only places in which the
second elections have taken place.

Then, again, does not the hon. gentle-
man see that his illustrations prove too
much. He has proved how much liquor
can come into a county where the Act is
in operation. Now, if people can get such
an abundant supply ; if their wants are so
easily gratified in this direction, why this
persistent opposition to this Act ?

HION. MR. ALMON-Before they had
the Scott Act they used to drink ale; now
they drink nothing but'whisky.

HON. MR. VIDAL-If the hon. gentle-
man had read up the effect of the intro-
duction of ale and beer into England by
the government with the object of induc-
ing the people to substitute them for
spirituous liquors; and if he saw the tre-
mendous result of intemperance and
crime from the adoption of that plan he
would not use that argument. Statistics
show that during those years crime and
drunkenness increased to a very great
extent. The returns of the Customs and
Inland Revenue Departments show that
so far from the introduction of ale and
beer having diminished the consumption
of spirituous liquors. it was just the intoxi-

HON. MR. VIDAL.

cating liquors plus the ale and beer. If
you look into the blue books you will see
that the same things resulted when light
wines were introduced with the same ob-
ject. The result showed no decrease of
drunkenness, no decrease in the consunp-
tion of spirits; but it showed the usual
consumption of the stronger drinks, plus
the light wine. The hon. gentleman re-
ferred also to the Dunkin Act and boasted
that it had been repealed in some cases.
If the hon. gentleman knew much about
the Dunkin Act, and our experience of it
in Ontario, he would never have opened
his lips about it. Speaking generally
in Ontario our experience of that
Act was this : that wherever it was
attempted, and it was attempted in many
places, the will of the people was almost
invariably set aside by some decision of a
Superior Court, and almost always upon
some mere technicality. In my own
county it was set aside simply because the
clerk of one of the polls closed the poil
an hour too soon. That slight irregularity
destroyed the vote of the people there.
so that we very early recognized that the
Dunkin Act was not a success, because
of the difficulty of putting it into operation
and the liability of its being set aside by
the Court. Yet with ail this knowledge
that we had of the certainty of the Act
being rendered nugatory by the Courts,
do hon. gentlemen remember what took
place in 1877 ? If they do they will get a
little light on the subject. They may re-
member that in 1876 a large delegation of
temperance friends-some from the Senate
and a good many from the House of Com-
mons with several prominent citizens-
waited upon the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, the
then Premier, and urged upon him the
adoption of some measure of prohibition,
or at any rate to restrain or diminish in
some way the evils that were prevailing in
the land from the sale and use ol intoxi-
cating liquors. The Commission ap-
pointed by the Government to enquire
into the subject did very good service ini
ascertaining and establishing important-
facts as to the success which had always
attended the operation of prohibitory
legislation in the different places in the
United States which they had visited.
However, without going into that part of
the subject, I may say in a few words that
the answer which was given to us by Mr
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Mackenzie as to why an Act should not
then be introduced was " You are deceived
about the value of the Act; you are too
sanguine ; the country does not want
the Act ; if it does, why does it
not adopt the Dunkin Act ?" Either
Mr. Mackenzie did not know, or he had
forgotten why it was not adopted; but
Some of us told him. What was the effect
of that statement ? The effect was that in
the counties all the way up along the
lakes the people adopted the Act, know-
Ing that it was going to be inoperative, just
to show the Government that a large ma-
jority of the people of those counties of
Ontario wanted a prohibitory Act, and
that, I presume, was the motive power
which induced the Government in 1878
to introduce the Canada Temperance Act.
So that it is idle to talk of the failure of
the Dunkin Act having anything to do
with the Act we have at present. The
hon. gentleman from Amherst, in his last
remark, addressed a good deal to myself
referred to some challenge he had made,
and which he said had not been answered,
and which I did not quite understand, be-
cause I thought he knew that I did not
Undertake to reply to questions in which
a legal opinion was involved; so that I do
not see why he thought it was incumbent
Upon me to reply to his statement about
the ultra vires, or the intra vires of the
Nova Scotia law, and the Act of 1883.

. HON. MR. DICKEY-I wish to explain
to my hon. friend that I gave him credit
for modesty; that he was too modest to
undertake to give an opinion on the mat-
ter, he not being a lawyer, and so my hon.
friend is doing me an injustice.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think the hon.
gentleman will find, when he reads the
report of his speech, that at the close of
it he made a statement to that effect. We
have spent our time in talking of matters
which are entirely foreign to the question
before the House. Those speeches of
fny. hon. friend from Ottawa, have been
rendered necessary by the attacks on us ;
if they had been allowed to pass unchal-
lenged they might have been regarded as
true. Now, what is the Bill before us,
anld on what ground can the hon. member
from Amherst introduce an amendment
involving a change so important that this

House, when it was brought before us on
a previous occasion, emphatically rejected
it. The Bill before us is simply to correct
a misapprehension, or make plain the
meaning of the Legislature, which, it
appears, is not so plain as we thought it to
be. The hon. gentleman himself has
admitted, at the end of a long speech
dealing with the temperance question in
general, and the Temperance Act of 1878
in particular, the whole question by say-
ing that really under the present circum-
stances, under this decisionof the Supreme
Court, he did not object to the first clause
of the Bill. That is the whole object of
the Bill ; that is all we want passed. That
is all that the temperance people of Nova
Scotia have asked for. It is not the other
Provinces, but the Province of Nova
Scotia that has asked for this amendment.
It is in the interest of Nova Scotia that
the temperance people have approached
the Government and asked them to in-
troduce this measure.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-We have
periodically those temperance harangues
introduced into this House in connection
with abortive attempts to make people
sober by act of Parliament. I believe that
such legislation instead of having a tend-
ency towards promoting temperance, has
had the very opposite effect. When we
find a minority of the people in counties
endeavoring to thrust upon the majority
sumptuary laws of which they do not ap-
prove, the tendency is to irritate the public,
and induce them to defeat the operation
of the Act. I contend that the conse-
quence of so imposing a restrictive law
upon the people is injurious; that it has
an immoral tendency. These are my opin-
ions, and I cannot help expressing them,
because they are founded upon observa-
tions and experience extending over a
quarter of a century, and I am surprised
that the Minister of Justice has allowed
himself by some means or other to give the
sanction of the Government to this Bill.
Why not leave it in the hands of those men
whose particular function it appears to be
to introduce this legislation, session after
session into this House ? Talk to me
about petitions. We all know how those
petitions are got up. We have an instance
of it now before the House. Some peo-
ple in the vicinity of Toronto, it appears,
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went on an excursion on a Sunday, and in
order to have some recreation, took with
them a band of music, and by reason of
the music became a little merry, and this
offended some of the purists and sabba-
tarians of that locality who thought it.to
be their duty to get up a stereotyped
petition, copies of which were sent
broad-cast all over Canada for signa-
ture, to be presented to Parliament
praying for the enactment of a law that
will secure the better preservation of the
Lord's day. Because some indiscreet
persons made merry on the Sabbath day
somewhere in the vicinity of Toronto, the
whole of Canada is agitated to get up peti-
tions, as though the Sabbath were being
descrated everywhere throughout the Dom-
inion, and there were no local Acts to
punish such offences. Even the peaceable,
Sabbath observing people of Nova Scotia
had to be enlisted in the cause to get up
petitions to Parliament on this subject. I
say that those petitions shew nothing; they
do not represent the public sentiment of
the country. They are easily gotten up,
and sent in and the signatures to them
cost nothing. It is folly to suppose that
we can make people sober by Act of Par-
liament ; it never has been done, and
never will be done. Out of some 37 cases
where the Scott Act bas been tried, it has
been proved inefficient in its operation and
unsatisfactory in its results. . We know
very well that this temperance legislation
is a farce, a fallacy, and a fraud. It can
never be effective; the people will not vote
against the Act, because they know that
even if it is adopted its provisions will not,
and cannot be carried out, and they can
obtain all the liquor they require in spite
of it. The worst feature of it is that liquors
of the worst and the vilest character are
sold in dens and hovels where it cannot
be prevented, and the people who use it
are seriously injured by drinking such
miserable stuff. The effect is worse than
if liquors were sold under license, be-
cause those who want good liquor keep
it in their own houses, where they
can get it when they require to use
it ; but the poorer classes resort to
those dens where poisonous trash is sold
and the effect is far worse than if they
were allowed to obtain liquor under pro-
perly regulated licenses. - The returns
from the County of Halton shew that

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.

under the Scott Act the use of liquor is
very much increased; I do not think that
in a normal condition of affairs, those
people would use as much of it as they do
under this restrictive Act. The very fact
of their being restrained by this law against
their own will incites them to violate it.
My hon. friend from Ottawa, as a temper-
ance man, seems to me to be as violent
and intemperate on this question as he
can be. He has given it as his opinion
that the use of alcohol in the practice of
medicine is injurious and not in accordance
with the more advanced teachings of
medical science. We know that in all the
colleges the students are instructed to
prescribe stimulants in their practice, and
how, and in what quantities it is to be
administered in the treatment of certain
diseases ; yet my hon. friend from Ottawa
would have us believe that medical science
is all wrong. Then in very intemperate
language he belittles the opinions of a
Judge of the Court because he did not
hold the same views as he does with
respect to the legality of the Temperance
Act in certain cases. It shews to what
extent the hon. gentleman would go. in
carrying out his hobby. Notwithstanding
the manner in which the hon. gentleman
belittles the judgment delivered in the
lower Court we find that that judgment
has been unanimously sustained by
the full bench in Nova Scotia, and
it bas been affirmed that where there
is no license granted this law cannot
come into operation in Nova Scotia.
Still the hon. gentleman sets him-
self up as an authority against the Bench,
against science and against the practice of
medicine, and everything else, to carry
out his extreme and peculiar views. I
claim to be a temperate man and I have
said before, and I repeat it ; that before
you can put this law into operation suc-
cessfully you must have the public senti-
ment in its favor. The people cannot be
legislated into being teniperate ; they must
be infiuenced by example, education, and
by moral suasion. Until they have moral
strength to resist the cravings of their
appetite for drink they will obtain liquor
in some way or other, and it is useless to
come here session after session demoral-
ising the country by attempting to force
upon the public a law which they do not
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want, and to which the large majority
shew they are decidedly opposed.

HON. MR. PLU \MB-I think we have
been discussing for a long time matters
Which do not strictly pertain to the Bill
now before us. We have wandered off
mito a discussion of the temperance ques-
tion generally. I do not hesitate to say
that if that question were on its trial here ;
if we were asked to vote as to whether we
should sustain the Canada Temperance
Act or not I should not hesitate for one
moment, from my own convictions, to
vote against it. But the Act is on the
Statute Book; it has been passed by the
nomlinion Parliament, and it happens that
through some technical difficulty it is not
Operative in some parts of the Dominion,
even if it were accepted by the people. I
do not think that any man who is opposed
tO the Act should seek to take advan-
tage of a technicality of that kind, and
endeavir by a side wind to destroy the
effect of the law in one particular part of
the country. If the gentlemen who have
secured the passing of this Act have been
defeated in some places by a technicality
Of that kind, I think it is but honest and
fair to set it right, and give the Act a
fair trial The object of this section is to
amend a clause of the Act which by a
judicial decision has been rendered in-
Operative. I think the Government are
acting in good faith, without committing
thernselves to the general principle of the
Scott Act ; without saying whether they
Would repeal it as a whole or not, they
are acting in good faith in bringing for-.
Ward this measure. I am sorry that the
discussion has drifted into a debate on the
rnerits of the Temperance question. It is
lot a part of this measure. The question

is whether we will, by the decision of this
Parliament, put the Act in the position
Which was intended that it should be in,
when Parliament originally enacted it. If
it were, as I before remarked, a question
Upon the absolute repeal of the Scott Act,
straight forward and direct, upon a differ-
ent issue from this, I do not hesitate to
Say how I should vote. As it is I consider
that it is but fair that we should support
the Government and pass this particular
Bill, and then let the people themselves
<decide whether they will have it or whether
they will not have it in the Province of

Nova Scotia. My hon. friend who has
just sat down, and who, I think, was not
talking to the question at all, states that
the people have such a contempt for the
Act that they would not vote against. I
do not consider that to be a very
sound argument. As there were 14,000
or 15,ooo people in Nova Scotia who did
vote for it, and only goo who did vote
against it, it is very clear that they wanted
the Act applied, and if they wanted it, it
is only fair t let them have it until we
are ready to meet the question of repealing
the Act, and then we will discuss it on its
merits. Until it does come up in that
shape, I think we ought to confine our-
selves to the particular question as to
whether we will amend the Act so as to
make it apply in a particular section of the
country, and not have it forced on one
portion of the Dominion if it is a hardship,
and leave another portion entirely exempt
from its operation when they want it. It
is an Act that Parliament is bound to en-
force, or else to repeal. There is no side
question about, and I do not think myself
with all due deference to my hon. friend
from Amherst, that it is an occasion when
it ought to be interfered with by an amend-
ment which should be an amendment to
the original Act, and not brought forward
under the present circumstances. In the
House of Commons, upon the general
question-a question affecting the whole
Dominion-I voted in favor of requiring
a majority of the voters upon the voters'
list in order to carry the Act in any county
where it is adopted. I thought, and I
believed I was right, and I think still I
was right, that the Act would have more
force; that it would be more respected,
and would have more weight if it had the
sanction of the majority of the voters, and
I thought the advocates of the Act should
be willing to submit it to this test. I
am satisfied, however, that that is too
severe a test, for it is well known that in
any district the proportion of voters who
go to the polls under the pressure and
excitement of a political election, is not-
on the average more than 70 per cent. of
the registered voters. I have had occa-
sion to examine into that question in
Ontario, and I found that where the regis-
tered voters numbered 37o,ooo, not more
than 320,000 recorded their votes, and
particularly in the rural districts, where
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there was a vote of 4,ooo, but 3,ooo
would poll their votes, and that was about
the proportion throughout the whole Do-
minion, even in a general election. There-
fore, on a test of that kind, it would be
more suitable to take the average vote in
a district than to take the majority of the
whole vote, which includes often absentees,
duplicate votes, and deceased persons. I
do not intend to trouble the House with
any further remarks, but I think it would
be desirable to come to the business on
hand and settle the question as to whether
the Senate is or is not to adopt a Bill
which seems to be perfectly reasonable in
its features, as long as the Scott Act
remains on the Statute Book. As long
as it is on our Statute Book we are bound
to respect it. It is an Act passed by the
Parliament of Canada, and it ought not to
be defeated by any technical question.
The judgment was not on the merits; it
was on a technicality that was not con-
templated at the time the Act was passed,
and I think it is due to those who advo-
cate and support the Canada Temperance
Act, that they should have a perfect and
fair trial of it, and that they should not
be defeated except on a square, straight-
forward, honest vote, and whenever a
vote of that kind comes, I shall be per-
fectly willing to put myself in the posi-
tion I have always taken in regard to all
sumptuary laws.

HON. MR. ODELL-Having heretofore
given my vote against the Temperance
Act when it has been before us, and feel-
ing convinced that the law is not working
to advantage throughout the country, not
withstanding all that has been said by the
hon. gentleman from Sarnia, I wish to
make a few remarks on the subject before
this debate closes. I know perfectly well
that in the City of Fredericton where it
has been re-enacted, it does not work as it
ought to, and the idea nust not go abroad
that the fault there lies with the medical
men, or with those who have the right to
sell liquor; but the consequence of this
Act has been that you have no control
over those individuals who are constantly
breaking the law. The most deleterious
liquors are sold in every corner of the
city, and it is very well known that you,
may get just what you please there, of
this description. That, however, does not

HON. MR. PLUMB.

affect those who are in the position to in-
port for themselves from outside, though it
does affect another ckssin away that nearlY
brings about insanity. in some instances
firom the quality of liquor that is sold-
Moreover it has been told me by persons
residing a little distance out of Frederictol,
that in a number of places this poison is
sold to such an extent that ladies who had
been in the habit of driving into town tO
make visits or do shopping, are now reallY
afraid to do so, because, they have been
so often insulted on the road by intoxicat-
ed people. That is what is taking place
there, and the junior member for lHalifa%
alluded a little while ago to one of the
effects of this law, as seen on the streets
of that place even on a Sunday. Now, I
say with all this feeling with regard to it,
and convinced as I am that it has led tO
immorality, perjury and to breach of the
law ; and that it is training up the younger
portions of the community to follow in a
course which heretofore was never heard
of; and, notwithstanding my own convic-
tions with regard to it, it is the law of the
country, and I an quite willing now to
pass the first section of this Bill, which
will bring the Act into force in places where,
before, it could not apply, and let the tenm-
perance people have an opportunity of
fairly testing it. If they can reform the
country in any way, I am quite willing
that they should do it ; though I am not
convinced that they are taking the proper
course. But there is a clause in this Bill
which has not been alluded to by anyone
else in the course of this debate, and that
is the second clause, the retroactive clause
which brings this Bill into operation fron
the year 1878 up to the present day. Now,
the hon. gentleman who last addressed
the House, said that it should be brought
into operation by a fair and square vote.
I say so too ; but, under this Act, it is not
intended to do so. They are attempting
to bring this Act into operation in counties
where heretofore there have been no licen-
ses; and they are bringing it into opera-
tion from the year 1878 up to the present
date, provided an Order-in-Council has
been published during that time.

HON. MR. VIDAL-For the twelve
counties which have adopted the Act, the
proclamation has been out long since, and
it is to give effect to that proclamation.
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HON. MR. ODELL-It is to give it
eflect in places where there has been no
license ; I say that in those places the peo-
Ple ought to have a fair opportunity of ex-
Pressing their views upon the question,
and it should not be forced upon them
without an election simply because there
had been an order in Order-in-Council
sonetime previous which, under the law
as it exists, could not bring the Act into
force.

.HON. MR. VIDAL-They had adopted
by voting on it.

HON. MR. ODELL-They have not
gone to the polls and voted on it, because
they knew very well it could not go into
operation, and the inhabitants of those
districts where there has been no license
have not had an opportunity of voting on
this Act.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Would you have
al those twelve counties vote on it again ?

HON. MR. ODELL-Most assuredly I
WOuld. In lyge districts where there has
been no license issued before, and where
the Act did not apply, those persons did
n1ot take the trouble to attend the poils
and vote, because they knew the Act did
not affect them ; but now you say it shall
effect them and it will have a retroactive
affect. That is my objection to it. With
regard to the first section I have no objec-
tion to it at all, and if this retroactive clause
Were eliminated I would not oppose the
]Bill.

,-- HON. MR. CARVELL-Having heard
ihat the amendment was likely to be
roved to this Bill in committee, I am
quite content that it should be made, with
this remark from myself, that I hoped that
a Much stronger amendment would havé
been brought in by some gentleman in
reference to this Act. I do not hesitate to
saY, from my observation of 'the working
Or the non-working of this Act, that it is
useless, vexatious and mischievous. Hon.
gentlemen on both sides of the House
have spoken of the immense number of
Petitioners andl the great length of the
Petitions. ibidh might be brought before
the Serge in reference to this measure,
some in' favor of it, and some against it.
ofafas petitions are concerned and the

ease which signatures can be obtained
to them, I believe if a man tried to get up
a petition to hang the First Minister of
this country he could have it numerously
signed. In that connection I read only a
few days ago of a petition that was started
-I would not like to say certainly that it
was in New England-by the colored pop-
ulation of a district, the obiect of which was
to obtain equal rights in the public schools
for the children of colored people. It was
numerously signed by leading men in the
community, including judges, bankers and
others, and when it was ready to be pre-
sented it was found to read in this way
" We, the parents of colored children."
Now I do not for a moment suppose that
the judges, bankers and others who signed
it wished, in that public way at ail events,
to proclaim that they were " the parents of
colored children." However, the declara-
tion was made and the petition is a matter
of record now. I have said that this law
is useless, vexatious and mischievous. My
hon. friend from Niagara, who is not in
his seat at present, made perhaps a strong
point, but I do not quite see it, when he
said that it was the law- of the land and
that if it bore hardly upon one portion of
the community the House might be con-
siderate enough to make it bear hardly on
the people generally. An argument
of that kind is one of which I can-
not see . the force ; but I merely
wish to say now that in so far as
the operation of what is known as the
Scott Act is concerned in the Province
where I reside, I believe that it is useless
for the purpose which it was intended by
the promoters to accomplish ; worthless
in the direction of checking the use '6f
strong drink or making men less intem-
perate, or making the consumption of in-
toxicating liquors less general and the
people more sober; there is no doubt
about it. I can go back for twenty years
and can remember when to travel the
great thoroughfares which lead into the
City of Charlottetown on market day, in
the evening, was almost as much as one's
life was worth. The danger of travelling
in the dusk of the evening was very great
in consequence of so many being intoxi-
cated and driving recklessly and madly out
of town. I know that I have often been
fully occupied in taking care of myself
among the passing teams. That was the
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state of things for some years, but it was
to a very great extent remedied. There
was a temperance movement started,
without and before legislation in this
direction-a movement promoted by the
moral suasion which the clergy of the dif-
ferent churches were enabled to use-a
movement which was very extensive and
powerful in the direction of restricting the
use of strong drink and which was headed
by one of the most estimable men in the
world, the Bishop of Charlottetown, aided
by his clergy and the clergy of other
denominations in the Island. By means
of that movement the state of things to
which I have referred had nearly passed
away. I do not mean to say that the
Scott Act is responsible for the change for
the worse which has followed, but it is
notorious, and every gentleman in this
House who knows anything of Prince
Edward Island will endorse what I say,
that a state of things now exists and has
existed since the Scott Act went into
operation in Prince Edward Island which
is lamentable, and worse than that which
obtained before its introduction. I do not
mean to say that the one is connected with
the other, or that the Scott Act is responsible
for that change in the wrong direction, but
the change has taken place and a worse
state of things exists. There is no doubt
about it ; and as I said in the first instance,
the Scott Act is useless for the purpose
which the hon. gentleman intended to
accomplish. That it is vexatious there can
be no doubt. The system attempted to be
carried out-and it numbers among its ad-
herents someof the bestmen in ourcommu-
nity, men who might stand side by side with
the hon. gentlemen from Sarnia and Ottawa
in their honest zeal, and in their labors for
the restriction of the use of intoxicating
liquors and their belief that they are work-
ing in the right direction-has proved an
utter failure. I will tell hon. gentlemen
the course which is pursued in the largest
town in our Province. Those who are
advocating and trying to enforce what is
known as the Scott Act are aware as every
body else in the community is, that there
are many places where liquor is sold.
There is no doubt that the liquor is sold.
I could not swear to it; I have not seen
it so ; I do not know it, but still there is
that general moral certainty that the liquor
is suld there. How do they proceed ?

HON. MR. CARVELL.

They take a spy and put him near a corner
shop which he watches for two or three
weeks. Certain individuals are seen to go
in there pretty regularly, some in the
morning for an appetizer, and others late
in the evening for a night cap. The spY
having been there long enough to notice
that various persons visit the place fre-
quently, and presuming that they have no
other business there except to get liquor,
gives his information and the men are
summoned, and other people who have
been observed to go in there are subpcena-
ed as witnesses, now they say we have
them caught. And what is the result ?
These cases come up sometimes twice a
week in the stipendiary court. A or B is
charged with having sold liquor in contra-
vention of the law, and G and H are sub-
poenaed as witnesses. The men are
sworn in the usual solemn manner tO
tell the truth and nothing but the
truth, but as a rule there is no con-
viction, the witness is asked, "were
you in such and such a place, on such a
day?" "Yes." "Did you have anything
to drink?" "Yes." "What was it." "I
do not know." "Was it spirit ?" "I do
not know." "Did you pay for it ?" "No.
" Did anybody else pay for it ?" "No.
And so it is with witness after witness
This is not an imaginary case: I have
seen it over and over again, and these
men go down and out into the coi-
munity as perjured men, a condition of
things, so far as they and the commuynit
are concerned, which could not poss'-
bly, or in all reasonable possibility would
not exist, if it were not for this very
Act. I said the Act was mischievous i
it is mischievous because it is training
our people, perhaps the young ien
more than the old ones, to be habitual
law-breakers. That, I think, is most
deplorable. There is no law to prevent
a person sending over to Halifax and
getting a case of wine, a kcg of beer, a
pint, or even half a pint of liquor-but
those who take this precaution, and SO
keep within the law, are comparativelY
small in number. The rank and file
who drink, and I think the most ardent
temperance advocate in our Province
will admit that they form a great
majority-those who do take a glass Of
grog occasionally, as they cannot drink
according to law, certainly will drink in
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OPPOsition to the Act ; and it seems to
nie deplorable that such a law should

On the Statute Book. The summer
before last a vessel of 300 tons burden,
4den with wine and spirits almost entirely,
'atne into our harbor. The importer
Went to the Custom House (for the

easury of Canada is always open to
receive duties) and he paid duties
atnounting to three or four times as
ntuch as the original cost ;-the duties
ae Paid, the coffers are closed, and the

lian is then told he must not sell that
rquo ! The thing is too absurd, and

0 hon. gentleman can think of it
ithout smiling, that people will import

iquoirs by the ship load, just for the
of it, and to salt it away for the

rulenium or some earlier period, when
ee will be no Scott Act. Another thing in

Connection with this matter is that the
actual consumption of liquor in our com
'bUnity, where the Scott Act is in force,

not decreased. Last year, before
corning to Ottawa, I was in Halifax, and

et a wine merchant at the Windsor
1Iotel. He said, "how are you getting

i Prince Edward Island ?" I replied
very well." He then said, "how is the
Ott Act? "l I answered, " it is much as
has been." He. then said, "I hope

ey will keep that Act in operation."
This is a spirit merchant who wanted to
have the Scott Act kept in operation.
liaturally I asked him his reason. He
Said, " I have now the best business I
ever had in the Island. Have you any
'eea of the orders I take ?" I said I had
nOt, and he then took out his order

oQck and showed it to me. Really
Was surprised to see such entries as 50

quarter casks and 30 hogsheads ; oo
qarter casks and 30 hogsheads ; 20
quarter casks and 15 hogsheads; and this

all for a little town of about 14,000
,habitants. Now, hon. gentlemen, I amSPaking of a merchant who is a respect-
arle man, whose word I would take in an
brdnary transaction, and who is known

t mny members of this House. I said
.himr, "You did not ship that did you ?"
1s reply was " Yes I did, and what is
tter I got my money immediately."
ud that is a town where the Scott Act is
o peration. A small dealer takes his

8.PPlies in according to law, and imports
Ps hundreds of quarter casks of

spirits, which are imported as the law per-
mits, and no hon. gentleman can suppose
for a moment that those are remaining
there according to law. No, they go out
according to law, and they go to a ma
jority of the voters-I think I am safe in
saying-in that country and to a very
considerable extent to the people who
vote for the Scott Act. Does any hon.
gentleman suppose-even my hon. friend
from Sarnia-that all the people who
voted for the Scott Act were teetotallers ?
Certainly he cannot think so, and, I was
going to say, there is no possibility of its
being the case. The hon. gentleman
from Niagara spoke of the hardship being
felt in one direction, and he thought it
was only right to level up by making it
extend over the whole country.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That is not
exactly what I said ; I did not use those
words at all.

HON. MR. CARVELL -- No, not those
words, but the idea is correct.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The idea is not
correct.

HON. MR. CARVELL-The words
were to the effect that if it is a hardship,
and bears only upon part of the people, it
should be made to apply to the whole
people. But there is another hardship.
It is that the people who are in that trade
in our country are shut down and out ;
they either must not sell, or sell contrary
to law. Our neighbors across the Straits
may supply us as fully as they wish with
liquor, and the profit of it goes away from
our own people and into the neighboring
Province, or it goes into the still more
remote Province of Quebec. I do not
think the hardship there is equalized as
my hon. friend would like to have it.
There is another thing in connection with
the matter which I think is very much to
be regretted, and that is the heartburnings
which grow out of the present condition
of things. Man is set against man, and
neighbor against neighbor, with no result
at all commensurate with the injury that
is done in that way. For my own part,
if I had my way, I would re-introduce,
and I would move the amendment which
was moved by an hon. gentleman on my
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right two years ago, and instead of making
(as I believe it is the intention to make)
three-fifths of the votes suffice, in no case
would I think it right that this law should
go into operation unless by the total
vote of the people. To make it opera-
tive would require a great deal more
than three-fifths of the votes.

HON. MR. WARK-I never listened to
a discussion into which there was so much
irrelevant matter introduced, as has been
done in connection with the question
which is now before the House. I
would not rise at all were it not that I am
a resident of the city of Fredericton, and
having listened to the observations made
by an hon. gentleman here who is a mem-
ber of the Cabinet, I must say to him that
I have travelled the streets of Fredericton
very frequently, and I do not know that I
have seen a drunken man once in tbree
months. I reside in that city during the
whole year, with the exception of the
period that I am in Ottawa, and I think
there is no community where there was so
strong a demand made to introduce this
Act, or where there was so strong an
organization against it as in Frederic-
ton. It was opposed not only by the
persons engaged in the liquor traffic in
the city of Fredericton, but the people
of the same class from St. John made
common cause with them and sent sub-
stantial aid to enable them to resist it ;
yet, notwithstanding all that, the law was
carried and went into effect there. An at-
tempt was made to repeal it, but that at-
tempt failed and was defeated by a larger
majority, so that I cannot agree with that'
hon. member that there is such drunken-
ness there-for if it existed I certainly

,sbould have seen some of it. Therefore, I
do hiot think the people of Fredericton
deserve the character that has been given
them. I might inform the House that
there is an orgination of temperance ladies
there who would be a credit to any com-
munity, because of the exertions they have
made to carry out that law and to benefit
the class of people who are suffering from
intemperance. I am not going to detain
the House, because I think the hon.
Minister in charge of this Bill must have
had his patience exceedingly tried by the
speeches which have been made, many of
which have been outside the question
which is before the House.

HON. MR. CARVELL

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-In a
general way I agree with the views ee
pressed here half an hour ago by the hol-
gentleman from Niagara, that this discus-
sion has been very much out of place upon
a measure which is simply intended tO
counteract a defect in the Scott Act. If a
question arose in this House as to the
relative merits or demerits of the Act
itself I should be quite prepared to eater
into it, but I would not have risehn -
present if it had not been that the Coar
gentleman from Charlottetown (Mr. C 'W
vell) spoke a few minutes since, of his e
perience in Prince Edward Island. I da
think it is incumbent upon me, so far te
my experience goes, to say that the staete
ments made by that hon. gentleman Wl
correct. Not residing im Charlottetowtha
cannot, from my own experience, say thet
I have seen as much as that hon. genltîc
man has had opportunities of seeilg
nevertheless, I have a pretty considerabe
knowledge of the circumstances which bc
described and can testify to the genel
accuracy of his description. Indeed I t
state that the operation of the Scott Act In
Charlottetown, and generally in Prince
Edward Island, has been most obnoXiOUe
It has produced, I think, pretty nearly O
the effects which the hon. gentle or-
stated, and I myself have had some opPe
tunities of observing it so that I am enable
to say there has been a large increasearl
drunkenness there, and more particularît
during the last few months. I do
wish to detain the House at this hour an
would not have risen at all had it not beeo
that the hon. gentleman from Charlotte
town made these statements, which thY
own experience confirms. If ever the
time comes that the operation of the Scot
Act is fairly brought before this House, a
an opportunity occurs when it can be
cussed, I shall then explain my views abn
my present opinion concerning it. Tbil
evening I have nothing further to say the
that I am anxious to have the question Pu,
upon this Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the 11011 e
went into Committee of the Whole.

In the Committee,
HON. MR. MACPHERSON sai4

This Bill is not intended to provoke
debate upon the ordinary merits of the
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Scott Act but merely to supply an omission
In that Act. The reason is so well known
to the House that I will allude but very
briefly to it at this late hour. It is that it
ha- been discovered-though it was not
known at the time the Act was passed-
that in certain counties in the Lower
Provinces no licenses had been in force at
the time the Scott Act was passed. There-
fore there was no starting point urider the
ScOtt Act, as the expiry of licenses was
Inade the starting point for the prohi-
bition clauses of the Scott Act, and the
'Courts have declared that no starting point
exists otherwise. This measure is simply
for the purpose of providing that starting
Point, and I move the adoption of the first
clause.

liON. MR. ALMON was opposed to the
'notion, and objected to the argument
Which the hon. gentleman had used. The
law had been decried by everybody except
those immediately concerned in making it,
and he asked the hon. gentleman whether
he considered it better than the License
Act which had already existed in Nova
Scotia. He did not consider the law was
itself as satisfactory to the people of Nova
Scotia as the Provincial law which existed
before.

The first clause was carried on division.

On the second clause,

lION. MR. DICKEY asked if the clause
Was to go into operation within thirty
daYs after the Order-in-Council ?

ION. MR. MACPHERSON said it was.

lION. MR. DICKEY referred to the
fct that with reference to the County ofCumnberland the Order-in-Council was
niade on the 5th of February, 1884, and
le wished to know whether the Act was
to be retroactive in its operation. Under
the old Act it required ninety days, and if
that were too long he thought the Act
Should certainly not come into operation
until after the period that would elapse
between the time the Order-in-Council
'as Passed and the passing -of the Act,
Which could not be less than sixty or
'eventy days at all events, as two months
adalready elapsed since the Order-in-

COuncil was made.

HoN. MR. VIDAL explained that the
period of thirty days was taken instead of
sixty or ninety days, to avoid the awkward
condition of things which would arise if
such a term were not made; because be-
fore the Act could be declared in oper-
tion under the conditions of the law as it
stood at present, the 1st of May would
come and the License Law of the Domin-
ion would come into operation, so that
licenses might be issued on that day.
Any violation of the law was carefully
guarded against by the provision that no
person should be injured under the clause
for any infraction of the law that had
taken place under the existing Act.

The clause was adopted.

On the preamble of the Bill,
HON. MR. DICKEY said he proposed

to move an amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested that if the hon. gentleman wished
to propose an amendment, he would move
that the Committee report progress.

HON. MR. DICKEY said that he would
take the course of moving the amend-
ment at the third reading, as it was incon-
venient at that time.

HON. MR. McCLELAN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with oue
amendment, which was concurred in.

The Senate adjourned at 12 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 4th April, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HAMILTON & NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
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Bills, to whom was referred back their
i 9 th report, reported Bill (65), " An Act
to incorporate the Hamilton and North-
Western Railway Company," with a re-
corrimendation that the 56th rule of the
Senate be dispensed with.

HON. MR. TURNER moved the sus-
pension of the rule as recommended by
the Committe.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the second time.

NIAGARA FRONTIER BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (91), "An Act to in-
corporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge
Company," with a recommendation that
the 5 6th rule of the Senate be suspended.

HON. MR, MACFARLANE moved
the suspension of the rule as recommended
by the Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE moved
the second reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Before the sec-
ond reading reading takes place I propose
to inform the House that the intention of
this Company is to get a charter for a
bridge from the town of Queenston across
the Niagara River to the Lewiston side.
The width of the river there is at least
eleven or twelve hundred feet. The build-
ing of such a bridge is a very important
matter and the undertaking involves the ex-
penditure of a large amount of capital.
It can never be constructed except as a
connecting link between two important
railway lines. I do not think that even
under the newly adopted Cantilever prin-
ciple it can be built for less than a million
or twelve hundred thousand dollars, for
the expense of such a bridge increases in a
very rapid geometrical ratio to its span.
A few years ago a carriage and foot passen-
ger bridge was built across the river at that
place. It was erected without any expec-
tation that it would be a railway connec-

tion. It was imperfectly constructed, and
a heavy gale blowing down the gorge of
the Niagara River caught the bridge an
it commenced to sway in one direction
and another, as in the case of a suspensiOO
bridge at Birmingham, where the meas'
red step of a military body passing over
the bridge, caused it to oscillate and des'
troyed it. Afterwards, upon the saenI
basis, a bridge was chartered giving ra9l
way powers to the same Company. Tha
went into the hands of a railway comPnP
that is proposing to build a railway t
branch from the Grand Trunk RailwaY t
a point some twenty-five or thirty miles to
the westward, and an attempt was made tO
get a bonus in aid of its construction and
represent that this branch was to be a con-
necting link between that ine and a rail'
way in the State of New York which rU*.15,
along the south shore of Lake OntarIo.
A good many people had no confidence
in the scheme, which looked like a god
many speculative schemes ofthe same kindt
and when an attempt was made to get a
bonus from the township of Niagara, 0105t
of the farmers in that township didi no,
see how them were to be benefitted by a line
running six or seven miles through their
farms, and many objected. However, the
by-law, granting a bonus, was put to vote,
I say on my responsibility that there neVer
was anything more nefarious than the
manner in which that by-law was carrieô•
My hon. friend (Mr. Macpherson) who
sits in front of me will hear perhaps for
the first time that he was personated at the
polls. He has a vote in the township of
Niagara, where he owns a property 0
Queenston Heights. I think a persoo
must be very audacious to personate n'
hon. friend, though I do not knoW the
height and bulk of the man who did 't
successfully and succeeded in voting fo
the by-law. My hon. colleague and part-
ner, Col. Gzowski, was also personated by
some one employed by those asking for the
bonus, some of whom are now coni"g
here for this charter, and there were other
cases of the same kind. People were
bribed in all directions to vote for the by'
law. It was passed, but the councilo
the township, taking legal advice, refUi'>
to issue debentures, and they were
tained, I understand, in their allegation
that the vote had been improperly taken-
The charter in the hands of those gentle

HoN. MR. HOWLAN.
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Men was sold to the Canada Southern
Railway Company for $2o,ooo or more.
The Canada Southern Railway Company
bought it because it was in existence, and
the exigencies of their traffic required that
they should have a bridge at a point con-
Siderably above Queenston. They bought
the charter because they had not time to
give the necessary notices and apply to
the parliament of Canada for a charter,
Which they would have got of course.
The great double track Cantilever bridge
is built under that charter, and the money
for the charter has been paid to the pro-
Jectors who obtained it, who are Directors
Of the unconstructed railway to which I
have referred. They now come for
another charter. I am perfectly willing
that a charter for a bridge at this place
shall be granted if it is shown that the
gentlemen applying for it have any bona
.fde connection with railway interests on
both sides of the river, which require that
Charter, and intend to use it as a con-
tiecting lnk for traffic, but I am
niOt willing to put it in the hands of
traffickers who sold the first and now want
another, without further assurance. They
saY they have taken the money and laid it
aside for the purpose of building another
bridge. When they show me that they have
deposited that noney in a sound bank, and
have expresq1y stipulated that it shall beheld for thi purpose of building another
bridge, I shal think a little differently of
it but they have no such evidence. When
they show me that bona fide railway cor-
Porations on both sides of the river are
seeking for that charter I will withdraw my
Objections, but I have not seen that evi-
dence. We are not here for the purpose
Of granting railway charters or bridge
Charters to be trafficked upon, and worse
than that to be held as "shun-pikes" to
conpel railway men to buy them out. I
thimk it would be well to pause and de-
rnand evidence with reference to this pro-
Posed charter, and not to grant it simply
because it is asked for. I admit that my

un- friend opposite (Mr. Macfarlane) was
Perfectly right in asking that the informal-
lty in the notice of the Bill, which was an
accident, should be dispensed with here,and the Bill should be before us exactly
as it Would have been if the accident had
tlOt happened, the petition having been
delayed in the post office. I waited

until the Bill was fairly before the Senate
before I raised my voice, because I did
not wish to take the slightest technical ob-
jection. What I state I believe to be per-
fectly within the range of proof. I do not
know all the gentlemen who are apply-
ing for this charter, but I say it is not right
that we should be made the instrument of
granting charters to be trafficked in and to
be disposed of for individual profit, and
perhaps to be used for purposes of extor-
tion. If the gentlemen who want the
charter will come to us and show us that
they have the means to construct it; if
they will show us what I asked them
to show me repeatedly when I stood in
opposition to their railway scheme, I will
withdraw my objection. In the mean-
time, I think it is my duty to warn this
House as to the actual character of the
application and then, of course, I leave it
for the Housé to judge as they choose in
respect to granting the charter. I have no
objection to the second reading of the Bill,
but I wish to have it understood that in
consenting to the second reading I do not
approve of the principle of the Bill, or
consent to its final passage. I should like
to see it referred because I should like to
have the gentlemen who are advocating it
come before us and give us a good reason
why they should get a chance to sell an-
other charter and get another $2o,ooo or
more, and to have three years to do it in,
or why we should give them an oppor-
tunity of standing between the railway con-
nection on two sides at an important point,
to be bought out by those who wish to
make the railway connection. A valuable
charter like that should be given to rail-
way corporations, or those representing
them.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I do not
know anything of the facts detailed by the
hon. gentleman; all I know is that these
gentlemen come before Parliament in the
usual manner. I take it the matter was
investigated in the other House from which
the Bill came, and I take it the matter was
fully gone into there. I know nothing
about these gentlemen, whether they are
respectable or not : I am inclined to think
they are. They make the usual applica-
tion and I imagine that the speech the
hon. gentleman has delivered here might
better be delivered before the Committee
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Here we have only to deal with the prin-
ciple of the Bill.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am speaking on
the principle of the Bill.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE--When
the Bill comes before the Committee, I
take it the promoters will appear and give
satisfactory explanation why they are seek-
ing this legislation.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man is perfectly right. I have taken par-
ticular care to say that I objected to the
principle but that I wanted it to go to the
Committee. I desired to have the Senate
apprised at this stage of the Bil' of the
view that I wished to impress upon the
House, and I take the entire responsibility
upon myself for anything I have said in
connection with this matter.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

CENTRAL ONTARIO RAILWAY
CO'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways Telegraphs and Har
bors, reported Bill (73), "An Act re-
specting the Central Ontario Railway,"
without amendment.

HON. MR. FLINT moved the third
reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing the motion; but
I wish to call attention to the fact that
this is one of the few Bills to which the
Senate has made no amendment. I pre-
sume that that will be a subject for con-
gratulation in another place. I observe
from the reports of the proceedings in
another place, which we are not allowed
to mention, that the amendments made
by the Senate this Session, to Bills com-
ing up from there, have been under con-
sideration, and that they have been spoken
of in a way that is very disrespectful in-
deed, and calculated to cause ill-feeling
between the two branches of Parliament.
Every hon. gentleman here knows that
the Committees of this House have given

a gre atef(tention to the Bills which
hav eiisâmitted to their consider-
tion ; and while some of the amendments
that these Committees have suggested
have been verbal, still in no case have theY
all been merely verbal ; as a rule they havO
been of a substantial character. If tfie
amendments have not always been suchk
as to alter the substance of the Bill, they
have at lcast been such as to make the
meaning clear, and to prevent litigation,
after' these Bills have become law.
Under these circumstances I think it is
very much to be regretted that gentletien
occupying.prominent positions in another
place, although not members of the GoV-
ernment, have thought it proper to sneer
at the action of this House. We are not
allowed to refer directly to the proceed-
ings of the other House, and I would nOt
be allowed, I presume, to quote the lan-
guage that was used there, but I thought
it was my duty to call the attention of the
Senate to the-as I think-very unjustift-
able language used in the other Chaiber
on the second of April, in connection
with the amendments made to some Bills
in this House.

HON. MR. ALLAN-It might more
properly have been on the first.

HON. MR. POWER-The language tO
which I refer was used in connection with
amendments made by this House to the
St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Company's Bill
and the St. Lawrence and Ottawa RailWaY
Bill. It is really very hard for this House
to please the gentlemen in the other Chaî-
ber. When we do not interfere with theil
legislation, they tell us we are good for
nothing, and doing nothing; and when we
do, they tell us that we are simply causing
them unnecessary trouble.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The matter corn-
plained of by my hon. friend may perhaPs
be deserving of some notice, but I thilk
that it is undesirable to bring up in this
House the discussions which occur in the
other Chamber. We have our own waY
of transacting business and we should il"
sist on having our own way as long as we
consider we are in the right. It has beel
for many years considered desirable that
there should be some uniform systel'
adopted in Private Bill Legislation, in those

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE.
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sections which are known as routine sec-
tions, those sections which provide for

ds of Directors, the manner of calling
'n Stock, and other things which are not
'Pecial to any Bill but are general to all

s. It was considered desirable that
there should be some agreement between
the two Houses which would greatly facili-
tate the labors of the Standing Committees.
The late lamented Mr. Holton and myself
hadfrequent conferences upon that subject,
and it was intended that a Bill should be
framed by us and if possible agreed to by
those who stand in official positions, that
those sections which are the inevitable
clauses of every Bill, should be taken in a
particular form and then anything which
Varied from those sections should be print-
ed in italics or some other wayto call the at-
tention of theCommittee to them, and these
Would necessarily form the only subject of
discussion ; the others would pass as a
Uatter of course. Every one who is familiar
With the labors of Committees knows how
far that would facilitate the work of Com-
Inittees. However, unfortunately the un-
timely death of my lamented friend pre-
vented us bringing that into anything like
a Practical position, but it was discussed
In the House of Commons. However it
Was proposed here that there should be an
attemipt made to bring our legislation of that
kind, into harmony with some particular
rule. It has been carried out to a certain
extent, but the small verbal amendnents

hich have been made, without the know-
iedge that it was done on a cei tain
Principle pust be irritating to those who
Promote the Bill in the other House. They
are irritated to find amendmer merely
to change "shall." to "may" or some other
Siml)le word. They consider them trivial
amendments. I suggest that at the begin-
n111g of the session the law clerks of both

louses should agree upon some form of a
ill representing the general features of all
Ils of this kind, because they all have

general features, and in this way secure
Ufniformity. I think on the whole the
amrIendments which have been made to
11ills in this House have been meritorious;
if Our legislation in that way is to bear
fruit it must be agreed to by those who
have charge of Bills that are introduced
Into the other House. The greater part
of the legislation, I am sorry to say, is
lntroduced in the other Chamber. I think

it would be very desirable that legislation
should be first introduced here in the com-
mencement of the session. It would facili-
tate the passage of bills in private interests.
We are, during the first part of the session,
comparatively at leisure. The Commit-
tees of this House are painstaking in deal-
ing with those bills, and I think it would
be very desirable that some of them should
have the imprimatur, so to speak, of this,
House before they go to the other. But
the only practicable way of F-ringing about
our desires, and I put it to the Railway
Committee and the Banking Committee,
is, not by making small, and as they evi-
dently seem to be irritating amendments
which are simply slight amendments in
grammatical phrases, but to have a gen-
eral principle discussed and agreed upon
by those who have some authority in the
matter, and let it be understood that we
are acting with a view to accelerating legis-
lation. Fremember that the senior mem-
ber for Halifax was quite distressed on
one occasion because we were going to
send back a bill to the Commons without
an amendment. He seemed to think it
was our duty in some way or other to sig-
nify our authority by putting in some
amendment, even though it were merely
verbal. I am not in favor of that ; I think
we should bring our legislation into har-
mony, and that can best be done by an
agreement between those who have some
control over the legislation. I do not
think it is right to find fault with the other
House because they feel irritated at sorme
petty amendment which they may consider
simply a waste of time.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I wish to correct
one statement made by my hon. friend on
the other side which is hardly fair or just.
I do not think it was right or just to char-
acterize the amendments suggested by
those committees as petty and irritating,
nor do I think that it is fair for him to say
that we are simply desirous of establishing
our rights to make them.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I did not say so.

HON. MR. ALLAN-There is no ques-
tion that a great deal of the legisla-
tion of both Houses of Parliarnent
in the past has been very slipshod,
so far as the language of the acts is con-
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cerned, and that it has given rise to a
great deal of litigation. There is no doubt
that many of the bills which have passed
through both Houses at different times,
and very many of the bills coming up
from the House of Commons are full of
unnecessary verbiage and repetitions, and
they are not made, as they should be, to
conform to one model in the phrases that
are used. Now all that has been done in
the Railvay Committee and the Banking
Committee has been simply to take out
this unnecessary verbiage and make the
bills as far as possible conform to one
model. As a general rule no bill has been
sent back with verbal amendments only,
unless there was some omission to be
supplied or some important alteration to
be made to the bill, and the bill had to go
back to the House of Commons, it was
then thought just as well to make the
other corrections. I am not aware that
any complaint has been made before about
it. I do not think it is necessary to be
thinskinned about the criticisms in the
other House, and I do not think that the
House of Commons, so far as their mode
of drafting bills is concerned, have much
cause for boasting. I remember, on two
distinct occasions, once when I was Chair-
man of the Private Bills Committee and
once since I have been Chairman of the
Banking Committee, bills came from the
House of Commons, incorporating certain
companies. They wished to make some
particular provision of some general act,
such as the Joint Stock Company Act, or
General Railway Act, apply to and be in-
corporated with these particular acts; and
in one instance the clause set forth as taken
from a general act was found, upon exarni-
nation, not to be in the Act at all, and in
the other the provisions of the clause which
it was sought to apply were entirely incon-
gruous with the object of the Bill. That
is a specimen of the House of Commons
legislation.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read a third timie and passed.

SABBATH OBSERVANCE
PETITIONS.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Select
Committee appointed to consider the peti-

HON. MR. ALLAN.

tions respecting the proper observance ofthe
Sabbath day, presented their report. He
said :- I do not propose to ask the House
to concur in the opinion expressed, or to
adopt the report, for this reason : I think
it would be a very improper thing to ask
such a very important step to be taken
when time does not permit a careful and
proper investigation of the matter. The
Committee felt that they could act in no
other way than to express their own con.
victions set forth in that report. Tiat
opinion may be right or it may be wrong.
I may inforin the House that very great
pains was taken by the Committee to
acquaint themselves with the exact state
of the law with respect to the matter.
There was every desire on their part to
meet the views of the petitioners by re-
commending that some action be taken
in the direction prayed for, if they could
see their way clearly to do so, and if
it could be defined how the present law
could be amended. The assistance of
the Law Clerk was called into requisition.
He, at great pains, and very fully, set be-
fore us the state of the law in the various
Provinces of the Dominion. One thing
at once was evident to us, if the Domin-
ion Parliament does possess the power, it
has never exercised it by legislating on
this particular question. In only one
Statute passed by the Parliament of Çan-
ada is there any reference whatever to the
subject, and that is only indirectly, pro-
viding that the disturbance of any gather-
ing for public worship shall be a criminal
offence. We find laws for the preservation
of quiet and orderly behavior, and the right
observance of the Lord's Day in the statutes
of every Province of the Dominion. We
found also that the Courts had decided
that the old Imperial Statutes of the reign
of Charles Ist and some others, are in force
in all the Provinces of the Dominion, ex-
cept, perhaps, the Province of Quebec,
where it was thought there might be a
question regarding their validity. With
these Imperial statutes existing and in
force, and the local laws to which I have
referred, it was thought they were appar
ently sufficient to meet the views of the

1 petitioners and to secure that holy day
from needless profanation. When I state
that the Law Clerk assisted the Committee
by the production of these statute books,
and laid the matter before us I do not wish
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it to be understood that he gave us any HON. MR. PLUMB-A good rany
Opinion to direct the Committee as to years ago this matter was brought before
what should be the character of the report the House by the late Mr. Christie
lie simply told us that to devote a full opin-
ion he would require a much longer period HON. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
than he could possible give at present, in tion of order. There is no motion before
the midst of his present arduous duties, to the House.
the investigation of the subject ; that it
was a very difficult question to decide, and The SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
Fie would need to examine the authorities from Niagara is out of order. There is no
and think ovyr the matter before age would motion before the House.
venture to gHve a dey ed opinion on the
point. Unuer these circumstances the FATAL ACCIDENT ON THE IN-
Cornitttee have thought it better to pre- TERCOLONIAL RA bLWAY.
sent their view to the House and I trust
that the I-Tuse will receive the report and ENQUIR.

allow it to remain without thinking it
necessar to commit themselves by any ION. MR. DICKEY--Before the or
action with refrence to it That would ders of the day are caled I would ask the

.e the best way of disposing of the Minister of justice if Fe Fas received intel-
question. igence of another serious accident on the

Intercoloniai Railway which occurred on
HON. MR. WARK-i was nar ed oEU Tuesday last? I have the particulars be-

that Committee, but was on another Com- fore me in the Moncton Ti thes, anews-
acittee which met at the same time, paper published at headquarters.
and R was not in my power to be l
present. I think perhaps it is all right, HON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes,
but I would call the hon. gentlemen's at- it was
tention to the fact that sometimes on pub- cofmuniaed t th Co byth
lic works there is unnecessary work per-
formed, and I think the Committee might wha action s to
very properly have recommended the Gov- Fie had nottmadeoany communication as to
erniment to prevent, as far as their author-
ity goes, any unnecessary Sabbath whtFi neninwa:Fe a nl e

lbrcive the temuicgatem oth. onilb h

On railways, canais and other public works.
1'hat is ail I would have suggested to the HON. MR. DICKEY-The newspaper

Committee to add to the report : I think states :
that -s ail the length that a Committee of A rather seraous collision occurred between
this House could go. two special freight trains on the Quebec divi-

sion o the Intercolonial Railway about 7
HON. MR. VIDAL- say in reply o'clock yesterday orning. The trains had

Co tantorder to cross at St. Flavie station.
to the hon. gentleman that this matter Tie west bound train, in charge of conductor
Was not brought before the Committee at Kean, driver Ryan, ran past Ste. Flavie re-
all. In none of the petitions was there gardless of the order, and after proceeding
any reference to any particular violation about one mie care mn collision witn
Of the law. Had the attention of the Com- other special, in charge of conductor Audet
ofitthe bee. cad toatino the mtCom- ~ and driver Oakleaf. b ireman John Harney
mlittee been called to the circumstance to was almost instantly killed and driver Ryan
which the hon. gentleman refers, I have no was badly scalded. The others saved them-
dOubt there would have been some such re- selves. The twoengines were badly damaged

and a box car, loaded with flour was telescoped
comnmendation. I question very much and the contents about half destroyed.
however if there is any necessity for the Strange to say there was little damage to aby
Committee or the House to interfere in a of the other cars, which was doubtless due to
matter of that kind, because I am persua- the slow rate at which the trains were moving
ded that if the Government were made ac- when they came in collision.
quainted with the facts that there was any The fault for the collision seems to rest

y entirely with the conductor and driver of the
ulnecessary profanation of the Sabbath west bound train, who may be held to be
Day on any public work under their control, criminally liable. They both belong to the
they would at once put a stop to it.
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Province of Quebec. Harney, who was killed, jurisdiction of this Pariament, and thought
has been a resident of Moncton for the greater that his hon. colleague from Halifax, whopart of the time since 1872. He is a voung was such
man and his relatives belong to Pictou: His a champion of local rights, was
etepfather and brother were to have come on rather inconsistent in introducing such
from Pictou last night to take home the body. legislation. He would on some future

-fIn another paper I find another account occasion, remna the non, gentleman
of it. It says, strange to say, that the con- his inconsistency.
ductor had only a short time before taken 1 HON
the train, having been under a suspension HON. MR. GIRARD, from the Com
for six months for having " made a similar mittee, reported the Bil with amendments.
blunder." It is such things as these that The amendments were concurred in.
come under my observation so frequently
that make me feel so anxious that some- VANCOUVER ISLAND RAILWAY
thing should be done in the way of pro- BILL.
tecting life and property.

THIRD> READING.
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-R

have no doubt that the report of the Chief i HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
Engineer, who will enquire into the matter, the third reading of Bill (126), " An Act
will be received in a day or two, and on respecting the Vancouver Island Railway,
receipt of it I will refer to the subject the Esquimalt Graving Dock and certain
again. In the meantime, while we all de- Railway lands of the Province of British
plore the accident we can take no action Columbia, granted to the Dominion."
in the matter until we see the report of the
Chief Engineer. HON. MR. McINNES (British Colum-

bia)-I gave notice that on the third read-
BILL INTRODUCEDJ. ing of this Bill I would moveanamendment;

seconded by the hon. Mr. Nelson,
Bill (117) " An Act to amend an Act " That the said Bill be not now read a third

respecting inquiries and investigation into tine; but that it be resolved that it is the
shipwrecks and other matters as to the opinion of this House that the Federai and'
powers of the Minister of Marine and British Columbia Governments should adver-
Fisheries in certain cases reported to him tise for a period of six months, in the leading, .n c a Canadiani, British and American newspapers,under it." (Sir Alex. Campbell.) for tenders for the construction of a railroad

between Nanaimo and Esquimalt; and that
HALIFAX REFORMATORY FOR the liberal extracts from the Dominion Geo.

CIAT HOL BOYS BILL. logical Survev, showing the immense quanti-
CATHOLIC Bties and value of the coal, iron, marble and

other minerals on the east coast of Vancouver
REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE. Island, accompany the advertisement; also,

that such advertisements state that a bonus
The House resolved itself into a Com- of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars

($7.50,000) and one million acres of land, inrnittee of the whole on Bill (E) " An Act altemnate blocks of five thousand acres, will
respecting the Reformatory for Roman betgiven in aid of the said proposed railroad,
Catholic boys in the county of Halifax, in wi in the following boundaries, namely: be-
the Province of Nova Scotia." ginning at the head"of Sandwich Inlet, thencein a straight line to the mouth of Muir Creek

on the Straits ot Fuca, thence in a rstraight
In the Committee, une tothe suminitof Crown Mountain,thence
HON. MR. POWER said that the Min- in a straight hue to Seymour Narrowsthence

iste ofjusicehad eenkin enugh in a sont teFIy direction following the sinuosl-ister of Justice had been kind enough toVancouver Island
show him certain amendments to the Bill the point of commencement; and that ah
which he (Mr. Power) had agreed to tenders received for the constructionof the
accept. The Bill as amended was now said proposed railroad be submitted to Par
before the Committee. lbatient for consideration at iLs next session-Po,( ,It is not my intention to inflict another

HON. MR. ALMON suggested that the long speech upon you on this measure.
question of education was not within the The subject has been pretty thoroughlY

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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discussed already, and although I could
furnish a great many additional reasons
why, in my opinion, this Bill should not
become law, I will not take up the time of
the House in doing so now. This amend-
Ment was one which I intended to move
On the second reading and I am very sorry
that I was prevented doing so at that time.
If I had been given an opportunity to do
s0 then I would not have said anything on
the third reading. I have nothing to re-
tract that I stated the other day. I may
have used strong and forcible language,
but I meant and felt every word to which
I gave utterance. However, finding that
the sense of the House is largely against
Me I will not take up any more of your
time at this late stage of the session,
because I believe it would be useless. If
I ask for a vote on this amendment the
result would doubtless be the same as the
division on the second reading. I there-
fore, with the permission of the House,
beg leave to withdraw the amendment. I
mnerely refer to it now in order that it may
be recorded in the debates, so that I may
call the attention of my hon. colleague
from Victoria and the Minister of Justice to
it at some future time. I have used every
honorable and legitimate means in my
Power to defeat this Bill, and although un-
successful I feel that I have done my duty,
and with the majority in this House rests
the responsibility, and I would only say in
conclusion, that I sincerely hope and trust
that my predictions will not be realized.

The amendment was withdrawn.

The motion vas agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON, rose to
Move the third reading of Bill (123), "An
Act to amend the Customs Act, 1883."

fie said : After this Bill was passed
through a Committee of the Whole last
evening, an eminent member of the
Quebec Bar, and also a member of this
-House, informed me that the Quebec
Legislature had made certain changes in
their law which would require a slight
change in the Bill, that is, in naming the

courts. As the Bill now reads the penal-
ties may be sued for and recovered "in
any County Court or Circuit Court hav-
ing jurisdiction in the place where the
cause of prosecution arises." My hon.
friend informed me that the phrase, as it
appears in the Bill, might lead to confu-
sion, and it might be better to omit the
names of the courts. I therefore propose
to strike out the words " County Court or
Circuit." The clause would then read
" sued for and recovered in any Court,
&c." I move that the amendments be
made at the Table.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
as amended was read the third time and
passed

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

TIIRD READING.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON moved
the third reading of Bill (C) " An Act to
amend the Canada Temperance Act,
1878."

HON. MR. DICKEY-I propose to
offer an amendment, but before doing so
I will take th-- liberty of calling the atten-
tion of my hon. friend from Ottawa to
the matter as to which I spoke the other
day regarding his attack upon the judiciary
of the country. I mentioned it then in
the hope that my hon. friend would have
taken the opportunity to express his regret
at having done so. I am sorry to say,
when I look at the officiai report, I find
there were other passages in his speech,
bearing upon this point, of even a stronger
character, but I refrained from reading
them because I thought my hon. friend
would have the grace, being himself a
member of the profession, to express his
regret at having been betrayed into the
use of intemperate expressions. I find in
another place he speaks as follows:-

I am aware that an Act of that kind strikes
at a great many prejudices inseparable from
the education of a very considerable number
ot the people of the country, and it is natural
that it should evoke opposition, and that an
attempt would be made to circumvent it ; that
even the judicial power should endeavour in
every possible way to evade it. If the Canada
Temperance Act were interpreted in that fair,
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liberal and generous spirit that an ordinary
Act of Parlianent would be by the judiciary,
it would not be necessary for the hon. gentle-
who introduced this Bill to-day, to ask us to
make any amendment to the Act.

I do not wish to make any remark upon
that, except this, that it is a charge which
I certainly did not expect from 'a gentle-
man of his high standing in the profession
in this Province of Ontario, and I still
hope that my hon. friend will withdraw
his reflections on the judiciary in connec-
tion with this matter, the unwarrantable
reflections as I apprehend; and I perhaps
need offer no apology for doing so, be-
cause at the very moment he was speak-
ing, the highest judicial body in my own
Province was pronouncing a judgment on
this very Act.

I have an amendment to move, which
is to this effect " That the said Bill be not
now read the third time but that the same
be re-committed to a Committee of the
Whole House with instructions to strike
out the words 'one-half' in the 57th sec-
tion of the Act hereby amended, and sub-
stitute therefor the words 'three-fifths.'"
Th it is the section which refers to the pro-
portion of votes required to put the Act
in force. The 57th section of the Act is
as follows

"In case more than half of all the votes
polled are for the petition, the same shall be
hed to have been àidopted; and the returniing
officer shall nake liis return to the Governor-
General in Council accordingly."

I confess that my own feeling in this
matter runs entirely in the direction of the
amendment which was spoken of yesterday
by my hon. friend from Niagara, which
was adopted by the House of Commons
in amendment to a Bill of precisely the
same character as this--that is to say, an
amendment to the Canada Temperance
Act-and that the proportion should be,
not of the votes polled, but not less than
a majority of all the votes of the regularly
qualified voters in the county or district.
That is my own impression, and I think
the contention could be sustained by in-
controvertible arguments ; but it has been
thought by many persons that the amend-
ment which I now move would have a
better chance of success in another place,
and perhaps would be regarded as a step
riot quite so much in advance, and would
be even more satisfactory than the other

HON. MR. DICKEY.

to gentlemen interested in the Bill. I have
adopted their suggestion and made it, in-
stead of a majority of the whole body of
voters, three-fifths of those who choose to
go to the polls. We have been told dozens
of times that there is a very much larger
proportion than that in favor of the Act In
almost every case where it has been adopt-
ed. Reference was made yesterday to the
temperance agitation in England. As far
as my information goes, the utmost extent
to which Sir Wilfred Lawson, who is the
leader of the agitation in England, (the
leader of the Parliamentary agitation at all
events), has gone in asking for a local Op-
tion law to prohibit licenses in different
districts is that the requisition should be
signed by two-thirds of all the voters.
Up to the present time, so far as MY
information has gone, no other claimn
has ever been made in the British
Parliament or British press, in reference
to the question, that runs beyond that.
Most of us have read, I suppose, the
speech of a very eminent man, a Quaker,
and an abstainer too, the celebrated John
Bright, on this question. We know what
his sentiments are, and, with all his pre-
delictions against the liquor traffic, how
carefully he guarded the interests of the
people, and how cautiously he proposed
to proceed; how unwilling he was to jomi
in the agitation for pouncing down upon
the liquor dealers, and the opprobrium he
got-and to which many other gentlemen
have been subjected-for expressing his
honest convictions, amongst those temper-
ance people, as they are called in England,
but who, in this country, would be called
prohibitionists. I propose to furnish an
incontrovertible argument in support of
this amendment ; I shall refer the Govern-
ment (for it will be satisfactory to them tO
know that this change in the Bill will make
it more cognate to the legislation of the
country) to the proportions necessary under
the Dominion Act. In certain districts
the proportion for bringing about prohibi-
tion is two-thirds, and, in other sec-
tions, three-fifths of the whole of
the votes. I have referred to the Dom-
inion Act because I think it will have
some influence with my hon. friends the
Ministers; but I have another reason or
two to offer which I hope will have very
considerable weight with the hon. gentle-
men who have taken such an ardent part
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onl this occasion on the side of prohibition.
SWill first refer to a speech made in the

Session Of 1878 by a well known gentle-
Inan in this House, the hon. member for
Sarnia, who gave expression to his opinion
On that subjcct, and his sentiments, I am
Sure, will commend themselves to the
great body of this House. The hon.
Inember was making propositions for the
Purpose of substituting what would be
Called local option in place of provincial
option, and after he had got through with
that argument, in speaking of this local
oPtion, he said :

"These difficulties have suggested them-
selves to my mind as making a provincial
POpular vote undesirable; not that I am afraid
tO submit this question to the people, but
because I am perfectli satisfied that uniess
the, measure receive t e support of a large
niajority of them, it must be inoperative."

words of solenn warning, uttered by an
experienced statesman belonging to the
present Administration. He has stated
his experience very recently and I quote
his words because they bear on the very
question which I shall ask the House to
vote upon, the proportion of three-fifths.
He says:-

" I did so because I believe it is in the in-
terest of teni perance that we should not enact
a law in defiance of public opinion. I speak
with an experience I had thirty years ago,
and have had ever since 1856 when that law
was repeaied." (He had bitter experience.)
" What was the opinion I expressed when the
enactment of the Scott Act was proposed, or
the taking of some steps for the suppression
of the liquor trade in the Dominion of Canada?
I stated, from my past experience, that if they
decided to subnit it to the popular vote they
should not take rees than a three-fifths vote,
because if carried by a bare majority, and

Now, these are the sentiments of one of law would fail and the cause of temperance
the apostles of temperancein this House- would be damaged instea of benefitted. That
I Say it ony in a spirit of banter and not bas been rny experience since 1855."
In an offensive sense. My hon. friend Now, that is the opinion of a gentleman
from Ottawa (Mr. Scott) called out " hear, who bas been a total abstainer and is welI
hear ! " as the hon. gentlemen have done known to be a warm advocate cf the tem-
to-day. That is pretty high authority, but perance cause. He had the courage of
I will, give my hon. friend another one his convictions, and he gave this warning
that I am quite sure he will respect as from the result of his experience. He
highly as that which I have given as con- said "If you ever expect to get a suc-
veying his own opinion. It will be recol- cessful resuit to the operation of this Act,
lected by those gentlemen who were here you should not ask for less than a vote of
When this Act was under discussion that I three-fifths in favor of local option, backed
called their attention to the effect of by the popular sentiment of the country;
the attempt made in New Bruns- otherwise the working of your Act would
Wick about twenty-eight years ago be a total failure." I do not think I need
to repeal the laws for the import- trouble the bouse with further observa-
ation ana sale of spirituous liquors. The tions after giving those reasons, and I
result of that agitation was that it was therefore move my amendment.
carried by an overwhelming majority in
the Legislature, just as my hon. friend has HON. MR. WARK-Would it fot be
been boasting that this legislation was well to require that there should be a
Carried in this House. In a few short three-fifths vote for the repeal of the law
rnonths, such was the burst of indignation as well as for its adoption?
of the people of New Brunswick against
the prohibitory law, that the Governor HON. MR. DICKEY-I bave no oh-
of the day felt himself impelled to dissolve jection to that.
the bouse and make an appeal to the
People. The opponents of the prohibitory HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
law returned a sufficient number of mem- Bill whiçh has been carried so far is a
bers to drive Sir Leonard Tilley, then Government measure, to which theGovern-
Mr Tilley, out of power and to sweep away ment is committed. The anendment is
this legislation from the statute books. It an open question on which members of
was in reference to that event that the the Government may ver> naturally differ.
Words I am about to quote were uttered. For my own part I am disposed to supportThey are fot only words of wisdow but l the amendment I think, irrespective of
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all that may be said about the Bill in other
ways, that this is clear-that you cannot
effectually work such a law in our com-
munity by means of force or police, or any-
thing of that kind; that in this law it is
more particularly necessary to have public
opinion with you, and I think unless you
can have the advantage of that public
opinion you cannot possibly do any good
with bills of this character. Now, in the
ordinary laws of the country it is very diffi-
cult to carry them out, and very often
they are transgressed without any punish-
ment. Very often people put them aside
altogether, and by tacit consent almost
they are not obeyed. If that is the case
more or less with all laws,-I do not say
that it is the case very seriously or very
largely, but it does exist-I think with
reference to sumptuary laws it is quite
clear that you must have public opinion
with you. otherwise there is no good to be
derived from such legislation. I think
that has been shown by the returns made
of the quantities of liquor sold in three
small towns in the county of Halton. In
the town of Acton, with a population of
8oo, you find two or three hundred bottles
of whiskey were sold in a short time; that
a larger quantity was sold in Georgetown,
with a population about the same as that
of Acton, and that a larger proportion was
sold in Oakville, a place of 1700 inhabi-
tants. Now, if instead of the law being
brought in force by a bare majority it was
adopted by a three-fifths vote, you would
have the strength that the additional vote
would give you, and you would have the
support of the general feeling throughout
the community to aid in enforcing the law;
and it is very possible, very probable indeed,
thatthis chicanery which hasbeen practiced
would never have occurred. Suppose you
had such a majority of the whole elector-
ate, it would have put down such doctors'
certificate, it would have made it impos-
siWe for those who issued them to live in
a community where they were so violating
the law to which the people had given a
general assent, and you would have had a
different return to that which has been pre-
sented to the House. I do not think the
proposition to have a majority of the whole
electorate is one that can fairly be offered
to our temperance friends, because we
know that even in the excitement of a
geieral election you do not get a majority

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

of the whole votes polled, and it would be
much less probable that it would be polled
on an issue such as the adoption of the
Scott Act. Therefore it would be offering
a stone instead of bread to those who favor
this Bill to say that there should be a Ma-
jority of the whole electorate in favor of the
Act. But for the reason I have mentioO-
ed, in order to have the support of public
opinion, which is the only way you can
enforce laws in this country, and more
particularly this class of laws, you have tO
get, as near as possible, the majority of the
whole electors, and I think the limit Of
three-fifths is a most reasonable one. 1
know it is approved of by the warmest
friends of temperance, and I would place
reliance on it myself and gladly see it en-
forced. You could much more reasoti-
ably and safely rely on the law beimg
worked and obeyed than you can on
the law as it now stands. I would
fain, myself, see this law amended
so as to admit the use of beer. I
do not think you can obtain good results
from the rigid way it is proposed by this
Bill to exclude from Her Majesty's sub-
jects the use of liquors of all kinds,
whether harmless or not, upon a vote
simply of the majority of those who go tO
the polls. I think there can be no doubt
that if, instead of making the use of beer
illegal along with other liquors of a very
different and more injurious character,
we encouraged the drinking of beer and
made it in every way possible the ordinary
drink of the country, we would do much
more in the way of making people temper-
ate than we could accomplish by this rigid
and arbitrary way of enforcing a laW
against liquors of every description, no
matter how wholesome they may be, Or
how little the use of them may tend to in-
toxicate. Ithink,therefore,thatthisamend-
ment would be a great improvement, and for
my own part if the other amendment admit-
ting the use of beer should be brought
forward I would vote for it most gladlY,
not only because I think people should be
left at liberty to do as they please in such
matters, but also because I think if yoU
do not allow them to do as they please, if
you adopt a sumptuary law it should ble
made a reasonable one, and should give
encouragement to the use of liquOrs
which will not harm people. For both
of these reasons I shall vote for the
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amnedndment with great pleasure. I
think the proposal requiring a three-fifths
VOte is a most reasonable one. I think
that it has the approval of many of the
warmest friends of temperance, and I
WOuld place greater reliance upon it my-
self, and would gladly see it in force. One
could judge more reasonably as to the
Working of the law, and its being properly
observed, than as the statute now stands.
I Would fain also see this law amended so
as to permit of the sale of beer and ale. I
'do not think you can obtain good results
frOmn the rigid way it is sought by this Bill
to exclude from all Her Majesty's subjects
the use of liquor of all kinds, no matter
Whether harmless or not, upon the vote of
a small proportion of the inhabitants.
There can be no doubt that if instead of
reprobating the use of beer and ale we en-
Coturaged the drinking of it rather than of
Spirits as the ordinary drink of the country,
We would do much more in the way of
Making people temperate than we can ac-
Complish by this arbitrary way of enforcing
the law against liquors of every description,
no matter how wholesome, or how difficult
the consumption of them wouldbetorender
a Man drunk. I think, therefore, if we had
this amendment, it would be a great im-
provement, and if the other amendment
was brought forward I would vote for that
mrost gladly, because if you adopt a sump-
tuary law you need to make it a reasonable
One, and give encouragement to those who
Will use liquor to drink only such as would
not harm them.

HON. MR. SCOTT--I think the House
and the country-those who take an inter-
est in the temperafce question, and who
have approached the Government to make
the necessary changes in the Canada Tem-
Perance Act to enable it to be put in op-
eration in certain counties where no licen-
s's çxist-will be considerably surprised
by the sentiments expressed by the leader
Of the House. Up to the present hour the
hon. gentleman who is in charge of this
Bill has expressly intimated to us that the
Policy of the Government was to allow no
Change whatever in this Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
the hon. gentleman has not said so.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I said

that the policy of the Government was to
carry the Bill.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I did not under-
stand that the policy of the Government
on this measure was any other than to
rernove the technical difficulty in the way
of the operation of the Act to which allu-
sion has been frequently made. That has
been the whole drift of the argument of
the hon. gentleman who represents the
Government on this Bill; and I confess
that it is a matter of surprise and regret
to me that now on the third reading
of the Bill we are to be told that a stab is
to be given to the Act in two directions,
which will lead myself and the country to
the conclusion that the Government have
really not been sincere, from the begin-
ning, in aiding the temperance people to
make this law workable. I am quite
warranted in making that statenent, for so
far as the utterance of the hon, gentlemen
who spoke on this subject, and they were
apparently sincere, are concerned, the
conclusion in my mind was that the desire
of the Governnent was simply to remedy
this technical difficulty which was spoken
of as one that ought to be removed. The
proposition submitted by the leader of
the Government has been under discussion
several times in this Chamber. It was
under discussion fully at the time the Act
was passed. Parliament, after some six
weeks of debate in the two Houses,
adopted the Act. It has really not been
in operation much more than a year,
because, we know, although it was carried
in several counties preceding that period,
yet in. consequence of the cases that were
then before the courts, one particularly,
Russell vs. the Queen, having been taken
before the Privy Council, the friends of
the Act declined to put it into operation,
and, therefore, the law has not had that
fair opportunity of being tested that an
Act of this importance is justly entitled
to. I assume that the leader of the Gov-
ernment is going to vote in the direction
that he has spoken, but I trust that the
majority of this House will adhere to the
conclusion they reached on a former
occasion, and will allow the Act at least a
trial of a couple of years before it is con
demned. The hon. gentleman also makes
a statement that in his opinion beer and
ale ought to be excepted from the opera-
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tion of the Act. I think it would be much
better to except whiskey, because I look
upon whiskey as being a much purer
liquor than beer.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Oh !
oh!

HON. MR. SCOTT-There is no doubt
about it. The hon. gentleman must have
been asleep when I was reading the re-
port of the analyses of liquors to the
House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman must be mistaken; I do
not think I was in the House at the time.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I thought the hon.
gentleman was in his place at the time-at
all events analyses have proved that beer is
just as much adulterated as wine. I
think provision is made in the Inland
Revenue Laws for the adulturation of
beer. At all events, hops became very
scarce and dear a couple of years ago, and
the price shot up to $i.1oapound. One
does not imagine that brewers could afford
to continue selling beer at five cents a
glass when hops had gone up from 25
cents a pound to $1. 10; but they did.
Other substances, poisonous in their
nature, were made to take the place of
hops in the manufacture of beer, and so
the price of that beverage was kept down.
It did not in any way reduce the amount
of beer produced, although hops were
scarce and not to be had. The proposi-
tion to introduce the beer clause into this
Act would, I think, be entirely fatal to the
measure. It would enable all sorts of
drinks to be sold in the beer shop. We
know very well that the difficulty in carry-
ing out the Act arises fron the fact that
there are always men who will sell surrep-
titiously, and they will continue to seil
until the improved tone of society will
warn them that it is dangerous to break
the law. The hon. gentleman thinks
that there is great safety in providing for a
three-fifths majority to put this law
into operation ; that it would have
the effect of having the law fairly
carried out, and that, at all events,
public propriety would not be shocked the
way it has been in the county of Halton.
I do not know that any more forcible

HON. MR. SCOTT.

picture of public demorilzation has been
drawn than that of the town of Charlotte-
town. It has been described to us that
after this law was carried in Charlotte-
town the liquor traffic was carried on as
usual, and great demoralization ensued-
The vote there was nearly four to one in
favor of the Act, so that the hon. gentle-
men wil. see that the mere fact of the pro-
portion who voted in favor of the Act tO
the total number of electors, had really nO
bearing upon the ultimate question. The
real truth is this, that for some time after
the Act goes into operation in any place,
there will be these breaches of the law.
It is not natural that you can change the
tastes of the community in the course of-a
few months after this Act goes into opera-
tion ; but after it has been in force a year
or two drinking is minimized, because you
remove the temptation to drink. Whel
the law is better observed the people lose
their appetite for drink, and they become
more industrious, and more moderate, and
the whole moral tone of the community is
improved. I do hope that the hon. gen-
tleman is not serious when he talks about
agreeing to any proposition to allow beer
to be used as an exception to the Act.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I desire
to say a few words by way of explanation.
The object of this Bill is, as already stated,
to remove the difficulties and obstacles in
the working of the Scott Act in counties
where it could not be introduced without
the passing of such legislation as this-
and that was the whole object that the
Government had in introducing this mea-
sure. I would have been very much bet-
ter pleased if gentlemèn who are in favor
of repealing or modifying in any way
whatever the provisions of the Scott Act,
had seen fit to do so in a separate Bill I;
but another course has been pursued, and
that I cannot control. I shall, however,
vote against every amenidment that may be
made to this Bill.

HON. MR. WARK-I had hoped the
hon. minister who has charge of this Bill
would have given us notice, if he could
not carry it, that he would withdraw it.
That, I think, would be the better course
to pursue. An amendment of this kind
came up some time ago from the House
of Commons and the Senate rejected it.
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lIoN. MR. DICKEY-No, not this
ainlendment; it was to provide that a
Ifajority of the whole body of the electors
should be required to put the Act in force.

ION. MR. WARK-It was to the same
effect, and this House rejected it. Are
Ye now going to show ourselves to be so
inconsistent as to adopt an amendment
alm'ost in the same words as the amend-
rnent we rejected before ? I think it
Would be very injudicious to do so, and
Very inconsistent. I would not only like
to see it provided that the measure can be
adopted by a majority of votes, but that

ofmen should be made eligible to vote onit, because they suffer more than any
Other class of the community from the
evils of intemperance; and whatever may
be said about woman's suffrage in other
respects I would hold up both hands to
give it to them on this subject. I was
surprised to hear the remarks of the hon.

.inister of Justice on the Bill. It re-
Inllded me of having read, sixty years ago,

the Speech of one of the Irish judges to
the Bar, in which he described the evil
effects of the use of Irish whiskey. The
great disadvantage, he said, of beer was
that it "loured" them to sleep. I re-
tnember that Hogarth painted two cele-
brated pictures, one he called " Beer and
Aie.' It represented a human being, a
great bloated mass of flesh, seated in a
Chair and hardly able to move. " Gin and
Ale " he represented by a poor skeleton of
a Wornan with a baby on her arm, not ale to
take care of it, and its head just striking the
ground asit drops from its drunken mother's
eibrace. These proposed amendments
that we are discussing are like Hogarth's
Pictures, both equally disgusting. Let us
examine into the composition of a gallon
Of beer. It contains three quarts and a
Pint of water ; half a pint of alcohol, some
extract of hops, and the only thing nutri-
tiOUS in it is about two ounces of sacchar-
'ne mnatter. Now is it worth anyone's
while to drink three quarts and a pint of
Water in order to get that amount of nutri-
t'On"? I once heard of a man who drank
a bucket of water because there was a pint
Of whiskey in it, and it was about as ex-
Cusable as drinking a gallon of beer for
the sake of the small amount of nutrition
there is in it. If beer and light wines are
to be encouraged as wholesome drinks, the

Government ought to establish the distil-
leries themselves, and allow no poisonous
substances to be used in their manufacture,
and then they would not be one -tenth as
injurious in their effects on those who use
thern as the liquors produced by private
manufacturers. The remarks of the
Minister of Justice brought to my mind the
speech of the Judge that I read over sixty
years ago; they remind me also of
Hogarth's pictures, and I think if we are
going to amend the Bill at all we should
provide some way of supplying pure
spirit to the people, and not encourage
them to use beer, which is a disgusting
thing, and has the same tendency to create
intemperance as the use of ardent spirits.

HON. MR. POWER-I was somewhat
surprised at the course taken by the Min-
ister of Justice. Not so much at the
sentiments he expressed with respect to
the general questions involved in the Scott
Act, but that he should have intimated his
intention to su)port an amendment made
to this particular Bill at this stage ; and it
must have struck every hon. gentleman as
it seems to have struck the Minister of the
Interior, that such an amendment as this
proposed to a Bill of this character was
something not to be looked for ; and my
contention is that it is not in order, and I
shall try to substantiate my contention.
My sentiments with respect to prohibition
are very much the same as those expressed
by the Minister of Justice ; and if we were
now discussing the Canada Temperance
Act for the first time, I might be disposed
to support an amendment such as that
moved by the hon. member from Amherst;.
but I feel, as the hon. gentleman from
Niagara felt yesterday, that any discussion
of that sort is out of order and irrelevant
to the question now before the House.
The Bill before us is not a measure res-
pecting the general question of prohibition
or the limitation of drinking at all. Here
is the preamble to the Bill:-

" Whereas it is expedient to amend the Act
forty-first Victoria, chapter sixteen, intituled
' An A ct respecting the Traffic in Intoxicating
Liquors,' as htreinafter set forth."

What is hereinafter set forth ? The
thing hereinafter set forth is that there is
a defect in the 96th section of the Act,
which hinders it from going into operation,
in certain cases, where the vote has been
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taken on it; and the sole object of this
Bill is to remedy this defect, and allow
the Canada Temperance Act to go into
operation, as it would have gone into
operation if it had not been for a contin-
gency that was not considered by the
persons who drew up the Bill. Now, can
it be contended that a motion to attack
the principle of the Act is relevant to this
Bill ? I think not; and I think that even
if technically it were relevant, the feeling
of the House should be, at any rate,
against the motion, coming in as it does
now. Every one will admit that no more
important amendment, except a motion
to repeal the Scott Act-which would be
just as nuch in order as this-could be
moved in relation to this Bill than the
one submitted to the House by the hon.
member from Amherst. What notice
have we had of this amendment ? None
whatever. The intention to move an
amendment of the most trifling character
has to be made known to menbers
twenty-four hours before it is submitted,
and yet this amendment, striking at the
very root of the principle of the Scott Act
is moved without notice.

HON. Má. DICKEY-Notice has been
given.

HoN. GENTLEMEN-It is on the
minutes.

HON. MR. POWER-No, there has
been no notice ; the hon. gentleman
simply intimated that he was going to
move an amendment ; and that is not
sufficient to comply with the rule.

HoN. MR. O'DONOHOE-The hon,
gentleman stated that he would move an
amendment to exempt beer and light
wines from the operation of the Act.

HON. MR. POWER--The amendment
of which notice is given is the amend-
ment of the hon. gentleman from Halifax;
but no notice has been given of the
amendment proposed by the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst.

HON. MR. ALMON-I moved mine
after the hon. gentleman from Amherst
moved his.

HON. MR. POWER-Every hon. gen-
tleman knows that a notice is not movedo.
it is given. The hon. gentleman frO11
Amherst, and those hon. gentlemen whQ
are acting with him now, are very fond of
boasting of the manly way in which theY
like to carry on a fight ; and the hon.
gentleman himself is very apt to talk about
temperance people as being addicted tO
doing things in a way that is not manly or
straightforward. I am not a temperance
man, but I should say that those hon-
gentlemen in attacking the principle Of
the Scott Act under cover of this Bill are
not acting consistently with their prof&
sions of manliness ; for this amendmentls
certainly an attack on the principles of the
Canada Temperance Act, and it is not
made in what I regard as a manly or
straightforward way. If hon. gentlemen
think that the majority of voters required
to bring the Act into operation should be
larger than it is, the proper way to do
would be to introduce a Bill to that effect.
Before I read the authority on this ques-
tion of order as to which I shall ask the
ruling of the Speaker, I wish to call atten-
tion to another fact. It is not strictly in
order perhaps, but I venture to call atten-
tion to it. This amendment proposed by
the hon. gentleman from Amherst is, to a
certain extent, the logical consequence Of
the discussion which took place yesterday
when hon. gentlemen on both sides of the
House instead of confining themselves tO
the Bill before us, plunged into a debate
on the Act, and the generil question Of
temperance and licensing. Some hon.
gentlemen were very eloquent in describ-
ing the evil effects of the Scott Act, and
my hon. friend from Amherst was one of
them. Now, with regard to the cases to
be affected by the Bill before the House,
what is the fact ? The fact is, that in all.
the counties to which this Bill applies, the
selling of liquor is at present totally pro-
hibited ; and if prohibition is such an evil
then those counties are suffering fron it
now, and they will not be any worse Off
under the Scott Act-in fact they will be
a little better off, because under the Scott
Act there is an opportunity afforded tO
procure good liquor from a druggist. In
those counties in Nova Scotia where the
sale of liquor is absolutely prohibited, the
only places where it can be obtained are
resorts of low character, where liquors of

HON MR. POWER.
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the Worst kind only are to be had. I
think that to tack on an amendment of
this kind, against the principle of the Scott
At to this Bill, if not against the letter, is
Certainly against the spirit of the rule. If
the hon. gentleman from Cumberland
'itroduces a Bill asking for a three-fifths
Iajority to bring the Canada Temperance
Act into operation I shall be prepared to
support it ; but I certainly shall not sup-
Port the amendment now before the
11ouse. Referring to " May " page 325,
edition of 1883, it is there laid down that:

'An Amendmerit should be relevant to the
question to which it is proposed to be made."

I Contend that this amendment is notrelevant.

«'On the 28th Februar , 1882, on a motion
k deci Michael avi t incapable ofbeing electeJ or returned as a niem ber, an
al»endment was about to be proposed for an
thddress to the Crown for a free pardon; but
the Speaker interposed and pointed out that

an anendiment was inadmissible, as it
no relation Lo the question before the

11e but ehould fortn the subject of a dis-t nct motion, after notice given in the usual
antIner." • • • • • •
' And in the case of order of the day, the

levancy ofamendinents is specially entorced,xcept on oing into Committee ofSupply orWay8 and M eans3."

At page 547, May says-speaking of
a8brindments to the second reading of
R bill -

"' Every such resolution,however, like otheratriendim<ents upten orders of the day, must
'trietly relate i,, the bill which the Ilotse,

it8 order, ha, resolved upon considerina ,r

. The amendment now before this House
snot of that character.
At page 582, I find that a rule was

adopted by the English House of Commons
Ul 1856, that no amendments not merely

erbal should be made to any Bill on the
ird reading. That of course does not

govern us, but still it shows the tendency
'fParliamentary feeling in the old country.

n1w ask the ruling of His Honor the
Speaker on this amendment on that
gound, and further, on the ground that
"o notice has been given of the amend-
lnent. Perhaps technically the ruling may

the agast me; but I think the feeling ofe House, and of some gentlemen who
1fight be disposed to support the amend-
r1ent of the hon. member from Amherst,
if he introduced this amendment as an

independent Bill, will see that the spirit of
the rule, at any rate, has been violated,
and that they will vote against the amend-
ment on that ground.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The hon. gentle-
man has made an attack upon me for sur-
reptitiously bringing in an amendment in
a manner that he says is not straightfor-
ward and manly ; but it is rather singular
that the hon. member himself should on
this Bill adopt tactics which I apprehend
are almost unprecedented in this House.
He has endeavored to shut out a deliber-
ate expression of opinion of this House by
a technical objection. But we will find
that the objection which he has taken so
much pains to build up will vanish on
examination. If there were grounds for it
the House would hesitate, and I am sure
that the Speaker would hesitate to give
effect to that expression unless he was com-
pelled to do so. The hon. gentleman
commenced his observations by saying that
there was no notice, and ended by saying
that notice was not necessary. Of course
he knows perfectly well that no notice is
necessary. In this case there is no surprise,
because I stood up in my place yesterday
with this amendment in my hand, and
read it to the House, and I was stopped
by the suggestion that instead of it being
moved in Committee, it should be moved
on the third reading. There was a perfect
understanding on that, and so much so in
the reading of it to the House, that my
hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Almon) who
wished to submiu another amendment rose
in his place and said " I wish to move an
amendment also, but Mr. Dickey has got
the start of me." That amendment re-
lated to the proportion of votes that would
be required to put the Act in operation.
I merely mention that to show that I am
incapable of taking any course thatdeserves
the strong language applied to it by the
hon. gentleman in this particular case; my
course was open and straightforward. But
what is all this story about relevancy? This
Bill is to amend the Canada Temperance
Act of 1878, and we have had two ex-
amples of this already. In the year 188o
an amendment, of similar character to this,
was introduced by some advocate into the
original Act, as regards the provision res-
pecting the Dunkin Act.
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HON. MR. VIDAL-It was this same But let us look at the circumstances o
question. the case : Here is a Bill introduced by the

Government for the purpose of makilg
HON. MR. DICKEY-The next time such an amendment to the Canada Tem-

it was the Dunkin Act. That Bill was perance Act, as will enable that law to
passed in this House, and it went down brought into operation, in certain parts Of
to the House of Commons, and the House the Dominion, where it can not be worked
of Commons added an amendment to it without such amendment, and its sole
much more stringent in its character than object is to facilitate the operations of the
the one I have proposed here, because Act. I certainly was under the impressiOi'
they required a majority of the votes of when the hon. Minister of the Interior
the whole number of persons qualified to introduced this Bill, that the desire and the
vote should be polled. In this instance I intention of the Government were that the
have not thought proper to do that ; I Bill should be passed in this House with-
have proposed a more restricted amend- out any amendment whatever. And
ment, and no one suggested at that time although I do not go the length of sayifn
that it was not within the competence of that upon all occasions I should desire tO
the House of Commons to pass the see a member of the Government who
amendment which they did. In 1881 a has charge of a Bill refuse his assent tO
Bill precisely similar to this, "An Act to any amendment to it that might be
amend the Canada Temperance Act," proposed by the House and intimate that
came before us ; on that occasion I think if amendments were made the Bill shoUld
my hon. friend from Halifax introduced be withdrawn, still this is a case in which
his celebrated amendment, and that I should heartily rejoice if that course
amendment was carried in this House, were taken, becaure, in my opinion, if the
and it went down to the other House, and amendments are carried the effect will bc
there was no objection to it. These are to destroy the Temperance Act. I ani
precedents that applied to this amend- not a total abstainer, and I never have be-
ment. This amendment is said to be lieved, nor do I believe now that the mode
subversive of the principle of the Bill. I proposed by the Scott Act, is the very
contend that it is not so in any sense ; best that can be devised for promoting the
that it is merely to qualify the proportion cause of temperance in this country ; but
of those who shall get control to put the there is a very large number of earnest and
Act in operation. It is perfectly relevant, thinkingmeninthe Dominion whoconsider
because the whole Bill is before the House. that nothing short of an Act of that kind
It is w c known that when we legislate to will carry out the object which they have
bring in a Bill to amend an Act, the in view, viz: trying to arrest in some de-
opportunity is not unfrequently taken ad- gree this terrible vice of intemperance.
vantage of to introduce other amendments Undoubtedly every hon. gentleman who
than those suggested in the Bill; otherwise has ever given the matter any serious
what would be the use of it ? You would thought at all must know that hundreds
have to multiply Bills to bring up the differ- of young lives have been sacrificed, and
ent questions that would be raised on any apparently prosperous careers have beenl
measure. I do not think there is anything utterly ruined by intemperance. e
in the objections raised by the hon. gentle- know that in all grades of society that vice
man ; they are raised more in the spirit of is to be found, and it is one of the great
an advocate who is retained here for the social evils that we have to contend with
purpose of defending a certaini course in in this country. I do not believe this tO
this House, than in the interest of sound be the very best mode of dealing with the
legislation. question, but still it is so in the opinion Of

a very large number of my fellow country-
HON. MR. ALLAN-I should be very men, and I, for one, would most earnestlY

sorry to go as far perhaps as my hon. deprecate anything being done which
friend from Halifax has gone to insinuate would in any way destroy the usefulness
for a moment that any member of this of the Scott Act, if it can be made useful
House in proposing any alteration in this in that direction, or that anything should
Bill is acting unfairly or disingenuously. be done that would render its provisions

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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of no effect until it shall have had a suffi-
cieritly long and fair trial. I listened with
great interest to the remarks that fell from
the hon. gertlemen from Fredericton, and
fromn Prince Edward Island, and particu-
larly in the latter case I was nuch struck
With the clear way in which that hon. gen-
tlernan placed his views before us, but I
do believe that the instances which he
quoted may often necbssarily foilow in the
first working of the Act, and are insepar-
able from the first efforts to put it into
OPeration in cities and towns. Should
these abuses which have been alluded
to still continue to prevail after a reason-
able length of time has been given
for the working of the Act, I think we
Inay safely trust the people of the country
then, to say that the experiment has been
failure, and that the Act must be repealed.
But I must say that my own conviction
very strongly is that if the people of this
country were aware that on the introduc-
tion of a Bill" into this House by the Gov-
ernment for the simple purpose of remov-
lng a difficulty that had arisen in the
Working of the Scott Act, hon. gentlemen
had availed themselves of the occasion to
incorporate in it an amendment which
Would have the effect of utterly destroying
the Act, I am perfectly satisfied that it
Would arouse a very strong feeling through-
Out the country.

ION. MR. DICKEY-That would not
<lestroy the Act.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I have no hesita-
tion at all in saying that the amendment
Of the junior member for Halifax would have
the effect of rendering the Act thoroughly
unworkable.

HON. MR. DICKEY-That amendmen
is not before the House.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I have a perfect
rght to allude to it, more especially as
there is a notice on the paper that it will
be moved, and I would apply the saine
remark to some extent to the amendment
of the hon. member from Amherst. The
subject is one to which I have given a
great deal of consideration, and I have
enideavored as far as I could in my own
Part of the country to bring about changes
there in regard to the system of licensing

taverns and saloons, and to impose restric-
tions under which liquor should be sold,
if sold at all; and I know how those things
work. I know perfectly well that if you
open the door for the sale of light wines
and beer you may just as well do away
with the Act altogether; the Act would
be rendered thoroughly inoperative. I
again repeat I am not persuaded in my
own mind that total prohibition -is the best
mode of promoting the cause of tt mper-
ance, but it is well worth a trial. A very
large number of those who have give n
their lives to the study of this matter be-
lieve it will prove effective, and I say there
is some respect due by this House to the
opinions and convictions of a large number
of the people of this country. I do earn-
estly hope that the hon. gentleman who
has charge of this Bill will endeavor as far
as possible to prevent it being amended in
this House in the manner proposed.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Will my hon.
friend allow me to call his attention to the
course he took on the introduction of this
Act in 1878? It will show his consistency.
How can the hon. member stand up here
and make an attack on me and charge me
with attempting to destroy the Scott Act,
when I am only moving in the direction
which he advocated in 1878? I find in
the Senate Debates for that year, page 458,
the following -

" If this Bill were likely to be confined in
its operation, as in the case of the Dunkin
Act, to small municipalities, then he should
be content to have the prirnciple of this clause
adopted-the decision of the question by a
bare maajority of the votes polled-but where
it was quite possible that the Act might, as it
was intended by its promoters, go into effect
in counties and cities, where very large
interests were likely to be affected by the in-
troduction of a measure of this kind, he
thought it was only riglit that everv con-
sideration should be paid to the views of
those whose business and property would be
injured by it. He thought it was a safer
principle and more just, that the Act should
only be enforced by a majority of the whole
number of electors, qualified to vote for a
member for the House of Commons. lie
noved an amendment to that effect."

The amendment which he moved was
defeated. The hon. gentleman ought to
have better evidence in support of his as-
sertion before standing up here to charge
me with attempting to destroy the Scott
Act. My amendment is infinitely more
liberal than the one he moved in 1878.
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HON. MR. ALLAN--The hon. gentle-
man is wholly unjustified in the use he
has attempted to make of the amendment
I moved on that occasion. At that time
the Scott Act was before the House, and
it was for bon. gentlemen to consider all
its provisions and see whether any of
them were unwise or unjust or calculated
to do injury. In the best exercise of my
judgment kt that time, like the hon. mem-
ber for Niagara, who alluded to the same
thing last night, I thought there ought to
be a majority vote, and at one time it was
also a question in my own rnind whether
the restriction as to beer and light wines
could not be modifiec, but upon further
consideration, and after the whole thing
had been thoroughly discussed, and after
the Scott Act had become the law of the
land, I have ever since taken the same
position, namely, that until the Act had
been fairly and thoroughly tried I would
not assume the responsibility of making or
supporting any amendment to it which in
the opinion of its authors who ought to be
the best fitted to judge, is likely to destroy
its efficiency ; and the proof of it is that
on every occasion, since, when any oppor-
tunity has been taken to endeavor to have
this Act amended in any direction such
as bas been alluded to by my hon. friend
from Anherst and Halifax, I have refused
to vote for it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think the hon.
member who -has just resumed his seat
need not feel grieved at the remark of the
hon. member for Amherst in recalling the
sentiments he expressed in 1878. I think
it reflects the greater honor on the hon.
member for Toronto, even if he hold the
sane opinions still, now that the Act is in
force, to give an opportunity to fairly test
what can be done with it.

HON. MR. DICKEY-That is not dis-
cussing the point of order.

HON. MR. POWER-I have asked for
a ruling on the point of order.

THE SPEAKER-Members are only
allowed to speak to the question of order.

HON, MR. VIDAL-I am strongly of
the opinion that the authority quoted by
the hon. member for Halifax is sufficient

to justify the speaker in ruling the aniend-
ment of the hon. member for Amherst Out
of order. It is quite true that we have not
acted on that rule but that is because
attention was not called to it. I should
greatly prefer that the question should be
thus decided as a point of order, but stil
if the House would rather discuss the
question I am ready to go on and rmake
my remarks.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The ques-
tion is so plain that anything I might say
would rather cloud than throw light on it.
Anybody who reads the title of the Bill
" An Act to amend the Canada Tenper-
ance Act," must see that the amendment
is in the sane direction-to amend the
Act. It cannot be called out of order or
irrelevant.

HON. MR. ALMON-About an hour
ago I appealed to the House about a Bill
brought in by the senior member for Halifax
which seemed to me not to come under
the jurisdiction of this Parliament. lie
brought in amendments to that Bill which
were not printed. I think that was not in
order, but immediately after having done
that he jumps up and calls the hon. rnel-
ber from Amherst to order because he did
not give notice of the amendment which
is now before the House. I think he did
give notice verbally.

THE SPEAKER-The question of
order raised hy the honorable member for
Halifax is two-fold: in the first place it
relates to the want of notice of the amend-
ment proposed by the honorable member
for Amherst, and in the second place it
relates to the relevancy of his motion. 1
consider that no notice is required for a
motion of this kind. Among our rules
and regulations there is none requiring
such notice in the case of Public Bills.
There is one, however, relating to Private
Bills, rule 70, to the foflowing eflect

" No important amendment may be prO-
poeed to any Private Bill in a Committee Of
the Whole, or at the third reading of the Bill,
unless one day's notice of the same shall have
been given."

If it had been the intention of the
House to apply a similar restriction tO
Public Bills, I presume there would have
been a rule to that effect. There is no-

HoN. MR. DICKEY.
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thing in the rules of the House to sustain
the hon. gentleman's point of order, and I
4lust decide against him.

On the second point I consider there
is nothing in the point of order raised.
This is a Bill to amend the Canada
Temperance Act, 1878, and an amend-
Ment such as that which is proposed by
the hon. member for Amherst, is quite
relevant to the purpose of this Bill, as
much so as any clause which the Bill
itself contains. The hon. gentleman has
quoted authorities, but I think if he will
take the trouble to consider them more
carefully, he will find that with one excep-
tliOn they relate to the relevancy of
aMendments to clauses in Bills ; an
amendment cannot be made to a clause
of a Bill which is not relevant to that
clause. It must form a separate and dis-
tinct clause of itself. Under these cir-
cumstances, I decide that the amendment
s in order.

HON. MR. VIDAL-On the amend-
Ment of the hon. member for Amherst I
think it necessary that I should, under the
present circumstances, enter into an expla-
lation of the preliminary steps which have

been taken for the introduction of this
Bill in this Chamber.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL call-
ed attention to the fact that it was now
nearly six o'clock, and that the hon. gentle-
rnan should postpone his remarks until
after recess.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.

HON. MR. VIDAL resumed his remarks.
ie said : Just before we separated I in-
tirnated that under present circumstances
it becomes necessary that I should bring
to the notice of the House the circum-
stances under which this Bill has been in-
troduced. On two former occasions when
this arnendment, with one or two of a sim-
ilar character, was brought to the notice of
the House they failed to become law owing
to the addition of amendments similar to
those which are now proposed to be made
to the present Bill. Knowing this fact, I
at the same time feel very deeply the ab-

solute necessity'of obtaining the legislation
which has been asked for. The twelve
counties of Nova Scotia, which have adopt-
ed the Scott Act, placing faith in the in-
tegrity of the action of this Parliament ;
believing that this House will not, now
that they have adopted it, refuse to make
it workable. and now, finding themselves
face to face with a difficulty on account of
the ambiguous expression in that law, and
that their wishes are thwarted and their
efforts, so far, in vain, unless the Bill is
passed, come here for this legislation.
Under these circumstances very earnest
letters came from these counties and others
in the Province of Nova Scotia in a sim-
ilar position, telling us that we must, if pos-
sible,obtainthisamendment. Wetoldthem
the fate which had attended our efforts
on former occasions. We told them what
has turned out to be the case, that im-
mediately on the introduction of the Bill in
either House in all probability there would
be an amendment offered to the Act by
some opponent, which, while professing
to be friendly to it and intended to facili-
tate its operation, would really be fatal to
its very existence. They pressed upon us
so greatly the urgent necessity of obtaining
it that the members representing these
counties in the other House of Parliament,
and several Senators, had a conference to-
gether and came to this conclusion-it is
no use for any private member to intro-
duce a Bill of this nature ; there is a moral
certaihty that if it is done by a private
member it will just meet the fate which
has attended former efforts to obtain such
an amendment. Under these circum-
stances a very large number of friends of
this movement-between 2o and 30 mem-
bers of Parliament-asked for an interview
with the right hon. Premier and one of
his colleagues in order that we might talk
over this difficulty with them and see
whether it was practicable to get this
amendment introduced as a Government
measure, as the only way to secure its
being passed into law. We were very
kindly received; we made known our case
very plainly and distinctly to the right
hon. gentleman. He knew right well, for
he was then and there inforn-ed by two or
three speakers, myself among the number,
of the reasons why we applied to the Gov-
ernment, and why it was necessary in order
that this Bill should become law, that it
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should be introduced as a Government
measure and upheld by Government influ-
ence. This was most distinctly understood
and I am quite sure that the right hon.
gentleman and his colleague, Sir Leonard
Tilley will admit that I am stating the case
fairly. All the members of the delegation
know that the request was clearly and
distinctly founded upon the failure of
former attempts by the addition of objec-
tionable clauses, and the certainty of a
like failure attending this attempt unless
the Bill was introduced under their
auspices. Of course it was asking the
Government to take in hand an im-
portant matter and the Premier told us
that he could not make any promise, but
he said " draft your bill; let us see exactly
what you want , I will submit it to my
colleagues, and if it is approved and they
decide that it should be a Government
Bill we will let you know." The Bill was
drafted, not exactly in its present form,
but substantially the same, embodying our
proposal, which was simply to do away
with the ambiguity, if I may use the term,
by which the day when existing licenses
expired, was made the day on which the
Act shall come in force where it is adopted,
should be removed and the Act be brought
into operation in the counties where there
were no licenses and where the will of the
people to bring the Act into force has been
manifested by large majorities at the polis.
Shortly afterwards the matter was sub-
mitted, I presume, to Council, because a
few days after our meeting I was highly
gratified at the announcement that the
Bill was to be introduced in the Senate by
the hon. Mr. Macpherson.

HON. MR. WARK -As a Government
measure ?

HON. MR. VlDAL-That is what we
understood, because if it was introduced
by a private member it would fail, and our
only object in going to the Government
to ask them to introduce a measure was
that it should be a Government measure.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The
hon. gentleman is quite right ; it was in-
troduced as a Government measure, but I
suppose no one knows better than he does
that neither the Minister of the Interior
nor the Government can prevent an

HON. ML VIDAL.

amendment being moved to it. The hon-
gentleman should state the case fully.

HON. MR. VIDAL-That is what I in-
tend to do if I am given an opportunitY.
i wish to give the hon. gentleman ail
credit for integrity and honest zeal in fry-
ing to carry out this wish, and in intro-
ducing and guarding the Bill. I have not
a word to say against him, nor do I make
any objection to what he says as to any
person having the liberty of moving an
amendment.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-What I
complain of is that the hon. gentleman
states the case as if the pledge of the
Prime Minister insured the passing of the
Bill without amendment. That of course
the hon. gentleman knows, and everyone
knows, no Minister can promise to do.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I know that just
as well as the hon. gentleman himself
does, and I knew it when the request was
made, and I cannot have expressed myself
so as to convey the idea that the Govern-
ment said we should have a Bill ; but I
do think that the pledge was given as
solemnly as if it had been under hand and
seal that they should give the weight of
their influence to aid the passage of the
Bill.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-Are they not
giving you what they promised ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-If the hon. gentle-
man will have a little patience he will find
what I am trying to bring out. I should
be pernitted to state my case without in-
terruption. I say, then, I consider-and
those gentlemen who were with me when
the arrangement was made, considered-
that so far as it was in the power of the
Government, that power and influence
would be used to secure the passage of
this Bill without any amendment by which
not only its efficiency would be impaired,
but by which the very Act itself would be
destroyed. Imagine my consternation,
my utter astonishment, when the Minister
of Justice rose in his place to-day and said
he would vote for arnendments, which, if
carried, would in my judgment, not only
render the present Bill nugatory, but
destroy the Temperance Act itself. We
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Would prefer to have the Act as it is, with three-fifths majority is neyer thought of in
al1 its imperfections, if it is the intention British practice. To say that a three-
not to grant the relief which is asked, fifths majority is required is in effect Say-
except upon the. condition of having these ing.that the two-fifths shah rule the three-
Objectionable amendments attached to it. fifths-that the wishes of the minority are
What kind of treatment are we extending more to be regarded than the wishes of
to these people ? They come here and the majority. 'ha is the plain meaning
ask a very small thing, the removal of a of it. My hon. friend says that Sir
nere technical difficulty. Placing reliance Wîlfred Lawson approves ofthis principle-

On an Act which Parliament has passed, He is mistaken. Lt is true that it was a
they have brought it into force in accord- feature of the local option Bih which he
ance with the regular procedure, but they introduced years ago, but be dropped
find themselves entirely at a standstill; that Bil and neyer introduced it agan;
their object is entirely frustrated by a small lie bas changed his view on this particu-
Inaccuracy in the language of the Act; lar point, and ail bis speeches of late bave
they corne to Pariament and ask us to been in favor of an Act somewhat similar
rernove the obstacle wbicB prevents the to the Scott Act wTere the rajority sha h
law being brought into force. Lt is a very say that this iniquitous traffie shah fot be
Simple request. Do you suppose any of permitted in a place where the wajority
those people wbo are thus petitioning of the ratepayers choose to forb d it. His
for this relief wouhd be content to accept local option resolution has been before tbe
a Bill whic would not onWy render their House of Commons on three occasions
Work useless, but would destroy tbe Act At first tbe majority in its favor was only
Weherever it fas been adopted, and utterly 23; of the next occasion it was 4, and
!'illify ail the good wbicb tbose wbo are in 1883 the majority had increased t: 87.
In favor of il expected it to acconplish ? The Britisb Ministry bave'recognized that
1 hold tbat the Government and the Par- the House f Commons having on these-
liament, if ahey thus deal with these peti- three several occasions sustained tbe prin-
tioners, are not acting with tbat paternal ciple, admit tbat it is their duty, so soon
kindness and consideration wic tbe as circumstances would permit it, to bring
People migbt rigthy expect. These people in a Bil in harmony wit the ,iews of
cOrne asking for bread and we, give them that rnajority. A great deal bas been
a Stone ; they come to us asking for a fisb said o the experience of Sir Leonard
and we give hem a serpent. Ls that the Tilley in New Brunswick as against the
tieaten which they sbould receive? adoption of bis Bilh weici is now before
Are their wisbes to be thus disregarded ? us. There is really no analogy between
Are we to say "you cannot bave this the two Bis at aIl. Sir Leonard Tilley's
difficulty removed unless you accept an Bil was a prohibitive measure for the
alnendment which, in your judgment, will wbole Province. Lt was obligatory.
Vitiate tbe Bilh, but whic we think wil not There was no option about it
affect a ?t I hold that it is fot proper at al, Wat is the essential feature
treatment to extend to these petitioners ; of the Canada Temperance Act of
they bave a right to hook to the Govern- 78-a feature that I tink sbould fully
lent and to this House for the relief they -et the views of those wo are ei so-ci-

seek. tous about popular rights? t cannot go
In reply to some of the arguments into operation at al until a majority of the

ehich the hlon. member from Amerst electors adopt . Wbat better protection
bas used in support of bis extraordinary can you baveg? t is flot forced on the
atedment, L will just say in the first people, but it may be adopted by tbem,
place that this idea of a three-ffths vote wbenever tbey consider it desirable, in any
Is entirl un-British. You do flot find it county in tb'ý Dominion. What couhd be
anywhere in British hegishation. A Gov- a fairer, more bonest, or a more complete
trnment with al the power and influence recognition of tbe rights of Britisb subjects
It can possess can be defeated by a very than tbis-tbat tbe law cannot be imposed
'nal majority. Thl ehection of any upon tbem except with their own consent?
!teber cai. be defated by a simple ma- L can assure the bon. gentleman that Sir
Jrity of one. A two-tbirds majority, or a Leonard Tilley entirey approves of the
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present Bill; he sees no objection to it at
all.

I will call the attention of the hon.
gentleman to another thing; whenever
Parliament makes an important change in
a law, especially one of this kind, more
immediately under the control, or to be
enforced by the wishes of the people, we
require some evidence that the people
desire the change. Now, has there been
one single petition from anywhere asking

.for such changes as these which are sug-
gested by the hon. member from Amherst,
and by the hon. member from Halifax?
Not a single petition. Why then do they
wish to force their views upon an unwilling
community? Why do they propose to do
that which they unfairly charge us with
doing? We say, "use your own judgment
as to whether you bring in that law or not."
These hon. gentlemen say, "no, we will
force upon you an amendment which you
do not want. We see no objection to
giving you the amendment which you
require, but with it you must take our
amendments," although they know they
are regarded as certain to render the law
null and void. Thifis not the treatment
which these men should receive when, in
their difficulty and perplexity, they come
here and ask us so earnestly for this trifling
amendment, merely to explain the true
meaning of the Act. I assure the hon.
gentleman that it is no vain boast I make
when 1 say that if it was known that such
an amendment was to be introduced here,
in a very few hours you would have peti-
tions protestiné against these encroach-
ments, and pleading earnestly that the
House should not sanction such an inter-
ference with this Act. Occasionally in the
course of this debate, and of the debate
on this Bill in an earlier stage, words have
been used which are very misleading and
inappropriate. The term " sumptuary
laws " is applied to this law; nothing can
be further from the proper use of that
term than to apply iVo an Act like this.
It does not interfere with anybody's eating,
or drinking, or clothing, or anything of the
kind. It interferes with a great public
evil;' it is endeavoring by the authority
of Parliament. by the force of law,
to put a stop to a tremendous and
increasing evil in our land. It is
trying to throw the shield of protection
over those suffering families, who, by the

intemperance of their heads, are kept in
poverty, ignorance, and too often led into
the paths of sin. It is because one sees
in this traffic, an enemy to public prosper-
ity and public peace, and it is becausc as
public men interested in the well-being Of
our country, and desiring to promote the
peace and prosperity of our people, we are
striving to do away with the evil which is
eating into the very vitals of our country,
that we ask for legislation of this kind. It
does not interfere with anybody's rights.
Have not my hon. friends shown that where
people want liquor they can get it ? All
they have to do is to bring it in from places
where they can purchase it and use it in
their own houses : but it does stop, and it
is intended to stop, the treating and tiP-
pling which take place so publicly and
frequently all over the land and which are
connected with so much of the crime and
misery which prevail in all our borders. I
should think that hon. gentlemen under-
standing the meaning and acquainted with
the character of sumptuary laws should
certainly hesitate to apply such a term tO
an Act of this description.

I shall not trespass any longer upon the
time of the House. I wish it to be clearlY
and distinctly understood that I, and those
gentlemen who with me waited upon
Ministers, have a distinct understanding
that this is a Government measure, and
that the influence of the Government will
be given to its support ; and had it not
been so we should never have asked it tO
be introduced. I have shown the reason
why, that if introduced by a private mern
ber the amendment which is now before
the House, and other amendments would
be brought in to destroy the Bill. L do
earnestly entreat the House for the sake
of those 13, 65o electors of Nova Scotia,
and of a great many with them, who are
asking for relief from the difficulty in which
they are placed,-and also in the interests
of the Government whom many will blane
if the Bill is marred,-not to allow those
amendments to be added to the Bill even
though they are encouraged to do so by
the example of the Minister of Justice.
Unconsciously he has done immense harma
to the prestige of the Government through-
out the length and breadth of the country
by his words to-night. Unconsciously he
has dealt a worse blow to his colleagues
in the Government than could be given by

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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a.ny of their enemies. I do trust that the
House will accede to the earnest and very
simple request of those parties who are in
this difficulty, and not suffer the Bill to be
lbarred or spoiled by these proposed
a1mendments.

HON. MR. FLINT-I was not present
Yesterday when this question was up before
the House, and I was certainly a little sur-
Prised to hear that such a strong attempt
Was being made to hamper the present
Bill in such a way that it would be the
means of really destroying its usefulness in
every respect. What would be the effect
0f accepting this amendment ? In a com-
Munity of say 25oo voters if 1499 voted
for the Scott Act it would not be carried
because it would lack one of having the
necessary majority. The 901 who would
vote against it would have more power
than the 14*99 who voted for it. That
seems to me to be a strange kind of legis-
lation. If it is right to apply such a prin-
Ciple to this Bill why not apply it to the
election of members of Parliament ? What
is fair in one case would be fair in all.
What would be thought if we passed an
Act here and sent it to the other Chamber
Providing that no election hereafter for a
mrember of the House of Commons should
be valid unless the successful candidate
had a three-fifths majority ? I have said
before in this House that I do not alto-
gether like the Scott Act. There are
some of its features which I do not ap-
prove of, but I do not think it is right to
make it worse as would be the case if we
adopted the amendment of the hon. mem-
ber for Amherst. If his amendment
should carry and the Government do not
see fit to withdraw the Bill the Scott Act
Js ruined. In Ontario at the present time
sone eight or ten counties are just con-
Pleting arrangements to submit the *Scott
Act to the voters; and whàt will be
the effect if his resolution carries ? They
Will not undertake it. They might
just as well give it up: in fact it
Will be a death blow to all the good work
that has been done since the Scott Act
Was passed. Since 1878 that Act has had
a great deal to contend with. It has been
Opposed by the liquor dealers and by a
great many liquor drinkers, and they have
tried in every way to defeat it. The con-
Sequence has been that wherever it has

been carried its provisions have been
evaded by its opponents. We see by the
statement which was read the other day by
my hon. friend from Amherst that large
numbers of people in the county of ialton
applied to the physicians and got liberty
to procure liquor from the druggists. I
have been looking over that list and I find
that a great many of them bought whiskey,
the poorest liquor they could possibly pro-
cure if they were really sick. I think
some of then went on the principle that
the Irishman did when the doctor told hinm
to get a boule of whiskey and rub his
bruised shins with it: he drank the whiskey
and rubbed his shins with the bottle,
There is a great deal of that kind of thing
going on, and I am surprised that a medi-
cal man should give certificates in the
manner they have been given in Halton.
I think my hon. friend from Ottawa used
too strong language altogether in speaking
of one of the medical men, but perhaps
under the circumstances he felt strongly.
If I were living in that community I should
be sorry to trust a man who would do as
that physician did and I trust that the
temperance people of Halton will scout
that man and have nothing more to do
with him. Let him deal with the liquor
dealers and the liquor drinkers.

I went with the hon. member for Sarnia
at his request to wait upon the Prime
Minister in reference to his ]ill, not be-
cause I felt any desire or disposition to
take any particularly active part in the
matter, but because he requested me to
go. I must say we were treated by the
Prime Minister with a great deal of cour-
tesy, and from what he and his colleagues
stated on that occasion I had hopes that
there would be no difficulty in securing
the passage of this Bill for the relief of our
friends in the Maritime Provinces: but it
seems that is not to be the case, and if the
Act is to be destroyed the consequence
must rest with those who are moving these
amendments. I think the senior member
for Halifax is moving in a wrong direc-
tion. He should recollect as a physician
that it is not beneficial to many to use
even beer or light wines. Now beer is
deleterious in its effects. An hon. friend
near me spoke of a gallon contaiping so
much water. On one occasion I think
forty-one actions were taken against Mr.
Delavan of Albany by the brewers, be.
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cause he spoke strongly of the way their
beer was brewed. On the very first occa-
sion that he had to defend himself he was
successful. He proved that not only was
the water taken from cess pools of the
city, but that it was taken from stagnant
ponds into which the carcasses of horses,
cats, dogs, etc., were thrown, and this
water was actually carted away to those
breweri-s and used in the manufacture of
beer. a the first case he proved so suc-
cessfully all the allegations he had made
against them that the jury were unanimous
in sustaining him, and no more actions
were brought to trial. If that is the case
with Albany may it not be so in other
placea ? It is not to be supposed that the
three quarts and the pint of water in a
gallon of beer are really clean water. If
it was, then all the dirt and filth in that
gallori of water must have gone into the
other pint which was supposed to sustain
the party who drank it. I am well aware
that beer has a bad effect ; I know it is
intoxicating. I have seen men intoxicated
from the use of it and I say that it is not
fit to drink, particularly the way it is made.

I think we should pause before we
adopt any amendnents to this Bill which
would have a tendency to destroy its use-
fulness. Let the Act have its trial for two
or three years more-say the life of this
Parliament, for I believe it will live out
its natural life. I have no idea that the
Government will be defeated. Let the
Act have a fair trial for two or three years
longer, and if those who come to the next
Parliament think it is having a bad effect
let them repeal it.

There is another thing to which I wish
to refer: I think some hon. gentlemen
in this Chamber have taken a little too
much latitude when they so thoroughly
condenn temperance men. I have been
a total abstainer for fifty-seven years, and
I ask the Minister of Justice, who has
known nie so long, whether he has ever
known anything against my moral charac-
t'èr as a temperance man.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Not
in the least.

HoN. MR. FLINT-And I say that the
same can be said of most of the temper-
ance men in this country. I do not think
it is fair for hon. gentleman to belittle

HON. MR. FLINT.

those who are working in the temperance
cause. No doubt there are amongst them
many hypocrites.

HON. MR. ALMON, hear hear.

HON. MR. FLINT-And so there are
in the medical profession-I know that
for a fact. I have taken some little pains
to expose the hypocrisy of some of themn
-even of sorne members of Parliament,
as my hon. friend from Sarnia well knows.
There are hypocrites, no doubt of it, but
all are not hypocrites, and it is wrong
to condemn them all. If one man in a
neighborhood steals a horse it is no reason
why every man in that community should
be taken for a thief. I shall not retaliate
by calling those who are opposed to the
temperance movement, hard names. If
they drink their grog, whether at home or
down in the hole below, I do not meddle
with them. I see them going down; I
do not know what they go there for but I
can guess : when you see a rat's tail stuck
out of a hole you know the rat is not far
off. I allow every hon. gentleman to do
what he thinks is right. I state my prin-
ciples before the world, and I am pre-
pared to stand or fall by them. While I
would urge others to do as I do in refer-
ence to this matter, I do not insist that
they shall do so. I would not take any
man by the throat and say that he must
adopt my principles, nor shall I permit
any one to force his principles on me.

I do not wish to protract the debate at
this late hour. I want to see the business
of the country going on. I think it
is decidedly wrong for the hon. member
from Amherst to bring in his amendment
and to undertake to destroy the Bill. If
it is carried I trust to the good sense of
the hon. gentleman who has charge of the
Bill to withdraw it and let the Scott Act
stand without amendment; but if the Bill
should be amended and become law then
good bye to the Scott Act. Then an agi-
tation must arise throughout the length
and breadth of the land which in twelve
months will astonish the members of this
House as well as the gentlemen in the
other Chamber. Depend upon it, if you
destroy the Scott Act you will find thou-
sands and tens of thousands of petitions
coming up to Parliament to have a more
stringent law passed. The overwhelming
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number of the petitions and the respect-
ability of those signing them will be the
neans of compelling Parliament to do
something to stay this great moral evil-I
mnay say this great curse. I do trust that
the House will think twice before doing
anything which will have the effect of de-
stroying the Scott Act. If they cannot
let us have the amendment which we ask
for we would rather have no legislation at
all. I think it is the duty of every mem-
ber of this House to be careful not to
Offend anyone. That is the course I have
Pursued during the twenty-two years I have
been a member of the Upper House and
Prior to that in the Legislative Assembly,
and I am sorry for those gentlemen who
sPoke so strongly last night against the
temperance movement, because when you
tOuch one, you touch all. I do not sup-
Pose that my remarks will have the effect
of changing one vote. I did not rise with
that expectation, but merely to express my
Tegret that the hon. member for Anherst
Should move this amendment, and that
My hon. friend from Halifax should pro-
Pose another equally bad. I trust that
the common sense of the House will
reject both of them.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I regret that I
shall have to vote against members of this
House, with whom I usually co-operate.
I was pleased, in 1878, when the Temper-
ance Act was passed, because I believed
it would produce a great moral improve-
Ment amongst the people. Since then I
have used my efforts to extend that law
as much as possible, and I think it has
dried more tears of unhappy people, given
tnore bread to the pcor, and turnished
Protection to more friends who are in
Positions of usefulness to-day, but who
otherwise would have been in disgrace,
than any other legislation of this Parlia'
Ment. I feel it therefore my duty to do
all I can to improve the Temperance Act,
which has accomplished so much good.
If the amendment which has been pro-'
Posed should be adopted, it would des-
troy the Act, and with it all the good that
it has done up to the present time. The
amendment of the hon. member for
Amherst would injure the Act. The
amendment of the hon. member for Hali-
fax would destroy it altogether, because
there are no worse dens than those houses

which are permitted to retail what are
called "lsoft drinks." They expose to the
public only beer, wines and syrup, but we
know what is behind these-bitters and
ardent spirits of the worst, character. I
am sorry to find this amendment intro-
duced in the way it has been, and I think
the Government should have opposed it
strongly. If I am called upon to record
my vote, I shall without hesitation give it
in support of the Bill as it was introduced,
and against the amendnent.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Before being
called upon to vote I think it is but right
for some of us to refer to the constitutional
character of this Bill. I believe that this
measure, especially the part of it which is
now under discussion, is not within the
jurisdictior of this Parliament. I do not
go so far as to say that the whole subject
of prohibition of the sale of liquors is
beyond our powers. To have a perfect
temperance law we should have, in my
opinion, joint action on the part of both
the Local Legislatures and the Federal
Parliament. If I thought that this legis-
lation would be definitive I should vote
not only against any amendment but
against the Bill itself. I believe there is a
tacit understanding all over the Dominion,
and especially in Parliament, that the
principle of this measure and of all the
measures which relate to the sale of liquors,
will be tried before another year passes,
and that a careful study of the question
will be made by the Supreme Court or the
Privy CounciL I think it is our duty, as
far as lies in our power, to make the law
on the Statute book operative as far as
possible until the respective powers of the
Federal Parliament and the Local Legis-
latures are clearly defined. I admit that
there is a great deal to be said in favor of
the amendment proposed by the hon.
member for Amherst, but, on the other
hand, there are equally strong reasons in
support of the system advocated by the
hon. member from Sarnia. To my mind
the system which favors more directly the
interests of temperance is the one which
should commend itself to our judgment.
I quite agree with the remarks whiçh fell
from my hon. friend from Toronto (Mr.
Allan) and I believe, whatever our private
views may be as to the different systems
which have been submitted for our con-
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sideration, that the best course to pursue,
since the majority of Parliament has seen
fit to enact the existing law, is to give that
law a fair trial. In my opinion a some-
what different act from the existing law
should have been adopted, but since the
Scott Act is on the Statute book I do not
see why we should refuse to give those
who approve of the law, an opportunity
to show the good effects which may result
from its operation. For these reasons,
and reserving the question of jurisdiction,
I shall vote against the amendment, and
for the Bill as it stands.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-Those
who are opposed to the amendments pro-
posed by the hon. members from Amherst
and Halifax set all of us down, who are
willing to support them, as being opposed
to teniperance.

HON MR. VIDAL-No. no.

HON. MR MACFARLANE-I wish
to say for myself that no person abhors
more thoroughly than I do a drunkard.
I believe drunkenness is one of the most
abject of vices to which a human being
can be adicted. Persons who give way to
it become almost worse than the animal,
but we believe- at all events my belief is
-that in place of injuring the cause of
temperance, the amendment introduced
by my hon. friend, is calculated to advance
the cause of temperance. We believe, as
the hon. Minister of Justice has said, that
to accomplish anything by legislation of
this kind you must have in support of it
the strong moral sentiment of a large pro-
portion of the people of the country.
Without that support it is impossible that
the Act can be beneficial. Now what did
we hear last evening? I listened with
astonishment to the statement made by
my hon. friend from Charlottetown. If
there is any part of this Dominion where
one would suppose the Scott Act could be
effectually operated, it is Prince Edward
Island. It is a Province standing by itself,
to which there is no access for six months
of the year. It has been said by several
gentleman here that it is difficult to enforce
the Act in one county when people can
cross the line into the next county and pur-
chase as much liquor as they want. Now,
Prince Edward Island is divided into three

counties, and the Scott Act has been
adopted by the whole of them. It ha
been in operation four or five years-t
full and complete operation throughOut
that Island. Now, what was the state-
ment niade here ? The hon. member for
Charlottetown, corroborated as he was by
another senator from the Island, stated
that to-day in the City of Charlottetown,
intemperance is so alarmingly prevalent,
and the quantities of liquor introduced
into that country, and consumed, are so
great, that really it has become an intOl-
erable nuisance. Now, if on that Island
where they have complete control, where
there is no outside population to interfere
with them, the strong efforts of the tem-
perance advocates, and the strong moral
sentiment of the people who favor the
movement, cannot carry the Act jitO
operation, how can the friends of temper-
ance suppose that they can, without having
the popular sentiment with them, pro-
hibit the sale and use of liquor tO
any considerable extent ? I believe that
true temperance can best be secur-
ed by a thoroughly stringent license law.
Take the license law which was
passed here last session-a license law
prepared, not by the opponents of temper-
ance, but called into operation by a comn-
mittee, including some of the strongest
friends of temperance in Canada. That
law is in operation throughout the
Dominion. It is true that differences of
opinion exist as to its legality,- but at all
events the Commissioners are sitting to-
day over a large portion of this country
issuing licenses. Those licenses will be
in force in every one of the counties
where the hon. gentleman's Bill is intend-
ed to operate, and even if this measure
should fail to pass, the Dominion Act
will be in force. So I think the cause of
temperance will be more effectually served
by establishing a good license law, so that
the people can see how the tiaffic is being
carried on. Under the Scott Act one
thing is certainly done: the temperance
men light down on every respectable man,
and they cannot deny that a number of
liquor sellers throughout this country are
highly respectable men. They light
down on every one of those and crush
them out. They dry up every source
of supply that is respectable over this
country, but what is the result? The

Ho. MR. TRUDEL.
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result is that the rookeries, the dens of
'fnfamy start up, and wretched people
are drawn into theni after dark, where
the eye of the public cannot see them.
There is not a gentleman in this Cham-
ber who does not know that over this
Whole country you can scarcely go any-
ýhere without hearing of those dens of
l'ffamy, though you cannot tell where
they are. This Act closes the drinking
Places that are known, but it is impos-
Sible to suppress those dens where the
Vilest liquors are sold, where the youth
Of the country are led astray and poi-
soned. I favor temperance; I abhor
the man who immoderately indulges in
ardent spirits, but the true way to pro-
rnOte temperance in .this country is, first
by cultivating the moral sentiment, and
letting those who will take intoxicating
liquors go to respectable places, where
the eye of the public will be on them.
If the hon. gentleman's Bill utterly fails,
YOu have that to fall back on. What is
the object of my hon. friend's amendment ?
Those who are opposed to it say that it will
atterly destroy the Bill if you ask,
Ilot a najority of thiee-fifths of the
Voters to sustain the Act, but a niajority
of three-fifths of the voters who go to the
Polls. We are asked to believe that if, in
Place of taking the majority of the votes,
as is now done, a three-fifths majority of
those who go to the polls is required, you
Will utterly destroy the Act. If that should
be the effect, then I do not believe that
the friends of temperance are as strong and
active as they think they are. No one can
doubt their sincerity. No one can doubt
that my hon. friend from Sarnia is animat-
ed by great anxiety for the cause he has at
heart, and that he sincerely believes he is
doing the best thing that possibly can be
done for the temperance cause in this
eOuntry. Now, I do not consider that it
is the best thing that can be done, and yet
I have as much right to hold my opinion
as he has to entertain his, and I am as
strong a friend of temperance as the hon.
gentleman himself. I say unless you carry
With you the strong moral sentiment of
the country I do not believe it is possible
to bring into operation any law that will
reledy the evils of intemperance, and bring
Our people to that different state of mind
that those hon. gentlemen desire to see. I
feel that in supporting the amendment I

am working, not in the cause of intemper-
ance, but in the cause of temperance. If
the hon. gentlemen will agree to take this
amendment they will carry with them the
very strong sentiment of large bodies of
the population that at present feel hostile
to their measure. When they find that a
majority of three-fifths of the votes polled
are cast in favor of the Act they will see
that there is a strong moral sentiment in
its favor. Animated by these sentiments,
I shall vote for the amendment of my hon.
friend from Amherst.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-Whatever may
be the motives of the hon. mover of the
amendment, I have little doubt that if
both amendments are carried they will
destroy the Act. In the place where I
reside the Scott Act has already been voted
on and is supposed to be in force, and
therefore the first amendment will not
affect us there. Speaking of the working
of the Scott Act, I may say that it has not
come up to the expectations of its many
friends, but I should like to call attention
to the reasons for this. I think the re-
sponsibility of the non-working of the
Scott Act does not rest on the temperance
workers, or on that half a million of peti-
tioners who came here and asked for this
restrictive measure. That Act was passed
with a view of acceding to their earnest de-
mands, and when it became law the effect
of it was shown. As we always find in the
passing of any general act, there were
found in the working of it some defects
which could not have been foreseen. As
soon as the Act came into force they were
discovered. Then sprang upcontroversies
in the courts of law, and we know that the
temperance men, who were sacrificing their
time and money, not for their own benefit,
as their opponents possibly are, (they are
perhaps only looking after their own busi-
ness) but for theenforcement of a law which
they honestly and earnestly think is a
great moral reformation-they are not in
a very good position to keep up continual
litigation which naturally grows out of a
defective law, and when these defects are
shown to exist they naturally look to the
Parliament of the country to remedy them.
Parliament has failed to do so, and hence
have come the results which have been
referred to in many districts where the
Scott Act was voted upon and carried by
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a large majority-larger than the majority
suggested by the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from Amherst-even in those
places where the temperance workers were
desirous to carry out this great and, I be-
lieve, excellent reform they were very
much crippled by these doubts thrown
over it, and by thlese defects which the
lawyers found in it. I have no doubt
the judges had given their decisions
honestly, but we know that generally
there has been doubt thrown on the law.
I say the friends of the Act have labored
under a great many difficulties, and
they look naturally to the Government
of this country for a remedy to those
difficulties. If the Scott Act has not been
as well carried out ; if it has not worked as
successfully as its friends anticipated-
and it certainly has not-the fault does
not rest with the temperance men, but the
responsibility for the non-success of it rests
upon the Parliament and Government of
the country. I was very much pleased to
find that, acceding to the request of the
Temperance Alliance, the Government
were willing to make one amendment.
There are four or five amendments of other
defects which, if enacted, would be most
useful to the working of the law, but I was
glad that the most glaring one was to be
removed, and particularly glad to hear the
expression of the Miiister of the Interior
in introducing this Bill, that he felt it was
the duty of the Government either to make
a public law, of such importance as this,
workable, or else to remove it from the
statute book. I thought that was a pro-
per expression, and I was quite in accord
with him. Inasmuch as the application
had been made for this amendment and
this alone, and as it had been thoroughly
understood that it was in that direction,
and not to introduce any new prineiple
whatever, but simply to make a change
which would tend to make the Act more
acceptable to the people, and more useful
in its application, I did hope that the Gov-
ernment would be allowed to carry it
through without having it crippled and in-
jured by other amendments introduced at
this stage. Again, I can scarcely under-
stand the position which the Government
assume. They appear to claim, as I un-
derstand, that the first clause in this Bill
is a Government clause, and that the sec-
ond and third clauses, if these amendments

HoN. MR. McCLELAN.

carry, are not Government clauses, but a
sort of nondescript arrangement. One
end of the measure will be Government,
and the other will not be-it will certainly
be an anomaly in legislation. It will be a
sort of legislation which I never heard of
emanating from a Government before.
am satisfied that while it must be injurious
in some sections of the country, and while
the second section, as it stands, will be
most useful, that taking Canada as a whole,
the second clause will more than neutral'
ize the good effects from the passage of
the first clause. I trust, therefore, that
this House will not interfere with the just
operation of the Bill.

HON. MR. ODELL-I was not in the
House when the hon. member from Sarnila
began to speak, but came in while he Was
speaking, and I must confess that I Was
very much surprised at some of his re-
marks, because I listen with a great deal
of pleasure to everything that falls from n'y
hon. friend as a general rule. I was sur-
prised that he should have taken the
opportunity, during the absence of the hon.
Minister of Justice to make the remarks he
did with regard to him. le scated very
clearly and distinctly that he had the
pledge of the Government to carry this
measure through without any amendmnent
whatever, and expressed his great surprise
and astonishnent that the Minister Of
Justice should under those circumstances
have expressed his decision to vote for the
amendment. Now hon. gentlemen I ven-
tLre to say that no such pledge was ever
given by the Government and it was denied
by the Minister of the Interior, and by the
Minister of Justice when he spoke befOre
recess. The latter gentleman very candi-
dly and very clearly explained why he was
prepared to give that vote. I do not stand
here to defend the Government or the
members of it ; they are far better able to
do that for themselves, than I am, but I
thought that in the absence of the Minister
of Justice it was but right to refer so far tO.
this matter. So much for that. I want
now to refer for one moment to the course
which the member for Sarnia and the hon.
gentleman who last addressed the House
have stated as the course that was pur-
sued--more especially the remarks of
the hon. gentleman from Sarnia. He ad-

.mits that they could not venture to bring
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11i8 measure before Parliament as a private
i; and what does that admissionamount

to ? Just to this, that they feel they have
not got the feeling of the country at large
Wth them, and they have not got the

lng of the representatives of the coun-
ty from whom you are to take the expres-
$"on of the popular voice,-if they had
they Would have introduced this measure
thenselves But what do they do ? They
frst call a caucus, and they then determine
to go to the first Minister and try to induce
SI to give them a pledge that he would
introduce a Bill for them, and with that is
coupled that other pledge that it was to
he carried without amendment. Now, it
has been stated before by the Minister of
the Interior, that such was not the case.

IiON. MR. VIDAL -The hon. gentle-
e'an is entirely misrepresenting me.

ION. MR. ODELL-No, it has been
denied, and therefore I say such denial
is quite sufficient for the House.

lION. MR. VIDAL-I never asserted
such a thing.

. oN. MR. ODELL-As I said before,
'f they feit they had the feeling of the
rcountry with them, they would have intro-
'duced this measure themselves, but now
they tell us that after getting this caucus
and obtaining the promise of the Govern-
rnent-which has been faithfully carried
out-that if this amendment is not with-
drawn they will call upon the Government
to Withdraw the Bill altogether. That is
a System of coercion, and the whole thing
fromn beginning to end has been in the
direction of coercion upon this House and
"POn the country at large ; otherwise the

ill never would have been introduced in
this Flouse in the way it has been brought
before us. Are we here to legislate for a
tlasCs-for what I would call sumptuary
rneasures, and for that purpose alone-or
are we not here rather to legislate for what
We feel is for the benefit of the country at
arge ? And I say that every member of
Parliament has a perfect right to have ac-
Corded to him the free discharge of his
duty, without havng any coercion whatever
brought to bear upon it. This only shows,
to Mny mind, the length to which the party
With which those hon. gentlemen are allied

will go, in order to carry out a piece of
class legislation for their own benefit, which
has not heretofore, by their own admis-
sion, worked well or to their satisfaction
and which is not satisfactory to the people
at large. If it were, there would be no
difficulty with regard to putting the Act in
thorough operation. I do not wish to go
into all the particulars with regard to it.
I explained my views upon the second
reading of the Bill and I do not mean to
go over then again, but I must confess
that, under the circumstances, I think it
comes before us in such a questionable
shape that, whatever one's feelings may be
with regard to the measure, one must
regret the course that has been taken.
Hon. gentlemén will of course act accord-
ing to the dictation of their own consci-
ences in the matter, and personally,
though I am opposed to the measure at
large, I consented to vote for the first
clause in this Bill in order to give them a
fair opportunity to carry out their views.
They say they have really had no trial,
but is not five years enough for the trial
of the Act ?-and they have had that time
to put it in operation-yet at the end of
five years we are told "Oh no, you must
give us another trial !"

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is a little over a
year since the Privy Council decided.

HON. MR. ODELL- It is now five
years since the Act passed.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man knows it was suspended by the Privy
Council.

HON. MR. ODELL-If from 1878 to
1884 is not sufficient time to try the effect
of the Act, it shows it is perfectly useless.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Everybody knows
the Act was not before the Privy Council
until a year ago.

HON. MR. ODELL-The Act was
passed in 1878, and you may depend upon
it that long before it was passed the thing
was being worked up, and it might have
been put in operation without any diffi-
culty whatever.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It has been
in operation for five years.
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HoN. MR. ODELL-I am not pre-
pared to say the exact time it went into
operation, but if that is not sufficient
trial, I think it is time that the whole Act
was repealed, and if the hon. gentlemen
should take a different view from me and
are not content to accept the concession
now given them, then I think it is proof
that we should not be troubled any more
with legislation upon the subject.

HON. NIR. PLUMB-Before the Bill
passess, I think it is due to myself to say
a ward. Last night when the question
was under discussion, having reference to
the body of the Bill, which undertook to
correct a little difficulty in the carrying
out of the Act, I stated-I intended to be
understood in that direètion-that I
thought the measure having been carried
and put on the Statute Book, ought not
to be defeated by any technical difficulty,
and that inasmuch as licenses had not
been granted in certain portions of the
Dominion, and consequently the Act
could not there be put into operation at
all, some amendment should be made
which would cover that particular case,
and that it was scarcely fair to those who
projected the measure and brought it in,
that it should be defeated by any indirect
means. I believe I endeavored to make
myself perfectly understood upon that,
and I also tried to make myself perfectly
clear that if any amendment were offered
whereby that section should be rendered
inoperative, I certainly should vote against
it.. The amendment of my hon friend
from Amherst stands on an entirely differ-
ent footing, for that is an addition to the
Bill, while the other measure which I had
indicated as being fair to the supporters
of the temperance movement, was passed.
That, therefore, is done with, but we are
now discussing an entirely different pro-
position. In the other House, when it
was proposed to amend the Act in such a
way as to ensure larger support for it, I
took the ground that it would be better
for the advocates and supporters of the
measure that it should have the moral
support of a considerable portion of the
community in which it was to go into
effect. It is found-and I think it is
understood even by those who are ils great-
est supporters-that in many respects its
operation has not been satisfactory. I

myselt have never been in favor of meas
ures of that kind and I have always expre-
sed myself in that way with great clearnes
and frankness, whenever the questiot'
came up. In the other House, when it
came up I spoke against it, and when it
was proposed to bring a larger majoritY to
bear upon its adoption, I was in favor
the proposition. I said last night, and 1
still say, that it would be unfair to measure
the majority by the nominal majority
which stands upon the voters list, because
the vote does not come out, even in heated
political contests to the extent of the actuel
vote on the voting paper, but falls Very
far short of it. Now. I had a great desl
of hesitation in my mind whether I shold
state frankly to the House what is my co0-
viction in this matter, or whether I shouîl
let the thing pass and abstain from voting
at all. I do not think, however, that
that would be fair or just. I think
that the opponents of the amendnment
have weakened their cause very much
by saying that it would have the effect O
preventing the operation of their Bill. >A

measure of this kind-notwithstandin$
the criticisms of my hon. friend frol'
Sarnia, whose enthusiasm and sinceritf I
respect greatly-should be called a sumlP-
tuary law, for it is regulating something
that we can do, in the sense of restrictin6
our liberty of action-there is no questioy
about that at all. It is the same principle
that would be applied to dress or to aly
other thing, which ought to be left to the
judgement of the individual as largely a'
possible.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The License Law
is the same.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Well, I am
favor of the License Law. There is ne
use in attempting to discuss that, for it i5
admitted by everybody, and the only thing-
in which we differ is the means by which
a mitigation of the evil is to be obtained-
It is admitted by hon. gendemen that the
working of this Act has not been satisfac
tory, and certainly it is a very grave adis-
sion that it will not stand the test of a yote
of three-fifths of those who vote upon the
question-not three-fifths of those on thc
voters' list. My hon. friend made the
statement that there was no such precedent
in Ontario ; that there was nothing like
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requiring that three-fifths of the voters who
80 to the polls should be asked to support
the Bill. Well, the majority principle is a
rough and ready rule, by which we govern
all things, not at all a philosophic or sound
Prilciple in all respects ; but here, where
a Community are to be hampered-as
rlnany of them consider they are-by cer-
tain restrictions, where, unsolicited, this
law has been pressed upon them, I do not
think it is unreasonable to ask that there
should be a decided expression of the peo-
Ple in the district in which this Act is to
be enforced. I think this is right, and
that it is in thé interest of the movement
Itself. Every time this discussion comes
up and it is insisted that such a restriction
as is proposed will kill the measure, it shows
that it has not the hold upon the popular
Ilind which it ought to have in order to
be obeyed and honored as it should be, and
tO have the respect of the community as it
Ought to have. If a community feel that
only a small portion of the people have
forced this Act upon fhem, there is natu-
rally a restiveness about it. Every one
knows that in all cases of this kind the
active vote is always the smallest, and is
comfposed of the energetic, earnest, zealous
lien who seek to force voters to go to the

Polls. The others are supine and will not
go out, although they may have their
Opinions, and those opinions will govern,
very largely, the action of the community.
We see that was the case in the County of
Ilalton, where the Act was passed, but
Where it proved a perfect mockery. I do
lot wish to go outside and to discuss the

question largely, but there is evidence
that it is a mockery, and the inference is
that there is a defect somewhere. It does
nlot have a proper effect and it is better
for a community that there should be
Open permission for men to get what they
Want, than that it should be done secretly.
Ai Act of this kind would be the means
Of causing deception and underhand work,
such as there has been constantly wherever
these Acts have been enforced. I know
that the Mayor of Bangor who had been
one of the strongest advocates of the
Maine law, was forced by hiso wn conscience
to corne out and acknowledge that the
city in question was in no way affected by
the Maine liquor law, that there was more
drinking and more immorality connected
with it than I dare even to state here,

because I do not wish to make an
argument against the Act itself. I would
like to see it in force with the fair consent
of the community to which it is to be ap-
plied. I have never hesitated to say that
no matter how the license law was made,
I would support it, but this stands upon
an entirely different footing. I doubt
whether, if they are restricted to certain
districts, the evil can never be overcome
unless the legislation is made universal.
That is the primary difficulty about the
whole matter, and so long as it exists it
will be impossiple to carry it out. Hon.
gentlemen admit there is no restriction
in one way-that everybody can importas
much liquor as he likes, but those who
cannot bring it in by wholesale are ob-
liged to resort to some other method.
Under these circumstances I regret very
much that an attempt has been made to
show that a measure of this kind-of
which we now know the history, and which
was introduced as a Government measure
at the solicitation of our friends who are
the advocates and supporters of the Act
-should be passed in its entirety, and not
have an amendment which does not
affect the principle. That, I think, is
not a fair statement of the case, for
the Government tulfilled its duty, and
those who supported the Government
fulfilled their duty when that section which
made the law as operative where there
were no licenses granted, was passed.
That was the end and aim of that Bill.
Now, if any hon. gentleman chooses in his
place to press an amendmniit, it rests with
any hon. gentleman, no matter how
strongly he advocated the passage of that
particular section which put the law right
-and in all fairness I should state it
should be passed without interference-to
vote upon the extraneous matter in addi-
tion to the Bill-whatever it may be-as
his judgment dictates. With that view,
which I believe to be a sound one, and
with this candid statement of my position
in the matter, I shall feel constrained, in
accordance with what I have done where-
ever I had an opportunity of expressing
my opinion upon a measure of this kind,-
to vote for the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from Amherst. My opinions
have never varied in this matter from the
time when Mr. Delavan introduced his
celebrated measure in 1851 or later, at
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Albany, which was intended to go into
operation on the 4 th of July, but which
was never enforced, as it was violated on
the very first day of its existence, and no
test was ever made of it.

The House divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote:

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon, McKay,
Archibald, McKindsey,
Botsford, McMillan,
Campbell, Macfarlane,

(Sir Alex.), Montgomiery,
Carveil, Nelson,
DeBois, Northwood,
Dever, O'Donohoe,
Dickey, Odell,
Ferguson, Plumb,
Glasier, Robitaille,
Howlan, Sniith,
Kaulbach, Turner,-25.

NON-CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

Allan, Macpherson,
Armand, Miller (Speaker),
Baillargeon, Pelletier,
Bellerose, Power.
Boucherville, de, Pozer,
Chafters, Reesor,
Chapais, Scott,
Flint, Skead,
Girard, Stevens,
Grant, Sutherland,
Haytlhorne, Trudel,
Leonard. Vidal,
McClelan, Wark,-27.
McInnes,

HON. MR. ALMON-I move that the
Bill be not now read the third time, but
that it be referred to a Committee of the
Whole House to add this clause: " That
the dealing in ale, porter, lager beer, and
cider may be excepted from the operation
of the Canada Temperance Act, 1878."
I have altered my motion slightly as com-
pared with the one I gave notice of last
night, because my hon. friend the senior
member for Halifax has ascertained, beyond
a doubt, that you need not give notice of
motions that you bring forward. There-
fore, I have dropped part of this, which
referred to wines, as there may be some
doubt about them, but ale, porter, lager
beer and cider are the products of the
country, and in addition to that they are
really the temperance drinks of the
country. I shall say very little about this

HON. MR. PLUMB.

question, but must refer to the statelent
of my hon. friend from Fredericton, ho
said that Hogarth had described the dr1ik
ing of beer as an injury to the hunlin
race generally. Now, Hogarth did nothing
of the kind, and the hon. gentleman i5
the first person, within my experience, WhO
has said that Hogarth portrayed what he
did not intend. Thé book is now on the
table of the House, and the letter press at
any rate cannot be misunderstood by the
hon. gentleman.

The Senate divided on the amendment
which was rejected on the following
vote

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon, McKindsey,
Botsford, McMillan,
Campbeil (Sir Alex) Macfarlane,
Carvell, Montgomery,
DeBlois, Nelson,
Dever. Northwood,
Dickey, O'Donohoe,
Ferguson, Odell,
Glasier, 'Pozer,
Howlan, Robitaille,
Kaulbach, Smith.-23.
McKay,

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Allan,
Archibald,
Armand,
Baillargeon,
Bellerose,
Boucherville, de,
Chaffers,
Chapais,
Flint,
Girard,
Grant,
Haythorne,
Leonard,
McClelan,

McIines,
Macpherson,
Miller (Speaker)
Pelletier,
Plunib,
Power,
Reesor,
Scott,
Skead,
Stevens,
Sutherland,
Trudel,
Vidal,
Wark,-28.

THE SPEAKER-The question is noff
on the third reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. McMILLAN-Before this
vote is taken I wish to propose another
amendment, that sub-section four of sec-
tion ninety-nine, be amended so as to
read after the word " inhabitants " in the
eighth line " such sale for medicinal pur-
poses to be in quantities of not more thai
one pint." Hon. gentlemen will see by
reading the clause that it provides that the,
minimum quantity to be sold is to be
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one pint. From the abuse, and the
ridicule and contempt in which medical
Men, and the profession to which I have
the honor to belong, and of which I am
on1ly an humble member, have been sub-
jected in this House, I think it is due to it
that the clause should be so amended. By
the returns that we have now before us,
from the Countx of Halton, of the sales of
Iiquor that have' taken place under medi-
cal certificates in that, county, I do not
think that the medical men merit theodium
that has been attempted to be cast upon
them. The quantity of liquor that can
be sold under a medical certificate, is not
fixed by the Act as to the maximum, and
by a reference to the sales that have been
Made by one gentleman in that county, a
Mr. Pierce, we find that out of 3,875 sales
under medical certificates, only fifty-three
re in pints. Now, with all those sales,

the total quantity is 760 gallons. To
show that medical men are not responsible
for the sale of this quantity of spirits, I
can find but a few sales that have been
Made in quantities greater than a bottle.
It appears to me that the druggist who
had control of this enormous trade had
arranged his sales so as to be in those
quantities, which every man knows to be
the capacity of an ordinary bottle, from a
Pint to pint and a half. If the medical
inen were acting in collusion with the
druggists, I think you would find that
if those sales vere not made for medicinal
PurPoses, they would invariably be in
larger quantities, because the object
WOuld be, if the doctor was acting in
Collusion with the druggist, that the sales
Would be in large quantities, in order to
Make a greater profit. That being the
case I do not think that the niedical men
should be made the butt and ridicule of
this House, nor would I, as a member of
the profession, wish it- to go to the
counitry that they are to be held respon-
sible, as the executive officers, for the
failure of the Temperance Act in many
districts. The hon. gentleman from
Ottawa went out of his way during this
debate to abuse the profession. As the
result of his experience in 25 years, he
contended that the use of alcohol was not
necessary in the practice of medicine.
The hon. gentleman knows the value of
a non-professional opinion. If he were a
Ierniber of the medical profession I would

certainly respect and value his opinion;
as I would the opinions of eminent men
in the profession, if he found them to
support it. I believe that there are medi-
cal men who are opposed to the use of
alcohol in their practice, but they are in
the minority. There are those who say,
" Never use the lancet, or you will kill
your patient ;" and others in the profes-
sion who say," Never use calomel, or you
will kill your patient," but they are in the
minority. I could, if necessary, produce
authority to show that alcohol is abso-
lutely necessary in medical treatment in
certain cases. Why is the use of alco-
holic stimulants taught in the schools of
medicine, and every student instructed
that the use of alcohol is necessary in the
treatment of certain diseases ? If the
use of stimulants was not necessary, would
it be taught by gentlemen holding posi-
tions as Professors in those colleges ?
Would they not refrain from teaching
such a doctrine as that ? There is not an
institution in this country, nor in any
other country, that teaches that the use
of alcohol is not necessary in the practice
of medicine. For these reasons I beg to
submit this amendment, in the hope that
it may carry, and if the Scott Act should
prove in the future to be a failure, then
the fault will not be laid on the shoulders
of the medical profession of Canada.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not know if
the hon. gentleman has a seconder for his
motion; but if he has not I shall be happy
to second it. I think the change would
be a decided improvement in the Bill and
if it is to be adopted, I hope it will be
carried, without going into committee, as
an amendment on the third reading of the
Bill.

HON. MR. ODELL-Does the hon.
gentleman recollect that it is an amendment
to the Bill ?

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I do.

HON. MR. ODELL-The hon. gentle-
man deprecated a little while ago any
amendment ; that it was the Bill, the whole
Bill, and nothing but the Bill he wanted; and
now he gets up and seconds an amend-
ment to this very Bill that a few moments
ago there was to be no change in, and if
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by any chance there was an amendment
to it, he would call upon the Minister of
the Interior to withdraw the measure.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I must acknow-
ledge the inconsistency ; it is a very fair
shot at me.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It would be much
better to allow this Bill to go in the shape
it is. I look upon that amendment as a
piece of waste paper. We know very well
that whether it is a pint, over a pint, or
less than a pint makes not the slightest
difference. If you restrict to a pint, a
medicil man may prescribe it three times,
<>r ten times a day.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Why
should you insist upon a patient drinking
more than a pint ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not insist on
him drinking any at all. The law can be
evaded. A prescription can be given in
the morning for a pint, and in the after-
noon for a pint, and the evening for a pint,
with half a dozen intervening pints if he
wishes. If the profession are so anxious,
as my hon. friend who has just spoken
appears to be, to carry out this Act in its
integrity, and restrict the use of alcohol to
a prescription, certainly the quantity taken
will be considerably less than a pint ; there-
fore the quantity in the statute is really a
matter of the most supreme indifference,
because if a man chooses to order gallons
of it he has ways of doing it even if you
do restrict him to a pint. It is much bet-
ter to let the Bill go as it is.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Here
is an hon. gentleman who is an advocate
of cold water and the total abolition of the
use of stimulants, insisting on including
among the provisions of the Bill one de-
claring that a medical man must give a pre-
scription of more than a pint of alcohol to
a sick patient.

HON. MR. SCOTT-No, no.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is what the hon. gentleman will have.

which was negatived on the followil"g
division :

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Bel lerose, O'Donohoe,
Campbell (Sir Alex) Odeli,
De Blois, Pluimb,
Dever, Pozer,
Kaulbach, Robitaille,
Mclnnes, Smith,
McKay, Sutherland;
McKindsev, Turner,
MeMillan, Trudel,
Macdonald, Vidal.-21.
Nelson,

NON-CoNTENTs:
Hon. Messrs.

Allan, Leonard,
Almon. McClelan,
Arnand, Macfarlane,
Boucherville, de Macpherson,
Chaffers, Miller (Speaker),
Chapais, Pelletier,
Dickey, Power,
Flint, Reesor,
Girard, Scott,
Grant, Skead,
Haythorne, Stevens,
Howlan, Wark.-24.

The Bill was then read the third timue,
on a division, and passed.

INSOLVENT BANK AND TRADING
CORPORATIONS WINDING UP

BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (G), "An Act
further to amend the Act forty-five Vic.
toria, chapter twenty-three, intituled ' Ai
Act respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Companies, Loan Companies, Building
Societies and Trading Corporations.'

He said: This is a Bill to amend the Act
for the winding up of insolvent companies
by allowing the Act 45 Vic., Cap. 23, to
apply to trading companies which have
not been mentioned in that Act, and also
to provide that companies now insolvenlt,
and as to which difficulties were found in
the winding up, may be brought under
the operation of the Act. These are the
objects of the Bill-one to extend it tO
trading companies, the other to extend it
to companies which are now being wouind
up under defective Bills.

The motion was agreed to and the
The House divided on the amendment Bill was read the second time.

HON. MR. ODELL.
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DOMINION LANDS ACT
. MENT BILL

AMEND-

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been read
for resuning the adjourned debate on the
hon. Mr. Dickey's motion in amendment
to the hon. Mr. Macpherson's motion for
the third reading of the Dominion Lands
Act, 1883, Bill,

HON. MR. HOWLAN said: In moving
the adjournment of the debate last night
nY object was not to prolong the discus-

Sion, but more to find some solution of
te difficulty which occupied the attention
Of the House. With that object in view
I would suggest to my hon. friend from
Amherst, if he can see his way to it, to
Withdraw his amendment in favor of one
that I hold in my hand, which would, I
think, meet with the favor of the flouse.
I first thought of moving it as an amend-
rMent to his amendment. It is to strike
out all the words in the second clause
after "residence," in the twenty-second
line, to "situated" in the twenty-ninth
hne, and substitute therefor the following,
namely: " within the radius of two miles
Of his homestead quarter-section."

HON. MR. PLUMB-What limit would
that give him?

HON. MR. HOWLAN-That would
give him a limit of about eleven quarter-
sections. The amendment would be to
the effect that the homesteader could live
With anybody ; that he might live with an
acquaintance or a friend, or become ser-
vant to a fariner in the vicinity and work
wlith him, or live within a radius of two
mtiles of his homestead. Would my hon.
friend from Amherst accept this amend-
m-nent in place of his own ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-It would be
hardly fair to withdraw my amendment
until I see what is the fate of the amend-
Ment proposed by the hon. gentleman.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I need
nOt tell the House that at all times I am
very anxious to defer to the wishes of the
Senate so far as I believe the safe admin-
istration of the North-West Territories

will admit. The amendment now pro-
posed by the hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island, will, in my opinion, be
very much less objectionable than that
proposed by my hon. friend from Amherst.
Even that of the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island will increase the
difficulties and the cost of administration,
because it will enable a settler to live on
any one of eleven sections, which means
eleven sections with a radius of two miles
from his homestead; but still that addi-
tional expense can no doubt be met-
that is, the proper check can be kept
upon the good faith of the settler, and I
am willing to accept that on behalf of the
Government.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I trust I may in
this instance, as at all times, be willing to
meet the Government half way. The
House will remember that the amendment
which I proposed was, as I conceived, in
the interests of the Bill, to make it more
liberal and to make it more acceptable to
the community in the North-West than
the clause as it stood. This suggested
amendment removes the chief objection
I had to the clause, which comfined the
benefit of that optside residence to per-
sons who have a father or mother or
brother or sister. This clause wilt put all
on the same footing. It is the principle I
contended for, and if that principle is con-
ceded, I have no objection to substituting
the hon. gentleman's amendment for my
own. My hon. friend did me the kindness
to show me. the amendment-I think it is
but right to advert to it, and as I think on
all occasions it is desirable that a gentle-
man should give way to the opinions of
his friends to a certain extent and above
all to know when to give way ; and as it
is an improvement on the existing law, I
have great pleasure in accepting the
amendment, and I ask the leave of the
House to withdraw my amendment.

The amendment was withdrawn.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-If the
hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Howlan) will allow me I will
introduce those words into the Bill myself,
and it will not appear as an amendment
at all.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I have no
objection to that course.
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HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
that the Bill be re-committed to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House with instruc-
tions to make certain amendments.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY, from the-
Committee, reported the Bill with several
amendments.

The report was received, and the amend-'
ments were concurred in.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
that the Bill be read the third time
presently.

HON. MR. REESOR-I beg to call the
attention of the House to the fact that
while I admit that the Bill is an improve-
ment on the law as it stands, it is still
exceedingly narrow and circumscribed,
and the idea thrown out by the Minister
of the Interior seems to carry with, it the
view that it is possible for the Department
of the Interior to have charge of all the
homesteaders in the North-West Territory,
to know where they live.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I beg
the hon. gentleman's pardon, I said nothing
bf the kind.

HON. MR. REESOR It will be very
difficult for the Department to keep the
homesteaders within such a prescribed
district, I move that the Bill be not now
read the third time, but that it be referred
back to a Committee of the whole House
with instructions to amend the same by
striking out all the words after "residence "
in the 26th line of the 2nd clause, to the
word "in " in the 29 th line.

The ameidment was declared lost on a
division.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

MASTERS, MATES, AND SEAMEN'S
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved,
that the House resolve itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (i 16) " An
Act to amend an Act respecting certificates

to masters and mates of ships, and the
Seamen's Act of 1873."

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

that theist clause of the Bill proposed tO
reduce the class of vessels as to which the
Bill is to be applied from being 15o tons
to ioo tons.

HON. MR. POWER would like to know
what was the occasion for this Bill, and
what the exact effect of it would be.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said at
this moment vessels of less than 15o tons
could sail to a foreign port without a mate
or a master who had passed examination,
but under this Bill they would not be able
to do so unless the vessel was under IO
tons.

HON. MR. POWER was pleased that
the Minister had made the change. e
(Mr. Power) had pointed out in a discus-
sion on a measure of this kind last year
the necessity for such legislation, and it
had not been adopted.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without any
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE OUT OF
SESSIONS BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the House resolve itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (I), "An Act
to amend an Act respecting the duties Of
Justices of the Peace out of Sessions in
relation to summary convictions and
orders."

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

the object of this Bill was to afford an ap)-
peal from the decisions of magistrates in
Muskoka, Parry Sound and Haliburton-

(8 E NAT E ] Out of S'e88ion4. Bill.
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The second clause was for the purpose of
fxing the court to which those appeals
should be taken.

H7ON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

ONTARIO BUILDING SOCIETIES
BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the
anendments made by the House of Com-
Mons to Bill (B) " An Act to amend the
Acts Fortieth Victoria, Chapter Forty-nine
and Forty-fifth Victoria, Chapter twenty-
four, being Acts relating to Permanent
Building Societies and Loan and Savings
Companies, carrying on business in
Ontario," be concurred in.

le explained that the amendments
.Were not of a very serious character. The
Most important was the addition of a
clause to authorize such societies to in-
Vest in Dominion, Provincial and other
debentures.

The motion was agreed to.

GAS AND GAS METERS INSPEC-
TION BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
Mittee of the Whole on Bill (108) "An
Act to amend the Acts respecting the In-
spection of Gas and Gas Meters."

In the Committee,
HON. MR. POWER wished1 to know

Why the forty-fourth section of the Act was
changed. Under that section one-half the
Penalty recoverable from parties infringing
the law was payable to the informer and
the other half to the Dominion. Under
this amendment the ilispector was required
to bring such suits and the amounts re-
Covered by way of penalties should be ac-
counted for to the Department of Inland
Revenue.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the experience of the Department

was that the Act, as it stood, tended to
encourage informers, and to have gas com-
panies molested with little cause, and some-
times without reason, and it was thought
better to leave the prosecution of parties
who infringed the Act to the inspector.

HON. MR. ALLAN wished to know if
this measure would touch a case of which
complaint was made of late years, that gas
is made of coal oil which clogs the gas
meters and has been found otherwise in-
jurious.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there was nothing to prevent that, but they
must produce a light of the intensity
specified in the Bill.

HON. MR. WARK, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with amendments
which were concurred in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 11:15 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, April 71h 1884 .

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MARITIME BANK BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(66), " An Act to reduce the capital stock
of the Maritime Bank of the Dominion of
Canada, and to make other provisions
respecting the said Bank." He said :
There are only two amendments of any
consequence that have been, made to the
Bill The first is one made at the request
of the promoters, altering the date at which
the Bill should take effect, and the other is
to make ele .r by what vote of the share-
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holders the provision respecting the reduc-
tion of the capital stock should be accom-
plished.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

HAMILTON AND NORTH-WEST-
ERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (59), " An Act respec-
ting the Hamilton and North-Western
Junction Railway Company," without
amendments.

HON. MR. TURNER moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

NORTHERN RAILWAY
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported Bill (57)," An Act respect-
ing the Northern Railway of Canada,"
with amer ' ents. He explained that the
first amendment was merely verbal. As
the Bill read, it referred to " The Northern
Pacific Junction." As that might be rnis-
leading, the word " and" was introduced
between " Northern " and " Pacific,"
making it read, as it was intended,
"Northern and Pacific Junction." The

ther amendment was to strike out the
whole of the seventh clause; that was
done with the consent of the promoters
of the Bill.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (114), " An Act to amend, and to
consolidate as amended, the several Acts
respecting the adulteration of food and
drugs." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)
' Bill (120), "An Act to amend the

Weights and Measures Act of 1879."
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (129), "An Act in further amend-
ment of 'An Act respecting the treatmenot
and relief of sick and distressed mariners.
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (L), " An Act to amend the North-
West Territories Act of 188o." (Mr.
Macpherson.)

Bill (131), "An Act to amend the Act
to incorporate the Winnipeg and Hudson
Bay Railway and Steamship Company."
(Mr. Girard.)

BLOCK HOUSES IN NOVA SCOTIA.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend the junior member fromT
Hahfax drew attention the other day tO
the subject of some block houses in his
part of the country. which are going tO
ruin, and I promised to speak to the Min-
ister of Militia on the subject. I took
occasion to do so and the Minister of
Militia writes to me that he is " much
obliged to Dr. Almon for bringing the
matter before me, and you can say I have
sent orders to have the matter investigated.
I shall see that the old work is put in
order and preserved."

HALIFAX REFORMATORY BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved the third
reading of Bill (E) "An Act respecting
a reformatory for certain juvenile offenders
in the County of Halifax in the Province
of Nova Scotia.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the adoptiol
of the second report of the Joint Commit-
tee on the Library of Parliament. Hie
said: The first matter to which this report
refers is an application nade through the
Speaker of the House of Commons by the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly Of
Ontario to borrow from the Library cer-

HON. MR., ALLAN.
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tain documents relating to the early history
of Upper Canada. It was not thought
proper to grant the request in the form in
which it was made. While the Commit-
tee were willing to give every facility to
those who are authorized to copy manu-
Scripts, they think that under no circum-
Stances should they be removed from the
Library. I think this recommendation
Will be approved of by the House, because
it would be incurring great risk to permit
the manuscripts to be removed from the
library. There can be nothing unreason-
able in saying to those who want to get
copies that they must make the copies
here. The next paragraph relates to the
second edition of the late Dr. Todd's work
on " Parliamentary Government in the Col-
Onies." This edition is brought down to
the present time, and will contain many
valuable notes by the late Dr. Todd. The
Committee recommend that "in view of the
desirability of bringing out a new edition
of this valuable work, the Government be
requested to ask for an appropriation of
$2,000 for the purpose of purchasing three
hundred copies of the same." The next
Paragraph recommends the appointment of
Mr. Thayne, who has been employed
Since 1879 as extra clerk, to the perman-
ent staff of the Library. He has been em-
Ployed making a new catalogue to replace
the old one which, after many years use,
IS worn out.; he has been found very use-
ful in the Department, and the Committee
think it advisable that he should continue
tt the same work. The last recommend-
ation is as follows :

The Committee have considered the ques-
tion of loaning books to the public during
recess, and they have agreed to the following
rules, whicb they recommend to both Houses
to be adopted as Standing Orders:

1. That the Librarian be directed to report
at the beginning of each session to the Com-
Unittee, the names of those persons who have
failed to conply vith the rules under whicb
they have been permitted to borrow books
from the Library.

2. That the Librarian be authorized to
renew the tickets of admission to the Libraryto those who have complied with the rules.
-. These are the recommendations of the
the report which, I may add, has been
adopted in another place.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION AND ONTARIO DIS-
PUTED TERRITORY BILL.

SECOND READING. .

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (K) " An Act
respecting the territory in dispute between
the Dominion of Canada and the Province
of Ontario." He said : It has been
agreed between the Dominion and the
Province of Ontario that to settle the re-
mainder of the boundary line on the west
of Ontario, that part of it which separates
Ontario from Keewatin, we should ask the
Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council to
hear the arguments respecting that portion
of the line, and at the same time to hear
the arguments on the other parts of the
boundary. This Bill is to give us the
necessary power to do so. The Bill
requires some alterations, which can be
made in Committee ; in the meantime the
House, I am sure, will consent to the
second reading.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SHIPWRECKS INVESTIGATION
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, moved
the second reading of Bill (117), "An Act
to amend An Act respecting inquiries and
investigation into Shipwrecks and other
matters, as to the powers of the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries in certain cases
reported to him under it." He said:
This is a Bill to remedy a defect which
has been found to exist in this Act in con-
sequence of some confusion in the recitals
of it between our acts and the acts of the
Imperial Parliament.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, moved
that the Bill be referred to a Committee of
the Whole House to-morrow.

HON. MR. ALMON-I would ask the
hon. Minister if there is to be an investi-
gation into the cause of the frightful loss
of life last week at Sambro Island. It
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appears, from the accounts which have
reached us, that if there had been an effi-
cient lifeboat there, it would have been
very easy to get a crew, because, the fish-
ermen or the Island are men of excellent
physique, and at all events they are living
on the Island and available. If there
had been a lifeboat there last week, in
all probability more lives would have been
saved. In view of this, and the unfortu-
nate loss of the Britannia, on Sable
Island, I think the Deputy Minister of
Marine and Fisheries ought to be a per-
son acquainted with sea-faring matters,
and instead of being an old man ought to
be a young man able to look after these
things. It should be his duty to visit all
these staticns and to see that a sufficient
amount of money is granted to provide
lifeboats at these exposed points. I think
the returns which we have from Sable
Island, though they are very different
fron the report of the Marine and Fish-
eries Department, shew that a searching
investigation should take place in the in-
terests of humanity. The matter having
been brought before the Minister, I trust
that before we meet here next session
there will be a change for the better in
that Department.

HON. MR. SCOTT-As reference has
been made to the late disaster, I may say
that I gather from the reports received by
telegraph that the insufficiency of the fog
whistle was the principal cause of the
accident. The captain states, in an inter-
view at Halifax yesterday, that he never
heard the fog whistle. It appears that
the whistle was out of order at the time,
and though it had been sounding a couple
of hours before, it had unfortunately to be
stopped for repairs, at the time the acci-
dent occurred. The lights were in order,
but those on board the doomed ship
could not draw any correct interpretation
from em, and the captain declares posi-
tively that he did not hear the fog whistle.

HoN. MR. POWER-I agree with my
hon. colleague in the case of the recent
wreck on Sable Island; but as far as my
humble judgment goes, there is no neces-
sity for a lifeboat at Sambro Island. To
the best of my recoflection there has not
been a wreck on the Sisters, or anywhere
in the immediate neighborhood of Sambro

Island, for twenty years, and I really do
not think that a lifeboat there is necessary.
I think probably it would be better tO
wait till fuller and more reliable informa-
tion comes to hand, belore we condemfn
the keeper of the Island for not having
the fog whistle blowing. The evidence
of the keeper, or of the men on the
Island, seems to be that the fog whistle
had been blowing until the necessity for
it had ceased. It strikes me theré is no
necessity for a fog whistle, after lights
several miles distant can be seen It is a
very unfortunate thing ; but I think it will
probably be found that the captain of the
steamer was really the person most tO
blame in the matter. I had intended
rising for the purpose of notifying the
Minister that when we go into committee
on this Bill, I shall move to strike out
the second clause, which is evidently a
memorandum made on the original Bill
by the Deputy Minister, for the in-
formation of the Minister in the other
House, I presume, and not an enactment.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-It is not
necessary to express an opinion on this
matter while there is an official enquiry
going on, which will give us the particulars
of the loss, as well as information as to
the efficiency of the service at Sambro
Island. I do not agree with the senior
member for Halifax with reference to the
necessity of a lifeboat at Sambro. It is a
most dangerous place, and vessels going
to Europe or coming to our Province
zenerally make that part of our coast.

HON. MR. POWER--There is a light
there and a good fog whistle, and until
this accident there has not been a vessel
lost at that place for twenty years.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The fog
whistle was out of order a few hours before
this, and undergoing repairs. We cannot
say whether it was in order in time tO
have warned this unfortunate vessel. I
think there is hardly any place on the
whole shore more dangerous, and it is a
point which is well adapted for a lifeboat
service. We have not lost vessels at that
particular point, but they have been lost
near there some ten years ago.

HON. MR. POWER-That was several
miles from there.

HON. MR. ALMON.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-Yes, but
PrObably not so far that a lifeboat would
1not be of service. As regards the junior
mIlember for Halifax saying that the
Deputy Minister should visit those places,
I thirk all the information requisite would
be furnished without that. He has all he
can attend to at headquarters, and all the
Information with regard to the protection
required on our coast could be fully ob-
tained through other officers, who would
Probably know more about it than any
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries
wOuld.

HON. MR. ALMON-It will be news
to most of us to learn that the Sisters
are not a dangerous point, and that very
few shipwrecks have taken place there.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not say that.

HON. MR. ALMON-In ny recollec-
tiOn a man-of-war was lost there. Captain
George's vessel was lost there, and the
crew would have been lost also only for
the exertions of the fisherman on the shore.
With all due deference to the senior mem-
ber, I think that the Sisters is a most
dangerous ledge-the most so in the vicin-
Ity of Halifax harbor, and I think it is a
Point where there should be a lifeboat.
I hope the disaster will be investigated,
and that a lifeboat will be stationed there.
The service could be maintained at very
little expense.

The motion was agreed to.

INSOLVENT BANKS AND TRAD-
ING COMPANIES BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
Mittee of the Whole on Bill (J) "An Act
further to amend the Act forty-fifth Vic-
toria, chapter twenty-three, intituled, " An
Act respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Companies, Loan Companies, Building
Societies and Trading Corporations."

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex-
Plained that the first clause extended the
Act to incorporated trading companies.

The second clause applied to certain com-
panies in process of liquidation, in which
there was no promise of their being wound
up in a satisfactory manner. This clause
would give the courts jurisdiction over
such cases.

HON. MR. POWER said there should
be a saving clause to protect the rights of
creditors and others interested in litigation
now pending.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he would have that point examined into,
and a saving clause introduced if it should
be found necessary. There were two cases
in which this legislation was necessary.
The third clause provided for the appoint-
ment of the liquidator by the Court.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with amend-
ments which were concurred in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time to-
morrow.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I hope my hon.
friend will consider that question with re-
gard to the appointment of a receiver.
Are we to uniderstand that the wishes of
the creditors are to be disregarded and the
receiver appointed by the Court ? That
question was fully discussed, if I recollect
right, two years ago, and it was then the
deliberate judgment of the House that the
creditors should have a voice, as the per-
sons most interested. Circumstances may
have arisen since which render it desirable
to make this change, but I think it ought
to be well considered before such a sweep-
ing change as that is made, because it
applies to the very initiation of the pro-
ceedings.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--It
has been found, and the judges in one
province have held, that the court has no
discretion, but must follow implicitly the
wishes of a majority of the creditors. The
object of this clause is not to deprive the
creditors of any control which they should
possess, but to give the court some dis-
cretion as to the appointment of a receiver.
It has been found in one or two cases that
the persons most interested in delaying
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the winding up of the estate were the
persons who were appointed liquida

The motion was agreed to.

THE OPPOSITION PRESS
MANITOBA AND THE

NORTH-WEST.

EXPLANATION.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL m
that the House do now adjourn.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Before the mc
is adopted I have to ask the permissic
the House to make some remarks
subject which I promised to bring
before the close of the session. 1
gentlemen will remember that whe
addressed the House upon the repres
tion of the North-West in Parliame
took occasion towards the close of
remarks to refer to what I deemed a
certed attempt to injure the prospec
the North-West by an unfair and unwar
able statement of the hardships which
settlers were undergoing there, on acco
as it was alleged, of the climate of
country, the tyranny of the Governm
and the grindingmonopoly of the Cana
Pacific Railway Company. I said
there had been in the Opposition 1
throughout the country evidences
they were in sympathy with suc
attempt. My statement was questi
by my hon. friend the senior membe
Halifax, who ventured to contradi
almost directly. I promised him th
due time I would bring forward proo
my charge. I am now prepared to d
and I must apologise to him for del,
my reply so long. I did not wis
detain the House on any day when i
was much business before it, nor
wish now unduly to protract its si
I have no doubt my hon. friend w
gratified to know that I have not forg
my promise, and that I intend to pro
as far as time will permit, proofs oi
allegations. The official report ol
Debate, which took place on the
February, contains the folbowing -

"HON. MR. POWER-Will the hon. g
man be kind enough to tell the Hou
whom Dakota was held up as such a para

4 Hox. Mia. PLUMB-By the Oppo
press.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

very " HON. MR. POWER-Nothing of the sort.
tors. "HoN. Ma. PLUMB-If the hon. gentlemlan

likes I can show him fifty different quotatiOns.

ON "HoN. MR. POWER-One will do.

«Hoi. MR. PLUMB-I could show lin'»
fifty; 1 will produce enoîigh Of themn in 900d
time, but the on. gentleman will not nke
upon himself the responsibility of denyl
what Isay, lie will not take the risk of it:ý

ved know that perfectly well. If the hion. gefilî
mani bas read the newspaperm hie muet knOW
as well as I doi that such is the case; it is a

*to patent tact, known to, every man who reade
tinthe Ontario Opposition papersi, that, day 8fter

>fn of day there are statenients in them whiâh are
on a ca)culated to draw attention to Dakota Se

Up having superior advantages for the settier bc-
H comparedwith the NorthnWe.t. 1am there
-n I ch'allenge my statement.
enta-
nt, I 9' Hox. ME. POWER-If the on. gentle

My ma;I will produce one of bis proofs it will do.
co el, bHON. M. PLUMB-Does the hon. gentle
ts of mai dispute it?
rant-
ithe HoN. Mi. POWEl-I doubt it.
)unt, "lHoN. MR. PLUM B-Do you deny itr

kothe The p.on. gentle-an does not-
aent,
dian "HON. MRa. PO e Ws er -The h son. genotlem
that knows it would hardly be Parlianentary fo

nie, a ter he las made a direct tatement, e
that sy that stateient was untrue, but say tlaSt

c very strongly dou t the stateent made bY
i aoh a the hon.gentleman. Ihaveread the papel
oned pretty carefully.yet I have not een the stte
r for mden oe of which lias spoken.
ct o "HON. MR. PLUMB-I wi l produce ample
at if evidence, should occasion arise, to show the

tfs Of hon.gentleman that y assertion is a perfectlY
o so, correct one.
iying Now, I did flot assert that Dakota 'was
h to held up as a paradise; on the contraY
iere the contention of wbich I complainhas

do I been tbat notwithstanding its inferiority Of
Pting. so and climate, it offers far greater
i11 be advantages to the settler than the North
otten West.
hduce Perhaps it might be weal in premising
omy wbat I have to say, to make a brief state-
r the ment of the position in which the party tO
25th which 1 have the honor to belong stand

in regard to the North-West. It is Wel
ente- known that the acquisition of that tert
e bY tory was made by the Government of te
dise Right Hon. Sir John Macdonald, and has

sition receiving British Columbia into Confder
ation an agreement was made to build the
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Canadian Pacifie Railway, with a view of
cOnnecting British Columbia with the
other Provinces to which it was politically
attached, and of opening up the new pos-
sessions of the Dominion. The Govern-
ment I think claim that they acquired
through the Indian treaties and through
the title of the Hudson Bay Company the
full ownership of that great country. They
afterwards set off by legislation the Pro-
Vimce of Manitoba, and there being some
doubt whether it was within the powers of
the Government of Canada to do so, a
sPecial Act' of the Imperial Parliament
Was obtained for the purpose of ratifying
the arrangement and of authorizing the
Government to establish other Provinces
in the North-West. In pursuance of the
agreement with British Columbia, the
Government attempted to build the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. We are all familiar
with the circumstances by which that first
attempt was thwarted. In November
1873 the Government of Sir John Mac-
donald was overthrown, Mr. Mackenzie
and his friends came into power, and Par-
liament was dissolved. The general elec-
tions were held in January 1874, and
Parliament met in the following March.
Within two or three weeks of the close of
the session, the Hon. Mr. Mackentie,
Minister of Public Works, introduced a
Bill to provide for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. It was to be
built either as a Government work or by
COntract. He made large appropriations
Of land and very liberal subsidies in money
for the purpose, and proposed that there
Should be, in addition to the actual specific
subsidies, such other and further sum as
Could be agreed upon with contractors on
a twenty-five years subsidy at 4 per cent.
'fterest. In connection with that scherne
-and I want to call the attention of the
Senate particularly to the fact Mr.
Mackenzie's Government, by Order-in-
Council, reserved a forty mile belt along
the proposed line of the railway, and it was
mtended that the line should be built
across the north end of Lake Manitoba
Out of the reach of the settlements then
existing in Manitoba and of any which
have since then grown up in that Province.
There was a desire on the part of gentle-
men then influential in shaping the policy
Of the country that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway should be a commercial rather

than a colonization road. We contended
that the line should be primarily a colo-
nization railway, or at all events should
have the characteristics of such a railway
as well as of a railway for strictly commer-
cial purposes. It was clear that as the
country was then, or is even now situated,
it would be useless to build a railway for
commercial purposes merely. However,
it was intended by the late Government to
make it subserve, in directness of line
gradients and curves, as much as possible
the purposes of commerce. The forty-
mile belt was strictly reserved ; no settler
was allowed to go there ; he could not get.
possession of a homestead anywhere on
the line. Such was the sympathy for him
that he was excluded altogether. The
indignation of the public with regard to
that restriction was so great that after Mr.
Mills was made Minister of the Interior
he was compelled, on visiting the North-
West, by the clamors of the people, to
modify the illiberal policy and to open the
lands to settlement. We hear constantly
that the present Government has been
tyranical and that it has not favored the
settler. What can be imagined more arbi-
trary than the policy of the late Govern-
ment in wholly shutting up the country
along the line?

HON. MR. POWER-These are not
the explanation' that the hon. gentleman
proposed to give.

HON. MR. PLUMB-If the hon. gen-
tleman rises to a question of order I will
sit down.

HON. MR. POWER-I do rise to a
point of order. The hon. gentleman, by
the courtesy of this House, has risen for
the purpose of confirming a statement
that he made some time ago. Instead of
producing evidence to sustain the truth of
that statement he is making a speech on
the general question of the railway policies
of the two Governments.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
is not speaking on the question, but on a
motion to adjourn, very great latitude is
allowed.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The Minister,
under strong pressure, consented to allow
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settiers within the forty mile belt to take
up homesteads by paying $î an acre cash,
and by payment of such other and further
sum as the Government might choose to
exact. It need hardly be said that set-
tiers stayed away. Those were the regu-
lations which existed with regard to the
settlement of Manitoba and the North-
West until 1878, when the Government
of Mr. Mackenzie was overthrown, at the
last general elections, and the present ad-
ministration came into power. I mention
these facts because they are pertinent to
the subject which I rose to discuss--per-
tinent to the attacks which have been
made constantly on the land policy of the
present Government, as if there had been
more liberal regulations in the policy of
the Government which preceded it. In
1878 the overthrow of the Mackenzie
administration occasioned a change of
policy in the North-West, by which the
country was thrown open to settlers on
the most favorable terms. In 188o, Par-
liament agreed to reserve 1oo,ooo,ooo
acres of land for building the Canadian
Pacific Railway. The gentlemen who
were then leading the Opposition stated
that it was a perfectly futile thing to at-
tempt to build the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way by any such reservation. They said,
"you might as well try to' build it with
$ro as with ioo,ooo,ooo acres of land,"
and the two leaders of the Opposition
decried the North-West, and spoke of it
as a country with an inhospitable climate
where settlers would have to endure great
privations. One of them drew a contrast
between the condition of the settler there
and that of the settler in Kansas, so greatly
in favor of the latter that it is quoted by
the Kansas land agents with the hon.
gentleman's portrait as a frontispiece, while
the other made an almost equally eloquent
appeal in favor of Texas. I mention these
circumstances to show that there has been
a disposition from the first, on the part of
our opponents, to thwart and impede the
progress of seulement in the North-West,
which has been especially manifested since
the present Government came in. After
passing the Tariff Act the next subject that
engaged the attention of the Minister was
the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. I shall not recount the steps
which were taken ; suffice it to say that
every movement of the Government in

respect of the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway met with the bitterest OP-
position. The condition of the country
was studiously misrepresented, and its
ability to undertake the work denied. The
finances of the country, we were told, were
not adequate to the burden that would be
thrown upon it, and Mr. Mackenzie hin-
self, on the floor of the House, stated that
notwithstanding the enormously liberal
terms which he had offered-2o,ooo acres
of land and $1o,ooo a mile of subsidy-
and another and further sum of four per
cent, on such sum, as the contractor might
offer, although he was zealously assisted
by Sir John Rose and Mr. Sanford Flern-
ing in England, he had never been able
to get a single bid. His terms invol.ed
55,000,ooo acres of land, and nearly fifty
millions of dollars in cash subsidies, ac-
cording to the proposition made by the
late Mr. Foster, on a four per cent. basis,
for the Georgian Bay Branch. We suc-
ceeded in making a contract for the build-
ing of the Canadian Pacific Railway upon
much more favorable terms. We have
constantly been attacked for having en-
deavored to guard that contract in such a
way as to bring the traffic of the North-
West down to the older provinceswhichfur-
nished the money for the purpose of con-
structing the Railway. It was the policy of
this Government that there should be a con-
tinuous line round the north shore of the
lakes which should bring traffic to Ontario,
Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. That
policy has also been attacked constantly,
from first to last. It was a necessary part of
that policy that railways running southward
into the States should not be permitted tO
tap the line west of Lake Superior. That
has been charged as a grinding monopolY
upon the people of the North-West, but
could the late Government, if the Une had
been constructed as a Government work,
have done otherwise? Would they have
permitted the traffic to be diverted ? Mr.
Mackenzie's refusal to give up control of the
Pembina Branch answers these questions.
The continuation of attacks such as I
have indicated have had the most serious
effect upon the prosperity of that part Of
the Dominion. Every device that could
be contrived to prejudice the minds of set-
tiers and of intending settlers has been.
resorted to for the purpose of hindering the
development of the country, by embarras

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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'81ng the Government and the railway. A
favorite method has been to attack the land
polijCy of the Government ; another to re-
Present that the Canadian Pacific Railway
*as a grinding pitiless monopoly, ruining
ltself by its monstrous exactions ; another
to represent that the people of the North-
West were in a state of revolt under the
tYranny of the present Government, and
that their future relations with the Dom-
inion were uncertain. It has been stated,-
and I have abundant evidence before me
to Prove that such statements have been
rmade,-that the policy of the Government
and of the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
Pany was driving hundreds and thousands
Of settlers out of the country who had been
disappointed and had been forced to
migrate to the adjoining territories in the
United States. Particularly it has been
asserted that such has been the case with
reference to Dakota. The Opposition
Press have constantly, in speaking of the
exodus of the People from the North-West,
referred to Dakota as the place to which
they were going, to escape from illiberal
.and regulations, high freights and a grind-
l1g tariff on agricultural implements and

Other articles of consumption in the North-
West. That is to say, they were flying
frOn a tariff averaging twenty-two and a
half per cent, to a country whose tariff was
nlearly double on the very same articles of
Consumption. They were escaping, as it
Were, from the frying pan and jumping into
the fire.

The Globe has favoured us, in its attacks
IPon a protective tariff, with the following
'ilustration of the advantages the United
States offered to the agricultural consumer.
These are the reduced duties proposed,
but not enacted last year. We can
Imagine what the unreduced tariff may be.
!iere is the list to which the happy settler
in Dakota must contribute :_

"Pirst cornes his kitchen. The iron his stove
1m Made of, 45 per cent.; hollow-ware, pots,
and kettles, 53 per cent.; copper and brass
Utersils, if any, 45 per cent.; crockery, of the
cOmnonest kind, 55 per cent.; glassware, of
the cheapest kind, 45 per cent; table cutlerv
tard spoons, 45 per cent.; pickled or saited
fish, 25 per cent.; sait, 36 per cent.; suar,
42 per cent.; vinegar, 36 per cent.; pick es,
35 per cent.; rice, 123 per cent.; oranges and
other foreign fruits, about 20 per cent. Then
cones the farmer or mechanic's parlour, on
Whose contents he Pa s duties as follows, the
anount of the duties bing added by the home

manufacturer :-Carpets, if made of druggets,
74 per cent. ; carpet, if niade of tapestry, 68 per
cent.; furniture, 35 per cent.; wall paper,25 per
cent.; window curtains, 45 per cent.; looking
glass, from 35 to 60 per cent.; ornaments or
knick-knacks, 35 per cent. Next comes the
farmer's wardrobe :-Men's clothing, of wool,
48 per cent.; woollen hosiery and undershirts,
45 per cent.; woollen bats and caps, 75 per
cent.; gloves, 50 per cent.; blankets, 60 per
cent.; ai paca dresses, 60 per cent.; any other
woollen dresses, from 60 to 70 per cent.; a
pair of scissors, 45 per cent.; brass pins, 30
per cent.; bairpins, 45 per cent.; penknives,
50 per cent.; needles, 25 per c-nt.; steel pens,
45 per cent,; ink, 25 per cent.; paper, 20 per
cent.; razors, 45 per cent. Finally here are
various other contents of the farmer's house
and barn on which he nust needlessly pay
duty :-Castor oil, 102 per cent.; Castile soap,
31 per cent.; a dose of Epsoni saits, 30 per
cent.; insect powder, 20 per cent.; salad oil,
34 per cent.; the coummonest window gIss for
his house, 80 per cent.; paint, white lead for
his farm-house, 34 per cent.; bricks, 35 per
cent; roofing slates, 50 per cent.; horse-shoe
nails, 31 per cent.; trace chains, 53 per vent.;
a handsaw, 40 per cent.; files, 40 per cent.;
spool thread, 60 per cent.; bags and bagging
for his grain, 40 per cent.; a burrstone, 20
per cent.; combs and brushes, 30 per cent.;
a wooden pipe, 80 per cent.; an alpaca um-
brella, 50 per cent.; any iron or steel he may
need, an average of 45 per cent.

These were the duties proposed on what
was called the revised tariff of last year, whiph
the secretary of the treasury otlicially reports
will, with the other taxes exacted, yield for
1885,$106,000,000 more than is required for.
the support of the Government economically
adminstered. As adopted, this revised tariff
enacted a few changes from the above list;
but of how little account tarift 'revision' is
may be gathered fron the fact that an official
treasury report. miade last nonth, states that
average reduction effected by that revison is
less t an 5 per cent. fromu the old war tariff."

I think it can be shown that most agricul-
tural implements can be purchased in Win-
nipeg at a lower price than in Chicago, and
that the land regulations in Dakota or any
other part of the United States cannot be
compared in liberality with those in this
country. I propose to show also before
I sit down that the tariff of freights along
the Canadian Pacific Railway, notwith-
standing the representation of a gentle-
man who I am sorry to say is not in his
place now, are lower on the Canadian
Pacific Railway than on the Northern
Pacific, the Union Pacific or the St. Paul
and Manitoba, for the same kinds of
freight.

I have not gone back, in order to
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support the allegation which I have made,
in regard to the Opposition press further
than the first of July last. From that
date to the present time the columns of
the leading Opposition newspapers in
Ontario have teemed with incitements to
the people of the North-West to revolt
against the Government. They have
endeavored in every way to foment the
discontent of those people. There are
sixty or seventy articles published in one
newspaper between July and January, all
of which are written, I might say, with the
same nefarious object. Almost every
complaint which has been published in
the North-West papers, every charge
against the Government or the railway, no
matter how absurd or imaginary it may
have been, has been admitted to the
columns of the Globe, and there has never
been, so far as I can discover, an attempt
made by its editors to modify the wildest
statements, but on the contrary they have
been encouraged and endorsed. Misstate-
ments have been made, not only in the
editorial columns of the Globe, but in
extracts from other papers which have'
been published either without comment or
with comment of approval. During the
whole of the six months, from July to
December, I cannot find a single article in
the Globe which recommends the people
of the North-West to state their grievances
patiently and fairly, and to trust to an
appeal to the Government or to Parlia-
ment, if they have such grievances, to get
them rectified ; but they are incited to
immediately demand what they want with
menaces and threats. We are told
by the Globe that the people of the
North-West mean business ; that they
threaten to burn down the elevators and
tear up the railway tracks of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and such alarming state-
ments are made without words of coun-
sel to the people to be prudent and to
pursue a legitimate course for the redress
of their grievances. We are told in almost
every number of that paper that thousands
and thousands are going across the border
and seeking homes in Dakota. They do
not refer to other parts of the United
States, but by implication they recommend
Dakota only, for that is the point which is
constantly mentioned. There is but one
article which I can find which refers to
any other State as a place of refuge, and
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that is a letter from a correspondent whO
states that there are 4,000 Canadians re
siding in Minneapolis. I might say in
reply that I think it can be easily showfn
that there are more than 4,ooo Americans
residing in Winnipeg, and I have no
doubt that my hon. friend Dr. Schult,
who, I am glad to see, is in the H-ouse
again, will corroborate my statement.

It will be remembered that the first line
of construction selected for the Canadian
Pacific Raihiay was far north of the then
settled portions of the country. So Iuch
exasperation was felt at the time, that one
of the most devoted followers of the Go'-
ernment of that day, a member from Man-
toba, joined our party on account of what
he conceived to be the great injustice that
was done to the .part of the country in
which he lived, by the selection of the
northern location for the line. It passed
for many miles through a succession Of
muskegs. As an illustration of the char-
acter of the country, I may mention that
a gentleman who was building the telegraph
line there-a gentleman whose name 1s
well known; I think he was either a con.
tractor or a sub-contractor-Mr. John W
Sifton-was present when one of his met'
was climbing up a telegraph pole to place
the insulator upon its top. As he went IJPI
the pole sank down, and when he arrived
at its top found himself on a level with
the ground. He stepped off, and as he
did so the pole, with a sound like a cor1'
from a soda water bottle, popped out and
fell on the ground.

I could give numerous other extracts
from the Globe subsequent to the Ist
July in support of my position that it ha5
covertly in many instances, and openly in
many others, shown inveterate hostility tO
.he liberal land policy of the present Go-
ernment, the Pacific Railway, and the
development of the country through which
it runs, and that it has covertly and injuri-
ously promoted the interests of the neigh-
boring territory of Dakota, the Canadianl'
zation of which is one of its favorite topics;
but I will pass over several others and
turn now to the Globe of the 2 2nd Of
August, where I find the following charac
teristic morceau:

" We learn on credible authority that
Peter McLaren, who is so good a Tory Sud
Bo powerful a man in a party sense that 8ir
John jeopardized confederation to give hil»
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the monopoly of a floatable stream, has formed

m'ost peculiar opinion of the Cañadian North-
West. It seems that, speaking to a young

f'iend who had taken u, land in Manitoba,
he declared that he would lnot buy land there,
's the Syndicate bad killed that country. As
ePnPhasizing his belief that the Canadian
]orth-West must be suffering from the influ-
etce of the Syndicate, he bas invested some
112,000 in Dakota and proposes to send hie
80 to begin farming on the lands."

HON. MR. POWER-Well, what of that?

HON. MR. PLUMB-Wait a moment.
On the 28th of August I find the following:

if With reference to the statement made in
the Globe a few davs ago concerning Mr.
Peter McLaren havng invested in Dakota
ands, we are now informed that Mr. McLaren
oaes not own a toot of land in Dakota, andthat the statement is therefore untrue."

Verysoonafterwards the Globepublished,
en the authority of their Ottawa corre-
sPOndent, that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Way Company had refused to take any
land west of Qu'Appelle, owing to its
'fnferior character, afterwards another arti-
cle in its editorial columns was published,
Showing how superior was the location
rnade by Mr. Mackenzie's Government of
the line north of Lake Manitoba. I quote
both :

" The latest map bas been issued by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, showing
their land locations. It appears the Company
.ave declined to accept any lands in the main
lne of their road, west of Qu'Appelle, but
bave selected lande along the route surveyed
by the late Government, in the Peace River
district and Qu'Appelle Valley. Some lands
have also been taken in the Turtle Mountain
district. The Pacifie Syndicate, in order to
gave distance and cost of construction, have
ben allowed to deflect their line to the south-
Ward over an alkaline plain, but they are
careful to select their lands elsewhere, as
their contract entitles them to do. Their
aetion shows the wisdom of Mr. Mackenzie's
Proposal to construct a railway by the North-ern route.

"Now, what are the ' facts' referred to?
One of them je that the main line of the rail-
Way bas, to serve the Company's own ends,
been made to run for hundreds of miles
through a region which the Company them-
selves virtually declare to be unfit for settle-ient. Another is that the tendency of settle-
rnent bas from the first been away from the
railway instead of along it, weet of Qu'Ap-lle. Another is that the Company have

eclined to accept the lands along the railway
as part of their subsidy, and are asking tohave the privilege of selecting them in the

fertile belt where the railway was intended to
run, and where the Company should have
been compelled to construct it.

"c • 9 Just as the contented settler je
the best possible immigration agent, so the
aggrieved one is the nost effective deterrent
of immigration. If the land west of Qu'Ap-
pelle is as bad as the Canadian Pacifie Coi-
pany themselves declare it to be, what pos
sible good can be accom plshed for either
themselves or thecountry, by misrepresenting
its real character? The immigrant who set-
tles on it will soon find out ail about it, and
having been induced to settle tiere on false
retences, be will cherish a very natural
ostili v for those who have deceived and

ruined him. We have never said anything
deprecatory to the North-West as a whole.
Ve have gone to considerable expense to
make its great natural resources and agricul-
tural capacity known to the world. The
Globe bas done more in this direction than
the Governmett and the Canadian Pacifie
Company conmbined ; but we have never de-
scribed lhe North-West as an unbroken agri-
cultural paradise. We have known for years
that the mid-southern portion of the territory,
was occupied by the northern part of a com-
p arative desert that runs far south into the

nited States. We pointed this out long
ago, and warned the country of the injury
that would be done to all parties if the rail-
way were allowed to be deflected through this
arid region instead of keeping it within the
fertile belt, to which the settlers are even now
going in preference to following the line of
the road. • • •

" The announcement that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have refused to ac-
cept any portion of their land subsidy along
their main line west of Qu'Appelle; will not
surprise anyone who bas watched the course
of events. By their agreement with the Gov-
ernment they are not required to take any odd
numbered sections which ' consist, in a ma-
terial deUree, of land nut fairly fit for settle-
ment.' By the same agreement the land
subsidy was to be located along the main line
of the railway 'from Winnipeg to Jasper
House,' that is, througlh what is known as
the Fertile Belt. The obvious intention of
the clause is that the road should run through
a tract of country the chief part of which is
good agriculturalland, and that the Company
should be permitted to reject such occasional
sections as miglht happen to be largely unfit
for agricultural purposes. To please the Com-
pany the Government allowed this agreement
to be violated. The former have been permit-
ted to divert their main line so far to the south
that for hundreds of miles it runs through
land which is, on their own admission, unfit
for settlement. When they asked for such
an alteration of the contract in their favor,
they should have been warned thatthey would
stili be compelled to take the chief part of
their land subsidy along the line of the rail-
way. They knew what the lande they wished
to traverse are like. Their general character
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bas been knowrn for a quarter of a century.
They constitute the northernî portion of a great
American desert which is projected like the
apex ot a cone into Canadian territory, but
which does not run so far north as the route
selected by Mr. Mackenzie for the railway.
Going into such a change of scheme with their
eyes open. and avowedy for their own benefit,
they sh ould now be held to their agreement
and compelled to accept their lands where
they have chosen to run their road.

" Will the Governiment accede to this most
unreasonable request of the railway Com.
pany ? Unfortunately there is very littie
ground for doubt. The Company have had
hmany requests to prefer since they undertook
the wo, k, and their requests have always
sounded more like demands made than favors
asked for. As demands to be complied with,
and not favors to be granted, they have evi-
dently been regarded by the Government.
They have been able, heretofore, to get what-
ever they wanted, and there is only too much
reason to believe that they have not parted
with any of the power they are able to exer-
cise over the Government whenever they feel
disposed to do so. Moreover, the indications
are strongly in favor of the view 'that the
Govern ment ha% e all along contemplated cap-
itulation, like Crockett's coon, whenever the
Syndicate rifle might be pointed at them.
They have been reserving a large tract of fine
farming land in southern Manitoba, off which
immigrants have been persistently warned, to
the titer disgust of thousands of intending.
settlers. They have been reserving other
large tracts in the fertile belt, for what pur-
pose, unless as Syndicate preserves, no one
seems to know. At all events the railway
company have not hesitated to indicate on
their ma ps where they mean to select their
lands. Whether the Governnent will make
any difficulty about allowing theni to go
*here they please appears to be a matter of
seeondary importance, if indeed the accept-
ance of their intepretation of the bargain is
not a forgone conclusion or a matter of pre-
arrangement."

Now, we will see what Mr. Stephens
says about it. On the ioth of September,
1883, he writes as follows to the Globe:

" Sir,-I observe that two articles published
in the Globe on Saturday, the 8th instant,
contain statenients substantially as follows:

"1.-That the main line of this Company's
railivay bas been made to run for hundreds of
miles through a country which the Company
thenselves declare to be unfit for settlement.

"2-That the Company have refused to
accept any portion of their land subsidy in the
belt lying along tne main line west of
Qu'A ppelle.

"Y lie articles in question assume these
assertions to be côrrect, and base upon them
a number of observations conveying the im-
pression that the whole of the railway belt
from Qu'Appelle to Calgarry is admitted by

HoN. MR. PLUMR.

the Company to be part of the great AmericaO
desert, and to fail within the exception in the
contract with the Government which excludes
from the ]and grant lands not fairly fit for
settlemient.

" As these statements could not have beenl
made in language better calculated to mislead
the public, to injure this Company, and to
retard the settlement of the North-West, eveA
if they had been prompted by the most bitter
and malignant desire to attain those objects,
and as they do not merely purport to convey
the opinions of the Globe, but profess to state
the views and to describe the acts of the
Company, I feel it necessary to correct an1Y
erroneous impression the articles mightcreate,
by stating the facts.

"I have therefore to say that the assertinon
in the articles in question as to the character
of the land along the main line ef the railway
west of Qu'Appelle, and as to the views 0

this Company in respect of that land, are
utterly and absolutely unfounded.

" That this Company have not, either
virtually or directly, adiitted or declared the
lands in the railway belt west of Qu'Appelle
to be in any degree unfit for settlement.

" That this Company have not refused or
declined to accept any land west of Qu'A ppelle
as a portion of their land subsidy.

"I might content myself with the foregoflg
categorical denial of the statements made.
But .o prevent misconception, I desire to add
that this Company have not contemplated,
and do not contemplate, refusing or decliniig
to accept any of the uneven numbered lots In,
the railway belt west of Qu'Appelle as part Of
their land grant, except in so far as aty par-
ticutar section, for some special reason, ma Y
not be fairly fit for settlement; that this Coln-
pany have examined a large portion of the
territory referred to, and are satisfied not oUIy
that it is in a material degree fairly fit for
settlement, but that to a large extent it cOU'
sists of as fine farming land as is to be found
in the North-West Territories or in any part
of Canada; and as respects the portion of the
territory not yet specially examined, theY
have no reason to doubt that it is of equally
good quality."t dhave further to request you to be good
enough to give this letter insertion in your
paper, in order that the statement of this
Company may receive as wide a circulation
a% the article to which it refers.

I remain, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

GEO. STEPHEN,
President.

Commenting on this, the Globe says:
« This is on the whole a reassuring letter.

The public will be glad to have Mr. Stephen'l
opinion of the lands along the line of railwa.Y
west of Qu'Appelle, his disclaimer on bis
company's behalf of any intention to decline
these lands, and his implied admission that
our view of the obligation resting upon the
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'npany in the matter of accepting lande

tgret tha the testimony borne by Mr. Stephen
to the vailue of the lands between Qu'Appelle
andsay, Medicine Hat is not endorsed hy ail
those who travelled over thi8 region, some of
*horu we have heretofore regarded as coin-
thtent and disinterested observer.Q; but since
the Railway Company have deternined to
%ecept these lands as being in general ' fairly
ltfor settlement,' we do not fèel disposed to

Pree that view ot the inatter as against tieni.
to be pointed out in one of the articles referred

to by Mr. Stephen, that when the contract
ith the Conpanv was entered into the ob-

VJOU5 intention of Parliament was to have the
railway lands chosen along the line of the
ailway, excepting only sucbi occasional sec-
tti as might fron local causes be unfit forsettienient We contended then that when the
orpany were permitted to change the lineOftherailwa in their own interest, they should

have been a lowed to do so cnly on the condi-tiOfi that they inust select their lands alongthe new route, as the original con tract bound
then tto do along the old one. We are glad toaee that Mr Stephen, tor the Company, prac-
tically accepts this view of the bargain be-
tween them and the Governinent, and to have
bi8 express assurance that the lands will be
elected on this principle. He emphasizes theexception of sections " not fairly fit for settle-
ient," but we are not disposed, in the fact of

the acconpanyiny assurance, to la an± stress
9h that point, an'? we are quite willing to leave
it to timie and the event to shew how many

tions, or what proportion of the lands in
tie railway belt, nay be rejected by the Com-Pany.31

That is the kind of backing out by which
the Globe attempted to reaffirm its
Malicious falsehood. It will be seen that
the correspondent of the Globe at Ottawa,
first made the statement, and that it was
Indorsed by the Globe afterwards. In the
Month of August the Globe had published
a letter from its editorial correspondent,
stating that he had been along the line of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, that for
Miles there was not a tree or shrub to be
found : he said that a large portion of the
Country that consisted of sand hills, and
that the lands were unsatisfactory, then
what did he say also ? He said " I regret
to say that the hostile attitude of the In-
dian population, and the manner in which
they are armed, is exciting grievous appre-
.nsions in this vicinity." The insinuation
is, of course, that possibly the settlers
mlight lose their scalps, or that there was
danger of uprising and massacre. That
Was the way the Globe encouraged settle-
Ment. Within a fortnight after the publi-

cation of that statement the Liverpool
Courier, of August 22nd, published an
editorial article which began with saying,
that the Northern Pacific railway was soon
to be opened and that a large delegation
of capitalists, scientists, politicians and
business men of England had been in-
vited to make an excursion over it. It
continues thus :-

" A considerable portion of the line is said
to run through fertile country, but it is also
undoubtedly a fact that a considerable portion
passes through a sterile and unpromising dis-
district, which is confirned by numerous
representatives of the Canadian press, express-
ly told off to say a good word if possible.
Again, it is generally agreed that the locality
of the road is such as to render close settle-
ment, a highly important factor, practically
impossible, and that is the main reason for
many intending settlers of the Canadian
North-West becoming disheartened and going
elsewhere. The deneanor of the indians also,
is said to be far fron favorable, and the man-
ner in which they are armed is calculated to
excite apprehension."

Could anything be more atrocious than
the instigation of such an article. It
contains the very words used by the Globe
about fourteen days before. Now, the
same statement was made by the London
Advertser. Immediately those statements,
were published, the Bisliop of Saskatche-
wan wrote a letter to the press contradict-
ing them, with respect to the Indians, and
saying that they were never more docile,
and had never shown greater inclination
to peaceable pursuits, and to turning their
attention to getting their living by agri-
culture-thus the facts were exactly the
opposite of the statement made by the
Globe and copied into the Liverpool
Courier. I will read in this connection,.
an article from the Montreal Herald:

" There bas been apparent in the Globe a
malignant spirit, the evidence of a rule or
ruin policy-a deterrmination to accomplish
its poitical purposes regardless of the conse-
quences to the higher interests of the country.
Lt ie useless for it to pretend that its attem t
to prevent settlement in the Canadian North-
West, and its puffery of Dakota and other
parts of the United States North-West are
the result of its regard for Canadian intereste.
It need not declare that the slanders it has
raised upon all who have had to do with the
opening up of the North-West in recent years
are intended to proniote the prosperity of
that country, because no one is silly enough
to believe it. What the country sees, what.
aIl unprejudiced people understand, is that
great public interests are inmperilled and
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great wrongs committed by a journal which report on the mode farm in Guelph, thit
once was a real friend of the country whose he was the highest, and perhaps the nlOs
prospects it would now bliglit in order to reach
an ulterior political end. The writers in the
Globe are only deceiving themselves if they partment. What then does Prof Tanner
imagine the public eye does not penetrate the say in bis own report? (I am indebted tO
film of false pretences with which they would a friend for a copy of the report itself
surround their attacks on the great North- which has been placed in my hand since
West Their motives are plainly understood,
their object is as clear as the noon-day, and I rose to speak.) He gives an astounding
their methods are generally condeniîîed as contradiction to bis interviewer. in his
unpatriotic and injurious to the party with opening remarks he says:
which the Globe bas been allied in the past." Eiigratioîinay be conupared to a stre5il

The Herald has always been a promin- of wealth-producing power flowing into a new
entcountry, and as there are zealous agents f
leave the Globe for a moment and take up vi c eersein to secuelarge a share as pos8îbie ot thtsraio
the Brantford Expositor. I find the fol- soon find the contest beconing sharp a
lowingp active. In the early stages te work is

"Thee ar Caadias wekno ot oi y generally fair and legitiinate, for the agents
"oimplV seek .to place before intending ewieik

who bought land in both Manitoba and grants the important advantages of the col
Dakota at the same time and for the saine tries or districts they severally represent.
noney. The land in the one place is equally This ie too coniionly followed by a series Of
as valuable as in the other, yet now, while niiestatenents as to tie countries and dis'
offers of six dollars an acre in cash are made tricte whicb are represented by opposing
for the Dakota property the Manitoba land can- agents. In order that tbe attention of euIr
not be got rid of at any price, or two dollars u grants may be secured to these misrepresenW
acre at the most." tions, iL is*found necessary to make tlîein ven

I wonder if that could be considered pungent and very startling, otherwise liLtleOr
as speaking well of the North-West or not. wa nie wîîse t o t i to t il
On the I2th of September the following nts froin Canada, find iliat the. best w8y
statement appears in the editorial columns for doing so is to give soine heartrending nar
of the Globe: rative of the niseries, and possibly te ralu

'vhicl beWèl soine einiigrant who wveft tW
" Professor Tanner lias returned to Tor- Canada. The person who is thus addressed

onto froi the North-West, and althougli lie cannot possibly judge wletber the narrative
is reluctant to anticipate his formal report, be true Or false, and thus in inany cases lie i9
which will be published immediately on his led to believe that tliere must be eoic trOt1

return to England, lie states that he does not in the tale, because so inany people tell hi!»
find the land and water of that unitorni high of sirnîlar difficulties and nîjsfortieq. He
quality which some have described it. With appears Lo forget that lbr each Canadian
prudent care and proper exercise of good agent there ill be Len or a dozen represents
judgmîent both may be obtained he says of a tivesofother districts.
satisfactory character, and under conditions "One illustrative fact îaybe usettl at thiO
which will favor succesful results. He did point, althougb iL is but one of 10,000. 1
not limit his journey to the railroad, which shah have occasion hereafter to draw attew
passes througi lan greatly below the aver- tion to the very successiul setlement which
age qualty, but drove in direct contact with bas been established in the North-West
the farmers holding the lands. His report is Canada, by the assistance rendered to lier
favorable as regards crops &c. Lenantry by Lady Gordon-Catlcart. As the

Now,frt detachneiit of lier settlers were travelsiesg
Now Le tscwa roesrTne o tlîeir destination, it becanie necessarv for

really has said. I have given the Globe tîem to pass througli a portion of tle United
interviewer's version ; it was half-hearted States in coneequence of the Canadian Paciflô
and discouraging. The attempt is made Railway being then iîîcomplete."
to represent Prof Tanner as saying that And it is intended, if the policy of the
his experience of the North-West did not gentlemen in Opposition could be carried
warrant him in speaking favorably of that out that it shah rémain incomp1ete-that
country. Now, there bas been no more emigrants shah pass through the United
enthusiastic visitor to the North-West than States unless they travel to the North-West
this same Prof. Tanner, and I may say during the season of navigation. He cOfl
that before the interview was published, tinues
probably in order to prepare for it, the <'In doing @o tley were met by a nuni ber of
Globe sad, referring to Prof. Tanners persons who were to al appearance ordinar
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fellow travellers. These urged them to re-
roa'in in the States, whilst the extraordinary
ac0unts they gave of the North-West of Can-
ada filled their minds with disappointment
and fear. Some said they could not escape
the fearful floode of the spring, others assured
then they would be baked by the fearfully hot
SUilmer, whilst another group knew perfectly
Well that thiey would be frozen in winter. As
they proceeded they gradually discovered the
trick which had been played upon theni, and
they laugled at the doubts which had been so
easily raised.

"' And now that.you have settled here, what
4o You think of the place?' I enquired of
one of the party.

'Aye sir,' he reverently replied, 'it is
really a Godly country.'

Incidents such as tiese are simply num ber-
less in their variety and form, for there are
large numbers of persons who are thus em-

loy9d throughout the emigration season, and
!hose duty it is to persuade emigrants to settle
In Some other district than that to which they
are journeying.and these agents are remuner-
ated according to their success. In the inis-
tance which I have quoted, the deception was
atteipted in the United States, but I need
5carcelv say that there is io monopoly of
Yirtue on either side of the Boundary Line for
if it is six to one it i halif a dozen to the other.

" It bas been a source of niuch surprise to
'ne that so very large a proportion of these
lands should be of such a thoroughly useful
character, and it is certainly undesirable to
give an undue prominence to small portions
Which may be supposed to possess objection-
able conditions."

That is not the tone the Globe used in
sPeaking of Professor Tanner's report. He
continues :-

"Even if it be admitted (as bas been stated)
that the Cariadian Pacific Railway does run
through a district having, in some parts, a
rather larger proportion of alkali land than is
usual, it is also true that if you drive
away from the railway, either on the
north or on the South of the line,
this alkali almost immediately disap-
rars. When the route of this railway
.ad to be decided upon, various considera-

tiOns influenced the minds of the engineers en-
gaged upon the work, beside the quality of
the land. The imperial requirements and the

",onmy of construction oubtless received
due consideration, and 1 venture to entertain
a confident hope that any difficulties arising
froIn alkali land will soon be known only as
a thing of the past. Rather let every well-
Wieher of Canada rejoice that the glorious
result of opening up so many thousands of
square miles of valuable prairie land has been
80 Promptly accomplished at .so small a cost
to the colony, and especially at a time when
it Will offer a home to many thousands who
seek for the land which now lies ready for
their use. Here, then, wheat lands are avail-

able which even the strongest opponent of-
Canada must admit are unsurpassed in the
world, and as these become occupied by suc-
cessful cultivators they will not only produce
an enormous amount of freight for the railway
but they will become large consumers of Eng-
lish manufactures, and they will give a power
to Canada in which every patriot will rejoice.

" They soon commenced ploughing the turf
of the prairie, simply covering in their pota-
toes with the fresh-turned turf. They also
sowed their wheat and oats upon the newly
turned sod. Very rough style of farming,
many will be disposed to say, still it muet be
remembered that they had no choice, but the
results caused them no regret. Within eight
weeks from the time of planting the potatoes
they were digging their new crop, and before
two weeks had passed I had some of those
potatoes for dinner, and I do not hesitate to
say that for size, flavor and maturity they
were excellent.

" On account of the bracing, dry atmos-
phere the fluctuations of temperature are not
nconveniently felt, as is the case where the
atmosplhere is more hunid. The warm days
in suîmmer are generally followed by cool
evenings, and sucli a thing as very sultry and
oppressive heat is scarcely known. The
warm days, followed by cool nights and copi-
ous dews, facilitate the growth of cereals in a
wonderful degree. The winters here are also
very pleasant and bracing, proceeding from
the same cause, namely the dryness of our
atmosplhere.

"It is a significant fact that, in the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific railway
through Manitoba, the work has not been
delayed a single day by reason of the weather
being too severe for the men to continue their
work. Possibly, if Manitoba had not been
such a very attractive district, its climate
would never have been so thoroughly mis-
represented.

"I find that the reports which have been
so industriously circulated, and which describe
in suéh extravagant language the destructive
character of the Cana<ian climate, the bad
quality of the water, the large quantity of
alkali land, and the distress and lack of pros-
perity amongst the settlers, are either con-
trary to the facts of the case, or serions
exaggerations of perfectly exceptional condi-
tions. I find that these reports have been
industrious!y circulated with the direct
object of diverting the flow of emigration from
Canada."

These are hasty extracts taken from the
report which has been in my hands but a
few minutes. I think they will show how
unfair, how untrue to the interests of the
North-West is that article of the Globs
which called attention to the fact that Prof.
Tanner had said that he does not find the
land or the water of that uniformly high
quality which some have described, but
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that with prudence, care, and a proper
exercise of judgment both may be obtained
of a satisfactory character. It does not
give a word of the enthusiastic statement
which this gentleman has made. No other
evidence is needed to show the animus of
the paper which I had in my eye when I
was stating what the hon. gentleman chose
to challenge me for. In Mr. Hardy's
Brantford organ of November 19 th there
is an extract from a letter from a gentle-
man who settled in Dakota as follows:

"I am really flourishing out here. My
brother and I have two drug stores and each
a farm of 320 acres. How is that for one
year's work ? "

One might say that a country where
druggists greatly prosper is not the most
desirable one for other settlers, but Dakota
must be recommended even if it is only
a good market for medicines.

On the 21 st November, the Globe quotes
the following from the Edmonton Bulle-
in :-

"While Governmental injustice and popular
discontent, lack of immigration and duil times,
are prevalent in the North-West, the inferior
adjoining lands of Minnesota and Dakota are
filling up rapidly, and a very large percentage
of the incoming population are Canadians."

Commenting on this, the Globe says:-

"The American press is already holding out
to our distresed brethren active sympathy,
and promise of help. In one day's exchanges
we find nearly a dozen of the most influential
papers in th'e Union telling the people of
Manitoba they must break with the Dominion,
which is treating them so scandalouely. Let
there be no more of ostrich-like tucking of the
head in the sand and refueing to see what is
patent to everybody. The organization move-
ment of Manitoba means business. It means
that justice muet be done. Ottawa methods
must be revolutionized, and that quickly."

At the farmers' meeting in Manitoba,
reported in the Winnipeg Sun, and the
report reproduced in the Globe, one of the
speakers said :-

" It is all very well to talk of loyalty to the
Dominion, but we must be loyal to ourselves
and to our fanilies, and I fail to see how we
can be loyal to ourselves and to them if we
any longer submit to the arbitrary and des-
potic Government by which we are at present
controlled. Gentlemen., I do not wish to be
misundorstood. I am no annexationist. I
should be sorry to see Britain despoiled of any
part of her Provinces. But if the oppressive
rule of Ottawa is to continue any longer, I
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fear that the secession of this Province fro0
the Dominion of Canada will be inevitable."

There is no remonstrance on the part
of the Globe, no suggestion that it would
be better for the people to corne in a
temperate manner to the Governmelt
and explain their grievances and seek
legitimately to have them redressed. The
same article states that not having access
to the proper markets, grain cannot be
profitably grown in Manitoba. If that is
so, it strikes at the whole future ot the
North-West. There is no refutation Of
that in the Globe ; it publishes the state-
ment and seems to gloat over it.

Then, the Globe states :-

" It is bad enough that 30,000 Canadials
are now in a few of the northern counties
alone of Dakota, who should be on our side
of the line. It is worse that the tide of immli-
gration has been turned away by misgovern-
ment."

HON. MR. POWER-Hear, hear! Mis-
government!

HON. MR. PLUMB-The Globe re-
produces an article from the New York
Sun on the Manitoba movement, which it
describes as " perhaps the best American
article which has yet appeared on the sub-
ject of the North-West Troubles." The
Sun article is as follows :

"<While Dakota has divided against itself, a
number of excited citizens in the bordering
Province of Manitoba are uniting in the re-
solve to get better treatinent from the Dom-'
inion Government or else to cast their fortunes
with Dakota and the United States. The
grumblin of the sturdy Briton and of the
inercurial French Canadian re-echoes along
the sad Assiniboine, and is borne along to the
lodging houses of Winnipeg, ' the firet city Of
the great Nort-West.'

"In fact, there is a very serious state of things
in Manitoba, and we take pleasure in calling
the attention of our esteemed contemporaries
in Canada and England, who have alwa8

afforded so much encourgement. to the rebels
of other nations, to these possible rebellious
and certainly very angry persons in the
North-West.

" The causes of the excitement which nO'w
prevails among the Manitobans are comp
tively few, but they are definite enough, so
that it cannot be difficult for the statesmen Of
the Dominion to investigate the alleged griev.
ances and to take steps to remedy them, i
they are found to exist.

There is an immense area of territory i
Manitoba upon which no settlement have
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been made. The Manitobans assert that their
land and the management of it belong to
them, and that the Dominion Government
ought to let it alone, instead of attempting to
pas@ laws in regard to it. They insst th at
the financial poicy and the railroad policy of
the Dominion Government are against the in-
terests of Manitoba. They say that this Pro-
vince can never be prosperous while the
Canadian Pacifie Railroad enjoys a monopoly
and charges exorbitart freight rates. These
rates are so high as to make it almost impos-
sible to send to market the agricultural pro-
ducts, on the sale of which at a.profit the set-
tiers must mainly relv for support. They
demand that charters shall be granted to
competing railroads, and denounce the Dom-
inion Government for refusing such charters.
They insist that the present high protective
tariff is a permanent check to t e growth of
the Province: The high duty on agricultural
implements is an especial' grievance. It
either keeps out of the Province persons who
would otherwise settle there or it becomes a
heavy burden on all persons who are en-
gaged in agriculture."

I call especial attention to the clos-
ing paragraph, which sounds somewhat
strangely in view of the items already
quoted from the enormous prohibitory
tariff of the United States. The article
also states that there does not seein to be
" any immediate probability that the tariff
will be reduced to any sufficient extent."
It seems to have been written in with un-
consciousness of the exorbitant United
States Tariff, and of the unavailing attem-
pts that have been made to modify it.
There is no prospect held out to the settler
in the United States that their tariff, which
is double ours, will be reduced. The
Sun thinks the Globe is mistaken in saying
that the Manitoba agitation is not an an-
nexationist movement, because the. Globe
admits that

"Before even entertaining the thought of
breaking off trom the Federation, they will do
everyth'ng in their power by constitutional
meane to arouse the Government and country
to a sense of duty; and failing in that, after
a reasonable time, they certainly will adopt
other means for securing their rights, and
they will be justified in so doing."

What the other means will be is evident.
The Free Press goes on to say:-

"At the present time there is intense feeling
against the Government in several sections of
the country-much more intense than is gen-
erally supposed. But little would be required
to stir it into actual violence. We have suffi-
cient confidence in the good sense of the peo-
ple, however, to believe that they will not
allow themselves to be led into any demon-
stration of hostility. Let them give the Gov-

ernnent no rest until their wrongs are right-
ed."l-

"There is a fine little tempest brewing in,
Manitoba, and we shal. watch it carefully. A
studied appearance of moderation and an
organization by delegates and representative
bodies have preceded greater revolutions than
Manitoba is likely to produce. But the pro-
cees is interesting, and the Dominion Govern-
ment will probably yield."

Here is another instance of fanning the
flame of the country at which the Globe
has so long been busy :-

"Testimony is rapidly accumulating to
p rove the utterly fatuous character of the

overnnent's North-West land regulations..
Even lifelong Conservatives are awakening
to the magnitude of the mistake that has been
made, and are protesting against the Govern.
ment's game of playing directly into the bande-
of Dakota. That the honestly intentional
squatter should be heide entitled to no re-
muneration for the improvements effected by
him is an outrage of the firet magnitude, and
however such conduct may be characterizeà
by the Government and its officials, private
citizens accustomed to the use of hard,
homely English, call it confiscation. The
Government lured well -meaning land hunters
by fine promises to camp upon their reserves
while instructing their agents to hustle them
off the premises and confiscate their belong-
ings. The settlers are hopelessly set back in
their etruggle for an honest subsistence. The
Government or the Canadian Pacific Railway,
as the case may be, comes into the possession
of an improved property, the product of a
poor man s toil."

In view of the "utterly fatuous" and
prohibitory character of the land regula-
tions of the late Government, the follow-
ing extract from the Globe incendiary, as
usual, sounds particularly impudent:

"' An Old Settier' writes to the Winnipeg
Free Press advocating peaceable separatiorn
of Manitoba and the North-West from the
Dominion as a remedy for the oppressive
customs tariff and railway monopoly under
which that part of Canada is suffering, as
well as for the fatuous land policy of the Do-
miniun Government. That the people of
Manitoba are suffering severe but needlese
hardships in a variety of ways as ,the result
of misgovernment at Ottawa is manifest to the
most superficial observer; but have they ex.
hausted all possible means of redressing their
grievances within the constitution ? On the
last occasion when the Railway question was
up before them, they virtually endorsed the
policy of disallowing P'rovincial charters by
returning the Norquay Government to power.
If the Manitobans really want the railway
monopoly broken up they should say so."

The Globe heads an article on the 2oth
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December, "Manitoba Rights. What
the Prairie Province farmers think about
the N. P. Dominion Government ar-
raigned. The people's rights as British
subjects fairly set forth. Magna charta
the second." In that it claims:

" That the Province should insist upon the
absolute control of her public lands, 'includ
ing school lands,' by the Legislature of the
Province, and compensation for the lands sold
and used for Federal purposes; that the duty
on agricultural implenients and building ma-
terials be removed, and the Customs tariff on
articles entering into daily consumption be
greatly modifie in the interest of the people
of this Province and North-West; that this
Province claims the right of representation in
the Federal Cabinet; that it is the duty of the
Provincial Government to inake such amend
mente to the Municipal Act as shall empower
municipal councils to build or assist in build-
ing elevators, grain warehouses, and mille
within the limits of such munici alities; that
this Con.vention is unanimous yof opinion
that the Hudson Bay Railway should be con-
structed with the least possible delay."

Those are some of the resolutions which
the Globe heads: " Magna Charta the Sec-
ond !" The foui intention of the agitators
and of the agitation is rivalled in the reso
lution proposed at their late meeting in
Winnipeg, advising settlers not to go
to the North-West or to Manitoba
Another article contains unfounded coM-
plaints about the Canadian Pacifie Railway
freight rates. I shall refer to that subject
presently because it was prominently
brought forward by the agitators, and be-
cause a statement was made here to which
I said I should take an opportunity to
reply. Another article from a Globe cor-
respondent characteristically headed "Our
far West,"-I emphasise the first word-
has reference almost wholly to the North-
ern Pacific route through Dakota and the
adjoining states and territories. He says-

" To the many Canadians contemplating em-
igrating to this coast the following information
as to route to be taken, as well as other par-
ticulars, may prove of interest."

Then he describes the different routes
and continues

We were whirled through a fine, wll-settled
country between St. Paul and Mandan, on the
west side of the mighty Missouri, in Dakota,
on express time, which point we reached in
twenty-four hours after leaving St. Paul, the
distance being 469 miles. Here an unavoid-
able delay occurred, which prevented our
leaving till 4.35 p. m. This gave your corres-
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pondent an opportunity of looking through
the town and ascertaining facts regarding its
surroundings. As an agricultural country he
is positive that very littIe of it is to be found
along the route of railway in Dakota, west of
the Missouri. There may be an occasionl
bottom that will yield fairly well. The land
is dry and sandy and entirely unfit for gram-
raisino. Extensive grazing districts were re-
porteT, a.s well as rich mineral sections. East
of the river, and northward to the boundaTY
line, there is much fine ]and admirabl
ada pted for grain and stock-raising. Here le
is that large Canadian settlements are to be
found under the flag of Uncle Sam quite coD
tented apparently. In conversation .with
many of these, I ;leaned the information that
while a large proportion were direct frot»
Canada, many were likewise from Manitoba,
and had left that country in consequence of
the land regulations and'so nudh land being
held by speculators, precluding their getting
suitable locations whereon to establish them-
selves.

The truth is Dakota was settled by
Canadian pioneers long before the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific RailwaY
was commenced, following the opening of
the Northern Pacifie, and they have been
living there for many years. If our op-
ponents had commenced building the
Canadian Pacifie Railway across the prairie
as they ought to have done we would have
secured many of those settlers. They
went from the weste:n part of.Ontario, and
they all have nearly the sarne political prO-
clivities with my hon. friend from Halifax.
The Winnipeg Timies replying to Professor
Bryce, who has been making the state-
ment that Dakota is largely populated
by Canadians, driven out of Manitoba by
the high tariff, says :

" The Canadian Pacifie Railway authorities
can convince him that 700 families, number-
say 2,500 souls, have emi grated from there
into, the' Canadian North-W est since May 1.
One hundred and sixty-four French-Cana ia
families have this year settled in the St. Leon
district, coming principally from Massachu-
setts, and they say that bundreds will follow
then next season. The railroad, statistics
show tbat since 1881, when the work of CM'
structing the Canadian Pacifie Railway was
seriously undertaken, there has been a steadY
stream of settlers from the Anerican side tO
the Canadian. For every settler who bas left
Manitoba for Dakota, twenty have left Dakota
for Manitoba. These facts are a sufficiei t

answer to those who are continually say7ig
all they can to injure and misrepresent this
country."

HON. MR. POWER-What paper s
that from ?
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HON. MR. PLUMB-It is not from the
Globe. It is from the London Free Press.
He may be sure that any paper speaking
favorably of Canada is not of the same
political stripe as the Globe. Under the
heading "Manitoba's rights," the Globe
publishes the platform of the " Manitoba
Home Rights Provincial League," in
which the following appears:-

" The Tariff was adopted entirely in the
interests of the manufacturera and pro.
ducers of the East, without any reierence to
the needs of this country. It discriminates
against us in favor of Dakota and Minnesota,
and justice to our wants -imperatively de-
mands its immediate modification, so lar at
least as it affects Manitoba and the North-
West."

A letter from a special correspondent of
the Globe at Winnipeg is headed " Mani-
toba troubles. Discontent coming to a
head in the Prairie Province. Result of
a series of blunders. The farmers will
have their rights by some means. Down
with monopoly. Threatening to burn
elevators and tear up railways. The situ-
ation very serious." The correspondent
says :

" All through the controversy which bas
been raging in regard to the Governient of
this country no newspaper bas displayed a
fuller knowledge of the requirements of this
country than the Globe, nor haa it gone he-
yond the mark in predicting that, unless good
government be at once vouchsafed to us, our
position in Confederation will every day

ne more a matter of form, and that finally
we will shake ourselves loose from the mon-
otonous burden and seek sone more congenial
governnent. There is no doubt that the
Canadians are a loyal people; they love their
institutions and their traditions, but they are
oommon sense people as well, and wil not
allow their generous sentiments to be used
against them to compel them to ait still while
other loyal people are steadily accomplishing
their rmnn.

" The day bas gone by when, by a peculiar
perversion, forms of government were wor-
shipped for themselves, and every Canadian,
at any rate, has learned that governments are
ruade for the conveniences of men, and not
men for the glory of governments The day
bas come wh en the lumbering blue mould
appendages of Government must be scattered
to the four winds, and when a systein of gov-
ernment is chosen like a particular kind of
reaping machine-because it is the best for
the purposes for which it is required, and for
no mysterious or awful reason whatever.
This is especially the case in Manitoba and
the North-West. The country is young, the
population is made up of all nat'onalities,
people have come here to make money. We

are independent of the eastern Provinces We
are not independent of the United States. We
have almost the certainty of a short ocean
ronte to the &Id World by means of Hudson
Bay, and, in fine, we are too young and too
vigorous to be plundered by a number of men
under the constitutional guise of a govern-
ment. 0 0

mentThe feeling in this country is one of dis-
content and widespread resentment. The
organizations which have been formed
throughout the country by the farmers are
not for the purpose of whiling away the winter
merely. It bas come to be with them a
stru ggle for existence, under the crushing
weigh t of monopolies fostered and legislation
athered by the Federal Government, and if
they are unsuccessful in demanding redress
they will either adopt un, onstitutional means
to bring their troubles before the notice of the
Governiment, or rather gather up their belong•
ings and follow the disappointed train whic
daily crosses the international boundary. It
seems hardly necessary to say what is driving
them away. The tariff on agricultural im-
plements is death to them. * Ia
Manitoba City to-day the indignant people are
threatening to burn down the elevators and
pull up the railway track. Peaceable and
practical as the settlers are, special watch-
men are required to save the property of these
nionopolies from devastation. A central
indignation meeting will be held at Brandon,
on the 26th inst., wlien delegates wili attend,
from Winnipeg and nany towns throughout
the country, and in the meantime what should
have been peaceful settlenients are placarded
with hostile posters, damning a long and
weary series of nionopolies. The evils of the
elevator monopoly are due to the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Ogilvie built elevators here
and there along the track of the railroad.
Every bushel of wheat nust go through an
Ogilvie elevator or be shipped on Canadian
Pacific Railway cars. No other elevator can
be built because the Caiadian Pacific Railway
owns the land and i.ill not allow it. Every
bushel of grain which is elevated incurs a
charge of three cents, and every bushel which
is not elevated must be re-shipped at Grena,
or Duluth at a cost of ten cents, as the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway refuse to allow through
cars by other line-and their yards are full of
them-to be loaded with any of the grain.

" Io it much wonder that firebrands and
rebellion are talked of in Southern Manitoba?
Are we to believe reports that four out of every
six families there settled will cross the interna-
tional boundary before another spring?

" It would be well to remember that though
there is a Canadian sentiment here, a senti-
ment is in any case but limited in its poweras
a spring of action. It would be weil not to
forget that the business men of this country
are under obligations to Americana for what
support they have received and are receiving
during this financial trial."

Just after this the general manager of
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the Canadian Pacific Railway wrote to the
Globe to say that my hon. friend, Mr.
Ogilvie, and his firm, never had the mon-
opoly of the elevator business; that the
Canadian Pacific Railway had certain rules
as regards construction of elevators to pro-
tect neighboring station buildings from
fire, and that any man who wished to build
an elevator could get permission to do so
by complying with the same rules that
were enforced by all the other railways in
the West. There are over 3oo elevators
on the line, and my hon. friend certainly
does not own them all. There is com-
petition in wheat buying and storing wher-
ever there is business to warrant it, and
there has been every encouragement given
by the Company to such competition. The
cry was started for the purpose of injuring
the Canadian Pacific Railway, the country
through which the railway passes, and the
Government which had to do with the
building of the railway. The Globe says,
speaking of the land regulations:-

"l It is but natural that they compare their
own condition with that of the settlers whom
.he reservations and the regulations drove
out of the Canadian North-West to be treated
very differently at the otiier eide of the line.
Mr. Macpherson, unless lie ie boumnd to niake
no niaterial change in the disastrous policy
of bis predecessor, may easily gain a high
reputation by merely undoing as far as pos-
sible the tischief that has been done, an d by
so anending the regulations as to remove the
numberless barriers which now stand in the
way of settlement."

HON. MR. POWER-Hear,hear! That
is sound.

HQN MR. PLUMB-Yes, but nothing
more. On November 24 th the Globe
stated :-

" Our correspondent whose letter we pub.
lished yesterday, states once more the griev-
ances of which the settlers in the North-West
complain. They are burdened with monopo-
lies, burdened with enormous taxation,
harassed and worried by land regulations
which are as absurd in sone respecte as they
are unjust in othere, and rendered almost
deeperate by nisgovernment. From some
districts it is almost impossible to get the
wheat to a market. Those who do reach a
market find that, owing to railway monopoly
and to an elevator monopoly which has lateày
been idded to all the other grievances, they
eau &et no more than sixty cents, instead of
the nîuety cents which it should now be worth.
The complainte of settlers, while they came
from individuals, were unheeded at Ottawa.
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" The Tory organs say that the North West
land regulations are more liberal than those
of Dakota. But as the Manitoba Free Press
says: ' Dakota's land regulations have nOt
driven Americans into Manitoba. Can it be
truthfully affirmed that our land regulatiOLs
have driven nu Canadians to Dakota?' Un-
fortunatelv it can not. The whole country la
so given over to monopoliste, and favorites,
and political parasites, and everything la
managed 8o entirely in their interest, that
thousands, despairing of justice or unable to
find in al] that vast territory a place on which
they could settle in safety, fled across the
fines. ' And they continue to flee in vast num-
bers even to this day. Professor Bryce, of
Manitoba College, in an interview, the repOrt
of which will be found elsewhere, stated that
lie found a large district in Dakota thicklY
settled, in which of the Lwo or three hundred
fanilies ail but twenty or thirty were Cana-
dians. He knows seven Presbyterian
ininisters, Canadians themselves, whose con-
g regations are Canadians. In the part of
Northern Dakota which he knows there are
thirty thousand Canadians. These people
still retain their love for Canada, and would
not bave left it if bad laws and misgoverl-
nient had not driven them out. What Prof.
Bryce says only confirns what has 6een s0
olten said of the exodus of Canadian settiers
from the Canadian North-West. The monO-
poliets, the land-grabbers, the political
tjarasites, and the swarm ot adventurers
whoi the Government would help to devour
the products of the settlers' labors, were 80
greedy that they irove out of the country SIl
the settlers who could get out."

About the time that was written Mr.
Moore, a well-known citizen of Toronto,
returned from a trip through the Canadian
North-West, and delivered an address at
Shaftesbury Hall. His address was pub-
lished in several of the Toronto papers ; I
could not find that it appeared in the
Globe. It was a matter of public informa-
tion,and the newspapers generally endervOr
to give such information to the public, but
it was favorable to the North-West, favor-
able to the mangement of the Canadia»
Pacific Railway Company and the lands
along the line, and it did not find a place
in the Globe.

I happened to turn up the Winnipeg
Times of January 29 th, and I found the
following article on this question -

" Wm. Craig, formerly of Waterloo, and
now of Northern Dakota, writes to the
Gait Reporter that the settlere in hie district
are moetly Canadians and Norwegiane. The
Canadians are all Grits and rail loudly againfst
Sir John,and the Railway monopoly of Manui
toba.

"<But it appeare they have even grester
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grievances than those which their fancy
$scribes to the lot of the Manitoba settler. The
Manitoba Road and the Minneapolis Millers
Association treat thein mercilessly. To make
'natters worse they counted on getting 30
bushels of wheat to the acre, while the usuil
average is only 17 bushels and the price only
75 cents per No. 1 hard.

" The land regulations have been the means
Of getting a great many settlers so envolved
financiail , that it will take years of hard
labor an privation to extricate themselves,
and a great many cases end in the Mortgagees
getting everything."

" By 'way of proving that foredlosures are
numerous, Mr. Craig says that some of the
buildins in town are literally covered with
bills aàvertising sales of mortgaged stock,
inostly horses.

" These are facts which the Manitoba set-
tiers should keep in mind while listening to
the rhapsodies of the political agitators about

going over to Dakota and Minneapolis in a
body.' To go from the frying pan into the
fire'has never been regarded as the part of
wisdom. Moreover, while the real grievances of
the Manitoba farmers are rapidlydisappearing,
the fiarmers on the other side of the hne have
almost lost hope of obtaning redress. The
Millers association and the Railways play into
each others hands and say ' public opinion be
hanged!' "

I find the following in a paper published
in Minnesota, the Minneapolis Canadian-
Ameritan -

" Canadians, who are in such a dreadful
etew over the rates charged by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, would perhaps be a little
more moderate in their criticisins if they
were aware of the fr ight charges of the
Northerni Pacific. It is a fact that Union
Pacific rates for the same distances are 15 to
30 per cent. higher than those of the Canadian
line.

" In charging extortion upon the North-
Western Railways, a great deal of recklessness
as displayed by the public. The operating
expenses of such roads as the Union Pacific,
Canadian Pacifie Railway; and St. Paul, Min.
neapolis & Minnesota are at least 75 per cent.
higher than those of Eastern lines.
S4They have not a concentrated trafflc su;,h

as the Grand Trunk or roads between Minne-
apolis and Chicago have to command, and
snoreover, their traffic may be aaid to be all

one way, as the cars which carry their wheat
east return to them en pty, a fact that increases
the cost of transportation. Having watched
this controversy over the position assumed by
the Canadian Pacifie towards the wbeat
growers of Manitoba in respect to frozen
wheat, the conlition of shipnent, and the
opportunities offered for the storage of grain,
we cannot but express the opinion that the
Railway Company have acted considerately
and even generously in the matter."

The second quotation is the testimony
of a Minnesota paper. Not long ago-
and it comes fairly in this connection-
a statement was made that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company used their power
to extort enormous rates for traffic, dis-
proportionate altogether to the rates
charged by other roads

The Globe has made that statement from
week to week and month to month, and
one of my hon. friends who, I am sorry to
see, is not in his place to-day, read a com-
parative statement of freight rates-a com-
parison between the first-class rates of the
Grand Trunk Railway upon its most
settled sections and the first-class rates on
the Canadian Pacific Railway in a sparse
population; but, be it understood, there is
but little first-class freight on the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Not ten per cent. of its
freight is first class-not 7 2 -the real
comparison is between similar lines and
the Canadian Pacific Railwayonthefreights
that the North-West principally requires:
salt, wheat, oats, lumber, agricultural im
plements, &c. I ventured to challenge
my hon. friend's statistics at the time he
produced them, and now, for the informa.
tion of the House, I will show that I was
justified in doing so. The last tariff of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, as compared
withthe rates ontheSt. Paul and Manitoba,
the Northern Pacific Railwayandthe Union
Pacific Railway,willshow howlittle founda-
tion there was for my hon. friend's conten
tion, or for the Globe's charges. The
comparison is as follows:
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I think that will effectually refute the
assertion that there are such exorbitant
charges on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
an assertion persistently repeated in the
articles in the Globe and elsewhere in the
press and in Parliament, intended to dis-
courage emigration, and to show that the
settler is more liberally treated by roads
Which are doing the same kind of business,
through the agricultural country on the
other side of the line. I wrote lately to
the manager - of the Canadian Pacific
Railway calling his attention to a state-
ment in the Globe that a bushel of wheat
is worth 8o cents in Winnipeg, and the
cost of taking it to Liverpool is $1.07.
The manager replied:

S«On the opening of navigation our rate
from Winnipeg to Montreal will not be far
from twenty-six cents per bushel, and as the
rates fron Montreal to Liverpool average
about 83 cents per quarter, the through rate
from Winnipeg to Liverpool will probably be
somnething under 40 cents per bushel, includ-
ing insurance &c."

I also sent him a letter of the Manitoba
correspondent of the Globe in which he
said that a prime necessity in Winnipeg
was stone for building cellars; that it was
carried over a branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from Stony Mountain;
that they could not get it elsewhere, and
that the rate charged from Stony Mountain
to Winnipeg when the Mackenzie Govern-
ment ran the road was only $5 per car
load of three cords, and that it is now
$14.40 per car of two cords. In reply the
manager says:-

"'I have to say that I am unable to discover
any evidence that there was a railway in
o ration in Manitoba during the Mackenzie
Government, and further that our rate on
Stone from Stony Mountain to Winnipeg is
$1.20 per ton."

That disposes of another malicious in-
vention. Now, I will finish what I have
to say on this subject, by comparing the
North-West land regulations, which are so
strenuously complained of, with those of
the United States. I think hon. gentle-
men will see that some reckless and
nalicious attacks have been already suc-
cessfully refuted, and will not refuse to
listen to what I have to say, so long as it
is pertinent to the general argument. The
statement upon the land policy which I
am about to read from the Mail, I pre-
Pared myself. I carefully examined the

United States land laws, and the synopsis
which I have given is strictly accurate,
and can be readily verified by any one
who chooses to refer to published regu-
lations.

Mr. Macfarland, the United States Com-
missioner of the Land Office published his
report inOctoberlast. He statedthat one of
the well-grounded complaints madeagainst
their management of land affairs was that
patents are not issued promptly, and the
evil had grown to such enormous magni-
tude in the United States, that he was
obliged to ask Congress to give him a hun-
dred extra clerks to bring up the arrears.
I will now read from the Mail the article
referred to.

A comparison between the homestead
policy of Canada and the United States,
will show which is
settlers.

CANADA.
" The head of the

family, or any male
person not less than

years of age, is en-
titled to a homestead
entry."Such entry may
be for any quantity
not exceeding 160
acres in any land open
therefor ; the even
nu nibered sections, on
about eighty millions
of the mnost fertile
lands being free · for
selection until the
first of January, 1885.
The settler wilI have
the right of pre-emp-
tion of an adjoining
tract of the saine ex-
tent as his homestead,
which he can pur-
chase at the end of
three years, at Gov-
ernment prices He
obtains a patent at
the end of three years'
residence and cultiva-
tion. He may have a
second homestead
entry, and a third and
fourth. He may com-
mute by purchase,
after one year's resi-
dence.»

most favorable to

UNITED STATES.
"Any male person

not less than 21 years,
is entitled to a home-
stead entry. Such
entry may be for any
quantity not exceed-
ing 80 acres in the
first, or $250 class, or
160 acres in the seo-
ond or $125 clasa of
lands open . therefor.
The homestead settler
bas not the right of
pre-emption. He ob-
tains a patent at the
end of five years' reii-
dence and cultivation.
He cannot have a sec-
ond honestead entry.
He may commute by
purchase, after one
year's residence, but
.iL is recommended
that this privilege be
modified and re
stricted."

"A clue to the constant attacks made upon
the Government policy, and the miprepresen-
tations in regard to the North-West as a field
for settlement, which have been endorsed and
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circulated with evident satisfaction by the
Grit press, has been discovered in the per-
sonal interests held by prominent Ontario
officials in Dakota. Mr. Rose (Opposition)
M.P. for Lisgar, in the debate on the Land
Bil, last Session, gave another when he
stated that 'there are persons in the North-
West who act as a gents for the United States
Government, and the United States railway
companies.' The fabulous accounts of the
exodus from our territories to Dakota are
doubtless inspired by the interested persons
above named, and it .is not a little suspicious
that they make mention of Dakota only."

"Credulous persons will be found always
who will fall a prey to land sharks. Those
who expected to obtain a homestead at the
first Pacifie Railway station may think they
will be more successful in Dakota. It would
be strange, indeed, if there were none dis-
appointed or dissatisfied among the thousands
who have undertaken a new lite which cannot
be wholly exempt from privation and bard-
ship. Some of these may go acrose the border,
but we believe that Mr. Scott, M. P. for
Winnipeg, was within the mark when he eaid
in the course of the Land Bill debate that
'for every one who bas leit for Dakota ten
have come from that territory into Manitoba.'

".Many who have been most fortunate in
their selections and holdings will find excuse
for grumbhing in the Dominion tariff, but they
will not stultfy theinselves by changing their
residence to a country where a far h igher
tariff prevails, where the average yield of
wheat is less than one-half of that in Manitoba
or the North-Weet."

Now, in the comparison between the
two methods, can anyone fail to see how
much more advantageous to the settler
is that of the Dominion, and I wish here
to make and emphasize the statement
which I find has not been thoroughly
understood even amongst those who are
favorable to our land policy, and where it
is understood by our opponents it is con-
cealed; that throughout our whole North-
West in the Government lands, in the
colonization societies' lands, and the rail-
way lands, the homesteader can take up
his location on any even-numbered sec-
tions which are not already taken up by
another homesteader. The even-numbered
sections are reserved to him from all colo-
nization grants, from the railway company,
and from all.-large sales; they are reserved
exclusively for him and are not locked up
as the public generally have been led to
believe. He has now 8o,ooo,ooo acres to
choose from upon terms which could
scarcely be made more favorable or more
liberal. What can he gain by going to
Dakota or anywhere else across the

HoN. M. PLUMB.

border where tariffs are higher and land
laws infinitely less favorable ? The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway opens up 900 miles
of fertile lands whose capabilities for prO-
duction have been fully set forth, and can
scarcely be exaggerated. Every facility is
offered to the settler or purchaser, and
the railway rates have been shown to be
far lower than those of any railway in the
United States similarly situated. The
United States Commissioner says the
abuses of the homestead la* have been so
great that he recommends that the Gov-
errtnent repeal the Act altogether. When
we are told that our homestead settlers in
the North-West are ground down by our
tariff it should not be forgotten that
they received their lands as a free gift.
They took them with a full knowledge
that the tariff was in full operation. No
one for a moment supposed that they
could be specially exempted from it.
They certainly have no reason to complain;
it was not passed after general settlement
began and the hon. gentlemen on the
opposite side seem always to forget that
there was a seventeen and a half per cent.
tariff not only on agricultural implements,
but on the greater part of the necessaries
of life prior to the present increase. Our
tariff Act was acknowledged by Mr. Mac-
kenzie to have raised duties only froin
seventeen and a half to twenty two and a
half per cent. on the average, and yet the
argument of our opponents seems to be
based on the assumption that we have put
the whole tax now levied by the tariff On
those articles ; that we had found a free
list and had levied duties to the average
amount of twenty two and a half per cent.
It is well to remember that until 1874
upon the general list of the tari«
the rate of duty was fifteen per cent.
It was raised in 1874, by Mr. Cartwright
to seventeen and a-half per cent. Alarmning
deficits resulted and tg recoup the Treasury
and restore the equilibrium between re-
ceipts and expenditures as well as to prot-
tect our industries, the present tariff, as I
have said before, was increased from seven'
teen and a-half per cent. to twenty-twO
and a-half per cent. average in the
first session of the Parliament elected'
in 1878, under the sanction of a grea
majority of members. As an issue at
the general election of 1882,-it was sustaine
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ed by the return of a large majority of sup-
Porters of the Government.

I think it was due to myself under the
hon. gentleman's challenge to vindicate
My former assertions in respect to what
seems to be a persistent intention to mis-
represent the condition of the North-West
and of its settlers. I have befoie me many
more extracts from the Globe, in support
Of my position which would take up too
much time to read, and I have already
trespassed on the patience of the House.
At least fifty such attacks as I have noticed
have been published in that paper within
the six months, all bearing upon and cor-
roborating my statement. During October,
November and December, thev appeared
almost daily. I would not have ventured
to address the House this afternoon had I
not known that there was no other business
before it, and that I should occupy time
that would not interfere with the public
business. But the hon. gentleman chal-
lenged me, and when a statement was
made on the other side of the House with
regard to the Canadian Pacific Railway
rates, I felt that those statements required
to be corrected; and the House will see
that I have shown that a great political
newspaper in this Province and its echoes
have taken advantage of every opportunity
either by indirection, by innuendo, by in-
sinuation or by direct attack to decry or
oppose the progress and settlement of
the invaluable heritage of Canada ;
and also to impede and if possible
thwart the operations of the railway
which has been making such progress
towards opening up that country, and
ruin its credit. Within the last two or three
days we heard-I will not say exactly how
or where, because I cannot refer to a
previous debate-an echo of the Globe in
a statement made on the floor of this
louse to the effect that a large number of

settlers were going to Dakota. It is but a
few days ago that the newspaper to which
I have referred asserted that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Cortipany, not satisfied
with the advance which had been made to
it, had applied to the Government, took it
by the throat and demanded another
$5,oooooo. It was circumstantially stated,
and stated in a way that was calculated to
injure seriously, if not to ruin the financial
standing of the Company, and although
it failed of its intended effect, it was

quoted by the "Bear" interest in Wall
street and everywhere else where people
were speculating in Canada Pacific Rail-
way stock. The assertion .of the Globe
was that Mr. Stephen, the President, and
Mr. Drinkwater, the Secretary of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company were
here last week and had an interview with
Sir John Macdonald in which they impera-
tively demanded the loan. At the time
Mr. Stephen was in Montreal preparing to
go to England, and he actually sailed on
Saturday. In the meantime, before his
departure, he published a full denial of
every statement in the article in question,
and it has been denied by a Minister
on the floor of Parliament. I wish to call
the attention of hon. gentlemen to the fact,
to show what reliance can be placed on
the statements of a leading journal which
lends itself to the promulgation of false-
hoods for which it can give no shadow of
excuse or justification and, as in this in-
stance, when the falsehood is exposed and
refuted, no explanation or apology has
been given. Such a course is an insult to
its readers and to the public. The hon.
gentleman from Halifax, in constituting
himself the champion of that portion of the
Opposition press which has been hostile to
the settlement of the North-West, gave me
a fair opportunity to make a statement
which I intended to be an exhaustive one,
and I believe I have made it so.

I must apologize for having taken up so
much time, but everything I have stated
has been based upon authority which is
authentic in every way, and I shall hand
in the memorandum which I have read in
regard to comparative freight rates,
which I consider most important, to
have placed in the record. Dr. Tanner's
contradictions of the statement of the
Globe respecting the conditions of the
lands on the Pacific Railway I shall
also hand to the reporter ; I beg to subnit
that it is a sufficient refutation of the state-
ment that the original route for the road
as located by the Mackenzie Government
was a better one than that .which now
passes through the richer and better set-
tled portion of Manitoba and the tertile
belt of the North-West, to state that it
reaches the invaluable coal districts of
Calgarry and Bow River, and I thank
the hon. gentleman from Halifax for
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having unintentionally, no doubt, given
me this opportunity.

HON. MR..POWER-The hon, gentle-
man who has just sat down made one
statement at the close of his remarks with
which we shall all be disposed to concur,
that his speech has been an exhaustive
one. It certainly has been exhaustive of
the patience of the House or of the few
members who have heard him to the end.
We know the hon. gentleman's staying
powers are great ; and it has not been so
exhaustive to him as it has been to his
hearers.

As the Speaker very properly said, great
latitude is allowed in a debate on a motion
to adjourn ; Members are permitted to
talk almost about everything ; but I have
never known an instance during the eight
sessions that I have had the honor of a
seat in this House, in which an hon. gen-
tleman has abused the privilege in the way
in which the hon. member from Niagara
has done this afternoon. He talked about
" matters and things in general, and sev-
eral things besides," on the pretext that
he wished to carry out a pledge which he
made some six weeks ago to furnish some
extracts to the House to justify language
which he used with respect to the Globe
and some other Reform newspapers. The
hon. gentleman stated as will be found on
reference to the debate of that day, that
these newspapers had decried our own
North-West and described Dakota as being
a paradise in comparison; and that be
would furnish ample evidence of the fact.

The hon. gentleman said he would do
that; that he would point out fifty cases
in which it was done. Now, he has kept
us here two hours ; and he has not given
us during that time a single instance in
which a Reform paper has stated that the
soil or climate of Dakota was better in any
way than the soil or climate of the
Canadian North-West; on the contrary,
in one of the citations from the Globe
which the hon. gentleman made it was
stated that the land in Dakota was inferior
in quality to the land in Manitoba.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I said it stated
that Dakota was a better place for a settler
than the Canadian North-West.

HON. MR. POWER--One of the very

HON. MR. PLUMB.

passages he referred to to prove his point
stated that the land in Dakota was inferior
to that of Manitoba ; and if any hon.
gentleman will take the trouble to refer to
that debate-I do not think any one will-
he will find that my statement was that the
Reform newspapers had said that the unfor-
tunate or injurious land regulations of the
Dominion Government had a tendency tO
drive settlers out of Manitoba into Dakota-
That statement has not been shown to be
false; and the hon. gentleman has failed
completely to find any of thobe unpatriotic
statements which he attributed to the Re-
form press, to the effect that the soil or the
climate of Manitoba was inferior to the
soil or climate of Dakota. The hon.
gentleman has made charges of want Of
patriotism against the Opposition press-
manufactured them out of their statements
as to the bad administration of the country.
I think the hon. gentleman must have felt
that these statements were rather childish.
I regret that in this country the press on
both sides of politics is rather more ex-
treme in its statements than it should be.
As I stated on a previous occasion, when
this matter was before the House ; in 1877
and in 1878 we had the most tremendous
onslaught made on the Government of
that day ; and the most harrowing pictures
were painted of the way in which the
people were flying from this unfortunate
and misgoverned country to the countrY
south of us. I though it was unfortunate
that statements of that sort should have
been made. I do not at all mean to SaY
that I look upon all the statements that
are made to-day-in the newspapers that are
supporting the party to which I belong as
wise or judicious. I do not feel that I arn
bound to stake my reputation for veracitY,
or anything else on statements which occa-
sionally appear, particularly in the corres-
pondence columns, in those papers.

I do not think the hon. gentleman said
anything else to which it is necessary tO
call the attention of the House. It may
be that the statements of the Glob'
and other newspapers, as to the
railway rates and land regulations
were not always as judicious as they night
have been ; still they have had the effect,
I think, of causing a considerable reduction
in the railway rates, and a considerable
modification in the land regulations ; and
I am rather surprised, if my hon. friend
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from Niagara regards the land regulations
as being so perfect, that he should have
insisted the other day, at the cost of great
Mental anguish to himself, on a further
amyendment to the Government's Land BilL

, The motion for adjournment, with the
leave of the House, was withdrawn.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (M), "An Act to authorize the
transfer of prisoners from one jail to
another in certain cases." (Sir Alex. Camp-
bell.)

The Senate adjourned at six o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, April 8th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WINNIPEG & HUDSON BAY RAIL-
WAY AND STEAMSHIP COM-

PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR: HOWLAN, from the Com-
mrittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (131) "An Act to
amend the Act to incorporate the Winni-
peg & Hudson Bay Railway and Steam-
ship Company."

HoN. MR. GIRARD moved that the
Srst and 57th rules of this House be dis-
pensed with, as recommended in the 22nd
report of the Committee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing my hon. friend's
motion, but inasmuch as the report of the
Committee stated that no notice has been
given in this cise, although there Were
other parties interested in the subject
mnatter of the Bill, and as no petition has
been presented, I think it only right that
the hon. gentleman should submit some
reasons why the rules should be suspended.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I do not think
the present case is an ordinary one. It is
not actually a new Bill which is now before
us, or I should have some hesitation in
proposing the adoption of the report, as I
am always careful to observe the rules and
regulations of this House. This is really
an old Bill, but we are asked to give
facilities towards the promotion of a great
railway scheme which, if successful, will
have a decided effect on the wealth and
importance of this Dominion. Under the
circumstances it seems to me that the
party of gentlemen who obtained an act
of incorporation a few years ago for the
construction of this railway, should be
treated with the greatest liberality. It
was expected some time ago that an amal'
gamation would take place between this
and another company who also have a
charter of the same character, but that
amalgamation has not taken place up to
the present time. Provision is made in
the Bill, however, by which this amalga-
mation of the two companies can yet take
place. As this Bill only asks for a further
extension of the time within which to put
this project into operation-a project in
which the whole of the people of the
North-West are deeply interested-and to
secure which they have put forth the most
earnest efforts, I do not think it should
meet with opposition in this House. The
Bill is not absolutely a Private Bill ; it is
more of a public character, because the
adoption of it will give satisfaction to an
important portion of the people of the
Dominion, and at the same time advance
the interests of the country as a whole.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, in the absence of
Mr. Girard, moved that the Bill be read
the second time.

The -motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

EKGHTH REPORT OF THE
ADOPTED.

COMMITTEE

HON. MR SIMPSON moved the adop-
tion of the 8th report of the Joint Com-
mittee on the Printing of Parliament. He
said it was one of the usual reports, recom-
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mending the printing of certain documents,
and that certain other documents be not
printed.

The motion was agreed to.

SEVENTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

HoN. MR. SIMPSON moved the adop-
tion of the 7th report of the joint Com-
mittee on the Printing of Parliament. He
said : During my absence from the House
the other day, Mr. Wark kindly presented
the 7th report. It ought to have taken
precedence of the report just adopted, and
in it we certainly stray from our usual
policy, as we recommend that two officers
employed by the other House and paid
by that House,-whose duties are defined
also by the other House, should receive-
one of them an advance of $3oo a year-
and another an advance of $200 a year-
in their salaries. It is a new action on
the part of the Committee, but I believe
the members of the Committee were pretty
unanimous in passing it, though some of
them felt we were going beyond the bounds
of our duty. However, I suppose it is my
duty, as the report was handed to me, to
move its adoption. I move it rather re-
luctantly, as I think we are setting a very
bad precedent if the House adopts the re-
port, for my impiession is that once it is
adopted, other officers may make it a pre-
cedent, and apply for favors of the same
kind. I may add that the report was ad-
opted in the other House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-As
the report has been adopted in the other
branch of the Legislature, there is less ob-
jection to its being adopted here, but had
that not been the case, it would have been
a matter for the House to consider seri-
ously, whether we should depart from
what has been our ordinary practice. The
officers referred to by the hon. gentleman
are the officers of the other House, and
therefore are subject in every way to the
rules of that House, and it would be a
very improper thing for us to interfere. It
seems to me it would be better, if such a
question should come up again, to say-
instead of recommending an increase of
salary-that we recommend the officer to
the favorable considerarion of the House
of which he is the servant, and then it

HON. MR. SIMPSON.

would be for that House to deal with it
in a. proper manner. I do not object to
the adoption of the report, under the cir-
cumstances, but otherwise I would feel it
my duty to oppose it.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I personallY
know one of those officers referred to n
the report. Mr. Romaine has saved tO
the country three times-in fact nearly ten
times-his present salary, every year since
he has been there. He has worked almTOst
constantly and I know he has saved, in
stationery alone, three or four times what
his salary amounts to. He did not need
to work as he has done, but being enthusl-
astic in the discharge of his duty, he has
performed work which was not done by
any of his predecessors.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
believe he is a meritorious officer, but that
does not affect the argument that I have
used to show that, if his salary should be
inèreased, it should be done by the other
House, whose servant he is.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I imagine that
my hon. friend from Montreal has entirelY
misapprehended the scope of the sugges-
tion of the leader of the Government,
which to my mind is eminently a proper
one. The suggestion is that this House
should not be put in the position of pas-
sing on the question of an increase Of
salary to officers who are employed by the
other House.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-As a
member of that Committee I think, so far
as my memory serves me, that the action
taken by the Committee was that recorn-
mended by the leader of the Government
in this House: that it was beyond their
power to recommend any increase to anY
of the officers in that Department, and
that they could only recommend the offi-
cers to the favorable consideration of the
proper authorities.

The motion was agreed to.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
SENATE.

FOURTH REPORT ADOPTED.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the adoption

of the Senate.
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of the fourth report of the Select Commit-
tee on the Contingent Accounts of the
Senate.

The motion was agreed to and the
report was adopted.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved the
second reading of Bill (L) " An Act to
Amend the North-West Territories Act
1

8 8o." He said: This Bill is simply for
the purpose of facilitating the administra-
tion of the North-West Territories, and
particularly to authorize the Governor-in-
Council to create new registration districts.
The greater part of the Bill is devoted to
that, which I will explain more fully when
it goes to the Committee of the Whole.
There is also a provision respecting the
appointment of deputy sheriffs, and the
jurisdiction of magistrates, all of which
will be explained in detail when the Bill is
in Committee.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I hope
the hon. gentleman will give us an ex-
planation of the principle on which the
Bill is based.

HoN. Mi<. MACPHERSON-I have
stated the object of the Bill, and that I
would explain its details in the Committee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SHIPWRECKS INVESTIGATION
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (117) " An Act to amend
an Act respecting inquiries and investiga-
tions into shipwrecks and other matters,
as to the powers of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries in certain cases
reported to him under it

In the Committee,
HON. MR. POWER said that with refer-

ence to the second clause he had been led
intoerror in the remarkshehadmade on the

second reading, because at that time the
only form in which he had the Bill was
the one in which it was introduced iIî the
House of Commons, and he saw that, in
the Committee of the other House, he
presumed, the latter part of the clause as
it stood in the original Bill was struck
out.

HON. MR. MACDONALD, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without any
amendment.

The report was received and adopted.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (N) "An Act to extend the limita-
tion of time under the Act 43 Vic., cap. 7,
entitled: ' An Act for the final settlement
of claims to land in Manitoba by occu-
pancy under the Act 33 Vic., cap.- 3.' "-
(Mr. Macpherson).

The Senate adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

THE SENATE. .

Ottawa, Wednesday, April 9 th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

. STEAMSHIP COMMUNICATION
WITH FRANCE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. TRUDEL moved
That an humble address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause
to be laid before this House, copies of all
documents and correspondence in possession
of the Government, relating to the establish-
ment of a line of steamships between France
and Canada.

He said : The attention of this hon.
House has already been called to the
immense advantage which would be de.
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rived by this country from the establish-
ment of a line of steamers between Canada
and France. I think that France is one
of those countries with which it would be
of the greatest interest to the people of
this country to deal, and for that reason
and many others the establishment of such
a line would prove highly beneficial.
About two years ago I met a number of
persons on the other side of the Atlantic
who were very deeply interested in such a
scheme. I was travelling between Mar-
seilles and Geneva and met the superin-
tendent of Marine Works on the Mediter-
ranean, who gave me information which I
considered ot sufficient importance to be
laid before the Government of this country
at the time. Accordingly I wrote to the
hon. Secretary of State, giving him the in-
formation I had received. I have been
informed since then that several communi-
cations have been forwarded to the Gov-
ernment on the same subject, and I think
it is important that the whole of that cor-
respondence should be laid before Parlia-
ment, in order that the public may
be informed on subjects of great
interest to them. I do not intend
to deal with this question at length
until the papers are laid before the House,
but it is very likely that they will then be
supplemented by some documents and
correspondence which I have in my pos-
session and which will show the importance
of some steps being taken in this matter.
I was astonished to hear from the gentle-
man to whom I have alluded that a very
powerful Company had been formed in
France previous to the year 1881, this
Company being composed of men of great
wealth, of large experience in navigation
and possessing every qualification neces-
sary to carry out this scheme to perfect
success in the interests both of Canada
and of France. But, as I was told, those
gentlemen, having organized their Com-
pany, opened a correspondence with some
people in Canada from whom they learned
that the only practical way to succeed in
their enterprise was to ally themselves
with certain persons in the Province of
Quebec, in the City of Quebec, and to pay
them a certain fee-I think it was 140,000
francs-that it was the only practical way
to get the ear of the Government here.
When I heard that I protested against it
and assured these gentlemen that it was

HoN. MR TRUDEL

not the fact, and that I was sure that the
Government of Canada would be perfectlY
willing to aid any scheme of the kind
which should be laid before them. Imme-
diately after this interview I wrote to the
Secretary of State, as I have said, asking
him to communicate the matter to his
colleagues in the Government, or at least
to the leader of the Government. Sone
two months afterwards, while I was still in
Europe, I received a letter from the Secre-
tary of State assuring me that those gentle-
men were entirely mistaken-that there
was nothing of the kind. I immediatelY
communicated this letter to the gentleman
with whom I was corresponding, a gentle-
man well known in France, the Superinten-
dent of Marine Works on the Mediterra-
nean. Afterwards I received a reply fron
himinformingmethat unfortunately for hin-
self and his friends, before the reception
of my letter he had been in Paris and
communicated with his partners, and they
had decided to abandon the scheme of
establishing a regular line between France
and Canada, having become disgusted, in
consequence of the information which
they had received from several sources.
He told me, "After receiving your coin-
munication we received other letters, and
we were satisfied from what was told us
and written to us, that there was no
practical way to get the usual advantages
which such a company had a right to
expect from a country like Canada, with-
out first obtaining the influence of certain
gentlemen who are very influential in
political matters, and that this could not
be obtained without a certain fee." I amT
not sure that it is not mentioned in the
letter which is now before me. I do not
know whether he mentioned the amount
of it again, but as far as I recollect it is
about 140,000 francs. Now, taking this
fact in connection with others which have
been disclosed in connection with the
political affairs of our Province, and also
bearing in mind that several schemes of
public interest, no less important than the
one to which I now allude, have utterly
and entirely failed, mainly because the
control of such undertakings had been
obtained by parties who had nothing but
a speculation in view-considering all
these facts, and remembering also that on
a certain occasion a syndicate who ob-
tained privileges from the Local Legisla-
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ture deposited, in a local bank at Quebec,
$14,000 for the benefit of four or five
gentlemen, who had helped them to get
the charter-keeping all that in view, and
also the fact that it is becoming a com-
mon form of speculation for parties to apply
for charters to the Local Legislatures as
well as to the Dominion Parliament for
railway and other schemes ostensibly in
the public interest, when it is well known
that they have neither the means nor the
intention to carry out those undertakings,
but only to speculate on those charters,
and sometimes the money grants which
accompany them, and put obstructions in
the way of others who are able and ready
to carry out legitimate enterprises in order
to force then to buy up such charters-
remembering that this form of speculation
is now carried on extensively to the detri-
ment of the public interest, I think the
time has come when Parliament should
take this subject into very serious consid-
eration. As I have said, I do not propose
to enter into this subject at length until
the correspondence is laid before the
House, when I shall be prepared to fur-
nish additional information which will
make it very clear to Parliament that it is
high time that steps should be taken to
prevent such transactions as I have
mentioned.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Government have no objection to the
address, and if the hon. gentleman has
been correctly informed as to there being
some parties in Quebec or elsewhere who
hold themselves out as intermediaries be-
tween the Government and parties wishing
to contract for this service, we should like
to ferret them out. I shall be glad to
lend my assistance to that end. The
hon. gentleman will see that the return,
however ample it may be, will not disclose
the facts to which he has made reference,
and if those facts are to come out it must
be in some other way, or through some
other papers, probably the documents, in
the hon. gentleman's possession, to which
he refers. Any assistance the Govern-
ment can hold out to him to expose the
parties to whom he refers, they will
cheerfully lend. I grant that the mode
of incorporating companies for the con-
struction of railways and for carrying out
other undertakings has been very lax.

Parliament has again and again incorpora-
ted persons who could make no pretence
to being able to carry out the works for
which they have sought acts of incorpora-
tion, and who-really I am half ashamed
to say-traffic in acts of incorporation. I
know that has been done repeatedly. I
have one or two cases of the kind in my
mind at this moment. If we could adopt
more stringent rules with regard to such
legislation it would be very useful in the
interests of the country. Of course the
Government can do a good deal in that
way, but they cannot do everything, and
it rests a good deal with the two Houses
of Parliament and the Committees to
which those Bills are sent. I am sure the
Government will always be ready to lend
its assistance to check such legislation and
to prevent the granting of charters to per-
sons who possess no means, and have no
intention to utilize those charters except
to traffic in them for their own advantage.
The general spirit of legislation has been :
Oh, give thern an act of incorporation; if
they get on well and good ; if not, no
harm is done. That is sometimes atteded
with the objection to which my hon. friend
refers-they traffic in the charters they
obtain and block the way of men who
really desire to carry out such enterprises.
I think if we all unite in a good spirit we
can probably check such legislation, and I
tor one shall be glad to lend all the
assistance in my power to accomplish that
result.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to express
my regret that the hon. member for De
Salaberry had not made his motion a little
earlier in the session, when there would
have been some probability that the papers
would be laid on the Table of the House
so that the House could see what the
character of this correspondence was. The
motion of· the hon. gentleman suggested
certain reflections to my mind : one is
this-my hon. friend from De Salaberry
performed the duties, for the time being,
of agent general, or agent in France, of
the Dominion Government-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
not at all.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. Minister
knows that we pay avery respectable surn
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to a gentleman who is supposed to attend
to the duties of Commissioner in England,
and that we have been paying a consider-
able sum to a gentleman for discharging
the duties of agent in Paris ; and I think
it is a great pity that the bon. gentleman
who has made this motion did not couple
with it a request for some information as
to what this agent in Paris has been doing
during the years he has been there. The
public are not aware that he bas been
doing anything. No substantial results
have become known to the public from
his presence in France. I think that there
is a considerable amount in the estimates
now for this mail service between France
and Canada. I venture to humbly suggest
that no very satisfactory result is likely to
arise from that appropriation. France does
not seem disposed to deal very much with
Canada. Al efforts to make a treaty with
France that would be beneficial to Canada
have so far failed. No hope is held out that
any treaty which is likely to be favorable
or advantageous to Canada can be made
by Great Britain on our behalf with
France; and I think while that country
continues to be as strongly protectionist
as she is, and to shut out what we send
ber by heavy duties, and while we shut
out what France bas to send us by a high
tariff, any very considerable trade between
the two countries is not probable. What
I particularly rose to call the attention of
the Minister to is this-that Canada bas a
very large trade with England, and the
ocean freights on goods which have after-
wards o pass over the Intercolonial
Railway, or which might pass over that
fine and give it a good deal of work to do,
are so high from England to Halifax, ow-
ing to the want of competition between
lines of steamers, that the Intercolonial
Railway gets a very small proportion of
the trade that it ought to have, and I was
going to respectfully suggest to the Gov-
ernment that as there is no probability
that any advantage will accrue to Canaaa
from this appropriation for a line of
steamers to France, they should transfer
the amount which is now in the estimates
for a line of steamers between Canada
and France, and add it to a small amount
which appears in the estimates for a line
of steamers from the Lower Provinces to
England, so as to make a respectable
grant, and insure a good line of steamers

HON MR. POWER.

between London and Canada, which
would tend to reduce the rates of freight
to this country, and would give the Inter-
colonial Railway a good deal of freight to
carry during the winter. I think, that
would be putting the money to a much
better purpose than it is being appropri-
ated to just now.

HON. MR. ALMON--The senior mem-
ber for Halifax only four days ago voted
for a Bill which would prevent French
wines being used in Nova Scotia and other
Provinces of the Dominion, and therefore
he is perhaps as much to blame as any-
body for curtailing the trade between
France and Canada. The hon. gentleman
should 'be a little more consistent, and
blame himself instead of the Government:
we ail know that light wines are the chief
exports from France, and if we pass a Bill
to prevent the use of wines, he is more
responsible than the Government for the
small volume of trade between the twO
countries.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-This is not
a new subject in this House. It bas been
frequently brought before us, and we had
hopes at one time that long ere this sone-
thing would have come out of it. I was
in hopes that our representative in France
would have shown that his appointment
was of some benefit to the Dominion.
Whether any advantage has resulted frorn
his presence there so far I cannot say.
Probably on that the Government can give
us information at some future time.
I regret that this matter has come up sO
late in the session. However, it will have
a good effect, because it will show the
people in France that there is no necessity
to employ an intermediary here to deal
with the Government. It would be very
injurious for such an impression to con-
tinue abroad. It is certain that a trade
between the two countries would be very
beneficial to Canada, and if such a line of
steamers as the hon. gentleman refers to
should be established, that trade will cer-
tainly follow. It would be a great advant-
age not only to have the immigration from
France, but that many of the products
that now come to us through middle-men
should be imported directly from that
country. It would be more beneficial to

with Prance.
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the Dominion than to import them indi-
rectly.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I really think
that the hon. senior member for Halifax
went very much out of his way when he
rose to attack the hon. member for De
Salaberry, who brought a very proper
motion before the House, and to refer to
him as a sort of intermeddler.

HON. MR. POWER-I said nothing of
the sort.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That was the
scope of the hon. gentleman's remark,
and it was so understood by the House.
He began by insinuating that the hon.
gentleman did not bring his motion for-
ward in time to get a reply to it, and also
took occasion to make an insinuation in
regard to the Agent General. What could
the Agent General have to do with a mat-
ter of the kind ? The hon. member for
De Salaberry stated fairly that he heard
the information accidentally as he was
travelling through France : it was not a
thing which came within the cognizance
of the Agent General, and I think the
hon. member from Halifax has shown a
spirit of carping criticism which is not
likely to elevate him in the opinion of the
House. He evidently cannot let a day
pass without bringing up some such petty
insinuation. The hon. member for De
Salaberry, when he addresses the House,
is always listened to with great respect.
He never does so unless he has something
to bring before us on which he has an
earnest conviction. The House ought to
be very thankful to him for making this
motion, and it ought to have been received
in the spirit in which he presented it, and
not made the vehicle for a covert attack
upon him, upon the Agent General and
upon the Government as it has been made
by the hon. gentleman to-day.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-It seems
to me that the difficulty in establishing a
trade between France and the Dominion
lies not so much in sending cargoes to
French ports as in obtaining return cargoes
to Canada. I myself have been a passen-
ger on board a steamer which conveyed
from Charlottetown, direct to Havre, a
cargo of oats and canned lobsters, but the

difficulty was that that vessel had to leave
the French port without a cargo. A
month later I met that vessel in the port
of Liverpool. She had been obliged to
leave Havre with ballast, run to a coaling
station and return to English and Scotch
ports for freight. A large part of that
voyage was lost owing to the difficulty of
getting return freight. Now, if we could
get full return cargoes for vessels it would
confer a great advantage on the Dominion,
because there can be very little doubt that
France stands in need of many things
which the Dominion can supply. The
cargo to which I have referred was readily
absorbed, and that steamer has repeatedly
carried cargoes of oats from Prince Edward
Island to French ports.

HON. MR. POWER-I have been
accused of making a statement àbout the
hon. member from De Salaberry which I
did not make. There is no gentleman in
the House for whom I have greater respect
than that hon. member. I am sorry that
the language I used was capable of mis-
construction. I simply intimated that
that gentleman had apparently been doing
the duty of a high commissioner or agent
general.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-That he had no
right to do such a duty.

HON. MR. POWER-That he had
been doing it in France and elsewhere.
I think that was very much to his credit;
and I did not mean to find fault with him.

HON. SiR. ALEX. CAMPBELL,-I
understood the hon. gentleman to call him
a busybody.

HON. M. POWER-If my words
were capable of that interpretation I did
not mean that they should be. I have no
desire to impute any such intentions to
my hon. friend ; and my regret at his not
having made the motion earlier was a sin-
cere and honest regret. I am sorry it did
not come up before. I May say further
that I am sure the hon. member for De
Salaberry is quite able to take care of him-
self, and does not need the assistance of
any intermeddler from any other portion
of the House.
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HON. MR. TRUDEL-I am always
very glad to be defended, because I am
so often attacked that the task of protect-
ing myself would be very serious. As to
what the hon. member for Halifax said I
did not understand it in the same way as
the hon. member for Niagara did: I did
not consider it as being anything unpleas-
ant to me. The hon. gentleman, however,
said that it was a pity I did not add to
this motion an enquiry about the dealings
of the agent in France. I might respect-
fully answer that the hon. gentleman was
quite at liberty to make such an enquiry
himself. It was no more my business to
do so than it was his. I do not pretend
to have in the slightest degree discharged
the duty of a High Commissioner. I was
travelling in Europe, and happened acci-
dentally to receive some information
which I considered of a serious character.
I had afterwards occasion to meet the
same gentleman again-in fact, I travelled
several days with him. He was a very
agreeable and a very distinguished man,
who was at the time on his way to the
Geographical Congress at Vienna, and I
promised to communicate to him any
information I should receive from the
Government on the subject. I wrote to
the Government here, and on receipt of a
reply I at once communicated it to him.
Now, from this fact followed a correspon-
dence which is not yet finished, and which
gave me a good deal of information. The
hon. gentleman fron Halifax has expressed
a regret that I did not bring this matter
up earlier in the Session : I quite agree
with him that it would have been far bet-
ter if I could have done so: that was my
intertion, but I was prevented by the fact
that I first intended to put before the
House the correspondence which I have
in my possession. Having a good many
papers to go through, it is not easy to col-
lect them, and there was another and a
more serious reason-I felt there were
some of those letters which I would not
be justified in making public, without the
permission of the parties interested. I
wrote to obtain that permission, but I
have not yet be'en authorized to give some
of the documents to the public. The
junior member for Halifax took occasion to
mix up this matter with the temperance
question. With all due respect for his
reasoning power, I do not think that is a

very valid argument. The effect of the
legislation to which he referred is to allow
some counties which have adopted the
Scott Act to put it in force to prohibit the
sale of intoxicating liquors.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Including light
wines.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I am very de-
sirous of improving our trade relations
with France, but if I had to choose be-
tween having trade relations with France,
and having a Temperance Act in force in
the country, I think the benefit to be de-
rived from the operation of a good Tem-
perance Act would be greater than the
advantages resulting from closer trade re-
lations with France. Whatever may be
the extent to which the Scott Act may be
put in force in this country, I am afraid
that the use of intoxicating liquors will
always be so great that it will not prevent
Canada from being a good market for
French wines. Therefore, I do not think
that the argument of my hon. friend be-
hind me can have much weight. There
are other causes which prevent the es-
tabishment of a trade with France besides
the one to which he has referred.

The motion was agreed to.

INSOLVENT BANKS AND TRAD-
ING CORPORATION' BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been
called for the third reading of Bill (J.),
"An Act further to amend the Act forty-
five Victoria, chapter twenty-three, inti-
tuled: 'An Act respecting Insolvent
Banks, Insurance Companies, Loan Corn-
panies, Building Societies and Trading
Corporations."'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
Since this Bill passed through the Com-
mittee, my attention has been drawn by
an hon. member of this House to the fact
that some companies incorporated ifn
Great Britain, and which have been doing
business in Canada, have set up the pre-
tention, which, it seems, is more or les
founded, that they do not corne under the
general laws which affect the winding up
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of companies. To put an end to doubt
on that question, I desire to introduce
ir the first clause the words " doing bus-
iness in Canada, no matter where incor-
porated." I move that the amendment
be now made.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be now read the third time.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The amendment
which has been made is a very proper one,
but I may remind the House that this
question came up on a former occasion,
before the Committee at all events to
whom the Bill was referred, and there was
then a doubt expressed as to whether it
was competent for this Parliament to legis-
late in that direction, and I am very glad
that the hon. Minister of Justice has satis-
fled himself, on further consideration, that
it is within the competency of this Parlia-
ment. Certainly it stands to reason and
common sense that if these companies
availed themselves of the benefits and pro-
tections of the laws of this country, they
should be equally subject to its obligations.

Before the third reading of the Bill I
should like to call the attention of the
House to the changes which are made in
this Bill with reference to the working of
the Act of which this is an amendment.
The third section of the Act introduces a
new principle altogether in regard to the
appointment of liquidators. Under the
Act of which this is an amendment the
mode is pointed out by which they should
be appointed. It is required that the
Courts should first ascertain ·the wishes of
the parties interested and should be gov-
etned by their wishes as regards the
appointment of liquidators. That was
provided for by the third section, which
made provision that the shareholders
should hold a meeting and express their
wishes and the Court should act thereon.
This section three goes further than that
and seems to affect the standing of existing
liquidators, because it says :

" The Court, in making such order, may
direct that the assignee, receiver or liquidator
qf such company, if one has been appointed,
shall become the liquidator of the company
iunder the said Act or may appoint some
Eher person to be liquidator of the company."

Now, there is not only a change in the

mode of appointing liquidators, but it is
also provided that as to those who are al-
ready appointed, they may be put out of
office and others appointed in their stead.
There are a great many weighty reasons,
which I do not wish to enlarge upon at
present, why, after due consideration, the
Committee, including the hon. member
for Toronto, of whom, as he is not in
his place I may speak as perhaps
the highest authority in this House
on any subject of finance, trade, &c.,
including a much more humble mem-
ber, myself, and the hon. member for
De Salaberry, at whose suggestion an
amendment was made to this Act in this
House-after carefully considering it
came to that conclusion, and I have not
yet heard any reasons from the Minister
of Justice why we should depart from the
recommendation then made. But there
is another reason, and it is this : it is in-
consistent with the amended provisions in
this Act, which are after all substantially,
except in one point, a re-enactment of the
original Act as to the winding up of banks,
because with regard to these provisions
the Court was bound to meet the wishes
of the shareholders and the creditors and
other persons interested before making a
winding up order. In the case of a bank
the following provision is made :

" In the case of a bank, the application for
a winding up order must be made by a credi-
tor for a sum of not less than one thousand
dollars, and the Court must, before making
the order, direct a meeting of the shareholders
of the bank, and a meeting of the creditors of
the bank to be summoned, held and conducted
as the Court directe, for the purpose of
ascertaining their respective wishes as to the
appointment of liquidators."

This clause relates to banks : the result
of the vote is presented to the Court be-
fore a liquidator is appointed. I would
humbly suggest that it is a pity that we
cannot make our proceeding with regard
to this Act as congruous as possible. Here
is one mode of procedure for banks, and
a different mode of procedure for other
corporations. I should like to call atten-
tion to another inconsistency with regard
to this legislation, as regards these banks.
The object is to ascertain by means of a
vote of the shareholders and of the credit-
ors respectively the wishes of the bank as
to the persons who should be appointed
as liquidators. There is every reason in
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that and every propriety, but at the same
time there is, curiously enough, in the
latter part of this section 102, which is
substituted for a section in the Act, a very
singular provision, and I will just read it:

" The chairman of each meeting muet re-
port the result thereof to the Court, and if a
winding up order is made, the Court shlI
appoint three liquidators, to be selected in its
discretion, after such hearing of the parties
as it may deem expedient, frorn aniong the
persons nominated by the majorities and
minorities of the shareholders and creditors
of such meetings respectively."

These words ," and minorities " are an
addition to the other Act and a most
singular incongruity when we come to look
at the object of the Act, which is to obtain
the wishes of the majority of the share.
holders and creditors at these meetings.
But you now actually propose to give the
Court discretion to select the person
named by a minority of those present at
such meetings. It does seen to me that
we ought to remove from the Act those
words at all events. If you are to pay any
attention whatever to the wishes of the
shareholders and creditors of the banks
whose interests are about to be affect-
ed by these liquidators, you should
at all events require that these wishes
should be the wishes of the majorities at
those meetings. The proposition seems
so plain, that I hope there will be no
objection to strike out those words " and
minorities," before we take another step
with this Bill, and I shall therefore put it
to the House, and to the hon. Minister of
Justice, because then it will remove an
incongruity in this Bill, both as regards
this section and as regards the other, and
will leave the Bill what it ought to be-a
measure to give due weight to the wishes
of the majority of the creditors and
shareholders.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think my hon. friend has got hold of
this matter with his wonted clearness of
apprehension. In the first place, the
statute he has quoted, which this amends,
does not provide for the Court being

-governed by the wishes of the credi-
tors in any respect in the appointment of
liquidators. It only provides for the
voice of the shareholders being taken.
What the amendment proposes is that

HON. MR. DICKEY.

they should also take the voice of the
creditors. It has happened once or twice
that a Company has been involved in
difficulties through want of careful atten-
tion, or perhaps through the misconduct
of certain of the directors, and the bank
goes into liquidation. Under the law as
it stands now, the creditors, who are the
persons who are suffering, have no voice
in the appointment of liquidators. It is
only the shareholders who have a voice.
My hon. friend in reading the Act, I
suppose, did not cast his eye over the
whole of it, but he said the voice of the
creditors and of the shareholders should
be taken. That provision is the one
exactly that is not there, and which we
want to introduce. The men who have
caused the difficulty, who are responsible
for it all, are the shareholders, and the
fifty or sixty people who are creditors, who
may have lost thousands of dollars have
not a word to say. Then, the shareholders
may nominate as liquidators-as I know
has been the case-two or three of
the very men who were the cause
of the whole difficulty. Under the Act
the creditors have not a word to say, and
under a recent decision in the Province of
Quebec the Judge has nothing to say, be-
cause as he construes the words " for the
purpose of ascertaining their wishes as to
the appointment of liquidators," he is
bound to adopt their wishes. Therefore
the creditors are placed in this position,
that the shareholders, perhaps the direc-
tors, the very men who caused all the evil,
are nominated as liquidators and the Judge
feels bound to appoint them. That is not
a state of things which is wholesome, and
it is that which this Bill is designed to
remedy.

Then, as to the second point respecting
the wishes of minorities, it follows from1
the other. This new Bill provides that
the creditors shall meet and express their
view as to the persons who should be ap-
pointed liquidators. The Judge has the
discretion to appoint liquidators as he mal
please, but not from the world at large '
they must be taken from among the per-
sons nominated at these meetings and if
he has discretion in the matter he should
be allowed to select from the persons
nominated by the minority as well as from
those nonMinated from the majority. The
Judge says "out of the three first nanied
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1 will take two, and out of the minority I may apply by petition to the Court ask-
will take one, and in this way I shall have ing that the company be brought within
a good lot of officials to liquidate the and under the provisions of the said Act,
bank." and the Court may make such order, and

The hon, gentleman spoke of the opin-
ion of the Committee. The Committee
added nothing to the Bill and took nothing
from it. The only change which has been
made in it is the change made to-day, re-
ferring to companies incorporated abroad
and doing business in Canada. I think
my hon. friend must be confounding it
with some other Bill.

HON. MRL HAYTHORNE-I think
perhaps my hon. friend may rémember that
that amendment was proposed but not
being ready it was allowed to stand over
for a time.

HON, SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
I did not propose the amendment ; I
postponed the second reading -the other
day, for the purpose of introducing it.
When the matter was in Committee this
had not been brought to my notice at ail

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Perhaps
the hon. gentleman will state whether the
provisions of this Bill, with reference to
liquidators, will have the effect of super-
ceding the liquidators already appointed
and performing their duties under this
Act ? I ask this question, because with
reference to an existing case, that of the
Bank of Prince Edward Island, liquida-
tion has proceeded to the last stage and a
meeting is now called, under the existing
liquidators, which has reference to the
final cail upon the shareolders. Of course
it will cause some delay, and I daresay
some inconvenience, if the liquidators
originally appointed were to be super-
ceded and others appointed in their
places. Perhaps the hon. Minister will
explain what course will be pursued.

HON. SiRALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is a provision in the Act that nothing shall HON. MR. DICKEY-I was quoting
prevent any right of action now existing. from the Act before me, and it is hardly
Then it says, with reference to the actual worth while to attempt to throw a glamour
circumstances to which the hon.. gentie- over a thing in that way. The hon. the
man alludes : " When at the date of thé Minister of Justice stated that I must have
passing of the said Act a company was in béen referring to some other Bill that had
liquidation or in process of being wound nothing to do with this, though I was
up, any shareholder, creditor, assignee, re- actually referring to the, Bill which this
ceiver, or liquidator of such company, Act amends, and the hon. gentleman must
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the winding up of such company shall
thereafter be carried on under the said
Act, and the expression ' winding up
order,' in the said Act, shal include the
order in this section mentioned." Then
they proceed to have new liquidators, and
I think that is very desirable in some in-
stances. I have the Bill as it passed be-
fore the Committee, and there seems to
be nothing added to it except this clause
we speak of, so the hon. gentleman from
Amherst must surely be confounding it
with some other Bill.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Either I have
been unsuccessful in making myself under-
stood, or else the hon. gentleman's memory
is very unfortunate in this case. I read
from this Act itself as to the provisions in
it regarding a meeting of shareholders. I
have the Act before me, and I read the
clause before I called the attention of the
Committee to the 9 9 th clause substituted
in this Bill for the 9 9th clause in the pre-
vious Act, and I stated that this covered
meetings of shareholders and creditors
both. Yet the hon. gentleman says I must
be referring to some other Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Will
the hon. gentleman let me read the clause ?
It is as follows:

" In the case of a bank, the application for
the winding-up order muet be made by a
creditor for a suni of not less than $1,000, and
the Court must, before making the order,
direct a meeting of the shareholders of the
bank to be summoned, held and conducted as
the Court directs, for the purpose of ascertain-
ing their wishes as to the appointment of
liquidators."

Now, there is nothing here about a
meeting of creditors.
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surely have forgotton that it was only two
years ago that that Act was referred to the
Committee, and I mentioned the names of
that sub-committee.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
thought the hon. gentleman meant the
Bill of this session.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I meant the Act
of which this is an amendment, and my ar-
gument was this : that on that occasion that
Bill was referred to a sub-committee, and
they reported upon it, and f think reported
the provision which the Minister of Justice
now seeks to do away with-that he is
amending. That is what I stated, and to
tell me that I do not understand what I
am talking about, and that I must be re-
ferring to some other Bill that has no con-
nection with this one, is rather an unseemly
mode of meeting the objection.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I beg
the hon. gentleman's pardon, I did not
intend to use any language which would
hurt his feelings. I really thought he was
reading the old Bill, and reading words
which were not in it.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I read from the
Bill which is before me-the amended
Act-and I stated that the 99th section
was substituted here, and I was complain-
ing that it made an alteration in this ques-
tion of minorities.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I beg
your pardon then.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have not suc
ceded in making myself understood. Now,
with regard to this question of minorities,
has any reason been given why, when the
object is to ascertain the wishes of the
great body of shareholders and creditors,
such respect should be paid to the opinion
of the minority ?

We have got here-and I am not, per-
haps using too strong a word when I say-
an absolute enactment that you are not
only to pay respect to the opinion of the
majorities, but to the minorities. Any
person who has an interest in it may get
up and suggest a name, and then the
Court would have to consider that, and to
take one of those suggested names as a

liquidator. That is my view, and I think
it is a great misfortune that the Act has
been altered in that respect. The provi-
sion with regard to the meetings of credi-
tors I found no fault with, and I find no
fault with it now, as it is rather an im-
provement to the Bill, but it all tends in
the same direction, that the Court should
ascertain the wishes, not only of the
shareholders, but of the creditors as well,
and that is followed up by saying they
may pay respect to the majorities, but also
to the minorities. That is the objection I
made, and it has not been met.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
wish to say a word or two upon the sub-
ject. In the first place, when the hon.
gentleman was speaking, he held a book
in his hand, and as I did not see any Bill
I thought that he was reading from the
Act passed a session or two ago, as the
language was not to be found in the Bill.
Now, as to the use of the words
majorities and minorities, let us sup-
pose a case : A meeting of shareholders
takes place where ooo people are repre-
sented, and, we will say, 51o of these ask
that certain three persons should be nomi-
nated; the minority, however, nearly as
large, say, " No,not those three, but these
three." Now, the discretion of action is
with the Judge, and it has been found the
best way to leave it to the Judge. Why
should we confine him, when he has dis-
cretion to use, to a majority which may,
perhaps, be very small ; why not allow
him to use his own discretion, according
to the best or his judgment, and so decide
whether he selects out of those who have
been named by the 51o, or from those
nominated by the 490.

HON. MR. DICKEY-But suppose a
case of ten, with one or two as the minor-
ity.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then,
if you trust to the discretion of the Judge-
and for the most part Judges are to be
trusted-he would pay but little attention
to the voice of so small a minority ; I
think you may safely trust to that. The
Bill, therefore, will have a very beneficial
effect, both as regards the companies to-
which it is to be applied and the interests
of the creditors, and will avoid the difficul-

HoN. MR. DICKEY.
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ty which, in some cases at all events, has
been very great, of allowing a bank-or
whatever it might be-to be wound up by
the very men who have brought it into
trouble. I should be exceedingly sorry to
wound the feelings of my hon. friend, or
Of any hon. gentlemen, and I take oc:asion
now to say that I was not alone in the way
I understood him to speak, as an hon.
gentleman near me tells me he understood
the hon. gentleman from Amherst just as
I did. I trust, therefore, my hon. friend
will understand I had no desire in that
direction.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Well, I can only
say that I was very unfortunate in express-
img myself.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

PREVENTION OF ADULTERATION
OF FOOD BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (114), "An Act
for the Prevention of Adulteration of Food
and Drugs." He said: This is a Bill to
assist in the discovery of the adulteration
of food and drugs, and deals with several
important principles. The first is to dis-
tinguish between a commercial fraud, and
adulteration injurious to health : as, for
instance, between coffee mixed with chic-
ory, or some other adulteration, which
might be injurious to health. Then, adul-
teration is to be defined upon general lines
applicable to all food, and provision is
made to invite the co-operation of the
local authorities in carrying the Act into
effect. Sections three and four are similar
to the old statute, except that the Gover-
nor-General is allowed to determine the
Mode of payment of the analysts. There
are some changes also in the fees, but the
general provisions are with reference to
food of different kinds, amongst others,
nilk, and also liquor,-in order to ascer-

tain whether there is anything in them in-
jurious to health. I think if analysis as
regards liquors was made very strictly, and
people were punished who sold adulterated
liquors, it would be of great benefit to the
temperance cause, for there is certainly a

great distinction to be made between liquor
adulterated, and honest liquor. It is only
with reference to honest liquor that my
hon. friend, the senior member for Halifax,
(Mr. Power) and myself, have always con-
tended.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I suppose this
Bill will fully cover what is said to be one
of the most adulterated articles of food at
the present day, namely : butter?

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
touches milk I see.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-While
this Bill is under discussion I wish to refer
to one description of food that is very
generally manufactured in this country
and which has come into almost universal
use. It is the article of canned food,
which is very extensively used in the
Dominion. I myself have personally ex-
perienced, as may be said of all who have
had any acquaintance with this food, that
canned goods, when newly put up and
carefully sealed, are not injurious but
rather beneficial as articles of food. Take,
for instance, the article of canned lobster,
which is very extensively put up and con-
sumed in this country as well as being
exported to foreign markets. There is no
means at all by which you are enabled to
arrive at the age of the cans. It is well
known that they are put up carefully and
in good condition, but the cans often
remain unsold for many years, and the
consequence is the fish becomes impreg-
nated with the canning material, which is
most poisonous, and several persons have
been known to be very seriously injured
by eating this canned food. I have no
doubt the article was perfectly sound and
good when first canned, but having re-
mained in those cans for so long it became
unfit for food; yet there is no means by
which the public are enabled to judge how
long the food has been canned. If a rule
were adopted by which the makers of
these canned goods would be compelled
to stamp upon the cans the date when
they were put up, those who buy
would be enabled to judge as to the time
and age of the contents. I observe that
recently, in the State of New York, a com-
mittee from the legislature there had
reported very largely upon the question of
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adulterated food. That report is a very
extensive and able one, and particular
attention was given to this question of
canned food.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-The
cans could not have been air tight.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-Does
the hon. gentleman pretend to say that a
can, being perfectly air tight, will be as
good twenty years hence as on the day it
was put up ? If that is the opinion of the
hon. gentleman, I can only say it was not
the opinion of those scientific medical
men in the committeé to which I referred,
who were sent out to examine the ques-
tion. It is a very important matter, and
I am inclined to think a great deal of in-
jury has resulted from the sale of old and
impaired canned food.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Re-
ferring again to the question asked by the
hon. gentleman from York (Mr. Allan) I
see that the expression "food" in the
Act includes every article used for food
or drink by man ; that would include
butter I think. Again, the Act says " If
any inferior or cheaper substance has been
substituted wholly or in part for the
article ;" while again it recites, " If it con-
sists wholly or in part of a diseased or
decomposed, or putrid or rotten animal or
vegetable substance, whether manufactured
or not, or in the case of milk or butter, if
it is the produce of a diseased animal, or
of an animal fed upon unwholesome food;"
this last would not cover the case perhaps,
but I think the others would, and my
opinion is, the Act covers all articles of
food and drink.

being drunk by us all. There is, however,
a doubt in my mind as to the competency
of this Parliament to pass this Act, as it
relates to health, and I think it is onlY
necessary to refer to the sixth section tO
show that the promoters of the Act were
afraid of it; because the sixth section of the
Act states that " The council of any city,
town, county or village may appoint one
or more inspectors of food and drugs ; and
such inspector shall, for the purpose of
this Act, have all the powers by this Act
vested in officers of Inland Revenues etc.,
etc." Then, it gives direction in respect
of the disposition of penalties, for it says
they " * * * shall be paid into the
revenues of the city, county, town or vill-
age by whom such inspector was appoint'
ed etc., etc." That carries out the idea
distinctly that these local bodies have
power to enquire intc this matter, and as
I apprehend they have already power by
local legislation-I do not know how it is
in the other provinces, but certainly in thç
Province of Nova Scotia I believe theY
have-I apprehend we have no right to
legislate. I point it out at the present
moment for the purpose of shewing that,
even according to the promotors of this
Bill, a doubt existed, and they have en-
.grafted on the Bill a provision that the
local authorities will do all this; and I
apprehend they are the proper persons
to do it.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Referring
to the suggestion made by the hon. gen-
tleman from Wallace (Mr Macfarlane)
with regard to the marking of cans
containing food, with the date of their
manufacture, I think it would be a great
advantage if something of the kind were
done. As the hon. gentleman opposite

HON. MR. DICKEY-The suggestion (Mr. McInnes) says, if they are perfectlY
that was thrown out by my hon. colleague air tight they will not deteriorate, but they
from Wallace (Mr. Macfarlane) appears to are not generally completely air tight, and
be met, to some extent, by the Act which I know of many canned goods, bought for
is coming into force shortly, namely, an domestic use, having to be thrown out lu
Act with regard to Weights and Measures. consequence of deterioration, caused, I
There is a requirement in that Act that presunie, by age. I think, while it is very
the weight ofthe commodities, at all events proper that such things as butter, milk,
shall be stamped on the outside. I am tea, liquor, and other articles of food
very happy indeed to find that there is one should be analyzed, it is more particularlY
point upon which I can entirely agree with to be desired that every precaution should
the hon. Minister or Justice, with regard be used to ensure the purity of drug.%
to this subject, and that is the necessity because, when prescriptions are given by
for some legislation to ensure good liquor medical men they count upon the drugo

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.
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COntaining only certain constituents, and
if they are in any way adulterated, the
result of their being administered in case
of illness must be very injurious, if not
sometimes fatal. Therefore, I think that
particular care should be taken, while this
Bill is before us, to ensure that drugs shall
be kept up to the proper standard. Among
the other articles mentioned, milk deserves
careful attention; it is relied upon to
invigorate and strengthen, and is supplied
especially to children and infants, whose
health would be largely prejudiced and
injured if this food were not perfectly
pure. I think the Bill is in the right
direction, and I shall support it.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I wish to say a
Word upon this subject. I do not think
the adulteration of butter is very important,
for people can very soon find that out and
stop it.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Can they?

H7ON. MR. DEVER-It is adulterated
to a vast extent.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-It is quite easily
found out and stopped ; but in connection
With canned food, I think the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman from Wallace (Mr.
Macfarlane) that the date should be put
Upon the cans, to show when the food was
Put up, is a very important and proper
One. I have noticed by the papers thit
deaths have taken place simply from the
cans being rotten. I heard my hon. friend
from British Columbia (Mr. McInnes)
state that if they are air tight they are all
right. Well, air tight or not, we know that
they have poisoned a great many people
in the country, and we also know that had
they been used within *a few months after
they were canned, there would have been
no danger at all in the way of poisoring.
Canned goods are a great luxury in the
North-West, as I have had reason to know
When I was out there, and if they are only
Put up properly they will be all right. If,
however, they are put up negligently or
carelessly, great evil will result. I have
Seen, while travelling on the railway, cans
blow up with an explosion like the report
of a gun. The whole thing was rotten
inside. I perfectly coincide with my hon.
friend from Wallace and think the date

would at least be a preventative, because
I arn certain that the older canned goods
are, the worse they become. I also think
that the quality of the tin used for the
cans is injurious to a very great extent. If
they use the best tin there would not be
much trouble, but the tin used is of a
common kind, that has all kinds of cor-
roded materials about it, so that, whether
air tight or not, the food in such cans
must be injured.

HON. MR. McINNES (B.C.)-What
produces corrosion ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE-Well, as a rule,
acid will produce corrosion, and I sup-
pose there are acids in these foods. At
any rate, I know that canned goods have
been used and sold. which have some-
times produced death ; while in numbers
of cases serious sickness has resulted from
their use. I do not pretend to say what
should be done to prevent that, but think
the date, at all events, should be upon the
can, as people will then be able to see
whether they are buying a can which is
three years or only a month or two old.

HON. MR. TURNER-I think it is
very important that this measure should
be thoroughly discussed, btût my impres-
sion is that my hon. friends on the other
side of the House are in error, with regard
to canned fruit. If such fruit becomes
imperfect, the can immediately bulges,
and any person can tell it.

HON. MR. DEVER-Won't it explode,
too ?

HON. MR. TURNER - One thing
which is very important in connection
with canning, and which should not be
overlooked, is that carelessness is often
shown in soldering, Much loss of life
arises from that cause, and if there was
any means by which it could be ensured
no solder would touch the contents of the
can, I arn convinced that canned fruits
would be found entirely satisfactory.

HoN. MR. McINNES-Coming as I
do from a city that produces probably
more canned fish than any other town or
city in this Dominion, I may be allowed
to say that I know something about the
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canning process. I contend that if the
cans are made properly, and if the vegeta-
ble, fish, or flesh be fresh and sufficiently
boiled and cured, the air thoroughly ex-
cluded from the can, the same being thor-
oughly cemented or soldered-without
any of the solder coming into contact with
the contents-they are just as good one
hundred years after as the very day after
they are put up. But I have no doubt at
all, in my own mind, that the reason why
so much canned fish deteriorates, or is
found to be spoiled or partially spoiled, is
from the fact of handling, and because the
tins are not sufficiently strong to stand the
journy of, perhaps, thousands of miles,
and the careless knocking about to which
they are subjected ; so that, no doubt,
some of the solder gives way and air gains
access. But, as I stated before, if they
are properly put up I think there is no more
wholesome article of food than canned fish.
If any amendment is made to this Bill and
there is an inspector appointed in the
Province of British Columbia, I hope that
he will be instructed to look after the
salmon canning establishments there, and
see that the fish are put up properly.
During the last three or four years millions
of dollars worth of canned salmon were
shipped from my town alone, and I must
confess that I have never heard of a case
where they were found to be anything but
what they were represented, namelv, the
best in the market, and they have gone to
very distant markets, such as China, Aus-
tralia, the Sandwich Islands, etc.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I would like to
add a word or two to what has been said
upon this matter. Like the hon. gentle-
man from Wallace, I read with a great
deal of interest the report of the New York
State Commission, with reference to the
adulteration of food. It was very well and
ably drawn up, and was evidently the
report of men perfectly competent to deal
with thesubject-men who knew what they
were talking about. Undoubtedly the
tenor of the report, so far as related to
canned goods was to the effect that there
were a very considerable number of inst-
ances in which they turned out to be unfit
for food. Whether that may have pro-
ceeded in some instances from the fact
that the cans were not sufficiently soldered
and so were not air tight, or because of

HoN. MR. McINNES.

the material used in the cans themselves,
I cannot say ; but the inference I dreW
from reading the report was that in the
majority of cases the mischief arose fro0m
the contents of the cans, or the liquid. in
which the contents were put up acting Il-
juriously, after a time, upon the lining of
the tin. Unquestionably instances were
given there which apparently could not be
disputed, and the recommendation of the
Commission was very strong in reference
to the very point raised by my hon. frieid
from Wallace-viz., the very great desira-
bleness of having the date stamped on the
can, so that the people might be able tO
judge for themselves how long the con-
tents had been put up. Undoubtedly whenl
they are well put up they ought to last for
any length of time, as stated by my hotl-
friend from British Columbia (Mr. McI-
nes) butone cannotalways be surethat theY
are carefully canned. I am just reminde
by the hon. gentleman on my left that the
canned foods taken by the Franklin eX'
pedition were found to be as good when
opened after the lapse of years, a5
upon the day they were put up, but there
is no doubt that the result of the enquiries
of this New York Commission has bee
to shew that either owing to some defect
in the way the goods are put up, or be-
cause of some injurious action after a cer'
tain lapse of time on the materials of
which the cans are made, serious injury
to the public has resulted. In regard to
what my hon. friend from Montreal, (Mr.
Ogilvie), said about butter, his experience
must have been very fortunate indeed if
he has found it such an easy matter tO
make out which is genuine butter and
which is counterfeit. From all I have
ever read or heard of the matter I aol
satisfied it is one of the most difficult
things in the world to distinguish between
the two, and there is no one article Of
food which is now adulterated to the
same extent, or which in many cases has
been so injurious to health as this very Se
called butter, which is now sold in many
parts of the United States, and I fear verY
largely in Canada also.

HON. MR. PAQUET (in French)-l
realize the natural impatience of the HOUSe
at this advanced period of the session, and 1
shall endeavor to be as brief as possible in
my remarks ; but the extreme importance
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of the subject must be my excuse for de-
taining you for a few minutes. I must,
in the first place, congratulate the Gov-
ernment on having so well redeemed their
Promise, made to me last year in this
Hlouse by the Minister of Justice, who
recognized the imperative duty imposed
upon them, and the authority which they
POssess to protect society against adulter-
ations of food, drinks, and drugs. To
prove that it is only necessary to glance
over the official report which has been
Published by order of the Minister of
Inland Revenue. The following is what
has been found with regard to food:

Year.

~ 4

'876 .... 87 93 .. 8o 51 -66

1877.... 241 247 .... 488 50-61
1878 .... 523 271 19 813 33'33
1879.... 619 235 42 896 26-22
188 0 .... 728 295 20 1,043 28-28
1881.... 743 260 38 1,041 25'97
1882 .... 809 288 25 1,122 25-66
1883 .... 911 302 30 1,243 24-21

Painful as this result is, it is neverthe-
less much more unfortunate with regard to
spices, as will be seen by the following
Statement which I find in the same re-
port

Year.

1876.... 5
1877.... 24

1878.... 26
1879 .... 51
188o.... 66
'
8 8

1.... 53
1882.... 55
1883.... 48

39
83

108
64
74
73
76
86

··-

.2

. I ..

44

107
134
117
140
126

132
134

88.63
77.57
80.59

54-70
52.85
50'79

57'57
64-17

"Seventy-four samples of tea were analyzed;
twenty-six were adulterated and three returned
aM doubtful. The percentage of adulterations
Inl respect of teas is on the increase.

"' The general conclusions arrived at have
been that although there is evidence of a con-
8iderable amount of fraudulent adulteration,
niamuely, in low priced articles, there is much
less than is generally believed of that class of
adulteration which can be considered to be

seriously injurious to health. The most
dangerous adulterations are perhaps those of
drugs. milk and liquor.

drugt i manifet, in respect of the firet, that
all the efforts and experience of the medical
practitioner may be neutralized if his pre-
scriptiois are prepared from drugs materially
differing from the generally accepted standard.
It je of prime importance, also, that an article
upon w ich irfants rely su largely for nourish-
ment as milk, should contain those elenients
which are necessary to their health and de-
velopment. To palm oft inferior articles in
the one case as in the other is not only a fraud,
it is a crime."

These are the observations which the
Commissionerof Inland Revenue addresses
to the hon. Minister in the interest of the
public health, and for which I warmly
thank him. In consequence of the fore-
going the provisions of the Bill which is
now before us contain some excellent
features, and with the assistance of the
local authorities will have, I hope, the
effect of rendering considerable service to
society. No doubt, on some points the
Bill could go a little further in the right
direction, and when it comes before a
Committee of the whole House I hope
that the hon. Minister of Justice will see
his way to protect society against patent
medicines, which we find everywhere
throughout the country at present, even
in the lowest groceries, guaranteeing the
cure of all ills, and deceiving often the too
credulous public. Among these remedies,
nearly all of which are injurious, and often
dangerous, I may mention specially sooth-
ing syrups for children, which mothers use
freely with a feeling of security very far
from being justified by the result. It is
our duty, as legislators, to protect the
public against such a danger. Let us not
fear to do what is right, persuaded that
the discharge of an important duty de-
volves on us, and that we should do that
which we know to be in the public inter-
est without any feeling of weakness.

HON. MR. CARVELL-The impor-
tance of legislation in the direction of
securing good wholesome food for the
people of. our country, cannot be over-
estimated. But it appears to me, while
this discussion is going on, that there
possibly might be created a tendency to
load and embarrass a trade which is a very
important one in Canada at the present
time,-more especially, perhaps, in the
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Province of Prince Edward Island. If
all the lobsters that go into the great
market of the world went from our
Dominion, any little extra tax which the
Legislature might impose upon the pro-
ducers would not be so bad, but when it is
remembered that the canned goods of the
Dominion go into competition with simi-
lar goods from the United States and
other countries, I think it would be well'
to pause before we needlessly load this
enterprise. It is known, no doubt, to
many hon. gentlemen, that with all the
care that it is possible to secure, and with
as many inspectors as the Government, or
any other authorities may employ, canned
goods of an unwholesome description will
find their way to market. I remernber
one very large shipment-containing some
thousands of cases-in which the people
of Prince Edward Island were interested,
which arrived in the English market, in a
condition quite unfit for use, although
every care was taken in preparing the
lobsters. They were taken at the proper
time, and every precaution was taken, yet
when they arrived in the English market,
instead of the cans containing solid lob-
sters, they were found to be filled with
fluid. A great many theories have been
started as to the cause of this, but
the fact remains that three-fourths
or seven-eighths of the whole ship-
ment was lost, and at the present
time the trade do not know by what
means they can protect themselves against
a repetition of such an occurrence.
Another difficulty, which has arisen within
my own knowledge, is the fact that
certain fish-even when perfectly fresh,
and not canned-exerts a very poisonous
influence when used for food. If fresh
mackerel is allowed to lie where the sun's
rays are upon it, it sometimes becomes
poisonous, and I know of whole families
being poisoned from eating fresh fish of
this description. That is a thing which
perhaps could not be ascertained by any
amount of vigilance which might be
devoted to it; and I know of families
having been prostrated for days together
from the poisonous effect of fish which
they had çaten and which were caught but
a short time. That same mackerel might,
conscientiously and properly, be canned
and sent to market, and probably the cans
containing it would show no signs of blow-

HON. MR. CARVELL.

ing, nor could the danger be known and
guarded against. The point raised by MY
hon. friend from Wallace (Mr. Macfarlane)
was new to me, and I should not have
thought that a long continuance in the cari
would effect it; but of course I am not pre-
pared to put my opinion or any experience
I have had in the trade, against so large
and so intelligent a class of scien-
tists as are said to have reported
in the United States on this question-
The objection to which my hon. friend
referred was a very different one from that
raised by the hon. gentleman from Han-
ilton-the danger of their being improperlY
soldered. That is a thing that will happen
in the best canneries, but as we go 011
year after year it happens less frequentlY ;
but it always re-acts upon the person put-
ting the fish up, because if the air is not
thoroughly and completely excluded frorn
the cans they immediately begin to fer-
ment, the can expands, and any persOni
taking it in his hand can tell by simpl.Y
pressing his fingers upon it that there 15
something wrong. If it is fermented the
tin will expand, and ro pressure can put
it back: and in time explosion will take
place. The simple fact of stamping the
year on the end of the can is not a verY
serious matter, but when the hon. gentle-
man fron Montreal (Mr. Ogilvie) stig-
gested the use of a heavier and more
expensive tin, it struck me that the sug-
gestion, if adopted, would amount to a
direct tax-a local tax-upon our people
in Prince Edward Island, and would put
them under just so much disadvantage In
the markets of the world. Therefore, I
think we should pause before doing that,;
but as regards the stamping, the thing 15
so small that perhaps it would be well if it
were done.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I have
no doubt it will be necessary to go carefullY
in this matter. I should be very glad tO
try to avail myself of the suggestion made
by the hon. gentleman from LaValliere
(Dr. Paquet) but the difficulty is this: in
proposing that some provision should be
made to be sure that patent medicines are
genuine, you have in the first place noth-
ing that is genuine to compare them with,
for there is no article that can be considered
a genuine patent medicine, so that yOU
cannot adopt the ordinary phraseology of
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an Act. Then, there would be a difficulty
if you say that each article of patent medi-
cine shall carry with it an account of what
it contains-of what it is made of-for
those who have these patents would con-
plain that you exposed to the public their
invention; that whereas they have invented
a capital article, if they are obliged to put
a description upon the package, anybody
else could make it. Such cases would be
very difficult to dealwith. Then, astospoth-
Ing syrup: I quite understand that it may
be used very innocently, and yet be very
injuricus to infants; yet, it would be very
difficuit to say that no syrup should be
tised, or, if you are to say what is genuine
and what is not, you are met by the same
difficulty as in the case of patent medicines,
namely : there is no syrup that can be fixed
upon as genuine. Perhaps the hon. gen-
tlemen will be able to suggest something
before we go into committee, and I shall be
very glad to act upon anything that can
be shown to be safe.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (120), "An Act
to amend the Weights and Measures Act of
1879." He said: This is a Bill to insure
extra precautions regarding the honest use
of weights and measures. Some clauses
of the old Act have been revoked, and
new clauses are now suggested for the
consideration of Parliament. I think the
explanations can be better given clause by
clause, when the Bill is in committee, as
we shall then have both the old Bill and
these present proposed amendments, in
Our hands. Therefore I will not occupy
the time of the House with any extended
remarks upon the Bill at the present time.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

MARINERS FUND AMENDMENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

the second reading of Bill (129), "An Act
in further amendment of an Act respecting
the treatment and relief of Sick and Dis-
tressed Mariners." He said: I am inform-
ed that it has been noticed that some ves-
sels, not having paid their dues which
entitles them to use the hospitals and
other conveniences and comforts at cer-
tain ports of the Dominion, come into
those ports and claim the right to use
them. The Bill before us proposes to re-
move the difficulty that has arisen, by
enacting that vessels paying their dues be-
fore they sail, shall be entitled to the
benefits of these hospitals, but that it shall
not be open to a vessel to come in for the
very purpose of having the privilege of
paying the dues for that one occasion,
with the intention of not paying them
agan, as experience has shewn has some-
times been the case. Provision is made
that these dues shall be paid three times
in the calendar year, if the vessel is over
ioo tons burthen, and once in such year,
if the vessel is of a less burthen.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I am very
glad that at last the Government has grant-
ed this concession to our fishermen.
When the Bill was up two or three years
ago for amendment, I then urged that the
fishermen should have this privilege, and
I am gratified that it has since been pres-
sed so successfully upon the Government.
It did seem to be a hardship where we
had hospitals for disabled or sick mariners,
that the fishing vessels should come in
and not be able to participate in those ad-
vantages, and not be allowed to pay the
dues-as is ordinarily allowed to other
vessels. The reason then urged was that
many vessels, probably not belonging to
the Dominion, took advantage of it and
that the fishermen generally lived so near
their homes, that they would go to their
own people instead of entering the hospi-
tals. I may state here that we have now
to get our fishernen very largely fron
other places, to man our vessels, and it
has often been found a very great hard-
ship that the fishermen are deprived of
this advantage which is about to be given
them. I know that it will be hailed by
those connected with the fisheries in Nova
Scotia-with which Province I am more
particularly acquainted-as a great boon,
and I am glad the concession has been
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granted at last, though, in my opinion, it
has come rather tardily.

HON. MR. POWER-I concur in all
that the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg
has just said upon this subject.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

DISPUTED BOUNDARY OF
ONTARIO BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole upon Bill (K) " An
Act respecting the territory in dispute be-
tween the Dominion of Canada and the
Province of Ontario."

In the Committee,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said he

desired to amend the first clause, which
provided for referring questions respecting
the disputed boundaries of Ontario to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
The language of the clause as it stood
rather carried with it the impression that
we have a right to refer these questions.
That was not the case. It should be, that
with the consent of Her Majesty, and he
therefore moved to add the words "if
Her Majesty should be so pleased to
order," to the first clause.

HON. ML POWER suggested that the
clause as amended would leave some
doubt as to whether the Bill would go into
operation at all or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL paid
the only change in the Bill was to provide
for the obtaining the consent of Her
Majesty. 'The Governor-in-Council here
would take the same action under the
amended clause as under the clause in its
original shape.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with the amendment,
which was concurred in, and the Bill was
then read the third time and passed.

TRANSFER OF PRISONERS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

the second reading of Bill (M) " An Act
to authorize the transfer of prisoners fromn
one jail to another in certain cases." He
said : It sometimes becomes necessary in
different Provinces to transfer a prisoner
from one jail to another for the purpose of
greater security-generally for that pur-
pose. A doubt has arisen in the mind of
the Attorney General of Ontarioevhether
that can be done by the Lieutenant GoV-
ernor in Council. He apprehends that it
cannot be done without the intervention
ot the Governor-General. That is an in-
convenient system, and this Bill is intro-
duced for the purpose of removing that
doubt. I do not say how far I concur in
that opinion, but if there is a doubt there
is no objection to this legislation. The
immediate occasion of it has arisen in the
Province of Ontario with reference to a
prisoner whose trial is likely to create sone
disturbance.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the adoption
of the first report of the Joint Committee
of both Houses on the Library of Parlia-
ment. He said: As I explained whefl
presenting the Report, the clause in it re-
commending the removal of the law books
to the Supreme Court did not meet with
the approbation of members of the House
of Commons, and it was therefore referred
back for further consideration. The Re-
port now comes back to us with these
clauses struck out, but with all the other
clauses unchanged. The only part of the
Report to which I specially desire to draw
attention is the allusion made in it to the
death of Dr. Alpheus Todd, the late Libra-
rian of Parliament. I am sure that hon.
members will fully concur in the language
of the Report.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Hear,
hear.

HON. MR. ALLAN-We all agree, I
am sure, that in the death of Dr. Todd
not only this country but also all other
countries possessing a similar form of goV-
ernment, have sustained a serious loss-

HON. MR. KAULBACH
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We all know how valuable his extensive
knowledge of the principles of parliament-
ary government and parliamentary prac-
tice as well as his general erudition made
him, not only as Librarian, but also as
adviser and counsellor of members of both
Houses of Parliament. Whenever they
desired any information regarding consti-
tutional law and practice, we all know
with what readiness and courtesy that in-
formation was always given. I am sure
I am not going too far when I say that it
May probably be a long time before we
shall find so much legal and constitutional
knowledge united with so much literary
ability in the same man as was the case
with Dr. Todd. His loss is one which
will long be felt, and it will be very diffi-
cult to find anyone to replace him who
shall possess the same high qualifications
and be in all respects so thoroughly fitted
for the post as was our late Librarian.

The last clause of the report recom-
mends the organization of a room for the
maps arid charts possessed by the Library
and that wire screens be extended to the
principal sections on the ground floor for
the better protection of the books therein.

The motion was agreed to.

NORTHERN RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL,

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

The Order of the day having been read
-consideration of amendments proposed
by the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphà and Harbors to Bill (57), "An
Act respecting the Northern Railway
Company of Canada,"

HON. MR. ALLAN said: I asked the
House the other day to defer the con-
sideration of this Bill, because after its
passage through the Railway Committee
of the Senate, circumstances had arisen
which in the opinion of its promoters, the
Northern Railway Company, rendered it
desirable to postpone availing themselves
of the powers given to thern by certain
clauses of the Bill ; and they now desire,
with the permission of the House, to have
all these clauses relating to the arrange-
ment of their bonded debt, debentures
and preference stock struck out and simply

to retain those clauses which have refer-
ence to a certain agreement they are per-
mitted to enter into with the Hamilton &
North Western Railway Company, and
the Northern & Pacific Junction Railway
Company. There is nothing added to the
Bill, and I would ask the House to be
allowed to refer it to a Committee of the
Whole presently, in order that these
amendments may be made. I therefore
move that the report be not now concurred
in, but that the Bill be referred to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House to consider
further amendments thereto.

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee,

HON. MR. ALLAN explained that he
proposed to strike out the second, third
and fourth clauses, and to change the pre-
amble by omitting froin it references to
tle re-arrangement of the bonded and
debenture debt and preference stock of
the Company. He moved that the
amendment be made.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALMON said that this
appeared to be altering the Bill almost
entirely.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It does not
increase the powers of the Company.

HoN. MR. ALMON thought that it
would have been better, in making such
an important change, to refer the Bill to
the Committee on Railways, Telegraphs
and Harbors.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that aCommittee of the Whole had superior
powers.

HON. MR. ALMON-An I to under-
stand that the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors is a humbug?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said it
was more convenient to make the change
in a Committee of the Whole House. The
Company did not want the powers con-
ferred by the clauses which had been
struck out, and of course the House did
not want to force them to borrow money.
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HON. MR. McMASTER-From the
Committee, reported the Bill with amend-
ments, which were concurred in.

The Senate adjourned at 55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, April zoth, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NIAGARA FRONTIER BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors, reported Bill (9 1) "An Act to
incorporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge
Company," with amendments. He said:
The Committee have made four important
amendments to the Bill, and with these
exceptions the changes are purely verbal.
The first important amendment is that
which relates to the bonding powers, and
which fixes the proportion of shareholders
that shall be represented as not less than
one-half in value, in accordance with pre-
vious legislation. The next amendment
applies to meetings for the purpose of
amalgamation, and there is an additional
requirement that the notices for that pur-
pose, besides being served on each share-
holder personally and published in the
local newspaper, shall be published in the
Canada Gazette. The third important
amendment relates to promissory notes,
and the clause is brought into conformity
with the promissory notes clause in other
bills of a similar character. The last
amendment is of some importance, because
it limits the time for commencing the
work to two years from the passing of the
Act instead of three years as provided in
the Bill originally. These amendments,
when suggested in Committee, were ac-
cepted by the promoters of the Bill, and
I see no reason why they should not be
accepted by the House.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved'
that the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

THE CASE OF LIONEL GARNHAM,
FISH WARDEN.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE enquired
Whether a Memorial, addressed by the Sena-

tors and Members of the House of Commons
for Queen's County, Prince Edward Island,
to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, set-
ting forth the case of Lionel Garnham, a fish
warden for Winter River in that County, who
was seriously and permanently injured while
in the performance of bis duty, bas been taken
into consideration, and if so, whether Govern-
ment will recommend that adequate compensa-
tion be granted to the said Lionel Garnham.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
reply to the hon. gentleman's question I
beg to say that the memorial of Lionel
Garnham has been received and reported
upon by Fishery Inspector Duvar, who,
says that the circumstances mentioned in
the Memorial are subtantially correct, ex-
cept that he, the Inspector, is unable to
assert that the man is incapacitated for life.
Mr. Duvar further mentions that during
the man's illness and recovery the Depart-
ment paid for his board, lodging and
inedical assistance. He still draws his pay
as Fishery Warden, and it is alleged that
he received by private bargain a consider-
able sum of money from the relatives of
his assailant. Warden Garnham is seventy
years of age, and the Department might, I
think, favourably consider the opportunity
of giving him some compensation for the
injuries which he received in the perform-
ance of his official duties.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I hope the
Department will take into consideration
the fact that this man lay perfectly help-
less for six months in Charlottetown and
suffered great pain, and since that tirne
has completely lost the use of one arm.
I presume that hon. gentlemen will con-
sider the loss of an arm is ndt to be com-
pensated for by a few soft words. The
man was once a strong and active laborer.
He is now unable to earn anything.
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HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
not a question of a few soft words, but we
say that we may favorably consider the
question of giving him some compensation
for the injuries he sustained. That does
not mean soft words ; it means hard
money.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (130) "An Act to amend the
Service Acts of 1882 and 1883."
Alex. Campbell)

Civil
(Sir

Bill (iii) " An Act respecting the In-
dependence of Parliament Act, 1878, 41
Vic. Cap. 5." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (87) " An Act further to amend
the Indian Act, i88o." (Sir. Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (128) " An Act further to amend
the General Inspection Act, 1874." (Sir
Alex. Campbell).

-NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (57) "An Act re-
specting the Northern Railway Company
of Canada."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS
COMMITTEE.

FIFTH REPORT.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the adoption
of the fifth report of the Select Committee
appointed to examine and report upon the
Contingent Accounts of the Senate. He
asked permission to add a few words to
one of the paragraphs, which had been
accidentally omitted. The paragraph in
the report read as follows :-" Visitors to
the city will be admitted on obtaining a
card from a Senator, the Clerk of the
Senate, or the Clerk Assistant." The
words he wished to add were " or, in their
absence, the Housekeeper." With that
addition he would ask the adoption of the
report.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD said that one
of these regulations would allow any person
introduced by a member to be admitted
to the reading room. It seemed to him
that the privilege should be extended only
to strangers ; otherwise the place would
become a public reading room for the City
of Ottawa. The privilege ought to be re-
stricted to persons not residing here. In
the interest of the Members of Parfiament
residing at the Capital it would be better
to relieve them from the possibility of
applications from people of Ottawa for
permission to use the reading room during
the recess.

HON. MR. VIDAL explained that the
paragraph to which reference was made
was a regulation which applied only to the
session, and the visitors. thus introduced
would be required to register their names
in the visitors' book, and the time for
which the privilege should be granted
must be specified. One paragraph applied
to gentlemen introduced by Senators ;
another applied to visitors to the city dur-
ing the recess.

HON. MR. DICKEY said the rule was
clear enough as to the persons who should
be admitted, because the words were
sufficiently comprehensive to include all
strangers. With regard to the regulation
for admission during the recess he would
prefer to leave the report as it stood
originally.

HON. MR. ALMON thought that it
would be better to admit none but Sena-
tors during the session. The room being
small and lighted only on one side, there
was very limited accommodation-little
enough for members of the Senate.

HON. MR. SKEAD did not see any
good reason why the citizens of Ottawa
should be prevented from using the read-
ing room any more than visitors to the
Capital. There should be some confidence
placed in members of the Senate, and the
Clerk, Assistant Clerk, and even the
Housekeeper. In the past the privilege
had never been abused and that ought to
be a sufficient guarantee that it would not
be abused in the future.

HON. MR. PLUMB could not see why
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the reading room of the Senate should be
thrown open to the people of Ottawa.
The Senate should be careful about mak-
ing regulations which they might find it
necessary to rescind.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
the use of the reading room should be re-
stricted so that Senators might have a foot
hold of their own there. It was for the
convenience of members of the Senate,
and while it might be very pleasant to the
public to have access to it, it might inter-
fere with the Senate.

HoN. MR. SCOTT thought the rules
which were under consideration were in
the direction of restricting admission to
the reading room much more than had
been the case in the past. He did not
think it wise to draw the lines too tightly
during the recess.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE did not see
why the system of promotion was not fol-
lowed with respect to the officers of this
House as was done in other cases. It
was the only true system to secure efficient
service. If the officers of this House were
led to understand that they must rçmain
as they are without any hope of advance-
ment, there would be no inducement for
them to become more efficient. They
would try to earn their money no doubt,
but it was desirable to bave them do more
than that ; they wished to have them per-
fect themselves in the performance of
their duties. He saw that Mr. Wheeler,
against whom he had not one word to say,
as he had always known him as one of
the best officers in the House, had been
promoted over other officers who had been
longer in the service than he was. He
failed to see that there was any good
reason for it. He held in his hand a list
which showed that Mr. Rattey was the
oldest messenger in the Senate, and he
wished to know why it was that Mr.
Wheeler had been placed over him on the
list ? If there were any good reasons for
so doing he would be the first to submit ;
if there was no good reason for this course
having been taken he would have to take
exception to it. He would simply ask
whether any of the members of the Com-
mittee could state the reason why Mr.
Wheeler had been placed over Mr. Rattey
on the list ?

HON. MR. VIDAL said there was no
difficulty in answering the question. In
the first place the Committee, in dealing
with this matter, did not regard the list
as fixing the order of precedence at all.
The instruction which he had given for
the preparation of the list was that the
order which had been adopted by the
House in 1875, and which was the only
existing authority for the arrangement of
the names, should be followed as far as
practicable. That order had been carried
out, and in his judgment the column of
the list which described the offices was
the column which should be fixed and
unchangeable. The names of the parties
filling those offices were frequently
changed by promotion, or by other per-
sons being brought in. It was following
that rule of preserving the order adopted
by the Senate in 1875, that the list now
submitted to the House was made up.
Mr. Wheeler was appointed by last year's
committee as keeper of the news-room,
and consequently his name was put oppo-
site that office in the list, without doing
any injury to the other names, which
remained in their former positions. It
would be a very difficult matter, indeed,
if there was to be a change made not only
in the names but in the offices. It would
be utterly impossible to please everybody
and give them positions they thought
desirable or to which they thought they
were entitled. He contended that the
Committee had acted very judiciously in
adopting as their authority the action of
the House in 1875, and which they had
not departed from, except in putting Mr.
Boucher's name up next to that of the
chaplain.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said he had
no doubt the hon. gentleman from Sarnia
thought that everything was right, but he
regretted to say that the hon. gentleman's
views were not according to the fact. If he
looked into the list of 1875 he would see
the reason why Mr. Jones had been ap-
pointed to the reading room. It was
because he had been appointed assistant
housekeeper, and consequently had pre-
cedence over every messenger ; but he
was at a loss to know why Mr. Wheeler,
who was not assistant housekeeper had
been so appointed. If the hon. gentle-
man looked into the printed lists for 1883

HoN. MR PLUMB.
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and 1884 he would find that Mr. Ratté,
after Mr. Dunn, was the oldest messenger
in the service of the Senate, yet the name
of Mr. Wheeler was put above that of Mr.
Ratté in order that he might be appointed
to the reading room. He would not com-
plain on this occasion if he had not good
reason for doing so, but when he saw a
.system which had been commenced three
or four weeks ago was being perpetuated
he considered it to be his duty to protest
against it. It was well understood that
there was an attempt to set aside the pro-
per order of promotion and place Mr.
Young above some of the older officers of
the House, and the appointment of Mr.
Wheeler would be referred to next year as
a precedent. He wished to ask the Chair-
man of the Committee whether he knew
that the report had been changed after the
Committee had met, and before it was
submitted to the House.

HON. MR. VIDAL replied that it had;
he had taken the liberty of striking out the
superfluous words " and clerk," which
were admitted in the Committee as being
superfluous, and because the Committee
had expressed themselves as being op
posed to the numerous titles of officers,
some of them not being appropriate. The
hon. gentleman from De Lanaudiere said
that in 1875 Mr. Jones got the position in
the reading room because he was assistant
housekeeper. He (Mr. Vidal) did not
know-where the hon. gentleman got the
information from ; it was not in the report
Qf 1875.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said he got
it from the pay lists from the Clerk of the
House.

HON. MR. VIDAL said he did not
know what authority the person who drew
that list up had for putting that into it.
On referring to the proceedings of the
House he found no mention there what-
ever of that additional title, and conse-
quently it appeared to him, and to the
Committee taking the matter into consid-
eration, that there was no particular reason
why Mr. Jones' name should have pre-
cedence over that of some of the other
officers. He wished to ask by whose
authority the precedence was settled in
the document referred to by the hon.

gentleman, because in his judgment that
list was contrary to the record of the pro-
ceedings of the House.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said he had
got the list from the Clerk's office. The
explanation given in reply to his inquiry
as to why Mr. Jones has been given pre-
cedence over messengers on the list was
that he had been appointed assistant
housekeeper, and by virtue of his position
took precedence over the messengers, but
as to Mr. Wheeler who had been a mes-
senger, no such reason existed. All the
reasons were against giving him pre-
cedence over Mr. Ratté who was, next to
Mr. Dnnn, the oldest messenger of the
House.

HON. MR. POWER thought that while
the hon. gentleman from De Lanaudiere
deserved great credit for looking keenly
after the interests of his own people and
his own Province, his zeal sometimes led
him so far as to suspect that unfairness
was intended towards people of his own
nationality when there was really nothing
of the kind. If the hon. gentleman had
heen present at the meeting of the Com-
mittee he would have found that attention
was called by the chairman to the fact
that a number of the officers of the House
had been recently promoted, and that
their names had not been moved up on
the list as a consequence of that promo-
tion, but that the offices to which they
had been appointed had been brought
down on the list and put opposite the
names of those gentlemen wherever situ-
ate before their promotion. It was thought
that it was not the proper way to do
things, and the Comnittee decided that
the name of the office should hold a per-
maneYnt place on the list, and that the
person promcted to the office should have
his name moved and put opposite the
name of the office. The Committee hav-
ing laid down that general rule, proceeded
to deal with individual cases and removed
the name of Mr. Boucher to its proper
place next to that of the Chaplain. Then
the Committee undertook to deal with the
name of another important officer, the
Usher of the Black Rod, whose name, it
was felt, should stand higher on the list ;
but it being almost one o'clock the patience
of the Committee gave out, and it was
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decided that it would be better to defer
further action until next session, and to
adopt meanwhile the list of 1875. There
was no intention to deal unfairly with any-
one. The only officer whose name was
moved up on the list was a gentleman who
speaks the language which is so zealously
defended by the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudiere.

HON. MR. ALLAN understood that the
order of the names on the list was not
supposed to denote the precedence which'
the different officers would take, or that
they were put down there according to
their seniority as regards appointment. It
would be seen that the name of the Usher
of the Black Rod was placed below the
name of one clerk, at all events, who had
been appointed the other day. The list
should remain as it was until next session
when it could be drawn up in proper
order

HON. MR. BELLEROSE did not think
it made any difference to the Usher of the
Black Rod what part of the list his name
appeared in, as the name of his office
would always indicate his individual posi-
tion, but it was different with a messenger,
as the lowest name on the list would indi-
cate the most recent appointment.

HON. MR. ALLAN hoped it would be
satisfactory to the hon. gentleman to know
that the position of a name on the list did
not indicate seniority for promotion.

HON. MR, FLINT said as a member of
the Contingent Accounts Committee there
was no desire on his part, or on the part
of the members of the Committee to do
any injustice to Mr. Rattey. He had un-
derstood from Mr. Rattey himself that he
desired to be made assistant housekeeper.
The matter was talked over in the Com-
mittee, and the conclusion arrived at was
that it would be better for this year not to
appoint an assistant housekeeper. If the
appoiitment had been made, Mr. Rattey
would have got it. There was no desire on
the part of the Committee to do injustice to
Mr. Rattey or any messenger, whether
speaking the French language or not. No
doubt the appointment of assistant house-
keeper would be made next session, and
Mr. Rattey would in all probability receive

the appointment, as he had been a long
time in the Senate, and in all cases had
proved himself to be a very worthy man.

The motion was agreed to and the re-
port was adopted.

SICK AND DISTRESSED
MARINERS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (129), " An
Act in further amendment of an Act re-
specting the treatment and relief of Sick
and Distressed Mariners."

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time pre-
sently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
vas read the third time and passed.

TRANSFER OF PRISONERS FROM
ONE JAIL TO ANOTHER BILL.

SECOND READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (M),"An Act
to authorize the transfer of prisoners from
one jail to another in certain cases."

In the Committee,
HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL said

the first clause of the Bill was to give
power to the Lieutenant Governor of a
Province to order the removal of prisoners
from one jail to another. The suggestion
was made that it was much more conveni-
ent that it should be done by the Lieu-
tenant Governor of the Province than by
the Governor General. As there had been
doubts as to the power of a Lieutenant
Governor to issue the necessary order this
legislation would be deemed advisible.

HON. MR. POWER suggested that it
would be well to have the same power ex-
tended to the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories.

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL said

HoN MR POWER.
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there was only one jail in the North-West
Territories, but he would consider the sug-
gestion of his hon. friend from Halifax be-
fore the third reading of the Bill and see
if it was desirable to adopt it.

HON. MR. READ, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill without any amend-
ment.

It was ordered that the Bill be read the
third time on Monday next.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES
AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM CoMMITTEE.

The
mittee
Act to
Act of

House
of the
amend
188o."

resolved itself'into a Com-
Whole on Bill (L), " An
the North-West Territories

In the Committee,

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON said:
The object of the Bill is to make better
provision for the administration of affairs
in the North-West Territories, and with
that view it is proposed to amend the Act
of i88o. The first clause of this Bill has
reference to registration. By the existing
Act power was given to appoint registrars
for the North-West Territories, and also
to set apart from time to time, districts
for the purpose of registration. This Act
continues and extends the 'power to set
apart districts, as may be found necessary
through the increased population, and it
does away with a registrar for the North-
West Territories, constituting him a dis-
trict registrar, like other registrars in that
country, without affecting his salary in any
way whatever. I move the adoption of
the first clause.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call
the attention of the Minister to the fact
that there is a clerical error in the first
section of this Bill. It reads : "Sections
sixty-three and sixty-four of the said Act
are hereby repealed, and the following
sections are enacted in lieu thereof, in fact,
sections sixty-three, sixty-four and sixty-
five are repealed and I would suggest
to the Minister of the Interior that it is
desirable to amend this clause by striking
out the word "and" between the words

" sixty three and sixty-four," and after the
word " sixty- four," substituting the words,
"and sixty-five."

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Per-
haps it would be better to amend the
language of the Bill, as the hon. gentle-
man suggests, and I move that the clause
be adopted as amended.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the Min-
ister might make some explanations to the
Committee. I did not think it well to
ask for explanations in the House ; but I
think the Senate would like to know what
the necessity for this change is, for what
purposes these registrars are to be ap-
pointed, and what services they are to
perform.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The
object is to give the Governor-in-Council
power to increase the number of registra-
tion districts. The present districts are
Prince Albert and Regina, which consist
of four separate sub-divisions, namely, the
City of Regina, the rural district of
Regina, the Toiuchwood district, and the
Souris district. One of the next tu be
created will probably be the Calgarry dis-
trict, and the Edmonton district will also
be created. Then, in addition, there is
a general registrar for the North-West
Territory, his office is at Battleford, and
in that general office all the documents
are registered that are not recorded in any
of the district offices.

HON. MR. POWER-From what the
Minister says, I see there are to be regib
trars in Calgarry and Edmonton. I
notice that during the recent investigation
in Toronto, references were made to cer-
tain appointments which had been
promised to these offices ; and I hope
that, if this Bill passes, the Minister of the
Interior will be more careful as to the
individuals to whom he makes promises
in respect to registrarships out there than
he has been. Of course, after the dis-
claimer of the hon. Minister in the House,
some time since, I must believe that there
was not anything wrong intended; but I
certainly hope that he will be more careful
to.see that promises of appointments to
those vacant registrarships do not go
astray in the way they have done..

S.- West Territories
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HON. Mk. ALMON-I am very much
astonished at the bad taste of the senior
member for Halifax in bringing Ontario
matters before this House. If there is
any truth in those charges, the disgrace
attaches. more to the people who were
bribed than to those who bribe them.
There is an old saying that "he comes
too near who comes to be denied " and I
think a man who temporises, when a bribe
has been offered to him, and holds
out for more money, before he
accepts the bribe, is more guilty than the
one who made the ofger. However, I am
committing the same fault as my hon. col-
league, when I dwell upon this matter, so
I shall say no more except to repeat that
I consider it very bad taste on his part to
bring the local matters of Ontario before
this House.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-I am
not sorry that the hon. gentleman did
bring the matter up. There is nothing in
the letter that I would not be prepared to
write again under similar circumstances.
The letter was an intimation to the gentle-
man to whom it was addressed that he
would be recommended for appointment,
and whoever puts a different construction
upon it I have no hesitation in saying is a
dishonest and dishonorable man. That
was the meaning of the letter ; it bore and
could bear no other construction, and it
is a letter such as is written to every gen-
tleman who is about to be recommended
for office-from the highest office in the
country to the lowest-from the office of
Lieutenant-Governor or Senator, down to
the very smallest office that is given by
either the Dominion or the Provincial
Government. The hon. gentleman tempts
me to go further into this matter than
probably his friends would like me to do.
and I must say I spoke in very mild terms
on a previous occasion when I alluded to
the subject. It was very unworthy in the
Prime Minister of Ontario to name me as
he did without having some evidence other
than he possessed, to justify his doing so;
he knew very well that he had no justifica-
tion for doing it, but his object and that
of his colleagues in following it up was to
give importance to their case. The hon.
gentleman from Halifax must know that
very well, and they scrupled at no amount
of distortion or misrepresentation in the

attempt to do so. Not only that, but I
see by the Toronto Globe of yesterday that
the Police Magistrate alluded to that
letter, and referred to me by name. I
think he did that for no other purpose
than-

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
the hon. gentleman is out of order in such
remarks.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I shall
make no comment upon his judgment
other than to say that when I read so
much of his judgment as is to be found in
the editorial columns of the Globe, in
which my name is mentioned, I came to
the conclusion that it was as important for
a corrupt Government to own a Judge as
it is for an unscrupulous railway corpora-
tion to own one. That is the opinion I
formed on that subject.

HoN. MR. POWER-Strong language.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-Not any
stronger than the facis justify, for there
never was anything more scandalous or
more disgraceful. To think of the Prime
Minister of Ontario sitting at the Council
Table, surrounded by his colleagues, as
by their own statements seems to have been
the case, sending these worthless men
backwards and forwards with instructions
to obtain the highest possible bids for
their virtue and their honor-I say nothing
could be more unworthy, and the country
will look upon them as being the real
conspirators.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I hope it is not
proposed to continue this discussion.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-I had no
intention of alludirg to the matter, but the
hon, gentleman from Halifax made his
suggestion in such a sinister manner that I
could not avoid giving him to understand
that he cannot so attack me with impunity
I believe that in the opinion of many the
error committed by Wilkinson-assuming
the worst that is said of him to be true-
was to have followed in the footsteps of
the leader of the party to which the senior
member from Halifax in this House be-
longs.
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HON. MR. SCOTT-This is going
altogether too*far, and I do not think it is
quite fair of the hon. gentleman to avail
hirnself of this opportunity to make an
attack upon gentlemen who are not
here. I think it is extremely unfortunate,
and that the senior member from Halifax
was ill-advised when he made any refer-
ence to the subject in the way he did ; it
did not meet with my approval or, I am
quite sure, with that of the Senate. I do
not think this is the place for discussing
local matters of this kind, that have been
iftroduced into the provincial politics of
Ontario ; I think it is lowering the whole
Senate and I regret the hon. Minister has
seen fit to make such improper observa-
tions on gentlemen who stand high in the
estimation of the country and who have
every right to be respected ; I think he
ought to have confined himself to what it
Is necessary to say on his own behalf.
This is not the time or place to discuss the
matter which has been referred to, and we
had better devote our attention to what
comes before us in a proper and legitimate
way.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I do not think
the hon. Minister of the Interior should be
attacked for the remarks he has made.
The hon. gentleman from Halifax having
chosen with a sneer-a vindictive sneer-
to introduce a matter which was entirely
extraneous to the question in debate, I
say that the House ought to give the
largest liberty and latitude to my hon.
friend the Minister of the Interior in mak
inghis explanations, and in doing so he has
not gone beyond the record. I know the
record well, and I know that his name has
been dragged into this controversy for the
purpose of giving'it more prominence, and
in order, if possible, to implicate the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion in the nefarious
transactions which have taken place in
Ontario. And, when I speak of it as
being nefarious, I mean that it is so on the
part of those who plotted to obtain evi-
dence, and who became detectives, but
Who were not so bad as those who stood
behind them and instigated them to be
detectives. There is where the crime lies
and not with the others, who were simply
tools. My hon. friend has not said one
Word too much, and I have only risen for
a moment, as I presume he will go on

further, and that he will state with the
entire approval and full permission of this
House, I am sure, whatever he has to
state in vindication of his character,
which has been so cruelly attacked. I
speak from the book, for I have read the
record through and through and I know
every word ot the resolution upon which
the proceedings were commenced by the
Ontario Government, and how my hon.
friend has been dragged into it.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
gentleman was behind the scenes ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-Dragged into it
for the purpose of making capital for that
failing Government.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I regret
as much as my hon. friend from Ottawa,
the introduction of this subject here to-day.
I had no intention of introducing it, but I
think that hon. gentleman and evety mem-
ber of the House will admit that I could
not, when challenged as I was by the senior
member for Halifax, do less than answer
and resent his taunts.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man must not use such a term as that. ·1
am not in the habit of "dodging."

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I used
the word "taunt," and the House will
know how great my provocation has been,
with all the disreputable Grit press attack-
ing me as they have done, and fabricating-
deliberately, wilfully and knowingly fabri-
cating-falsehoodsand false charges against
me. And am 1, when I have an opportu-
nity, not to answer those charges, and de-
clare how untrue and false they are ? And
this has been done at the instignation of
those who have been called honorable
men, and holding the highest positions in
the Province of Ontario, but who have
now placed themselves in the ranks of the
very basest in the land. Now it is the
Mowats and the McKims, the Pardees and
the Dowlings, the Frasers and the Bal-
fours-those are the men who rank to-
gether and who belong to the same band
of conspirators.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Oh, Oh.

X.- West Terr-îitories
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HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The hon.
gentleman may laugh,-it matters not to
me, whether he )aughs or not.

HON. MR. POWER-It is a free coun-
try, and I suppose we may laugh if we
please.

HON. MR. ALMON-The. hon gentle-
man will laugh " at the other side of his
mouth " as the boys say.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-When
the hon. gentleman interrupted me, I was
going to say that many in the Dominion
will believe that Wilkinson's error was in
walking in the footsteps of the great leader
of the Liberal party in Ontario,-the man
who entered on his ministerial career on
the wreck of-

HON. MR. SCOTT-I would like to
remain silent, and I do not propose to
discuss this subject, but I think that my
hon. friend should have some sense of
reason. He ought not to go beyond the
motion, and abuse other people who are
not present here.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I was
merely going on to say that Mr. Elake be-
gan his ministerial life by making the wreck
of one whom he induced to betray his
leader his stepping stone to office. He
did not then descend to bid for worthless
characters such as McKim, but boldly bid
for a minister and caught him and reward-
ed him out of the public treasury with a
salary of $6,ooo and a seat upon the Bench
-the Bench which he degraded by placing
such a man upon it.

HON. MR. POWER- I regret very
much that thé hon. Minister should have
manifested so much temper.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Oh, oh.

HoN. MR. POWER-I am perfectly in
earnest. I think that hon. gentlemen, in-
stead of attacking me in the way they have
done should be very grateful to me, be-
cause I did what is very often done by the
best friends of a member who is accused
of any improper conduct-I gave the
Minister an opportunity to explain his
course.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-And I
availed myself of it.

HON. MR. POWER-I must say that
I regret that he has not manifested the
gratitude I had expected. Now, I do
not know in what manner the Dominion
Government transacts its business, and 1
simply venture to suggest that, in the hon.
gentleman's own interest, it would be
wiser that these blank appointments
should not be put in circulation.

HON. MR. ALMON-What blank ap-
pointment.

HON. MR. POWER-1 have the floor
and the hon. gentleman can speak when I
have finished.

HON. MR. ALMON-You have made
an assertion that is not borne out.

HON. MR. POWER-I said nothing
against the Minister but I gave him an oP-
portunity to explain.

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-Your
friends do so; and so did you by implica-
tion

HON. MR. POWER-Not necessarilY,
and I should be very sorry to blame the
hon. Minister of the Interior,-although
I believe he is prepared to accept any cal-
umny about a politicalopponent-I should
be very sorry to hold him responsible
for everything which is contained in the
Mail and other Conservative papers.

HoN. MR. CARVELL-I rise to a
point of order, and I ask that the words
"blank appointments " should be explain-
ed or withdrawn.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Does
the senior member for Halifax mean' to
say that my letter was transferable ? Sure-
ly the hon. gentleman is not so ignorant
of public affairs as not to know that that
would be impossible? I may say that
Mr. Wilkinson was promised the office in
question by my predecessor more than a
year ago, and after I succeeded to office
he was importunate about his appointment,
but it could no be made then, because
the registration district had not been set
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apart. However, on ascertaining from my
Predecessor that he had been promised it
I re-affirmed the promise; but to say
that a letter of that kind-an appointment
of that kind-can be transferred by en-
dorsement, as a promissory note would be,
is simply childish.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That is what the
hon. gentleman insinuated, and he thought
he was doing a clever thing.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope the hon.
gentleman's explanation will be accepted
by the country at large as satisfactory. I

just wish- to make one observation more
before I sit down : what I said here was
said in a quiet way; and not in any man-
ler calculated, I think, to excite any in-
dignation ; and it is a' great deal better
for the hon. member that I should make a
statement of the sort here, where he has
an opportunity of making an explanation,
than that those statements should be
Made in the public press or elsewhere,
where the Minister has no chance of deal-
Ing with them. I may say further that I
think the Minister made a very great mis-
take in not making this explanation at the
start, instead of at the close of the discus-
sion. He thought it necessary to use
very violent language about a number of
gentlemen occupying important positions,
some in the other branch of this Parlia-
Ment, and some in other places : but I
think the hon. gentleman, upon reflection,
will see that such a course does not
strengthen his case at all-more particu-
larly when it is considered that the char-
acters of those gentlemen are above re-
proach.

HON. MR.
hon. gentleman
took no notice

MACPHERSON-The
knows very well that if I
of his quiet suggestion-

HON. MR. POWER-Except to explain.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-The re-
:sult would be that articles would appear
in to-morrow morning's Liberal papers, to
the effect that the hon. senior member for
Halifax gave the Minister of Interior an
OPportunity of explaining the letter in
9uestion, but he did not avail himself of
It. As a gentleman behind me has just
said, a stab under the fifth rib can be
given very quietly.

HON MR. CARVELL-My hon. friend
from Halifax said he did not mean any-
thing but kindness, yet after all the excite-
ment got up he throws across this floor
three times to the Minister of the Interior
the words " blank appointment." Now,
what does the hon. gentleman mean by
that ? Hle must mean something or
nothing, and why has he not the manliness
to stand up now in his place and say " I
meant to say to the Minister of the Interior
that that was an appointment placed in
the hands of this man in Ontario, to be
used for anybody else he might choose-
properly or improperly." Does he not
mean that, and does not every hon. gentle-
man upon these benches know that such
is his meaning ? Has it not been heralded
throughout the length and breadth of the
Dominion, through the entire Grit press,
ever since its disclosure was nde known,
and is there any possible way of going
back from that position ? I tell the hon.
gentleman squarely to his face that he
meant nothing else and could not mean
anything else. He cannot get out of it ;
I will give him the chance to do so if he
can; and I will be glad if he can make
any possible explanation, to accept it.
When the hon. gentleman first sat down,
I intended to say something entirely diffe-
rent. It was thît I was very sorry the
Minister of the Interior should deemn it
necessary to defend himself-I was going
to say even here-against things of that
kind. They are thrown at him and at
every Minister, and every member of the
Government who discharges his public
duty, and they are worked up I should
say with an energy worthy of a better
cause. I cannot help connecting this
with an explanation made last night, in
another place, when the Minister of Public
Works alluded to some charge made
against him in a Grit newspaper. That
hon. gentleman felt it was necessary for
him to defend himself against that charge,
which was made by whom ?-I might say
made by what? By a man who left his
own Province and who came here for the
good of that Province. He came here in
perfect disgrace, and still worse-

HoN. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
tion of order, because the Minister of
Public Works is not before this House;
I ask for a decision upon this point of
order.
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HON. MR. CARVELL-A man who
came here, I am sorry to say, as a renegade
Conservative-and I regret that the Con-
servative ranks ever included such a man.
He came here under a very dark cloud,
having used other peoples' names with a
view to make them financially responsible,
and they still stand so; a man who dare
not go back to the Province from which he
came. Therefore, I think things are come
to a pretty pass when a Minister of the
Crown considers it necessary to defend
himself against the attacks of a poor,
miserable, mean fellow like that. I would
not advise the Minister of the Interior, but
I would say-pay no attention to such a
matter. I am not going to talk about
what has taken place in Toronto recently,
nor shall I go into the question of the
propriety or the impropriety of Ministers
of the Crown at Toronto setting these men
on to get deeper into the mire, to impli-
cate members of Parliament, and to dis-
grace thern forever, in order that they
might make themselves strong. I shall
not go into that question, and I think it is
a pity that a matter of this kind should be
introduced by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax, and it is also a pity that a Min-
ister of the Crown should deem it at all
necessary to defend himself from such
vile, not to say blackguardly, attacks.

The first clause was adopted.

On the fourth clause,
HON. ML POWER-I call the atten-

tion of the Minister of Justice-as it is a
matter more especially for him-to the
first sub-clause of this fourth clause, which
says:

" Every stipendiary niagistrate shall have
juriediction, power, and authority to hold
courts, whether establisbed by ordinance of
the Lieutenant Governor or not (which shall
be open public courts.)"

Now, the point to which I wish to call
the Minister's attention is contained in the
following words of the clause,

" * * * at such tines and places as he
thinks proper, and at such courts, as sole
magi8trate, to kiear ail claims, disputes and
deniands whatsoever (except as herein pro-
vided) which are brought before him and to
determine any questions arising thereout, as
well of fact as of law, in a summary manner."

I would ask the Minister if he does not
think that it is a rather unlimited power to

give a stipendiary magistrate to hold
courts when and where he pleases, more
particularly when from his decision in
most cases there is no appeal? I cal
readily understand that if the Lieutenant-
Governor fixed the times and places where
those courts were to be held it would be
all right, but I think this is giving very
wide power to the magistrate.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
often necessary that the stipendiary nygs-
trate should fix the places and times for
holding court because of the great dis-
tances and the difficulty of communica-
tion. As to appealing, I do not see that
this Bill makes it more difficult, and the
magistrate is generally better able to de-
cide as to the most convenient time for
holding the court than anybody else.

The clause was adopted.

On the 6th clause,

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-This
clause is simply re-cast, but there is one
word I would suggest should be omitted;
I think the word " proved " in the fourth
line should be omitted.

HON. MR. POWER-But the hon-
Minister will see that in the case of a tort
there is not any sum in dispute, but it
is an action for damages, and the amount
of the damages have to be proved. In'
the other cases, where there is a contract,
there is an amount in dispute.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON - Not
being learned in the law, I sent it to the
Deputy Minister of Justice. "Proved"
should be omitted. However, I will hold
this clause over, and examine it again.

HON. MR. POWER-I was going tO
call attention to the very large
amount mentioned in this clause. It is a
very serious tort, in which damages would
be assessed at $5oo, and then $1ooo 15
pretty large, in case of a côntract.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
old law is much the same, I do not think
it is desirable to encourage appeals in'
those remote places, for speedy justice,
even if it is not always very sound, is still
better than delayed justice. However, We
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will consider that and speak about it
again, when the Bill is in its next stage,
as the Minister of the Interior will hold it
Over.

HON. MR. ARCHIBALD, fron the
Committee, reported the Bill with an
amendment, which was concurred in, and
the third reading was fixed for Monday
next.

PRISONERS TRANSFER BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved the
second reading of Bill (L), "An Act to
amend The North-West Territories Act,
188o."

He said: This Bill is to extend the
period within which certain old settlers,
half-breeds and others, in the Province of
Manitoba, can perfect their claims. Con-
plaint was made that many parties were
unaware of the limitation of the Act, and
that, as they allege, full proclamation had
not been made, or at all events the procla-
mation did not come within their observa-
tion-many of thenfi being men whose
occupations carried them to a great dis-
tance, not only from Winnipeg but from
the bounds of civilization. The Bill has
only just been submitted, and one hon.
gentleman asked that I should delay the
second reading until Monday, but he
finally agreed that I should move it now,
as the time is so short, and the disussion
will take place in the Committee.

HON. MR. POWER-I beg to call the
attention of the Minister to what I think
is wide language in the second clause,
with a view to its being further considered.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-The Bill
has only been on my desk a short time,
but I have read it over, and as far as I
can see through it, I think it includes
everything that is necessary. As I under-
stand the Bill, it is merely to enable cer-
tain of the old settlers in Manitoba to
nake their claims.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second tire.

The Senate adjourned at 5.30 p. m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Monday, April r4th, 88.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NAVIGATION OF HUDSON
STRAITS.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. WARK rose to call attention
to the subject of the navigation of Hud-
son Straits, and to ask the Government
what course it is intended to take in order
to obtain the information required as to
the time said Straits may be safely navi-
gated ?

He said: My attention has been called
to the following paragraph published in
the St. John Globe:

" BRITISH GOVERNMENT'S REPLY.

" The navigation of Hudson Strait-a hun-
dred and fifty year's experience.

" I the British House of Commons, Mr.
A. S. Hill, Q. C., asked the Secretary of the
Admiralty whether, having regard to the
great importance attaching to the practica-
bility of a route through the Hudson Straits
to the grain-growing districts of the North-
West, Her Majesty's Government would assist
in this research by placing one or more vessels
of the Royal Navy at such stations and for
such periode as might enaille a report to be
made upon the number of days during the
year for which such route is available. Mr.
Cam pbell.Bannerman (Secretary of the Navy)
replied : " We are in possession of information
derived from the experience of a century and
a half as to the limited season of the year for
navigating Hudson Strait. This experience
has proved that the Strait is so 'hampered
with fixed and floating ice as not to be free for
secure navigation for more than an average
of seven or eight weeks in the year, confined
between July and September. The open time
varies considerably from year to year, for al-
tho g h the Strait is occasionally open by the
midde of July, it has been found closed until
the middle of August, and is rarely free after
September. It would be an arduous and, to
some extent, a dangerous service for one or
more of Her Majesty's ships to be placed in
this inhospitable region for a season to watch
the movements of the ice: and the observa-
tions of many years would be necessary in
order to come to a safe conclusion. The
Government are, therefore, not prepared to
undertake the duties suggested by my hon.
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friend, although they fully appreciate the
importance of the subject."

Now this information is based on ob-
servations for a century and a half, and if
the Government are going to undertake a
service of this kind it is of great import-
nace how they should go about it. I under-
stand that offers have been made from
Newfoundland and the United States of
vessels- I suppose large and costly
vessels-which might be employed in this
service ; but it is a question whether
that is the description of vessel that is
required. A ship may arrive at the
entrance of the Straits, and pass through
into the Bay. There is open water, no
doubt, all around the southern part of the
bay at an early part of the season of the
year, but how is the vessel to observe the
action of the winds and currents on the
floating ice in the Straits and outside ?
There is first the large quantity of ice that
comes down, I suppose, by the Labrador
coast. That is the ice on which the seals
are caught. The Newfoundland sealers
go out there in the month of March, and
the ice must all have passed and dis-
appeared before the steamers begin to
navigate the Straits of Belle Isle, after
which they ineet the ice coming down
from Baffin's Bay and Davis Straits.
Baffin's Bay runsup to at leasteighty degress
north latitude, and that ice must come
out at a later season of the year. I am
under the impression that Baffin's Bay is
the place where the icebergs are formed.
They are not the formation merely of one
winter, but of several winters, before they
break away during the latter period of the
season. When they come down from
Baffin's Bay they drift directly in the way
of vessels sailing up to Hudson Straits,
and their. course is considerably influenced
by the action of the winds. If a
strong easterly wind is blowing it will
drive a large quantity of the ice into the
entrance of Hudson Straits; if, on the
other hand, the wind is westerly, it will
carry the ice into the Atlantic, so that the
direction of the winds will make a material
difference with regard to the navigation of
the Straits. But there is another Bay run-
ning away further to the north, known as
Fox Channel. The water there runs up to
about seventy degrees north latitude, and
the ice from that Channel comes down
right into the western entrance of Davis'

HoN. MR. WARK.

Straits. I do not know but that is one
point which ought to be carefully inquired
into-the effect of currents which the large
amount of fresh water that flows into the
Hudson Bay must cause, especially in the
spring of the year when the snow is melt-
ing and a large volume of water flows
frorn the Bay out into the Atlantic. I do
not know that there is much of a tide run-
ning either way generally, but I think we
might naturally conclude that a very con-
siderable current is setting out there, and
that it will carry a portion of the ice trom!
Hudson Bay as well as of the ice that
comes down Fox Channel into the Straits.
I do not wish to trespass on the time of the
House; I would just suggest to the Gov-
ernment whether those surveys would not
be better executed, and more economically,
by small vessels-if one vessel, for instance,
was to be placed at the eastern end of the
Straits, and another on the western end,
they could observe the action of the ice
both ways; whether the ice from Davis'
Straits is driven into Hudson Bay by
easterly winds, or whether the ice that
comes through Fox Channel is driven into
the Straits by westerly winds ; whether
there are strong currents running out fron
the Hudson Bay which affect the motion
of the ice-these are all questions that
ought to be enquired into. It appears to
me that two small vessels with a party at
each end of the Straits would make those
observations much more successfully than
could be done by one party in a large
vessel, that would be very unwilling at
times to venture out into the ice to make
the necessary observations.

HoN. MR. POWER-I 'was going to
let the matter go by ; but as the Minister
has paused a moment, I shall say a few
words on this subject. I think the House
and the Government too are under obli-
gations to the hon gentleman from New
Brunswick for having brought the matter
before the House from the point of view
from which he looked at it. We know
quite well that the hon. member from the
Victoria division, who, unfortunately is
not able to be present to-day, has, on tWO
or three occasions brought this matter be-
fore the House, but the hon. gentleman
takes a very sanguine view of the proba-
bility of future navigation in Hudson Bay,
and we have not heard the other side of
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the story. I am very glad that the hon.
gentleman from York, New Brunswick,
has presented the other side of the shield
to the notice of the Government. Their
attention, hitherto, has been directed only
to the bright side. It would appear from the
extract, which the hon. gentleman has
read, that this inatter was brought before
the Imperial Parliament in a similar way
to that in which it has come before us.
England is surely as much interested in
the succeeful navigation of Hudson Bay
as Canada is--more interested, because
the successful navigation of Hudson Bay
would mean to the people of England
cheaper food, a thing which they very
rnuch need. It does not mean anything
of that sort to Canada. The successful
navigation of Hudson Bay and the çon-
struction of a Railway from Winnipeg to
the mouth of the Churchill means to the
people of eastern Canada a very serious
loss. It means that a large sum of money
which we have been spending for the pur-
pose of giving an outlet by the St Law-
rence for the productions of the North

*West will have been thrown away, and
that those productions will find their way
to Europe through Hudson Bay. Con-
sequently I think their was much more
reason why the Imperial Governnent should
have devoted money for the purpose ofinves-
tigating this subject'than why we should.
The Imperial Government, although they
have somewhat larger sums at their dis-
posal than we have, did not think it was
prudent or wise to spend any money for
the purpose of fitting out a vessel to make
those inquiries. The Minister who
answered Mr. Hill in the Imperial House
of Comxnons seemed to be quite satisfied
that the observations of one hundred and
fifty years had established as a fact that the
Hudson Bay and Straits were not navi-
gable for a sufficiently long time of the
year to be commercially profitable. I
hope that our Canadian Government,
which as a rule is perhaps too apt to fol-
low the popular cry of the moment with
respect to projects of this sort, will hasten
slowly in this matter: and that no great
expenditure will take place, and no large
undertaking will be commenced in the
North-West until it shall have been satis-
factorily shown that this navigation is
commercially valuable. I notice in some
reports of the discussions which have

taken place on this subject in another
place that there was one thing not alto-
gether satisfactory. My hon. friend has
said that Newfoundland vessels and
American vessels have both been spoken
of; but I notice that the'Minister who re-
ferred to the subject in another place did
not mention any proposition to employ
Newfoundland sealing steamers. He did
not speak of a proposition to employ any
vessels but New Bedford whalers. Now,
I took the opportunity sone few weeks
ago, when this matter was up before, to
suggest to the hon. leader of the House
that probably the vessels best fitted for
this service, and the vessels which could
be got most cheaply, were Newfoundland
sealing vessels. I think if we can get
British vessels which will serve the pur-
pose as well as or better than American
vessels, and the crews of which are per-
haps better used to dealing with ice, that
it is the duty of the Government to choose
them rather than employ foreign vessels.

HON. MR HAYTHORNE-I have
taken great interest in a subject very much
akin to this, with respect to the keeping
open of communication between the Pro-
vince to which I belong and the mainland,
and I have perhaps thereby rendered my-
self more conversant than I should other-
wise have been with a subject of this
nature. The quotation which the hon.
gentleman from New Brunswick made
during his remarks indicated to my mind
that the Minister who was speaking under-
stood one part of the subject thoroughly,
but his remarks with regard to the practi-
cability of navigating those Straits in win-
ter did not carry any weight to my mind
at all, simply because he spoke of naviga-
ting them by sailing vessels, whereas our
proposition is to navigate them by steam.
Not many weeks ago, speaking in this
House on the subject of the winter navi-
gation between Prince Edward Island and
the mainland, I took occasion to point to
the experience and make some extracts
from the works of Arctic navigators. I
pointed out that there was very little diffi-
culty in navigating what is called " an ice-
encumbered sea," and it is to such a sea
that it is proposed to send this expedition.
We do not suppose they are to encounter
solid ice. If such a thing exists there it
would be perfectly hopeless to send car-
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goes of grain or cattle by way of Hûdson
Bay and Straits, but if the water is encum-
bered simply for several weeks in the
summer with broken fields of ice, that need
present no serious obstacle to well equip-
ped steam vessels. Another matter which
i brought to the notice of the House the
other day was one which has an important
bearing on this subject, that is, the progress
made by steam vessels in such a sea. Now,
experience of the navigation of Hudson
Strait with canvas amounts to nothing,
because a steam vessel can do more, un-
der such circumstances, in a day than a
sailing vessel in a week. There is
another matter that I would bring to
the notice of the House, and that is
the practical experience of the last few
weeks-I might almost say the last few
days-with the Northern Light, in making
trips between Georgetown and Pictou
through fields of ice, in very good style
indeed. I understand that she is at this
time just in about the trim which my hon.
friend from Charlottetown recommended:
instead of carrying cargo, and being what
seamen call, "by the head," all the time,
she has been better trimmed, and conse-
quently has made some passages lately
that have surprised those on board. I
have been speaking lately with persons
who crossed over from the Island on the
vessel, and they expressed their astonish-
ment at the progress that she made
through just such ice as might be expected
to be found in Hudson Straits. She
passed through the ice without any diffi-
culty at all. All those points are worthy
of consideration. I think what my hon.
friend says about small vessels is worthy
of attention. If we sent a large vessel
alone there and anything happened to her
machinery or otherwise, she might be, in
very great danger; but two comparatively
small vessels would undoubtedly get
through the ice with greater facility, and
at the same time be ready to assist each
other in case of accident. The recent
experience of polar navigators north of
Europe has been altogether in favor of
small vessels of lighter draft, 25o to 300
tons, and not over 12 to 14 feet draft. I
have confidence myself that the present
Minister of Marine, who is experienced in
these matters, will give this his careful
.attention : I only hope that he will not
be guided too exclusively by thé old ex-

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

perience of sailing vessels, but that he
will employ his leisure, if he has any, in
looking into the works of Arctic naviga-
tors as to what is needed in the way of
equipment, &c., and govern himself
accordingly.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend who has just sat down has expressed
a great deal of what I intended to say. I
rise mainly to express my approval of the
suggestions made by the hon. member for
York. At the same time I may say I do
not know that the Government have been
so very sanguine about the practicabilitY
of navigating Hudson Bay. I did not
understand that in any case they had ex-
pressed sanguine views on the subject.
At the same time, I do not approve of any
remarks which would tend to dishearten
those enterprising gentlemen who are
desirous of forming a Company to test the
practicability of opening up steam con-
munication between a port on Hudson Bay
and Europe. I believe that, so far as they
are themselves concerned, they are con-
vinced that it is an enterprise that can be
made successful to a large extent The
Hudson Bay Company no doubt have
been able to navigate those waters, for
three months at least in the year, in old
sailing vessels ; if they could do so for
three months I cannot but think that
with the present appliances for overcoming
obstacles in the way of navigation, that
period might be extended to four or four
and a-half months, and if that is the case
I think it will do very much to cheapel
the cost of transporting grain from the
great North-West. I do not believe that
the opening of that route will hurt this
country to any extent. On the contrarY,
it will aid in the development of that large
territory extending south and west Of
Hudson Bay. There is a vast extent Of
land there, and an enterprise of this kind,
opening uprailwaycommunication betweel
Winnipeg and the coast of Hudson Bay,
will be of general advantage to the whole
country. We must not look upon it in a
selfish light and imagine that all the coun-
try east of Manitoba will be injured
because the North-West will be benefited.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELI--I
think the hon. member from New Bruns-
wick has done good service in bringing
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this subject before the House and giving
us information on this, as, on all subjects
on which he speaks, he is so amply able
to do. In reply to his question, I may
State that a vote has been asked for in the
other branch of Parliament, which, no
doubt, will appear in the Supply Bill, to
enable the Government to make this in-
vestigation and they propose to do it as
thoroughly as it can be done. An ar-
rangement has been made to that effect
with the Province of Manitoba recently,
and a pledge has been given to Parliament.
The precise manner in which the investi-
gation will be made is not yet determined,
but everything will be done to make it as
thorough as it can be made. So far as we
can judge from any conversation that has
taken place, the investigation will extend
over two seasons. Both Gloucester and
Newfoundland vessels have been spoken
of, and it is also said that vessels of a
very good and satisfactory class can be
obtained at Dundee, Scotland. I have
no doubt that the Minister will give the
subject his best attention, and that a careful
investigation will take place: in fact the
reputation of his Department is concerned
in that respect, that it shall be done
thoroughly. In bringing the subject be-
fore the House, the hon. gentleman has
done good service, and the remarks he
has made will be brought to the notice of
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries and
I am quite sure that he will consider the
whole matter carefully.

CABLE-WITH SAMBRO AND SABLE
ISLANDS.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER rose to call atten-
tion to the desirability of providing com-
munication by submarine cable between
Sable and Sambro Islands and the main-
land of Nova Scotia, and will ask the
Government whether they propose to pro-
vide such communication, and if so, when?

He said: This is a subject to which
mny hon. colleague made reference recently.
With respect to Sable Island, when he
brought up the question of the wreck of
the "Britannia," he called the attention
of the House to the almost innumerable
wrecks that had taken place upon that
Island, and I think that was sufficient to
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show that it was necessary that there
should be some more frequent and cheaper,
and at the same time easy and reliable
mode of communication between the
Island and the mainland than at present
exists. If there was a submarine cable
from Sable Island to, say, Canso, or some-
where in that neighborhood which is the
nearest part of the mainland-Whitehaven
or somewhere in that neighborhood-it
would not be a very long cable; and then
the Marine and Fisheries Department
would know at once when wrecks took
place on the Island, and the Government
steamer could be sent there to take the
people off. Another thing: as it is now,
the Government steamer is sent down
there at considerable expense, and some-
times when ber presence is desirable in
other places, simply because it is thought
that her presence may be required. If
this cable were laid, the steamer need not
be sent to the Island unless when her
presence was necessary, and in that way
there would be a considerable saving to
the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
As a further reason why the Government
should take a step in this matter, this cable
to Sable Island has for some time been
promised to the people of that part of the
Dominion so far as to Sable Island. Then
as to Sambro Island, which has been
brought very much before the public of
the Dominion during the past few days on
account of the wreck of the steamer
"Steinman " there, it may be remembered
that my hon. colleague suggested, when
the matter was before the Senate the other
day that a life-boat and crew should be
stationed at that light-house. I ventured
to intiinate a different opinion, and said it
would probably be found when further
news came that the Captain of the
steamer was the person who was chiefly to
blame. I am in a position now, I think,
to say that the further evidence has corne,
and that evidence has shown that my sup-
position was correct. I think it is per-
fectly clear-I do not mean to prejudice
in any way the investigation which is going
on, and which I believe has not yet been
completed-that it is perfectly clear that
the Captain of the steamer made a very
great blunder. The excuse he gave was
that he mistook Sambro Light forChebucto
Head Light. It is quite clear that if he
had been right in his supposition, he would.
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have been almost as wrong in pushing
aead as he actually was. I may say
further, when an accident of this kind
takes place, people-particularly those
near the spot-are apt to say that some
certain course ought to have been adopted
which would have prevented the loss of
life in that particular case. Wrecks happen
at various points on the coast and no one
can tell where they will occur. If the
Captain of a vessel shows either careless-
ness or incompetency he may wreck a
ship in any place; and I do not think
that it is the duty of the Government to
provide for cases of that sort. They have
a right I think to provide for cases where
there is-supposing a Captain to take
ordinary precautions-danger of ship-
wreck ; but I do not think that is the case
at Sambro. The fact, so far as I know-
and I do not think any hon. gentleman
will contradict it-is that there has not
been a serious wreck in the immediate
neighborhood of Sambro Island for the
last thirty years. A list was published
in the papers a few days since, which was
calculated to leave an impression un the
minds of people in the interior who are
not familiar with the names of places on
the Atlantic coast, that a great many
wrecks had taken place in the vicinity ;
but many of those occurred ioo miles
from Sambro. The only wreck mentioned
in the list which took place anywhere
near Sambro was that of the steamer
"Atlantic ;" and that vessel was lost about
eight miles from Sambro, and no life-boat
at Sambro could have done good on that
occasion. There were plenty of boats,
and many sturdy men to man them. where
the loss of the "Atlantic " occurred ; and
that vessel was wrecked through nothing
but the most extreme and criminal care-
lessness. I presume the leader of the
Qovernment is already familiar with the
fact-but in case he should not be, I shall
call attention to the circunistances con-
nected with this Sambro cable. In the
first place, the cable required is only a
very short one ; and it would be neces-
sary on dark nights, and in case of fog.
There is a good deal of fog about the
island; and the men stationed there-the
soldiers-cannot signal to the next station
at Camperdown, in the fog. The signals
which thay use in the night are light and
shutter signals, and they cannot be seen

HoN MR. POWER.

in the fog, so a cable which would provide
telegraphic or telephonic communication
with the station at Camperdown is very
desirahle, particularly in foggy weather.
In addition to enabling the people on the
island to send for a large boat, of which
there are a good many in the immediate
neighborhood of Sambro, on the main-
land, this cable would often obviate
the necessity of a man going there from
the island, as was the case at the time.of
the late wreck, when the keeper
of the light had gone ashore. A
message could be sent, and the keeper
could remain at his post. I learn from
one of the Halifax papers that the Imper-
ial Government have expressed their wil-
lingness to lay the cable and supply men
to manage it, if the Dominion Government
will assume the responsibility of keeping
it in repair. I hope that under the cir-
cumstances, if the Ministry satisfy them-
selves that that is the case-and I think
the newspapers of Halifax have been in-
formed by the Imperial officers there, of
the fact-that the Minister of Justice will
take steps to see that the Government
shall undertake to do that much-to see
that the cable is kept in repair.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-So far as
the cable to Sambro Island is concerned,
I think it would be a very great advantage
to have one. The Island is but a short
distance from the mainland, and probably
no gentleman in this House knows more
about it than myself. I pass it twenty
tinies in the year, and even oftener, and
although the Island is within a mile of the
mainland, or less, yet, as my hon. friend
has said, in foggy weather it is impossible
to signal the mainland, and the cable
would be very desirable. The only trouble
is that there are a great many ledges of
rock and many shoals, and it might be
difficult to lay a cable there that would
last any time. But my hon. friend is
wrong as regards Sambro itself. I cannot
enumerate the wrecks that have occurred
within twelve or thirteen miles of Sambro
during the last thirty years. There is no
part of the coast so full of shoals. My
hon. friend said the other day. that a life-
boat would not be necessary there, but
the only life saved at this place in the
late disaster was by a boat from the vessel
itself. There was not a boat on the Island
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fit to go out to rescue the drowning place, and there night be cases where
passengers. The very boat that came either a clergyman or a doctor might be
from the vessel itself saved seven or eight telegraphed to go there, especially the
persons, who were the only ones rescued. doctor. I ar very much in hopes that a
I do not wish to censure the Captain for new era is dawning for Sable Island, and
his conduct on that occasion, as iny hon. that many changes will take place there
friend does, because I have no doubt he soon which are much needed. I trust
feels keenly the loss which has been caused that the matter will be thoroughly investi-
-whether through his fault or not I do gated in order that the Government may
not wish to say. It is quite evident that ascertain what is necessary.
if, when this fog signal was out of repair, With regard to the Sambro cable it
there had been a gun fired on the Island, would only be a short one. There is
the Captain might have been warned from already a communication between Cam-
approaching any nearer, and in that way perdown, York Redbout and the Citadel.
the terrible loss of life would not have By extending the cable to Sambro Island
occurred. In a current such as flows the Royal Engineers could work it them-
there captains are sometimes at great loss selves and the expense ofit, I should think,
to follow the proper course. I say it has would be very easily managed.
been proved that a life-boat well manned, I agree with the hon. member for
on that island, would be a great advantage Lunenburg with regard to the frequency
in the saving of life. These fog whistles of wrecks that take place on the Sisters,
are very liable to get out of order. There just off Sambro. It is one of the most
is one near the place where I reside, and dreaded rocks on the coast: I know wrecks
it appears as if it were out of repair always have taken place there, and I have men-
when the fog is very thick. I hope that tioned the case of Captain George who was
the suggestion which has been made will wrecked there and afterwards was put in
be acceded to, and that a life-boat will also charge of the ight house at Maghar's

be urnshe atthapont.behat many chnesel stke plac thsers

HoN. MR. ALMON-I quite agree
with what has fallen from the senior mem-
ber for Halifax, as to the necessity of
those cables, if they can be had. One be-
tween Sable Island and the mainland
would cost a good deal, but money is no
object in a case of necessity. When I
was in the Lower House, I spoke to Lord
Dufferin about a cable there, and sug-
gested that it was an Imperial as well as a
Dominion matter, and that the Imperial
Government should find the cable if the
Dominion Government would lay it. He
seemed to take great interest in the sub-
ject and said that he thought my sug-
gestion was only reasonable. Unfortu-
nately, the change of Government took
place, and very little was done for the
Lower Provinces duririg Mr. Mackenzie's
regime, and this project, with others, re-
mained in abeyance. There are seventeen
men on Sable Island, a number of whom
are married and have families-say thirty
souls on the Island-but there is no
medical man there, (and that is a great
loss, whatever the hon. -,member for
Ottawa may think about it); there is no
clergymen there, none ever visiting the

and sank, the deck floated off and drifted
out to sea. A number of fishermen follow-
ed in boats and took the crew off, and on
their return a subscription was taken up to
reward them for their gallant deed. My
hon. colleague, in bringing this subject
before the Government, is paying them a
delicate compliment. He was in the
House while his friends were in power,
and though the waves dashed vessels on
Sambro rock and the sands of Sable Island
engulfed ships, he said nothing on this
subject : he knew it was a reign of deficits,
that there was no surplus to pay for needed
improvements, and that the Maritime Pro-
vinces were not much looked after. How-
ever, he has made the amende honorable
for anything that took place the other day,
and it was only good taste on his part to
do so.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
exceedingly pleasant to hear compliments
paid by one member for Halifax to the
other, and I desire to add mine, and to
say, that if there is any amelioration of the
condition of affairs at Sable Island it will
be very largely due to the efforts of the
junior member for Halifax. I am not
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aware that there has been any official cor-
respondence between the Imperial author-
ities and the Government here on the sub-
ject of a cable at Sable Island ; if there
had been I think I should have been in-
formed of it. In the memorandum from
the Department no mention is made of it.
I am informed by the Department that
there is already cable communication be-
tween the main shore of Sova Scotia and
Sambro Island.

HON. MR. POWER-Not the Island.

HON. MR. ALMON-It certainly is not
tbe Island.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
memorandum that I have so states-
" telegraphic communication between
Sambro Island and the mainland already
exists."

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It means
Samhro, not the Island.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps
mean communication by signal with
perdown: that is a different thing
gether.

they
Cam-
alto-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-
haps so. No provision has been made for
a cable to Sable Island but the Govern-
ment recognize its importance and desire
at some early day to take action in the
matter.

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

The following Bill from the House of
Commons was introduced and read the
first time :

Bill (139) " An Act to amend the Act
respecting the London Life Insurance
Company."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved that the 61st
rule be suspended and that the Bill be
referred to the Committee on Banking and
Commerce to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

TRANSFER OF PRISONERS BILL

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been called:
Third reading ot Bill (M), "An Act to
authorise the transfer of prisoners from one
jail to another in certain cases,"

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be not now read the third
time but that it be amended by providing
that the words " Lieutenant-Governor in
Council," as used in this Act shall include
the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-
West Territories, and of any new Territo-
ries which may be hereafter created out of
such North-West Territories. He explain-
ed that this amendment was to meet the
suggestion of his hon. friend opposite
(Mr. Power). He also wished to add
another amendment to provide that this
Act, as well as the Act which it amends,
shall apply to the Province of Manitoba.

The amendments were agreed to.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill, as amended, be read the
third time*presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been
called for the third reading of Bill (L), "An
Act to amend the North-West Territories

HON. MR. PLUMB-In view of the Act, 1880)"
lateness of the session, and the desire of
ithe gentlemen who are interested in this HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
aneasure to have its progress expedited, I that the Bill be not now read the third
.ask the permission of the House to have time, but that it be amended by adding to
the 41st rule suspended, and allow the the I2th une after the word <'judgment"
Bill to take its second reading presently. on the 5th page the words "of the sti-

ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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pendiary magistrate," and on the 5th line
striking out the words " actually proved,"
and on the 16th line strike out the word
"actually."

The amendments were agreed to.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
that the Bill be read the third time pres-
ensly as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

ADULTERATION OF FOOD AND
DRUGS PREVENTION BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (114) "An
Act to amend, and consolidate as amended,
the several Acts respecting the adultera-
tion of food and drugs."

HON. MR. McCLELAN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with several
amendments, which were concurred in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
beg to move that the Bill be read the
third time to-morrow, and in the mean-
time I will consider the amendments which
have just been. handed me by the hon.
gentleman from Glengarry, and will sub.
mit them to the officers of the Depart-
ment.

The motion was agreed to.

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIAMENT
ACT. AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (i ii) " An Act
respecting the Independence of Parlia-
ment, 1878." He said: Any remarks
which it may be necessary to make in ask-
ing for the final passage of this measure, I-
shall defer until another stage, and will
now content myself with moving that the
Bill be read the second time.

HON. MR. POWER-I suppose
opportunity to criticize the measure
be given at the next stage.

an
will

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

INDIAN ACT, 188o, AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON, SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (87) "An Act
further to amend the Indian Act, 188o."
He said: The Bill consists of a series of
amendments, which can better be dis-
cussed when the measure is before the
Committee. The changes all tend in the
direction of ameliorating the position of
the Indians, and when the Bill is before
the Committee I will read the clauses
which are in the original Act, and the
amendment which it is now proposed to
substitute for them, together with the
reasons as given by the Indian Depart-
ment why they are necesssary. I do not
think it is desirable or convenient to the
House to go into any lengthened discussion
on the Bill at its present stage. The
general way of dealing with the Indians is
not interfered with, but suggestions of
more or less importance are made in the
various clauses of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (128), "An Act
further toamend thegeneral inspection Act,
1884." He said : This is a Bill consisting
of a series of small amendnents to this
Act regulating the general inspection,
which I will explain when *the Bill goes
before Committee.

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing the Bill, but the
Minister of Justice must heve noticed that
a gcod deal of feeling has been manifested
in Montreal, and I think there is a good
deal of the same feeling in some of the
ports of the Lower Provinces, with refer-
ence to the Act passed here last
year, or the year before, rendering the
inspection of Newfoundland herrings
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compulsory. It seems to me that the
amendment asked for by the Montreal
people, and which, I understand is desired
by the merchants of the Lower Provinces
as well, is one that would properly appear
in this Bill. I think it has been stated by
the Minister of Finance, in the other
House, that the matter is under the con-
sideration of the Government, and it has
occurred to me, if the Government decide
to regard favorably the application of the
Montreal merchants, the amendment
might be made in this Bill.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-There is a
great deal of diversity of opinion with
regard to the inspection of Newfoundland
herring, and I do not think the opinion
is so much one-sided as to justify the
amendment being made to this Bill,
without any suggestion from the other
branch of Parliament.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I have not
looked into the question very deeply, but
I know that it has been talked of in Mon-
treal for a long time, and has been felt
there very sorely by those who deal
in what are called in Montreal " Labrador
herring." The inspection, to be perfect,
would be practically impossible, because
to make it pdssible to inspect the fish
properly at the time it comes in would re-
quire too large a staff, and the costs of
inspection would be almost equal to the
value of the fish. Then the herrings that
are inspected there are in a very much
worse condition after inspection than they
were in before they were touched. You
cannot possibly inspect herring, that is,
turn them over and put them back in their
place the same as they were before. If it
were possible that we could come to some
arrangement whereby a brand or no
brand should be put upon the herring at
the place of shipment, wherever it may be,
and let the buyers take their chance, or if
the parties they buy from wish to have
then inspected, let them do it ; but if a
man sends a thousand barrels of herrings
up in good order and branded right, and
they are pulled to pieces in Montreal,
within forry-eight hours they are compara-
tively spoiled. It does not interest me
personally, but it interests the city of Mon-
treal, and every person that has to do with
the fish, and I do think that this compul-
sory inspection is a terrible mistake.

HON. MI. POWER.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

INDIANS OF CANADA PRIVILEGE
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (22), "'An Act
for conferring certain privileges on the
more advanced bands of the Indians of
Canada, with a view of training them for
the exercise of municipal powers." He
said: This is an attempt to ameliorate
the condition of the Indians, to allow cer-
tain bands approved of by the Governor-
in-Council to form municipal institutions
amongst themselves. They are to do
this by holding a meeting of the male
Indians on the reserve at which the
agent of the Superintendent-General for
the reserve shall preside for the purpose
of electing councillors for the several
sections of the reserve, and these coun-
cillors shall meet for the despatch of bus-
iness. The general idea of the Bill is that
these Indians may have municipal powers
conferred upon them such as are now
possessed by municipalities, within'cer-
tain restrictions.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am very much
pleased, indeed, to hear from my hon.
friend that a Bill of this kind has been
brought before Parliament. I have reason
to know that it would be a great boon to
some of the Indian bands which have
been kept so long under tutelage and
control, particularly that interesting rem-
nant of the Six Nations which is settled
near the city ,of Brantford on what is
known as the Brant Reservation. I know
some of the Indians composing that set-
tlement, and I know that they have
been for a long time desirous to be
promoted, and to have more liberty
in the management of their own
affairs; and those tribes have shewn
considerable aptitude for agriculture.
They are, I venture to say, as well edu-
cated as many of their white neighbors of
the same 'class, and their children are
sent regularly to schooL They have ex-
cellent religious instruction, and one of
the most interesting church services in
Ontario is held on the Reservation.
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They have looked to the Government to
give th n some relief in the direction
which is proposed by this Bill. I do not
know anything about the condition of
other Indian settlements ; I only speak
with regard to this. I saw a large number
of the Indians from the Brantford Reserve
enlisted in the battalion which is formed
in Brant County. The battalion was in
Niagara at the time of the last military
camp, and a .more orderly, soldier-like
well behaved set of men, or one more effi-
cient in drill, I have seldom seen any-
where ; and it does them great credit that
they are ready, with their old instinct-in-
stinct that induced them to leave their
splendid lands on the Mohawk and in the
best parts of middle and western New
York in years gone by,led by their loyalty, to
take the King's side in the great revolu-
tionary struggle and devote themselves to
the service of the British Crown-the
same instinct to-day leads them to enlist
in the military service of the country. I
do not see any reason why the privileges
that are proposed here should not be ex-
tended to them at the earliest opportunity;
and I hope it will not be long before
Parliament in its wisdom will see fit to
grant to that band and to other Indians
similarly situated and equally prepared, the
privilege of casting their ballots for the
members of the Provincial Legislature or
the Dominion Parliament. I trust that that
may be the next move. I have nc doubt
whatever that this experiment will be sat-
isfactory. While I am on my feet I would
like to ask my hon. friend whether any
provision has been made for the family of
the late Chief Johnson who died some
few weeks ago; whether the matter has
been brought under his 'rotice, or under
the notice of the Department of Indian
Affairs ? He was a most meritorious offi-
cer, faithful in the discharge of his duty
up to a few weeks ago, when he was cut
off by sudden illness. The Indians of
that part of the country have sustained a
loss in his death which is almost irrepara-
ble. I have received a letter from a friend
of the late Chief, asking me to bring the
matter before the notice of the Govern-
ment, and the condition in which his
family has been left by his sudden demise,
and I shall take an early opportunity of
doing so.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I suppose
the policy of the Government is to en-
courage the Indians tô remain on their
reserves, and to become agriculturists, and
take an interest in the prosperity of the
country. From the last reports I have
read I understand that the Indians are
adapting themselves more to civilized life
than they had previously done.

HON. MR. MAC D)ONALD-Does the
Minister of Justice propose to amend this
Bill ? Parts of it will not be at all appli-
cable to the Province of British Columbia,
where Indians, though engaged in agri-
culture, live entirely in villages. There
are two bands in our Province that would
likely take- advantage of this Act, but as
they live in villages it would not suit their
circumstances.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
bring the suggestion of my hon. friend
under the notice of the Indian Depart.
ment. We have no Indians in the older
Provinces living in villages; they live
mostly on reserves or farms. It is pos-
sible that some special provision may be
required for the Indians of British
Columbia.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I shall
submit an amendinent in that direction to
the Department.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

WEIGHTS AN!) MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRI) READING.

The House resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (120), "An
Act to amend the Weights and Measures
Act of I879."

In the Conmittee on the fourth section,

HoN. MR. KAULBACH suggested
that the penalty for vending canned goods,
on which the weight of the contents of
the tin or can were not legibly marked,
should be brought into operation on the
ist of July next, on all goods canned
after that date. The clause provided
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that it should only come into force on the
ist of January, 1885.

HON. MR. POWER considered that
the clause was very stringent in its charac-
ter. He suggested that the penalty should
have been limited to cans or packages ex-
posed for sale, and not be extended to
those found in the possession of a manu-
facturer or vendor. He would propose an
amendment as follows : To leave out all
the words from " selling " in the second
line of the second page to the end of the
eighth line, and insert the following in lieu
thereoi : " or exposing for sale such goods
in any such tin, can or package, on which
the weight of the contents is not so mark-
ed, or on which such weight-is misrepre-
sented, shall, for the first offence incur a
penalty of $2.oo for each such tin, can or
package, and for each subsequent offence
a penalty of not less than $3.oo nor rmore
than $20.OO for each such tin, can or pack-
age."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the amendment suggested by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax had been submit-
ted to the Department, and he learned
from them that they quite approved of it,
and he had no objection to its insertion in
the Bill.

HON. MR. FERRIER, fron the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with several
amendments which were concurred in.

MANITOBA LAND CLAIMS
SETTLEMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (N), " An Act
to extend the limitation of time under the
Act forty-third Victoria, chapter seven,
intituled : 'An Act for the final settlement
of claims to lands in Manitoba by occu-
pacy, under the Act thirty-third Victoria,
chapter three."'

HON. MR. HAYTHONE, from
Committee, reported the Bill with
amendment, which was concurred in.

the
one

HoN. MR. MACPHERSON-As this
Bill has to go to the other House and the

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

session is drawing to a close, I move that
the Bill be read the third time presently.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

WINNIPEG AND HUDSON BAY
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, presented the report of that Com-
mittee upon Bill (131), "An Act to
amend an Act to incorporate the Winni-
peg and Hudson Bay Railway and Steam-
ship Company." He explained that the
Bill was probably the last which would
come from that Committee this session,
and asked that the House would receive
the report, and concur in the amendments
which had been made, and which were
the result òf a compromise. The report
was received and the amendments were
concurred in.

HON. MR. GIRARD moved the third
reading of the Bill, as amended.

,The motion was agreed to and the Bill.
was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 5:40 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Tuesday, 15th April, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE CO.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Bankimg and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (139),"An Act respecting the
London Life Insurance Company," with-
out amendment.

The report was concurred in.
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HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the
Bill be read the third time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

SHORT LINE RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S LABORERS' CLAIMS.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. DICKEY rose to enquire
of the Government:-

Whether it is intended to stiptiate for the
payment by the Short Line Railway Company
of ail moneys due to sub-contractors, laborers
and others on the line in course of construc-
tion between Oxford, Pugwash and Pictou,
Nova Scotia, before appropriating any sub-
sidy under the railway subsidy resolutions
now before Parliament?

He said: This line was undertaken to
be constructed two or three years ago,
by a Company called the European &
North American Short Line Railway
Company, a company composed of New
York capitalists, men of means, and the
work went on for a period, until ultimately
it was passed into the hands of another
organization, called a construction com-
pany, acting under a charter from the
New York State Legislature. This went
on until they fell in arrears, and about ten
months ago this company stopped work,
leaving.a very large amount due to con-
tractors, laborers and others in connec-
nection with the road-an amount
which may not appear very large to
us here who are constantly hearing of
and dealing in millions, but of very con-
siderable importance to men living in a
country district where thousands are of
great consequence. The amount reaches
some $6o,ooo or $7o,ooo, now in arrear,
and since the period I have spoken of no
part of that indebtedness has been paid.
The consequence may well be imagined.
It has resulted in great distress to many
people who relied onthisas their sole means
of living for a time, and wider results in
causing a great many failures along the
line through the counties of Cumberland,
Colchester and Pictou. I may say that
the work has gone so far as to include the
grading of a very considerable portion of
the line ; a large amount of money has
been expended, and it is fair to add, as
far as I know, that the Government have

not paid to the company any portion what-
ever of the subsidy of $3,2oo a mile, to
which they would be entitled on complet-
ing the work. I have already stated that
the persons who were carrying on the work
at the time of the stoppage were a con-
struction company, chartered in New
York State; but as that company had no
corporate existence in Canada it is difficult,
if not impossible, for the .people to reach
it ; and the consequence has been that
those people are utterly left without
redress. But the fact that I have men-
tioned, that the original company have
had no part of their subsidy paid ovér to
them as yet, is an additional reason why
the Government, I apprehend, have it in
their power to protect the just rights of
those people. I can only say that, from
the high character of several of the corpor-
ators in that company, I have no reason
to doubt that they would be, perhaps, the
last to take the benefit of those people's
work and not pay them; and it is to quiet
the apprehension of the people on that
score, and to elicit from the Government
an expression of opinion that may reach
those people, that I take the liberty of
putting the question. I am quite sure that
I have the sympathy of the House
in doing so, and perhaps I am not
over-confident in feeling equally sure that
I shall have the sympathy of the Govern-
ment ; and if the result of my putting this
matter before the leader of the Govern-
ment is to elicit a favorable reply, it will
be a very cheerful message to the people
of those three counties.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I an
very glad to give my hon. friend a satisfac-
tory answer by saying that I have seen the
Minister of Railways on this subject, and
he authorizes me to say that it is the
intention to stipulate for the payment of
these moneys before the subsidy resolu-
tions now before Parliament are given
effect to.

THE LATE ACCIDENT ON THE
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Before theorders
of the day are called I may remind the
hon. Minister of Justice that when I called

609.-Accident on the
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his attention to the second accident on the
Intercolonial Railway near St. Flavie
Station he was good enough to say that he
would make some enquiry and refer to the
matter again.

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
did so state, and I wrote to the Engineer
on the subject but I have received no
answer from him. In the hurry of business
I forgot to allude to it again, though I met
him twice to-day. I will, however, see him
again in time to give his answer to-morrow.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (120) "An Act to
amend the Weights and Measures Act of
1879 "

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

NINTH REPORT OF THE COMMITEE
ADOPTED.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the adoption
of the ninth report of the Joint Committee
on the Printing of Parliament. He said :
This report contains the ordinary recom-
mendations for the printing of certain
documents and the not printing of others.
There is also a recommendation that the
binding of Parliament be given to W.
McG. Mortimer, in place of A. Mortimer;
and the Committee having carefully con-
sidered the propriety of placing on the
distribution list the names of ex-members
of Parliament for the receipt of printed
documents, do not think it expedient to
recommend such action. These are the
only items in which it differs from the
ordinary report.

The motion was agreed to.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMEN I)MENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

the second reading of Bill (130), "An Act
to ameid the Civil Service Acts of 1882

and 1883." He said: This is to amend
the Civil Service Acts in some particulars
which are, perhaps, not very important but
which, after consultation with the examiners
and other persons who take a lively interest
in the matter, it is thought desirable to
submit to Parliament. One amendment
is to do away with the two examinations
now necessary to enable a man to get into
the service, and to attain the rank of clerk.
There are two examinations, one prelimin-
ary the other qualifying. It is proposed
to retain the preliminary with reference to
messengers and the inferior tlass of ser-
vants in the employ of the Government and
to do away with it as regards clerk's, the
qualifying examination covering and ern-
bracing the uther ; so it is not necessary
that they should undergo a second exam-
ination when the one includes all that the
other does, besides what it contains itself.
What is now the preliminary examination
will therefore be retained, but retained
and applied only to messengers, packers
and that kind of servants. The qualify-
ing examination will not apply to them
but.will be the only examintion for clerks.
There are other changes affecting promo-
tion. The first section provides for the
appointment of a clerk having a qualifying
examination certificate, to assist the Board,
at $6oo per annum. The clerical portion
of the duty is now performed by one of
the examiners, and I apprehend that it is
more than he can do. The second section
only di'vides the preliminary and qualify-
ing examinations, with the classification of
employes having to undergo such exam-
inations. Under the existing law all
applicants had to undergo the preliminary
examination. The amendment will dis-
pense from preliminary examinations all
applicants for clerkships. The House
understands that the second examination
includes all there is in the preliminary one.
The third paragraph of the fourth clause
provides that promotion examinations
shall be on subjects determined by the
Department, for the requirements of the
Department, instead of on subjects deter-
mined by the Board of Examiners, after
consultation with the deputy-heads. In
some departments the officials need very
special knowledge, as for instance the
Inland Revenue Department; they re-

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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(uire a character of knowledge not needed
in the other Departments, and not neces-
sarily possessed by the officers of other
Departments ; and the same is true with
regard to some of ·the other Departments.
There are some exemptions from examina-
tion already, and it is proposed to increase
the number. They now apply to barris-
ters, surveyors, and some other classes
of people, and it is proposed to
extend these exemptions to engi-
neers (military or civil), officers of
Canadian artillery, graduates of military
colleges, and excisemen having special
class certificates, those exemptions only
applying in case of employment or pro-
motion in the lines of their respective
professions. That is a point which needed
the attention that we have given to it. In
some of the Departinents, it was thought
that a man who was, we will say, an attor-
ney, because he was an attorney might re-
ceive promotion without the examination
to which another person not an attorney
would be subject, although the promotion
was not in the line of his profession.
Suppose, for instance, hewas a book-keeper;
it was thought he might be promoted to a
grade above that because he was an attor-
ney. There was no sense in that, and we
have limited the exemptions to cases of
promotion in the line of their profession.
For instance, if in the Department of Jus-
tice an attorney wishes to be promoted,
the service is in the line of the law and he
need not be examined, and in fact the ex-
aminers would not be able to examine
him. So it is with surveyors in the
Department of the Interior. If they are
to be promoted in the line of their pro-
fession, it is well that they should be ex-
empted from examination, but it is only
in seeking promotion in that line that
they are to be exempted. There has
been some difficulty about medical certifi-
cates. It is proposed that medical certifi-
'cates must be from an authorized medical
practitioner appointed by the Govern-
ment. The sixth section exempts from
examination the inspectors of weights and
measures in the same manner as collect-
Ors ot customs and city postmasters.

HON. MR. ALMON-Would it not be
well if the Minister could make it clearer,
that the graduates of the different univer-
:Sities having charters from the several

Provinces should be exempt frin the ex-
aminations to which he alludes ? I think
if a man has the degree of B. A., from a
chartered university, he ought to be ad-
mitted to the service without examination.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am very glad
to find on reading this Bill that it proceeds
in the direction of relaxing these rules
with regard to competitive examination,
and we may indulge in the hope that still
further experience will convince the Gov-
ernment that they have gone quite as far
as they ought to go in this direction, and
that the proper progress would be
perhaps quite another way. It is for that
reason that I hail with satisfaction the
amendment which is proposed with regard
to the promotion in this Bill. Under the
old Act promotions were to be made after
the subjects for examination had been
fixed by the Board, without any reference
to the position of the party, whethei he
had been in the service or not. I do
think after a person has passed a prelimi-
nary examination, and a qualifying exami-
nation, and has, besides passing those
ordeals, had the advantage of experience
and administrative training in a Depart-
ment, that it is, I was going to say, almost
absurd to require, when he wishes to
advance another step, that he shall be put
in the same position as a young man fresh
from college who may, perhaps, be more
familiar with certain subjects than this man
who has been in the service of the country
for a tern of years and may have ceased
to be familiar with such subjects. That
he should be required to start afresh and
be subject to such examinations as a
Board may think fit to fix for him seems
hardly proper. I do think there is a
wise discretion left with the Department
to fix the subjects, and only those subjects
on which they desire a candidate for pro-
motion to be examined. That is all I
have to say on the particular provisions of
the Bill. I should like to make a sugges-
tion-and I am quite aware of the risk I
run in suggesting changes in Government
Bills, but I shall not be deterred by that
:onsideration from doing what I conceive
ro be my duty. If the Minister will look
at the 6th section I think he will find that
it requires correction. It is as follows:
" Sub-section three of section thirty-four
of the said Act of 1882, as amended by
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section six of the Act of 1883, is amended
by adding after the word ' collectors ' the
words'inspectorsof weights and measures."'

Now the thirty-fourth section of the Act
of 1882, which is referred to here as being
amended, was repealed by the Act of 1883,
and section six of the latter Act was sub
stituted for it altogether. Therefore the
clause, as it reads now, would create con-
fusion and be without meaning. It should
read, as I apprehend, that "sub-section
three of section six of the Act of 1883 be
amended by adding, etc."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think it is most likely that my hon. friend
is right : I am much obliged to him, and
when the Bill is in Committee we will put
that clause right.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think it
is to be regretted that certain papers which
were before the Printing Committee at an
earlier part of the session have not been
handed to members now, because we
should have come to the discussion of this
measure with more material to form our
judgments on : those were the examination
papers which have taken effect during the
last twelve months. I saw them in manu-
script, and I understand that orders were
issued that they should be printed. They
give a synopsis, and some of them, in fact,
give the details of the subjects upon which
all the candidates were examined, with
their results. I think that those papers
would have enlightened us on this ques-
tion very much indeed. It seems to me
that the success or failure of the Civil
Service Act mainly depends on the fair-
ness of those examinations ; and as far as
I can learn there is some cause of com-
plaint on that score. I may be misinformed,
but I understand that when the examina-
tions are made by written papers these
papers are not returned to the candidates.
I believe that the universal practice in all
college examinations is to return to the
candidates their examination papers, with
the number of marks that their papers
have earned. In that way every candi-
date who is examined will know exactly
how he stands, and if he finds that
justice has not been done to him he
has a remedy by way of appeal. But
in those cxaminations I cannot learn
that the papers are returned, with the

HoN. MR. DICKEY.

number of marks upon them, indicating
their value to the candidate. Much might
be effected in that way to render those
examinations more just and equitable
than they are now. Another point, to
which I think attention should be called,
and which I had hoped to see in the Bill
is this : in the former Act deputy-heads
of Departments are able to give to the
candidate who, they judge, is more than
usually competent for the service, eightY
marks in excess of those he has earned.
I believe that to be an unfair principle.
Several candidates under examination may
have answered the questions quite as well,
but if one of them is able to get from the
deputy-head eighty marks that the others.
cannot get, they will be at a disadvantage.
No doubt the Minister may be able tO
give very good reasons for it ; but on the
face of it it is manifestly unfair, and if
fairness is not at the bottom of the exani-
nations, and if the previous education of
the candidates had been such as to qualifY
them in all respects for the Civil Service,
we would have very few incompetent men
coming up for examination. I think
there was something in what my hon-
friend said as to subjecting older members
of the civil service to examinations, be-
cause it is obvious that those who have
come fresh from recent studies of all
those subjects which are taught in the
colleges and schools, naturally have a
freshness of information on those subjects
that a man who may have been engaged
at a desk for many years had not. ID
that way the young man has the advantage
over another who may be an experienced
civil servant. It is rather late in the
session now to expect anything of the
kind, but if the subject should engage the
attention of Parliament again, I do hope
that the absolute fairness of those exari-
inations will be provided for, so that there
will be no chance of one candidate ob-
taining any advantage in his examinatiOn
over any of his fellows.

HoN. SIR ALEX.CAMPBELL-I think
there is no danger of anything of the kind
as matters now stand. The examinations
are conducted by written papers. The
persons desiring to be examined are not
allowed to have intercourse with each
other, and I cannot imagine that the de-
cisions of the examiners are biased in any
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way. For the most part they do not know
any of the persons who come up before
them for examination, and even supposing
they did it is not likely they would go the
length of showing any favoritism-I do
not know even that they have the means
of doing it if they were so inclined. They
are gentlemen of high character who have
no object in favoring one candidate more
than another. I do not know whether my
hon. friend from Amherst is aware that the
examinations for promotion are not upon
scholastic subjects, but rather on technical
subjects, and on qualifications that may be
necessary in the Department in which the
candidate serves. Therefore the iñequality
which the hon. gentleman pointed out as
between those candidates fresh from
schools or colleges, and candidates who
are b-eing examined for promotion, does
not exist in any great degree. Part of the
examination for promotion is perhaps on
subjects with which a young man fresh
from college would be more familiar; but
the pith of the examinations for promotion
is upon qualifications which go to help a
man in his office.

As to returning the examination papers,
I do not think that is ever done in colleges.
It might be done in these examinations
without much difficulty. I do not know
that my hon. friend is aware that the names
of the successful men are published in the
Gazette, or sent to the Government. Print-
ed lists of the successful men are sent to
the Government, so that we know who
have passed, and have shown themselves
to be the best men. To return the exami-
nation papers might be possible ; I do not
know whether it is generally done or not,
but I will take care that it is considered.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I am not fami-
liar with the mode of procedure or the
subjects of those examinations, but I
merely drew a contrast between an exam-
ination fixed by the Board of Examiners,
and the examination for promotion on
subjects fixed by the heid of the Depart-
ment and the deputy, they knowing very
well the subjects on which the candidate
ought to be examined, and on which he
ought to be proficient to be useful to the
Department.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
ny hon. friend from Prince Edward

Island is altogether rightly informed if he
thinks it is the general practice to return
examination papers to candidates after
the examinations are closed. I do not
think that is the rule. It may be
done in exceptional cases, but it is not
the general rule; but it is the general rule
whether a candidate bas failed or suc-
ceeded to let him know how many marks
he bas earned in each subject, and on
what subjects (if any) he bas failed. It is
usually possible, I think, if any unfairness
is suspected-that is b'y the friends of any
candidate-to inspect the papers, and to
see whether the action of the examiners
has been fair or not. I do not say that
this is the rule observed in all cases, but
it is a rule that is observed in a good
many cases. As far as one can gather, I
think that generally this Bill is calculated
to make an improvement in the existing
law with respect to the Civil Service ; but
there are one or two points in which the
Bill alters the existing law, in my humble
judgment, not . for the better. One case
is in the sixth clause. That clause makes
an addition to the officers who may be
appointed without any examination. I
took the liberty when the previous Bill
was before the House last year, of calling
the attention of the Minister of Justice
to the fact that city postmasters and col-
lectors of inland revenue were officers who
required, perhaps more than most other
officers, to be qualified for their position.
They require experience in their depart-
ments to enable them to supervise the
work of their assistants, and they require
a technical or special education to enable
them to understand thoroughly everything
that is going on in the departments under
them. I regret to find now that the Gov-
ernment are proposing to go still further.
Last year they went beyond what they did
in the Act of 1882, and now they are go-
ing still further in the direction of exempt-
ing officers from the operation of the Act.
I must express my regret at that. I have
always entertained views similar to those
of the hon. member from Amherst with
respect to promotion examinations. I
think, while it is perfectly right and proper
that there should be an examination for
admission to the Civil Service, that exam-
inations for promotion afterwards are very
apt to operate unfairly. While it may be
that the number of literary subjects in
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which the promotion examinations are
held is not large, still I gather from what
the Minister of justice has said that some
of the examinations are of a literary and
not of a technical or Departmental charac-
ter. As the hon. gentleman from Amherst
has pointed out, an experienced public
servant is at a great disadvantage with a
candidate fresh from school in an ex-
amination of that sort ; and I go further
than that and say, that even in a technical
examination a young man under 22 bas a
great advantage as compared with a man
over that age. The hon. Minister is
probably aware that it bas been proved
by statistics that the capacity for passing
examinations diminishes after the age of
22. The matter has been investigateci in
England, and I believe that that is the
result of the enquiries; and I can readily
understand that an old and very efficient
public servant would be placed at a great
disadvantage by being put into competition
in a promotion examination with a youth
who had been perhaps only a year in the
Department. I hope that the Minister will
consider that point before the Bill goes to
Committee.

Then, while sub-clause three of section
four of this Bill may appear to some hon.
gentlemen, as it did to the hon. gentleman
from Amherst, to be an improvement, I
think that it is questionable. The law as
it exists provides that those pronotion
examinations should be in such subjects,
as, after consultation with the chief officers
of the Department in which the promotion
is to be made, may be decided upon by
the Board as best adapted to test the fit-
ness of the candidates for the vacant office.
Now the examination is to be on "such
as, by report of the deputy-head of the
Department in which the promotion is to
be made, concurred in by the head of the
Department, shall be submitted to the
Board as best adapted to test the fitness
of the candidates for the vacant office,
such subjects being determined according
to the requirements of each Department
and of each branch thereof."

I think that the latter part of that clause
is very good, that such subjects should be
determined according to the requirements
of the Department, and of each branch
thereof, but I also think that the fixing of
the subjects of the examination should be
left with the board, and not with the dep-

uty-head. The deputy-heads of the
Departments are, I presume, very good
officers; but I do not know that they are
always the best authorities as to what the
character of examinations should be. The
deputy-heads are like other people, only
mortal - just as Ministers are mortal.
Deputy heads may have favorites, and this
sub-clause puts it in the power of the
deputy-head to select such subjects for
examination as the man or men he is in-
terested in will be best able to succeed in,
and in that way there is an opening made
for unfairness in the examinations. The
Minister knows how ready people are in
such casos to suspect that there bas been
some unfairness, even when there is none
intended ; and in order to avoid any sus-
picion of favoritism on the part of the
deputy-heads, it would be better to allow
the subjects of those examinations to be
fixed by the Board of Examiners after
consultation with the deputy-heads, and
the heads of the Department.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
points raised by my hon. friend from Hali-
fax no doubt deserve great consideration,
and when the Bill is before committee we
will endeavor to give them that considera-
tion. I think the explanations I will be
able to give will remove some of the ap-
prehensions under which he labors. The
hon. gentleman suggests that the deputy-
heads should not be allowed to arrange
the subjects for promotion examinations ;
and that it should be done by examiners.

HON. MR. POWER-By the Civil
Service Board ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
have no Civil Service Board except the
examiners, and how are the examiners to
know the requirements for the service in
the Department of Interior, for instance,
or the attainments which go to make a
good officer in the Department of Inland
Revenue ? The deputy-head has the
knowledge and experience that enable him
to say what are the. necessary qualifications
of an efficient officer. There are a great
many clerks to be examined, and the
hon. gentleman cannot fancy that the
deputy-head would lay down special sub-
jects for examination, with reference to
any single individual. He is laying down

HON. MR. POWER.
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the subject for the period of time, for one
year, or two or three years, and it would
not- be likely he would submit theni merely
for one or two men to pass an examina-
tion. The hon. gentleman may say-
shut the door against it altogether, but if
we do we will lose the advantage of
having the subjects revised by the deputy-
head, who is, above all others, the person
who is best able to say what are the
proper subjects for examination for the
particular service he is charged with.

HON. MR. POWER-It may be done
on consultation, with the examiners, with
the deputy-head.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is a difficulty on that point, as the exami-
ners go more into scholastic subjects,
while the deputy-head would recommend
technical and special subjects for examina-
tion. The propel way is to allow the man
who has to judge of the requirements of
an officer, and who will be most benefited
if the qualifications are good, or most
hindered if the qualifications are not
sufficient, to say on what subjects the
candidates for promotion should be
examined.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

INDEPEN DENCE.OF PARLIAMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTrEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com
mitee of the Whole on Bill (iii) "An
Act respecting the Independence of Par-
liament Act, 1878, 41st Vic. Cap. 5."

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
This is a Bill to amend the Independence
of Parliament Act, and deals only with
nembers of the other Chamber. The first
amendment is to provide that a person

HON. MR. POWER-The Minister
said he would make an explanation in.
Committee as to the necessity for this,
legislation.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-As
regards this particular clause it is con-
sidered desirable on general grounds that
a member of the House of Commons may
sometimes discharge services, such as have
been talked of a good deal, without losing
his seat. Occasions have been mentioned
where members of Parliament have rend-
ered valuable service to their country
under such circumstances: among the
cases cited are those of Mr. Gladstone,
Lord John Russell, Lord Castlereagh and
others, Disraeli when he went to Berlin,
Sir Stafford Northcote at Washington, and
Sir John Macdonald himself, at the time
of the Treaty of Washington. These are-
appointments by the Crown for special
purposes, and if, by reason of an allow-
ance being given the person who fills such
an office with great advantage to the state,
he forfeits his seat, it is inconvenient, and
it is proposed to remedy that difficulty.
The second clause refers to the case of
Sir Charles Tupper; but where is the use
of explaining that when my hon. friend
understands the subject so well ?

HON. MR. POWER-It is always
pleasant to hear my hon. friend's explana-
tions.

The motion was agreed to.

On the 2nd clause,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:

The second clause has reference to the
case of Sir Charles Tupper. The House
is no doubt aware that a Committee of the
Whole in the House of Commons resolved
that he had not exposed himself to the
loss of his seat in any way : that he still
retained his seat for Cumberland, but still,
as a matter of precaution-extra precau-
tion perhaps-it was thought better to
submit this Bill to Parliament.

holding any of the offices mentioned in
the Act shall not be disqualified from HON. MR. POWER-I presume tbat
holding his seat in the House of Commons strictly speaking, according to parliamen-
if such office does not carry with it any tary etiquette, it would fot be proper for
salary, fees, wages, allowances, emoluments this House seriously to amend a Bill
or other profit of any kind that may be dealing only witb tbe position of a member
attached thereto. I move the adoption of . of tbe other Chamber, and therefore I do
that clause.
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not propose to move any amendment to
this Bill ; but I think, at the same time,
when we are passing a measure of this
sort, which is somewhat unique in its
character, there is no reason at all why
members of the Senate should not take
the liberty of expressing their opinions on
the subject. I think I have described
this measure when I say that it is unique;
and I think the position of the officer to
whom this clause refers is also unique.
The subject, as the hon. Minister of
Justice has said, was gone into very
thoroughly in the other House, by lead-
ing members on both sides who had
investigated the subject very carefully, and
found no case at all parallel or similar to
this of Sir Charles Tupper. There is one
view of the matter-I do not know
whether it was dwelt on in the other
House or not-which I think is of some
consequence. The fact that it is neces-
sary to alter the Independence of Parlia-
ment Act, and to make special provision for
indemnifying the Minister of Railways, or
the High Commissioner, which ever char-
acter we may choose to regard him in,
shows that there is something exceptional
and remarkable in the action of the Gov-
ernment, and in the position of that gen-
tleman. It has been said there was no
reason why the High Commissioner, if he
did not take any salary for discharging the
duties of the office of High Commissioner
should not hold it. It seems to me that
there is a very substantial reason, and that
is, that while the Minister of Railways is in
England discharging the duties of High
Commissioner, he is absent from his
office here as Minister of Railways, and
the consequence is that the office must
suffer, that is if the office is a necessary
one; and, if the important interests which
are committed to the care of the Minister
of Railways and Canals are to suffer, as
they must suffer, owing to the absence of
that officer from some time in the Spring
until late in the Autumn, just at the sea-
son when works are going on on the rail-
ways and canals of the country, why is it
necessary that that officer should retain
the position of Minister of Railways and
Canals? It seems to me that if the Min-
ister takes the ground that there is no

ther man in the Conservative ranks who
is fit to fill the office of Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals efficiently, then that is a

HON. MR.- POWER.

confession of poverty of intellect and
ability in the Conservative ranks, that
rather surprises me.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Better take in
some from the other side.

HON. MR. POWER-I was about to
suggest, when the hon. member froni
Niagara interrupted me, that we had here
in our House, sitting in the chair occupied
by that hon. member, a gentleman who, I
have no doubt, is quite capable and would
be perfectly willing to fill the office, and
would probably fill it with great acceptance
to the members of this House and the
country at large. I cannot understand, as
I said before, why the Government should
assume the position that they do. If no
one but Sir Charles Tupper is fit to fill the
office of High Commissioner properly, then
whynot appoint Sir CharlesTupperand pay
him the salary of High Commissioner, and
let him stay in London the whole year to
discharge the duties of that office properly ;
and not do as was done last year, allow
him to remain in London five months and
then, when-as any one who knows any-
thing about the office must know,-the
business of the Department is all in train,
and requires his presence, take him away
from there, and bring him here and put
him into his office of Minister of Railways
which has probably got all out of order
and deranged during his absence, and keep
him here five or six months until things
get all wrong in London ? It comes to
this, that, however uncommon a man, or
however able Sir Charles Tupper may be,
it is quite clear if he is part of the year
here and part of the year in London, that
the two offices which are so exceptionally
bestowed on this favored knight must suf-
fer. The Prime Minister is a gentleman
with a strong sense of humor and very
fond of classical reading and allusions, a
taste which is shared, I believe, to some
extent by the Minister of Justice. I should
have liked to have heard the First Minister
bring his reading to bear a little upon the
position in which he has placed his distin-
guished subordinate. I can imagine that
if he went into the classics he would pro-
bably be reminded a good deal of the old
legend of Proserpine and her mother. He
might fancy that the Minister of Railways
was the maiden who had been carried off
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by Pluto, and who had to remain three
months of each year in his dismal kingdom.
In this case, Parliament and Ottawa
would be Hades. During the other nine
months of the year the daughter spent her
time with her mother in the pleasant
Sicilian fields. I presume that in this
case London would represent Sicily. I
think if the right hon. gentleman had a
turn for another kind ot study he would
probably be reminded of the mermaids,
who are part fish and part human-though
I do not know which end of the animal
would be called fish in this particular
instance.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Thereby hangs
a tale.

HON. MR. POWER-The Prime Min-
ister might also be reminded of those
fabled creatures, the centaurs, which were
half horse and half man; or he might be
reminded of the double-headed Janus,
with one face looking in one direction and
the other in an entirely different one ; the
one face being the High Commissioner's
and the other that of the Minister of
Railways. I regret that I have not the
facility for expressing myself which some
hon. gentlemen possess, or I should like
to dwell a little longer on this rather inter-
esting aspect of the subject. I hope,
however, when Parliament meets again,
that this extraordinary and abnormal con-
dition of things will have ceased, and that
we shall have a gentleman who is either
all High Commissioner or all Minister of
Railways-and that we shall not have
the double-headed Janus which we have
just now. While on my feet, I may make
a further remark : It is, that the presence
of the Minister of Railways in Canada is
particularly necessary during the next few
months. There are a number of very im-
portant railway works about being under-
taken, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company need to be supervised, as they
are expending an immense sum of money;
and a Bill, which is just now passing
through the other branch of the Parlia-
ment, provides for the expenditure of a
great many sums on a great many differ-
ent roads ; and therefore it seems to me
if ever there was a time when it was abso-
lutely necessary that the Minister of Rail-

ways should be here in Canada attending
to his duties, that time is the present.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Hear,
hear.

HON. MR. POWER-I think it is an
unfortunate time to select for allowjng that
important officer to leave Canada and go
to London-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is not the intention.

HON. MR. POWER-1 am glad then,
if what I have said has had the effect of
bringing out that statement from the Min-
ister ; because it has not been made any-
where heretofore, so far as I am aware. I
think the impression left on the minds of
members in the other House, was rather
the other way, but it is satisfactory to know
that we shall have the continued presence
of the Minister of Railways here. My hon.
friend from Niagara suggests another
thought. In the course of his poetical
reading, I have no doubt that my hon.
friend has made himsélf pretty familiar
with Scottish song; or if he has not, the
Minister of the Interior must be quite
familiar with that subject. It has occur-
red to me that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company would be pretty much in
the position of the Loyalists who lamented
their prince across the sea, and who sang
-as I can quite imagine the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company singing last
summer-

"Bonnie Charlie's noo awa,
Safely o'er the friendly main."

Then, I can imagine them, when difficul-
ties began to crowd around their path in
the Autumn, and the Minister of Railways,
who has always been their strongest and
most effective champion, was badly needed
here-I can imagine them crying to him
" will ve no come back again ?" I hope
the hon. Minister in question will settle
down to his duties as such during the
current year; and if it suits him and the
Government better that he should be High
Commissioner in London, then I hope he
will be High Commissioner alone, and
receive the salary of that office. I wish to
make one further remark in reference to
this Bill and the circumstances which
have rendered it necessary. Although it
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has been stated that the Minister of Rail-
ways as High Commissioner has received
no salary or income; yet he has received
large sums, which have saved him money,
so he has practically received a salary or
income or allowance,-and I would like
to know from the Minister of Justice
whether Sir Charles Tupper has not con-
tinued all the time to receive his full salary
as Minister of Railways.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-So I
understand.

HON. MR. POWER-Then I fail to
see how it can be contended that he is
working for nothing in England; he is
exempted here from the discharge of the
duties of Minister of Railways for which
he received the salary of $7,ooo.

HON. MR. MACDONALD
He is not drawing two salaries.

(B.C.)-

HON. MR. POWER-I know perfectly
well he is not, in one sense ; but when
he goes over to London he draws his
salary at the rate of $7,ooo a year, for
services which he is not performing, and
he receives an allowance at the rate of
$5,ooo a year, which makes his whole
salary $12,ooo. A sum of $5,ooo was
paid in lieu of rent and taxes, and the
expense of moving his furniture to London
was defrayed; that comes in all to about
$6,ooo, which is a very considerable sum
when added to the salary of the Minister ;
and I was going to ask the Minister of
Justice whether now that an amount of
some $42,ooo appears in the estimates of
this year for the furnishing of the hon.
gentleman with a residence in London,
which will be commensurate with and
suitable to the dignity of the position
which he occupies for a portion of the
year-whether it is proposed by the Gov-
ernment that a sum of $5,ooo, which has
been allowed to pay for house rent and
purposes of that sort, will be either with-
drawn altogether or diminished ; because
rent will not have to be paid now-or
whether this country is to pay for the
dwelling of the High Commissioner, and
then to pay this allowance which was
originally made in lieu of rent and other
expenses. Would the Minister be kind
enough to tell me what the intention is ?

HON. MR. POWER.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In the
first place I think I had better make clear
what (if he will allow nie to say so) nmy
hon. friend seems to be a little confused
about-that is the object of the Bill. As
I understand the hon. gentleman, he sug-
gested that it was to make arrangements
for this system being kept up in perpetuity.
I deny that that is the object of the Bill,
and may say that it is to remove any pos-
sible doubt and to make the matter right
in the future, in case of a person being
employed in any particular service of value
to the State; but it is not proposed to
make an arrangement in perpetuity for the
Minister of Railways being here and being
there also. The object is to remove any
difficulty or doubt which may have been
created by Sir Charles Tupper being in
England and retaining his position of
Minister of Railways as well ; it is not
however intended that that should be the
normal system of things or that we should
go on dcing it. Then, with reference to
the second question the hon. gentleman
puts, as to the $5,ooo,-I should appre-
hend that, the house being purchased, that
sum would be diminished, though I do
not know that it would be proper or just
to deprive the gentleman who would fill
that office, altogether of any additional
allowance. The hon. gentleman forgets
that had Sir Charles Tupper been in
Canada during last summer, his salary
would have been at the rate of $io,ooo,
but as it was he only had $7,ooo. If he
had gone as a stranger, or if any hon.
gentleman of this House had been ap-
pointed to that position he would have
had his removal expenses defrayed for
him, as was done in the case of
Sir A. T. Galt. Then again, the hon.
gentleman must remember that the salary
is a very small one with which to keep up
in London a large agency, in such a way
as to be of service to the country. A
man who simply goes to an hotel or lives
as we should, if we went there privately,
cannot keep up the position, acquaintances
and hospitality, and so exercise those in-
fluences'which enable a man to discharge
his duties towards those Canadians who
should go over to that country. All that
requires some allowance. In making re-
marks upon a subject of this kind one
should keep in view the fact that to send
a man over there for certain purposes, he
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can only discharge the duties placed upon
him, by having such sum allowed him as
will properly maintain his position there
and place him relatively on the same
footing as others occupying similar posi-
tions, to enable him to do as they do and
live as they live. Only in that way would
he be able to exercise that kind of in-
fluence which would be expected from
one who is an agent for a large Domin.
ion or a small State, as it necessarily
implies a certain amount of expenditure.
Ten thousand dollars a year is not enough
for that purpose, and it is not certainly
too much to ask that some allowance
should be made in addition, though I
apprehend this five thousand dollars will
be considerably diminished.

The second clause was adopted.

On the fourth clause,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:

There seems to be some mistake about
this clause ; it would almost appear to
have been printed in this Bill in mistake,
as it refers to the care of arms etc.

HON. MR. POWER-If the Minister
will allow me, I can explain that to the
Committee. A member of the House of
Commons, the hon. member for Mont-
magny, held a captaincy in the Militia,
and received certain sums in addition to
his pay as captain, for the care of arms
and for drill instruction. It appears that
a suit has been brought against him, on
account of his doing so, and this provision
is intended to meet his case, and others of
that sort.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-After
the clear explanation of the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax, I presumne I need not
add anything, and will simply move the
adoption of the clause.

HON. MR. ALMON-I have under.
stood there was a deputation sent from
the other House to look into the workings
of the Temperance Act in Maine. They
devoted themselves to that object, and
they were paid by the House, yet they
did not forfeit their seats for doing so ;
perhaps I am misinformed about this, but
I have heard such was the case. I might
also here refer to the fact that Mr. Vail

went home as the agent of the Nova
Scotian Government, and received $2,ooo,
though he was only absent about three
months. My hon. colleague from Halifax
will doubtless correct me if I am ,wrong,
but I do not think Mr. Vail did anything
for it, and I just mention the matter as
showing the expense of living in London.
If it cost Mr. Vail, by himself, $2,ooo to
pay his expenses for three months, surely
Sir Charles Tupper with his family, and
keeping up some style, seeing people, etc.,
could easily spend $5,ooo. I have no
doubt Mr. Vail did not put any of the
amount he received into his own pocket,
and it only shows the expense of living in
London.

The 4 th clause was adopted.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Committee do now rise and
report the Bill.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Before the Bill
goes to the Speaker I would like to con-
gratulate the Committee and the House
upon the pleasant spirit which animates us
all in regard to this Bill, at the close of a
long and weary session. The hon. gentle-
man from Halifax has treated it in a very
jocular spirit, and I am glad to see him
approach it in that way. At the sanie
time I really thought he was about to
move an amendment for the protection
of this House. After the expressions of
opinion that fell from him I really had
hoped that he intended to suggest an
amendment which would enable Senators
as well as members of the House of Com-
mons occasionally to go to Washington, to
the Ionian Islands or to a Berlin Confer-
ence, if necessary, and in that way make
roon for some of us who are rather more
ambitious than others, to distinguish out-
selves abroad. But, speaking seriously on
this Bill itself, I think it must be conceded
that the measure would not have been put
before us at all had there not been a doubt
about the law. The object of this Bill,
however, is to remove those doubts.
Speaking for myself, I never had a doubt
upon the effect of this Act upon the par-
ticular gentleman whose name is men-
tioned in this Bill, because the object of
that legislation was to prevent a member
of the House of Commons, while a mem-
ber there, from taking a salary or emolu-
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ment from the Government of the day, and
so preventing himself from acting an inde-
pendent part in Parliament. That was the
objectof the Bill,and when I found that the
gentleman in question took a commission
by which he undertook to do those duties
without a salary, then I conceive that his
position came not within the spirit-and I
was willing to contend also not within the
letter-of that legislation. Speaking for
myself, I am under no particular obliga-
tion, as is well known, to support any
legislation which would pecuniarily affect
the Minister of Railways, or any other
member of the Government, except upon
its merits; yet at the same time I -have
not the slightest hesitation in giving my
free support to this Bill, because it is con-
ceived in a spirit with which all legislation
should be treated here, and that is a dis-
position to carry out the real object of
Parliament in passing the Independence
of Parliament Act; and that object I ap-
prehend is in no way affected by this Bill.
The fact that the legislation is supposed
to affect an individual will not prevent me
from acceding to the Bill, because I con-
sider that if any hon. gentleman has ac-
cepted office-particularly a gentleman
who is not a lawyer-under the impression
that he was not violating any Act of Par-
liament-and it is not made clear that he
has so violated-I think he is entitled to
indemnity and protection, and for that
reason I support the Bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--I am very
gladthatsome little discussion hasoccurred
in this place upon this Bill, and I am
pleased to find from the remarks of the
Minister of Justice that it is not intended
that this should be a permanent appoint-
ment and that Sir Charles Tupper
is not to be removed from here to
hold a double appointment for any length
of time. Some occasions rnay anise in
which it may be necessary for special
reasons that a Minister of the Crown
should perform certain functions at a
foreign port, or go to Great Britain,-
but I think it would be dangerous and
unwise to make this a precedent, and I
am much better pleased for that reason to
know that the services of Sir Charles
Tupper will be retained in Canada, as I
should be very sorry to find he was to be
removed from us for anylengthened period.

No doubt this Bill is particularly for the
purpose of avoiding difficulties as regards
the present position of the gentleman in
question, but, as the hon. gentleman from
Amherst has just said, I myself never
thought that this was an exceptional case,
for when the salary is entirely taken away
by the terms of the appointment, the case
becomes unusual in its character, and
there is none such among the many which
have been cited in connection with this
matter. Therefore I did not consider
that, under such circumstances, Sir Charles
Tupper did violate the Independence of
Parliament Act, and that neither the
spirit nor the letter of the law had been
broken. It must be admitted that of
necessity great expense attaches to the
office of our High Commissioner, much
greater expense than would be necessary,
for instance, in connection with the office
of Minister of Railways, and the salary
attached to the position of High Com-
missioner, if expended by the person
filling that office, must be held to have
been an expenditure in the best interests
of the Dominion.

HON. MR. NELSON, ftom the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

The report was adopted.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (87), " An
Act further to amend the Indian Act,
1880."

In the Committee,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

he proposed to substitute the following for
clause one :

" Whoever induces or stirs up any three or
more Indians, non-treaty Indians or half-
breeds apparently acting in concert-

" (a) To make any request or demand of
any agent or servant of the Government, in
a riotous, routous, disorderly or threatening
manner, or in a manner calculated to cause a
breach of the Peace, or-

" (b) To do an act calculated to cause a
breach of the Peace,

" Is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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liable to be imprisoned for any term not ex-
ceeding two years with or without hard
labor.

HoN. MR. POWER asked if this would
render anyone who induced or incited the
Indians to make any request or demand
of an agent for compensation for persons
having encroached upon their Reserves,
by cutting timber or any other way, liable
to the penalty of imprisonment?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
they were not to do it in a riotous or
threatening way. The provisions of this
clause were suggested by the Superinten-
dent General in view of the trouble last
summer in Edmonton, which the Depart-
ment had good grounds for believing was
brought about by evil minded persons
inciting the Indians to cause a breach of
the peace.

The amendment was agreed to.

On the 2nd clause,
HON. MR. MACDONALD suggested

that the punishment by fineand imprison-
ment of anyone who sells or gives, or in
any manner conveys to any Indian in the
North-West Territory ammunition or ball
cartridge was too severe. How would it
affect the Hudson Bay Co. trading posts
which were away hundreds of miles from
the Superintendent General?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the Hudson Bay Co. or any other
respectable trader might easily get permis-
sion from the Superintendent General to
sell ammunition.

HoN. MR. POWER suggested that it
would be better to authorize some less
prominent officer in the Territories to grant
the permission. He did not see how the
Indians were to live if they were not
allowed the use of powder and ball.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the clause related only to "fixed
ammunition or ball cartridge," and not to
ordinary ammunition. However he would
let the clause stand and make further en-
quiries about it.

On the 3rd clause,
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

that the object of this clause was to pro-
hibit the celebration of an Indian festival
known as the " potlach" dance which was
represented as being very demoralizing in
its effect on those who participated in it.

HON. MR. MACDONALD explained
that the word potlach meant a gift feast.
The Indians, on the invitation of a Chief,
gathered together sometimes to the num-
ber of hundreds at those feasts at which
he and his friends distributed gifts in the
shape of provisions, blankets, furs and
other commodities. Sometimes the dances
were conducted in an orderly manner ;
at other times Indians got drunk, and most
disgraceful scenes ensued. At one place
Metlakahtlah, the missionary, Mr. Dun-
can, had succeeded in abolishing the
custom entirely. When he went there
some twenty years ago, the Indians in
celebrating the potlach were in the habit
of eating dogs and human flesh in their
feasts, but Mr. Duncan had not only suc-
ceeded in inducing the Indians to abandon
these horrid customs, but had abolished the
trade in spirits along the coast for a dis-
tance of some seven hundred miles. He
had gone so far as to seize vessels that
were engaged in selling to the Indians
and imprisoned the captain and crew.
He first succeeded in Christianizing a
number of the Indians, whom he induced
to leave the rest of the band and form a
village for themselves at Metlakahtlah,
which was now a thriving village with a
population of one thousand souls, with
comfortable houses, good streets lighted
with lamps, and church and schools; but
he was sorry to say that a churchman-
Bishop Ridley-was now destroying all
this work out of jealousy. The Tom-an-
oes dance was a half religious half masonic
ceremony, at which young men of the
tribe are supposed to be initiated into the
mysteries of manhood.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the evils which resulted from these
potlach dances were described in the
following letters, which he would read to
the Committee, and which had sug-
gested this legislation:

BRITISH COLUMBIA,
Indian Office,

Victoria, Feb'y. 27th, 1884.
Sir,-I have the honor to enclose copies
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of correspondence trom Indian Agent Lomas,
and Messrs. Doukeie and Bryant, Roman
Catholic and Wesleyan Missionaries, on the
subject of "Potlaches " and " Tamanawas"
dances.

I agree with Mr. Lomas, that some legal
prohibition is necessary before these habits
will cease.

If it be the intention to pass a law for the
establishment of Indian councils, these bodies
should have the power of stopping the evils
complained of.

It is also, in my opinion, desirable that an
agent should be empowered by lav to prevent
the practice of any barbarous custoiis upon
reservPs placed under his imnediate care.
Should you co-cur in this, I trust that sonie-
thing of the kind nay be passed during the
present session of the Federal Legislature.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your very obedient servant,
J. W. POWELL,

Indian Superintendent.

CoWEcHAN INDIAN AGNcv,
Maple Bay, B.C.,

February 5th, 1884.
Si,-A fter considerable experience, mature

consideration, and consultations with many
persons who have the welfare of the native
races at heart, I have come to the conclusion
that before the Indians of this coast can be
f rmanently benefitted, a law must be passed
or the revention of the foolish, wasteful, and

deniora izing custon of ' potlatching" and
for the punishment of any Indian allowing a
Ton-an-oes dance to be held in any house of
which he is owner or part owner.

A few years ago I thought that these dances
were on y foolish imitations of ' their old
savage customs, but now I am con vinced that
they are:

(1) The principal cause of the decrease of
populations.

(2) 0f the destitution and inisery of the
aged.

(3) Of a great deal of sickness and deaths
among the children.

(4) Of the indifference to the advantages of
education.

(5) Of the neglect of their farns, cattle and
horses during the winter months.

The two customs are intimately connected,
becanse without a donation "potlatch" of food
a dance is never held-and these dances have
been sadly on the increase during the present
winter, and many young men have impover-
ished thenselves, and their families, because
they had not the moral courage to oppose the
customs. Indeed, this want of courage, or
inability to withstand the sneers of the old
eole, always forme one of the greatest draw-

ae to the advancement of the native races
on the coast.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

But in the event of any law being passed,
it would be advisable to allow a fixed time for
its coming into force, as " potlatches" are, in
reality, a lendint, of a certain amount of
property, which las to be returned at an
uncertain date, with interest, or ratier with
an additional anount, which at some future
date has also to be returned, either by the
reciDient, or if he be dead by sone of hie
sons.

Thus young men, themselves opposed to
the custom, are often drawn into it, but be-
sides the expenses of the " potlatch," i.e ,
food, firewood, and attendance on the gueets,
a large amount of property is always thrown
away to be scrambled for by the invited guests.

Local traders derive a benefit from these
gatherings, and often encourage the Indians
to keep then up, forgetting that were these
Indians working their lands, they would be a
constant source of profit instead of being as
now, only an occasional one.

A few days ago I called a meeting ofall the
leading men of Cowechan Chemainus, and
Saanieh Bands, on the abovesubject, and the
matter was well discnssed, but I regret to say
only a few had the courage to stand up and
say they would give up both customs, and do
their best to influence their relatives to do so.
Since that time several others have been to
request that their names may be added to this
list, and as several of these have had land a]-
lotted to them I would suggest that they be
supplied with their Location Tickets at once.

Indeed it miight have a good effect if only
those Indians whogive upthecustom of"pot-
latching" receive tickets to their lands.

I have been in correspondence with both
the Roman Catholic and Methodist Mission-
aries in my Agency. * Copies of their letters I
herewith enclose, that, in the event of the
Government seeing fit to pass an) lav on this
subject the views of these persons who are
deeply interested in the welfare of the Indians
mnay be known.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

W. H. LoMÂs,

J. W. POWELL Esq. M. D., Indian Agent.

Indian Superintendent,
Victoria.

CowEcHAN, BRITIsH COLUMBIA,
2nd February, 1884.

W. H. LomAs, Esquire,
Indian Agent,

Maple Bay.
SiR,-Three years ago a petition signed by

the best and most civilised Indians of Cowe-
chan was forwarded to the Seperintendent
General of Indians Affaire at Ottawa, prayin
him to abolish the heathenish practicesof
"otlatching" and dancing.

n that petition the Indiana explained to
the Superintendent how dancing was carried
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on, by their fellow natives, and how utterly
incompatible this practice was with ail pro-
grese and civilization.

The uncivilized Indians being far more
numerous than the civilhzed prevent the latter
from making any by-law to stop the evil and
thus render them entirely powerless, and
subject to their continual and bitter invec-
tives.

Several of these that had signed the petition
not obtaining assistance from the proper
authorities, and being daily harrassed and
ridiculed by their antagonsts, have of late
forsaken their aspirations of becoming civiliz-
ed and returned to a life of vagrancv.

For many years I entertaintd the'hope that
these heathenish practices would have disap-
peared as soon as the young people adopted
the habits of the whites, and applied the.n-
selves to the pursuits of various industries,
but now I am sorry to state that nany of the
young men who for years had improved their
fertile lands, built houses and barns on them,
and made for themselves and their families
an almost independent life have abandoned
their farms and become again the adepts of
superstition and barbarism.

The evil reached its climax laet vinter
when some of the most prominent dancers in-
sulted some of their Indian chiefs, because
they insisted on their subjects assuming the
habits of the whites and giving up the savage
life of their ancestors.

With a view to ameliorate the condition of
the Indians and provide them with comfort
and happiness, I respectfully request you, Sir,
in the name of the civilized Indians, to beg
the Indian Department to have a law to stop
the disastrous practice of " pot latching " and
especially dancing as it is carried on by the
Indians of Vancouver Island.

I an thoroughly convinced that unless
stringent measures be taken, every effort will
be fruitless; for parents bring up their
children in such a way that it is impossible
for anyone to inculcate in their minds any
moral, social, or industrious knowledge. The
only training parents bestow upon their
children is concerning the " potlatches " and
dances.

During the whole winter, schools are
deserted by ail those children whose parents
attend the dances; when the winter is over
tbey have squandered ail their summer earn-
ings and are compelled to leave their homes
and roam about in their canoes in search of
food, and thus neglect cultivating their lands
and sending their children to school. In the
summer they leave again for several months,
working abroad to earn a few dollars in order
to give a dance in the winter, and spend in
one winter's night the earnings of a whole
summer.

I have lately visited the Indians residing
between Cowechan and Nanaimo and in every
tribe where dancing is kept up, there was
general complaint of sickness; and, alas, how
could it be otherwise, when for about two

months they hardly take a night's rest, and
when they indulge whole days in ceaseless
vociferations ?

The statistics of last year shew an astonish-
ing decrease in the population ; the number of
births for instance was about 2J less than in
1882.

Parents being unwilling to provide their
offspring with moral training and education,
children are naturally led to lead a licentious
life, especially when parents are inflamed with
a desire of prostituting their girls for the sake
of money.

To reinedy this evil my humble opinion is
that the on ly means is to check the above
causes obstructive of the education of the
children viz.: the "potlatches" and dances ; for
as long as indians indu lge in those heathenish
practices it is impossible for them to remain at
home; and thus during the greater part of the
year there can be no school; and whereas the
najority of the Indians are determined not to

frame any by-law to counteract the evil, it
reinains with their supervisors to do so.

It has been thought that clergymen might
succeed in abating the evil as they had suc-
ceeded in other places. This might have been
easy perhaps in former times, before a host of
wicked white advisors had settled aniongst
them, who for the sake of a scanty emolument
persuaded the Indians to continue their old
customs. The fact that some clergymen who
for years labored strenuously to extirpate the
evil were powerless to do so here, but were
successful in some more Northern sphere is a
sufficient proof that the blame is not to be laid
to their charge.

Knowing, sir, vour desire of promoting the
weltare of the indians under your care, I
earnestly hope'that you will lend your assist-
ance in obtaining irom the Indian Department
the necessary means to destroy the evil.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your humble servant,
G. DoNcKELE,

Catholic Priest.

N&N.imo, B.C., January 30th, 1884.
S1,-In reply to your favor of the 24th

inst., in which you do me the honor of ntking
for any suggestions I may be able to offer,
respecting the custom of " potlatching "
among the Indians on this coast, allow me to
say that it is with pleasure that I accede to
your request, inasmuch as it affords me an
opportunity of conveying through an official
channel to the Government the strong and
decided opinion which I hold, after a personal
knowledge of twenty-six years with our Indian
tri bes (ch iefly on the east coaet, and partly on
the Fraser river) of what you aptly designate
as the demoralizing custom of " potlatching,"
which, as you say, appears to be on the in.
crease among the Indians of this coast.

My uniform experience, but especially my
experience as a Christian missionary in this
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Province for thepast thirteen and a half years,
sustains your view that the "potlatching"
customs are demoralizing without a redeem-
tng feature:

1st. As to the individuals, who, in accord-
ance with the well-known habit of giving
away absolutely all they happen to possess in
many cases, thereby reduce themselves to
beggery and distress, but beyond a mere im-
poverishment, and what is very much worse,
physical misery and evils resulting from ex-
posure to the elements in travelling to and
from these I potlatches," which they do in
their canoes in all kinds of weather, and the
debauchery produced by intoxication, in
which they otten indulge upon such occasions,
leaves no doubt as to the personal demoraliza-
tion which follows these native feasts. In-
deed it is well known that at such times
knives and firearms are Ireelv used in their
drunken feuds, and too commonly with
deadly effect. So that what is true of the
individual is also true:

2nd. Of the family and the tribe. The im-
poverishment and dissipation already referred
to have a most deplorable effect upon hapless
children and aged people, who, in their de-
pendent condition, ought to enjoy the coin-
orts of convenient homes and wholesome

food which are denied them, owinz to reck-
less and spendthrift custons which'are main-
tained at these " potlatches."

Improvident habits are, of course, too
common among the Indians, but they are
fostered sadly too much by the"potlatching"
system; indeed, not only the family, but the
whole tribe suffers.

For instance, how many times have I ap-
pealed in vain to those who have been hoard-
ing up their wealih in order to give it away
at the next "potlatch," to assist in some
sanitary improvement such as the repair or
renovation of their own dwelling-house, or
the grading or laying out of sone street or
road, or the fencing of or supply of conveni-
ences for their local cemetery. What is true
in this respect is no less so in any attempt to
elevate the natives, intellectually and
religiously, for:

3rd. The church and school cannot flour-
ish where the " potlatching " holds sway. In
this my experience accords, I doubt not,
with others who have had similar facili-
ties for observation. Thus all the ob-
jects or advantages to be secured hy good
government are frustrated by this very de-
moralizing custom ; and as the wards of the
Govern ment, the native tribes should be pre-
vented by judicious counsel and Govermental
interference, that is, by some kind of paternal
restraint, from indulging in their potlatching
feasts. Of course imy knowledge of the
Indian character suggests the danger of at-
tempting any coercive measures. Added to
this, the situation of the Government in
seeking to suppress the " potlatch " is rendered
the more critical by the ill advice and malig-
nant designe of tbe dissipated class of whites

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

who commonly hover around Indian camps,
and from whom the natives are only too
ready to take counsel. But i have discovered
that the Indians have been advised to rebel
againstthe ideaof discontinuing the "potlatch"
by respectable traders whose business inter-
ests have been temporarily benefited by the
potlatches being held in their neighiborhood.
I could hardly have thought it possible that
the good intentions of the Government in
seeking to euppress so pernicions a practice
would have been discouraged and opposed
simply for the selfish purpose of selling a
few hundred dollars worth of goods, had not
the names of the white traders (one or two)
been mentioned to me by the Indians them-
selves. It is hardly necessary to say that
such an adverse opinion to prohibiting " pot-
latching " was quoted by ny Indian informant
with approval, as eustaining his view of the
unnecessary and unjust interference of the
Government, as he termed it, with their long
standing customs.

In the presence therefore, of such embar-
rasing di ficulties. it is very perplexing indeed
to say just what would be thé most advisable
course for the Government to pursue in try-
ing to down the " potlatching " systen.

In view of the hostility shown to the
measure by the chiefs and aged men, who are
principally in tavor of retaining their old
customs, it might not be wise or safe to use
any legislative restrictions, at least not at
first, but it has occurred to me that by some
judicious system of rewards to those chiefs
who manage so to influence their respective
tribes as to discontinue the objectionable
feasts, it might be possible to carry out the
worthy design of the Government in the mat-
ter so that where coercion might fall, persna-
sion might succeed. Possibly such a course
may have been already contemplated by the
authorities, for aught I know; at any rate it
is under the circumstances, worthy of con-
sideration. * *

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Yours very respectfully,
CORNELIUS BRYANT,

Methodist Missionary.

HON. MR. GIRARD said that there
were many reforms to be made amongst
the Indians, but the missionaries would
do more in that way than could be done
by legislation. He saw that provision was
made to punish the Indians who took part
in the potlach dances but there was no
provision to punish the white men who
also attended those dances and who fre-
quently created a great deal of trouble
amongst the Indians.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL agreed
with his hon. friend from St. Boniface that
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it might be desirable to provide a penalty
for white men who encouraged those
dances or took part in them, and he would
look over the clause and see if he could
not amend it in that direction.

HON. MR. PLUMB said if these pot-
laches celebrations were merely for the
purpose of exchanging goods he could not
see how the Indians were impoverished by
them.

HON. ML MACDONALD said that
the way it was done was, a chief would
invite a number of his friends from another
section of the country to a feast at which
he would make large gifts of provisions and
blankets and other goods ; the next year
the other chief would invite him and his
friends in return and distribute gifts to
them, or some other chief would do so.
Ifalaw were enacted to suppress potlaching
and it could not be carried out it would
do a great deal of harm. Supposing at a
feast of this kind a policeman appeared
and undertook to break it up he would be
laughed at by the Indians and he could
do nothing against such numbers. A gun-
boat might be sent to enforce the law but
the result would be serious, and it might
lead to the commencement of an Indian
war. He considered that this reform was
entirely work for the missionaries. It was
a very curious thing that there was only
one missionary in British Columbia who
had been successful in stamping out this
kind of vice.

HON. MR. ALMON-We should be
very careful before we interfere with the
religious rites or even the superstitions of
the Savages. We all know very well that
the mutinv in India arose from a very
small thing-from the ends of the cart-
ridges being greased. What would be the
effect of a violation of this clause ? We
would have to put four or five hundred
people in jail in a place where there are
neither jails nor jailers. It seems to me
chat such legislation could not be carried
out. Supposing a savage were to go to
England, and visit Buckingham Palace,
and see a number of Highlanders dancing
a sword dance in the garb of old Gaul,
would he not say that that was as crazy as
any potlach he had ever seen ? We can
imagine him saying you people put down

our potlaches, yet you dance in petticoats
over naked swords." I say leave these
matters to the missionary and let time
work any reformation that is needed. I
do not know whether we have had any
petitions for the peaceable and undisturbed
enjoyment of the potlach, but perhaps
they are on the way.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My hon. friend
desires to use in this case moral suasion
instead of coercion.

HON. MR. ALMON-Certainly.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-I think there is
a great deal of force in what he says. The
Government ought to consider this ques-
tion carefully before attempting such legis-
lation. It may bring the law of the land
into contempt and do more harm than
good.

HON. MR.'GIRARD-I would suggest
that an addition might be made to this
clause providing for the punishment of
any person who incites the Indians fojoin
these dances, or participates in them him-
self.

The clause was allowed to stand.

HON. MR. PAQUET, from the Com-
mittee, reported that they had made some
progress with the Bill and asked leave to
sit again to-morrow.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMIITEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (128) "An
Act further to amend the General Inspec-
tion Act, 1874."

In the Committee, on the 2nd clause,
HON. MR. POWER said: I think my

hon. friend from Lunenburg probably
knows more about the practical working
of this law, among the fishermen at any
rate, than I do ; but the impression on my
mind is, that although it does seem very
right and proper that the law should be
as it is set forth here, and that no deputy
inspector should have any direct or indirect
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interest in the articles he is allowed to
inspect, practically the prohibition con-
tained in the Act and continued in the
Bill does not operate satisfactorily. It is
very difficult in a fishing village to get
persons to act as inspectors or deputy
inspectors. You can take a village-I
have one now in my eye-where there is a
large population of fishermen, and where
it is very difficult to get persons who are
not interested in the fish, to inspect them ;
and there is this thing that the Committee
should remember, that while a deputy
inspector may be naturally disposed to
class his own fish or other article a little
higher than it should be, still the sale of
the article depends on the honesty and
good faith of the inspection, and after a
little while-take the article of fish at any
rate-the merchants and other dealers find
out the men whose inspection is not reli-
able and will not buy from them. I am
not opposing this clause, because I am not
sufficiently familiar with the matter to say
that the law as it at present exists works very
badly, but I have very grave doubts as to
the way in which it works. However, my
hon. friend from Lunenburg probably
knows more about it than I do.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The law
as it stands is violated constantly. You
cannot find an inspector of fibh or a dep-
uty inspector, at all events in the part of
Nova Scotia from which I come, who is
not interested in the fishing business, and
largely interested in the fish he inspects.
It is impossible in places where people
live entirely by the fishing industry to get
a man who is qualified for the position of
inspector or deputy inspectorexcept among
those engaged in that pursuit. Even
where there is a chief inspector you can
scarcely find him qualified for the office
unless he is a fish merchant or engaged in
fishing himself I think the evil, as ex-
plained by the hon. member for Halifax,
will soon cure itself. If the deputy inspec-
tor should inspect his own fish improperly
it will easily be detected. His neighbors
will know it, and he could not follow it up
for more than one season without being
detected. Therefore the law, although it
is a good one if carried out, fails in
its effect.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-That is the

very state of affairs that this Bill is de-
signed to remedy: every man his own in-
spector, every man's fish not up to the
standard. My hon. friend from Lunen-
burg says it is difficult to get good inspec-
tors : I say, on the contrary, it is not diffi-
cult. The difficulty is that goods go on
the market branded a certain quality which
are not up to the standard. To remedy
that the Government say there must be a
Board of Examiners to examine the inspec-
tors, and they must give bonds, etc. Any-
one who has a practical knowledge of the
fiheries will see that it is not against the
interests of the man engaged in the fishing
business but directly in his interest to give
a character to the fish he offers for sale.
Take the case of the fish from Newfound-
land, which has recently been discussed in
the newspapers. Every man in Newfound-
land puts his own brand on his fish : any-
one working about the establishment
takes a stencil and marks the barrel
No i, no matter what the quality
of the fish may be. He has no
responsibility ; he does as he is told. To
meet just that difficulty this Bill has been
introduced. I think it is very proper
legislation. If you go to the countries
that have succeeded in the fishing trade
you will find that they have been most
careful about inspection. Take the British
fisheries, and what do you find ? Their
fish have a very much higher reputation
than ours, and why? Their fish are no
better than ours, but they take greater
care in the inspection of them, and the
consequence is that while our fish sells at
from $2.50 to $5 a barrel, the same fish
put up in England is worth £3 or £4
a barrel. Why ? The inspection is strict
not. only with regard to the barreling and
curing of them, but even the bung is
sealed, under the Scotch inspection law,
and that seal is put on like a seal on a
letter, and has a number to it in the very
same way that we have stamps on our
scales under our law relating to weights
and measures. Such fish sells from £3
to £ 5 and sometimes as high as £6
sterling per barrel. Germany is the great
market. In the United States there is a
fixed inspection law, with a chief inspector
who has the power to appoint sub-
inspectors, for whom he is responsible.
If the general inspector's name should be
John Brown, for example, and the name

HON. Mi. POWER.
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of the deputy inspector under him should
be John Smith, Brown is responsible for
the inspection. It is the character thus
given to the fish that has made them val-
uable. If anvone has paid attention to
the correspondence in the Montreal papers
lately he will find that the inspection that
has taken place there of fish from New-
foundland marked No. i has shown them
to be really only No. 3, and that barrels
marked 200 lbs. have been found to con-
tain less than i 8o lbs. The fish are
thrown in without proper care, as my hon.
friend has pointed out.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man is putting language in my mouth that
I did not use.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-I am not
speaking of the hon. gentleman's remarks,
as he did not touch the subject ; in fact he,
himself referred, when speaking, to the
hon. gentleman from Lunenburg as one
who might know something about it. In
this particular case to which I am now
referring, several gentlemen of wide experi-
ence examined those cargoes of fish from
Newfoundland and their report was that
the dealers themselves were the inspectors;
that a firm largely engaged in the City of
St. Johns, Newfoundland, in the fishing
business, and who had their fishing stations
on the coast of Labrador, sent their own
vessels, and the captains of those vessels
were made the inspectors. Any person
acquainted with the subject knows that
the herring fishery is one of the smallest
portions of the business,and that after the
herring fishing season is past the fish are
put away until the close of the season,
when they are hurried into the barrels in
a careless way, and that has really been
the cause of the measure which is now
before the House. I say it is in the right
direction, and has been proved desirable
by the experience of any country which
has received any cargoes of those fish.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I regret that
my hon. friend alongside me asked me to
express my views on this matter, and that
he had not referred to the hon. gentleman
opposite. Had he done so, no doubt that
hon. gentleman would not have taken um-
brage at what has been said; and I regret
it all the more, because no doubt he

possesses greater knowledge of the sub-
ject than I do. But I think the hon.
gentleman misunderstood me. I meant
to say that I believe that the chief inspector
should be responsible for the acts of
his deputy and he should be able
to know who is fit for the position
of deputy inspector But I say you
cannot get a deputy inspector who knows
his business, and who is thoroughly quali-
fied to say what kind of fish should be
No. i, what kind No. 2, etc., except from
amongst those who have been engaged
in curing and putting up fish. In the
same way, but in a greater degree, the
chief inspector should be a man similarly
qualified, and you cannot get such a man
except among those who are interested in
the fisheries themselves and who directly
or indirectly are engaged in the catciing
and putting up of fish. Yet you make a
law that no man shall inspect fish in
which he has any interest, and I think
that law is violated in many ways. I be-
lieve that fish deteriorate from the fact of
inspection, as the barrels must be opened,
and the fish necessarily have to be dis-
turbed and put up again. I know I would
not have for my own use fish that had to
be packed and unpacked before they
were branded. I would suggest that the
people should be allowed to buy fish
which are not branded, and which are
marked "No. i, uninspected," or some-
thing like that, so that people may know
they are not fish put up under our in-
spection laws, and that they must run the
risk in buying them ; I would have no
objection to that. I think, however, that
it is unfortunate that we must have an in-
spection law under which the fish must
be opened and put back again, for the re-
sult will be that they will deteriorate.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Let us see how
that would work. We will say that a ves-
sel goes from Lunenburg, where the hon.
gentleman lives, to Labrador for a load of
herrings. If she comes into Canada she
must submit her fish to the inspection
laws, but if the same fish were brought
from Newfoundland, they would not be
subject to that inspection. Under such
circumstances the Lunenburger sells his
fish to the Newfoundlander, and the New-
foundlander brings thern in and escapes
inspection. It is, however, not the case
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that the barrels cannot be safely unpacked
and packed again, but what I think the
hon. gentleman wants to convey to the
House, and, what many other people sup-
pose, is that if you bring fish from, say
Newfoundland, where they have been
packed in salt water, when you come to
pack them in fresh water, you will spoil
them. But even that is an exploded idea,
for if any hon. gentleman, while in Bos-
ton, would only step into any fish store
there, he would find that fish are continu-
ally put up in fresh water.

HON. MR. POWER-I should like
to ask the hon. gentleman to say whether
he thinks this Bill provides for the inspec-
tion of Newfoundland herring ?

HON. MR. HOWLAN--For all herring.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes,
it covers all herring.

HON. MR. POWER-When I do not
know much about a subject, I am gener-
ally free to admit it ; and I think my hon.
friend might have allowed my .confession
of ignorance to pass.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I would, only
that the hon. gentleman said I was putting
words into his mouth.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man, as I understood him, said " the gen-
tleman opposite," and, as only two of us
had spoken, I certainly thoifght he was re
ferring to me as one of them.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I mentioned
particularly the hon. gentleman from Lun-
enburg.

HoN. MR. POWER-It does not make
much difference ; but it is just as well to
be accurate in these details, as very serious
misapprehension sometimes arises from
want of accuracy, and if the hon. gentle-
man from Charlottetown meant only one
member, he should have said "'gentle-
man" and not "gentlemen." That hon.
gentleman when he knows a little about a
subject seems to think that no one else
knows anything about it ; but it just hap-
pens that, although I did not pretend to
know much about this question of fish in-

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

spection, yet I know something, and what
I do know I am pretty sure about. I
have had a good deal to do with one very
important fishing village-one of the most
important in the Lower Provinces-and I
know that the attempt to enforce this law
will cause very great inconvenience; and
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg in the view that the law is in-
capable of being enforced. What I wish
to call the attention of the Minister to is
this fact : That it will be impossible to
enforce that penalty df $ioo in most of
the fishing villages on the Atlantic coast
-in Nova Scotia at any rate-and I really
think it is better not to impose penalties
which cannot be enforced, and which it is
not desirable should be enforced.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Sup-
pose we say not more than $1oo ?

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, I think that
would be better.

The clause was adopted.

On the 64 th section,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
only alter ation in this clause is the striking
out of the words " fish oils," so that they
will not come under it.

HON. MR. POWER-Why should
they not?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
understand from His Honor the Speaker
that it is to meet the case of the New-
foundland oils, which are generally better
than are required. However, if the hon.
gentleman will allow the clause to pass, if
there is any further explanation, I will be
able to give it on the third reading.

The clause was adopted.

On the preamble of the Bill,

HON. MR. POWER said: I wish to
call the attention of the Minister again, as
I ventured to do on the second reading, to
the desirability of abolishing the inspection
of Newfoundland herring. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that my hon. friend from
Charlottetown seemed perfectly clear on
the point that it was absolutely necessary
that those Newfoundland herrings should
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be inspected, the Chamber of Commerce
of Montreal, who may be supposed to
know a little about this subject, took a
totally different view; and their opinion is
that those herringsshould not be inspected.
They believe that the effect of rendering
inspection compulsory will be to drive the
Newfoundland business away from Canada
and send it to the United States. I have
information from the very best authority
also to the efFect that the operation of the
law, it is thought by the merchants of
Halifax, will be in the same direction as
has been pointed out by a majority of the
Board of Trade in Montreal. I hope,
therefore, that between this and the third
reading of the Bill the Minister will see
whether he cannot go further in relaxing
the application of the law as to Newfound.
land herrings. This omission of fish oils
is intended to let Newfoundland fish oil
come in without inspection; and my im-
pression is that the interests of Canada
would be better served by allowing herring
to come in in the same way. I have
understood that the matter was engaging
the attention of the Minister of Finance
and it is possible he may have come to a
decision by this time.

The preamble was adopted.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with several amend-
ments which were concurred in.

PASSES ON THE INTERCOLONIAL
RAILWAY.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to give
notice that to-morrow I shall call attention
to the return which has been laid on the
table of the House to-day, and shall ask
the Minister of Justice why the return in
question does not correspond with the
Address of this House, passed on the 1st
day of February last.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Where is the difference ?

HON. MR. POWER-I shall explain
to-morrow. It does not give the informa-
tion asked for at all.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
·shall be unable to give any satisfactory

answer to the question to-morrow if I do
not know what the question is.

HON. MR. POWER-When I mdoved
for the return, I asked that it should be
for the past two years-for 1882 and 1883
-I think that was all I asked for ; some
hon. gentlemen, however, thought we
ought to have more information, and sug
gested-I think it was the Minister him-
self-that we should go back to 1874,
and take all the passes from 1874 down
to the time of making the order. Well,
I informed the House at that time that a
return had already been brought down for
1878 and 1879 ; but at the suggestion of
the Minister, I accepted his amendment.
And now what is the fact ? The return
laid on the table, simply embraces the
two returns brought down in i88o-the
returns which were already down-it em-
braces those two, but gives nothing more
than that; nothing for any time since
then, except a certain number of passes
that had been issued during January of
the present year. It does not give the
information that was asked for, in any
way. Persons whom I have seen exhibit
passes, are not referred to, because, I sup-
pose, they have not got their passes this
year.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-
haps the hon. gentleman wilt write me a
note, and I will try to find out what the
reason was.

The Senate adjourned at six o'clock p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, April 16th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY IN-
COME AND EXPENDITURE.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER rose to call atten-
tion to the disproportion which up to the
present time has existed, and which in the
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near future is likely to exist in an aggra-
vated form, between the receipts from the
Intercolonial Railway and the expenditure
in connection with that work ; and to ask
the Governnient what steps, if any, they
propose to adopt, with a view of remov-
ing or diminishing the disproportion in
question ?

He said : Before dealing directly with
the subject of my notice, I wish to make
a few somewhat general remarks. Hon.
gentlemen who are as old as I am, will
probably remember that a few years ago
Washington was generally known through-
out the United States as "The city of
magnificent distances." Now, it has
struck me that Canada resembles the city
of Washington. Canada is a country of
magnificent distances ; and we here in the
" Land of the Beaver" having a more ex-
tensive territory than our neighbors, whose
emblem is the Eagle, are very apt to think
not of our population, not of our wealth,
not of our resources or other circum-
stances of that kind, but to look at the
extent of our patrimony without regard to
those other circumstances; and it strikes
me that the people of the "Land of the
Beaver" have-from the continued con-
templation of the vast extent of their
country : the immense distances that they
can travel to the north, west or east with-
out going out of their own territory-
become puffed up with a pride which I
hope in this case does not go before a
fall, although I have my own fears on that
point.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. POWER-I am glad that
my sentiments meet with the approval of
my distinguished friend opposite who has
had large experience in both countries.
One consequence of these peculiar cir-
custances is that this country has been too
ready to plunge into undertakings which
would have caused our neighbors on the
south to hesitate. Our people have, since
the Union of 1867, and more particularly
since the year 1870 or thereabout, when
we took in the North-West Territories and
later on British Columbia, entered into
undertakings involving immense expendi-
tures in the most cheerful and lighthearted
way. We have entered upon those under-
takings without considering things that

HON. MR. POWERi

ought to have been considered by any-
reasonable people before they began them.

We have not, stopped to consider
whether the benefits to be derived from
those undertakings were at all commen-
surate with the expenditures which they
necessitated-with the drain on the re-
sources of the country that those expendi-
tures involved ; and we have entered upon
those expenditures in most cases without
sufficiently considering how those under-
takings were to be paid for after they had
been completed. Then what is perhaps
the worst feature of all is that our under-
takings have been entered into very fre-
quently in a short-sighted way; we have
plunged into expenditures for the purpose
of carrying out undertakings which, after
a little while, we have found had to be
superseded by other projects. We build
a railroad, or we build a canal or some
other public work of that kind one year,
and we find out after a little while that, if
we had only stopped to think, there was a
better or cheaper way of doing it ; and
that has been the case to a certain extent
with the Intercolonial Railway. Having
spent the money and carried the under-
taking to completion, we find out that our
object could have been attained better in
another way; and then we spend money to
do it in the other way,thusrenderinguseless
as far as possible the previous expenditure.
There may be some excuse for the
members of the other Chamber not reflect-
ing as to what the result of this course of
action must be; but hon. gentlemen of
our mature years, looking at this matter
with the calmness of vision that we should
possess, must understand and feel that
this process cannot go on forever, and
that if such expenditures as have been
going on for the last few years are conti-
nued much longer, bankruptcy will overtake
Canada, just as it has overtaken other too
enterprising communities before. I think
that the time has come when we should
begin to consider seriously the future of
those great public works upon which we
have been spending our money since
Confederation and for whose construction
and operation we have paid large sums of
money, are now paying large sums of
money, and will continue to pay immense
sums of money; which sums have to be
made up by taxing the industries of the
4,500,0oo people who live in Canada.
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HON. MR. MACDONALD-Who else
ought to be taxed ?

HON. MR. POWER-I propose to-day
to call the attention of the House to the
case of one of those works which is now,
in my humble opinion at any rate, at a
critical period of its history. The Inter-
colonial Railway was, as all hon. gentlemen
know, built at great cost to this country, and
is looked upon as being about completed ;
and as we know now that line is about
being, to a great extent, superseded by
another line possessing greater commercial
advantages. At this crisis, as I deem it,
in the history of the Intercolonial Railway,
I shall call attention to some facts in its
financial history and to its present position
and future prospects, and then ask the
Government what they propose to do
about it.

The Intercolonial Railway was opened
for traffic on the ist July, 1876, but the
road was not completely ballasted, and
the work of construction was not finished
for a year longer. In fact we find a sum
of $o,61o for the completion of the
line, and another sum of $125,245 for
necessary rolling stock charged to capital
in the year ending the 3oth June, 1878.
However, it will be best to look on the
road as completed, and the construction
account as practically closed on the 3oth
June, 1877. The construction or capital
account, properly so called, up to that
date-that is the 3oth June, 1877,-was
$22,586,245, and the expenditure during
the following years on the same account
was as follows:-

For year ending 30th June, 1878 $ 408,816 74
" 1879 226,639 19

"" 1880 2,048,014 60
c " 1881 608,732 80
"" . 1882 585,568 79
c" 1883 1,616,632 96

Total expenditure to June 30th,
1883 - - - - - - - $28,080,649 38

The total expenditure on capital
account, up to the 3oth June, 1883, was
$28,o8o,649. The expenditure during
the current year, as- far as I can gather, is
somewhere in the neighborhood of
$1,ooo,ooo, but I do not make that part
of my statement. So far for capital. I
next turn to the working expenses of the
road, the sums properly chargeable to

income. The working expenses have
been as follows:-
To 30th June, 1876............. 5,668,855 25
For year ending 30th June, 1877 1,661,673 45

" 1878 1,811,273 56
"" 1879 2,010,183 22
"" 1880 1,607,956 70
c " 1881 1,780,353 53
"" 1882 2,080,592 37

" 1883 2,360,373 27

Total chargeable to incone.... $18,981,261 45
I may add that the amount estimated

for the year ending the 3oth June, 1884,
is $2,5co,ooo, and the estimates which
have been recently laid on the table, con-
tain a like item of $2,500,ooo for the
ensuing year. Now, against these expen-
ditures, chargeable to income, we have to
set the following sums, received as
revenue :-
Up to June 30th, 1876........ $3,354,879 06
For year ending 30th June, 1877 1,154,445 35

" " 1878 1,378,946 78
" 1879 1,294,079 69

" " 1880 1,520,310 45
" "c 1881 1,777,856 76

" 1882 2,100,315 85
1883 2,370,921 10

Total revenue to June 30, 1883. $14,951,775 04
That leaves a deficit of the whole-setting
revenue against working expenses-on the
working of the road up to the 3oth June
last year, of $4,o29,486.41.

HON. MR. PLUMB-When did that
take place ?

HON. MR. POWER--I have given the
hon. gentleman all the information.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I know, but when
did that deficit take place ?

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon.
gentleman does not listen I cannot trouble
the other members of the House by read-
ing over again those columns of figures.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It does not give
the information in the form you say even
by reading it.

HON. MR. POWER-I can refer the
hon. gentleman to the pages in the Public
Accounts, where he will find the details if
he wishes to verify them. I may say that
I take the bulk of them from the large
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report published last year by the Minister
of Public Works. I got them there in the
first instance, and then referred to the
pages in the Public Accounts for the
different years mentioned in that report ;
and I am prepared to stand by the accuracy
of the figures I have mentioned. The hon.
gentleman can satisfy himself on the point
by referring either to Sir Hector Langevin's
report of last year, or the Public Accounts
for the different years, and I can give him
the folios if he wants them.

HON. MR. P.LUMB-I can find them.

HON. MR. POWER-1 like to make
the hon. gentleman's mind easy : doubt is
an unhappy frame of mind. The deficit
on the operation of the road from the
time it was opened for traffic up to the
3oth June last, was $4,029,486.41. When
we add this sum to the capital expenditure
up to the same date, $28,o80,649-38 we
get a total sum, which I think is fairly
chargeable against the capital account of
the road, to the 3oth June 1883, of
$32,110,135.79. In round figures the in-
terest on that amount at 4 per cent. would
be $1,28o,ooo, but inasmuch as a good
deal of the money was borrowed at higher
rates I think we may set down the interest
which the country is paying on the cost of
the Intercolonial Railway-on the amounts
paid out on account ot it-at $1,300,ooo
a year. To sum up, I say this, that the
Intercolonial Railway on the 3oth June
last stood as costing Canada, in round
numbers, $32,ooo,ooo, involving an annual
charge of $1,300,ooo for interest; or if we
leave out of account the accumulated defi-
cits, the amount chargeable to capital in
round figures was $28,ooo,ooo, involving
an annual charge of about $1,13o,ooo.
This fact is an important one to be re-
membered in our calculations with respect
to the Intercolonial Railway: the fact is
that first ot all Canada has to pay as inter-
est on the cost of that road every year a
sum of over $1,1oo,ooo. Since 1883,
very considerable sums of money have
been spent and charged to public account,
so the interest is considerable over
$1,130,ooo. The question which occurs
to us, and would occur I presume to any-
one looking at a matter of this kind in a
business-like way, would be whether this
yearly surn which must be paid, whether

HoN MR. POWER.

we close this road up or continue to oper-

we close this road up or continue to oper-
ate it-

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Close it up?

HON. MR. POWER-I am not sug-
gesting that it should be closed up ; the
hon. gentleman must not try to put a
wrong interpretation upon what I say.
The question is whether this sum of
$1,1oo,ooo which we have to pay at any
rate, is likely to be increased or dimin-
ished by the operation of the road. That
just means whether the road is going to
pay its expenses in future or not, and how
much it is going to cost us if it is not
going to pay its expenses. In reply to
that question as to whether that road is
likely to pay its expenses or to cost the
country something in addition to the in-
terest, I may state, that I have no doubt
whatever. I feel certain that, while the
road continues to be managed as it has
been recently, it will invôlve a charge on
the country. It is a charge which we
must bear : the road must be operated :
there is no doubt about that. But there
are a number of other questions that arise
about it. I am now approaching a part
of the subject, which may, perhaps, give
my hon. friend opposite, something to
amuse himself with.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am always
amused by the hon. gentleman's remarks.

HON MR. POWER-So far, I have
been dealing with the subject as a matter
of history, without any reference to the
policy of the previous Government or the
present Government. Now, I propose to
take up a few points that have to be con-
troverted. Hon. gentlemen here, will all
remember that shortly after the installa-
tion in office of the present Minister of
Railways, a great deal was heard in Par-
liament and throughout the country
generally, about the reduction of expenses
on the Intercolonial Railway: There was
a certain reduction of expenses.

HON MR. ALMON-Hear, hear!

HON. MR. POWER-The pay of
numerous conductors and other subordin-
ate employés of the railway was cut down.
Does my hon. colleague say hear, hear to
that ?
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HoN. MR. ALMON-Hear,hear-yes.

HoN. MR. POWER-I never heard
that the pay of any of the higher officers
was reduced ; but the pay of the conduc-
tors and other subordinate officers of the
road was cut down to starvation figures,
and numbers of the best employés on the
road were by that reduction driven out of
the service of the Railway Departinent
and entered the employ of Railway Com-
panies in the United States ; and the loss
of those skilled men led to a great may of
the accidents which some time ago occur-
red on the Intercolonial Railway. Every
year, as a rule, there was in the Governor-
General's speech--I think for two or three
years-a congratulatory statement to tlap
effect that the difference between expendi-
ture and income on the Intercolonial Rail-
way was being gradually removed. At
last, in 1882, we were told that the great
problem had at length been solved, and
that the balance of the Intercolonial Rail-
way income account was on the right side.
This desirable consummation we were
told was due to two causes : one was the
admirable system of economy practised on
the road, and the other the great increase
of business on the line.

HON. MR. ALMON-Hear, hear!

HON. MR. POWER--Due altogether
of course to the manner in which it had
been managed.

HON. MR. ALMON-Hear, hear!

HON. MR. POWER-It is true, the
business of the railway did increase during
the administration of the present Govern-
ment and very naturally.

HON. MR. PLUMB--Hear, hear!

HON. MR. POWER-In the first place
the road was only completed in 1877, and
the late Government went out of office
during the year 1878 ; and every one
knows that during the first year or so of the
existence of a road like the 'Intercolonial
Railway, its business is not nearly as large
as ià will be after the road becomes known,
after business people become acquainted
with it, and business has found its way into
that channel, having first got out of the

channels in which it used to run. There
is no doubt about that : no matter whether
the Government had changed or not, the
business of the road would naturally have
increased. Then there is not only the
fact that the business would increase as
the road became known, but there is also
the fact that the business on all the other
principal railways on the continent, north
of Mexico at any rate, increased after 1878.
In our own country, as every hon. gentle-
men knows, the business of the Grand
Trunk Railway increased in quite as great
a ratio, I think, or almost as great a ratio
as the business of the Intercolonial Rail-
way. Then besides-and this is a point
to which the attention of my hon. friend
from Niagara and the other gentlemen
who take an interest in this subject has
not been directed-besides these natural
reasons for the better showing of the Inter-
colonial Railway, there has been a very
considerable change in the mode of book-
keeping, which has had the effect of trans-
ferring to capital account many items
which under the former Administration
were charged to income.

HON. MR. PLUMB-What authority
has my hon. friend for that ?

HON. MR. POWER-If my hon. friend
will restrain his youthful ardor I will give
him the authority in a few minutes. I
was just about to give it to him. On an
occasion like this, when I submit figures
to the House, I think it is only fair and
right that I should produce my authority.
Beginning with year i88o and ending
with 1883, the last year for which the pub-
lic accounts are at hand, it will be found
that the total expenditure chargeable to
income during those four years of the pre-
sent Administration was $7,829,275.87.
The revenue for the same period was
$7,769,4o4. 16, leaving an aggregate deficit
of $59,871-.71. There was an expenditure
on capital account during the same period
of $4,858,949. 15, so that there was a total
excess of expenditure over income during
that time of $4,918,820.86. That made
a yearly average excess of expenditure
over income Of $1,229,705.21 : so that
the Intercolonial Railway has been main-,
tained at the cost of an annual excess of
expenditure over receipts of nearly a mil-
lion and a quarter of dollars. My hon.
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friend will probably agree with me in this,
or, if he does nut, other hon. members of
this House will agree that the charging of
items to capital instead of to income does
not remove or diminish the country's lia-
bility, but simply alters the time and man-
ner of payment. I hope the House will
allow me to compare briefly the expendi-
ture and book-keeping under the two
administrations :
The amount charged to in-

come during the yearend-
ing the 3 oth June, 1877,
the first year the road was
running, was.......... $1,661,673-55

For the year ending 3oth
June 1878........... 1,811,273.56

Making together ......... $3,472,947.11

From this sum should be deducted a
proportion of the amount paid for re-laying
the track with steel rails.

In the year 1876, I think it was, Mr.
Mackenzie re-laid the whole line of the
Intercolonial Railway with steel rails. This
relaying cost something over $8oo,ooo, and
the arrangement was made that this expen-
diture should be charged to income and
spread over a period of four years. That
period terminated in 1879, and for 1877
and 1878 there is charged in the Public Ac-
counts for each year a sum of $200,ooo on
account of those renewals. I deduct those
amounts from the expenditure for those
two years, because they were fairly charge-
able to capital; or if they were not
fairly chargeable to capital under Mr.
Mackenzie's administration, they were not
so chargeable under the administration of
Sir Charles Tupper. My hon. friend from
Niagara, if he waits a little, will see that
those renewals were charged to capital
account under Sir Charles Tupper. So
that deducting this $400.000, the expendi-
ture for those two years on income account
would be $3,072,947.11, a yearly average
of $1,536,473-55.

Now I have not included the year 1879
in this statement as being under the regime
of the former Government, for this reason,
that both administrations were responsible
for the year 1879. However foi the pur-
pose of argument let us include it. The
expenditureforthatyear was$2,o 1o,183.22.

The balance of renewals was$2io,674.91,
léaving the net expenditure chargeable to

HON MR.' POWER.

income in that year $1,799,508-31, making
for the three years ending the 3oth of June,
1879, a total expenditure chargeable to
income of $4,872,455.42, an average yearly
expenditure chargeable to income of
$1,1624,5 i.8o. The aggregate expendi-
ture on account of income for the four
years ending the 3oth of June, 1883,
was $7,829,275.87, a yearly average
of $1,957,318,96, making a yearly
average excess during those four
years, over the average yearly expendi-
ture of the previous administration, of
$333,167.16. So it will be seen that, even
under the item of income and expenditure,
the present administration have nothing
on which to congratulate themselves. I
have said that Mr. Mackenzie closed the
cónstruction account with the completion
of the Intercolonial Railway. His theory
as to the book-keeping of this road was
that when the road had once been com-
pleted and equipped the capital account
should be closed, and thereafter all charges
should be to income. A different system
has been adopted by his successor. When
we examine the details of the expenditure
chargeable to capital since the present
Minister of Railways and Canals took
office, the illusory character of that gentle-
man's boasted surplus and boasted econ-
omy will be more clearly understood.
Amongst the items charged to capital in
187 9 -by the way, I may say that this
item is one of those which show that I
was perfectly right in saying that it was
unfair to debit Mr. Mackenzie's adminis-
tration with all the charges for 1879--is
for the claims of Boggs & Murray, and
others, $159,584.71. Now what was the
nature of that transaction? When the
present Minister of Railways came into
office he found that the claim of Boggs &
Murray upon the Department was before
the Exchequer Court, a very proper place
to try the justice of their claim. If their
claim was a good one they would get
justice from that court, and they would get
no more, while the country would get
justice. What did the Minister do? He
took the claim out of the Court and
handed it over to arbitrators, and those
gentlemen . who would have received
nothing, or almost nothing, from the
court were paid a sum exeeeding $1oo,-
ooo. It seems rather strange that the
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administration of Mr. Mackenzie should
be debited with an item of that sort.

Passing on to the next year, the year
188o, the Rivière-du-Loup section of the
Grand Trunk Railway was purchased,
and the amount of purchase monev was
charged to capital account. That was
not a thing to be found fault with. It
was a very natural and proper thing to
have done ; but there is this fact to which I
wish to call the attention of the Minister:
that in the Public Accounts for that year,
there is a sum of $374,435.96 for re-laying
the track with steel rails. Under Mr.
Mackenzie's administration, as I pointed
out a while ago, or under the system of
book-keeping which he adopted, that
amount would have been charged to in-
come ; and if that sum had been so
charged to income the deficit for the
year i88o, which was as set out in the re-
port of the Minister of Railways and in
the Public Accounts, a little over $8o,ooo,
would have been over $462,ooo.

HON. MR. ALMON-Does he charge
those rails at what they cost, or what
they were worth ?

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman will have to enquire at the Rail-
way Department on that point I pre-
sume they were charged at what they cost
the Department.

HON. MR. ALMON-That was a little
more than they were worth, was it not ?

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman is probably more familiar with the
way in which Sir Charles Tupper does
business than I am. I presume that the
Minister charged them at just what they
cost. If my hon. friend knows that they
were charged at a little more, he will have
an opportunity of saying so.

HON. MR. ALMON-,I understand
that a lot of those rails were bought by
Mr. Mackenzie through his brother Char-
les.

HON. MR. POWER-If my hon. friend
cannot do better than go back to that old
story, I am very sorry for him. I know
that the Minister who became so agitated
in this Chamber a few days ago over a

small matter. spent day after day during
former sessions in trying to find out some-
thing improper in the transaction to which
my hon. friend refers, and failed to do so.

HON. MR. ALMON-I wish to ask if
those were not the rails that were bought
through Mr. Mackenzie's brother Charles?

HON. MR. POWER-They were not
bought through Mr. Mackenzie's brother;
and this has nothing whatever to do with
the question before the House. I was
just saying that if the same system of
book-keeping was adopted by this admi-
nistration, which wa's adopted under the
previous administration, we would have
had in i88o a deficit in the Intercolonial
Railway account of $462,ooo instead of
$87,000: and of course the annual
average deficit of the Department would
have been greatly swollen. Any hon.
gentleman who will take the trouble to
look into the accounts for i88o and the
following years, will find some singular
facts in connection with the book-keeping
of the Intercolonial Railway. We find
for instance that the salaries of the per-
manent engineering staff, sometimes wholly,
and sometimes partially, are charged to
capital account. Any hon. gentleman
will see that a thing of that sort is simply
intended to mislead; that that kind of
book-keeping was intended simply to
place the Minister in the position to leave
Parliament and the country under the
impression that there had been a surplus
instead of a deficit in the working of the
road, when there was really nothing of the
sort.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Is the
hon. gentleman prepared to say that the
salaries of officers charged to capital
account were not properly so charged
during the supervision of works of con-
struction by those engineers ?

HON. MR. POWER-I perceive now
what I did not suppose before, that the
hon. Minister of the Interior is probably
aware of the nature of the transaction. I
say that, where the Department of Rail-
ways employs a number of permanent offi-
cers, who will be employed whether given
works of construction are going on or not,
and those officers occasionally supervise
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those works of construction, it is perfectly
absurd to say that their salaries should be
charged either in whole or in part to
capital account.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-They
ought to be charged properly against the
works they superintended, and the hon.
gentleman should have more facts at his
fingers' ends than he appears to have be-
fore he charges the Minister of Railways
with attempting to mislead Parliament and
the country.

HoN. MR. POWER-I have already
given one very large item in which the
change in the system of book-keeping made
a very serious difference in the apparent
financial condition of the working of the
Intercolonial Railway. I am now pointing
out other items. The hon. gentleman may
have his ideas about the way in which the
books should be kept; other people may
have theirs.

HON. MR. PLUMB-And some people
nay have none;

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, I presume
there are people who, like my hon. friend
from Niagara, have not any idea. I find
that large sums are charged to the Rivière-
du-Loup section. I do not allude to the
sum charged to the purchase of the road,
or for re-laying the line, but to sums charg-
ýed after the line had been re-laid, and
-which should not have been charged to
capital account at all. Amongst others-
and I ask my hon. friend, the Minister of
the Interior, if even he will justify this-
I find charged to capital in the year 1882
the sum of $168,834 paid for maintenance
of way ? Now, I ask my hon. friend if he
will defend that ?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON--It de-
pends entirely upon the circumstances.

H ON. MR. POWER-Yes, upon which
ministry is in power I suppose. To any
ordinary observer, and under any ordinary
system of book-keeping, this item would
be clearly chargeable to income, and this
item alone would change the surplus of
$19,ooo into a deficit of more than
$49,ooo. In 1883 there was a charge for
rolling stock of $628,244. Now I wish it

HON. MRL POWER,

to be understood that that rolling stock is
not like the rolling stock which is pur-
chased at the first equipment of the road.
The road was equipped with rolling stock
in the first instance. Then the Rivière-
du-Loup section of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way was purchased by the Government,
there was, a large sum charged for the
necessary rolling stock for that road. I
have not found any fault with that ; but
here we have in the last year charged to
capital this sum of $628,ooo for rolling
stock rendered necessary by wear and tear,
and by the increasing business of the road
I presume ?

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Thein-
creasing business of the road, not the wear
and tear.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man cannot make the House believe that
all that was rendered necessary by the in-
creasing business of the road ; because if
hon. gentlemen will just look at the
figures for the business of the road, they
will see that it has not increased in any
such ratio as to require it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
tell the House presently the exact princi-
ple on which the accounts are kept.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-Thehon.
gentleman does not expect that the traffic
of a road will pay for the rolling stock in
one year?

HON. MR. POWER-Does the Minister
of the Interior mean to say that ordinary
railway companies, in carrying on their
business charge all the rolling stock which
they require year after year, to capital
account?

HON. ML MACPHERSON-They
adopt just the samesystem of book-keeping,
as the Minister of Justice will explain to
the House when the hon. gentleman is
through

HON. MR. POWER-1 have no hesita-
tion in saying that a large portion of the
expenditure for rolling stock has been
rendered necessary by the foolish, so-called
economy of four or five years ago. The
attention of the Government was called in
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this House as long ago as that to the fact
that, by cutting down the wages of the
employés and driving good men off the road,
and trying to save money in that small
cheese-paring way, they were leading to
continual accidents on the road and des-
truction of rolling stock, and in the end
were going to render it necessary to spend
large sums of money to replace the rolling
stock which had been destroyed by colli-
sions and accidents. , There were other
gentlemen in this House besides myself
who took that view ; and the immense
sums that have been paid during the last
two or three years for rolling stock, go a
long way to justify our apprehensions on
that subject.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I asked the hon.
gentleman where he got the statistics.
He said he got some from the report;
some from the Public Accounts and some
from other sources. We ought to be
made aware of the sources from which he
gets those statements in order to examine
them to enable us to see whether there is
any reply to them.

HON. MR. POWER-I did not say
that I got them' from any other source
than from the Public Accounts.

HON. MR. PLUMB-All the statements
made here ?

HON. MR. POWER-The additions I
made myself.

HON. MR. PLUMB-And the infer-
ences?

HON. MR. POWER-Certainly the in-
ferences. We do not get any inferences
in the Public Accounts.

HON. MR. ALMON -And the acci-
dents we do not get in the Public Accounts.

HON. MR. POWER-According to my
view of it this rolling stock should have
been charged to income, and if it had, we
should have had for the year 1883 a deficit
of $617,ooo. Now, without passing any
decided opinion-I have not been in the
railway business, and I do not feel in a
position to pronounce as to the usual mode
of book-keeping-as to the relative merits

of the two systems of book-keeping, I have
pointed out that Mr. Mackenzie kept his
books in one way, and Sir Charles Tupper
keeps his books in another way. I am
not going to decide which is the better
way to keep them. Ail I say is this: I
have said enough to show the value of a
judicious system of book-keeping, and to,
prove that if the present Minister of Rail-
ways had kept his books on the same
system and on the same principles that
Mr. Mackenzie did, Sir Charles Tupper
would not have had a surplus to boast of,
as' he certainly has no economy. My con-
tention is this : that, if we adopt the same
system of book-keeping that was adopted
under Mr. Mackenzie-which I contend
is the correct one-that after the road was.
finished and equipped all subsequent ex-
penditures should be charged to income,
we cannot expect to have under the present
circumstances of the Intercolonial Railway
an annual deficit of less than a quarter of
a million of dollars. I think it will he
found that for the current year there will
be no surplus, even according to the
present system of book-keeping; and I
find that the estimates for the present year
show a sum of $2,5oo,ooo-a larger sum
than was ever charged before-to be
charged to income. I notice also that the
estimates for the coming year contain the
same item.

HoN. MR. ALMON-Perhaps it is for
the new Pullmans that you ask for.

HON. MR. POWER-While there is
this large expenditure on income account,
the expenditure on capital account goes
on. About one million dollars have been
spent or the St. Charles Branch, a work
which - notwithstanding the applause
which its construction meets from my hon.
friend from Niagara-I look upon as
practically useless. My hon. friend was
not in this Chamber, I think, when there
was some discussion on this matter before.
At the time when this branch was first
contemplated, the North Shore Road was
owned by the Province of Quebec. It
was desirable that the Intercolonial Rail-
way should have a connection with the
West independent of the Grand Trunk
Railway. It was felt that it was necessary
for that reason to have the best possible
connection with the North Shore Road;
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and it was to secure that connection this
St. Charles Branch was projected. The
fault which I find with the Department of
Railways is not that they should have con-
templated building this branch, but that
they should have built it under the cir-
cumstances under which it was con-
structed. The reason I find fault with
the Department is this, that just about the
time that they began to do something on
the St. Charles Branch, the North Shore
Railway passed out of the hands of the.
Quebec Government and under the con-
trol of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany-the same company which owned
the road with which the Intercolonial
Railway connected on the south shore
of the St. Lawrence. Consequently there
was no object-or no object of any im-
portance-to be gained by giving the
Intercolonial Railway a second connection
with practically the saie road ; and my
view is that a very great mistake was made
in spending that enormous sum of money
on so short a road under those circum-
stances.

Now we find that, in the other branch
of Parliament, the Minister of Railways
declares that this expenditure on capital
account is to continue. He says that they
are to spend this year the sum of $300,000
on a road from Metapedia in the direction
of Paspebiac. No doubt, every hon.
gentleman who knows how those things
are done, is aware that that will not be the
end of the expenditure on that road; that
the expenditure will go on; and that will
be so much more to be added to the capi-
tal invested in the Intercolonial Railway,
and it will be capital from which
no interest will be derived. Another
item which I was near forgetting is
this: a supplementary estimate which
has come down within the last two or three
days contains an item of $358,000 to pay
the amount awarded to various claimants
on the Intercolonial Railway. I have no
hesitation in saying that the great bulk of
that is money which ought not to have been
paid, and would not have been paid under
the previous Administration. In fact the
bulk of it is made up of claims which were
repudiated by the Mackenzie Adminis-
tration.

Now, leaving capital expenditure out of
the question, I think I am safe in saying
that if the circumstances of the Interco-

lonial Railway do not change, Canada will
have to put into the annual account of
that road a sum for interest on the capital
invested and deficit in the working of the
road, of not less than $i,5oo,ooo. Very
recently we have got into the way of look-
ing upon a million and a half of dollars as
a very small sum ; but I think the time is
coming when an annual charge of that
sort will be looked upon as something
very serious. Then the circumstances of
the Intercolonial Railway are not to con-
tinue as they now are. The position of
the road is in a short time to be changed,
and changed very seriously for the worse.
The Short Line Railway, from Montreal
through the State of Maine, and through
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, will
take away a very' large proportion of the
business of the Intercolonial Railway, be-
cause it will be a very much shorter road;
and the consequence that naturally stares
us in the face is that after the Short Line
Railway has been opened for traffic, the
deficit in connection with the working of
the Intercolonial Railway will be some-
thing enormous. I feel that the construc-
tion of the Short Line Railway is a very
desirable thing--I do not wish to be mis-
understood at all upon that point. Its
construction will be in the interest of the
Upper Provinces, as well as in the interest
of the Maritime Provinces, and the aid
given to it is a verv proper and desirable
thing ; but we are brought face to face
with this fact, in connection with the
Intercolonial Railway, that unless some-
thing is done to assist that road, we shall
have to meet, in a few years (and thz
time will begin very soon, because the
Short Line road will not require many
years to complete it) an enormous deficit,
and the question is, what should t>e done
:o maintain the road in such a way as to
make it cost the country less money to
operate it.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-A
weekly train to Halifax might diminish
the expense.

HON. MR. POWER-If the Ministry
choose toadopt that plan, that is their affair.
I venture now to suggest afew improvements
in the present system of managing the road.
They are perhaps not very valuable, I have
not had the experience that some other hon,

HON. MR. POWER.
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gentlemen have had in railway business;
but I shall just mention those suggestions.
Substantially my view is this : that the
Government, as owners of the Intercolon-
ial Railway, should deal with that road in
the same way as a private company would
deal with it if they owned it; and I think
that is the business-like and sensible way
to look at it.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-A
private company would only run a weekly
train I fancy.

HoN. MR. POWER-No, not at all.
Supposingthat a company owned the road
and were bound to run it-for that is
about the position in which the Govern-
ment are placed-what policy would they
adopt?

HON. MR. ALMON-Put on new
Pullmans.

HON. MR. POWER-As my hon. friend
suggests perhaps they would put on new
Pullman cars to make the road attractive;
but the first thing they would do would be
to discontinue all unnecessary expenditures.
For instance a private company would
never have spent that million dollars on
the St. Charles Branch, which is almost
worthless, and which cannot possibly pay
its working expenses.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-
That is not the action of the Government
or the management of the Intercolonial
Railway; it is the action of Parliament.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. POWER-I can well under-
stand that my hon. friend from Niagara
should applaud that sentiment ; but I do
not think the Minister of Justice really
means what he says. The hon. gentleman
from Niagara is prepared to applaud any
sentiment of the Ministry. During all the
time he has been in this House, I have
never known him to hesitate to applaud
any sentiment of a Minister except some
sentiments expressed very recently by the
Minister of the Interior in connection
with the Dominion Lands Bill.

Now, the Minister, and everyone, knows
perfectly well that the policy of the Depart-

ment is controlled by the Government ;
surely the Minister does not mean to say
that the Administration are not responsible
for the expenditure of the country.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
are talking of the Intercolonial Railway
and of the fact that the length of it is
added to by the St. Charles Branch, by
force of an Act of Parliament. That is
not to be quoted as an instance of extra-
vagance on the part of the Intercolonial
Railway management.

HON. MR. POWER-I quoted it as an
evidence of the unwisdom of the manage-
ment-yet it was extravagance, as the
Government would not be compelled to
spend the money. They came to Parlia-
ment and asked for power to spend money
for a certain purpose-the purpose which
I indicated just now-but when they
found that that need not be done, they
should not have spent the money. They
were literally carrying out the direction of
Parliament, but substantially they were
not, because the object for which the
money was authorized to be expended was
not being obtained. That would be the
first thing, I think ; to discontinue all
unnecessary expenditures, of which there
have been a good many. The next sug-
gestion has been discussed at considerable
length in this House already ; an- I think
it is of a most important character, and
one which it is to be regretted that the
Government have not given more attention
to. That is, to give the Intercolonial
Railway another western connection.
There is no doubt at all as to what the
wishes of the people of the Lower Prov-
inces are on this subject-I mèan western
connection independent of the Grand
Trunk Railway. The people of the cities
of the Lower Provinces have expressed
their desires inresolutions, and other ways
of that kind, which have been brought
before the Government.

HON. MR. PLUMB-May I ask the
'hon. gentleman what sort of connection
he means? Dbes he mean that the Gov-
ernment should build other roads to con-
nect with the Intercolonial Railway, and
make further expenditure for the purpose
of feeding that road-is that the idea ?
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HON. MR. POWER-I shall try to ex-
plain. The matter was discussed here at
some length last year, and I shall not go
into it now, only to say that it is perfectly
clear that a road like the Intercolonial
Railway, which bas only one connection
for its freight traffic, and must depend on
that alone, is placed at a very great disad-
vantage ; and the delay in the transfer of
freight and passengers over the Grand
Trunk Railway, between Montreal and
Chaudière, is calculated to drive the busi-
ness away from the Government Railway.
That was shown before the Committee of
the House of Commons last session, and
was dealt with in this House at consider-
able length, and if any hon. gentleman
takes interest enough in the matter, he can
refer to the Debates of last year, where he
will see that the subject was very fully dis-
cussed.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-In the railway
resolutions there is a sum of $96o,ooo,
given in order to secure the building of a
railway that would connect the Pacific and
Intercolonial Railway-a new link.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the hon
gentleman is in error; there is a subsidy
for a railway from some place west of
Montreal, on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, to Quebec ; but that is not connection
with the Intercolonial Railway.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Why not?

HON. MR. KAULBACH- It is so in-
tended.

HON. MR. POWER-It may be so
intended, but it is not so in reality. I
shall try to explain what I mean, and hon.
gentlemen can give their views on the
subject afterwards. What I mean by
western connection is such connection as
would enable freight and passengers to go
from Montreal or any point west of
Montreal, to any point on the Intercolonial
Railway without any change of cars. There
are two ways of doing that : one is by
making connection between Montreal and
Chaudière:-the other is by constructing
a bridge across the St. Lawrence river at
Quebec. Now, I regret to see that there
is no item provided for either of these
purposes.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Yes, the words
" and a bridge " are in the estimates.

HoN. MR. POWER-That does not
mean anything I think. Now, in connec-
tion with this subject, the hon. gentleman
from Niagara asked if I proposed that the
Government should build a road. I do
not think it would be necessary for the
Government to buld a road ; for I am
under the impression that the compamy
incorporated to build a road from Montreal
to Point Levi, which bas got as far as Sorel,
might have been subsidized, and they
woild have built the road, or, I think that
the Government might have acquired the
road from Montreal to Sorel for a very
small sum; and that the amounts which
have been thrown away on the St. Charles
Branch, and which are to be, in a great
measure, thrown away on local roads con-
nected with the Intercolonial Railway,
would have made that connection between
the Intercolonial Railway and Montreal,
which is so desirable. As I said before, I
regret that when the Government brought
down their railway policy, it did not con-
tain any item which was calculated, or ap-
peared to be intended, to secure the con-
nection for the Intercolonial Railway which
that road so sadly needs, and the want of
which had been brought to the attention
of the Minister of Railways and the Gov-
ernment on several occasions. There are
a number of local roads which have no
national value at al], which have received
considerable subsidies; but there is noth-
ing in this railway policy brought down by
the Government which is calculated in
any way to improve business on the Inter-
colonial Railway. I have not examined
this railway policy very carefully, as the
propositions were only brought down the
other day, but one thing which bas struck
me is this : that the Quebec Central Rail-
way is subsidized ; and that road connects
with the International Railway, which is a
railway through the State of Maine. Now,
why should the Government subsidize a
feeder to give business to a road which the
Government do not own, while they refrain
from subsidizing roads which might bring
business to their own line ?

Without wishing to say there is any in-
tentional wrong-doing in connection with
this International Road, I do think it is a
matter to be regretted that the road should
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be practically owned by a member of the
Government; for a road so owned, when
brought into competition in the Privy
Council Chamber with a road owned by
the public, is apt to get more than fair
play. I must also say that I think the
difference between the treatment received
by the International Road and the Inter-
colonial Railway in this case, is calculated
to make that clear. I venture to say this,
further: that when the Minister of Rail-
ways was absent from Canada, it would
perhaps have been wiser, in the interests
of the Intercolonial Railway at any rate, if
his place had been supplied, say by the
gentleman who now fills the office of Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries-who is
familiar with the Intercolonial Railway
and naturally interested in its welfare-
and not by a gentleman interested in an-
other and rival road. Those are two of
the things which I think the Government
should do. Another is, and this is a mat-
ter to which attention was called at some
length in this House last year, that the
Government should give the same rates to
all through freights, no matter, by what
steamship lines they are carried. I
think that every steamship line whose ves-
sels call with any regularity at Halifax or St.
John, should have the same advantages ;
and in my opinion it is a most unfair
thing, injurious to the Lower Provinces
and to the Intercolonial Railway, that a
discrimination should be made in favor of
one company, that being the company
which receives a large subsidy from the
Government for carrying the mail. There
is another thing in connection with those
freights to which attention was also called
last year: that is, that any steamship
line which receives a subsidy from the
bominion Government should be obliged
by its contract with the Government to
charge, at any rate, not any more for
freight to Canadian ports than to Ameri-
can ports. I do not mean to say that
they should carry goods to Halifax, St.
John, or any other Canadian port for less
money than they charge for carriage to
Boston or Portland, but that they should
not be allowed to charge any more. I
may here say that I was very much pleased
to notice that in the contract made with
a company for a line of steamers to Ger-
many this condition was included.

Then, I see from the newspapers that

the attempt to establish a line of steamers
between Canada and France has failed.
The Government might add that subsidy,
as I suggested the other day, to the small
subsidy now given for the line from the
Lower Provinces to Europe, and in that
way we should get a respectable line of
steamers upon that route. Such a line
would bring large quantities of freight
which would go over the Intercolonial
railway and give it business. I may sum-
marize briefly in this way: my suggestions
as to the future management of the Inter-
colonial railway are that we should dis-
continue all unnecessary expenditure, and
take steps to give the Intercolonial a
western connection. I forgot to mention,
when speaking of this, that business men
say if the Intercolonial had that western
connection, or if the rates which prevail on
the Intercolonial prevailed from Chaudiere
to Montreal, that, even after the construc-
tion of the Short Line Railway, the Inter-
colonial would do a large business and be
able to compete on very fair terms with
that line. My third suggestion is that we
should give the same rates over the Inter-
colonial to through freights, no matter by
what steamship line they come. Then,
that something more should be done to.
subsidize a line of steamers to Halifax and
St. John. I know that I have taken up
a good deal of time in discussing this
matter; but I feel that it is a very import-
ant one, and I thir.k I have said enough
to show at any rate that it is one of the
most important with which the Govern-
ment will have to deal in the near future,
which fact, I trust, will be sufficient
excuse for my having dealt with it at such
length. I submit the views I have
expressed with all humility to the House.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think it is
well that my hon. friend should submit
his remarks with all humility, because I
think he has placed himself in a most
unenviable position, as a Nova Scotian, in
speaking against the interests of Nova
Scotia. I do not wish to occupy the
time of the House in this matter, or to
follow my hon. friend in the multiplicity
of figures which he has quoted, but he
would just bring us to this :-that the
Intercolonial should be run on commner-
cial principles, and that the people of
Nova Scotia should be taxed more largely
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than they have been, for the freight car-
ried by that route. The hon. gentleman
must be an enerny to Nova Scotia, when
he wishes to run the Intercolonial Rail-
way on strictly commercial principles.
He took the ground, in a former speech
which he made here, that that railway was
not in the interests of Nova Scotia as
much as of the Upper Provinces; that
they required it more than the Lower
Provinces, and that there is no freight
brought from the Lower Provinces up
here, but rather the other way. Now,
when it is known that the hon: gentleman
made a statement like that it makes me
discredit any other statement he makes
with regard to the Intercolonial, and
forces me to believe that he knows very
little about it; because the trouble
throughout has been that there was no
return freight over that railway. We
wanted to send the products of. our mines,
fisheries, etc., from the port of Halifax up
here, but there was no return freight. The
difficulty was, as propounded by the hon.
gentleman, that we have more to send up
over the railway than would come down.
The hon. gentleman was quite wrong in
that regard, and he must know that when
the Intercolonial was built it was never
supposed that it would be possible to run
it on commercial principles, or that the
revenue would meet the expenditure. The
hon. gentleman knows that the people of
Nova Scotia always denounced any such
idea, and held this railway was to be a
great highway for communication between
the Provinces ; but up to a recent date,
no one entertained the idea that the
income could be made to meet the expend-
iture. We are all opposed to unnecessary
expenditure on that railway, but the hon.
gentleman has failed to shew where any
unnecessary expenditure has been incur-
red; in fact, he accuses the Government
of having been, if anything, too economi-
cal and penurious in the expenditure that
has been made ; that appears, in reality,
to be the difficulty of the hon. gentleman,
but he cannot make a clear sheet, and
shew that during the late regime the same
state of things existed, and that they had
not immense deficits year after year. It
is now the fact, however, that by prudent
management the Intercolonial revenues
have been almost equal to the expendi-
tures. The hon. gentleman seems to be

opposed entirely to this railway, and would
like the people of Nova Scotia to be taxed
more heavily than they are at present, for
using that line. I do not wish to say any-
thing very harsh, but as a Nova Scotian I
feel that the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man are injurious to the Province from
which I come, and that the people of that
Province view this question in a very dif-
ferent light from that in which the hon.
gentleman . presents it. The people of
Halifax view it in a different way, and do
not wish to have the road rnn as he
suggests. It would cripple the trade which
itis desirable to foster and increase between
the Upper and Lower Provinces. The
Government and people are anxious that
connection should be made, as far as
possible, with the railways of Upper
Canada, as the hon. gentleman must be
aware,-yet he seems to oppose the St.
Charles branch. The object of having
that branch is to connect with Quebec. It
was necessary, because we could have no
connection with Quebec independent of
the Grand Trunk, until it was constructied,
and it w4s very important that we should
possess such an independent line. The
hon. gentleman must see that the through
freight has been improved, and is now
being improved, giving us an independent
line on the north side of the St. Lawrence
river with the St. Charles branch. The
hon. gentleman is opposed to having any
connection with the ports of the United
States, but I say the Government policy is
to have a main line by way of the Canada
Central and the North Shore road; and I
hope that the time will come when we
shall be independent of the south shore of
the St. Lawrence altogether, and have our
own through line from the Atlantic to the
Pacific. I cannot see how the hon.
gentleman takes the position he does. He
seems to be in favor of the short line of
railway, yet he tells us that it is going to
destroy the other road, and take off all the
traffic from the Intercolonial. At the same
time he tells us that we are paying too
much,-that year by year so much more is
being paid by us in order to sustain the
Intercolonial,-although he has been an
advocate of other lines which must, of
necessity, take away the. traffic from the In-
tercolonial. We wish to have close con-
nection with Montreal, and a shorter line
of railway there, and the hon. gentleman,

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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although he knows it must to a certain ex-
tent injure the trade of the Intercolonial,
still complains that that road is not paying
as a commercial enterprise. Therefore, I
say, I do not think the hon. gentleman
should have taken the course he has pur-
sued in this House to-day.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-I do not know
that we should take up this question of
the Intercolonial so sharply as we are
doing. That road has done, is doing,
and will do good work. It is not a very
long time since I was in the Legislative
Halls in Quebec, and had a note handed
me from the General Manager of the
Grand Trunk Railway in Montreal, stat-
ing that if we built a road between Mon-
treal and Ottawa, it would never pay for
the oil for the wheels. At that tine I hap-
pened to differ soniewhat in opinion from
the gentleman who wrote in that way, and
I stated that a railway from Montreal to
Ottawa would pay better than any portion
of the Grand Trunk at that time. I do
not think, in view of the present state of
facts, that I should in any way recede
from the position I then took, for I be-
lieve the road is now doing what I then
said it would. I am satisfied that all the
moncy which has been put into railways
in Canada is doing good, and although
the Grand Trunk Company thought that
a portion of the Quebec, Montreal, Otta-
wa and Occidental road would not pay
for the oil for its wheels, they have since
been prepared to buy out an interest in it
sufficient to control it, and they now run
the road themselves. I believe that every
road which we can open will be not only
for the benefit of the Provinces, but of the
Dominion as well-as all the roads that
have up to this time been opened, have
been beneficial to the country.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. the senior member for Halifax
said in his notice that he would call atten-
tion "to the disproportion which up to
the present time has existed, and which in
the near future is likely to exist in an ag-
.gravated form, between the receipts from
the Intercolonial Railway and the expend-
iture in connection with that work; and
ask the Government what steps, if any,
they propose to adopt, with a view of re-

inoving or diminishing the disproportion
in question ?"

I am sure the House will say that if the
hon. gentlemen had considered also the
proportion which should exist between the
speech which an hon. gentleman delivers,
and the object he hopes to accomplish,
we should perhaps have got through this
discu sion some time ago. I cannot con-
ceive what the hon. gentleman hopes to
gain, more-particularly at this time of the
session, by the notice which he has given
or the speech he has delivered. I only
came here, with the intention of explaining
the proportions of the expenditure for the
Intercolonial management, and the receipts
from that management,-and so far as that
question is concerned, I am prepared to
give him a full and complete answer. In
the first place the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg has stated quite correctly that
nothing has been more strongly contended
for by the Maritime Provinces, than that
the Intercolonial should not be managed
as a commercial enterprise, but as a gen-
eral highway for communication between
the two separate parts of this Dominion.
I think nothing would have been resented
more than an effort on the part of the
Government to introduce commercial
principles into the management of that
road. A few years ago great disproportion
existed between the receipts and working
expenses of the Intercolonial. That con-
tinued during the whole time of the ad:
ministration of Mr. Mackenzie, and it has
only been since the accession to power of
the present Government that that dispro-
portion has been reduced, and it has been
diminished in a most marked manner. I
have a statement in my hand, the facts
contained in which are, I think, familiar
to the House, as I myself stated them
either last year, or during the present ses-
sion. That statement shows that the dis-
proportion of which the hon. gentleman
complained, has been diminished from
year to year by the present management
of the railway ; and that the disproportion
accumulated during the time, and under
the management of the gentlemen who
were our predecessors in office. In 1876-
77 the loss upon the management of the
road was $507,228 ; in 1877-78 the road
was run at a loss of $432,326; in 1878-79
the loss- attending its operation was $7 16,-
o83,-and that year, as the House will
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see, was the last year in office of our pre-
decessors.

HON. MR. POWER-And the first of
yours?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Part
of it ; but the House will see that the loss
had gone on increasing to that year. Now,
taking 1879-80, the first year during
which the present Government had the
management of the road, the loss was
$97,131, and in the following year, 1881,
there was a profit upon the operations of
the road of $543, while in 1881-82 the
profit upon the working of the railway
reached $9,605 ; and the following year,
a profiit of $ro,ooo, showing that during
the time our predecessors were in office
the loss was going on increasing, and from
the time we had complete control of it,
we converted a very heavy loss into añ
actual gain which has gone on increasing.

HON. MR. POWER-What is the gain
for 1883?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
$1o,547.

HON. MR. POWER--That is less than
it was in 1882, so it has not gone on in-
creasing.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
has gone on though we have still been
maintaining the principle that the road
should not be run as a commercial specu-
lation, but as a great national highway; we
should consider the wants, and wishes,
and necessities of the people along the
road and at each end of it. I think the
hon. gentleman attributed that gain, or
part of it, to a special mode of keeping
the accounts and claimed that sums
charged to revenue account during the
time of Mr.' Mackenzie, are charged to
capital account during our time. I asked
for precise information as to the mode in
which the accounts had been kept so as to
be able to state clearly what was charged
to capital and what was charged to reve-
nue. The charges to capital account are,
first, increased rolling stock. The hon.
gentleman seemed to have some confused
idea as to the account to which that should
be charged. The rolling stock which is

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

put on, say roo miles, is maintained and
repaired, but if another 50 miles is built,
it requires additional rolling stock, and
that is properly chargeable to capital
account.

HON. MR. POWER-I allowed for
that-the rolling stock purchased for the
Rivière du Loup section.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
understood my hon. friend to speak of it
as if it should be charged to the revenue
account, the same as interest.

HON. MR. POWER-Not that part.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
following is a statement of the nature of
the works charged to capital account

i. Increase to the rolling stock.
2. Incrcased accommodation at termi-

nal stations, such as new wharves, ware-
houses, additional land acquired, extension
of tracks, new stations.

3. Building new branch lines of railway
and extensions, with necessary buildings
thereon.

4. Acquisition of new lines of railway
by purchase, and cost of putting same in
good running order, which probably
absorbs a season, or perhaps two.

The following statement shows the
nature of works charged to revenue,
working expenses:-

I. Maintaining rolling stock, covering
the cost of building or purchasing stock
to replace worn out stock.

2. Maintenance and renewal of build-
ings, wharves, bridges, culverts and other
structures, as well as of steel rails, sleepers,
spikes and fish-plates; also re-ballasting
the road, and keeping the road in good
order.

3. The cost of operating the road, in-
cluding supplies, repairs, and salaries of
officers, and wages of men so employed.

4. The cost of additions and improve-
ments to buildings, sidings, and other
works between the several terminal points.

These are usually charged to capital, in
cases of railway companies.

Now, these are the principles bn which
the public accounts are kept, with regard
to this railway, and I am in a position to
say that a paper, involving the principle
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which this shows, was submitted some
years ago by the manager of the Inter-
colonial Railway to the managers of three
of the principal railways in this country,
and that these three managers of other
railways, having nothing whatever to do
with the Government, agreed with the
manager of the Intercolonial Railway that
the mode of keeping the accounts was
just and true, and was the same as that
adopted 'by them, and, so far as they
knew, on all other railways. 'It seems to
me that that, in a few words, answers the
question that the hon. gentleman discussed
with reference to removing or diminishing
the disproportion in question. I beg to
read a paper which has been put in my
hands: it is as follows :

A few years ago a great disproportion
existed between the receipts and working
expenses of the Intercolonial Railway,
which up to the year i 88o was run at an an-
nual loss of from $400,ooo to $700,ooo.

From that time strenuous efforts have
been made to remove or diminish that
disproportion, and by means of careful and
frugal management, and great diligence in
the details of operation, an equilibrium
has been brought about between the two
sides of the ledger; the balance, in fact,
having been for some years on the right
side by a few thousand dollars, a result
hardly looked for five or six years ago, and
to maintain which no effort will be spared
in years to come. It is not, however,
.anticipated that the net earnings will ex-
ceed a few thousand dollars yearly, as the
rates of transportation are from time to
time reduced or adjusted, as the public
interest demands, with a view to the de-
velopment of home industries, and at the
same time to secure a revenue sufficient to
cover at least the working expenses of the
railway. It may be said, and no doubt
truly, that large sums have been expended
annqally on capital account, but it should
at the same time be remembered that for
every dollar so expended the Government
make or acquire a corresponding amount
of property most valuable to the public,
inasmuch as it was only by the acquisition.
of the property and the works so obtained
that the transport necessary to the trade
and native industry of the country can be
provided and efficiently maintained. The
expenditure on capital account can there

fore scarcely be included in estimating the
relations of receipts and expenditure.

Now, I do not understand what the hon.
gentleman would have. The Intercolonial
Railway is a national road ; it is not man-
aged on strictly commercial principles.
The people of Nova Scotia as loudly as
any others, if not more loudly than others,
have contended that it should not be
managed as a commercial speculation. It
is managed, as the House will see from
what I have said, with the greatest
economy, and the receipts show that. The
disproportions which existed at one time
have been diminished, and a proportion
has finally been established in favor of the
Government, as regards the operation of
the road. The hon. gentleman is not
content with that, but he seems to think
that we should resort to some measure or
other which he described in a very vague
way, I am bound to say, to increase the
earnings and profits of the roid. We
could only do so, as the hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg has pointed out, at the
expense of the people of the country. We
are now doing all we can economically,
and the proof that we are doing it success-
fully is to be found in the figures which I
have quoted. That seems to me to be
the whole of the hon. gentleman's speech.
H has detained the House a very con-
siderable time, (which it was perfectly at his
discretion to do), with a speech which, it
seems to me, had no special relevance to
the subject. He has not established that
there has been anything wanting on the
part of the Government as to the truc
policy which should be pursued in the
management of this road, and I have
shown that it has been run carefully and
frugally and at the same time for the bene-
fit of the road and the country.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I cannot allow
this debate to close without saying a few
words in reply to the remarks which have
fallen from the senior member for Halifax.
The hon. gentleman has sought to give us
instruction upon the management of rail-
ways ; he probably forgot' that the railway,
the management of which he attacked, and
of the prosperity of which he draws the
most gloomy picture, is the connection
between these provinces and the province
in which he resides. The hon. gentleman
seems to be like the proverbial Irishman
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who cut off the limb between himself and
the tree. If what he proposes should be
unfortunately acted upon-if -the Govern-
ment should take the alarm ind act on
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman, one
of three things is inevitable; either they
must stop the service of the road or greatly
diminish it, or increase the charges for
carrying freight and passengers, which will
immediately affect the province in which
he lives-for I assure hon. gentlemen that
there is no railway in Canada that carries
passengers as cheaply as the Intercolonial
Railway, and the general Government of
the country pay for the low price at which
passengers are carried for the benefit of
the hon. gentleman's constituents and
others in the Province in which he resides
-or else they will be obliged to transfer
the rails to that shorter and better line
which the hon. gentleman has suggested
as meeting with his approval, the con-
struction of which he hails with satisfaction,
or else they will have, in spite of the
gloomy picture which he draws of the
finances of the country, to expend a large
sum of money for a feeder running into
the West to support the Intercolonial Rail-
way, for he claims that that is the policy
necessary to give the Intercolonial Rail-
way such additional business as will ensure
its prosperity. Now, the hon. gentleman
forgets in making these statements that
the Intercolonial Railway is run very
largely for the benefit of the Maritime
Provinces. The hon. gentleman knows
that it was not built as a commercial un-
dertaking, but in order to make the con-
nection between the Provinces that
were united by Confederation. It was
built under agreement v:hich was part
of the scherne of Confederation. The
road, 840 miles in length, has cost the
country about forty-two millions of dol-
lars, and for a long time its maintenance,
which principally benefited the Maritime
Provinces, was a very heavy burden upon
the country at large. Now, fortunately,
perhaps somewhat by good management
and largely by that prosperity which is in-
creasing in the country, and which it
seems to be the delight of the hon. gen-
tleman and others who take a like view
with himself to decry and persuade the
public, it does not exist. The Intercolonial
Railway has become comparatively self-
supporting. The addition to capital

HON. MR. PLUMB.

account of which the hon. gentleman
complains, shows his utter. entire and in-
vincible ignorance of railway management
There is no railway in this country or in
the United States that has ever closed its
capital account, or that ever can close its
capital account unless it becomes or has
become bankrupt. The hon. gentleman
should know that it is a necessity to pro-
vide for increased capital and rolling stock;
that it is constantly necessary to lay in-
creased sidihgs, to exter.d branch tracks,
and depot grounds and buildings and
increase its accomodation for freight and
passengers, providing the road is not
actually moribund, and has not come to
its climax and ceased to increase its bus-
iness. How is it with the Intercolonial
Railway ?

The increase of freight alone between
1876-7 and 1882-3 is over 55o,ooo tons.
It was 421,327 tons in 1876-7 and it was
97o,961 tons in 1882-3, and yet the hon.
gentleman says there should be no increase
of rolling stock, or if there is that it should
be charged to the income account. Such
a proposition is monstrous : it is one that
any man who understands the management
of Railways would treat with utter derision,
and I do not envy the hon. gentleman the
criticisms which railway men will make on
his speech when they examine the basis
on which he makes such a statement in
the Senate. The hon. gentleman com-
plains that there will be an annual charge
of $1,300,ooo. upon the Intercolonial
Railway. Well, nothing could be more
disingenuous than to make a statement of
that kind. What does the hon. gentleman
mean ? Does he mean that that is a defi-
cit for running the road ? The capital is
expended ; it had to be expended in order
to fulfil the obligations of the country.
The Province of Ontario pays the largest
proportion of the interest on the debt
created thereby. I can tell the hon. .gen-
tleman that we in the West were almost
obliged to take our lives in our hands,
politically speaking, in order to justify that
expenditure. I can tell him that we of the
western Provinces have largely and gen-
erously contributed to the expenditure.
We of the Conservative party were glad to
do so : we were willing and desirous to do
so for the sake of drawing closer the bonds
of Union, notwithstanding the persistent
opposition of the hon. gentleman and
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his friends in Ontario and Quebec,- and it
does not rest with the hon. gentleman,
coming from the chief commercial city of
the Maritime Provinces, to rise in his place
and deliberately say that that expenditure,
one which is necessary to make the
Railway efficient, is indcfensible and alarm-
ing. It does not become the hon. gentle-
man, as a member of the Halifax Board of
Trade to say there is an enormous deficit
in the maintenance and running of the
road, and with the same breath to say that
so great was the desire of the present
administration to reduce the expenses that
their officials left them in consequence of
the reduction of wages. The hon. gentle-
man has shown out of his own mouth that
his statements are not logical and do not
connect with each other. Another charge
the hon. gentleman makes-I do not
know in what interest-is that there is a
preference shown to the great lines of
steamers which come to Halifax. Does
the hon. gentleman know that there are
two great lines which come into Halifax,
the Allan Line and the Dominion Line,
and that they are put virtually on a par?

HON. MR. POWER-No, they are not;
my hon. friend is mistaken.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I assert from my
place as a matter of fact that the Dominion
Line and the Allan Line steamships are
virtually upon a par in their advantages
with the Intercolonial railway in the traffic
which they deliver and receive from it at
Halifax, and I tell the hon. gentleman
that they are encouraged in every way-
Why ? In order to bring traffic to his city
-- to Halifax-so that they may not go to
other points, so that the port of Halifax
may have the benefit of such traffic. That
is why it is done, and it is natural and
proper that those lines should have a pref-
erence over the accidental and transitory
traffic. The hon. gentleman--if he knew
anything about commercial business, if he
did not always go beyond his depth in a
way that reminds me of the saying that
certain persons rush in where angels fear
to tread-without knowledge on the sub-
ject, without examination of it, without
comprehendingthe facts-and if, in making
statements of this kind, the hon. gentleman
would use that leisure which he employs
with great industry for the purpose of pick-

ing out httle flaws and frittering away the
time and trying the patience of his hearers
in informing himself upon the subjects
which he brings before the House and dis-
cusses so crudely,he would findhe has made
an entire mistake with regard to the whole
subject under debate. The hon. gentleman
would understand that every railway which
is increasing its business increases its capital
stock. He would have found that the
business of the Intercolonial Railway is
increasing and growing in a proportion
almost double within the last four or five
years, and that in order to accommodate
its traffic it is absolutely necessary, not that
the rolling stock should follow the
traffic, but that it should be prepared
in advance of it. The hon. gentle-
man cannot suppose that when there
is a prospect of an increase of 500,000
tons of freight in four years that the rail-
way must wait until it offers. The hon.
gentleman would be the first to come to
this House and complain in the name of
his city, that there was a want of accommo-
dation on the road and the freight could
not be carried away. How is the rolling
stock to be bought out of revenue when
the money has not been earned and the
receipts are prospective ? Does the hon.
gentleman propose that there should be,
in some mysterious way, money found to
buy this rolling stock without adding it to
the capital stock of the company? Did
he ever hear of a railway which closed its
capital account when its business was in-
creasing and when it was necessary to add
toits accommodation tomeet the increasing
business ? Does he not know too that in
re-laying the track-in taking up the iron
and laying steel rails-it is perfectly justi-
fiable that the expenditure for those steel
rails, in so far as they will be an additional
cost over the iron on the road, is properly
chargeable to capital account? And it is
more especially so in a railway which is
situated as the Intercolonial Railway is,
where its rates are made disproportionately
low in order to induce trade-where dis-
crimination must be made betweefi its
management and the management of a
line for commercial purposes only. The
road is run for the accommodation, largely,
of the hon. gentleman and those whom he
represents. Is he the man to rise here
and condemn such management unless he
is thoroughly informed on the subject ?
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If he were thoroughly informed and
brought experience or information to the
House which would be of any value I
should be the first to hail it ; but the hon.
gentl 'man has not done so-he has not
dealt fairly or intelligently with the actual
facts of the case. He has endeavored to
make out a case which will in some way
prejudice the Government of the day.
He has endeavored to show that, under
the former government, the management
of the road was better than it is to-day.

HON. MR. POWER-No.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man has said so ; he stated that-about
which he cannot possibly have personal
knowledge-that there was a false system of
book-keeping ; he has repeated that several
times in the course of his address to the
House.

HON. MR. POWER--There has been a
change.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-He says that the
change has been from a sound system
under Mr. Mackenzie, to a false and un-
sound one under Sir Charles Tupper. The
hon. gentleman may go to the Grand
Trunk Railway, or the Northern, or the
Great Western, and he will receive from
the managers of those railways a full and
complete endorsement of the method em-
ployed in keeping the accounts of the
Intercolonial Railway. He will receive
approval of that method, and an absolute
denial of the contention that the capital
account of that company, and the outlay
for running expenses of that road, are im-
properly separated. The hon. gentleman
must know that railway experts and railway
managers are better authority in such
matters than a quasi member of the legal
profession, such as the hon. gentleman is.

HON. MR. POWER-I rise toa question
of order. The hon. gentleman has no
right to say that I am a member of a quasi
legal profession. I am a member of the
legal profession; and I would have just as
much right to say that the hon. member
was a quasi gentleman.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I only say that the

hon. gentleman has far overstepped and
gone beyond the limits of his information.

HON. MR. POWER -Show that I am
wrong, if I have.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I have shown that
the hon. gentleman is wrong, and if he had
the candor which one can scarcely expect
from him underthecircumstances, hewould
confess that he has taken a very wrong line
of argument-that he has occupied a con-
siderable time of the House in making
statements, which are entirely irrelevant,
which have no reference to the question he
proposed to ask, and which have been
sufficiently answered, I think, by the hon.
Minister of Justice. But I felt that the
House would bear with me for a few
minutes in making some remarks on the
subject, as I have had a long railway ex-
perience; as I have had an experience in
the conducting and management of rail-
ways, I fancy before the hon. gentleman
was, as I might say-breeched.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-That is a
breach of privilege.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That may be, but
the statements that I have made with re-
spect to the management of railways, and
with respect to their construction, are at
least made with some knowledge of the
subject. The hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax can in ten minutes test the accuracy
of my statements as to increasing capi-
tal accounts by reference to Poor's
Railway Manual. He will find that
there is not a railway now in the
United States, the capital account of
which has not been increased year by year
with its increasing business. The tendency
of the hon. gentleman's remarks is such
that if they were received as they seem to
have been intended, that railway accom-
modation must either be denied through
the Intercolonial Railway to the Maritime
Provinces, or the rates must be heavily in-
creased, or we must continue the expendi-
ture which is going on now, and if need
be tax the Treasury therefor. He may
take whichever horn of the dilemma he
pleases, and I do not congratulate him on
the reception his remarks will meet in the
city he represents, or is supposed to repre-
sent in this House.

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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HoN. MR. POWER-I wish to make a
few renarks in reply to-

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I rise to
a point of order: the House has given a
great deal of the afternoon to the hon.
gentleman, and has listened to his remarks.
He has not placed a substantive motion
before the House, and it is only when
such a motion has been submitted that
the mover has the right to reply. Now,
considering the patience with which the
hon. gentleman has been listened to, the
great length at which he has addressed
the House; and seeing the number of
orders of the day that are to be taken up,
I think it would be trespassing on the
patience of hon. gentlemen to inflict
another speech-

HON. MR. POWER-The hon.
man is out of order in saying that
inflicted a speech on the House.

gentle-
I have

HON. MR. MACPHERSON-I say
according to our rules of order the hon.
gentleman is not entitled to a reply, and
under the circumstances I think the
House would scarcely bear with it. If
the hon. gentleman doubts the point of
order that I raise, he can take the proper
course to test it.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
cannot reply unless with the consent of
the HDuse.

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not think I
have ever known that consent to be re-
fused under similar circumstances ; how-
ever, I can say what I want to say, as my
hon. friend did, on a motion for adjourn-
ment.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
PASSES.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER rose to call atten-
tion to the Return laid on the table of the
House on the 15 th instant, and to ask the
Minister of Justice why the Return in
question does not correspond with the
Address of this House passed on the first
day of February last.

He said : A return was asked for

showing the number of free passes granted
on the Intercolonial Railway from 1874 to
the 31 st of December, 1883. The return
which has been laid on the table consists
of the return which had been brought
down in 188o for the year 1878 and 187%
and a return for the month of January,
1884, which did not show at all what was
desirable should be shown. I should not
havc complained if the Department had
sent down a return covering the free
passes issued lasý year ; but the return
which has been sent down is illusory and
unsatisfactory.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend promised to send me a note,
but forgot it ; but I sent to the railway
office to ascertain about the return, and
why it was not as complete as the notice
of motion originally demanded. I had a
reply and visit from the Chief Engineer,
and I find from him that the Department
has no record of trip passes. If the hon.
gentleman desired to have a return of trip
passes, the answer to it is there is no
record. Was that the return my hon.
friend desired ?

HON. MR. POWER-I wanted a return
of passes of all kinds over the Intercolo-
nial Railway.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
has never been the practice to keep a
record of trip passes. No other record of
passes exists, save those which have been
sent down.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I think
there should be a record kept of trip
passes. It would save the Covernment a
great deal of trouble if such a record was
kept, because when such returns are not
liable to be brought down to Parliament
abuses must creep in. I have seen per-
sons travelling over the road on passes,
who, I think, were not entitled to them,
and should not travel free. I have never
had a free pass in my life. I have not
looked for any, and I think in the inter-
ests of the railway, and in the interest of
the management, and of the Department,
that a record should be kept every year of
the passes issued, the names of the parties
to whom they were issued, and whether
they are trip passes or annual passes.
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
told that no railway company keeps any
record of trip passes. At all events no
such record m as kept on the Intercolonial
Railway, during the time of our prede-
cessors, or during the present manage-
ment. The hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg does not know, at all events I did
not know, how far a record of trip passes
can be kept, or how far the expense of
keeping such a record would go. Along
the line of. railway, officers must have the
right to issue trip passes, to a certain
extent. I would suggest to the manage-
ment that a record of trip passes should
be kept in the future, but I cannot say
whether such a thing can be done or not.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Private rail-
way companies can do as they please
about issuing passes, but the Intercolonial
Railway is run in the public interest. If
the passes come from the head of the
Department I would not say so much
about it ; but when officers are allowed to
issue them the privilege is open to abuse.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third
time and passed without debate:

Bill (III), "An Act respecting the
Independence of Parliament Act, 1878,
41st Vic., Cap. 5 "-on a division. (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (128), "An Act further to amend
'The General Inspection Act, 1874."'
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

ADULTERATION OF FOOD AND
DRUGS PREVENTION BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been read
for the third reading of Bill (114), "An
Act to amend, and to consolidate as
amended, the several acts respecting the
Adulteration of food and Drugs,"

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
When this Bill was in Committee my hon.
friend from Glengarry (Mr. McMillan)
suggested that we should add to it certain
words to prevent adulteration of a kind
which had not occurred to those who

drew the Bill. My hon. friend has since
seen the Deputy Minister of Inland
Revenue, and they have together framed
a clause which is one, I think, the House
will gladly adopt. It is to prevent the
adulteration of vinegar, which was referred
to when the Bill was before the House
and which I did not at the moment under-
stand. My hon. friend from Glengarry
has the advantage of me in that respect.
I beg to move that in the 2oth clause,
the 3rd line after the word " added "
there be inserted the following words:-
" Thereto or not containing any soluble
salt having copper or lead as the basis
thereof, whether such salt or mineral acid
have been added."

The amendmnent was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time pres-
ently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEL.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (130) " An
Act to amend the Civil Service Act of
1882 and 1883.

On the 1st clause,
HON. MR. POWER asked if it was the

intention to do away with the payment of
salaries to members of the Board of
Examiners ? Under the Act the members
were paid $5 a day; but under this Bill
there did not appear to be any provision
for the payment of anything but their
travelling expenses.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the original Act provided for the pay
ment of the Board at so much per day,
and it also provided that one of the
Board, should act as Secretary, which
service is at present performed by Mr.
LeSueur. The repealing clause did not
seem to provide any salary for members
of the Board, and he would let it pass for
the present.
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On clause 4, 3rd sub-section,
HoN. MR. POWER reminded the

Minister of Justice that he had promised
to make some inquiries about these pro-
motion examinations.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he had done so, and was only strength-
ened in the view previously presented by
him, that it was desirable these promotion
examinations should be so conducted as
not to test the scholastic qualifications of
a gentleman who had perhaps attained the
age of -o or 40 years, and who, while
most valuable to a Department, might not
be able to pass such an examination as
easily as a lad of 17 or 18 years who
would be sure to compete with him.

HON. MR. MAcINNES stated that the
provision which it was now proposed toJ
amend, had been inserted with the view
of guarding against favoritism in making
promotions, and he considered the old
sub-section was better than the amended
one.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, while
admitting that any suggestion from the
hon. gentleman was entitled to great
weight, stated that there had been diffi-
culty in getting the examiners to confine
themselves to the qualifications of the man
seeking promotion, to fill the position
which he desired to obtain, as they had
imported into the promotion examinations
scholastic attainments in an undue degree.
No one could know better the proper sub-
jects on which to examine an applicant
for promotion than the dcputy-head of his
Department, and as he was responsible
for carrying on the duties successfully, it
seemed to the Government that the best
way was to sufier the deputy-head to lay
down the points for examination, subject,
however, to the decision of the Minister of
the Department. In the Inland Revenue
Department, for instance, the examiners
were not in a position to say what amount
or kind of knowledge would be desirable
in an officer who was to be promoted,
though the deputy-head of that Depart-
ment would .be perfectly familiar with it ;
and, as difficulty had arisen, the Govern-
ment thought it best to dispose of the
matter in the way proposed. With regard

to favoritism, the danger was not great,
inasmuch as the deputy-head would not
be able to lay down an examination for
A, B or C, but would have to observe
general rules for examination, while he
would be also under the control of the
head of his Department.

. HoN. MR. MAcINNES considered if
the old system had not been found to.
work well in practice, that was a satis-
factory answer to his objection.

The sub-section was adopted.

On the sixth sub-section,
HON. MR. ALMON suggested that any

person having the degree of B. A., from
any University, should be accepted, as
possessing the necessary qualifications,
without examination by the Board.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex-
plained that the point had been con-
sidered, but it was not thought safe to ex-
tend the exemption to the persons named,
as it did not follow because a man had
obtained his degree that he would be
valuable as a civil servant. As the hon.
gentleman doubtless knew, in some of the
older countries, degrees were granted to
persons whose knowledge was very imper-
fect.

HON. MR. ALMON thought that so
far as Nova Scotia was concerned, the
curriculum in either Windsor College, Dal-
housie College, the Baptist College at
Acadia, the Methodist College at Wolf-
ville, or the Roman Catholic College at
Antigonish, was so complete that a per-
son taking his degree from any one of
those institutions- might fairly be held
to have the necessary scholastic know-
ledge.

HON. MR. ALLAN thought it only
right to urge the same argument on behalf
of an institution of a similar character in
Ontario, in which degrees could only be
obtained by faithful work.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
the matter could be considered again, as
the subject would be subsequently, no
doubt, brought before the House.

The sub-section was adopted.
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On the sixth clause,
HON. MR. DICKEY suggested that as

section thirty-four, which was mentioned
in this clause, had been repealed by the
Act of 1883 the language of the clause in
the present Bill was incorrect and should
be amended.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
to strike out the words " thirty-four of the
said Act of 1882, as amended by, " in the
first and second lines of the sixth section.

HON. MR. POWER thought the Min-
ister of Justice was not exactly right, as
when those wordj were inserted as pro-
posed by the sixth section of the Bill be-
fore the House, the clause would read
" City Postmasters, Collectors, Inspectors
of Weights and Measures and Preventive
Oficers in the Customs " which was not
what was intended. The intention of the
law was that City Postmasters and Col-
lectors in the Customs and Inland Revenue
Departments, and Preventive Officers in
the Customs should be exempt. He sug-
gested that the words " and Inspectors of
Weights and Measures " should come in
after the word " Department " in the sixth
section of the Act of 1883.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL accep-
ted the suggestion, and the section, as
amended, was adopted.

HON. MR. McMASTER, fron the Com-
mittee, reported that they had gone through
the Bill and made some progress. amd
asked leave to sit again to-morrow.

COLLISIONS ON THE INTERCOLO-
NIAL RAILWAY.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman trom Amherst drew
attention yesterday to a matter which had
been referred to by him some time ago-
that was the subject of a rear collision
that had occurred upon the Intercolonial
Railway between Quebec and some point
lower down. I have been in communica-
tion with the Department of Railways
this morning, and I have received the
following memorandum from them:-

" We have under consideration several
modes of lessening the liability to rear colli-
8ions such as the one referred to. Among

these I may mention one which has a signal
attached to posts places at every mile, and as
the train enters on one mile the signal sets by
electricity, and on the train goin off that
mile and entering on the next, that signal goes
down and another one sets, so that no train
following another can get within a mile of it.
Another one is an arm on posts set alongeide
of the track, about every quarter of a mile,
and when the train cones to a standstill the
brakesnan at once sets the arm on one or
more of these points in the rear of the stand-
ing train, and this ari which is set etrikes a
gong in the cab of the engine of the following
train, thus warning the driver of a train
standing ahead. We have others also before
us, the working of which Ido not remember
just at present.

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Senate do now adjourn.

HON. MR. POWER-Before that
motion is carried I wish to say a few words.
I do not propose to take up an hour and
three-quarters as the hon. gentleman from
Niagara did on a previous occasion, though
he is the gentleman who referred to me as
taking up the time of the House unneces-
sarily.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
do not think the hon. gentleman from
Halifax has the right to address the House
again upon this subject. The previous
debate was one in which the hon. gentle-
man took part, and I do not think he has
now the right to refer to it at ail, in fact.

HoN. MR. POWER-I am satisfied to
abide by the Speaker's decision on that
point. I am not particularly anxious to
speak just now; but I may say that the
hon. gentleman from Niagara on a similar
occasion, and on a similar subject referred
to a previous debate.

THE SPEAKER-On that occasion the
hon. gentleman was niot called to order;
but I think the rule is clear that even on a
motion for adjournment, a standing order
of Parliament, which prevents a member
from alluding to a previous debate, cannot
be infringed.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p. m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, April 171h 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE FORTY-FIRST RULE
SUSPENDED.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the forty-iirst rule, which requires
that every bill shall undergo three separate
readings each on a different day, be sus-
pended for the remander of the Session.

The motion was agreed to.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (130) "An
Act to amend the Civil Service Act of
1882 and 1883."

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that when the Bill was before the Com-
mittee yesterday it had been pointed out
by the hon. members for Halifax and
Amherst that the effect of the first clause
of this Bill was to repeal in toto the whole
of the fifth section of the Civil Service Act
of 1882 on the same subject, and there-
fore would leave no provision for the pay-
ment of the examiners. That turned out
to be the correct interpretation. The
only change in the Act that was desired
was the adoption of the fourth sub-section
of the fifth section, and he therefore moved
to strike out the first enacting clause and
the first three sub-sections thereof and
leave only the fourth sub-section.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. McMASTER, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with an
amendment which was concurred in.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL,

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (87) "An Act
further to amend 'The Indian Act, 188o.1'

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that after conferring with the officers of the
Indian Department a new clause had been
prepared on the subject of ammunition,
which he would submit to the Committee.
It was as follows:-

" 2. The Superintendent General may, when
he considers it in the public Interest to do so,
prohibit, by public notice to that effect, the
sale, gift, or other disposal, to any Indian in
the Province of Manitoba or in any part there-
of, or in the North-West Territories or any
part thereof, of any fixed ammunition or bal
cartridge. and every person who, after such
notice, without the permission in % riting of
the Superintendent General, selle or'gives, or
in any other nia-nner conveys to any Indian in
the section of country thus prohibited anyfixed ammunition or ball cartridge, shall
incur a penalty of not more than two hundred
dollars, or shail be liable to iniprisonment for
a term of not more than six months, or to both
fine and imprisonment within the limita
aforesaid, at the discretion of the Court before
which the conviction is had, and every
offender against the provisions of this section
may be tried in a summary nianner by two
Justices of the Peace or by any Stipendiary or
other Magistrate having the power of two
Justices of the Peace."

The effect of this would be that if in
any district in the North-West.there should
be any indication of disturbance or any
necessity for this measure the Superinten-
dent General would have the power to put
it in force ; but the normal state of things
would be that it should not be enforced.
The hon. member from Manitoba, who
was present when this was being discussed,
pointed out that in some parts of the North-
West, particularly the extreme North-West,
it was almost impossible for the Indians
to live unless they had this fixed ammuni-
tion, and it was not intended to interfere
with them because ammunition was with
them a necessity of life. The officers of
the Department had also pointed out that
if disturbances should arise, as was some-
times apprehended, they would probably
occur towards the south, so that it was
thought by allowing the Superintendent
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General to exercise the power of proclaim-
ing a district, he could prohibit the sale of
arms in that district, and it would probably
meet the case.

Hox. MR. PLUMB wished to know if
this Bill would apply to the large number
of Indians in British Columbia and in the
territory east of Manitoba.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
this Bill applied to the Indians in the ter-
ritory east of Manitoba, but not to the
Indians of British Columbia.

HON. MR. MACDONALD asked if it
would not be wise to prohibit the sale of
breech loaders and repeating rifles ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there were a good many of those repeating
rifles now in the hands of the Indians. It
would be difficult to prevent the sale of
them in Winnipeg or any place where they
were in store, and elsewhere they could
hardly be procured by the Indians.

The clause was adopted.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said he
proposed to amend clause 3, as follows:-

" Every Indian or other person who engages
in or assists in celebrating lie Indian festival
knowin as the ' Potlatch' or in the Indian
dance known as ' Tamnanwas' is guilty of a
nisdemeanor, and shall be liable to iniprison-
ment for a term of not more than six nor less
than two months in any gaol or other place
of confinement; and any Indian or other per-
son who encourages, either directly or indir-
ectlv an Indian or Indians to get up such a
festival or dance, or to celebrate the same, or
who shall assist in the celebration of the
sanie, is guilty of a like offence, and shall be
liable to the same punishment "

The objections to the clause as it stood
were that it did not sufficiently strike at
the white man who might assist and stimu-
late these potlaches. He proposed to re-
move that objection. Then the hon.
members from British Columbia and
Halifax seem to think that it was undesir-
able to legislate at all in this direction, but
that it would be better to leave the sup-
pression of these potlaches to the mission-
aries and to moral sua:ion. The House
would remember that among the letters
he had read yesterday was one from a
Roman Catholic Priest recommending

IION. SIR ALEL CAMPBELL

legislation, and one from a Methodist
Minister who thought improvement could
be effected by moral suasion, and the in-
fluence of religion amongst the Indians.
The officers of the Department in British
Columbia thought it desirable to have
legislation. The House would observe
that the penalty under this clause was not
a heavy one, and it would only be enfor-
ced in a spirit of mercy. No great harm
could result from it even though it should
prove a failure. One hon. gentleman from
British Columbia had suggested that the
operation of the Act should be postponed
for a time, in order that the Indians might
prepare for the change ; he therefore pro-
posed to introduce a clause to provide
that the Act should not go in' force until
the first of January next.

HON MR. ALMON-At what time of
the year does the potlach usually take
place ?

HoN. MR. NELSON-Generally in the
fall of the year.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I regret that my
hon. friend in considering this clause did
nlot go a little further and allow the matter
to stand as it is now. I think it is to be
regretted for several reasons, in regard to
these Indians as with regard to a great
many other of Her Majesty's subjects, that
we are apt to have too niuch legislation.
In this particular instance it is worse than
uteless to have an Act which cannot be
enforced. I do not object to any particular
parts of those Acts which afford protection
to the aborigines from the encroachments
of the whites ; but it is to be regretted
that we should go so far as to interfere
with their games and amusements, their
festivals and dances. Of course the re-
sponsibility for this legislation rests with
the. Government who, I daresay, feel in
exercising that responsibility that they are
pursuing the best course. While we are
on that subject the House will perhaps
permit me to refer to a matter that is ger-
mane to this legislation, because it applies
to the North-West Territory. On former
occasions I referred to the unpatriotic
course of certain persons in the North-
West, who had passed resolutions and
published their shame to the world that
the North-West was not a fit place for any
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one else to go to, and warning all persons
from going there. I am happy to be able to
have an authority, which a friend has put
into my hand, as regards those sham pat-
riots, and sham farmers, many of whom
have no interest in the soil whatever, to
bring before the House and the country
the opinions of the real farmers of the
North-West. I will read from the Winni-
peg Free Press correspondence giving an
account of a meeting which has taken
place in one of the finest farming districts
of the North-West, the Oak River settle-
ment. It is thus described :-

OAK RIVER DISTRICT.
Correspondence of the Free Press.

At a meeting of farmers held at Viola Dale,
Oak River District, March 25th 1883, for the
object of discussing the resolutions passed by
the (so called) Farmers' Union Convention
lately held at Winnipeg.

It was thought by ail present, that it was
now time for the bona fßde farmers to speak
for themselves, and that they could not too
etrongly condemn the course pursued, and
views enunciated by a set of paid agi.tators
and political demagogues presuming to speak
in the name of the farmers of this country,
whose views they do not at all represent.

After discussion it was moved by F. Midle-
ton, J. P., seconded by Caton Willis, and
carried unanimously, that

Whereas, we the undersigned farmers, irres-
pective of politics, having read with surprise
the anti-immigration resolution of the (so
called) Farmers' Union at their recerit conven-
tion in Winnipeg, beg to enter our solemn
protest against it, believing the sanie to be en-
tirely false.

Caton Willis, F. Middleton, Alfred E,
Brown, John Murray, Robert Hamilton, Jere-
miah Pangnian, John Styles, Thomas Lerins,
James Scott, Jacob Lerins, Thiomas Kidd,
Peter Murray, Daniel R. Brown, John Kidd,
Thomas Grierson, W. A. Kidd, J. F. Brown,
H. Harrison, J. Looker. M. MeMillan, Robert
Gunning, John Scott, George Scott, James
Marshall, James Little, Arthur King, John
Snell, William Milson, Thomas Walker, John
Jackson, Josiah Gamey, Thomas Macdonald,
William Beamish, Walter Leif, Robert McCon-
ne], Richard Beamish, Robert Beamish,
Albert Leif, Robert McDonald, senior, Robert
McDonald junior, George Robertson, J. J.
Elliott, T. C. Jackson, Richard Rudd, Robert
Squire, Charles Ho , William Scott, John
Smith, T. M. Hami lton, 3 eorge W. Hazle-
wood, Joseph Andrew, Mark Ederington,
George Tackaberry, James Howie, James
Milne, William Leif, Reuben Pangman,
Thomas Benson, W. L. Brown. John McCon-
nell, illan Marshall, Peter Warren, Joseph
Warren, A. Curry, C.'Curry. Wm. H. Hazle-
wood, James Anderson, William Hern, R. W.
Brethomy, Thomas Wood, Henry Stinson,

John Levins, W. J. Pangman, William Hoge-
]and.

I thought it not improper, even at this
stage of the session, that the House and
the country should be put in possession
of the very best answer that can be given
to the efforts of those unpatriotic men.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-Although
I do not believe that much benefit will be
derived from this section, I am quite wil-
ling to let it go. There is one place where
some little good may be done, and that is
near Victoria, where there is a village, and
where the police may have power to carry
out the law ; and if this custom is stopped
there it may be prevented in other parts
of the country.

HON. MR. NELSON-One of the ad-
vantages of giving this length of time for
the Act to come into operation will be to
allow the Indian agents in British Colum-
bia an opportunity to spread a knowledge
of it amongst the Indians, and that it is
likely to come into force. They might
also find out in that way whether the In-
dians are likely to obey it, and if it can be
found out by enquiries of the agents that
it will be impossible to enforce the law,
the Governnent by that time may think it
well to repeal the law.

HON. MR. ALMON-I am very much
opposed to any law that will interfere with
the customs and prejudices of the Indians.
This potlach is a sort of love-feast, similar
to that practised by certain denominations
of Christians. I think this clause is one
of the things which in our profession we
terni nimnia diligentia medicorum (too much
physicking). If the Indians were left more
to themselves it would be very much bet-
ter. Every one knows that our Indians
respect the British laws much better than
the tribes on the other side of the line re-
spect the laws of the United States, but if
we try to put down their customs by legis-
lation instead of by Christian and moral
teaching we shall find that we are taking
a step in the wrong direction. We are
giving way to a little sentimentality, and I
for one shall record my vote against doing
away with potlaching by force of law.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Love-feasts
of all kinds are demoralizing in their
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character, and potlaching is especially so,
and it seems to me that if the Missionaries
have failed in the course of a quarter of a
century to put down this custom by their
influence, we should not refuse to assist
them by granting the legislation that is
asked for, to do away with a custom which
certainly ought not to exist in a civilized
province in the present day.

direction, as the Indians had declined to
go back to the old system of electing
Chiefs, and the Act of i88o had proved a
failure.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE,
from the Committee, reported the Bill
without any amendment.

The amendment was agreed to on a o.SRAE CMBLmveaHON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
Thviimn t wthat the Bill be read the third timedivision.presenty.

HON. SIR ALEX. CMPBELL said that
with a view to carrying out the suggestion
of his hon. friend from St. Boniface, he
wished to amend the 2oth section to pro-
vide that the widow of an Indian should
forfeit her interest in the estate of her
hesband if she married again.

HON. MR. POWER suggested that the
widow of an Indian should not be placed
in a worse position than the widow of a
white man who married again. The pro-
vision might be modified so as to provide
that she would forfeit her right only if she
married out of the band.

The clause was agreed to without
amendment.

HON. MR. DiE BOUCHERVILLE, from
the Committee, reported the Bill with
certain amendments, which were concurred
in ; and the Bill was then read the third
time and passed.

INDIANS OF CANADA PRIVILEGES
BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Con-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (22 " An Act
for conferring certain privileges on the
more advanced bands of the Indians of
Canada, with the view of training them for
the exercise of municipal powers."

In the Committee
On the 5th clause,
HoN. MR. MACDONALD suggested

that municipal elections under this Bill
should be conducted by open voting, as the
Indians would not understand the ballot.
He thought the Bill was a step in the right

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time.

On the motion that the Bill do pass,

HON. MR. PLUMB said: Before this
Bill passes I wish to say a few words. I
was speaking on this Bill the other day,
and congratulating the Government upon
having made a provision by which ultim-
ately, I trust, the more advanced and cul-
tivated bands of Indians will be entitled
to larger privileges than even this Bill con-
fers on them, and that they might by and by
be admitted to the full privileges of citizen-
ship. I have heard with much regret that
by an Act which has been passed in one
of our legislatures, those bands are cut off
from any hope, while that legislation is on
the Statute book, of reaching that condi-
tion. I understand that an Act has been
passed which prevents absolutely the exer-
cise of the suffrage by any Indian who be-
longs to any band that receives pay from
the Government. A more unjust thing
cannot possibly be done, if it is true. The
Indians in receiving subsidies from the
Government are simply drawing the inter-
est on their property which the Govern-
ment holds in trust for them. They are
not eleemosynary recipients of money.
They are not owing their subsistence to
charity ; they are fully entitled to the in-
terest upon the investments which have
been made from the sales of their proper-
ties, or for any funds that have been set
apart for them. I think it is a great hard-
ship if they are to be deprived of any
privileges because they simply receive
what is their own, and I trust that the
House will pardon me for having called
attention to this. I feel very much pleas-
ed that the Government have taken in hand
the improvenient and amelioration of the
political condition of the Indians, and I
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trust that some way will be found to relieve
them of this disability, in the Franchise
Bill which we are probably to have next
year, when the Government will take, I
trust, into its own hands and deal efficien-
tly with the election and qualifications and
manner of voting for those who represent,
in the other House, the different constitu-
encies of this Dominion,--placing all upon
one broad basis where they will not be
subject to the differences or to the caprices
of legislation in the different Provinces,
where frequent changes are made, and
where those changes are not always made,
I think, in the interests of those who are
represented by the Parliamentary franchise.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
passed.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (135) "An Act
further to amend the consolidated Railway
Act 1879, and the Acts amending it."

The Bill was read the first and second
times and referred to a Committee of the
Whole House.

In the Committee,
On the 2nd sub-section of claus& 5,
HON. MR. POWER thought it was

becoming too general a practice to appoint
commissionersoutside Departments; those
commissions were attended with consider-
able expense, and he thought the investi-
gation might be better made if officers of
the Departments were sent down to
enquire into the matters in dispute.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the railway companies would not be con-
tent to leave the matter altogether to an
officer of the Department, as they expected
an arbitration by those who might be con-
sidered as experts, and it was thought best
to make the provision in question.

The sub-section was adopted.

On the 9th section,
HON. MR. POWER referred to the

penalty imposed upon a person upon
whose property a gate might be left open,
and pointed out that if a stranger came
along and carelessly left such a gate open,
as the Bill read the owner would be liable
to have an action taken against him, even
though he knew nothing of the opening of
the gate and had no control over the per-
son through whose carelessness an accident
might happen. He thought it should be
a good defence for such owner if he could
show that the gate had been left open by
some one not in his employ or under his
authority,-putting the onus upon the
owner of proving that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
that such carelessness generally occurred
on the part of some person in the employ
of the owner.

HON. MR. POWER said if the gate
should be left open by his servant or any-
one for whom the owner is responsible, he
should be liable, but farmers could not
keep men at those gates all the time, and
it was rather a hard measure to make
them liable for what, ,perhaps, some mis
chievous neighbor might do.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL con-
sidered that the owner should have his
gate so fastened that it could not be open-
ed, and if an accident occurred it was well
that the responsibility should be attached
to some one; a man was supposed to look
after his own property and see that his
gates were not left open.

HON. MR. POWER thought it a very
serious matter, as there were a great many
properties throughout the country adjoin-
ing railways, and the consequence of that
provision might be very hurtful to innocent
people. He suggested that the Minister
should take it into consideration, and that
the third reading might stand over until a
later period. His opinion was that the
owner should be liable unless he could
show that the gate was left open by some-
one not in his employ or controlled by
him. It was impracticable, in his opinion,
to make farmers keep their gates locked
and carry their keys about with them.

HON. MR. ALMON instanced the fact
that owners were liable to be fined if their
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cows strayed away and were placed in
pound ; and until such fine was paid they
could not regain possession of the animal.
He thought, in the same way, if cattle
strayed upon the railway track, through
not being looked after properly, and acci-
dent resulted therefrom, the owners of
such cattle should very properly be subject
to penalty.

HON. MR. DEVER thought it was a
-very serious matter that the owner of the
land should be open to action and damage
when, for instance, a tramp might take
down the bars or leave the gate open so
that cattle could get out and cause acci-
dents upon railway lines. Then, again,
farmers often rented their property, and
in such cases ýt would be harsh to pursue
them simply because they were the owners
of the land, when perhaps the fault might
lie with those over whom the owners had
no power.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said that a
person might maliciously and deliberately
tear down fences, and if damage occurred,
it seened unfair that this iron rule should
be enforced, and that a man who was not
guilty in any way should be liable to dam-
ages for the criminal act of another. The
damages often would be very large, and
in some cases might eat up all the farmer
possessed.

HON. MR. SKEAD instanced a case
in which someone had carelessly left a
gate open upon his (Mr. Skead's) property
and the result was that several valuable
horses strayed upon the track, and three
of them, worth $250 each, were killed.
The gate, which was provided by the rail-
way company, was simply fastened with a
piece of wire, and though so miserably
secured, he was unable to bring any action
against the company for the injury he had
sustained. He thought the gates were
not properly constructed, hung or fasteiied,
and considered they should be so built
that when they ivere opened they would
fall to with their weight. He thought it
very hard that faimers should be com-
pelled to suffer through the fault of stran-
gers who might cross their lands and
leave these gates open.

HON. MR. SCOTT thought it very im-

HON. MR. ALMON.

portant in the interests of the travelling
community that cattle should not be
allowed to stray on the railway track, but
that every possible precaution should be
taken against such an occurrence. The
Bill provided that where a gate had been
left open the farmer should be liable to a
penalty of $20, but it was well known
that those penalties were not followed. up
in the great majority of cases, and it was
only where public attention had been
called to some serious accident that those
penalties were enforced. He thought the
House might, with all fairness, let the
clause stand, as in any case of action
brought against individuals by companies,
experience had proved that juries invari-
ably gave it against the companies.

HON. MR. FERRIER thought that
farmers should put locks upon these gates
so that individuals could not open them in
a careless way, and so endanger the lives of
perhaps ioo passengers by allowing cattle
to stray upon the railway track. The ex-
pense of placing locks upon those gates-
as there were not more than perhaps two,
openings opposite a railway upon anyone
farm-would not be very great, and might
prevent many accidents.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said it was
very well for one interested in railways to
take such grounds, but there were others
who had some interest in the matter under
discussion, and he considered it would be
a hardship, in many cases, if the Bill were
adopted as it stood. Even with locks
upon the gates, any malicious person, if
so disposed, might open the gates or knock
down the fences,-yet the farmer would
be subject to loss for that act of his enemy.
With regard to juries, if cattle had escaped
through a gate, whether openedmaliciously
or otherwise, whether a lock had been
upon it previously or not, they would
follow the law and find a verdict according
to law upon the facts.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, while in
favor of every precaution for the preserva-
tion of human life, thought that property-
holders were entitled to some respect from
the House. The owners of property
intersected by railways were at a great
disadvantage. In the older countries, rail-
way crossings were either above or below
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the railway, and level crossings weie the
exception, and not the rule. Level cros-
sings were American institutions, and
farmers were at a great disadvantage, for
unless their gates were kept continually
locked, they were always liable to having
them left open by tre,passers. At one
time of the year sportmen were continu-
ally about, and at other periods people
were hunting for berries, and they were
notably careless about closing gateways
after them ; in fact, there were always
persons trespassing upon the farmer's
lands, and consequently they were ex-
posed daily to accidents over which they
could have no possible control, except by
putting on locks and chains, which, though
a comparatively easy thing to do, would
still be attended with inconvenience. The
Bill had been brought down in a great
hurry, and it was almost impossible to
consider it and see if sufficient protection
had been given by this provision.

HON. MR. PLUMB said that the gates
and crossings were provided by the rail-
way companies, and it only rested with
the farmers to see that they were properly
secured. Incalculable damage had been
caused through carelessness about closing
those gates and the escaping of cattle,
which were frequently run over by trains.
Referring to the remarksof the hon. gentle-
man from Lunenburg, he thoughit the
penalty should not be absolutely upon the
farmer, but that there should be proof that
the leaving open of the gate had occurred
through carelessness or wilful negligence,
because otherwise a man might be exposed
through the action of a malicious neigh-
bor, to serious penalty, and some slight
provision should be made tor such a case.
He thought with the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa that the protection of the agricul-
tural interest might very safely be left
with the juries, as he believed full justice
would be accorded to them as against cor-
porations.

HON. MR. READ knew of an instance
where a railway ran alongside the road for
from five to ten miles, and all the people
living on one side had to cross two roads
in coming to or going from their houses.
The gates which afforded access to these
roads were used by all the strangers who
came along, pedlars, tramps and others,

and it was possible at any time, through
their carelessness, that these gates might
be left open, and it would be most unfair
that the owner of the property should be
visited vith heavy damages when the fault
lay, perhaps' entirely, with a tramp or
pedlar whom he had never seen.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said that if
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
Niagara were adopted it would meet the
views of the hon. gentleman from Belleville.

HON. MR. POWER thought that that
might deal with the penalty, but it would
not deal with a suit for damages, and sug-
gested to the Minister that the onus to
prove his innocence should be put on the
owner of the land. Some such words
should be added to the clause as the fol-
lowing, "unless such owner or occuipier
proves that he has been quilty of no such
negligence in leaving the gate open." He
thought that would meet the views of the
hon. gentleman from Niagara and the
other gentlemen who had spoken.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested putting in the words " wilfully or
carelessly left open."

HON. MR. KAULBACH thought that
would not apply to both penalty and dam-
ages.

HoN. MR. SCOTT considered that if
the words suggested by the Minister were
inserted, the Bill would not be worth the
paper it was written on, as it would be
impossible to prove that the opening of
the gate had been carelessly done, and no
man would be supposed to have done it
wilfully and maliciously. The Bill was
intended to make people careful, the gates
were constructed by the railway company,
and it was the'duty of the farmer or other
holder of the land to look after his own
gates, while it was the duty of the House
to look after the interests of the travelling
public.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
perhaps it would be better to leave the
clause as it stood.

HON. MR. POWER considered the
amendment suggested by the hon. gentle-
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man from Niagara had met the views of
the whole House, and he had given the
substance of that amendment in the
words which he had suggested should be
added to the clause, and which he thought
would sufficiently meet the point.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa was
right, and if the language which he had
suggested was inserted, it would destroy
the clause.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH was surprised
to find the Minister of Justice so much
under the influence of the member from
Ottawa. He thought it was necessary to
be careful of those railway companies,
and considered that the farmer should
not be injured as was proposed.

HON. MR. POWER moved that the
clause be amended by adding the words
just mentioned by him, narnely, "unless
such owner or occupier proves that he
has been guilty of no negligence in leav-
ing the gate open."

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was declared lost, and the clause
was then adopted.

HON. MR. READ said that the carry-
ing of the clause illustrated the trouble
arising from Bills being brought down at
the last moment of the session ; he con-
sidered the practice fraught with a great
deal of danger.

HON. MR. GIRARD, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with several
amendments, which were concurred in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill, as amended.

HON. MR. POWER--I beg to move in
amendment, that the following be added
at the end of the 9 th clause :-

"Unless such owner or occupier proves that
lie has been guilty of no negligence in connec-
tion with the leaving of such gate open."

I regret that time has not been taken to
prepare a clause embodying the sentiment
of this amendment as it might have been
prepared ; but as the Government have
brought this important measure down at

HON. MR. POWER.

this late period of the session, we have
only to do the work as well as we can.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa and
some other hon. gentlemen have spoken
of the liabilities of railways, and the neces-
sity for protecting the travelling public. I
think we should not forget the rights of
private owners of lands either. A railway
company come along ; they take right of
way through a farmer's land, or the land of
any other man, especially that of the farmer,
against his will; they open a road through
his property, and then they put on insuffi-
cient gates to enable him to get across the
track from one portion of his land to the
other.

HON. MR. ALMON-They pay him
for it.

HON. MR. POWER-Sometimes they
do, and sometimes they do not. At any
rate they take the right of way against his
will, and now we propose to pass an Act
which will render the farmer liable, if a
servant of the Railway Company were to
leave the gate open, for a penalty, and
damages too. I think it is a violation of
the English law altogether, that a man
should be made liable to a penalty and an
action for damages, where he is able to
establish that he has been guilty of no
negligence or laxness whatever. I think
the amendment that I submit is the least
protection that can be given to the owner
or occupier of land. Surely if the owner
is able to establish that neither he nor any-
one under his control has left the gate
open that should be enough ; be should
not be liable to a penalty or damages.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
never could get a verdict if that was the
case.

HON. MR. POWER-In the first place
in a great many Provinces juries have been
almost abolished in civil cases, and under
this Act neither Judge nor jury has any
option. It does not give the owner any
way out of it. It says: "and the owner
or occupier of any such land on which any
such gate shall be unlawfully left open as
aforesaid." It does not say by whom it
may be left open, by the servant of the
railway or a stranger:-" shall be liable to
the Railway Company for any damage to
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the property of the company, or for which
the company is responsible, by reason of
such gate having been left open."

Surely it is not going too far to give the
owner a chance to show that he is not
guilty, and that somebody else is. Sup-
pose he proves that a servant of the Rail-
way Company is guilty, surely the farmer
should not be liable then, and that is ail
that this amendment proposes, and I do
not see how anyone can vote against so
reasonable a provision.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It seems to
me that the whole principle of this clause
is wrong. You impose a penalty upon a
man for what he may be absolutely inno-
cent of. He may have done no wrong,
either himself or by his agents, yet you
punish him severely. As my hon. friend
has said, it very often happens that more
damage than good is done to a man's farm
by a¶ailway passing through it. The owner
of the land may exercise all reasonable
precautions, yet because some tramp, or
some malicious person who wishes to ruin
him, leaves his gate open and drives his
cattle on the track, even though all that
should be established by evidence, the poor
farmer is to be held liable. If his cattle
are killed he must suffer not only that loss
but also punishment for the malicious act
of some person, done without his
knowledge. That is striking at the very
foundation of the liberty of the subject.
Such legislation is absurd-it is monstrous,
and I hope the House, notwithstanding
any influence that may be exercised on
behalfof the Railway Companies, will accept
this amendment. I am willing to go as
far as any one can reasonably ask to pro-
tect the travelling public, but I do not
believe in legislating to punish innocent
men. The farmer may·lose in addition to
the cattle killed, his whole farm, because
the damage done may amount to- more than
the value of his whole property ; and all
this may happen for something done, not
only without his knowledge, but in spite of
every precaution he may have taken to
prevent it. The amendment leaves the
onus on the farmer to prove his innocence.
Generally a man is presumed to be inno-
cent until he is proved guilty, but under
this amendment the accused must prove
his own innocence.

HON. MR. READ-No doubt the tra-
velling public are entitled to protection
against accidents, but for that purpose the
Railway Companies keep section-men
who are continually going up and down
the track, early and late, to see that every-
thing is right. If a man leaves his gate
open and his cattle stray on the track,
they are likely to be killed : surely it is
penalty enough if he loses his cattle. it
will not be denied by gentlemen who are
paid by Railway Companies to advocate
their claims on . the floor of this House
that if the farmers leave their gates open
and the cattle get on the track the cattle
are killed. The Railway Company build
their road where it suits them, and they
require a man, through whose land it runs,
to shut his gates every time he passes over
the track. This clause goes so far as to
say that a man is guilty until he proves
himself innocent. It reverses the princi-
ple of the English law which assumes that
every man is innocent until he is proved
guilty. Surely if a man has done all that
he can to prevent accidents he should not
be held responsible for the malicious con-
duct of others. I know cases where many
men live within a mile or so of the track
but have to cross it every time they go to
the public road. Surely it is enough in
such cases if a man shuts tie gates and
requires his servants and agents to do the
same. And if through the malicious act
of some other person the gates are left
open and his stock stray on the track and
get killed, surely it is enough for him to
lose his cattle without suffering additional
punishment.

HON. MR. WARK-I have seen a cow
lift a gate off the hinges with her horns :
surely the owrrer ought not to be prosecu-
ted for the act of his cow.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
that case it would not be left open by the
owner, but by the cow.

HON. MR. WARK-Still, under this
Bill the owner would be liable to punish-
ment for it.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE--It occurs
to me that we are at a great disadvantage
in discussing a Bill which is not before us,
but if the clause he such as I apprehend
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it is, that a farmer is to be held liable
whether the act be done by himself or by
a stranger, I think it is extremely unjust.
It is sufficient to hold him responsible for
his own act, or the act of his servant or
his agent, but to hold him liable for the
act of a stranger who may leave his-gate
open is, it seems to me, opposed to every
principle of right and justice. The pro-
vision would be amply stringent on the
farmer if you make him liable for the acts
of himself, his servants or agents, but it is
going too far to hold him liable in case
a man on horseback crossing his land, or
a hunter, should leave his gate open with-
out his knowledge. It is exceedingly un-
just and a measure which the hon. Minis-
ter who has charge of the Bill should not
press on the House. I trust that every
hon. gentleman in this House will oppose
the passage of a Bill containing a section
of that kind, and more particularly when
we have not the text of the Bill before us
so that we can judge of it in its entirety.
I therefore hope that the section will be
amended so that the farmer or person
owning the property will only be held liable
for the act of himself, his agents and
servants.

The Senate divided on the amendment
which was rejected by the following vote:

Bellerose,
De Blois,
Haythorne,
Kaulbach,
McKay,
O'Donohoe,

CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

Pelletier,
Power,
Read,
- kead,
Wark.-11.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon,
Baillargeon,
Campbell (Sir Alex)
Dever,
Ferguson,
Ferrier,
Flint,
Girard,
McKindsey,
McMaster,
McMillan,

McInntes, ( 3urlington)
Macpherson,
Miller (Speaker),
Montgomery,
Nelson,
Plumb,
Ross,
Scott,
Turner,
Vidal.-21.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

QUEBEC HARBOR GRAVING
DOCK BILL.

advance of a further sum for completing
the graving dock of the harbour of
Quebec, was introduced and read the
first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the second time, at
length, at the table.

The motion was agre d to, and the Bill
having been read at len th,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be * read the third time
presently.

HoN. MR. POWER-Before the mo-
tion is put, I wish to make an observa-
tion which suggested itself to me on the
introduction of this Bill. Some hon.
members are probably aware that for some
time past the City Council, the leading
merchants, and the representatives of the
City of Halifax in the louse of Com-
mons, have been endeavoring to make
arrangements with the Government for
the construction of a graving dock at
Halifax harbour. The application wàs
made, I think, to the Minister of Public
Works; the matter came up before him,
and I cannot understand why the Govern-
ment have altogether declined to do for
the City of Halifax what they have been
doing, to a very great extent indeed, for
the City of Quebec.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the thirl time and passed.

MANITOBA JUDGES'SALARY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill (149) " An Act to provide for the
salary and travelling allowance of an
additional puisne Judge of the Court of
Queen's Bench of the Province of Mani-
toba," was introduced and read the first
time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read at length the second
time at the table.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
having been read,

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS. HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

Bill (119), "An Act to authorize the that the Billbe read the third time presently.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE,
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

QUEBEC HARBOR TIDAL DOCK
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill (148) " An Act to make further
provision towards the completion of the
Tidal Dock in the Harbor of Quebec"
was introduced and read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the second time at
length at the table.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
having been read,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

MARINE AND FISHERIES
DEPARTMENT'S BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRID READINGS.

Bill (140) "An Act respecting the De-
partment of Marine and Fisheries " was
introduced and read the first time.

HON. SiRz ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
is a Bill to divide the Department of
Marine and Fisheries into two Depart-
ments under the one head, but giving
each department a deputy-head, and giv-
ing power to each deputy-head to carry ôn
the affairs of the department under his
control. I move that the Bill be read the
second time at length at the table.

HON. MR. POWER-I notice that
there is no power given to the Minister to
appoint any other officers than those now
in the Department. I am glad to see that
the Government intend to make this divi-
sion a more economical one than in the
former instance.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time
presently.

HON. ME. SCOTT-It does seem to.
me that this Bill has been specially pre-
pared for the purpose of giving increased
salaries and a higher status to certain
officers in the Civil Service. It did not
seem to me, from my knowledge of the
Department in the past, that the officers
were overworked, or were unequal to the
duties devolving upon them, or that any
other reason existed to justify the division
of the Department into two separate de-
partments. The same officer in each
department will preside over the business,
and there can be no possible reason for
this legislation other than the one I have
mentioned. The hon. gentleman from
Halifax has observed that he is glad to-
see there are no increaseq to be made; I
presume that the opportunity for increases
is afforded by this Pill. There is no limit
to the number of clerks to be employed,
and it practically enables the head of the
department to add any number that he
thinks proper to the staff which I think,
at the present moment, ought to be quite
equal to the dunes of that branch of the
public service.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I .am glad
that this Bill has been introduced. I do
not think it is anything new, because I
remember some years ago this proposal
was made by the gentleman who was
Minister of Marine & Fisheries before the
late Government came into power. No
doubt the duties of that office have becôme
very onerous since that time, by reason of
the rapid development of the resources of
the country, and it is difficult to ascertain
to what department certain branches of the
service should belong, and with what par-
ticular officer certain business should be
transacted. The offices of Marine and
Fisheries seem to conflict very much, and
I think, under the proposed arrangement,
the business of the country will be very
much better conducted. I regret very
much that we have lost the services of Mr.
Whitcher in the Fisheries Department, and
I hope by some means or other the coun-
try will again have the advantage of. his
extensive knowledge of that Department
and his many years' experience. His
services during the negotiation of the
Washington treaty should not be forgotten
by the country. It is a pity that we should
lose the services of a gentleman so familiar
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with the fisheries of the country, or that we
should allow them to be secured by rivals
on the other side of the border.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE TARIFF AMENDMENT BILL

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill (142), " An Act further to amend
the present tariff of duties of Customs,"
was introduced and read the first time.

The Bill was then read the second and
third time and passed.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that when the House adjourns to-day it
stand adjourned until 10.30 a. m. to-
morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.40 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April i8th, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 10.30
a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT.

MESSAGE.

THE SPEAKER read a message from
the Governor-General's Secretary announc-
ing that His Excellency would prorogue
Parbiament to-morrow at three o'clock.

PUBLIC LOAN AUTHORIZATION
BILL

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (156), " An Act to
authorize the raising by way of loan of
certain moneys required for the public
service."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

that the Bill be read the second time at
length at the Table. He said : This Bill
is to reimburse the consolidated fund for
certain moneys which have been advanced
from time to time under an agreement
made in 1881 to redeem srmall loans. The
recital of the Bill explains it.

The motion was agreed to

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I notice in the
Bill that the sum of £961,700 sterling of
those moneys that originally stood in the
way of loan had been paid out of the
surplus revenues of the Dominion. Now
it is proposed to recoup the consolidated
fund for the sum thus paid out. Is not
that a very unusual proceeding ? The
Government have been taking credit for
reducing our debt by paying off small loans
out of the surplus. It seems to me, from
a hurried reading of this Bill that this is a
proposition to get back the money thus
paid out. I can understand that if, during
the recess, a loan falls due for which no
provision has been made, it should be
paid out of the revenue fund for the fiscal
year, but I do not quite see the soundness
of the principle of going beyond the one
year. That is a feature of it which seems
unusual : so far as the excess over that
goes, of course, it is quite proper and right.
It is quite proper that small loans should
be taken up by a larger loan : we do not
propose to pay up our public debt just
now.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
course pursued with reference to this
£961,7oo, and other small sums, is the
one originally intended, and the original
order contemplated the return to the
consolidated revenue fund of the amount
which had been advanced, approximating
£2,000,ooo sterling, the plan being at the
time, no doubt, to accumulate these small
debts, when they had been paid off and
charged to the consolidated fund, and to
recoup that amount by a new loan. That
course, pursued with reference to the
larger items, it is proposed to follow now
with reference to the smaller items.

HON. MR. SCOTT-As I read it, the
Order-in-Council seems to have contem-
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plated that one large loan should be
raised for the purpose of taking up those
smaller ones, but I do not think it made
provision for the contingency that has
now arisen-the Government, instead of
issuing a large loan, paying these small
loans out of the consolidated revenue
fund, and being recouped that amount.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think so. My hon. friend will see that
they are to be recouped for what took
place before this accumulation of
£9oo,ooo sterling. They are recouped
for all paid up to that time, and the
original Order-in-Council contemplated
that it should be so.

If the hon. gentleman will read the
tenth line, he will see that it refers to "the
right to redeem the same by one issue
of that amount within three years." From
the time that the Order-in-Council was
passed, up to January, 1882, a good
many of these small sums would be paid,
all but the £961,7oo, and they were
charged from time to time to the consoli-
dated revenue fund, and paid when the
loan took place. That is the course con-
templated by the Order-in-Council.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

DOMINION LANDS BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

A message was received from the House
of Commons to return Bill (D), "An Act
to amend the Dominion Lands Act,
1883," and to acquaint the Senate that
they had made certain amendments to
the said Bill, to which they desired their
concurrence.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON moved
that the amendments be concurred in. He
said: Two amendments were made in
another place to this Bill, one extending
the right which, under the existing law, the
pre-emptor has to take a pre-emption lot:
that, by the existing law, would expire on
the ist January next; that right is extended
for two years longer. It is in the interest
of the settler and homesteader. The next
aniendment is a clause authorizing the
Governor-in-Council to aid in the construc-
tion of a railway from some point on the

Canadian Pacific Railway to some point on
the Hudson Bay, and to make a grant of
not more than 6,40o acres to each mile of
railway in Manitoba, and not more than
12,8oo acres per mile for each mile in the
North-West Territory. That is a measure
which is very much desired by the people
of Manitoba, and which the Government
and House of Commons have approved of,
and which, I have no doubt, will receive
the sanction of this House also.

HON. MR. POWEI-I rise for the
purpose of asking the hon. Minister of the
Interiorwhythe Government have changed
their policy since this Bill was before this
Chamber a few days ago. It may be re-
membered-probably the hon. Minister
will remember-that when this measure
was in Committee of the Whole in this.
House I called attention to the fact that
under the existing law the right to pre-
empt would terminate on the 1stof January
next, and I suggested, in view of the fact
that in the Bill now before the House
provision was made to allow homesteaders
to pre-empt a certain amount of land, that
it would be desirable that that provision of
the existing law should be repealed or
altered in some way, and the Minister in-
formed the Committee that it was not the
policy of the Government to repeal the Act,
or to make any change in the existing law
with respect to terminating the time for
pre-emption. Now, I observe that this
amendment which we are asked to concur
in was moved in the House of Commons
by the leader of the Government, and
that indicates a considerable change of
policy between the time the Bill was in
Committee in this House and the time at
which it was agreed to by the other House.

HON. MR. MACPHERSON--It is
quite true that I did state in Committee
that it was not then the intention of the
Government to extend the privilege; but
it was afterwards thought better that no
change should take place at present in the
law or the regulation which could be re-
presented in any way, or misrepresented
in any way, to tell against the settlement
of Manitoba and the North-West Terri-
tories ; and the Government came to the
conclusion that it was just possible that
our opponents and rivals for immigration
might say that while there was an amend-
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ment to the law which made it more
favorable to the immigrant than the law
of the United States, yet a change had
been made vhich was not in the interest
of the settler. Therefore it was thought
better, in the interests of Manitoba and
the North-West, to extend the time for
two years longer.

HON. MR. POWER-I think
change is a great improvement.

the

HON. MR. SCOTT-The amendment
is, of course, a very important one, and in
the direction, no doubt, of making the
Act more liberal. I rise, however, to
call attention to the provision made for
the construction of a railway from some
point on the Canadian Pacific Railway to
Hudson 'Bay, giving 6,ooo acres a mile
in Manitoba, and 12,ooo acres in the
North-West Territory, as a free grant.
The Government, I suppose, think they
are using this as . a safety-valve for the
feeling that prevails in the North-West ;
and it has been a matter of amusement to
some of us that the people of the North-
West have bitten so freely, that some of
them now regard this as the true outlet
for the whole country. We are voting
some millions of money, and straining the
resources of the country to complete the
Canadian Pacific Railway as the outlet of
the North-West; but before we accom-
plish that, we are now proposing to en-
courage the opening up of another route
to divert the traffic of the North-West
from the 4,000,000 of people 'who are
spending these enormous sums of money
in order to open up and develop the
North-West, and we are proposing to
pass the produce out of that country
through an outlet in the direction of the
North Pole.

We have heard a good deal of the
rivalry between Quebec and Halifax and
St. John, and other ports with respect to
the eastern terminus of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the desirability of
having the traffic of the North-West come
down through Canadian territory to be
shipped from Canadian ports on the
Atlantic, and it does seem to be somewhat
paradoxical that we should all go in, with-
out a dissentient voice, for a project to
send all this traffic out in the direction of
the North Pole, where there is not a

HON. MR. MACPHERSON.

single indi-idual to take any interest in it.
I regard it as a delusion, a snare, and to
somne extent as compromising the Govern-
ment of this country ; because no doubt
a considerable sum of money will be
spent, lands will be taken up, and the
whole thing will finally be pronounced a
fizzle and a failure. If it were to be a
success, surely the 4,000,000 of people
who are taxing themselves to the utmost
to build the Canadian Pacific Railway
through the North-West are not consulting
their own interests, if they are in earnest
about it, in diverting this traffic from the
older Provinces. We are talking of the
small amount of freight between one point
and another on the Atlantic ports, yet
here we all go in to send the future traffic
of the North-West by another direction
out of the country. I ask hon. gentlemen
if they honestly believe that this route
will supersede all other routes ? If it will,
then the existing routes will have no pos-
sible chance of getting this traffic. If it
is a success, it is absolutely a success, and
there will be practically free trade between
ports on the Hudson Bay and Europe,
and it is idle to talk of the competition of
our railways and canals. I really think
that the majority of the people who so
cordially support this project look upon it
in the same light as I do myself, as a
fraud and a deception. We know how
diflicult the steamers which come in by
the St. Lawrence find it to navigate that
route late in the season. We know that
steamers which are now crossing and re-
crossing the Atlantic sccessfully keep five
or six hundred miles further south to
avoid the masses of ice that drift
down along our shores from the Arctic
ocean ; and we are basing our theory of
the success of the Hudson Bay route
principally on the fact that during a couple
ot years a single vessel, belonging to the
Hudson Bay Company, has succeeded in
finding itsway by some slow course through
Hudson Straits to York Factory, between
the time the summer ice had gone down
and the forming of the winter ice. On that
narrow theory we offer to convey this large
land grant to a company to induce the
people of the North-West to open an out-
let for theirproduce by Hudson Bay. From
my standpoint it seems that the whole
thing is insincere, and that it is done for
the purpose of saying to the people of the
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North-West : " Here we are going to pro-
vide you with another outlet for your
produce, so you cannot complain of high
freight rates." Does it strike one that
vessels will trade to any port on the Hud-
son Bay if they can get no return cargo?
Do we not all know how difficult it is to,
get a fleet of vessels at Quebec, the sea-
port of four millions of people, to take
home our timber, and that it affects the
value of the timber of this country, and
that the important question to the trade is
" shall we have a fleet this year to freight
our lumber ?" You must have freight both
ways to make a route a success. What is
it that builds up the American sea-ports?
It is the freight both ways. Then, again,
it must be remembered that when you go
far north a different class of vessels is re-
quired from that which navigates to our
Atlantic ports. The hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island and his colleagues
are constantly complaining that the
Government cannot give them a vessel that
is suitable for the navigation of the com-
paratively short route across the Straits of
N -rthumberland.

Th, other day, when the Steamer
Nrthern Light got out of the ice in the
Straits, it was considered a matter of such
vast importance that it wis made a subject
of congratulations by telegram, and the
Northern Light is a vessel that was built
specially for that kind of navigation. We
know that the class of vessels that go
north for the purpose of getting the whale
oil are specially and peculiarly built for
that trade. They are not merchant vessels
made for carrying grain; and they are r.ot
the class of vessels that do freighting from
one port on the Atlantic to another ; they
are peculiar in their construction, and in
no way suitable for ordinary trade. Ad-
mitting for the moment that navigation
might be open for four months of the year,
it does not seem reasonable that a fleet of
steamers that is to do that trade is to lie
up for eight months of the year. I believe
that four months or five is the extreme
limit that the most ardent advocate of the
Hudson Bay route claims that navigation
will remain open on that northern route.
I have read a great deal of testimony on
the subject. A good deal of the evidence
is extremely partial, from people who have
an interest in the project; people who
have hopes of making some money out of

this railway, for we all know very well that
people who get up projects of this kind do
not do so for the love of their country, but
from the expectation of making profit out
of them. There is not a man who is now
interested in the charter we have granted
this session who does not hope to make
some money out of it ; therefore I do feel
that the thing is coming to a focus, and I
believe it to be my duty to raise my voice
against this deception that we are
practically carrying on-deceiving our-
selves and deceiving other people
with false hopes that this Hudson Bay
route can be a success. Some years ago
when the hon. gentleman from Montreal
(Mr. Ryan) brought up the subject in this
House, I thought it was a most absurd
thing, and I made a few remarks about it
then, and cast some ridicule upon it, be-
cause, as I then observed, our canal sys-
tem was not perfect, and our railway
system was only in its infancy, and my
hon. friend, who is largely interested in
concentrating the traffic of the western
country in Montreal, as the natural outlet
for a considerable portion of it, was most
inconsistent. It seemed to me, when he'
started the ball rolling, that it was a most
insane project, but it has grown. It would
not have grown with such rapidity if the
idea did not exist that the freight rate by
rail would be so high as largely to reduce
the value of the grain in the North-West.
Although the freight rate will be high, I
am afraid we shall have to trust for the
getting out of the produce of the North-
West to the avenues that we ourselves
have constructed. Once we get the grain
down to Port Arthur by rail, our own ves-
sels will carry it down cheaply to the sea-
board. We know very well that railways
cannot carry grain as cheaply from Chicago
as it can be carried by water. The rail-
ways recently, before the opening of navi-
gation, put the rate down to 15 cents a
hundred, but they say it does not pay ;
but there was a prospect of the water
ways being opened early, and the railway
companies thought it better to get the
freight even at a low rate than to allow
their rolling stock to lie idle. The North-
West would have a cheap outlet by Port
Arthur for that period of the year in which
grain is moved.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
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gentleman seems to me to have changed
his base entirely. I understood him to
be a free-trader in the carrying trade as
well as in tariffs ; but now -he thinks that
no company should be chartered or
assisted that will interfere with the line
which has its outlet through the Lower
Provinces. That seems to be inconsis-
tent with the general line of his argument,
that you cannot confine the trade of a
country to any except natural channels.
God made Hudson Bay for some purpose,
and it seems to me that purpose was to
give easy access to the North-West
Territory.

HON. MR. POWER-Is the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg a free-trader?

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I am a free-
trader this far, that I do not contend that
the trade of a conntry shall be forced
through a channel that is not reasonable
and natural to it. The hon. gentleman
from Ottawa refers to the Hudson Bay
route as an absurd project, on which any
money that may be expended will be
wasted, and he says that those who are
promoting it have no object in view,
except to make money. The Government
are giving them several thousands of acres
of land, which is comparatively of little
value, and if a company can be induced
to construct that line and develop that
country by giving them those lands, I
think it will be an advantage to the
Dominion. He says that Quebec and
the Lower Provinces are going to lose by
it. I do not believe anything of the kind.
If the Hudson Bay route is opened, it
will be available for only some four or
five months of the year, and it certainly
cannot injure the trade of the rest of the
Dominion to any great extent. I am
sure my hon. friend is taking a narrow
view of this matter, and has departed from
his well-pronounced policy of free trade in
commerce, in railways and navigation.

HON. MR. WARK-I think that this
Bill belongs to the class referred to the
other day by the hon. Minister of Justice
when he admitted that they were only
placed on the Statute book to encumber it.
It seems to me that this project will never
be carried out to success. Hon. gentle-
men speak of the navigation through

À ON. MR. KAULBACH.

Hudson Bay and Straits as being open for
four months of the year. I quoted to the
House Mr. Bannerman's statement, made
in the British House of Commons, that
from seven to eight weeks was as long as
that navigation could be expected to be
open in one season. I could corroborate
that statement by reference to the report
of the geologicak exploration, where there
is a record of the seasons in that northern
country of 93 years. Mr. Bannerman said
that for 150 years those observations had
been recorded, and at York Factory a re-
cord had been kept of the time of the
arrival of the Hudson Bay Company's ship
each season, and there never was an arrival
at that port before the 1st of August.
There were only ten vessels, during the 90
years, that had arrived before the roth of.
August, and some had been as late in
arriving as the ioth of December. The
hon. gentleman from Ottawa has, I think
very correctly, stated that no company will
be found to build ships and operate a rail-
way under such adverse circumstances.
Another fact to be borne in mind is that
the crops will not be ready for shipment
during the season of navigation, and if the
grain is sent out in that way it must remain
at some port on Hudson Bay until the
succeeding year, with some uncertainty as
to its being shipped even then. I would
be very glad if the Government would lay
their hands on Bills like this, and prevent
the issuing of such charters, at all events
until a thorough investigation proves that
the Hudson Bay route is practicable. ,

HON. Mr. MACPHERSON - The
House is no doubt aware that the Govern-
ment of Manitoba has asked the Dominion
Government to make this grant to the
company building this railway from Win-
nipeg to Hudson Bay. I think the Legis-
lature has also asked for it, and the people
of Manitoba seem to be unanimous in its
favor. Now, what is the Government
granting by this Bill? Not any money;
only land-land less valuable for agricul-
tural purposes than was granted for the
building of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
These lands will only be made valuable by
the construction of the railway, so that
whatever is given to the company will only
be made valuable by the expenditure of
the company's money in constructing the
line. The arguments which the hon.
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gentleman from Ottawa has urged against
that clause in the Act-for I suppose he
was addressing the House upon that
clause-might be addressed with great
propriety to a company of individuals who
proposed to put their money into it as a
commercial speculation ; but they have no
force as against the proposed grant of land
for the construction of that railway. It
will not be denied that if it is found that
the Hudson Bay and Straits are navigable
for a considerable portion of the season by
steam vessels the opening of that route
will be a great advantage to the North-
West. It would be a very short route for
immigrants coming into that country, and
for the outlet of produce, the growth of
that country, to be sent to Europe, be-
cause there is a vast portion of the North-
West Territories which will be north of the
country drained by the Canadian Pacific
Railway; and if those parties choose to
open another route (and I take it for
granted they will not do it until after it is
ascertained that the Straits are really navi-
gable) that is a matter for themselves and
not for the Government. I do not see
how this Government and Parliament
could refuse to do what the people of
Manitoba and of the North-West are so
unanimous in asking fron them. My hon.
friend, I fear, is not sincere yet in his
belief in the great future of the North-
West country. I am afraid he still doubts
the real progress that that country is mak-
ing, as he seemed to doubt the possibility
of constructing the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way in the short time it is being con-
structed. He says there can be no trade
to the Hudson Bay for twenty-five years
that will bring shipping there.

HON. MR. SCOTT-That will bring
fleets both ways.

liON. MR. MACPHERSON-We
know the rapidity with which that country
can be brought under cultivation-more
rapidly than other portions of our Canadian
territory, and only equalled in that respect
by the prairies of the United States.
Twenty-five years of prosperity in that
country will bring about a change that the
most sanguine in this Chamber does not
dream of to-day.

The motion was agreed to and the
amendments were concurred in.

READJUSTMENT OF PROVINCIAL
SUBSIDIES BILL

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (154) "An Act to
readjust the yearly subsidies to be allowed
by Canada to the several Provinces now
included in the Dominion."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading. He said: This
Bill involves a .good deal of money, but
its object is to adjust, on principles which
are perfectly fair, the subsidies to all the
Provinces. It will have the effect of in-
creasing the subsidies to the Provinces as
follows :

Yearly Increase. capital.
To Ontario and Que-

becjointly....$269,875 16 $5,397,503 13
Nova Scotia - 39,668 44 793,368 71
New Brunswick.. 30,225 97 604,&19 35
Manitoba........ 5,541 25 110,825 07
British Columbia 4,155 39 83,107 88
P. E. Island.... 9,148 68 182,973 78
They will receive these amounts an-

nually in addition to their revenues at
present, so far as those revenues are de-
rived from the Dominion. It is carrying
out in fact, the princiDle which was
acknowledged in 1873. It is carrying
it back to the date of Confederation. By
the Act 46 Vic. chap. 30, the debts allow-
ed to the several Provinces were increased
proportionately, to the increase of debt as
stated by the Public Accounts as due by
the late Province of Canada. Owing to
certain ambiguity in the phraseology of
the Act, although the increase only came
into effect from the first of July 1873, it
might be considered that it should have
come into effect as from the date of Con-
federation, July ist, 1867. The purport-
of the Bill now before Parliament to re-
adjust the subsidies payable to the several
Provinces is, in effect, to capitalize the
several amounts due to the older
Provinces as if the Act of 1873 had been
retrospective in its action, and had com-
menced in 1867, on these six years interest
due to the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec (as representing the old Province
of Canada), Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, simple interest at five per cent. per
annum has been allowed in addition from
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the several half years when the subsidies
would have been payable to the first of
July, 1884. The total of these amounts,
to the four older Provinces is $6,795,391.-
19.

It is, however, considered that the
Provinces, which about that time, or sub-
sequently, entered the Union, and the
capital allowed to which at the time of
their union as their debts was assuned
on the basis allowed to the older Prov-
inces, should now be allowed some con-
sideration in the face of the increase of
the allowance to the older Provinces, and
to effect this, the total which I have given
above has been divided by the population
of the four older Provinces, and it shows
that conjointly the older Provinces have
been benefited to the extent of $1.68 per
head. This per capita allowance has
been multiplied by the populations of the
other Provinces, viz :-Manitoba, 65,954;
British Columbia, 49,459 ; Prince Edward
Island, io8,891-as shown by the last
census, and the results of these multipli-
cations are the figures in the Bill. The
Senate will, I arn sure readily give their
sanction to the measure.

HON. MR. SCOTT -I an afraid I
cannot concur in the observations of my
hon. friend opposite, who seems to think
that the Act of 1873 involved some ambi-
guity. I have it before me, and it seems
to be very clear and definite. As my hon.
friend knows very well, the terms under
which Ontario and Quebec came into the
Union were that the debt should be
$62,500,000. In 1873,.we had a period
of prosperity such as prevails at present,
and applictions were made by some of
the Provinces for a re-adjustment of the
terms on which they entered the Union.
An Act was passed, and it was then sup-
posed that by it the subsidies to the
Provinces were levelled up for the last
time. It first recites the British North
America Act, and the sum which Canada
owed at the time, and then continues:-

"And whereas the amount fixed as afore.qaid
in the case of the Provinces of Ontario. and
Quebec, conjointly (as having theretofore
formed the Province of Canada), was sixty-
two million five hundred thousand dollars
(S62,500,000), and the debt of the said late
Province as now ascertained, exceeded the
said sum by ten million five hundred and six
thousand and eighty dollars and eighty-four

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL

centq ($10,50ti,88.84), (or the interests as
aforesaid, on whiich tie said two Provinces
were charg-able with Canada;

" And whereas it ix expedient to relieve the
said Provinces of Ontario and Quebec from the
said charge, and for that purpose hereafter to
consider the fixed anotint in their case a@ in-
creased by the said sum of ten million five
hundred and six thousand and eighty-eight
dollars and eighty-four cente; and to eom-
pensate the other Provinces for this addition
to the general debt of Canada; therefore Rer
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
ot the Senate and House of Commons of Can-
ada, enacts as follows: &c."

We wanted to give Quebec particularly
something, and the only way we could do
so was by wiping out this $1o,50o,ooo of
the debt of Quebec and Ontario to
Canada, and in order to do that we had
to go to work and level up all the other
Provinces. Anybody who knows any-
thing of the legislation of that day knows
that it was then regarded as a finatity. It
was not supposed, and there is nothing in
the statutes to indicate that there could,
by any possibility, be future demands
made to increase the subsidies to the
Provinces.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
The ambiguity was retroactive.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Act says,
"whereas it is expedient to relieve" them:
we did relieve them : we wiped out
the liabilities that the Provinces owed,
$13,000,ooo, and we added that to the
Federal debt. We had to fix a basis
on which the Provinces should receive
this increase, as they were not all
equal in population. They had come
into the Union on the basis of population,
whi-:h was agreed to by all as fair and
equitable. Yet six years atter that, when
there was a little boom in Canada, and
some of the Provinces wanted money,
pressure was brought to bear on the
Federal Parliament to assume the debts
owed by the Provinces. True the in-
debtedness was to the Federal power;
that was wiped off, and it added over
13,00o,ooo to the debt of the Dominion,
and relieved pro tanto the debt of the
several Provinces. It does net appear
from the reading of that statute that it
was at all ambiguous : at aUl events none
of us heard of that ambiguity at the tine.
It has gone on eleven years, and this is the
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first time that any mention is made of
ambiguity. He would have been a bold
man who, in 1873, would have said that
there could be any further disturbance of
the financial basis on which the several
Provinces entered the Union. Of course,
it will be argued that they are all getting
their fair share: so they are, no doubt,
but the weakness of our whole system
seems to be a general belief that while the
credit of the Provinces is limited to a
fixed sum, the Dominion is equal to any
borrowing amount, and if the Provinces
rush foolishly or wildly into local improve-
ments which they cannot carry out, they
can fall back on the Dominion. In that
respect they are unlike the States of the
neighboring Union-Minnesota, for in-
stance-which, when they get deeply in-
volved in debt, repudiate it.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man is entirely mistaken. Minnesota was
not the state; it was Mississippi. Missis-
sippi repudiated her debt entirely; Pen-
sylvania repudiated her debt somewhat,
and some of the Western States, like
Illinois and Indiana, took advantage of
their position to reduce their debts con-
siderably. But the only state that wanted
to repudiate its debt and carried it through
was Mississippi. The state had issued a
large amount of bonds for the purpose of
creating capital for its banks; that was
.during the crisis of 1836, long before
Minnesota was even heard of. The enor-
mous losses caused by advances on cotton
brought the whole banking system of
Mississippi to ruin, and the state repudiat-
ed her debt for the bonds which had been
issued for the purpose of creating capital
for those banks.

HON. ML SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man may be right as to the particular state ;
amy own impression was that there were
others than Mississippi.

HoN. MR' PLUMB-I stated so.

HoN. Ma. SCOTT-Certainly on a
recent occasion, within the last five years,
the popular vote was taken in the state as
to whether they would not pay their debt
at fifty cents in the dollar ; I simply refer
to this as an illustration. What I wish to
show is that in the neighboring republic,

when states become involved in financial
trouble, the Government at Washington
does not come to their aid, consequently
it makes them more careful and the lend-
ing public a little more cautious as to.what
particular states they lend money to. They
do not lend to all the states on equal terms.
Some states are in very bad repute, while
others can borrow on very fair terms.
The mischief that has been created in
this country by granting better terms to
the Provinces is simply incalculable; you
do no' know where it is going to end.
We have had a very successful period of
four or five years, and I .hope it will
continue. Those of us who take a forecast
ot the horizon are extremely sceptical as
to whether Canada can keep up on the
high level as she has done for the past four
or five years. There are events on the
horizon, not very far off, quite visible I
am sorry to say, which indicate a change.
I say in view of that fact the policy of still
further assisting and aiding the Provinces
is, in my judgment at all events, calculated
to lead to a good deal of difficulty in the
future, because it must be apparent to hon.
gentlemen that where it has been done so
often while Confederation is yet in its in-
fancy, we cannot expect that it is going to
cease unless some kind of, an understand-
ing can be arrived at by which a finality
shall be reached. If it is always open to
the Provinces to bring a pressure to bear,
on the Government to increase their sub-
sidies, simply because there is an acciden-
tal surplus in the treasury, there is no
security for the financial basis of the Con-
federation. Every country has its reverses;
Canada can not expect to be an exception.
Other countries have shared in the boom
of the last four or five years : some of
them are now taking in sail. It has been
the case in the United States ; but in this
country we have put on increased sail.
We have gone on building large public
works, and some of the Provinces
feel straitened in their finances in conse-
quence of their large expenditures, and
bring pressure on the general Government
to assist thein out of their difficulties.
That pressure, under a condition of things
to which I need not at all advert, will exist
at all times under our system of party
Government: where a strong party can
bring leverage to bear it results• simply in
the Federal Government coming to the
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rescue and increasing the debt of the
Dominion. Therefore I should like to
feel-and I think every lover of the Con-
federation, every one who desires to see
this Union preserved, should seek to main-
tain it on some stable basis so that the
subsidies to the Provinces should not be
subject to perpetual change. Because it
will involve, it has involved in the past as
we all know, and will in the future involve
serious demands on the public exchequer,
which in time to come may result in dis-
aster to the Dominion.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I may inform
the hon. gentleman that Minnesota was
admitted to the Union on the 4th of May,
1858, as a state, and she had a taxable
property in 1882 of $257,ooo,ooo, and a
debt of $2,567,ooo; so she never was a
defaulting state. The defaulting states
were those I have mentioned. In 1836-7
Pennsylvania had stopped paying interest
and her bonds were held very largely in
England. So it was with Mississippi.
The great Webster made a speech at that
time, a very celebrated one, on the rela-
tions between the Federal Government
and the different states in regard to their
finances, and he did so for the purpose of
showing that no responsibility existed on
the part of the Federal Government in
respect to the dcbts of the several sover-
eign states. They stood in an entirely
different relation towards the Union, as
my hon. friend knows, from that in which
the Provinces stand to the general Govern-
ment of Canada. Their position was
almost an opposite one. They claimed a
'kind of independence which is, I think,
not claimed for the Provinces here. My
hon. friend speaks in the same gloomy
tone in respect to the future of the Domin-
ion as is habitual with his political friends.
We have had to combat those vaticina-
tions ever since I have known anything of
public affairs in Canada. Prophecies of
gloom and disaster have been constantly
made, but they have not been fulfilled
as yet. It is the easiest thing in the world
to predict and forecast trouble ; and some-
times the predictions bring with them to a
certain extent their own fulfilment, because
they create distrust and alarm and are
calculated to do great damage to the
prosperity of the people. Every country
like ours will necessarily be compelled to

HON. MR. SCOTT.

go on and increase its liabilities within
reasonable dimensions. It means, when
it stops increasing its liabilities, a stoppage
of public improvements. A growing
country requires improvements just as
inevitably as a growing lad requires to
have larger clothes made for him. He
cannot wear the same old clothes unlegs
he stops growing and becomes a dwarf.
So there will be an increase of the public
debt, which, I may say, is always over-
stated. The public debt on the rst of July
last was, net, about $158,000,000. Of
that, forty odd millions can be chargeable
to the North-West specially; $74,ooo,ooo
of it was debt assumed by the Dominion
at the time of the confederation of the
several Provinces; $1o,ooo,ooo of it was
the debt of the old Province of Canada
assumed in 1873, to which my hon. friend
has referred, with some other debts of the
other Provinces. I do not think any
Province in the Dominion would care
about going back and taking those debts
on their shoulders again, and I do not
know that there has been any objection on
the part of the Provinces that the debt
should be consolidated and made part of
the entire debt of Canada. Every one
must feel the greatest anxiety to curtail
and limit the expenditure of the country,
but there is a kind of expenditure which
is inevitable. I think we should endeavor
to put as cheerful a face as possible on the
prospects of the country, and not attempt
in any way to make difficulty by decrying
either its credit, its resources, or the will-
ingness of the people, which has been
shown most effectually and most distinctly
in two elections, to assume the necessary
burdens for carrying out the enterprises
which have been inaugurated by the Con-
servative party, and one of the greatest
of which is now about approaching
completion.

HON. MR. POWER-My hon. friend
is one of those cheerful people who take
the same view of public indebtedness and
public business that a great many people
do of private business. There are many
who have a theory that the more debt one
bas the better, and that a man is of no
account until he has a rattling debt to his
name.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-He is more
thought of.
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HON. MR. POWER-Yes, the man
who oweseverybodymust bethoughta good
deal about; but although a man may go
on very pleasantly and cheerfully that way
for some months or years the end of it is
he has to run away from the sheriff : sooner
or later that officer overtakes the debtor.
I hope nothing of the kind will go wrong
with Canada, which has been rolling up
debt as rapidly as the most sanguine man
like the hon. gentleman from Niagara,
could desire. I quite realize, as the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa does, that the
debt of Canada is increasing very rapidly,
aud the taxation is increasing also, but I
cannot say that I look with the same feel-
ings of hostility on the measure before the
House that the hon. gentleman seems to
entertain. He looks at the question, and
properly enough, from the point of view
of the Dominion, but there is another way
of looking at it. The hon. gentlemen
know that since the time of Confederation
the burdens borne by the people of the
different Provinces arising out of the tax-
ation laid on the Provinces by the Central
Government and Parliament have very
rnuch increased, and when such enormous
sums are being taken out of the people
of the different Provinces for the purpose
of constructing the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and other works of that sort, it is not
unnatural that the people of the various
Provinces, who find that their ordinary
necessary works cannot go on for want of
funds, should desire such assistance from
the Central Government (which gets all
the money nearly) as will enable them to
carry on their public services. That is
about all that I wish to say. As a general
thing-I can speak with a certain degree of
confidence of the Provinces of NovaScotia,
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island,
and Ontario-the affairs of the Provinces
are inanaged with due economy. There
is very little money wasted, and any which
this Parliament votes for these Provinces
is pretty sure to be expended for the public
good and for the best interests of the
people: but I very much doubt whether
as much as that can be said of the money
that is voted for other services of the
Dominion.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think my
hon. friend from Ottawa is inclined to
centralization He seems to be under the

impression that everything should emanate
from Ottawa and that the Provinces should
have little to do and very little to spend.
I do not take that view of the question.
I am in favor of Provincial rights as far as
possible and I shall always endeavor to
sustain then. If a doubt should arise as
to the jurisdiction on any subject as
between the Central Parliament and the
Provincial Legislatures I am inclined to
give the benefit of that doubt to the local
authorities. I think all the money we are
getting in the Lower Provinces is little
enough and I am satisfied, whatever party
may be in power there, .that the money
will be judiciously expended. However, I
must say that we in Nova Scotia have very
little cause to complain of taxation for
revenue purposesas the following statement
will show

Nova Scotia tax per Aqita. $ 4.16
New Brunswick " 4.71
Quebec 6.80
Manitoba 9.02
British Columbia " 18.38

and I observe that Prince Edward Island
pays only $1.53 per head. I am inclined,
therefore, to think that when Nova Scotia
gets nearly $4o,ooo per annum from the
Dominion Treasury, as she does under
this Bill, and considering how lightly we
are taxed as compared with British Colum-
bia, that we have little cause to complain
of the large sums which have been granted
for the benefit of the Pacific Province, and
I feel more inclined to be generous.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman from Ottawa thought
there was no reason for the mention which
I made of there being ambiguity in the
Act. It does not strike everybody in
that way. The Government of Quebec,
on the contrary, sent a deputation to
Ottawa in order to have that question of
ambiguity disposed of in another way, by
a reference to the Supreme Court, and
there was a very strong pressure and a
very strong argument was used for the
purpose of satisfying us that they were
right in that contention, so that there is
no reason at all events, for my hon.
friend's assumption that the mention
which I made of ambiguity is a suggestion
of my own.
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HON. MR. SCOTT-When was it first
suggested?

Hoi. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Within the last six months.

HoN. MR, SCOTT-Ten years after
the event.

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
same may be said of the adjustment
which took place in 1873, six years after
Confederation; but it was thought of, and
finally the question came up, what was the
fair thing to be done towards the Provin-
ces? The two cases stand on the same
footing as to that argument I think.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time at length, and
read the third time and passed.

LICENSE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (143), "An Act to
amend the Liquor License Act, 1883.'

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of the Bill. He said:
I think the better way to discuss this
measure, if it needs discussion at our
hands at any length, would be in Commit-
tee of the Whole, to which I propose to
refer it, with a view to making certain
amendments.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I propose tQ take
the course, in reference to this Bill, that I
pursued last year, and that is to express a
very decided opinion that it is ultra vires
of the Parliament of Canada. I was sorry
to find last year that the course taken by
the Senate met with a good deal of criti-
cism outside, inasmuch as it was alleged
that we did not give any consideration to
the Bill. It came down at the eleventh
hour-I think the twelfth hour, the hour
of prorogation-but from the standpoint
that I and those who think with myself
took at that time, a discussion on detail
was a matter of indifference; in fact it
would have been idle to discuss the details
of the measure. I stand in the same posi-

tion to-day that I stood in then-that we
are legislating on a subject which is purely
a matter for the Provincial Legisiatures to
deal with ; they alone can fix the termas and
conditions on which licenses shall be
issued. The opinion expressed then has
since been confirmed by the decisions
which have been rendered in the Courts of
Justice, and therefore I think it would be
idle, for myself at all events, to discuss the
mere details of the Bill, when I feel that
the principle is outside the prerogative of
this Parliament. This is not a fitting oc-
casion to go into the many reasons which
have induced me to come to that conclu-
sion. It is quite evident that both the
Provincial Legislatures and the Federal
Parliament cannot possess equal powers on
this subject. In my judgment it has been
remitted solely to the Provincial authori-
ties. Therefore, I do not propose to go
into any discussion of the details ; I con-
tent myself with expressing the opinion that
the Bill is not within our province to legis-
late on. I am very glad to hear-if I have
heard rightly-that the Government pro-
pose to submit the question to the Supreme
Court in all its bearings, and I trust that if
there is a divided opinion, or perhaps if
there is not a divided opinion there, that a
Bill of this importance, affecting as it does
Provincial and Federal rights, .should go
further than our Supreme Court-to the
Privy CounciL Whether that is the inten-
tion of the Government or not I am unable
to say, but I think in view of the decisions
to which I have referred-particularly a
recent decision in which the question of
provincial rights was an important subject
of consideration, and in which the opinion
of the Privy Council was adverse to that
expressed by the Supreme Court-that this
being a Bill of a similar character, ought
also to go to the Privy CounciL

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
Bill goes to the Supreme Court.

HON. MR. SCOTT-But not to the
Privy Council? I should think we ought
to have the opinion of both.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
should think so too.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I am in
favor of Provincial rights, but I do not
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think that this is an invasion of them.
The last case decided went only as far as
the police regulations-that is, the power
to regulate licenses. When the Scott Act
was introduced by my hon. friend from
Ottawa he argued on the very same prin-
ciple that it was not ultra vires: I think
this Bill might come under the same
section of the British North America Act
which he contended applied tohismeasure,
and be considered necessary also for pro-
moting the peace, order and good govern-
ment of the country. The same argument
that the hon. gentleman used in support
of the Scott Act would establish the con-
stitutionality of this Bill. I am very glad
that this legislation is to be submitted for
the opinion of our own Supreme Court.
If their decision should notbe satisfactorv
to any parties, let them appeal to the Privy
Council if they see fit, but I do not think
it would be proper for us to. ignore our
own highest judicial tribunal and say that
they are not competent to decide a consti-
tutional question.

HoN. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think the provision of the Bill for taking
the opinion of the Supreme Court of
Canada is one which should have met with
the approval qf my hon. friend from
,Ottawa and should have gone far to justify
him in supporting the measure now before
the House, for in other respects it is
intended simply to facilitate the working
of the Act of last year, certain defects
having been developed by experience,
which this Bill proposes to remedy. Then,
the provision that there shall be no fine
imposed until the opinion of the Supreme
Court be ascertained, and other provisions
to mollify the difficulties which have
arisen, I should have thought, would have
commended it to the House.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time and referred to

-a Committee of the Whole House.
HoN. MR. DEVER, from the Commit-

tee, reported the Bill with certain amend-
ments which were concurred in, and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed on a division.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House

of Commons with Bill (147), " An Act
to authorize certain subsidies and grants
for and in respect of the construction of
the lines of railway therein mentioned."

The Bill was read the first time.

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the second time.

HON. MR. SCOTT--The money Bills
are coming so fast, that it is very hard to
keep up with them. In my early parlia.
mentary experience, we were in the habit
of expecting the Supply Bill at' the
very end of the session. It used to come
in a lump, and we had it all before us at
one time. That was, I believe, the early
parliamentary practice in the days of John
Hampden, and Watt Tyler. The King
used to send down the Supply Bill, de-
manding so much money to meet the ex-
penses of the current year ; now, , our
Supply Bill really represents a mere frac-
tion of the money we propose to vote
away each year. Ve have already voted
away this session somewhere about fifty
millions of dollars, including the loan to
the Canadian Pacific Railway, which
carne up in the earlier part of the session,
and, as I said before, grants are coming
down, not in a Supply Bill, but in Acts of
Parliament, à very unusual way, and
amounts that are by no means small. One
Bill which I hold in my hand, votes away
sums aggregating somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of six or seven million dollars.
The Governor-in-Council may grant the
following subsidies to and for the parties,
railways and railway companies herein-
after mentioned, that is to say:

To the Government of the Province of
Quebec, in consideration of their having
constructed the railway from Quebec to
Ottawa, forming a connecting line between
the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts vid the
Intercolonial and Canadian Pacific Rail-
ways, and being as such, a work of national
and not merely Provincial utility, a subsidy
not exceeding.$6,ooo per mile for the por-
tion between Quebeç and Montreal, r59
miles, nor exceeding in the whole $954,ooo.
And for the portion between Montreal and
Ottawa, 12o miles, $12,000 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole ...... $1,440,000.

For the construction of a line of railway
connecting Montreal with the harbors of
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St. John and Halifax by the shortest and water, a subsidy not exceeding $3,2oo per
best practicable route, after the report of mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $7o,400.
competçnt engineers, a subsidy not exceed To the Montreal and Western Railway
ing $ 70,000 per annum for fifteen years, Company, for a line of railway from the
or a guarantee of a like sum for a like end of the line subsidized in the now last
period as interest on bonds of the Com- Session of Parliament, towards Le Desert,
pany undertaking the work. For the con- a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
struction ot a line of railway from Oxford nor exceeding in the whole. . . . $16o,ooo.
Station on the Intercolonial Railway to To the Northern and Western Railway
Sydney or Louisburg, a subsidy not ex- Company, for a line of railway from Fre-
ceeding $3o,ooo per annum for fifteen dericton to the Miramichi River, a subsidy
years, or a guarantee of a like sum for a ecn othe Mirami e, a subsidy
like period as interest on the bonds of the not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceed-
Company undertaking the work, in addi- ing in the whole (instead of the subsidy
tion to the subsidies previously granted, proposed m 1883)....... 28,ooo.

and also a lease or transfer to such Com- To the Erie & Huron Railway Company,
pany of the Eastern Extension Railway for a line of railway from Wallaceburgh to.
from New Glasgow to Canso, with its pre- Sarnia, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
sent equipment. mile, nor exceeding in the whole.. .$96,ooo.

To the Quebec Central Railway Com- To the Ontario & Pacifie Railway Com-
pany for a line of railway from Beauce pany, for a line of railway froni Cornwall
Junction to the International Boundary to Perth, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200
line, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per per mile, nor exceeding in the whole
mile, nor exceeding in the whole $211,2co . ............................... $262,400.

For the extension of the Canadian Pacific To the Kingston & Pembroke Railway
Railway, from its terminus at St. Martin's Company, for a line of railway from Mis-
Junction, near Montreal, or some other sissippi to Renfrew, a subsidy not exceed-
point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the
the harbor of Quebec, in such manner as whole ...................... $48,ooo.
may be approved by the Governor-in- To the Great Northerrf Railway Com-
Council, a subsidy nlot exceeding $6,oooper mil,a us nor exceeding nth ,wole pany, for that portion of their railway
per..................h96ooo between St. Jerome and New Glasgow, in
.......................... $96o,ooo. county of Terrebonne, a subsidy ot

To the Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
Railway Company, for a line of railway, in the whole...............$32,ooo-
from the Victoria branch of the Midland
Railway to the village of Bancroft, in the For aue of r ailway g n
township ot Dungannon, county of Hast- the Jacque Ca nin Railway
ings, a subsidy nlot exceeding $3,20o per to îhteCnda aii ala
mile, nor exceeding in$3,ooo. and St. Martin's Junction, connecting the

To the Pontiac Pacine Junction ilway Jacques Cartier Union Railway with theTo he ontac aciie uncionailayNorth Shore Railway proper, a subsidy
Company, for a line of railway from Hull not exceeding in the whole. $200,000
or Aylmer to Pembroke, provided the
Ottawa river is crossed at some point not For a une of railway from Richibucto to
east of Lapasse, a subsidy not exceeding St Louis, a subsidy fot exceeding $3,200
$3,2. per mile, nor exceeding in the per mile, nor exceeding i the whole
whole....................27 29000...................240

To the Gatineau Railway Company, for a For a rne of railway from Hopewell to
ine ot railway fromn Kazuabazua to Le Alma, in the Province of New Brunswick,

Desert, a subsidy not exceeding $3,20t a subsidy fot exceeding $3,200 per mile,
per mile, nor exceeding in the nor exceeding in the whole. $51,20.
whole....................$ 6oooo For a line of railway from St. Andrews to

To the NapaneeTamworth and Quebec Lachute, in the county of Argenteuil, a
Railway Company, for a line of railway subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
from Tamworth to Bogart and Bridge- nor exceeding in the whole. . . .. $2o2,400

HON. MLR SCOTT.
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For a .line of railway from the Grand
Piles,on the River St. Maurice, to Lake' Ed-
ward, a subsidy not exceeding $3,290 per
mile, nor exceeding in the whole...$21 7,6oo

For a line of railway from Annapolis to
Digby, in the Province of Nova Scotia, a
subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole......... $64,ooo

For a line of the Central Railway, from
the head of Grand Lake to the Intercolo-
nial Railway, between Sussex and St.
John, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor exceeding the whole. .$128,ooo

To the Caraquet Railway Company, for
the extension of their line of railway from
Caraquet to Shippigan Harbor, in the
Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy not
exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole............... .$76,8oo

For a branch of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, from Matapediac castward, towards
Paspebiac, twenty miles, in the Province or
Quebec, a sum not exceeding in the
whole...................$300,ooo

For a branch of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, from Derby Station to Indian Town,
fourteen miles, a sum not exceeding in the
whole...................$14o,ooo

I have not the sum total of all this, but
the rough calculation that I was able to
make in the House by looking at the Bill,
and capitalizing the 15 years' grant, would
bring it in the neighborhood of six million
of dollars. This Bill has already passed in
the House of Commons and I suppose it
will pass the Senate. Of course I class it
with the legislation that has preceded it,
that it is a vicious principle that the Par-
liament of Canada should undertake to
subsidize railways of a purely local charac-
ter. We know the effect of it. We know
what causes it ; it is just the pressure
brought to bear upon the Government by
their supporters. We started Confedera-
tion on the principle that only such lines
of railway were to be assisted as were of a
national character, but now in the infancy
of the nation we depart from that sound
principle It is not the amount, but it is
the admission of a principle that.. this
Government, and any future Government,
will find it extrernely difficult to abolish.
The promoters of local lines' of railway
think they have a paying future before
them in the operation of their road, they

get embarrassed, and the time comes when
there is a terrible squeeze, and very great
pressure has to be brought to bear on some
source or other from which money may be
extracted. Evidently of recent years, since
we have had a surplus from the revenue of
this country, there is a feeling that the
Federal treasury can best bear the strain.
There seems to be an idea among the
people of this country that the Dominion
treasury is a fair source of plunder ; that
there is a golden stream flowing constantly
into the coffers of the Government,
and that it does not come from
the pockets of the tax paying
community. I do not wish to indulge in
gloomy forebodings as to the future of the
country; but the moment I touch upon
the word caution I am put down as try-
ing to throw cold water on the golden
prospects of this Dominion. We know,
however, from the experience of all coun-
tries that it is not all sunshine, and that
we may expect a certain amount of cloudy
weather in the future. We have only to
look at the experience of other nations to
know that times of depression are inevit-
able. I do not think, therefore, that a man
should be put down as in any way seeking
to darken the future of the country because
he chooses fron his standpoint-and I do
not speak for my party or anyone else but
myself, and I do not at all desire to assert
that there are any gloomy forebodings for
the future-that there is a necessity, in
my judgment, for taking in sail. Apply
the principle to individuals that we are
now applying to the Government; do you
mean to tell me that the man who has a
heavy mortgage on his property would,
because he has had a couple of good years,
feel that it justified him in putting on an-
other mortgage ? No, a sensible man
would take the mortgage off, or would, at
all events, reduce it. It has been a hobby
with some governments to cut down the
national debt. That has been a hobby
on the other side of the line, and their
circumstances have been somewhat similar
to our own. The great products of the
country which have brought the United
States such success, are the same as
the products from which we hope to
derive prosperity in the future. The
agricultural interests have made the
United States, and it is the agricultural
interest that will make Canada. Anyone
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looking at the statistics of our country
will see that our prosperity is indi-
cated by that truest of all barometers,
the exports of agricultural products
and the timber products of the coun-
try. The products of the three F's, the
farm, the forest and the fisheries, are
the sources of Canada's prosperity. If
we can sell a large amount, we can buy
largely; we have been enabled to sell
largely the past few years, and consequently
we have been able to buy largely. Is
it not the natural way to pay our current
expenses out of the surplus revenue, and
pay items such as the one we are now
considering from that source, instead of
heaping up such large indebtedness as
Canada is loaded with at the present
time ? I do not thing that, because any
man chooses to express the opinion that
we are not always to have the golden
harvest that we have had the last five
years, he should be put down as one who
is forecasting all that is dark for the future
of the country.

I have never taken the stand that there
is a dark future for this country ; on the
contrary I have always stated and felt that
if it were not for the wonderful productive
power of Canada we could not have stood
the strain. Where are the four millions of
people on the earth-taking the old
Provinces of Canada and the Maritime
Provinces-that have done as much in 25
years ? I do not think there is any part of
the world which has developed as rapidly
as Ontario. She has had an advantage
over the other provinces, no doubt, in the
superiority of ber soil and the richness of
her lands, though, on the other hand,
Quebec, with ber forests of timber, pos-
sessed a mine of wealth which-could it
have been preserved-would have given us
untold riches in the future; but in the
ordinary course of affairs it seemed impos-
sible to save those forests. I myself made
every effort, 20 years ago, to save that
particular branch of our wealth iri old
Canada, and I had a great deal to do with
the stoppage of the terrible waste of timber
at that time. At one period in our history
a cry went forth to the world "give us men
to cut down and burn our forests," and
public roads were made to the Opeongo
and other districts, which were then
covered with forests of pine. These roads
were opened up, and hundreds of millions

HON. MR. SCOTT.

-the amount·may seem large, but I state
it as a fact-hundreds of millions of what
would have been wealth to this country
were destroyed with axe and flames-such
destruction having been caused by men who
were not settlers, but who went in there
and remained for two or three years and
then moved away. Two or three years
ago I went into a thorough analysis of the
settlers who went in by those leading
roads, and I found that in the majority of
cases they had all abandoned their land.
This is all beside the question, of course,
but I mention it as an illustration of my
argument that there is no part of the globe
that could have done as much as Canada
has accomplished in the last 25 years, and
I am always ready and prepared to give
expression to those opinions. But, while
I entertain that view, nevertheless I think
it is the duty of every man who looks into
the future and who is governed by the
lessons of history (which is philosophy
teaching by example), and who has studied
the growth and development of other
countries, to insist that we are not to be a
solitary exception to the general rule that
prevails over the world. We have seen
the country south of us in a state of de-
pression, and enjoying prosperity; it has
had its days of elevation and its times of
depression; cloud and sunshine have fol-
lowed each other in rapid succession, and
sa will it be with ourselves. My hon.
friend opposite claims that from 1879 to
the present day the great prosperity of
Canada is due to the fiscal policy of the
Government.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
say it has contributed.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I say the illustra-
tion of the late Minister of Finance-the
fly on the wheel-was never more appro-
priately applied. Except to vitalize a few
factories representing only a fraction of the
people, it was utterly impossible to stimu-
late into actual growth, the prosperity of
any portion of the people of Canada. Our
prosperity, as I have already contended, is
due to the natural products of the country;
when the prices for them go up, our pros-
perity goes up, and when the people of
Europe are unable to buy them, our pros-
perity goes down. Look at the horizon
now, and I say there is-I will not say
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depression-but at all events something
approaching it ; there is already a shorten-
ing of sail in the United States, and we
know that events are rapidly developing,
in that country, which will prevent them
purchasing the products of our Dominion
as largely as they have done for the last
four years. The newspapers teem with
information of that kind. Railway stocks
in that country are falling rapidly, because
they have not sufficient freights to carry to
the seaboard, and we know that stocks of
steamship lines have gone to smash com-
pletely. There was a meeting of the Cun:
ard Company a short time ago-one of
the most successful of the Atlantic steam-
ship lines-and the shareholders were
astounded to learn that there were to be
no dividends this year.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
boats were put in at too high a valuation.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-That might explain
it if other lines had paid dividends, but
can the hon. gentleman mention one that
was able to pay its ordinary dividend last
vear ? We know there is a rapid reduction
in the building of iron ships. I have only
to point to the fact that this week no less
than $5,ooo,ooo gold was shipped from
the United States, the balance due for
products imported into that country. Take
the price of wheat, which is as good an
indication as can be found of the condition
of the country ; it is lower in Chicago to-
day than it has been at this time of the
year during the past 25 years. It touched
87 cents lately.

HON. MR. READ-It has touched
77 cents.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It is constantly
insisted on by hon. gentlemen that it is
higher in Chicago than in Canada.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-My hon. friend
probably wouldlikeus to infer fromthat that
the Canadian farmer is benefited by the
tax on cereals. I maintain that he is not.
There is this paradoxical feature of the
case which is worthy of consideration.
This is the year of all others when, if the
tariff is any benefit to the farmer, it ought
to help him ; but what is the tact? The
quantity of flour produced in Canada, I

believe, has been barely sufficient for our
own consumption. To-day I believe there
is more American than Canadian flour
selling in Canada. The Minnesota farm-
ers are sending us large quantities and we
require corn to fatten animals; but there
was no corn grown in Canada last year,
and our farmers had to buy it. Canada is
not a corn growing country. In good
years it is produced in the Niagara district
and along the north shore of Lake Erie,
but not largely, and this year it has been
almost an entire failure-and our farmers-
are importing their corn In former times,
when there was a short crop, the farmer
congratulated himself that he got high
prices, but now, with a small crop, he is
getting lower prices. That seems para-
doxical, but it only shows how unsafe it is,
to disturb the law of supply and demand.
The figure is not fixed in this country, but
on the other side of the Atlantic, and we
find that in a year of scarcity, when there
is a decrease of 0oo,ooo,ooo of bushels in
the production of wheat, the price has ab-
solutely gone down twenty-five per cent.
Does not that show how perfectly idle it is,
for us to attempt to fix prices by Act of Par-
liament ? We cannot do it: it is quite
impossible. During the years when there
was a demand for our products in Europe
our farmers flourished, and they attributed
the sunshine to the policy of' our friends
opposite.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
did our best; that is more than your Gov-
ernment did.

HON. MR. SKEAD--And succeeded.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I dare say my hon.
friend thinks so; I have heard the appear-
ance of the potato bug ascribed to the
Mackenzie Government. Possibly on the
reasoning of my hon. friend it is equally
capable of proof that you can get a home
market by legislation. I ask in all serious-
ness, have the Government provideda home
market for the farmer ? Where is his home
market ? He is actually now with less to
sell, and he gets a less price for what he
does sell.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I would ask the
hon. gentleman where his home market
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would have been if we had not excluded
foreign grain ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-The farmer has
not the wheat this year to sell. I say he
suffers more, because he has to pay seven
and a half cents on the corn brought into
this country to fatten his stock.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-You
will admit that he has had good prices for
the last four or five years ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-That is due en-
tirely to the ability of the people of the
United States and Europe, and of England
particularly, to buy our products. We
know very well that the price of our lum-
bershot up, not immediately on the change
of Government, but within 18 months
afterwards at all events.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-After
we had exerted ourselves.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Does my hon.
friend mean to tell me that a Canadian
Act of Parliament affected the values at
Albany and Liverpool of Canadian lumber?

HON. SIRALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is no getting to the end of that discussion.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Perhaps not, but I
felt that it was not quite proper that we
should pass over this measure without at
all events calling attention to its character.
What I object to is the viciousness of the
principle that is now leading the people of
Canada to believe that when they become
crippled in any undertaking of a purely
local character, if the members represent-
ing that locality here can bring pressure to
bear-more particularly under circum-
stances when the Government pay heed to
their supporters-they can get a sum put
in the esti-nates to help their enterprise. It
is the same principle as that to which I
have already alluded to-day-the levelling
up of the subsidies of the Provinces-and
I say there ought to be some finality about
it. We ought to know where we are going
to stop. Otherwise I will not undertake to
say what may occur in the future.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend evidently cannot say anything

HON. MR. PLUMB,

against this Bill, because it is one calcu-
lated to develop the trade of the country,
and is therefore one deserving of the sup-
port of everyone who believes in the future
of this Dominion. The object of the
measure is to subsidize only such railways
as can develop the trade of the country,
and I can see no good grounds for oppos-
ing a measure of that character. My hon.
friend spoke of the fertility of Ontario,
and the prosperity of its farming popula-
tion : what would that prosperity have
amounted to if the country had not been
penetrated by railways? Without rail-
way communication with the markets of
the world of what value would their far-
ming lands be? My hon. friend, in view of
the experience of the people of Ontario, to
which he has alluded, ought not to oppose
a measure calculated to produce a corres-
ponding prosperity in less favored parts of
the Dominion. I am satisfied that this
Bill will meet with popular favor in every
Province of the Dominion. It is quite
true that this is a new departure and one
which might, if carried to an extreme, be
attended with danger, but I think it is a
safe principle to adopt, that any railway
which will tend to promote the commerce
of the country and thus indirectly increase
the public revenue and benefit the whole
Dominion, should receive such assistance
as the circumstances of the Dominion will
permit the Government to grant ; and, so
long as that policy is adhered to in subsidi-
zing railway companies, I am content to
support such a measure as this.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-On my re-
turn to Ottawa from home, on Tuesday
last, after the Easter holidays, the report
of the debate which had taken place on
the previous Saturday (2th April instant)
in the Commons was put into my hands-
and my eyes caught at once a speech
which had been made there on a motion
of the hon. Minister of Railways, asking
the House " to concur in the report of a
Committee of the Whole upon a resolution
respecting subsidies to certain railways,
and railway companies."

The hon. Secretary of State who had
been silent in the House during the whole
session, satisfied, I suppose, that he had
enough to do outside to carry out the
views of the friends with whom he gene-
rally acts, surprised me by making a long
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speech upon the occasion in question. I
read the speech, and after I had done so
I was still more surprised at the right-
about-face made by that hon. gentleman.
The Conservative press have made known
all the intrigues which have been going. on
against the policy of the Government, as
to railway subsidies, the license act &c.-
intrigues which the hon. Secretary of
State has been charged with having been
a party to, and he was challenged to con-
tradict the charge. Great fears were even
entertained at one time that the Govern-
ment would be defeated, and rumors of a
coalition under the leadership of Messrs.
Blake and Chapleau, were the topics of
conversation inside and outside these
buildings. But all those efforts were in
vain, the policy of the Government was
sustained by the whole Conservative party,
and by nearly one-half of the Opposition
members of the House as well, the ma-
jority of the Government on the railway
subsidies being the largest they ever com-
manded.

Such are the circumstances which
brought the hon. Secretary of State to his
feet to eulogize the leader of the Gov.
ernment whom he calls in his speech:-

" The old chieftain whom the whole people
revere;" " could he lose the right he has to
the blessirg of future generations;" "the
leader of the Governnient ; " "the leader of the
Conservative party; " "our chieftain to us
all, &C., &c."1

I will say no more on this subject, but
leave it in the hands of hon. members,
who will properly appreciate that hon.
gentleman and his doings. The hon.
Secretary of State has brought forward no
evidence or arguments in support of his
statements, which were altogether imagin-
ary, but has tried to mitigate all the charges
made against him, as to his administration
of the affairs of the Province of Quebec,
by giving a version of his own-an unreal
history of the affairs of Quebec, and a
history which, if facts would corroborate
it, would certainly shew that the Province
named is not so bad after all ;-but, hon.
gentlemen, a history which I emphatically
characterise as one which is not based on
facts. I showed last year, in a speech
delivered on the 8th May, how the affairs
of Quebec had been managed by that hon.
gentleman. My statements are on record,
and their truth is established by arguments

and by quotations from public documents.
I might go over the same ground and
take every part of the hon. Minister's
speech and shew how fallacious it is. But
at this time of the session, when so much
work is before the Senate, and the Govern-
ment have announced their intention to
prorogue Parliament to-morrow. I do not
think it is well to do so. Hon. Senators
would not allow it, and I feel that I could
not take upon myself the responsibility of
lengthening the session until next week at
a great expense to the country. I will
therefore refer hon. members to my speech
of last year, which will be found in the
Senate Debates, page 419 ; but before I
resume my seat I wish to state that I em-
phatically deny the correctness of the
whole speech of the hon. Secretary of
State, and that I am even now ready to
establish my proposition, if the time of
this House permit.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second and third times and
passed.

The House adjourned during pleasure.

At 3.30 p.m. the House was resumed.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (147) " An Act for.
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service, for the finan.
cial years ending respectively on the 3oth
of June 1884, and 3oth June 1885,-and
for other purposes relating to the public
service."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have not had an
opportunity of seeing the Supply Bill, but
I think I can form a pretty clear idea of
what it contains. The Supply Bill, as we
get it now, does not give much of an idea
of the moneys voted by Parliament, inas-
much as we have crystalized in acts of
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Parliament various sums that are payable Majesty to assent to the Supply Bil. It
to Ministers, Judges, Lieutenant-Govern- ray be supposed from this that that is al
ors and a number of individuals, on which the money granted, whereas, in reality the
Parliament is not asked to vote, and con- present year it is very littie more than one-
sequently those figures do not appear in third ofthe money the House ofComrons
the Supply Bill-or only a portion of them. has voted; so that, practically, it is an idie
The Supply Bill includes a mixed sum ceremony now to pray that lus Excehlency
charged to the consolidated revenue, con- wouhd give his assent to the Supply Bil
sisting of sums that have to be voted to passed by the faithful Parhiament.
make up the deficiencies of last year and 1 will hastily mn over sore of the items*
the various items classed under the special that we are voting this session. First there
schedules, I suppose, known as schedules is the ban Of $30,000,000 to the Canadian
A and B. The Supply Bill itself asks for the Pacific Railway Company. Then we pay
sumof $1,762,967 which we spent last year, Nova Scotia $i,200,ooo for the Truro and
but which Parliament had not authorized Pictou Railway and the Eastern Extension,
us to spend. Some of that money was, no besides paying for the rolling stock at its
doubt, well expended, but portions of it par value. I need flot advert to the history
might possiblymhave been kept in the Ex- of that transaction, but practicaly we are
chequer with every advantage to the giving the back the property that we
country. It also cals, in schedul p B., for bougnt fromi them. I should have less
the expenditure of $30,304,459,07, but reluctance to doing so if the Governinent
that is made up of a rixed amount, as I had stipulated for carrving the extension to
said before, a portion of it chargeable to Cape Breton. I think it could fairly have
incore, and a portion to capital accounct. been demanded that the original intention
I do not propose to anahyze it, because it of extending the ne to Cape Breton
woupd be accompanied with some delay, should be carried out. We have, next,
and I see that members are very anxious the Vancouver Island Railway, $750,so i ;
to get away, and I would be addressing then the railwavs, local and otherwise, to
myself probably to a very unwilling audi- which I referred this morning. I pt~ them
tory. Neverthehess I fel it my duty on down at $6.ooo,ooo. When I said n this
this occasion to cail the attention of Par- morning an hon, gentleman suggested that
liament, and through Iarliament, of the I must he wrong. I have taken the trouble
country, to sorne items in this Supply Bi , to read over Lhe fitures, and I find that
detailed in the estimates which have been without capitalizing the $2,ooo ofannual
laid on our table, which ought to be very subsidy, the aid to other railways amounts
carefuwy considered bv the tax-paying to $6,176,000. If you capitalize that
peopleof this country. I ac nlot now $2ooo at 4 percent., it would represest
addressing myself to the increases which a capital of $5,ooo,ooo. The încreased
make up what is calhed the public debt, subsidies to the Provinces represents
increases due to loans made, bût to the in- $7,1 72,292 capitalized. T1he vote for the
creases known as the controoable expendi- coming year, including the omissions of
ture of the country, part of which appears last year, I ar not taking in anything on
under what is known as the Consoidated capital account, brings up the total to
Revenue Fund. Before, however, I corne $8I,92o,856. From that I deduct the
to that subject, it nay be wise and prudent Vancouver Island Raiway, because I find
that I should cal the attention of the that is noted in the estimate, and it leaves
Senate to soi-ne of the moneys which have the sum of over $8i,ooo,ooo. I may not
been voted this year. As I stated before, have included al the various sus voted
the Suppy Bin is not what it was, in par- this year; I have specified those that
iamentary anguage, so e years ago. It I have taken in a hurried glance over the

refers to a very sma l portion of the figures, and it is possible I have omitted
people's money, although it is supposed to some. I cal attention to this because it
contain aln that is asked for by the House is the argest vote that Pariament as ever
of Commons, and we know the dramatic been cahled upon to make. Coing down
manner in which the Speaker of the House to the vote for carrying on thr yovcrnment
of Commons comes to the bar of the of the country, known as chargeable to
Senate and asks the representative of Her the Consoidated Revenue Fund, I take

HON. MI e SCOTT.
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up the accounts of last year-I am
reading now from page i9, the Schedule
gives a synopsis of the whole thing-and
I find that the vote for Civil Government
last year, the specially controllable item,
was $986,721. The first year that this
Government came in recently-i877-78
-the amount was $823,369, an increase
in that short period of over $140,ooo, but
that does not show the actual expenditure,
because we have in a supplemental esti
mate for 1884 the further sum of $19,555
which is to be added to that, making over
one million of dollars for the Civil Gov-
ernment item. There is one item of or-
dinary expenditure to which I wish to call
special attention, because I feel that a
very grave and serious abuse is growiug
up under it-that is superannuation. If
hon gentlemen will take the trouble to
examine the table they will find that the
superannuation has grown to proportions
that are excessive, and bear no sort of re-
lative proportion to the contributions to
that fund. I shall do no more than
simply call attention to this point because,
with a very thin House and unwihling ears,
all being anxious to leave, it is impossible
to avoid being perfunctory in addressing
the Ilouse on those topics. I have not
of course, the corrected figures, but I
read from the estimates submitted for the
years 1884-5, and I see that the sums
payable out of the consolidated revenue
fund amount to $29,8 11,639. I find that
there is a supplemental estimate-I am
reading from the estimates only those
items which pertain to the consolidated
revenue account and not those chargeable
against capital account-in that supple-
mental estimate there are additions to be
made amounting to $615,859, and we
have, what is unusual, a second supple-
mentary estimate which gives another
addition of $47,7o6, making together
$30,475,154. Then we are taking a vote
for moneys deficient for last year, amount-
ing to $999,419, and then a further sup-
plemental estimate of $149,291, making
a grand total of $31,623,864. The total
that Parliament voted for the year termin-
ating the 3oth June, 1884-the current
year-was $3,010,327, so it will be ob-
served that there is a considerable de-
crease in the geineral item, although in the
speciai items there are large increases, nota-
bly in Public Works and Militia. I observe

that there is a decrease in the appropria-
tion for Indians which I do not under-
stand, because I have not had time to
look into it. There is a decrease in that
item of $147,ooo. It may be that last
year special moneys had to be voted in
consequence of the condition of the In-
dians, they being very much in want, as I
understand, but whether we shall not
have to supplement this amount by esti-
mates in another year I leave it for hon.
gentlemen to decide. It strikes me as a
very unusual thing that the item under
the head of Indians, should be a dimin-
ishing one. Hitherto it has been regarded
as an increasing item.

But the increase to which attention
ought more particularly to be drawn is
that under the head of Civil Government;
since Confederation it has gone on in-
creasing at such a ratio as to lead one to
the conclusion that the Finance Minister,
who has to arrange the financial basis for
the expenditure of Canada for future years,
will have to take as its normal figure a
sum in the neighborhood of thirty millions
of dollars. When the present Government
came in, if I remember rightly, the Min-
ister who had charge of the finances ofthe
country led us to believe that the sum of
twenty-five millions of dollars might fairly
be taken as the consolidated revenue year
by year. There is no reason why that
amount should have been increased, as it
was a controllable item, and the staff was
pretty well filled up. The additions since
then have no doubt been largely caused
by the organization of the North-West;
but certainly not to the extent that the
figures point. The increase in the con-
solidated revenue fund has been so great
that, whereas, in 1877-78 twentv-five
millions of dollars seemed to be a liberal
sum, we have now come up to thirty-one
millions of dollars, which is about the
normal amount we must consider we
have to raise for the purpose of carrying
on the Government of this country.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I beg to be
permitted to take this opportunity to con-
gratulate the Minister of Justice on the
appointment of the present Warden of the
Penitentiary of the Province of Quebec.
The appointment has proved to be a very
good one. Living as I do in the neighbor-
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hood of that institution, I have taken some
interest in it and have paid some attention
to the working of the St. Vincent de Paul.
And my observations have led me to the
conclusion that the warden is a gentleman
who devotes not only his ordinary office
hours but a great deal more of his time to
the duties of his office. Under this war-
denship the institution works admirably,
and I am free to admit that after
visiting other institutions of a similar cha-
racter, I find that the Penitentiary at St.
Vincent de Paul is, if anything, better
managed than any other I have seen. The
discipline of that institution is as perfect
as it can be, and it was only last Monday
that I, in company with some gentlemen
from Montreal who called upon me for
that purpose, visited the institution.
Knowing that none of the officials were
aware of our coming, and that no prepara-
tions could have been made specially for a
visit, we were surprised at the perfect
order we witnessed. It certainly was a
surprise to the gentlemen who accompa-
nied me, especially as there were many
buildings being constructed, and the yard
is comparatively small, and it is difficult
for the officers to keep their eyes upon the
workmen. Notwithstanding this difficulty
the discipline is as perfect as it can be,-
as good, if not better than at Kingston
Penitentiary which is an older institution.
Since the appointment of the present
Warden a new system has been in operation
against which I was very much prejudiced
when it was first inaugurated. The sys-
tem has been in operation for some 12

months during which time I had occasion
to visit the institution nine or ten times,
and after seeing the working of the new
system, I am free to admit that there is no
comparison between it and the one previ-
ously in use. Under the old system the
convicts were given their dinner in a hall
where they were crowded together for
three-quarters of an hour. In 15 minutes
they had finished their meal, and they
were then forced to sit in their places in
silence for the remaining 30 minutes, ac-
cording to the rules of the prison. Where
such a number of men were crowded to-
gether it was impossible to maintain com-
plete silence ; the convicts became dis-
obedient, and when they were called out
to their work they were generally disobe-
dient the whole afternoon, and there were

frequent punishments for insubordination.
Under the new system the convicts are
called to dinnar at a quarter to twelve.
They fall in, in their shops, like soldiers
and march under the lead of the foreman
of the shop to the kitchen, where a dish
containing the allowance of food is hand-
ed to each man as he passes, and he car-
ries it with him to his cell where he is
locked in to take his dinner by himself
In 15 minutes he has finished his meal,
and he has then half an hour in which he
can rest himself, on his bed if he chooses,
until he is summoned to his work. This
system has been very acceptable to the
convicts, and it bas been executed in such
a way by the Warden and his officials that
there has been no trouble in making the
change from the old system, and it has
resulted in better discipline and fewer
punishments for insubordination. I may
say that the system has not been originated
by the present Warden, because it has
been in operation in some of the peniten-
tiaries of the United States for some years;
and I believe the Inspector himself recom-
mended some years ago that it should be
adopted in the St. Vincent de Paul.
I have to congratulate the Minister of
Justice on having authorized the change,
and can assure him that it is working ad-
mirably. I was this morning referred to
an office where some changes are being
designed in a new building which was
erected for a dining hall at the penitentiary,
but which is now to be converted into
workshops, as it is no longer necessary for
a dining hall under the present system.
Some changes in the way of lighting the
building will be required, in order to pre-
pare the building for the new purposes to
which it is to be devoted.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
much obliged to the hon. gentleman for his
favorable opinion with regard to the man-
agement of the penitentiary. The new
system of giving the convicts their food
apart is one that has been tried in the
United States with good results. The
opinion of some of the officers of the
Department was opposed to the system,
particularly one, the Warden of the
Kmngston penitentiary ; but we thought it
desirable at all events to give it a trial ;
but I have not heard so much from the
reports of the Inspector, as the bon.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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gentleman from DeLanaudière has been
kind enough to tell us about it to-day. If
it has the result of improving the condition
of the convicts, no doubt the change will
be beneficial. It was thought by some that
the new system would deprive the War-
den of what is considered to be the best
opportunity of placing himself in an atti-
tude of command, and impressing upon
the convicts the necessity for obedience
and respect for his authority. It was the
best opportunity he had of mixing with the
convicts, and showing them that he was
master of the position, and was prepared
to enforce discipline. Those who are
opposed to this system think that it de-
prives the Warden of that opportunity,
by allowing the convicts to dine
alone ; that it will lessen his
authority, and that they will cease to
respect him. I am very glad to hear that
the Warden of St. Vincent de Paul is
thought of so highly as my hon. friend
seems to believe. I thought him origin-
ally to be a man of merit. There were
some defects in his character which I
think it would be unkind of me to mention
as they have passed away. He is a man
of energy and force of character, and he
ought to fil the position satisfactorily. We
have had more trouble with the St. Vincent
de Paul penitentiary in the past than with
any other. All the other institutions have
gone on much more quietly; but I trust
we are approaching that time of peace
with the St. Vincent de Paul when the
results of the maintenance of good dis-
cipline and good management will be seen.
I hope these results have been attained,
and I am exceedingly glad to learn that
that is the opinion of my hon. friend who
resides in the vicinity of the institution
and takes the trouble to visit it occasion-
ally to ascertain how discipline is main-
tained, and I am very glad that the hon.
gentleman has seen fit to make the remarks
which he has made.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second and third times and
passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, 19 th April, 1884.

This day at Three o'clock p.m., His
EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL
proceeded in state to the Senate Chamber,
and took his seat upon the Throne. The
Members of the Senate being assembled,
His Excellency was pleased to command
the attendance of the House of Commons,
and that House being present, the follow-
ing Bills were assented to, in Her Majesty's
name, by His Excellency the Governor
General, viz :-

An Act to grant certain powers to the
Commercial Ca-ble Company.

An Act further to amend the Act to in-
corporate the South Saskatchewan Valley
Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the
Ocean Mutual Marine Insurance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Pictou Marine
Insurance Company, (Limited.)

An Act to amalgamate the Board of Trade
of the City of Toronto and the Toronto Cori
Exchange Association.

An Act to authorize a further advance to
the Province of Manitoba in aid of the Public
Schools therein.

An Act to provide for the salary and travel-
ling allowances of the Judge of the County
Court ot Cariboo, in the Province of British
Columbia.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the
Bell Telephone Company of Canada.

An Act further to amend the Act to incor-
porate the Ontario Pacific Railway Company.

An Act respecting the International Rail-
way Company.

An Act respecting the Kingston and Pem-
broke Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Actincorporating the
Ottawa, Waddington and New York Railway
and Bridge Company.

An Act to incorporate the Commercial Bank
of Manitoba.

An Act respecting the winding up of the
Spring Hill and Parraborough Coal and Rail-
way Company, and the sale of the property
thereof to the Cumberland Coal and Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate The Atlantic Marine
Insurance Company (Limited.)

An Act to extend to the Dominion of
Canada the powers of the Corporation called
" De Nederlandsch-Amerikaansche Land
Maatschappy " (The Netherlands-American
Land Company.)

An Act to incorporate the Nova Scotia
Marine Insurance Company (Linited.)

An Act to incorporate the Provincial Bank.
An Act to incorporate the Halifax Marine

Insurance Company (Limited.)
An Act to empower the Sovereign Fire
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Insurance Company to relinquish their Char-
ter, and to provide for the winding up of their
affairs.

An Act to incorporate the Gananoque,
Perth and James' Bay Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Union <trust
Corporation of Canada.

An Act to amend the Acts relating to the
Manitoba and North-Western Railway Con-
pany of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Owen Sound Dry
Dock Shipbuilding and Navigation Company
(Limited.)

An Act to incorporate the Live Stock In-
surance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Halifax Steain
Navigation Company (Liniited.)

An Act for the relief of John Graham.
An Act to incorporate the Temperance and

General Life Assurance Company of North
America.

An Act to incorporate the Traders' Bank
of Canada.

An Act respecting the Union of certain
Methodist Churches therein naned.

An Act to incorporate the Vaudreuil and
Prescott Railway Company.

An Act respeeting the Northern and North
Western Junction Railway Company.

An Act to empower The North-Western
Coal and Navigation Company (Limited), to
construct and work a line of railway between
Medicine Hat and the Company's mines on
the Belly River, and for other purposes.

An Act to prevent fraud in the manufacture
and sale of Agricultural Fertilizers.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
Sy nod of the Diocese of Saskatchewan, and for
other purposes connected therewith.

An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Lake Nipissing
and James' Bay Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Manitoba South-
Western Colonization Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Alberta Railway
and Coal Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the
Great American and European Short Line
Railway Company and to change the name
thereof to the " Montreal and European Short
Line Railway Company."

An Act to anend the Act incorporating the
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate TheRoman Catholic
Episcopal Corporation of Pontiac.

An Act to authorize the transfer of the
Welland Railway to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada, and for other
purposes.

An Act relating to the Roman Catholic Dio-
cese of Ottawa.

An Act respecting the Erie and Huron
Railway.

An Act to amend the several Acts relating
to the Toronto Grey and Bruce Railway Com-
pany.

An Act to amend " The Steamboat Inspec-

tion Act, 1882," by reducing the fees payable
on renewal of Engineers' Licenses.

An Act to confirm the lease of the Ontario
and Quebec Railwav to the Canada Pacific
Railway Conpany, and for other purposes.

An Act relating to the New Brunswick
Railwav Company, and to the Railways leased
to the said Company.

A n Act respucting the Ontario and Quebec
Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the St. Clair Frontier
Tunnel Company.

An Act to empower the bondholders of the
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway Company
to vote at meetings of the Company, and for
other purposes.

An Act for the better prevention of Fraud
in connection with the Sale of Patent Rights.

An Act respecting the Great Northern Rail-
way Company.

An Act to incorporate the Saskatoon and
Northern Railway Compan

An Act further to amenc the Act incorpo-
rating the Souris and Rocky Mountain Rail-
way Company, and to change the name of the
Company to - The North- West Central Rail-
way Company."

An Act to incorporate the Quebec Railway
Bridge Company.

An Act respecting The Real Estate Loan
Company of Canada (Limited.)

An Act to incorporate the Bank of Winni-
peg.

An Act to amend the Acts fortieth Victoria,
chapter forty-nine, and forty-fifth Victoria,
chapter twenty-four, being Acts rclating to
Permanent Building Societies and Loan and
Savings Companies carrying on business in
Ontario.

An Act to incorporate the Guelph Junction
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Hamilton and North-
Western Railwty Company.

An Act to anend " An Act respecting in-
quiries and investigation into Shipwrecks,
and other matters," as to the powers of the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries in certain
cases reported to himîî under it.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Inspection of Gas and Gas Meters.

An Act respecting the Vancouver Island
Railway, the Esquimalt Graving Dock, and
certain Railway Lands of the Province of
British Columbia, granted to the Dominion.

An Act to amend " The Customs Act,
1883."

An Act to anend " An Act respecting certi-
ficates to Masters and Mates of Ships," and
" The Seanen's Act, 1873."

An Act respecting Fortifications and Mili-
tary Buildings and their maintenance and
repair.

An Act for giving effect to au agreement
therein mentioned between the Governiment of
the Dominion and that of Nova Scotia.

An Act respecting the Central Ontario Rail-
way.

An Act in further amendinent of " An Act
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respecting the treatment and relief of sick and
distressed Mariners."

An Act to reduce the Capital Stock of the
Maritime Bank of the Dominion of Canada,
and to make other provisions respecting the
said Bank.

An Act respecting the Northern Railway
Company of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Niagara Frontier
Bridge Company.

An Act respecting the London Life Insur-
ance Company.

An Act to amend the Act thirty-eighth Vic-
toria, chapter filty-four, inîtituled " An Act to
extend to the Province of Manitoba the ' Act,
for the more speedy trial, in certain cases, of
persons charged with felonies or misde-
neanors, in the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec'."

An Act to amend the Act thirty-seventh
Victoria, chapter forty-two intituled " An Act
to extend to the Province of British Columbia
certain of the Criminal Laws now in force in
the other Provinces of the Dominion."

An Act further to amend the Act thirty-first
Victoria, chapter twelve, intituled " An Act
respecting the Public Works of Canada."

An Act respecting the Independence of Par-
liament Act, 1878 forty-first Victoria, chapter
five.

An Act respecting a Reformatory for certain
Juvenile Offenders in the County of Halifax,
in the Province of Nova Scotia.

An Act to amend " The Canada Temper-
ance Act, 1878."

An Act to further amend " An Act respec-
ting the duties of Justices of the peace out of
Sessions, in relation to summary convictions
and orders."

An Act to anend an Act to incorporate
"The Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway
and Steamship Company."

An Act to provide for tho salary and travel-
ling allowances of an additional Poisne Judge
of the Court of Queen's Bench, in the Prov-
ince of Manitoba.

An Act to make further provision tovards
the coinpletion of thd Tidal Dock in the Har-
bor of Quebec.

An Act resRecting the Department of
Marine and Fis heries. prueto

An Act toauthorize the advance of a further
sum for completing the Graving Dock in the
Harbor of Quebec.

An Act further to anend the present Tariffi
of Duties of Customs.

An Act respecting the Territory in dispute
between the Dominion of Canada and the Pro-
vince of tntario.

An Act to authorize the transfer of prison-
ers from one gaol to another in certain cases.

An Act to extend the limitation of tine
under the Act forty-third Victoria, chapter
seven, intituled " An 4ct for the final settle-
ment of clains to lands in Manitoba by occn-
pancy, under the Act thirty-third Victoria,
chapter three."

An Act to amend and to consolidate as

amended the several Acts respecting the
Adulteration of Food and Drugs.

An Act to amend the " Weights and
Measures Act of 1879."

An Act further to amend " The General
Inspection Act, 1874."

An Act to authorise the raising, by way of
loan,of certain moneys required for the Public
Service.

An Act to amend " The North-West Terri-
tories Act, 1880."

An Act further to amend the Act forty-fifth
Victoria, chapter twenty-three, intituled " An
Act respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Companies, Loan Companies, Building Socie-
ties and Trading Corporations."

An Act ,o amend " The Dominion Lands
Act, 1883."

An Act to re-adjust the yearly subsidies to
be allowed by Canada to the several Pro-
vinces now included in the Dominion.

An Act to authorize certain subsidies and
grants for and in respect of the construction
of the lines of railway therein mentioned.

An Act Io Anend the Civi Service Acts of
1882 and 1883.

An Act further to amend " The Indian Act,
1880."

An Act for confering certain privileges on
the more advanced Bands of the Indians of
Canada, with the view of training them for
the exercise of municipal powers.

An Act further to amend " The Consolidated
Railway Act, 1879," and the Acts amending it.

An Act to amend " The Liquor License
Act, 1883."

Then the Speaker of the House of Commons
addressed His Excellency as follows:

"MAY IT PLEASE YoUR ExcELLENOY,
" The Commons of Canada have voted the

Supplies required to enable the Go-vernment
to detray the expenses of the Public Service.

" In the naine of the Commons, I present
to your Excellency a Bill entituled-

' An Act for granting to Her Majeety certain
sums of money required for defraying certain
expenses of the Public Service, for the finan-
cial years ending respectively the 30th June,
1884, and the 30th J une, 1885, and for other
purposes relating to the Public Service.'
to which I humbly request Your Excellency's
assent."

To this Bill the Royal assent was signified
in the following words:

" In Bier Majesty's name, His Excellency
the Governor General thanks Her Loyal sub-
jects, accepts their benevolence, and assents
to this Bill."

After which His Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to close the SECOND
SEsSION of the FIFTH PARLIAMENT of the
DoMINION with the following:-

SPEECH:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

Tihe assuidity and zeal shown by you in the
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performance of your important duties deserve
by best thanks, and I desire to convey them
to you.

There is every reason to anticipate that the
liberal aid given by the loan to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway will secure the speedy and
satisfactor completion of that great national
work.

I congratulate you on theadjustment of ail
matters of difference between the Dominion
and the Province of British Columbia by the
legislation of this session.

The larger appropriations made for the
furtherance of railway construction may be
expected to assist materially in the develop-
ment of our commerce both foreign and
domestic, as well as to open up for settlement
extensive fertile districts hitherto almost
inaccessible.

The several measures for the benefit of the
Indian communities and for their encourage-
ment to assume the responsibilities of self-
government are well adapted for the purpose,
and the amendments of the laws relating to
the Dominion lands will give additional
facilities and advantages to settlers in the
North-West Territories.

The re-adjustment of the Annual subsidies
to the several provinces, while adding te their
resources, will place their pecuniary relations
with the Dominion on a satisfactory and per-
manent basis.

The several important measures which
occupied your attention, and will now become
law must all tend to the benefit and improve-
ment of the country, and the numerous Pri-
vate Bills with industrial objects, submitted
to me. indicate the existence of a healthy
spirit of enterprise among ouîr people.

Gentlemen of the House of Commoi.q:
I thank you in Her Majesty's name for the

supplies you have granted for the public
service.

Honorable Gentlemen oj the Senate:
Gentlemen oj the Bouse of Commons:

In bidding you now farewell until next
Session I trust that when we next meet I may
be able to congratulate you on the continuing
prosperity of our country.

The SPEAKER of the Senate then said

ionorable Gentlemen of the Senate and
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

It is HIs EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GEN-
ERAL's will and pleasure, that this Parliament
beprorogued until rbursday, the twenty-ninth
day of M ay next to be here held, and this
Parliament is accordingly prorogued until
Thursday, the twenty-ninth day of May next.
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I.-INDEX TO SENATORS.

ALLAN, Hon. GEORGE W.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-
vention B. (114).

On 2nd R., 577-80.
Agricultural Fertilizers B. (38).

On ref. to Com. of W., 279; rep. fron
Com., 318.

Alberta Railway and Coal Co. Incorp.
B. (31).

lst R.«, 307; 2nd R. m, 308; 3rd R.', 321.

Atlantic Marine Insurance Co. Incorp.
B. (48).

Rep. from Com., 297.

Central Ontario Railway Co's B. (73).
On 3rd R., 505.

Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).
In Com., 651.

Commercial Bank of Manitoba Incorp.
B. (42).

Rep. froîn Com.', 230.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On 5th Report, 590.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amnend-
ment B. (D).

On 2nd R., 360; in Coin., 381, 449; on
:rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt. (as to
" residence ") 463.

Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay R.
R. Co. Incorp. B. (58).

Concurrence in Ant's of Com. and 3rd R.
m, 308.

General Inspection Act Amendment B.

(128).
Rep. from Com., 629.

Great Northern Railway Co's B. (90).
On 2nd R., 336.

Halifax Steam Navigation Co's Incorp.
B. (24).

Rep. fron Corn., 273.

Justices of the Peace out of Sessions
B. (I).

Rep. froin., 519.

Library of Parliament Corn.
Adopn of Re rts, m ; lst Rep. referred

ck to Com., 369; its adoption
moved, 584.

2nd Rep. (as to loaning of M.S.S. to
Ontario Assembly, new edition of Dr.

Todd's " Parliamentary Govern-
ment," appt. of Mr. Thayne, and use
of Library during recess) 541.

Live Stock Insurance Co's B. (55).
Concurrence in Amendments and 3rd R.

m, 317.

London Life Insurance Co's B. (139>.
Rep. from Corn., 608; 3rd R. m, 609.

Maritime Bank B. (106).
Rep. from Coi., 539.

Netherlands American Land Co's B.
(30).

Rep. from Com., 297.
Northern Railway Co's B. (57).

let R.*, 382; 2nd R.*, 452; Ref. to Coi.
of W., m, 585; in Corn., 585.

Northern and North-Western Junction
R. R. Co. B. (59).

lst R.*. 307; 2nd R. m, 309; 3rd R.', 321
North-Western Coal and Navigation

Co's B. (33).
1st R.', 307; 2nd R. m, 309; 3rd R.«, 321.

Nova Scotia Marine Insurance Co.
Incorp. B. (49).

Rep. from Com., 297.
Ocean Mutual Marine Insurance Co.

Incorp. Act Amendment B. (20).

Rep. froi Coin.*, 258.
Ontario and Quebec R. R. Co's B. (90).

let R.*, 324; 2nd R. m, 337; 3rd R. m,
358.

Ontario and Quebec R. R. Co's Lease
B. (32).

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R. m, 354; 3rd R.', 365.
Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of

Fraud in connection with B. (26).
Rep. froni Coi., 230, 314.

Permanent Building Societies Acts
Amendment B. (B).

lst R*, 162; 2nd R. m, 242; rep. froma
Coin., 258; 3rd R. m, 258; concurr.
in Amts. of House of Commons, m,
539.

Pictou Marine Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (35).
Rep. from Com.* 258.

Real Estate Loan Co's. B. (88).
lst R.', 335; 2nd R. m, 354; 3rd;R.*, 405.
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Saskatchewan Diocese Synod Incorp. B.
(273).

2nd R. m, 273; 3rd.R. m, 298.
Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.

(C).
On 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Ant. (threeffths

of votes polled to be in favor of Act
instead of only one-half), 518-20.

Toronto Board of Trade and Corn Ex-
change Assoc'n Amalgamation B.
(14).

1st R.«, 171; 2nd R. m, 173; rep. from
Coin., 258; 3rd R.«, 258.

Winnipeg Bank Incorp. B. (29).
Rep. froin Com., 405.

ALMON, Hon. WILLIAM J.
"Britannia," the wreck of the.

Notice of m for return, 104.
Motion for Return, 121; agreed to, 127.

Canada Temperance Lfei Assurance Co.
• Incorp. B. (28).
On 2nd R., 262.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (ioi).

On 2nd R., 211; notice of Amendment
(ocean terminus tobe within the Dom-
inion), 212; In Com., Ant. m, 231;
lost on a div'n, 235.

Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).
On 2nd R., 611; In Com., 651.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135).

In Com., 657.
Contingent Accounts Com.

On 5th Rep., 587.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment

B. (D).
In Com., 447; on 3rd R., 456, 468.

Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.
On Mr. Power's motion for return, 138.

Fortifications and Military Buildings B.
(124).

On 2nd R., 391.
Halifax Catholic Boy's Reformatory B.

(E).
On 2nd R., 400-2-3; In Com., 508.

Halifax Marine Ins. Co's Incorp. B.
(27).

1st R.*, 171; 3rd R.*m, 308.

Halifax Steam Navigation Co's Incorp.
B. (24).

lst R.«, 243; 2nd R. m, 257; 3rd.R.*m, 273.

Independence of Parliament Act Amend-
ment B. (11I).

In Con., 619.
Indian Act Amendment B. (87).

In Com., 625, 655.
International Law, Breach of, by Ameri-

cans in British Columbia.
On Mr. Macdonald's Inquiry, 327.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 88.

Northern Railway Co's B. (57).
In Con., 585.

North-West Territories Amendment B.
(L).

In Com., 592.
Ocean Mutual Marine Ins. Co's Incorp.

Act Amendment B. (20).

lst R.', 171; 2nd R.*m, 240; 3rd R.*, 258.
Order-Objection to Hon. Mr. Belle-

rose speaking twice on same ques-
tion, 6o.

Pullman cars on Intercolonial Railway.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 302.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
Incorp. B. (84).

On 2nd R., 332.
Sabbath )esecration.

Petition from Evangelical Alliance pre-
sented, 274.

Sabbath Observance.
Mr. Vidal's M for Com., 334.

Sable Island, as to number and equip-
ment of life-boats there.

Irquiry, 127.
Sambro and Sable Island, Cable con-

nection with.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 603.

Saskatchewan Diocese Synod Incorp.
B. (61).

On 3rd R., 299.

Seduction Punishment.B. (6).
On M. for 2nd R., 366.

Shipwrecks Investigation B. (117).
On M. into Com. of W., 541, 543.

Steaniship Communication with France.
On Mr. Trudel's M. for Returna, 570.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On M. to go into Con., 482; In Com., 501;
on 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Amt (three-
fifths of votes polled to bp in favor of
Act instead of only one-balf), 520;
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Amt. (Ale, Porter, Lager Beer and
Ciderexcepted from operation of Act),
m negatived, 534.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
In Com., 472

ARMAND, Hon. JOSEPH F.

Address, in debate on the.
22-25.

BELLEROSE, Hon. JOSEPH H.

Address, in debate on the.
52-56 ; Adjourninent m, 55.

Adjournment.
On withdrawal of Mr. Ferrier's motion

for, 139.
Adjournment, (March 21-26).

Not. of motion, 310 : Motion, 315.
Contingent Accounts Com.

On 2nd Rep.,269-270.
On 5th Rep. 588-89-91.

French Representation in the Senate.
Inquiry, 110.

Great Northern R. R. Co's B. (90).
1st R.*, 324; 2nd R. m, 336; Concurr. in

Amts. and 3rd R. m, 357.
Librarian, appointment of, to succeed

Dr. Todd.
Inquiry, 112.

Masters and Mates Certificates Act
Amendment B. (116).

fRep. from Com., 538.
Personal explanation in reply to re-

marks of Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell
(sec 59), 74.

Pullman cars on the Intercolonial
Railway, 303, 306.

Quebec Railway Bridge Co's Incorp B.
(69).

lst R.*, 335; 2nd R. m, 354; 3rd R.* m,
387.

Railway Subsidies B. (147).
On 2nd R., 680.

The Supply Bill (147).
On 2nd R., 683.

BOTSFORD, Hon. Amos E.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On 5th Rep, 587.

Dickson, Senator.
On Rep. of Com. as to vacation of seat

by, 118.

Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment
B. (D).

Rep. from Com., 382; Rep. from Com.,
452.

Maritime Bank B. (66).
lst R.*, 404; 2nd R.* m, 472; Concurr. in

Amts. and 3rd R. m, 540.
Military Instruction, Schools of.

On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 90.

CAMPBELIL, Hon. Sir ALEXANDER.

Address, in debate on the.
47, 58, 65; explanation, 62, 63.

Address of Condolence to the Queen on
death of Prince Leopold.

m, 406-7.
Adjournment of House in respect to

memory of late Hon. John Bourinot.
m, 33, 34.

Adjournment.
On Mr. McKay's motion, 77.

Adjournment during pleasure.
m, 258.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-
vention Act Amendment B. (114).

lst R.*, 540; 2nd R. m, 577-78-82; M. for
3rd R., 605; 3rd R. Amt. (words in-
serted in 20th clause) m, 650.

Block Houses in Nova Scotia, Preser-
vation of.

Reply to Mr. Almon, 540.
"Britannia," The wreck of the.

On Mr. Almon's motion for return, 127.
British Columbia Coal Lands.

In reply to Mr. Mclnnes' Inquiry, 272.
Canada Temperance and General Life

Assurance Co. Incorp. B. (28).
On 2nd R., 262-64.

Canadian Pacific R. R. Co's Act,
Amendment, B. (1o1).

1st R.*, 172; motion for 2nd R., 172.
2nd R. m. 173; In Com. 231; Mr.

Almon's Ainendment, (Terminus
within the Dom'n) not accepted, 234;
Mr. Reesor's Amendment, (Disal-
lowance of local R.R. Charters) not
accepted, 236 ; 3rd R. m, 243, 252.

Cariboo County Court (B.C.), Addi-
tional Judge for B. (87).

lst R *, 256 ; 2nd R. m, 259; 3rd R.*, 266.
Charlottetown, The Fire at.

Reply to Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 160.
Civil Service Return, Relative to.

Brought down, 34.
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Civil Service Act, Amendment B. (130).
lst R.*, 587; 2nd R. m, 610-12-14-15; In

Con. 650-51-52-53; 3rd R.*, 653.

Commercial Bank of Manitoba Incorp.
B. (42).

On 2nd R., 171.

Committees, Standing.
List of, laid on table, 67.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment,
B. (135).

Ist R. and 2nd R.', 657 ; In Con. 657-59-
60-61-62; 3rd R. m, 662.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On M. to refer 2nd Rep. back to Com.,

241.
5th Rep., 588.

Criminal Laws Extension to British
Columbia Amendment B. (G).

lst R.*, 357 ; 2nd R. m, 388; 3rd R.*, 439.
Dickson, Hon. W. H.

Vacation ofseat by absence; m, 65.
On report of Coin. as to vacation of seat

by; m, 67, 68.
Extension of time for receiving Rep. of

Com. on; m*, 78.
Adoption of Report of Com. as to vacation

of'seat by; n, 114, 116.
Resolution of regret at his absence from

Senate; m, 119.
Dominion Exhibition, The.

Reply to Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry as to
its being held at Charlottetown, P.E.I.,
108.

Dominion Exhibition, Holding of, in
Prince Edward Island.

Reply to Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 335.
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-

ment, B. (D).
3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Aint (residence with

anybody in the same Township to be
sutficient); on M. to adjourn de-
bate, 471.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Agreement
B. (125).

Ist R*., 365; 2nd R., rn, 394; 3rd R.*,
m, 475.

Duties of Justices of the Peace out of
Sessions Amendment B. (I).

Ist R.*, 404; 2nd R., m, 472; M. into
Coi. of W., 538; In Coin., 539; 3rd
R.*, 539.

Felony and Misdemeanors in Manitoba
Speedy Trial Amt. B. (F).

lst R.*, 356; 2nd R., m, 387; 3rd R.*,
439.

Fortifications and Military Buildings
B. (124).

Ist R.*, 365; 2nd R., m, 391-93; 3rd R.*,
442.

French Language, motions, &c., to be
read in.

Question of order upon, 66.
French Representation in the Senate.

Reply to MIr. Bellerose's Inquiry, 112.
Gas Inspection Act, Amend't, B. (1o8).

lst R.*, 365; 2nd R., m, 391 ; In Com.
539 ; 3rd R.*, 539.

General Inspection Act Amendment,
B. (128).

1st R.*, 587; 2nd R., m, 605; In Com.,
628; 3rd R.*, 650.

Government Railroads, Free Passes on.
Mr. Power's motion for return agreed to,

81.
Graham Divorce Case.

As to declaration of service of notice, 69,
70, 71.

Graham Divorce B. (A).
2nd R., as to sufficiency of proof of service

of notice, and examination of peti-
tioner, 109, 110.

Halifax Catholic Reformatory B. (E).
On 2nd R., 402-3-4.

Hamilton & North-Western Railway
Co's B. (65).

On M. for 2nd R., 405.
Hay, Export Duties on.

Reply to Mr. McCielan's Inquiry, 82.
Hudson's Bay, Navigation of.

Reply to Mr. Wark's Inquiry, 660.
Independence of Parliament Act Amend-

ment B. (i1).
1st R«, 587; 2nd R. m, 605; In Com.

615-18; M. that Coin. rise and report
619; 3rd R.*, 650.

Indian Act 188o Amendm't. B. (87).
lst R.*, 587; 2nd R. m, 605; In Con.,

620-21, 653 54-56; 3rd R,, 656.
Indian Municipal Privileges B. (22).

lst R.*, 264; 2nd R. m, 606-7; 3rd R.
M', 656.

Insolvent Bank and Trading Corpora-
tions Winding up Act Amendment
B. (G).

1st R.*, 404; 2nd R. m, 536; in Com.,
543; M. for 3rd R., 543; 3rd R. m,
573-74-75-76.

Intercolonial Railway Collisions.
Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiries, 356,652.
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Intercolonial Railway, Fatal Accident on
Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 507-8-652.

Intercolonial Railhay. The late acci-
dent on, at St. Flavie.

Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 610.
Intercolonial Railway, Free Passes on the

On Mr. Power's question why Return
furnished did not correspond with
Address, 629.

Intercolonial Railway, Income and
Expenditure.

Reply to Mr. Power's Inquiry, 642.
Intercolonial Railway Passes.

Reply to Mr. Power's Inquiry, 649-50.
International Law, Breach of, by Ameri-

cans in British Columbia.
Reply to Mr. Macdonald's Inquiry, 327.

Librarian, Appointment of, to succeed
Dr. Todd.

Reply to Mr. Bellerose's Inquiry, 113.
License Act, Complications at St.

John, N.B.
Reply to Mr. Wark's Inquiry, 128.

License Act, 1883, Amendment B.
(143).

lst R.*, 674; 2nd R. m, 674; 3rd R, 675.
Lionel Garnham's Case.

Reply to Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 586.
Manitoba Judges Salary B. (149).

1st R.*, 662; 2nd R. m.*, 662; 3rd R.
M.*, 663.

Manitoba Public Schools Assistance
B. (36).

let R.*, 256; 2nd R. mn, 259-60; in Coin.,
267; 3rd R.*, 267.

Marine and Fisheries Department B.
(140).

1st R.*, 663; 2nd R. m, 663; 3rd R. rn,
663.

Masters and Mates Certificates Act
Amendment B. (i16).

Ist R , 382; 2nd R. m, 471; M. into
Com. of W., 538; in Com., 538; 3rd
R.*, 538.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 91.

Nanaimo and Esquimalt Railway.
Reply to Mr. MeInnes' Inquiry, 272.

Netherlands American Land Co's B. (30).
On 2nd R., 274.

North West Territories Amendment B.
(L).

In Con., 596.

"Northern Light " The S. S.
Mr. Haythorne's motion for return agreed

to, 98.
Northern Railway Co's B. (57).

In Com., 585 ; 3rd R. m, 587.
Nova Scotia as a Field for Immigration.

Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 166.
Officials giving evidence in Chancery as

to records of Parliament.
72.

Ontario Boundary B. (K).
1st R.*, 452; 2nd R. m, 541; In Coin.,

584; 3rd R.*, 584.

Owen Sound Dry Dock Co's Incorp.
B. (45).

On 2nd R., 265.
Patent Rights, Fraud in Sale of B. (26).

On 2nd R., 167; on rep. from Com., 231;
In Com. of W., 293-4, 310-11-12-13;
on Concurr. in Ants. and reference
back to Coni. m, 327-8.

Pauper Immigrants at Toronto.
Replies to Mr. O'Donohue's Inquiries, 106.

Petitions, reading of, on day of presen-
tation.

On question of procedure, 73.

Petitions for Private Bills.
Suspension of rule as to tine for receiv-

ing m, 121.
Prince Edward Island, winter communi-

cation with.
Reply to Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 104.

Printing Com.
On 7th report (increase to salaries of

officers), 566.
Prisoners Transfer B. (M).

Ist R.*, 565; 2nd R. m, 584; In Coi.,
590; Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R.
m, 604.

Private Bills, time for receiving, exten-
sion of.

in, 69 ; m', 78; m, 120.
Private Bills, Petitions for.

On 49th rule, 143.
Provincial Subsidy Readjustment B.

(154).
1st R.*, 669; 2nd R. m, 669-73-74; 3rd

R.', 674.
Public Loan Authorization B. (156).

lst R.*, 664; 2nd R. m, 664; 3rd R. m, 664.
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Public Works of Canada Act Amend-
ment B. (H).

Ist R.*, 357; 2nd R. m, 388-89-90; 3rd R.
m, 439. Mr. Power's Aniendm't
(all reference to shores of public har-
bors to be struck out) rejected,440-
41-42.

Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial
Railway.

Reply to Mr. Power's Inquiry, 305.

Quebec Harbor Graving Dock B. (119).

Ist R.*, 662; 2nd R. m', 662; 3rd R. m«,
662.

Quebec Harbor Tidal Dock B. (148).
1st R. 663; 2nd R. m*, 663; 3rd R. m«,

663.
Railways, Act relating to.

1st R.*, 5.

Railway Subsidies B. (147).
lst R.*, 675; 2nd R. 7a, 675; 3rd R., 681.

Sable Island, as to number and equip-
ments of life-boats there.

Reply to Mr. Almon's Inquiry, 128.
St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's. B. (62).

On Question of Order as to Concurr. in
in am'ts, 324-25-26.

Salmon Fishing Licenses, Number of,
Issued.

Mr. Pelletier's M. for Correspondence,
agreed to, 356. •

Sambro and Sable Island, Cable Con-
nection with.

Reply to Mr. Power's Inquiry, 603.
Scott Act, Operation of, in Halton

County.
Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 333.

Seduction Punishment B. (6).
On M. for 2nd R.,366.

Shipwreck Inquiry and Investigation
Act Amendment B. (117).

lst R.*, 508; 2nd R. in, 541; M. into
Com. of W., 541 ; 3rd R.* m, 567.

Short Line Railway Co's Laborers
Claims.

Reply to Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 609,

Sick and Distressed Mariners Act
Amendm't. B. (129).

1st R.*, 640; 2nd R. m, 583; 3rd R. -n,
590.

Souris & Rocky Mountain Railway
Co's. B. (Si).

On M. to concur in Am'ts., 386.

Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. Winding Up B.
(94).

On M. for 2nd R., 271 ; on 2nd R., 298.
Speech from the Throne.

Consideration of; m*, 5.
Statutes Revision.

Report of Commissioners presented, 404.
Steamboat Inspection Act 1882 Amend-

ment B. (21).

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R. m, 364; 3rd R.«, 365.

Steamship Communication with France.
Mr. Trudel's M. for Return agreed to, 569.

Suspension of Forty-first Rule.
M., 653.

Tariff Amendment B. (142).

lst, 2nd and 3rd R's, 664.
Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment

B. (C).
On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Amt. (three-fifths

of votes polled required to be in favor
of Act instead ofonly one-half),reject-
ed.510; Mr. McMillan's Amt. (Sale for
medicinal purposes) rejected, 536.

The Supply Bill (47).
Ist R.*, 681; 2nd R. m, 681-84; 3rd R., 685.

Torren's System of Land Registry, In-
troduction of into the North-West.

Reply to Mr. Vidal's Inquiry, 385.
Union Trust Corporation of Canada

Incorp. B. (43).
2nd R., 241.

Vancouver Island Railway Dock and
Land B. (126).

Ist R.', 382; 2nd R. m, 407-10-15-16-38;
M. to go into Com., 472; In Com.,
473-4; Concurr. in Amendments and
3rd R., 475; 3rd R. m, 508.

Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's
Incorp. B. (23).

On 3rd R., 317.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879,

Aniendment B. (120).

let R.«, 540; 2nd R. m, 583; In Com.,
608; 3rd R. m, 610.

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.
In reply to Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 289.

CARVELL, Hon. J. S.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre

vention B. (114).
On 2nd R., 581.

"Britannia," The wreck of the.
On Mr. Alminon's motion for return, 123.
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Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 88.

"Northern Light " The S. S.
On Mr. Haythorne's motion for return, 97.

North-West Territories Act Amendment
B. (L).

In Com., 594-5-6.

Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in
Sale of, B. (26).

In Com., 311.

Prince Edward Island, Winter com-
munication with.

On Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 103.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On M. to go into Coin., 497.

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.
On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 287.

DEBOUCHERVILLE, Hon. C. E. B.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (38)

lst R.*, 271; On 3rd R. 318.
Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in

Sale of, B. (26).
Rep. from Com., 328.

Indian Municipal Privilege B. (22).

Rep. froin Com., 656.

DEVER, Hon. JAMES.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Anend-
ment B. (1o1).

In Com. on Mr. Almon's Amt. (Ocean
Terminus to be within the Dominion),
235.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135).

In Coin., 658.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendm't.

B. (D).
In Com., 446.

License Act 1883 Amendment B. (143).
Rep. froni Coin. 675.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 89.

Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in
Sale of, B. (26).

In Com. 296, 313.
Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial

Railway.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 303, 304, 306.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R., 438.

DICKEY, Hon. ROBERT B.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-

vention B. (114).
On 2nd R., 578.

Agricultural Fertilizers B. (38).
On 2nd R., 276; on 3rd R., 318.

Bourinot, The late Hon. John.
Reference to, on motion to adjourn, 33.

Canada Temperance Life Assurance Co.
Incorp. B. (28).

On 2nd R., 262-64.
Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-

ment B. (1oi).
In Com., on Mr. Reesor's Amt. (Disal-

lowance of local R.R. charters), 239
Central Ontario Railway Co's B. (73).

Rep. from Com., 504.
Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).

On 2nd R., 611-13; in Com., 652.
Commercial Cable Co's B. (19).

Rep. from Com., 172,
Contingent Accounts Com.

On M. to refer 2nd report back to Coin.,
240; On 3rd Rep., 269; On 5th Rep.
587.

Dickson, Senator.
On report of Com. as to vacation of seat

by, 68, 117.
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-

ment B. (D).
In Com., 380, 444-45, 447-48-49-50-51.
Notice of Amt. on 3rd R., 452. On 3rd

Aint. (residence with any person in
the same Township to be sufficient)
m, 452, 469; withdrawn, 537.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Agreement
B. (125).

On 2nd R., 395.
Erie & Huron Railway Co's B. (85).

Rep. from Com., 357.
Gananoque, Perth & James' Bay Rail-

way Co. Incorp. B. (58).
Rep. fron Com., 298.

Graham Divorce Case.
As to declaration of service of notice,

70-71.
Grand Trunk Railway Co. B. (21)

Rep. from Com., 337.
Great Northern Railway Co's B. (90).

Rep. from Com., 357.
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Guelph Junction Railway Co's Incorp.
B. (72).

Rep. from Con., 387.

Hamilton & North-Western Railway
Co's B. (65).

On M. for 2nd R. 405-6; rep. fron
Com., 540.

Independence of Parliament Act
Amendment B. (i i 1).

On M. that Coin. rise and report, 619.

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
In Con., 625 and 655.

Insolvent Bank and Trading Corpora-
tions B. (J).

On M. for 3rd R , 543; on 3rd R., 573-75-
76.

Intercolonial Railway Collisions.
Inquiry, 354-56.

Intercolonial Railway, Fatal Accident
on.

Inquiry, 507.
Intercolonial Railway, The, late Acci-

dent on, at St. Flavie.
Inquiry, 609.

Lake Nipissing and James' Bay R. R.
Co's Incorp. B. (31).

Rep. from Coni., 326.
Manitoba and North-Western Railway

Acts Amendment B. (64).
Rep. frorm Con., 298.

Manitoba Public Schools Assistance B.
Rep. froin Con., 267.

Manitoba South-Western Colonization
R. R. Cc's B. (75).

Rep. from Com., 321; on 3rd R., 322.
Military Instruction, Schools of.
. Inquiry, 82.
Montreal and European Short

R. R. Co's B. (89).
Rep. from Com., 326.

Line 1

Netherlands American Land Co's B.
(30).

1st R.*, 271; 2nd R. m, 274; 3rd R., 297.
Niagara Frontier Bridge Co's B. (91).

Rep. fron Con., 586.
Northern Railway Co's B. (57).

Rep. from Con., 540.
Nova Scotia as a Field for Immigration.

Inquiry, 163-66.
Officials giving evidence in Chancery as

to records of Parliament. 73.

Ontario and Quebec Railway Co's B.
(46).

Rep. fron Com., 357.
Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of

Fraud in connection with, B. (26).
On 2nd R, 168; in Coin., 292-295-311;

on Concurr. in Aints., 328.
Prince Edward Island, Winter Com-

munication with.
On Mr. Hay thorne's Inquiry, 101.

Printing Committee.
On 7th Report (increase to salaries of

officers) 566.
Private Bills, Petitions for.

On 49th Rule, 142-43.

Public Works Act Amendment B. (H).
On 3rd R., Mr. Power's Ait. (as to fore-

shores of Public Harbors) 441.
Quebec Railway Bridge Co's B. (69).

Rep. froi Com., 387.
Saskatoon & Northern Railway Co's

Incorp. B. (41).
Rep. from Coin., 357.

Seduction Punishment B. (6).
On M. for 2nd R.; Amendn't (3 months'

" Hoist ") m, carried on a div'n, 366.
Scott Act, Operation of, in Halton

County.
Inquiry, 333.

Short Line Railway Co's Laborer's
Claims.

Inquiry, 609.
Souris & Rocky Mountain Railway

Co's B. (81).
Rep. fron Com., 385; on M. to concur in

Aints., 387.
South Saskatchewan Valley Railway Co.

Incorp. Act, Amendment. B.
Rep. from Com., 172.

St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's Incorp.
B. (62).

Rep. from Com., 324; on Question of
Order as to B. being read the 3rd
time on the same day as rep. fron
Con., 325.

St. Lawrence & Ottawa Railway Co's
B. (56).

Rep. fron Coi., 337.
Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.

(C.)
On 2nd R., 340, 41, 53; oî M. to go into

Con., 475-93; In Con. 501; on 3rd
R. Ant. m, (three-fifths of votes
polled in favor of Act to be required
instead of one-half) negatived on a
div'n, 509, 515-17-19.
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Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's In-

corp. Bill (23).

Rep. fron Coin., 316.

Welland Railway Transfer B. (4
Rep. fron Coin., 337.

Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay R.R. & S.S.
Co's B. (131).

2nd R. m, 565; rep. fron Coin., 608.

FERRIER, Hon. JAMES.

Adjournment (Feb. 22nd-28th).
Motion for, Withdrawn, 129.

Dominion Lands Act Amendment B.
(D).

In Coin., 381.
Grand Trunk R.R. Co's B. (21).

let R.', 323; 2nd R.* m, 328; 3rd R.*, 337.
Methodist Church Union B. (11).

Ist R.*, 271 ; 2nd R. m, 280; 3rd R.*, 310.
Weights & Measures Act 1879 Amend-

ment B. (120).

Rep. from Com., 608.

FLINT, Hon. BILLA.

Adjournment, on Mr. Bellerose's motion
for. 315.

Canada Temperance Life Assurance Co.
Incorp. B. (28).

On 2nd R., 263.

Central Ontario Railway B. (73).
lst R., 404; 2nd R.*, 452; 3rd R. m, 504.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On 5th rep. 590.

Dickson, Senator.
On resolution of regret at his absence

from seat, 120.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 B. (D).

On 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Anendm't. (as to
l residence ") 471.

Gananoque, Perth and James Bay Rail-
way Co. Incorp. B. (58).

lst R.*, 256; 2nd R. m, 266.
Kingston and Pembroke Railway Co's

B. (68).
lst R.*, 230; 2nd R., 259; 3rd R.*, 271.

Napanee, Tamworth & Quebec R. R.
Co's B. (8o).

let R.*, 307; 2nd R. m, 314; 3rd R.', 321.
Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in

Sale of, B. (26).
In Con., 295.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
Incorp. B. (84).

2nd R. opposed, 329, 331, 333.
Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.

(C).
On 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt. (three-fifths

of votes polled to be in favor of Act
instead of only one-half), 525.

GIRARD, HON. MARC A.
Agricultural Fertilizers, Sale of, Preven-

tion of Fraud in Connection with,
B. (38).

2nd R. m, 275; rep. to Com. of Whole,
m, 278-9; consid. of amendments and
3rd R. m, 318.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (1o1).

On 2nd R., 218; in Com. on Mr. Reesor's
Ant. (Disallowance of local R. R.
Charters), 239.

Commercial Bank of Manitoba Incorp.
B (42).

lst R.*, 162; 2nd R. m, 170; Concurr. in
Aimts & 3rd R. m, 230.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135).

Rep. from Con). 660.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment

B. (D).
In Coi., 444; on 3rd R., Mr. Dickev's

Ant. (as to " residence"), 459.
Dominion & Nova Scotia Government

Agreement B. (125).
Rep. f rom Coin., 475.

Halifax Catholic Boys Reformatory B.
(E).

Rep. from Com. 508.
Indian Act Amendment B. (87).

In Con., 624-5.
Lake Nipissing & James' Bay Railway

Co. B. (31).
lst R.*, 273; 2nd R. m., 308; concurr. in

ants. and 3rd R. m., 326.
Manitoba & North-Western Railway

Co's Acts Amendment B. (64).
lst R.*, 171 ; Ref. to Coi. on Private

Bille, m., 173; 2nd R., 257.
Manitoba Public Schools Assistance B.

(36).
On 2ni R., 260.

Manitoba & South-Western Railway
Co's B. (75).

lst R.*, 307; 2nd R. m., 314; concurr. in
amendments, and 3rd R. m, 321.
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North-West, Parliamentary representa-
tion in,

On Mr. Plumb's Inquiry, 156.

Provincial Bank Incorp. B.
2nd R. m, 172; 3rd R. m, 265.

Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.
(C).

On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Ait. (three-
fifths of votes polled to be in favor
of Act, instead of only one-halt),527.

Winnipeg Bank Incorp. B. (29).
lst R.*, 335; 2nd R., m, 364; 3rd R.*,

405.

Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay Railway.
Inquiry, 280.

Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay Railway and
Steamship Co. Incorp. B. (131).

13t R.*, 540; M. to dispense with 51st
and 57th Rules agreed to, 565; 3rd
R. r, 608.

GLASIER, Hon. JOHN.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Anend-
ment B. (1oi).

In Com., Mr. Almon's Ameidment
(Ocean terminus to be within Do-
minion) seed, 234.

GUEVREMONT, Hon. JEAN BAPTISTE.

Sorel Barracks Property.
Motion for return agreed to, 78.

HAYTHORNE, Hon. ROBERT P.

Address, in debate on the, 44.
Adjournment, (March Ist-1 3 th).

On Mr. McKay's motion, 76; (Marci 21-
26) on Mr. Bellerose's motion, 315.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (38).

On 3rd R., 318.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act
ment B. (1o1).

On 2nd R., 219; in Com., 232.
Charlottetown, the fire at,

Inquiry, 160-161.

Amend- 1

Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).
On 2nd R., 612,

Dominion Exhibition, The. As to its
being held at Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Inquiry, 106.
Dominion Exhibition, Holding of, in

Prince Edward Island.
Inquiry, 335.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On 2nd R., 363; in Com., 379; on 3rd R.,
Mr. Dickey's Anit. (as to "resi-
dence ") 464.

Hudson's Straits, Navigation of.
On Mr. Wark's Inquiry, 599.

Insolvent Banks and Trading Co's Wind-
ing up B. (J).

Rep. from Com., 543; on 3rd R., 575.
Lionel Garnham's Case.

Inquiry, 586.
Manitoba Land Claims Settlement B.

(N).
Rep. trom Com., 608.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's lnquiry, 85.

"Northern Light," The S. S.
Motion for Retuin agreed to, 92.

Prince Edward Island, Winter Com-
munication with.

Inquiry, 99.
Prnting Committee.

On 7th Report, (increase to salaries of
officers) 566.

Sabbath Observance.
On Mr. Vidal's M. for Con., 334.

Steam Communication with France.
On Mi. Trudel's M. for Return, 571.

Temperance Act, 1878, Anendment
B. (C).

On M. to go into Com., 500.
Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nd R., 431.

HOWLAN, Hon. GEORGE W.

Address, in Debate on the.
36.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act
ment B. (101).

On 2nd R., 212.

Amend-

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt. (as to
" residence "); M. to adjourn debate,
471 ; Amt. (as to " residence ") m.,
withdrawn, 537.

General Inspection Act Amendment
B. (128).

In Com., 626-27-28.
Hamilton and North-Western Railway

Co's B. (65).
Rep. from Com., 405; on M. for 2nd R.,

406; Ref. back to Com. m., 472;
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Rep. fron Com., and suspension of
56th rule recommended, 501.

Niagara Frontier Bridge Co's Incorp.
B. (91).

Rep. from Com., and suspension of 56th
rule recommended, 502.

"Northern Light " The S. S.
On Mr. Haythorne's motion for retunn, 94.

Provincial Bank Incorp. B. (30).
Reference to Com. on Private Bills n,163.

Roman Catholic Diocese of Ottawa B.
(95).

Rep from Com. 337.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
Incorp. B. (84).

Rep. froin Com., 337.

Saskatchewan Diocese Synod Incorp.
B. (61).

Rep. froni Com., 298.

Standing Orders and Private Bills. Com.
2nd rep. m», 73.
Adoption of6th rep. of Com. m, 121.

Temperance Life Assurance Co's Incorp.
B. (28).

Rep. from Com., 316.

Trader's Bank Incorp. B. (92).
1st R.*, 271.

KAULBAcH, Hon. HENRv A. N.

Address, in debate on the.
42.

Adjournment (1st-13th March).
On Mr. McKay's motion, 77.

Adjournment (Mar. 21-26).
On Mr. Bellerose's M., 315.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-
vention B. (114).

On 2nd R., 578.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in connection with, B. (38).

On 2nd R. 278; In Com., 318.
Bourinot, the late Hon. John,

Reference to, on motion to adjourn, 33.
"Britannia," The wreck of the.

On Mr. Almon's motion for return, 125.
Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-

ment B. (ioi).
On 2nd R., 216; on 3rd R. Mr. Power's

Amnt. (purchase of lines in the U. S.)
250.

Consolidated Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (135).

In Com.,658-59-60; on 3rd R. Mr. Power's
Amt. (as to actions against com-
panies for cattle killed), 661.

Dickson, Senator.
On rep. of Com. as to vacation of seat

by, 119.
Dominion Exhibition, The.

On Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry as to its be-
ing held at Charlottetown, P. E. I.,
108.

Dominion Lands Acts, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On 2nd R, 360; In Com., 445-47-50; on
Concurr. in Amts. of H. of C., 667.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Agreement
B. (125).

On 2nd R., 395-400.
Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.

On. Mr. Power's motion for Return, 135,
142.

Fortifications and Military Buildings B.
(124).

On 2nd R. 392.
General Inspection Act Amendment B.

(128).
On 2nd R., 606; -In Com. 626-27.

Graham Divorce Case.
Notice of Service and Deciaration Pre-

sented, 69, 70; Reception of Petition,
m, 71.

Graham Divorce B. (A).
1st R.*, 74.
Order for 2nd R., 74.
2nd R. m, 1(8; as to examination of Pe-

titioner, m, 109, 110.
Reference to Select Com., m, 110.
Adoption of Report of Select Com. m, 161.

3rd R.*, 167.
Halifax Catholic Reformatory B. (E).

On 2nd R., 401.
Hudson's Straits, Navigation of.

On Mr. Wark's Inquiry, 600.
Independence of Parliament Act Amend-

ment B. (111).
On M. that Com. rise and report, 620.

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
In Com. 655.

Indian Municipal Privileges B. (22).

On 2nd R., 607.
Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-

penditure.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 641.
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Intercolonial Railway Passes.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 649, 650.

International Railway Co. B. (50).
On 2nd R., 257.

Marine & Fisheries Department
(140).

On 3rd R., 663.
Masters and Mates Certificates

Amendment B. (116).
On 2nd R., 471.

Act

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 88.

"Northern Light," the S.S.
On Mr. Haythorne's motion for return, 96

Nova Scotia as a field for immigration.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 165.

Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of
Fraud in connection with, B. (26).

On 2nd R., 167; in Com., 293, 297.

Provincial Subsidy Re-adjustment B.
(154).

On 2nd R., 673.

Public Works Act Amendment B. (H).
On 3rd R. Mr. Power's Amendment

(as to foreshores of public harbours),
441.

Pullman cars on the Intercolonial
Railway, 304.

Railway Subsidies B. (147).
On 2nd R., 680.

Sambro and Sable Island, cable con-
nection with.

On Mr. Power's inquiry, 602.

Shipwrecks investigation B. (117).
On M. into Coin. of W. 542.

Sick and distressed Mariners Fund B.
(129).

On 2nd R., 583.
Steam communication with France.

On Mr. Trudel's M. for return, 570.
Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.

(C).
On 2nd R., 352; on M. to go into Coin.,

493; on 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt.
(three-fifths of votes to be in favor of
Act, instead of only one-half) 520.

Torrens' system of land registry, intro-
duction of, into the North-West.

On Mr. Vidal's inquiry, 385.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R., 428.

Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's B.
(23).

On 3rd R., 316.
Weights & Measures Act, 1879 Amend-

ment B. (120).

In Coin., 607.
Winnipeg & Hudson's B1ay Railway.

On Mr. Girard's Inauiry, 288.

LACOSTE, Hon. ALEXANDER.

Summoned to the Senate and intro-
duced, 3.

Address in answer to the Speech from
the Throne.

M., p. 6.
Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of

Fraud in Connection with, B. (26).
In Coin., 291, 296.

Vaudreuil and Prescott Railway Co's
Incorp. B. (23).

1st R.*, 290; Concurr. in Amts and 3rd
R. n,316.

MACDONALD, Hon. WILLIAM J.
Address, in Debate on the, 34.
Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-

ment B. (lo1).
On 2nd R., 229; iii Coin. on Mr. Reesor's

Atn. (Disallowance of local R. R.
Charters), 238; on 3rd R., Mr.
Power's Aint. (Purchase of R.R. lines
in U. S.), 249.

Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment
B. (D).

In Coin., 447.

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
In Com. 621-25, 654-55.

Indian Municipal Privileges B. (22).
On 2nd R., 607; in Coin., 656.

International Law, Breach of, by Ameri-
cans in British Columbia.

Inquiry, 326.
Shipwrecks Investigation Amendment

B. (117).
Rep. from Coni., 567.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R., 419-25; lin Coin., 473.

MASSoN, Hon. Louis R.

Adjournment. (1st to 13th February).
On Mr. McKay's motion, 77.

Canadian Pacifie Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (1o1).

Rep. from Com., 239.
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Contingent Accounts
On M. to refer 2nd

240.
On 3rd rep., 270.

Com.
rep, back to Com.,

MCCLELAN, Hon. ABNER. R.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs

vention B. (114).
Rep. from Com., 605.

Pre-

Guelph Junction R.R. Co's B. (72).

1st R.«, 335; 2nd R. m, 364; 3rd R.* m,
387.

Hay, Export Duties on.
Inquiry, 82.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 90.

Owen Sound Dry Dock, Shipbuilding
and Navigation Co's Incorp B. (45)

lst R.', 230; 2nd R. m, 265; Concurr. in
Aits. and 3rd R. m, 307.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

Rep. fron Con., 501 ; on 3rd R. Mr.
Dickey's Aint. (three.fifths of votes
polled to be in favor of Act instead of
one-half), 529.

MACFARLANE, Hon. ALEXANDER.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs
vention B. (1 14).

On 2nd R., 577.
Agricultural Fertilizer's B. (38).

On 2nd R., 276-7.

Pre-

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

Iii Coin., 444.
Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.

On Mr. Power's M. for return, 139,
Halifax Catholic Boys Reformatory

B. (E).
On 2nd R., 401.

Montreal and European Short Line R.
R. Co's B. (89).

1st R.*, 307; 2nd R. ut, 309; Concurr. in
Aits. and 3rd R. in, 326.

Niagara Bridge Co's Petition.
Suspension of 42nd rule m, 268.

Niagara Frontier Bridge (o's Incorp.
B. (91).

ist R.*, 404; Suspension of 56th rule
and 2nd R. m, 502-3-4; Concurr. in
Amts. and 3rd R., 586.

"Northern Light," The S. S.
On Mr. Haythorne's M. for return, 94.

Petitions for Private Bills.
Suspension of rule as to time for receiv-

ing, 121.
Printing Com.

Adoption of rep. m; 5th rep (in reference
to establishnient of a Goverument
Printing Office), 442.

Spring Hill and Parrsboro R. R. Co's
Winding up B. (47).

Ist R.*, 243; 2nd R. m, 259; 3rd R.*m,
274.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Ait. (three-fifths
of votes polled to be in favor of Act
instead of only one-half), 528.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R-., 437.

MCINNES, Hon. THOMAS R. (New West-
minster).

Address, in debate on the.
35.64.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-
vention B. (114).

On 2nd R, 579.
British Columbia Coal Lands.

Inquiry, 272.
Civil Service Act Aniendment B. (130).

In Com., 651.
Nanaimo and Esquimalt Railway.

Inquiry, 272.
Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nid R., 409-21-22; in Coni., 473-74;
on 3rd R., Amt. (Tenders for Ry. to
be invited) withdrawn, 508.

McKAv,, Hon. THOMAS.

Adjournment (Feby. 1st-Feby. 13th).
Notice of Motion, 73.
m, 76.

Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway
Co's B. (81).

Concurr. in Amts. in, 385; 3rd R. in, 439.
Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's

Incorp. B. (23).
2nd R. m, 307.

McKINDSEY, Hon. GEORGE C.
Summoned to the Senate and intro-

duced, 3.
Address in answer to the Speech from

the Throne.
Sec'd, 10.
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Bell Telephone Co's Incorp. Act
Amendment B. (51).

2nd R. m, 172; 3rd R.*, 271.
Toronto, Grey and Bruce R. R. Co's

Acts Amendment B. (9).
lst R.*, 324.

MCMASTER, Hon. WILLIAM.

Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).
Rep. from Com., 652-53.

Northern Railway Co's B. (57).
Rep. from Com., 586.

Patent Rights, Fraud in Sale of, B. (26).
In Com., 312.

Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. Winding up B.
(94).

2nd R. m, 297; 3rd R., 310.
Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nd R., 436.

MCMILLAN, Hon. DONALD.
Summoned to the Senate and intro-

duced, 3.
Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment

B. (C).
On 3rd R., Ant. (Sale for medicinal pur-

poses to be in quantities of not more
than one pint) negatived, 534.

MACPHERSON, Hon. DAVID L.
British Columbia, Eastern Boundary of.

Reply to Nr. Nelson's Inquiry, 339. .
Canada Temperance Act Amendment

B. (C).
lst R.*, 290; 2nd R. m, 340-52; M. to go

into Com., 475; in Com., 500; 3rd R.
m. 509-13-14-22.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (1oi).

On 2nd R., 195.
Canadian Pacific Railway, Southwestern

Branch of.
Reply to Mr. Reesor's Inquiry, 310.

Customs Act 1883 Amendment B. (23).
Ist R.*, 365; 2nd R. m, 394; M. to go into

Coin., 472; 3rd R. m, 509.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment

B. (D).
1st R.*, 335; 2nd R. m, 358, 62, 64; on

M. to go into Con. 371, 376, 377, 378,
379; in Com., 379-80-81-82, 443-47-
50-51; 3rd R.m, 452, Mr. Dickey's Amt
(as to "residence") rejected, 460-64-
66-70-71 ; Mr. Howlan's Ant. (as to

"residence") accepted, 537 ; on Con-
curr. in Amts. of House of Cominons,
m, 665-68-69.

Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.
On Mr. Power's motion for Return, 140.

Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-
penditure.

Ont Mr. Power's Inquiry, 649.

Manitoba Lands Claims, Time Exten-
sion, B. (N).

lst R.*, 567; 2nd R. m, 597; 3rd R. m,
608.

Manitoba South-Western Colonization
R.R. Co's B. (75).

On 3rd R., 322-23.
North-West, Parlamentary Representa-

tion in.
On Mr. Plumb's Inquiry, 154, 157.

North - West Territories Act 188o

Amendment B. (L).
lst R.*, 540 ; 2nd R. m, 567; in Com.

591-92-93-94-95, 596; Amended and
3rd R. m, 604.

Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (26).

Ist R., 142.
Privilege, Question of.

(Mr. Mowat's remarks in reference to
Regina Registrarship), 314.

Sorel Barracks Property.
On Mr. Guevremont's motion for return,

78.
MILLER, Hon. WILLIAM (Speaker).

See " Speaker."

MONTGOMERY, Hon. DONALD.

Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendnent
B. (D).

Rep. from Com. 538.
Prince Edward Island, Winter Com-

munication with.
On Mr. Haythorne's Inquiry, 102.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
Rep. fron Coin., 475.

NELSON, Hon. HUGH.
British Columbia, Eastern Boundary of.

Inquiry, 338.
Independence of Parliament Act

Amendment B. (iii).
Rep. fron Coin., 620.

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
In Coin., 655.
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Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in
Sale of, B. (26).

In Con., 314.
Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nd R., 424; in Con., 473-74.
Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay Railway.

On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 285.

ODELL, Hon. WILLIAM H.
Customs Act 1883 Amendment B.

(123).
Rep. from Com., 472.

Military instruction, Schools of,
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 85.

Pullman cars on the Intercolonial
Railway.

On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 305.
Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.

(C).
On M. to go into Com., 496; on 3rd

R. Mr. Bickey's Ant. (tnree-fifths of
votes polled to be in favor ot Act, in-
stead of only one-lialf) 530; Mr.
McMillan's Amt (sale for medicinal
purposes) 535.

O'DONOHUE, Hon. JOHN.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135).

On 3rd R. Mr. Power's Amt. (as to
actions against conpanies for cattle
killed) 661.

Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amend-
ment B. (D).

In Coin., 445.

Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in
Sale of, B. (26).

In Coin., 312.

Pauper immigrants at Toronto.
Inquiry, 105.

Temperance Act 1878 Amendment B.
(C).

On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Ant. (three-fifths
of votes polled to be in favor of Act,
instead of only one-half), 516.

OGILvIE, Hon. ALEX. W.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Pre-
vention B. (I 14).

On 2nd R. 579.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (1o1).

In Coin. on Mr. Reesor's Amt. (disallow-
ance of local R. R. charters) 237.

General Inspection Act amendmt. B.
(128).

On 2nd R., 606.

Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-
penditure.

On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 643.

Live Stock Insurance Co. Incorp. B.
(55).

ist R.«, 268; 2nd R.*, 273.

Printing Com's 7th report.
(Increase to salaries of officers) 566.

PAQUET, Hon. ANSELME H.
Adulteration of Food and

vention B. (114).
On 2nd R., 580.

Drugs Pre-

Indian Act Amendmt. B. (87).
Rep. from Con., 625

Laval University Question.
M. for corresp. agreed to, 297.

PELLETIER, Hon. C. A. P.

Address of Condolence to the Queen
on Prince Leopold's death.

On Sir Alex. Campbell's M., 407.
Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-

ment B. (1o1).
On 2nd R., 226.

Cariboo County Court Judges B. (37).
Rep. froi Com., 266.

Dickson, Senator
On resolution of regret at his absence

fron Senate, 120.
Salmon Fishing Licenses, Number of,

Issued.
Motion for Correspondence, 356.

Rule 51, Suspension of.
As regards the Sovereign Fire Ins. Co.,

on Adoption of 6th Rep. of Standing
Orders and Private Bills Con., M,
121.

PLUMB, Hon. JOSIAH B.

Adjournment (1st-1 3th February).
On Mr. McKay's motion.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (loi).

In Coin., 237; on 3rd R., 243, 252.
Central Ontario Railway Co's B. (73).

On 3rd R., 504.
Commercial Bank of Manitoba Incorp.

B. (42).
On 2nd R., 171.
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Commercial Cable Co's Act Amend-
ment B. (19).

1st R.*, 162; 2nd R. m, 169; 3rd R.*, 172.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On 5th Rep., 587.

Dickson, Senator.
Reference to on report of Clerk as to va-

cation of seat, 65.
On report of Com. as to % acation of seat

by; Explanation, 68.
On Rep. of Com. as to vacation of seat

by, 118.
Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendment

B. (D).
On 2nd R., 361 ; in Com., 380. 446; on

3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Aint. (as to
" residence"), 466.

Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.
On Mr. Power's motion for Return, 140.

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
In Com., 625, 654.

Indian Municipal Privileges B. (22).

On 2nd R., 606; on M. that B. pass, 656.
Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-

penditure.
On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 645.

International Railway Co. B. (50).
lst R.*, 230; 2nd R. m, 256; 3rd R *, 271.

London Life Insurance Co's B. (139).
Tst R.*, 604; M. to suspend 41st Rule and

for 2nd R., 604; M. to suspend 61st
Rule, and reference to Com., 604.

Manitoba and the North-West, Attacks
of Opposition Press upon.

Remarks and Quotations, 544.

Niagara Bridge Co's Petition.
Suspension of 42nd Rule; on Mr. Mac-

farlane's M., 268.
Niagara Frontier Bridge Co's Incorp.

B. (91).

On 2nd R., 502-3.
North-West, Parliainentary Representa-

tion in the.
Inquiry, 143.

North-West Territories Amendment B.
(L).

In Com., 593.
Officials giving Evidence in Chancery.

Langtry v. Dumoulin, 73.
Ontario Pacific Railway Co. Incorp.

Act Amendment B. (67).
Ist R.*, 256; 2nd R. m, 261; 3rd R.*, 271.

Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of
Fraud in connection with, B. (26).

On Rep. froin Coin., 231; in Coi of W.,
293-313.

Petitions, reading of on day of presen-
tation, 73.

Privilege, Question of.
Mr. Power's interpolation

Report, 318.
in official

Provincial Subsidy Re-adjustment B.
(154).

On 2nd R., 671-72.

Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial
Railway.

On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 306.

Sabbath Observance Petitions.
On Rep. of Com., 507.

Saskatchewan Diocese Synod
B. (61).

Ist R.*, 267.

Incorp.

Saskatchewan and Northern R. R. Co's
Incorp. B. (41).

Ist R.*, 317; 2nd R. m, 323.

Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway
Co's B. (81).

On M. to concur in Amts., 386; on 3rd
R., 439.

South Saskatchewan Valley Railway
Co. Incorp. Act Amendment B.
(1o).

1st R.*, 162; 2nd R. m, 171; 3rd R.*, 172.

St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's B. (62).
On concurr. in Ants. and question of

order as to 3rd R., 324-5.

Steam Communication with France.
On Mr. Trudel's M. for return, 571.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On M. to go into Com., 425; on 3rd R.
Mr. Dickey's Amt. (three-fifths of
votes polled to be in favor of Act
instead of only one-half), 532.

Union Trust Corporation of Canada
Incorp. B. (43).

lst R.*, 172; 2nd R. m, 241; 3rd R.* m,
307.

Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's
Incorp. B. (23)-

On 3rd R., 317.

Welland Railway Transfer B (44).
Ist R.0, 317; 2nd R. m, 323; 3rd R.', 337.
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POWER, Hon. LAWRENCE G.
Address, in debate on the.

25-32.

Adjournment. (1.st-i 3 th February).
On Mr. McKay's motion, 76-77.
On Mr. Ferrier's withdrawal of motion

for, 129.
Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of

Fraud in connection with, B. (38).
On M. to refer to Coin. of the Whole,

Aint. (that Bill be referred to Com.
on Banking & Commerce) m, 278-9;
in Com., 318.

Atlantic Marine Ins. Co's Incorp. B. (48).
ist R.*, 271; 2nd R. m, 274; 3rd R., 297.

"Britannia," The wreck of the.
On Mr. Alnion's motion for return, 125.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (io1).

On 2nd R., 204; in Coin., 232-3-4; on Mr.
Almon's Amt. (terminus within the
Dominion), 235; on 3rd R. Ait.
(purchase of lines in the U.S.) m
negatived, 243.

Central Ontario Railway Co's B. (73).
On 3rd R., 504.

Civil Service Act Amendment B. (130).
On 2nd R., 613; in Com., 650-51-52.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135).

In Com., 657-59; Amt. (as to actions
against railway companies for cattle
killed on track) m negatived,660;
on 3rd R., same Aint., in negatived,
660.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On M. to refer 2nd Rep. back to Com., 240.
On 5th Rep., 589.

Dickson, Senator.
On Rep. of Com. as to vacation of seat

by, 68-69, 115, 118.
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-

ment B. (D).
On 2nd R., 359, 360; in. Con., 379-81-82;

448-51; on Concurr. in Aits. of H.
of C., 665.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Govern-
ment Agreement B. (125).

On 2nd R., 397.
Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.

Motion for Return agreed to, 129, 141.
Fortifications and Military Buildings B.

(124).

On 2nd R., 392.

Gas Inspection Act Amendment B.
(108).

In Coin., 539.

General Inspection Act Amendment B.
(128.)

On 2nd R., 605; In Coin., 625-28.

Government Railroads, Free Passes on.
Motion for Return agreed to, 79.

Halifax Catholic Boys Reformatory B.
(E).

Ist R.*, 338; 2nd R. m, 400; 402-3-4;
in Coin., 508; 3rd R. m, 540.

Hudson's Straits, Navigation of.
On Mr. Wark's Inquiry, 598.

Independence of Parliament
Amendment B. (11i).

In Com., 615-16.

Act

Indian Act Amendment B. (87).
lu Coin., 621-56.

Intercolonial Railway Collisions.
On Mr. Dickey'e Inquiry, 356.

Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-
penditure.

Inquiry, 629-641.

Intercolonial Railway, Passes on the.
Return furnished not in accordance with

Address, 629.
Inquiry, 649.

Insolvent Banks and Trading Corpora-
tions B. (J).

In Coin., 543.

International Railway Co. B. (50).
On 2nd R., 256.

Lake Nipissing and James Bay R. R.
Co's Incorp. B. (31).

On 2nd R., 308.

Manitoba and the North-West, Attacks
of Opposition Press upon.

On Mr. Plumb's remarks, 545-64.
Manitoba Public Schools Assistance B.

(36).
In Coin., 266.

Marine & Fisheries Department B.
(140).

On 2nd R., 663.
Masters and Mates' Certificates Act

Amendment B. ( 116).
In Com., 538.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 87.
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Niagara Bridge Co's Petition.
Suspension of 42nd Rule, on Mr. Macfar-

lane's M., 268.

North-West, Parliamentary representa-
tion in.

On Mr. Plumb's Inquiry, 151, 153, 160.

North-West Territories
(L).

In Com., 591-94-95-96.

Nova Scotia Marine
Incorp. B. (49).

lst R.*, 271; 2nd R. m,

Amendment B.

Insurance Co.

274; 3rd R., 297.

Ontario Boundary B. (K).
In Com., 584.

Patent Rights, Fraud in Sale of, B. (26).
In Com., 294, 311, 312, 313; on M. to

refer back to Com., 328.
Petitions, reading of, on day of presen-

tation, 73.

Pictou Marine Insurance Co. (Ltd.)
Incorp. B. (35).

Ist R.', 172; 2nd R.*, m, 241; 3rd R.*,
258.

Prisoner's Transfer B. (M.)
In Com. 590.

Private Bills, time for receiving, exten-
sion of.

On Sir Alex. Campbell's motion, 78.

Privilege, Question of.
(On Mr.Plumb's complaint of interpola-

tion by Mr. Power, in official report,)
320.

Provincial Subsidy Re-adjustment B.
(154).

On 2nd R., 672-73.
Public Works of Canada Amendment B.

(H.)
On 2nd R., 388, 390; notice of Amt. on

3rd R., 390; on 3rd R. Amt. (as to
shores of public harbours) in, nega-
tived, 439.

Pullman cars on
Railway.

Inquiry, 299.

Sambro and Sable Island, cable con-
nection with.

Inquiry, 601.
Seduction Punishment B. (6).

Ist R.*, 324; M. for 2nd R., 365; on Mr.
Dickey's Amt. (3 month's " Hoist "),
368.

Sick Mariners Fund B. (129),

On 2nd R., 584.

Shipwrecks Investigation B. (117).
On M. into Com. of W., 542; in Coin.,

567.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway

Co's B. (81).
On M. to Conctur in Amts., 385; notice

of Amt. on 3rd R., 387.
St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's B. (62).

On Concurr in Aits. of Com., 324; on
M. for 3rd R. and question of order,
325; on 3rd R., 335.

Steamship communication with France.
On Mr. Trudel's Mi. for return, 569-571.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On 2nd R., 353; on M. to go into Coin.,
484; on 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Amt.
(three-fifths of votes polled to be in
favor of Act instead of only one-half),
515.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nd R., 433.
Vaudreuil and Prescott R. R. Co's In-

corp. B. (23).
On 3rd R. 316.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879,
Amendment B. (120).

In Com., 608.
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.

On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 287.
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay R. R. and

S. S. Co's B. (131).
On M. to dispense with 51st and 57th

rules, 565.

the Intercolonial READ, Hon. RoBERT.

Quebec Harbour Graving Dock B. (119)
On 2nd R., 662.

Sabbath Observance.
On Mr. Vidal's M. for Coi., 334.

Sabbath Observance petitions.
On rep. of Com., question of order raised,

>0 7.

Adjournment (1 st-1 3 th Feb'y).
On Mr. McKay's motion, 77.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in connection with, B. (38).

On 2nd R., 278; on ref. to Coin. of W., 280.
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

B. (135).
lu Coin., 660: on 3rd R. Mr. Power's

Amt. (as to actions against the com-
panies for cattle killeJ), 661.
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Prisoners Transfer B. (M).
Rep. from Com., 591.

Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial Rail-
way.

On Mr. Power's Inquiry, 303.

St. Lawrence and Ottawa R. R. Co's B.
2nd R., 309; Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd

R. in, 338.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R. 436.

REESOR, Hon. DAvlD.
Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-

ment B. (1oi).
In Com., 233; Amt., (Disallowance of

local Railway Charters) m, 236;
Withdr., 239.

Canadian Pacific Railway,
Western Branch of.

Inquiry, 339.

South-

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On M. to go into Comn., 369-78; on M.
for 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt. (resi-
dence with any party in same Town-
ship to be sufficient) 457; on 3rd R.,
Ant. (residence with any party in
same Township to be sufficient) nt
negatived, 538.

Fraud in Sale of Patent Rights B. (26).
On Concurr. in Anits., 328.

Manitoba South-Western Colonization
R. R. Co's B. (75).

On 3rd R., 321.

ROBITAILLE, Hon. Louis.

Souris and Rocky Mountain R. R. Co's
Incorp. Act Amt. B. (81).

Ist R., 324; 2nd R. m, 337.

Ross, Hon. JAMEs G.
Summoned to the Senate, 3; intro-

duced, 82.

RYAN, Hon. THoMAS.

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.
On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 283.

Scorr, Hon. R. W.

Address, in Debate on the.
13-22.

Address of Condolence to the Queen
on Prince Leopold's death.

Bir Alex. Campbell's M. seconded, 406.

Adjournment of House in respect to
memory of late Hon. John Bourinot.

Sir Alex. Campbell's M. seconded, 33.

Adjournment (March 21-26).

On Mr. Bellerose's M., 315.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (38).

On 2nd R., 277.

Canada Temperance and General Life
Assurance Co. Incorp. B. (28).

Ist R.*, 256; 2nd R. m, 261; Concurr. in
Aits. and 3rd R. m, 316.

Canadian Pacific R. R. Co's Act Amend-
ment B. (1o1).

On M. for 2nd R., 172; on 2nd R., 183;
in Com., 232; on Mr Reesor's Amt.,
(Disallowance of local R. R. Charters)
236.

Contingent Accounts Coin.
On 5th Rep., 588.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On M. to go into Coi., 374; in Con.,
449; on 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Ant.
(residence with any party in same
Township to be sufficient) 454; on
Concurr. in Ants. of H. of C., 666.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Agreement
B. (125).

On 2nd R., 399.

Erie and Huron R. R. Co's B. (85).
1st R.*, 324.

Graham Divorce Case.
As to declaration of service of notice, 9,

70.

Hamilton & North-Western Railway
Co's B. (65).

On M. for 2nd R., 406.

License Act, 1883, Amendment B.
(143).

On 2nd R., 674.

Marine and Fisheries
(140).

On 3rd R., 663.

North-West Territories
(L).

In Coin., 593-94.

Department B.

Amendmnent B.

Ottawa, Waddington, and New York
Railway and Bridge Co. Incorp.
Act Amendment B. (40).

lst R.', 256; 2nd R. m, 264; 3rd R.*, 271.
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Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (26).

On rep. from Coin., 231 ; In Com. of W.,
292, 311, 312, 313; Concurr. in Amts.
in, 327.

Provincial Subsidies Readjustment B.
(154).

On 2nd R., 670-71.

Public Loan Authorization B. (r56).
On 3rd R., 664.

Public Works Act Amendment B. (H).
On 3rd R., Mr. Power's. Amendment (as

to Shores of Public'Harbors), 440.
Railway Subsidies B. (147).

On 2nd R, 675.

Ottawa Roman Catholic Diocese B. (9).
1st R.», 317; 2nd R. n, 332; 3rd B *, 337.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
Incorp. B. (84).

Ist R*., 317; 2nd R. m, 328-30-31-32; 3rd
R.*, 337.

Shipwrecks Investigation B. ( 117).
On M. into Com. of W. 542.

Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. Winding up B.
(94).

lst R.*, 271 ; M. for 2nd R., 271.
The Supply Bill (147).

On 2nd R., 681.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment B.
(C).

On 2nd R., 344; on M. to go into Com.
485; on 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's Amt.
(three.fifths of votes polled to be in
favor of Act instead of only one-half)
513; Mr. McMillan's Amt. (Sale for
Medicinal purposes), 536.

SKEAD, Hon. JAMES.

Contingent Accounts Com.
On 3rd rep., 270; On 5th Rep., 587.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

On 2nd R., 360.

Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.
On Mr. Power's motion for return, 139,

140.
Graham Divorce Case.

As to declaration of service of notice, 71.
Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of

Fraud in connection with, B. (26.)
2nd R. m. 167; on rep. fron Com. m, 231;

in Com. of W., 292, 311; 3rd R. m.
336.

SIMPSON, Hon. JoHN.

Printing Committee.
Adoption of reports m. 2nd. (Documents

not to be printed) 110.
3rd. (Documents to be printed), 161.
4th. report, 273.
5th. report (establishment of a Govern-

mnent Printing Ollice) 368.
6th. report (Increase of salary to em-

ployees) 368.
7th. report (increase to salaries of offi-

cers) 566.
8th. report (printing of documents) 565.

SMIrH, Hon. FRANK.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (lo1).

On 2nd R., 228.

SPEAKER, The (Hon. Wm. Miller).

The Senate informed of the appoint-
ment of the Hon. Vm. Miller to
be Speaker, p. 3.

Takes the Chair, p. 3.

Appointment of J. S. Lauder, as Chap-
lain, and A. A. Boucher, as Master-
in-Chancery, announced, p. 3.

Canadian Pacific Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (1oi).

Sanction of by Deputy-Governor an-
nounced, 256.

Dickson, Hon. W. H., Vacation of seat
by.

Report of Clerk submitted, 65.

Report of Committee as to vacation of
seat by, submitted, 67.

French language, motions, &c., to be
read in.

Question of order, 67.

Graham Divorce Case.
Certificate as to payment of fee submnit-

ted, 69; record of petitioner's
appearance at the bar of the Senate,
110.

Hamilton & North-Western Railway
Co's B. (65).

Question of order on M. for 2nd R., 405

Librarian, Report of, on the state of
the Library of Parliament, pre-
sented, 5.

Manitoba and the North-West, attacks
of Opposition press upon.

Ruling as to propriety of Mr. Plunib's
remarks, 545.
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Niagara Bridge Co's petition.
Suspension of 42nd rule, Mr. Macfarlane's

M. ruled out of order, 268.

Officials giving evidence in Chancery,
73.

Private Bills, Expiration of tirne for re-
ceiving, reported, 69.

Prorogation announced, 664.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
Incorp. B. (84.)

On 2nd R., 332.

Sabbath Observance Petitions.
On rep. of Com., Question of Order

decided, 507.
St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's B. (62).

On Question of Order as to concurr. in
Aints and 3rd R. sanie day as B. re-
ported from Coin., 325.

Temperance Act 1878 Amendmt. B.
(C).

On 3rd R. Question of Order as to Mr.
Dickev's Ant. (three-fifths of votes
polledf to be in favor of Act, instead
of only one-haif) 520.

SUTHERLAND, Hon. JOHN.

Dominion Lands Act 1883 Amendmt.
B. (D).

On 2nd R., 261-3; in Com., 379; on 3rd
R. Mr. Dickey's Aint. (as to "resi-
dence.") 4-59.

TRUDEL, Hon. F. H. A.

Address, in debate on the, 6o.

French language, motions, etc.
read in.

Question of order, 66-7.

Postmaster at St. Perpetue.
M. for Return agreed to, 120.

to be

Steamship communication with France.
m for Return, agreed to, 150.
M. for Return agreed to, 567, 572.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Amt. (three fifths
of votes polled to be in favor of Act
instead of only one-half), 527.

TURNER, Hon. JAMES.

Summoned to the Senate and intro-
duced, 3.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs 1re-
vention B. (114).

On 2nd R., 579.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

In Com., 382.
Hamilton and North-Western Railway

Co's B. (65).
1st R.*, 382; M. for 2nd R., 405-6: sus-

pension of 56th rule m, 502 ; 3rd R.*
m, 540.

North-West, Parliamentary representa-
tion in.

On Mr. Plumb's Inquiry, 155.
Saskatoon and Northern Railway Co's

Incorp. B. (41).
Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R. m, 357.

Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Co's
Act Amendment B. (9).

2nd R. m, 340; 3rd R.*, 365.

VIDAL, Hon. ALEXANDER.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of
Fraud in connection with, B. (38),

On 2nd R., 278; on ref. to Coin of W., 279.
Canada Temperance Life Assurance

Co. Incorp. B. (28).
On 2nd R., 263.

Contingent Accounts Com. Adoption
of reports.

2nd Report referred back to Com. m,
240-41.

3rd. report (filling up of vacancies in
stafF of officiais) 269, 270.

4th. report, 566.
5th. report (use of Senate reading room

during recess, and promotion of cer-
tain officiais) 587-88-89.

Dickson, Senator.
On rep. of Com. as to vacation of seat by,

116.
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-

ment B. (D).
On 3rd R. Mr. Dickey's Amt. (as to

"residence"), 465.
Erie & Huron Railway Co's B. (85).

2nd R. m, 336; Concurr. in Aimts. and
3rd R. m, 357.

International Railway Co. B. (50).
On 2nd R., 257.

Manitoba Public Schools Assistance B.
(36).

In Com., 267.

Ontario Boundary B. (K).
Rep. from Com., 584.

Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of
Fraud in Connection with, B. (26).

On 2nd R., 168.
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Privilege, Question of.
(On Mr. Plumb's complaint of interpola-

tion by Mr. Power in official Report),
320.

Sabbath Observance
Appointment of Com. on m., 333, 334,

Sabbath Observance Petitions.
Rep. of Com. presented, 506, 507.

Sick Mariners Fund B. (129).
Rep. froni Com., 590.

St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co. Incorp.
B. (62).

1st R.*, 271 ; 2nd R. m, 290; Concurr. in
Amte. and M. for 3rd R., 324-25; 3rd
R. m, 335-36.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment
B. (C).

On 2nd R., 349; on M. to go into Com.,
489; in Com., 501, on 3rd R., Mr.
Dickey's Aint. (three-fifths of votes
polled to be in favor of Act instead
of one-half) 520-21 ; on Mr. Mc-
Millan's Amt. (sale for medicinal
purposes) 535-36.

Torrens System of Land Registry,
Introduction of, into the North-
West.

Inquiry, 382.
Traders Bank Incorp. B. (92).

2nd R. m, 298; 3rd R.* m, 317.
Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).

On 2nd R., 430.

WARK, Hon. DAVID.

Canada Temperance Life Assurance Co.
Incorp. B. (28).

On 2nd R., 264.
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

B. (135).

On 3rd R., Mr. Power's Amt. (as to
actions against Companies for cattle
killed) 661.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (D).

In Com., 446; on 3rd R., Mr. Dickey's
Amt. (residence with any party in

same Township to be suflicient) 462;
on Concurr. in Amnts. of H. of C., 668.

Fortifications and Military Buildings
B. (124).

On 2nd R., 393.

Gas Inspection Act
(108).

Rep. from Coin., 539.

Almendment B.

Hudson's Straits, Navigation of.
Inquiry, 597.

License Act, The.
St. John, N.B.

Inquiry, 128.

Complications at

Manitoba Public Schools Assistance B
(36).

In Com., 267.

Military Instruction, Schools of.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 86, 87.

New Brunswick R.R. Co's B. (54).
1st R.*, 335; 2nd R. m, 364; 3rd R.*, 365.

"Northern Light," The Steamship. -
On Mr. Haythorne's motion for Return,

96.

Nova Scotia as a Field for Immigration.
On Mr. Dickey's Inquiry, 165.

Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud in
Sale of, B. (26).

In Com., 296.

Sabbath Observance Petitions.
On rep. of Com., 507.

Temperance Act, 1878, Amendment B.
(C).

On M. to go into Com., 500; on 3rd R.
Mr. Dickey's Amt. (three-fifths of
votes poiled to be in favor of Act in-
stead of only one-hall), 514.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126).
On 2nd R., 435; In Com., 474.

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.
On Mr. Girard's Inquiry, 288.
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Accidents on the Intercolonial Railway.
See Intercolonial Railway.

9dreot, ti 9 weX to the pettch from
the ghtour.

Consideration, m (Sir A. Campbell) 5;
Address m (Mr. Lacoste) 6; seconded
(Mr. McKindsey) 10; Debate (Mr. Scott)
13 ; (Mr. Armand) 22 ; (Mr. Power) 25;
(Mr. Macdonald) 34; (Mr. McInnes, B.C.)
35; (Mr. Hlowlan) 36; (Mr. Kaulbach) 42;
(1fr. Haythîorne) 41; (Sir A. Camp bell)
47-58 ; (Mfr. Bellerose) 53 ; (Mr. Trudel)
61; Address agreed to, 65; Presentation,
m (Sir A. Campbell) 65.

Adjournments.
See Senate.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs
Acts Consolidation and Amend-
ment B. (114).-Sir A. Cam5pbell.

1st R.*, 540; M. for 2nd R., 577; Discussed,
577-83; agreed to, 583; in Coi.; re.
from Coi.; Concurr. A mts., 605; 3rd
650; Assent, 685.

Agreement between Dominion and Nova
Scotia Governments.

See Dominion and Nova Scotia.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention
of Fraud in Connection with,
B. (38).-Mr. DeBoucher'ille.

lst R.*, 271; 2nd R.. 275-80; in Coin., 318;
Concurr. in A mts. and 3rd R., 318;
assent, 685.

Alberta Coal and Railway Co's
Incorp. B. (34).-Mr. Alan.

1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 308; 3rd R.*, 3.0;
assent, 685.

Annapolis and Digby Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 677.

Assignation Houses.
See Ill Fame, &c.

Atlantic Marine Insurance Co's
Incorp. B. (48).-Mr. Power.

lst R.', 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.9, 297
assent, 685.

Banks, Acts relating to.
See Commercial Bank.

Insolvent Bank.
Maritime Bank.

Provincial Bank.
Traders' Bank.
Winnipeg Bank.

Banking and Commerce Com.
List of members, 71.

Banks in Manitoba.
See Commercial Bank of Manitoba B.

Banks, General Act for Incorporation of.
Mr. Plumb calls attention;to the desirability

of such an Act, 171.

BILLS:
Railways, an Act relating to.-Sir Alex-

ander Campbell.
Tst R.*, 5.

(A) An Act for the relief of John
Graham-Mr. Kaulbach.

Ist R. and M. for 2nd R. agreed to on
division, 74; evidence of service of
notice on def't, 108; appearance of
petitioner and dispensing with his
examination m, 109; 2nd R. carried
on a div'n, 110; ref. to Coi. m, 110;
rep. of Select Com. adopted on adiv'n
(on Mr. Kaulbach's M), 161; 3rd R.
(on Mr. Kaulbach's M.), 167 ; assent,
685.

(B) An Act to amend the Act 40 VIc.
cap. 49, and 45 Vic., cap. 24, being
Acts relating to Permanent Build-
ing Societies and Loan and Sav-
ings Companies carrying on busi-
ness in Ontario.-Mr. Allan.

lst R., 162; 2nd R., 242; 3rd R., 258;
Concurr. in Amts. of H. of C., 539;
assent, 685.

(C) An Act to amend the Canada Tem-
perance Act, 1878.--Mr. Mac-
pherson.

Ist R.', 290; 2nd R., 340; discussed,
341-54, agreed to on a div'n; 354; M.
to go into Coin., 475; discussed, 475.
500; agreed to, 500; in Com., 1st
clause carried on a div'n, 501; rep.
from Coni. and Concurr. in Amt,
501; M. for 3rd R., 509; discussed,
509-36; Mr. Dickey's Amt. to 57th
section (three-fifths of votes polled to
be necessary to the adoption of the
Act instead of only one-half) nega-
tived on a div'n, 534; Mr. Almon's
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Amt. (to add a clause exempting ale,
porter, lager beer and cider fron the
Act), negatived on a div'n, 534; Mr.
McMillan's Ant. to section 99 (sale
of liquor for medicinal purposes to be
in quantities of not more than one
pint), negatived on a div'n, 536; 3rd
Reading of Bill on a div'n, 536;
assent, 685.

(D) An Act to amend the Dominion
LandsAct, 1883.-Mr.Macpherson.

lst R.*, 335; 2nd R., 358; discussed,
358-59-60-61-62-63; agreed to, 364;
Amt. (Mr. Sutherland) (to add the
word "neighbor" in 2nd clause)
suggested, 361; on M. to go into Com.,
369; discussion, 369-79; in Com.,
379; in Coni. again, 443-52; notice of
Amt. on 3rd R. (Mr. Dickey), 452;
Bill rep. fron Coin. and Aints, con-
curred in, 452; M. for 3rd R., 452;
discussed, 452-471; Mr. Dickey's
Amt. (" residence " to be pernitted
with any neighbor and not confined
to the family) m, 452; 3rd R post-
»oned, 471; 3rd 1. m, 537; Mr.
"Dickey's Amt. witdrawn and Mr.
Howlan's of a similar character ac-
cepted, 537; in Com. again, 538; rep.
from Coin. and Aits. concurred in,
538 ; Mr. Rees-r's Amt. (as to resi-
dence) lost on a div'n and Bill read a
3rd tinie, 538; concurr. in Ants. of
H. of C., 665-69; assent, 685.

(E) An Act respecting the Reformatory
for Roman Catholic Boys in the
County of Halifax, in the Province
of Nova Scotia.-Mr. Power.

Ist R.', 338; M. for 2nd R., 400; dis-
cnssion, 400-4; agreed to, 404; in
Coni. and concurr. in Anits., 508;
3rd R.', 540; assent, 685.

(F) An Act to amend the Act 38 Vic.,
cap. 54, intituled An Act to extend
to the Province of Manitoba the
" Act for the more speedy trial in
certain cases of persons charged
with felony and misdemeanors in
the Provinces of Ontario and Que-
bec.-Sir A. Canpbell.

lst R.», 356; 2nd R., 387; 3rd R.',
439; assent, 685.

(G) An Act to amend the Act 37 Vic.,
chap. 42, intituled "An Act to ex-
tend to the Province of British
Columbia certain of the criminal
laws now in force in other Prov-
inces of the Dominion.-Sir A.
Campbell.

1st R.', 357; 2nd R., 388; 3rd R.*, 439;
assent, 685.

(H) An Act further to amend the Act
31 Vic., cap. 12, intituled "An
Act respecting the Public Works of
Canada.-Sir A. Campbel

lst R.', 357; 2nd R., 388; discussed,
388-90; Aint. (as to foreshores of
publicharbors) suggested (Mr.Power
and notice of, on 3rd R., 390; 3rd R.,
Mr. Power's Amt. negatived, 439;
assent, 685.

(I) An Act to amend the Act respecting
the duties of Justices of the Peace
out of session in relation to sum-
mary convictions and orders.-Sir
A. Campbell.

lst R.*, 404; 2nd R., 472; in coin.,
538; rep. from Coin. and 3rd R., 539;
assent, 685.

(J) An Act to amend the Act 45 Vic.
cap. 23, intituled " An Act respect-
ing Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Companies, Loan Companies,
Building Societies, and Trading
Corporations.--Sir A. Campbell.

lst R., 404; 2nd R., 536; in Com -.,
rep. froni Com. and M. for 3rd R.,
543; Ant. to lst clause (Sir A. Canp-
bell) agreed to, 572; 3rd R., 573-77;
assent, 685.

(K) An Act respecting the Territory in
dispute between the Dominion of
Canada and the Province of On-
tario.-Sir A Campbell.

lst R, 452; 2nd R., 541 ; in Coin.,
584; rep. fron Con., Concurr. in
Ants. and 3rd R., 584; assent, 685.

(L) An Act to amend the North-West
Territories Act of i88o.-Mr.
Macpherson.

lst R.*, 540; 2nd R., 567; in Coi.,
591-97; rep. fron Com., 597; addi-
tional Aints. (on M. of Mr. Macpher-
son), 604; 3rd R., 605; assent, 685.

(M) An Act to authorize the Transfer of
Prisoners from one Gaol to another
in certain cases.-Sir A. Campbe//.

1st R.*. 565 ; 2nd R., 584; in Coin., 590;
rep. from Com.,591; in Coni. again
Aints. m (Sir A. Campbell), con-
curred in, and 3rd R., 604 ; assent,
685.

(N) An Act to extend the Limitation of
Time under the Act 43 Vic., cap.
7, intituled " An Act for the final
settlement of claims to land in
Manitoba by occupancy under the

ess-lom
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Act 33 Vic., cap. 3.-Mr. Mac-
pherson.

lst R.*, 567; 2nd R., 597; in Comi., ren.
from Com., Concurr. in Aint., and
3rd R., 608; assent, 685.

(6) An Act to provide for the Punish-
ment of Seduction and like offences.
-Mr. Power.

ist R.*, 324; 2nd R. m, 365; Ant.(Mr.
Dickey-that the B. be read 3 months
hence) m, 366; carried on a division,
368; a8sent, 685.

(9) An Act to amend the several Acts
relating to the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce Ry. Co.-Mr. McKindsey.

lst R.«, 324; 2nd R., 340; 3rd R.0, 365;
assent, 685.

(1o) An Act further to amend the Act
to incorporate the South Saskatche-
wan Valley Railway Co.-Mr.
Plumb.

lst R.», 162; 2nd R. m, 171 ; rep. from
Coin. and 3rd R..*, 172; assent, 685.

(i i) An Act respecting the Union of
certain Methodist Churches therein
named.-Mr. Ferrier.

1st R.*, 271 ; 2nd R., 280; 3rd R., 310;
assent, 685.

(14) An Act to amalgamate the Board
of Trade of the City of Toronto
and the Toronto Corn Exchange
Association.-Mr. Allan.

1st R.*, 171; 2nd R. m, 173; 3rd R.«,
258; assent, 685.

(i9) An Act to amend certain powers
of the Commercial Cable Co.-
Mr. Plumb.

1st R.*, 162; 2nd R. m, 169; rep. fron
Coin. and 3rd R.*, 172; assent, 685.

(20) An Act to amend the Act incor-
porating the Ocean Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-Mr. Almon.

1st R., 171; 2nd R.*, 240; 3rd R.*,
258; assent, 685.

(21) An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada.-Mr.
Ferrier.

1st R.*, 323; 2nd R.*, 328; rep. fron
Coin. and 3rd R., 337; assent, 685.

(21) An Act to amend the Steamboat
Inspection Act of 1882 by reducing
the fees payable on the renewal of

Engineers'
Campbell.

Licenses. - Sir A.

Ist R., 335; 2nd R.*, 364; 3rd R.*,
365; assent,'685.

(22) An Act for conferring certain
privileges on the more advanced
bands of the Indians of Canada,
with a view of training them for
the exercise of municipal powers.
-Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.*, 264; 2nd R., 606; in Coin.,
656; rep. froin Com., 656 ; 3rd R. m,
656; passed, 657 ; assent, 685.

(23) An Act to incorporate the Vaud-
reuil & Prescott Railway Co.-Mr.
Lacoste.

Ist R.*, 290; 2nd R. (on M. of Mr.
McKay) 307 ; rep. from Com., Amts.
concurr. in and 3rd R., 316; assent,
685.

(24) An Act to incorporate the Hali-
fax Steam Navigation Company
(Ltd.)-Mr. Almon.

lst R.*, 243; 2nd R., 259; rep. fron
Coin. and 3rd R.*, 273; assent, 685.

(26) An Act for the better prevention
of fraud, in connection with the
sale of patent rights.-Mr. Mac-
pherson.

1st R.', 142; 2nd R. (on Mr. Skead'8 M.)
167; rep. from Com. and ref. to Coin.
of W., 230 ; in Coin., 291 ; M. that
Chairnan leave the Chair (Mr.
Lacoste) 292; lost on a division,
297; M. that Con. report progress
(Mr. Wark) agreed to, 297 ; in Coin.,
310; Aits. to 1st and 2nd clauses
(Sir A. Campbell) m, agreed to, 311;
Aits. to 3rd clause, do., do., agreed
to, 313; rep. frorm Coin., 314; refer-
red back to Com., 327; in Coin.,
328; concurr. in aints., 328; 3rd
R., 336; assent, 685.

(27) An Act to incorporate the Halifax
Marine Insurance Co. -Mr. Almon.

lst R.*, 171; 2nd R., 257; 3rd R.*,
308 ; assent, 685.

(28) An Act to incorporate the Canada
Temperance and General Life As-
surance Company.-Mr. Scst.

lst R.*, 256; 2nd R., 261; rep. froin
Com.; concurr. in Aints. and 3rd R.*
316; assent, 685.

(29) An Act to incorporate the Bank
of Winnipeg.-Mr. Girard.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 364; 3rd R.', 405;
assent, 685.
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(30) An Act to incorporate the Pro-
vincial Bank.-Mr. Girard.

lst R.* and rep. to Private Bills Coin.,
163; 2nd R. n, 172; 3rd R. m*, 265;
assent, 685.

(30) An Act to extend to the Dominion
of Canada the powers of the Cor-
poration called the Netherlands
American Land Co.-Mr. Dickey.

lst R *, 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 297;
assent, 685.

(31) An Act to incorporate the Lake
Nipissing and James' Bay Railway
Co.-Mr. Girard.

lst R.*, 273; 2nd R., 308; rep. from
Com,, concurr. in amts. and 3rd R.*,
326; assent, 685.

(32) An Act to confirm the lease of
the Ontario & Quebec Railway to
the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.,
and for other purposes.-Mr.
Allan.

let R." 335; 2nd R., 354; 3rd R.* 365;
assent, 685.

(33) An Act to empower the North-
Western Coal and Navigation Co.
(Limited) to construct and work a
line of railway between Medicine
Hat and the Company's mines on
the Belly River, and for other
purposes.-Mr. Alian.

let R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; 3rd R.*, 321;
assent, 685.

(34) An Act to incorporate the Alberta
Coal and Railway Co.-Mr. Alan.

let R.*, 307; 2nd R., 308; 3rd R.*, 321;
assent, 685.

(35) An Act to incorporate the Pictou
Marine Insurance Co.-Mr.Power.

lst R.', 172; 2nd R.*, 241; 3rd R.-,
258; aseent, 685.

(36) An Act to authorize a further
advance to the Province of Mani-
toba, in aid of the Public Schools
therein.-Sir A. Camjpbell.

lst R.*, 256; 2nd R., 259; in Coin.,
266; 3rd R., 267; assent, 685.

(38) A Bill to prevent Fraud in the
Manufacture and Sale of Agricul-
tural Fertilizers.-Mr. DeBoucier-
ville.

1 st R.*, 271; 2nd R., 275-80; in Com.,
318; Concurr. in Ainte. and 3rd R.,
318; assent, 685.

(40) An Act to Amend the Act incor-
porating the Ottawa, Waddington
and New York Railway and Bridge
Company.-Mr. &ott.

let R.', 256; 2nd R., 264; 3rd R.',
271; assent, 685.

(41) An Act to incorporate the Saska-
toon and Northern Railway Co.-
Mr. Plumb.

let R.', 317; 2nd R., 323; rep. from
Con., Concurr. in Aints. and 3rd
R.*, 357; assent, 685.

(42) An Act to incorporate the Com-
mercial Bank of Manitoba.-Mr.
Girard.

let R.*, 162; 2nd R. m, 170; Concurr.
Aits. and 3rd R.', 230; assent, 685.

(43) An Act to incorporate the Union
Trust Company of Canada.-Mr.
Plumb.

1st R.*, 172 ; 2nd R., 241; Concurr. in
Amts. and 3rd.*, 307; assent, 685.

(44) An Act to authorise the transfer of
the Welland Railway to the Grand
Trunk Ry. of Canada, and for
other purposes.-Mr. Iliumb.

lst R.*, 217; 2nd R., 323; rep. fron
Com. and 3rd R.', 337; assent, 685.

(45) An Act to incorporate the Owen
Sound Dry-Dock, Shipbuilding and
Navigation Company (Limited).-
Mr. McCelan.

lst R.«, 230; 2nd R., 265; Concurr. in
Aints. and 3rd R., 307; assent, 685.

(46) An Act respecting the Ontario and
Quebec Ry. Co.--Mr. A/lan.

lt R.*, 324; 2nd R., 337; rep. from
Coni., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R.',
357; assent, 685.

(47) An Act respecting the Winding up
of the Springhill and Parrsboro
Railway Company, and the sale of
Property thereof to the Cumber-
land Coal and Railway Co.-
Mr. Macfarlane.

lst R.', 243; 2nd R.. 259; 3rd R.*, 274;
assent, 685.

(48) An Act to incorporate the Atlantic
Marine Insurance Co. (Limited).-
Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 297;
assent, 685.
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(49) An Act to incorporate the Nova
Scotia Marine Insurance Co.-
Mr. Power.

1st R.*, 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 297;
assent, 685.

(5o) An Act Respecting the Interna-
tional Railway Co.-Mr. Plumb.

1st R.*, 230; 2nd R., 256; 3rd R.*, 271;
assent, 685.

(51) An Act to Amend the Act incorp-
orating the Bell Telephone Co. of
Canada.

1st R.*, 162; 2nd R. m (Mr. McKindsey)
172; 3rd R.*, 271; assent, 685.

(54) An Act relating to the New
Brunswick Ry. Co., and the Rail-
ways leased by said Co.-Mr.
Wark.

1stR.*,335; 2nd R.,364; 3rd R.*,365;
assent, 685.

(55) An Act to incorporate the Live
Stock Insurance Co.-Mr. Ogilvie.

1st R.*, 268; 2nd R.*, 273; Concurr. in
Ants. and 3rd R.*, 317; assent, 685.

(56) An Act to empower the Bond-
holders of the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway Co. to vote at
meetings of the Company and for
other purposes.-Mr. Read.

1st R.*, 273; 2nd R., 309; Concurr. in
Ants. and 3rd R., 338; assent, 685.

(57) An Act respecting the Northern
Railway Co. of Canada.-Mr.
Allan.

lst R.*, 382; 2nd R.*, 452; rep. froi
Coi. and Concurr. in Amts. deferred,
540; Bill referred back to Com., 585;
in Coi., 585-586; rep. froni Com.,
586; 3rd R., 587; assent, 685.

(58) An Act to incorporate the Gana-
noque, Perth, and James Bay Rail-
way Co.-Mr. F/int.

1st R.*, 256; 2nd R., 266; rep. froi
Com. presented, 298; Concurr. in
Aits. and 3rd R., 308; assent, 685.

(59) An Act respecting the Northern
and North-Western Junction Rail-
way Co.-Mr. Allan.

1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; 3rd R.*, 321;
assent, 685.

(61) An Act to amend the Act to incor-
porate the Synod of the Diocese of
Saskatchewan, and for other pur-

poses connected therewith.-Mr.
Plumb.

1st R.*, 268; 2nd R. (on M. of Mr.
A Ilan), 273; rep. f-om Coi. and 3rd
R. (on M. of Mr. Allan), 298; passed
on a division, 299; assent, 685.

(62) An Act to incorporate the St.
Clair Frontier Tunnel Co.-Mr.
Vidal.

1st R.*, 271 ; 2nd R., 290; Concurr. in
Amts., 325; M. for 3rd R. postponed
on Question of order being raised (by
Mr. Pover), .326; 3rd R. Ait. sug-
gested (by Mr. Power), that a certain
number of the Directors should be
British subjects), not accepted; Bill
passed, 336; assent, 685.

(64) An Act to amend the Acts relating
to the Manitoba & North-Western
Railway Co. of Canada.-Mr.
Girard.

1st R.«, 171 ; referred to Coin., 173; 2nd
R., 257 ; 3rd R., 298; assent, 685.

(65) An Act respecting the Hamilton
and North-Western Railway Co.-
Mr. Turner.

1st R *, 382; rep. from Com., and M.
for 2nd R., consideration postponed
as report did not recommend suspen-
sion of 57th Rule, 405 06; rep. of
Com. referred back to Com., 472;
rep. froi Com. and suspension
of Rule recommended, suspension
agreed to and 2nd R., 502; rep. from
Com. and 3rd R., 540; assent, 685.

(66) An Act to reduce the Capital
Stock of the Maritime Bank of the
Dominion of Canada, and to make
other provisions for the said bank.
-Mr. Botsford.

lst R.', 404; 2nd R., 472; rep. from
Com., 539; Concurr. in Amts. and
3rd R., 540; assent, 685.

(67) An Act further to amend the Act
to incorporate the Ontario and
Pacific Railway Co.-Mr. Plumb.

lst R.*, 256; 2nd R., 261 ; 3rd R., 271;
assent, 685.

(68) An Act respecting the Kingston
and Pembroke Railway Company.
-Mr. Nint.

1st R.*, 230 ; 2nd R., 259; 3rd R.*, 271;
assent, 685.

(69) An Act to incorporate the Quebec
Railway Bridge Co.-Mr.Bellerose.

1st R.*, 33.5; 2nd R., 354; rep. from
Coin., concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R.*,
387; assent, 686.
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(72) An Act to incorporate the Guelph
Junction Ry. Co.-Mr. IcCelan.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 364; rep. froni
Con., concurr. in Ants. and 3rd R.*,
387; assent, 685.

(73) An Act respecting the Central
Ontario Railway Co. -Mr. Flint.

1st R.*, 404; 2nd R.*, 452; rep. froni
Coni. and M. for 3rd R., 504; dis-
cussed, 504-506; agreed to, 506;
assent, 685.

(75) An Act respecting the Manitoba
and Southwestern Colonization
Railway Co.-Mr. Girard.

Ist R.*, 307; 2nd R., 314; rep. fron
Com., concurr. in Ants. and 3rd R.,
321; assent, 685.

(80) An Act to amend the Act incor-
porating the Napanee, Tamworth
and Quebec Railway Co.-Mr.
Flint.

1st R*, 307; 2nd R.*, 314; 3rd R.*.
321; assent, 685.

(81) An Act further to amend the Act
incorporating the Souris and Rocky
Mountain Railway Co., and to
change the .name of the Co. to
the North-West Central Ry. Co.-
M/r. Robitaille.

1st R.*, 324; 2nd R., 337; rep. fron
Con., 385; concurr. in Amits. 387;
notice of Amt. on 3rd R. (Jfr. Dickey),
387; 3rd R., 439; assent, 685.

(84) An Act to incorporate the Roman
Catholic Episcopal Corporatlon of
Pontiac.-Mr. Scott.

1st R.', 317; 2nd R., carried on a div'n
(C, 42; N.-C., 1), 332; rep. fron
Coin. and 3rd R. on a div n, 337;
assent, 685.

(85) An Act respecting the Erie and
Huron Railway.-Mr. Scot.

1st R.', 324; 2nd R., 336; rep. fron
Con.,concurr. in Anits. and 3rd R.*,
357; assent, 685.

(87

(87

) An Act to provide for the salary
and travelling allowances of a
Judge of the County Court of
Cariboo in the Province of British
Columbia.-Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.*,256; 2nd R., 259; 3rd R., 266;
assent, 685.

) An *Act further to amend the
Indian Act, i88o. - Sir A.
Campbell.

Ist R.*, 587; 2rd R., 605; in Con.,
620-628; Ant. to 1st clause (Sir A.
Camp bell) agreed to, 621; in Coin.
again, 653-56; new clause added (as
to sale of ammunition to Indians-
Sir A. Campbell), 653; Ant. to 3rd
clause (penalties for "lpotaching"-
Sir A. Campbell) agreed to on a
division, 656; rep. from Com. and
3rd R., 656; assent, 685.

(88) An Act respecting the Real Estate
Loan Co. of Canada (Limited).-
Mr. A/lan.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 354; 3rd R.*, 405;
assent, 685.

(89) An Act to amend the Act incor-
porating the Great American and
European Short Line Ry. Co., and
to change the name thereof to the
Montreal & European Short Line
Ry. Co.-Mr. Macfaflan' e.

1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; rep. froi
Coin., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd
R.*, 326 ; assent, 685.

(90) An Act respecting the Great
Northern Ry. Co.-Mr. Bellerose.

Ist R.*, 324; 2nd R., 336; rep. fron
Corn., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd
R.*, 357; assent, 685.

(9i) An Act to incorporate the Niagara
Frontier Bridge Co.-Mr. Mac-
farlane.
lst R.*, 404; rep. of Con. recomnend-

ing suspension of 50th Rule, agreed
to, 502; M. for 2nd R., 502, discussed,
502-04; agreed to, 504; rep. fron
Con., Concurr. in Ants. and 3rd R,
586 ; assent, 685.

(92) An Act to incorporate the Traders'
Bank of Canada.-Mr. Howlan.

lst R.*,,271; 2nd R. (ou M. of Mr. Vidal),
298 ; 3rd R.', 317 ; assent, 685.

(94) An Act to empower the Sovereign
Fire Insurance Co. to relinquish
their charter and to provide for the
winding up of their affairs.-Mr.
Scott.

1st R.« and M. for 2nd R., 271: 2nd R.
(on M. of Mr. McMaster), 297; 3rd
R.*, 310; assent, 685.

(95) An Act relating to the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Ottawa.-Mr.
&ott.

1st R.*, 317; 2nd R. carried on a div'n,
332; rep. fromn Com. and 3rd R. on a
div'n, 337 ; assent, 685.
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(1oi) An Act to amend the Act inti-
tuled "An Act respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway," and
for other purposes.-Sir A. Caifp-
bell.

ist R* and M. for 2nd R., 172; 2nd R.,
!73-230; Amnendmt. (ocean terminus
to be within Dominion of Canada)
(Mfr. Almon) m, 212; in Coin. of W,
231-239; fr. Almon's Aint. moved,
234; lost on a div'n,235; Amendit.
(1fr. Reesor) (Disallowance of local
railway charters)m, 236; vithdrawn,
239 ; B. reported without aneîîdnt.,
239; 3rd R., 243-256; Aneidmt.
(1fr Power) (no interests to be ac-
quired in U.S. railways until loan
repaid) n, 243; lost on a div'n, 252;
B. read 3rd tine on div'n, 252; pas-
sed, 256; assent. 258.

(1o8) An Act to amend the Act res-
pecting the inspection of gas and
gas meters.-Sir A. Campbell.

Ist R.*, 365; 2nd R., 391; in Coin.,
concurr. in aits. and 3rd R.*, 539;
assent. 685.

(iii) An Act respecting the Indepen-
dence of Parliament Act, 1878.
41 Vic., cap. 5.- Sir A. Campbell.

Ist R.*, 587; 2nd R., 605; in Coi.,
615-620; on M. titat Coi. report.
619; rep. froin Coni., 620; 3rd R.,
on a div'n, 650; assent, 6S5.

(114) An Act to amend and consolidate
as amended the several Acts res-

pecting the adulteration of food
and drugs.-Sir A. Campbell.

Ist R.', 540; M. for 2nd R., 577; dis-
cussed, 577-583; agreed to. 583; in
Coi., rep. from Coin., concurr. in
aits., 605; 3rd R., 650 : assent, 685.

(116) An Act to amend an Act respect-
ing certificates to Masters and
Mates of ships, and the Seamen's
Act, 18 7 3.- Sir A. Campbell.

let R.*, 382; 2nd R., 471; in Coni.,
538; rep. from Coin. and 3rd R.,
538; assent, 685.

(117) An Act to amend an Act res-
pecting inquiries and investigation
into shipwrecks and other matters,
and as to the powers of the Minis-
ter of Marine & Fisheries in certain
cases reported to him under it.-
Sir A. Camipbeil.

lst R,*, 508; 2nd R., 541; M. for ref.
to Com. of W., 541, in Coin., rep.
froin Com. and 3rd R., 567; assent,
685.

(1 19) An Act to authorize the advance
of a further sum, for completing
the graving dock of the harbour of
Quebec. -Sir A. Campbell.

ist.*, 2nd.*, and 3rd R's, 662; assent,
685.

(120) An Act to amend the Weights
and Measures Act of 1879.-Sir
A. Campbell.

lst R.*, 540; 2nd R., 583; in Com.,
607; Mr. Power's Aint. (penalties for
short weight) accepted, 608; rep.
from Com. and concurr. in auts.,
608; 3rd R., 610; assent, 685.

(123) An Act to amend the Customs
Act, 1783.-Mr. Macpherson.

lst R.', 365; 2nd R., 394; in Com.,
and concurr. in Aits., 472; 3rd R.,
509; assent, 685.

(124) An Act respecting fortifications
and military buildings, and their
maintenance and repair.-Sir A.
Campbell.

Ist R.*, 365; 2nd R., 391, discussion,
391-94; 3rd R.*, 442; assent, 685.

(125) An Act for giving effect to an
agreement therein mentioned be-
tween the Government of Nova
Scotia and that of the Dominion.-
Sir A. Campbell.

lst R.*, 365; 2nd R., 394; discussion,
394-400; agreed to, 400; n Con., rep.
froi Coi. and 3rd R.*, 475; assent,
685.

(126) An Act respecting the Vancouver
Island Railway, the Esquinalt
Graving Dock, and certain Railway
Lands in the Province of British
Columbia granted to the Dominion.
Sir A. Campbell.

Ist R.', 382; 2nd R., 407; discussion,
407.38; carried on a div'n, 438; in
Coin , 472-75 ; Anit. to 14th Clause
(as to boundary) agreed to, 474;
Concnrr. in Aniti., 475 ; on 3rd R.,
Mr. McInnes' Ait. (tenders for the
construction of the Railway to be
advertised for, and subnitted to Par-
liament at next Session) withdrawn;
3rd R agreed to, 509; assent, 685.

(128) An Act further to Amend the
General Inspection Act, 1874.-
Sir A. Campbell.

let R.*, 587; 2nd R., 605; in Com.,
625-29; Concurr. in Amts., 629; 3rd
R.*, 650; assent, 685.
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(129) An Act in further amendment of
an Act respecting the treatment
and relief of sick and distressed
Mariners.-Sir A. Campbell.

lst R.', 54C; 2nd R., 583; in Coin., rep.
fromi Lom. and 3rd R., 590; assent,
685.

(13o) An Act to amend*the Civil Service
Acts of 1882 and 1883.-Sir A.
Camp bell.

lst R.*, 587; M. for 2nd R., 610; (lis
cussed, 610-15; agreed to, 615; in
Coi., 650-53; Ant. (Mr. Power) to
6th clause, accepted, 652 ; Amt. (Sir
A. Campbell) to lst clause agreed to,
653; rep. from Coin., Concurr. in
Am ts, and 3rd R *, 653; assent, 685.

(131) An Act to amend the Act to
incorporate the Winnipeg and
Hudson's Bay Railway and Steam-
ship Company.-Mr. Girard.

lst R.', 540; rep. fromn Com., 565 ; M.
that 51st and 57th Rules be suspended
and for 2nd R. agreed to 565; Con-
curr. in Aints. and 3rd R., 608;
assent, 685.

(135) An Act further to amend the
Consolidated Railway Act, 1879,
and the Acts amending it.-Sir A.
Campbell.

lst and 2nd R's.*, 657; in Coi., 657-60;
Amt. (Mr. Power) (as to actions
against Companies for cattle killed)
lost on a division, 660; on 3rd R.,
same Amt. m (by Mr. Power) and re-
jected 662; 3rd R,, 662; assent, 685.

(139) An Act to amend the Act res-
pecting the London Life Insurance
Co.-Mr. Plumb.

let R.*, 604; 2nd R.', on suspension of
41st Rule, and reference to Comn. on
Banking on suspension of 61st Rule,
604; rep. from., 608; 3rd R., 609;
assent, 685.

(140) An Act respecting the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries.-
Sir A. Campbell.

lst*, 2nd and 3rd R's., 663-64; assent,
685.

(142) An Act further to amend the
present Tariff of Duties of Customs.
-Sir A. Campbell.

lst «, 2nd * and 3rd R's*, 664; assent,
685.

(143) An Act to amend the Liquor

License Act, 1883.-Sir A. Camp.
bel.

Tst R.', 674; M. for 2nd R., 674; agreed
to, 675; 3rd R.* on a div'n, 675;
assent, 685.

(147) An Act to authorize certain Sub-
sidies and Grants for and in respect
of the construction of the lines of
railway therein mentioned.-SirA.
Camp bell.

1st R.* and M. for 2nd R., 675; discus-
sion, 675-68I ; 2nd and 3rd R's', 681;
assent, 685.

(147 a) An Act for granting to Her
Majesty certain sums of money
required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service for the
financial years ending respectively
on the 3oth June, 1884, and 3 oth
June, 1885 ; and for other pur-
poses relating to the public service.
-Sir A. Campbell.

lst R.', 681; M. for 2nd R., 681; dis-
cussed 681-85; agreed to, 685; 3rd
R.'. 685; assent, 687.

(148) An Act to make further provision
towards the completion of the Tidal
Dock in the Harbor of Quebec.-
Sir A. Campbell.

lst' 2nd' 3rd* R's, 663; assent, 685.

(149) An Act to provide for the salary
and travelling allowance of an
additional Puisne Judge of the
Court of Queen's Bench of the
Province of Manitoba.-Sir A.
Campbell.

lst, 2nd and 3rd R's*, 662; assent, 685.

(154) An Act to readjust the yearly
subsidies to be allowed by Canada
to the several Provinces now in-
cluded in the Dominion.-Sir A.
Campbell.

lst* and 2nd R's, 669; discussion, 669-
674; 3rd R.*, 674; assent, 685.

(156) An Act to authorize the raising
by way of loan of certain moneys
required for the public service.-
Sir A. Campbell.

let* and 2nd R's, 664; 3rd R. agreed to,
665; assent, 685.

Bell Telephone Co's Incorp. Act
Amendment B. (51).-Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.

lst R.', 162; 2nd R. in (Mr.'McKindsey),
172; 3rd R.*,1271; assent, 685.
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Bills, Private.
Extension of tine for introducing m

( Mr. Howlan), 73; (Sir A. Campbell),
78, 120.

Block Houses in Nova Scotia, Preserva-
tion of.

Statement by Sir A. Campbell, 540.

Block System on Railways, The.
See " Intercolonial Railway Collisions."

Board of Trade, Toronto.

See Bill (14).

Boundary of British Columbia, The
Eastern.
See " British Coluimbia."

Boys, Punishment of, for Misdemeanors.
See " Bill (E) 402."

Boys' Reformatory at Halifax.
See " Bill (E) 400."

"Britannia," The Wreck of the.
Notice of M. for Return (Mr. Almon),

104; M. and enquiry (MVr. Almon),
121; discussed (M1r. Carvell), 123;
(Mr. Kaulbach), 125; (M1r. Poiver),
125; (Sir A. (ampbell), 127.

British Columbia, Agreement with.
In debate on the Address: (Mir.

Lacoste), 8; (Mr. McKindsey), 12;
(JMr. Scolt), 17 ; (11r. Power), 27;
(3hr. M[acdonald), 34; (Mr. Mcnnes,
B.C.), 35; (Mi llowlan), 40.

British Columbia, Breach of International
Law in.
Inquiry (.Vr. Macdonald), 326; remarks

(mr. A inon), 327 ; reply (Sir A.
Campbell), 327.

British Columubia, Coal Lands in, Granting
of, to the Dunsnuir Company.

See " Dicussion on Vancouver Island
Ry. (B) 407."

British Columbia, Condition of Indians in.
See " Indian Act Aniendient Bill,"

620-25.

British Columbia Criminal Law
, Extension B.(G)-SrA. Campbell.

ist R.*, 357; 2nd R., 388 ; 3rd R., 439;
assent, 685.

British Columbia, Mining Rights in.
See ''Mr. Nelson's Inquiry," 338.

British Columbia, Province of, Increase of
Subsidy to.

See " Provincial Subsidies Bill," 669.

British Columbia Railway Lands.
See Bill (126).

British Columbia, The Coal Lands of.
See " Coal Lands."

British Columbia, The Eastern Boundaryof.
Is it the intention of the Government to

havethe boundary defined, and secure
miningrights? Inquiry (Mr.iNelson),
338; reply (31r. Macpherson), 339.

Building Societies and Savings
Co's. Acts Amendment B. (B)-
Mr. AIlan.

Ist R., 162; 2nd R., 242; 3rd R., 258
Concurr. in Ants. of R. of C., 539;
assent, 685.

Cable Connection between Europe and
America.

See " Commercial Cable Co's B."

Cable Connection between Sambro and
Sable Island.

See " Mr. Power's Inquiry," 601-04.
Canada Temperance Act, its operation

and success.
See p. 349-53.

Canada Temperance Act Amend-
ment B. (C.)-Mr. Mac>herson.

Lst R.*, 290; 2nd R., 340; discussed,
341-54, agreed to on a div'n; 354; M.
to go into Comi., 475; discussed, 475-
500 ; agreed to, 500 ; in Coin., 1st
clause carried on a div'n, 501; rep.
fron Con. and Concurr. in Anit,
501; M. for 3rd R., 509; discussed,
5 9-36; Mr. Dickey's Anit. to 57th
section (three- titths of votes polled to
be necessary to the adoption of the
Act instead of only one-halt) nega-
tived on a div'n, 534; Mr. Alton's
Anit. (to add a clause exempting aie,
porter, lager beer and cider from the
A et), negatived on a div'n, 534; Mr.
McMIillan's Amt. to section 99 (sale
of liquor for medicinal purposes to be
in quantities of not more than one
pint), negatived on a div'n, 536; 3rd
Reading of Bill on a div'n, 536;
assent, 685.

Canada Temperance Life Assur-
ance Co's Incorp. B. (28)-Mr.
Scoi.

Ist R.*, 256; 2nd R., 261 ; rep. from
Coi., Concurr. in A.mts. and 3rd R «,
316; assent, 685.

Canadian Pacific Railway.
li debate on the Address: (Mr. Lacostt)

6; (Mr. McKindsey) 12; (Mr. Scott)
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19; (Mr. Power) 28; (Mr. Howlan)
41; (Mr. Haythorne) 47; Sir A
Campbell, 51.

Canadian Pacific Railway, Construction
of

See Discussion on 2nd R. of B. (101),
173-230."

Canadian Pacific Railway extension to
Quebec.

Subsidy granted to, 676.

Canadian Pacific Railway, leasing of
Ontario & Quebec Railway to.

See " Ontario & Quebec."

Canadian Pacific
Amendment B.
Campbell.

Railway Act
(ioi)-Sir A.

let R* and M. for 2nd R., 172; 2nd R.,
173-230; Amendmt. (ocean. terminus
to be within Dominion of Canada)
(Mr. Almon) m, 212; in Com. of W,
231-239; Mr. Almon's *mt. moved,
234; lost on a div'n, 235; Amendmt.
(Mr. Reesor) (Disallowance of local
railway charters) m, 236; withdrawn,
239; B. reported without amendmt.,
239; 3rd R., 243-256; Anendnt.
(Mr Power) (no interests to be ac-
quired in U.S. railways until loan
repaid) m, 243; lost on a div'n, 252;
B. read 3rd time on div'n, 252; pas-
sed, 256; assent, 258.

Canadian Pacific Railway, South-western
branch of.

Does the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
mntend to construct the South-
Western branch ?-inquiry (Mr.
Reesor) 339. Reply (Mr. Macpher-
son) 340.

Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Its position, prospects, and progress

discussed, on 2nd R. of B. (101).
See pp. 173-230.

Canned Food, dangers connected with the
use of.
See discussion on Bill (114), 577-583.

Caraquet Railway Company.
Subsidy granted to, 677.

Cariboo County Court, additional
Judge, B. (87)-Sir A. Canpbell.
lst R.*, 256; 2nd R., 259 ; 3rd R., 266;

assent, 685.

Cattle killed on Railroad Tracks, Lia-
bility for,
See " Railway Companies &c."

Central Ontario Railway Co's B.
(73)-Mr. Flint.

Tst R.*, 404; 2nd R.*, 452; rep. from
Com. and M. for 3rd R., 504; dis-
cussed, 504-506; agreed to, 506;
assent, 685.

Central Railway Extension.
Subsidy granted to,677.

Chapleau, Hon. Mr.
Remarks on, in debate on the address

(Mr. Bellerose), 53; (Sir A. Camp-
bell), 60; explanation (Mr. Bellerose),
74.

Charlottetown, The Fire at.
Inquiry (Mr. Haythorne), 160; reply

(Sir A. Campbell), 160.
Civil Service.

Return relating to, presented, 34.

Civil Service Act Amendment B.
(I30)-Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.*, 587; M. for 2nd R., 610; dis-
cussed, 610-15; agreed to, 615 ; in
Con., 650-53; Ant. (Mr. Power) to
6th clause, accepted, 652; Amt. (Sir
A. Campbell) to let clause agreed to,
653; rep. from Com., Concurr. in
Aints. and 3rd R «, 653; assent, 685.

Coal Lands of British Columbia, The.
Inquiry (Mr. McInnes) and reply (Sir

A. Campbell), 272.
Collisions on the Intercolonial Railway.

See " Intercolonial Railway."

Commercial Bank of Manitoba
Incorp. (42)-Mr. Girard.
Ist R.*, 162; 2nd R. in, 170; Concurr.

A mts. and 3rd R.", 230; assent, 685.
Commercial Cable Co's B. (19)--

Mr. Plumb.
1st R.*, 162; 2nd R. in, 169; rep. from

Com. and 3rd R.*, 172; assent, 685.
Committees, Sessional.

See " Sessional Committees."
Competitive Examinations for Promotion

in Civil Service.
See " Promotion, &c."

Condolence, Address of, on death of
Prince Leopold.

See " Prince Le9pold."

Consolidated Railway Act Amend-
ment B. (135)-Sir A. Campbell.

1st and 2nd R's.*, 657 ; in Com., 657-60;
Ant. (Mr. Power) (as to actions
against Companies for cattle killed)
lost on a division, 660; on 3rd R.,
same Amt. m (by Mr. Power) and re-
jected 662; 3rd R,, 662; assent, 685.
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Contingent Accounts Com.
List of members, 72.
2nd report referred back to Com.,

240.
3rd report (filling up of vacancies in

staff of officials) adopted, 269.
4th report adopted (on Mr. Vidai's M.),

566.
5th report (use of Reading Room during

recess and promotion of officiais)
adopted (on Mr Vidal'8 M.), 587-90.

Corn Exchange Association, Toronto.
See B. (14).

Criminal Law, Code of.
To be subnitted to Parliament next

Session, 404.

Cultivation of Land by Homesteaders in
the North-West.
Regulations regarding; see discussions

on Bill (D).

Cumberland Coal and Railway Co.
See " Springhil] and Parrboro."

Customs Act, 1883, Amendment B.
(123).-Mr. Macpherson.

lst R.*, 365; 2nd R., 394; in Con.,
and concurr. in Amts., 472; 3rd R.,
509; assent, 685.

Customs Duties, Amendment of.
See " Tariff."

Dakota and the North-West.
See Mr. Plumb's remarks, 558, et seq.;

Mr. Power's, 564.

Derby Station to Indiantown Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 677.

Desecration of the Sabbath.
Sce " Sabbath."

Dickson, Senator.
Report of Clerk as to vacation of seat

by two years'absence submitted (The
Speaker), 65; referred to Con. on
Privileges, &c., 66; rep. of Com. on
Privileges submitted (The Speaker),
67; discussed, 67-69; m for consider-
ation, agreed to, 69.

Report of Com. considered, 114-20;
adopted on a div'n (on M. of Sir A.
Campbell) 119; Address to H.E.
(on M. of Sir A. Campbell) 119 ;
Res. of regret to Senator Dickson
(on M. of Sir -. Campbell) 120.

Disallowance of Local Railway Charters.
See a' Mr. Reesor's Amt. to B. (101) in

Com. of W.," 236.

Divisions :
Adjournment (March 21-26).

On Mr. Bellerose's motion for, carried:
(C. 42, N-C. 15), 316.

Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
B. (135 )-Sir A. Canpbell.

On 3rd R. Mr. Power's Amt. (as to
actions against railway companies for
cattle killed on track) negatived
(C. 11, N-C. 21), 662.

Temperance Act Amendment B.
(C)-Mr. Macpherson.

On 3rd R. Mr. Dickeys Amt. (three-
fourths of votes polled to be in favor
of Act instead of only one-half) nega-
tived: (C. 25, N-C. 27); and Mr.
Almon's Amt. (ale, porter, lager beer
and cider exempted from Act) nega-
tived: (C. 23, N-C. 28), 534.

Mr. McMillan's Amt. (sale for medi-
cinal purposes to be in quantities of
not more than one pint) negatived:
(C. 21, N-C. 24), 536.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Incorpora-
tion Bill (84)-Mr. &ott.

2nd R. carried on a division: (C. 42,
N-C. 1), 332.

Vancouver Island Railway B. (126)-
Sir A. Campbell.
2nd R. carried on a div'n: (C. 41, N-C.

16), 438.

Divorce, The Graham Case.
. Certificate of Fee paid (The Speaker).

69; Notice of Service presented (.Mr,
Kaulbach), 69; question as to suffi-
ciency of declaration discussed, 69-
70-71; Petition read, 71.

Divorce, Graham
Kaulbach.

B. (A) - Mr.

Ist R. and M. for 2nd R. on a div'n, 74;
evidence of Service of Notice on deft.,
108 ; appearance of petitioner and
dispensng with his examination m,
109; 2nd R. m on a div'n, 110; re-
ferred to Com. m 110; rep. of Select
Com. adopted on a div'n (on Mr.
Kaulbach's M.), 161; 3rd R. (on Mr.
Kaulbach's M.), 167; assent, 685.

Dominion and Nova Scotia Govern-
ment's Agreement B. (125)-
Sir A. Campbell.

lst R.*, 365; 2nd R., 394; discussion,
394-400; agreed to, 400; n Comi., rep.
trom Com. and 3rd R.*, 475; assent,
685.
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Dominion Exhibition.
Whether it is the intention of the Gov-

ernment to bave the Exhibition for
1884 held in Prince Edward Island.
Inquiry (Air. Haythorne), and Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 335.

Dominion Lands Act Amendment
B. (D)--Mr. Macpherson.

lst R.*, 335; 2nd R., 358; discussed,
358-59-60-61-62-63; agreed to, 364;
Anit. (Mr. Sutherland) (to add the
wvord " neighbor " in 2nd clause)
suggested, 361; on M. to go into Com.,
369; discussion, 369-79; in Coin.,
379; in Comi. again, 443-52; noticeof
Ant. on 3rd R. (Mr. Dickey), 452;
Bill rep. fromn Com. and A lots, (01-
curred in, 452; M. for 3rd R., 452;
discussed, 452-471 ; Mr. Dickey's
Amt. (' residence " to be permitted
with any neighbor and not confined
to the fmiily) m, 452; 3rd R post-
Iponed, 471 ; 3rd R. ni, 537; M[r.
Dickey's Ant. witlhdrawn and Mi.
Ilowlan's of a sinillar character ac-
cepted, 537; in Coin. again, 538; rep.
fromi Coi. and Ants. concurred inI,
538 ; Mr. Reesor's Amit. (as to resi-
dence) lost on a div'n and Bill read a
3rd time, 538; concurr. in Aits. of
H . of C., 665-69; assent, 685.

Drugs, Adulteration of.
See Discussion on Bill (114),577-583.

Eastern Extension Railway, Transference
of, from Nova Scotia to Dominion
Government.

See Bill (125), 394.

Education in the North-West.
See 2nd R. of B. (36), 259-61.

Election Law condemned.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Belle-

rose) 57.

Erie & Huron Railway B. (85)-
Mr. Scott.

Ist R.', 356; 2nd R., 387; 3rd R.*,
439; assent, 685.

Subsidy granted to, 676.

Esquimalt (B.C.) Graving Dock.
See Discussion on Vancouver Island

Railway B., 433.

Evidence, Giving of, by officials.
See " Officiais," 72.

Examinations, Preliminary, Dispensed with,
for Clerks entering the Civil Service.

See " Civil Service Act Amendment B.,
610.

Exhibition, Dominion.
See " Dominion Exhibtion."
Inquiry (Mr. Raylhorne), 106; renarks

(fr. Kaulbach), 108; reply (.ir A.
Campbell), 108.

Export Duties on Hay.
See " Hay."

Factory Labor, Regulation of.

In debate on the Address (Mr. Lacoste),
8; (Mr. Scott), 18; (Mr. Power), 28.

Felony and Misdemeanors, Speedy
Trial of in Manitoba, B. (F)-Sir
A. Campbell.

1st R.*, 356; 2nd R., 387; 3rd R.',
439 ; assent, 685.
Fertilizers, Manufacture and Sale of.

See debate on 2nd R. of B. (38); 275-
280.

Fisheries of Nova Scotia, The.
M. for return (Mr. Pover), 129-41; re-

iuîarks (Mfr. Kaulbach), 135-142;
(Mr. A buon), 138; (3fr. Skead), 139;
(3fr. Macfarlane), 139; (Mr. Mac-
pherson), 140 ; (Mr. Plm b), 140,

Fisheries Exhibition in 1.ondon.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Lacoste),

7 ; (Mr. Scott), 16; (Mr. Power), 26;
(Mr. Rowlan), 39; (3fr. Kaulbach),
42; (3fr. Haythorne), 46.

Fishery Bounty, Distribution of.
In debate on the Address (Sir A. Camp-

bell), 51.

Fish, Inspection of.
See General Inspection Act Amend-

nient B., 625-29.

Food, Adulteration of.
See discussion on Bil (114), 577-83.

Foreshores of Public Harbors.
See discussions on 2nd and 3rd R's of

Bill (H), and Mr. Power's Amt.
relating thereto, 388-90, 439-42.

Forests, Preservation of, in the North-West.
See " North-West."

Fortifications and Military Build-
ings B. (124)--Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.*, 365; 2nd R., 391, discussion,
391-94; 3rd R.«, 442; assent, 685.

France, Steamship Communication with.
M. for Return (Mr. Trudel) 567-72;

remarks (Sir. A Campbell) 569;
(31r. Power) 569; (Mr. Almon and
Mr. Kaulbach) 570; (Mr. Plumb and
Mr. Ilaythorne) 571; agreed to, 572.
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Franchise, Legislation as to the.
In Debate on the Address,"(Mr. Scott)

18; (Mr. Power) 28; (Mir. Howvlan)
41 ; (Mr. Haythorne) 47.

Froc Passes on Government Railroads.
M. for Return (Mr. Power) 79; Reply

(Sir A. Canpbell);81; agreed to, 81.

French Canadian Population.
Their claims to larger representation in

the Senate and more positions in the
Civil Service ; on J1r. Bellerose's
Inquiry, 110-12; See also " French
Minister, &c.," under " Senate."

French Minister in the Senate.
See " Senate."

Gananoque, Perth & James' Bay
Railway Co's Incorp. B. (58)-
Mr. IVint.

1st R.*, 256; 2nd R., 266; rep. fromn
Con. presented, 298; Concurr. in
Ants. and 3rd R., 308; assent, 685.

Gas Inspection Act Amendment B.
(Io8)-Sir A. Campbel/.

lst R.*, 365; 2nd R., 391; in Com1.,
concurr. in aits. and 3rd R.*, 539;
assent, 685.

Gatineau Railway Company.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

General Inspection Act, 1874,
Amendment B. (128)-Sir A.
Campbell.
1st R.*, 587; 2nd R., 605; in Com.,

625-29; Concurr. n Amnts., 629; 3rd
R.*. 650; assent, 685.

Globe, The, newspaper, and the North-
'est.
See Mr. Plunb's reinarks, 550 et seq.

Graham, The, Divorce Case.
See " Divorce."

Grand Piles and Lake Edward Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 677.

Grand Trunk Railway Co's'B. (21)-
M/r. Ferier.

lst R.*, 323; 2nd R.*, 328; rep. froin
Con. and 3rd R., 337; assent, 685.

Grand Trunk Railway, Transfer of Wel-
land Railway to.

See " Welland Railway."

Grand Trunk Railway.
Its indebtedness to Dominion Govern-

ient, 191,

Graving Dock at Quebec.
See "Quebec Graving Dock."

Great American and European
Short Line Railway Co's B. (89)
-Mr. Macfarane.
1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; rep. from

Coin., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd
R.*, 326; assent. 685.

Great Northern Railway Co's B. (9o)
-Mr. Bellerose.
lst R.*, 324; 2nud R., 336; rep. froin

Com., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd
R.*, 357; assent, 685.

Great Northern Railway Co.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Guelph Junction Railway Co's In-
corp. B. (72)-Ml/r. McClelan.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 364; rep. froin
Con., concurr. in Ants. and 3rd R.*,
387; assent, 685.

Halifax Catholic Boys Reformatory
B. (E)-Mr. Power.
lst R.*, 338; M. for 2nd R., 400; dis-

enssion, 400-4; agreed to, 404; in
Coi. and concurr. in Ants., 508;
3rd R.*, 540; assent, 685.

Halifax Marine Insurnce Co's In-
corp. B. (27)-Mr. Almon.
lst R.*, 171; 2nd R., 257; 3rd, R.*

308 ; assent, 685.
Halifax Steam Navigation Co's In-

corp. B. (24)-Mr. Almon.
1st R.*, 243; 2nd R., 259; rep. fromn

Com. and 3rd R.*, 273; assent, 685.
Halton County, Ontario, Returns of

Liquor sold for Medicinal purposes
under "Scott Act."

See " Liquor."

Hamilton and North-Western Rail-
way Co's B. (65)-iMr. Turner.

1st R.*, 382; rep. fromn Com., and M.
for 2nd R., consideration postponed
as report did not reconmend suspen-
sion of 57th Rule, 405-06; rep. of
Coi. referred back to Coi., 472;
rep. froi Coi. and suspension
of Rule recomnended, suspension
agreed to and 2nd R., 502; rep. from
Com. and 3rd R., 540; assent, 685.

Harbors, Public, Foreshores of.
See " Foreliores, &c."

Hay, Export Duties on.
Inquiry (Mr. .fcClelan), 82; reply (Sir

A. Canmpbell), 82.
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Her Majesty, Address of Condolence to,
on death of Prince Leopold.

See " Prince Leopold."

High Commissioner for Canada in Eng-
land.

See " Tupper, Sir Charles."

High Commissioner for Canada Office in
London.
Criticisms on conduct of officials in,

with regard to Nova Scotia. See
" Nova Scotia as a field for Immi-
gration," 163-167.

Homesteading in the North-West, Regu-
lations regarding.

See Discussions on Bill (D).

Homestead Privileges in North-West.
See " IMr. Plumb's remarks," 152.

Hopewell & Alma Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Hudson's Bay, Grants in aid of railway to.
See "Amts. of H. of C. to Dominion

Larids Bill," 665, &c.

Hudson's Bay, Navigability of.
See " Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay

Railway."

Hudson's Bay, Navigation of.
Inquiry (Mr. Wark) 597; remarks (Mr.

Power) 598; (Mr. Baythorne) 599;
(Mr. Kaulbach) 600; reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 600.

Hudson's Bay, Railway Routes to.
See " Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay

Railway."

Ill-Fame or Assignation Houses.
Legislation concerning them promised

by the Governnent at next Session,
(Sir A. Campbell) 366.

Immigration into Canada.
In Debate on the Address (Mr. Lacoste)

7; (Mr. McKindsey) 12; (Mr. Scott)
17; (Mr. Power) 27; ( ir. lowlan)
40; (Sir A. Campbell) 50; see also
" Pauper Immigrants at Toronto."

Immigration, Nova Scotia as a Field for.
See " Nova Scotia."

Independence of Parliament Act
Amendment B. (iîi)-Sir A.
Campbell.
Ist R.*, 587; 2nd R., 605; in Com.,

615-620; on M. that Coi. report,
619; rep. fron Coni., 620; 3rd R.,
on a div'n, 650; assent, 685.

Indian Act, 1880, Amendment B.
(87)-Sir A. Campbell.

Ist R.*. 587; 2nd R., 605; in Com.,
620-628; Amt. to lst clause (Sir A.
Campbell) agreed to, 621; in Com.
again, 653-56; new clause added (as
to sale of ammunition to Indians-
Sir A. Campbell), 653; Ant. to 3rd
clause (penalties for " potlaching"-
Sir A. Campbell) agreed to on a
division, 656; rep. from Com. and
3rd R., 656; assent, 685.

Indian Municipal Privilege B. (22)-
Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.«, 264; 2nd R , 606; in Coi.,
656; rep. from Com., 656 ; 3rd R. m,
656; passed, 657 ; assent, 685.

Indians, Extension of Municipal Pri-
vileges to.

In Debate on the Address (Mr. Lacoste)
7; (Mr. Scott) 18; (Mr. Power) 28;
(Mr. McDonald) 35.

Insolvent Banks and Trading Cor-
porations Act Amendment B.
(J)-Sir A. Campbell.
lst R.«, 404; 2nd R., 536; in Con.,

rep. from Com. and M. for 3rd R.,
543 ; Armt. to lst clause (Sir A. Camp-
bell) agreed to, 572; 3rd R., 573-77;
assent, 685.

Intercolonial Railway, Collisions on,
Is it the intention of the Government

to introduce the block system, in
order to prevent collisions ? Inquiry
(Mr. Dickey) 355. Reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 356.

Memorandum from Railway Depart-
nient as to adoption of methods to
prevent collisions presented (Sir A.
Campbell) 652.

Intercolonial Railway, Condition of

In debate on the Address (Mr. Howlan)
42; (Sir A. Campbell) 49.

Intercolonial Railway, Fatal accident on
the.

Inquiry (Mr. Dickey) 507; reply (Sir
A. Campbell) 508.

Intercolonial Railway Income and Ex-
penditure.
Inquiry (Mr. Power) 629; remarks

(Mr. Kaulbach) 641 ; (Mr. Ogilvie)
643 ; (Mr. Plumb) 645; reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 643.

Intercolonial Railway, Passes on the.
Mr. Power coniplains of return fur-

nished in answer to Address not being
in accordance with the Address, 629;
See also, 649.
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Intercolonial Railway, Pullman cars on
the.

Inquiry (Mr. Power) 299; remarks
(Mr Almon) 302; (Mr. Read) 303;
(Mr. Dever) 303-4; (Mr. Bellerose)
303; (Mr. Kaulbach) 304; (Mr.
Odell) 305; (Mr. Plumb) 306; reply
(Sir A. Camzpbell) 305.

Intercolonial Railway, The late accident
on the.

Inquiry (Mr. Dickey) 609 ; reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 610.

International law, Breach of, in British
Columbia.

See " British Columbia."

International Railway Co's B. (5)-
Mr. Plumb.

1st R.', 230; 2nd R., 256; 3rd R.*, 271;
assent, 685.

Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Jacques Cartier Union and Canadian
Pacific Junction Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

James' Bay Railway.
See " Lake Nipissing."

Jurisdiction of Federal and Provincial
Legislatures as to Liquor Licenses.

See " License Act Ant. Bill, 674.

Justices of the Peace out of Ses-
sions Amendment B (I)-Sir A.
Campbell.

1st R.*. 404; 2nd R., 472; in coin.,
538; rep. fromu Com. and 3rd R., 539;
assent, 685.

Kingston and Pembroke Railway
Co's B. (68)-Mr. Flint.
lst R.*, 230; 2nd R., 259; .3rd R.*, 271;

assent, 685.

Kingston and Pembroke Railway Com-
pany.

Subsidy granted to, 676.

Labo:er's Claims on Short Line Railway.
See "Short Line Railway."

Lake Nipissing and James' Bay
Railway Co's Incorp. B. (31)-
Mi. Girard.
1st R.*, 273; 2nid R., 308; rp. f'rom

Com,, concurr. n amts. and 3rd R.*,
326; assent, 685.

British Columbia, Coal Lands in, granting
of to the Dunsmuir Company.

See discussion on Vancouver Island
Ry. B., 407-38.

Lansdowne, Marquis of, Appointment as
Governor-General.

In debate on the Address: (Mr. La-
coste), 8; (Mr. McKindsey), 10;
(fr. Scott) 14; (Mr. Power), 26;
(Mfr. Howlan), 36; (Mr. Haythorne),
44.

Laval University.
M. for return (Mr. Paquet), 297.

Librarian, Appointment of.
The claims of a French-Canadian to

that appointment; Inquiry by Mr.
Bellerose, 112; reply (Sir A.
Campbell), 113.

Library Committee.
List of members, 71.
lst report, adoption m (Mr. Allan);

(removal of law books to Supreme
Court, death of Dr. Todd, Map and
Chart Roon, &c.) referred back to
Com., 369; adopted, 584.

2nd report (loaning of historical MSS. to
Ontario Assembly, new edition of Dr.
Todd's book, an appoint ment of Mr.
Thayne) adopted, 540.

Library of Parliament.
Report of Librarian presented, 5.

Licenses to Engineers of Steamboats, Re-
duction of Fees for.

See Bill 21.

License Act, Complications in connection
with, at St. John.

Inquiry (Mr. Wark), 128; reply (Sir
A. Campbell), 128.

Licenses, non-existent in certain counties.
See Discussion on 2nd R. of B. (C),

341, 352, 353.

Lionel Garnham, Fish Warden, Compen-
sation for Injuries received in dis-
charge of duty.

Inquiry (Mr. Haythorne), 586; reply
(Sir A. Campbell), 586.

Liquidators of Insolvent Corporations,
Appointment of.

See Discussion on Bill (J), 573 77.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amend-
ment B. (143)-Sir A. Campbell.

lAt R.', 674; M. for 2nd R., 674; agreed
to, 675; 3rd R.* on a div'n, 675;
assent, 685.
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Liquor, Sale of, for Medicnal purposes
under Canada Temperance Act.

See Discussion on 2nd R. of B. (C),
341-49.

Live Stock Insurance Co's Incorp.
B. (55)-Mr. Qgi/ri'.

Ist R.*, 268; 2nd R.*, 273; Concurr. n
Anits. and 3rd R.*, 317; assent, 685.

Loans Authorized.

See " Quebec Graving Dock-" and
a Quebec Tidal Dock.ý

London Life Insurance Co's B. (139)
-Mr. Plunb.

Ist R.*, 604; 2nd R.*, on suspension of
41st Rule, and reference to Con. on
Banking on suspension of 61st Rule,
604; rep. lromn., 608; 3rd R., 609;
assent, 685.

Maitoba, Additional Judge, Pro-
vision for, B. (149)-Sir. A Campbell.

1st, 2nd and 3rd R's*, 662; assent, 685.

Manitoba and the North-West, Attacks of
Opposition Press upon.
Renarks by Mr. Plumb on M. to ad-

journ, 544-65.

Manitoba and North-Western Rail-
way Co's B. (64)-M4r. G-iard.

1st R.*, 171 ; referred to Com., 173 ; 2nd
R., 257; 3rd R., 298; assent, 685.

Manitoba Land Claims Settlement
B. (N)-Mr. Macpherson.

1st R.*, 567 ; 2nd R., 597; in Con., rep.
from) Con., Concurr. in Ait., and
3rd R., 608; assent, 685.

Manitoba and South-Western Colo-
nization Railway Co's B (75)-
Mr. Girard.
lst R.*, 307; 2nd R., 314; rep. fron

Coin., concurr. in Aints. and 3rd R.,
321; assent, 685.

Manitoba, Province of, additional Subsidy
to.

See Provincial Subsidies Bill, 669.

Manitoba Public Schools Assist-
ance B. (36)-Sir A. Campbell.

1st R.', 256; 2nd R., 259; in Coin.,
266; 3rd R., 267; assent, 685.

M ir d Fih ri D- t t- e

Marine and Fisheries Department.
Management of in reference to Sable

Island criticised (Mr. Almon), 123;
(Mr. Power), 126 ; defended, (Sir A.
Campbell) 127.

Mariners, Sick and Distressed, Treatment
and Relief of.

See " Sick ând Distressed Mariners."

Maritime Bank of Canada B. (66)-
Ir. Botsford.
1st R.*, 404; 2nd R., 472; rep. froin

Coin., 539; Con curr. in Aints. and
3rd R., 540; assent, 685.

Masters and Mates Certificates
Act Amendment B. (116)-Sir
A. Campblell.

1st R.*, 382 ; 2nd R., 471 ; in Coin.,
538; rep. fron Coi. and 3rd R.,
538; assent, 685.

Mates, Certificates to.
See " Masters and Mates."

Measures and Weights Act.
See " Weights and Measures."

Metapediac & Paspebiac Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 677.

Methodist Union B. (11)-Mr. F'rrier.
1st R.*, 271 ; 2nd R., 280 ; 3rd i.*, 310;

assent, 685.

Military Buildings, Maintenance of.
See " Fortifications."

Military Instruction Schools.
Inquiry (3fr. Dickey), 82; renarks

( Mr. Odell, Mr Haythorne), 85;
(Mr. Wark), 86 ; (Mr. Poirer), 87 ;
(3r. Alnion, Mr. Crrell, 3r. Kaul-
bach), 88; (3fr. Dever), -s9; (Mr.
MIcClelan, Mr. iotsford), 91; reply,
(Sir A. Campbell), 91.

Mining Rights in British Columbia.
See "l British Columnbia."

Misdemeanors, Speedy 'Trial of, in Mani-
toba.

See " Bill (F)."

Montreal & Western Railway Company.
Subsidy granted to, 686.

Montreal & European Short Line Railway
Co.

See " Great Aimerican, &c.
Yldau C&~ AAA Q %,AL. £L.Q Aw..jJGa LA;Là !

B. (140)-Sir A. Campbell. Mousseau, Hon. Mr.
1st*, 2nd and 3rd R's., 66:3-64; assent, Remarks on, in

685. (3fr Bellero
debate on the Address :
se), 55-56 ; (Sir A.
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Campbell), 60; explanation (Mr.
·Bellerose), 76.

Municipal Organization in the North-
WVest.

See Mr. Plumb's remarks, 148.

Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec
Railway C'o's Incorp. Act Amt
B. (8)-Mr. Flint.
lst R*, 307; 2nd R.*, 314; 3rd R.*,

321 ; assent, 685.,

Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway
Company.
Subsidy granted to,.676.

National Policy Discussed.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Scott),

19 ; (Mr. Howlan), 38; (Mr. Hay-
thorne), 45; (Sir A. Campbell), 48.

Navigation of Hudson's Bay.
See " Hudson's Bay."

Netherlands American Land Co's
B. (30)-Mr. Dickey.

Tst R «, 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 297;
assent, 685.

New Brunswick, Province of, additional
Subsidy to.

See " Provincial Subsidies Bill."

New Brunswick Railway Co's B.
(54)- 3fr. Vark.
lst R.*, 335; 2nd R., 364; 3rd R.', 365;

assent, 685.

Newfoundland Herring, Inspection of.
See discussion on 2nd R. of Inspection

Act Amendment B. (128), 605-6.
Niagara Bridge Company.

Presentation of their Petition under
Suspension of 42nd rule not allowed,
268.

Niagara Frontier Bridge Co's In-
corp. B. (91)-Mr. Macfarlane.
1st R.', 404; rep. of Com. recommend-

ing suspension of 50th Rule, agreed
to, 502; M. for 2nd R., 502, discussed,
502-04; agreed to, 504; rep. from
Com., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd R ,
586; assent, 685.

"Northern Light," The steamship.
M. for return (31r. Haythorne) 92; re-

marks (Mr. Mafacfarlane, Mr. Boiwlan)
94; (Mr. Kaulbach, Mr. Wark) 96;
ýMr. Carvell) 97: reply (vir A.
Campbell) 98; M. agreed to, 99.

North Shore Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 675.

North-West, Attacks on, by Opposition
press and speakers.

See Mr. Plumb's remarks, 150; Mr.
Power's) 153; (Mr. Scott's) 187.

See under " Manitoba."

North-West Central Railway Co.
See " Souris & Rocky Mountain."

North-West, Immigration into.
See Mr. Scott's remarks, 189; Mr.

Macpherson's, 202.

North-West, Increase in population.
See Mr. Turner's remarks, 155.

North-West, Introduction of Torrens'
System of Land Registry into.

See Mr. Vidal's Inqy., 382.

North-West Land Regulations.
Severity of, as regards homesteading

and residence.
See discussions on B. (D).

North-West Lands, right of pre emption
extended for two years.

See Amts. of flouse of Coumons to
Dominion Lands Bill, 665, &c.

North-West, Parliamentary Representation
in the.

In quiry (Mr. Plumb) 143, 155,
Remarks (Mr. Power) 153;
Turner) 155; (Mr. Girard)
Reply (21r. lfacpherson) 157.

160;
(Mr.
156 ;

North-West, Policy of Conservative and
Liberal Administration regarding the.
See Mr. Plumb's remarks, 545, et seq.

North-West, Preservation of Forests in the.
359 to 363.

North-West, Progress of.

Ir Debate on the Address (Mr. McKind-
sey) 12; (Mr. Scott) 18.

North-West, Settlers Grievances in.

See MVr. Raythorne's Remarks, 221-26.

North-WestTerritories Act Amend-
ment B. (L)--Mr. Macpherson.
lst R.', 540; 2nd R., 567; in Com.,

591-97; rep. from Con., 597; addi-
tional Ants. (on M. of Mr. Macpher-
sot), 604; 3rd R., 605; assent, 685.

North-Western Coal and Naviga-
tion Co's B. (33)-Mr. Allan.

1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; 3rd R.', 321;
assent, 685.
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Northern Railway Co's B. (57)-Mr.
Àllan.
1st R.*, 382; 2nd R.«, 452; rep. from

Corn. and Concurr. in Aits. deferred,
540 ; Bill referred back to Com., 585;
in Coi., 585-586; rep. fromi Com.,
586 ; 3rd R., 587 ; assent, 685.

Northern and North-WesternJunc-
tion Railway Co's B. (59)-Mr.
Alan.
1st R.*, 307; 2nd R., 309; 3rd R.*, 321;

assent, 685.
Northern and Western Railway Co.

Subsidy granted to, 676.

Nova Scotia, Agreement between Govern-
ment of, and Dominion Government.

See Bill (125), 394.

Nova Scotia as a Field for Immigration.
Inqury (Mr. Dickey), 163-65-66 ; re-

ars (Mr. Wark, Mr. Kaulbach),
165; reply (Sir A. Campbell), 166.

Nova Scotia Marine Insurance Co's
Incorp. B. (49.)-Mr. Power.
Ist R.*, 271; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 297;

assent, 685.

Nova Scotia, Preservation of Block Houses
in.

See " Block Houses."

Nova Scotia, Province of, Additional
Subsidy to.

See Provincial Subsidies Bill, 669.

Nova Scotia, Railway Agreement with.
In debate on the Address : (Mr. Power),

30; (Mr. Kaulbach), 43,
Nova Scotia, The Fisheries of.

See "Fisheriea, &c."

Observance of the Sabbath.
See "Sabbath Observance."

Ocean Mutual Marine Insurance
Co's. Incorp. Act Amt. B. (2)-
Mr. Almon.

1st R.*, 171; 2nd R.*, 240; 3rd R.*,
258; assent, 685.

Ocean Terminus of Canadian Pacific
Railway.

See Mr. Almon's Ant. to Bill (101) in
Coin. of W., 234; and Mr. PJwer's
Amt. on 3rd R., 243.

Ontario Boundary B. (K)-Sir A.
Campbell.

1st R.*, 452.; 2nd R., 541; in Coi.,

584; rep. from Com., Concurr. in
Amits. and 3rd R., 584; assent, 685.

Ontario Pacific RailwayCo's Incorp.
Act Amt. B. (67)-Mr. Plumb.

iet R.*, 256; 2nd R., 261; 3rd R., 271;
assent, 685.

Ontario and Pacific Railway Company.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Ontario and Quebec Railway Co's
Leasing B. (32)-Mr. Allan.

Tst R.' 335; 2nd R., 354; 3rd R.* 365;
assent, 685.

Ontario and Quebeç Railway Co's
B. (46)-Mr. Allan.
lst R.«, 324; 2nd R., 337; rep. froni

Con., Concurr. in Aits. and 3rd R.*,
357; assent, 685.

Ontario, Province of, additional subsidy to.
See Provincial Subsidies Bill, 669.

Opposition Bid for Government Supporters
in House of Commons.

Referred to, 203.

Opposition Press,attacks on Manitoba and
the North-West by.

See under Manitoba.

Orange Association and the Roman
Catholic Church.

See Mr. Flint's renarks, 330.

Order, Privilege, Procedure, &c.
AMENDMENTs, No Notice of, required

in the case of Public Bills.

Speaker's Ruling on Mr. Power's Ques-
tion of Order, 520.

BILLS, Prvate-Extension of Time for
Receiving.

See " Bills, Private," in General Index.

CABINET-Charges against members.

Made by Mr. Bellerose in debate on the
Address, 53, 74; reply (Sir A.
Campbell), 60.

CABINET-French Canadian Minister in
the Senate demanded as a constitu-
tional right.

In debate on the Address, by (Mr.
Armand), 22; (Mr. Bellerose), 53;
and (Mfr. Trudel), 61 ; reply (Sir À.
Campbell), 52, 58.

ORDER, Personal.
On presentation of report of Com. on

Sabbath Observance, Mr. Power ob-
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jected to Mr. Plumb speaking as there
was no motion before the House, 507.

On 3rd R. of Temperance Act Amend-
ment B., Mr. Power objected to Mr.
Dickey's Amt.: 1st, because no
notice of it had been given ; and 2nd,
becauie it was not relevant to the
Bill, 515; discussion thereon, 517-
521 ; The Speaker rules adversely to
him on both points, 520-21.

Mr. Power objects to latitude of Mr.
Plumb's remarks on M. to adjourn;
The Speaker rules Mr. Plumb in
order, 545.

Mfr. Power complains of Mr. Plumb's
calling him a "quasi-legal gentle-
man," see Intercolonial Railway In-
come, &c., 648.

Mr. Macpherson objects to Mr. Power
speaking twice on an Inq uiry, and
with 0no motion before the House.
See Intercolonial Railway Income
&c., 649.

On M. to adjourn, Sir A. Campbell
objects to Mr. Power speaking in
a]l usion to a previous debate on which
he had already spoken.

The Speaker rules Mr. Power out of
order, 652.

PETITIoNS, For Private Bills.
Extension of time for receiving m (Sir

A. Campbell), 69, 78; rule in refer-
ence to, when Bills do not originate
in Senate, on Mr. Dickey's M. in ref-
erence to Netherlands American
Land Co's Petition, 142-43.

Presentation of, after time for receiving
expired. Mr. Macfarlane asks for
suspension of rule, but does not press
it at request of Sir A. Campbel, 121

Mr. Macfarlane's motion that the
petition of the Niagara Bridge Com-
pany be presented after the time had
expired, refused, 268.

All Bills muet be-preceded by Petitions,
whether originally introduced in the
House of Commons or in the Senate,
405-06.

PRIVILEGE, Personal.
Mr. AIacpherson gives an unquali-

fied denial to the statements made by
the Attorney-General for Ontario in
the Ontario Legislature implicating
him in the " bribery conspiracy," 314.

Mr. Plumb calis attention to an inter-
polation made by Mr. Power in the
report of his (Mr. Power's) speech
which was contrary to the custom of
the Senate, 318.

On 2nd R. of North-West Territories
Act Amendment B. Mr. Macpherson,

iii reply to Mr. Power, again denies
the statements connecting him with
the " Ontario Bribery Conspiracy."
592-96.

RULES, Suspension of, &c.
See rules in general index.

PPOCEDURE.
The practice of the House of Lords

followed on question whether a Bill
could be read the 3rd time on the
same day as it was reported from
the Com., 325-6.

Question as to whether the report of the
Coi. on a Bill can be considered on
the same day as it is presented, with-
out the unanimous consent of the
House, decided in the affirmative,
325.

House of Commons Debates not per-
mitted to be read in Senate.
Mr. Skead called to order, 167.

Motions and Questions, to be read in
French as well as in English.
(Mr. Trudel), 66; (Sir A. Campbell),

66; (The Speaker), 67.
VACATION OF SEAT by Senator's absence

for twlo consecutive Sessions.
Question raised (by Mr. Power), in

Senator Dickson's case, as to whether
Mr. Dickson should be notified of the
proceedinge, 68; discussed, 115-119.

Ottawa Roman Catholic Diocese
B. (95)-Mr. Scot.
Ist R.*, 317; 2nd R. carried on a div'n,

332; rep. from Com. and 3rd R. on a
div'n, 337; assent, 685.

Ottawa, Waddington & New York
Railway Co's Incorp. Act Amt
B. (40)-Mr. Scott.
lst R.*, 256; 2ud R., 264; 3rd R.*,

271 ; assent, 685.

Owen Sound Dry Dock, Ship-
building, and Navigation Co's
Incorp. B. (45)--ir. McClean.
lst R.*, 230; 2nd R., 265; Concurr. in

Amts. and 3rd R., 307; assent, 685.
Parliament, Independence of.

See "Independence of Parliament."

Parliamentary representation in Old
Canada.

See Mr. Plumb'8 remarks, 144.

Parliamentary representation in the North-
West.

See " North-West, &c."
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Patent Rights, Prevention of Fraud
in Connection with Sale of, B.
(26)-Mr. Macpherson.

let R.«, 142; 2nd R. Con Mr. Skead's M.)
167; rep. from Com. and ref. to Com.
of W., 230; in Coni., 291; M. that
Chairman leave the Chair (Mfr,
Lacoste) 292; lost on a division,
297; M. that Com. report progress
(Mr. Wark) agreed to, 297; in Con.,
310; Amts. to 1st and 2nd clauses
(Sir A. Campbell) m, agreed to, 311;
Amts. to 3rd clause, do., do., agreed
to, 313; rep. from Coin., 314; refer-
red back to Com., 327; in Com.,
328; concurr. in amts., 328; 3rd
R., 336; assent, 685.

Patent Rights, Sale of, Frauds perpetrated
in connection with.

See B (26) above.

Pauper Immigrants at Toronto.
Inquiry (Mr. O'Donohue) 105; Reply

(Sir A. Campbell) 106.

Pictou Marine Insurance Co's In-
corp. B. (35)-MIr. Power.

Tst R.*, 172; 2nd R.*, 241; 3rd R.',
258; assent, 685.

Pontiac Pacific Junction Railway Co.
Subidy granted to, 676.

Postmaster at St. Perpetue, The.
M. for Returns (Mr. Trudel) agreed to,

120

" Potlach " Dancing Customs among
British Columbian Indians, Prohibi-
tion of.
See Indian Act Amendnent B., 621-25.

Pre-emption, Rights of, extended.
See "North-Weet Lands."

Preliminary Examinations for Civil Service.
See " Examinations."

Prince Edward Island.
As to holding of Dominion Exhibition

for 1884 there.
See " Dominion Exhibition."

Prince Edward Island, Province of,
Additional Subsidy to.
See '<Provincial Subsidies B," 669.

Prince Edward Island, Winter Communi-
cation with.
Inquiry (Mr. Haythorne) 99; Remarks,

(Mr. Di"key) 101; (Mr. Montgomery)
102; (Mr Garvell) 103; Reply (Sir
A. Campbell) 104.

See also " Northern Light."

Prince Leopold, Death of, Address of
Condolence to Her Majesty.

M. (Sir A. Campbell) 406; seconded
(Mr. Scott) 406; (Mr. Pelletier) 407;
agreed to, 407 ; Concurr. of H. of C.
requested, 407.

Printing, Joint Committe on.

2nd report (documents not to be printed)
adopted (on Mr. Simpson's M.) 110.

3rd report (documents to be printed)
adopted (on Mr. Simpson's M.) 161.

4th report adopted (on Mr. Simpso&'s
M.) 273.

5th report (establishment of a Govern-
ment printing office to be enquired
into) consideration postponed, 368.

6th report (documents to be printed and
increases in salaries of officiais)
adopted (on Mr. Simpson's M.) 368.

7th report (increases to salaries of
officiais) adopted (on Mr. Sinpson's
M.) 566.

8th report (printing of documents)
adopted (on fr. Simp.son's M.) 565.

9th report (printing of documents,
binding of books and distribution of
documents to ex-members of Parlia-
ment) adopted (on Mr. Vidal's M.
610.

Prisoners Transfer B. (M)-Sir A.
Campbell.

1st R.*, 565 ; 2nd R., 584; in Coin., 590;
rep. from Coin., 591; in Coin. again
Amts. m (Sir A. Campbell), con-
curred in, and 3rd R., 604 ; assent,
685.

Private Bills.
See " Bills, Private."

Privileges of Parliament Committee.

Senator Dickson's case referred to (on
M. of Sir A. Canpdell) 65; report
presented,67; consideration deferred,
78; report considered and adopted on
a div'n, 114-19.

Promissory Notes, Fraudulent Transac-
tions with, in connection with Sales
of Patent Rights.

167, 169.

Promotion Examinations in Civil Service,
Alteration in method.

tee Civil Service Act Amenlient B.,
610-615.

Prorogation of Parliament.

Announced by SpeaKer, 664; Bills
assented to, 685; prorogation, 688.
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Provincial Bank Incorp. B. (30)-
Mr. Girard.

Ist R.* and ref. to Private Bills Coi.,
163; 2nd R. m, 172; 3rd R. m«, 265;
amsent, 685.

Provincial Subsidies Re-adjustment
B. (154)-Sir A. camfibell.

1st* and 2nd R's, 669; discussion, 669-
674; 3rd R.*, 674; assent, 685.

Public Buildings, Transference of certain
kinds of, fron Department of Public
Works to Militia Department.

See Bill (124), 392.

Public Loan Authorization B.
(156)-Sir A. Caimpbell.

1st and 2nd R's, 664'; 3rd R. agreed to,
665; assent, 685.

Public Schools in Manitoba.
See " Manitoba."

Public Works Act Amendment B.
(H) -Sir A. Caimpbell.

1st R.*, 357; 2nd R., 388; discussed
388-90: Anit. (as to foreshores of
public harbors) suggested (Mr. Power
and notice of, on 3rd R., 390; 3rd R.,
Mr. Power's Amt. negatived, 439;
assent, 685.

Pullman Cars on the Intercolonial Rail-
way.

See " Intercolonial Railway."
Qualifying Examination for Civil Service.

See " Examinations."

Quebec Central Railway Co.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Quebec Graving Dock B. ("9)-
Sir A. Campbeil.

1st.*, 2nd.*, and 3rd R's, 662; assent,
685.

Quebec, Province of, Additional Subsidy
to.

See Provincial Subsidies Bill, 669.
Quebec Railway Bridge Co's B.

(69)-.Afr. Bellerose.
lst R.*, 335; 2nd R., 354; rep. froi

Con., concurr. in A mts. and 3rd R.»,
387; assent, 685.

Quebec Tidal Dock B. (148)-Sir A.
Campbell.

1st' 2nd' 3rd' R's, 663; assent, 685.
Railroads, Free Passes on Government.

See " Free Passes, &C."

Railways, Act Relating
Canpbbell.
lst R.", 5.

to.-Sir A.

Railway Companies, Actions against, for
cattle killed on track.

See Consolidated Ry. Act Amt. B.; In
Coi., 657 ; and on 3rd R., 660.

Railways, Dealings with, by Governments
in reference to advances made.

191-194.

Railways, Minister of.
See " Tupper, Sir Charles."

Railway Subsidies B. (147)-Sir A.
Campbell.
lst R.*, and M. for 2nd R., 675; dis-

cussed, 675-81 ; 2nd and 3rd R's,
681 ; assent, 687.

Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors Com.
List of inembers, 72.

Real Estate Loan Co's B. (88)-
Mr. Allan.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 354; 3rd R.*, 405;
assent, 685.

Regina Registrarship, The, and the On-
tario Bribery Conspiracy.

See 587-90.
Reporting Debates Com.

List of menibers, 72.
" Residence " by Homesteaders on North-

West Lands.
Regulations discussed ; 370-82. 443-52.

See generally Bill (D), 443-452.

Revision of Statutes.
See Statutes.

Richibucto and St. Louis Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Roman Catholic Corporations.
Excessive privileges and exemptions

allowed themn.

See Mr. Flint's remarks, 329-31.

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corpor-
ation of Pontiac Incorp. B. (84)
-/r. Scott.
lst R.*, 317 ; 2nd R., carried on a div'n

(C, 42; N.-C., 1), 332; rey. fromi
Com. and 3rd R. on a div n, 337;
assent, 685.

Rules.
41st-Suspension of on 2nd R. of

London Life Insurance Co's B. (139)
604.
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41st-Requiring Bills to undergo their
readings on separate days, suspended
for the remainder of the Session (on
Sir A. Campbell's M.) 653.

51st-Suspension of as regarded Peti-
tion of Sovereign Fire Insurance Co.
agreed to, 121.

51st and 57th--Suspension of on 2nd R.
of Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Ry.
an d Steamshij Co's B. (131) 565.

57th-Suspension of, should be recom-
nended in report of Com. on Bills

presented without a Petition, 405-6.
61st-Suspension of on ref. to Com. of

Lonidon Life Insurance Co's B. (139),
604.

Sabbath Desecration.
Petition of Evangelical Alliance pre-

sented (Mr. Almon) 274.
Sabbath Observance.

Appt. of a Select Coni. n (Mr. Vidal)
333; discussed, (Mr. Almon, Ar.
laythorne, Mr. Power) 334; agreed

to, 335.

Sabbath Observance Petitions.

Sambro Island, Wreck Catastrophe at.

Remarks concerning, in course of dis-
cussion on Bill (117),541-43.

Saskatchewan Diocese Synod In-
corp. B. (61)-Mr. Plumb.
lst R.*, 268; 2nd R. (on M. of Mr»

Allan), 273; rep. from Com. and 3rd
R. (on M. of Mr. Allan), 298; passed
on a division, 299; assent, 685.

Saskatoon & Northern Ry. Co's
Incorp. B. (41)-Mr. Pluib.
lst R.', 317 ; 2nd R., 323; rep. fron

Com., Concurr. in Amts. and 3rd
R.*, 357; atsent, 685.

Schools for Military Instruction.
See " Military Instruction."

Scott Act, The, in Halton County.
Inquiry (Mr. Dickey) and reply (Sir

A. Campbell), 333.

Scott Act, Working of, in counties where
adopted.

See Discussion on Bill (C).
Report of Coni. presented (Mr. Vidal)

506. 1Seamen's Act, 1873, Amendment of.

Sable Island, Cable connection with.
See " Samnbro.''

Sable Island, Life boats on.
Inquiry (Mr. Almon), 127 ; reply (Sir

A. Campbell), 128; see also " Bri-
tannia, The Wreck of the."

St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Co's In-
corp. B. (62)-Mr. Vidal.
lst R.*, 271 ; 2nd R., 290; Concurr. in

Amts., 325; M. for 3rd R. postponed
on Question of order being raised (by
Mr. Power), 326; 3rd R. Ant.. sug-
gested (by Mr. Power), that a certain
number of the Directors should be
British subjects), not accepted; Bill
passed, 336; assent, 685.

St. Lawrence & Ottawa Ry. Co's B.
(56)-Mr. Read.

let R.*, 273; 2nd R., 309 ; Concurr. in
Amts. and 3rd R., 338; assent, 685.

Salmon Fishing Licenses.
M. for return of number issued during

1881-82-83-84, &c. (Mr. Pelletier),
agreed to, 356.

Sambro and Sable Island Cable, Con-
nection with.
Inquiry (Mr. Power), 601 ; remarks

(Air. Kaulbach), 602; (Mr A.mon),
603; reply (Sir A. Campbell), 603.

See "eMasters and Mates."

Seduction, Legislation on.
The subject to be considered by the

Governtment, with a view to prepar-
ing legislation. (Sir A. Campbell),
366.

Seduction Punishment B. (6)-Mr.
Poc'er.

lst R.*, 324; 2nd R. m, 365; Arnt. (Mir.
Dickey-that the B. be read 3 mon ths
hence) in, 366; carried on a division,
368.

Senate, The.
Adjournments.

lst to 13th Feb.-Notice of M. (Mr.
MfcKay) 73: M. (Mr. McKay) 76 ;
discussed, 77-78; agreed to, 78.

Feb. 22nd-28th-M. withdrawn (Mr.
Ferrier) 129.

March 21st-26th-(Mr.Bellerose m) car-
ried on a div'n : (C., 42; N.-C., 15),
316.

Amendments of
originating in
mons.

the Senate to Bills
the House of Com-

Discussion thereon, 504-6.

Chaplainship, The.
The appointment of the Venerable

John S. Lauder announced, 3.
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Death of Senator Bourinot.
Adjournment out of respect to, (Sir A .

Campbell) n, 33-34 ; Mr. Scott), 33;
(Mr. Dickey), 33; (Mr. Kaulbach)
33.

French Minister in the Senate.
In debate on the Address: (Mr. Ar-

mand), 22; (Sir A. Campbell), 52-58;
(Mr. Bellerose) 53; (Mr. Trudel),61.

French Representation in the Senate.

Inquiry (Mr. Bellero8e) 110; Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 111.

Master in Chancery, Appointment of
A. A. Boucher announced.

3.

Officials permitted to give Evidence, 72.
Promotion of Officials.

On 5th report of Contingent Accounts
Coin., Mr. Bellerose complains of the
way in which certain promotions
had been made, 588; discussion
thereon, 588-90.

Senators, New.
Summoned-Messrs, McMillan, Turner,

McKindsey, Ross and Lacoste, 3.
Introduced-Messrs. Lacoste, McMillan;

Turner and McKindsey, 3 ; M r.
Ross, 82.

Speakership, The.
The Appt. of Hon. Wm Miller an-

nounced, and Chair taken abv him 3;
Ref. to in Debate on the Address,
(Nfr. Scoti) 13; (Mr. Power) 26;
(Mr. Macdonald) 35; (Mr. Howlan)
36; (Sir A. Campbell) 48.

Short Line Railway.

Subsidy granted to, 675.

Sick and Distressed
Amendment B.
Campbell.

Mariners Act
(129)-Sir A.

1st R.*, 54C; 2nd R., 583; in Com., rep.
from Con. and 3rd R., 590;.' assent,
685.

Sorel Barracks Property.

Motion for return (Mr. Guevremont),
reply (Mr. Macpherson), 78.

Souris & Rocky Mountain Railway
Co's Incorp Act Amt. B. (81)-
Mr. Robitaille.

lst R.*, 324; 2nd R., 337; rep. from
Coin., 385; concurr. in Amits. 387;
notice of Amt. on 3rd R (Mr. Dickey),
387; 3rd R., 439; assent, 685.

South Saskatchewan Railway Co's
Incorp. Act Amt. B. (io)-Mr.
Plumb.

lst R.', 162; 2nd R. m, 171 ; rep. from
Com. and 3rd R.*, 172; assent, 685.

Sovereign Fire Insurance Co's
Winding Up B. (94)-Mr. &ott.

1st R.' and M. for 2nd R., 271 ; 2nd R.
(on M. of Mr. M2fcMaster), 297; 3rd
R.', 310; assent, 685.

Speech from the Throne.
Delivered by His Excellency the Gov-

ernor-General, 3-4; reported, 4; for
the Address see "A.ddress."

Vacation of Seat by Senator's Absence.
" - c Speech from the Throne on Prorogation.

ee ickson, Senator.
Sessional Committees.

List presented (Sir A. Campbell) 67;
m (Sir A. Campbell) 61.

Settlers Grievances in the North-West.
See " North-West."

Shipwrecks Investigation Act
Amendment B. (117)-Sir A.
Campbell.
Ist R,*, 508; 2nd R., 541; M. for ref.

to Com. of W., 541, in Con., rep.
fron Com. and 3rd R., 567; assent,
685.

Short Line Railway-change of name.
See " Great American."

Short Line Railway Co's Laborers' Claims.
Inqiry (Mr. Dickey) and reply (Sir A

C pbell), 609.

687-88.

Springhill and Parrsboro' Railway
Co's Winding Up Bill (47)-
Mr. Macfarlane.

1st R.*, 243; 2nd.R., 259; 3rd R.*, 274;
assent, 685.

Standing Orders and Private Bills Com.
List of members, 72.

St. Andrews and Lachute Railway.
Subsidy granted to, 676.

Statutes, Consolidation of.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Lacoste),

8; (Mr. McKindsey), 12 ; (Mr. Scott),
17; (Mlr. Iower), 26; (Sir A. Camp-
bell, 50.

Statutes, Revision of, Report of Com. on.
Presented.(Sir A. Campbell), 404,
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Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882,
Amendment B. (21)-SirA. Camp-
bell.

Ist R.*, 335; 2nd eR.*, 364; 3rd R.',
365; assent, 685.

Steamship Communication with France.
See "France."

St. John, Complications in connection
with License Act at.

See License Act.

Subsidies to Provinces, Increase of.

See Provincial Subsidies Bill.

Subsidies to Railways.
See Railway Subsidies Bill, 675.

Supply Bill, The, (147)-SirA. Camp-
bell.

1st R.*, 681; M. for 2nd R., 681; dis-
cussion, 681-85; agreed to, 685; 3rd
R.*, 685; assent, 687.

Tariff Amendment B. (142)-Sir A.
Campbell.

Tst *, 2nd * and 3rd R's*, 664; assent,
685.

Temperance.
See " Canada Temperance Act."
See 2nd R. of B. (28), 261.

Territorial System of United States.
Mr. Plumb's remarks, 145.

Toronto Board of Trade and Corn
Exchange Amalgamation B.
(14)-Mr. A/ian.
lst R.«, 171; 2nd R. m, 173; 3rd R.*,

258; assent, 685.
Toronto, Pauper Immigrants at.

See " Pauper Immigrants."

Toronto, Grey & Bruce Railway
Co's B. (9)-Mr. McKindsey.

Tst R.*, 324; 2nd R., 340; 3rd R.', 365;
assent, 685.

Torrens System of Land Registry, Intro-
duction of, into the North-West.
Inquiry (Mr. Vidal), 382; remarks

(Mr. Kaulbach), 385; reply (Sir A.
Campbell), 385.

Trade and Commerce, Condition of.
In debate on the Address: (Mr.

McKindsey), 11; (Mr. Scott), 14;
(Mr. Howlan), 36; (Mr. Baythorne),
44.

Traders' Bank of Canada Incorp.
B. (92)-Air. Howlan.
lst R.*, 271; 2nd R. (ou M. of Mr. Vidal),

298 ; 3rd R.*, 317; assent, 685.
Tupper, Sir Charles, acting as Minister of

Railways and High Commissioner.
See "Independence of Parliament

Amendment B.", 615.

Union Trust Co's Incorp. B. (43)-
(Mr. Plumnb).

Tst R.*, 172 ; 2nd R., 241; Concurr. in
Amnts. and 3rd.*, 307; assent, 685.

Vancouver Island Railway.
Agreement between Dominion and

British Columbia Governnents,
relative to, transnuitted, 5.

Vancouver Island Railway B.(126)-
(Sir A. Campbell).
Ist R.1, 382; 2nd R., 407; discussion,

407-38; carried on a div'n, 438; in
Com , 472-75 ; A mt. to 14th Clause
(as to boundary) agreed to, 474
Concurr. in Amt., 475 ; on 3rd R.,
Mr. Mclnnes' Amt. (tenders for the
construction of the Railway to be
advertised for, and submitted to Par-
liament at next Session) withdrawn
3rd R. agreed to, 509; assent, 685.

Vaudreuil & Prescott Railway Co's
Incorp. B. (23)-4ir. Lacoste.
Ist R.', 290; 2nd R. (on M. of 1fr.

McKay) 307 ; rep. from Coni., Amts.
concurr. in and 3rd R., 316 ; assent,
685.

WashingtonTreaty, Notice of Termination.

In debate on the Aidress (Sir A Camp-
bell), 52.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879,
Amendment B. (120)-Sir A.
Campbell.
1st R.*, 540; 2nd R., 583; in Com,.

607; Mr. Power's Amt. (penalties for
short weight) accepted, 608; rep.
fron Com. and concurr. in amts.,
608; 3rd R., 610; assen t, 685.

Welland Railway Transfer B. (44)-
Mr. Plumb.

Ist R.*, 217; 2nd R., 323; rep. from
Com. and 3rd R.', 337; assent, 685.

Winnipeg & Hudson's Bay RailwaY
and Steamship Co. Incorp. B.
(131)-Mr. Gîrard.
lst R.*, 540; rep. from Com., 565 ; M.

that 51st and 57th Rules be suspended
and for 2nd R. agreed to 565; Con-
curr. in Amits. and 3rd R., 608;
assent, 685,
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Winnipeg Bank Incorp. B. (29)
Mr. Girard.

1st R.*, 335; 2nd R., 364; 3rd R.», 405;
assent, 685.

Winnipeg and fludson's Bay Railway.
Inquiry (M?. Girard), 280-83; remarks

(Mr. Ryan), 283; (Mr. Nelson), 285,
(Mr. Power), 287; (Mr. Carvell), 287; 1
Mr. (Kaulbach), 288; (Mr Wark), 288;!
Reply ("ir A. Campbell), 289.

Winter Communication with Prince Ed-
ward Island.

See Prince Edward Islsnd &c. and
' Northern Light," The Steamship.

Wreck at Sambro Island.

See " Saibro Island."
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